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ABBEYS: Holyrood. E.iinbiirgh, 144;
155 : St. Augustine's, Canterbury,
excavations at. S4, 43(1: Tower Hiil
(Cistercian) 241; Westminster (Rich-
mond tomb) 524 (Strathcona Memo-
rial), 172, 230

Aberdeen Wiiter su])iily, bVi
Abingdon street, wood paving in, 541
Academy, royaJ, architecture at. 485,

518; ca.rtoons, 4; designs, 40; elec-
tions, 455 ; e.xhibition, 243, 517

;

modern Belgian art at, 122; soiree
abandoned. 7C6; war relief exhibi-
tion, 28, 33

.\cademy, royal Cambrian, 633
Academy, ro'val Scottish : 344, 551,

718; relief fund, 20
Acoustics: architectural, 180; sound-

ing-boards and. 408; acquisition of
land fur public purposes. 84

Adams, Lieut. Laurence K., the late,

632
Advertising by architects, 153
Alsthetic expresfiion, concrete as a
medium of. 322

Age (luod agis, 1

Agents as deposit holders, 184
Agriculture, Board of, report of. 570
Air pollution, Manchester report on,

(127. 663
Airmen's .social clubhouse, club
designs, COS

Albemarle street, ancient lights in,

598, 627
Alien enemies, trading with, 95
Aliens at the R.I.B.A., 39, 59G, 597,

627, 663. G81, 707
American: contractors, cost of esti-

mating to, 153; institute of archi-
tects, 2, 28; translation of Vitru-
viu3, 97

Ammunition supplies. State control
of, 293

Analyses of old wax impressions, 118
Anchors, wall, 205
Ancient: lights, Albemarle street. 598,

627; monuments in Scotland. 455
Anderson John Macvicar, the late,
706

Anglo-Portuguese trade p.-lations, 540
Antwerp and Malines, 241
Apology to the Architect, 747
ApjK'al: against form IV'., 310; build-

ing by-la'.vs and court of. 208; to
spare historic buildings, 590

Arbitrations: Roberts v.Lovatt, 767;
St. Paul's bridge, 399; York, G81

Arbitrators' r.sks. 2.*)9

Archajological society fUhisgow) 398
Architect; Kent county council and

their, 2.^9. 605; law as to remune-
ration of. 289, 290. 321 ; supervising.
Washington, offlcc of, 543; v.

licensed victualler. 454
ArrhUert. the, apology to. 747
Architects; advertising by, l.'iS; Aus-

tralian cnnference of. 347. 349 : bat-
talion. C.L.R.V.. 717, 737 ; bene-
volent society. 461; British, roval
institute of. 38, 89. 144, 153. 206, 3:o.
:i77. 459. 546. 576, 715. 718 (ard
aliens) 39. 596, 597, 627. 663. 681, 707
(and Belgian historic buildings) 627
(<^-?lertiniis). 6.'9 (examinations) 60.

84, 97. 241. 398 (politics at) 597
(prizes postponed) 634 (report) 520
froyal gold medal) 172, 267, 426. 715.
71S; claim (Crawford v. Grand Lodge
Masons of Scotland) 172; depart-
ment. L.C.C.. unestablished staff.

717: fees. 310; institutes (,\mori<';(n)

2. 28 (Dundee) 84 (Ireland, roval) 553
(New South Wales) CM (New York)
427 /New Z<N'iland) 294 (royal Vic-
t-orian) 634; on active service, cigar-
ettes for. 569 ; registration (in

Illinois) 552 (in New York) 223 (in

New Zealand) 184 (in T'tah) 202; re
muneration. 153 (the law as to) 289.

290. 321; si-Iection bv rota. 202;
rocieties (Bri>t^l) 47M. .570 (Man-
chester) 524 (Shemeldj UC, 229, 478
(South African) 634 (Ulster) 156, 268,

662; society, the, 203, 321 (concert)
436 (report) 61; soul mate, 213; un-

fair treatment of, in competitions,
569; volunteer training corps. 117,

431; war (committee) 286 (service

bureau) 53 ; what they may learn
from the war, 123; why they have
no work, 480

Architectural: acoustics, 180; associa-
tions (Birmingham) 144, 185, 241, 294,

350 (Edinburgh) 350, 436, 511 (Ire-

land) 5. IIG, 185, 524 (London) 123.

234, 378 (hit by the war) 349 (jour-

nal) 747 (Northern) 424; competition,
evolution of, 576; craftsmen"?
society, Glasgow, llO, 229, 2G8, 344,

398; effects, artificial illumination
and, 434; "inefficiency," 149 (ripe

example of) 631; sculpture in Spain.
206, 213; societies (Devon and
Exeter), 424, 570, 737 (Leeds and
West Yorkshire) 155, 268 (Liverpool)
524 (Nottingham and Derby) 424,

512. 767 : spirit of the age. 234
Architecture: a.'^jTnmotrioal, 261; at
Royal Academy, 485. 518; lectures
on. Banister Fletcher's, 39: of Bel
gian towns. 258; official. 491; Scot-
tish domestic. 345

Arrangement-s, street, 350
Art: association, industrial. 599

;

Chinese, at Burlington fine arts
* club, 601; exports from France, duty
]

on, 747; galleries (Gateshead) 5, 64

(Paisley) 85 (Swansea) 157; modern
I Belgian, at Academy 122; museums,

historic value of, 490; of Belgium,
I 144, publishers' practices, some, 127

! Arterial roads in south-east London.
599 ; illumination and architectural
effects. 434: marble, 76G

Artificial: permanent defence, changes
in. 378

'.Artists at the front. 230; benevolent
institution, exhibition. 747

Arts: in war-time exhibition, 429; of
use. Socialism and, 407

Asbestos in Tasmania. 709
Asphalte, bonding of to concrete, 481
Assessment of pumping station. 542
Associated Portland cement manufac-
turers V Cory, 598

As'ociations : architectural (Birming-
ham) 144. 185. 241. 294. 350 (Edin-
burgh) 350. 436. 511. 767 (Ireland) 5.

116, 185. 524 (London) 123, 234. 378
(how it suffers bv the war) 349 (jour-
nal) 747 (Northern) 424 ; building
trades (Kdinburgh) 155; clerks of
works, 241; industrial art, 599; land
valuati<in assessors for Scotland.
344 : managers, .sewage dlsposaJ
works, 767 ; quantity {Purveyors', 767 ;

roads improvement, 512 ; surveyors
(Wilt^liirr) 351

A;:ylum>. lunatic: Blackadown, Plv-
mouth, 86: Gartloch, 224; Park
Prewett, 259

As>nimctrical architecture. 261
.\therstone. lack of houses at. 454
Auckland, N.Z.. building activity in.

7([i

Auctioneers: and estate agents' insti-
tute. 5111: meeting nt E"x*^tpr. 116

Austin: Friary, E.C., 737; H. J.. Lan-
caster, the lat«, 348; Lieut. Cvril F.,
the late. 344

Au.stralian architects in conference.
347. 349

Au'-tri.in and English oak. 127
>>r. municipal engineers at, 662

BALANCE in dvHtin. Kil

I::lfour David, the late. 4

Banks: Ix)mbard street. E.C. (Mar
tin's) 493; Ix>ndon. County, and
Weitminster. 173; Luton (Barclay's)
6iV Swansea (London and Provin-
cial). 1.^7

Barker. T. Groorae, Manchester, the
late 294, 654

Barnci) J. W. J., Manchester', the
late, 402

Barton or manor house, 295
Bedrooms, cottage, minimum of, 513
Belgian: art modern at Academy, 122;

historic buildings, R.I.B.A and,

627; portfolio, first, 596: towns
(affected by the War) 286 (architec-

ture of) 258; War exhibition, 625
Belgium : and Northern France af

they were and are, 36; out of, 144;
rebuilding of, 230. 324

Bell: Mrs. Ingress, the late, 116; Wil-

liam. Newcastle, retirement of. 53

Bench marks and movement of build-

ings, G33
Beneficial powers of town planning
Act, 344; artists' institution. 747;
institution, builders' clerks, 490

Benevolent society, architects', 461

Berrington, R. E. W., Wolverhamp-
ton, the late. 154

Bicentenary of Capability Brown. 294

liig room for improvement, 39
biggs. T. Woodbridge. the late. 200

Birkenhead Welsh water supply, 86

Birmingham : architectural associa-

tion. 144. 185. 241. 294, 350; hou:ing
c« nfeience, 14G; plumbers, demarca-
tion of work, 719; town planning in.

397
Bituminous roads, use of large stone
chips for. 746

Board: of Agriculture's report, 570;

of Trade offices. 155, 177. 184, 185,

210, 240, 268

Boarding house, cathedral school,

Truro, 748
Bombardment : mediiEval buUdinge
under, 313; relief for sufferers by,
28

Bombproof roofs, 663

Bonding asphalte to concrete. 481

Bo'-thwick, Dr. A. W., and forestry,

542
Bostock v. Bailey—architect v.

publican. 454
Boswell's house, Great Queen street,

540
Boxwood, supply of, 400, 766

Bradford, replanning central area, 552,

578
Bricks without clay, 462

Bridges: (roring and Reading. 86;

modern traffic on, 258: St. Paul's.

399; Sara (Hardinee) 299
Bristol: house-building arrears in,

324: royal colonial institute. 626;
Society of Architects. 47S, 570

British, architects, roval institute of.

38, 89, 144, 153. 260 320. 377. 459.

546, 576. 715. 718 (and aliens) 39,

596, 597, 627. 663, 681, 707 (and Bel-

gian historic buildings) 627 (elec-

tions) 659 (examinations) 60, 84, 97.

241, 398 (politics at) 597 (prizes post-

poned) 63t (report) 520 (royal gold
medal) 172. 267. 426. 715, 718; Colum-
bia, timber indn^try of. .570. 7.''S: in-

dustries fair, 570; reinforced con-

crete, 719
Brown: "Capability," bicentenary of.

294: J. -v. Arnesby, R.A., 230

Budget, a postponed, .MO

Build now and r.ive money. 766

Builder, the siwculative, 373

Builders: clerks' benevolent institu-

tion, 490; foremen, provident in ti-

tution of, 151 ; solicitors' and sur-

veyors' ciiarges on, 681 ; tenders, ad-

ju.Hment of, 39 ; wages. London. 491

Building: by-laws (and court of
appeal) 20S (appeal) 86: committee
and contractor. 707 : costs (dis-

cussed) 401 (lifter the war) 2.'G;

estate, restrictions on u-er of, 213:

indnstrv. organisation of, 633: line.

Euston' road, 689, 70S : Nfws de-

signing club, 93. 262. 375. G03, 686;

of English cathedrals. 144 : rein

forced concrete. 58. 90: speculative.

293 (check to) 479; trade (condition:!

la south of England) 292 (employer.'^,

national federation) 95. 122; trades
(association. Edinburgii) 155 (federa-

tion. Mortn Staffordshire) 144

Buildinss: composite, 063; for indus-

trial purposes, designs of, 459; in

the western War area, 36; mediaeval,

under bombardment, 313; move-
ments in, 54 (bench marks and) 633:

protection of from fire, 208, ?\3. 226;

reinforced concrete, 53; risk of
stereotyping, 479

Burlington fine arts club, Chinese art

at, 601
Burning of pulverised fuel, 324

Burnley: corporation and the demoli-

tion of houses, 23; municipal pro-

gress at, 54
Bury, fatal collapse of concrete mill.

224, 350, 369, 397, 398
Busbridge, Walter, the late, 95

Business premises: Blackhiil, Co. Dur-
ham (co-operative). 206; Great Port-

land street. 128 ; Leicester (Pruden-
tial) 552; Liverpool (Cunard) 97, 128:

New Bond stre^-t. W.. 352; New
Bridge street, Blackfriars, 128:

Prince's street, W., 720; Regent
street, W.. 463; Widnes. 463

By-laws, building : and couri) of
appeal, 208; appeal, 86

CABINET monisterr* perquisites, 625

CaUfomia university, .architecture and
health at, 280

Cambrian academy's exhibitjon. 633

Campdon, architetts' summer school,

513

Canadian: building stones, 454; civil

engineers and gypsum supplies,

153. 454
Canberra, town planning at, 427
Canterbury, excavations at St. Augus-

tine's monastery, 84. 436
CapabiUty Brown, bicentenary of, 294
Caronbie, Gilnochie castle, site of. 426

Carr. J. T., Bedford Park, the late,

154

Castles: Caronbie Gilnochie, site of,

426; Edinburgh, architects at, 511;
Hurstmoneeaux, 599; Melville, archi-
tectts at. 767; Norwich, 397

Cathedrals: and cloisters of Northern
Franee, 33; Edinburgh (St. Maryi.
626; English, building of. 144: Liver-
pool, 542: -Milan (doors). 27; Nai-
robi, 581. G54: Kheims (Prof. Bald-
win Brown on) 144, (re-bombard-
ments of) 258. 738 (restoration of)
20'. (stained glass) 596; St. Paul's
(fire prevention at) 86, 745. (height
of) 23, 370; York (stained glass), 737

Causes of concrete failures. 405
Cement: floors, creosote and. 663;
industry. German. 491; Portland
(high-pressure stcp.m tasts of) 605.

(makinc in India) G54, (standardis-
ing) 455, (us--- of electricity in manu-
f leture of) 3!G ; f|iiick-drying. used
by Germans, 42.t. 49C.

Change of day of r"bIication, 601

Chaniiies: in artificial permanent de-
fence. 378; tcnvperature, in mass
concrete. 579

Channel tunnel, the. 324
Chantrey bequest administration. 570

Chapels: Apsley I'addox (private,

R.C.) 97; Bournemouth (Bethany,
convent) 664; Paichway (Baptist)
707

Char ces on builders, solicitors and
surveyors', 681

Charnock, George, HaJifax, the late,

116

Cliimney: cow], Ervgle, 94; factory.

312
Chinese art at Burlington fine arts

club. 601

Chisholm, R. Fellowes. the late, 626
Chubb. Sir G. Eayter, presentation

to, 259
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Chubb's d(X>rs: stclocrete sliding, 523;
triple treasury, 84

Church: building committee and con-
tractor. 707: doorways. Norman.
380. 109; monuments. Englisli, 31^0

;

Sir A. H., the late. r3-J

Churches: Abbeville (St. Wulfram)
720; Acton green (St. Pet-er)

492: Acton vale (St. Thoma?! 507

:

An:.t.in Triars, E.G., 737; Biuiiber
IlriJjie (St. Ai(lan) (i-Jl ; Br icf.n,-

field <St. Mith:iel) 20G ; Bedrule,
\2C,: Christian Scieiitists. club de-

s.pns, 686: Cofk (St. Finbarr, R.C.)
(1.1.1; Coventry (H. Trinity) 117; Dal-
ziel (V.F.) 154 : Diu.iiit (Notre
I>;nie) 325; Kdnionton, Alberta (St.

Fnith) 49S. (ilaspow (St. Bride) 154:
Hr'fi all (eiplvly years unused) 513

;

Hendon, 597; Hig-hfleld. Southamp-
ton. '207: Hoar Cros.-? {Holy Angela.
tomb) 157 ; Hohiocd abbey, 144.

155 ; Ken.-in>i:tcci (seooiui. Scientist)
.125; Llansamlet, 157; Louehnor (St.

Mich.ael) 5S1; Nortlifi.et (R.C.) 55:^:

Pettistree (fonti 2C5; Kii-ton (Saxon
crypt) G54, 090; Poolidale (SI.

Aidam) 425; Rome (S. Cleniente. ex-
cavation? under) 29; Kudmore (mis-
sion) 707 ; Shirlev. Southampton
(BaptJst) '54; Smitlifield (St. Bar-
tholomew the Great) 597; South
ActoD (All Saints) y4S; Squirrels
Heath (All Saints) 251

C-iparettes far architects on active
ee'rvice, 5(59

Cinder concrete flooring between steel
beams, 294

Cinema, Swansea (Carlton) 381
City: engineer's duty, 146; the,
Rom-^n relics in, -24

Cities, smaller, plea for, 765

Civic centre. Vancouver. 38, 145

Civil: engineers (Canadian, and re-

gistj-ationi 153, (institution of) 511;
service estimates, 426

Clarkson. S. FliM, the late. 408, 459
Clashes in L.C.C. schools, size of. 481
Clay: bricks without, 462; lateral
pressure of, 96

Clarks of works association diuTier,

241

Clubhouses: airmen's eodal, 603;
York (workmen's) 155

Clubs. Bull DING News designing. 93,

2^2, 375, 603, 686
'

Code, sunlight, for tenements, 660
Collapse of reinforced concrete mill,

224, 350. 369, 397, 398
Collegea: Newcastle-on-Tyne (Ruther-

ford) 115. 3S0; science and tech-
nology (Inii>erial. free passes for)

570: South Kensingtoj] (science, im-
perial) 4; University, London, 399

Colson, Charles, C.B.. the late, 706
Colwyn Bay: housing question at,

213: sewerage of, 370
CommerciaJ: art, German, 349; com-

petitions, money wasted in, 491
Commissions, estate agents', 480
Competition: comn-erciai money
wasted in, 491; committe^es' require-
ments. 633; the architectural, evo-
lution of. 576

Competitaons : asylum, lunatic (Gart-
loch, Glasgow) 224; Bi'lLDiNO News
designing club. 93, 262, 375. 603.

5S6; civic centre (Vancouver) 38,

145; club 'York, woiking men's)
155: college (Newcastle-on-Tyne,
Rutherford) 145; cottaces (Brom-
borough Port) 653, (Dunfermline) 4;
homes (Darwen. Lishtbown) .5.S0.

664, (Spalding, cliildren's) 351 ; hos-
pital (Southend, tuberculosis) 425,

511; housing (Doncaster) 145. 254.
425, (Liverpool, Rathbone street

area) 351, 425, 463, 569. (Maccles-
field) 97. (Southend-on-SM) 254,

(Whitehaven) 351. 381. 435, 478, 737;
improvement (Glasgow, Trongate)
296; institute, technical (Oaken-
trat^fl) 299; Library (Cleveland. Ohio)
653; masonic hall (Manchester) 145,

224: memorial (Niles. Ohio, McKin-
ley) 2(ll, 380; niuni:-iri;il huildintzs

(Stepney) 155. 741, 765; National,
463: offices (Dundalk, county coun-
cil) 97. 155, (Paislev, school board)
254. (Whitehall. Board of Trade)
155, 177, 184, 185. 210. 240. 268;
parliament house fCnnberra) 435;
police station (St. Helens) 145, 425.
435; replanning (central area, Brad-
ford) 552. 578; re^^idence (Istrana,
Alwar) 511; schools (Greenwich,
Billingsgate street") 425. (Hyde) 478.
525. (Luton, secondary) 97. 425. 653,

(Middlesbrough) 478,' (Oldham, in-
fantsl 145. (P.-rth academyj 145,

(Rosyth) 511; town halls (Barnslev)
268, (Gourock) 254. 581: town plan-
ning (Bradford) 511. 765, (Madras')
525; unfair treatment of nrchit^^cts

in. 569; water supply (Somerset
villages) 38

Ci>mposite buildings for subsiding
areas. 66.3

Comptoo, Roman villa at. 426
Concert, society of architect:.'. 436
Concrete : as a medium of lesthetic
expression. 322; bonding asphaJte
to. 481; failures, causes of, 405;
flooring, cinder, 294 ; floors, dust*
less, 486; hydrated lime in,

5i3 ; making, moulds for, 243

;

mechanical plant for handling, 487;
polishing. 76(1; reinforc*-d (Britis-h)

719. (buildings) 58, 90, (fence-pOL.>ts)

570, (fireproof work) .573, (in prac-
tice) 685 (mill, collapse of) 224, 350,
369. 397. 398; roads and kerbs, 63;
septic tanks, 152; stone screening.s
in, 481; structures and electrolysis,
;i24, 452; temperoture ch.iJiges in.

579 ; under gunfire, 243
Cotiiferences; Australian architect-s.

.347, 349: housing. Birmingham, 146;
national road, 682. 766

Con.<;truction and protcctioin of build-
ings in relation to fire, 208, 213,
226

(.' )ntractor : and church building com-
mittee, 707; wins claim as exiK-rt,

145

Contractors: American, cost of esti-

mating to. 153; dishonest, for sol-

diers' food, 213; prices and the
war, 202

Cr-nvent chapel, Bournemouth, 664
Conveyancers, pitfalls for, 397
Co-operative hostel, club designs, 375
Copper sign, 541

Corrosions : committee, 542; of water
mains. 489

CO'-ts, building: after the w,ar, 256;
discussed, 404

Cottage homes: Darwen (Lightbourn)
580. 664; Stafford. 400

Cottages: Bromborough Port. 653;
Dunfeirmline. 4: minimum of bed-
rooms for, 513: rural, plans for, 286

CoucTiman. R. E., Birmingham, the
late, 200

Countryside, the English. 658

Court of appeal, building by-laws
ajid, 208

Covenant, what is a reasonable? 407
Cowl, chimney. Eagle. 94
Craft.':;nien's architectural focletv.
Glasgow. 126. 229. 268, 344, 398

Cran?, Walter, the. late, 344
Crawford v. errand lodge Masons of
Scotland, 172

Creosote and cement floo-rs, 663
Crickmay. E. W.. in re. 258
Crisp. F. E. FitzJohn. tlie late. (^5

Croydon' water supply. 737
Crvpt, Saxon, Repton church, 654, 6fl6

Culross, the Study, 345

Culture. German : Miss Lowndee on.

63; Sir T. G. Jacksoiii on, 28
Curtailed expenditure by local autho-

ritfleg, 400
CutblU. W. J., tlw late, 200

DAIRY farm. EweU Manor. 635
Danger of: ste'-eotyping building*.

479; white lead in 'paints. 540, 628
Darling, Frank, roval gold medallist,

172, 267, 426. 627'

Dav of publication, change of, 601

Deane, Lieut. T. A. D.. the late, 601

Decoration and realism. 350
Defect-ire : proiiertv at Plymouth,
598 : sewer gully 259

Defence, artificial permanent, changas
in. 378

Demarcation of plumbers' work, 719
Deposit-holders agents as. 184

DPS'ign : balance in, 401; of buildin;s
for industrial purposes. 459

Designing cnib. BUU.PIKQ News, 9S.

262. 375. Q03. 686
Des-igns: Board of Trade offices, 177.

184, 185. 210. 240, 268; BUUDING
NEWS club. 93, 262. 375. 603. 686:

royal academy. 40; Stepney muni-
cipal buildings, 741

Developraemt. land, taxes. 127

Devon and Exeter archilt-ectura I

society, 424. 570, 737

Dinners : builders' clerk.s' benevolent.
490; clerks of works" association.

241; provident institution of

builders' fort-men, 151

Discussion of building-fnctor costs. 404

Dispensary, ShefTleld (tuberculosis) 297

Disposal: refu.se, 713; sewage, report

on, 403

Di\'iding fence dispute. 767

Docks: Millwall, 325. 568: Nortn
Woolwich. 396^ Tilbury. 325, 5fiS:

Victoria and Albert, 568; West
India, 568

Dolman, L. J., BrLsbane. the late, ft32

Domestic architecture, Scottish, 345

Doors: Chubb's (stelocrete sliding) 523

(triple treasury) 84: swingins. high-

way rights and. 172

Dar>rways, Norman church. 380. 409

Daveton. Col. J. Chadwick. the late, 4

Down E. G. C. Cardiff, the late, 623

Dowgett. T. W^. the late. 408

Drawings, flattening out. 146

Drill hall, Totnea, 403

Drink prohibition during war, .197.

5!2

Dry: rot in mill buildings. nnf>; walls

on farms, and increment duty,, 145

Du Faur. F. E.. Svdnev. the late, 492

Duflleld. W. H.. the late. 408

Dundee in(?vtitute of architects. 84

Dunfermline: palace ruins 541; town
plajioing at, 118, 453

Dunn, W. Newton, the late, 4. 38

Dustless concrete floors. 486

Dustproof fireproof roof, 541

Duties: increment valuer. 39, 63 (dry

walls on farms and) 145; inhabited.
Imuse (Farmer v. Cotton's trustees)

0,S9, 707; land value. 767; on art

e\poj"ts from France, 747

Dyack, Wm., Aberdeen, the late, 294

EAGLE chimney cowl, 94

Earth foundations, stability of quay
walls on, 4^8

Ecclesiastical buildings of Morth^rn
France, 33

Ecclesiological societies: St. Paul's.

144; Scottish, 436

Eden, Sir William, the late. 2,54

Edinburgh : archit-ectural iissociation.

350, 436, 511. 7G7; building trades
association, 155; castle, archiitects

at, 511; corporation economies. 73S;

Murray field house, threatened de-
struction. 258. 426; provisional

order, powers for, 118

Egyptian exploration fund, 229

Elections. R.I.B.A., 6.19

Electric supply bill. London, with-

drawn, 257

Electricity in manufacture of Port-

land ceme.nt, 346

E'ectrolvais, concrete stiucturea and.
324

Encouraging, 145

Enginieering : manufacturers and the
war, 293; problems in Mesopotamia,
6ai

Engineers: civil (Canadian and regis-

tration) 153 (institution of) 511

;

duties, the city, 146 ; muni-
cipal and county, institution, 393,

662, 663 ; society of, 156 ; unit,

national guard, 570

E-nglisJh : cathedrals, buiinmji of, 144;

church monuments, 320 ; country-

side, the, 6.18; v. Austrian oak, 127

Estate: agent's claim for commission,
480; building, restrictions on user

of, 213; market, prices in the, 39,

349

Estimates, civil eetrvice, 426

E«t.imating: by contractore in

America! 153; quantity system of,

317

Euston road building line, 689, 708

Evolution of the architectural com-
petition, 576

Examinations, R.I.B.A., 60, 84, 87,

241, 398

Example, ripe, of architectural In-

efficiency. 6.31

Pxchanges: labour, club designs, 262;

Majichester (royal) 64; Swansea,
128

Exeter, auctioneers' meeting at, 116

Exhibitions: artists' benevolent instl

tution, 747; arts in war-time, 429;

Burlington fine arts club (Chinese

art) 601; Grafton galleries (pictures

and lace) 258; Guildhall (naval and
military pictures) 686 ; Hampshire
Hnu=;e trust, 663; inti. rnational

society of sculptors, iia.intcrs. and
gravcTS. 54C; Manchester (acadftraj

of fine arts) 286; Mestrovjc. 719;

modern German designs (Qoldsmitha
hall) 319; national road. 766; roya'

academy. 243 (architecture at) 485,

518 (pictures at) 517 (war—Belgian)
625 (war reliefJ 28. 38; royal Cam-
brian academy, 633; royal Scottish

academy, 551, 718; royal societ-ies

(Britisib artists) 345 (painters in

water colours) 374 (portrait painters'

658; San Francisco (Panama-Paciflc)
457. 463 ; twerity-ono gaUerv. 546

;

Whistler. 654; Whitechapel art gal-

lery (nature studies at) 350

Expelled from the order, 39, 596, 597,

627, 663, C81. 707
Exploration fund, Egyptian. 229
Export to France, regulations for. 153
Eipre:wion, esthetic, oonorete as a
medium of, 32"^

Expulsion, society's powers of, 680

FACE, oval or intelligent. 213
Fact<orv: chimnev. 312; Trafiord park

(asho.stos) 58. 90
Facultv. surveyors of Scotland, 229.

2G8, 608
Failures, concrete, causes of. 405
Fairs: British industries, Islington.
570; pottery, Stoke-on-Trent, 184

Falling masonry, liability for. 708
Farmer v. Cotton's trustees, 689. 707
Farms: dairy, Ewell manor, 635; dry
walls on, and increment duty, 145

Farquharson. Joseph. R..\., 230
Farrington, T. B.. the l.at«, 523, 698

Federations: national, building trade
employers, 95, 122; North Stafford
shire building trades, 144

Fees, architects', 310
Fence: dividing, dispute. 767; po.^f5.

reinforced concrete. 570

Finishings, supervision of, I2l

Fir timber, specification for, 540
Fire: protection (of buildincs from)

208. 213. 226 (of St. Paul's Cathe-
dral) SO, 745; resisting door, new.
523

Fireproof: du.^tproof roof, 541; struc-

tural reinforced work. 573
Fires, German incendiary, warnings as

to, 596

First Belgian portfolio, 690
Fishy taste of water, 213
Flattcning-out plans and drawings, 14(1

Flooring, cinder-concrete, 294
Floors, dustless concrete, 486
Folly, the Oban, 184

Font. Pettistree church, 265
Forces, recruiting for the, 351
Foreshore, rating of, 598
Forestry: at Zurich, 286; in Scotland,

707
Form IV.—successful appeal, 310
Forum Romanum, the, 116
Fourth battalion architects' C.L.R.V.,

717. 737
France : duty on art export") from,
747; exports to, regulations for, 1,13

and Belgium, as they were and are,

36; Northern (cathedrals and clois-

ters of) 33
Free libraries. Manchester (branch)

352, 437
Freehold plots for recruits, 127
Front, artists at the, 230
Fuel, pulverised, burning of, S24

GALLERIES: Gateshead (art) 5, 64;
Grafton (pictures and lace exhibi
tion) 258; Paisley (art) 85; Swansea
(Glynn Vivian) 157; Tate (Stevens'."
cartoons at) 53

Galpin, Frank W.. the late. 706
Garage, Avonmouth, 437
Gas: increase in price of, 324; pro-

ducts contamination, test for, 23]

Georgian society of Dublin, 399
German: cement industry, 491; com-
mercial art, 349 ; culture (Misa
Ix)wndes on) 63 (Sir T. G. Jackson
on) 28; use of quick-drying cement,
425, 480

Gibson, W. H., BulaTAayo, the late,

408
Glasgow: archceological society, 398;

architectural craftsmen's society,

116. 229. 268. 344, 398; corporation,
additional powers for, 513; lending
museum schemes, 738; Trongate im-

provement, 296, 682
Glendevon water works, 681

Gold medal. R.I.B.A., royal. 172, 267,

426. 715, 718

Goodridge, A. S., Bath, the late, 568

Government : buildings. Cardiff, 652

;

grants for art stopped, 267; national
coalition, 625

Granite, shortage of, for road re-

pairs, 172
Grants: Government, stoppage of, 267;

road board, 87, 455, 513

(j!ravcsend sewerage scheme, 654

Great Queen street, Boswell's house,

540
Greek sculpture, 155

Grewcock, w. T.. Leicester, the late.

523
Grey, Chas. Grey, the late, 260

Ground beneath London, 398

Grundy v. Baylifl, architects' claim,

145
Guildhall, naval and military picture*

at, 686
Gully, defective, no liability for, 269

Gun-flre, concrete under, 243

Gustafson, Dr. O.. the late, 462

Gypsum in Canada. 454

HAAG, Carl, the late, 116

Hall v. Manchester Corporation—unfit
for human occupation, 625

Halls: Broathvav (Lifford memorial)
525; Little Trinitv lane, E.C,

(Paint^r-Stainers) 597 : Manchester
(masonic) 145, 224; Sledniere, 635;

Totnes (drilH 403; Westminster
(roof) 86, 230. 295

Hampshire house trust exhibition, 663

Hampton Court tapestries. 625

Hand lettering. Lineham's, 719, 748

Hardv. Thomas, architect and
novelist, 350, 634

Harris and Sheldon. Ltd.. annual

meeting, 286

Harrison. Lieut. C. R.. the late, 626

Hartlepool housing scheme, 299

Hartley. Sir C. A., the late. 254

Harvesting labour, shortage of, 708

Hassall. an eigtity years unused

church. 513

Head measurer, a new. 709

Headquarters and drill hall, chib

designs, 93
Heating studentships, 760

Height of St. Paul's. 28. 355

Hereford, public records inquiry at.

High : pressure steam test of Port-

land cement. 605; price of timber.

Hichway rights and swinging doors.

172
Highways, repair of, 737

Hill, John Catliies; in re, 293. 310;

the late, 409

I

Historic: buildings, rf^pcal to spare.

598; value of art museums. 4I>o

i Holding v. Banks—appeal, 310

Holdings, small, 426

Hole in pavement, liability for. 47fl

Holme. George. Liverpool, the late.

i

Holyrood abbey church. 144. 155

Homes: children's (Orimshy) /2(^

' (Spalding) 351; cottage (St^ffoj?)

j

<00 (Darwen, Lightbown) 030, 66«;
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Miners' (Seaham) 299; troops' {Plv-
mouth) 126

Honours, new year's, G3
Horriadge v. Makinson, 479, 551
Horstield. J. Nixon, tlie lak-. 7(J5

Hospitals: Bourne (isolation) 681

;

Bucknall (fever) G81 ; Burnley (Vic
toria) 115; Dundee (women's) 690;
Hemel Hempstead (isolation) C64;
Kine's College. Denmark Hi!I, 377;
Madrid, 709; mobile, 329; Piccadilly
circu5 (Regent pulace) 005: St. Cross.
Winchester. 541 ; Southend-on-Sea
(tuberculosis) 425, 511

Hostel, co-operative, club designs, 375
Hotels: Piccadilly (Regent palace) 608,

688; Swansea (Cameron) 381
House: agents and tenants—liability

for rates. 767; building arrears in,

324 ; duty on converted building,
689. 707; mite, the, 293

Houses: Boswell's. Great Queen street,
540 ; Buenos Aires, 40 ; Cariad,
Goring. 352. 409; country (U.S.A.)
607; Crow Clump. Weybridge, 664;
Donibristle (mansion) 297. 325; Exit-
bury, Barking (manor) 494, 636

;

Exeter, 241 ; Eyford Court. 157

:

Hambledon, 65: Islet. Maidenhead,
437; Istrana, AJwar, 511; manor or
bartons, 295; Murrayfleld. Edin-
burgh, 258, 426; octagon, Washing-
ton, 173; Osterley, 634; planning of,

185; Pusey, Oxford. 635; Queen Anne
street, 691; Roehampton Court. 581;
Shirpur (pala.ce staff) 493; Sled-
mere. 635; Stonedene, Ilkley, 325;
Sussex, 608; unoccupied. Leeds cen-
sus of. C83; Tirley Garth. 720: Tit-

lark's hill, Sunnirigdale, 409; Whin-
burn. Keighley, 090

Housing: Act, memorandum on, 118;
Atherstone, 454; Cannock. 325; con-
ditions at Seghill. 117; conference,
Birmingham, 146; Cravford, 257;
Doncaster. 145, 254, 425; Hartlepool.
209 ; in Scotland. 455 ; increasing
.<ihortage of, 551; Liverpool. 351. 425,
463. 569; Maccle.^fleld. 97; Manches-
ter, appeal. 399; Newcastle-on-Tyne,
Walker estate, 452; ojieration.^ m
Kent, 87; question at Colwvn Bay.
213; Rhos. 313; ruraj and' urban,
429. 430; Shrewsburv. 452; South-
end-on-Sea, 254; Tilbury. 409; White-
haven, 351. 381, 435, 478, 787; York.
118

Hoyle, Wilfred, Gravesend, the late,
568

Hudson. Lieut. C. H.. the late. 6S2
Hydrat«d lime: and ordinary lime,
744; in concrete. 54S

ILLINOIS, architects' licensing in. 552
Illumimition. artificial, and architec-

tural effects, 434
Impainnent of timber by rough hand-

ling. 481
Iinprovement: of towns and cities,

486; the big room for. 39
Income tax: guide, Leeming's, 2S(i; on
sewers. 707

Increment value duty: 39. 63; on dry
walls on farms, 145

India. Portland cement making in, 654
Individuality. 458
Industrial : art association, 599 ; ptir-

po^es, designing buildings for, 459;
reservists. 491

" Inefficiency," architectural: 149; a
ripe e.vample of. 031

Inlirmaries: Rochdale, £41; South-
mead, Bristol, 765

Inhabited house duty on converted
building. 689. 707

Inquiry committee's report land, 124,
150, 236. 264, 318

Installations, telejihone, preparing for,
184

Institutes: architects' (American) 2.

28 (British, roval) m, 89. 144, 153.
206, 320. 377. 459. 546, 576, 715, 718
(do. and aliens) 39. 596. 597. 627. 663.
6f!l. 707 (do. ;ind Ut-lgian historic
buildings) 627 (do. elections) G59 (do.
examination--) 60. 64. 97. 241. 39K (do,
polltir.s at) 597 (do. prizes post-
poned) 034 (do. report) 520 (do. roval
gold m<'d:ih 172. 207. 420. 715, 71P
(Dundf'v) S4 (NVw South W.ilct^) 0.1-1

(New Z<*al:ind) 294 (of Ireland, royal)
553 (royal Victorian) 631 ; auction-
eers'. 5S0: LiveriKK)l garden stiburh.
325; royal Colonial (Bristol) 626;
technical (Oakengates) 299

Institutions: builders' clerks' b4_*nfVo-

l<*nt. 490; civil engineers. 511; Long
Sutton (W;md>worth memorial)
525 : muntcip:il and countv 411

Kineers. 398. 062. 06:i; provident, of
builders* foremen, 151 ; surveyors,
634

Instruments, furveving and levelling.
39

Insurance: national, no valuation for,

.599; Sun, oflloe, 599
Intelligent or ova! face. 213
International society of sculptors,

paint«.*rs, and gravers, 546
Ireland : architectural association of,

5. no. 185. 524; royal institute ar-

ch itocts of, 553
Irvin. Lieut. J. Hawksmorc, the late,

7110

Irvine water supply. 541

Isolation hospitals: Bourne, CSl

;

Hcni'jl H.'inpstc;id. 664

JACKSON. Sir T. G., on German cul-

ture, 2M
Jubilee of Henry C. Walker, 404

Jukes. C. W., Tipton, in re, 369

KARACHI, administrative offices, 299
Kaye's locks. 127. 145
Kent: county council and their archi-

tect, 259, 605; housing operations in.

87
Kerbs, concrete roads and. 63

Key to London telephone directory,
481

King, Alfred, Gloucester, the late, 224

King 5 College hospital, Denmark hill,

377

LABORATORY, engineering, Oxford
748

Labour: exchange, club designs, 262:
harvesting, shortage of, 708; statis-

tics, flftei'n years'. 259
Lamp and sign regulations, L.C.C., 481

Lancaster v. Burnley corporation. 28
Land, acquisition of. for public pur

poses, 84; develoipment taxes, 127:

inquiry committee's report, 124, 150

236. 264, 318; valuation (completed)
682 (staff, temporary) 480; value
duties, 707

Large stone chips for bituminous
roads. 74G

Lateral pressure and resistance of
clay, 96

Lath-and-plaster, cause of streaks on.
127

Law as to: architect's remuneration.
289. 290, 321 ; road locomotives, 313

Lawyers' litigation. 453
Laxton's price-liook. 231

Laying water mains under railway, 369

Lead in paints, danger of. 540, 625
Lectures on arcl itecture. Banister
Fletcher's, 39

Leeds: and West Yorkshire architec
tural society. 155, 268, 608; census
of unoccupied houses. 683

Ijegishition. private, check to, 153
Lending museum scheme, Glasgow, 73H

Iji'ttering. hand, treati.-* on, 719, 74s
Levt-on, overhead telephone wires at.

309, .199

LKthility: for falling masonry. 708;
for hole in pavement. 479, 551; for

rates, house agents and tenants'.
767

Libel action by master painter. 258
Libraries: Cleveland. Ohio. 653; Man-

chester (free branch) 352, 437
Life: of .Man. a -dismal play, 747
of Sir Christopher Wren, annotated
copy oij 426

Lights, ancient, Albemarle street, 598.

627
Lime: hydrated (and ordinary) 744
(with conerete) 543; purification of
water, 705

Lincoln, municipal progress in. 87
Lindsey, E. Delano, the late, 765
Linlithgow jtalaee approach, 201
Litigation: lawyers', 453; over i:3

claim. 081

Liverpool: architectural society, 521:
cathedral, architects at, 542; cor-
poration, new powers for. 292; cot-

tage rents raised. 570 ; Rathboi'e
.'street area competition. 351, 425.

463. 569; slum demolitions, 706
Llandudno building by-laws appeal,
86

Lncal authorities' eurtailed expendi-
ture. 400

Locks, Kaye's. 127. 145
LiH'kwood's builders' price book. 140

Locomotives, road, law as to. 313
Ixjgarithm table, improved four
figure. 513

London: Jind Brigliton railway co. v.

Metropolitan Water Board, 36!);

builders' wages, 491 ; County and
Westminster bank, 173; countv
r<.uiuil. 125. 1,52. 200, 224, 239, 20.'i.

2!i2. ;i23. .'i48. 390. 489. 523. .547. 570.

579. 70M, 71H (.e^-hoola, sizes of classes
in) 481 (unestablished architect's
staff) 717; education estimates. 737;
electric sui)ply Bill withdrawn, 257;
ground beneath, ."^98; Roman rcilies

in City of. 221; society. 294; south-
east, arterial roads in. 599; .streets,

trees for. 313; tramways, rating of.
2.58

Ii»»ndondorry water supply. 512
I^ughbiirough welter .'supply. 430
Ixivatt v. Rnhcrts. apiieal". 707
Love-letter. Sir Christopher Wren's.
717

Ix>wes. Lieut. A. E., the late. 568
Lunatie asylums: Blackadown, Plv-
mouth. 80; Gartloch, 224; Park
Prewett, 259

WcDONALD, A. li.. Glasgow, retiru
ui.-nt. of, 082

MeX.ill's slag-wool. 663, 747
M i-nu.-,. Sir Philip, retirement of,
370

MaiiL'*, water: corro^siou of, 489; lay-
ing of, under railway, 369

Making the steip-ladder safe, 691
MaJinee f.m\ Antwerjt. 241
Mallows. C. E.. the late, 632. 661

I Man. the life of. 74"'

Manchester, city surveyor as sealous
recruiting officer, 491. 540; civic

architectural metJiods in, 154. 267.

552 ; housing appeal. 399 ; Masomc
halL. 145; municipal enterprise
checked. 53; society of architects,
524; tree planting iii, 87; univer-
sdty sketch book, 719

Manitoba parliament buildings. Win-
niipe-g, 293, 407, 480, 491, 570

Manor house : Eastbury, Barking,
49i; or barton. 295

Manton, Charle.s the late. 492
Manufacture of Portland cement, use

nf electricity in, 346
Manufacturing towns, air-pollution in,

£163

Map reading and rough measure-
ments, 629

Marble, making artificial, 766
Market: cattle. Bristol. 85; Denbigh,

.581; Sihadwell. as a royal memorial.
172

Mirks, I>ench. 033

Marshall. Arthur. Nottingham, the
l.-.te, 266

Masonic halJ. Mancliester. 145, 224
Masoniry as applied to civil eaigineer-

in.s, 202

Mass concrete, temperature changes
in. 579

Matiiewsj J. Montagu, the late, 462
Measurements: of plasterers' work.
689; rough map reading and, 629

.Measuring the head. 709

Mechanical plant for handling con-
crete, 487

Medallist, royal gold, 172, 267. 426.

715. 718
Mediteval buildings under bombard-
ment, 313

Memorandum on Housing Act, 118
MemoriaU : Birmingham (Joseph
Chamberlain) 427 ; Ealing (Chas.
Jones) 569; Greenwich (Captain
Scott) 172: Ilolvrond (Edward VII.)
40; Niles. Ohio (McKinJey) 201. 380;

Shadwell market. (Ldward VII, ),

172; Stannington (Viscouiiit Ridley)
454

Men over forty, new trades for. 625
Mental outlook in painting, 84
Meropotamia. entiineerinc problems

in. 034

ilestrovic, Jean, sculpture by. 719
Method of measurtrment for plasterers"

work, 689

Meunier. Constantin. art of. 350
Michiean, architects' registration in,

543

Miller. F. T. W.. the late. 126

Mill buildings, prej eating dry rot
in, 606

Mills, spinning, Rochdale. 492
Mineral resouirces of Engjand. 172
Miners' homes. New Seaham. 299
Mini'mum of bediooms for cottages,
513

Mite, the house. 293
Mixing v. penetration methods for

roads, 213
Mobile hospital, a. 239
Modern: Beician art at royal acn*
demy. 122; traffic on bridges, 258

Module, planining to, 657
Moffat, J. J., Birmingham, the 'a.te,

200
Mo-n.'^on: Lieut. C. A., the late, 626;
Major E. C. P.. P.S..\.. 481

Monuments: ancient, in Scotland,
455 ; English church, 320

Moore, H. Wilkinson. Oxford, the
late, 266

Monris, H. Seaton. the late, 126
Mortgage, what is a? 267
Mosaic work in England, revival of,
743

Moulds for concrete-m aki n g, 243
Movements in buildings : 54 ; bench-
marks and. 633

Mowhrav. A. R. Alardon. Oxford, the
late. 266

.Municipal: and cnunty engineers' in-
stitution. 398, 602. 063;' buildings
(Karachi) 437 (Stpney) 1.55. 705;
undertakincs. restriction of. 407

Munitions output, drink and. 510
Munray v. Agnvw. ancient light.s. 598
Museums: lendinc. 738: of art. his-
toric value of. 490

NASH, Captain F. O. C. the late,
523

Nation.al : Coalition Govemmt'Oit. 625;
competition designs. 463; federation
build in i: trp.de cmploycr.s. 95. 122

;

guard engineers unit , 570 ; Insur-
amce, no valuation for, 599; road
comlerence, 082. 766

Naval and miUtary exhibition. Guild-
hall, 686

New: 4^nd old railings, 402; South
Wales institute of architects, 634;
tra<Ios for men over forty, 625;
Vacuum Heating Co. v Steel and
Wilson, 479; York (.architects' re-

gistration in) 243. 427 (architectural
It-aC'ies medal) 427: Zealand (archi-
tects' registration in) 184 (institute
of architects) 294

Newcastle-on-Tync. Walker estate, 452
N(»rth StalTord-sliirt' biiililing trades

fcder.ation. 144

Northt-m : architectural association,
424; France (and Belgium, as they
were and are) 367 (catiiedrals and
cloisters of) 33

Notes, parliamentary, 230. 257, 285,

312, 480. 513. 511. 598, 707, 767
' Nottingham and Derby areliitectnral

society, 424, 512, 767; water suppiv,
737

' No valuation for national insurance.
599

Nursery, cliildren's, Barnet, 60

OAK. Englii-h v. Austrian, 127
aiian Folly, the. 184

1 Obituary: Adams. Lieut. L. K.. 632;

i
Anderson. J. Macvivar. 706; Austin,

j
Hubert J., 348; Austin, Lieut.

I Cyril F., 344 : Balfour, David,
\ 4; Barker, T. Groome. 291. (i" 1

:

Barnes, A. J., 402; Bell. Mr.s.

Ingress. 116; Benington. R. E. W.,
154 ; Biggs, T. Woodbridge. 200

;

Busbridge, Walter, 95; Carr, J. T..

154; Cliamock, G., 116; Chisholm,
R. F., 626; Church, Sir A. H.. 632;
Clarkson. S. Flint, 408, 459; Coison,
C, 706; Couchman, R. E., 200;

, Crane, Walter, 344 ; Crisp, Lieut.
F. E. F.. 05; Cuthill. W. J.. 200;

He St. MaiToeaux, C. R. de P.. 492;

Deane. Lieut. T. A. D.. 661; Dol-
m'an, L. J., 632; Doveton, Col. J. C,
4; Down. E. G. C, 523; Dowson,
T. W., 408; Du Faur, F. E., 492;
Duffield, W. H., 408; Dunn^ W.
Newton, 4, 38; Dyack. W., 294;
Eden, Sir Wm., 254; Farrington,
T. B., 523, A98: Galpin, F. W.. 706;
Gibson. W. H., Bulawayn, 40S;

GoodTidge. A. S., BatJi, 568; Grew-
cock, W. T., Leicester. 523; Grey,
C. Grey. 260; Guataf.^D. Dr. G., 462;
Haag, Carl. 116; Harrison, Lieut.

C. R.. 026; HartTev, Sir C. A.. 254;
Hill, John C, 409; Holme, G., Liver-
pool, 462; Horsfield, Lieut. J. Nixon,
705 ; Hoyle. W.. Gravesend, 568

;

Hudson, Lieut. C. H.. 636; Irvin,

J. Hawksmore, 706; King. A., Glou-
cester, 224; Lindsay. E~ D.. 765;
Lowevs A. E., 568; Mallows, C. E..

632, 601; Manton. C, Wolverhamp-
ton., 492; Marsh.all. A.. Notifngham,
266 ; Mathews. H. Montagu, 462

;

Miller. F. T. W.. 120; Moffat, J. J..

Birmincham, 200 : Monson., L-eut.

C. A.. 026: Moore. H. Wilkim^on,
Oxford. 266; Morris. H. Seaton, 126;
Mowbrav. A. R. Mardon. Oxford.
2«6: Nash, Fonntain O. C, 523;
Oldham. R. S., 116; Phillips. R.,

Gloucester, 765; Reavcll. G.. 632;
Reeve, J. A.. 620; Ridgway. Lieut.
Isaac A.. 706 ; Robin.son. Profescor
Henry. 379; Roddick, Major A.. 580;
Rudler. F. W., 154; Rutan, C. H.,
Boston, Mass., 116; Seaton. Dr. E.
C, 254; Sheppard. L.. 706; Smith,
J. J., Bideford, 200; Spaull. W. H..
Oswe&trv, 568; Squire, W. W..
Bristol. 65: Stirling, R. J.. 626;
Strutt, William. 38; Sumner. Frank,
4; Sutherland. W. G., 580, 625;
Takashima, Kaemon. Yokohama.
491; Teasdel. J. E.. 706; Toplev. S.

Douglas, 408, 459; Turner. Lieut. T.
E.. 700; Van Straaten. M., .'108, 569;
Wardle. J. P., South Shields. ':94

;

W^ebb. Philip. 458; Whitehead. H.
M., 492; Willett. W'illiam. 294

Observation!, value of, in war. 517,

551 -

Observatory. Little Saanich mountarn.
B.C., 744

Occupation, human, unfit for, 625
Official architecture, 491
Offices: administrative (Karachi). 299;
assurance (Leices1:er, Prudent) al>

552 (Stockton. Prudential) 664

:

Board of Trade, 155, 177, ISt. 185,

210. 240; biL^^iness (Widnfs) '463;

county council (Dim,dalk) 97, 155;
post (Checkendon) 720 (Northampton
128; school board (Paisley) •.;54

;

shipping (Liverpool, Cun.iVd) 97.

128: St'vl Co. (Port Talbot) 157;
tramway (Avonniouth) 4.37; ventila-
tion of. 310; weights and me^isuree
fBirminiih.^m) 25J

Ohio, quantity surveying in, 524
Old: and new railings, 402; Bailey,

royal statues at. 453
Oldham, R. S., Buenos Aires, the

late. 116

Order, expelled from the. 39. :iy6. 597.
627, 061, 083, 707

Ordinary and hydrated hme, 744
Orcani>ation of building imhistry. 683
Ornament, the scaffolding of, 545
Osterley park. 634
Outlook, mental, in paintinc. 84
Oval or intelligent face, 213
Over forty, new trades for those. 625
Overhead telephone wires, Leyton,

309, 399
Overlooked strike clause, 243
Oxford, t-owers and e-pires of, -109

Oxt-obv, William, Masonic Jionour for,

542

PAINT, h'lw to get pood result.s with,
613

Painter. n;:i.-ter, libel action by, 25S
Painting, nirnital outlook in, 84
Paints ctnilaining lead, dangers of.

540. 025
Palaces

: Alcala de Hecares (archi*
episcopal) 5 ; Dunfermline, 641

;
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Hampton Court (tapestrks) 625;
LinlitliBow (approach to) 201

Panama-Pacific exhibition. San Frau-
cUico. 457. ir,3

Papworth V. Batter?ea borough coun-
cil. 258

Parliament buililings: Canlierr.i, 435;
Manitoba, 29o, 407, 480. 491, 570;
Ottawa, 664

Parliament arv notes. 230. 257, 285, 312,

4S0. 513. 541, 598, 707, 767

Party questions at the E.I.B.A., 597

Pavemenit: Hability for defecttye, 479,

551 : wood. Ahingdoia street, 541

Peabody donation fund, 313
Penetration v. mixing methodfi for

roads. 213
Periscope, St:niley's trench. 348
Permanency of wallpaper colouns. 513

Perquisites, retiring Cabinet minis-

ters', 625
Phillips, Robert. Gloucester, the late,

765
Picture: house plans, SG; theatre,
Sdut-hampton. 626

Pictures at the academy, 517

Pier. Tiree, S.B.. 117

Pitfalls for conveyancers, 397

Placards, recruiting, taste and discre-

tion in, 663
Planning : of houses, 185 ; to module,
657; town, 54, 229 (Act, beneficial

powers of) .344 (Antwerp) 351 (Brad-
ford) 511, 765 <Duntermline) 118, 453

(East Birminsliam) 397 (Madras) 525

(Rochdale) 708 (Scarborough) 455
(.•themes) 313 (schemes, evil of) 551

(Seaton Delaval) 709 (value of) 241
(Vancouver) .38, 145 (Whitley Bay)
709 (York) 708

Plans: flattening out, 146: for rural

cottages, 286: omission to submit,
682: picture house, 86

Plea for smaller cities, 765

Plant, mechanical, for handhng con-
crete, 487

Plasterers' work, method of measure-
ments of, 689

Plumbers' work, dem^arcation ot 719

Plvmouth, defective property at, 598
Police buildinKs: Cheadle, 2C9 ; St,

Helens, 145, 425, 435

Polishing concrette, 766
Politics and party questions at the
RIB. A.. 597 ,

Pollution.' air; in manufacturing
towns, 663; report on, 627

Portfolio, first Belgian, 696
PortLand cement : high-pre.ssure steam

test of, 605; m-aking in India, 654;
Manufacturers (.\ssooiated) v. Cory,
598 : Etajidardising. 455 ; use of elec-

tricity in manufacture of, 346
Portrait painters, royal society of, 658
Portugal, trade relations with, 540
Post office : Checkendou, 720 ; North-
ampton. 128; volunteer training
corps. 570

Posts, reinforced coaicrete, 570
Pottery fair, Stoke-on-Tren.t. 184
Preparing for telephone installations.

184
Pressure, iat-eral, of clay, 96

Preventing dry rot in mill buildings,
606

Price books : Laxton's, 231 ; Lock-
wood's, 146

Prior, E. S., .\.R.A., re-election as
professor, 258

Priories: Dublin (Caj-melite) 737; Mer-
ton, 426

Private legislation checked, 153
Professional classes war relief, 399
Promoters' requirements, 633
Property, defective, at Plymouth, 598
Protection : fire, of St. Paul's cathe-
dral, 86. 745; of buildings from
fire. 208, 213, 226

Provident institution of builders' fore-
men's dinn.!'r, 151

Prudential Assurance Society's report,
311

Public : purposes, actiuasition of land
for, 84: records iiwiuiry, Hereford,
682: trustee's respon.-^bities, 407

Puhlijtftion. cliance of day of, 601
Publishers' practices, art. 127
Pulpils. lecterns and organs, 654, 713
Pulverised fuel, hum-mg' of, 324
Pumping station, assessment of. 642
Punjaub. architectural supervision in

the. 370
Purification lime, of water, 765

QUADRANT, Regent Street. 480. 598
Quantity surveyors' a-ssociation. 767
Quantity s.vstem of estimating: 317;
introduced into Ohio, 524

Quay walls, stability of, on eajth
foundations, 488

Quick-drying cement used by Germans,
425, 480

RAILINGS: new and old. 402; Vic-
toria Tower gardens, 325

Railway
: ex-tensions in Chosen,

Japan, 481 ; laying water mains
under. 369; stations (Berwick) 266
Bordesley) 266 (Temple. E.G.) 6,53

Railw.ays: Paddington to Queen's
Park, 85

R.ating : land inquiry committee and,
'236, 2«4, 318; of foreshore, 598; of
London tramways, 258 ; of ©ewers,
428

Reading, map, 629
Realism, decor,ation and, 350
Reasonable covenant, what is a. 407
Rcavell. G., Alnwick, the lat*. 632
Rebuilding of Belgium, 230. 3'24

Records, public, inquiry at Hereford,
682; bands' concert, Albert Hall,
399

Recruiting: for the Forces. 351;
ofHcer, City surveyor as. 491, 540;
placards, discretion in, 663

Recruits, freehold plots for, 127
Red Cross voluntary aid detachment,

737

Reeve, J. Arthur, the late, 626
Refuse: disposal. 713; street, accu-
mulation of, 293

Regent street quadrant, 480, 598
Registration: architects (in Illinois)

552 (in Michigan) 543 (in New
York) 243 (in New Zealand) 184 (in

Utah) 202 ; Canadian civil engi-

neers and, 153
ReguLataons : for exports to France,

153; lamp and sign. 481

Reinforced concrete : British, 719

;

buildings, 5S, 90; fence-posts, 570;
fireproof work, 573; in practice,

685; mill, colLipse of, 224, 350, 369,

397, 398
Relics, Roman, in the City, 224
Relief : for sufferers by bombard-
ment, 28; fund. Royal Scottish
Academy, 29

Removing stains from stonework,
659, 766

Ileinuneration. architects', law as to,

289, 290, 321

Rents of Liverpool cottages raised,

570

Repair of highways, 737

Replanning central Bradford. 552, 578

Reports : air pollution, 627 ; Board of

Agriculture, 570; land inquiry com-
mittee. 124, 150, 236, 264, 318; Pru-
dential Assurance Society, 314;

R.I.B.A., 520; sewage disposal, 408;

Society of Architects, 61 ; Sun In-

surance office, 599

Repton, Saxon crypt, 654, 690

Requirements, promoter's, 633

Reservists, industrial, 491

Resistance, lateral, of clay, 96

Resources of minerals used in chemis-

try, our, 172

Restriction of municipal works, 407

Restrictions, building estate, 213

Rf;viEHS: Architectural Association
Journal. 747: Ashwell and J^es-

bitt's Wall Calendar, 39; Booklet
N—Rok Roofing, 570; BntDiNO
News designing club, 93, 262, 375,

603, 686; Cathedrals and Cloisters

of Northern France, 33 ; Civil En-
gineering Tj-pes and Devices, 54

;

Concrete Roads and Kerbs, 63

;

Contract Record Empire Number,
314; Electrical Engineering, 455;
English Cotmtryside, 658 ; Everj
Woman's Flower Garden, 455;
Fir.=it Belgian Portfolio. 596; Hand-
railing for Geometrical Staircases,

427; Heating and Ventilation of
Buildings. 455; How to Blake and
How to ilend. 683 ; Improved Four-
figUTe Logarithm Table. 513; Im-
provement of Towns and Cities.

486 ; Individu.ality, 458 ; Key to
London Telephone Directory, 481

;

Laxton's Pricebook. 2:il : Leaning's
Guide to the Income Tax, 286

;

Lockwood's Builders' Pricebook,
146 ; Manchester University Sketch-
book, 719; Masonry as -Applied to
Civil Engineering, 202; Materials of
(instruction, 683 ; Memorandum on
Housing Aot, 118; Method of
Measurements for Plasterers' Work,
689 ; Pocket Notes and Remem-
brancer. 654; Practical Gilding and
Glass Embossing. 427; Pulpits. Ltc-
tenns and (Organs in English
Churches. 654, 713; Refuse Dis-

posal. 713; Sanitary Record Vear
Book. 172; Sewage Purification and
Disposal. 173; SocialLsm and the
Arts of U-se. 407; S<tained Glass at

York Minster, 737; Strikes, 596;

Surveying and Building Construc-

tion for Agricultural Students,

543 ; Timber, from the Forest to its

Uses in Commerce, 682; Town
Planning, 54 : Treatise on Hand
Lettering, 719, 743; Treatise on
Surveying and Levelling Instru-

ments, 39; Valuations, 481; Vitru-

vius, American translation of. 97;

Warnings as to Incendiary Fires,

596; Whitaker's Almanack. 29

Revenue. National, policy of surplus

om. 407
Revival of Mosaic work in England,
743

.

Revolving shutters, Francis's. 492

Rheims cathedral : Prof. B;iJdwin

Brown on. 144; re-bombardments
of. 258, 738 ; restoration, 295

;

stained glass, 596
Rickmanswortih, excavations at, 634

Ridgway. Lieut. I. A., the late, 706

Eights, highway and swinging doors,

172

Ripe example of ardiitectural in-

efficiency, 631

Risks: arbitr.ators'. 259; of paints
containing lead. 540, 625

Road : Board grants, 87. 455^ 513

;

conference, national, 682, 766; loco-
motives, law as to, 313

Roads : and kerbs, concrete, 63 ; arte-
rial in South-East London, 599

;

bituminous, large stone chips for
746 ; improvement association, 512 ;

penetration v, mixing methods for,
213

Rotyinson, Prof. Henry, the late, 379
Rochdale, building prospects in, 29
Roddick, Major Andrew, the late, 680
Rods, tie, 205
Rok roofing, 570
Rolled sections, standardising. 87
Roman : relics in the City, 224 ; re-

I mains. Wroxeter. 398
Romans, the, as builders. 84
Rome : excavations under Sail C'Je-

mente, 29 ; forum of, 116 ; trium-
phal arches of, 241

Roof : dustproof, fireproof. 541

;

Westminster hall, 86, 230, 285
Roofing, Rok, 570
Roofs, bomb-proof, 663
Room for improvtment, the big, 39
Rose, Fanindra, sculptor, 599
Ross, housing problem at. 738
Rot, dry. in mill buildings. 606
Rota, architects' selection by, 202
Rough measurements, 629
Royal : Academy (architecture at)

485, 518 (cartoons) 4 (design.s) 40
(elections) 455 (e.\Jiibition) 243
(nuxlern Belgian art at) 122 (soir^
abandoned) 766 (w:i.r relief exhibi-
tion) 28, 33; Cambrian academy,
633 ; exchange, Manchester, 64

; gold
medal, 172, 267, 426. 715. 718; in-

stitute, architects of Ireland. 553

;

institute, British architects, 38, 89,

144, 153. 206, 320. 377, 459, 646, 576,

716. 718 (and aliens) 39. 596, 597,

827, 663i 681, 707 (and Belgian his-

toric buildings) 627 (elections) 659
(examinations) 60. 84. 97, 241, 398
(politics at) 597 (prizes po,st-

poned) 634 (report) 520 (royal gold
medal) 172, 267, 426, 715, 718; Scot-
tish academy 344. 551, 716 (relief
fund) 29: societK-s (British ;irtists)

345 (painters in water colours) 374
(portrait painters) 658; statues at
the Old Bailey, 453; Victori.an in-

I
stitute of architects, 634

Rudler. F. W., the late, 154
Rule, slide. Walker's, 3

!
Rural : and urban housing, 429, 430

;

I

cottages, plans for, 286
Raskin as a scavenger. 184
Rutan, C. H., Boston, Mass., the late,

116

SAFE step-Iaddej, 691
Saant : Aidan (Bamber Bridge) 626
(Rochdale) 425 ; Augustine (Canter-
bury, excavations at) 84, 436; Bar-
tholomew the Great (Smithfleld)
597 ; Bride (Glasgow) 154 ; Clement o
(Rome, excavations under) 29

;

Cross (hospital) 541; Faith (Ed-
monton, Alta) 493; Finbarr (Ckjrk,

B.C.) 653; M.arceaux, C. K. de P.
de, the late, 492; (Mary (Edin-
burgh, cathedral) 626; Michael
(Beaconsfield) 296; (Loughnor) 581;
Nichol.is (Taplow) 748 ; Paul's
Cathedral (fire prevention at) 86,
746 (height of) 28, 370 ; Paul's eccle-
siological society. 144; Peter (Acton
green) 492; Thomas (Acton vale)
597; Wulfr.an (Abbeville) 720

San Francisco, Panama-Pacific ex-
hibition, 457, 463

S.anatoria; Keycol hill, Sittingbourne,
697; Rochdale, 668

Sanitas Co., Ltd., 654
Saxon crypt, Repton church, 654, 690
Scaffolding of ornament, 545
Scarborough, town planning at, 455
Scavenger, Ruskin as a, 184
Schools : Campden (architects' sum-
mer) 513 ; Cowdenbeath, 478 ; Green-
wich (Billingsgate street) 426;
Hyde, 478, 525, 653; L.C.C. (sizes of
classes in) 481 ; Luton (secondary)
97, 425, 653; Middlesbrough. 478;
Motherwell (high) 607; Oldham,
146; Pathfield, Kirkcaldy, 157;
Perth (.\cademy) 145 ; Rosytli
(board) 511 ; Saltley. Birmingham,
12«; unhealthy. 53. 85. 117, 145, 166.

201, 229, 256, 284, 295
Scotland : ancient monuments in,

455 ; faculty of surveyors of, 229,

268, 60S ; forestry in, 707 ; housing
in, 455

Scottish : academy, royal, 344 (archi-

te(>ture at) 718 (relief fund) 29
(sculpture at) 651 ; domestic archi-

tecture, 345; ecclesiological society.

436
Screenings, stone, in concrete, 481
Sculptors : as experts in physiog-
nomy, 153; painters and gravers'

exhibition, 648

Sculpture: Greek, 155; in Spain, ar-

chitectural, 208, 213

Seaton, Dr. E. C, the late, 254

Secondary schools : Luton, 97, 425, 663
Sections, rolled, standardising, 87
Seghill, housing conditions at. 117
Selection by rota, architects', 202
Septic tanks, concrete, 152
Sewage : disposal, long-delayed re-

port on. 408 ; purification and dis-

posal. 173
Sewer gully, no liability for defec-
tive, 258

Sewers: damaged by trade effluents,

542 ; income tax on, 707 ; rating of,

428
Sheffield, society of architects and
surveyors. 116. 229, 478

Sheppard, Lewis, the l:ite, 706

Shortage: of harvesting labour, 708;

of houses, increasing, 551 ; of
granite for road repairs, 172

Shrewsbury, garden suburb, 452

Shutters, revolving, Francis's, 492

Sign : and Lamp regulations, L.C.C,
481 ; copper, 641

Sing a song of six per cent., 63

Sketchbook, Manchester university,

719
Slag wool, McNeill's, 663, 747

Slide rule. Walker's. 3

Small holdings, 426

Smaller cities, plea for, 766

Smith, J. J., Bideford, the late, 200

Smoke elimination, 54

Socialism and the arts of use, 407

Societies; archieological (Glasgow)

393 architects, the, 206, 321 (con-

cert) 438 (report) 61; (Bristol do.)

478. 570 (Manchester) 524 (Sheffield)

116. 229, 478 (South African) 634

(Ulster) 156, 268; architects' bene-

volent, 461 ; architectural (crafts-

men's. Glasgow), 116, 229, 268, 344,

398 (Devon and Exeter) 424, 670,

737 (Leeds) 155, 268, 608 (Liverpool)

624 (Nottingham and Derby) 424,

512, 767; ecclesiological (St. Paul's)

144 (Scottish) 436; engineers, 158;

Georgian, of Dublin, 399; inter-

national, sculptors, painters, and
gravers, 546 ; London, 294 ;

powers

of expulsion; 689; royal (British

artists) 345 (painting in wat*r
colours) 374 (portrait painters) 858

Solicitors' charges on builders, 681

Some substitutes for timber, 89

Somerset villages, water supply, 38

Soul-mate, the architect's, 213

Sounding-boards and acoustics, 408

South :' African society of architects.

634; of Engl.and, building trade
conditions in, 292

Southampton water supply, 117

Spain, architectural sculpture in,

208, 213
Spaull, W. H., Oswestry, the late.

563
Specification for flr timber, 540

Speculative: builder, 373; building,

293 (check to) 479

Spies, surveyors treated as, 682

Spirit, archit-ectural. of the age, 234

Squire, W. W., Bristol, the late, 65

Stability of quay walls on earth

found.ations, 488

Stained glass: Rheims cathedral,

secret of. 596 ; Westmin.ster .\bbey.

172. 230; York minster, 737

Stains on stonework, removing, 659.

786
Rtalvbridge. sewerage of, 785

Standardising : Portland cement. 455

;

rolled sections. 87

St-anley's trench periscope, 348

State control of ammunition sup-

plies, 293

Stations: pumping, asses-sment oi.

642; railway (Berwick) 266 (Bordes-

lev) 266 (Temple, E.C.) 563

Statues: Glasgow (Earl Rot«rt5)

230; roval, .at the Old Bailey. 453.

Waterl«) place (Florence Ntghtin-

Steam (high-pressure) test of Port-

Land cement, 605

Step-ladder, a safe, 691

Stereotyping buildings, danger oi.

479
Stevens's cartoons at Tate gallery,

Stirling, Robert J.. Dublin, the laU,

628 , ,„
Stoke-on-Trent, sewerage of. 35i

Stone: chips, large, for bituminous

roads, 746; scrcening.i in concrete.

<81 „ . ,..

Stones, building, of Canad.a. <=*

Stonework, removing stains from.

659, 786 „ ,. J i-a
Stores, co-operative, Cra«head 4.'*

Stow, John, our ind<*tcdness to, 40,

Streaks on lath-and-plaster, cause of,

127

Street arrangements. 350; refuse.

accuniul-ation of. 293

Streets, London trees for, 313

Strike clause, an overlooked, .43

Strikes, wanton, 596
fl„„roo(

Structural reinforced work, flreprooi

573
Strutf. William, the lat<. 38

Studentships, heating, .68

Sub.«titutes for timber. S9

Summer schwl, Campden. M
Sumner, Frank, the late, *
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Sun insurance office's report, 599
Sunlight code for tenements, 660
Supervising archit-ect's duties, Wash-
ington, 543

Supervision of works, 1, 57, 121
Surplus on national revenue, policy
of, 407

Surrey, Xorth-Ea^=.t, wuter levels in,

747

Surveying : and levelling instruments,
39; for agricultural students, 543;
quaiitiity, introduced into Ohio, 524

Surveyor. Jlancht-ster citv, as recruit-
ing officer, 491. 540

Surveyors : association (Wiltshire)
351 ; institution, 634 ; charges on
builders, 6.S1 ; of Scotland, faculty
of, 229, 26S. 60S: quantity, as&ocia-
tion, 767; treattd as spies, 6S2

Sutherland. \V. G.. the late. 580, 625
Swansea, borough extension and
sewerage, 54, 202

Swinging doors, highway rights and,
172

Synagogue, Jesmond, 425
System, quantity of estimating, 317

TAKASHIMA, Kaemon. the late, 493

Tanks, concrete, septic. 152
Tape.stries at Hampton Court, 625

Tasmania, asbestos in, 709
Tate Gallery, Stevens's cartoons at,

53
Taxes: land development, 127
Teasdel, J. E. Yarmouth, the late,

706
Technical Institute. Oakengates, 299
Telephone : installations, preparing

for, 184 ; wires, overhead, at Ley-
ton. 369, 399

Te-nperature changes in mass con-
crete. 579

Temples: Athens (Jupiter Olympius)
4; Fphesus (Diana) 5

Temporary land valuation staff, 480
Tenants: and house-agents, liability

for rates, 767: Wayfbrd, 542
Tenders: builders, adjustment of,

39
Tenements, sunlight code for. 660
Test for gas products contamination,
231; high-pressure eteam, of Port-
land cement. 605

Testing permaneney of wallpaper
colours. 513

Tie-rods and wall anchors, 205

Tilbury, housing scheme, 409
Timber ; for War Office, 230. 243, 257,

207, ^S5, 293, 315. 370. 453, 479; flr.

specification for, 540; from forest
to its uses in commerce, 6S2; high
price of, 95 ; impairment of by
rough handling, 481 ; industry of
British Columbia, 570, 738; substi-

tutes for. 89
Tipton sewerage works contract, 569
Tolbooth removal. Glasgow, 296, 682
Tnimbs : Hoar Cross (H. Meynen,
Ingram) 157; Westminster Abbey
(Countess of Richmond) 524

Topley, S. Douglas, the Jate. 408, 459
Town halls: Barnsley. 268; Denbigh.

581 : Gourock. 254, 581 ; W'allasey,
396

Town planning: 54, 229; Act, benefi-

cial powers of, 344; Antwerp, 351;
Bradford, 511, 765; Dunfermline.
118, 453: East Birmingham. 397;
Madras, 525; Eochdale. 708; Scar-
borough. 455; schemes, 313; (evil

of) 551; Seaton Delaval, 709; value
of. 241; Vancouver, 38, 145; Whit-
ley Bay, 709; York, 708

Towns : and cities, improvements of,

486; Belgian, architecture of, 258

Trade : Board of, offices. 155, 177.

184. 185, 210, 240, 268; effluents and
sewers, 542

Trades, new. for men over forty, 625
Trading with alien enemies, 95
Traffic, modern, on bridges, 258
Training Corps, Architects' Volun-

teer, 117, 481

Tramways, London ; 313 ; rating of,

258
Tree-planting in Manchester, 87
Trench periscope, Stanley's, 348
Triple treasury door, Chubb's. 84
Trustee, public responsibilities of.

407
Tunnels: Channel, and the war, 324;
Mont d'Or. 599

Turner. Lieut. T. E., the late, 706
Twenty-one gallery exhibition, 546

UGLINESS of the American West,
634

Ulster society of architects, 156. 268
Unestablished architect's staff, L.C.C,

717

Unfair treatment of architects in
competitions, 569

Unfit for human occupation, 625
Unhealthy schools. 53, 85, 117, 145,

156. 201, 229, 256. 284. 295
University College, London. 399
Unoccupied houses in Leeds, census

of. 683
Urb.*n: and rural housin^i; 429, 430;
Land tenure. 124, 350

Use : of electricity in manufacture of
Portland cement, 346 ; of large
stone chips on bituminous roads,

I 746

: Utah, architects' registration in, 202

j

i VAL DE TRAVERS asphalte paving
' company, 427
' Valuation: land (completed) 682;
I temporary staff, 480; no, for na-

j

tional insurance, 599
I Value; duties, land, 707; increment

duty, 39, 63; of high-pressure steam
te,st of Portland cement. 605 ; of

j

observation in war, 547, 551 ; of
I town planning, 241
Van Straaten, Martin, the late. 568,

569
Varallo and its imitations, 89
Ventilation of offices, action as to,

310
Victoria Tower-gardens, railings of,

325

Victorian, royal institute of archi-
tects. 634

Vitruvius, American translation of,

97
Volunteer training corps, architects'

117, 481

WALKER : appeal, increment duty,
63: Henry C, jubilee of, 404

Walker's slide-rule, 3
Wall anchors and tie-rods. 205
Wallpaper colours, testing perma-
nency of, 513

Walls: dry, on farms, increment duty
on, 145; quay, stability of, 488

Walsall, municipal progress at, 286
Wanton strikes. 596
War: and wealth. 233; area, western,
buildings in, 36; Belgian towns
afi'ected by, 286: building costs
after, 254; committee, architects',

286 : contractors' prices and. 202

;

drink prohibition during war. 397,

540; engineering manufacturers and,

293; exhibitions (Belgian) 625; (re-

lief fund) (academy) 28, 33; -Office,

timber for. 230. 243, 257, 267, 285.

293, 312s 370. 453, 479: relief (pro-

fessional classes) 399; service
nureau. architects', 53 ; value ot

observation in. 547. 551 ; what archi-

tects mav learn from, 123

Wardle, J. P., South Shields, the late,

294
Warnings as to incendiary fires. 596

Washington, Octagon house, 173

W^ater: cause of fishy taste in, 213;

levels in north-east Surrey, 747;

lime purification of, 765; mains
(ecTrosion of) 489; (laying of under
railways) 369

Wax impressions, analyses of, 118

Wkayford Tenants. Ltd.. 542

Wavgood-Otis. Ltd.. 746

Wealth, war and. 233
Webb, Philip, the late, 458

Wellmgton. Salop, .sewerage of, 352

Western war area, buildings in. 36

Westminster hall roof. 86, 230. 285

What architects may learn from the
war, 123

Whistler exhibition. 654
Whitaker's almanack. 29
Whitby, historic, 228

Whitelead in paints, dangers of. 540.

625
Whitehead. H. Montagu, the late. 492

Why: many architects have no work,
480; the workman lost time, 408

Willett. William, the late, 294
Wiltshire surveyors' association, 351

Woods. British' Columbian, 570. 738

Worcester, sewage disposal at. 285

Works: Bushbury (hollow ware) 737;

supervision of. 1. 57, 121

Wren's: life, annotated copy of.

426: love-letter, 747

Wroxeter, Roman remains at, 398

YEAR-books, sanitary record, 172
York ; arbitration, 681 ; hou^ng
scheme, 118

Y.M.C.A. premises, Edinburgh, 653
Y.W.C.A. premises, Newcastle-on-
Tyne. 765

ZIMAN ^- Komata Reefs gold Mining
Co.. 267

Zurich, profitable forestry at, 286

INDEX TO ILLUSTRATIONS.
ABBEYVILLE, Church of St. Wulfian.

Acj'lemy. Royal : Cartoon, Urania,
(J. Williams) 6 : design for picture
gallerv (W. H. Hr.mlyn) 40, 6fi

Acoustics, architectural, 181, 182, 1S3

Airmen's social club, club designs. 61IS

Alcale de Henarcs, staircase, ei>iscopal

palace, ti

Anchors, wall, .md tie-rods, 205, 206
Angers cathe<lral. stoup, 35
ApslcT near I'a^ldox, private chapel,
98

.\rbour s(iuare, E., Stepney municipal
buildings, 712, 749

Architwlural ; aoou.-tics 181, 1.S2. 183;
sculpture in Spain, 214, 225

Art : Galleries (Gateshead, Shipley)
04, CB; (Swan.wa, Glynn Vivian)
158; Royal college of, studtnt.ship :

temple of .lupiter Olympius, Atihcn.^

(W. G. .Tones) 4, 6

Asbcsl<i.» factory, Tralford Park, 58,

59. CO. no. 91, 92. 93

Askham Uryan church, south doorway,
382

Assembly hall, Rutherford College,
Newcastle, .382

Assurance oincc.<. Prudential : Leices-

ter, 652, 554; Stockton-on-Tees, 664

BANKS: Lombard Street, E.C. (Mar-
tin's.) 493, 496: Luton (Barclay's)

036 ; Swansea (London and Provin-
cial) 158

Barclay's bank. Luton, 636
B.irking. ^Eastbury manor house, 493.

494, 490, 6;t(;

Barnet union children's nursery, 66

Be.iconsllcld. St. Mich.ael'9 Chureli,

297, 300
Bennett's End isolation hospltol,

Hcmcl Htmp.-tead, 664
Hoard of Trade olllces, designs

:

selected, E. V. Harris. 178, 186, 199;

Adams and Ilolden, 179, 186; C, T.
Armstrong, 240, 244, 255; Ashley and

Newman, '310. 211, 212, 214; Atkin-
son and Alexander, 242, '244, 253: E.
Cooper, 214: 'G-.i&co.\Tie and Nott.
269, E70: Thomas, Prcstwich and
Jones, 269, 270, 283

Boarding house, Trewinnaxd court
school, Truro. 748

Boathou.^e, Curiad, 412

Bond Street, W., New, premises, 354
Bournemouth, Sisters of Bethany
convent chapel, 664

BnaytoiL church, soutli doorway, 382
Bristol, tramway gauge, Avonmouth,
438

Broadway, Lifford memorial h-all, 525,
539

B'Ucnos Aires, dining-room in house
near, 40

BlMr.iiiNG News designing club: air-

men's social club, 608 : Church of
Christ Scientists, 687, 688, 692 ; co-

oper.ative ihostel, 382; headqu:irters
building. 93, 98; Labour exchange,
263. 270

Buildings: reinforcerl concrete (Traf-
ford Park, factory) 68, 69, 60, 90, 91,

92, 93
Burnley, Victoria hospital extension,

115

Business premises ; Checkendon
(post offloe) 720 ; Glasgow (Trongate)
300; Great Portland Street, 130;
Leicester (Prudential) 552, 654

;

Liverpo<il (Cun:iril) 98, 130; Lombard
Street (bank) 493, 496; Luton (bank)
6."/.; Nev Bond Street. W., 854;
New UniWe Street, E.C. (H.M.
OITlcc of 'Works) 130; Northampton
()»st office) 129. 143 : Piccadilly Cir-

cus (Regent Palace hotel) 605 ; Port
Talbot (-vtllces) 1.57. 158: Princes
Street, W., 7'20: Regent ,ind M:ir-
garct Streets, 'W., 4«4 ; Stockton
(Prudential) 664 ; Swansea (bank)
158 (cinema and restaur-ant) 380
(hotel) 381; Widnes (Gossage's
otQces) 463, 464

CAMERON liotel. Swansea, 381, 382

Cardiff Government buildings, Cath-
ays park, 554

Cariad, Goring-on-Thames : 354, 412;
boathouse and lodge, 412

Carlton cinema and restaurant, Swan-
sea, 380. 382

Carnegie library. Chorlton-cum-Hardy,
Manchester, 354

Cartoon, royal academy, Urania (J.

Williams) '6

Castle Acre priory, central west door-
way, 382

Cathedrals: Angers (stoup) 35; Din-
ant, 326; Dol (lesser doorway, s.

nave aisle) 35 (s. porch) 35 ; Milan
(western bronze doors) 27; Nairobi,

Easrt Africa (exterior) 582; Rheims
(s.w. tower from east) 34; St.

Paul's (fire protection of) 746

;

Tout (across the nave) 35

Chapels: Apsley (private) 98; Bourne-
mouth (iSisters of Bethany convent)
664

Charney Bassett Church, south door-

way, 382
Checkendon lodge, post ofHce and
Ivohgate, 720

Children's: nursery, Barnet union. 66;

receiving 'home. Grimsby workhouse,
7'20

Chimney, factory. 312
Cho.rlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester, free

library. 3.M
Chubb's: triple treasury door, 84;

Stelocrete sliding door. 523

Church of Christ Scientists, club de-

.signs, 687, 688, 092
Churches: AJilieville (St. Wultr.im)

730 ; A.ikham Bryan (doorway) 382

;

Astburv (oaken eagle) 716; Beacons-
field (St. Michael) 297, 300; Brayton
(s. doorway) 382; Castle Acre
priory (doorway), 382; Ch.arney
Ba-ssett (s. doorway), 382 ; Christ

Scientist, club designfi, 687, 688, 692

Compton Greenfield (s. do<>rway)

3S2; Dmant (Notre Dame) 3'26; Ed-
monton, "l^Jberta (.St. Faith) 490;
FraraJingham (organ case) 717; Har-
berton (pulpit) 714; Hereford (All

SS., pulpit) 715: Hoar Cross (Holy
Angels, tomb to II. Jleynell-

Ingram) 158; Horton (n. doorway)
382; Kensington (Second, of Ohrisi
Scientist) 526; Llansamlet (new
tower) 171; Loughnor (St. Michael)
581, 582; Northfleet (R.C.) 553. 554:
Repton ('Saxon crypt) 690 ; Taplow'
(St. Nicholas) 748 ; Twyford (s. door-
way) 382

Club, Building News designing : air-

men's social club, 608 ; Church of

Christ Scientists, 687, 688, 692; co-

operative hostel, 382: headquarter.;
building, 93, 98; labour exchange,
»63, 270

Clubhouses: airmen's social, club de-

signs, 608
Co<le, .sunlight, for tenements, 660
Colleges : art, royal, studentship

(temple of Jupiter Olympiu-.
Athens. W'. G. .Tones) 4, 6; Nc«-
castlc-on-Tyue (Rutherford, assem-
bly hall) 3S2: South Kensington
(imperial science and technology) 6

Competitions: assembly hall (Ruther-
ford College, Newcastle, selectcil.

Ular.-liill .ind Tweedy) .382; BuiLBINC
New,^ dtsignmg club (airmen's social

club) 60S: (Church of Christ Scien-

tist) 687, 688, 692; (co-operative ho.---

tel) 382; (headquarters building) 93.

98; (labour exchange) 263, 270; Edin-
burgh school of art (tcinnle of
Diana, Ephesus, J. Scott Lawson)
6; home, receiving (Grimsby,
selected, T. Waddingh:im) 720:

homes, cottage (Danven. selected.

Samcs and Green) 664; hospital
(Burnley) Victoria, sekMjt^d, W. .\.

Pate) 115 ; liousing scheme (Liver-

pool, Uathbone street, selected.

Biram and Fletcher) 464 ; improve-
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ment (Glasgow, Trongat^, select-ed.

J, Keppie) 300: institute (Liverpool
garden suburb, selected. G. L. Sut-
cliffe) 326: jiuniorial (Niles. WcKin-
ley. selected. .McKinlay Jlead and
W'hit-e) 330, XSi; municipal build-

ings (Gour<H<k. select-ed. A. N. Pater-
son) 5^2 (Karachi, selected. J. C.
W.vnne). 43S. 451 (Stepney, selected.
Brings. Wolst-enlioime, and Thornely)
742. 74S: Katioiial <flgure studies

—Edith S. Bessell. G. E. Br.adbury,
Frances K. Matthew, and F. D.
Wray) 404- omce^ (Board of Trade-
selected. E. V. Harris) 178. 186. 199
(Adams and IMden) 170. 186 (C. T.
Armstrong) 240. 244, 255 (Asliley

and Newman) 210. 211. 212, 214
(Atkinson and Alexander) 242, 244.

253 (E. Cooper) 214 (Gascoyne and
JTott) 269, 270 (Thomas, Preitwich
and Jones) 269, 270. 2S3 :

parliament
buildings (Ottawa. E, V. Harris)
664 : royal academy (cartoon,
Urania, J. Williams) 6 (design for
picture gallery, \V. H. Hamlj-n) 40,

66 ; royal college of art studentship
(temple of Jupiter Olvmpius, Athens,
W. G. Jones) 4, 6; schools (Hyde,
Greenfield .street, selected, H. Q.
Farmer) K6 (Pathfleld. Kirkcaldy,
board, selected. \V. Williamson) 158:
town hall and market (Denbigh,
selected. Broi^ke and Elcock) 582

Compton Greenfield cliurch, south
doorway. 382

Concrete : rtiiiforced. buildings (fire-

proof) 573. 574. 575. 576 (Trafford
park, asbestos factory) 58. 59, 60, 90,

91. 92. 93 : septic tank, 152
Convent chapel. Sisters of Bethany.
Bournemouth, C64

(3o-operative hostel, club designs, 382
Corridor, grouid floor, Tirley Garth,

720
Cottage homes, Lightbown, Darwen,

664
Cottages and dairy farm, Ewell
Manor, 636

Council schools, Hyde (Greenfield
street) 520

Country house in Eastern States of
America, 608

Crow Clbmp, Wejl'bridge, 664
Crypt, Saxon, Kepton, 690
Culross, N.B., the Study, panelling in,

354
Cunard building, Liverpool, 98, 130

DAIRY farm. Ewell Manor, 036

DalLiel high sohool, Motherwell, 607,
608

Darwen, Lightbown, cottage homes,
664

Denbigh town l.all and market. 582
Designing club, BuitDINC. News: air-

men's social club. 608: Church of
Christ Scientist) 678. 688. 692 (co-

o.perativ€ hostel, 382: headquarters
building, C3, 98: labour exchange,
263, 270

Designs : BuitriNG News club (Church
of Christ Scientist) 687. 688. 692 (co-
operative hostel) 382 (headquarters
building) 93, 9S (labour exchange) 263

270 (social club for airmen) 608:
country house in Eastern States of
America (Poynter and Wenyon) 608

:

mansion in Sussex (A. N. Prentice)
CC8: Picture gaUerv, royal academy
(W. H, Hamlyn) 40, 66

Details; clubhouse (airmen's, club de-
signs) 608: gallery, picture (academy
design. W. H. Hamlyn) 60: gateway
(Donibristle) 339 ; headquarters
building (club design) 98: hostel
(club design) 382: houses (Eastburv.
Barking) 636 (Study. Culross) 351:
labour exdiange (club designs) 270

:

map reading. 630 : municipal build-
ings (Karachi) 451 : offices (Board of
Trade designs (Adams and Holden)
1S6 (Ashley and Newman) 214 (Gas-
coyne and Nott) 270: railings,
wrought-iron (Victoria "Tower gar-
dens) 326 : railway station (Temple,
E.C.) 554 : reinforced concrete (fac-
tory, Trafford park) 58, 59. 60, 90,

91. 92. 93 (fireproof work) 573. 574.
575. 576: stairs, external (Doni-
bristle) 309: temples (Athens. Jupi-
ter Olympius) 6 (Ephesus, Diana) 6

Diana, temple of. Ephesus. restoration
(J. S. Laws<-)n> 6

Dinant cathedr-il, interior. 326
Dining-room for house near Buenos

Aires. 40
Directors' room, Gk>5sage and Sons',
Widnes. 464

Dispensary, tuberculosis, Sheffield, 297,
298

Dol cathedr.al : doorway, south nave
aisle, 35 : sout'h porch, 35

Dominion observatory. Little Saanirh
Mountain, B.C. 745

Donibristle mansion. N.B. : external
stairs. 309; wrought-iron gateway,
399

Doors ; Milan cathedral (western) 27

:

stelocrete sliding (Chubb's) 523:
triple treasury (.Ohubb's) 84

Doorways
: Dol cathedral (south nave

aisle) 35; Norman (Askham Brvan,
Brayton, Castle Acre, Charnev Bas-
sett, Compton Greenfield, Horton

and Tw.vford) SS2: VaJladolid (San
Gregorio) 214 (San Pablo) 214

Drawings : measured (gateway, Doni-
bristle mansion. J. S. Lawson) 339
manor hou.se Eastburv, Barking.
H. V. C. Curtis) 403, 494, 496, 630
(stairs, external, Donibristle man-
sion, J. S. Law.son) 309 (Study, Cul-
ross. J. S. Lawson) 354

Drill hall : club designs. 93, 98 ; Tot-
nes, 403

Dundee, women's hospital. 090. 705

EASTBURV manor house. Barking,
493, 494, 496. 630

Edinburgh school of art. temple of
Diana, Ephesus (J. S, Lawson) 6

Edmonton, Alberta, St. Faith's
Church, 4«6

Embankment, E.C, Temple railway
station. 554

Engineering laboratory, Oxford, 748
English Norman <ioorways : Askham
Bryan, Br.ayton Castle, Castle Acre,
Charney Bassett, Compton Green-
field, Horton and Twyford, 382

Entrances: Cunard building, Liver-
pool, 98 : government buildings, Car-
diff. 554; imperial college of science,
Soutli Kensington. 6

Ephesus. temple of Diana (restoration,
J. S. Lawson) 6

Episcopal Palace staircase, Alcales de
iHenares, 6

Kweli manor, Maidstone, cottages and
dairy farm, 630

Exchanges: labour, club designs, 263,

270; Manchester (royal), addi-
tions to, 66: Swansea, 1'28. 129. 130

Exeter, pair of houses, West avenue,
244

Exhibition, San Francisco (Panama-
Pacific) 464

External st<airs, Donibristle mansion,
N.B.. 309

Eyford C'ourt. GIoucester.shire. 158

FACTORIES: chimney. 312: Trafford
park (asbestos) 58, 59, 60, SO, 91, 92,

93
Farm, dairy, Ewell Manor, 630
Figure studies, National competition,
464

Fire protection of St. Paul's Cathe-
dral, 746

Fire-proof structural reinforced work,
573, 574. 575. 576

Framiingliam Church, organ case. 717
Free library. Chorlton-cum-Hardy,
Manchester, 354

GALLERIES: art (Gateshead, Shipley)
64, 66 (Swansea. Glynn Vivian) 158;
picture (roval academy design. W,
H. Hamlyn) 40, 66

Garage, tr:vm«ay, Avonmouth, 43S
Gardens: sujburb. Liverpool, institute,
326 : Victoria Tower, wrought-iron
railings, 326

Gate, lych, Checkendon, 720
Gateshead, Shipley art gallery. 64. 66
Gateway, wrought-iron, Donibristle.
N.B.. 339

Glasgow Trongate improvement, 300
Glynn Vi\ian art -allery, Swansea, 158
Godalming. Harabledon house; 60
Goring-on-Thames, Cariad house, 354,
412; boathouse and lodge, 412

Gourock municipal buildings, 582
Government buildings, Cathays park.

Cardiff. 554
Great Portland street, W,, business

premi.ses, 730
Grim.-5bv. children's receiving home,
720

HALLS: Assembly (Rutherford's col-
lege, Newcastle) 382 : Cari;id house.
Goring. 354: drill (club designs) 93,

98 (Totne.s) 403: Islet house. Maiden-
head, 438: Lifford memorial, Broad-
way, 525, 539; Tirley Garth, 720

Hambledon house, Godalming, 66
Harberton church, stone nulpit, 714
Hatfield pump, St. Paul's Cathedral,

746

Headquarters building and drill hall,
club designs, 93. 98

Hemel Hempstead, isolation hospital,
664

Henares, Alcala de, staircase in epis-
copal palace. 6

Hereford, pulpit All Saints' church,
715

High school (Dalziel), Motherwell, 607,
60S

Hoar Cross, Holy Angels church,
tomb to Hugo ileynell-Xngram, 158

Homes : children's receiving, Grimsby.
720; cottage, Lightbown, Darwen,
664

Horton church, south doorway, 382
Hospital.--: Burnley (Victori.a exten-
sion) 115 : Dundee (women's) 690,
705; Hemel Hempstead (isolation)
664

Hostel, co-operative, club designs, 382
Hotels: Piccadilly circus (Regent Pal-
ace) 605 : Swansea (Cameron) 381. 382

Houses : Buenos Aires (dining-room)
40; Cariad. (Joring, 354. 412: coun-
try, in Eastern States of America

(proposed) 60S; Crow Clump, Wey-
bridge, 664; Donibristle, N.B. (exter-
nal stairs) 309 (wrought-iron gate-
way) 339 ; Eastbury, Barking, 493, 494,

490, 636: Exeter (pair) '244: Eyford
Court, 158; Hambledon, Godalming.
66; Islet, Maidenhead. 4:i7, 438;
Liverpool (Kathbone street area)
464; Pusey. Oxford, 636: Queen
Anne street, W,. 692; Roehampton
Court, 582: Shirpur (staff at palace)
496; Sledmere, 635, 636; Study, the,
Culross, 354 ; Sussex (proposed) 608

:

Tilbury (urban council's) 410: "Tirley

Garth. Willington, 720; Titlark's
hill, iSunningdale, 412; Wbinburn.
Keighlcy, 691. 692

Housing schemes: Liverpool. Rath-
bone street. 464 ; Tilbury. 410

Hyde, Greenfield street schools, 5*26

ILKLEY. Stonedene bouse, 326
imperial college of science and tech-
nology, entrance,

Imjirovement scheme, Trongate, Glas-
gow, 300

Ingram, Hugo Meyrell. tomb of. Hoar
Cross church, 168

Institute, Liverpool garden suburb,
326

In.?titution, Long Sutton, Lord
Wandsw-orth, 526

Islet, the. Maidenhead. 437. 438
Isolation hospital. Hemel Hempstead,
661

JUPITER Olympius, temple of.

Athens, restoration (W. G. Jones)
4. 6

KARACHI municipal buildings. 438. 451

Keighlcy. Whinburn house. 691. 692
Kensington : Second C'liurch of Christ

Scientist. Palace gardens terrace.

526 ; imperial college of science and
technology, entrance to. 6

Kirkoaldv board .schwil. Pathfleld,

near, 158

LABORATORY, engineering, Oxford,
748

Labour exchange, club designs, 263,

270
Lectern, o.ak. Astbury church, 716

Leicester, Prudential insurance offices,

552, 554
Library, free, Ohorlton-cum-Hardy,
Manchester. 354

Lifford memorial hall. Brcidway, 525,

539
Lightbown, cottage homes, Darwen,

664
Little Saanioh Mountain, B.C., Ob-

servatory, 745
Liverpool: Cunard building, 98, 130;

garden suburb, institute, 326 : Rath-
bone street housing scheme, 464

Llansamlet church, new tower, 171

Lodge: and post office, Checkendon,
720: entrance, Cariad, Goring. 412

Lombard street, E.C, Martin's bank,
493. 4i96

London and Provincial bank premises,
Swansea, 158

Long Sutton, Hants. Lord Wands-
worth institution. 526

Loughnor, St. Michael's church, 581,

582
Luton, Barclay's bank, 636

Lych gate, Checkendon, 720

McKI^LEY memorial. Niles. Ohio.
380 38^

Maid'enhe'ad. tie Islet, 437. 438
Maidstone, dairy farm, Ewell Manor,
near, 636

Making the step-ladder safe, 691
Manchester ; asbestos f.actorv, Traf-

ford Park, near, 58, ,59, 6o! 90, 91,

92, 93 : Carnegie library, Chorlton-
cum-Hardy, 354; royal exchange,
additions to, 66

Manor house, Eastburv, Barking, 493,

491, 496, 636
Mansioiis : Donibristle (external stairs)

309 (wrought iron gateway) 339; In
Sussex (proposed) 608

Map reading and rough measure-
ments, 629

Market buildings, Denbigh, 582
Martin's bank, Lombard street, E.C,
493, 496

Measured drawings: Donibristle man-
sion (exte>rnal stairs, J. S. Lawson)
309 (gateway, J. S. Lawson) 339;
Kastbury manor house. Barking (H.
V. C. Curtis) 493, 494, 496, 036;

Study. Culross (J. S. Lnw.soa) 3.54

Memorials: Broadway (LilTord hall)
525. 539; Long Sutton (Wandsworth
inistitution) 526: Niles. Ohio (Presi-

dent McKinley) 380. 382
Meynell-Ingram. Hugo, tomb of, Hoar
Cross church. 158

aiilan cathedral, western bronze
doors, 27

Monuments: Hoar Cross church (H.
Meynell-Ingram) 158 : Waterloo
place (Florence Nightingale) 158

Motherwell, Dalziel bigh school, 607,
603

Municipal buildings : Gourock, 582

;

Kar:ichi, 438, 451 ; Stepney, 742, 74S

NAIROBI caUiedral. E.ast Africa, .582
National competition, figure studies
—Edith S. Bessell. G. E. Bradburv
Frances K. Matthew, and V I)'
Wray, 404

New: Bond slfcet, W., premises, 354-
Bridge street, E.C. (office of workj
premises) 130

Newcastlc-on-Tyne, assembly hall
Rutherford college, 3S2

Nightingale, Florence, monument
Waterloo place, 158

Niles, Ohio, President McKinley me-
morial, ,380, .382

Norman church doorw.aya—Askham
ByaO', Brayton, Castle Acre, Char-
ney Bassett, Comjiton Grecnflcl.i
Horton and Twyf.i,rd. 382

Northampton, new" post office. 129 I4S
Northfleet. Rom.an C:itholic church

5.*)3, 5,54
'

Nude, studies from: by Alfred St"-
vens. 66j by Frank Wray 464

Nursery for children. Barnet union
66

OBSERVATIONS in w.^r time, 549
Obser\ .atory. Dominion, Little Saa-
nich mountain, B.C., 745

Oflice of works premises. New Bridce
street, E.C. 1,30

""luge

Offices: Avonmouth, Bristol (tram-
way) 438; Checkendon (post) 7''0-
Leicester (Prudential) 552, 554-
Liverpool (Cunard) 98, 130- New
Bridge street, E.C (H,M. office of
works) 130; North-ampton (post) 1''9

143; Port Talbot (Steel Co.) 157,'

158; Stockton-on-Tees (Prudential)
664; Whitehall (Board of Trade de-
signs, selected. H. V. Harris) 173
186. 199 (Adams and Holden) 179'
186 (C T. Armstrong) 240, 244, 255
(Ashley and Newman) 210. 211.' 212,
214 (Atkinson .and Alex.Tnder) 24"'

244. 253 (E. Co:>per) 214 (Gascoyne
an.d Nott) 269. 270 (Thomas, Prest-
wich, and Jones) 269, 270, 283;
Widnes (Gossagc and Sons) 463, 464'

Organ else. Framlingham church. 717
Ottawa parliament buildings. E. V.

H.arris's design. 6C4
Oxford- engineering laboratory. Ban-
bury road, 78: from the Sheldoniau
roof. 412; Pusey house, 636

PADDOX, private chapel. Apslev
U'ar. 98

Palace gardens terrace. Kensington.
Second Church of Christ Scientist.
526

Palaces, episcopal. .staTcase in
Alcales de Henares, 6

Panama-Pacific exhibition, San Fran-
cisco, 464

Panel, decorative, hv Frances Mat-
thew, 464

Panelling, the .Study. Culross. 354
Parliament buildings. Ottawa, E. V.

Harris's design, 664
Pn.tlifleld, Kiikcaldv, board school,
158

Periscope, Stanley's trench, 348
Piccadilly circus. Regent Palace hotel
605

Picture gallery, royal academy de-
sign (W. H. HamJyn) 40, 66

Pillar. S.aragos5a del. rotable. 225
Plans: banks (Lombard street. Mar-

tin's) 493 (Luton. B.arclay's) 636:
business premises (New Bond sfreet.
W.) 354: chapels (.Apsley, private)
98 (Bournemouth, convent) 064;
chimney (factory) 312: churches
(Beaconsfield. St. Michael) 397
(Christian Scientist, club) 68S. 692
(Edmonton. Alberta, St, Faith) 496
(Kensington, Second of Christ Scien-
tist) 520 (Loughnor, St. Michael)
581 (Northfleet. R.C.) 5.53 (Repton,
crypt) 690 (Taplow. St. Nicholas)
743; cinema (Swansea. Carlton) 380:

club (airmen's club) 608; college
(Rutherford. Newcastle) 382; cot-

tages (Ewell manor) 636; dispensary
(Sheffield, tuberculosis) 298; ex-
change <Swan.i;ea) 128, 129: factory
(Traft'ord Park, .asbestos) 59, 69. 90.

91. 92. 93; farm. d.airy (Ewell
manor) 636; galleries, picture (Gate.s*

head. Shipley) 64 (R.A. design) W.
H. Hamlyn) 40 (Swansea, Glynn
Vivian) 158; garage (Avonmouth.
tramway) 438: halls (Broadway, Lif-

ford memorial) 425 (Totn^, drill)

403: headquarters building (club

design) 93, 98 : homes (cottage.
Darwen) 664 (receiving. Grimsby)
720; hostel, co-operative (club), 382;

hospital (Dundee, women's) 690;
hotel (Swan^a. Cameron) 381 ; houses
(Cariad. Goring) 354 (Eastbury.
B.irking) 494 (Eastern States ot
America) 608 (Kxcter) 244 (Islet.

Maidcnhe.ad) 437 (Roehampton
Court) 582 (Shirpur) 496 (Sledmere)
6.35 (Stonedene. Ilkley) 326 (Tirley

Garfii) 7-20 (Titl.ark's hill. Suniung-
dalc) 412 (Whinburn. Rcighley) 691;

housing schemes (Liverpool, Rath-
bone street) 464 (Tilbury) 410: insti-
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tute (Liverpool garden suburb) 326;
rn.stitution (Long Sutton, \Va.nds-
worth) 52G; lal>oratory (Oxford, enni-
neerinj;) 748; labour exchance
(club) 263. 270; library, free (Chori-
ton-cum-Hardy) 354; maJislon (pro-

pased, in Sus.*ex) fiOS; memorial
(Niles, O.. McKinlcy) 382; monu-
ments (Waterloo Plac*) loS ; niuni-

oipal building.s (Gourock) 5S2

(Karachi) 43S (St-epney) 712. 74S

:

nursery (children's, Barnet unioji)

66; offices (Board of Trad?, 6electe<l

E. V. Harris) ITS. 1S6 (do., Adam.^
and Holden) 179. IS6 (do.. C. T.

Armstrong) 240. i.i.i ((lo., Ashley

and Newman) 210. 211 (do., Atkin-
son and Alexander) 253 (do.. E.

Cooper) 214 (do.. Uascoigne and
N'ott) 269. 27u (do.. Thomas, Prest-

wieh and Jones) 2S3 (Leicester. Pru-

dential) 552 (Liverpool. Cunord) 130

(Port Talbot Steel Co.) 157; (Stock-

ton, Prudential) m\; (Widnes. Gos-

sages) 403: parliament buildings.

(Ottawa. E. V. Harris's design) (1114:

post ottioe (Northamiitnn) 129; lire-

mises (Glasgow. Trongate) 300; rail-

way station (Tempie, E.C.) 554;

schooU (Hyde, Greenfield street) 526

(KirkcaWy, Pathfield) 158 (MotJier-

well. Dalziel. liiudi) 6n7 (Truro

cathedral) 74S : sunlight, for tene-

ments. 660; tank, concrete septic,

152: temple (.Athens. Jupiter Olym-
pius) 4. 6; town hall (Denbiiili) 582

Porch, south, Dol cathedral. 35

Pc."t Talbot. Steel Co.'s offices. 157.

158
Portland street. W.. Great, premises,

130
Portrait of Henry C. Walker (Way-
cood-Otis. Ltd.) 405

Po t offic-es: Checkendon. 720; North-

ampton. 129. 143

Princes street. W.. jiremises in. 720

Priorv. Castle Acre, doorway, 382

Prntection, fire, St. Paul's cathedral,

716
Prudential Assurance offices: Leices-

ter. 552. 554: Stockton-on-Tees. 664

Pu'nits : Harberton. 71 ( ; Herefa-i1

(All Saints) 715
Pnnip. Hatfield. St. Paul's cathedra!.

74(i

Pusey house, Oxford, 63C

QUEEN Anne street, W.. house in.

692

RAILINGS* wrought iron. Viotoria
Tower gardens, S.W.. 320

H-iilway station. Temple fDisiricl) 554

Uathbone street area housing scheme.
Liverpool, 4G4

Reading, map. C29

Receiving home, Grim^ibv workhouse,
720

Urgent: and Great Castle streets,

premises, 464; Palace hotel, Picca-
dilly circus, 605

Tlir-infurced concrete buildinss : fire-

proof work. 573. 574. 575, 576; Traf-
ford Park (asbestos factorv) 58, 59,

60. 90. 91, 92. 93

Repton church, Saxcai crypt, 690
Restaurant, Carlton, Swansea, 330,
332

Restorations of temples: Diana, Ephe-
su.^. 6; Jupiter Olvmpius, Athene,
4. (i

Rrtable, S.ar.agopsa del Pillar, 225
Rheinis cathedral, south-westem
tower from east. 34

Rod.s tic. and wall an<'hors. ^05, 20'*

Roehampton Court. .582

Room, dining (Buenos Aires) 40

Royal: acndemy (iMrToon, Urania, J.

J. Williams) (design, picture gal-

lery, W. H. Haniiyn) 40. 66; col-

lege of art studentship (temple of

Jupit-er Olympius, Athens. W. G.
Jones) 4, 6; exchange (Manchester,
additions to) 66

Rule, slide, Walker's. 3

Rutherford college, Newca.^tle, as-

sembly hall, 382

SAFE st^'.p-ladder, a. 691

Saint: Faith (Edmonton, Alberta)
496; Gregorio (Valladolid. door-

way) 214 ; Michael (Beacon&fleld)
297, 300 (Loughnor) 581, 582

;

Nicholas (Taplow) 748; Pablo
(Vailadolid. doorway) 214 ; Paul's

cathedral, fire protection of, 746;
Wulfran (Al)beville) 72U

Saloon, tlie. Islet. Maidenhead, 438

San Francisco, Panama-Pacific exhi-
bition, 464

Sa.ragossa. retable at del PiUar, 225
Saxon crypt. Repton church, 690
School of art. Edinrburgh (temple of
Diana, Epliesus. J. S. Lawson) 6

Schools: Hvde (Greenfield et-reet)

520 ; Motiherwell (Dalziel. high)
007. 60S ; Pathfield. Kirkcaldy
(board) 15S; Truro cathedral, 748

Science and technology, imperial col-

lege of. South Kensington, 6
Scientist, Church of Chnst : olub de-
sigius, 687, 688, 092; second, Palace
gardens terrace, Kensington, 526

Sculpture, architectural, in Spain,
214, 225

Second Cliurch of Christ Scientist,
Palace g-^rdens terrace, Kensing-
ton, 520

Sections: chapels (Apsley, private)
98 (Bournemouth, convent) 664;
chimney (factory) 312; church
(Christian Scientist, club designs)
087, 692 (Kensington. Second
Scientist) 520; club (airmen's social)
OuS; dispensary (Sheffield, tubercu-
lo is) 297; factory (Trafford Park)
."i9 ; gallery, picture. R.A. design
(W. H. Hanilyn) 40; headquarters
building (cjub design) 98; home
((Jrimsby, receiving) 720; hostel, co-
operative (club design) 382; houses
(East-bury manor. Barking) 493 (Tir-

ley Garth) 720 ; labour exchange
(club designs) 263, 270; library free
(Chorlton^'um-Hardy) ;^.- 1 : muni-
<ripal buildings (Gourock) 582; nur-
.sery (children's, Barnet union) 66;
ofiices (Board of Trade designs,
selected, E. V. Harris) 199 (do.,

Adams and Holden) ISO (do.. C. T.
Armstrong) 255 (do., Ashley and

157,

523

Newman) 212 (do.. Atkins and Alex-
ander) 242 (do., Gascoyne and Nott)
270 (do.. Thomas. Prestwich and
Jones) 269 (Liverpool, Cunard) 130

;

panelling (Study. Culross) ;^54 ; jirt-

mises (Glasgow, Trongate) 300; rail-

way station (Temple. E.C.) 554;
fichool (Hyde) 526; septic tank, con-
crete, 152; sunlight, for tenements.
660

Septic tank, concrete, 152
Sheffield. tuberculosis dispensary

,

297, 298
Shipley art gallery. Gateshead. 64, OR
Shirpiir, houses for palace staff, 490
Sledmere. as rebuilt, 635, 636
Slide rule, Walker's. 3
Sliding door, Chubb's stelocrete. 523
Social club, airmen's, club designs,
608

South Kensington, imjierial college ol
science and t-eohnology,

Spain, architectural sculpture in, 214,
225

Staircase. Alcala de Henares (episco-
pal palace) 6

Stairs, external, Donibristle mansion,
N.B., 309

Stan,ley's trench periscope, 34S
Station, raulway, Temple tDistrict)
554

Statue. Waterloo place (Florence
Nightingale) 158

Steel Co.'^ offices, Port Talbot.
158

Stelocret-e sliding door, Chubb's
Step-ladder, a safe, 691
Stepney municipal buildings, 742
Stevens,

66
Stockton-on-Tees,
664

Stonedene. llkley, 326
Stouji, Angers cathedral, 35
Structural reinforced fireproof work,

573. 574, 575. 576
Studenitships : royal academy, picture

gallery (W. H. Hamlyn) 40, 66;
royal college of art, temple of
Jui)iter Olympius. Atliene (W. G.
Jones) 4. 6

Studies : from life (EditJi BesseJJ, S.

Bradbury and Frances Matthew)
464; from nude (Alfred Stevens) 66
(Frank Wray) 464

Study, Culross, panelling at. 3.'>4

Sunlight code for tenements, GOO

Sunningdale, Titlark's hill. 412
Sussex, proposed mansion in, 008
Sutton, Long. Wandsworth institu-

tion., 526
Swansea : Cameron hot-el. 381. 382

;

Carlton cinema and restaurant, 380,

382 ; exchan'je buildings. 128. 129,

130; Glynn Vivian art gallery, 15S;
London and Provincial bank. 158

TANKi concrete septic, 152

Taplow, St. Nicholas' church, 748
Temple railway station, Embank-
ment. E.C. 554

Temple restor:U:ons : Diana. Ephesus
(J. S. Lawson) 6; Jupiter Olvmpius,
Athens tW. G. Jon-es) 4. 6

Tenemente, sunlight code for, 660
Tie rods and i^-all anchors. 2u5, 2u6

,48
Alfred, study from nude by.

Prudential offices,

Tilbury, urban council's houses, 410
Tirley Garth, Willington, 720
Titlark's hill, Sunningdale, 412
Tdnib. Hoar Cro^ chu.rch (Hugo
Mt-yneil-Ingram) loS

Totnes, Territorials' drill hall, 403
Toui cutiedral. across the nave in,
35

Towers: and spires of Oxford, 412'
Llansamlet church (new) 171

;

Rheims cathedral (S.W.) 34
Town .hall, Denbigh, 582
Tr.ide, Board of, offices, designs

:

t^eitcted. E. Vincent Harris, 178, ISO,
199; Adams and Holden, 179, 186;
C. T. Armstrong, 240, 244, 255;
Ashley and Newman. 210, 211, 212,
214; Atkinson and Alexander, 242.
244. 2-53; E. Cooper. 214; Gascovne
and Nott, 2C9. 270; Thomas. Prest-
wich and Jones. 269, 270. 2»3

Tratford Park, asbestos factory 58
59, CO, 90, 91, 92, 93

Tramway offices and garage, Avon-
mouth, Bristol. 433

trevtsury door, (i^hubb's triple, 84
Trench periscope, Stanley's, 348
Trewinnard Court boarding house,
Truro cathedral school. 748

Triple treasury door, Chubb's, 84
Trongate improvement. Glasgow, 300
Truro cathedral school boarding
house, Trewinnaid Court, 748

Tuberculosis dispensary, Sheffield.
297, 298

Twyford church, Bucks, south door-
way, 382

URANlAi royal academy cartoon (J.
Williams)

VALLADOLID. doorways at. San
Gregorio and San Pablo, 214

Victoria: hospital extension. Burnley,
115; Tower gardens, wrought iron
railinjgs, 326

WALKER, Heniy C. (Waygood-Otl^,
Ltd.). portrait of, 405

Walker's slide rule. 3
Wall anchors and tie rods, 205. 206
Wandsworth institution. Long Sut-
ton. 626

W.ar-time. observations in. 549
Waterloo place, Florence Nightingale
monument, 158

Weo hrid'^e. Cri-w Cliimp lion.-e, 604
Whinbum house, Kei-ghley, 691. 692
W'hitehall, Board of Trade offices de-
signs: selected, E. V. Harris, 178.
180. 199; Adams and Holden, 179,
ISO; C. T. Armstrong. 240, 244, 255:
Ashley and Newman, 210, 211, 212.
214; Atkinson, and Alexander. 242.
244. 253; E. Cooper, 214; Gaficoyne
and Nott, 269, 270; Thomas. Prest-
wjoh and Jones. 209. 270, 283

Widn-es. otfices for Gossages, 463, 464
Wlllington. Tirley Garth, near, 720
Women's hospital. Dundee, 690, 705
Vork-.. H.M. Office of, new pre-
mises, 130

Wrought iron: gateway, Donibristle,
339; railinigs, Victoria Tower gar-
de.ns. S.W.. 326
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AUE yUUD AGIS!
Readfi-s iiuist accentuat-e thu cild ailagt

loi' themselves. May we all do su rightly
'III this first day uf the New Year that
begins amid the sternest reminders uf uur
duty, Ijut, thank God! with the clearest
iiidicatiuns uf its methud uf accumjilish-
ment, if only they are rightly ajipre-
hended. With most uf us, we trust

—

certainly with the manhuod uf Britain

—

there is nu shadow uf uncertainty to-day,
on land or sea, in regard to the interpreta-
tion tliereuf. In <laily peril, against odds
tile most intrepid might envy, they do that
vluch tjiey are doing with all the dogged
determination of their race to win 111 rough,
as we know they will.

Have we here at home, kejit siatlieless
by their valour, the faintest teiniitation to
misread the message? kve we to content
ourselves, like slackers and cowards, witli
mere day-service, iluing our share as some
of us have done it heretofure ? Is it hence-
forth to be, "Do that which we are doing,"
ur merely "Do tliat which we have hmi
dviiiij." after the fashion of the slaves of
necessity, and nut in emulatiun of tlie

heroism of that thin red line beyond the
narrow seas that fur five months "has keiit
(lie disturbers of Europe at bay?

If really we are worthy of those who
indeed do that which they are doing with
self-devotion and self-<leiiial never sur-
passed in our history, then file New Year
will beyond our doubt witness a revival uf
iiiergy that will conijiel success for each
and all of us. "Business as iisu-d !

" was
a good cry enough Hve nionllis ago. 'i'o-day
il must be "Business as it might be!"
If that taxes the strength of some of us
beyond eiulurance, who and wliat are we
llial we should forget that il is as much
111.' bounden duty of the merchant or the
craftsman r(j die at his post as the soldier's,
if needs be ?

In .lur own section of the great army
of the workers, so fjir, there has been no
lick of cuuragf. We have never felt
prouder .d' our own readers than durini'
I be past half-yi'ar. Our pages bear us
witness that, in spite of dull times and the
demands of the war on many of the best
Workers in our art, never has this journal
breii so gener.msly helped, week by week.
10 iriaintain its interest and rejiufation as
I he representative of those whose best work
11 is its mission and privilege to mirror
and record. We miss, indeed, some nf our
bi'st

; but they will return ere long to take
up their Work, amid the congratulations of
Iheir fellows and the plaudits of (he whole
iiaticm. Not all !

*' Who whisper'd of the dead y—Hush, boding voice, be still

:

They shall have their meed ere long.
And a song all hearts to fill."

— and those of us with them wlio fall at

home by the wayside in the stern but
needful struggle to do that which we are
doing with all our hearts and with all our
strength.

For that alone will end the struggle and
bring back that we all desire. At that
great feast, kept, like our own, in the safe

refuge and amid the dear influences uf the
home, by our Jewish brethren, wliu are su

nobly taking their part in the battle
against barbarism, a pathetic aspiration
breaks the silence that follows the simple
domestic ceremonial. "Next year in
.Jerusalem !

" Tu-day, as we miss dear
faces at the New Year gathering, we may
surely murmur to each other, as our
hearts' desire fur their safety and welfare
mingles, "Next year in Peace! " and that
then we may all cuntinue tn "do that which
we are doing '"

to such good purpose that
solid and real prusi)erity shall bless us for

long years to come.
And a "New Y'^ear's Number" of our

own, still more worthy of its predecessors
and their helpers. If tu-day we are

content, in some measure, to give a little

less in cpiantity tliaii in former years, we
are thankful thai the quality is uf the best.

Those who have made it su, and those who,
with us, are their debtors, will, we think,

agree that we have all better met the
general wish than if we had demanded
an extra price fur uur "New Y'ear's

Number," w^hich the necessities of the
times might have dictated ; and to any
advertisers we have been unable to spare
extra space for we tender our regrets.

JIust of them have stood su well by us
during the somewhat trying weeks of the
recent past that we hesitated to press them
to adil unduly to their expenditure at a
time when the many calls on all of us
<lictate economy uf resuurces. When archi-
tecture again flourishes, and the buihling
trades are as (irosperuus as they deserve
tu be -and it is still uur firm conviction
that this will be so as ?.oori as the wai- 1-

over, for mure than tlie many reasons we
have lately striven to set forth—may we all

coulinuc til "do tint which we are doing"
io-, full v all'l IMilrtillltrh !

THE SUPERVISION OF WORKS.
WORK BELOW GKOU.ND.

The Hist duty of the supervising archi-

tect is the examination of the bottoms of

trenches. He will possilily before this

have met the contractor to arrange as to

the setting out of the liuilding ; but.

excepting for this and any prior visit to

inspect material early delivered, he might
take holiday from the commencement of

the opening of ground until the proposed
foundation is laid bare. He will, of

course, have instructed the contractor not
to lay a yard of concrete until the bottoms

have been " passed " as satisfactory. Here
is a chance to test his promptness of
decision ; for he cannot keep the works
everlastingly delayed until he makes up
his mind as to the suitability or otherwise
of the soil upon which his structure is to

be reared. Fortunately, in these days of
steel reinforcement, he can, if prompt,
construct at the eleventh hour a virtual
girder, and bridge over doubtful places.
Backbone can thus be given to lengths of

concrete under footings by mere insertion
of properly-disposed steel tension-rods,
joists, and the like. Wliatever the
recourse, whatever the "extra," the young
architect's aim slnnild be to secure a good
foundation— unyielding, if possible, but
otherwise equally yielding at all points.
We all found on" ol"d IMother Earth. The
true foundation is, therefore, the earth's
surface at the bottoms of trenches. The
under side of the lowermost footings may
be termed the plane of artificial founda-
tion. Up to this plane we should bring
up all, preferably in solid concrete; for
where foundatiuiis are stepped greatly,

with a uniform deptli of concrete, greater
shrinkage of brickwork occurs than where
the concrete is at a higher level.

If possible, excavations sliould be in-

spected on dry days, when the bottoms and
earth sections may be better judged than
where the lower sinkings are a mess of

water and sludge. The foreman may
endeavour to assure the youthful super-
visor that all is well, and the contractor
that all is better than the best. But here
caution and consideration, with self-

reliance, are greatly needed, for it may,
and very jirobaldy will, be that the lower-
most excavations have been made in the

endeavour to find a better foundation, and
cuntracturs and their foremen are always
anxious to get rid of excavating .vork and
make a start on actual Iniilding operations.

The architect here needs firmly to hold his

own, and the inexperienced tu exercise

every caution. Whilst ground is open,

now is the time tu act with decision, in full

realisation of tile terror of rotten founda-
tions. It is not everyone who. like a pur-

chaser, came with great enthusiasm to the

writer, saying that lie had bought such a
rhiM() house — "it only wanted under-
pinning." We did the wcirk in .Sft. lengths,

and the purchaser paid the bill.
^

There is one practical aid to encourage
good work below ground : provide the

builder with a very carefully - drawn
'foun<lation plan." showing every footing

course must exactly delineated. To our
mind, elevatiuns look better with footings

and Concrete rlrawn below. \ very accurate

and thorough plan of foundations must
necessarily have a certain moral effect. It

is a silent admonition In the foreman that

square-rut and levelled trenches, solid and
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true footing courses, on accurately sur-

faced concrete, are expected. Footings

—

so often, in inferior work, thrown together
—are of obvious importance, distributing
the weight of walls on the concrete; and
where we see neat, solidl.y-built footing

courses, we may judge that influences are
at work which foreshadow good, sub-
stantial brickwork in the superstructure.
The supervising architect will inspect

and pass (a) the bottoms of trenches,

(b) the concrete before footings are laid,

and (c) the footings complete. Whatever
else he does, he wall not neglect these
matters, or to pre-advise the builder that
such works "completed" must be approved.
We here lay perhaps unusual stress on
the footings, but believe that the ine.xperi-

enced will do well to follow our recom-
mendation, l>ecause footing courses thrown
together with dabs of mortar do not serve

the otRce of feet— distributing weight.

^Moreover, to insist on good work that will

ultimately be buried is a plain hint that
we shall require good work above ground.
Below-ground work in building is of quite
special importance, needing constant and
prompt supervision. Upon its satisfactory

execution depends the stability of the

superstructure. If there is complete
failure, no remedy is available, while we
may safely assume that no architect ever
underpins his own building. He will not

be offered the chance.
Where a preliminary contract is arranged

for below-ground work, this may at time?
give an opportunity fur green foundations
to consolidate, and l)e all in favour of

security. All work below ground - level,

and a few courses above, in blue brick and
cement is expensive; but in many circum-
stances a double insurance against trouble,

for such work, besides being fairly damp-
I'esisting, may, if not broken into by large

openings, greatly strengthen the substruc-
ture considered as base to the super-

imposed building, and such might often

be resorted to where after-consideration

suggests the idea that the matter of trench-

bottoms and foundation proper have been
rather hastily settled. In below-ground
works, unless the matter is arranged on
the perhaps not quite frank and open
method of substantial reserve sums in the
bill of quantities, the avoidance of extras

is diliicult. The youthful supervisor here
needs to stiffen his back—to face below-
ground extras boldly and squarely, the
momentary irritation of his client being
negligible beside actual failure in founda-
tion. These are all matters testing

judgment under circumstances suddenly
revealed. In all cases it is a matter for

promptness in decision, based upon sound
principles of action. The experienced do
not hesitate, but make, at all costs, for

safety and staljility.

The struggle against water invading the
completed structure commences imme-
diately with actual building operations.
Architectural beauties never yet com-
pensated for errors anil mi^ichances leading
to damp cellars, leaky niofs, or smoky
chimneys. The effe<'tual remedy for damp
basements is a vortical, all - enclosinu
stratum of genuine asphalte—continuous.
it may be, with the dampcourse—and the
supervisor should insjiect this work before
any filling-in of earth.

In soils having here and there uncertain
spots, depth of concrete is the simplest
recourse; but reinforcenu'nt is a modern
method. It is not here so much a question
of distributing weight as transferring it to
reliable positions. For really treacherous
ground the continunus, reinforced raft,
spreading all vvcii;ht uvei- a wiilp area, is

the Ijest method of secunni; an .irtiticial

foundation. The most ordinary failure,

however, is in starving depth ; so that the

leTMedy, where bottoms are to be viewed
with suspicion in view of surroundings and
known local characteristics, is in the
simplest — the least complicated — cases,

depth of concrete. The bargain house
above referred to failed for lack of depth
of foundation and cross-area of concrete
at, no doubt, a trying season—for it was
at Norwood, in a district a vertitable hot-

bed of slippery clay - foundation trouble.

It is always the exceptional circumstance
and event that we need to guard against,

and depth of concrete well down is the
simjdest precaution. Prolonged absence
of rain finds out weak spots where we
should not expect to look for them. Well
down on a chalk bed hundreds of feet thick
seems good enough for anything; but in

the Isle of Thanet, two bays of a farm-
house that had stood as one with the main
structure for some forty years failed

dismally in an exceptional drought (the

farm well, 1.50ft. deep, ran practically dry),

and had to be reconstructed.

Where we know the neighbourhood and
subsoil, we can draw on our plans often

a definite thickness of concrete, and let

things go at that confidently ; but where
we do not know, we always need caution.
The young architect will do well to rid

his mind of any notion that the concrete
foundation he shows on his sectional
drawings by habit, and too seldom on
special foundation plans, have any refer-

ence at all to that which will be actually
needed. W^e mention this because no
doubt an impression often exists in the
minds of the inexperienced that it would
be nice to have all carried out as drawn,
and the fear of extras and effort to struggle
against these from the first, leads to weak
handling of the most important of the
duties of a supervisor. The folly is

obvious. The older man will regard his
certain proposition as that only above the
lowest footing courses.

«»

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTS.

FORTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL CONVENTION.

Tlie forty-eighth annual convention of tlie

.American Institute of Architects was held
at Washington, D.C.. on Dec. 2, 3. and 4.

UUI. There was a total attendance of 144
members, as delegates and alternates, as
follows: Chapter delegates. 128; ex-ofificio

delegates, 14; past-presidents, 2; Mr. Irving
Pond, Mr. Walter Cook, and Mr. Cass
Gilbert.

Upon calling the convention to order,
the President, Mr. R. Clipston Sturgis,
delivered the following address;

—

I cannot speak to you to-day except in the
light of the trouble which casts its shadow-
over us all. Nations—people—individuals,

to whom we owe much, whom we admire,
whom we love, instead of working together
for the advancement of art, science, and
iudusti-y, and of, above all, our religious
ideals, are testing the strength of modern
ariMiimeLits, and, on each side, giving freely

of all that makes life precious and lovely

—

giving also life itself, for ideals. Instead of

advancing side by side towards a common
goal, they are attempting, by force, to

establish ideals—of national growth—of

national prosperity—of national honour.
One only of these is worth fighting for. We
stand outside—we look on—there must he

something to be learned here. Are we ready
and fit to receive the lesson?
Onr debt to those nations in all that goes

to make up our complex civilisation is

enormous. In seienee, in research, in

industry, in the arts, in the power to govern
tbrongh .synqjatliy, we have learned nearly

all that we put into practice as a people,

from these our fathers. Many nations have

contributed to our national life, and to all

we are closely bound by ties of blood and by

debts of gratitude. Oidy through sym-

pathetic understanding and nuitnal for-

bearance can we hope to w'orU out a great
future.

As this, our country, is a complex com-
munity, and yet indissoluble, so is archi-

tecture, above all other arts, the complex
art, and, at the same time, the common art

which belongs, of necessity, to every human
being. Architecture is not one art; it is

many. Architecture is not an art only ; it

is also a seienee and an industry. For the

fulfilment of all this, many and different

qualities are required. There are diversities

of gif.tg,. but one spirit. All the gifts must be

exercised with the one spirit, the single aim
toward the perfection of the final result as

an expression of the fine arts, as an example
of sound and perfect construction, as a prac-

tical solution of an economic problem. It

is because of the diversity of gifts required
that an architect can never claim authorship
for his work, is can the painter and
sculptor, and for this very reason he must
have syinpatlietic understanding and a

willingness to work with otliers. Behind all

must be integrity of purpose, uprightness,

and absolute honour. Very especially then
may we who practise this complex art turn
with loving sympathy towards those to whom
we, in especial, owe so much, and try to

learn the value of gaining our ideals in the

right way. Force is tlie court of last appeal.

Only when all else fails is force justified.

To avoid the use of force every effort should
be made to adjust differences by honestly
trying to see both sides—to avoid differences

by seeking, first, the points of agreement

—

by tlie exercise of sympathetic under-
standing. Long ago one who tried earnestly

to take such an attitude, said :
" That there

should be no schism in the body; but that
the members should have the same care one
for another."
To insure the harmonious working to-

gether of all. this Institute was established
more than fifty years ago, in a very small
way. in a single Eastern centre. Twenty-
five years ago it joined hands with the

Western society, and so doubled the influence

of both. Now it reaches across the con-

tinent—east, west, north, and south. Even
now, however, its influence does not begin

to be what its importance warrants. There
is not a state, a town, or an individual that
is not vitally interested in good architecture

—the fine art—the sound construction—the

good business investment ; and yet our public

bodies and our private individuals know very

little about the subject—some know a little

of one or another of the three phases— few
know it in its completeness. It rests with

individual niemjiers of the Institute, as well

as with its organisation, to establish and
maintain high standards in all. The in-

dividual will always be looked upon as an

interested, and, therefore, not unprejudiced,

adviser; but the Institute is impersonal and
disinterested, and here lies the real strength

of the organisation. In all that the Institute

has done in the establishing of better

standards, it is the impersonal, unselfish

attitude which has carried weight, and this

will always be true, if it is understood ;
but

a public accustomed to expect interested

motives must be convinced that the aims of

the Institute are disinterested, and this every

individual can help to do.

Take four examples: The Schedule of

Charges is established to insure the right

kind of professional ser\ ice, by removing the

temptation to poor, worse still, dishonest

service, which an inadequate payment
invites. The standard of service thus esta

blished is of real value to the owner. The
circular on Competitions has been issued to

insure the ow-ner's receiving what he has a

right to expect when he institutes a com-
petition—namely, a choice among the best

that architects can offer. Under old

systems a competition was a lottery for the

owner, as well as for the architects, and
capable men and busy men did not care to

enter. There were, and there always will

be, applicants for these lottery tickets ;
but

it is not to the advantage of the owner
either to buy them or to receive them for

nothinf;. The code of ethics has been esta-

blished to set a standard which shall bind

all members of the Institute, and influence
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all practising architects to deal honestly and
uprightly with the owner, as well as with
their fellow architects. The committee on
education has shown the unselfish attitude of

the Institute in encouraging and fostering

architectural education, not only in the
schools, where the well-to-do can afford to

study, but in the ateliers and clubs where
draughtsmen, unable to afford the schools,
can prepare themselves for a fuller and better
service.

In each of these four a reverse side is

claimed. The schedule—an attempt to fix

high rates for the benefit of the members of

an organisation. The competition circular,

to limit competition and keep the work in

our organisation. The code of ethics, to elimin-
ate those who might otherwise encroach on
our field. The education of the draughts-
men, so that they will remain draughtsmen,
but be of more service to us. These
latter are not the aims of the Institute, and
every member iji his practice and in his
dealings with the owner will see that his

example makes this clear.

In architecture, more than in any other
profession, co-operation is the keynote, and
this must be based on mutual understanding.
Those who work together and realise their
interdependence must, necessarily, be
humble. Neither one's successes nor, thank
God, his failures, are wholly attributable to
the individual, and, knowing this, one will

hesitate before judging. There are an in-

finite number of pitfalls for the architect,
who is expected to know something of so
many things. The things re(iuired of the
architect are many and diverse. He is a
creative artist—a master of building con-
struction—an engineer, and a business
executive. In all his work the emphasis will
come on one or another of these four. There
are men who represent, primarily, each one.
There is the shrewd business man, with his
real estate and Press agents, his promoting
activity, his judgment in selecting his men,
draughtsmen and engineers, to carry through
his work, constnict. eijuip, design his
buildings. Thei'e is the .engineer who,-
occupied primarily with problems " of ' en-
gineering, adds an architectural draughts-
man as a side-issue, and finds he can obtain
and execute work in which planning, con-
struction, and design are all as important
as engineering, knd, finally, there is the
creative artist, whose sole 'interest lies in
his imaginative art. and who treats con-
struction and business administration as a
side-issue. All these exist, and all are in-
completely equipped, and render imperfect
service as architects.
There are also men who might fairly be

classed as eminent in more than one branch
of the profession; but the man who can
perform all the service rightlv demanded of
an architect, and do it all well, does not
exist. For this reason, architecture, in its
most complete and perfect sense, must be
composite work, in which all phases are con-
sidered and given their true importance. To
determine fairly who may, in justice and
right, term himself an 'architect is the
problem that confronts those who liave the
duty of licensing architects. Po.-.sibIy onlv
those deserve the name who recognise
clearly what they do not know, and have the
judgment to put such work into the hands
of men who do. .\ more careful considera-
tion for the claims of others who, rightly or

Walker's Slide-rule.

wrongly, practise arcluteeture, might lead

to a diUerent attitude towards cjuaiiticatioii

for membership in the Institute. A well-

trained landscape architect who begins to

practise architecture at ouee qualities for a

nomination for the Institute ; an engineer
who makes a partnership with an architect

similarly qualities. Many engineers practise

architecture who, iii executive ability and
knowledge of construction, can render
as effective service along many lines as a

man who is, without question, an architect.

These matters are worth considering, for

they indicate that architecture is complex,
demands for its perfection many minds,
many qualities, and, above all, consideration

of Uie claims of others. As the Institute

recognises and upholds complete and perfect

service, so will the public, quick to appreciate
good work, recognise what the Institute

stands for. Let us not rest on promises; let

us press forward to performance.

The second day's proceedings saw the

continuance of the presentation of committee
reports, and the balloting for the election of

Officers and Fellows of the Institute.

The officers elected were : President, R.

Clipston Sturgis, Boston ; First Vice-Presi-

dent, Thomas R. Kimball, Omaha; Second
Vice-President, D. Knickerbacker Boyd,
Philadelphia; Secretary, Burt L. Fenner,
Xew York ; Treasurer, J. L. Mauran, St.

Louis,

The following were elected directors for

terms of three years: Charles A. Coolidge,

Boston; Chas. A. Favrot, New Orleans;
Elmer C. Jensen, Chicago; John Hall
Rankin, Philadelphia.

Fellows were elected as follows ; J. Law-
rence Aspinwall, Prescott O: Clarke,

Edward A. Crane. William B, Faville,

William K. Fellows, Ernest C. Klepstein,

Samuel S. Labouisse, Benjamin J. Lub-
schez, L. C. Newhall, Fernand Parmentier,
Egerton Swartwort, Charles C. Wilson, and
Nathan C. Wyeth.
One of the features of the second day's

proceedings was the discussion of the report

of the Committee on Competitions. In its

report the committee expressed its firm

opinion that the existing circular and
Standard Form of Competition Programmes
establish no conditions which are not equit-

able to all concernetl, and which siiouid not

be required by both owner and architect

before any business obligation is under-
taken, and, therefore, urged the convention
to make no changes in the regulations

governing the manner of ronducting com-
petitions.

The report then went on to state, and it

was this statement that marked the subject

of the subsequent debate: "It is equally

clear to your committee, however, that the

amount of commission to be paid a success-

ful competitor is wholly unrelated to, and
is not part of, any argument for fair play
or equitable conditions in arranging a com
petition programme with an owner." The
eomniittee offered the following resolution :

"Resolved. That tins convention makes no
changes in the existing forms of ' The
Circular of .idvice on Competitions' and
The Standard Form of Competition Pro-

gramme.' with the exception of the omission
of any specified fee to be paid the successful

architect."
The discussion of this report was tem-

porarily suspended until the report of the

Committee on Schedule of Charges could be

presented and its features discussed. This

was done at some length, with the result

that the resolution offered by the Committee
on Competitions was approved by a close

vote.

The recommendation of the Committee on

Schedule of Charges, that no changes be

made in the schedule except such as might

be necessary to its proper interpretation, was

carried.

The report of the Committee on Chapters

contained many suggestions for radical

changes and revision of the constitution and

by-laws. The more important features of

this report deal with applications for

membership, a simplified mode of elections,

provisions that will eventually secure

chapters composed of Institute members
only, and a provision for a standard form of

chapter constitution and by-laws.

The gold medal of the Institute, the highest

honour that it confers, was presented to

Jean Louis Pascal, of France. JM. Pascal

was unable to receive this medal in person,

and was represented in its acceptance by M.
Jules J. Jusserand, the French .Embassador.

M. Jusserand, in his speech of acceptance,

on behalf of M. Pascal, referred to the in-

herent artistic nature of the French people,

claiming that, even the prehistoric dwellings

of the cave men of B'ranee bore evidence that

the earliest inhabitants of the country were

artists. In concluding his remarks, M.

Jusserand stated that, in the presentation of

the Institute medal to Pascal, America had

paid one more tribute to the French spirit

of youth and beauty.

'f'he usual banquet, very largely attended

this year, was held on the evening of the last

day, and brought the forty-eighth annual

convention to a successful close.

WALKERS SLIDE RULE.

To engineers and draughtsmen who have

the designing or application of worm-gearing,

to the varied uses to which it is put to-day,

such as rope-haulage, lifts and hoisting

machinery, etc., the above illustrated slide-

rule should appeal as a very useful tool.

The four necessary factors—nainely, worm
or motor speed, gear ratio, diameter of

hauling-drum. and rope speed—are so set in

relatioii to each other on the four scales of

the rule, that by movement only of the central

sliding portion "the desired result can be seen

at a glance, and all the alternative combina-

tions possible to obtain it.

For example: supposing it is desired to

construct a motor-driven worm-gear to give

a rope-haulage speed of 190ft. per minute,

and assuming, too. that the drum diameter

should be 39in., then, if a suitable mot<)r

speed be selected—say 650 revolutions—and

this speed on its scale is brought opposite

the haulage speed, the required gear ratio

can be read off opposite the selected drum
diameter. It will be seen in this example to

be .35 to 1.

Or if the gear ratio be known, and is placed

opposite the drum diameter, then the

required motor speed will appear opposite

the selected haulage speed.

This rule will be found to be a great time-

saver, besides preventing the likelihood of

mistakes with the usual method of calcula-

tion. It has been designed by Mr. Cecil

I Walker, and can only be obtained from the
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makers (see below). It is neatly made of

hardwood and celluloid, with the lines

clearly and accurately marked, and is

supplied with a black case convenient for the
pocket (size about Sin. by IJin. by Jin.) The
price, for cash, is 15s. net., post free in

United Kingdom, of Messrs. W. Watson and
Sons, Ltd., 31-3, High Holborn, London,
W.C.

OBITUARY.
Mr. William Newton Dunn, F.R.LB.A., of

Messrs. Xewton Dunn and Son, architects

and surveyors, 1 and 2, Bueklersbury, Cheap-
side, died on December 23 at his residence,
Glenfealen, Wray I'ark, Reigate, in his

si.\ty-seventli year. He was the eldest son
of the late Rev. T. H. Dunn, of- Portland
House. Tenby, and joined the Royal Institute

of British ,\rcliitects as an Associate in 1882.

becoming a Fellow in 1906. He carried out
a large amount of 'work in the City. The
funeral took place at the parish church,
Reigate, on Monday afternoon.

The death is announced of Mr. Frank
Sumner, engineer to the City of London
Corporation. Mr. Sumner, who has long
been away from his office, owing to illness,

was elected in 1905, succeeding Mr. D. .J.

Ross. He was previously borough engineer
and surveyor at Woolwich, and previously to

that acted in a similar capaeitv at

Bermondsey. JIauy nnpro\enu'nts, including
the better lighting of the streets in the City,

has been carried out during his tenure of

office.

Colonel John Chadwick DoMton, who died
at Bath on Tuesday in his seventy-si.xth

year, entered the Indian Army in 1858, and
was one of the pioneers of the movement for

the protection of Indian forests, first sys-

tematically undertaken in 1864, Colonel
Doveton spent his life in forestry administra-
tion in the Central Provinces, He reached
the grade of Conservator in 1868. was
gazetted colonel twenty years later, and was
placed on the unemployed list in 1896.

Mr. David Balfour. Member of the In-
stitution of Civil Engineers, of Myre Hall,
Hougliton-le-Spring. died on December 22,
aged seventy-six years. He was born at

Dundee in 1938. He was a Member of the
Institution of Civil Engineers. Fellow of the
Geological Society, and also a Fellow of the
Royal Meteorological Society, and carried on
the profession of a civil engineer in New-
castle,- being the senior partner of the firm
of Messrs. D. Balfour and Son, wose work
has been carried on for a number of years
by his son, David Balfour, jun., M.Inst.C.E.
He served his pupilage with Mr. .John
Fulton, C,E,, late city engineer of Dundee
and Newcastle, and came to England fifty-

,
one years ago, when lie was appointed
engineer to the Sunderland and Houghton-
le-Spring Highway Board, and latterly acted
for the Honghton-le-Spring Rural District
Council. Ho contributed a number of papers
to different scientific societies in both Eng-
land and Scotlaiul,

COMPETITIONS.
DUNFERMLINE, -The Carnegie Dun-

rrrmline Trnslccs reeenlly invited architects
to send ij] competitive plans for model
cottages, and the awards have now been
nnidc pnldic, 'I'be most suitable plan is con
sidered (hat of Mr, Burnett N, H, Orphoot,
25, (^uecnsferrystreet. Edinburgh, whose
plans have been adopted. The other awards
made are as follows: Mr. t;a\in I'aterson,
t'adzow-street. Hamilton (£15) ; Mr. William
Birrell. Parish Council Buildings, Dunferm-
line (CKl); and Messrs. D. and J. R. Mac-
millan, 105. Crown-street, Aberdeen (£5).

The Scarborough Corporation are seeking a
Provisional Order to borrow money for the con
struction of sea -water .swimmiiig and oilier
baths, and to advance to the Harbour Coin
missioners, in addition to ^120,000 wliieh thev
now have anthority for. other sums. Pliey rire

al.so applying for sanction to borrow itlO.OOO for
the construction of a bathing-pool in the North
Bay.

(Bnv minstrations.

ROVAL ACADEMY PRIZE SILVER
MEDAL: CARTOON OF A DRAPED
FIGURE. "URANIA."
The prize of £25 and Silver Medal was

awarded to Mr. James Williams, of 9,

Camden Studios, N.W., for this excellent

cartoon, and we are indebted to him for

the following note on his design: "Urania,"
the Muse of Astronomy, is represented
holding a crystal sphere, symbolic of the

planetary system, in which are seen
reflected the stars of the Northern Hemi-
sphere, The composition of the design was
governed by the assumption that what was
required was a panel complete in itself.

The artist wished to produce, not a school

e.\ercise. but a practical cartoon, suitable

for carrying out as a decoration in the hall

of an astronomical or other society, either

as a painted panel or a coloured relief. In
the drawing an endeavour has been made
to avoid the falsehood of photographic
realism, for in such work, if it is to be com-
patible with the exigencies of decorative
treatment, the rendering of light and shade
is of necessity arbitrary— at least, so far as

is in keeping with accurate draughtsman-
ship.

IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
AND ROYAL SCHOOL OF MINES.
The new buildings for the Imperial College

of Science include the Royal School of

Mines, Metallurgy, and Geology, and the

extension to the Central Technical College

in Exhiliition road, and are erected on sites

given for the purpose in Prince Consort road
and Exhibition-road by the Commissioners
of the '51 Exhibition. The portion shown
is on the corner site of Prince Consort-road
and Exhibition-road, and extends from the
late Alfred ^Vaterhouse's building for the

Central Technical College to the late Sir
.-Vrthur Blomdeld's building for the College
of jMusic, It includes the Mining, Metal-
lurgical, and Geological Departments of the

Royal School of Mines and the Engineering
Extension of the Central Technical College,
the gift of the Goldsmiths' Company. The
Mining Department includes a mining shed.

museum, chemical and research laboratories,

rooms for palfeontology. petrology, minera-
logy, rock-cutting, and ec<niomics labora-

tories. The extension of the Central Tech-
nical College, known as the Goldsmiths'
Wing, provides for a top-lighted structural

laboratory, an hydraulic laboratory going
through two floors, also a laboratory for

railway engineering, rooms above for marine
engineering and naval architecture, railway
engineering, aeronautics, surveying, etc.

;

drawing offices and lecture theatre. Ample
arrangements are made for lecture theatre,

classrooms, and drawing offices for specialised

study in advanced work in connection with
structural engineering. This work is under
the direction of Professor W. E. Dalby, the
Dean of the College. The plan of the
building is in equal bays in units of 12ft.

each, the partitions being movable, so that
these rooms can be altered, enlarged, or
reduced, as the exigencies of the teaching staff

require. The principle of units has affected
the external elevation, which is kept simple,
and depends for its effect upon the repeti-

tion of features and a continuous horizontal
cornice. The power for running most of

the machinery, which is very considerable,
is electricity, and the heating is by hot
water. The elevations are entirely of Port-
land stone ; the superstructure was erected
by Messrs. Killby and Gayford. while Mr. H.
W. G. Tanner is the clerk of works; the
lifts by Messrs, Waygood-Otis, Ltd.. and the
faience by Mr. A. Whitehead, of Leeds. The
architect 'is Sir Aston Webb. K.C.V.O.. C.B.,
R.A.. F.S..\. We gave a sketch-view- and
plans of the building in our issue of July 16.

1909, and the facade and plans in that of

May 5, 1911,

ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART TRAVEL-
LING SCHOLARSHIP DRAWINGS.
1914: THE RESTORATION OF THE
TEMPLE OF JUPITER OLYMPIUS,
ATHENS.

This restoration, of which we give two
illustrations from this prize set of drawings
and a plan, is based on Penrose's researches
of 1884, which proved the temple to have
been octastyle, with two rows of twenty
columns on the flanks, and three rows in

front and rear. The foundations show that

the cella was divided into three portions,
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ROVAL COLLEGE OF ART TR.WELLING STUDENTSHIP IN ARCHITECTURE:

TEMPLE OF JUPITER OLYMPIUS, ATHENS. As restored by Mr. W. G. Jom-s.

2(iuri, by 120ft., in which is fitted up, under
the advice of Mr. Walter JIcDcrmott, two
complete, full-size mining plants, the whole
of the equipment bcinu provided by the
Bessemer Memorial Committee, and is

said to be the most complete in the country,
.^t the end of this slicd are the metallurgical
furnaces, and over it the assay laboratory.
I'he further accommodation for metallurgy
consists of a lecture theatre, advanced
laboratory for electric metallurgy, pyro-
nietry. specialised assay laboratory, micro-
graphy, professors' rooms, classrooms, etc.

;

accommodation for mining, two large lecture
theatres, mnseuni, drawing office, depart-
mental library, classrooms, and workshops.
The accommodation for geology comprises
lecture theatre, three largo drawing offices,

the naos in centre having a row of eolunins
on each side and a statue near the W'est end.
being the usual arrangement of a Greek
temple. The naos. which is supposed to

have been covered with, a semicircular vault
supported on the columns, was lighted from
the hypicthrum beyond, which may have been
open the whole, or only part of, its length.
Of the 104 columns which formed the portico
and peristyles of the completed temple only

sixteen remain now- standing, of which
thirteen are in a group at the south-east
corner. The isolated columns near the west
extremity occupy a position not far from
the original length. The temple, which
measured 135ft. by 354ft., was built in the

eeulrc of a peribolos measuring 424ft. by
680ft., situated in the plain to the south-
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east of tlio Atropolis. Tlie cnlumns, wliicli

lire on a gigantic scale, are much stouter
tliaii usual iu the Coriuthian Order,
uieasuriug 56ft. iu height, the lower tlia-

meter being 6ft. 4in.. givin<; a relation of

diameter to height a.s 1 to 8.6. The capitals,

which are over 6ft. in height, and of a pecu-
liarly beautiful and refined type, belong to

tlve design by Cossutius, being much too
pure iu style to have been executed under
Augustus. Only a portion of the architrave
now remains, the rest of the entablature
being restored from a fragment found oji the
Acropolis. The temple was designed by
Cossutius. a Roman architect, and built by
.4utioclHis Epiphanes in 174 B.C., on the
foundations of an earlier Doric temple. The
temple, as designed by Cossutius. was left

incomplete, the work being resumed iu the
time of Augustus, its completion and dedica-
tion reserved for Hadrian. Penrose says
that among all the remains of antiquity tliere

is no ruin more impressive than that com-
]iosed by the gigantic columns of this temple,
and, according to Vitruvius, it almost
arrived at the rank of one of the Seven
Wonders of tlie World. The perspective,
which is taken from the stylobate, looking
towards the Acropolis, is intended to give
some idea of the effect of such a forest of
columns. W. G. E. JoNics, A.R.C'.A.

STAIRCASE. ARCHIEPISCOPAL
PALACE, ALCALA DE IIEXARKS,
SPAIN'.

The details of this Palace of the Arcli-
bisliop of Toledo combine the cliaracteristics

of two or three centuries, and represent an
epitome of Spanish art, which borroived
freely from other lands. The patio of this

building is by some authorities thought to
have been the work 'of Domenico of Florence,
who was the artist imported from Italy to

carry out the monument of Cardinal
Cisneros, the ecclesiastic who ranks as the
Wolsey of Spain. His tomb is in the grand
chapel, built by Gil de Outaiion. Cardinal
Fonseca probably erected the patio of this
palace, and the architect, according to Sir
Digby Wyatt, who knew what he was
writing about, was in all likelihood Alonso
de Covarrubias. Though architects from
other lands were from time to time imported
into Spain for special work, it is clear that
iu spite of all this the result attained is

almost always singularly national in its

character. The Archiepiscopal Palace is

eonimonly described as Plateresque in style
;

but the parts which cause the building to
be tiuis designated really suggest a more
forcible reniinisceuce of good cinque-cento
work, founded upon purer Italian models,
and the carvings here were chiefly executed
evidently by Spaniards. The staircase is

very free in style, both picturesque in design
and suggestive in form, while the diversity
which distinguishes the scheme adds vastly
to its interest, and for this reason is chosen
for to-day's pencil ilrawing. The bell shape
of the capitals and their boldly-projecting
crisp effect is to be noticed in conjunction
with the composite compilation of their
parts. The acanthus leaves, where intro-
duced are finely drawn and carved. Regular
as well as more fancifully treated egg-and-
tongue mouldings serve to enrich the arches
and other features of the building, which
is possibly of about the date attributed to
it— viz., 1534. The palace exterior seems
earlier, and has a castellated air about it

from the outside, and is distinguished by a
fine square tower, originally connected with
the town walls, which were incorporated
in the building. The facades are quite plain

[

below, and above, under the embattled
^parapet of the tower, a series of turrets are

quaintly corbelled out. one on each angle.
|and one intermediate turret on both of the

external sides of the tower resting on
|

machicoules. The lantern above, in the
centre of the tower, rises over the ramparts

'

in a singularly picturesque fashion. The
palace has three quads. There are some very
remarkable windows in one wing, with

|marble shafts set one in front of the other.
|and the work is carried out iu masonry, w'itli

radiating or with intercrossing lines of
traceries faneifullv conceived. The walls

'

are faced with brick. One of these windows
will be foninl illustrated in George Edmund
Street's well-known standard book on "Tlie
Gothic Architecture of Spain." The carved
aiul coffered wooden ceilings of the five

magnificent apartments of this palace, which
were carried out by Berruguete, are still iu

a splendid state of preservation. Admirable
detail drawings of some of them are given in

"The Renaissance Architecture and Orna-
ment in Spain from 1500 to 15G0," by Mr.
Andrew N. Prentice, whose charmingly got-

up folio was published by Batsford in 1893.

The author also includes a geometrical
drawing to good scale, illustrating the patio

of this palace, which somewhat resembles
the patio of the Hospital of the Holy Cross
at Toledo, especially the balustrade and
staircase. Alcala de Henares is located
about sixteen miles from Madrid, and as

one nears the town it presents a singularly
prepossessing appearance, with its four
churches and the Collegio Mayor de San
Ildefonso, which is quite the finest bnildiiig

in the town; but the place, as a whole, is

disappointing, and on a nearer acquaintance
seems nuprosperous. and bears considerable
evidence of decay and neglect. Cardinal
Xinienes' famous Universifv was founded by
him in 1510. when he richly endowed this

seat of learning. The churches of the town
for the greater part belong to the 17tli and
18th centuries. The leading one is dedicated
to SS. .Inst y Pastor. For scale and bigness
this building is much admired. It is the
design of Pedro Genniel, whose work, how-
ever, is not parficulai'ly interesting. There
are six pulpits in this church : two at the
entrance to the choir, for the epistoler and
gospeller ; two at the west of the crossing,

and two more opposite each other against
the second column from the west of the
nave. There are two organs, one on either
side, over the eoro. This church likewise,

we may add. contains a curious and un-
common small chapel, roofed with a rich

and delicate Moorish plaster ceiling, very
elaborately coloured. It is about the same
date as the rest of its surrounds—sav 1497
to 1509 A.D.

EDINBURGH COLLEGE OF ART.^
MR. J. SCOTT LAWSOX'S RESTORA-
TION OF THE TEMPLE OF ARTEMIS
AT EPHESUS, ASIA MINOR, B.C. 330:

DIANA OF THE EPHESIANS.
" This temple occupied the site of two

previous temples, both of which were de-

stroyed. The last temple, the greatest and
loveliest of all temples of the Ionic style in

Greek architecture, was erected in the time
of Alexander the Great (B.C. 330) by the
architect Dinocrates. It has been all but
totally destroyed, and the site had for

centuries been lost and unknown. Mr. J. T.
Wood, an English architect, discovered the
site between 1869-74. Fortunately, sufficient

traces of the foinidations remain to render it

possible to recover the plan completely, and
the discovery of fragments of the Order,
aided by a description bv Pliny, have
rendered a restoration of the temple
possible. Many of the remains of this

building, and of the two earlier temples, are

iu the British Museum. (See Professor
Lethaby's book on ' Greek Buildings
Represented by Fragments in the British
Museum.') The whole structure was of

marble, resting on a spacious stylobate of

four steps. Tlie disposition of the columns
was dipteral oetastyle. having double rows
of twenty columns on each flank. In the
coniectural restoration by Dr. Murray, an
adilitinnal flisht of steps is placed between
the first and second rows of columns, in

order to reach the upper platform. There
are one hundred columns iu all. many of

them being sculptured on the lower drum
(' eolnmufie celietae,' Pliny). Over the eight
columns at each end rose a vast pediment.
The height of the columns was 54ft. from
stvlobate to the under side of the architrave.

The diameter is 6ft. and half an inch at base
of the shaft, givins a proportion to the Order
of 9 diam. in height. At the neck the
diameter is 4ft. 9Jin. The shaft stood upon
a moulded base and was fluted with twentv-

four (lutes. The caps are of exquisite pro-
portion and refinement. Lintelled over the
capitals was placed the architrave of three
fascias, panelled with a narrow sunk panel
on under side. A large dentil course, wilh
egg-auddart enrichment under, projects
over the architrave. (In the restoration by
the British Museum a deep freize is shown
above the architrave, but this is now con-
sidered to be erroneous.) Above the dentil
course is the cornice, crowned by a huge
cinia carved in relief. The height of the
entablature was 10ft. 9in., or nearly one-
fifth of the height of the column. The cella

is believed to have had superimposed
columns to carry the roof. The building ex-
ternally must have been one of the most im-
pressive among Greek temples, owing to its

size and sculpture of the above-mentioned
columns, which were probably suggested by
the archaic temple." These descriptive
particulars are given on the tablet panel set

out on this sheet of excellent drawings,
kindly lent us by Mr. J. Scott Lawson, of

the Royal College of Art, South Kensington.

fSnilbing Knt^Uigcna.—•--•

—

G A T E S H E A D. — A new art gallery

is being erected iji Prince Consort-road,
Gateshead, to house the Shipley Bequest of

pictures bequeathed to the corporation.
The area of the site enabled the architect to

arrange the w'hole of the picture galleries on
one floor, and thus obtain top lighting. The
building is designed on Classical lines, and
is set back from the roadway some 22ft.

A carriage-drive leads to the main entrance
and portico. The main building consists of

five picture galleries, arranged with the

main gallery. 8flft. by 40ft.. in the centre,

and two smaller galleries, each 44ft. by 28ft.,

on each side—the whole giving sufficient wall

space to exhibit the five hundred pictures
selected by the Gateshead Corporation. The
front elevation is of stone, and the entrance
portico has four stone cnlumns of the
Corinthian Order, flanked at each end by
pilasters, which are surmounted by sitting

figures. The gallery buildings are of brick,

with stone dressings and balustrade. The
contractors are Messrs. J. and W. Lowry. of

Corporation-street. Newcastle, and the plans
and designs have been prepared by Mr.
.Arthur Stoekwell. M.S. A., of Newcastle and
Gosforth, under whose supervision the work
is being carried out. The cost will not

exceed £25.000.

PBOPESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION OF
IREL.4ND.—An ordinary general meeting
was held on the 15th njt. The president.

Mr. Harry Allberry. A.R.I.B.A.. occupied

the chair. Mr. T. E. Hudman delivered a

most interesting lecture on the "A.A.I. Ex-

cursion to London and Oxford. 1914." The
lecture was suitably illustrated by slides lent

by the courtesy of the London A..\. and
others. Mr. Hudman went through the pro-

gramme explaining the various interesting

features, thus providing, for those who were
unable to take part iu the excursion, an

opportunity of covering the ground in spirit.

Mr. P. .J. Lvnch. in proposing a vote of

thanks, stated that he considered this was
one of the most ambitions excursions iinder-

takeri bv the association. Mr. M. J. Cullen

seconded the vote of thanks. The president,

in putting the vote to the meeting, said that

one of the outstanding features of the

excursion was the extreme kindness extended
to members by their brethren of the London
A. A.

.**»-

Mr. A. J. Tuttell. sculptor, of Lincoln, has

l)een commissioned to execute a sculptured panel

for All .Sainis' Church, .Squirrell's Heath, near

Romford, wherein SI. George will be depicted

in full armour, and driving a spear through the

head of the dragon, but wilh this difference

—

I hat the head will not be that of the usual

dragon, but that of the German Eagle, the

wings also being of that bird.
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SECTION •7HBO •

ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART TRAVELLING STUDENTSHIP IN ARCHITECTURE.
Awarded to Mr. W. G. Jones for his Restoration drawings.
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NEW BRONZE DOORS, MILAN CATHEDRAL.—By Vinl L. PnGLiAom.

NEW BRONZE DOORS, MILAN
CATHEDRAL, BY PROFESSOR L
POGLIAGHI.

Tliese doors, wliicli are about 18ft. liigli.

are full of extremely delicate detail and ex-

cellent figure-woik. The treatment is very
free, with much of the ornamentation in

high relief, carried out in due recognition
of the material employed. The minuteness
of the artist's manipulation, say. in the
angels right and left of the top panel, and

the cherubs' heads round the frame

enclosing the chief figures, is noticeable,

whether this scale is not too small for the

position is a question.. One who has

travelled all Italy for two years describes

the gates as the best and finest work he saw

during his visit, and in his judgment it beats

the work of Cellini and llichael Angelo.

Anyhow . if Professor Pogliaghi has done this

beautiful bronze in a modern way. there is

no pretence at an imitation of old work, and

the design is harmonious and consistent.

The execution is beyond all praise. The

Victor Emmanuel Memorial is being elabor-

ated by the same sculptor. Mr. T. Hyler

White sent us the accompanying photo-

graph This work was finished only in 190fa.

—«»»

Mr P M CrossthwaitP, an inspector under

the Local Government Board, held an inquiry

at Cowes. I.W., on Monday, relative to an

application from the town council 'or ^a"^''""

to the borrowing of *4,000 for works of water

supply.
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dntttntt Calamo.—--•

—

The Local Government Board liave jnst

notified their decision in the appeal by Mr.
John F. Lancaster against a demolition

order issned by the corporation of Burnley.

In Angust. 1913. as reported by ns at the

time, tlie Bnrjiley Corporation issued an

order for the demolition of a number of

dwellings in Engine-court, on the ground
that they were unfit for human habitation.

Mr. Lancaster, the owner, proceeded to alter

the property with the view of converting it

into warehouses or storerooms. The corpora-

tion refused to sanction such conversion, and
insisted on the demolition order being

carried out. Mr. Lancaster appealed to the

Local Government Board, claiming tliat as

the property was not to he used again for

habitation purposes tlie object of the

corporation had been achieved, and the

demolition order should be quashed. The
corporation contended that the Local

Government Board had no discretion in the

matter, and tliat when once a demolition

order had been made in accordance with the

statute it must be carried out. The Local

Government Board thereupon stated a case

for the Court of Appeal. That Court decided

in October last that in such cases the Local

Government Board had the discretion to vary

or quash, on reasonable grounds, a de-

molition order made by a local authority.

The Local Government Board now inform

the parties concerned that they have come
to the conclusion that the appellant should

be allowed to carry out such alteratious as

are necessary to convert these premises into

warehouses or stores, on the understanding
that when tliese alterations have been made
to the satisfaction of the corporation, or, in

case of difference between the parties, to the

satisfaction of the Board, the demolition

orders shall be quashed by formal consent

of the Board. The Board propose to allow

the appellant six months from the date of

this letter within which to execute the

alterations referred to. Other building

owners have cause for gratitude to Mr. Lan-
caster for his public-spirited but, we hear,

costly, action, which has been completely
vindicated on all points.

Sir Edward Poynter, P.R..\., has now-

issued particulars of the coming Wijiter

Exhibition at the Royal Academy, which we
gave on this page in our issue of Dec. 11

last. The object, as announced then, is the

formation of a fund for division between the

Red Cross, tlie St. .John .\ml)ulance Society,

the .A,rtists' General Benevolent Institution,

and the artists whose works are sold. Some-
thing like 8fln works are now being hung in

the galleries by a subcommittee, and the

exhibiton promises to be one of varied

interest. There will be undoubtedly much
distress among artists during the coming
.year, and generous patronage from picture-

buyers and the general public is bespoken.
It should be borne in mind that every artist

who .sells his picture is contributing at least

two-thirds of its value to two most important
and deserving organisations of charity and
mercy. Concurrently with the exhibition of

British works of art one or more of the

galleries will be given up to the exhibition
of works of Belgian painting and sculpture,
the whole profits from which will be devoted
for the relief of Belgian artists.

Mr. Walter R. Bea. M.P., the Member
of Parliatncnt for the Borough of Scar-

borough, is to be congratulated on his elicita-

tion from the Premier of a promise that the

damage to persons and property sustained

during the bombardment of the three towns,

shall be followed by relief from Imperial

funds. Mr. Asquith adds that " The scope

and measure of such relief, and the

machinery for ascertaining and administer-

ing it are matters which are receiving care-

ful consideration." We hope there will be

no delay. The loss, which has largely fallen

on poor property-owners and their still

poorer tenants, is estimated at over

£100,000. In any case, the buildings shoidd

be reinstated as soon as possible. Our most

crocliety anti-restorers will hardly contend

that these " ruins " should remain in-

definitely as monuments of German culture

—and derision I

The address of the President. Mr. R.

Clipston Sturgis. at the forty-eighth annua!

convention of the American Institute of

Architects, which we give elsewhere, was an

able plea for the Institute's claims on our

.American professional brethren, and a

broadly and generously-phrased reminder to

them, and to all who are similarly seeking

to safeguard architecture from the inroads

of the charlatan, that the man who can

perform all the service rightly demanded of

an architect does not exist, and that, there-

fore, the problem of determining fairly who
.shall be allowed to practise as an architect

must receive the most careful consideration

at the hands of those confronted with its

solution. There are some of us here, as well

as in America, who forget this, and ignore

the pitfalls in the path of the architect who
essays the acquirement of the knowledge of

too many things, failing to recognise the

duty of enlisting the aid of others to perform

that which we cannot. Mr. Clipston

Sturgis's remarks on the duty and advantage

of cooperation based on mutual under-

standing, were wise ones, and deserve care-

ful meditation.

Mr. .J. Landfear Lucas, writing to the

.Vfir;i<«y PosI, draws attention afresh to the

diverse statements made as to the height

from cross to pavement of the dome of St.

Paul's. John Weale. in " London Ex-

hibited." in 18.51, gave the height as 36.ift.

from the ground, 356ft. from the floor of

church, and .375ft. from that of the crypt.

The "Cathedral Guide" of 1880 asserted

that the cross was 352ft. from the floor of

clnireh and 360ft. from the street pavement.
The Rev. Lewis Gilbertson. F.S.A., in his
' Notes on the Fabric." gives as the altitude

370ft. from the churchyard-pavement level

;

Godwin and Butler, in '' The Churches of

Loudon " (1838). asserted that the height was
340ft., and in "Old and New London,"
Vol. I. p. 254. from floor pavement to top of

cross is estimated at 365ft. Mr. William
Woodward replies that Mr. Landfear Lucas
has omitted to quote the most reliable

authority, "The Public Buildings of

London," by John Britton, F.S.A.. and
Augustus Pugin. published in 1825, where,

in the carefully-drawn section of the

Cathedral appearing in Vol. I. the following

heights are given: From the lower level of

the floor of the crypt to the extreme top of

the cross, 381ft. ; from the upper surface of

the floor of the Cathedral proper to the ex-

treme top of the cross, 360ft. ; from the

upper surface of the floor of the Cathedral

to the top of the inner cupola, 217ft. ; from
tin- upper surface of the floor of the Cathe-

dral to the top of the outer dome, 270ft.

Incidentally Mr. Woodward remarks that
'• whilst writing re St. Paul's it is always

convenient to designate the inner ' dome ' as

the cupola, and the outer one as the dome.

Between these two curves passes a brick

cone, 18in. thick, and this cone carries the

stone lantern which we see from the outside

of the Cathedral, and which weighs about

700 tons. The cupola is also of brick. 18in.

thick, and the dome is constructed of timber.

This disposition of cupola, cone, and dome
illustrates the skill and ingenuity of Sir

Christopher Wren, and gives to St. Paul's a

beauty which is entirely absent from St.

Peter's, where there is but one dome. The
cupola of St. Paul's is at such a height from

the eye that its exquisite curve can be viewed

with ease from the interior; whilst the dome,

majestic and of equally fine curve, rises in

due proportion to its architectural adjuncts,

as viewed from the exterior,"

Sir Thomas G. .Jackson, R.A., in a letter

to the Times, exposes the shallowness of

German pretensions to artistic culture. He
remarks that " Germany has produced but

two really great painters, both of them, be

it remarked, South Germans; no great

sculptor, the admirable metalwork of Peter

Vischer being all on a small scale; their

Gothic architecture was borrowed from the

French and spoiled; and their Renaissance

work, when not verging on the grotesque, is

commonplace. The best architecture in

Germany is their Romanesque work, wliicli

was borrowed from Lombardy. It is wantin;;

in the finer graces, often clumsy and ill-

proportioned ; sometimes, as in the western

towers at Laach. quite ugly; but it has a

sturdy, virile character which is oom-

niendable. Cologne Cathedral is based upon

.A.niiens. of which it reproduces and exag-

gerates the weak points. Of the modern

work at the west end the less said the better.

The truth is that the Germans are not a

creative people, and, therefore, only in an

inferior degree artistic. The present achieve-

ments of Germany in architecture consist in

wantonly destroynig, for no militai'y purpose,

the glorious monuments of the past. They

have the assurance to tell us they will replace

them by something better. What they are

capable of at the present day may be judged

by the monstrous pair of steeples at Cologne

Cathedral, and the hideous monumental

structure yiat vulgarises the meeting of t«o

beautiful rivers at Coblentz. May Hea\en

preserve the world from such 'cidtnred"

atrocities.'' o»

Mr. Alfred R. Potter has been appointed

secretary to the Town-Planning Institute, in

succession to Mr. G. L. Pepler.

The Local Government Board have sanctioneil

a loan of £5,162 to the urban district council of

Portland for the erection of municipal offices.

Mr. W. L. Carr, surveyor to the Ruislip-

Northwooil Urban District Council, has hail his

salary increased by £50 per annum.

Tlie corporation of Dublin, at a special meet-

ing, have unanimously agreed to the proposal

of the .\rchbishop of Dublin to take over the

Orniond .Market as a site for the bniUling of a

Koman Catholic cathedral.

The fourth and last of the four colossal

bronzes by Sir Thomas Brock for the flanking

pedestals of Sir Aston Webb's Queen Victoria

Memorial in St. James's Park is now being

placed in posilion. Each of the four groups
consists of a human figure and a lion, both of

heroic dimensions. The subjects symbolised arc

Peace. Progress, Agriculture, ami Industrial

Labour — the latter represented by a smith

resiing upon his hammer. Two other groups

are yet to be placc<l on either side above the

fountains, which will complete the scheme.
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The Koyal Scottish Academy has decided
to raise a fund for the relief of the artists
of Belgium who have suffered through the
war. J'liis is in addition to a special fund
that is being organised by the Academy for
the benefit of Scottish artists and "their

dependents. The scheme adopted for the
former is practically that already carried out
by the Artists' War Fund here, for con-
tribution to the National Relief Fund.
Artists are invited to give a signed and
framed picture or a piece of sculpture, and
the collection of these will be on view in the
galleries of the Academy for a week, early
this year. Then as many vouchers for fi\e

guineas as there are works of art will be
issued to members of the public wishing to
subscribe, who will meet on a day to be ttxed

and ballot for their respective prizes.

The "Rochdale Observer." in a review of
the year, says :

" The building trade has
again had a good twelvemonth. Besides the
new mills which are in course of erection at
Castleton. there have been extensions to the
Victoria. Crawford. Rochdale, and Mitchell
Hey mills. During the year increases of
wages were granted to plasterers, brick-
layers, painters, and electricians. The
masons have given notice to apply for an
advance ne.xt May. At the present the trade
is affected by the usual seasonal depression.
The prospects for the new year are not of
the brightest ; among other things, the cost
of timber and glass have risen, owing to the
war, and make cottage-building almost pro-
hibitive."'

• Whitaker's .41hntnack " for 1915
numbers no less than 890 pages, although the
aptitude for judicious condensation which
has always characterised its compilers is as
evident as ever, coupled with the total
absence of padding. The result, as always,
is that what is worth seeking is found at
once, and in its place, and all about it that
one wants. There are doubtless other
manuals of reference which, in their way.
are indispensable; but. as the years roll oii.

and AVhitaker is found as reliable as ever,
tliougli year by year more oncyclopiedic. its

high place in the esteem of all who turn to it

—and who does not. almost daily?- entitles
it to rank without rival among the most
prized of our national institutions. Bv the
way, it is little short of nnirvellous. re-

membering the confusion into which war has
plunged us. that the section dealing there-
with, ami its cognate topics, is so complete
and up to date.

'I'he Rome correspondent of the Timcf
describes excavations under the 11th-century
basilicau church of San Clemente in that
city. So far back as 1857 Father Mullooly.
the Prior of the Irish Dominicans, wlio
occupied the ailjoinirig con\ent. found
beneath San Clemente a subterranean
basilica — almost perfect in its details

—

the original church, built in the 4th
century, with its marble columns still stand-
ing, though hiildcn in the masonry which
supported the chnicli above ; nincli" mosaic
pavement, and huge patches of frescoes,
illustrating scenes in the lives of St. Clement.
St. .41exius. and others. Steps led down to
a house of the Imperial epoch, of which onc
chamber, situated immediately under the
apse of the subterranean basilica, was
identified as the ' Dominicum dementis,"
and another, probably forming the "tri-
clinium" of the house. "as a small temple of
Mithras. The oratory of St. Clement still

preserved its ancient "stucco vaulting, while
in the immediate vicinity of the MUliranim
were fragments of an altar, on which was
represented the sacrifice of the bull by
Mithras, of whieh so nnmv examples exist".

Unfortunately, not long aft"cr excavation had
been made at this level water began to rise.
and for many years the subterranean build-
ings were practically inaccessible. In June.
1904, Father Nolan," the present Prior of the
Irish Dominicans, began a new tunnel 45ft.
below the road level and about GOOft. in
length, from near the Arch of Constantinc to

the sull^tructnre of >^in Cltiuoutc. Through
this tunnel, completed early in 1914, subsoil
waters were drained off to the Cloaca
Maxima, and so to the Tiber, eunbliug
Father Nolan to resume excavations. 'The
floor disclosed thereby proved to be con-
siderably above the real original Hoor of St.

Clement's house. It has now been cleared
away, and the real floor, herring-bone
pattern, has been exposed again. Among the
debris removed by Father Nolan were two
shallow graves, containing a quantity of
bones, evidently the relics of animals sacri-

ficed, and a combination of steps and water
conduits, which suggest some form of bap-
tisnntl rite. Below the basilica was found a

great hall, built of blocks of squared tufa,

having a travertine cornice, which must have
belonged to the kingly period. Possibly the
hall was part of the palace of Tarquinius
Superl)us.

^«»

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
MosD.vY. — Rojal luslittiU- of Brilisli Architecis.

Busiuess Meeting. S p.m.

WEitNKSDw.—Institute of S;\uitary Kugiucers. rre^^i-

dential Aiidtvss by A. "P. I. tVnwrcll,
M.I.t'.E, (."a.\tou Hall, WcsUuiusU'r.
S p.m.

At Xewiou Grange, near Falkirk, a picture-
hall, built at a cost of i:5.(XX). was opeuetl on
Mondav. It has been erected from plans bv
Mr. A. Murray Hardie. L.R.I.B. A., George-
street. Eilinburgh.

Mr. M. K. North held an inquiry ou behalf
of the Local Government Board at Tunbridge
Wells on Mond;»v respecting an application from
the town council for sanction to borrow £4,155
for works of sewerage.

The late Baroness Pirbright has bequeathed
to the National Gallery three paintings by
Leeini. Sodoma. and Orcagna respectively, and
to the Louvre Collection a picture by Turner of
the Thames and Metlway.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held
at Truro on TuesiUy by Mr. A. G. Drury.
inspector, with regard to an application from
the city council for sanction to borrow £24,300
for works of sewage disposal.

Keith Town Council has unanimously ap-
pointed -Mr. James M. .Vlexandcr to the post of
bnrgh stn'veyor aiul sanitary inspector. Mr.
-Mexander at present holds a similar post under
the South Queensferry Town Council.

For the new Cap of Maintenance which the
King is presenting to York the estates coiii-

mil lee of the corporation have adopted a design.
prcp;ire<l by the York .School of .Arts and Crafts,
of a cap which is of the' type of tlte 14th-century
pcrioil, when the tirst cap was presented by
Kicliard II. to the city. It is of crimson velvet,
trimmed with ermine, and with sides turned up.
The drawing will be forwarded to the King for
approval.

An oflicial farewell was paid at the L.C.C.
meeting List week to Mr. Andrew Yomig. who
has retired from (he odice of valuer to the
Cotmcil after twenty-five years' service, and
seventeen years' service previously with the
London School Board. Mr. Y'onng during his
term of oflicc dealt with the buying of property
and land by the Council to the value of
.£25.000.01)0. the principal single item being that
for the Kingswuy improvement.

Miss K. Kerrish. niece of the late Edward
Fitzgerald, has lend to the museum connnittee
of the Ipswich Corporation twelve scrapbooks
from the library of her uncle. The scrapbooks.
which contain numerous sketches and drawings,
will be ileposited in the Fitzgerald Hoom a(

Christclnircli M-.insinn. which alreaily ]>osscsses

Fitzgerald's writing-desk and other relics.

.\niong the conteius of the books are works by
David William and George Frost, and a panel
drawiui.' of Woodbridue bv John Constable,
signed "J. C Aug. 3. 1815."

Owing to drafts sent to the Service Battalion
now in France, there are vacancies for recruits
in the 28th London Regiment (the .\rtists'

Riflesi. The corps, which was originally formed
in May. 1860. is composed of painters, architects,
sctilptors. lawyers, doctors, incilical students— in

fact, all classes of professional men. old ptdilic-

school and miiversiiy men. and the like. .Appli-

cation should be made at once at the depot of
the corps. Dukes-road. Euston-road. W.C.. by
those coming under any of the foregoing
categories. Onlv-men who arc willing to under-
take the obligation of foreign service can be
taken at present.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
It is p.^rticuhirly reijuesteil th.it .nil dra»ina> and

all communications respcctius illustrations or lilcr.-ir}'

matter. Iwoks for review, etc.. should lie ;>ddrcs..<d
to the Editor of tlw Uiit.Dlxo Nens, Etiingham
Uousc, 1, .\rundcl-street. Strand, W.c.. and iKit to
lucmlitrs of the stall liy uauic. IVlay is not iidrc-
quontly otherwise caused. Ail drawinss and other
conuuuuicatioMs arc sent at contrihuturs' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to p»> for, or be liable
for. unsought contributions.

RBcKivKn.—C. and Co., Lul.—li. M. A.—\V. and \V.—
(".. M. C. and Co.. Ltd.—J. \V. H.—S. M. and f=.. Ud.—
H. A. C—A. i\ U.—K. iuid Co., Ud.—W. and II.

F. H.—Yes.
T. L. W.—riease send.

rczzLEit.—\Vc have uo futtlier jiHrticultu>.

Floor.— .\u ingenious ada{)tatiun of the i)riuciitlc funii>
the l>a»is of a recei>t latent. We liojte to v:ivo details
sliortlj, and the suceec^sful a)>plicHiiou tiien.x»f lo a
rccently-crccte^l huilding of svnue UmwrtJiuce.

S. G. F. — We rather shaiv your dislike to i\hk>o
apiicudages, but perh«i>s ywi are u little hanl ou the
initials you i|Uote. If cttiloirv was mesiit, that is
certainly useful to au architect. The 15.1. H.A., of
course, has instituted uo ucw grade.

Brimmo.—We cannot tell you. If the buildim; was
crectc.1 l>eforc the bylaivs wore made, or licfore
rarliuiiiem i^avo the I-ocal tloverumeut Boanl or the
lixiil authority jiower*, it is |K«.>ilile the t oimcil
CHuiu^t cvmii>el you. But these are matters with rvi^inl
to which careful legal advice frvnu tlu>sc tvuvei^'oit
with local circumstau^-es is aloue of any value, and
replie? to such i|ueries iu " Iiitenxuumuuii'atiou " are
naturally of suca a nature that it is e<iually impossible
for us or you to judge ^if their value.

"BUILDlXa XKWS" DKSlGNim; CLUB.
rOl KTH List OF SVKJKCTS.

D«— -^ small Labour K.Kchange Premises to be built on a
level site facing south iu the main street of a country
town. The frontage is -VHt. loug. and t he site is :c.ft..

deep. The first tlixir t<i be available for ollices. and
the top or second tloor will nm up int^i the ceiled rvx>f.

and this place is intended to be occasionally usc«l for
labour exhibitions, or for \-arious meetings ; but iu the
usual way it is for ottice-statT work. There is to l»e a
4ft, staircase up to these two ttixirs, with a street -d^ntr

to the right-hand of the frvnitige, the Kxchauire
entrance pro|>er tteiug Kx-ated at the other extivinit.v
of the fai.'ade. A door inside this staiivase eutrautx*-
lobb.v is to communicate with the gn.)und Hoor of the
Kxchauffe for the ueeof the olhcials. tint of the ;t-"tft.

depth aflow behind an ojien way, or a little liackyanl,
to isolate the small la^•atory ami w.c. acc^>mimHlatiou
for lueu aud for women and for the stalT : all tlu^c lo U'
iiux'ly seivirateil in a cvimimct but ctTeeti\ e luauuer.
The luaiu imrt of the i;rouu«l-tIoor sjuux' is to be usi^I
as a biij, well -lit general otlice for the clerks, lusidethc
Exchaugo entrance jirtn ide a onuiter-lobby. l.">fl. long
luid loft, w-ide, f»>r iiseof the public. Counter ou one ^idc
only. To the roar of this vcstil-ule provide a waiting-
room, about 18ft, deep by lift, wide, or therv:»lx>ntj>.

In the l>asemcut of the whole building there will Ix' a
coal-si^ire. canl and general si<iek-rvH>iu, aud tHH>k

space ; but this liasemeut nce<l not bo shown, tliougli a
slain'ase Ut give access to it must be set out ou the
plan of grinind tlvKir. The two upi>er tloor* are not lo

extend to the full depth of the site, aud should not
osceeil 2,"tft, deep, except at back of stain.'ase, wheiv a
hivattiry, .Vc, for the use of l>oth Ilovira is Uf bo run out
loft., ami bo ouler\'d off the first lUxir, or off a half-siwcc
landing, as may be found convoniout. Where there is

a void iielow. the iiuaiu roar upix-r wall will In: carrieil

by gittlors aud stanchions. Tlio first lUxir will Ifc

ivutitioiioil to suit subsciiucut retiuirt'mcut* ; but a
division of the space may i >c shown suiuxblo for otlicos :

the jwint chietly to bo oliscrvctl is the arraivgement ^>f

the windows fi>r an economic use of the se|>aratc

rooms, not more than tliixx' in number. N*e di\ isiou.--

reiiuireil on the top Itoor: but outside the fn>nt of the
faraile add a ;Jfl. jirojectiug l>alci>uy. with an inui
" I'talustrado " to run along the frvuu, uot the eutiri'

length, but far enough to allow of glti/.oil doeirs or
French ca*eineiits at the emls tone being e»(T ihe >tair-

case ti>p lauding) as au apiiprvuich to the liaUvuy. level

with the top IliHir. The lieighl of the givuud tlo-jr to

be lift, in the clear from ll»ir lo ceiling. Kirst Hoor
10ft. high, aud Uip HiHir lift, to n-all-platc or spring-

ing of the rottf coiling. The fnuit elevation lo bo
dosignc<l iu stone ashlar, with a one-s|>au \^x<!

running (larallol lo Ihe strict, ami goixl chimney
sUicks made to iMilaucc in the general outline if tlii-

cau be inaiiagxHl. U^xif lo show iilxive the fi\>iil wall

jiarapet. and given slatwi. The frvuil wall will li-

llush with adjacent premise-*, these Ixun.g same height

as thii- building. The elo\-alioii of the Kxehaugeto
bo cinupletc in itself, aud wruiexxs aud oihor pro-

jections must not impinge \\\Km the ueighK'ui>'

fi-onts. everything to bo withiu the ."tOfl. ^lilllou*^ou^.

Stylo Uito " Uouaissiuice, iivatovl arehilocturally m a

Ito'lil, simple, and diguiHod manner, oruainout lieiug

siHiringlv usevl. The frvuu elovatiou and seetiuuof

the fiMut wall Ui bo drawn I" lliosealoof 1ft. lo the

inch. The three phuis aud goueral co'ss-sw'lion

iwliich must show the back-yarti or "oiHMi si>a™,"

and the manner of lighting at back aud frontl, maybe
drawn lo eighth of an inch scale, or smaller if neces-

sary : but s]iaco must bo po>viilo<l ou the sheet for a

IXM-speclivo ekctch of the frvml. Xo windows ai\j

allowable ou the back boundary line of the site, which
is :t.">ft. from front face of the building; but an iivu

open staircjiso for omergenc.v puriH»sos may Ix^ builtsit

as to hunt iwrsons troni the top llixir on Ui the llat«, if

any, of the rear premises, autt so tK»wu from thonec

into the land behind the 3."ift, wall, which is iximmuu

proportv so far as allowing such au exit. Dninmgs u>

be dolivorc<l lo the otlices of the Bi ildi.xc. Nkws ou or

before Satunlav .lanuniy »', lal'", with coupons

attachoti at back :>s iier rules.
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LATEST PRICES.

N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
;isual sources of information are in many
cases failing us. Timber quotations we omit
altogether, as published figures differ so

widely that they are, we fear, in many cases

quite unreliable.

IRON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled Steel Joists, English £7 10 to f8
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 15 „ 10
Steel Girder Plates 8 0,, 900
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 22 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 ,, 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Best BnedBhill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles lOs., Tees 20a. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &o., £8 ISs. to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £14 to i'15 lOa. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Bestditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.Q-
8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.

Uast-Iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10

Caat-Iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8 10

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 10 „ 5 15.0
Cut Floor Brads 10 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 0., —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14B.W.G 14 5 „ —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised-

0to8 9 10 11 13 B.W.Q.
£10 10a. £10 15a. £11 03. £11 5a. £11 158. per ton.

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 15 to £7 2 6

4in. to6in 6 10 „ 6 12 6

7in. to 241n. (all sizes) 6 17 6 „ 7 2 6

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,
tamed and bored joints 5s. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieahall 80a. Od. to 127a. fid.

Hot Blast, ditto 87b. Od. „ 97s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings-Diacount off

Standard Lista f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)

—

Gas-Tubea Tii p,

Water-Tubes e&i
Steam-Tubea 65
Galvaniaed Gaa-Tobea 60
Galvaniaed Water-Tubea 56i
Galvaniaed Steam-Tubes 50

OTHEB HETALS.
Spelter, Sileaian Per ton £21 5 to £21 7 6

Lead Water Pipe, Town *24 5 0„ —
Country '25 5 0,, —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town "2.5 5 0,, —
Country '26 5 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town '26 5 0,, —
Country '27 5 ,,

—
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outaide Town '28 15 ,,

—
Country '29 15 ,,

—
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... '27 5 0,. —

Country '28 6 „ —
Lead Soil-pipe (upto4jin.) Town '27 5 0,, —

, Country '28 5 0,, —
rOver 4^in. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6 ,, 18 12 6

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0„ —
Copper Sheets, sheathing* rods 78 „ 78 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 61 15 „ 62 5

Tin, Bngliah Ingots 154 „ l.W
Do., Bars 155 „ 156
Pig Lead, in lowt. Pigs (Town) 19 2 6 „ 19 10
Sheet Lead, Town '23 15 „ —

Country '24 15 „ —
Genuine White Lead 29 15 „ —
Refined Red Lead 29 „ —
Sheet Zinc 55 ,,

—
Old Lead, against account 18 5 0,, —
Tin per cwt. 8 l-'i 0„ —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 12 9 „ —

' For 5 cwt. lota and upwards.

SLATES.
in. in. £ s. d. per 1,000 of

Blue Portmadoo ... 20 x lo ... 12 12 6 1,200 at r. stn.
16 „ 8 ... 6 12 6

Blue Bangor 20 ,, 10 ... 13 2 6 „
20 ,, 12... 13 17 6

First Quality 20 „ 10 ... 13 „
20 „ 12... 13 15
16 „ 8 ... 7 5

Enreka unfading
green 20 „ 10 ... 15 17 6 ,,

20 „ 12 ... 18 7 6

18 „10... 13 5
, IB „ 8... 10 5

Permanent Green ... 20 „ 10 ... 11 12 6

18 „10... 9 12 6
.. 16 „ 8... 6 12 6

BBICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in

Second Hard Stocks 1 11 ,, ,, [river.

Mild Stocka 19 0,.
Picked Stocka for delivered
Facinga 2 5 ,, at rly. stn.

Flettons 1 14

Pressed Wu:6 Cuts... 1 18 „ „
RedWu-eCuta 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 12

Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5 ,, ,, ,,

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BuUnose 4 0,,
Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 4 0,, ,, ,,

2|in. Beet Red Ac-] [ Net, delivered in
crington Plastic r 4 10 6 ,, j full truck loads
Facing Bricks ) I in London.

3'la" Accrington Beat Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3'/8" ditto Second Beat Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/6 in
thickest part 3

3'/e" Chimney Bricks fit for outaide work ... 2 6
3'/8" ditto ditto through and through 3
SVs" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and ^ radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9"xlcoarae 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—

3 course deep, 4V' soffit, per foot opening... 13
4 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
5 ditto 4*" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

6 ditto il" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 6

3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 11
5 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 6
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

QLAZED BBIOES.
HABD GLAZES (PEB 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers-
£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6
Quoins, BuUnose, and 4iin. Flats—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers-
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end. square—
18 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6

Spliiya and Squinta—
17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricka, Stretchera and Headera—
5d, Bach 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double BuUnose, Round Ends, Bullnoee Stopa

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Anglea

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BBICES.

Stretchera and Headera

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 83. each 8d. eoch
Internal and External Anglea

—

Hi each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnoae, Stretchera, and Headera

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchera and Per 1,000
Headera ._._ „ £22 17 6

„ ,, Quoins and BuUnose 27 17 6

Compass bricka, circular and arch bricka") Not
of aingle radiua £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours h ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4Mn.
Is. 2d. each / by 2iin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headera. £1 per 1,000 extra.

' These prices are carriage paid in full truck loada
to London Stationa. a. d.
Thamea Sand 7 6 per yard, deUvered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thamea Ballaat 6 0,, ,,

s. d. Per ton.

Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

a. d. a. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in aacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

STONE.*
Red Manafleld, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto ,, 2 3

Red Coraehill, ditto ,, 2 2
Cloaeburn Red Freestone,ditto ,, 2

Ancaster, ditto „ 1 10

Oreenshill, ditto .. 1 10
Heer. ditto .. 16
Chilmark. ditto (in track at
Nine Elms) ., 1 101

Hard York, ditto „ 2
Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Do. do. 3in. slab aawn two
sides, random sizes ., 13

• All F.O.E. London.

1

Bath Stone, delivered on road £
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station „

Ditto, deUvered at Nine Elms
Station ,,

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average
Delivered on road waggons

)

Brown White
at Paddington Depot, (

Nine Elms Depot, or (
PimUco Wharf ' ..

TILES,

1 1

1 7J

Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Per foot cube.

£0 2 3 ...£0 3 41

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 52
Hip and Valley tilea 4

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 57

Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tilea 4
Valley tilea 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles : Plain tiles (Peake'B)... 46

Ornamental ditto 48

d. Dlvrd. at
per 1000 ry.sn.

7 per doz. ,,

per 1000
6

per doz. ,,

6 per 1000

per doz. ,,

per 1000
6 ,.

Hip tiles 3 10* per doz.
Valley tiles 3

"Rosemary "brand plain tiles... 48
Ornamental tilea 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Staffordshire (Hanley) Bede or
brindled tiles 43

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3
Hartshill" brand plain tilea.

sand-faced 45
Pressed 42
Ornamental ditto 47
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

OILS.
Rapeseed.English pale.per tun £28 IS to £29 5

per 1000

per doz.
8

6 per 1000

per doz.
6

per 1009
6

6 „
per doz.

6

Ditto, brown 26 15
Cottonseed, refined , 29 ,

Olive, Spanish 39 10 ,

Seal, pale 21 ,

Cocoanut. Cochin 46 ,

Ditto, Ceylon 42 10 ,

Ditto, Mauritius , 42 10 ,

Palm, Lagos „ 33 5 ,

Ditto, Nut Kernel 35 ,

Oleine 17 5 ,

Sperm 30 ,

Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7 0,
Petroleum, refined , 6i
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,
Ditto, Archangel 19 6 ,

Linseed Oil per gal. 2 5
Baltic Oil 2 9 ,

Turpentine 3 2,
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil per cwt. 9
Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority" Brand.. „ 9

GLASS (IN ORATES),

27 6
30
40
21 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5
31

8
6

1 10
10

Engliah Sheet Glass : 15oz,
Fourths 5d. .

Thirds 5ii. .

Fluted Sheet 4*d. .

Hartley's English Boiled
Plate

Figured Boiled and BepouBsine... 4d.

21oz. 26oz. 32oz.
. 5*d. ... 6d. ... 7d.
. 6d. ... eid. ... Sid.
. 5jd. ... — ... —
jin. '/]6in. }in.

3d. ... 3*d. ... 4d.

White. Tinted.
6M.

VARNISHES, &0. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varniah £0 8

Pale Copal Oak 10 6

Superfine Pale Elaatic Oak 12 6

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of

churches 14 6

Find Elaatic Carriage 13

Superfine Pale Elaatic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 10

Fineat Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Fine French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9

White Copal Enamel 14 9

Extra Pale Paper 13

Best Japan Gold Size 10

Beat Black .Japan " -^^
9

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9

Brunawick Black 8

Berlin Black 16

Knotting °'^°
t

French and Bruah Poliah 10

Ut. A. B. lacDonald, the retiring ciiy engineer

of Glasgow, has been granted by the corporation

a superan!iuation allowance of £500 per annum.

.4 chapel and lodge are about to be built

in the new cemetery of the Surbiton Urban
District Council, from plans by lUr. H. W.
Barham, of Philpotlane, E.G.

Mr. Robert Dunkeld, of the county surveyor's

office, Dumfries, has been appointed district

surveyor to the Dore Rural District Council,

Herefordshire, in succession to Mr. Britten.

Mr. S. 1>. Davson, M.I.C.E., has been ap-

pointed resident engineer for the now sewerage

works at Cleethorpes, at a salary of £350 per

annum, for twelve months. Mr. Davson is at

ju-esent employed by the Port of London
Authority.
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TRADE NOTES.
We are intormed by ilr. iiontgomery that it

has been decideil to postpone the Building

Trades' Exhibition wliich was to have been held

at Olympia in April until 1916.

Boyle's latest patent "Air-pump" ventilators

have l>een applied to Wincanton Isolation

Hospital.

06ILVIE&C0.

Telephone: DALSTON laii^B

Miinv venrs connected with
the 'late firm of W. H.
L.\SCELLES & CO., of

Bunhill Row.

MlIdmayAvenne, |SLINBTON,N
EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS.
ESTIM.\TE''

FREE.

BAYLISS , JONES S BAYLISS. LT'

PI.KASK UlENTIlIN" TIUS .Illl'RNAL.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
•WTffi. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

TENDERS.
Babnf.t. — For the erection of intirmary at

Wellhouse-lane, Barn^t, for the guardians. Messrs.
William and Cox, 34, Henrietta-street, Covent
Garden, W.C. architects :—

Foundations.
Crossley and Son, Bromley ... i:t,270

Higgs and Hill, Ltd., South
Lambeth-road, S.W 4,0&4

Lawrance, E., & Sons, City-road 3,943
Batley, Sons, and Holness, Old
Kent-road, S.E 3,932

Roberts and Co., Earl's Court-
road, fi,W 3,830

Higgs, F. and H. F., Heme Hill 3,825
Symes, A. E.. Stratford 3,804
Lavington, Ltd:, Clapham-road 3,785
Peppiatt, H.,and Cooper, Higb
Holborn, W.C 3.717 18 10

Rodbouse, S.. & Son, Stotfold ... 3,711 10
Drever, O. P., and Son, Ltd .

Kettering 3,640 13
Pavey and Armitase, Southend 3.603 10
Fairhead, -\., and Son. Enlneld... 3,58H
MosB, S. E., Southend-on-Sea ... 3,543 9 3
Brightman, C. and Son. Ltd.,
Watford 3,527

Whiter, J. E.,,& Co., Newington
Butts, S.E. 3,479

Rowley Bros, Wood Gieen. N. ... 3,454
Miskin, C, acd Sons, Ltd.,

St. Albans 3,400
Henson. G., and Son, Wellicg-
borough 3,396 18 S

Heatb. T. W.. and Son, Crom-
well-road, S.W 3,387 2 8

Thomas, J., Enfield 3,336 7 11
Saunders. E. J., Croydon 3.203
Willmott, J., i-Sons, Hitohin ... 3,025
Lyall Bros., Southend-on-Sea ... 3,000

Superstructure.
Roberts and Co i'22,900
Crossley and Son 22,900
Battley, Sons, and Holness ... 22,184
Symes, A. E 22,180
Drever, O. P., and Son, Ltd. ... 22,093 3
Brightman, C, and Son.. Ltd. ... 22,011
Lawrance, E., and Sons, Ltd ... 21,966
Peppiatt H., and Cooper 21,913 11 6
Rodbouse, S., and Son 21,87!) 17 3
Heath, T. W., and Son 21,816 19 11
Higgs and Hill, Ltd 21,808
Pavey and Armitage 21,800
Thomas, J 21,355 4 7
Higgs, F. and H. F 21.323 U
Moss, S. E 21,169 10 B
Whiter, J. E., and Co 21,140
Henson, G., and Son 21,126 3 9
Jliskin, C, and Sons. Ltd. ... 21,039
Lavington, Ltd 20,922
Fairhead, .\., and Son 20.639
Lyall Bros 20,601
Willmott, .J., and Sons 20,600
Rowley Bros 20,394
Saunders. E. J 20,330

Bodmin.—For erectiog asylum laundry, for the
county asylum visiting committee. Mr. J. Jenkins,
St. NichoUas-street, Bodmin, architect :

—
Shelly Bros., Bodmin (accepted) £695

Bbidgwatku.—For supplies of road-rolling and
other plant, for the Bridgwater Rural District
Council. Accepted tenders :

—

Rollers and scarifiers ;

—

Marshall and Sons £550
Trolleys :—

Cummins and Sons, Bridgwater 60
Sleeping vans :

—

Marshall and Sons 61 10
Water carts :

—
Marshall and Sons 30

(Total amount of accepted tendex-s, £731 103. 8d.)

Camisbldge.—For the erection of sawmill, engine
room, brick-making building, drving-kilns, Ac, for
Messrs. Watts and Son, Ltd., Cambridge. Mr. Sidney
French, M.S.A., Lic.R I.B.A., Cambridge, architect

:

Brignell, J., Cambridge £2,307
(Accepted.)

(Exclusive of all bricks and timber.)

Churchill.—For carrying out water-supply works,
for the Kidderminster Rural District Council. Mr.
G. J. Shepherd, 85, Chester-road, Kidderminster,
architect ;

—
Greenly. W. F.. Leominster ... £.522 12 4

I^aw. G.. Kidderminster 499
Jukes. C. W., Tipton 496 12 1

Cbilds and Withers, Worcester... 495 1 8
.Jackson, C, Tipton 459 4 9
Willetts, W., and Sons, Staffs ... 455
Trentham, G. P., Birmingham... 449
Hanny Bros., Swansea 436 2 7
Sykes, A., West Bridgford* ... 435 9 2

' Accepted.
Halemook.—For the works of water-supply, for

the \\Tiitehaven Rural District Council. Mr. G.
Boyd, C.E., 33, Queen-street. Whitehaven, engineer ;

Contract No. 1
•—

Ritchie, J. D., Ltd., Aclam
Foundry, Middlesbrough ... £67

Contract No. 2:—
Hodgson. J. B., 166. Main-street,
Fridington, Cumberland ... 64

Islington, N.—For the erection of a library in
South-East Islington, for the borough council :

—

Patman & Fotheringham, Ltd.... £9,771
(Recommended for acceptance.)

London.—For the supply of high and low-tension
switcbgear for tramways sub-stations, for the London
County Council;—

British Westinghouse Electric

,
and Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
Manchester £1,324 17

)
Switcbgear and Cowens, Ltd.,

I
Salford 1,275 3

Ferguson, Pailin, and Co,, Man-
j

Chester* 1,275
Spagnoletti, Ltd,, Shepherd's
Bnsh, W 1,240 7

Johnson and Phillips. Ltd.,
Charlton, SE 1,177 1!) 6

(Estimate of chief officer of tramways, £1,100 )

* Recommended for acceptance.

Maidstone.-For executing drainage work at Nob,
29 to 39. St. Faith's-street, for the town council :—

Corben and Co £73 10
Martin and Newman 68 10 3
Cruttenden and Son 68
Barden and Head 65 10
Barney and Son 63 7 6

Walter, C 61
Ansett and Son 59 13 10

i Pearce and Sons 59 10
Smith, N. (accepted) 53 2 6

Manchester.—For converting arches to electric
sub-station, for the Lancashire and Yorkshire

I

Railway Co. :—

I

Tate and Gordon. Ltd., 322, Cheetham Hill-road.
Manchester (accepted).

Northampton.—For the erection of goods oflices,

for the Midland Railway Co. :—
PuUen, J. G., and Sons, Bridge- street, Northampton.

(Accepted).

North Woolwich. E.— For extension of iiumping
station. North Woolwich, in connection with the
North Woolwich drainage, for the London County
Council :—

Moss, S. E., Southend-on-Sea ... £13,979 16 4

Dick, Kerr, & Co., Ltd.. Cinaon-
street, E.C 13.476 19 6

Coles, A. N., Westbourne Park ... 12,674 18 7
Fenn, A. M., Woolwich 12.660
Mills. W., and Sons. Ltd., West-
combe Park. S.E 11,67114

Everitt, G. E., and Sous, Ltd.,
Croydon (accepted) 11,615

Pelsall, Staffs.—For the erection of an infants'
school I23.S places), Pelsall, for the Staffordshire
Education Committee :

—

Gougb, N., and Son, Wolver-
hampton (accepted) £3.200

For providing low-pressure heating apparatus ;—
Gougb and Felgate, Burtou-on-
Trent (accepted) £143

Southampton.—For repairing the roadway from
the Royal Pier to the platform, for the harbour
board :

—

Douglas, J., Southampton ... £177

;

(Accepted.)

Southampton.— For the reconstruction of Eastern
District school, for the Southampton Education
Committee :—

Jenkins and Sons, Ltd £17,468
Stevens, H., and Co. (accepted)... 17,320

(Borough engineer's protecting estimate, £17,500.)

Stafford.—For building a tuberculosis dispensary
at Stafford, for the Joint Tuberculosis Committee :

—
Espey and Sons (accepted) ... £56!1 10

(In lieu of tender for £542 lOs. for Adams and
Pemberton, withdrawn since acceptance.)

Stamford.—For the erection of houses, for the
town council ;

—

Brown. G.. Peterborough, one block, six houses,
£990 (22 weeks) ; two blocks, 12 houses. £1,975 (26
weeks) ; three blocks. 16 houses, £2,980 (26 weeks)

:

four blocks. 21 houses, £3.!)75 (26 weeks).
Hinson, T. H.. Bourne, four blocks, £4,524 (24 weeks).
Hinson and Co., Stamford, four blocks. £4.4!)1 (agreed

date).
Hopes. W. and H., Lincoln, one block. £965 4s. (26
weeks); two blocks, £1.930 8s. (26 weeks); three
blocks, £2,895 12s. (26 weeks); foiu- blocks,
•£3.860 168. (26 weeks).

Jellings, B. S., Peterborough, four blocks, £4,075
(26 weeks).

Maule. W.. and Co., Nottingham, one block, £1,120
(13 weeks); two blocks, £2.220 (17 weeks); three
blocks, £3,285 (22 weeks) ; four blocks, £4,380 (26
weeks).

Morgan, J., Doncaster, four blocks, £4,080 (time to be
agreed).

Rouse. J., Stamford, one block, £1,133 (no time
stated).

Smith and Bunning, Kettering, one block, £1,050 (26
weeks) ; two blocks, £2.100 (26 weeks).

"Accepted.

TULLAMORE.—For carrying out water and drainage
works, for the urban district council. Mr. A. N
Asche, Council Offices, TuUamore, engineer; —

aker's c(Jttace
rban district

£530
499
495
485
482
480
475
469
449
427

395
395
386
360

Water :—
Murray, M., Athy £148 10
Eustace. P. T.. TuUamore' ... 142 y 9

Drainage :—
Flynn. W.. Killeigli 418 14
Cleary. M., Tullamore" 36110

Portion of work :
—

Duffey, \V., Tullamore 148
Goodbody. T. P. and R

,

Tullamore 99 17 H
* Accepted.

Wanstead.—For erection of a caretaker's
and making-up an avenue, for the urban
council. Mr. C. H. Bressey. surveyor:

Dean, J. and J.. Waltbamstow ...

Clemens, W. J.. Stratford
Clemens Bros., East Ham
Woollaston and Co., Limehouse
Sbarpin. W. S.. Bow
Jaggers Bros., East Ham
Walter. G. T.. Barkingside
Robins, A. W., Wanstead
Russell, E. S.. Leytonstone
Wilmott, F. L., Wanstead
Ballard and Hogwood, South
Woodford

Osborne, T., and Son, Woodford
JoUiffe, J., Wanstead
Stark, F. C, Wanstead*

* Recommended for acceptance.

Weymouth. — For supply of a petrol - motor
(Hatfield) fire engine and first-aid equipment, for
the corporation :

—
Merryweather and Sons. Ltd., engine £7-20.

first-aicl eiiuipment i,*32 (accepted'.

WoLVERH.viiPTON.—For making up three streets
for the town council :—

HoUoway, A. (accepted) £3,100

ADVERTISEMENT CHAKGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments. Public Companies, and all ollicial advertise-
ments is Is. per line of Eiyht words, the first line

counting as two, the niininiuin charge being Js. (or
four lines.

The charge for Auclions, Land Sales, and Mis-
cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-
tion Advertisements) is 6d. per line of Eight Words
(the llrst line counting as twoj, the mininium charge
being 4s. Gd. for 50 words. Special terms for series

of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

SlTUATtONS V.\C,ANT .AND I'ARTNKRSIUrs.

The charge for advertisements for "Situations
Vacant" and "Partnerships" is One Shilling for

Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every eight
words after. All Situation Advertisements must be
inepaid.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

Advertisements not exceeding Thirty Words,
inclusive of name and address, are inserted under
the heading "Situations Wanted," free of charge.

Kates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on
application to the Publisher.

LIST OP COMPETITIONS OPEN.

vlh ^~Jf°>;'""en'8rwemngs (102), Carr House, Doncaster R. A. H. Tovey, Town Clerk, Doncaster.
reo. 8—Designs for Workmen's Dwellings (500 persons), Eath-

bone-street Area, Liverpool. (H. Hartley, F.R.I.B..\ , . ,

Nn H.to
Assessor) ^lOQ, £50, and £-35 B. R. Pickmere. Town Clerk. Municipal Offices. Liverpool.

110 aaie—Houses tor Working Classes. Waltbamstow (about
»16,000) C. S. Watson, Clerk, Town Hall, Waltbamstow,
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LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

JaD.
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.. 12

.. 12

., 13
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.. Ki-

„ IH-

., 19

.. 20-

.. 21-

No date-

-Cottatje. Rc-ei'tjction of. Seabr les

-Properties. ImDroveiucots to. Nottingham
-Destructor, Additions to. PowderLall. Edinbureh
City Hospital. Residence at, Bierley Hall, Bradford
-Dwellings, Middle-street, Brompton
-Market, Alicante
-Caretaker's Cottage. Intermediate School, Porth
-Covered Wav, Trainins College. Barry
-Labourers' Cottages 121). Clareuiorris
-School, Alterations at. Aberiridwr
-Domestic Science Building, H.E. School, Caerphilly ...

-Six Workmen's Dwellings, Scarrington
-Mixed School, Glyncorrwg
-Infants' School. Glanynant. Whitchurch
-Sheltf r. Repairs to, Government Acre, Ramsgate
-Infants' School. Porthcawl
-School. Heudroforgan
-Tate Public Library, Additions to, Streatham, S.W
-Fctro-CoQcrete Tobacco Warehouse, Bristol
-Dunravcn Arms Hotel, Cwmgwrach, Glyu-Neath
-Ambulance Shed, Additions to, Gallows Hill, Hertford
-Cottages (23yt, Leigh
-School. Dining Hall at. Napier-road, East Ham
-Station. I'orthcawl, Glam
-Trinity Infants' School. Additions to. Co'eham
-Sjhoolhouse. Additions to, Lawrencc-st.. Workington
-Houses (211, Barlby-road. Ladbroke-gfove. W
-Frederick Bird School, Knlargement of, Coventry
-AsNlum. Workshops at, Wadsley, near Sheflield
-Durham-road School. ClaFsrooms at, Newport
-Disp?n6ary. Additions to, Eastbourne -

-Pumping Station, Shortlands. Kent
-School U'v)0 places), Mossley-road. Ashton-under-Lyne
-Solioo', Moon-road. Soutlisea
-Sorting Omcc. Heme Hill. S.E
-Hospital. Additions to. Mile Eud, Colchest-er
-Saoatoriuu). Kyeliill. near Athenry, Galway
-Villa, Pinfo!d-lane, Methley

BUTLDINGS.
D jodee Town Council
Estates Committee
Corporation
Corporation
Gilliueham Town Council
IMunicipal Authorities
Glamorgan County Council
Glamorean County Coancll
Rural District Council
Glamorgan County Council
Glamorgan County Council
Bingham Rural District Council
Glamorgan Couniy Council
Glamorgan County Council
Corporation
(Hamorgan County Council
Glamorgan Couu'y Council
Wandsworth liorough Council ...

Docks Committee
E. Evans-Bevan
Joint Ho'pital Board
Corporation
Education Committee
Great Western Railway Co
Education Committee
Education Committee
Groat Westuru Railway Co
Education Committee
West Ridias Asylums Board
Education Authority
Corporation
Metropolitan Water Board
Education Committee
Portsmouth Education Com
H.IM. Works Commissioners
Borough Health Committee
County Council
H. B. Gui=e

.1. Thomson, City Eug., 01, Cummorcial-street. Dundee.
A. Dale, City Arclit., Guildhall, Nottiogham.
J. WilliaiiisoD, A.R.I B.A., Public Works OUices, Edinburgh.
The City Architect, Town Hall. Bradford.
J. L. Redferu, Boro' Sur., Gardiner-street. Gillinsham.
The Com. Intel. Branch,Board of Trade. 73. Basinghall-st..E.C.
The Architect. Glamorgan County Hall, CarditT.
The Architect, Glamorgan County Hall, Cardiff.
The Cl^rk, Council Offices. Ciaremorris. Ireland.
The Architect. Glamorgan County Hall, Cardiff.
The AvcUito'.t. Glamorgan County Hall. Cardiff.
C. W. Kendrick, San. Sur., Bingham. Notts.
The Archioect, Glamorgan County Hall. Cardiff.
The Architect. Glamorgan County Hall, Carditf.
T. G. Taylor. Boro' Eng., Ramsgate. e

The Architect. Glamorgan County Hall, Cardiff.
The Architect, Glamorgan County Hall, Cardiff.
P. Dodd. M.I.C.E , Boro' Eng.. 21.'). Balh<*m High-road. S.W.
W. W. S(|uire. Eng.. Cumberland-road. Bristol.
J, C. Rees. M.S. A.. Parade Chambers. Neath.
G. H. Gisby, Clerk. Town Hall, Ware.
T. Hunter. Boro' Eng.. Town Hall. Leigh, Liujs.
R. L. Curtis, Archt , II, Finsbury-siiusre, E.C.
A. E. Bolter, Sec, Paddiugton Station, W.
W. S^ott-Deikin, F.R.I B.A., 12a. Pride Hill. Shrewsbury.
E. J. Hepworth. Sec. Education Offices, Workington.
A. E. Bolter, Sec, Paddington Station, W.
G. and I. Steane, Archts.. 22. Little Park-street. Coventry.
W. E. H. Burton, Archt,, West Riding Asylum. Wakefield.
C. \\ard, F.R.I.B.A.. Boro' Archt , Town Rail, Newport, Mon.
W. C. Field, Boro' Archt.. Town Hall, Eastl:)Ourne.
The Chief Engineer's Department, Savoy-court. Strand. W.C.
Eaton, Son. A CantrcU, Archts . Stamford st., Ashton-u-Lyne.
A, E. Cogswell. Archt.. Prudential Buildings. Portsmouth.
The Secretary, H.M. Otlice of Works, Storey's Gate. S.W.
H. CoUio!^, A. M.I.C.E , Boro* Eng., Colchester.
W. A. Scott, A R.H.A., A.R.I.B.A.. 4.j. Mountjoy-sii., Dubiia.
T. Thompson, jun.. Sur., Red House. Methley.

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
-Low-Tension Switchgear. Hornsey Town Council The Town Clerk. Oi). Soutbwood-lane. Higligate. N.
-Cable. Melbourne City Council McIIwraith. McEacharn. & Co. Ppty., liilliter-Ei). BIdgs., E.C.
-Insu'ator Cups (sn.OOO). Weliimiton, N./ Public Service Stores Board The Controller of Stores. Post Department. Wellington, N '/..

-Wall Tflepbones (3.00J), AVellingtoo, N / Public Service Stores Board The Controller of Stores. Po3t Department. Wellington. N.Z.
-Six Single-Phase Transformers (lOOk.v.a.t, Melbourne... City Council McIIwraith, McEacharn, A Co. Ppty . Billitersq. Bldgs.. E.C.
-Lighting Gt. Bruu6wick-st Police Barracks. Dublin H. Williams. Sec. Office of Public Work". Dublin.
-Craards to Eleciric Light Cables, Easiogton Parish Couacil W. Wiggham, Actiag Clerk. Easin^ton. Durham.
-Three-phase Induction Motors 16S), Shanghai MunicipalCouncit Preece. Cardew. an<l Snell, h, <.)aeen Anne'sGate, S.W.
-Electric Mitore (One Year). Birkenbeid Cjrporation G. P. Sliallcvoss. Electricity ^^'orks, Craveo-st.. Birkenhead.
-Electric Lighting Plant, :\loss8l Bay Municipility The Town Clerk. Mossel Bay. Cape Province, South Africa.
-Telephones and Cables. Brisbane The Deputy Postmaster-General. Brisbane.
-Telephone IMaterial, Adelaide The Commonwealth Ollices, 72. Victoria-ttreet. S.W.

ALWAYS
mcNEILL'S

FRONT
BRAND FELTS

II tu iudispL-iir-iilile I'ur all ehisse?' oT itnuliii'.s Troni Hie sm:ilk"sl iniilmililiii;;' In Liu; liir'|,'ef-l luJiUHiuti. Ei^hty-twn yearn iiiiri|ii;illcil I'im' i|it;iliL,\'. Slficll.v L""ui|ief itu l- in price.

Let us know wliat building you are ahuut to erect, iiiid \vc hliall be pk-ii^cd to :ict\ise you us tu the inn.'-L suitaljle HmA Cuvering and aiipruxiiuute coHt.

F. McNeill & CO., Ltd., Government Contractors, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.C. Established 1833.

HAM HILL., DOULTINGil
AND PORTLAND Stones.

In BLOCKS op SAWN—op Wopked and Fixed complete.

THE HAM HILL & DOULTING STONE CO., Ltd., Norton, Stoke-undsr-Ham. Somerset
Incorporating The Ham Hill Stone Co., and 0. Trask and Sons (The Doultin? Stone Oo.)

London Offioe: IB, GRAVEN 8TAEET STRAND Agent, Mr. E. A. WILLIAffiS,

COPPER ROOFING.^
ccDROP DRY" GLAZING

(PUTTYLESS)

& CO., Ld.
Chiel Offices: 353 to 364, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

aVlo,^r;i,|iljir, A^ili-css: " CCJU UT10(JUS, KUS1!I)A1>, LONDON." TeleplKiue : MUSKUM 'iOSU (5 lines).

^uQ at DEPTFORD, LIVERPOOL, BRISTOL, GLASGOW. FALKIRK, and BELFASl
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are, in the vicinity- of |)reseiit battlufiekls

of Northern France. The Iniildings are
well described by Miss Elise Whitlock
Rose, and the jihotugrajjhs have been
specially and successfully taken by
Miss Vida Hunt Francis. The volumes
before us form the completing pair of the
series by the same publishers. The books
are uniform in size, and the rest contain
similar illustrations of other leading
Diocesan churches of France, together with
their environments gathered from other
districts of the country. Among the illus-

trations tlio courtesy of the publishers
enables us to give, the new view of Kheinis
Cathedral has been lent to us by them from
one of the earlier volumes of the series
which appeared under the sub-title of the
"Isle de France," and which covers a con-
siderable part of the territory so ruthlessly
devastated by the Germans. Our readers
will l)e glad to jiossess this unusual photo-
graph of the magnificent, but shamefully
maltreated, cathedral church, and to

remember that the series of volumes nuw
complete on the lines of their original in-

ception, afford a really admirable record
of the cathedrals and cloisters of the West,
East, and Southern districts, as well as
those of the central provinces included in

the Isle do France, and lastly of the
Nortliern IJejiartments.

The two volumes which we have befoie
us include a wide area, embracing
Brittany, Alsace, and Lorraine, and the
region on the Belgian fi-ontier called of

yore "The Gateway of tlie Kingdom." The
descri))live i)ages are replete willi

dramatic slo)-ies of the past, and its grim
experiences. It is hardly possible to

explore the district without coming upon
evidences of Ma,\milian of Germany, who
"travelled to besiege" the cafiital of the
Morini and who-unlike tlie Kaiser

—

spared "religious edifices," ruthless as was
his destruction of all others.

Francis I. declared that Therouanne and
Aix-en-Provence were "the two pillow's cm
which the King of France could slee|i in

peace." 'i'herouanne is no more. The
quarrel of countries fought out again and
again hereabouts was hotly renewed liy

lienri II. and Charles V. The astute
Hapsburg began the last siege in 1533, and,
in a fit of pique, utterly destroyed
the little city twenty years later. The
traveller can still see where the once
lamous city stood with its pure and
beautiful Gothic cathedral long since

brouglit to the ground, from whence all

traces of the building have vanished. Its

relics were translated to Saint Omer, in-

cluding the gross huge group known as

"The Great God of Therouanne," which
includes a colossal conception said to repre-

sent the Christ, the Virgin, and St. John.
The central figure is seated on a fortress

tower. Formerly it decorated the upper
part of the transept wall; but now it is

located level with tho eye in the aisle of

Notre Dame, where, of course, it looks
singularly (jut of jilace, and inor-

dinately big and jll-proportioned in

this incongruous position. Cambrai,
beyond Arras towards the south, is

next noticed. Its cathedral has a

Baroque facade of some character ; but
the writer describes the church as "the
ugliest cathedral in France." In these

days of reactionary fashions, taste is more
than ever uncertain, and perhaps from this

diclum of Miss Hose some will differ

strongly, though we expect few will find

much to admire in the grouping of

Caml)rai's graceless tower with its odd
truncated spire. There are, however, some
pleasing, palatial arcades between its side

iliajiels. and llif inhrior gciii-rally

[iref nts a line iiollon frir scale in an

architectural sense. Anas, llu- capital of

Artois, has been termed the Nurnberg of

France; but the comparison is not a happy
one, because the city is far less quaint, and
by no means .so bustling commercially. Nor
can it in other ways compare with the

renowned German " maze of gabled
streets." The rebuilding of the cathedral

at Arras was commenced in 1755, on the

foundation of the frequently rebuilt early

abbey church of St. Vaast, demolished as

insecure fourtL-en years earlier; it is

Classical in style, after what professors

in our modein architectural schools

delight til call "the grand manner."

northern aisle. The interior of the church
is enriched by many monuments, including
the sarcophagus of Saint Erkemliodius, and
the florid tomb of a Bishop of Arras,
Eustacho de Croy.
The chapter on Normandy brings us

pleasurable memories of many an archi-

tectural ramble round Evreu.x, Liisieux,

Seez, Bayeux, Avranches, and eminent
Coutances, none so well known but that

most readers recognising old friends will

all the more value the jiarticulars furnished
by the illustrations of some of the most
beautiful buildings in these delightful
[daces. Tho author is next busy with

RHEIMS CATHEDRAL. ILE DE FRANCE.
Now demolished. View over South Aisle, looking West.

(By permission Messrs. l'utiri)u'.s Sons.)

Tho vast Episcopal Palace, built in a

like mode, is now used as a museum.
Saint Umer is more noteworthy as possess-

ing a cathedral of considerablo charm. It

boasts some noble jiortals; but, above all,

it is distinguished by its fine tower,

characteristic of the middle of the

fifteenth century. Its designer, it

is said, intended to sin-jjass the

famous Flamboyant Ijelfry of Saint

Bertin. In the base of (he tower at Arras
there is a remarkable portal inserted in

1514, and enriched with fanciful but
decadent detail, including some traceried

mural elaboration, "'i'he doorway of

the Holy \irgin," in the north transept,

is marked by bold propiu'tions, and
has "Tlio Last Judgineni " sculptured
in its tymp.-inuiii. Tlu I'e is also a dis-

used entrance at the end of the

descriptions from Brittany; but she goes

back to spend a month at Dol, wandering
about Chateaubriand's Castle at Com-
bourg, and making outings among the quiet

Breton villages and churches, and the old

quarters of llennes, enjoying a breath of

sea air at St. Malo, where tlie granite

island, with its griin castle and crowded
houses, recalls the stirring scenes of

bygone days. The long, narrow nave of

Dol-de-Bretagne marks the standard of

Gothic severity and purity of line

structurally expressed, and the minor
features of the cathedral are restrained and
charming in their design. The "Little

Porch " of Saint Samson is of the same
character, thi' proportions and treatment

of its double piii-lal remiuding one in a,

geneial way "f Norlli Italian design in

brick and marble. From Dul we reproduce
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a street view looking towards a church
porch with a flat roof and balustrated top
stopping against a turret surmounting a
big buttress on the angle. The companion
view is of Dol Cathedral towers, as seen
over the tops of some old outbuildings near
a wa3'side cafe. The Cathedral of Rennes,
not so far away south, is built up with
superimposed orders in tour tiers to its

western front, set out in pompous formality
of its style of the Renaissance, in strange
contrast to the magnificence of the vast
interior, so generous in its scale. Saint-
Brieux, westward in the bay, and over-
looking the English Channel, leads the
way to Treguier, possessed of a noble
church and famous cathedral cloister, many
suggestive details, and not a small com-
pany of tombs. Nearing the northernmost
p<jint of land's end in Brittany St. Pol de
Leon repays the journey with its stately

towers. Quimper, directly to the south, is

in the valley of the Odet and Steir, hajipy
in the setting of verdure and running
streams, which feed the old waterways
through the town. The massive cathedral,
full of half-hidden crannies of aisle and
side chapels so expressive of the adroit
ingenuity of the Middle Ages, w-hen
mystery also suggested crooked streets and
peaked houses enriching the skyline.

Quimper is proud to show a pair of the
most beautiful spires in the woi-ld. Vannes,
after skirting Lorient, is our next halt
eastward. It is a dull place, about ten
miles from the sea, mildly dominated by a

cathedral, once the parochial Church of

St. Peter, with a west portal "made up"
in 1875. The vaulted nave is broad and
big, and not w'ithout an individuality of its

own. Nantes reminds the visitor of a
maturity completing a romantic experience
and chequered liistory. The western
porches of the cathedral are "due to the
munificence of the high and mighty Duke
of Brittany," and lead to the "very white
and lofty nave " of seraphic purity and
exalted aspiration.

The first volume is devoted more par-
ticularly to Northern France, and includes
several of the districts already named, in-

cluding Alsace-Lorraine, as represented by
Strasbourg and Met/,, each shown by
capital views. We have, however, pre-
ferred to reproduce the grand interior of
Toul Cathedral, a noble building, set off by
an exquisite tower crowned by a tall belfry
called the "Diadem," and built at the
west end of the church. Its design is

attributed to Jacquemin de Commercy
;

and however this may be, the architect liad
the good taste to cling to the Flamboyant
ideals of what remained in the Mediieval
traditional work, instead of going with the
times when the Renaissance was taking the
world by storm, Toul has a nave 177ft.
high, and its setting out is spaced vertically
into main arcade and clerestory, the vault-
ing groins springing rather low down and
uniform throughout. The side aisles, as
depicted in the accomj)anying photograph,
have a clerestory and shallow alcoves
fitted with altars or confessionals, the
balustrated way suggesting a triforium in
an uncommon sort of manner. The
cloisters are spacious, beautiful, and
thoroughly French. Fergusson, who used
to bo quoted more often than ho is nowa-
days, gave his opinion that the fiolhic of
France was "the most complete and
harmonious of all the Pointed styles, as
Well as the earliest," and few will quarrel
with liis dictum. Since the disaster of
1870, Verdun has actpiired the importance
of a frontier fortress, and now that the
map of Europe is in process of rearrange-
ment it is impossible to say what ultimate
changes may be developed, particularly
eastward of the Meuse and the road from

Rheims to Metz. The Cathedral of Verdun,
begun in 1136, was carried out from the
plans of Garin, a pupil of Rhenish masters.
He was compared to "Hiram of Tyre, «ho
[iroduced the Temple of Solomon," by
Lauience of Liege. The liuilding has l>een

luuch modernised. Its interior has a triple

nave, with Gothic vaulting of the tliirteenth

century added to the thirteenth-century
structure. The " Sacraire " and portals

were built at the later date. Flamboyant
insertions supply grace and piquancy to

the window's and cloisters. Verdun was
the Roman Verdolunum, and it was taken
by the Prussians in 1870. Verdun-sur-
Meuse, with Metz and Toul, gave the name
of Les Trois Eveches to this part of

Lorraine. The mediaeval gateway, flanked
by round towers by the liridge, looks at

home surrounded by so much that spells

war. Priceless, magnificent tapestries are

suspended from the nave walls in Angers
Cathedral, which has no side aisles. The
appearance of the building resembles a

minor edition of Angoulenie not without
elegance; but the Rococo baldachin, or

altar-piece, clutters up the small choir,

and the organ of like character, looks in-

congruous in the north transept, which
was completed in 1240. The twin towers
of the west front are very Rhenish in

arrangement. We illustrate the Holy
Water Marble Font, resting on crouching
lions said to have been given by King Rene.

Laval, like Vitre, Fougeres, and
Mayenne, rises above ravines and grows
into prominence among the gorse on the
slopes of the hills in the borderland of

Freres Cottereau, also the implacable
Chouans. The Chateau at Laval, with its

castellated donjon commanding the river

and facing the bridge, reminds those who
stay there of the " Hundred Years' War "

;

but the town itself, in normal times, is a

peaceful place enough. The bishopric was
only "created" in an orthodox fashion in

1855. The cathedral, dedicated to "The
Trinity," is set upon the summit of the
hill, well away from the bustle and noise of

the town. This church was possibly chosen
for Episcopal importance as being above the
world, and not of it. As a building it does
not show to advantage, and its grey,

monotonous outline lacks nobility and im-
pressiveness. Within its doors several

styles, instead of blending in the mellow
effect of age, conflict in alirupt jii.xta-

position.

Sufficient has been said to indicate that
these volumes are both informing and
entertaining. Miss Whitlock Rose makes
little effort to grapple with matters of

teclmical importance, and, consequently,
the risk is avoided of being considered over-
whelming as, j-ierhaps, an architect might
liave been with so much matter to handle.
On the other hand, by introducing some
hapjiy sidelights she has illuminated her
work and impressed it with individuality
of treatment. A. good map at the end of

Volume 2 shows the places described,
distinguished l)y a cross, to facilitate

reference.

*•
BUILDINGS IN THE WESTERN WAR

AREA.
A lecture ou " Belgium and Northern

France, as they Were and as they Are,"
was given at tlie Camera Club, John-street,
Adelphi, on Thursday evening in last week,
by Mr, E. W. Harvey Piper, Hon. M.S.A.
The chair was occupied by Mr. C. Robbius.
The address was ilhistrated by over one
luuulred lantern-slides of the buildings,
towns, and villages described. Having
crossed from Dover to Ostend, a map of the
Western war area was thrown on' the screen,
and tile successive phases of the conflict were
rapidly indicated. From the original breach,
at the beginning of August, of her solemn

treaties with Luxembourg and Belgium to

the close of the year, Germany had trampled
upon every engagement, and had evidenced
a callous disregard tor the solemn obligations
of the Hague Conference, to which she had
given her pledge. Her wilful and intentional

destruction of tlie most venerated, most
beautiful, and most historically-interesting

buildings in Belgium and France; her
malicious reduction to a desert of all the
fertile lands ravaged by her troops ; and,
blackest of all crimes, her unspeakably vile

treatment of the men, women, and children
within her clutches, were ineffaceable blots

on the Germans, from the Kaiser and his

pilfering son to the lowest-born refuse of the
nation. Tlieir invasion of Belgium was a

clarion call to peace-loving Englishmen to

take up the long-discarded sword, and in the
name of humanity to go forward with set faces

against a foe whose use of the name of the

Almighty added blasphemy to a category of

infamous sins. From the romantically-
situated little city of Luxembourg the

lecturer took his audience to the village of

Vise, showing it as burnt and ravaged by
the invaders, a solitary building—a convent

—

remaining habitable ; and thence to Liege,
the Birmingham and Sheffield of Belgium,
beautifully seated at the junction of the
Meuse and the Ourthe, and from the western
bank of the larger river rises the steep lime-

stone rock crowned by the old citadel. On
the hillside in the Place St. Lambert,
opposite the garden formed on the site

of the old cathedral destroyed in the Revolu-
tion of 1798, is, or, rather, was, the

magnificent Palais de Justice, once the
archbishop's residence, rebuilt in red

brickwork in 1533 in the Renaissance
style. Within were two open courtyards,
surrounded by quaint arcades, supported
by bulging and banded pillars, all varied
in the carving, carrying several stories

of brickwork. These arcaded courts were a
delight to all artists and photographers; but
the entire palais was destroyed by the

Germans during 'the fierce siege in August
last, together with the University buildings
lower down the hillside, and several of the

thirty old churches. That of St. Paul's,

formerly attached to the abbey, and now
the catliedral, remains, and against the walls

of the south aisle and transept the invaders
ranged many of the townsmen seized as

hostages, and shot them in revenge for the

defence of tlie city by which tlieir progress
was cheeked. The choir of the cathedral is

good work of 1280 ; but the nave was rebuilt

nearly 250 years later, in a florid type of

Early IGth-Century Gothic. The exterior

effect of the cathedral is disfigured by the

tower and spire, built in 1812, on the founda-
tions of the old steeple at the west end.

Much fine vsork, showing some Spanish
feeling, contemporary with the cathedral
nave, is to be seen at the ornate church of

St. Jacques, where the arches in the nave
between the cloistered piers are richly

carved, and the apse contains (or contained
till lately) good stained glass of the time of

its rebuilding in 1520. It was restored nearly
twenty years ago. Several buildings in the

Grande Place of Brussels were shown, in-

cluding the Hotel de Ville, the most splendid
of the municipal palaces in the Low
Countries, built in two wellhannoniscd
sections in 1401 and 1404; the lofty and well-

proportioned tower and spire, the main
facade above the arcade encrusted with
statued niches and other ornamental details,

and the high mansard roof, with its four tiers

of dormer windows, all enhance the mag-
nificent effect. On the opposite side of the

square is the Maison du Roi, now the Burgo-
master's residence, built in the Late Gothic
style of 1525, and largely refaced during the

restoration of five - and - forty years ago.

Facing the square are numerous halls,

formerly belonging to the merchants' guilds,

built during the Spanish occupation, and now
converted into shops and offices. They were
restored, painted, and gilded about twenty
years ago. under the direction of M. Bnls,

a Brussels architect. Termonde was till

recently a prosperous little town at a busy
railway junction, remembered best by its

execrable cobble - paved sti'cets, its 14th-
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century sjiiro ami prciji'iting lionaissance

front to tlie museum ; its fine town-hall, witli

gabled facade i\ud lofty central tower, square
and unl)nttressed. and its principal church of

Notre Dame, wliicli contained a square font
of black marble, of the type of those iu

Winchester and Lincoln Cathedrals, and at

St. Peter's, Ipswich. The steeple of tlie

museum, the town - hall and its lofty

tower have been destroyed, and the church
is gutted and roofless, on account of the
failure of the townsfolk to pay the enormous
ransom sought to be extorted by tlie

Germans. Views of the church and of tlie

convent chapel uear by were shown upon tlie

fcreen, as well as blocks of bnildings
" stormed at with shot and shell " and set on
fire with petrol, after being ransacked. In
a square uear the market hall was seen the
bronze statue of the Flemish poet, Prndens
Van Dnyse, who died in 1859, with a back-
ground of burnt - out buildings ; the

base and the space within the protecting
railings were littered witli broken wine-
bottles and tlieir cases, left by drnnken
troopers. The lecturer proceeded next to the

charming little town of Alost, widely known
for its hop and linen markets. Here, in front
of the fortress-like Early 13th Century hotel

de ville, on a very cramped site, was a small
and ornate church, rebuilt in 1500, after a

fire ; and before it again was a bronze statue
in costume of Dirk Maertens, the first man
in Flanders or Holland to set np a printing
press, who was born in the town and is

buried in the church. Both church and
town-hall, together with the monument,
forming a unique and picturesque group, have
been wantonly demolished, together with
all the surrounding houses, by the marauders,
to whom no opposition had been, or could
liave been, offered. Still less defensible was
the entire destruction, after pillage and
murder of the inhabitants, of the decayed
village of Dinant. which nestled under the
limestone cliffs in a deep and narrow gorge
of the Meuse. Celebrated for generations as
the manufactory of the delightful wares iu

wrought copper and brass called dinanderie,
iu this secluded town the population
had dwindled from the sixty thousand of the
loth century to eight thousand. Since the
bombardment and arson less than sixty

houses have been left for the use of the
German garrison, the bridge across the
stream has been blown np, and the famous
13th-century church has been unroofed, and
its western towers and the central bulbous
spire, rising from the crossing to a height of
over 200ft., destroyed. Ilhistrations of the
village as it appeared in .July and in August
last brought home the ruthless character of
the invasion, under Col. Beeger. The treat-
ment of the quaint and quiet university city
of Louvain was, if possible, worse, and
raised a storm of execration against General
Manteuffel throughout the civilised world,
it being realised that by its w-anton de-
struction mankind had been deprived of
much that tends to refine, instruct, and
elevate. The city, many sizes too big for
the dwindling population, occupied, with its

broad streets, the centre of a flat, oval dish,
the sides being made up by the grassy
ramparts, once fortifications, but long dis-
used. In the central space was the lofty-
turretted and pinnacled hotel de ville, which
happily remains intact, and to the west of
this was the huge cruciform church of St.
Pierre, built of soft, crumbling stone, and
having an ambitious western tower, central
fleehe, and southern porch, all alike un-
finished; naturally one was impressed by
the French char.ieter of the choir, which
was lofty and surrounded by a series of
separately-roofeil chapels, built up between
the buttresses; the chief features were the
Flamboyant rood-screen (14^8), richly carved
and carried on three Hat ogee arches, with
deep euspings; the twelve-branched candle-
.stick by Quentin IMatsys, the fine stalls, and
the ungaiidy oaken pulpit, the work of
Joseph Bergen in 1762. The ehnreh itself
dates from 1423, when it was rebuilt from
designs by Sulpice Vaast ; the town-hall was
some thirty years later, and had as architect
Mathieu de Lavens. To the south of these
buildings, on the west side of the Rue de

Xaniiir, was the Uiii\ersity. which w;is

housed in the former Cloth Hall, a 12th-

contury building, with plain modern front,

containing on the floor above the great hall

a priceless library of manuscripts and early

printed books. S. Pierre is now a roofless

ruin, 'c\ery fitting having lieen destroyed,

and of the University building, with its

stout Romanesque stone columns and oaken
staircase, nothing remains but crumbling
masonry. The Kaiser alleged that his heart
bled for Louvain ; but his troops, imme-
diately after his disclaimer was published,
proceeded to commit further outrages and
to destroy historical buildings in the archi-

episeopal city of Malines, where the lofty

unfinished cathedral tower furnished a target

for German cannon, the walls and arcades
of the cathedral being riddled, the circular

columns and the Apostles' statues carried

on them brought down, and the stained-

glass windows smashed. The former and
present conditions of the cathedral were
illustrated on the screen, as was also

the great; Baroque church of Notre
Dame d'Hanswyck, built in 1G70 from
designs by Faidherbe, and now unroofed
and utterly ruined. Following the path-

way of the invaders from Belgium into

France, the lecturer drew attention to the

greater delicacy and refinement in the archi-

tecture, the increased skill in planning, the

better sense of dignity in proportion observ-

able in the French buildings, as contrasted

with the vigorous and often coarse and over-

ornaniented work to be seen in Flanders.

The Belgian churches and tow'n-halls were
manifestly provided by prosperous merchants,
who lavished their wealth freely on the

chief bnildings of the towns they loved, and
in which they had made their money. Those
of France were the work of men of taste

and refinement, who thought out every

problem with care, and who were also coii-

snmniate engineers, who learned by long

consideration just how to obtain the internal

cITects they aimed at iu their churches

—

clear, unobstructed height, good proportions,

a polygonal east end, spacious openings in

the walls to be filled with stained glass, and
at the west end deep triple portals to contain

tiers of sculpture and less ambitions door-

ways of like character in the shallow tran-

septs. In the larger churches chapels were
thrown out of the aisle walls, and were ulti-

mately connected with each other, the lofty

walls and stone roofs being supported by

piers, buttresses, and flying arches. Pro-

ceeding with illustrations of the war, satis-

faction was expressed that the attempt to

destroy by a bomb Notre Dame in Paris

failed, the damage being confined to easily-

reparable injury to the north transept roof.

In the little village of Bercy, near Seiilis,

the post-office, the 13th-century church, and
many houses were ruined. At the dead-and-

alive city of Senlis the railway station and

many of the larger villas were shelled and

gutted by fire, and the mayor and other

hostages "were shot; but, contrary to the

statements that appeared in the Fnglish

Press at the time, the beautiful cathedral

was spared, owing to the pleadings of a

priest; the injuries were confined to the loss

of a few gargoyles, pinnacles, and portions

of parapet, and a couple of holes in the outer

roof. But no instance of German savagery

shocked the world so greatly as did the

brutal and absolutely unprovoked bombard-
ment again and again of Rheims Cathedral,

the scene of the coronation of the Kings of

France, the most perfectly-proportioned

edifice in the world, the church containing

the finest Medi.'Gval sculpture that had come
down to our day, and some exquisite stained

glass. This magnificent edifice (to which a

large proportion of the lantern illustrations

were devoted), a veritable Lamp of Beauty,

was rebuilt, as it was seen until this autumn,

after a fire between 1212 and 1430. During

these two centuries half a dozen generations

of builders, sculptors, and stained-glass

workers vied with each other in completing

and ornamenting the fabric according to the

original design, very little modified to suit

the changing phases of fashion. The dis-

tinctive features of the cathedral were its

exquisite proportions, the purity and sim-

plicity of its sljle; the seven towers, five of
which (that over the crossing and those
attached to the junctions of the transepts with
nave and choir) were truncated after the
disastrous fire of 1481 ; the beautifully-
proportioned Angel FIcclie, added to the
eastern termination of the choir roof ill

1021 ; the angel in a canopied niche sur-
mounting each external pier, between the
bays; the magnificent western portals, having
in place of sculptured tympana, rose
windows, filled with stained glass; the two
earlier and grand portals in the north tran-
sept; and the 13tli-ccntnry sculpture and
stained glass throughout the edifice. The
cathedral was the Westminster Abbey of
France, for here, with three exceptions, all

her kings, from the days of Clovis to

Charles X., were crowned; but in dimen-
sions, proportions, and adornnient it far out-
shone our Abbey. The climax of historic
interest was reached in 1430. when Joan of
Arc, after raising the siege of Orleans, came
here clad iu armour, and bearing in her hand
her banner, and she then " assisted " at the
coronation of the unworthy and half-

reluctant Charles the Seventh. The lecturer
showed and described in detail the
sculptures in the five portals, and demon-
strated by photographs the present condition
of the cathedral, which retains its stone
roofs, but has lost its outer wooden covering
and all its fittings and furniture, wdiile much
of the statuary and carving has been calcined
and other portions injured by shrapnel and
rifle bullets. The Early Romanesque abbey
church of S. Remi, in the Seamstresses'
Quarter of the city, a mile to the south, was
also seen, its 11th-century western towers,
broad 12th-ceiitury nave and apsidal choir, and
Flamboyant south transept being inspected,

and also the wide and lofty interior; this

perfect example of Early French Gothic has
suffered severely during the bombardments,
and it is to be feared that when the Germans
are finally driven from the neighbourhood of

Rheims the German eommander will fulfil

his threat and destro}', so far as he can, both
cathedral and abbey church. Passing through
a bombarded suburb of Douai, interesting as

the scene of many sieges, as the town where
the English version of the Old Testament for

Catholics was translated and published,

several view-s of Antwerp were shown, iii-

chiding the hotel de ville, a dignified Italian

Renaissance building of 1565, having the Five

Orders superposed on the main facade, and
obviously the source of inspiration of Mr.

Bodley's London School Board Offices on

the Victoria Embankment; the stately

bronze fountain surmounted by a statue

of the hero Brabo, who defeated the

giant Antigonus— a handsome addition to the

Grande Place erected in 1887 from the

designs of Lambeaux ; the seven - aisled

cathedral, with its piers without capitals and
blind triforium, two usual faults in great

Belgian churches. From a survey of the de-

struction wrought in the village of Melle,

hitherto only known to most tourists as an

uninteresting railway junction, the lecturer

moved on another four miles into the historic

city of Ghent, where the ISth-century belfry,

the much-restored cathedral church of St.

Bavon, the hotel de ville, a fclieiloiisly

harmonised conjunction of Florid Gothic

and Renaissance iu two sections of the

same building, and the castle of the Counts

of Flanders, recently restored almost out of

recognition by De Waele, were successively

seen. The city of Bruges, its belfry old and

brown, its quays, churches, Palais de Franc,

and hotel de ville were passed under review,

and the scene was shifted to Arras, the

capital of the North-Eastern Department of

France, which has suffered terribly by bom-

bardment. Gone is its magnificent hotel de

ville, built in 1510 in a Venetian phase of

Early Renaissance, having a higbly-orna-

meuted flat facade and a central square

tower, which was cleverly merged into an

octagonal form iu the upper stages, ending

in an open imperial crown ; reduced to roof-

less, windowless shells were also the cathe-

dral, the belfry tower, and the theatre ni

this busy industrial centre. The town of

Furnes, "with its churches and Renaissance

town hall, is of interest as the only one in
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BclgiLiin wliieli lias nut fallen for a time into
tlie Iiands of tlie invaders. Tlie massive brick
tower of tlie clinrch at Kienport was seen as
shattered by German shell, and tlie trim
villas and clinrcli of Pcrvyse have snffered
still more, as the village has been taken and
retaken a dozen times alternately by invaders
and defenders. Di.xmude also, "as might be
expected, lias suffered almost as nuicli ; the
church of St. Nicholas, which had a noble
tower and contained a Flamboyant rood-
screen of Early 16th-Centnry character, has
been almost destroyed; the trim and rather
commonplace new hotel de ville by M. Louis
de la Censerie, of Bruges, has lost most of
its front wall, and the railway bridge has
been blown up. The concluding slides illns-

trat^'d the city of Ypres, before and since
its bombardment, its unrivalled Cloth Hall,
the interesting hotel de ville, with arcaded
vegetable market beneath, and the cathedral
ehureh of St. Martin, which, together with
many of the picturesque half-timbered
houses, have been destroyed by the direct
orders of the Kaiser. Many of the edifices

they had seen that evening would probably
be restored when the invader was driven
back and compelled In sue for peace ; but
their historic value, their charm, beauty,
and picturesqueness, all that gave them iiii-

portance and interest, had vanished forever,
and future generations would execnte the
name of William II., the last of the Kaisers,
and would justly regard him as an enemy to

mankind.
A vote of thanks to the lecturer was pro-

posed by Dr. G. de Lacey, a Belgian refugee,
late of Heyst-sur-Mer, and was seconded by
Mr. S. G. Gamble, and supported by Mr. A.
D. Mitchell, Mr. J. Keane, and tlie chair-
man.

•0**'

ROYAL IXSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

HOARD UF .ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION.

The following are the problems in design
set by the Board for Subjects XIX., XX.,
and XXI. :

—
THE FINAL: ALTEBXATIVE PROHLEMS IS DESIGNS.

Instructions to Candidates.

1. Tlie drawings, which should preferably be on
uniform sheets ot paper of not less than Imperial size,
must be sent to the Secretary of the Hoard of Archi-
tectural Education, Eoyal Institute of British Architects
a, Conduit street, W., on or before the dates specified
below.

2. Each set of drawinj^s must be signetl by the author,
and his full name ami adilress, aud the name of the
school, if any, in which the drawings have been pre-
pared, must be attached thereto.

3. All designs, whether done in a school or not, must
be accompanied by a declaration from the Student that
the design is his own work, and that the drawings have
been wholly e.^LCCUted by him. 1 n the preparation ot the
design the Student may profit by advice.

4. Drawings for subjects (a) are to have the shadows
projected at an angle ot ib' in line, monochrome or
colour. Drawings in subjects (b) are to be finished as
working drawings. Lettering ou all drawings must be
of a clear, scholarly, and unaffected character.

Subject XIX.
(a) A Memorial to Lord Roberts overlooking the

training ground of a garrison city, on a low hill rising
with a general inclination of one in five. The Memorial
is to stand on the summit ot the hill upon a level
plateau, about Soft, in diameter. Tbo height of the
Memorial is not to exceed 120ft.
Drawings.—General plan to i/inin. scale. Detail plan

(so far as may bo necessary), elevations and sections •

scale optional.
(b) A Garage for a Large Country Mansion. l>ro\ide

for four owner's and four visitors' cars, and washing
place

;
residence for chief chauffeur, and sleeping acconi-

modation for four visitors' chaulleure. Provide also
accommodation for artesian well, pump, and water
tower, to supply the mansion ; electric lightin<T and
power plant, engineer's workshop. Ueating, fuel store
and incidental reiiuiremcnts to bo provided. The site is
not limited

;
the courtyard type ot plan is siigge ted

Drawing^.—Plans, elevations, and BactioiTs" to '/siu
scale, and Jin. detail ot a portion.

Subject X.\.

(a) A Facade for au important firm of Pine Art
Publishers, in the principal street ot a capital citv
Width of site. 36tt. (between buildingsi. Height not to
exceed four floors above pivemeut line ; there is to be a
shop front on the ground Hoor, and a separate entrance
to a Hue art gallery on the first lloor. The facing
material to be generally ot stone, but brick is not to bo
used.
Drawings.—Plans at ground and ftrst-Hoor levels

showing arrangement ot facade ; elevation and section!
All to Jin, scale.

(b) A Detached Swimming-bath for a boys' public
school. Bath not to exceed "lift, in lengtli.
Drawings.—Plan, elevations and lougitudi lal section

to V',.in. scale, and a cross section through bath U:) Sin.
(cale.

'

Subject XXI.

(al A Band Stiud in a public park to accomuiodato 20
])erformers. To bo arranged as a large alcove in con-
nection with a colonnade.
Ihawiugs.—Plan, elevation, and section to Vain, scale.

Details U) Ain. scale.

(Ij) A Hostel for ilale Students on a detached sutiurbau
site to accommodate 311, and to include a suite ot rooin.^

for married warden.
Drawings.—Plans, elevations, and sections to ','hiii.

j'cale.

UATBS roll StB.MISSIO-\ or UESICiNS IN I'Jla.

Subject XIX. Subject XX. Subject XXI.
United Kingdom Feb. 37 April 30 .lune 30
Johanne.iiburg . . April 30 June 30 Aug. 31
Melhoiirno May 30 July 31 Sept. 30
Sydney May 30 July 31 Sept. 30
Toronto Mar. 31 May 30 July 31

OBITUARY.
Among the principal works of the late iMr.

W. Newton iJuiiii, F.R.I.B.A., of Bncklers-
bnry, E.C., whose death was recorded in our
last issue (p. 4). were the Board of AVorks
Offices, East Hill, Wandsworth (near the
town hall of the Wandsworth Borough
Conneil) ; Shealham Cemetery chapels and
lodges; new front and baptistery, St. Mary's
Church, Balliam; Eversley Ladles' School,
Folkestone; and iiuiuerons private houses in

\arious parts of the country. 'Ihlrly-six
years ago Mr. Newton Dunn joined the
Livery ot the Haberdashers' Company, for
which body he was chosen as junior warden
in November. 1912. At the end of his year
of office he was raised permanently to the
Court. The practice will be carried on by
Mr. Gerald M. Dunn, the name of the firm,
W. N. Dunn and Sou, remaining unaltered.

The death, in his ninetieth year, of Mr.
Willlum Strutt, R.B. A., occurred on Sunday,
at his residence, "The Angelus," Wadhurst
Sussex. The veteran artist, whose most
popular work was "Peace: a Little Child
Shall Lead Them," worked almost to the
last. Mr. Strutt represented one ot four
generations of artists. His grandfather,
Joseph Strutt, was author as w^eU as artist
and engraver. The second was William
Thomas Strutt. the miniature painter, and
there is still with us Mr. Alfred W. Strutt,
of Oldham, the son of the artist who has
just died, who is himself well known as a
painter. The four generations ha\e con-
tributed 114 pictures to the Royal Academy
since ITCO, and of these Mr. Alfreil W. Strutt
can claim over fifty.

Mr. William Robert Galbraith, of Finchley-
road. South Ilampstead, civil engineer, who died
on October 5, aged eighty-six, left .=£88,879
gross.

Tlie Leeds National Relief Fund has received
a contribution of i^oO 3s. from the members of
the Leeds and West Yorkshire Architectural
>Society.

The late Mr. Edwin Arthur Johnson,
F.R.LB.A., of Derrystone, Abergavenny, who
recently died, aged 58 years, left gross per-
sonalty amounting to £40',181.

The Swansea Corporation are about (o round
off the awkward corner at the jonclioii of Castle-
street and Temple-street, at a cost, for acquisi-
tion of properties and for road-making, of about
£12.0C0.

Mr. Francis Harrison Gcodhand, licad ot the
firm of Hewins and Gooelhand. builders and
contractors, Grimsby, died ou Siindav, in his
sixty-fourth year. The firm had had a large
share in assisting Grimsby's modern develop-
ment.

The Birmingham Corporation .\rt Gallery has
been enriched by gifts of a large miniature
painting on ivory of Lady Scott, of Great Barr,
by Robert Thorburn, A.R..4., a water-colour
drawing on silk, entitled, "The Val Sohla." by
Charles M. Gere; and. a pencil drawing by
Sir John Teuniel, entitled, "One Touch o'f

Nature."

The proposal to widen the roads of only 9ft.
or 10ft. wide throughout the district came
before the Isle of Axholme Rural Council at
their meeting held at Epworth. The surveyor
presented a list of these roads, and estlm.ated
the cost of adding 3ft. to the width, where
praclicahlc. would be about .£120 per mile. Of
equal Importance would he the alteration of
some of the narrow righlangle. and often blind,
corners which existed on several of (he tliroiigh
roads in the district. It was agreed to further
consider the matter in committee.

COMPETITIONS.
VANCOUVER, B.C.—Xovemlier 30 was

the closing date for submitting competitive
designs for the proposed Civic Centre at

Vancouver. Mr. Thomas Adams, F.S.L,
late an inspector under the Local Govern-
ment Board, London, who recently
accepted the post of town-planning adviser
to tlio Canadian Commission ot Conserva-
tion, has been appointed as assessor. The
authors of the designs placed first and second
will be awarded premiums amoiintliig to

500dol. and 250dol. respectively.

WATER SUPPLY TO SOMERSET-
SHIRE VILLAGES.—At their last meeting
the Clutton Rural FJislrict Council con-
sidered the question of a water supply to

certain parishes, including Chew jNIagna,

Chew Stoke, and Stanton Drew, aud it was
agreed to advertise for schemes, the conneil
offering a prize of ,£100 for the best scheme
and £50 for the second best.

-^t^-

Mr. Edward Bayzand Ellington, ot AdJIson-
roatl, Kensington, a former President of the
Institnle of Mechanical I'^ngineers and fuiiiulor

of the General HMliaulIc I'ower Company, who
died on November 10, left itJ15,551.

Mr. George L. Pepler, F.S.I., Local Govern-
ment Board inspector, conducted an Inquiry at
SIdford on Friday into an application by the
Honlton Rural District Council for authority to
prepare a town-planning sclieme referring to
an area in the parish of Salcombe Regis. There
was no opposition.

The River Wear Commissioners have granted
Messrs. Sir James Laing and Sons permission
to carry out new work at the Cornhill Graving
Dock on the north side of the river. The new
works will include the reconstruction and
enlargement of the existing Cornhill Graving
Dock, so as to give a length of about 450ft., a
width of about 60ft.. and a denlh on the sill of
•5ft. on low water O.S.T.

At the last meeting of the Lancaster Town
Council authority was given for fitting up the
hospital as a tuberculosis sanatorium for twenty
patients. Further steps were taken for securing
a new road at the north end ot the town. The
cost is estimated at i;3,266, exclusive of dtSOO
for land purchase, towards which the Road
Board will contribute -£1.089, and the county
council £1.451. It was reported that sanction
had been given Iiy the Local Government Board
for the Skerton Bridge scheme at a cost of
£2,100, and for repaving North-road at a cost of
£l,0,-,0.

Mr. Francis Hooper. F.RI.B.A., writing to the
Times from Norfolk House. Norfolk - street,

W.C, as to the treatment of prisoners of war
in Germany, states that his son has received
each of the four parcels despatched to him,
either at Torgau or at Burg. lUr. Hooper
strongly urges strict observance of the regula-

tions published by the authorities in regard to
inode of address and enclosures. He adds that,

when wounded, his son made no complaint of

want of care by the enemy, and that he was
recently moved to Halle, where he has met his

major, who gives similar experience.

There being a dearth of dwellings at Ledbury,
the Ledbury Urban District Council applied "to

the J,ocal Government Board for sanction to
borrow £3,000 for the purchase of an acre of

land at the bottom of Belle Orchard for £200,
and for the erection of thirteen workmen's
dwellings thereon. Mr. W. H. Collin, Local
Government Boaril inspector, held an inquiry
on Friday at the Barrett Browning Institute

to receive evidence. It was stated that the rent
proposed to be charged for the new dwellings,

which would have ample accommodation, was
4s, 6rl, per week, with rates. There was no
opposition to the scheme.

iVork on the second largest bridge yet con-
structed by British engineers—that across the
main Ganges at Sara, in Bengal—has just been
completed. The manager of the Eastern Bengal
State Railway crossed the bridge by train

yesterday (Thursday), and an immediate service

of goods trains is to be arranged for. The
bridge is not to be opened to passenger trains

till March, since It would serve no useful purpose
until the metre -gauge of the lines on the
northern side is converted to the oft. Gin, width
of the southern. Training-works 5,000ft, long

down both river-banks, which were designed at

a cost of Ihree-tpiarters of a million sterling,

keep the river to its course through the bridge.

The bridge, which has a total river-length of

5,9O0ft,. or, including land approaches, measures
fifteen miles, has cost roughly three and a
quarter millions sterling.

I
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—

All initial difficulty arose at tlie outset of

tlie proeeedings at the business general

meeting o( the Royal Institute of British

Architects on Monday last, when Mr. Max
Clarke's resolution eanie on for considera-

tion — viz., " That the Austrians and

Hungarians, seven in number, now enemies

of the King, whose names appear in the

' Kalendar ' for the present session, on page

2.31. cease to be members of this Institute

and their names be removed from the list of

members. And also that the Germans, eight

in number, now enemies of the King, whose

names appear in the 'Kalendar' of the

present session, on page 2.32, be dealt with

ill a similar manner." It appears that

neither the Charter nor the By-laws provide

any method by which such an expulsion on

account of war could be carried into effect,

and the Council were of opinion that nothing

ill tliis direction could be effected in the

absence of an authority from the Privy

Council, the Institute being neither a social

club nor a political society. The matter was

discussed at some length, and an amendment
was formulated to the effect that any such

steps as those contemplated by the pro-

position would be ill-advised. Although no

difference of opinion was evinced in regard

to the wanton destruction of architectural

remains and historic buildings, both in

France and Belgium, by the German armies,

the voting on the resolution resulted in " no

order," inasnuich as" the votes recorded a

tie. Consequently, it became incumbent on

the President, Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A.,
to give the chairman's casting vote, which he
did against the proposal, and when the

amendment was put as a substantive motion
it was carried by a majority of one in a thin

meeting of something like thirty members.
We think the majority of members and
readers generally will regret that the Council
have found themselves barred from dis-

sociating the R.I.B.A. from its connection
with those who, whatever their individual

sympathies or opinions may be, are respon-
sible for the outrages committed by their

national authorities.

There are some hopes— if the promise is

kept—that the unfair claims for Increment
Value Duty which have been served upon
builders and other property owners where
sales of property have shown a profit taxable
under the Lumsden judgment, will not be
pressed. Captain Pretyman has received the
following letter from Mr. Lloyd George:

"I am afraid tlie Governmeut could not possibly see
tlieir way to suspend the assessment anfl collection of
Increment Value Duty generally ; Ijut they are prepared
to instruct the Inland Revenue to hold in abeyance
cases m whicn the relief claimed by the taxpayer is
such as would have been granted iiniler the leRislation
promised by tlie Prime Minister. Such cases could
then be allowed to stand over until a date to be here-
after fixed.

"Special consideration will, of course, be shown in
the case of persons liable to Increment Value Duty who
are servins with H.M. Forces.—Yours sincerely,

"D. Llotd George."

We still fail to understand why the legisla-
tion promised by Mr. Asquith could not have
been speedily passed, and the disastrous
results which have so grievously afflicted
builders avoided once and for all. Too many
of us, we fear, remembering previous ex-
periences, will still hesitate to put much faith
in Mr. Lloyd George's good intentions!

The Council of the Society of Architects
has had under consideration a proviso whioli
the members of the Institute of Builders had

been advised by their Council to endorse

upon all tenders for future building opera-

tions. It was to the effect that the tender

was based upon the rates of wages and

materials prior to August 4, 1014, and that

any advance in the cost of labour and

material should be added to the amount of

the contract, and an extension of time be

given where any difficulty was experienced

in obtaining labour and material. The
Council of the Society were unable to accept

the clause as worded, and suggested tliat it

sliouki be modified so as to provide that the

tender was based upon the normal rates of

wages and materials prevailing at the date of

sending in the tender. Any advance in cost

which shall be proved to the satisfaction of

the architect to be unavoidably and ex

elusively due to war conditions, to be adjusted

at the completion of the work. Likewise any

deduction in cost of materials after the date

of the tender to be also adjusted at the com-

pletion of the work. Notice to be given by

the contractor to the architect of any lUictua-

tion ill prices affecting the contract im-

mediately it occurs. Any delay in the delivery

of materials or goods, due exclusively to the

same cause, to be the subject of a reasonable

extension of time. But these conditions shall

not relieve the contractor of his obligation to

protect himself and guard against increased

prices by placing his orders for materials in

the early stages of the contract. The archi-

tect's decision on all matters arising out of

thesis conditions (or endorsement) to bo final,

and binding on all parties eoncerned, and

without appeal. The Institute of Builders

has intimated that the extent to which the

Society has met the views of the building

trade has been noted and conveyed to the

members of the Institute of Builders, the

National Federation of Building Trades

Employers, and the London Master Builders'

Association.

The Estate Exchange Statist^c^ for last

year show a decrease of nearly two millions

sterling in the total aggregate realisations, as

compared with that of 1913. But this was

to be expected, for though the first half of

1914 gave good results, and hopes were rising

everywhere, the couung of war in early

August at once blocked business. We were

then about getting over the worst effects of

the Great Budget, and the succeeding land

agitation as to ground values and taxation.

Suddenly all was stopped
; yet there are

some good points to be noted, even in the

gloom. For land and house owners did not

hastily throw their properties upon the

market; they followed expert and ex-

perienced advice and sat tight— indeed, they

are still sitting. So there has been no de-

preciation of values made visible, no begin-

nings of a downhill rush to ruin, no serious

depreciation of rents; in short, land

business is sound, though stagnant. Free-

hold land has been strongly held througli

this troublous time, and doubtless will be

till the peace comes. Then the wisdom of

waiting will be made manifest. Agricultural

land assuredly will be found to have risen

in value, while it seemed to be merely lying

idle. But for building land its development

depends on financial factors which cannot

yet be estimated, though it is pretty certain

that the rates of interest upon all future

mortgages will be raised to a higher level.

war conditions, has justified arrangements to

continue the courses this term. The course

at the British Museum began yesterday,

Jan. 7, at 4.30, and was on Roman Archi-

tecture. At the Victoria and Albert Museum
the course begins on Monday, January 11,

at 4.30, with nine lectures on English

Gothic; while there are special lectures on

Westminster Abbey, our national Valhalla,

and on the Tower of London, which has been

by turns fortress, palace, law courts, prison,

and arsenal, and has always kept abreast of

the needs of the times. Cathedrals, town-

aiid trade- halls of Belgium, the martyr
country of to-day, will also be described.

Full particulars may be had from the IIoii.

Sec., 10, Woburn-square, W.C.

We are glad to learn that the interest

shown ill Mr. Banister Fletcher's lectures

on architecture, in spit-e of unprecedented

Messrs. Ashwell and Nesbit, Ltd., of

Leicester, the well-known specialists in

warming and ventilation, send us a well-

designed and useful wall-calendar for the'

New Year, the date-cards bearing appro-

priate Shakespearian mottoes for each day.

There is also an illustration of the Usher

Hall, Edinburgh, which is heated and ven-

tilated on Messrs. Ashwell and Nesbit's

system. Their activities cover a wide range.

Pioneers of centralised systems of heating,

they have won world-wide reputation as

laundry engineers, and for their "Eradica"

system of water purification. The back of

the calendar bears an informing chart,

showing the excellent results of their Nuto-

matie system of temperature control at

Glasgow University. The results achieved

are well worth the attention of all readers.

During the twenty-four hours recorded,

while the outside temperature ranged from

49 degrees to 36 degrees Fahr., that of the

room did not vary two degrees each side of

GOdeg. Fahr., and the saving of coal was

07 per cent. A solid fact like this is worth

many volumes of speculative dissertations

on theories of warming and ventilation.

The fourth edition of the late Mr. W. F.

Stanley's "Treatise on Surveying and

Levelling Instruments" is issued. It has

been revised and brought thoroughly up to

date. It is the only work of its kind in

existence, and describes all makes without

distinction. Few, if any. men equalled its

late author in regard to the theoretical and

practical knowledge of his subject, and none

was more fair-minded. Many a chat have

we enjoyed with him in the past about one

or other of his numerous inventions, and it

was always refreshing to mark his frank

appreciation of the efforts of others in

similar fields. In that covered by this book

he admittedly had no equal, and his enter-

prise as distinctly characterises the firm of

W. F. Stanley and Co., Ltd., 286, Higii

Holborn, W.C, from whom the book can be

had. We commend it to every architect and

surveyor.

'• And how does this house suit you?

"

anxiously inquired the agent, after showing

it to the prospective tenant.

" It would be all right," the gentleman

answered, " if if had only five rooms instead

of six."

"Why, what do you mean?" inquired the

puzzled agent. " This cottage has but five

rooms—parlour, dining-room, kitchen, and

two bedrooms I

"

" I know," the gentleman replied ;
" but

you have overlooked the big room for im-

provement."
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(Bnv Kllnstrattons.

ROYAL ACADEMY TRAVELLING
STUDENTSHIP PRIZE DESIGN FOR
A PICTURE GALLERY IN A PUBLIC
PARK.
Tlie conditions provided that in tliis com-

petition tlie building should be faced with

stone, and to stand unobstructed in a public

park on a sloping site. The main entrance
to face south and to have a broad terrace

and steps beyond. The building to be 280ft.

long and 130ft. wide, exclusive of archi-

tectural projections. To have on the ground
floor a top-lighted sculpture gallery, sur-

rounded with side-lighted galleries 30ft.

as a decorative motive would be a legitimate

treatment, and would enhance the monu-
mental character of the building. The scale

of the central portico is slightly larger than
that of the remainder of the composition, in

order to render this feature a distinct poiiit

of concentration in the facade. The open
courts at each end of the plan are intended
to form a secluded retreat, in which persons

may sit and read, or contemplate suitable

statuary, etc., which would be placed within

these courts. jEsthetically they form a sub-

sidiary mass leading to the secondary mass
of the main galleries, and thence to tlie

dominating note formed by the upper part

of the sculpture gallery. An attempt has
been made to design the surrounding details

—fountains, statuary, etc.— in proper re-

The ceiling is of fibrous plaster, and the

carving over the mantel is in limetree,

slightly toned. The mantel itself was made
of Imperial Pavonazza. The room was
designed by Mr. Sydney S.- Brown, whose
drawing, reproduced herewith, was exhibited

at the Royal Academy last season. The work
was entirely executed by Messrs. G. E. and
F. Brown, Ltd., and fixed by them in South
America.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

THE KING KDWARD MEMORI.^L AT
HOLY'ROOD.—Models are being set up near
Holyrood to test the efTect which will be pro-

duced at the Palace by the erection of the
national memorial statue of King Edward VII.

One part of that memorial will consist of

ROYAL ACADEMY TRAVELLING STUDENTSHIP PRIZE DESIGN FOR A PICTURE GALLERY
PARK, 1914.— By V\'illi.4.m H. Hamlyn.

IN A PUBLIC

wide; entrance hall and grand staircase on
the central axis. The first Hoor to consist of
a series of top-lighted picture galleries over
those below, and in the basement a side-
lighted storage gallery., Mr. William H.
Hamlyn, of Jenner House, Hunter-street,
W.C, the winner of the Travelling Student-
ship, has sent us the following particulars of
his design, showing how he worked out the
conditions above quoted ;

—
" The plan of the

building is kept as simple and opcLi as
possible, so that an easy circulation of spec-
tators is insured. One staircase only was
required, and as this merely leads to a series
of galleries on the first floor, and not to any
important individual room, it was decided to
place the staircase at the back of the
building, in a separate hall. Internally, the
galleries are kept perfectly plain, and an
architectural treatment only adopted in tliosc

portions of the building which are not set
apart for exhibition purposes. The proupiLi;;
of the building externally is designed to give
as simply as possible a true expression of the
plan. The use of an Order in the elevation
was very carefully considered, and adopted
on the ground that an Order used frankly

lationship to the main building, so that every
point in the sclieme would tend to lead \)p

to the main mass. The large sculpture
group in the open space facing the terrace

forms a central point of interest. The hemi-
eycles at the terminations of the steps

leading up to the terrace are in sympathetic
relationsliip with, and form an echo of, the

semicircular terminations to the open courts

at each end of the building. The building is

so placed that it w'ould close the vista down
a broad avenue, the termination and direc-

tion of which is indicated upon the plan."
We give the perspective view and plans, and
shall give other illustrations in another
issue. Mr. W. H. Hamlyn won the R.A.
Bronze Medal and £10 premium for archi-

tectural design in 1912. and the British In-

stitution Scholarship in Architecture, value

£100, in 1913.

DINING - ROOM FOR A COUNTRY
HOUSE NEAR BUENOS AIRES.

This room was designed to be carried out
inoakaiul gold, but the work was eventually
executed in mahogany and painted green,
the enrichments being finished in toned gold.

wrought-iron gates to enclose the forecourt on
its north and south sides. A statue of the late

King is to be erected on a site at tlie foot of

the Canorigate, looking across to the ohlcr lialf

of the Palace. From pliins by Mr. Washington
Browne, K.S..\., of Edinburgh, tlio architect of

the memorial, Mr. Colin M'Andrew, bniUler. lias

prepared on this site, in wood and grey canvas,

a representation of the manner in wliich it is

proposed the site should lie treated for the
reception of the statue. The plot of ground
affected is 90ft. liy 35ft. The latter represents

the breadth of the platform, approached tiy a
series of steps, on which the statue will be

placed. For background, immediately behind
the statue is a semicircular wall, 17ft. 6in. in

height, with moulded top. The walls on each
side are 12ft. in height. The ends of the plat-

form arc recessed bv a low wall surnioiinted

by railings, with pillars at the opening and
angles. The opening between tlic ]iillai's ou
the front of the platform is 60ft. When all is

in order, the Principal Architect of the Board
of Works, London, will come to Edinburgh and
report on the subject to their Majesties.

Mr. Harold Piper, the sanitary inspector, has

been appointed surveyor to the Amblecote
Urban District Council.
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RE RECRUITING FOR THE ARMV.
To Ike Editor of Ike BuiI.DINO Ni:\vs.

Sir,—I slioiilcl be glarl if you would allow
me space in your paper to briug to the notice
of your readers the purpose aud aims of tlie

Architects' War Service Bureau.
Since the war started we liave successfully

worked as a recruiting agency, more especi-
ally for the Royal Engineers, the 2nd Loudon
Sanitary Company, and the "Artists." We
are now in a position to advise men about
all branches of the Service, and to help
them to enlist where they would bo most
useful.

Skilled men of all kinds arc urgently
needed, in addition to ordinary recruits, and
I shall be glad to advise all applicants, if
they will coinmunieate with me or call at
18, Tuftou-street, S.W.— I am, etc.,

Alan Potter,
Hon. Recruiting Officer.

Headquarters, 18, Tufton-street, West-
minster, S.W.

' UNHEALTHY SCHOOLS."
Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr. D. Wynne

Thomas, seems to think that when I referred
to • fresh-air-at-aiiy-priee fanatics," I in-
tended this to apply to architects. There js
nothing that I can find in my remarks that
should have led him to in any way infer this.
On the contrary, from my connection witli
the architectural profession I have good per-
sonal reasons for not endangering the reputa-
tion of that profession for common-sense,
and—may I add?—common humanity, bv
suggesting that, as, a body, it could eveV
approve of a method of ventilation which
consists solely of cross-currents and through-
draughts of cold air.

"

Architects, as you very truly say, are too
well aerjuainted with the draw-backs of such
a plan to ever willingly employ it in schools,
nor, for the matter of that, in any other
occupied building. It is only helpless little
children that could with impunity be sub-
jected to sueh an atrocious system, which if
applied to churches, halls, theatres, or other
such buildings, would be received with a
storm of protest.

It is a plain duty to protest against a
method of ventilation being employed in
schools which consists entirely of "draughts
all drauglits, and nothing but draughts."
as such a plan, especially in winter, is
nothing short of murderous, and a veritable
"massacre of the innocents."

Y'ou^ say, " ' fresh-air-at-any-price enthu-
siasts' have a good deal to answer for; the
toll exacted in the form of illness and dis-
comfort arising from draughts being a heavy
one ' and that "in their contention that
cold air 'hardens' one, and is, therefore
beneficial, they make the fundamental mis-
take of confounding the bracing cold air of
outdoors with cold draughts indoors—two
very opposite things, having results as wide
npart as the Poles."
Apropos of this, a lecture was recently de-

livered at Portsmouth by Professor W J
Simpson on the "Ventilation of Battleships
nnd Submarines," in which he says: "Air
forced m was apt to become a draught The
openings were very often over the men's
hammocks, and, naturally, the draught of
cold air caused the men to shut the ven-
tilators. It was, therefore, a kind of
Hobson s Choice '-cither be suffocated by
bad air, or suffer from ailments derived
rom (li;aughts. Ihuwjhis were not rcnlila-

'<"«• LI he italics are mine.] A person in
the open air got the air on all sides of him.
when m a draught it pitched on one spot."
ihere is nothing truer than that "Of all the
1 Is that flesh is heir to, a through-draught is
the deadliest."

If hardy, robust sailors suffer so much
from the baneful effects of draught that they
simply won't stand it at any price, what must
the sufferings of delicate little ehiklren be
in schools which are full of draughts from
cross-currents from open windows, aud which

to them must be veritable chambers of
torture?

Mr. 'Thomas appears to think that the par-
ticular angle of the open window is the all

important point, though why is not ex-
plained. It seems to nie that if cold air
blows through a window into a heated room
it cannot but descend, irrespective of angle,
owing to its heavier specific gravity, and in

so descending must inevitably cool, press
down, and displace, after rebreathal, the
ascending warm, vitiated air. The cold-air
douche also cannot fail to strike the children
sitting in the warmed air below with
disastrous consequences to their health and
comfort, as everyone knows who lias ex-
perienced this disagreeable infliction— as
who, indeed, has not

!

The Board of Education certainly should
move in the matter, until this "crying evil,"
as you so aptly describe it, is remedied. If

the Board does not possess the necessary
powers to enable it to act, the Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Children might
then be called upon to interfere, and parents
should be protected who refuse to send tlieir

children into such death-traps.
In any ease, subjecting young children in

schools in the winter to this hideous mode
of so-called ventilation by cross currents
and thrnugh-drauglits of cold air from
open windows should be stopped at once,
even if a Royal Commission is required to
do it.—I am, etc., Anti-Draught.
London, December 2, 1911.

[We have several other letters to hand,
some of which we will try to find room for if

possible ne.vt week. Our Inde.\ takes much
space this week.

—

Ed. " B. N."]

The corporation of Glasgow have approved
the design of Mr. Kelloch Brown for the statue,
selected in competition, to be erected as a
memorial to Thomas Carlyle.

Mr. Samuel Henry Dibble, of Ledsam-street
and Ladywood-road, Birmingham, builder, died
on September 30. aged 48 years, leaving an
estate of the gross value cf £203,046, with net
personally .^54,569.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between
W. N. Ware and H. H. Lawrence, surveyors
and estate agents, at St. George's - road,
Wimbledon, under the style of Messrs. Ware,
has been dissolved.

At the offices of the London County Council
a silver rose-bowl was presented to Mr. Andrew-
Young, chief valuer to the Council. He is

retiring, under the age-limit regulation, on a
pension, after twenty-five years' service.

Upper Holloway Baptist Chapel, in Holloway-
road, N., was destroyed by fire on Saturday
evening. The fire was due, it is believed, to the
fusing of an electric wire. The church had only
recently been redecorated throughout at a cost
of over £2,500, and a new organ installed.

At the meeting on Monday of the Barrow-in-
Fiirness Corporation, tenders amounting to
i:S6,000 were accepted for the erection of new
gasworks. It was also announced that the
Carnegie Trustees had increased their gift of
£12.000 to £13 OOO for a new free library for the
town.

.\t the next meeting of the Bethnal Green
Borough Council the electricity conmiittee will
submit an estimate of £15,944 for the supply
and laying of cables and execution of road-
work in connection with the new electricity
undertaking. The council does not intend to
generate its own electricity, but will obtain the
supply it requires from the Stepney Borough
Council. In connection with the contract for
cables and accessories, the electricity committee
propose to stipulate that these shall be manu-
factured by British firms.

The London -Association cf Master Decorators
estimate that 40 per cent, of the London oper.i-
tive painters are out of work, and that much
distress exists among this class in consequence.
Unless work is soon forthccming the distress
must grow rapidly, which those who control
property can render valuable assistance in
alleviating if they will forthwith give orders for
such painting and decorating as may lie

required. By doing this they will not' only
render practical assistance in time of need, but
will themselves directly benefit by the lower
prices which most firms employing painters are
willing to accept at this juncture in order to
keep their men in employment.

bo

(But (Bf^ct fabk.
Among the New Year's Honours may

noted the knighthoods conferred on Mr.
Herbert S. Holt, of Montreal, well known as
a Canadian railway engineer and contractor;
on Mr. William Price, of Quebec, a lumber
merchant, who took a leading part in the
movement for converting the Plains of
Abraham into a national park ; on Mr.
George Cunningham Buchanan, chief port
engineer of Rangoon; and on Mr. John
Herbert Marshall, who has been Director-
General of Arcln-cology in India since 1902.
The distinction of CLE. has been conferred
on Mr. Edward Rawsoii Gardiner, India
Public Works Department, chief engineer
and secretary to the Government of Bihar
and Orissa; on Mr. George Thomas Barlow,
superintending engineer. Irrigation Branch,
Public Works Department, United Pro-
vinces; on William Peter Sangster, Indian
Public Works Department, executive en-
gineer, Malakand Division, Upper Swat
River Canal, North-West Frontier Province.

-At the Tate Gallery there is being ex-
hibited a large number of large cartoons,
unfinished drawings, and paintings made by
.Alfred Stevens for the projected decoration
of Dorchester House. In 1858 Mr. R. S.
Holford commissioned Stevens to decorate
Dorchester House. Two mantelpieces, a
sideboard, doors, wall-mirrors, paintings,
chairs, and curtains were included in the
scheme. The dining-room ceiling and cove
were to be painted with historical com-
positions. From 1868 to 1862, said the late
Hugh Stannus, " Stevens spent about twelve
months in studies and in painting a portion
of the 'Judgment of Paris,' and then, being
pressed by Government about the Welling-
ton trial model, he laid the work aside, never
to be resumed." The sideboard, doors, and
mirrors, and the mantelpieces (with the ex-
ception of the supporting figures in the
dining-room) alone were executed. Stevens
died in 1875, two years after the niantel-
pieees were completed. Though the entire
work was paid for in advance, Mr. Holford
accepted the drawings and remaining
portions of the dining-room mantelpiece and
other work in full discharge. Some of the
Dorchester House studies were dispersed at
the sale of the artist's effects. The others
have Iain unremembered at Dorchester
House until recently, when, following Mr.
MacColl's investigations, they were un-
earthed in a muniment room.

Several important municipal schemes for
the relief of tlie unemployed among the
artisan and labouring classes were planned
by the Manchester and Salford Corporations
at the outbreak of the war; but all of them
have been withdrawn for the present, owing
to the scarcity of able-bodied labour. Among
the principal proposals now temporarily in

abeyance are the Manchester town-planning
schicme for erecting 400 houses on twenly
acres of land in Newton Heath, and the
Salford scheme for 120 houses in Littleton-
road, near the racecourse. With regard to
the two most important schemes of all. the
construction of a new road from Ladybarii
to Cheadle aud the acquisition of tlie

Chorlton estate of Lord Eaerton for the
purposes of a municipal golf links, lake for
boating, and a park, the Local Government
Board have expressed an opinion that it is

desirable not to proceed with these schemes
for the present, as there are so few nn-
employed labourers.

Mr. William Bell. F.R.I. B.A., the archi-

tect of the North-Eastern Railway Company,
retired from active service on December 31,
after a connection with the company ex-
tending over fifty-seven years, (luring the
last thirty-seven of which he has served as

the company's chief architect. In this

capacity Mr. Bell was responsible for the
design and erection of the passenger stations,

goods warehouses, hotels, etc. Mr. Bell was
one of the first i-ailway engineers or archi-

tects in this country to recognise the ad-

vantages of ferroconcrete construction, and

I
several examples of this work, notably the
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Imge. ferro - concrete warehouse at New
Bridge-street Station, Neweastle-on-Tjnc,
were carried out under Iiis directions.

Tile Swansea Corporation's aiiplieatiun for
an important borough extension will bo the
subject of a Local Govcriuncnt Board inquiry
next mouth. It is proposed to take iu the
parishes of Oysterniouth {better known as
Mumble;.), Llansanilet, Clase Rural, Veu-
derry, Cockett (which includes Sketty, the
residential suburb of the borough), ajnl

Bynea. This will give an added acreage of

17,964 acres to the borough, and an in-

creased population of 29,000. The estimated
increase in the rateable value will be about
£200,000 per annum. In conjunction with
tlie extension scheme main drainage works
are being pushed forward, and these provide
for the construction of a main sewer a dis-

tance of six miles to Oysterniouth and a
sewer outfall into the sea off the Mumbles
Head. The cost is £325,000. aud provision
is made for the drainage of the v\liole of the
proposed added areas.

Mr. T. H. Hartley, the borough engineer
and surveyor of Colne, Lanes, reports to the
town eouucil that the arbitration for the
purchase of the tramways liaving been held
and the award given, it is proposed to re'ay
several lengths of track. A Local Go\eni-
ment Board inquiry is to be held early in

February in regard to the area for which
the corporation are seeking permission to

prepare a scheme. The area to be dealt with
is about 800 acres. Further extensions to

the bacteria beds at the sewage-disposal
works are proposed iu the way of providing
percolating filters to cope with the increased
flow of sewage, owing to growth of popula-
tion, and further extensions to sewers are
also in hand. Water-carriage works are to

be continued out of the loan sanctioned by
the Local Government Board of £-4,470. A
scheme has been got out for the laying-out
and equipping, at an estimated cost of

£5,680, of the Judge Fields Recreation
Ground, and a scheme tor a public park is

also in hand. Tar-spraying and tar-gronting

will also be continued during the year on
several lengths of road previously otherwise
constructed.

"Town Planning," by George Cadbury,
jnii. (London: Longmans, Green, and Co.,

39, Patcrnostcr-rovv, E.C., 7s. 6d. net.), is

published with special reference to the
Birminghain schemes. It does not touch the
architectural and legal sides of the subject,
which principally interest our readers;
but aiuis rather at a general treatment,
likely to interest the general public. It is

quite true, as Mr. Cadbury points out, that
compensation and betterment are " difficult

questions," and that methods of assessment
liave impeded the pi'ogress of the town-
planning movemeut. They have done so in

Birmingham, and we had occasion to

comment on the reasons, and to endorse the
opinion of two well-known Birmingham
surveyors to the effect that in East Birming-
ham, at any rate, town planning had dis

eonraged the building of small houses just
where they were -wanted, on pp. 183 and 433
of our issues of August 8 and September 26,
191.S. Mr. Cadbury does not think so, we
know ; but he was only " not aware " of the
fact in his speech at the Birmingham City
Council meeting on July 29, 1913.

Civil engineers who value Mr. T. W.
Barber's most useful " Engineer's Sketeh-
Book " will welcome his new work, "Civil
Engineering Types and Devices," just pub-
lished by Messrs. Crosby Lockwood and Son,
7, Stationers' Hall-court, E.C., at 8s. 6d. It
is a really e.\eellent classified and illustrated
index of plant, constructions, maehines,
materials, means, and methods adopted m
civil engineering works of every class. There
are no less than 1,760 illuslrations, from
which any engineer can make a prompt
selection, thus economising the time needed
to adapt the design to his own needs. No
hainlier book has ever lightened the labours
of the drawing office.

To encourage practical steps toward the
elimination of smoke, inventors of fuel-

saving devices and so-called smoke con-

sumers will be assisted in the demonstration

of their theories, and the perfecting of their

inventions, by the Smoke and Dust Abate
iiient League of Pittsburgh, of which Dr.

A. A. Ilamersclilag, of that city, is the presi-

dent. A day each year will be set apart

for hearing inventors. All will be given an
impartial trial by experts, and those who
have devices that stand up under a practical

test will be protected in obtaining patents.

Every worthy inventor will be assisted in

having his system of smoke and dust abate-

ment applied in so far as its merits deserve.

Writing in " Indian Engineering " upon
" Movements in Buildings," Mr. Stephen
Wilkinson. L.R.I.B.A., of Dalhousie-square,

Calcutta, says: "During the erection of the

electric transforming station in Prinsep-

street, Calcutta, for which I was the archi-

tect, and previous to the fixing of the roof

and main joists, I noticed that one of the

walls used to oscillate in a most alarming
manner; the higher the wall was taken up
the greater the movement. Only one wall in

the structure was affected this way, and,
moreover, the movement was intermittent-;

some days the wall would be motionless, and
at other times its behaviour was remarkable.
Ultimately I discovered the cause. Some
thirty yards away, at the now dismantled
power station, there was a large exhaust-
pipe with a muffler on the top, discharging
in the atmosphere, and the air-waves so

formed were carried across to the face of

tlie wall, causing the oscillation. When the

pipe was not in use, of course, the movements
ceased. The wall in question was about 85ft.

long and 30ft. high. When the roof and
cross-joist were fixed all oscillations ceased

entirely, the impact of the waves not being

sufficient to cause any movement with the

extra load on the wall."

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSTnNG WEEK.
Monday. — Royal Academy. " Mental Outlook in

Painting," by H. H. La TUangue, R.A.
4 p-m.

Victoria and Albert Museum. "The
Hi-tiiry of EngliBli Gothic Arcbitectare."
by banister P. Fletcher, F.R.I. B.A. 4.30

p.m.
Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's

Society. " lona," by F, Macgregor
Chalmers, I. A. 8 pm.

TcESDAV.—Institution of Civil Engineers. " The Lateral
Preeenre and Resistance of Clay," by
A. Langtry Bell, B.A., B.E. 8 p.m.
Architectural Association of Irelaml.

" Pictorial Art and Architecture," bv
Arthur Hill, B.E., F.R.I.B.A. 15, Soutii

Frederick-lane, Dublin. 8 p.m.

Wednesday.—Royal Academy. " Colour in Painting,"

by H. II. La Thangne, R.A. 4 p.m.
St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society.

" The Pilgrim's Way and the Pilgrim's
Progress," by H. P. K. Skipton.
Chapter-House, E.G. 8 p.m.

Thursday.—British "Museum. " The Roman Forum,"
by Banister F. Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A.
4.30 p.m.

Society of Architects. Annual General
Meeting. 8 p.m.

Sheffield Society of Architects and
Surv'eyors. " Castle Howard," by A. B.
Burleigh.

—»*•

Mrs. Francis Nugent, of Blocmfiehls, Castle

connell, Co. Limerick, who died on Sept. 17,

bequeathed lo the National Gallery, Ireland,

lier paintings by old masters; to the Nation. il

Gallery of Science and Art, Dublin, her old

china and antique figures and silver and cut-

glass articles: and to the National Portrait
Gallery of Ireland her portrait of General
Vincent, an officer who fought in the American
War of Independence.

The Lambeth coroner concluded on Wednes-
day the inquest on John Frederick William
Cooper, of Walthamstow, aged twenty - one.

builder's signalman, employed by Messrs.
Holland. Hannen, and C'ubitts. contractors, who
was killed on Dec. 4 by the collapse of a derrick
at the new County Hall. Helvedere-road. S.E.
Arthur Wallace, crane - driver, of Robinson-
street, Battersa, who fell 115fj. at llie time of

the accident, deposed that Cooper and he were
having tea in their engine-shed at the top of

the derrick, when a sudden gust of wind twisted
the staging round. Witness rememliered no
more. Other evidence having been given, the
jury returne<l a jerdint of "Accidental death."
and recommended that such structures shonhi
be erected and maintained inider Government
supervision, with frequent inspections.

LATEST FRIGES.

N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
•isual sources of information are in many
'jases failing us. Timber quotations we omit
altogether, as published figures differ so

widely that they are, we fear, in many cases

quite uureliable.

IRON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled SteelJoiBts, EngliBh £7 10 to £8
Wrought-Iron Girder FlatoB 7 15 „ 10

Steel Girder Plates 8 0,, 900
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 22 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South StaEta 8 0,, 8 15
BestSDedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 20b. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £8 1.5a. to £9.
Ditto galvanised, i'14 to £1510s. per ton.

Galvaniaed Corrngated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 10 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, Inclueive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Bestditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.

8/3 8/9 9/3 9,9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron ColumnB £6 17 6 to £8 10
Caat-Iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8 10

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvaniaed 8 15 „ 9 5
Oaat-Iron Saah Weights 5 10 „ 6 15
Cut Floor Brads 10 15 ,.

—
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 .,

—
Galvaniaed Wire Strand, 7 ply.

14 B.W.G 14 5 „ —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised-

Oto8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 lOfl. £10 15B. £11 OS. £11 53. £11 158. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes—
3in. diameter £6 15 to £7 2 6
4in. to6in 6 10 ,. 6 12 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 17 6 „ 7 2 6

fCoated with compoaition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,
turned and bored joints 5s. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieaball 80s. Od. to 127s. fid.

Hot Blaat, ditto 878. Od. „ 97s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubea and Fittings-Diaconnt off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2J per cent.)—

Gas-Tubes 72J p.c
Water-Tubes 66j
Steam-Tubes 65
Galvaniaed Gaa-Tubea 60
Galvaniaed Water-Tubes 68i
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 50

OTHER METALS.
Per ton. Per ton.

Lead Water Pipe, Town "£24 5 Oto —
Country '25 5 0,. —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '25 5 0.. —
Country 'm 5 „ —

Lead Pipe. Tinned inside. Town *26 5 0,, —
Country '27 5 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town '28 15 „ —

Country ''29 15 „ —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... '27 5 0,, —

„ Country "iS 5 0.. —
LeadSoiI-pipe(npto4Sin.)Town '27 5 0., —

Country '28 5 0.. —
rOver 4iin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead. Common Brands 17 17 6 .,£18 12 6
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0„ —
Copper Sbeeta.abeathing& rods 78 .. 78 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 61 15 ., 62 5

Tin. English Ingots 1S4 „ 155
Do.. Bars 155 ., 156
Pig Lead, in lowt. Pigs (Town) 19 2 6 ., 19 10
Sheet Lead. Town '23 15 0„ —

Country '24 15 ., —
Genuine White Lead 29 15 „ —
Refined Red Lead 29 .,

—
Sheet Zinc 55 ..

—
Old Lead, againat account 18 5 ..

—
Tin per cwt. 8 15 0., —
Cot nails (per cwt. baaia, ordi-
nary brand) 12 9 „ —

* For 5 cwt. lots and upwarda.

SLATES.
in. in. £ s. d. per 1.000 of

Blue Portmadoo ... '20 x lO ... 12 12 6 1.200 at r. etn.
16 ., 8 ... 6 12 6

Blue Bangor 20 ,. 10 ... 13 2 6..
20 ..12 ... 13 17 6

First Quality 20 .. 10 ... 13 0.. ,.

20 .. 12. . 13 15

, 16 ,. 8... 7 5
Eureka unfading
green 20 .. 10 ... 15 17 6 „

20 ,.12... 18 7 6
18 ..10 ...13 5 0..
16 .. 8 ... 10 5

Permanent Green ... 20 ., 10 ... 11 12 6 ..

18 ..10... 9 12 6

. .. 16 „ 8 ... 6 12 6
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per 1.000

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15
Second Hard Stocks 1 11
Mild Stocks 19
ricked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons Ill o
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 IH
Red Wire Cute 1 U
Hest Farebam Red 3 12
Best Ked Fressed
Raabon Facing ... 5

Beet Bine Pressed
StaQordshire 3 15

Ditto BuIInose -10
Best Stourbridge

Firebricks 4
22in. Best Bed A>)
orington Plastic

f
4 10 6

Facing Bricks )

alongside, in
,, [river.

delivered
at rly. stn.

55

Batb Stooe, delivered on road t' a. d
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7i

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,, 1 9i

Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station Oil

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station 17^

Portland Stone, in randoiiibiocks of'oift, average :-
Delivered on road waggons

)

Brown White
at Paddington Depot, ( Whit Bed. Base Bed
Nine Elms Depot, or ( Per foot cube.
Pimlico Wharf ... fO 2 3 ...£0 2 ii

Net. delivered in
full track loads
in London.

5 ditto 4.1

6 ditto
^h

3 ditto s"
4 ditto it"

5 ditto fl"

6 ditto 9"

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works

GLAZED BBICKS.

3',H Accrington Beet Red Plastic Facing per 1.000
Bricks £3 iQ

3';s" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto ............ 2 3
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17

Sewer Ai-ch Brick not more than 3Vb in
thickest part „. 2

3'ln"^ Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ." 2

i"',,
O'"" ditto through and through 2

3' H Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel .lambs; Octa-
gons ; a" and V radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Ah- Bricks. 9" X 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9"xl coarse 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep, 4i" soffit, per foot opening..
4 ditto 4.;" ditto ditto ditto ..

ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto ..

ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto ..

ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto

2 11

3 6
i 6

TILES.

HARD GLAZE8 (PER 1,000),

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Bnfif, Cream, Other

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours
Stretchers

—

il3 7 6 £10 17 6 £li 17 6 £17 17
Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7
Quoins, BuUnose, and 4^in. Flats—

15 17 G 14 17 6 "
^

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6

Double Headers—
11 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6

One side and two ends, square—M 17 B 17 17 6 21 17 6
Two nides and one end, square—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6
Splf'.ys and Squints

—

r/ 7 e 15 7 6 21 17 6

Second
Colours.

17 17

20 17

26 17

£13 7

11 17

15 17

17 17

11 17

18 17

19 17

24 77 6 17 7
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers

ocl_ each 4d. each 6j. each 6d. each 5d. eachDouble Bullnose. Round Ends, Ballnofe Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each Bd. each 5d. eachRounded Internal Angles—
4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.
Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Intf>rnal and External Angles-
cif'-o"*,';'^ 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each
Sill .Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers—
_ 5d. each 4d. each 6d. each fid. osy.

8d. each

1/2 each
lers, ana ueaders-

nr.- 1- i^:?''^^ 6d. each 6d. each 5d. eachMajohca or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1 000Haadera .„.„ _... too 17 u
" " (Juoms and Bullnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks'! Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
listfortheirrespeotive kindsand colours ^ ing 9inCamberarch bricks, any kinder colour, by 4Jin'
>=• 2d- each

j by 2|in:
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked DoubleHeaders, £1 per 1,000 extra.

to L^onrn'siatfons'
""""^'^

T!? '" '"" ''°'='' '°^^'

Kt's^nd^.'."!.::::;: I i"''
^"J. delivered

Thames Baiiast '

6 ."

s. d. Per ton,
Oto 41 delivered
C per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

r,,„„<:f ^r-„ ' ^- ^- 3- Per yard,

stn,fvhi°i^^
I-iiae

; 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton atrailway station.

Best Portland Cement 36
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocki per foot cube £0 2Darley Dale, ditto
Red Corsehill, ditto !!!
Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto
Ancaster, ditto

"

Greeusbill, ditto...
"

Beer, ditto
"

Chilmark, ditto (in"truck "at
Nine Elms)

.

Hard York, ditto .....'.'.'.'...

Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup.Do. ,lo. 3in. Blab sawn two
Slues, random sizes

• All F.O.R. London.

1 10
1 10
1 G

1 lOi
2

3 8

1 3

Plain red roofing tiles 43
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles ' ,r,o

Ornamental tiles 53
Hip and Valley tiles '.'.."'.'.

4
Raabon red, brown, or brindled

ditto (Edwards) .57

Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles .'.".'.'."."."."."..".'..'.'.' 3

Selected " Perfecta "roofing
tiles : Plain tilea (Peake'e)... 46

Ornamental ditto 48
Hip tiles '.".'.'.'.'.'"

3

_
Valley tiles 3

" Kosemary " brand plain tiles 48
Ornamental tiles M
Hip tiles "

4
Valley tiles 3

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 43

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3
Hartshill " brand plain tiles",

sand-faced 45
Pressed .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.""

42
Ornamental ditto ..!!..!!.!,......" 47
Hip tiles " 4
Valley tiles .....'..............' 3

OILS.
Rapeseed,English pale.per tun £28 15 to £29

d. Dlvrd. at
per 1000 ry.sn.

7 per doz. ,,

per 1000
6
per doz.

6 per 1(XK)

per doz. ,,

per 1000
6

10.^ per doz. ,,

ii .,

per lOCO

per doz.
8

6 per 1000

per doz.
6

per 1009
6

per doz. ,,

6

Ditto, brown 26 15
Cottonseed, refined ,' 29
Olive. Spanish 39 ig
Seal, pale ^^ 21
Cocoanut, Cochin ]', m q
Ditto. Ceylon 42 10
Ditto, Mauritins 42 10
Palm, Lagos

,, 32 5
Ditto, Nat Kernel ." ,',

Oleine
^]

Sperm '.'.'.'.'.'.'.

[]

Lubricating, U.S ".!!per'gal
Petroleum, refined ,

Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Ditto, Archangel
Linseed Oil per'eal
Baltic Oil

,,

Turpentine
Putty (Genuine Linseed

0^^ per cwt.
Pare Linseed Oil
" Stority " Brand.. „ 9

19

21 10
46 10
43
43

33 5
35 10
19 5
31

8

1 10
1

3 2

9

(IN CRATES).
15oz.
5i.

GLASS
English Sheet Glass :

Fourths
Thirds s.'.d,

Fluted Sheet 45d.
Hartley's English Rolled
Plate 33.

21 oz.
5Sd.

.

BI. .

54d. ,

26oz. 32oz.
61. . . 7d.
aid. . . 8Jd.

'/i6in.

3id.

Figured Boiled and Repoussine.
White.

4d.

Jm.
... 4d.

Tinted.
6Sd.

VARNISHES, &c. Per gallon
Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak " q jg
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches q J4

Fino Elastic Carriage ....'."..."..'..".'...' 12
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage '.'.'.'.'.'.'.',

16
Fine Pale Maple !!!!!!'" 10
Finest Pale Durable CJopal .!"!..!!!!!!!!!!! la
Extra Fine French Oil 1 j
Eggshell Flatting Varnish !..!!!!!!!!!.'] 18
White Copal Enamel ,"

1 4
Extra Pale Paper ".'.'..".'.'.'.'.'.

13
Best .Tapan Gold Size !!!!!!!!!!!! 10
Best Black .Japan ["[[[ q 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain !!!"!!!!! 9
Brunswick Black

"""
8

Berlin Black !..."!!!!!"!!! 16
Knotting !!!!!!]!!!!! o lo
Flench and Brush Polish !..."!!]!!!! 10

Mr. R. J. Wigslon, of Ccrstorpliiiic. lias been
.ippointcd burgh surveyor at Eyeiiioutli.

.\t Bunard Inlet, B.C., tlic firm of Banict,
McQueen, and Co., of Fort William ami
Minneapolis, l:ave put in the lowest toriilcr for
the con,struclif)n of a Pacific Icrminal elevator
(o be built lini-c by the Govornment at an esli
iiialcd cost of l.COO.OOOdoI. The storasre capacity
of the elevator will be IJ million bushels.

Colonel William Booth Bryan, V.D., C.E., of
Elmstead Wood, Chislehurst, Kent, chief
engineer to the Metropolitan Water Board, and
previously borouijli engineer of Burnley, borough
engineer of Blackburn, and engineer (o the ICast

I-oudon Walerworks Company, Hon. Colonel
17th Battalion Countv of London Regiment, who
died on Oct. 27, left .i"49,873 gross.

TRADE NOTES.
We inider.stand that in the spEcilication for

I he Bihon f^chools the powder Pudlo lias been
spocifiod for imjiregnating the cement.
Under the direction of Mr. J. Au"u.<,liis

.Souttar, architect, 52, Bishopsgate, EC, Boyle's
latest patent "Air-pump'' veniilatcr lias been
applied to Copale Chapel.

Mv. Kaymond Unwin, F.R.I.B.A., V.P 'I' P I
having accepted the po.'^t of Chief Tow.i-
IlauniHg Inspector lo the Local Govermneiil
Board, has handed over to his partner Mr
Barry Parker. F.R.I.B.A
Bedford-row, London. W.C.
r.elchworjli. Hertfordshire,
and arcliitectural practice
therein.

partner.
M.T.PI.. of 32,
.and Norton Way,
his town planning
and all interest

OGILVIE&CO.
Telephone: D.VLSTON 1389

>fany jeara connected with
tlie late firm of W, H.
L.VSCELLE'^ A- CO., of

Bunt. ill

-

Mlldmay Avenue. ISLINGTOW, N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
ITERATIONS & OEGORflTIOKS. "^I^IS"^

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
Wm. OLI-TER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Bow, London, E.C.

TENDERS.
'»* Correspondents would in all cases oblige by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of tlie accepted tender; it adds to tlie valae of the
information.

.\NwicH.—For suppljing and laying water mains in
.4nwich vi'lage. Icr the Sleafoid Rural Distiicc
Council :

—

Barnes, J. T., Sleaford (accepted) f 2.53 14
(Lowest tender received )

Banbury.—For consfrnction of the bacteria bads
and sedimentaiion tanks (contract No. 4) in con-
nection with the sewerage scheme, for the corpora-
tion. Messrs. Wilcox and Ilaibes. engineer's : —

Kowell and Sons, Chipping
Norton

Orchard. S., and Son, Banbury...
Buckley. H. E., Bradford
Booth, .T. F.. and Son, Banbury
Firth and Co.. Derbv
Wilmott. W. C, Rushden
Edwards and Co.. Doncaster ...

Cliilds and Withers. Worcester
Franklin, Ltd., Deddington
Shardlow, J. J.. Leicester
Kimbeiiey, ,J. S., Bmbury
Vale. T.. and Sons, Ltd.. Stour-
bridge (accepted) 7,530

BERMONr>sET, S.E.—For works required to the
exterior of the Parish-street iostituiion. for the
board of guardians :—

Fletcher, F. W i-'Jll

Potton and Son 6H1
Vigor and Co 610
Inns. .\. H .'iig

Kent, H .'iiO

Mansell, R., Grant-rd., Croydon* 493
* Accepted.

Bethnal Green. N.E.—For supplying and layicg
cable, for the borough council ;—

Union Cable Co.. Ltd f 12.948 11

Glover. W. T,, and Co., Lid. ... 12,942 15
Callender's Cable and Construc-
tion Co., Ltd.

Western Electric Co., Ltd.
Siemens Bros, and Co.. Ltd.
Johnson and Phil ips. Lid.
Henley's, W. T., Telegraph
Works Co,, Ltd.

British Insulated and He'sby
Cables, Ltd.* 12.498 14

£.5.924 1.-! 3
9.491
8.929 1 9
8.600
M.49J 4 li

8,454 ()

8,223 19
8,137 ;i 7
8,188 n
7,980 (1

7,78i

12,887
12,7:il

li.661
12,618

12,.586

* Recommended for acceptance.

BRO^iDSTAiRS.—For construction of a public con-
venience, for the urban district council —

Daglcy Bros i.':>18

Dunn. E. R 217
May, J. T.. Broadstairs 243
Anderson Bros.. Margate 2.10

White, J. E..RamsgatB (accepted) 223
(Surveyor's estimate, i'21.5 15s. 9 j.)

Deptfoiid.—For erection of the new relief station
in Watson- street, for the borough council —

Martin, H. N., Greenwich ... i'2,263

(Accepted.)

EwEnBT, —For supplying and laying mains for the
supply of water to the Ewerby district, for the
Sleaford Rural District Council ;

—

Barnes, .I. T. (accepted) £2,896
(Lowest tender received ; highest i7,.593.)

Greeswicu, S.E.—For tuDPly of 6,000ft. superficial
of 3in. tooled York ttone. for the borougn council :—
Marshall. S., and Sons, Ltd., Hilifax, £.i 17s. 9d. at

per lotjft. super, (recommended fof acceptance).
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FuLiiAM. S.W.—For installing electric light in
connection with the remodelling of the Star-lane
school. Fulham, for the London County Council :

—
Dakin, H . and Co.. Ltd., Putney £760 18
France, A. C, and Sons, Ham-
niersmith 487 18

Johnson, O'Solllvan, and Co.,
Finchley 385 18

Weston. G.. and Sons, Fen-
church-street 3G;J

Newman, A.. Ilford 350 18
Harrison find Co., Cricklewood... 340 18
Foote and Milne. Ltd., Victoria-

btreet 334 8
Kent and Co., Kewcastle-on-
Tyne 32G 13 6

PearfOD. R. H. and J., Ltd ,

Notting Hill Gate 322 3
Hawkins. A., and Sons, London-
road 290

Tjler Apparatus Co., Ltd..
Gtrard-street ... 204 H

Defries and Goldman, Ltd., New
Oxford-street* 285

(Chief engineer's estimate, ^380.)
'Recommended for acceptance.

Glasgow.—For extension of Knightswod HoFpUal.
for the health committee. Tenders recommended
for acceptance :—

Brickwork:—
Anderson, W jCl0.3C8 18

Joiners :—
Henderson. M.. Ltd 8.5-22 3 1

Plumber:—
Arnot, J. L 3,4!0 1 3

Flatterers :—
Weniyes and Livingtone 1.57.5 10 3

Slater :

—

Bertram. M 974 4 9
Painters:-

Lindsay, J., and Son 805 11 5

Grays.—For the provision and laying of about
6.39ft. of 9in. and Bin. diameter stoneware pipe sewers,
for tl-e Orsett Rural District Council. Mr. C. F. W.
Mar>^h, eurvevor:

—

Horsman and Son. Grays ... £141 16 6
Jackson, AV.. Forest Gate. E.* ... 118
Wakeling, W., Little Thuirock... 117 7

* Accepted.

Greenwich, S.E.—For supply of ash conveyer at
the generating station, for the London County
Council :—

New Conveyor Co., Ltd., Smeth-
wick £l,.5G7 2 6

Spencer & Co.. Ltd., Melksbam... 1,487
Babcock and Wilcox, Ltd..
Renlrew' 1.303 13 4

* Recommended for acceptance.

Hammersmith, W.—For rebuilding No. 148. King-
etreet, Hauimersniith, for Mr. W. Millwood. Messrs.
G. Saunders and Son. 230a, King-btreet. Hammer-
smith, W., architects :—

Lowe. W £1.150
Adamaon, T. H.. and Sons ... 1.075
Batt!ey,Sons, and Holuess ... 1.039
Johnson. C 1,025
Brown, W., and Sons (Builders),
Ltd 944

HoLSiFiRTH.—For the construction of a rasercoir
at Greave, Hade Edge, to hold 3,000.000 gallons,
together with break tank, iron pnies, skiice valves,
&c. ; providing and laying about '2,t miles of Bin. and
Sin. cast-iron mains. Messrs. Joshua Barrowclough
and Son, Cross-roads, Hohufirtb. engineers :—

Contract No. 1. -Constructing reservoir.
Shardlow. J. J.. Leicester ... £5.500
Graham, A., and Sons. Hudders-

lield 5.4.50

Graham. A.. Huddersfie!d ... 5.340
Firth and Co., Derby 5,092 12
Hyslop. A. and J., Manchester ... 4.474 1 5
Turner. R 4.193 3 10
Birch. \V., and Sons. York ... 4.127 2 9
Brigg. W. Bradford 3 9.50

Bushby C. find Sons. Leeds ... 3,945 5 8
Wimpeuny J., and Co . Hudders-

field 3.93r 9 9
Waring, W., and Sons, Hadiers-

field 3,667
Boothroyd. J. W.. Huddeisfield 3,628 2
Cooke, J.,Hnddersfield 3.475 10
Wagstair and Turner (accepted) 3,325
Duncan. E. and G., Melton
Mowbray .". 2,2.57 4 10

(Engineer's estimate, £'3.2.56 lOi.)

Contract No 2.—Mains, &3.
Bushby, C, andtsOQS 2,310 11

Hyslop. A. and J 2.145 15 11
Kenyon, J 2.100
Wimpeuny, J., and Co 2,015 3
Brigg, W 1,905
Sykes, S. and S.. Gjlcar 1,907
Waring, W.. and Sous 1,898
Graham, A J.838 3 8
DuDcao E. and G l.HiO 1 4
Wagstaff and Turntr 1,815
Gee. J..and Son3 1,802 3 7
Gill. B 1,799 l(j

Turner. R 1.792 2 3
Bootliroyd, J. W. {accepted) ... 1,766 4

(Engineer's esthnate, £1.719 113. 3J.)
Rest of Holmfirih.

HoRNSEY. -For sewering. levelling, piving. kerb-
ing, and channelling the passageway at the rear of
St. James'a-parade, Muswell-hiil, for the Hornsey
Town Council. Mr. E. J. Lovegrove, borough cn-
Bine«r :—

Hill, R. W.. and Co.. Upper
Holloway £198 14 2

Adams, T., Wood Green 370 18 10
Abrahams. J., Ltd., Up:;er
Holloway 369 6 8

Farrow, H. BiixtOD 343 13 5
GrifiitbH. W.. and Co., Bishops-
gatc, K.C. (accepted) 310 15 i

Ir^FORD.—For erection of a sanatorium for phthsis
patients at the isolation hospital. Chadwell, Ilford,

for the Ilford Urban District Council. Mr. H. Shaw.
M I.C.E., engineer and surveyor :—

Sharpin, W. S., Bow (accepted)... £1,095

KEi<;ni.EY.—For supply of steam piping, for the
electricity committee :—

Babcock and Wilcox. Ltd. ... £132
(Recommended for acceptance.)

Keyworth.—For the construction of new sewerage
and sewage disposal works in Debdale-lane, Key-
worth, for the Bingham Rural District Council. Mr.
C. W. Kendrick, sanitary surveyor :

—
Tomlinson, E., Keyworth ... £303

(Accepted.)

London, N.W.—For the provision of an external
iron Staircase at the domestic centre, Camden-street,
for the London Couuty Council :—

Davis, H. and Co .Ltd., Clapham £190
Carron Co., Upper Thames-street 183 2 6

Hayward Bros. & Eckstein, Ltd..
Borough 186 17 6

Cadogan Ironworks, Chelsea. ... 186
Mills. G., and Co.. Ltd., Radcliffe 177

Wilmer and Sons. Sc. Mary Axe 167
Hawkins and Baxter, Upper
Thames-street 159

Norris. F. W.. and Co.. St.

Andrew's Hill* 156
(Architect's estimate, l"180 )

•Recommended for acceptance.

Loughborough.— For providing and laying in

various Etveets about 1.400 superficial yards of 2ia.

concrete tlaeging. together with about 370 lineal

yards of lOio. by Bin. sp'ayed granite kerbing, for

ihe town couocil. Mr. A. H. Walker, A.M.I.C.E.,
borough surveyor:-

Moss, W., aod Sons. Ltd.,
Loughborough £510

Bowler. T., and Sons, Lough-
borough 535

Wileman and Gauge, Lough-
borough 499 10

Ball, J. T.. Bflrrow-on-Soar ... 498 2 6

Palmer, A. E., Glenfield, near
Leicester (accepted) 470

Malhon.—For the building works in connection
with the Tollesbury water supp'y. for the Maldon
Rural District Council :

—
Hutton. F.. and Son, Birch ... £174
(Accepted in place of J. Rayner, withdrawn.)

Nottingham.—For the erection of central bui'd-
ings. Upper Parliament-street, Nottingham, for Ihe
Notticgham Co-operative Society, Ltd. Mr. W . V.
Betts, L.R I B.A., architect. Quantities by the
architect :

—
Hopewell. G.,& Son. Old Basford £15.686
Wrodsend. W 15,332
Wright, J 15,148

Fish and Sons 14.8-24

liow. T 14,190
Dennett and Trglq 14.120

Long, T.. and Sons 14,077 13

Barlow. T.. and Co 13.685

Crane, W.. Ltd 13.554
Maule. W,, and C j 13..550

Gilbert flud Hall 13.440 10

Evans, F., Bulwell (accepSed) ... 13 436 8 7
(Architect's estimate. £13.800.)

(Rest of Nottingham.)

Stafford.—For the erection of cbildren'ahomes
oa the StalTord-road, for the Stafford board of
guardians :—

Clay, H. J., Sandon-rd . Stafford £2.508
(Accepted.)

TiLLTNGTON —For the erection of children's liimps
in Stone road. TilliuBton, near Stufford, for the
guardians. Mr. R. A Glas3. Stafford, a'-chite*-t :

—
D^ke, G., and Sou £:i.936

Sandy, G , and Co 3.329
Mason. T , and Son, Hedaesford 3.143
Sharp and Sons, Barton-uader-
Needwood 3 051

.Tervis Bros 3.05B
Cooke, J

.
, PorLhill . S tuke-on-

Trent 2,9.37

E^pley, F., and Sons 2,935
Gough, H., and Sons, Wolver-
hampton 2 900

Mor^jan. J., and Son 2 610
Clay. H. J. (accepted) 2,508

(Rest of Stafford.)

Toronto.—For the steel construction of the Don
section of Bloor-street Viaduct (length l,6l3tt., width
S6ft ), for the city council. Mr, R. C. Harris, com-
mis3ioaer of works :

—
Quinlan and Robertson, Montreal

(accepted) 947.076iol.

Vancouver. B.C.—For erecting a grain elevator in
reinforced concrete and steel, and of 1.2jO,000 bushel's
capacity, at Vancouver, for the Canadian Goverc-
ment :

—
Barrett and McQueen. FortWilliam, Out.

(accepted) 690.000dol.

WonnsoP.—For the erection of the proposed new
warJ and extensions at the administratiive block at
the Kilton Hill infirmary, lor the guardian^i :

—
Greenwood. J.. Manstie'd £2.799

(.\cc;epted.)

York,—Fnr tho erection of 2S cottages on the
Fulford Field House estate. Quantities by Mr.
F. W. Spurr, GuildhaM, York, city engineer:—

Birch. W.. and Sons. Ltd.. 29.

St. Saviourgate. York £7,374 G 4

(Accepted.)

York.—For the construction of 418 lineal yards of
new roid, 50ft. in widtb, for the corporation. Mr.
F. W. Spurr, Guildhall, York, engineer;—

Warren, C. L..7H, St. Paul's-road,
Seacombe, Wallasey, Cheshire

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions

of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are

many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary

matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to tho Editor of the Building Ne\vs, Kllingham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C, and not to

members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
tho Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable

for, unsought contributions.

*** Drawings of selected competition designs, im-

portant public and private buildings, details of old

and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,

houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, but are gind to do so when space permits,

on mutually advantageous terms, which may be
ascertained on application.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the

building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time executed, except under special circum-
stances.

TERMS OF SUBSCKIl'TION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of

the United Kingdom; for the Ihiited States,

£1 fis. Od. (or Cdols. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium,
i'l (is. Od. {or 3;{fr. 30c.) To India. £1 Gs. Od. To any
of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 Cs. Od.

*,* The special rate to Canada is £1 3s. lOd.

= :dols. SOc. for 12 months, and lis. lld. = 2dol3. 90c.

six montlis. Our Direct Subscription Agents for

Canada are Messrs. Sells, Ltd., 302, Shaughnessy
Buildings. McGill-strect, Montreal, who will receive

Subscriptions, £1 3s. lOd. per annum, on our account.

*»*Our Direct Subscription Agents for .Australia

are Mtssrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Co.. Printers and
Publisliers, 19, York Chambers, IOj. Liverpool-street.

Sydney, New South Wales; for Japan, Blessrs. Z. P.

ftlaruya and Co.. Ltd., ll-Hi. Nionbaslii Tori
Sanclioinc, Tokyo; who will receive Subscrijitions at

£1 Cs. per utnuiin on our account. Cojiies of the
paper will be sent by us direct to tlie subscribers'

addresses.
Telephone: Cerrard 1201.

Telegrams: "Timeserver, Estrand, London."

ADVEtlTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all oflicial advertise-

ments is Is. per line of Eight words, the first line

counting as two, the iriinimum charge being iis. for

four lines.

Tho charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-
cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-

tion Advertisements) is 6d. per line of Eight Words
(tho lirst lino counting as two), the minimum cliarge

being 4s. (id. for 50 words. Si)ecial terms for series

of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

SITUATIONS VACANT AND I'AaTNCrLSHIPS.

The charge for advertisements for "Situations
Vacant" and "Partnerships" is One Shilling for

Twenty- four Words, and Sixpence for every eight
words after. All Situation Advertisements must be

prepaid.
SITUATIONS WASTED.

Advertisements not exceeding Thirty Words,
inclusivo of name and address, are inserted under
the heading "Situations Wanted," free oj charge.

Kates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
s|)ecial and other positions, can bo obtained on
application to the Publisher.

*«* Peplies to advertisements can be received at

tho Ollice, Efflngham House, 1. Arundel - street.

Strand. W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded
under cover to advertiser, an extra charge of Six-

pence is made. (See Notice at head of "Situations.")

Advertisements for tho current week must reach

tho olUec not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-

page advertisements and alterations or stop orders

for serial advertisements must reach the ollice by

Tucsiiay morning to secure attention.

Cheques and Post-oITice Orders to be made payable

to The Stkand Newsi-aper Comi'Anv, Limited, and
crossed London County and Westminster Bauk.

Recktvkd.— J. G.—I. D. C—H. P.—P. G. and C'>.

B. and B.-G. J—S. and Co.—R., Ltd.—W. S. C
F. H. It.-B. K. aud Co.—G. J. aud Sou, Ltd.-

C. P. and Co.

U. R.—Yes.
L. W.—Please send.

A. L. G.—Thanks ; sorry, no room just now.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB,

Dr^winus Received.—"Tounelier," " Why," " Pinti>.'

" Empire," " Ogee," " September Moru," " Nem<i,'
" Pergradus," "Alpha," "Sea Wolf," "Romuliu-,*
"Raveu," "Walbroke," " Penwith."
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Royal Academy Travelling Studentship Design for a*

Picture Gallery in a I'ublic Park, 1911. By Mr.
William H. Hamlyn (Winner of the British Insti-
tution Scholarship in Architecture of £100, 1913).
Detail of Entrance Front.

Strand, W.O.

The Royal Kxchange, Manchester. Messrs. Bradshaw,
Gass, and Hope, Architects.

" Hambledon," Godalming, Surrey : Garden Front.t/
Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A., P.R.I.B.A., Architect.

The Shipley Art Gallery, Gateshead. View and plan. „
Mr. Arthur St^Kkwe'll, M.S. A., Architect.

An Original Study from the Nude. By Alfred Stevens, .

Sculptor of the Wellington Monument, St. Paul's
Cathe<lral.

Infants' Nursery for Children, Baniet Union. Messrs.
F. E. Williams, A.R.I.B.A., and Alfred Co.x,
F. R.I.B.A., Architects. Working drawings.

Reinforced-Concrete Buildings : Factory and Works.
Trafford Park, Manchester. Messrs. Butterworth
and Duncan, Rochdale, Architects.

THE SUPERVISION OF WORKS.
THE SUPERSTRUCTUKE.

Once a building has risen above ground-
level, the duty oJ the supervisor becomes
less arduous. The brickwork of a ground
story, for example, remains exposed to full

view, whilst super-imposed stories are
being constructed. In the case of trench
bottoms, concrete and footings, our oppor-
tunities for inspection are limited, and
soon the whole will be burietl. But
although extra time is thus apparently
afforded for making up our minds, it will

be seen that, in reality, equal promptness
in decision is required. In fairness to con-
tractors generally, if the architect has
visited work and offered no criticism,

either on the spot or immediately after his
visit by a formal letter from his office,

work to dat« may be reasonably assumed
to have been approved. Promptness is as
essential, therefore, as in below-ground
supervision. Later on, unsound material
and workmanship may be discovered,
which should have received instant atten-
tion. On each inspection of works in
progress, the architect should direct
special attention to work done since his
last visit, and should at once point out to
the contractor or his foreman any detects.

All above the dampcourse may be con-
sidered as the superstructure, and we deal
now, therefiire, with constructional
carcase, including walls, floors, and roofs

;

brickwork as left from the trowel, and
floors and roofs by the carpenter. In the
case of one-piece reinforced concrete con-
structions, and in skeleton-steel con-
struction, the carcase will now generally
include concrete and other fireproof floors.
In the supervision of a bare super-
structure, any'^hing striking the eye as not
absolutely plumb, and not perfectly
horizontal in all parts, large and small,
including brick coursing, anything "in
winding," and all surfaces not true planes,
should at once create suspicion and receive
immediate and minute investigation. We
may see in careless brickwork all that is
opposed to these fundamental principles.
The faces of walls " belly " in and out, or
have no true plane for surface, the courses
rise and fall in waves. Line and plummet,
and all th.^ laws of equilibrium have been
set at nought, and good bricks (perchance)
wasted.

If the architect has secured, by insist-
iii-e, sound, square footing-courses and
liasement-wall construction^satisfactory
wi)rk below ground— it is to Ije anticipated
that good brickwork will be given him
above, without further admonition. There
s. unfortunately, a great amount of care-
ess brickwork

; and bricklayers who have
worked much on inferior methods require

to be made to understand what solidly-con-
structed brickwork means. The outward
sign of such is that true geometrical basis
above referred to. Its elements are clean,
sound, " square " bricks, and freshly-com-
pounded mortar, or cement, of sound
materials. If the architect has set his
mind on a superior quality of solid and
flushed work, with each horizontal and
vertical joint really filled with mortar, he
should lay special stress on this in his
specification, and particularly impress it

on the builder. The honest builder, as a
rule, gives sound work, even it inclined
to rough finish. It is the speculating
fraternity who are votaries of the slap-
dash-and-dab style ; so responsible for the
general belief that, in exposed situations,
driving rain, as a matter of course, goes
through a 9in. wall as if it were brown-
paper. These mortar-starved walls, with
independent priinting, of course, make a
sorry guarantee of structural stability. It

the mortar is unsound or stale, or the
bricks are laid dry and dusty, the cohesion
throughout Ihe whole mass is small. Some
years back, a traction-engine shook down
some shops on a Kentisli highway. We
examined the deljris, and could not find

two bricks adhering the one to the other!

It is likely that the young architect will
have to listen to plausible arguments
showing the equal, it not superior,
efficiency of ordinary independent
pointing, as against joints "struck as the
work proceeds." A contractor desiring to

rush off the brickwork always prefers sub-
sequent pointing, for the neat, struck
weather-joint is a great brake on indecent
haste. A little consideration will show that
there is no comparison between the
methods of finish. Even supposing that in

both cases the same solidity of flushed
brickwork is maintained, the striking of
the actual layers of mortar, condensing the
edges, gives homogeneity throughout the
coui'se, with increased density to the
weather face. .Jointing as the work pro-
ceeds demands bricklaying true to line,

whereas any amount of "taking" is

required to botch up uneven coursed work.

We waste space, some may think, on
work beneath criticism ; but the principle

of supervision is based upon identical con-

siderations with those that demand a great

force of policemen to deal with the possible

and occasional rogue. Wo needs must
guard. We must also trust. The writer

could not swear that the interior parts <if

all thick brick walls that he has supervised

are sound, solid brickwork. The inference

is that such is the case; and, with ex-

perience, things hidden are understood
from the things seen. Thus, a quick glance

at outward and visible show suffices, when
one has acquired the peculiar faculty of

judging work from its mere appearance.
Obviously, however, we must all trust

greatly in our human intercourse, and in

building no less ; while, as respects the
clcrk-of-works system, thei'e was, no doubt,
quite a leading light in his profession upon
the public building we chanced to be upon
when a batch of machine-mixed concrete,

for reinforced work, was sent up with
aggregate nearly as innocent of cement as

a storm-washed Deal beach.

Of two buildings, to similar plans and
specification, carried out by independent
contractors, left with very lax supervision,

that which shows the most solidly-con-

structed brickwork will generally have the
best work throughout the majority of

trades. Much the same may be said with
regard to all other constructional work. In
masonry, iron and steel construction, and
roof and floor timbers, truth to line,

vertical and horizontal, and coincident
specific angle, is prima-facie evidence of

good and correct material and its skilful

and accurate putting together. Certainly,

the run-up "cheap" roof shows every sign

of offence "in winding," without waiting

for the time when, the weak purlins having
sprung, we have a miniature ocean swell

on the superficies of slate, hogged over

every truss.

The art of supervising building works
resolves itself into that of insisting upon
the duo fulfilment of the clauses of the
specification. The architect should foresee

the problems likely to occur in carrying his

designs into execution, and note the special

points to which he expects special attention

to be given, holding himself ever ready to

make some necessary change in con-

structional detail, more especially in the

case of alterations to old premises. Tlio

aim is, in all instances, a strong, enduring
construction, plumb walls and columns,

girders with proper and suitable bearing

surfaces, accurately bolted witli correctly-

drilled bolt-holes, and all of weights and
dimensions specified. Often the steelwork

is in the hands of a specialist engineer;

all the same, the final responsibility rests

with the architect. The thorough super-

vision of reinforced-concrete construction

presents a problem, under the circum-

stances assumed in these articles. Gener-

ally, such work is for large and important

structures, so that a clerk of wco-ks will

be employed. I'jven the speculative builder

seems to have acquired a fancy for " re-

inforced "-concrete lintels, the "reinforce-

ment" being, perhaps, a couple of half-

inch gaspipes. Since the strength of re-

I'vt,
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inforced concrete depends primarily on the
scientific disposition of the reinforcement,
the arcliitcct, acting •without a clerk of

works, must at least see that the steel is

placed in accurate position, instructing the
contractor that all must lie prepared for

his inspection. Otherwise hfs calculations
will be set at nought, and he may employ
the whole calculus in vain to correct them.
In making alterations and additions to

existing buildings it is not humanly
jjossible to foresee every contingency that
may arise during the progress of works.
Ready ingenuity to meet such unforeseen
contingencies is, therefore, a requisite in

skilled supervision. We do well here to

make always for structural stability, as by
thickening a wall, increasing the cross-

section of joist or girdei'. The resultant
"extra" is justified. It may be worth
while pointing out to young architects

about to carry out their first contract that,

coincident wdth their duty to clients is the

safeguarding of their future reputation. It

is better far frankly to admit an oversight
to one's client than to run risks, in the
endeavour to keep down ultimate costs.

The main end of supervising is to insure
good value for money. On the theory that

the strength of a chain is that of its

weakest link, we may depreciate value i f

the whole building by quite small detects.

It is, therefore, best, ' watching client's

interests, to face blame for extra costs. The
3'oung architect naturally dreads increase
of cost; but ho may rest assured that the
ultimate benefit of little improvements,
only to be made, often, by seizing oppor-
tunities as the works proceed, will best
serve his client. While weak handling, I he
fear of consequences, and neglect will,

sooner or later, only redound to his own
discredit.

••
REINFORCED-CONCRETE BUILDINGS.

MiissRs. Turner's Asue.stos Factory,
Trafford Park, Manchester.

Messrs. Butterworth and Duncan, Rochdale,
Architects.

The subject of this article is of a specially
interesting character, being e.xtensive in its

proportions, and containing several unique
features of construction. The magnitude of
the scheme may be gathered from the small
perspective sketch seen in Fig. 1.

The most important block in the scheme is

seen in foreground of tlie perspective, and
forms tlie subject ot the detail illustrated in

this issue, whilst the other details, including
the power-house, tanks, heating-clianibm-,
etc.. are detailed in a further chapter. The
building illustrated in this issue is a re-

inforced-conercte frame building 112ft. Cm.
long, 46ft. wide, aiul three stories liigli. It

will be scon that it is carried on a series of
thirty columns, disposed in the manner illus-

trated in tlie ground-floor plan (Fig. 2). These
columns are arranged in three aeries of ten
in each row, one row in cacli outer wall and
one central row. The colnnins are bridged
across with main and subsidiary beams, in

the manner illustrated in the first- and second-
floor plans (Figs. 3 and 4).

The details of these beams arc given in

Figs. D to 21. The detail elevation (Figs. 5
and 6) shows the beams oinployod at the first

floor— in the positions marked on the plan

—

to support the external walls. FI is the
beam employed for the end spans, and F2 for
the intermediate spans. 'I'liese beams are
15in. deep and 9in. wide in both cases, and
are constructed on the continuity principle,
Avith tension-bars above the columns. Looped
liangers arc employed, as shown in the
enlarged section (Fig. 10), and one of eacli

pair of the j)ositi\c tension-rods is bent
up to secure shear resLstanci', in tin' manner
shown in the ele\ation.

The main floor beams marked F .') on first-

floor plan are illustrated in Fig:,. 7 and 11.

These beams are 2fiin. deep, !)iii. wide, and
liaVe a total span of 2.'ift. between the

Fftcronr *
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supports. They are heavily reinforced with
twin rods, as shown in section (Fig. 11), and
are well bracketed and tied across the angle

connections to the columns; the smaller
linking-rods, it will be seen in the elevation,

are bent round and secured to the shear
rods. These beams are also constructed on
the continuous principle, with tlie tension-

rods shown on the elevation. Fig. 14 illus-

trates beam F6, which, it will be seen from

—- Ficufl£ Z.

the plan (Fig. 3) is a continuation of beam
F 5, and ot similar construction.

The end beams, F 11, are shown in eleva-

tion (Fig. 8) ; they are lijin. deep and flin.

wide, provided with plain reinforcement of

two pairs of heavy rods, shown in the section

of Fig. 12.

F 12 is one of the beams provided for the

motor |)latform, is of similar construction,

and is illustrated in Fig. 9 (elevation) and
Fig. 13 (section).

The upper floor beams follow tlie same
general lines of construction, with certain

variations, incident chiefly upon the intro-

duction of the hoppers. The main beams
(marked S5 and S6 upon tlic second-flotir

plan, Fig. 4) are similar in construction to

F5 and F6 on the first floor, as also are the

external and cross-beams, S9, S 2, etc.,

marked upon the plans and details. The
principal variation is in beams S21, S 22, and
S24. These are small, heavily reinforced

y\s^

rnt n neuFt h^ m, n

3EX\\

ItoT M'*'7^s rag

FI0Ofi£ S.-—
beams, shown in Figs. 15 to 20. Fig. 15.

beam S 21 , is lOin .deep by Gin. wide, and
has a span of 12rt. Gin. S 22 and S 24, it will

be seen, are similar, and all these beams
have very heavy tension resistance, con-

sisting of four large rods closely linked and
stirruped.

Tile floor section employed throuRhont this

building is shown in Fig. 21. Tliis figure

shows the lattice of rods employed at Gin.

intervals, and providing a high resistance in
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the comparatively small section of 5in. total

depth. It will be seen that advantage has

also been taken hero of the additional

strength secured by constructing the floor on
the continuous principle. It will also be noted

that each alternate lloor-rod is bent up to

columns diminish in diameter, and just above
the ground floor, where the rods of the
ground-floor shaft are coiniccted to the rods
built into the reinforced-concrete bases. The
foundations are prepared with a layer of 8
to 1 concrete, and are constructed in a total
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provide a tie. Fig. 21 also shows the section
of the smaller cross-beams.
The columns employed for this building

are of very substantial construction. They
are designed in the form of a square
throughout, with four stout rods arranged at

angles, and linked up together with stout
wire ties at 6in. intervals. Tlie lengths of
rods are connected together with 18in.

ferrules just above the first floor, where the

_ p/aux£2o —

depth of reinforced work about 1ft. 9iu. high,
with two tiers of latticed rods, of which the
ends of the lower tier are bent up to form
ties. Vertical binders are also inserted where
shown on the drawings at 12in. intervals.

Figs. 22 to 25 are a typical illustration of

the interior columns marked A on the ground-
floor plan ; Fig. 22 is an elevation ; Fig. 23 a
plan of the ISJin. section between first and
second floors ; Fig. 24 is plan of the 18in.
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ricuR£ 21. ficufieze

^iQi/mr 3r Ptcw^a

section between the ground and the first

floor; and Fig. 25 is a plan of the 7ft. square

hase.

A typical example of the e.xtcrior cchunns
is illustrat<>d in Figs. 26 to 28. Fig. 26 being
the elevation, Fig. 26a plan of the upper
seetioji, Fig. 27 a plan of the lower section

(ground to first floor), and Fig. 28 a plan of

the 6ft. square base.

The longer shafts, marked by letters F and
G on the plans of the building (Figs. 2, 3,

and 4), are sliown in detail in Figs. 29 to 37.

These are, of course, of heavier construction
than the shorter shafts, in order to provide
for the greater loads. The interior shaft, F,
is shown in elevation. Fig. 34, and plans 35,

36, and 37. The upper part of the sliafl is

lain, square, with four large reinforced rods,

and tlie lower section is 20in. square, with
eight similar rods as reinforcement. The
foundation is 7ft. 6in. square, of similar con-
struction, and with the double reinforcement
indicated in the previous examples.
The external column G is of somewhat

smaller section, but similar construction.

The foundation base is in this case 6ft. 6in.

square. It will be noted that the cantilever
balcony supports are attached to this column.
The constrnction is shown on the elevation,

Fig. 29. A single bent rod is used for both
tension and compression reinforcement. It

is bent round at the outer angle, carried
back, and hooked into the floor beam behind.
Fig. 30 is a plan of the upper portion of the
shaft, and Fig. 31 is a plan of the lower. The
foundation is shown in Fig. 32. Fig. 33 in-

dicates a variation in the construction of the
upper section of the shaft, in the case of one
column. The whole of the concrete work
has been executed and designed by Stuart's
Granolithic Co., Ltd., of 45, Bedford-row,
W.C.

(To he ronltnucd.)

^*^-

THE R.I.B.A. EXAMINATIONS.
PRELIMINARY.

The Preliminary Examination, qualifying
for registration as a Probationer R.I.B.A.,
was held in London and the six provincial
centres on November 24 and 25, 1914. Of the
70 candidates admitted, 25 were exempted
from sitting, and the remaining 45 examined,
of whom. 24 passed. The passed and
exempted candidates—numbering 49 alto-

gether—are as follows :

—

Georgt Eric Adams, Yorecroft, Ripon; Henry
Augustus Davis Adams, " Invermeath," Holy-
well-nvenue. Monkseatori; Harry James Ambler.
18, Devonshire-mews East, Portland-place, W.

;

Clarence Howard Bailey. 62, Coggleshall-road,
Braintree; Harry Bannister, 65, Edith-grove,
Eulhara-road, S.\V. ; James Bennett, c/o Messrs.
John Burnet and Son, 239, St. Vincent-street,
Glasgow; Walter James Bennett. Rigmund,
IJuchanan-gardens, St. Andrews, Fife; Alfred
Geoffrey Beville, 7, Downshire-hill, Hampstead;
Allan P. Buchanan, 274, Renfrew - street,
Glasgow; Stanley Godwin Bulstrode, " Vectis,"
Bishop's Waltham; William Frederick Cart-
wright, 20. Cambridge - street, Loughborough,
Leicestershire; Gerald Austin Cassidy, 4,

Clarendon - street, Picslon; Fred William
Chapman, "Fairfield," Tapton Crescent-road,
Shedield; Harold Gountlry Clark, Sumnierhill,
.\bbey-road, Darlington; Albert Crawley, c/o
Mr. H. H. Dunn, St. Peter's Churchyard,
I>incoln; Charles C. Elliott. 18, Station-street
liast, Coventry; Archibald Victor Farrier, 222,

Canbury P.arkroad, Kingston-on-Tliaines ; Alex.
Garden Forgie, 33, Sinnrnerside-place, Eeith

;

Charles Stott Gamnn, Rossmore, Ncston

;

r^eopold John Ellacott Genner, " Mayfield."
Blenkarne-road, Wandsworth Connnon, S.W.

;

Percy James Gordon, 8. Mecklenburgh street,
W.C; John Nigel Greasley, "Clovelly." Went-
worth avenue, W. Soulhbonme, Hants; Tom
William Haird, 56, Wilbcrforce-road. Leicester;
.\ndrew lilayney Hamilton, Bloomsbury Club.
Cartwright - gai-dens, Tavistock - square, W.C;
Norman Asquith Howell, 14, Glebe -road,
Reading; Frank Victor llulinc, 1, Clare-street,
Harriscahead, Stoke-on-Trent ; Frederick Win.
Jones, Town Hall. Rochdale; Cecil Frederick
Keller, Edgeliill, Winchester; Martin Douglas
Niel Koch. St. Saviour's Vicarage, Eton-road,
Hampstead, N.W. ; Jack Pritcliard l.ovell.

56, Molineux st rcct, Derby; Joseph Samuel
Lowe, 127, Claremont-road. Moss Side. M.in
Chester; Joseph Arthur Millard. 8, Wiltsliiir
road, Brixton, S.W. ; Cyril Hawthorn Mitchell,
c/o Messrs. Bond and Batley, 115. Gower-street,
W.C; Wallace George Mitchener, "The
Haven," 28, Motitpelier-rise, Woodstock-avenue.
Golder's Green. N. ; .Tohn Price Nunn, 91. Camp-

street. Lower Broughton, Manchester; Arthur
Peel, Church - street, Staveley. Chesterfield;
John ClilTe Pidduck, Grove House, Alsager,
Cheshire; Eustace Archibald Remnant, 185,

Croydon-road, Anerley ; Keimeth Morris Roberts,
4, Vanbrugh Park - road, Blackheath, S.E.

;

William Jelf Rogers, 152, Stow-hill, Newport;
George Arthur Smith, 23, Alexandra-road, Hull;
Leslie Richard Stokes, Bridge House, Beacons-
field; Howard Davey Sugden, Sunnyside, Peel
Moat-road, Heaton Moor, Stockport; Harry
Tansley, 15, Stuart-street, Leicester; Frederick
Leonard Thomas, Taunton School, Taunton;
Lionel George Tlieopliilus Thomas, Perse School
House, Glebe-road, Cambridge; Richard Simons
Trillia, 16, Richmond-terrace, Clifton, Bristol

;

Harold Watson, Newall Carr, Otiey; Reginald
Alex. Gibson Wilson, 259, Oxford - street,
Swansea.

INTIUIMKDIATK.

The Intermediate Examination, qualifying
for registration as Student R.I.B.A., was
held in London and six provincial centres
from November 20 to 27, 1914. Thirty-four
candidates were examined, of whom 19

passed. The passed candidates are as follows,

the names being given in order of merit as

placed by the Board of Arcliitectural Edu-
cation :

—
Albert Peregrine Lloyd, 5, The Promenade,

Swansea; James Ambrose Dartnall, Forest
House, High Stone. Leytonstone. N.E. ; Henry
Cartwright Helliwell, 74, Plymouth-grove, Man-
chester; Cuthbert Bertram Stewart. 29. Stan-
hope-road, Darlington; Leslie Fenner, 63,

Laburnum-avenue, The Garden Village, Hull;
Cyril Hawthorn Mitchell, c'o Messrs. Bond and
Batley, 115, Gower-street, W.C: Kingsley Vale
Weston, 19, Epperstone-road, West Bridgford,
Nottingham: Douglas Edward Knight. 29.

Millicent-road, West Bridgford, Notts; Gerald
Rupert Clayton, 2, Oozehead-lane. Blackburn;
Ganiet Reginald Cottingham, 37, Vernham-
road, Plumstead, Woolwich. S.E. ; Henry
Goronwy Evans, 5, North-parade, Carmarthen;
George Wallace Proffitt. Memnrial-road. Walk-
den, nr. Manchester: Evan Wendell Roberts,
Railway Inn, Penclawdd. Swansea; Noel E.

Scott, 6. Summerhill-terrace. Wellington-road,
Cork, Ireland: William Needham Spence,
" Lithgow, ' Oakley-road, Ranelagh, Dublin

;

Adam Knowles Stewart. Creeve, Loughgcllv,
Co. Armagh ; Vernon James Sti'eadwick. 47,

Trent-road. Brixton-hill, S.W. : Robert Wilson,
jun., Almalea, Falkirk ; Arthur George Wood,
The Parsonage Farm, Brenchley, Kent.

The number of failures among the rele-

gated candidates in each subject of the Inter-

mediate Examination was as follows:—
A. Prmci]>al Styles and General History of Archi-

tecLure 7

B. 1. Simple Applied Construction U
B. 2. Theoretical Construction I't

C, 1. Historical Architecture ;*

(a) Greek and Roman 1

(b) Byzantine and Romanesque —
(c) French and Eujjlish Gothic 1

(d) Italian, French, and English Renaissance —
C 2. Mathematics and Mechanics —
C. 3. Design 4

E.\EMPTIONS FROM THE INTERMKDIATE.

The following Probationers, trained at the

schools mentioned, and possessing the cer-

tificates required under the regulations, were
exempted from sitting for the Intermediate
Examination, and have been registered as

Students R.I.B.A.:—

James Bennett, c/o Messrs. John Burnet and
Son, 239, St. Vincent-street, Glasgow; James
McLellan Brown, Green - street, Stonehouse,
Lanarkshire; Editli Ma.ry W.Trdlnw Burnet.

59, Queen's-road, Aberdeen ; Douglas Charles
Lawford Derry, 62, Redington - road. Hamp-
stead, N.W.; Ronald Aver Duncan, 31, Glebe-
place, Chelsea; Henry Nettleton Fisher, 81,

Hungerford - road, Camden -road, N. ; Percy
James Gordon, 8. Mecklenburgh-street, W.C;
.\ndrcw B. Hamilton, Bloomsbury Club, Cart-
wright-gardens, Tavistock-squ;\re, W.C; Martin
Douglas Niel Koch, St. Saviour's Vicarage,
Eton-road, Hampstead, N.W.

In accordance with the special concession
granted by the Council to Probationers on
military service— viz., "Candidates for the

Intermediate Examination whose Testi-

monies of Study are approved, to be regis-

tered as Students "- the following Pro-
bationers lunc been exempted from .sitting

for tlie Intermediate Examination, and have
been registered as Students R.I.B.A. ;

—

James Hunter Aitken, Biddies F:irm. Farn-
ham Royal, Slough: George Alfred Allen. 34,

Jaffray-road, Bromley, Kent ; Edward Noel
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Cliflon, 7. East Iiidia-avcmie, EX.; Pliilii)

Henry Cunthill, "E" Company, 4th Public
Schools Battalion, Ruval Fusiliei-s, Leatherhead ;

John Spcdding Cniwen, do Mr. J. F. Ciirwen,
24, Highgate, Kemlal : Harold Sidn<;y Davis,
"Anialfi," Tankorlon-road, \Vhit.<table ; Grahani
Tom Eveleigh, 7, Northfield, Bridgwater, Somer-
set; Kenneth ,John Fisher, 1, Comely Bank-
road, Egremonl, Cheshire; Harold Miirton
Jeffreys. 127. High -street, Maldon. Essex;
Charles Frederick Jones, 9, Howard - gardens,
Cardiff; Geoffrey Thomas Mnllins, 18, West
Heath-avenue, Hampstead, N.W.; Robert Wni.
Pile, 13, Elm Grove-road, Ealing, W. ; Alec
Donald Rix. London House, Acle ; Walter
Rudnian, "Lalehani." Clarence-road, Clapham
Park, S.W.: Alfred Snell, Church-street North.
Liskeard; Robert George Vergetti, 7. Walter-
road. Swansea, South Wales; Walter George
Wilkinson, 23, Oppidans-road, Primrose Hill,
Hampstead, N,W.

FINAL AND SPECIAL.

Tlie Final and Special Examinations,
(lualifyiiig for candidature as Associate
R.I.B.A., were hold in London from Dec. 3
to 11, lOU. Of the i-2 .-andidates exaniijied,
17 passed, and the remaining 25 were rele-
gated. The successful candidates, given in

alphabetical order, are as follows:

—

Leslie Patrick Ahercrombic, The University,
Liverpool; Thomas Henry Barrow. 100, Shenley-
road, Candjerwell, S.E. ; Habib Basta. 17.
Endymiou-terrace, Finsbury Park, N. ; Naser-
wanji Mancherji Bhownaggree, 1, Gordon-place,
Gordon-square, W.C. ; Edwin Forbes Bothwell,
"Blackball," 211, Roniford-road, Forest Gate,
Essex; David Arthur Carmichael, Netherton,
Greenock, N.B. ; William Robert Davison,
Longhirst Brocks, Morpeth; George Eric
Francis, 115, Newlands Park, Sydenham, S.E.

;

Thomas George, 1, Okus-road, Swindon;
Blakeley Hinder Gribbon, Windsor - terrace,
Garforth, near Leeds; Trevellyn Phillip
Jenkins, 276, Oxford-street, Swansea; Henry
Xonnan Jepson. 13,' Chatham-road, Kingston-
on-Thames; Edward Meredith, Tyllwyd, New-
bridge-on-Wye; Albert Henry Owen, 71, Marl-
borough-road, Upper Holloway, N. ; Stanley
George Soper. 50, Woodville"- road, Golder's
Green, N.W. ; Harris .Stephens Triscott, 2,
Iverson - road. Brondesbnry, N.W. ; Reginald
Sharnian Wilshere, 60, Trinity-road, Chelmsford.

The number of failures among the rele-
gated candidates in each subject of the Final
Examination was as follows ;

—

A. Design 20
li. Construction

—

(1) Foundations, Walls, Roofb, ic 1-t

)2) Iron aud Steel 15
C. Hygiene U
D. Properties and Uses of Building Materials 5
K, The Ordinary I'ractice of Architecture 8
F. The Thesis 1

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS'
ANNUAL REPORT.

The annual report of the Council of the
Society of Architects, presented to the
members last (Thursday) evening, states that
a year ago the Council appointed nine
standing committees to assist them in dealing
with their work. Of these the Board of Pro-
fessional Defence is an advisory committee,
formed for dealing with cases in which
members are persojuilly concerned, involving
matters beyond the scope of the Practice
Committee, aud embracing questions of prin-
ciple affecting the profession generally. It
is. perhaps, a matter for congratulatioii that
tlifj necessity for calling this committee to-
gether has not arisen during the past
session. The Council also appointed local
honorary secretaries in various countries and
in our Dominions and Colonies, and also in
Argentine and China.
Seventy-two candidates have been elected

to membership hy ballot, and five Graduates
and fifteen Students have been admitted to
the respective registers by the Council. After
allowing for deatlis, resignations, voids,
lapses, and removals, the total nienibership
on October 31 is 1,228, of wliicli number 1,014
are corporate members.
At the examinations 21 eanilidates sub-

mitted themselves, of which a large pro-
portion were relegated to their studies in
almost every subject taken. A number of
competitions w^ere offered to Ciradnates and
Students during the session. Tlie adoption '

of the jury system of assessing the designs
|has demonstrated the fact that to secure

unanimity it is necessary that t!ie jury should
have previously agreed to the subject in all

its bearings, drawn up the conditions, know
exactly the object of the problem set, and
the determining factors for its successful

solution.

In November, 191.3, the Council completed
its revision of the Society's draft Registra-

tion Bill, and the document was settled in

conference with Sir Alfred Cripps, K.C.,
IM.P. (now Lord Parmoor). The Bill was
then issued to the professional Press aud
made public generally, with a view of

inviting observations and criticisms thereon.

As a result of this pidjlicity, a number of

useful opinions and suggestions were received
and noted for future consideration. A copy
of the Bill was also sent to the councils of

interested professional bodies. No objection
was raised by them on the question of prin-

ciple, but the Auctioneers' Institute sought
to liave that body scheduled in the Bill, and
the Institution of Municipal Engineers
thought their members were not sufficiently

protected, 'i'lic Council did not see its way
to meet the wishes of the Auctioneers' In-

stitute, and consider thiit the members of

th Institution of Municipal Engineers were
already sufficiently covered, though the

Council was prepared to discuss the nnitter

with the Institution. The Society's proposals
attracted a good deal of attention among
other professions, notably the dentists, ^vhose

organ, the "Dental Surgeon," pointed out
that if certain sections of the Dentists Act
(relating chiefly to restriction of the title of

dentist to qualified persons, aud recovery

in a court of law of charges for professional

services), had been draw-n on the lines of

similar clauses in tho Society's Bill, the

present position of affairs in the dentists'

profession would never have come about.

Some useful criticism was also received from
the ' South African Architect," based on ex-

perience of the working of the Transvaal
.Architects Act, which the Society was to a

considerable extent instrumental in securing.

The journal in question holds the view (on

which sonie differenco of opinion exists in

the profession in South Afrca), that a Regis-

tration Bill should confine itself entirely to

Registration matters, and should not include

any provision for educating the architect

before registering him, the point being that

architects should not be taxed to assist in

further filling an already overcrowded pro-

fession. The Council, on the other hand,
considers that one of the advantages of

Statutory Registration would bo that an Act
such as that proposed by the Society would
at once define a standard of architectural

education, and that everyone desirous of

taking up the profession in the future would
know what was required of him before

spending time and money in endeavouring
to qualify. At a meeting held on .lanuary 5,

1914, the general body of the R,I,B.A.

decided not to proceed with a Registration

Bill, at any rate for the present, but to apply

for an extension of their Charter, to enable

thenr to confer the title of " Chartered Archi-

tect " upo)i all persons passing a stated exa

mination. It was understood that this

tieeisiou was come to owing to the R.I.B.A.

Council having been notified by their legal

advisers that the Institute could not promote

a Parliamentary Bill on this subject, because

of certain constitutional disal>ilities under

which the non corporate class of Licentiates

were suffering. It then became, from the

Society's point of view, a question of volini-

tary versus statutory Registration, the

essential difference between llie Registration

proposals of the R.I.B.A. aud of the Society

being that the former favoured a policy of

voluntary Registration within the Institute,

and the latter a policy of statutory Registra-

tion for every member of the profession,

whether belonging to any architectural body

or not. Committees of .Associates and

Licentiates were formed, with a view of

watching their own interests. The Council

had, in the meantime, taken steps to sidjmit

a counter-petition to the Privy Council, iu

tlie event of the Charter proposals being pro-

ceeded with.

Last March the then President of tlie

R.I.B.A. circularised the allied societies to

the effect that tho Council of the Institute
had decided to oppose the Society's Registra-
tion Bill, on the grounds that it was detri-

mental to the interests of the Institute, and
conflicted fundamentally with their new
policy of Registration by Charter. The
Council thereupon issued a counter-state-
ment, showing at a glance the dilTereiice be-

tween the proposals of tho two bodies. About
this time the Auctioneers' and Estate Agents'
Institute presented a Bill to Parliament, the
object of which was to establish a register

of persons practising as auctioneers or estate

agents dealing with real estate, and to pre-

scribe the qualifications for admission to tho
register. The effect of the measure, if it

, became law, would be that an architect who
is not a member of the Society of Architects
or of one of the other scheduled bodies,
would not be allowed to make a valuation of

real property for a consideration unless he
was I'egistered under the Act. As there are

a number of architects who do not belong to

the Society or any other arcliiteetural body,
and most of them have to make valuations of

property from time to time for various
purposes, they are considerably affected by
the proposed Bill. In order to continue to

make these valuations they would have to

register under the Act as auctioneers and
estate agents, and pay an additional fax for

registration fee and annual license. The
Society of Architects is one of the pro-

fessional bodies scheduled in the Bill as

being exempt from the operation of the Act.

Here is one instance of the advantage of

membership in a recognised professional

body which is able to look after the interests

of its members.
The outbreak of the war has put a stop for

the present to the promotion of the Institute

Charter in the Privy Council and of the

Society's Bill in Parliament. The hope has
been expressed that as the war has had the

good effect of drawing together the members
of the architectural profession, w^ithout refer-

ence to architectural politics, when peace is

declared some method may by then have been
arrived at of .settling any little differences in

regard to the means to be adopted in attain-

ing the end which both the Society and the

Institute have in view.

The New Zealand Institute of .Architects

were successful last July in obtaining a

Registration Act, having accomplished in one

year what the profession at homo has been

seeking for thirty years. The New Zealand
Bill was, however, practically a Government
measure. Progress has also been made in

some parts of Canada which have followed

the lead set by Alberta and other provinces

of that Dominion. In Canada all the pro-

vincial architectural bodies are federated

with the Royal Architectural Institute of

Canadian .Architects, which greatly facilitates

the organisation, administration, and control

of professional matters. The Royal Victorian

Institute of Architects, Melbourne, is pro-

ceeding with a Registration Bill, and a

similai- measure is to be introduced in New
South Wales, and also in Tasmania,

One. of the duties devolving upon the

Council, through its Practice Committee, is

to consider, and,,where possible, advise, on

questions relating to professional practice

placed before it by members. None of the

eases which have 'been before the Council

have been of sufficient general importance in

principle to be sent immediately to the Board

of Professional Defence ; but in several cases

the knowledge that the matter in dispute had

been referred to the Council of the Society

was sufficient to induce the parties to come

to terms.
Another, and less pleasant, duty of the

Council is to investigate any allegations

brought against members for a breach of pro-

fessional etiquette or of the Society's regula-

tions. In every case where such an allegation

has been made, the Council has held a most

careful inquiry into the facts, aud when the

charge has been proved to its satisfaction,

and the member concerned has not been able

to give a satisfactory explanation, his resigna-

tion has been demanded and received, llie

Council has taken up every ease of unsatis-

factory architectural competitions brought to

its notice, and where it has failed to secure
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ameiidnieiits tlie competition liasLiL-eu barred,
and members warned not to take part
therein. On tliree occasions during tlie year
tlie warning was disregarded, and the arclii-

tects concerned are no longer members of

tlie Society. The Society has acted in con-
junction with the R. I.B.A. in this matter,
and as the promoters of competitions are
realising that responsible arcliitects, par-
ticularly those who are members of archi-
tectural bodies, will not take part where the

conditions are unsatisfactory, the profession
itself is beginning to benefit by the increased
recognition of its status by public bodies and
others. In some cases members have entered
for competitions and prepared their drawings
without consulting the Society first, and have
afterwards found themselves in a difficult

position when the competition has been
barred.
Your Council referred to a committee the

question of making an inquiry into the
reasons for the excessive cost of building
operations in the United Kingdom, as com-
pared with that in other countries, with a

view of suggesting a remedy if possible.

Owing to the outbreak of war the inquiries

have been suspended for the present.

A Model Form of Conditions of Contract
has been drafted for the Society by Mr. W.
Valentine Ball, barrister-at-law, based on
suggestions made after long and careful
inquiry into the matter by the Council. The
Council has also drafted, under legal

guidance, a number of forms for party-

wall and other notices under the London
Building Act. It is hoped that these
documents, more particularly the form
of building contract, may be found of

practical service to the members. Three
years ago, in response to an imitation from
the Engineering Standards Committee, the

Council appointed Mr. B. R. Tucker to

represent them on the Sectional Committee
on Vitrified Ware Pipes, which was entrusted
with the drafting of the British Standard
Specification. Tliis committee has since com-
pleted its work, and its report has been
approved and issued by the main committ<?e.

The Institute of Builders approached the

Council regarding a proviso which the In-

stitute liad authorised its members to endorse
on all future tenders for building under-
takings, with a view of providing for (a) tlie

adjustment of any account for extras, due
to an increase in the cost of labour or

materials owing to the war, and (b) a reason-

able extension of time for any delay in

oljtaining labour or material owing to the

same cause. The Council saw no objection
to the principle of insurance against war
risks; but it raised some objections to the

form of the proviso, and proposed a revised

clause, which the Institute of Builders has
circulated to its members.
The Council was approached by the Sur-

veyors' Institution, who drew attention to

the obstacle against accurate estimating
imposed by the practice of leaving in bills of

quantities, the cutting away and attendance
on sub-contractors to be priced in a lump sum
by the principal contractor. As the al)ility

of the Surveyors' Institution to deal with the

subject of complaint depejuled largely upon
the information placed at its disposal by
architects, the co-operation of the Society of

Architects was invited. The Council was in

sympathy' with tlie proposals of the Sur-
veyors' Institution in principle, but suggested
modifications in the method of carrying them
into olTcet. 'I'hc matter was still under
negotiation at the end of the session. The
Council has been able successfully to main-
tain the principle that candidature for im-

portant public architectural appointments
should not be restricted to members of any
one architectural liody, but should be open
to any )jona-fide member of the profession.

I'he Council has also taken up with public
bodies the question of the employment of

practising architects rather than officials in

connection with architectural works of a

public character, and lias approached a

Government department relative to officials

undertaking outside architectural work in

their spare time, to the detriment of private
practitioners.

The South African Branch has made good

progress during the year, and is in a strong

position numerically and financially. The
result of the action of the Society conjointly

with tliat of other similar bodies in South
Africa, was that the whole question of

Government competitions was considered by

the Minister of I'ublie Works, who under-

took tliat if the architectural bodies con-

cerned would appoint an advisory board from
among their own members, he would in the

future consult that board, and act with them
when promoting any public competition.

The revenue account shows a decrease in

the expenses generally, particularly in

printing and stationery, salaries, and legal

expenses. The Publications account shows a

decrease in expenses, although it includes

the cost of reprinting the Library Catalogue,

which is a new item. The examination ex-

penses have been less, and also the amount
written off for bad debts, and there has been
a considerable drop in the bank interest,

due to the reduction of the overdraft. After
allowing for depreciation of premises, fur-

niture, etc., there remains a surplus for the

year of £296, against £216 for last year, an
increase of £80. The Society's donation
account shows a new item of 100 guineas to

the Architects' War Committee, an unfore-

seen contingency, which has reduced the

surplus carried to the balance-sheet to £66,

a little less than last year. Had it not been
for this, this surplus would have been more
than twice as much as last year. The income
shows an increase in the members' subscrip-

tions, a new item in Graduate subscriptions,

and a drop in the Students' fees, the latter

being due, to .some extent, to the operation

of the articles of association in restricting

this class. The income from publications has

increased, and receipts from examination
fees have fallen oiT considerably. The total

income for the year is £2,903 8s. 6d., against

£2,90.3 16s. 5d. last year, a somewhat curious

coincidence. The total surplus of assets over

liabilities is £3,252, or £116 more than last

year. The result, .so far as the Council's

anticipation is eoueerned. is more favourable
than they expected.

Early in the session the Beaux Arts Com-
mittee voluntarily released the Society from
its financial guarantee. The Committee
asked that the privileges of using the

Society's premises for its meetings and the

clerical staff for its work might be renewed.

The Council gladly renewed these facilities,

and ill addition made a second donation of

£100 from the Society's funds in furtherance

of the Committee's work. The Atelier has
now become firmly established, and is reeog

nised. even by those who at one time opposed
the scheme, to be carrying on the traditions

of the Beaux Arts method of architectural

training on the right lines. The Council is

satisfied that its action in bringing into

existence the Beaux Arts Committee, and
materially assisting in this work, is one of

the best things the Society has done, and is

justified by results. There is little to show
for it from a material point of view ; but

the influence which the Atelier is having op
the future of architecture in Britain is

already being felt, and will undoubtedly be

to the permanent good of the profession and
the community. The growth and develop-

ment of the Atelier has been such that it was
decided by the Beaux Arts Committee to

establish a second Atelier in London, and
premises had been secured when the outbreak
of war put a stop for the present to any
further progress in this direction. The
Atelier is in the meantime carrying on its

work successfully from the educational point

of view, but under some material difficulties.

At the request of the Incorporated Clerks

of Works' Association of Great Britain, a

committee of the Council received a deputa-

tion from that body, with a view to ven-

tilating some questions affecting the interests

of clerks of the works, more particularly in

regard to the rates of wages offered to them
by public bodies. The Council was able to

assure the deputation that they were in

accord with them on this point. Another
iiucstioii raised by the deputation was as to

who was liable in the event of injury or

fatality to the clerk of the works in the dis-

charge of his duty. The Council, on sub-

sequently going further into the matter, was
advised that an injured person can claim
for injury under common law, the Employers'
Liability Act, or the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act, and that, therefore, building

owners should insure against this risk. The
architect should in his own interests make
sure that he does not incur any liability in

the event of the building owner becoming
insolvent, or from any other cause.

Within a few days of the outbreak of war.

a meeting of architects open to the whole of

the profession was held at Conduit-street to

consider the best way in which architects

might offer their services to the nation

during the crisis. Two sub committees were
subsequently formed, one for dealing with
benevolence and the other with administra-

tion. The Council unanimously decided to

support the movement by placing at the dis-

posal of the Architects' War Committee the

Society's premises and clerical staff for the

use of any of the sub-committees. Further,

it voted a grant of one hundred guineas as

a contribution to a fund to be formed for

providing paid work for architects whose
means of livelihood were stopped by the war.

It also suggested the formation of a pro-

fessional employment subcommittee for the

administration of the fund, and outlined a

scheme to enable architects in distress

owing to the war to earn a living wage by
doing work of a kind which would be a

benefit to the community, rather than have
to depend upon benevolent aid. These offers,

donations, and proposals were accepted and
adopted by the Architects' War Committee.
The benevolent sub-committee has developed
into the Professional Employment Com-
mittee. Mr. Percy B. Tubbs, F.R.I. B.A.,

M.S. A., is the vice-chairman of this latter

committee, and Mr. C. McArthur Butler is

the acting lion, secretary. The Professional

Employment Committee is developing a

scheme of civic surveys under the guidance

of Mr, Lanchester, by which means it is

hoped to offer employment not only to archi-

tects and surveyors, but to members of many
other allied professions.

At least one member of the Society is a

prisoner of war, another has been mentioned
in despatches, and all who are on active

service are taking their full share of the

burden.
«s«o^

Mr. C. A. Kirby, M.Inst.G.E., of Boslou,

Lines, district engineer for the G.N.R. Company,
has retired, after fifty-one years' service.

Tlie corporation of Nelson, Lanes, have
adopted an amended plan for public abattoirs

to be built at an estimated outlay of dE14,940.

Tlie Empire Picture House Theatre, which has

been erected between the Station-square and
Baxtergate, Whitby, and which was opened last

week, is from designs by Mr. A. E. Young,
architect, of Whitby. The contractor was Mr.

W. Lavvsoii, of Sleights.

At tlie invilation of the Board of Trade, the

chair and furniture manufacturers of High
Wycombe opened yesterday (Thursday) a two-

days' exhibition in Cheapside of British-made

chairs designed and manufactured to capture

the well-known Austrian bentwood chair

industry.

Mr. Robert Fowler Sturge, F.S.I., of Bristol,

died on Saturday at his residence, 101, Pem-
broke-road, Clifton, at the age of seventy-nine.

A land agent and surveyor, Mr. Sturge acted as

agent for the landed estates of the Bristol

Municipal Charities. The funeral took place on

Wednesday at the Friends' Burial Ground,

Kingsweston.

Mr. Maurice E. Webb, M.A., son of Sir Aston

Webb, R.A., and President of the Architectural

Association, who patriotically enlisted in the

Royal Engineers as a private, has obtained a

coinmission in that regiment, as have also Mr.

R. M. Pigott, A.R.I.B.A., and Mr. P. Butt, also

members of the A.A. ; and Mr. L. M. Gotch,

A.R.I.B.A., has been promoled to sergeant.

The directors of the London County and

Westminster Biiuk. Ltd., after making pro-

vision for bad and doubtful debts, and applying

£336.600 in writing down investments, have

declared a dividcnil of lOj; per cent, for the

pa.st half-vear (less Income-tax), making a total

distribution of 21.^ per cent, for the year 1914

leaving a balance of £160.112 to be carried

forward.
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dntttntt Calamo.

It seems true, as we stated last week, that

although the Coniniissioiiers of Iiilauil

Revenue are still claiming iuerement duty in

cases where it is admitted there has been no
rise in the value of the divested site, the

Government has undertaken to delay such
eases where it can be shown that the one-

elause Bill promised on July 23 last by Mr.
Asquitli would alter the claim. We have
once more to insist that the statutory remedy
should be applied as soon as possible, and
that the building trade should not be tricked

once again. The whole history of these

claims is disgraceful to all concerned. One
fact on which we have not previously dwelt
has an almost sinister aspect. As the " Land
Union Journal " reminds us in its January
issue, the Walker case— the Scottish case on
all fours with the Lunisdeii ease this side the
Border—was decided on February 26, 1913.
in the Scottish Lands Valuation Appeal
Court, and was against the Commissioners
of Inland Revenue, two judges being against
and one for the Commissioners. The judge-
ment in the Lumsden case was delivered four
months later in the Court of Appeal in Eng-
land, and was in favour of the Com-
missioners, one judge being against and two
for them.

judgment of the House of Lords would have
been moved against the Commissioners of

Inland Revenue. As Lord Loreburn said to

Mrs. Walker's counsel. " If you had come
first, you would have won, and the law would
have been settled your way." The Walker
ease came before the House of Lords, and was
decided on December 3 last. Tlie conclusion
to which the .ludges eame was that they were
bound by the decision of the House in the
Lumsden ease, and that this decision covered
the whole of the Walker ease. With evident
reluctanee, they therefore gave their judge-
ment ill favour of the Commissioners. Once
again we ask, Was it mere accident or
manoenvring that secured priority for the
Lumsden case, in order to defeat justice?

The Walker case, coming from the
Scottish Land Couft, was in the House of

Lords list to be heard before the Lumsden
case. Tlie Attorney-General took the pre-

caution to let the House of Lords know that
the two cases were coming on, and that thev
both raised practically the same point. The
Lord Chancellor communicated with the
Attorney-General, and told him he thought
it would be better if the Scottish case could
wait till the Lumsden case had been decided.
Thus, ill spite of the fact that the Walker
case, with a standing judgment adverse to

the Crown, stood first on the list, and in

spite of the Attorney-General's wish that
both cases should be taken together, the
Lumsden case, with a standing judgment in
favour of the Crown, was taken first, and
taken alone! Was this purposely done?

The Lumsden case came before the House
of Lords in June last. Although the far-
reaching importance of the issue was known,
'the case was heard by an even nuHiber of
judges, the Lord Chancellor, Lord Shaw,
Lord Moulton, and Lord Parmoor. In the
result the Court was equally divided, the
Lord Chancellor and I,ord Shaw supporting
the Commissioners and upholding the White
Paper instructions, while Lord Moulton and
Lord Parmoor gave opinions in favour of the
appellant. The Lord Chancellor, in moving
the judgment of the House, said :

" Whereas,
in this case the opinion of the House is

equally divided, your Lordships' practice is,

presuming in favour of the negative, to affirm
tlie judgment appealed from, but without
costs." Thus the appeal was dismissed, and
the judgment of the majority of the Court
"f Appeal, two to one, was affirmed. If the
Scottish appeal, which was held over in order
to abide the hearing of the Lumsden case,
had come up on the paper on the same day,
«nd with the Court equallv divided as in tlie
Lumsden ease, the result would have been,
lyesuming in favour of the negative again,
lliat tlie judgment of the Scottish Lands
Valuation Court would iiave stood, and the

An informative brochure is issued by the
Associated Portland Cement Manufacturers
(1900), Ltd., of Portland House, Lloyds-
avenue, London, E.G., entitled "Concrete
Roads and Kerbs," which is well worth
careful perusal by all concerned. The many
advantages that concrete and reinforced
concrete possess as building and con-
structional material, as well as the economy
that follows its use, are well appreciated in
Great Britain, and we have little doubt that
equal advantages and economy will aiteiid
the use of concrete roads. As detailed fully
in the pamphlet, the practice in America is to
reinforce all concrete roads over 20ft. wide,
below that width reinforcement is optional.
Where no reinforcement is employed trans-
verse and longitudinal joints are provided,
and the edges of the former are frequently
protected by steel plates provided with shear
members, which tie them securely to the
concrete. By the use of reintoreenient, how-
ever, joints are rendered unnecessary, and
a possible source of weakness is thereby
avoided. The report of the Committee on
Reiuforoemeut read at the Chicago Con-
ference, and quoted on p. 33, fairly sum-
marises the advantages thiit are claimed for
using a reinforcement. A special feature ol

all concrete roadwork is that moisture im-
proves and hardens it. Therefore, in damp
situations a properly constructed concrete
road would remain, unimpaired, and, par-
ticularly if reinforced, maintain a perfect
surface under conditions that would quickly
lead to disintegration of other types of roads.
While the first cost of concrete roads will
prove to be actually less than that of other
forms of good road, there is no doubt that
in regard to niaintenanee the expenditure on
concrete roads will show a considerable
annual saving over the maintenance charges
of all other roads. The fact is established
by American experience over a number of
years. The only English figures given- those
relating to the Chester road on p. 19—con-
firms this statement. Following this actual
saving in cash is, of course, the decided
advantage of infrequent interruption of

traffic, owing to the practical absence ot

repairs, and this in busy thoroughfares is a
matter of no small importance. At the
moment six experimental sections of concrete
roads are being laid in Kent by the Kent
County Council, the specification and esti-

mated cost of which are given. These are
very valuable. The road at Chester, referred

to on p. 19, cost only 3s. lOd. per super, yard,
including excavations and preparing the
base. All costs must necessarily vary in

various districts, according to the cost in

such districts; but the available figures com-
pare very favourably with other forms ot

constructiou.

The following appeared in a third supple-
ment of the ''London Gazette" of Jan. 5:

"28th (County of London) Battalion the

London Regiment (Artists' RiHes). Captain
Harry P. Edwards to be Major (temporary).

Dated November 16, 1914." Major Edwards
is the chairman of the Strand Newspaper
Co., Ltd. ; but since the commencement of

the war his activities have been devoted
entirely to his military duties. The
"Artists'" Corps already has one battalion

at the front, the second is now at Roe-
hampton lane, S.W., and a third battalion

is in process of formation. It was originally

formed in May, 1860. and was commanded
by Lord Leighton. being composed of

painters, architects, sculptors, lawyers,
doctors, medical students— in fact, all classes

of professional men, old public-school and
university men, and the like. Applications
should be made at once at the depot of the

corps. Dukes-road, Euston-road, W.C, by
those coming under any of the foregoing

categories, who are willing to undertake the

obligation of foreign service.

All will endorse Miss Lowndes' eloquent
protest in the " Englishwoman " against the

barbarous destruction of the precious monu-
ments of Europe by the Germans, and the

worse deeds they threaten in Flanders when
they are forced to retreat. Truly, as she
says, the world's art is threatened by the

world's artillery :

—

If our biiildiuD^a are to feuivive for the ceutiiries t«
come, we learn from German metboda iu tbe present
war. it can only be by concerted action, and the most
resolute determination on the part of tbe civilised world,
tbnt this end can be attained. Shall our picture palleries
lie dug-out caves, like tunnels on the underground
railways y Shall our great sculpture be stored in holes
of tlie enrtli, and our museums hidden in borings
beneath the mountains y Shall tbe world perforce
return to the habitations of the Troglodytes for the
housing uf its treasures and the safeguarding of its

non-combatant citizens in time of wary It is imposhible
to believe that tbe Old and the New World shall not
protest together against such hideous necessities, and,
drawing together iu council on the conclusion of peace,
establish a pact under which tbe nations of the earth
shall be enabled to safeguard for posterity their glorious
heritage of beaiit.y, and curb the trigbful exploitation of
tbe powers of artillery and e.vplosives.

But what if the "pact" is disregarded by
the next degenerate Power, which, driven

mad by militarism, as ruthlessly sacrifices

the priceless legacies of real culture to its

loathsome idol?

An inside, professional view of the archi-

tect's scale of remuneration is contained in

the following humorous verses, recited at a

recent meeting of the Cleveland Cliajiter of

the American Institute of Architects ;

Sing a soug of six per cent.
Pockets full of dough.
That's what tlie client thinks
Because he doesn't know.
Poor darned architect
Knows he's just a slob :

Six per cent, is not so much
Unless you've got a Job.

Sing a soug of six per cent.,
Arc'tec full of rye ;

Slillion-dollar commissions
Float before his eye.
When the night is over.
How his head does ache '

A yiddish Hat at two per cent,
lb what he'll gladly take.

Mr. Joseph Hill, of Selborne, Leigham Court-
road, .Streatham, governing director of Messrs.
Higgs and Hill, Ltd., builders, of Crown Works.
South Liiinbetli, who died on Nov. 17 last, aged
scvcntv-fno, left estate of the gross value of

£49.617, of which .£28,815 is net personally.

The largest army remount depot in the
kingdom has just been completed in Latliom
Park, Ormskirk. which has been placed at the
disposal of the War Office by the Karl of

Lathom. The depot, the construction of which
has occupied four months and cost over £70.000,
lias accommodation for 7,000 horses and 1.500
grooms.
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(^nx Illustrations.

^

ROYAL ACADEMY TRAVELLING
STUDEXTSHIP PRIZE DESIGN FOR
A PICTURE GALLERY.
This is tile iloiible-page detail we promised

last week, wlieii giving the view, plan, eleva-
tions, and sections of this design by Mr.
William H. Hamlyn, the winner of the
British Institution Scholarsliip in Archi-
tecture for £100, in 191.3.

MANCHESTER ROYAL EXCHANGE.
THE .4mi;nded de.siox.

It will be remembered that in the com-
petition for this work the design submitted

architectural character of the present build-

ing is to be maintained as far as consistent

with the largely increased size of the struc-

ture. The E.\change is to provide space for

members, on one level, of something like

7,000 s(|uare yards, in one great hall, with a

south Itav corresponding to the present Ex-
change, which forms the north bay of the

completed building. The two bays are coii-

neeted by an open arched arcade the full

height of the hall. The principal entrance
is to be on the Exchange-street, St. Ann's-
square front, and there are to be a central

entrance from Cross-street, and entrances at

eacli of the corners of the building. Ad-
joining .the principal entrance and on each
side of it is to be a loggia on the Exchange
level to replace the portico " flags " on which

|

about two and a half years; but it is the in-

tention to open parts of the new Exchange-
room a^ soon as completed.

THE SHIPLEY ART GALLERY. GATES-
.,\ HEAD.

This memorial art gallery is being erected

in Prince Consort-road, Gateshead. The
position chosen by the trustees and the

Shipley Art Gallery Committee of Gates-

head Council is one which lends itself to an
important architectural addition to the

Borough. The extensive site has enabled the

arcliitect to arrange the whole of the picture

galleries on one floor, and thus obtain top

lighting. The building is on Classical lines,

and is set back from the roadway some '22ft.

This allows of the provision of a carriage-

1

THE SHIPLEY ART GALLERY, GATESHEAD.~-Mr. Arthuh Stockweu,. M.S.A.. Archilcct.

by Messrs. Bradshaw, Gass, and Hope was
placed first by the assessor, Mr. J. S. Gibson.
Our review of the competition appeared in

our issue of Jan. li.'l, 1014, and, as we stated
then, after the usual permission to photo-
graph was given, and our illustrations were
ready for publication, we were forbidden by
telegram and letter to issue them. AVe sub-
sequently learned that modifications of the
design were in progress, and we arc now able
to give a view showing the principal entrance
and what will be the Exchange street front
of the completed extension. The general

the members now congregate. Shops are to

be placed on all frontages, and also in the
arcade, which will take the place of Bank-
street. A new restaurant, with a billiard-

room, is to be arranged on the ground floor.

A large hall, entered from Cross-street,

Market-street, and the arcade, will give space
for a futures market, or it can be used as

an exhihilion hall. Already the old buildings
are cleared from the site, and the founda-
tions contract nearly completed. The ex-

tension is to he carried out and completed in

sections. Completion is expected within

dri\e to Ihe nuiin entrance and portico,

which is raiseil, and is approached by steps.

Bevond the portic-o are a vestibule and

entrance hall, 'i'lie hall has a panelled dado

and plaster decoration, and is lighted by a

circular dome. On the sides of the entrance-

hall are the curator's office, cloak-room,

ladies' and gentlemen's retiring-rooms and

conveniences. The main portion of the

building consists of five picture galleries,

arranged with the main gallery, 80ft. by 40ft.,

in the centre, and two smaller galleries, each

44ft. bv 28rt.. on each side—the whole giving
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sufficient wall space to exliiljit t]io five

liundred pictures selected by the Gatesliead
Council. Tlie flooring is of fireproof material,

finished in marble, mosaic, and parquetry.
The woodwork is in polislied oak. In tlie

basement there are provided repair and store-

rooms, strong-room, and heating chamber.
The building is of stone, and tlie entrance
portico has four columns of the Corinthian
Order, flanked at each end by big rusticated
piei's, which are surmounted by figures. The
gallery buildings are of brick, with stone
dressings and balustrade. Electric lamps are
fixed near the ceiling, and the place will be
heated by hot water on the low-pressure
system, radiators being fixed in the centre of

each gallery. The contractors are Messrs.
J. and W. Lowry, of Corporation-street,
Vewcastle, and Mr. Arthur Stockwell.
M.S. A., of Newcastle and Gosfortli, is the
architect. The cost is to be about £25,000.

HOUSE AT HAMBLEDON, GODALMING,
SURREY.

We published a detail perspective of the
garden porch and terraced front of this

country liouse in our issue for May 26, 1911,
when a plan of the building appeared. To-
day we are giving a photograph of the garden
front as carried out. The building occupies
a site on the top of a low hill, and enjoys
gentle slopes on every side ; but on the
entrance front the land rises only slightly

in a well-wooded surrounding property, pro-
tected well from the northern and easterly
winds. Mr. Seward was the builder, from
Wokingham. Clamp bricks with red
Wrotham quoins are employed, also deep red
tiles for the roof from the same potteries.
The architect is Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A.,
P.R.I.B.A.

AN ORIGINAL STUDY FROM THE
NUDE. BY ALFRED STEVENS (THE
SCULPTOR OF THE WELLINGTON
MONUMENT, ST. PAUL'S CATHE-
DRAL).

.lust now. both in the Victoria and Albert
Museum, South Kensington, and at the Tate
Gallery, there are on view two representative
collections of original sketches and drawings
by Alfred Stevens, including some big
cartoons lent bv Sir George Holford and Mr.
E. Alfred B. Drury, R.A., of the original
designs for the decoration of the famous
dining-room at Dorchester House, Park-lane,
carried out by this master ; these are described
in the catalogue of the exhibition now open
to the public in Grosvenor-road, Pimlico, as
"the last important addition likely to be
made to the harvest of his work." Some
critics have vainly attempted to belittle

Stevens from time to time, speaking of him
as a stylist who executed more or less success-
fully secondhand inspirations from the works
of Michael Angelo and Raphael. The
drawings now gathered together by more
qualified judges add to Stevens's reputation
as an original and masterly draughtsman,
actuated by a keen conception of the music
of form, an intensity of definition intuitively
expressed, and a genuine recognition of
beauty. A good many of the draw'ings
already referred to are very similar to the
red-chalk study work which is reproduced
among our illustrations to-day. The original
is thus inscribed on the back, as evidence
of its authenticity: "This sketch by Alfred
Stevens is given to Maurice B. Adams, Esq.,
with best wi.shes for his reformation, from
his friend Hugh Stannus. 12 vii. 1890."
Hugh Stannus, it will be remembered, com-
pleted Stevens's work after he died, and he
was his pupil as well as executor; also
Stannus was the painstaking author of the
exceedingly handsome folio memoir to his
master, finely bound in an appropriate style,
ami published by the Autotype Company in

1891. with reproductions from photographs
of Stevens's best-known works, as well as
some excellent facsimiles of the artist's
figure drawings. The one now reproduced is,

however, not included. Alfred Stevens was
born in 1818 in the sequestered little town
of Blandford Forum, in Dorset, in mean
circumstances, his father being a house
painter; but from his earliest years the bov

was fond of drawiiig and copying pictures.

One of these childish copies was rescued
from a local ta\'erii. where his father had
left it in settlemeiit of a drink score. The
Hon. and Rev. Samuel Best, rector of a
neighbouring parish, happened to see some
of Alfred's early attempts, which be recog-
nised as indicative of intuitive capacities,

and he generously endeavoured to place the
boy under Landseer, who demanded £500 as

a premium, which was, of course, out of the
question. Before long, with £00 in his

pocket, subscribed for the purpose. Stevens
set out alone for Italy in 183.3, when he was
only fifteen years of age. His attention was
directed specially to the designs of Salvator
Rosa ; but he was more impressed by the
works of Andrea del Sarto in Naples. There
he spent bis first year abroad and studied the
decorations at Pompeii. Tramping his way,
he earned his daily bread by drawing pencil
portraits, which he washed over with light

colour, to fix his medium and heighten the
effects. Travelling as best he might under
such conditions, he reached Rome, where he
set to work making copies of Old Masters
for a living. Continuing this course, he
worked for three years in Florence as an
unattached student. Ultimately the well-
known Danish sculptor Thorwaldsen em-
ployed Stevens as his assistant. After a
while Stevens returned home ; but, meeting
with sparse success, was glad to accept an
appointment in the School of Design, then
held in Somerset House, Strand, where, he
says, he became "professor of everything"
at a salary of £150 a year. Soon his restless

genius convinced him that he was "a square
man in a round hole," and from a letter

to a friend we learn that he "was disgusted
with the meddlesome supervision by ignorant
Government clerks," whose names have long
ago passed into oblivion, although they
occupied, no doubt, far better paid posts.

Stevens had to teach architectural drawing
and perspective to morning classes for two
hours, and also ornamental or decorative
painting daily, if required. After two years'
drudgery of this sort he remarked, "I am
heartily sick of it," and, consequently, he
relinquished bis position. Sir Robert Peel,
with more discrimination, noticed his merits
and gave Stevens some decorations to do,

while Professor Cockerell employed him to

design some panels for the Fitzwilliam
Museum at Cambridge. These do not appear
to have survived. He also made for the
same eminent architect a drawing and
studies for the sculpture of St. George's Hall,
T,iverpool, then being completed by Cockerell
after the death of H. L. Elmes. Alfred
Stevens's designs for Sheffield manufacturers
are well known, and the work he did in this

way went very far to uphold the reputation
of England in the 1851 Exhibition, The
Wellington monument was competed for in

1857. and he won one of the five premiums
of £100. After a model of the nave arch
had been made it was discovered that his

design alone w-ould be suitable for the site,

and, consequently, he was selected for the
work. What happened need not be retold

here. Fortunately, the monument has at last

been finished as Stevens designed it, and it

now stands, surmounted by an equestrian
figure, executed by Mr. John Tweed from
Stevens' rough model, where it was origin-

ally intended to be placed. Dean Mil-
man, it will be remembered, would not
allow the crowning figure to be added,
saying a man on horseback was out
of place in a church. Stevens's work
at Dorchester House would alone have
made a reputation, and the majolica work at

South Kensington was from his designs. He
died in 1875. and has left a legacy to his

country. There is a little volume called

"Alfred Stevens; a Biographical Study," by
Walter Armstrong, which is worth mention-

ing, though it does not compare with Hugh
Stannus's big work, from which we gave an
example in our issue of November 13, 1891.

NURSERY FOR CHILDREN, BARNET
UNION.

This building, of which Messrs. F. E.

Williams. A.R.I.B.A., and Alfred Cox,

A.R.I.B.A.. are the architects, is for the

accommodation of infants and young children
up to three years of age, with a staff of four
nurses. It is necessarily plain in treatment;
but an attempt is made to give it some archi-
tectural character suitable to its use. 'llie

outside walls are faced with stock bricks,
with thin, reds to the chimneys and columns
of verandah. The roof is covered with thick
red sand-faced tiles. Internally the walls are
plastered generally, the day-room having a
dado 5ft. high in Keene's. Bathrooms, w.e.,
larders, etc.. lined with glazed tiles. The
heating is by open fireplaces and radiators.
Mr. .1. Thomas, of Enfield, was the general
contractor.

^i»
OBITUARY.

Jlr. Francis Edward Fitz.Jobn Crisp,
second lieutenant in the 1st Grenadier
Guards, who was fatally shot by a sniper on
the 5th inst.. won, in December, 1907, the
gold medal and the travelling studentship of
£200 at the Royal Academy for a historical
painting, the silver medal for a painting of

a figure from life, the second Armitage prize
for a design in monochrome for a figure
picture, and the second prize for a set of
six drawings of a figure from the life. During
his subsequent travels abroad he spent much
time in Italy. One of his latest canvases
dealt with oxen ploughing in Tuscany; it

was accepted last spring by the Council of
the Royal .\cademy. but eventually its size

prevented it being hung. An exhibition of

his oil-paintings and water-colours was held
in Bond-street some two years ago. Mr.
Crisp was iii his thirty-third year.

Mr. William Wilkinson Squire, chief en-
gineer of the Bristol Corporation Docks at

Bristol, Avonmouth, and Portishead. died
on Friday at Clifton at the age of sixty

years. For some time Mr. Squire had
been seriously ill from a heart affection,

and in the recent arbitration proceedings
between the contractors of the Royal Edward
Dock and the corporation, he was not well

enough to appear or to take any part in what
was done. Mr. Squire was a pupil of the

late Mr. Geo. Fosbery Lvster, M.Inst.C.E..
engineer-in-chief to the Mersey Docks and
Harbour Board, and afterwards one of his

assistants. He then went to Hull as assistant

engineer under Mr. R. A. Marillier,

M.Inst.C.E., engineer to the Hull Dock Com-
pany. In 1881 he was .selected to go out to

India as chief assistant to the engineer to

the trustees of the port of Bombay. After
acting as chief engineer for three years Mr.
Squire was permanently appointed chief

engineer to the port of Bombay in 1892. For
the next six years he was sole engineering
adviser to the port trustees. During his con-

nection with tlie port of Bombay important
schemes were designed and carried out.

These included a dock of over 24 acres, and
also a graving dock. Mr. Squire was after-

wards engaged on dock and harbour work by
Sir .lohii Wolfe Barry, and in May. 1890.

when the Bristol Dock Committee were called

upon to fill the vacancy caused by the

lamented death of their engineer, Mr.
McCnrrich, Mr. Squire was appointed. Mr.
Squire at once, in conjunction w'ith Sir Jolin

Wolfe Barry and Sir Benjamin Baker, in-

vesticated the relative merits of dockising

the ri\'er or constructing new docks at Avon-
month. They reported that dockisation

would be too costly, and proposed the Royal
Edward Dock scheme, for which Mr. Squire

was engineer. Since the breakdown of Mr.
Squire's health, a couple of yeai-s ago, the

practical responsibility has rested upon
deputy-engineer, Mr. Peace.

the

The Eastern Valleys Joint Sewerage Board has
deposited a Bill in Parliament for authority to

cOTisirurf oiii fall works in Monmouth'ihirr. The
cost of the scheme is estimated at £120,000.

A soldiers' and sailors' hall i.s being built out-

side the lock gates at Southampton. It is of

corrugated iron, with malcbboarding inside.

The main hall will be 70ft. by 40ft. There will

also be a billiard-room of 30ft. by 22ft., a
reading-room of 30ft. by 18ft.. a temperance
caTitccn with kitchen, and a cloakroom, while
in llie main hall a fixed platform is to be put
up. The liuihler is Mr. Cawfe, of Shirley.
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CHUBB'S TRirLE TREASURY DOOR.

Tliis door is a type of a number of treasury

doors recently biiilt by Messrs. Cliubb and

Son for many banks" botli at home and
abroad. In its design special care lias been

paid to the matter of making it as resisting

as possible to every known method of attack,

particular attention being given to attempts

made by the use of the oxy-acetylenp blow-

pipe and liqnid e.\plosives.

One of its principal featnres is the in-

clnsion of what is called the crane binge, by

means of which the last movement in closing

is a direct drive inwards, and as all edges

of the door and frame are square, an air-

and water-tight fit is tluis permanently

obtaiLied. The solid thickness of the door is

8in., which includes layers of armour-plate,

tough steel, and anti-blowpipe materials.

The lock and bolt work is contained in a

very lieavy steel chamber, the bolts lieing

controlled bv two keyless conibinatiou locks,

which are easy to mnnipidate and offer the

greatest liiiown security. These locks arc in

addition checked hy a time lock, made with
four independent chronometer mo\ements,
which prevents the door being opened. wheLi

once closed, by anyone knowing the com-
hinations on which the locks are set. Tlie

lime-lock is particularly useful in securing

the door for a week end. when it can be per-

manently shut for any time up to seventy-

two hours.

.Vnother of tlie principal features of the
door is the extremely heavy cast-steel frame,
which is built in one solid piece, thus olTer-

ing a very great rigidity to the whole con-

struction. The outside dimensions of the

frame are approximately 8ft. 9in. high by
nft. 3in. wide, whilst the clear opening
inside measures 6ft. IJin. high by 2ft. Tin.

wide.
Tlie wliole of the external surface of the

door and frame, the edges of the door and
frame, and the lockcase mechanism are of

polished steel — the crane hinge and
jiri'ssure blocks are painted a dark grey, aiul

till' pressure mechanism plated. Behind the

door, for use during the daytime, is an orna-

mental steel gate, opening inwards.

In the opinion of Messrs. Chubb and Son
this door embodies everything that is best

in the highest grade of security practice.

The total weight of the door and frame is

fi'. tons, the cost is £1..347.

The corporation of Swansea have decided to

p\irchase at ilS.lOO laud at Hendrefoilin, Sketty.

as a site for a new isolation liospital.

The partnership hitlierto subsisting belweeu
.1. W. Chessmn and R. I?. Clicssmn, biiiners

and contractors, at South-place, London, under
the style of J. Chessuin and Sons, has lieen

dissolved.

PKOFESSIONAL AND TBADE
SOCIETIES.

DUNDEE INSTITUTE OF ARCHI-
TECTS.- The annual general meeting of the

Dundee Institide of Architects has been held

in the institute rooms, 43, Nethcrgate,

Dundee, when the following office-bearers

were elected for the ensuing session : Presi-

dent Mr. Charles G. Soutar. Dundee; vice-

president. Mr. .James Findlay. Dundee;

council. Messrs. A. Granger Heiton, Perth;

Alexander Svmou. Arbroath; G. D. B.

Shepherd, Dundee; George Pyott, Dundee;

secretary. Mr. William Salmond, 6. High-

street, 'Dundee ; treasurer, Mr. David I-.

Allan, 5. Whitehall-street. Dundee.

ROYAL ACADEMY LECTURES.- Mr.

H. H. La Thangue, R.A., in his lectures to

the Royal Academy students on Monday and

Thursday of this' week, took as his topic
• Mental' Outlook and Colour' in Painting."

He urged that the mental outlook was the

essential thing in art. Without the fine vision,

the faculty of seeing the most engaging ele-

ments of a subject, technique, however showy

or fascinating, was merely tiresome. Fine

vision was a faculty which could be acquired,

even as the sense of true and beautiful

colour could be acquired, and must not he

regarded as a pure and incommunicable gift.

Fine vision was irrespective of nationality

or race, and bad nothing to do yvith the

apparent nobility or meanness of the subject.

To poor vision were generally due the faults

and blunders of paintings. Meanness resulted

from failure of a sense of proportion, whereas

the aim ought to be to let the insignificant

elements give way before the essential. In his

concluding lecture, delivered yesterday, Mr.

La Thangue defined fine colour as colour

which joins fitness with truth. Like fine

vision, it w-as a faculty that could be acquired.

Capricious and divergent vision here also

could be improved. Painting was. in very

deed, an exact study. With fine colour, as

with fine vision, came the avoidance of the

little and mean things.

THE ACQUISITION OF LAND FOR
PUBLIC PURPOSES.—A meeting of the

Surveyors' Institution was held on Monday
evening, the President, Mr. Howard Chat-
feild Clarke, occupying the chair. A dis-

cussion took place on the papers by Mr.
Andrew Y'ouug and Mr. L. O. Mathews on

the acquisition of land for public purposes

read by these Fellows of the Institution at

its pre^ious meeting on December 14. and
fully reported in our issues of the 18th and
•2.1th ult (pp. 76n and 708. last vol.) Mr.
Howard Martin, past-president, held that the

keynote of any recommendation for an
alteration of the present system should be

that the acquisition of land for public

purposes should be rendered more easy

without depriving private owners of anything

lawfully belonging to them. A private Act
was still the best and most efficient way of

obfaininu' the powers necessary to enable
local authorities to acquire land for public

improvements, but Parliamentary pro-

ceedings were necessarily costly. He agreed
with tlie suggestions of the Land Committee
that Bills for this purpose should be con-

sidered by joint committees of Lords and
Commons, instead of successively by Com-
mittees first of one House and then of the

other; that Bills should be carried over from
one session to another at the stage which they

had reached, and that Committees should
have the power to guard asainst the in-

curring of excessive cost*, whether by pro-

moters or opponents. Public authorities

oimht not to be allowed to acquire land

indiscriminately without disclosing the

purpose.—Mr. Harold Griffin thought that

public authorities might be authorised to

acquire property for specific purposes after

a local inquiry by a public department, at

which both promoters and opponents could

he heard. Mr. Davidson, of Edinbnrgli,

argued that the mea.sure of compensation
should be the loss to the seller, and not the

value to the buyer. Other speakers also took

part in the discussion.

ITIR ROMANS AS BUILDERS.— In an
inlrnductory lecture on "Roman Archi-

tecture," given at the British Museum, Mr.

Banister Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A., showed that

its devisers changed the face of the civilised

world during the centuries wdien the world-

wide Empire of Rome was at the height of

its power. The process began with the

dominion of one city over other cities, and

then came the conqn'est of distant provinces.

The new problem of their government by a

Republic in Italy was solved by that system

of Imperial domination which made Rome
the mistress of the world under a long line

of building emperors. This little city in

central Italy in some three hundred years

established her power in Asia. Africa, and

Europe, even as far as England, where

Hadrian's wall still indicates one distant

limit of the Empire. As in the world of

territory so in the world of art, these virile,

dominating Romans seized on what they

wanted and led it captive behind their

Imperial chariot. Thus they took the arch

and vault of the Etruscans and the column
and beam of the Greeks and welded them
together into a Composite style. In spite of

a great variety of materials there was no-

thing adequate to roof over the areas of

their huge Imperial buildings, and so they

invented concrete for their purpose, and
wrought a revolution in building construc-

tion. Everywhere Roman architecture was

used to register the Imperial idea. Through
the Greek temple there breathed the spirit

of beauty ; from Roman monuments there

flashed forth the spirit of power.

COMPETITIONS.
AWARD OF THE ASHPITEL PRIZE,

1914.—On the recommendation of the Board
of Architectural Education the Council of

the Royal Institute of British Architects

have awarded the Ashpitel Prize for 1914 to

Mr. George Eric Francis, as "the candidate

who has most highly distinguished himself in

the examinations held during 1914."

ARCH^OLOGICAIi.
CANTERBURY. — During the last six

months, in clearing away the debris from the

church of St. Augustine's Monastery, founda-

tions have been revealed under the central

tower and in the north aisle of the nave.

They have lately been inspected and care-

fully planned by Sir W. H. St. .lohn Hope.
F.S.A., who pronounces them to be of

"transcendent interest." They appear to

be the remains of a round church about 60ft.

in diameter, circular within, and supported

on great solid piers of masonry, and
octagonal without. Adjoining them in the

north aisle appear to be the remains of an

apsidal chapel, possibly the porticus of St.

Gregory, which was on the north side of

the oriirinal abbey church of St. Peter and
St. Paul, founded by St. Augustine. A good
deal more remains to be done in clearing

away the surface before a definite statement

can be made. The work is, w-ithout doubt,

pre-Norman, and without existing parallel

in England. Sir William St. John Hope is

preparing detailed descriptions of the dis-

coveries.

••t^-

At Prince Rupert, British Columbia, a start

is about to be made on the construction of a

new courthouse for the Provisional Government.
The architect is Mr. A. A. Cox. of Vancouver.

The restoration of the tower of the parish

oliurch of Purleigh, South-EasI Essex, has just

been completed. Mr. P. M. Beaumont, of

Maldon, was the ariliitect. and the works liave

cost *700.

The parishioners of Kettins Parish Church.
Coupar-.^njus. have placed a tablet by Sir

Hobert bofinicr. F.R.I.B.A., Edinburgh, in the

exterior of the north wall of the church in

ineniory of the late Rev. James Fleming, D.D.,
minister of Kettins parish from 1868 to 1913.

Operations on the Derweut dam of the

Derwent Valley Water Board are approaching
completion. The valves have been closed to

store water in the reservoir. Tlic refilling of

eacli wing trench with concrete is practically

finished. The openings wliicli carried the river

and railway through the dam during construe

tion have been built up.
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I'ADDINGTUX TO QUEENS PARK
EXTENSION TUBE.~The extension of the
Bakerloo tube railway from I'addingtoii to

Queen's Park station, on tlie London and
Nortli Westerji system, is approaching com-
pletion. It is '2^ miles in length, and consists

of independent twin tubes, except at the
westerji end, where the lines emerge to the

surface. There are three intermediate
stations, at Warwick-avenue. Elgin-avenue
(for llaida Valel, and Cambridge-avenue (for

Kilburn Park). All the stations are served
by escalators. The first contract, for the
construction of the tube lines, was carried
out by Messrs. Scott and Middleton ; and the

second eojitraet, for the works in cut-and-
cover and in cuttings, has been undertaken
by Messrs. -John Mowlem and Co., Ltd., of

Pimlico.
-«*»

—•-•-•

—

BRISTOL.—A commencement has been
made with the reconstruction of the Cattle
Market, next Temple Meads Station,
rendered necessary by the acquisition by tlie

Great Western Railway Company of part of

the"site of the market for purposes of station

extension works. The area acquired is about
two-thirds of the market, and the buildings
which have to be reconstructed include the
tavern. The scheme of extension at Temple
Meads Station which the Great Western
Railway Company have in contemplation is

an important one, and will be carried out in

sections, A start will .'oon be made with the
first section, which -will include the de-

molition of the large shed on the western
side of the station, and the provision on that
side of additional carriage-siding accommoda-
tion. At the meeting of the Bristol Board
of Guardians on Friday is was reported that
the estimated cost of the workhouse infirmary
at Southmead. now in course of completion,
will be £:lrl,000 for the building and £10,000
for engineering works, electric lighting, and
machinery. Authority was given to ask for
the sanction of the Local Government Board
for a further loan of £8,000 for the building.
Preliminarv plans by Mr. W. S. Skinner.
F.R.I.B.A." of College Green. Bristol, for
the improvement of the workhouse at

Bristol, agreed to in March last, were
submitted, and showed provision of a dining
hall, kitchen, and stores, the erection of a
new laundry in place of the present three
separate laundries, the erection of male and
female receiving wards, and a chapel. It

was, after some discussion, agreed that
authority be given for the preparation of the
working drawings and of an estimate of the
cost of the execution of the works.

P.AISLEY.- It has been arranged that the
ainiual exhibition of Paisley Art Institute
will inaugurate the new art gallery erected
in extension of the old building. In the
spring of last year, when the institute were
considering a proposal to increase the
accommodation at their disposal, the late
Mr. Peter Coats undertook to provide the
new gallery. Ho did not live to see the
work finished. The ceilings of the new rooms
are coved, and the roof-lights are double
glazed, the iiuier panes being of ground glass,
so as to secure a satisfactory diffusion of
light. An interesting feature" is the new
entrance to the galleries from the museum,
through the sculpture gallery. The dingy
stair has been replaced by well lighted steps',
designed as a rotunda, with double Ionic
columns and dome. Cloak-room accommoda-
tion is also provided.

<«»
The Local Government Board have sanctioned

the borrowing of £20,422 by the town council
of Dewsbury for llie provision of eightv-four
workmen's houses.

.\ new highway is to be constructed from

f ij'A'°^'
'° l''^"*''>''n>an. at an estimated cost

of ±3.000, to be borne in equal proportions by
tlie Road Board and the district councils of
Panteg and Llanfrechfa.

I

thai

Corresponbence.

UNHEALTHY SCHOOLS."
I'll l/:e Editor of Ihe BUII.DINO NEWS.

Sir,— I have read with intei-est your
article on Unhealthy Schools." The lay and
professional minds have long exercised them-
selves on this problem ; but can impracticable
methods such as open windows in winter be
placed side by side with the more intelligent
adaptations of Nature's plan? When artificial
systems come under purview it is generally,

obser\e, because of their failure, rather
their utility. The following is my ex-

perience of cross-ventilation. I sent my
children to a well-known school in suburban
Essex. The school was thoroughly modern
111 construction, but the one disturbing factor
to my mind which raised an anxious query
was its open-window system of ventilation.
The teacher divided his time between reading
the thermometer and instructing the pupils.
The windows were open at the top, and in
winter the cold air and fog, as the- advance
guard of an army of physical troubles, soon
attacked the children, who became the
victims of an open-window system in a class-
room where steam-pipes, downdrauglit, and
fluctuating temperatures, as a consequence,
wrought havoc with the children, my own
amongst the number, and considerably
reduced the attendance at school. A school
ventilated on these lines may be a valuable
asset to a medical practitioner, but it is the
duty of those wo_ have experience of the
dangers of such a system to give prominence
to them, in the interests of school children,
and this duty has been very sympathetically
performed by you, and deserving of the
thanks of all parents and the gratitude of the
children whose troubles you so earnestly
voice. "Health," as Emerson says, "is the
first wealth," and we might in this sense
mourn over the school-child's physical bank-
ruptcy were the evils of the open-window
system in cold weather even less apparent.

—

1 am etc.,

Ilford, Essex. John Logan.

It occurs to me that the explanation for
this may be found in the extract contained in
R. G. B.'s " letter from the paper on ven-

tilation recently read at London University
College, referring to the failure of artificial
hot-air systems with berinetically - closed
windows, and that the resort by" certain
school committees to open windows, pure
and simple, is the rebound resulting there-
from. Extremes in ventilation, as in every-
thing else, should, however, be avoided, as
they, more often than not, defeat their
object, which, in this ease. I take it, is the
health and comfort of the schoolchildren.
There cannot, of course, be any great

objection to window ventilation within
reasonable limits in temperate weather; but
in the winter to rely scdely upon tliat means
is a mistake, and one involving very serious
consequences indeed.
The question is one that seems at present

to be commanding some considerable atten-
tion, and 1 understand that measures are
being taken to bring it before the House of
Cominons, with a view to securing the
appointment of a Royal Commission, Which
I think, with you, "would strengthen the
hands of the Board of Education in dealing
effectively with the matter, which is one of
national importance,— 1 am, etc,,

C, E.

Sir,—I notice, from the correspondence re

above, that with cross-ventilation it is neces-

sary for its success that the classrooms be
heated to a high temperature. As the

scholars would thus be sitting in hot air

while being subjected to a downdrauglit or

douche of cold air from the open windows,
it appears that all the conditions obtaining
in the Inquisition torture described by you
are here in operation, and one can, therefore,

judge of what the children must suffer from
this arrangement.

I also observe that it is essential to the

effective working of this plan that the

windows be open at a particular angle.

When a biting North-Easter is boisterously

hurtling through. I opine that the precise

angle at which it enters will not prevent it

from tumbling down in icy currents on to

the unfortunate children below. A down-
draught is always a downdraught, no matter

at what angle it may enter or strike one ; the

evil effects are the same.

It is. as you say, well known to sani-

tarians that such a mode of changing tlie air

is inimical to health, being not only a direct

cause of, but a fruitful means of dissemin-

ating, disease. Cross-ventilation appears to

consist of all that in good practice has

hitherto been considered bad in ventilation

and to be avoided— viz. : (1) unequal and

fluctuating temperatures, caused, with cross-

ventilation, by the irregular and, at times,

violent displacement of k the warmed air by

the excessive volumes and the velocity of

entry of cold air through open windows
; (2)

dowiidraughts of cold air; (3) through

draughts between open windows on different

sides of a room (this is the most insidious

and dangerous form of draught)
; (4) re-

breathal of expired air returned by de-

scending currents. With cross-ventilation

the evils enumerated are what we are asked

by its advocates to accept as the only

'"perfect" plan and infallible panacea for

all our ills, so far as fresh air is concerned.

Sir, -The timely article in your issue of
December 4 on this important subject merits
the earnest attention of all parties interested
in the erection and maintenance of school
buildings, and the. causes of this unhealthy
condition should be thoroughly analysed,
with a view to amendment.
On one subject— the extreme danger of

draughts— e\cryone must agree, and many
people can speak from bitter experience".
How this can be avoided, and yet keep the
atmosphei-e of a schoolroom in a breathable
condition, lias proved to be a complex
problem, and as the conditions of no two
buildings are exactly alike, the difficulty of
applying any system of mechanical extrac-
tion, all of which are easily affected by
variations of temperature and changes in the
direction of the wind, will be at once
apparent.
The fact that so many systems have been

tried and failed, and tliat in most cases the
designers of schgols have fallen back on the
open window, would lead to the assumption
that the window is the last resort, and with
this view it becomes most important to find

out whether the window cannot be made to

answer the purpose.
Before going into details let us consider

first principles, and take the condition of the

air in any room previous to occupation. It

will be more or less pure and invigorating,

according to the district in which the school

is located. If a number of children, more or

less clean, are assembled, and all apertures

closed, the air would soon become poisonous;

it is necessary, therefore, to keep a con-

tinual change of atmosphere by means of

circulation, which can only be accomplished

by the admission of fresh air from outside

the building.

In paragraph 3 of the article it states;

"The evil is accentuated owing to the

through-draught created by cross-currents.

.... As the descending current of cold air

cools and pressed down the warmer ascending

air ... to be rebreathed." Is this the case?

For everv cubic inch of air brought into the

room a like quantity must be expelled. If

there are only two openings in a room one

will act as an inlet and the other as an out-

let. It is well known that cold air and warm
air will not mix any more readily than cold

and hot water : the"re must be either move-

ment or time to allow of assimilation.

If the cold air is admitted through the

window in an upward direction it will rhe

to an extent varying with the velocity of

entry, and then, b'v gravitation, begin to fall,

becoming gradually warmer in the process;

but bv the fact of entry it has expelled the

same "quantity of the heated and vitiated

atmosphere, and not pressed it down to be

breathed again.

This constant change of air, which must De
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capable of regulation, to meet varying re-

quirements, will keep the atmosphere in

almost as pure a condition as when the room
was unoccupied.

In an ahle paper contributed by Dr. Good-
child to the ' Public Health Journal,"
published in Toronto in January, 1913, on the

subject of "The Open Window," he gives a

notable instance of the failure by roof ex-

traction, in which it is proved that the out-

let tubes were thickly coated with dust,

harbouring most detrimental germs, and that

under certain conditions the intended action

of these tubes was reversed, and the germs
were pumped into the rooms, with disastrous

results.

In paragraph 6 you suggest that the

ventilation of the schools should be left to the

architect. In paragraph 17 you quote

Parkes: "Ventilation is a science, and it

requires the study of a lifetime to master

properly its intricacies." All sorts of archi-

tects, old and young, build schools; many of

them have not had the opportunity or the

time to study ventilation, and some prefer

to leave this question to the experts. How
frequently experts fail is evidenced by such

buildings as the Law Courts, the Houses of

Parliament, and many others on whicli

enormous sums of money have been spent on

acknowledged failures.

When considering the best arrangements
to adopt it may be wise, in the first instance,

to decide what should be avoided
;
probably

the greatest sinners in the production of

draughts are every form of casement-window
opening vertically; these cause a rush of air

in such a position that it is, practically, im-

possible for aTiyone in tlie room to avoid a

draught. A double-hung sash, slightly opened
at the top, or a fanlight opening inwards as

a hopper, close to the ceiling, are productive

sources of draughts in the form referred to

in paragraph 7 of your article as the douche.
After careful consideration of the means

available, we cannot avoid returning to the

window— it is the cheapest, the easiest to

nuinipulate, and, if properly worked, the

most efficient. But you must have the right

form of window to give, when open, an
upward direction to the incoming air, well

above the heads of the occupants; one which
is easy to regulate and control, which is not

costly, and will not get out of order.—I am,
etc..

Manchester. C. H. S.

*«*^

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

BIRKE^•HE.\U: THE WELSH WATER
SUPPLY.—At the last meeting of the corpora-
tion of Birkenhead, Alderman Bloor, cbairninn
of the water committee, submitted a number of
tenders for acceptance for the construction of

the aqueduct in connection with the Ahven
water scheme. It was proposed to install a
plant capable of filtering 7.2 million gallons a
day; but in the first instance plant sufficient

for filtering two million gallons a day would
be installed. The cost was estimated at
i;35,400. With the letting of this and contracts
for cast-iron pipes, the Alwen portion of the
scheme would be complete. The engineers'
revised estimate of tlie cost of the aqueduct
and balancing-tanks amounted to ^412,000. and
the tenders recommended for acceptance, in-

cluding the contract for the portion of the
aqueduct between Flaybrick Hill and Connah's
Quay, amounted to ^427.084, or 3.6 per cent.
in excess of the revised estimate. Mr. Wilhner
criticised the action of the committee in not
making public information regarding the dif-

ferent amounts of the tenderers. In regard to
two tenders, lie wished to know if they were
the lowest submitted. The chairman, after con-
sulting with the town clerk, refused to dividgc
the figures, as he said it would be unfair to al!

parties concerned. He was prepared io give
facilities for members to inspect the engineers"
report and other papers. The coinu'il agreed
!o the acceptance of the tenders.

Messrs. Patnian and rolhcringhani. Ltd.. 100
and 102, Tlieobald's-road, Loudon. W.C. and
Park-street, Islingtcm. have been successful in

securing the contract for rebuildinj. No. 2, Royal
Exchange-avenue, and Nos. 19. 20, and 21, Finch-
lane, B.C., for the British Dominions General
Insurance Co.. Ltd. Mr. A. H. Moore,
A.R.I.B.A., is the architect.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
PLANS FOR A PICTURE-HOUSE.—At the

Birnungham County-court, on Friday, before

Judge Amphlett, K.'C, and a jury, the hearing

was resumed of the action in which Thomas
Silver, architect, of Soho - hill. Handsworth,
sought to recover the sum of JilOO from Alfred

Smallvvood, nuinufacturer. Holyhead - road,

Handsworth. for work done and services

rendered. Mr. Cave appeared for the plaintiff,

•lud Mr. Maddocks represented the defendant.

The plaintiffs case was concluded on the pre-

vious Wednesday. Tile jury awarded him i60,

and judgment was entered accordingly.

BUILDING BY-LAWS AT LLANDUDNO.—
.\t the Carnarvonshire Quarter Sessions, on
Friday, Messrs. W. S. Williams and Son,

drapers, Llandudno, appealed against a con-

viction for permitting premises to be used as

a dwelling-house contrary to the Public Health
Act. The appellants were the owners of a

drapery establishment in Mostyn-street, Llan-

dudno. The premises originally consisted of a

shop in Mostyn-street and two cottages in the

rear; but, as the result of repeated alterations,

the two cottages had been taken in as part of

the premises, an undertaking being given that
the cottages would only be used as premises of

the warehouse class. The council's case was
that the appellants covered over the ground floor

between the premises, and permitted some of

their assistants to sleep in the cottages, and
that the open space between them and the main
premises had been thereb.y so reduced as to be
insufficient to comply with the by-laws. The
notice of the council to discontinue the use of

the premises in the way stated was disregarded,
whereupon proceedings followed, and a fine was
imposed in October last.—Mr. W. T. Ward,
engineer to the Llandudno Council, said that

there was a suggestion made by the appellants
that a flat roof would provide the necessary
open space; but that was not so, and had never
been recognised by the council. Witness re-

ported to the council in 1905 that the cottages
were being used for sleeping purposes. There
was, however, nothing in the sanitary condition
of the premises that could be complained of.

—

IMr. W. Little, sanitary inspector to the Llan-
dudno C'ouncil. reported upon several visits

which he paid to the appellants' premises when
he found young employees sleeping there. There
were no complaints on account of either over-
crowding or insanitary conditions.—Mr. Lomax.
engineer (Manchester), gave evidence for the
appellants, illustrating his points by means of

.a large model of the premises. He explained
that the alterations consisted of roofing over the
ground floor intervening between the front
premises and the cottages, and as long as this
space was sufficient there could be no objection,
llie ventilation and circulation of air were ex-

cellent.—Evidence of a corroborative character
was tendered on behalf of appellants by other
witnesses.—Mr. Johnson, for appellant.^, sub-
mitted that all that the appellants had done
was to drive their business premises over the
s:rround floor to the cottages. They interfered
in no way with the superstructure of the
cottages, and the undertaking which they gave
to the council applied only to the portion which
connected the main with the hack premises, and
which had never been used except for business
purposes.—The appeal was dismissed.

Al a general meeting of the Royal Society of
British Artists, Mr. Hcly Smith has been
elected honorary treasurer, and Mr. Francis
Black, A.R.C.A., honorary secretary.

Tlie urban district council of Wadebridge have
appointed Mr. Geach as surveyor, and Mr. J.

Bale as sanitary inspector, in the absence of

Mr. R. W. Burr, now on military duties.

Hayes Urban District Council have under con-
sideration a scheme for erecting 208 houses at

a total cost of £47,000, Ten different types of

dwellings are proposed, with rents ranging from
10s. to 6s. 6d.

The new choir-vestry now being added to the
church of St. Bartholomew-the-Great, from Sir
.'\ston Webb's designs, will be opened by the
Bishop of London on AVcdnesday. -Tune 9. .Sir

.\ston Webb is acting as hon. architect in con-

nection with the alterations to be carried out
at Ihe church schools to meet the requirements
of the Board of Education.

The Scottish Board of Agriculture have issued
a memorandum as to the utilisation of home-
grown timber, and specifying War (jffice re-

quirements of nianufaclnred articles; also

leaflets dealing with the buying and selling of
timber on entailed estates, death duties on
timber and woodlands, the production of potash
salts from woodlands and waste lands, and the
large larch sawfly.

Our O^ffice fabk.

At the meeting on Monday of the corpora-

tion of Plymouth a long discussion took place

on the recommendations of the lunatic

asylums visiting committee ; (1) That it is

desirable to extend the asylum to provide

accommodation for 400 additional patients.

(2) That Messrs. Tbornely and Rooke, archi-

tects, of Plymouth, be instructed to prepare

designs for the extension of the asylum on

the terms laid down by the Society of Archi

tects. 'It was stated that it was proposed to

extend the asylum at Blackadown by two
wings, thus increasing the accommodation
from 400 to 840 beds. The existing asylum
was built at a cost of £180 per bed, and the

estimated expenditure was £250 a bed,

possibly reducible to £230 a bed. should the

war come to an end, or, say, £110,000. It

would be at least fifteen months before the

committee could invite tenders, and three

years before patients could be received into

the new wings. Eventually an amendment,
instructing the asylum committee to prepare

a detailed statement of the financial effect of

the recommendations, .was carried by 29

votes to 25.

Canon Alexander, treasurer of St. Paul's

Cathedral, announced on Saturday that the

work of protecting the fabric from fire risks,

which has occupied between two and thrcf

years, and as cost upwards of £5,000. i^

now completed. " St. Paul's was always

regarded," Canon Alexander remarked, "as
a dangerous building in regard to fire. The
scheme is twofold in character. There is

the preventive part, which is quite as im-

portant as that for dealing with an out-

break, and ill this direction all the woodwork
which it has been possible to remove has

been removed, and iron substituted. For
instance, in the clock tower, which was open

and into which fire from a big building ne;ir

could easily have blown, all the woodwork
had been taken away, iron ladders being

substituted for the wooden ones. Then there

is the scheme for meeting the possibility of

a fire. We have had installed a system of

fire mains and hydrants, accompanied by

special apparatus for forcing water to a great

height. The water is carried right up to

the top of the building, so that if a fire

should occur on any level there will be a

sufficiency of water to deal with it. Prior to

this it would have been impossible to deal

with a fire at the top of the Cathedral

because of the height."

As illustrated and described in our issue

of June 19, I9I4, pp. 840 3. the work of

restoring and strengthening the roof of

Westminster Hall by means of steel trusses

is about to begin. The recommendation of

Mr. Frank Baines, M.V.O., of H.M. Office of

Works, that the roof should be reinforced

r.ither than renewed, was accepted by Earl

Beauchamp, the First Commissioner of

Works, after having been submitted to him
!iy the Ancient Monuments Board. Mr.

Baines's scheme is the construction of a

1 omplete steel truss for the roof, so that the

I xisting timbers may be preserved as they

.strmd, or patched and repaired with modern
oak where they are decayed. The stone slabs

ot the floor of the Hall are being taken up,

and a timber rail base laid down for carrying

the steel scaffolding, which will weigh 180

tons, apart from the superimposed load of

the trusses. A false temporary roof is being

raised over the existing roof over the Hall,

from wliich all the slates will have to be

stripped ofT.

On Monday the Thames Conservancy ex-

jU-Dssed provisional acquiescence with the

))lans for three new bridges across the

Thames. One of these will be constructed

across the river between Goring and

Streatley. Plans were originally prepared

two years ago, but had to be abandoned

because it was found impracticable to con-

s^ruct such a bridge with approaches having

a reasonable gradient to suit the structure.

Consequently another plan has been pre-

pared, providing for a trestled structure

aouiewhat similar to the present bridge, but

4
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to be constructed in reiDforced concrete.
Tliis design has been made the basis of the
plan which is now deposited. Tlie Con-
servancy suggested a modification in the
design, with the object of increasing the
width of the waterway for navigation
purposes. The other two bridges are to be
built by the Reading Corporation over the
ri\er between Reading aud Caversham. The
first to be built will be the De Bohun road
Bridge, which will be of reinforced cojiorete
with a stone parapet. The design provides
for a bridge of single span with a width of
180ft., and a nia.ximum rise of 18ft. above
the normal level of the water.

The Manchester parks committee are
steadily adding to the number of districts
and thoroughfares in which they are planting
trees and generally improving tlie scanty
stock of foliage in the city. In all nearly
4,500 trees have been planted in the out-
lying districts, particularly on the south side
of the city, and so successful have been the
results that the inner and eastern parts of
Manchester are now the scene of experi-
ments. Tree cultivation is being attempted
in Clopton-street, Hulme, and Grey Mare-
lane, Opensliaw, and probably other parts of
Hulnie and Moss Side and Higher Opeiishaw
will follow. The selection of trees varies a
little according to the district ; but it has
been found that poplars, thorns, willows,
and the common ash last the longest. Among
shrubs certain varieties of the rhododendron,
honeysuckle, golden elvers, privets, and bo.\
stand smoke and chemical vapours best. The
cost of the tree and shrub provision in Man-
chester streets amount to about £3,000 a
year.

At the last meeting of the town council of
Rochdale, Mr. Thom^^s, chairman of the
health committee, stated that the £17,000 or
£18,000 spent by property owners and the
corporation (in the proportion of two-thirds
to one-third respectively) on conversion of
pail-closets to water-closets has been accom-
panied by a general improvement of the
property concerned, to the great benefit of
the tenants. He indicated also some of the
difficulties of housing reform. Even such a
simple measure as the breaking through of
" back-to-backs " into "through" houses has
unhoused some fifty families, who have not
been able to find fresh dwellings, but have
been crowded into houses let in lodgings,
or into lodging-houses, or who else have
joined with another family in one house.
But in dealing with " senii-baek-to-backs " (a
very large class, numbering in Dr. Ander-
soirs last return l.lliO oases) this result has
not, so far, followed, and in hastening on
the work of improvement the policy of the
health committee has been to secure "sani-
tary conversion " at the same time, so that
a very real gain to the housing accommoda-
tion of the borough is slowly being achieved
by the conservative, but steadily applied,
methods of the health committee.

In his annual report to the Kent County
Council, Dr. A. Greenwood, the medical
officer of health, remarks: "The value of tlie

Housing and Town - Planning Act, par-
ticularly that portion which deals with the
inspection of houses, is more evident as
systematic work of the nature set out in the
regulations framed by the Local Govern-
ment Board proceeds, and housing accom-
modation is steadily improving. ... No
fewer than 10.187 houses have been inspected
under the Act in urban districts, and 6,896m rural, both being considerable increases
as compared with the previous year. Six
hundred and twenty-two houses (471 urban
and 1.=>1 rural) were considered to be unfit
for human habitation, and 561 closing orders
(491 urban and 70 rural) were made. In the
latter cases, 193 premises (153 urban and 40
rural) were afterwards made habitable. In
8,573 premises (6,151 urban and 2,422 rural),
the defects were remedied without the
making of closing orders. It will be seen
that houses which presented defects con-
stituted a large proportion of these inspected.
There is considerable variation in the amount
of work done in the different districts."

A record of work done bv the surveyor's
department of the Lincoln Corporation

during the past year is furnished by Mr. R.
A. MacBrair, the city surveyor. Plans have
been passed for three new streets, five public
buildings, 186 houses, forty additions to

houses and sundry buildings, and six ware-
houses and workshops, a total of 240, as
against 251 last year, and about 170 houses
have been erected and occupied. The
Northern Hospital on Wragby-road has been
built. Of the public works carried out the
most important is the refuse destructor,
built adjoining the sewage pumping station,

so as to utilise the steam in pumping the
sewage to the farm. The Wickham Gardens
have been formed on the land round the
water tower in Westgate, including the site

of the corporation stables built some dozen
years ago. At the Monks-road recreation
ground a bowling-green luis been made. The
old water filter-beds at Boultham have been
turned into bathing places. The old St.

Swithin's burial ground, at the corner of
Rosemary-lane and Croft-street , has been
converted into a small ornamental garden.
St. John's old burial ground at tlie corner
of Newport and Church-lane has been
similarly dealt with. The administrative
block at the City Infections Diseases Hos-
pital on Long Leys-road has been enlarged, a
pavilion erected, and the building of the
•John Dawson Sanatorium is drawing to a
completion. Many street improvements have
been carried out, and the length of the river
wall on Waterside-south having given signs
of tilting over into the river, the Great
Northern Railway Company have rebuilt and
raised it, at the city's expense.

The Engineering Standards Committee
have revised and reissued the lists of British
standard rolled sections. As regards the
modifications, four unequal angles, three
bulb angles, and two zed bars have been
added to the lists, all of which are in demand
primarily for shipbuilding purposes. It has
not been found practicable to delete more
than one standard section from the lists, as

those sizes which are not now required for

shipbuilding are considered essential for
bridge and underframe work. Certain re-

ductions have also been made in the mini-
mum web thicknesses of the bulb angles and
channels, with a \ie\v of producing more
economical forms of sections. The lists can
be obtained of Messrs. Crosby Lockwood and
Son, 7, Stationers' Hall-court, E.C.

During the months of October, November,
and December, 1914, the Road Board in-

dicated additional advances to highway
authorities amounting in the aggregate to

£170,935, of which £132,843 was by way of

grant, and £38,092 by way of loan. The
advances made and indicated up to Dec. 31,

less indications cancelled, amounted to

£5,954,304. Of this total, £4,508,585 was by
way of grant, and £1,445,719 by way of loan.

The formal grants completed during the last

quarter, amounting to £337,939, were
applied as follows: Road crust improvements,
£219,774; road widenings and improvement
of curves and corners, £80,994 ; road
diversions, £6,134; reconstruction and im-
provement of bridges, £4,620; and new roads

and bridges, £26,467.^
At a special meeting of the Criccieth Town

Council on Tuesday night a letter was read from
the Local Government lioard sanctioning the
application of the council to borrow the sum of

£3,294 for the purpose of erecting seventeen
workmen's dwellings, subject to some modifica-

tions suggested by the Board.

According to the Bill to be introduced next
session by the Metropolitan Water Board,
powers are sought to raise money bv the issue

of bills of from =£1,000,000 to £2,000.000.

Parliament will also be asked to authorise the
Board to borrow £682,500 for the construction

of reservoirs, tunnels, aqueducts, aud machinery
necessary to carry out tlie work. Among the
works for which authority is sought are the con-

struction of reservoirs in iSouthgate. Elthani,

Bromley iKent), Farnborough, and Shoreham;
a well is to be sunk and a pumping-station
erected at Eynsford; a subway or tunnel will

be run under Dog Kennel-hilt and Grove-lane,
Camberwell; while provision has been made for

many miles of aqueducts across East Molesej',

Thames Dillon. New Maiden, Merton, and
Mitcham.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING 'WrEEK.
lIo.MUY.—Eojal Academy. " SteijpiuL' .Slones." bv

W. L. Wyllie, R.A. i p.m.
Victoria and .Ubert Museum. "The

Evolution of EuKlieh Gothic Cathe-
drals," by Banister F. Fletcher
F.R.I.B.A. 1.30 p.m.
Royal Institute of British Architects.

" The Ecclesiastical Buildinss of North
Italy," by F. V. Eden. 8 p.m.
Royal Society of Arts. " Oils : their

Production aud Manufacture," Cantor
Lecture No. 1, by Dr. F. Mollwo Perkins
8 p.m.

Wi..u!fF.sDAv.—Royal Academy. " Stepping Stones," bv
W. L. Wyllie, R.A. i p.m
Royal Society of Arts. " The Te.xlile

Industries of Great Britain aud uf
Germany," by J. A. Hunter. 8 p.m.

Tkchsd.iy. — liiitish Museum. "The Temples and
Basilicas of Rome," by Banister F.
Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A. 1.30 p.m.
Royal Society of Arts. " Nepal," bv

H. J. Elwes, F.R.S. 4.30 p.m.

-••-

The peal of bells in the famous steeple of
Boston Church, Lincolnshire, have been rung for
the first time for eight months. In April it was
reported that a crack in the tower had been
discovered. Mr. W. S. Wealherley, architect,
was consulted, and, on his advice, "tell-tales"
were affixed over the aperture, and the ringing
of the bells was suspended, so that there mi^ht
be no unnatural vibration. The test has proved
tliat there is no need for alarm with respect to
the condition of the tower.

The Secretary of the War Office announces
that, owing to the very great number of offers
of assistance and applications for euiployment
received from civil and mechanical engineers,
architects, and surveyors, it has been found
impossible to acknowledge letters individually.
Should an opportunity arise for utilising the
services of any of the applicants, tlicy will be
communicated with; but the number of applica-
tions received far exceeds the probable require-
ments.

The Local Government Board have given
authority for the preparation of eleven further
town planning schemes under the Housing and
Town Planning Act, 1909. The schemes are
authorised to be prepared by the corporations
of Birkenhead, Leeds (two "schemes), Lincoln,
Manchester, Rochdale, Southend-on-Sea, and
Wallsend, and the urban district councils of
Esher and the Dittons, Grays Thurrock, and
Neston and Parkgate, and relate to areas of
about 166, 2,278. 893, 207, 5,269, 1,576, 268, 1,105,
1,643, 2.374. and 3,258 acres respectively.

Mr. Lewis Harcourt, M.P., Secrclaiy for the
Colonies, formally opened on Wednesday the
new London othces of the Agent-General for
Western Australia. 'The building is at the
corner of the Strand and Savoy-street, and was
formerly occupied by a seller of engravings and
paintings. The lower part of the front has been
faced with black Belgian marble, a while panel
over the entrance being inlaid with the Black
Swan of Western Australia, illuminated at
night. The entrance-hall runs the depth of the
building, about 66ft., and from this the emigra-
tion offices are reached. The administrative
offices occupy the upper floors.

At a meeting of the Wednesbuiy Town
Council the other day. the mayor proposed the
adoption of a recommendation of the general
purposes committee, that, in view of the exist-

ence of overcrowding in the borough, and the
failure of private enterprise to provide artisans'
dwellings, application be made to the Local
Government Board for sanction to the borrowing
of £5.240 for the provision of twenty-four
dwellings under Part III. of the Housing of the
Working Classes Act, 1890. The committee also

asked the council to sanction the purchase for

£600 of about 9,920 square yards of land in

Hobs Hole-road, and to ajiprove a contract for

the erection thereon of twenty-four dwellings
for the sum of £4.320. The recommendations
were unanimously adopted.

An inquest was held at Batley on Tuesday
on Joseph Henry Battye, aged fifty one, a

master plumber, of Bailey, Dr. W. H. H.
Bennett deposed that Mr. Battye showed him
a small wound on the front of the right wrist,

and the doctor advised him to ho careful. He
gave him some antiseptic poulticing, and next

day told him he must rest it. Battye. however,

went on working until he could not use the

hand. Eventually it was found necessary to

amputate the arm just, below the elbow; but

death followed the operation. The jury re-

turned a verdict to the effect that death resulted

from blood-poisoning set up by an accidental

wound to the right wrist, which became septic,

and which was probably aggravated by the man
continuing to work after it was first noticed.
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LATEST PRICES
N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
risual sources of iuformation are in many
cases failing us. Timber quotations we omit
altogether, as published figures differ so

widely that they are, we fear, in many eases

quite unreliable.

IRON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Kollea Steel Joists, English £7 10 to fs u
Wrougbt-Iron Girder Plates 7 1

Steel Girder Plates s

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 22 0,,

Do., Welsh 5 15 ,,

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,,
BestSnedehill _. 0,,

Angles lbs.. Tees 20s. per ton extra.

10

9 II

8 10

5 17

8 15
9 10

6 , 8 10

8 10 (1

n , 7 10
. 9 5
, 5 15

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding. &o., f81.5s.toffl.

Ditto galvanised, £U to X'lSlOs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 21

Bft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Bestditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.

8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 perowt

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10

Caat-Iron Stanchions 6 17
Rolled-lron Fencing Wire 8 5
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

„ ,, ,, Galvanised 8 15
Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5 10
Cut Floor Brads 10 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply.

14 B.W.G 14 5 „ —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised

—

0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 10s. £10 158. £11 Os. £11 5s. £11 153. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes—
3in. diameter £6 15 li to £7 2 6

4in. to6in 6 10 „ 6 1-2 6

7in. to 24in. (all sizeS) 6 17 6 „ 7 2 6

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,
turned and bored joints 58. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieehall sOs. Od. to 1-278. 6d
Hot Blast, ditto 878. Od. „ 973. Od'

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2^ per cent.)—

Gas-Tubes 72.i p.

Water-Tubes 663
Steam-Tabes 65
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 60
Galvanised Water-Tubes 56j
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 50

OTHEB UETALS.
Per ton. Per ton.

Lead Water Pipe, Town '£23 15 to —
„ Country '24 15 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '24 15 0„ —
Country *25 15 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town *25 15 ,,
—

„ Country '26 15 ,,
—

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town '28 5 „ —

Country *29 5 0,, —
Composition (3a8-Pipe, Town ... 'Sii 15 ,, —

Country *27 15 „ —
Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4Jin.) Town *2i; 15 0,, —

, Country "27 15 „ —
rOver 4Mn. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead. Common Brands 17 17 6 .,£18 12 6

Lead Shot, in 28Ih. bags 24 15 0,, —
Copper Sheets, sheathing* rode 78 0„ 7s 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 61 15 „ 62 5
Tin, English Ingots 154 „ 1.".5

Do., Bars 165 „ 156
Pig Lead, in lowt. Pigs (Town) 19 2 6 „ 19 10
Sheet Lead, Town *23 5 0„ —

,, „ Country ''24 5 „ —
Genuine White Lead 29 15 „ —
Refined Red Lead 20 „ —
Sheet Zinc 55 ., —
Old Lead, against account 17 15 0,, —
Tin percwt. 8 15 0„ —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 12 9 ., —

' For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

SLATES.
in. in.

Blue Portmadoc ... 20 x 10 .

16 „ 8 .

Blue Bangor 20
20

First quality 20

,10.
,12.
,10.
,12.

£ B. d. per 1,000 of
12 12 6 1.200 at r.stn.
6 12 6

6
6

Eureka unfading
green

Permanent Green ...

16
,

' 20
,

, 20 ,

18
,

16
,

20
.

18 ,

16
,

13 2

13 17

13 U
13 15

7

15 17 6

18 7 6
13 5
10 5
11 13 6
9 12 6
6 12 6

BBIOKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1.000 alongside, in

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 14

Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18

Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 12

Best Bed Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 4

2|tn. Best Red Ac-]
crmgton Plastic M 10 6
Facing Bricks )

[river.

delivered
at rly. stn.

Net, delivered in
full truck loads
in London.

3'h" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3'/8" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6

Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewor Arch Brick not more than 3'/8 in
thickest part 2

3Vh" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2 6

3'/e" ditto ditto through and through 2
3'/b" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 2J" and V' radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9"xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches ;

—

3 course deep, 4§" soffit, per foot opening..
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

_ _ 13
44" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
44" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1"

ditto ditto ditto ... 2 6

ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

ditto ditto ditto ... 2 11

9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 6
ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6

r

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BBIOES.
HABD GLAZES (PER 1,000).

^Vhite, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.

£13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Stretchers-
£12 7 6 £10 17

Headers—
11 17 6 10 7

Quoins, Bullnose, and 44in. Flats-
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers

—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6

Spli'jjs and Squints—
17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—
5cl each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bnllnose Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 6d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BBICES.

stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles

—

Hi each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose. Stretchers, and Headers

—

53. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000

Headers .„.. _ £22 17 6

,, ,, Quoins and Bullnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks] Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours r ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4*in.

Is. 2d. each I by 2Sin.

Stretchers cut for Closers
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

and Nicked Double

' These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations.
Thames Sand 7
Pit Sand 7

Thames Ballast 6

d.
6 per yard, delivered

Best Portland Cement....
Ground Blue Lias Lime.

s. d. Per ton,
36 to 41 delivered

, 21 C per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. s. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at

railway station.

STONE.*
Red Mansfield , in blocks per foot cnbe £0 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto
Red Corsehill, ditto i,

CloseburnRedFreestone.ditto ,,

Ancaster, ditto ••

Greenshill, ditto
Beer, ditto ..

Cbilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) i.

Hard York, ditto ..

Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes .. 13

• All F.O.R. London.

2 3
2 2
2
1 10
1 10
1 6

1 104
2

Bath Stone, delivered on road £ s. d.
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 74

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 94
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station ., Oil

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ., 1 7i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. averaee ;—
Delivered on road waggons \ Brown White
at Paddington Depot,! Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or ( Per foot cube.
Pimllco Wharf ' ... £0 2 3 ... £0 2 44

TILES.
B.

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

ditto (Edwards) 57
Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46 per 1000

Ornamental ditto 48 6 ,,

Hip tiles 3 104 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 44 „

"Rosemary "brand plain tiles... 48 per lOOO
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 43 fi per 1000

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 6
Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 45 per 1009
Pressed 42 6
Ornamental ditto 47 6 ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 6

OILS.
Rapeseed,English pale,per tun £28 15

d. Dlvrd.at
per 1000 ry.sn.'

7 per doz. ,,

per 1000
6

per doz.

6 per 1000

per doz. ,,

.,

per doz.

...per gal.

26 15
29
39 10
21
46
42 10
42 10
32 5
35
17 5

7

Ditto, brown
Cottonseed, refined
Olive, Spanish
Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin ..

Ditto. Ceylon
Ditto, Mauritius
Palm, Lagos
Ditto, Nut Kernel ..

Oleine
Sperm
Lubricating, U.S. ...

Petroleum, refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Ditto, Archangel
Linseed Oil per gal.
Baltic Oil
Turpentine ,,

Putty (Genuine Linseed
Oil percwt.
Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority" Brand.. „ 9 0,.

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : ISoz. 21oz. 26oz.
Fourths 5d. ... 54d. ... 6d.

Thirds 5ld. ... 6d. ... 6i'd.

Fluted Sheet 44d. ... 54d. ... —
Hartley's English Boiled iin. ^/lein.

Plate 3d. ... 34a.

1 6
19
2
2
3

9

to,
„
„
„
„
„
„
,

,

,

,

,

6j

6
,

;29 5
27 5

30
40
21 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10

519
31

6

1 10
1

Figured Rolled and Beponssine.
White.

4d.

32oz.
7d.

8id.

Jin.

... 4d.

Tinted.
5ld.

VARNISHES, &o. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak 10 6

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6

Fine Extia Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of

churches 14 6

Find Elastic Carriage 12

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 10

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Fine French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9

White Copal Enamel 14 9

Extra Pale Paper 12

Best Japan Gold Size 10

Best Black .Japan '^ l"" 2
Oak and Mahogany Stain " ^

nBrunswick Black 8

Berlin Black 16

Knotting 10 6

French and Brush Polish 10

Tlie death is ;iiuiuuiicLd tioiii Aberdeen, al the

age of seventy, of Mr. William Smith, archilcct

and surveyor, of that town.

Mr. Swarbrick. deputy surveyor al Swansea,

has been granted an honorarium of i^lOO for

extra work done during the iUness of the lato

surveyor. Mr. G. Bell.

Consideration of the revised schedule of pro-

fessional charges will he resumed at tlie yeueral

meeting of the Royal Institute of Britisli Archi-

tects on Feb. 1, when the attendance of members
is earnestly requested.

I.utou a new council school in Tennysou-At
plansroad, built, at an outlay of itS.OOO, from pii

by Messrs. J, K. Brown and Sons, of that town,

has been formally opened. The builder was Mr.

T. Iliggs, of Northampton.
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THE TIMBER QUESTION: SOME
SUBSTITUTES.

The question of the supply of timber is
becoming a serious one, as the stocks now
in hand are diminishing fast, and the
arrivals of the timber that reach us in
ordinary times from Finland and Russia
must, for the time, stop until something
is done with the Germans who now control
the e.xit of the Baltic. The ports facing
the Skager Rack, Christiania, Frederick-
stad, Gottenburg, and others from which
the best timber is shipped, hesitate to ship
cargoes which must run the gauntlet of the
mines.

Tho yellow and whitewood of Sweden,
Finland, and Russia have been our main
stay and backbone of late years ; Sweden,
above all, has cut timber of all sizes to suit
our markets : the battens, deals, and
planks for joiners' work, the varying sizes
used for timbering in houses, from the
slate and tile battens to the 2 by 3 up to

12 by 4. The Christiania and Frederickstad
consignments are the finest, and of the
first quality that the world produces,
though many of the Russian deliveries are
good, the St. Petersburg and the best
Gefle especially being very hard and clean.

If the supply is to stop fronr these
countries, we must look farther afield.

The freights will be higher, but may not,

if the timber is bought at a reasonable
price, send prices higher than are now
asked for Swedish and other wood, the cost
of which at the moment is almost pro-
hibitive for ordinary building. The doors,
sashes, and frames, and other joiners'
work, including that for horticultural
work, such as sash-bars, rails, stiles, etc.,

can now be produced by English joinery
works almost as cheaply as those im-
ported

; but, of course, the joinery works
will have to buy timber at higher rates.

Some of our Colonies can supply any
amount of timber—pitchpinc, Australian
redwood, and other softer woods. At the
Colonial Exhibition many years back a
very largo variety of wood was exhibited
which won praise from all. Take the
Australian redwood, which has been so

largely used in this country for road-
paving : this is very free from knots, sap,

and similar defects, but it is heavier than
tho Sweilish wood, though we do not think
it exceeds that of Gefle. Of course, the
freight would be greater; for timbering
purposes it should be a good substitute.
Russia has enormous forests of fir and
similar timbers in Siberia and bordering
the Trans-Siberian Railway, if she can get
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Reinforced-Concrete Buildings.

them to us; while on the White Sea very
line deals and planks are shipped in
ordinary times from Archangel and Onega.
A substitute for fir joists, where it is not

?. question of price, and a good substitute,
would be the fire-resisting floor of steel
joists, say, 2ft. to 3ft. apart, with concrete
of cokebreeze and cement filled in between,
brought Ain. below the bottom flange, and
above the upper one with a thin bed of
cement and sand to render tho upper
surface level, then a thin bed of asphalt,
and a parquetry floor or a pitchpine one laid
on that ; or one of the patent pavings of
imitation mosaic or a similar kind of
finish in a compound of cork and coloured
cement. The ceiling under would want
only two coats of plastering, and would not
require to be lathed. The absence of
laths and wood joists would do away with
the cracks so often seen in ceilings if the
two coats of plastering were done in well-
matured material, and tho setting coat has
the moisture well-trowelled out of it to a
hard surface. This floor should be nearly
soundproof, and very firm to walk on

—

unlike tlie floors laid on fir joists, that
shake half the furniture as you walk.
The ground floor could bo of cement-

concrete, similar to that described to be
laid by the local authorities over the site.

This floor would only need the Gin. of

cement - concrete with the thin coat of

asphalts and wood block, or either of the
other floors already mentioned. Floors of

the kind described would lend themselves
well to square carpets of Persian or Turkey
or Indian make, or even mats of similar
kind.

Many of the casements could be of

wrought iron, such as have been made for

the last fifty years, of artistic design, and
with up-to-date fastenings. With the
floors described, and the casements in

wrought iron, roof-timbers of pitch-

pine or Australian redwood, doors of pitch-

pine, lintels of rolled steel, little fir timber
would bo wanted until the trade is in full

swing again.

There are, of course, many countries

that have large forests of fir, but labour in
j

them is so much more expensive; and
besides, there are not the facilities for

getting to ports, or sawing it to the

required sizes, and tho cost of freight is

;

so much greater. Much of the timber
lately imported is not really fit to use. It I

is very clean and bright to look at; but it'

ought to have twelve months' seasoning in

the docks before it is worked, or else be

dried in hot-air chambers; but "Needs
must when tho drives."

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

A meeting of the Royal Institute of British
Architects was held on Monday evening, Mr.
A. W. Stephens Cross, M.A., vice-president,

in the chair. Mr. Hubbard, F.S.A., an-
nounced with regret the death of Mr. John
Henry Cossar, Licentiate, of Borrowash,
Derby.

V.4R.\LL0 AND ITS IMITATIONS.

Mr. F. C. Eden, M.A., read a paper on the
hillside sanctuaries of the districts to the
south of Monte Rosa and the Siniplon, illus-

trated by a series of excellent photographs.
These sanctuaries are, be explained, of every
degree of architectural importance, ranging
upwards from the tiny mountain shrine,
rudely built and poorly furnished, through
the modest church, provided with lodgings
for a chaplain or a suite of rooms for the
accommodation and refreshment of pilgrims,
to the vast proportions of such an institution
as Oropa, dominated by its enormous hospiee.
CTthers consist of scattered chapels grouped
round a monastery, or strung out along tho
way to a pilgrimage church, famed for the
possession of a miraculous image or other
venerated object. But the most complex and
interesting type of sanctuary is undoubtedly
the Sacro Monte. This consists of a series

of chapeMike buildings, designed to protect
and exhibit groups of life-sized statuary, pro-

vided with porticoes or other shelter for spec-
tators, and so arranged as to be approached
in a definite order. Of these, that on the
steep hillside of Varallo is the most famous,
both as being the first thing of its kind, and
for the great artists who participated in its

production. It was begun in H81 by Ber-
nardino Carini, a minor observant of the
Franciscan Order, and ten years later the

Chapel of the Holy Sepulchre was in-

augurated. When Carini died in 1499 he
left a sufficient lunnber of completed group.s

to make bis conception clear. Additional
chapels were sid).sequently added on arbi-

trarily selected sites, and towartls the end of

the IGtIi century I'ellegriiio Tibaldi was
called in to rearrange the groups. In spite

of their variety, the planning of the chapels
in these sanctuaries is of the simplest.

Three .systems have been followed. The very
earliest was a simple rectangular chamber
without any sort of barrier or division, so

that the spectators actually passed through
the show-space. Afterwards tho place for

spectators was railed off. The partition was
effected by a screen or grille of carved wood,
so designed as to allow an easy view of tho

ceiling and wall paintings as well as the

figures. Most of these screens are highly

ornate and varied in design. In the latest

examples the whole of the interior space is

given up to the scidptures, and an external

portico is added for the accommodation of

the pilgrims. Both methods, the screen ami
the portico, are used at Orfa ; at Varese the
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latter only. The walls arc of plast-ered
rubble, with granite dressings, and the roofs
are covered with heavy stone slabs. At
Varallo it is the piazza, willi its two-storied
cloister and circnmjacent chapels that must
be deemed the climax of 'tlie whole com-
position—not the big church, which strikes
the only jarring note, with its aggressive
modern fa<;ade. In a corner of the cloister
nn insignificant doorway, adorned with nice
decorative painting, leads to the earliest of
Carini's buildings. This contains a replica
of the Holy Sepulchre, hewn out of the rook,
and may be considered the focus of the series,

the main object of pilgrimage. Part of the
north side is occupied by a reproduction of
the Seala Santa, reaching the upper cloister
between an avenue of delicate columns. The
opposite corner of the piazza is occupied by
the more important chapels, partly raised on
lofty substructures, partly on the native rock,
and approached by flights of steps. At
Varallo the chief interest centres in the
contents of tlie chapels, at Orta and Varese
in the buildings themselves. These are
designed to contain groups of painted
imagery, which combine with their frescoed
backgrounds to form tableaux of Sacred
History. Tlie earliest figures, those whicli
came from the Franciscan workshop, were of
wood. But early in the 16th century
Gaudenzio Ferrari, then a young man, was
summoned to fresco the convent church at
Varallo with the story of the Passion. Ho
introduced the use of terracotta in place of

timber for the figure groups, and in 152.3 was
engaged upon the groups and frescoes of the
Crucifixion Cliapel. Several other artists of
note were employed, the most eminent of
whom was Jean Wespin, a native of Dinant,
in Belgium (15G0-1615), known according to
the Italian practice by the nickname
Tabacchetti. Tlie Sacro Monte of Orta,
begun in 1585 by Cletio, occupies a wooded
promontory overhanging tlie town and lake
of that name. The same materials are em-
plo\ed here as at Varallo— viz., granite and
plaster; but with the addition of a rusty
green serpentine, wliich takes and retains the
finest detail, and is used for the smaller
moulded members. The lay-out is less con-
fused than at Varallo, and the chapels seein
to have been placed so as to get the best
effect from each separate building, ratlier
than with an eye to picturesqueness of

friar, Giovanni Battista Agguggiari. The
chapels themselves are on a more ambitious

scale than had been attempted before, and
stand on lofty substructures which jut, like

bastions, from the retaining walls of the

road. The subjects illustrated are the

Fifteen Mysteries of the Rosary, divided into

the usual triad—Joyful, Sorrowful, and
Glorious. The commencement of each group

i is marked by a triumphal arch and a foun-

tain, the church at the top being the cleverest

of the whole. The design was submitted to a

local architect, Bernascone of Varese. Begun
in 160G, a few years after those of Orta, the

buildings are a century later in feeling ; red
tiles and yellowish stucco replace the stone

roofs and whitewashed walls, and granite is

more sparingly employed. The groups display

clever engineering and good planning. The
great establislimont in the mountains above
Biella, known as the Sanctuary of Oropa, is

the growth of sixteen centuries. Controlled
successively by Benedictines, Cistercians,

and the Chapter of Biella, the affairs of the

institution, ever since the consecration of the

present church in 1600, have been ad-

ministered by a mixed lay and clerical com-
mittee of management. The buildings lie on
the sloping ground at the head of a short,

steep valley. A grassy slope to the left of the

main road, just below the hospice, is dotted
with black and white chapels, containing the

usual terracotta groups. In 1659 these were
twenty-five in number, and in 1681, twenty-
six ; but since there are now no more than
eighteen, most of them built about the year
1690, it may be inferred that the earlier ones
w'ere of quite modest dimensions, and were
suffered to fall into decay, or were pulled

down to make room for those now standing.
The buildings of the hospice are planned
round an immense quadrangle, two sides

being prolonged southwards as wings at

either end of the entrance facade. The
church, a small and unpretentious structure,

juts out from the east side of the court. This
is surrounded by a cloister walk, of two
stories for some part of its circuit. Two
architects were connected with the work,
Negro di Pralungo, who was engaged upon
the quadrangle alDOut the same time that the

erection of tlie church was proceeding, and
the more famous Filippo Juvara, who com-
pleted the scheme in 1720, by the design of

1
the southern or entrance front. This is

i
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treatment of the small rectangular, poly-

gonal, and circular edifices.

Mr. E. P. Warren seconded the motion,
remarking that at Orta the general plan of

the buildings was now rendered confused
owing to the luxuriant subsequent growth of

chestnut trees, magnolias, and other shrubs
which closely surrounded the chapels, but
permitted of lovely glimpses of the town and
lake below. There was a roughness of detail

in the treatment of the coarse-grained granite
columns which reminded one of the churches
of Brittany. At Varallo the effect was less

concentrated, but here the terracotta figures

were of extraordinary excellence, but some of

the mural paintings were tawdry. The
figures were arrayed in clothing and were
provided with what looked like real hair.

For the instruction of peasants who could
neither read nor write these realistic figures

had served their end, and provided an appeal
which was simple and definite. Here, how-
ever, and in all the great cathedrals and
churches, works which were conceived in the
fervour of religious devotion necessarily

became to subsequent generations merely a
great business, to be maintained to the best
advantage.
Mr. "Walter Tapper referred to the in-

teresting work to be seen in the colonnades
and their capitals and the iron grilles of the
sanctuary chapels.

Mr. W. Curtis Green also supported the
vote of thanks.

In replying, Mr. Eden said the figures in

the chapels were often draped in linen and
provided with flaxen wdgs; they were given
fresh heads and thanged iu character to suit

new requirements, as the number of chapels
was augmented, and their dedications were
altered.

REINFORCED-CONCRETE
BUILDINGS.—II.

Messrs. Turner's Asbestos Factory,
Tkaffokd Park, Manchester.

Messrs. Butterworth and Duncan, Rochdale,
• Architects.

Our previous issue contained some details
of the general construction employed in the
rciiforced-concrete frame building erected as

part of tills extensive scheme, and the present
article shows some of the interesting detail
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grrmpiug. The circular Chapel of the
Stigmata is the earliest example of such
a building, surrounded by a portico, and was
the model for much subsequent work here
and at Varese; the form was also introduced
by the Renaissance painters in the archi-
tectural backgrounds to their compositions.
The lecturer proceeded to describe in detail
the other ehapcds at Orta and also the pic-

turesque well house, with its flat pyramidal
canopy, a building added to the group in

1612. At Varese the scheme of a Sacro
Monte again originated with the Franciscan
Order, the moving spirit being a Capuchin

approached from the forecourt by a

slair of noble proportions; tlie ground story

is entirely open from front to back, so as to

form a loggia the whole depth of the block.

Mr. Paul Waterhouse proposed a vote of

thanks to Mr. Eden for his charming and
beautifully illustrated paper, the work of nn
enthusiast and a recognised authority on the

buildings of the style and period of these

.North Italian sanctuaries. He also had
visited these interesting groups of hillside

chapels, strung like beads on the rosaries of

the winding roads, and had found them full

of architectural suggestions from the clever

interspersed throughout the block of

buildings.

The motor platform, the position of which
may be seen from the plans given in the

previous issue, is illustrated in detail iu

Figs. yS to 44. The structural work for this

platform is approximately 24ft. long and 1.3ft.

wide. The actual platrorni measures about
16ft. by 13ft., supported in the direction of

its length on rather more than two-thirds of

the longer beam.
The flooring employed is Sin. thick, with

a lattice of tension rods in the lower planes

and also above the suppoi-ting beams, to
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render tlie floor continuous. This arrange-
ment is shown on tlie general plan (Fig. 38)
and in the detail sections (Figs. 4:2 to 44). The
principal beams, of which Fig. .39 is an eleva-
tion and Fig. 44 an enlarged central section,
measures only 12in. deep and 9in. wide. It
is, however, heavily reinforced with six largo
rods closely liidced. The smaller beams em-
ployed are shown in Figs. 4(1 to 43. They are
12ft. 6in. long. Din. deep, and Gin. wide.
Two tension-rods are employed in the central
section, and one is hent up to augment the
shear resistance, and homogeneity provided
by the hangers. Figs. 40 and 4ii show the
central cross-beam, and Figs. 41 and 43 the
beam at the edge of the platform, of which
the beam forms an apron.
An example of suspended-floor construc-

tion is shown in Figs. 45, 4G. and 47. These
floors are supported on R.S.J, beams placed
at the 12ft. 6in. intervals shown on plan
(Fig. 45). The floor, which is 5in. thick, is

continuous. It has a span of 12ft. at the
end bays and 12ft. Gin. in the central bays.
Tension-rods over the supporting beams are
alternately short and loTig. and placed at 4in.

intervals, and the lattice of rods forming the
direct-tension resistance in the lower planes
of the floor are placed 4}in. apart in one
direction and 12in. apart in the other.
Fig. 4G sliows the end bay of a similar inter-

mediate floor. Some idea of tlie extent of
these works may be gathered from the fact

that one section alone of this type of floor is

over 300ft. long, and about 50ft. wide, having
an area of 15,000 superficial feet.

The floor-construction of the air-heater is

shown in details (Figs. 48 to 55). This part
of the work is in reinfoi-ccd concrete through-
out. The plan (Fig. 48) shows the disposition
of the main beams and the arrangement of

floor-rods at 35in. intervals in the longer bays
and Sin. intervals in the shorter, with stout
rods at 3Jin. intervals, to take the negative
stress above the beams. Fig. 49 shows the
section of this floor along line AB on the

plan. It will be seen from this section that
the floor-rods are bent completely round, to

take the reversed stresses in the overhanging
portion. Fig. 51 is an elevation of the main
beam under the wall, which has a span of

13ft. 3in., and a section IGin. deep and 9in.

wide, with four heavy tension-rods, sliown in

the section of the centre of the beam (Fig. 55).

Fig. 50 is an elevation of one of the cross-

beams, adjacent to the overhanging edge.

It has a 13ft. span and a section lOin. deep
a)id Tin. wide, with two tension-rods in the

central section, shown in Fig. 54. Fig. 52
shows tlie main cross-beams, of which there

are two, with spans of 20ft. 9in., a deptli of

16in., and a widtli of Tin. The reinforcement
for the maximum tension comprising four

heavy rods.

Fig. 56 is a plan of the power-house. The
spans of the main beams in this floor average
about 18ft.. and they are 15iri. deep and Tin.

wide, constructed to the detail shown in

elevation (Fig. 58) and section (Fig. 59). The
beam is narrow, and has four tension-rods in

the central section. Fig. 60 is a section of

a 9in. by Tin. beam across the small span

marked X on the plan. Fig. 57 is an eleva-

tion of the upstanil beam, of 13ft. span, under
the wall at Y on the plan (Fig. 5G|. This
beam, of which Fig. 61 is a cross-section, is

20in. deep and 13Jin. wide, doubly reinforced

with six stout tension- and compression-

rods, and is connected to the floor in tha

manner sliown in detail (Fig. 61).

Some very interesting detail is providedjn

the tank-construction sliown in Figs. 62 to 71.

Fig. 62 illustrates the plan of a tank eoti-

stnieted over the power-house, entirely m
reinforced concrete. It is 2Tft. square and

6ft. deep, having a total content of 4,374 feet

cube, which gives a capacity of al)0ut

25.000 gallons. The general construction,

shown in Fig. G3. consists of walls formed

in reinforced concrete, 5in. thick ;
the walls

have a double reinforcement of rods, laid

longtiudinally at 4in. intervals in the outer

system, aiid'l2in. intervals in the inner,

whilst the vertical rods are placed at Gin.

intervals throughout. Those latter are bent

round the angle at the base of the walls and

well secured to the concrete forming the
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bottom of the tank. Buttresses are formed
in these walls, reinforced with rods bent
round at the base, as shown in detail

(Fig. 68). The main beams, shown in

Fig. 63, have a span of 27ft. They are 20iu.

deep and 9in. wide, with a dual reinforce-

ment of a double set of tension-rods in tho

centre section. Tliis tank is provided witli

a central cylinder, for tlie acommodation of

the pump-pipe, which draws the supplies

from a well 700ft. in depth. The construction

employed to support this cylinder is shown in

Figs. 63, 64, and 65. A pair of cross-beams,
reinforced with six rods for botli tension and
compression stresses, are carried into the

lower part of the main beams, in tho manner
shown in Fig. 65. Tliese beams are Din. deep
and 12in. wide, and special care has to be
taken to secure liomogeneity of construction

by bending tlie rods into the main beams and
hooking them securely to the reinforcemnt
of the latter. The shaft of the cylinders is

shown iu Figs. 66 and 67. Tlie clear diameter
is 2ft., and a reinforcement of vertical and
horizontal rods is provided at Tin. intervals

in the 4in. concrete wall of the shaft. Extra
angle-rods secure the construction to the door

of the tank.

Another example of tank construction is

shown in detail in Figs. 69, 70, and 71. This

tank is formed on the ground, with solid 3ft.

concrete walls and a reinforced Hoor, with
rods placed at 6in. intervals in both direc-

tions. Fig. 70 shows t'lis floor in section.

IIOfPEA

FIQt/Ke

BtT0fi, o^ .letffriMn

^t *» 4- sec r/of^-

It will be seen from Fig. 71 tliat the jointing

in the rendered surface is placed at a dis-

tance of 12in. from the splayed joint in the

floor ; a nseful precaution to secure a sound
joint.

Another item of interesting construction is

the hopper shafts, placed on tlie second floor

of the building illustrated in the plan shown
in Fig. 4 (illustrated iu the previous issue).

These shafts, shown in detail in Figs. 72

(section) and 73 (plan), are square at the top,

devolving into a circular chute at the bottom.

They are formed in 4in. of concrete, with a

lattice reinforcement of rods 7in. apart, with

e.\tra angle-rods tying the construction to

tlie floor.

The whole of these e.\tciisive reinforced-

eoncrcte works, which include reservoirs of

a total capacity of about 400.000 gallons and

12,000 yards of paving, were designed and

executed by Stuart's Granolithic Co,, Ltd.,

of 45. Bedford-row, W.C.

»««^

Tho Local Ciovcrnmcnt Board have informed

the City Cornoration that they liavc dcciilcd to

sanction the scheme for tlic imnrovcmcnt of

Cloth Fair under Part 2 of tho. Housing of the

Working Classes Act, 1890. An order Riving

elTect to this decision will bo issued in due
course.
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"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING
CLUB.

HliADQUARTERS AND DRILL-HALL lOK A

COUNTRY TOWN.
Prior to coinmeiioing our review ot tliti

designs submitted in this competition it will

be a convenience to reprint the instructions

issued to the members of our Club to vvorlc

to. This will enable readers to ascertain the

stipulated requirements before coming to

conclusions on the relative merits ot the

published plans. The first place is taken by
"Penvvitli," "September Morn" ranks
second, and " Walbroke " is the third

favourite. The instructions were as follows

:

"A small Headquarters Building, including

a drill-hall 80ft. long by 40ft. wide, having
adjoining it at the rear end a miniature range
80ft. long by 20ft. wide. This latter to be a

comparatively low building. A quarter-
master's store aTid office, the two occupying
25ft. by 20ft., or that area ; a small armoury,
a kitchen, and ollices. Conveniences to be
properly isolated by well-ventilated lobbies.

The building to form a local centre in a
country town suburb on a level corner site;

the frontage to the main turnpike road,
facing east, 95ft. wide, the building line being
setback 15ft. from footway; the building line

in returji road may come up to the frontage.
Put posts and chains to enclose paved fore-

court. The depth of the site is consider-
able, and does not concern this plan, access
to the rear land being got from the return
roadway on the south frontage. The front
part of the building on the east is to be two
stories high, and on the first floor provide the
officers' room, a sergeants' room, and room
for men. First floor approached by two
staircases, so far separating officers from the
men. A balcony is to overlook inside of drill-

hall, for use of officers. These three upper
rooms will occupy a space of, say, GOft. by
'iOft., or ot that total superficial area allo-

cated for the separate uses specified. On the
ground floor, near the entrance, with its lOft.

wide passage leading to drill-hall, put a small
room for the orderly. The architectural
treatment to be adapted to brick, roofs to lie

covered with tiles. Style simple, but pic-
turesquely handled. the drill-hall front
gable will be masked by the frontage
building's upper stage. Construct drill hall
roof with steid trusses and concrete breeze
reinforced fillings, asphalted over outside.
Dormer lights to hall. Economy is essential,
hut good appearance and oflicie'ncy intended,
remembering the prominent site and purpose
of the building. Scale of plans Ititt. to the
uich. The front elevation 4ft. to the inch.
Side elevation and section 8ft. to the inch.
If space allows, add a view showing i-eturn
Iront in quick perspective, making most of
the High-road facade, though the whole
budding is to be kept all in character, and
"Ot the mere backing to a front elevational
building."

., }^^ '?"^^ accorded the post of honour to
Pciiwitti," by reason chiefly of his superior

elevations. This will be thought question-
able, we dare say, and we admit having had

,

serious misgivings about the variations dis-

coverable between the spacings of liis fa9nde
and the lay-out of his plans. This may be

noted particularly in so far as the dimensions
of the first-floor middle room and the widths
of the stairways are concerned. When the

dividers test the accuracy of the disposition

of the divisions of this upper floor, it is at

once clear that the space will not properly

permit of three windows over the portal to be

worked in or to group as drawn on the

elevation, because both the side openings

must, as they now stand, be partly blocked

c;rount> plan

Bl'lLDlNU Nkw.s Designing Club: A Small

Headquarters and Drill-Hall for a Country

Town. Plans placed first—" Penwith."

up by the end of the cross partitions. Jlore

over, the windows to these staircases, one for

the officers and one for the men, do not

occupy a central position in regard to the

width" of the landings or half spaces of the

stairs, as set out on the plan. The reduced

copy given of the plan hardly shows this,

as it is the original. These windows must

come on one side if the elevation is

followed. That item is not exactly vital,

perhaps. The next criticism to be nien-

tioned is more important, because there is too

little headroom allowed for the officers'

"allery where it projects into the drillhall.

A section illustrating the connection be-

tween the front building and this hall would
have demonstrated this difficulty, which

seems, however, to have escaped " Pen-

with's " attention. The windows are not

sufficiently well shown in the front wall of

the first floor plan, and look as if they were
intentionally left ambiguous. The pitch ot

the curved roof of the drill-hall might have
gained by being made somewhat higher, and
this would have also given the balcony a

better headroom.
The aim of our Club is best realised by

plainly pointing out faults of this nature ; hut

our criticisms are intended to be taken in

good part and accepted for what they are

worth. Students who aim at success will do
well to understand that our remarks are

made only for one end, and also to remember
the platitude that " Dogged does the trick,"

always provi<led tricky dodging is avoided.

This sort of thing may, or may not, deceive

others; its achievements are very doubtful,

anyway, and the worst of such practices is

that the individual who works ou such lines

is apt to mislead himself. As it happens in

this case " Penwith " has misled no one, and
we will credit him only this once for careless-

ness, such as must be avoided in tlie future.

It is a fatal fault to indulge in slack planning,

and all his painstaking precision in jointing

up the red-brick dressings and arches ot his

Jill, scale elevation is ot very secondary im-

portance ; in comparison with that which

we complain of, such fuss ranks as pifllo. In

judging a lot of designs a broad view has to

be taken, and we repeat that "Penwith"
chiefly scores on account of his elevations.

This may appear putting the cart before the

horse, and one must not pet the cart and

neglect the horse. The question, neverthe-

less, fairly to be asked is why so much should

be made "of a scheme with such faults? The
answer is simple enough : Because neither of

the other designs is better, and not one of

the lot is actually so good, as a whole. We
are far from claiming that the choice has

fallen on an ideal proposal. It deserves the

first place by being a simple and sensible

solution of our problem for the purpose in

hand. Its faults wo have not overh)oke<I.

For example, the flues from the ground door

fireplaces are left out on the first-floor plan,

and the stacks ought to have been drawn on

the end elevation, as well as the chimneys

from the officers' and men's rooms. By
placing the scullery in the front ot the

building it has no' yard-door, and wo miss

the kitchen store and larder. This right-

hand part of the ground plan could easily be

rearranged with much advantage. The

sergeants' room on the first floor wants a

door leading on to the landing of the officers"

stairs, to enable them to see the N.C.O., or.

if need he. pass through his room to reach

the men's apartment. The officers' liivntory

under the stairs is too cramped and also is

short in head-room and light. The side

elevation of the drill-hall is very good and

unprentious. The insistence with which

"Penwith" parades his centre lines on his

elevations is meaningless in the face of tho

discrepancies of the plans already spoken of.
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" September Morn " shows a pleasant senso
of the picturesque, and groups liis central
feature in front adroitly; but a whulesonie
rule of prime importance is that good arulil-

tecture depends upon its appropriateness.
This is recognised by " Penwith's " severity

and the repetition of plain sash windows,
also the idea of the pediment panel for the
conventional Royal Arms. Suitability is thus
suggested by him with reference to military
discipline, strict order, and a reeoguitiou of

regulations. There appears to be too much
flavour of the comfortable amenities of a

cottage-like hostelry or club in the front sub-

mitted by • September Morn." He has
handled his Headquarters with a domestic
quaintness which is out of place with war
regime, and. besides, his plans are not par-

ticularly well worked out. His ugly, narrow,
cramped passages leading to the lavatories

are bad details, showing the awkward cutting

up of the armoury space. The alcove marked
" lobby " might have been differently

situated, so as to work in line with the piers

and principals of the diill hall roof, and then
this place could have been treated as an
open, ventilated, disconnecting lobby to the
conveniences and lavatory, and the armoury
being made all one. including the present
corridor, when it could still be reached from
the quartermaster's end to the front. Too
much space is devoted to the entrance-hall.

A straight way in and out for access to the

drill-liall would ha\c made a better arrange-
ment, as in "Penwith's" plan sketch. Of
course, all tliese plans must be considered
in the light of sketches. Still, the plans and
elevations should, at least appro.xiniately,

conform one to the other. The sergeants'

room upstairs is cut off too much from the
officers, and a door into the men's room
would get over that isolation without in-

trusion upon the officers' privacy, in " Sep-
tember Morn's " building.

" Walbroke " is not exactly to be accounteil
an easy third, though his lay-out is certainly

one of the best, and the parts arc well worked
out. Tlie elevation has a high-shouldered
appearance, and the oriel, carried forward
with a flat soffit under the semicircular pedi
ment, seems to give a lumpy look. The
facade needs lengthening, for proportion's
sake, while the side of the drill-hall seeiTis

stilted. The whole group might work out
better than we are incliued to thiidi ; hence
our difficulty in allocating a place for this

design, which has been capably worked out
and is very praiseuortliy for its draughts-
manship. The officers' side-door is big
enough, though not important-looking, as it

might have been made. A second small
adjacent window would have greatly im-
proved the elTect witliont detriuient to the
Q.M.S. adjoining. The drill li.-ill roof is not

particularly origiinil ; but this kind of con-
struction is not unsuitable where money is

not forthcoming to pay for something
less rigidly utilitarian in style. The first-

floor plan is admirably arranged, and pro-
vision is made for carrying the cliimnev-
stacks at tlip apex of the hips.

' Pinto " is free from the little points j\i5t

mentioned, though tile ofRcers seem to be
provided with a very big room. The plan
is eompaetly arranged ; but the corridors are
dark and the lavatories are cramped ; also

more isolation would be necessary, as well
as space. 'I'hc front elevation is approxi-
mately similar in notion with "Penwith's"
design. The middle chimneys are too squat,
and this may be due to the absence of room
on the sheet to draw the .slacks higher. A
transverse section of the drill-hall ought to

have been given. The side elevation of the
roar promises is out of harmony with the
front building, and much too cut up and
pretentious.
"Why" devotes an enormous degree of

pains to his work, and <lraws very carefully.

His design is original and eminently quaint;
but we do ilot like his plan, so narrow and
long, with a passage nearly as loiig as the
rifle-range, which latter is set end-on to the
drill hall. All the other competitors iilaee

the former crossways at right angles witli tlie

big hall, and that is what wc intended.
" Why's " frontal building is very narroiv and
very tall, with much space lost in the lofty

roof, which is flanked by a pair of quasi-

towers, awkwardly gabled both ways with-

out a break, and so are flush with the main
ualls. The squat archway to the semi-

circular porch, with steps to match, is too

extravagant, and very like the opening to a

tunnel. The entrance doors are odd and too

elaborated. The central window to the men's
narrow, awkwardly-shaped room would he

inadequate, and the balcony looks out of

place, crushing down so hard upon the un-

happy tilc-and-brick portal arch already men-
tioned, with its stepping blocked voussoirs.

The panelling of the folding pair of doors is

not very nicely .set out, some tall and some
long the other way about. The side as well

as tlic front elevations omit the return gables

to the corner features already spoken of. 'f'he

drill-hall rear part is abundantly lofty, and
its four dormers scarcely accord with the

frontal design. The first floor is spoiled by

the small long and dark room provided for

the men. The lavatory provision is too small,

and the officers seem to be intended to make
shift withoiit any. The front end of the drill-

hall is too low, being placed under the apart-

ments of the sergeant and officers on the

first floor. No section is given of this, but

the number of risers to the stairs makes
it evident that our remarks are justified.

" Sea Wolf " has not been able to make
room on his drawing for all the length of his

front elevation. It has a pleasing centre-

piece which would be effective in execution,

though the shape of his windows seems
commonplace—a remark also true of the front

chimneys emerging so timidly out of the

roof. 'The planning is spoilt by dark stair-

cases and passages. No bed- or living-rooms

were asked for, but we did require a section

of the drill-hall. This, however, is con-

spicuous by its absence.

'Alpha" has a longer frontage building

than "Sea Wolf." and yet he gets it all in

on the sheet. The drill-hall is put the wrong
way round on the site, and the scrappy way
in which the subordinate parts are worked in

merits little commendation. The first floor

has a long, narrow room for the men, and

the officers are stuck away at the far end of

the building, their balcony being made a

top lit cramped passage leading to the officers'

conveniences. The side elevation is drawn
the reverse way round to the plan, which
oversight is a serious fault, because the

north return is entirely different to what
happens on the south. Consequently, any

sort of fit is out of the question. The main
portal is not attractive, and the front is too

cut up with four projections, which in them
selves are not sufficiently decided to warrant

the hipped roofs over each bay.

"Pergradus" is to be praised for neatness

in preparing his brick-mullioned and traii-

somed window-openings, which are small and

cottage-like. In the middle of the front there

is a projecting oriel, not badly composed,
with a four-centred Tudor arch below for

the entrance. Considerable space is wasted

on staircase landings : otherwise this proposal

is creditable. Notwithstanding, we condemn
the dark passages. The author thinks more
of a big-scale elevation than concerning him-

self about a good scheme of planning.
" Romulus " submits a workaday elevation

and a workable plan ; but the orderly room
should look out into the entrance vestibule,

so that the man in charge may work
properly. Our remarks as to " Penwith's "

first-floor plan apply appropriately enough
to this one. The front has a workshop
appearance.

" Raven " misses the point which we en-

deavoured to embody in our instructions.

His drill-hall runs parallel to the main
frontage, and the rifle range runs in the same
direction. The view scarcely adds much to

the chance of success. The chimneys are not

drawn properly in perspective. " Raven " is

neat and painstaking.
" Tonnelier " is praiseworthy in trying his

band at plain, unsophisticated brickwork.

|'he windmill effect of broad sweeps of dark

arch stones in the brick window-heads may
amuse the author, but they cease to amuse
architects. The plans are based upon the

idea of wasting .space by working in dark

corners and ungainly passageways. The
drill-hall roof is segmental.

" Ogee " has the merit of ranking as suit-

able and simple; but his front elevation

suggests a private gentleman's stable build-

ing. Much valuable room is wasted on wide
corridors, lighted from the cuds. " Ogee's "

south ele\ation of the drill-hall is quaint and
pretty.

"Nemo" cannot expect a protracted

notice, for his design, set out on two slieets,

is too ordinary to expound.
" Empire " submits a bird's-eye which

might mislead by being mistaken for a farm-

stead. Over the entrance arch is a gallery

big enough for public use ; thus it is clear

that " Empire " did not grasp the

tentions of limiting the balcony to officers'

use and for their accommodation. " Empire"^
provides a very poor scheme and hall, quita

disproportionate to his great galleryj^

squeezed up into the apex of the front-root J

gable.
•' Mersey " forwards pencil tracings onlyj

and rough sketch-plans, which he asks

to criticise, though he admits they cannot be

reckoned in the competition. Illness causeq

his inability to finish his scheme. WeJ
therefore, willingly comply, for his desigrU

has much merit, in the compactness anfl

arrangement of the plans, particularly ; liow-j

ever, the two open staircases at the frontj

end of the drill-hall, to give access to the

first floor, are an intrusion into its space.]

This could have been avoided by projecting

them outside the main walls, right and lef^

of the hall, and that would have left the

gallery free and kept the men more to tliemJ

selves. The style adopted is Flemish, and|

seems fairly suitable in treatment, though thd

middle windows on first floor over th4

entrance arch are ugly.

THE • EAGLE " CHIMNEY COWL.
This cowl is yet another device to cure

smoky chimneys, and is constructed with ai4

inner and outer tube. The inner tube is tha

continuation of the chimney proper, and
disc is provided in this tube to prevent the

smoke which has once passed through being^

allowed to blow down again with back

pressure or from other causes. The outer

tube, which is not connected with the

chimney, takes this smoke, which again

mixes with the atmosphere. The disc is

movable, being secured by bolts and nuts,

but allowed to move up and down, so as not

to form an obstacle to the sweep's brush.

The outer casing of the cowl is made
hexagonal in shape, so as to improve its

appearance. There are no revolving or

moving parts, so that not the slightest noise

or irritation occurs. The cowl is made to fit

inside an existing chimiicy-pot. or, in its

longer form, to take the place of the

chimney-pot. The only point requiring care

in fixing the cowl is to be sure sufficient

clearness is allowed for the smoke to get

away from the bottom of the outer casing.

The makers are Messrs. Parker, W'inder,

and Achurch. Broad-street. Birmingham, and

such is their confidence in the " Eagle " cowl

that they guarantee to take the pot back

and allow full price paid for it should it fail

within one month from date supplied. This

fact in itself speaks volumes for the " Eagle."

The price varies from '2'2s. 6d. to 45s.

^^
Mr James Edward Taylor Wainwright, of

Alderley, Upton-road, Bidstou, Cheshire, and of

Liverpool, survevor and 'valuer, who died on

December 15, aged 63, left £.56,592 gross, and

€68,930 net personalty. He left numerous be-

quests to philanthropic institutions.

The education committee of the Somerset

County Council report that although the erection

of certain school buildings has been postponed

until such times as tenders are likely to be ob-

tained at reasonable prices, the Board of Educa-

tion is pressing the question of the erection of a

Coleford (Kilmersdou) new school. The committee

have therefore undertaken to advertise for tenders

as soon as the architects advise them that the

condition of the building trade warrant the

expectation that tenders will be received at

reasonable prices, but that no tender will be

accepted unless they fulfil these conditions.
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We trust the following resolution, from the

Vorkshire Federation, and from the Midland

Centre, which is to be submitted to the

general meeting of the National Federation

of Building Trades Employers, at Koh-i-Noor

House, Kingsway, W.C, on Wednesday
next, will be nnanimoiisly carried:

That in the opiuiou of this meeting the cost of

Acciileut, Health, ana Unemployment Benefits should

be borne by incomes instead of by industries, therefore

this meeting appeals to the Government to so amend the

Act, that all expenses of National Health, Unemploy-
ment, and Workmen's Compeusition Insurance shall be
paid for out of Income-tax monies, or out of the general

taxation, instead of, as at present, by certain selected

trades.

This Government is not likely to do what is

asked. During its whole tenure of office it

has been partial and unjust in its finance.

But at the coining General Election this

matter must be pressed on candidates every-

where. Why the leading trades of the

country are to be additionally and specially

penalised, one after the other, to help blind

the general public to the costly experiments
of Mr. Lloyd George, it is more and more
difficult to see.

The important judgment of the full

Court of Appeal in three eases affecting the

law as to "Alien Enemies" suing and being
sued in our courts wa.s delivered on Tuesday
last, January ai. LorVI Justice Kennedy,
our great common lawyer, had died suddenly.
but he had done most of the work in shaping
that judgment, in which all the seven
Judges agreed. It is now laid down as a

guiding principle that the test of an alien

enemy is not nationality, but the place of

carrying on business. From this it follows
that even a British subject trading -in an
enemy's country may be, in law and for the
time, an alien enemy; while an alien trading
here becomes, so far, a British subject.

Thus it is held that an alien enemy— i.e., one
who is trading in an enemy's country— can-
not sue in our courts of law. On the other
hand, he can be sued there by British
subjects for the enforcement of their debts
and demands, provided that service, or
notice, of the legal process can be made or
brought tn him. But as he can be sued in

our courts, it is only common justice to
allow him to defend himself there. There,
again, there arises out of this liability to
be sued a right of appeal in the usual way.
Indeed, there is no way out of the legal and
logical results that follow from the principles
laid down, which are in accordance with
justice and common-sense. In effect it is

now clear that while alien enemies cannot
sue in our courts during the war, they can
be sued there, and so they can defend and
appeal, as if they were British subjects.

its directors and

company becomes,

I'lierc was a separate judgment in three
oUier cases by British companies against
Iillnig, Ltd., which is of great importance.
Ihe ponit was whether a company which is
registered in England can sue here, although
all Its directors and slmreholders except one
are alien enemies, living abroad. It is, of
course, clear that an alien enemy firm could
not do so. But the Court of Appeal now
confirmed the ruling of the Court below, and
Held that a company so composed of alien
enemies, when registered in England,
Jcquires a separate le«al entity, which
'"titles It to act as if it were an individual

entirely distinct from

sliareholders. Such a

indeed, a corporation, and as such it can

sue, and be sued, in our courts, in its own
name, quite apart from the fact that it is

practically entirely composed of our alien

enemies living abroad. In fact, by thus

forming and registering these companies in

our midst, instead of trading as partner-

ships, our enemies have shown a legal know-
ledge and foresight which we can almost

admire. These registered companies become,
in other words, emplacements for com-
mercial fortifications or camps, in which they

can carry on business during the war, though
we believe the Government can, and will,

prevent their profits and money from going
into Germany. Loi'd Justice Buckley, our

leading authority in company law, differed

from the other si.\ Judges, and delivered a

separate and illuminating judgment. But
this only shows that the law needs amending,
and it is to be hoped that Parliament will at

once seize the present opportunity of

removing an absurdity which is also an
injustice.

which gii to outports. But extra profit to the
P.L.A. in the form of rent paid for goods
held up through the P.L.A. not delivering.

-A leading timber merchant, in a com-
munication to the Times of Monday last,

blames the Port of London for the present

high price of timber in London. As the

P.L.A. have had to deal with far less timber

than usual, one would have thought, he says,

that the comparatively small amount of stock

they were called upon to handle would have
been piled away at once, and been available

for immediate use. On the contrary, most of

it has been on the quays two or three months,

and most of it will be there another month
or two. Many of the vessels that brouglit

this timber were kept at Gravesend for some
time, incurring demurrage. The result is that

whereas one could a fortnight ago charter

Norway to Hull (usually the same freight

as London) at 40s. to 42s. 6d., the same
steamers require 55s. to London. At present

the Hull freights are at least 10s. less than

London, owing to the delay, or anticipated

delay, in discharging the cargo. A merchant
therefore has to pay this extra price to get

his supplies, thus increasing the cost. The
normal freight is about 20s. to either Hull

or London. But when, in addition, less than

50 per cent, of the stock is available, and

will not be available for two or three months,

when, in addition, it will be considerably

damaged in quality by lying unprotected on

the quays, when loss of interest and rent, the

latter being payable from date of ship

breaking bulk, are added, can one wonder

that the price that the Government and their

contractors have to pay is abnormally high

and out of all proportion to the stock here

it it was available? The Port of London
Authority had, and, it is alleged, still have, a

system whereby they employ a number of

contractors, who, for a consideration, find

men (gangers), who contract to pile away the

timber at a schedule of prices per standard.

These gangers pay their mates and them-

selves Is. to Is. 3d. per hour, and share out

any profit there may be left after paying the

above wages. They commence work at 8

o'clock and knock off at 4 o'clock. It is the

avowed intention of the Port of London

Authority to as far as possible do away with

casual labour. It is also to the interest of

the men to spin the work out, the trade being

a seasonal one, little, if any, timber coming

ill after December. Result— considerable

loss to merchants in rent, interest, excess

freights, damage to cargo, and loss of orders
|
Commerce.

Not a few of our readers will regret to hear
of the death, on January 7, of Mr. Walter
Busbridge, of Grasmere, Herbert-road, I'luin-

stead, whose services as a pioneer of tech-

nical education among the members of the
building trades, dating from the days when
few facilities of the kind existed, are familiar

to many, and well deserved more public
recognition. Born at Riverhead, near Seven-
oaks, on March 15, 1810, he was apprenticed
at the age of fifteen in the Royal Carriage
Department of Woolwich Arsenal, and in 1858
he entered the drawing office, where he re-

mained till his retirement. His own ex-

perience of the lack of available instruction

led him to attend some classes started at the

Arsenal in 1864 by Mr. T. Jones; and, in

1865, having obtained a first-class certificate

at South Kensington in Building Construc-
tion, as self-taught, he established, in con-

junction with Mr. Jones, at Woolwich, the

first class for that subject in the London
district. In October, 1866, Mr. Busbridge
opened classes at St. Thomas's Schools
(Woolwich) and St. Paul's Schools (Dept-

ford). These were so successful—many of the

students obtaining " firsts " in all tlieir

subjects—that his reputation as a science

teacher was at once established. In the

following year, in addition to these classes,

he opened two others, one in Lambeth, the

other at Dartford, with results that materi-

ally added to his reputation and subsequent
success. In 1868 he started classes at Vanx-
hall and Westminster, in addition to which
the members of the Amalgamated Society of

Carpenters and Joiners residing on the

north of the Thames requested him to open
a class in their district, when he obtained
special permission from the Science and Art
Department to start one nt the end of
December, upon the condition that two
lessons were given in each subject every

week until the termination of tlie course.

About this time he resigned his appoint-

ment in the Royal Arsenal, and from that

time he threw his whole heart into the esta-

blishment and success of that group of classes

which for years was recognised as the Metro-

politan Drawing Classes, and which materi-

ally helped to make thousands of the men
of London more intelligent and systematic

workmen than they would otherwise

have been. For ten consecutive years

the distribution of prizes to the suc-

cessful students of the classes was made
at the Guildhall, when the Lord Mayors
for successive years occupied the chair, and
the prizes were distributed by their Royal
Highnesses the Dukes of Coinmught and
Edinburgh, the Baroness Burdett-Coutts, the

Archbi.shop of Canterbury, the Lord Chan-
cellor, and otliers. Later on, when other

opportunities became general, Mr. Busbridge

relinquished the work he had so ably carried

on for so many years, and devoted his re-

maining years to other activities. He was a

Freemason and a member of the Pattison

Lodge, Plumstead. He was one of the

founders, and for nniny years a member of

tile committee, of the Woolwich and Plum-

stead Cottage Hospital, and, since its re-

organisation as a corporate institution, has

been one of its governors. He was also for

many years a director of the Modern Per-

manent Building Society and a member of

the Borough of Woolwich Chamber of
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THE LATERAL PRESSURE AND
RESISTANCE OF CLAY, AND THE
sum' OR TING POWER OF CLAY
FOUNDATIONS.*
By Arthur Langtky Bull, B.A., B.E.,

M.Inst.C.E.

Tliis paper opens with a reference to the

difficulty to be anticipated in attempting to

estimate the hit«ral pressures and resist-

ances of clay, its constitution and properties

being obscure. It is pointed out that tlie

engineer is not interested in the complex

problems which attract the attention of the

physicist, but would be content with a prac-

tical, simple, and sufficiently correct method

of estimating the pressures and resistances

exerted by clay, so far as these affect the

design and stability of structures. Published

information is unfortunately insufficient to

aid an engineer when confronted in practice

with problems calling for a precise know-

ledge of the matter. He cannot hope to build

a safe structure at the least cost unless he

can make some reasonably accurate estimate

of the forces with which he has to deal.

Owing to reasons which appear later in the

paper, the accepted theories of earth-pressure

do not afford him mucli assistance. There

are two tlieories of earth pressure ordinarily

used in English practice—Coulomb's and

Rankine's. Both these theories apply to " a

loose granular mass "—a definition which

cannot possibly include undisturbed clay.

Both also presuppose a knowledge of the

angle of repose. The textbooks in current

use give angles of repose for clay varying

from Ideg. to 45deg., and observation of the

material itself is of little value when select-

ing the angle to be used for calculations.

Widely different results will be obtained

according to the angles chosen. The results

of calculations by these methods are also

found to be at variance with observed facts.

In the author's view the lack of agreement is

due not so much to error in the existing

theories as to a misapprehension as to the

e.\tciit of their applicability. It is the purpose

of the paper to bring before the members of

the Institution an extension or modification

of Rankine's theory which, when applied to

clay, yields results more closely in accord-

ance with fact and observation. A short de-

scription is given of the monolith fcftindation

w^ork at Rosyth Dockyard, as it was in con-

nection with" this work that the investigation

which forms the subject of the paper was

made. As the work of founding the mono-
liths proceeded, Rankine's formulas were duly

applied to the different cases which arose;

but in view of the doubt as to the applica-

bility of the formulas to clay, and as to the

correctness of the assumed angles of repose,

the results were regarded rather as aids to

practical judgment than as actual and

reliable solutions of the problem of stability.

A .search through all available records did

not yield much information of value or

furnish a theory of clay pressure. Practical

experience with tnnne'ls and embankments
appeared to indicate that the pressures

exerted by clay resembled those due to a

heavy fluid. This view is supported by a

quotatiou which is made from a previous

contribution by the late Sir George H.
Darwin. The search revealed a high per-

centage of failures in work constructed in

clay.

The broad conclusions to which the in-

vestigation led were that there was no avail-

able theory of earth-pressure which, when
applied to clay, would command the general

confidence of engineers. There were no fixed

rules of practice, and there were grave dif-

ferences of opinion as to what intensities of

pressure could safely be placed upon clay

foundations. Experiments were undertaken
with a view to throwing further light upon
the <iucstion. The first experiments de
scribed were made in a small testing cylinder

Sin. in diameter, fitted willi gauges at the

ends and sides. I'lie results arc given of a

few tests with tliis apparatus; but the aiitlior

does not regard them as having much value.

Up to this point, ' following established

• Anptract of ji paper rend before the luetitution of
Civil Engiuoers, Jan. 12, l'J15.

custom, it had been thought that, however

difficult it might be to find the true angle of

repose for clav, it might be possible by ex-

periment, or lis the result of experience, to

hit upon an angle which, when introduced

into the generally recognised formulas, would

give correct results. Suspicions were now-

felt that the root of the difficulty lay deeper,

and that the true reason why Rankine's and

Coulomb's theories were not applicable to

clay was because clay did not conform to the

law of resistance to sliear which forms the

initial basis of both those theories. Rankine

expresses the primary law upon which his

theory is based in the follow ing words :
" The

resistance to displacement by sliding along a

given plane in a loose granular mass is equal

to the normal pressure exerted between the

parts of the mass on either side of that plane

ninltiplied by a specific constant." The sym-

bolical expression of this law is

(/ = /j„/i = pn tan. c

,

representing the intensity

advancing pressure the resistance to shear

increased in proportion to an angle a—
a being the inclination of the straight line

to the horizontal axis. Stated symbolically,

the law to which clay conformed—so far as

its shearing properties were concerned

—

was found to be

—

q = /, -\- ji,t tan. a,

q representing the intensity of resistance to

shear, p,. the intensity of normal pressure

upon the plane of shear, and k the intensity

of resistance to shear under zero pressure.

The law stated above becomes identical with

Rankine's if k be taken as zero and a as the

angle of repose. To make clear the state of

stress and of resistance within a body sub-

' jected to external pressure, curves are shown

illustrating the intensities of stress and re-

sistance in sand and in clay. From these

diagrams and by a simple mathematical proof

I
it is shown where the plane of rupture occurs

both in sand and in clay. The position of

tained in this
of normal I the plane of rupture ascer

pressure on th? plane of shear, and q the manner is found (in the case of sand) to be

intensity of resistance to shear on the same . identical with that deduced in a different way

nlane n the " specific constant " is equal to
|
by Coulomb. Having determined the position

tan rf, f being the angle of repose. If it
j

of the plane of rupture in clay, the author

could be shown that clay failed to comply , next proceeds, by considering the equilibrium

with this primary condition, then it seemed i of minute masses of clay ui contact with the

clear that formulas deduced from tliis con-
1
wall, to deduce formulas for the pressure and

dition were inapplicable to clay. To carry : resistance of clay,

out the desired tests another apparatus was then compared

made, consisting essentially of a vertical
,

following table :—

i'lie deduced formulas are

with Rankine's in the

Rankiue. The Author.

p\ = intensity of active

pressure on back of

wall at any depth, h— (Ui::) -tan..(I-0-"*-(^0

n = maximum inten-

sity of horizontal re-

sistance of materialin
front of a wall at any
depth, d—

/ I -t- s in. \

\1 - sin. /
(? tan :(|4;).2/,tan. (f + i)

Pi = minimum permis-
sible intensity of

downward pressure
on foundation at heel

of wall (depth H)—

n = maximum per-

missible intensity of

downward pressure

on foundation at toe

of wall (depth D)—

tt'H

/1-f sin. 0Y«D(^1 -sin. ^y

w H tan. '(J 2

2 /. tan c
2 1; tan

)

)

w D tan.'

-I- 2i tan.
( J

"* 2 )

cylinder Sin. in diameter and about lOin.

high. Fitting into the upper end was a

plunger which could be weighted on top, so

as to compress the clay placed within the

cylinder below it. Arrangements were made
whereby tlie clay (wliile under pressure in a

vertical direction) could be sheared through

horizontally. The vertical load upon the clay

and the pull required to shear through the clay

being both known and capable of variation

at will, it is possible with this apparatus, by

making successive tests with different speci-

ments of the same clay placed under var}ing

degrees of compressive strain, to determine

the law which governs the relation between
the ultimate, shearing resistances and the

normal pressures on the planes of shear. Ex-

periments made with sand gave results -closely

in accordance with Rankine's law, as stated

above. It was found that no kind of clay

complied with this law. According to

Rankine's hnv, where there is no pressure

there is no resistance to shear; but in all

cases clay w-as found to resist shear where
the pressure was zero. The rate of increase

of shearing resistance with advancing
pressure was found not to be so great as

would be inferred from Rankine's law,

adopting the angles of repose ordinarily

current in practice. It was found that when
plotted in diagram form (with equal hori-

zontal and vertical scales) the results with
clay could be represented, with reasonable

accuracy, by straight lines. These lines did

not, how-ever, pass through the origin (as

would be the ease in material complying with

Rankine's law). In all cases they cut the

vertical axis wliich passes through the origin

I at a distance /,- from the origin, and with

These formulas suffice for the design of

retainingwalls in clay, the surfaces being
j

assumed horizontal : the paper is limited to

the consideration of tliis case only. If A: be

taken as zero and a equal to f, the new

tormnlas (with one exception) become

identical with Rankine's. The exception re-

ferred to (namely, the minimum permissible

intensity upon a foundation) is then dis-

cussed, and reasons are given for adopting

the newer formula. It is also pointed out

that there is another essentially practical

reason for the final abandonment of the

value u-H—namely, tlrat, by what appears to

be the general consent of engineers, it ha?,

in fact, been already abandoned. It i^

questionable whether 'any large retaining-

wall has been built in accordance with it. It

was thought desirable to supplement the
j

theoretical work by making direct observa- '

tioiis of pressure within a large mass of clay,
i

The four diaphragm gauges used in the •

previous cylinder tests were built into the

side of one of the monoliths, being arranged

in two pairs. The gauges of the lower pair

were fixed side by side at a height of 10ft.

above the cutting "edge of the monolith shoe,
;

while directly above them, and lUft. 8iii.

higher up, were the two remaining gauges.

By adopting this arrangement it was intended

tliat each gauge-reading should constitute a

check upon the reading of that beside it;

while the readings of the lower pair at any

depth would be checked at a later date by

those of the npper pair w-lien the latter ,

reached the same point. The actual un-

corrected readings of all four gauges, taken
i

from time to time, as opportunities offered i

during sinking, arc shown by diagrams, to-
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uft.lier witli a section of tlie strata through
nhich the moiiolitli was sunk. Unfortunately.
Miip pair of gauges was spoilt hy loakage, and
wwing to damage by blasting tlic records
obtained from the otlier pair were insufficient

In confirm completely the theoretical con-
I lusions previously obtained. But so far as

(be records went they appeared to be in

reasonable conformity with the theoretical

position discussed in the paper. 'I'be laying
111' too much stress upon the few readings
"btained is deprecated, and the practicability

"f making effective u.se of the new formulas
i~ discussed. It is pointed out that it is not
<'asy, when designs are in progress, to ol)tain

rlny in its virgin state, and from considerable
flepths below the surface, for the purpose
nf making tests, and in certain methods of
'onstruction—the sinking of monoliths, for

. Nample— the strata are often never seen in

ibeir normal condition, even when the works
:ire in progress. Further, the Ijuilding of a

iu^w \\'ork may ha\e. in the course f)f }ears,
(he effect of altering the condition of the
-trata which press upon tlie structure. What
the extent of these changes will bi;, and
wlietlier they will be beneficial to stability or
otherwise, will never be determinable by
purely mathematical methods. If reasonably
rorreet results are to be obtained, some
measure of judgment must lend its aid towards
ilie solution of the real problems of earth-
pressure wdiich occur in practice, as dis-

lingnished from the simplified and scjmewhat
unreal problems with whicli theorists neces-
-arily deal.

The paper concludes with the usual formal
:ieknowledgments, and a tabular statement
"! average value of /: and a. so far as present
. xperience 2oes. The appendices include an
independent proof by Professor Maurice F.
T'itzgerald. yielding results identical with
lliose obtained by the author by different
methods.

^«»~

A\ AMERICAN' TRAXSIATIOX OF
VITRUVIUft*

Readers in this countrv desirous of com-
pleting their collections of Vitrnvins mav not
nnprofitablv add this American translation
lliereto. It seems to have occupied much of
tbe time and energy of Professor Morsan
during the last vears of his life; but the last
four chapters of tbe tenth book were left un-
translated, and the rendering thereof has
been undertaken by Mr. Howard, who is also
responsible for changes in the earlier part of
the volume, involving mainly the adoption of
simpler forms of statement or the correction
of obvious oversishts.
There are sixtv-one illustrations, and the

text followed is that of Valetitine Rose in his
second edition, published at Leipzig in 1899.
the variations from which are. with a few-
exceptions which are indicated in the foot-
notes, in the nature of a return to the con-
sensus of the manuscript readings,

Jfr. Howard, in his preface, attempts no
revival of the long discussion as to the date
of Vitrnvins, wdiieh has been assigned to
^arions periods, from the time of Augustus
to the early centuries of our own era. Prof.
Morgan accepted the generally received view
that Vitrnvins wrote in

'

the fini" of
Augustus. Mr, Howard notes one bit of evi-
dence for a date before the end of the reign
of Nero, never before adduced. In Book
VIII. 3, 21. the kingdom of Cottins is
mentioned, which was made into a Romaii
province by Nero, and it is improbable that
tiny snbserpient Roman writer referred to it

|< a kinsdom. It is, of course, true, as Mr.
Howard is aware, that the name depends on
an emendation, which has been generally
accepted since it was first proposed in ISl.?.
That the literary merits of Vitrnvins were

not conspicuous f=w English readers need be
told. Some of liis peculiarities and crudities,

Vitrnvins
: The Ten Books of Architecture. Trans-

ilPrt bv MoREts HrCKY Mohoan. Pti.D.. LL.D., late
,:'";«"""' "f f'lnssical PtiilolntTT iu liarvard Universitv.
» itli innstrations nncl Original DeBiernB nrepared un.ler
iiie .lirectmn of Hkrbeut LAXfiPoiin Warrex. A.M.,
Nolsnn Roliinaon I'rofespnr of Aroliitccture in Hnrvarii
I mversity. Editeil by Ar.incRT A. HovvAHn. Piiblislieil jn
r.uslnucl, on Ijebalf of the Kan-anl Univeraitv Press,

i7^ ,

-•'''""''' University Press, Amen-oomer, Lonilon,
ti.L. l.-ts. net.

WO are informed, Professor Morgan purposely
iiuitated, because of his conviction that a

translation should not merely reproduce the
substance of a book, but should also give as
clear a picture as possible of the original, of
the author, and of the workings of his mind.
Certainly any attempt is avoided to treat the
language of Vitrnvins as thongli it were
Ciceronian, although Professor Morgan ex-
pres.ses the utmost confidence in bis author's
sincerity, and in the serious purpose of his
work.

COMPETITIONS.
nUNDALK.—The Louth County Council

propose to invite competitive plans from
areliitecis for their proposed new offices at
Dmidalk. Prof. W. A. Scott, A. R.I. B. A..
A.R.H.A., of Mountjoy-square, Dublin, will

be tlie adjudicator.

LUTON. -The Bedfordshire County
Council, when advertising for architects to
apply for an opportunity of submitting
designs for the new Girls' Secondary School
at Luton, offered each of the eight chosen
to be competitors an honorarium of ten
guineas, and, accordingly, the following
gentlemen have just been elected to send in

plans: Messrs, .1. R. Brown and Son, Luton;
Mr. Alfred Vf. S. Cross. M.A., V.P.R.I.B.A ,

New Bond street. W. ; Messrs. .1, if. W.
Iliekton and H. E. Farmer. FF.R.I.B.A..
Walsall; Messrs. Buckland, Haywood, and
Parmer, FF.R.I.B.A.. Birmingliani ; Mr.
Arnold Mitchell, F.R.I.B.A.. Hanover-
srpiare, W. ; Messrs. J. A. Ootch, F.S.A..
and Sanders, Kettering; Messrs. Franklin
and B. C. neacon, F.R.I.B.A.. Luton; and
Messrs. Shaniian and Archer, Welling-
borongh.

MACCLESFIELD HOUSING SCHEME
—Members of the Society of Architects are
requested not to take part in this competition
without first ascertaining that the conditions
have been approved by the Society, which is

in negotiation with the promoters, with a
view to securing certain amendments.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.— Mr. Leslie Patrick Ahor-
crombio, of the University. Liverpool, a

candidate for the special examination, has
been awarded tbe mark of distinction for his
tliesis on "The Oevelopment of the Plan and
Architectural Character of three European
capitals—Paris, Vienna, and Brussels."

Mr. E. P. Hooley has resigned the appoint-
ment of county surveyor of Nottinghamshire,
having accented a commission in the 8th
Reserve Battalion of the Sherwood Foresters,
now stationed at Newark.

The Local Go\-eriiment Board have sanctioned
tho agreement between the Rochester Corpora-
tion and tho Mid-Kent Water Company for the
latter to supply water in bulk to replace the
present nnsat isfaetorv supply from tho Corpora-
tion's own well at Strood.

Krcctcd at a cost of j£I4,000, the new police-
court for West London was opened to the public
on Monday. The court has been built prac-
tically on the site of the old court. The new
court has a spacious entrance-hall, with the
various policcntlircs opening out of it, while
the court itself is panelled in oak. and has a
writing-desk in tho dock. Mr. .1. Dixon Butler,
F.RI.B.A., is tho architect.

Sir George Askwith presided at a conference
held on Monday in the North British Station
ITot(-'I. Edinburgh, of architects, surveyors, and
members of the Scottish National Building
Trades Federation and .Allied Trades. The
subject of the conference was modes of measure-
ment, and particularly nrcliminarv rules applic-
able to all trades Ihroiighoiit Scotland. Further
tneetings will be hehl for the purpose of esta-
blishing a mode of measurement for joiner-work
and for other trades.

According to the return for 1913-14 of tram-
ways and light railways issued on Monday, the
total length of tramways on public roads open
for trafTie in the United Kingdom is 2.703 miles.

In 1912-13 the route mileage worked by electric

traction was 2,546 miles out of a total of 2 6R2.

wdiilst in the year under review it was 2, .595

miles out of 2.703, the remainder being 4 per
cent, of the total length of line. Out of the
279 undertakings. 171 belonged to local authori-
ties, and 108 to companies or other parties.

#nr miusirations.

THE CUNARD BUILDING, LIVERPOOL.
This important addition to the architecture

of Liverpool is being erected for tbe head
offices of the C'nnard Line. The building is

dosigne<l after the style of the Roman Renais-
sance palace, and is to be carried out entirely
in reinforced concrete, faced witli Portland
stone. The architects are Messrs. Willink
and Thicknesse, 14, Castle-street, Liverpool.
Tbe consulting architects are Messrs. Mewcs
and Davis, of Paris and Loudon, and the con-
tractors are .Messrs. W. Cubitt and Co., of
London.

PRIVATE CHAPEL, APSLEY PADDOX,
OXFORDSHIRE.

This little Catholic chapel is arranged so
that it can be used as a parisb-hall later on.
when the church is built. The work gener-
ally was done by Messrs. Benfield and
Loxley, of Oxford. The baldachino, etc., in

Italian walnut, was carved by Mr. Esmond
Burton. The architect is Mr. Ernest Newton,
A.R.A., P.R.I.B.A.

A S M A L L HEADQUARTERS AND
DRILL - HALL FOR A COUNTRY
TOWN.
(The description of these designs will be

found in onr Referee's report on p. 93.)

.\l Nottingham an extension of the corpora-

tion's electric tramways to the suburb of Arnold
has just been opened.

Mr. Robert Hall Couzcns. of York, has been
appointed assistant surveyor in the surveyor's

department of the West Riding County Council.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned
the liorrowing of .£10,000 by the town council

of Wexford, for the provision of workmen's
dwtdlings.

Mr. Edward Evans, of Lower Camden, Chislc.

hurst, and of Lisford-street, Peckhani, builder,

who died on Oct. 12. left .<;14,589 gross, with

net persona'lty nil.

A new municipal building is to be erected

in the city of Galveston. Texas, from plans pre-

pared by Messrs. S. D. Hill and Co., architects,

Snnipter Building, Dallas.

At a meeting of the council of the Royal
Societv of Painter-Etchers and Engravers. Mr.

F. H.Townsend, Mr. Neils M. Lund, and Mr. S.

Tushingham were elected -Associates.

Mr. A. H. Waller, formerly deputy town
engineer of Durban, has been appointed to the

post of town engineer of Bulawayo for a period

of twelve monllis. subject to three months'
notice. The salary is £800 a year.

At their last meeting, held at Chelmsford, the

Essex County Council decided to widen the

London-road. Harwich, at an estimated cost of

.-Cl.B.'iO, and to carry out highway improvements
at Orsett and in Colchester at outlays of .€2,124

and .€1,370 respectively. The council also

adopted revised plans for enlarging and altering

the sanatorium at Black Notley at an estimated

cost of €1,855,

A Local Government Board inquiry was held

before Mr. F. 0. Stanford, A.M.I.C.E., at

Albion House, Ramsgate, last week, concerning
the .'ipplication of the corporation for sanction

to borrow sums amounting to .€6.783. Of these

sums, A'1.339 was in respect of the extension of

bathing-boxes on the eastern foreshore, and
£5,444 was for works of fencing, the provision

of public sanitary conveniences adjoining the

East. Cliff concert enclosure, on tho East Cliff

extension, and in Forge-alley, High street ; for

fithcr works of street-improvement in High-
street, Qiiecn-street, and Royal-parade; and the

West Cliff shelter.

At the meeting of Newcasllc-on-Tyne City

Council last week, a report was presented
from the housing committee relative to a pro-

posed housing scheme at St. Lawrence-square
and Walker-road. The committee recommended
the erection on the easterly site in Walker-road
of self-contained houses in substitution for the

twelve dwellings originally proposed. Of the

houses proposed, six will liave four rooms and
a bathroom, and one three rooms and a bath-

room. II. is proposed that the six larger houses

should be let at 8s. 3d. per week, and the re-

maining one at 7s, 3d. per week. The effect of

the alteration is to increase the estimated

annual deficiency of ,€80 7s. Id. to £87 9s. 3d.
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OBITUARY.
Mr. Charles H. Rutan, of the firm of

Shepley, Riitan, and Coolidge. architects,
Boston, JIass., died at his home in Brook-
line on December 16. llr. Rntan was born
in Xe\v;irk, X.J., in 1851. He became identi-
fied in 1870 with the firm of Ganibrill and
H. H. Richardson. He remained with the
latter until his death in 1886, when he
formed the partnership with Mr. Shepley
and Jlr. Coolidge, which continued until now
terminated by Mr. Rutan's death.

Mr. George Charnock, Laurel Bank,
Halifax, one of the largest contractors and
builders in Yorkshire, was found dead, with
terrible injuries to his head, in his office in

Back-Moorfield-street on Wednesday morn-
ing. By his side was a double-barrelled gun
with one barrel discharged. Trading as J,

Charnock and Sons, he erected public build-

ings in all parts of the county, and had
carried out many contracts for the Govern-
ment and railway companies. On Monday
he filed his petition in bankruptcy. He was
sixty-one years of age.

Mr, Carl Haag. R.W.S., the veteran
painter in water-colours, died at his

resilience, Rother Thurm, Oberwesel - am-
Rhine, Germany, on Sunday last, in his

ninety-fifth year. After studying at Nurem-
berg and Munich, Mr. Haag took up painting
ill oils, working also in Rome ; but on
settling in England, in 1847. he confined liis

practice to the water-colour medium, in

which he achieved great popularity, A draw-
ing by him was exhibited at the Royal
Academy in 1849, and from time to time up
to 1881 he contributed architectural subjects
and portraits— among the latter one of

General Bnettner, his father-in-law—to the
Burlington House shows. He was elected in
18;')."! a fnll member of the Royal Society of

Painters in \Vater-Colours. of which at the
time of his death he was an honorary retired
member. Mr. Haag travelled mncji in the
Near East, and in Egypt, Syria, and the
Holy Land. He executed several commis-
sions for Queen Victoria and Prince Albert.
Mr. Haag was Court painter to the Duke
of Snxe-Cobnrg and Gotlia. After his
marriage in 18G6 to Ida, only daughter of

General Bnettner, he built himself a house
and studio at Hampstead. Under his direc-
tion the well known Red Tower at Oberwesel
on the Rhine was restored.

The death is announced from Bnenos Aires
of Mr. Richard Sonlby Oldham, M,I.C.E..
the engineer of the new harbour works nt
that port. Mr. Oldham, who was in his
fortv-sixth year, was educated at Owens
College. Manchester, and served his appren-
ticeship imder Sir Edward Leader 'Williams.
From 1884 to 1894 he was an assistant on
the Manchester Ship Canal. Warrineton
division, under Mr. O. G. Brooke, and later
under Mr. AV. Bnrch. From 1894 to 1901 he
acted as assistant engineer to the Swansea
Harbour Trustees, under Mr. A. O. SchenU.
Here he assisted in the preparation of the
contract drawings and estimates for an exten-
sion of the Prince of Wales Dock, two new-
entrances to the North Dock, a new entrance
lock to the South Dock, and a swing-bridge,
warehouses, timber jetties, and lock-gates,
and was also engaaed on three Parliamentary
Bills. In 1901 the Harbour Trustees pro-
moted a Bill in Parliament for the construc-
tion of a new dock, Mr. Oldham was engaged
upon this work as chief assistant to the
engineers, Messrs. P. W. Meik and A. O.
Sehenk, in the preparation of Parliamentary
drawings and estimates, and on the sub-
seouent contract drawings, specifications,
and estimates. Mr. Oldham was appointed
in 1903 resident engineer to the new Kine's
Dock.

Mrs. Elizabeth Marv Bell, widow of Mr.
Edward Insress Bell," F.R.I.B.A.. died on
Fridav last at lier residence, St. Stephen's,
Winchester-road, Worthing. Mrs. Bell, who
was in her seventy eighth year, only survived
her husband by a little more than four
months. The requiem mass was held at Onr
Lady of the Angela' Church, Worthing, on
Tuesday morning, the interment being at

Broadwater cemetery.

PEOFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCrETIES.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION
OF IRELAND.—The paper read by Mr.
Arthur Hill. F.R.I.B.A., of Cork, before the
.4rchitectural Association of Ireland on
Tuesday week was well timed—just as pro-
posals for decorating the interior of the
Citv Hall by frescoes below the dome are
under consideration. Mr. Harry Allberry,
.'V.R.I.B.A.. president, occupied the chair.
The lecturer, having pointed out that a

sense of colour is inherent in the human race,
and that there is every reason to believe
that in early days the next step to building
a dwelling was to paint it. referred to the
rich colouring employed by the Egyptians in

their tombs and temples, and to the painting
by the Greeks hi fnnpora on panel, and also
in wax, known as the encaustic process. Mr.
Hill proceeded to deal with the work of the
Christian period, and traced the pictorial
decoration of buildings through its two main
forms of mosaic and fresco painting, the
former waning as the latter became more
popular. During the 1.3th century painting
well deserved the title of "the handmaid of
architecture," and an immense field was
opened up for the artist. The four sides of
even a plain rectangular room in a convent
or a palace were treated with a complete
scheme of mural decoration, glowing with
colour aiul alive with interest. Passing to
later times, the lecturer, with the aid of
numerous lantern-slides, some of which were
specially lent for the purpose by the Art
Institute of Chicago, explained the develop-
ment of modern pictorial decoration, many
interesting examples of recent work in
France and the United States being
exhibited. A vote of thanks was proposed by
Mr. G. G. Lynes. seconded by Sir. Page L.
Dickenson, and carried with acclamation.
.Vmonijst snbsef|ueut speakers in the dis-
cussion were Messrs. James Ward. A.R.C.A..
of the School of Art. L. O'Callaghan. and
Hubert Briscoe. Reference was made to the
numerous opportunities existing in Dublin
for the decoration of nublic buildings in a

manner which has been so snceessfnlly
adopted on the Continent and in America,
where the public libraries and law-courts are
made interesting bv the introduction of

frescoes showing historic cv?nts in the life

of the iiation.

AUCTIONEERS AND ESTATE
AGENTS AT EXETER.—Mr. Asbton, of
Bradworthy. presided on Friday at the
annual meeting at Exeter of the' Western
Counties Branch of the Auctioneers' and
Estate Aaenis' Institute. He was supported
bv the Mayor of Exeter (Mr. .1. G. Owen,
LP-l. the president of the institute (Mr. .T.

T. Woolley. of Salisburv), Mr. Harris
(organisinc secretary, Londonl, and manv
local residents. The financial statement and
secretary's report were adopted. Mr. W. O.
Hoskingwas elected chairman, and Messrs.
Wliitton and Slee vice-chairmen. The
followinn were appointed the committee:
Messrs. W. Cox, Torquay; C. J. Hannaford.
Chulmleich ; .1. Kittow, Lannceston ; G.
Elton Laing, Exeter; H. G. Loveys. More-
tonhampstead ; R. Manico. Plymouth

;

Howell Mabbett, Penzance; A. Bromley
Sanders, Exeter: and W. J. Villar, Taunton".
The branch again elected as hon. secretary
Mr. Leonard Martin, who has joined the
Cyclists' Corps of the New Army. The
members lunched together at midday with
the Mayor of Exeter.

THE FORUM ROMANUM.—In his
lecture on Thursday in last week at the
British Museum. Mr. Banister F. Fletcher
described the plan of Ancient Rome on her
seven hills, with the great Forum Romanum
in the central valley. The Capitoline Hill
dominated this public meeting-place on one
side, and the Palatine Hill, with its Im-
perial palaces, on the other. The Forum
Romanum was the heart of Roman civic life,

and held much the same position as did the
Acropolis in ancient Athens, only that, for
the practical Roman, it inehided the com-
merce of the city, and was flanked by temples
of the gods and courts of justice. Here
political demonstrations were lield, and from

the Rostrum orat-ors addressed the populace
on matters of Statue, and demagogues
harangued the plebs and instilled discont-ent.

Stat-ely colonnades, spacious basilicas, and
the majestic temples of a State religion all

made a fitting setting for the activities of
Roman citizens. Here the old Romans
walked and talked, bargained, inti-igued. and
worshipped. But the city grew with its

growing Empire, and successive emperors,
eager to ingratiate themselves with the
people, built other forums for the people
which rivalled in size, but never eclipsed in

importance, the old Forum Romanum of the
citizens. All these forums were monuments
to their Imperial founders and ornaments
to the city.

ROYAL TECHNICAL COLLEGE
ARCHITECTURAL CRAFTSMEN'S
SOCIETY, GLASGOW,—At a meeting
on Friday, the loth inst., Mr. P. Mac-
gregor Chalmers gave a paper on lona
Cathedral. The history of the church was
traced from the time of its erection in the
Early Christian era, and the story was told

of it spartial destruction and restoration by
the monks. The lecturer stated his grounds
for believing the site to be that of St.

Colnmba's original church, in contradistinc-

tion to the views of Skene, the Scots
historian. The object of the present restora-

tion, which has been carried out to Mr.
Chalmers's directions, was explained, and
many pictures of the building were thrown
on tile screen,

SHEFFIELD.—Last week, at the .Sheffield

University. Mr. A. B. Burleigh, of York,
delivered a lecture to members of the

Sheffield Society of Architects and Sur-

veyors on "Castle Howard: its History and
.Architectural Features and its Artistic

Treasures." The lecturer opened with in-

teresting theories as to the proper lighting

of picture galleries, especially roof lighting,

and spoke very highly of the arransements
in the galleries of Castle Howard. He dealt

at lenutli with the history of the family, and
with the variety of Vanbrugh's genius, Van-
brugh being the designer alike of Castle

Howard and Blenheim. He went into con-

siderable detail respecting the plans of the

famous Yorkshire mansion, and its mauso-
leum, whose sheer magnificence made Horace
Walpole declare that '" it almost tempted him
to be buried alive'." The paintings and
other treasures were described, the whole
lecture being illustrated by limelight views

taken from photographs secured by the

lecturer, to whom a hearty vote of thanks

was accorded at the close.

An almshouse is about to be hnilt at I.nlie

View. Bridgeport. Connecticut, from plans hv

Messrs. Skinner and Walker, of 1.188. Main-

street. Bridgeport. The estimated cost is

loO.OOOdol.

Messrs. H. A. Hoskiug, surveyor to the St,

Germans Rural District Council, and W. Olver.

surveyor to the Newton .\bbot Urban District

Council, have been anpointed assistant county
surveyors to the Cornwall County Council.

The Bishop of Truro has dedicated the north-

west wing which has been added to the Home
of the Community of the Epiphany at Alverton

from the designs of Jlr. F. L. Pearson, and
under the supervision of Mr. E. T. Price.

Messrs. Liiscombe and Sons. Exeter, were the

contractors, and Mr. Phillips acted as general

foreman.

After an absence from the Bench of six weeks,

owing to a sharp attack of illness. Sir .lames

Lemon. F.R.1.B..\.. resumed his accustomed
place—one he has now filled for nearly thirty

years— at the Southampton Borough Police-court

on Friday morning- Mr. G. Dominy. who pre-

sided, on behalf of his brother justices welcomed
Sir James, a welcome which was endorsed by
the chief constable.

.\ Loral Government Board inquiry was held

at the Ritchie Memorial Hall. Hursley. on Wed-
nesday week, by Mr. F. O. Stanford. A.M.T.C.E..

into the prcnnsal of the Hursley Rural Di-^trict

Council to nut into force the Land Clauses Act

in regard to the nin-chase of land needed as an

nntfall site for the drainage at Chandler's Ford.

Mr. H. .1- Weston, the engineer for the scheme,

explained that the land in question is situate

not far from the isolation liospital.
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TIREE PIER.—The new pier at Gott Bio,
lit tlie south end of Tiree, has been finished,

and the structure will be opened for public
traffic as soon as the certificate is obtained
from the Board of Trade. The erection
consists mainly of three parts—a block oC

solid work, forming the entrance, and two
other piers firmly connected by steel girders.

The distance between tlie solid part and the
nearest pier is 80ft., and the same distance
intervenes between the first and second
piers. This second, or outer, pier is

hexagonal in form. The piles throughout
were constructed of ferroconcrete. The
engineer of the works was Mr. G. Woulfe
Brenan, C.E., and the resident engineer, Mr.
H. Thompson, C.E.

«»

« «

«

CU\'ENTRy.—A meeting of the vestry of

Holy Trinity, Coventry, was held on Thurs-
day in last week to receive a report from
Sir Thomas G. Jackson, R.A., who, a few
weeks ago, made an examination of the tower
of the church. Large pieces of masonry fell

from the tower last August. The whole of

the tower below the parapet is in a terrible

state of decay, though the refacing is not a
century old. iMany of the features of the
design are nearly obliterated. The whole
surface, though comparatively modern, is iji

a state of absolute ruin. Mr. Chataway (the

local architect) has already had to remove
six tons weight of loose surface to prevent it

falling on to the roofs. The masonry is far

past remedy by injecting any preservative
solution. There is. Sir Thomas fears, no
alternative but refacing the whole tower
again, as it was done before, but doing it in

a better manner and in a better material.
Sir Thomas thinks the operation should not
be deferred, and mentions £6,000 as the pro-
bable cost. A committee of the church estate
was instructed to report upon the question
of providing funds to meet the cost of the
restoration.

Mr. Wm. Frank Gardner, now assistant snr
veyor to the Earby Urban District Council, has
been appointed assistant surveyor under tlie
Derby Corporation.

Additions two stories in height are about to
be made at the rear of the Orthopoedic Hospital,
Upper llerrion-'treet, Dublin, from plans by
Messrs. O'Callaghan and Webb, of South
Frederick-street, Dublin.

The town-planning committee of Edinburgh
Town Council have received a letter from the
Local Government Board, giving sanction to
proceed with a town-planning scheme for
Murrayfield, Ravelston, Craigleith, Comely
Bank, and adjoining areas.

A temporary building in the grounds of the
Norfolk and Norwich Hospital is being provided
for the accommodation of the sick and wounded
soldiers, and will be opened on February 15.
Messrs. E. Boardnian and Son, of Norwich, are
the architects, and Messrs. J. Youngs and Son,
of the same city, the builders.

Sanction has been received by the Rochdale
town Council from the Local Government Board
for the borrowing of *540 and fl,l]6 for the
purchase, fencing, laving -out of SpotlanrI
recreation-ground, and the sum of £2,194 for the
provision of bowling-greens at Falinge Park and
Uuersil, and for levelling Cronkeyshaw Common.
A new school in Edinburgh street, Belfast, has

een opened by Sir Edward and Lady Carson.
It consists of nine classrooms, divided by foldin"
partitions, and capable of being transformed
mto a large assembly hall. Mr. Thomas
Houston, of Belfast, was the architect, and
Messrs. Thornbury Brothers, Ltd., were the
niulders.

VVhithorn Parish Church, N.B.. was re-
opened, after extensive renovations, on Wednes-
lay week. The church has been entirely renewed
imernally, and a new porch added. The
•inr r'^ r,?7 ''^^" renewed, the two end
« ndows filled with stained glass, and a pulpit

Th«
^'"""'"nio.n-table added to the fittings.

G as4w " ' ^- M'Gregor Chalmers,

THE ARCHITECTS' VOLUNTEER
TRAINING C GUI'S AND WAR
SERVICE BUREAU.

?'o Ihe Hdilur of the BuH.UINO Nl.ws.

Sir,— I should be glad if you would again
grant me space in your journal to discuss
recruiting for the Army. The Architects'
War Service Bureau i.s in a position to advise
professional and business men and men of

skilled trades as to the braiicli of the Forces
in which they can best serve the Govern-
ment, and for which they are personally most
suited.

More particularly wc are recruiting for the
Royal Engineers and sanitary companies.
But we are also at present making a special

effort to recruit a gun section for the R.F.A.
Howitzer Reserve, to be composed of pro-

fessional and business men, who will serve
together.

Lastly, since the War Office have officially

recognised the Volunteer Training Corps now
existing in London, no man, wliatever his age
or circumstances, has any excuse for not
being a member of a military organisation.
Those who can join the Regular Forces
should do so at once, those who cannot
should join the Architects' Volunteer
Training Corps, which is recognised by the
Architects' War Committee, the Surveyors'
Institution, the Auctioneers' and Estate
Agents' Institution, the .Junior Art Workers'
Guild, and the London Master Builders'
Association. By doing so they can materially
help the recruiting authorities to distinguisli

between the "willing" and "unwilling"
members of the community. All recruits
should apply direct to 18. Tufton-street,
Westminster, S.W.—I am, etc.,

Ai.AN Potter,
Hon. Recruiter A.V.T.C.

18, Tufton-street, Westminster, S.W.

"UNHEALTHY SCHOOLS."
Sir,—"Anti-Draught" has wandered from

the point altogether. I have not disputed the
fact of down-drauglit being a "crying evil."

In my pi'evious letter I stated that there are
cross-ventilated schools in this country
designed to prevent down-draught, and that
experiments had pro\ed this. The arguments
put forward in favour of through ventilation
are not based on supposition?, but on facts,

and "Anti-Draught" will have considerable
difficulty in proving otherwise.

Architects, members of the medical pro-

fession, and teachers have spoken with enthu-
siasm regarding the ventilation of these
schools. That is one of the reasons why I

understood that " fresh - air- at- any - price

fanatics " referred to architects. However,
as "Anti-Draught" refutes my statement,
perhaps he will classify the persons to whom
lie referred.

Is he aware that the Board of Education
has given the matter a great deal of attention,

with the result that new regulations have
been issued, which are the outcome of dis-

cussions which have taken place during the

last six years between the Board's officers,

architects, and education authorities '? And
is he conversant with the rules on ventilation

and heating'/ One of the clau.ses states:
" Combined systems of heating and ventila-

tion, in which air raised to a sufficient degree
to warm the rooms is used for ventilation,

are not generally desirable in a school. The
stimulating and invigorating effects of fresh
cool air are lost, and the children become
accustomed to sit with closed windows.
Generally the best result will be obtained by
providing ample heating power and making
full use of well-arranged windows to secure
cross - ventilation." The ventilation of

theatres and other such buildings is not under
discussion, although there arc many notorious
examples in London anrl elsewhere of ventila-

tion schemes tliat are terrible failures. Even
the ventilating engineers find it difficult to

explain exactly why these buildings do fail. '

If "Anti-Draught" and other correspondents
consider that cross-ventilation is a curse and

a failure, what form of ventilation do they
recommend that is not a curse, and which is

always reliable under all circumstances?
Mechanical ventilation is only based on

theories, and it is exceedingly difficult for

anyone to bring any of these theories to a

crucial test. Heating and ventilating en-
gineers even disagree on these points. What
are the actual facts? They put into a

building radiators to raise the temperature
of the air, and, what is worse, they make the
air in the upper part of the room warmer
than the lower. The i-esult is we have what
is known as a cold in the head, and such-
like. It is contrary to the laws of Nature
and very undesirable tliat the temperature at

head-level should be higher tliaii at foot-

level. Ill fact, within limits, the cooler the

air we breathe the better it is.

This, again, points to the necessity of

having in a classroom a certain amount of
cold air. which, at the same time, does iiot

constitute a down-draught. With a good
system of cross-ventilation it is obtained,

and I think this is the general consensus of

opinion among architects and physiologists.
— I am, etc., D. Wynne-Tho.ma.s.

" Glenthorne," Nunthorpe, S.O.^
WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY

MATTERS.
HOUSING CONDITIONS IN A DURHA.M

VILLAGE.—A report on housing conditions at

Seghill was submitted to the urban district

council at their last meeting by Dr. Hembrough,
the Medical Officer of Health for County
Durham Dr. HembrougU wrote: "When con-

sideration is given to the fact that nearly half

the population residing in the district live in

houses where the proportion of occupants to

rooms is more than two to one, and that in no
other district in England or Wales, according to

the last census return, was the general housing
accommodation so limited, it is evident that

drastic measures under the Housing -\cts are

needed. The improvements carried out are in-

tinitesimal compared with the needs of the

district, and the provisions of Sections 15 to 18

of the 1909 Act should be much more vigorously

enforced. The only bedroom accommodation in

a considerable proportion of the houses is a

small low attic, many of which have been
divided into two, in order to provide sleeping

accommodation for different sexes. Before
these attic rooms can be considered as being
reasonably fit for habitation, the,lighting and
ventilation requires very considerable improve-
ment, the partitions should be removed, ami
proper staircases should be provided in place of

the ladders which still exist, and a fireplace

should be provided in each room. Further, the
supply of houses of three and four rooms for the
larger families is much below the demand, and
until this deficiency is met, the unenviable
notoriety of this district as regards its liousing

accommodation is not likely to be lost."

SOUTHAMPTON. —The town council of

Soiilhampton. at their last meeting, discussed
at some length a recommendation Vjy the water-
works engineer, Mr. E. C. Rodda, that for the
better supply of the Highfield district, a water-
tower be erected in reinforced concrete, at an
estimated cost of from £11,000 to £12,000.
Alternative sites for the tower were advocatcil
at the meeting, the one on the northern
boundary of Southampton Common, the other
near the new reservoir at Bassett, beyond the
borough limits. By 28 votes to 14 it was decided
to erect the tower on the Common site. The
Water Supply Committee congratulated the
council on the fact that the water engineer has
discovered an ubundant additional source of

supply for the borough from a new shaft only
45ft. in depth, sunk at Otterbourne. The water
has been analysed and favourably reported
upon by Dr. A. C. Houston, Director of tin-

Examination Department of the Metropolitan
Water Board.

••
Mr. William Platts, of Wentworlh street,

Huddcrsfield, retired builder, died on Saturday,
aged ninety years.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held at Margate to consider the application of the
town council for sanction to borrow X'9,'170 for the

building of workmen's dwellings.

The housing committee of the Southampton
Corporation recommend in connection with the

development of the Hampton Park site (acquired

bv the corporation for housing purposes) that

alternative tenders for tlie erection of either 24

or 50 houses at a rental not exceeding 7s. 3d. a

week inclusive be invited.
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(Bnx #to fable.

A fourth memoraiulum on tlie operation of

the Housing, Town Phmning Aot of 1909,

issued on JUonday night, states that the
activity on the part of local autliorities in

regard to various pliases of tlie liousing

question, as well as in regard to town
planning, increased materially during the
year 1914. At the cost of landlords or owners
64.332 houses were made fit for habitation in

the past year, the total for the four years
being 194.068. Loans to the amount of

£1,074.521 were sanctioned for the purchase
of land and erection of liouses for the
working classes, the number of houses to be
erected being 4,223.

An inquiry has been lield by tlie Local
Government Board into an application by
the corporation of York to borrow £6,214 for
the purchase of 48^ acres of land near the
centre of the city as a site for the erection
of working-class dwellings under Part 3 of

tlie 1890 Act. It was mentioned by the
medical officer of health that nine out of ten
house agents bad no houses to let on their
books, but all had from 50 to 100 applica-
tions. A number of young couples were
unable to get married because they could not
get houses. The population of the city was
increasing at the rate of 500 per annum", and
nearly 100 new houses were required every
year to keep pace with the normal growth.
Private enterprise had apparently come to

an end, and since March only thirteen houses
to be rented at £15 per annum had been
erected. At tlie present time unemployment
in the building trade is normal ; but local
architects had little in hand, indicating that
there would be a lack of employment in the
near future.

As a result of a conference on Friday
between the Earl of Elgin and representatives
of the town-planning committee of Dunferm-
line Town Council, the draft agreement
between the parties in regard to the town-
planning scheme for Rosyth was finally

adjusted. The Earl of Elg'iii is the largest
landowner interested in the scheme. The
draft agreement between the committee and
the proprietors of Pitreavie estate, a large
tract of which will be incorporated in the
scheme, ha^ also been practically adjusted.
There yet remains to be finally adjusted the
draft agreement with the Admiralty, who are
also large landowners interested.

The town council of Edinburgh discussed
at a special meeting, and finally approved,
with verbal alterations, the draft of the
Edinburgh Corporation Provisional Order.
1915. The draft Order seeks authority to
construct new tramways in Colinton parish
and in Corstorphine parish, and to carry out
streetwidenings which have been adjusted
by the tramway committee ; to carry out
certain improvements at Gibb's Entry and
in the Cowgate

; to carry out works for the
protection of the foreshore at Joppa ; to shut
up or close a street which, through change
of circumstances, is no longer required for
street purposes; to order demolition of un-
inhabitable property ordered to be closed up
by the public health committee where the
owners have taken no steps to make the pro-
perty habitable ; to control conversion of
buildings formerly used as dwelling-houses
into factories or for business purposes; a
provision as to the ejection of steam or waste
gas arising or produced in any trade,
business, or manufacture, and to provide
penalties whore sucli steam or waste gas is

discharged in such a way as to be an annoy-
ance to the public

; power to cut and lop
trees overhanging streets; to authorise and
empower the corporation to provide and hire
out electric motors and other apparatus and
fittings, and to provide showrooms; and to
enlarge and extend the powers of the cor-
poration with respect to the bnildiiig-lines of

any street or court. During (lie discussion
the clause providing for the equalisation of

rates was deleted from the draft.

Mr. Ainsworth Mitchell describes, in

"Knowledge." the interesting results

obtained by the Government chemist by

making analyses of old wax impressions on
documents in the Public Record Office. The
seals examined dated from the 13th to the

18th century, and differed but little from
modern sealing-wax. Most of them con-

sisted of a mixture of beeswax and resin,

others of pure beeswax. Two seals, of the

dates 1399 and 1423 respectively, were com-
posed of wax, the characteristics of which
agreed more nearly with those of East Indian
than of European beeswax. The wax com-
posing an impression from the Great Seal

of 1350 agreed, in chemical and physical

characters, witli pure beeswax of to-day. The
pigment in the red seals was vermilion,

while tlie green seals contained verdigris.

<t»

The death has occurred of Mr. J. VVoIsten-

liolme. formerly borough surveyor of Blackpool.

The town council of Waterford have received

tlie sanction of the Local Government Board to

a loan of £23.138 for a housing scheme.

The corporation of Cardiff have resolved to

carry out the improvement of the tramway along
City-road to Jlilton-street by doubling the tram-
way-line, at an estimated cost of £7,000.

The corporation of Louth have instructed Jlr.

Latham, C.E., to prepare plans for additional
works required to be carried out for isolating

all the sewage from the River Lud.

The urban district council of Romford have
received the .sanction of the Local Government
Board to loans of £11,288 for woodpaving,
£9.616 for foundations, setts, and kerbing, and
£4,184 for works of sewerage.

.\ pinnacled tower has just been added to the
Roman Catholic churcli at Donnyhrook, near
Dublin. Messrs. W. H. Byrne and Son, of

Suffolk-street. Dublin, were the architects, and
Mr. M. J. Green, of Donnyhrook, was the
builder.

The Newton Heath .Junior Day Technical
School was opened on Monday at tho Newton
Heath Town Hall. It is for boys between 13 and
16 years of age who desire to enter the engineer-
ing, building, and allied trades, and is the first

of its Icind in RIanchester.

The Cheshire Education Committee have
adopted plans by the county architect for a
new dairy institute at Heuhull Hall, Nantwicli.
The buildings will include a dairy block, educa-
tion block, an hostel and other equipment, and
the approximate cost is £25,668.

The death is announced of Mr. John Topping,
master plumber, of Towngate, Marsden, Colne
N'alley, at the age of fifty seven years. I^lr.

Topping was secretary and a trustee of the
Marsden Sleclianics' Institute, and held other
public appoiiiluients. He leaves a widow and
eight children.

On Friday, February 12, two Roval
Academicians will be elected in place of the hite

Mr. W. H. B. Davis and of Mr. Lionel P.
Smythe, who has retired. Mr. Smythe was born
in 1840, elected an Associate in 1898, and made
a full member as recently as 1911. He is a
member of the Royal Society of Painters in

Water-Colours.

Colonel Godlieb James van Somercn, whose
death occurred after an operation at Catlicart-
road, South Kensington, on the 13tli inst., aged
seventy-two. was formerly Conservator of
Forests to the Government of India. He entered
the Madras Infantry in 1859. and was appointed
to the Forest Department in 1864. He was
Director of the Forest School from 1889. He
retired in 1892.

At the meeting of the Bristol Dock Com
nussioners, on Monday, the death of Mr. W. W.
Squire, for many years engineer to the com-
missioners, was reported, and it was decided

:

"That in consideration of the amount of extra
work and responsibilit.v undertaken by the
engineer in connection with the construction of

the Royal Edward Dock, a sum of £1.500 be paid
to his widow."

At the adiourned meeting of the Bath City
Council, held at the Guildhall on Tuesday, llie

debate was resumed on the report of the baths
committee, recommending the adoption of a
scheme for a rearrangement, renovation, and
building in a westerly direction of the bathinr;
establishment, at an estimated expenditure of
about £20,000, There was great divergence of

opinion in the council as to the wisdom of the
present proposal, and .\lderman Silccck made
the suggestion that the committee should con-
sider the question of developing east of the
pump-room, but not necessarily upon the site

proposed in scheme No. 1, which was before the
council some months ago. Further consideration
of the matter was adjourned for another week.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.—Victoria and Albert Museiun. " EugUeb

Gothic Windows," by Banister F.
Fletclier, F.R.I.B.A. 1.30 p.m.
Royal Society of Arts. " Oils : tlieii-

Production and Slanufacture," Cantor
Lecture No. 2, by Dr. F. Mollwo Perkins.
8 p.m.
Surveyors' Institution. " The Report

of the Land Enquiry Committee on
Urban Land Tenure," b.v J- tJ. Head
and Joshua Bury. 8 p.m.
Architectural Association. " What

Architects may Lcam from the Enemy,"
by Professor W. R. Lethaby, F.R.I.B.A.
8 p.m.

TvESDAT.—Royal Society of Arts. "Economic De-
velopment of British East Africa and
Uganda," by Major E. H. M. Leggett,
D.S.O. 4.30 p.m.

Institution of Civil Engineers. Dis-
cusBion on " The Lateral Pressure and
Resistance of Clay, and the Supporting
Power of Clay Foundations." Paper on
" Engineering Operatioue for the Pre-
vention of ilalaria," by Frank Dudley
Evans, Assoc. M.Inet.C.E. 8 p.m.

Wednesday.—Federation of Building Trade Employers.
Annual Meeting. Throne Room, Hol-
born Restaurant. 10.30 a.m.

St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society.
Exhibition of Objects of Ecclesiological
Interest. 8 p.m.
Royal Society of Arte. " Portrait

Painting," bv the Hon. John Collier,

R.O.I. 8 p.m.

Thvbsuay.— British Museum. " The Great Baths of

Rome," by Banister F. Fletcher,
F.R.I.B.A. 4.30 p.m.

Feiday (Jax. 39.)—Town Planning Institute. "The
Urban Laud Problem," by Prof. S. D.
Adshead. 8 p.m.
Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's

Society. " Lighting," by James Telfer.

8 p.m.

Satubday (Jan. 30). — Association of Engineers-iu-
Charge. Discussion on " English v.

German Superiority of Business
Methods." St. Bride's Institute, Bride-
lane, B.C. 7.30 p.m.

<»»

New council schools, built in Castle Dyke,
Barton-on-Humber, at a cost of £n,4'25, have
been formally opened.

Sir Robert Lorimer, F.R.I.B.A., of Edinburgh,
has been elected a Fellow of the Society of

Antiquaries of London.

Mr. R. C. Roberts, assistant surveyor, Lang-
port, has been appointed surveyor to the Ponty-
pool Rural District Council.

The River Tyne Improvement Commissioners
have appointed Mr. Ralph F. Hindmarsh,
M.I.C.E., to be chief engineer to the commission,
in succession to Mr. N. G. Ged^-e, resigned.

Mr. A. G. Drury held a Local Government
Board inquiry at Colwyu Bay on Tuesday into

an application by the urban district council for

sanction to borrow £11,000 for works of sewer-
age and sewage-disposal.

The Southampton Board of Guardians have
adopted plans by their architect, Mr. A. F.

Gutteridge, for new homes for boys and girls

to be built at Hollybrook. Each block will

accommodate sixty chddren.

The urban district council for Barnes have
agreed to contribute £4,000 to the London
County Council towards the cost of constructing
a relief culvert at Beverley Brook, the cost of

which is estimated at £8,000.

Sir. Peter Graham, R..\.. has sustained a

heavy bereavement in the death, at the age of

twenty-one, of his youngest son. Lieutenant
Richard Graham, Scottisii Rifles, who was killed

in action in Flanders on the 10th inst.

The death took place on Monday, at his

residence, Alpine Villa, Mountjoy-road, Hudders-
fxcld, of Blr. Fred Radcliffe, formerly a member
of the film of Messrs. John Radclifi'e and Sons,
Ltd., contractors and builders, Huddersfield.

By the removal of houses in Old Palace-yard,
as part of the widening of Abingdon-street. there
has been opened out to view the three-storied
tower of 14th-century date, known as the King's
Jewel House. Fornierh' used as a denository for

the royal jewels and regalia, and afterwards as a
record office, it has been occupied since 1869 by
the Standards Department of the Board of

Trade.

Mr. A. \V. Brightmore, B.Sc. M.Iust.C.E
,

Local Government Board Inspector, has held an
inquiry in the Town Hall Buildings, North
Shields, in reference to an application by the
Tynemouth Corporation for sanction to borrow
£11.760 for the purpose of reinstating the sea
banks at Tynemouth. wdiere the landslip

occurred in January. 1913 Mr. J. F. Sraillie,

borough surveyor, described the scheme, which
might be regarded as a complete undertaking.
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LATEST PRICES.

9
8 10

5 17

8 15
9 10

N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
nsual sources of information are in many
cases failing us. Timber quotations we omit
altogether, as published figures differ so

widely that they are, we fear, in many cases

quite unreliable.

IRON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Boiled Steel Joists, English £7 10 to i8
Wronght-Iron Girder Plates 7 15 „ 10

Steel Girder Plates 8
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5
Do., Ijowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Sanare 22

Do., Welsh 5 15
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

BonthStaflfs 8
BestSnedshUI 9

Angles IDs., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding. &o., £8 15s. to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

Oalvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclneive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Bestditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per owt

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10
Cast-Iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8 10
Eolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Boiled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 10 „ 5 15
Cut Floor Brads 10 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 „ —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 „ —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 10s. £10 158. £11 Oa. £11 5s. £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Bin, diameter £6 15 to £7 2 6
4in. to6in 6 10 „ 6 12 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 17 6 „ 7 2 6

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,
(orned and bored joints 5s. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron

—

Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall 80s. Od. to 1278. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto S7s. Od. „ 97s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)

—

Gas-Tubes 725 p.o
Water-Tubes 66^
Steam-Tubes 65
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 60
Galvanised Water-Tubes 56j
Galvanised Steam-Tabes 50

OTHER METALS.
Per ton. Per ton.

Lead Water Pipe, Town '£23 15 to —
Country *24 15 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town •24 15 0„ —
Country '25 15 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town '25 15 0,, —
,, „ „ Country '26 15 ,,

—
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town *2S 5 0,, —

Country *2g 5 0,, —
Oompoeition Gas-Pipe, Town ... *2« 15 ,.

—
Country '27 15 „ —

Lead Soil-pipe (np to 45in.) Town '26 15 0,, —
Country '27 15 „ —

rOver 4iin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0,
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 78 ,

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 61 15 ,

Tin, English Ingots 154
,

Do.. Bars 155 0,
Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town) 19 2 6

,

Sheet Lead, Town '23 5 0,. —
Country *24 5 „ —

Genuine White Lead 29 15 „ —
Refined Red Lead J9 ,, —
Sheet Zinc 65 ,. —
Old Lead, against account 17 15 0,, —
Tin percwt. 8 15 „ —
Cut nails (per cwt. baeis. ordi-
nary brand) 12 9 „ —

' For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

SLATES.
in. in. £ s. d. per 1,000 of
20 X 10 ... 12 12 6 1,200 at r. stn.
16 ., 8 ... 6 12 6

,10... 13 2 6

, 12 ... 13 17 6
,10... 13 „
. 12... 13 15

,£18 12 6

78 10
62 5

155
156
19 10

Blue Portmadoc

Blue Bangor . 20
20

First quality 20
20

„ „ 16
Enreka nnfading

7 5

green

Permanent Qreuo

.

, 15 17

, 18 7

. 13 5

. 10 5

. 11 12

. 9 12
16 „ 8 ... 6 12 6

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1.000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11 ,, „ [river.
Mild Stocks 19 0,,
Picked Stocks for delivered
Pacings 2 5 ,, atrly. stn.

Flettons 1 14 „ „ „
Pressed Wire Cuts... 118 „ „ „
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Buabon Facing ... 5 .. ,,

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 16

Ditto BuUnose 4 0,,
Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 4 0,,

2iin. Best Red Ac-) ( Net, delivered in
crington Plastic [ 4 10 6 „\ full truck loads
Facing Bricks ) ( in London.

3'/8" Aoorington Beet Bed Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10'

3'/8" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 3 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/8 in
thickest part 2

3'/8" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2 6
3'/8" ditto ditto through and through 2
3'/8" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2J" and i" radins Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks ,
9" x 2 course deep, each 6

Ditto ditto g"xl course 3

5 ditto ^
6 ditto 4
3 ditto 9''

4 ditto 9"

5 ditto 9"

6 ditto 9"

Accrington Camber Arches :^
3 course deep, 4*" soffit, per foot opening... 13
4 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 18

4^" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

ditto ditto ditto ... 2 6
ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

ditto ditto ditto ... 2 11
ditto ditto ditto ... 3 6
ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BRICKS.
HiRD GLAZES (PER 1,000).

White. Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colonrs. Colours.
Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 U 17 6
Quoins, BuUnose, and 4^in. Flats—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers

—

11 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints

—

It 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—
5d, each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double BuUnose, Round Ends, BuUnose Stops

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 6d. each
Rounded Internal Angles-

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BBICEB.

Stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill BuUnose. Stretchers, and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000

Headers ._._ ~ £22 17 6

„ Quoins and BuUnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks] Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
Ust for their respective kinds and colours [- ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kinder colour, by 4jin.

Is. 2d. each ) by 23in.

Stretchers cnt for Closers and Nioked Doable
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

' These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations. s. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered

Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 0,,

s. d. Per ton,

Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered

Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 per ton deUvered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

8. d. 8. d. Per yard,

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 deUvered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 278. Od. per ton at

railway station.

STONE.*

RedMansfleld, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto

Red CorsehUl, ditto
Closebnrn Bed Freestone.ditto
Ancaster, ditto »•

Greenshill, ditto .•

Beer, ditto "
ChUmark, ditto (in truck at

Nine Elms) ••

Hard York, ditto

Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,

landings, random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Do. do. Sin. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes .. 13

* All F.O.B. London.

2 3
2 2
2
1 10

n 1 10
1 6

1 lOj
2

i

Bath Stone, deUvered on road £ s.
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1

Ditto, ditto, Nine Elms Depot ,, 1
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station „ Oil
Ditto, deUvered at Nine Elms
Station „ 1 7i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—
Delivered on road waggons

) Brown White
at Paddington Depot,! Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or ( Per loot cube.
Plmlico Wharf

.

TILES.
e.

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tUes 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

ditto (Edwards) 57
Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46

Ornamental ditto 48

£0 3 3 ...£0 2 4i

d. Dlvrd. at
per 1000 ry.sn.

7 per doz. ,,

per 1000 ,,

6
per doz. .,

6 per 1000 „

per doz. ,,

„

per 1000
6

Hip tiles 3 10* per doz.
^^
Valley tUes 3

"Rosemary "brand plain tiles... 48
Ornamental tUes 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 42

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
HartshUl " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 45
Pressed 42
Ornamental ditto 47
Hip tiles 4
Valley tUes .. 3

OILS.
Rapeseed.EngUshpale.per tun£28 15 0to£29 5

per lOOO

per doz.
8

6 per 1000

per doz.
6

per 1009
6 „
6 „
per doz.

6

5

5
30

7

1 6
19
2
3
3

27 5
30
40
21 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5
31

Ditto, brown 26 15
Cottonseed, reflined 29
Olive, Spanish 39 10
Seal, pale , 21
Cocoanut, Cochin ,, 46
Ditto, Ceylon 42 10
Ditto, Mauritins 42 10
Palm, Lagos 32
Ditto, Nut Kernel 35
Oleine „ 17
Sperm
Lubricating, U.S per gal.
Petroleum, refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Ditto, Archangel
Linseed Oil per gal.
Baltic on
Turpentine
Patty (Genuine Linseed

on., percwt. 9 0,, —
Pare Linseed Oil
"Stority" Brand.. ,, 9 0,, —

GLASS (IN ORATES).
EngUsh Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz. 32oz.

6

1 10
1

Fourths
Thirds 5id. .

Fluted Sheet 4jd. .

Hartley's EngUsh BoUed
Plate

5id. ,

. 6d.

. Sid.

iin.
3d. .

6d.

63d.

'/i6in.

3id.

White.
Fignred Rolled and Reponsslne... 4*d.

7d.

... 85d.

"
iin.

... 4d.

Tinted.
lid.

VARNISHES, &0. Per gaUon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak 10 6

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14 6

Fine Elastic Carriage 12

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 10

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Fine French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9

White Copal Enamel 14 9

Extra Pale Paper 13

Best Japan Gold Size 10

Best Black Japan ° ^^
2

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8

Berlin Black 16

Knotting " 10 b

French and Brush Polish 10

The corporation of Hull have received sanc-

tions from the Local Government Board to the

borrowing of £12,245 for the extension of the

Hull City asylum, dK5,094 for the construction of

a boating-lake in connection with Pickering

Park, and i;2,378 in respect of the boathouse,

boats, and pumping machinery, and £3,300 for

the purchase of land for purposes of the Hull

Grammar School.

Mr. Stanley Empsall, of the urban district

council offices. Bcntlcy, Mr. Aubrey Glyn

EvaiJ.s, of the borough engineer's office, Neath.

:ind Mr. Bernard Itobson, A.U.I.H.A., of Hull,

have been appointed town-planning assistants

in the office of Mr. H. Gilbert Whyatt,

M.Inst.C.E., borough engineer, Grimsby. Three

town-planning schemes are to be dealt with,

covering an area of 13,000 acres.
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TRAI>E NOTES.
UiijjLf the direclioii of Messrs. Meiice aiul

Finn, architects, 11. Si. Teter's-street, St.

Albans, Herts, the "Boyle" sj'steni of ventila-

tion ^natural), embracinj; Boyle's latest patent
"air-pump" ventilator and air inlets, has been
applied to the new board-rocim, St. Albans
Ihiioii Workhouse, Herts.

There is no doubt that not only the roofs of

most buildings in these isles have been tested
with regard to tlieir watertightness by the
recent heavy rains, but also the walls and
cellars. A wall or cellar that has failed to keep
a structure dry during this period can, we arc
as.sured, be made bone dry by adding the
powder "Piidlo" to the cement used for con-
creting and rendering. The makers claim to
have cured many sucli cases in the past. They
state they will be very pleaserl |o advise, if full

particulars are sent them.

t4.03'.l

1.028 U
1.01 S U U
1,005
a.onr)

3.990 U
3,942 U
3.940 u
3.H71
3.H40 II 1)

3.789

06ILVIE&C0.
Telephone: D.\LSTON Um
Many vears conoectetl
tlie late firm of "W.
LASCELTES A: CH.,

Bunl.ill Row.

Mlldmay Avenue, ISLINGTON, N,

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS £ DECORATIONS
ESTIMVTES

FREE.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

TENDERS.
*** Correspondents would in all cases oblige by

giving the addreeees of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the
information.

AsHFORD, Co. WicKLOw. —For the ereitioa of a
new church at Ashford. Mr. P. Munden, Dublin,
architect :

—
Kinlen.P.. Ritbgar (accepted).

BALLYHAUNI8.—For buil'ling five double couta^es
at Ballyhaunis, for the Clarem orris Rural District
Council :

—

RIcDonnell, P.. Abbey-street,
Ballyhaunis (accepted) £1,450

BiRKENHKAJ).—For uiaking-up ^[ilner-st^eet, for
the corporation. Mr. C Brownridge, M.I. C.lil., sur-
veyor :—

Chadwick, W. F.. Ltd.. Iviverpool £139 is ii

I Accepted.)
Bristol.—For the constriicLion of a ferro-concrete

wharf at the oil berth in the western arm of the
Royal Albert Dock, for the Dock Commissioners :

—
Cowlin, W., and Son, Bristol (accepCedt.

For traffic plant :—
Perkins, J., and Son.

. Edinrurgh.—For alterations to the old Corn Ex-
change, Grassmarket, for the town council :

—
Duncan, J., and Son. J'.!7, Grove-

street, Edinburgh (accepted)... i"1.47b (»

Flimwkli-.— For alterations and additions at the
workhouse, Flimwell, near Ticehurst, for the
guardians. Mr. H. M. Caley, 29, Mount Pleasant,
Tunhridge Wells, architect :—

Edwards. L., Hawkhurst ...

Wallis, H. G.. Lamberhurst
Cheesmau. A. F., Tunbridge
Wells

Baldock, J. F.. Wadhurst
Baldock. H.. Wadlmrst*

* .\ccepted.

Glasgow.—For the extonsion of the switchboard
panels in the electric sub-station at Ynrkhill. for the
corporation :

—
Lackie (accepted' i'105 u U

GL-.\S(;nw.—For the electrical installation at the
new hospital at RobroystOD, for the corporation :

-
Johnston, Park aod Co.. Glasgow i'J,97t; U ()

(Rccoiuuicnded tor acceptance.)

(iosi'oRT.— Fur the exten=ion of Grove-road school,
for tbe education couujiiCt(_'c ;

—

Spalding and Long, Norwich
Evans, W. W., Portsmouth
Hunt. J
Dash, C. W.. Ltd
Croad. J.
Lear, C. J., and Son (accepted) ..

(Rest of Gosport.)

Giti.MHUV.—For extensions and additions to the
workliouse and inlirmary buildings, Siiartbo road,
Grimsby, for llio guardians. Mr. H.'C. Scaping,
Court Chambers. Griuasl)>'. architect. Quantities ]>y

Mr. J. Watson, F.S.I,. Bowlalloy-lane. Hull :
—

larvis, J.. London
Pumfrey, B., Gainsborough
Ion, W
Swaby and Walsham
Wilkinson and Houehton
Gilbert and Hall, Nottingham...
Thompson, .1. H., iind Sons, Ltd.
Hewins & Goodhand (accepted)...

(Rest of Grimsby.)

Hartley WiNTNEY.—For hot-water work" at the
workhouse, for the guardians ;

—
Cannon and Sons (accepted) ... tl")! ir,

HiNtKLEY.—For the erection of new othcc and
additions to Sketchley Dye Work". Mr. W. T.

Grewcoi-k, A.R.I.B.A., Leicester, architect:—
Herbert. H-.and Sons, Ltd.
.letfcote, A
Greaves, G
Chapman, J , and Sons, Ltd. ..

Moss. W., and Son
Hutchinson, J., and Son
Bowles and Son
Sharpe, W., and Son. Ltd.
Flavell, W. k;
Clarke and Garret
Bentley. -J., and Co , Leicester

* Accepted.
HoLBOUoui-iH. — For the construction

Holborough sewer, for the Mailing Rural District
Council :

—
PearceandSon 190 10

Langridge R 60
Davidson WOO
WiifordandSon 5110
Ballard (accepted) 41

Ipswich.—For the con\er3ion of the ground fioor

of the cookery centre in Tower Ramparts, Ipswich,
into two uiechauical laboratories, for the education
committee. Mr. E. T. Johns, y. Lower Brook-street,
Ipswich, architect :

—

Marriott. V. A
Jepson, -T

Seaman, R. C.
Bennett, R.. and Snare
Catchpole, E.. and Sons, Ijtd. .

Sadler. A., and Sons (accepted).
(All of Ipswich )

Keighlky.—For tbe construction of a sewer from
Hard Ings Lane to the Beechcliffe sewer, for the
corpora' ion:—

Morley, W.. and Sons (accepted) i'Slo 13 2

London. S.W.—For the provision of a reinforcei
concrete coal -bunker, for the Battersea Borough
Council :

—
Empire Stone Co, (accepted) ... £545

For the erection of a disinfector

£190
188 2 6

186 17
186
177
167

6

nf the

t:«7 i)

:«:> I)

3:):< 10 Ii

m) (1 (1

:H'25 n (1

m) u

London. E.-

building at North ^^^3arf. Blackwall. E., for the
Metropolitan Asylums Board :—

Gardner and Hazell. lalingbon ... £560
. Huseey. W.. Albert Hall Mau-

sions, S.W
Ka/,ak. L., Belvedere
TruECott, R. J., Forest Gate* ...

(Engineer-in-chief's estimate.
^.Recommended for acceptance.

Old KilliN(;reck.—For the erection of admin,
block at smallpox hospital, for the Leeds Sanitary
Committee. Mr. W. T. Lancashire. Municipal
Buildings. Leeds, city engineer :—

Rodgers, W., and Co.. Leeds ... t'l,03H

Sallynoggin.—For the erection of 3(j artisans'
dwellings, for the Kingstown Urban District Council

:

J67
430
357 II

t420.)

,i'460 n
421

407 l!i

m->
ao5

.17.487 19 i

7,450
7.300
7,1 H5
7,140 (I

6,994 9
6,a50 u

7,85.5

7,:i82

7,375
7.338
7.324

X3.910
3,31.5 U
3,333
3.312 ()

3,2,H1 U
2.769

7.294

7,217

7.200

24,720
23.949
2:3.927

2i.S,59

2J,6S1 (1 II

•-3,141

22,999 II

22,915 6 8

Bowers, G., Ballyhrack
Eraser, A., Dublin
Duncan, H., and Son, Dublin
O'Brien. M. J.. Glasthule...
Weaver. F., Glasthule
Plunketb, J.. Ballybrack ...

Jennings, W. (accepted) ...

Southampton.—For the erer^tion of a school, for

the corporation. The Clerk. Education Offices, St.

Marv'B-road, Southampton :—
Jenkins and Sons £17,4(18

Stevens and Co. (accepted) ... 17,330

(Both of Southampton.)
SouTHWARR, S.E.—For erection of a new school for

physically defective children in Webber - street,

Southwark, for the London County Council :
—

Thome, F. and T., Islo of Dogs... £7,\m
Parker, G. and Sons, Peckham...
Appleby, J., and Sons, Ltd.,
Southwark Park

Downs. W., Ltd.. Walworth
Thomas and Edge. Woolwich ...

Gariett. J..and Son, Balham Hill

Akers, W., and Co., Ltd., South
Norwood

King. W., and Sou, Vauxhall
Bridge-road

Smith, W., and Son, Harleyford-
road

Blay. W. F.. Ltd., Dowgate
Hill.E.C

Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd.. Uprer
Norwood

Holloway, H L., Deptt'ord
Smith, J., and Sons. South
Norwood

Rice and Sons. Stockwell-road ...

Longley, J., and Co.. Craw!ey ...

Ashby and Horner. Ltd., Aldgato
Soole, S. N., and Son, Richmond*

* I'rovisionally accepted.

Sti.I'NKY, E.—For enlarging the Redmans-road
school. Stepney, for the London County Council :—

:\larkham & Markham, Victoria-
street

(.'hessum. J., & Sons, South-place
Wallis, G. E.. and Sons, Ltd.,
Panton-street, W.

Ashby and Horner, Ltd., Aldgate
IloUowav. H. L.. Deptford
Blake, W. E.. Ltd., Fulham ...

Appleby, .1., and Sons, Ltd.,
Southwark Park

Bowyer. J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood

Patman & Fotheringham, Ltd.,
leJington

Monk, A., Lower Edmonton
Leng. T. D., Deptford
^hlddiBon, W. J.. Canning Town
Fairhcad, A., and Son. Enlield'

'Provisionally accepted.

St. Pancras, N.^^^—For erecting an emergency
staircase at the Camden-street school, St. Pancras,
for tbe London County Council :

—
Davis, H. C, and Co.. Ltd.,
Clapham

H Carron Co., Upper Thames-street
Hasward Bros, and Eckstein,
Borough

d Cadogan Ironworks, Chelsea ...

Mills, G., and Co., Radcliffe
- Wilmer and Sons. St. Marv Axe

? Hawkins and B i xter. Upper—
- Thames-street 159

- Norris, F. W.. and Co., St.

Andrew's Hill (accepted) ... 156

Strachur. —For alterations of property at Old Inn,
Strachur. for the Cowal District Committee :

—
Ferguson. .\., Strachur (accepted) ,il50

Thingwall.—For the erection of the sanatnrium,
for the Birkenhead Corporation :

—
Fleming, A.. Neston (accepted)... i;7.9n:3

Wargbavk.—For reliuilding St. Mary's Church.
Wargrave. Berks. Mr. G. H. Fellowes Prynne.
F.R.I.B.A., 6, Queen Anne's Gate, S.W., architect.

Quantities by R. Henry Hale, F.S.I , 6, (Oueen Anne's
Gate, Westminster, S.W. :—

Trollope and Sons, Pimlico ...i:i0.8-29

Easterling. W. H.. Wargrave ... 10,556

Cox, C. and Sims. Maidenhead... 10,399

Benfield and Loxley, Oxford ... 10.177 6 '2

Webster and Cannon, Aylesbury 10.049

Longley. J., and Co., Crawley ... 0.887

Goddard and Sons, Dorking ... 0.147

Franklin. Ltd., DeddiDgton ... 9.070

Bowman. A. W., Bourneiuouth,.. 9.043

Cooper, J. K., and Co., Maiden-
head s.'.m

Wiskin. C, and Sons, St. Albans 8.316

Walden and Cox.. Henley-on-
Thames (accepted) 8.177 8 1

WiLLASTON. — For new elementary school at

Wihaston. accommodating 300, for the Admmis-
trative Sub-committee for Education for Bebington
and Neston area. Mest-rs. E. Kirby and Sons, 5,

Cook-street, Liverpool, architects :—
Bullen Bros, and Sons, Ltd.,
Liverpool

Jones and Sons, Liverpool
Cook, J., Stoke-on-Trent
Rimmer Bros., Liverpool
Rothwell, P.. Birkenhead
Lee, J., and Son. Bebington
Haugh and Pilliug, Liverpool ...

Merritt. J., Birkeueead
Davis and Gaskell, Birkenhead
Fleming, A., Neston
Fleming. W., and Co.. Neston ...

Milestone, J. A.. Wallasey
Dutbie, J., and Son, Liverpool ...

Huxley. J., Malpas (accepted) ...

(Architect's estimate. £'3,700,)

Ye.vding.-For works at the hospital, for the

Uxbridge Joint Hospital Board :—
Spalding. C, Hayes (accepted) ... X222

f4,130
4,074 1)

3,954
3,918
3.775
3,750
3,749 II

3,738 u
3.700 II II

3.655
3,649 u u
3.590
3..550 II

3,520

TO COEBESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions

of our correspondents. All communications shoukl

be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are

many claimants upon the space allotted to

correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and

all communications respecting illustrations or literary

matter, books for review, etc.. should be addressed

to the Editor of the Bdildino News. Ellingham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C. and not to

members of the stall by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other

communications are sent at contributors' risks, and

the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable

for, unsought contributions.

7,177

7,1'23

7.083

7.050
7,039
I1.9H3

e.tiSti

ll,H72 10

£.5.483

,5,'260

5.140
.5,091

3,040
5,IW2

4,997

4,99S

4,971
4,920
4.872

4.8ti5

4.7(i0

RECiavKD.—B. A. A.—J. .T.—P. and Co.— 1''. I''. Co.

I, C. S.—J. K. and Sou.—W. H, S. and Son.—H. C. •'.

—F. and Co.—J. H. P.—M. and Co.—K. t'. C.—
Sir W. H. B. and Co., Ltd.—H. M.—P. B. and B.—
P. yr O. Q. Co., Ltd.—H. J. S.

Nescics.—Yes,

T. H. P.—It seems a fair e.Ktra.

E. R. R.—We think not; but, of course, preseullcircuiu-

stauces are e.xceptioual, and, in the event of your

death, what .you suggest might be tested.

Sum uToii.—It you will briefly state the points we will

spare half a colnmu ; but certainly cannot halt-till an

issue with your many esti acts. 3. Yes.

PERrLE.M.i).-It the bricks are properly weather-tiled,

and the mortar joints good and sound, the following,

known as "Sylvester's Process," is as good as nn.v-

thiug we know. It not it may fail. The process

consists in using two washes or solutions for covering'

the surface of brick walls, such as yours, one cum
piiund of Castile soap-aud-water, in the proportion ut

,'lb. of soap to one gallon of water ; and one of nlum
and water, in the proportion of .Ub. of alum tu four

gallons of water ; both substances to be perfectly dis-

solved in the water before being used. The walls must
bo perfectly clean and dry, and the temperature of the

ail- should not be below 5"" Fahr. when the comiiosi-

tions are applied. The tirsl, or soap-wash, shovdd be

laid on w-heu at boiling heat, with a Hat brush, taking

care not to form a froth on the brickwork. This wasli

should remain 2-1 hours, so as to become dry and banl

before the second, or nlum wash, is applied, which

should be done in the same manner as the lirst. The
temperature of this wash when applied may be

from 00' to 70'. and it should remain also U hours

before a second coat of the soap-wash is put on ;
and

these coats are to be repeated alternately until the walls

are made impervious to rain. The alum and soap

thus combined form an insoluble compound, filling the

pores of the bricks, and entirely preventing the rain-

water fi-om penetrating the walls.
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New Coal Exchanije, Sn-ansea. View, plans, and

section. Mr. Charles T. Ruthen, Licentiate R.I.B.A.,
Architect. \

Strand, W.C.

H.M. Office of Works Offices, New Bridge-stroct House,
Blackfriars, B.C. Mr. Robert Angell, Liceutiato
B.I.B.A., Architect.

Cuuard Building, Liverpool. I'lan of Ground Floor
and Longitudinal Section. Messrs. Willtnk and
Thicknesse, FF.R.I.B.A., Architects. Messrs.
Mewes and Davie, Consulting Architects,
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A. R. Myers, A.R.I, B.A., Architect, H.M. oa'oj
of Works.

Nos. 14 and 16, Great Portland-street, W. Mr. Ernest
Flint, F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

THE SUPERVISION OF WORKS.
riNlSHINGS.

Detail drawings of construction greatly
facilitate the work of the supervising archi-
tect. Such drawings must be complete and
fully dimensioned. The foreman who
regularly receives, from the architect, good
constructional details covering all trades is

warned in an inobtrusive but quite definite
manner that good, accurate workman-
ship is expected. The young, and the in-

experienced, will do well to note this. It is

too common a practi_ce to detail archi-
tectural features, and to leave construction
as such to be expounded by jin. scale

drawings, in forgetfulness of the fact that
elaborate ornamentation, destined origin-

ally to please, will rather become an
offence in the eyes of a client who is dis-

satisfied by reason of practical deficiencies.

If, therefore, we desire to minimise the
difficulties obviously inherent where there
is no representative of the architect per-

manently on the works, we shall do well to
give full and liberal constructional details.

Let the young architect draw to at least

^in. scale, every brick, stone, and timber
in his building. He had a thousand times
better expend his time in this way than
neglect actual work in pursuit of new busi-
ness. Thus, in the finishing of roofs, which
we have, in our last article, imagined in
outline framing, let every batten and slate
courso be drawn, with absolutely complete
and accurate details of plumbing, in-

cluding gutters and flashings and the like.

The main elements of a good building are
d) enduring foundation, (2) strong walls,
and 13) a stout roof. We have taken depth
of concrete as a safeguard usually against
Die practically irremediable disaster of
f'lundation failure; for a satisfactory
~uperstructuro we have set down solid
flushed brickwork of the best as the prime
• ssential

; while for a good roof we have
stipulated for sound timbers, correctly
iiained and strongly secured, everywhere
'"inciding accurately with a geometrical
[rototype, the upper surfaces of rafters in-
-iribing a true plane, presenting thus an
Kcurate base for finishing work—batten-
ing, slating, etc. To assist satisfactory
\\orknianship in this matter of roof-finish-
iiig, on a satisfactory piece of carpentry,
we suggest very complete and full drawings
L'lving every detail of construction in the
^ -vera! trades, showing battening, board-
I'lg, slating or tiling, 'and plumbing, not
'"i-gcttmg the benefits attendant upon the
careful detail drawing of flues and chimney-
stacks, to avoid down-drauglit and smoke
troubles.

The honest builder and the practical
foreman will not onlv be insensibly, in-
duced to better workmanship, but will be

truly obliged for full constructional detail
drawings. If the man who designed the
building does not know how to prepare
these, he can scarcely complain of inferior
work; in fact, he will not be competent to

detect it; and, as an architect, is in a false
position to make good, which practice
on the lines we have suggested will be
found the best and surest remedy. In the
light of known facts, or beliefs, as to what
constitutes architecture, it is difiicult to
conceive of an architect who has not an
absorbing taste for construction. It was a
born architect who long since remarked to

us:—"I like to see things grow." There-
fore, to the inexperienced, we recommend
minute delineation of construction.
Dimensioning should be complete. Too
often the foreman lias to figure out for him-
self. This is not as it should be, and a
careless, badly-drawn set of working
drawings, if it does nothing directly to in-

duce bad, certainly does not help to pro-
duce good, workmanship.

If we have examined, and, if in doubt,
tested, material, such as cement, we have
satisfied one, and are left with the other
essentials of construction—adhesion or the
joining of part to part, and correct placing
in situ. Of these, ideal working drawings
go far to secure the last desideratum, and
render the need for .constant supervision
less urgent, so that we are left finally

with adhesion-niortar-joints, cementing,
spiking, bolting, and the like, which most
need overseeing in building works. AVe can
clamp and ring our bricks in the brick-
yard or builder's store, and then no one
but a thief can prevent their due appear-
ance in the wall ; but to get good mortar-
jointing one must almost stand over the
bricklayer.

In steel construction we can readily
check sizes, and, by estimation, weights,
while makers' lirands are practically a

guarantee of quality. Given accurate
cutting, that whicli we have to look to is

therefore fastenings. This being so, our
drawings for steel and iron construction
should show every angle and fish-plate,

every bolt-hole and bolt and nut, to the

end that the engineers may erect without
real need of reference, to any supervisor
whatevei'.

Plaster ami paint hide away a multitude
of constructional sins; so the supervisor

will have been on the alert in time. If we
consistently worked in oak and teak, the

duties of supervision might bo lighter.

Deal joinery, however, may often be con-

veniently inspected, before |)riming, in the

contractor's workshops; and similarly

much general wrought woodwork, affording

an opportunity for seeing that the wood is

sound, and that the contractor is not in-

clined to make a patriotic display in red,
white, and blue. Wrought timbers, doors,
windows, and joinery in general are all

better inspected before delivery on the
works, and it is a convenient arrangement
for those inexperienced in building super-
vision if the builder's shops are handy to

the works. In this case, tho architect can,
at each inspection include a visit to the
workshop, securing, further, an oppor-
tunity for giving final instructions as to

finishings; and it may be to receive some
instructions, for a master-builder of long
experience may not impossibly give a
practical hint or two to a young man
scarcely out of his 'teens. The youthful
supervisor will gain nothing by "sw-ank."
If in doubt, if his knowledge fails him, let

him seek advice. We call to mind a country
builder who had an unusually complete
and well - equipped power moulding
machine. Our specification had included
commonplace moulds for architraves and
the like ; but in spite of a plain hint from
the contractor as to the existence of the
plant, we neglected to seize the opportunity
for getting some quite novel mouldings
purpose-made, without extra ; for the man
was evidently proud of his machine, and
would have been pleased to have set it to

work. Although completely - prepared
details before commencement of work
greatly conduce to harmonious progr.ssiou
and frees the supervisor's mind of design
problems, we should now and again l)p pre-

pared to modify our cut-and-dried scheme
if good opportunity offers.

The actual finishing and final works in
liuilding are matters of the most immediate
interest to clients. If the marble veneer,
the ornamental jdaster, wall-hangings
and painted surfaces, ceilings. <loors,

window-s, and overmantels could be sus-

tained correctly in place by magic, tho
client might be none the less pleased than
where scientific jiier, truss, and framing
are relied on ; but the architect had better
not trust to conjuring! AVhat is good
workmanship in finishing buildings but
that; which is true in line, "square."
correct in angle and mitre, and, above all,

in "stop " or eml, which is, as it were, the
finishing of the finish I In a flat panel, the
coach-pain'J.>r's ideal is a mathematical
)dane. AVo call to mind a certain array of

half-brick glazed-both-sides walling. It

should have been condemned. AA'e hesi-

tated. Our demur was in reference to the
correlation of the work with llio term
"seconds"; but the bricks, we remomlier.

were passable. Looking back, wo should
say lliat the workmanship was "thirds," or

wcirse, and on tho score of workmanship
alone the walling should have been con-

demned. -As a rule, the young architect
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will find that he has no great difficulty on
the score of material. In the majority of

cases it is in the mode or manner of putting
matei'ials together that trouble arises,

and particularly when the liberal employ-
"raent of the term " good " as distinct from
"best" opens way for doubt and argument.

MODERN BELGIAN ART AT THE
ROYAL ACADEMY.

An important addition has been made to

the War Relief Exhibition at the Royal
Academy of about two hundred works
of Belgian sculpture, painting, and en-

graving. The section has been pre-

pared by M. Paul Lambotte, Directeur
des Beaux Arts, Brussels, who was
invited by the committee to form a col-

lection of modern Belgian works of art,

w-hich should be sold- for the benefit of

Belgian artists. The new section, in which
the sculpture is a strong feature, was
formally opened on Wednesday by her
Royal Highness Princess Clementine of

Belgium and Prince Napoleon.
The sculpture is really a most creditable

display. The figures in tlie Central Hall
include a couple of plaster busts (971 and
996), by M. Georges Minne, and a fine

plaster torso (982) by the same artist. M.
Victor Rousseau sends a good bronze group
"Debardeur" (974), and several other
works in Galley VII. M. Egiile Rombaux
contributes "Les Filles de Satan" (983).
The late M. Julion Dillens is well repre-
sented by "L'Art Flamande " (984), a model
of his decorative statue in bi-onze for the
Palace of Fine Arts, Brussels, a statuette
of Lansquenet (985). and a bronze "Heraut
de Gilde Grantoise " (963). M. Pierre
Braeche has a noticeable group "Femmes
des Pecheurs" (989). "St. Martin et le
Mendicant" (lOO.j), by the late M. Charles
van der Staffen, is another fine bronze
group.
Of the paintings, we may mention " Le

Hotel de Ville. Brussels " (845). and "La
Grand Place" (846). by M. Henry Cassiers.
Three good portraits in oil are (909), by M.
Alfred Jonniaux; "Mnie. la Comtesse de
Lalaing" (942), by Comte Jacques de
Lalaing. and " JIarie Louise " (945). bv M.
Emile Vioors. We like " Reverie " (953), by
M. Andre Cluysenaar better than his nude
figure "Reyret" (9.54). "The Micht of
Light Stojijiing the Demon of the'War"
(905) and "The World's Ho]ie " (908). both
bv ^I. Jean Deloille, are both good. " La
Recolt des Pomnies " (91.3), bv M. Emile
Claus, and "Le Fete les Ballons " (852) are
two of the most prominent exhibits. :\I.

Alex Marcette is a prolific contributor,
sending no less than eight works : his
"Viex Bastion, Yjires," perhaps the best
rendere<l.

Of the many (jthers, the great niajoritv
well deserve the mention space forbids, and
very lew are commonplace. As a whole, the
addition does honour to Belgium, and well
warrants the hope that in happier times we
may welcome another and more favouralily
selected exhibition of the works of her
painters and sculptors, who share our
sympathies and admiration in as marked a
degree as the heroism of her soldiers and
the self-sacrifice of her citizens.

«»»
NATIONAL FEDERATION Ob'
BUILDING TRADES EMPLOYERS
OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.
Ihe thirty-seventh annual general meeting

of this federation was held on We(hi?sd:iv
in tlie Throne Room, Holborn Restnnrant,
W.C. The chair was occupied by tlie presi-
dent (now retiring from office), Mr. W.
Thomas, of Cardiff, and tliere was a l:irue
attendance of delegates from ali parts of the
kingdom.
The president extended a hearty welcome

to MM. Lootens and Cockerel), representa-

tives of the Belgian Federation of Building
Trades and Public Works, a. body affiliated

to their federation, and expressed the deep
sympathy of the members at the circum-
staiiees under which tlieir guests found tliem-

selves as exiles to this country. M. Lootens
replied in fluent English. A cordial welcome
was also accorded to Colonel Barker and Mr.
HoUowell, members of the South African
branch of the Federation.

The President moved tlie adoption of the
annual report, remarking that at tht begin-
ning of last year (1914) they were faced with
very great difficulties in London. After
enormous labour all these difficulties had
been surmounted, and the federation stood
now more firm and united than it had ever
done. He trusted that all the trades eon-
eeriied in the London dispute would come
into the conciliation scheme. The total
nuniher of local associations affiliated was
now upwards of 102, with an aggregate
membership of about 6,500.

Mr. William Sliepherd, of Bermondsey,
seconded tlie adoption of the report. He
mentioned that the subsidiary report of the
Employers' Parliamentary Council was pos-
sessed of a conciliatory tone. It was a purely
defensive organisation. They had sustained
during tlie year two great lo"sses by deatli—
Earl Wemyss and Lord Mcrthyr. These
were both present at the dinner-party at
Lord Weinyss's London house in 1897 at
whieli the council was founded. Of those
then present, all had now passed away except
Mr. Frederick Millar. The council (and the
federation) had no objection per se to trade-
unions, which, when established, were benefit
societies pure and simple, and conferred
great benefits on their members. The change
in their cliaracter was manifest and very
great. The aim of the council was that in
Parliamentary legislation, wlietlicr public or
private, the interests of the employers
should be vigilantly watched and protec'ted.
He referred in detail to the judgment given
by Mr. Justice Joyce in December last in the
two cases of "H. R. Smith and Others v.

The Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and
Joiners" and "C. O. Jones and Others v.

The General Union of Operative Carpenters
and Joiners," saying that the judgment was
a very unfortunate decision, and some
thought that the ease had not been properly
put before the learned Judge. Both cases
raised the same question, the actions being
brought by members of the defendant trade-
unions who had refused to obey orders to
strike, and who had in consequence been
expelled. Mr. Justice Joyce said if he had
to decide the case on "the facts, without
regard to legal questions, he would have little
difficulty in finding in favour of the plaintiffs.
But a number of cases had been cited to him,
and on tliein he found it impossible, acting
as a court of first instance, to entertain the
action with referenee to the point of
expulsion. He held that the decision in the
Osborne case (No. 2), where it was held that
the society "as not an illegal one, did not
affect the present action, and he decided that
it must fail. He dismissed it with costs. He
feared that Mr. Justice Joyce had altogether
misunderstoorl the effect of the decision in
Osborne's case, and deeply regretted that
they coidd not see tlieir way to raise an
appeal in this case.

A long discussion ensued on the decrease
of apprentices and the threatened greater
scarcity of labour, in which Mr. Cooke, of
Preston. Mr. W. J. Renshaw, of London,
Mr. Howard, of Manchester, Mr. F. Woods,
of Bolton, Mr. F. L. Dove, of London, Mr.
F. Thome, of London, and Mr. T. Eastnn,
of Newcastle, and others took part. On the
motion of Messrs. Cooke and Howard, the
question of apprenticeship and the limita-
tion of lalionr was referred to the admini-
strative committee for their consideration,
with power to act.

Mr. W. H. Hope, of .Sunderland, expresed
the thanks of the meeting to the president
and Mr. .Shepherd, to the administrative
committee, and the eoiR-iliation board gener-
ally for tlieir assiduous and disinterested
services. This was seconded by Mr. A. J.
Forsdike. of Sheffield, and agreed to.

The lialance sheet and financial report

were adopted on the motion of Mr. James
Storrs, of Stalybridge, seconded by Mr. H.
Willcock, of 'Wolverhampton. The balance
in hand had increased from £2,081 to £2,093.

On the motion of Mr. Storrs, seconded by
Mr. George Macfarlane, of Mancliester, it

was agreed to admit to membership of the
National Board of Conciliation the Amal-
gamated Society of Woodcutting Machinists.

Mr. L. Radcliffe. of Huddersfield, moved,
and Mr. T. Hartley, of Blackpool, seconded,
the following resolution: "That tliis federa-
tion take into consideration the advisability
of again approaching various societies not
parties to the conciliation scheme with a
view of getting them affiliated thereto." This
was agreed to.

Mr. J. Davidson, of Leeds, moved the
following resolution, submitted by the York-
shire Federation: "That in the opinion of

this meeting the cost of accident, health, and
unemployment benefits should be borne by
incomes instead of by industries; therefore
this meeting appeals to the Government to
so amend the Act that all expenses of
national health, unemployment, and work-
men's compensation insurance shall be paid
for out of Income-tax moneys, or out of the
general taxation, instead of, as at present,
by certain selected trades." The cost of
workmen's compensation was increasing very
rapidly, and it had been estimated that 34
per cent, was due to management expenses
of insurance bodies, and 06 per cent, went
in compensation. A very large proportion
of the sums recovered went to the medical
and legal men concerned in the cases. The
incidence was entirely borne by the building
employer, and not by those who benefited by
the Acts.

Mr. W. Shepherd feared that this question
was not being considered in a broad and com-
prehensive manner. In London the obliga-
tion of compensation was borne by the
building-owner, and not bv the contractor.
He was with Mr. Davidson in bis criticism
upon the operation of the present system of

compensation, and some legislation was
needed to deal with the shortcomings and
mischief of the existing Acts. There should
be fully qualified and State-appointed
medical referees, and restrictions should bo
placed on legal men employed in compensa-
tion cases. The sufferer should be paid
directly, and not through bis legal represen-
tative ; but the resolution was based on wrong
principles. Mr. Long, of Bath, and Mr. J. W.
White, of Sunderland, supported Mr. Shep-
herd's views.
Mr. George Macfarlane, of Manchester,

moved as an amendment omitting the words
" Income Tax moneys or out of " from the
resolution. Mr. F. L. Dove seconded the
amendnient, which was accepted by the
mo\er of the resolution.

A member said that the trade-unions would
effusively support any motion to place the
obligations for compensation on the ordi-

nary Income-tax payer, and the resolution

should be withdrawn. This view was sup-
ported by Mr. Easton.
After a long discussion it was unanimously

agreed, on the motion of Mr. Davidson, to

refer the subject of the resolution to the
Administrati\e Committee.
A letter from the British Engineers' Asso-

ciation was read recommending the appoint-
ment by the Government of a Minister of

Industry. This was referred to a small sub-
committee of the executive committee.

ilr. J. Jones, of Trehiirris, brought for-

ward the following motion submitted by the
South Wales Federation:—"That it is dc-

siralile that steps be taken to so amend the

law that if a freeholder or an assignee, by
way of forfeiture, takes over and uses goods
or works delivered or executed upon the
freehold by direction of the leaseliolder, or

his agent, in accordance with the require-

ments of tlie lease, he shall be required to

pay for them on the principle that he who
takes the benefit should bear the cost."

JMr. W. Shepherd said action in tliis

matter would involve an amendment of the

Hankrnptey Acts, and he suggested that it

be referred to the Administrative Com-
mittee. Agreed.
Mr. Davidson alluded to the question of
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municipal trading and the employment of

direct labour by corporations, and read com-
plaints received and correspondence xvilli tlie

Local Government Board. He moved that

tlie whole matter be again referred to the

Administrative Committee, with instructions

to press the matter, and urged members to

adopt a more aggressive policy on this ques-

tion. This was seconded by Mr. J.

Ramsden, of Bury, Lanes, and was carried

unanimously.
A report by the Contract Snb-comniittce

of tlie Executive Council was moved by Mr.
Smethurst, of Oldham, e.xpressing dissatis-

faction with the delay by the Royal Institute

of British Architects in dealing with sug-

gested modifications in the Form of Contract
as to the relations of the contractor and sub-

contractor. He thought that the Royal
Institute of Architects seemed loath to inter-

fere vvitli the present form of contract, and
the Institute of Builders felt that sonio

action should be taken. Mr. W. Moffat, of

Birmingham, seconded the motion, which
was agreed to.

Mr. Moffat then moved a resolution

urgently requesting local builders' associa-

tions to consider the best methods of securing

a satisfactory and approved standard form
of contract agreement witli their several

local authorities, and to report upon the

same to their respective county federations

or centres within three niontlis. Mr.
Amplilett, of Birininghani, seconded the

motion, and after remarks by IMr. Wariiii;.

Mr. Cooke. Mr. Hope, and Mr. Radcliffe, tlie

resolution was carried with an extension of

time for a report from three to four months.
The secretary, Mr. A. G. White, read tlie

nominations of officers for the ensuing year
of office; A. W. Sinclair, of Scarborough,
being the new president, and Mr. W. F.

Wallis. of Maidstone, the senior vice-presi-

dent. Mr. Sinclair, who was electjd by
acclamation . was congratulated on his

marvellous escape during the recent bom-
bardment of Scarborough, and was formally
invested with tlie chain and badpe of office

by Mr. Thomas, who then vacated the chair

in his favour.

In returning thanks for his election, the

new President said the past had been a

streiuious year, beginning with London build-

nig disputes and ending vvitli the present
disastrous war. They had been adversely
affected also by the moratorium, and tin'

unstable values of materials which had made
tlie position of builders one of grave anxiety,

but their troubles had drawn members all

over the country more closely together.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Thomas for his

courtesy, zeal, and fidelity during his year
of office was carried by acclamation, on the

motion of Messrs. Bowen and Shepherd, and
he was appointed an hon. \ice-prcsident.

It was agreed to hold the next half-yearly

meeting in one of the Yorksliire towns, to be
settled at a later date. The President ex-

plained that they had hoped to invite the

Federation to Scarborougli, but could not
at present say whether that would he
possible.

i*«»

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATIOX.
The monthly meeting of the .Architectural

Association was held on Monday evening at

18, Tufton-street. Westminster, Mr. H.
Austen Hall, F.R.I.B.A.. .\eting-President.
ill the chair. Messrs. T. G. Crump and H.
E. Wilson were elected as ordinary members
and Jlr. II. Stratton Davis, of Gloucester,
as a country member. On the niotion of Mr.
H. M. Fletcher, hon. secretary, Mr. Philip
E. Webb was elected to fill a vacancy that
lind arisen on the Council.
The Chairman stated that Mr. E. March

Phillips was unfortunately prevented by ill-

ness from reading his promised paper, and
that Prof. W. R, Lethaby had kindly acceded
to the Council's request and would give an
address, arranged for a later date, on

WHAT ARCHITECTS MAY LEARN FROM THE
ENEMY.

Professor Letliaby observed that in some,
in many, respects the English must be the
most capable and gifted nation on the earth,
and there was a form of patriotism which

would rest content in pride of these things.

There was, however, also an intenser
patriotic pride which hated to fall short in

any worthy power or skill, and which would
add to what we had of value other qualities

in which we failed. There was a patriotism

which would have London even as .Athens

and Florence, and which could not rest until

we had " built .lerusalem in England's green
and pleasant land." There might be a

patriotism so proud that it would disdain to

assert its virtues and be content with the

acclamations and reverence of other peoples.

His right to speak of German architecture
and arts and crafts came from having very
recently visited the country about half a
dozen times, and having seen many of the
most important cities, including Berlin.

JIany years ago he came to the conclusion
that Germany was racing; tliat she had con-

sciously divided up human activities and
knowledge into departments, and liad

definitely set herself to outrun all other com-
petitors in all of them. The guardians and
directors of the State had, it seemed, sub-

stituted for the old customary methods and
detached competitions in arts and sciences a
clear and definite purpose of beating down
all rivals and surpassing all enuilation. This
idea was not far-fetched ; it was simply the

result of bringing in the Prussian war spirit

into every phase of life. German archaeo-

logy, German industry, German architecture

had all been recast, under the dominating
desire to attack and to conquer. Let them
tliink what this meant, if it were true, and
something like it must be true, that at some
time, forty or fifty years ago. the real leaders

of the Prussian people should have gathered
together in some room and have decided to

enter on such a definite campaign. German
museums, books, machine industry and
factories, the theatres, and all the rest, were
to outclass the spontaneous productions of

neighbouring states. This being the end in

view, all the necessary means were easy to

see and to apply. The efforts of other peoples

were studied, reported on, and absorbed,
and their mistakes were in many instances

rectified. For it had been an essential part

of the position that Germany, coming into

the field as an attacking party, was able to

select and experiment in a way that was
impossible for those who had been pioneers.

It seemed to the lecturer tliat the Prussian

spirit ran to extremes. Even organisation

might be over-organised, specialisation too

specialised, and thoroughness too thorough.
Germany seemed to tend to the unmeasured

;

there was in the nation—and perhaps they

could not help it— a radical outrageousness.

One reason for this might be that Northern
Gerinany was never brought within the circle

of ancient civilisation. The most striking

general characteristics of Germany were
those of great size, of the number of cities

which were obviously architectural and
centres of learning, and of the dignity of the

public services, such as the railways and
trams. The country had become one
Germany from the North Sea to the

Adriatic, with a population nearly three

times as large as ours. But the dignity of the

cities and of the services must be acknow-
ledged and praised. The first thing which

we should learn from Gcrniaiiy was how to

appreciate English originality. Up to about

twenty years ago there had lieen a very

remarkable development of English art of all

kinds. For five or six years round about the

year 10(10 the (Jcrinan Government had
attached to its Embassy in London an expert

architect, Herr Mathesius. who became the

hislorian in Germany of English free archi-

tecture. All the architects who at that time

did any building were investigated, sorted,

tabulated, and understood. Tiieii, just as

English free architecture had arrived, came
a drear reaction and the re-emergence of the

catalogued styles. It was equally true that

the German advances in industrial designs

had been founded on the English arts and
crafts. They saw the essence of our best

essays in furniture, glass, textiles, printing,

and "all the rest, and, laying hold on these,

coined tluMn into money, wliile our Press,

caught np into an eddy of devilish bright

writing, set about to kill the whole thing.

Just as we gave Germany many of the in-

dustrial ideals which she had so tlioronghly
exploited—the extracting of aniline dyes, for
example—just as she took up the arts and
crafts experiments which we employed
critics to destroy at home; so we just seemed
to have arrived at the thought of an archi-
tecture which should develop in its own
sphere, and not be for ever casting back to

disguise itself in the skins which it Iiad long
ago sloughed off, or, like the dog of
Scripture, ate its dinner twice over. German
architects had seized on this theory of a real

architecture, or they had reached it for
themselves. Meanwhile, we had been caught
up in one of our recurring reactions. Archi-
tecture was not seen as one of the forms in

which the national energy, intellect, and
spirit should expand ; but it was divided,
maimed, and caged into formulas which were
not merely dead, but which had never had
life. Tlie second thing in which the lecturer
wished we would earnestly compete was
public works. There were great things in a
nation's life which could not be estimated,
and it was quite possible that for a dozen
or fifteen years we had been living in tlio

shadow forecast by the present terrible war,
and could do no other than we had done.
But as soon as possible the English nation
must set about public works of every kind.
We had just had the recurring Thames
Valley floods, by which we were surprised
every eight or ten years. These ought not
to be allowed by our engineers to occur
again and again ; but our rivers ought, as on
the Continent, to be controlled and guided
effectively. Again, within the last week Sir

George Greenhill had contrasted the fine

ei|nipineiit, the order, and efficiency of tin;

Military Technical Academy at Berlin witii

the sketchy and undisciplined condition of

Woolwich. There was not the least need
why these and other reproaches, due to ill-

advised parsimonv. should exist in our midst.

One thing the Germans had done was to

organise a branch of orthodox and scientific

economy to deal with arts and industries and
the arts and crafts movement. We, on the
other hand, had maintained an array of

critics at vast expense to write down and
decry the arts and crafts, and fatly-paid

professors at Oxford, Cambridge, Man-
chester, and Liverpool to lecture on the

margin of ecoiioniic value. He would suggest

that our professional Press should deal witli

such questions as what were the conditions

of public expenditure on fine streets and
noble buildings in a city, and how far was it

desirable to have clean and organised cities,

and how far shabby and miserable ones? He
would appeal to the architectural papers to

consider for a time public works, not merely

to chronicle them, but to ask for them,
preach for them, and get them.
At the close of his paper, Professor

Lethaby showed a number of lantern-slides

of bridges, railway-stations, and business

premises in Germany, and called attention to

the engineering skill in construction, the

economy of materials, the broad treatment,

the bold sweeps of lines, the neatness, and
the originality of the sparsely-employed orna-

ment which characterised these represen-

tative modern structures.

Sir Thomas G. .Tackson, Bart.. R.A., in

proposing a vulc nf thanks to the lecturer,

said that when he first heard the title of

Professor Lethaby's paper he was a little

staggered. Wc had not much to learn from
the Germans about patriotism. Our
patriotism consisted in doing the best wc
could for our own country, and had never

tempted us to \aunt it as supreme; but the

tendency of German patriotism was to insist

that it ought to include and rule over every

other nation. Everyone was to be forced to

become Gerinan, even in language and in

thought, and to be reduced to one uuiforin

paltcrn. For such a kind of propaganda no

Englishman could have any sympathy. The
character and merit of German art in the

past had been greatly overrated; they had

shown an aptitude to learn, but had pro-

duced few and in some cases no men of

original genius in anv branch of art, science,

or literature. Their forte was not to create,

but to exploit the inventions of other nations.
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Germans had an extraordinary faculty for

diligently working out and adding to wliat

otlicrs bad provided or devised. In their

own profession they had heen distinguished

more as archfeologists than as architects.

They had a marked talent for order, which
was carried into every department of life.

Englishmen, on the other hand, had always
been a people of individual tendencies; they
distrusted all that Government did, and all

enterprises were begun and carried out by
the efforts of private people. For himself he
was an individualist. From the designs of

business premises in Berlin and other huge
German cities he would admit that wc bad
much to learn from an engineering view-

point. At the bottom of all good design lay

sound construction, and there was no
definite line of demarcation between archi-

tecture and engineering.
Mr. Martin Shaw Briggs. in seconding the

vote of thanks, observed that no German
professor could stand up in his own country
and deliver a similar appreciative address
on the architecture of England, such as that

they had just listened to with such interest.

He thought the German-constructed schools

were much inferior to the Council schools

of London ; but the German railway stations

were impressive in design, and their com-
mercial buildings showed the beginning of a

modern treatment of stone and brickwork.
They excelled in the use of " staff," in

simple treatment of decoration, and had a

good knowledge of colour effects. In town
planning, again, the German people were
very much in advance of public opinion in

England.
Mr. C. C. Brewer remarked that the

modern architecture of Germany was open
to criticism. The treatment of the western
spires of Cologne Cathedral was coarse, and
the national monument at Coblentz, at the

junction of two beautiful rivers, was brutal

and even horrible. After all, it was .a

reflection of the national taste, and was,
therefore, interesting, whereas neither tlie

Albert Slemorial in Hyde Park nor that to

Queen Victoria in front of Buckingham
Palace were, to his mind, distinctively

English in character. If the national taste

of Germany was bad and coarse', then it was
right that it should be personified by works
at the Coblentz, Derkmald, and the spires of

Cologne.
Sir Thomas Jackson pointed out that both

these monuments showed that German archi-

tects and sculptors were afflicted with
megalomania.
Mr. H. H. Statham agreed with Sir

Thomas Jackson that the value and influence
of German art had been immensely over-
rated. He could not agree with Mr. Lethaby
in his objections to the influence of tradition

on architecture.
ilr. K. M. Fletcher read a communication

from Mr. W. Curtis Green. ex-Prcsidenf

,

expressing regret at being unable to attend,
and adding: '"It is surely one of the ironies

of fate that a nation which has at will pro-
(hiced the most universal chaos in the history
of the world should lie the people who have
apparently made the greatest advance in

transforming the chaos of tlie arts and in-

dustries into something approaching order.
It is remarkable that a nation who in all its

history has. so far as we know, never pro-
duced any first-class works of art, who has
never shown much appreciation of tlie re-

finements of beauty or of Nature, who has no
originality, who, as we understand it. are
without faith, having only one of the atlri

butcs of faith—that is. courage—should yet
have so many lessons to teach us. Here it is

necessary to consider to whom these lessons
were addressed. Are they to us as architects
or as citizens? .\rc we to them as the
fount of inspiration for the arts? Or for a

model in co-operation and organised in-

dustry? Doubtless for the last. The appeal
of their work, of Mr. Lethaby's words, is to

order and discipline. These are c|ualitics

to inspire respect, but they are not Die stuff

out of which beauty is made ; beauty is of

tlic spirit. It is remarkable that Mr.
lyctbaby, with his wide outlook, his a))pr<'ciii-

lion of the elements of essential beauty.
Fhould look to the reconstruction of the art

in the study of the commonplace (if I under-
stand him aright), to the sacrifice of the in-

dividual search for perfection, to the plane

of a common, and even to a vulgar, level of

disciplined effort. In the attitude of com-
merce towards art and science there is much
to be learned from the enemy. As architects

we have nothing to learn from them that

we cannot learn better from some of our
fellow-architects, from Mr. Lethaby himself,

here at home. New work of theirs tliat I

have seen has that pleasing and deceitful

touch of strangeness, that slightly foreign

air, that is apt to confuse the student,

because every great work of art has a touch
of strangeness, but it is a strangeness
foreign to the German atmosphere. The
truth is that we are beginning to study archi-

tecture in the right way—that is to say, we
are learning not only from the past, but from
each other; the Germans, who have always
shown an adaptability to the ideas of other
nations, are copying us. For every pleasing

illustration of their work we can show a

better. What our work lacks is the cohesion
given to it by the combination of the building

arts with commerce and municipal enter-

prise. The future might hold a wider and
better co-operation between industry and
art, between nation and nation : that was
surely the tendency of the modern move-
ment."
The Chairman, in putting the vote of

thanks, said when he was last in Germany
he saw the designs submitted in competition
for a Bismarck memorial. Most of those
submitted were of the usual coarse and
brutal type ; but the assessor selected for

execution one of refined character and
entirely different from the other monuments
to be seen in German cities. He thought
this suggested that the better-educated
people were getting tired of the vulgar type

of architecture, and that its exponents were
having their last fling.

THE REPORT OF THE LAND INQUIRY
COMMITTEE.*

URBAN L.\ND TENURE.

By J. George He.\d (Fellow).

Having been honoured by a request from
the Council of the Surveyors' Institution to

write a short paper on Urban Land Tenure,
I feel I cannot do better than follow the

Report of the Land Inquiry Committee, with
which all surveyors are doubtless familiar.

All that is possible in such a paper as the

present is to examine the principles under-
lying both the complaints and remedies pro-

posed for their amendment. In so doing,

the questions wliich present themselves for

our consideration are :

—

(1) Whether hardships anJ anoniahes, irremediable
by present law, do really e,\ist between the various
parties to land tenure;

(2) Whether such hardships or anomalies are
merely such ordinary incidents as necessarily exist in

a state of society in wliich the liberties and desires

of every individual are bounded by the rights of his

neighbour, or whether they constitute an injustice

which calls for legal remedy;
(3) Whether such legal remedy is practicably

possible

:

(4) What should be the nature of the tribunal to

which the administration of the remedy should be
entrusted.

The Report passes comparatively lightly

over freehold and copyhold tenures. In

respect of the former tlic chief complaint is

of the awkward situation produced by re-

strictive covenants. As, however, a similar

complaint is registered against leaseholds,
in a still greater degree, the consideration
thereof may be postponed for the moment.
In respect of copyholds—which are few in

number and yearly becoming fewer—the

Committee make certain recommendations as

to rnfranchisemciit. wliich may be profitably

dealt with in another paper. Leases for

lives are condemned, because, in addition to

possessing all the defects of ordinary lease-

liolds, the element of uncertainty produces
results which are highly inconvenient, with-
out the counterpoise of any advantage what-
ever; they arc merely the survival of a

^ Two papers read .at tlic ordinary general meeting
of tlic .Surveyors' Institution, held on Monday,
Jan'.iary 2.i, 101

".,

custom which has lost its significance and
usefulness. The system will probably have
few defenders. It is against the incidence

of the leasehold system as a w'hole that the

Report is chiefly directed, and nearly all the

examples quoted are intended to show that

between lessor and lessee certain hardships

and anomalies exist to the detriment of the

latter, and that these call for redress. A
summary of complaints will be found in the

Report "(pages 48.3-486). and this may be
further condensed, as follows:

—

(a) The absence of any fixity of tenure, and the
possibility that if the tenant succeeds in obtaining
a renewal the rent may be raised in consequence of

improvements made at his own expense, and of the
goodwill he has created.

(b) The right of the lessor at the end of the lease

to appropriate the benefit of buildings erected by the
lessee.

(c) The right of the lessor to control structura!

alterations and to extort heavy fines for his consent.
(d) The right of the lessor to veto assignments or

underlettings.
(e) The right of the landlord to claim for dilapida-

tions, particularly when the property is to be
demolished.

(f) The fact) that in addition to the particular
injuries inflicted by the arbitrary exercise of the
lessor's powers above referred to. the general effect

of their existence is to depress the energies of the
tenant, and to sterilise his enterprise: and that tlie

system leads to deplorable structural deterioration
towards the end of the term.

Several other matters also are indicated,
arising out of the covenants of the lease.

Looking at these statements as a whole one
receives an impression that, t\"pical though
the cases given may be. they are somewhat
strongly stated from the lessee's point of view.

Nevertheless, after allowance has been made
for some possible amount of exaggeration,
and even of special pleading, in the Report,
I fear it is impossible to deny that some of
the complaints are justified. Wlio among ns
here has not met the avaricious lessor to

whom the alleged complaints truly apply?
Who has not encountered, for instance, the
man who, having a tenant successful in

business, desirous of executing alterations,

has exacted a heavy fine for his consent, in

spite of the fact that the only result of the
alteration so far as he was concerned was to

make his rent even more secure than it was
before? The lessor's power is based upon a

covenant inserted in the lease when it was
granted, and very properly inserted to

prevent the lessee making any alterations to

the premises which might depreciate them
as a security for the rent; its only object.

Iiowever, was to protect the lessor's interest

from damage, and it was never intended to

do anything else, certainly not to endow the

latter with a power to refuse arbitrarily his

consent to a proposition which may be of

vital importance to the lessee. If when tlie

draft lease was submitted for approval it

had contained an undertaking on the part
of the lessee tliat he would pay for such
consent such premium as the lessor chose to

demand, it is obvious that the lessee would
have refused the terms, and I submit that
the original intentions of the contracting
parties might well be a test of the rigbtiiess

or wrongness of the action of either of tliosc

parties, or of their representatives, and that
any claim of either party which docs not
meet that test should be subjected to tlio

severest scrutiny. The same reasoning
applies to the necessity of obtaining the

lessor's consent to assignments and uiider-

lettings. There should xmdoubtedly be an
implied covenant that the consent should
not be withheld in the case of a respectable
and responsible person being introduced as

assignee or under-lessee. These matters seem
so obvious that the wonder is that they
should at any time be matters of dispute.

The explanation, however, lies in the rigidity

of the wording of the lease, which affords

an opportunity to cupidity to make a profit

which was never contemplated when the

terms were first arranged.
There are frequently two classes of land

lords whose consent has to be obtained
namely, the freeholder and the iiiteriiicdi:itc

lessee, and the writer feels bound to acknow-
ledge that the refusals which occasion so

much itijury and annoyance are much less

frc(|uenlly re'ccivcd from the freeholder than
from the middleman, notwithstanding the

fact that the intei'cst of the latter is limited
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to the rent payable to him for a definite

period of years. From the latter class most
exorbitant demands are sometimes received,

even when the freeholder lias announced his

consent—a state of things which especially

reveals the necessity of some form of legisla-

tion to remove the possibility of its recnr-

rence. We have now, however, to consider
a grievance of another class, and that is the
ease oi business premises where a tradesman
has built up, by long years of toil, a business
upon which he depends for his living, and
which is so wedded to the premises and the
district that it cannot be shifted far without
entire destruction. By the pressure of

circumstances, and the requirements of his

business, he is frequently obliged to make
a large and recurring outlay in extending
and improving his premises. He does so not
from choice, but because he must keep up
to date and abreast of his competitors. Such
a man appears to me to have acquired an
equitable and substantial right in the pre-

mises, a right not of legality nor one which
w-as contemplated when the lease was
granted ; but the right of necessity, a right
which should be I'espeeted, and is respected
by many just-minded and faii'-dealing land-
lords. The greatest stress is laid upon the
difficulties met with by lessees of business
premises. Lessees of private houses have
not, as a rule, such urgent grievances, as the
outlay on their premises is often made in

pursuit of .their own inclination, and not by
the pressure of necessity ; but even here an
exception may be made in favour of those
who are unfortunate enough to hold obsolete
property. It is not unknown that lea.se-

liolders have frequently to face the situation
of possessing a house whicli nobody wants,
and of having an unexpired term too short
to rebuild or adapt the building to current
needs. Even if they were disposed to do so
they would have to obtain the lessor's
consent, which may be an impossibility.
Unless the lessor will assist by permitting
the alterations and by granting an extension
of lease such as will make it worth while
to incur the expense of making them, the
property remains unlet and probably be-
comes derelict, a condition of things detri-
mental at once to the lessor, the lessee, and
tlie community at large.

T!ie trouble described in the above para-
graph, like so many others, arises from the
fact that conditions are continually
changing, while the words of a lease and
tlieir settled interpretations are rigid.

What is needed in the leasehold system is

elasticity, so tiiat its undoubted advantages
may be preserved and adapted to the
changing needs of the community, and this
requirement must be borne in mind in the
consideration of any scheme which may be
suggested to remedy the defects complained
of. Enough will have been said to show-
that the writer considers that the leasehold
system as it at present stands is unsatis-
factory, in that it does inflict material
grievances upon tenants, expositig them to
harsh treatment at the hands of landlords
who are grasping, and, conversely, that
tenants are enabled to make exorbitant
demands upon their lessors. In both cases
such grievances require amendment.
The most important— or, at least, the most

subversive—of the Committee's recommenda-
tions is that in whicli it suggests that matters
in dispute should be removed from the
decision of the contracting parties to the
lease, and should be settled by a tribunal
the composition of which will be referred
to later. It is suggested that this tribunal
should consider all the circumstances and
decide upon the course which is fair, pre-
serving to the utmost the rights of all parties
—owner, lessor, lessee, occupier, and the
coinnuniity at large ; it should decide whether
licenses are to be given, and upon what con-
ditions

; whether a renewal of the lease is to
be granted or not, and upon what terms, both
as to rent and length of lease ; and it is
proposed that in the case of existing leases
It should be recognised tliat lessors should
be entitled to the reversionary value of all
improvements (except sanitary works) that
nave been made by the tenant ; but that such
tenant should have a prima-faeie right to a

renewal, with the possibility of being
awarded compensation in the event of the

renewal not being granted. In future leases,

however, it is suggested that the improve-
ments made by the tenant should belong to

him, and that the renewal rent should not
be increased on account of them. The prin-

ciples here stated contain the essence of tlie

recommendations; the others, with few ex-

ceptions, being concerned with the method
of carrying these principles into effect. For
instance, it is proposed that no compensation
should be paid to the lessee unless he had
applied for a renewal and been refused, or
if he had declined the terms offered by the

tribunal ; that the lessee might make his

application at any time on paying a pre-

liminary- deposit for costs which he would
have to bear if he declined the terms offered

by the tribunal; that the tribunal could
refuse his application if it could be shown
that the lessor had a better use for the pro-

perty, in that it was wanted for some public
purpose; and that the compensation, if it be-

came payable, might include

—

(1) The uuexliausted value of tenant's improvements
less any diminution of value caused thereby to any
otlier property of the landlord.

(2) Loys of y:oodwill and damage to trade fixtures
tlirougb enforced removal.

There are also recommendations treating

of matters we have already dealt with, such
as granting of licenses to assign and to make
improvements, and, in respect of the latter

it is suggested that the tenant shall give

notice of his intention, when the landlord
shall have the option of executing the pro-

posed works at his own cost, and charging
interest by w-ay of additional rent. Dilapida-

tions are not to be enforceable when the

premises are to be demolished, unless the

lessor can prove actual loss. The tribunal is

also to deal with easements and apportion-
ments. Much difference of opinion will

doubtless exist on these various points ; but
it w'ill be seen that the transference to the

tribunal of power now exercised by the lessor

or lessee is the most important innovation,

and the one towards which our attention

should be mainly directed. The principal

objection which is brought against this

recommendation is that it interferes with

freedom of contract. This is indeed a serious

objection ; but its force here is weakened by
the fact that the lessee is by no means always
a free bargainer. Given a large number of

premises belonging to different owners, from
which the lessee could select, no doubt com-
petition would secure that he should have
a free hand ; but with regard to urban pro-

perties in particular, it is frequently the case

that they form a part of a large estate

owned by one proprietor, and the lessee has

only the choice of accepting the terms
offered or of going elsewhere. Even ad-

mitting, however, that the proposed change
docs involve some interference with freedom
of contract, we must not lose sight of a prin-

ciple of even greater importance ; I mean the

fundamental truth that the good of the com-
munity is the very raison d'etre of all our
laws, and that liberty itself consists in the

restriction of individual power, so as to con-

form with this principle. In our own prac-

tice we find the right of private ownership
continually modified when it conflicts with
public convenience, not only in the case of

public undertakings, when compulsory
powers are granted, but also where it can

be shown that the rights of important
sections of the public are concerned. The
successive Agricultural Holdings Acts,

culminating in the Act of 1908. are so many
steps in the transfer of the right to tenant's

improvements from the landlord, to whom
they originally passed, in deference to the

old principle of " Quicquid plantatur solo,

solo cedit," to the tenant at whose expense
they were executed. There is, therefore,

ample precedent for the proposed inter-

ference with individual rights set up by and
impLied in contracts, and for the recognition

of what we have termed the " right of neces-

sity." A strong point in favour of the

settlement of disputed matters by a tribunal

is that by this means the chief defect of the

leasehold system — viz., its inflexibility

—

would be removed, and the situation created

by changing conditions could be dealt with
far more effectually than by merely legis-

lating for amendment of the existing
defects. Whatever the terms of such legisla-

tion, those terms would in time become
obsolete, so bringing about a recrudescence
of the present trouble. By its flexibility

the tribunal would obviate this difficulty and
provide a permanent means of settling all

disputes which could possibly arise.

It is suggested by the Inquiry Committee
that the tribunal sliould take the form of a
Board of Land Commissioners, while others
consider that the work should be done by
the law courts. The latter argue that it is

inadvisable to set up a tribunal outside the
machinery of the law. Obviously it is neces-
sary that the tribunal should be permanent
ill its nature and official in composition, in

order to insure uniformity and consistency in

its decisions ; but, on the other hand, the
questions to be settled are so various and
technical that the best professional skill is

requisite to arrive at a satisfactory con-

clusion. To combine these desiderata I

suggest that a panel of surveyors and valuers
sliould be selected, containing representative

men from every district in the kingdom

;

these gentlemen could be attached as

assessors to an official Court,- and from that
panel selections could be made by the Court,
according to the district and to the nature
of the matter under consideration. By this

means would be secured the highest pro-

fessional skill, combined with the consistency
and impartiality of the courts of law-, and,
further, a tribunal so constituted would not
be open to the objection of being outside

tlie ordinary machinery of the law. It now
only remains to consider whether the esta-

blishment of such a tribunal would react un-

healthily on other departments of the law
of contract, and to this question the answer
appears to the writer to be in the negative.

The relations w-e have been considering of

lessor and lessees are merely an instance of

two or more persons possessing a common
and frequently divergent interest in the same
subject, and, as such, are akin to the case

of party structures. Here the cause of

dispute is removed from the sphere of the

respective owners, and the settlement is left

to an outside tribunal of two surveyors, and
a third approved by these. This procedure
works smoothly and satisfactorily, and does
not react injuriously on any other procedure.

The best test of this is to compare the ease

and certainty of an equitable settlement
which characterises party structure matters
arising in the London area, where the sur-

veyors' tribunal applies, with the difficulty,

discomfort, and frequent litigation arising on
similar subjects outside that area.

In conclusion, since the defects inherent

in the leasehold system are admitted, and a

general desire is expressed to amend tlie

same, it follows that any scheme wliich fur-

nishes a fair and impartial settlement is

worthy of the most patient consideration, for

we must one and all be convinced that it is

an end devoutly to he wished that landlords

and tenants should feel that their respective

rights are mutually respected, and should

recognise that the welfare of both is the

truest interest of each.

[We shall give a second paper, read on

Monday evening, by Mr. Joshua Bnry,

F.S.I., next week.]
••

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At Tuesday's meeting of the London

County Council, a report of the Building

Acts "Committee was submitted, reporting

that a statement had been prepared of

premises in London occupied by alien

enemies w-liich are strategical positions, or

which might be used for military purposes,

and a copy of the statement has, by request,

been forwarded to the proper authorities.

The same committee reported that during

the three months ended on December 31,

1,349 notifications were received with regard

to structures which were alleged to be in a

dangerous state. In accordance with the

provisions of Part IX. of the London
Building Act, 189-J, a survey was made in

each case. In 198 cases it was found that
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the structures were not in a dangerous con-

ditioji, and, consequently, no further action

was necessary. In 1,151 cases notices were
served npon tlie owners requiring the re-

moval of the danger. In order to secure
compliance with the Council's notices it was
necessary in some cases to obtain orders
from magistrates, and in 31 cases in whicli

such orders were not complied with, the

Council's contractors took down the

dangerous portions of the structures. As a

temporary expedient the committee arranged
for 42 structures to be shored np or hoarded
in by the Council's contractors. Surveys
were made of forty-eight structures wliich

were alleged to be in a dilapidated or

neglected condition. Proceedings were com-
menced for obtaining the demolition or

repair of 34 structures, and 22 structures

were demolislied by the owners on receipt

of the Council's notices.

The Improvements Committee reported

that they had taken steps for the acquisition

from the South-Eastern Railway Company
of a portioii of Nos. 9 and 10, Strand,
required for widening the road to a width
of 80ft. Provision was subsequently made
for settling the price to be paid by arbitra-

tion, as it was not possible to do so by
agreement. Under the arbitrator's award
the company were entitled to receive

£18,330, and nothing more. This in effect

disallowed any sum by way of compulsory
purchase. The arbitrator made a further

finding of facts as to the building site be-

longing to the company, consisting of Nos. i)

and 10, Strand, and some houses in the rear,

to the effect tliat if tlie true measure of pur-

chase money and compensation to be paid

by the Council was the difference between
the aggregate value of the Strand land and
Craven-street land before and after the

service by tlie Council of the notice to treat

and the taking of the strip of land for

widening, then the purchase money and com-
pensation was £3,405. Tlie company having
issued a writ with the object of enforcing

payment of the sum of £18,330, the matter
came to trial, and was argued on behalf of

both parlies before Mr. Justice Eve on
December 15 and 16, and judgment was de-

livered on December 21. In the result his

lordship found that the amount properly

payable by the Council was £18,330, and he
made an order accordingly with costs against

the Council. Having regard to all the

circumstances the committee were of opinion
that an appeal was desirable.

The Housing Committee recommended the

erection of dwellings upon the first .section

of the Tabard-street area, Southwark.
They propose to erect 120 tenements, con-

taining 310 rooms, exclusive of -sculleries,

charging an average rent of 3s. Id. a room
per week. 'J'he total capital outlay involved
is £.33,282. of which £4,700 represents the

housing value of the land to lie appropriated.
The recommendation was adopted.
The Stores and Contracts Committee

reported that, as the result of inquiries with
regard to firms onntrolled wholly or largely

by enemy aliens, whose tenders or quotations
liad been accepted by the Council, they had
decided to have no further dealings with 28
such firms, and their names had been
removed from any lists of firms to be invited

to tender.
Reporting that directions have been given

for the Council's new coat-of-arms. to he
displayed on the blank shield appearing in

the design of the Council's seal, the General
Purposes Committee stated that the question
of a motto for the Council has been ad-
journed until the conclusion of the war.

It was resolved, after long discussion, by
the narrow majority of 48 votes to 45, that
the tramway tracks in Liverpool-road,
Islington, the working of horse-cars on w-hich

has been discontinued for some time, be

removed and the paving of the carriageway
reinstated. The Highways Committee, sub-

mitting the recommendation, reported that

the cost of reconstructing the lines on the
conduit system would be about £50,000. or

on the overhead system about £30,000. while
it was estimated that but little additional

revenue would accrue as the result of clec

trification.

OBITUARY.
Tlie news has reached his relatives in Batli

of the death in Rangoon of Mr. H. Seton
Morris, F.R.I.B.A., youngest son of the late

Mr. Joseph William Morris, one of the best

known citizens. Mr. H. S. Morris studied

for his profession under Mr. W J. 'Wjllcox

and his late uncle, Mr. Charles Phipps. the

well-known theatre architeci. He became
an Associate of the Royal Institute of Britisli

Architects in 1909, and last year was elected

a Fellow. He left an appointment at the

War Office four years ago to become consult-

ing architect to the Government of L:;rinah.

He was only 45 years of age, and Kaves a

widow and two young children.

We regret to record the death of Mr.
Francis Thomas William Miller, the well-

known quantity surveyor, whose office for

many years was in Dartmouth-street, West-
minster. He was elected an Associate of tlie

Royal Institute of British Architects in 1881,

and joined the Architectural Association in

1884. Mr. Miller took an active interest in

local politics, and was long associated with

the Acton District Council, by which
authority he was constantly employed on
surveys and quantity work. He became a

member of the council, and served his turn

of office as chairman som^ time ago. The
conditions 'for the original competition for

the Acton town hall and municipal buildings

were practically drawn up b) him when he
was on the works comimtiee. and although
that competition ended in a fiasco and a law-

suit, it is but fair to state that the require-

ments embodied in the conditions were so

clearly and fairly set out that the document
itself really formed a model set of conditions,

the cost being fixed by a given price per foot

cube to work to. Mr. Miller died at his resi-

dence in the Avenue, Bedtoul Park, on

Thui'sday, the 21st inst., in his 70th year.

Last September he had a seizure at the Bed-
ford Park Club, and since then had been
confined to his room suffering from a long

critical illness which proved speedily fatal

after a second attack during the early part

of last week. The deceased had a consider-

able practice in surveying and quantity work,

being well known to many architects chiefly

concerned in institutional, school, and work-
house buildings. Hammersmith Workliouse
was a notable instance, while some matters
conceriiing that contract came before the

Law- Courts. For years he edited Lock-
wood's "Builder's Price Book." Mr. Miller

also possessed no little skill with the brush
as a uater-colourist ; he was of a literary

turn, well read, and evinced a critical appre-

ciation of high-class music which few of his

friends suspected. Shortly before his deatli

he acted as hon. secretary of the Bedford
Park Gardening and Natural History
Society, and on one occasion he was elected

its president. Mr. Miller leaves a widow-,

but no children.

**^

Tiie Columbus (Ohio) Chapter of the American
Institute of Architects has elected the follow-

ing officers:—President, Mr, C. W. Bellows;
vice-president. Prof. Charles St. J. Cluibb; secre-

tary-treasurer, Mr. George H. Bulford ; execu-
tive committee, Messrs. J. W, Thomas. A. M,
Allen, F. L, Packard, and Prof, J, N,
Bradford,

A new- Roman Catholic church is approaching
completion at Chesham Bois, Bucks, The
architect is Mr, Arthur Young, of South-square.
Gray's-inn, The edifice w-iU be a small village

church of Late Perpendicular character, consist-

ing of nave, sanctuary, and sacristy, roughcast
walls, and tiled roof, surmounted by a wooden
bell-turret capped with a pyramidical spirclet.

The general appearance w-ill be typical of the
smaller country churches not uncommon in

South Bucks.

Plans arc being prepared for the United States
Government for the ne-w office building for the
Interior Department, which will be erected at

Washington, D,C,, on the block bounded by K
and F and Eighteenth und Nineteenth streets,

northwest, for which an appropriation of

2,500,000dol. has been made, A Chemistry De-
partment is also to be erected for the U,S,
Government at Washington, D,C,, at an esti-

mated outlay of 200,000dol, ; in this instance the
architects are Messrs. Donn and Denning, of 808,
Seventh-street, N.W,, Washington.

—•-•-•

—

BEDRULE. — Bedrule Parish Church,
after being considerably altered and recon-

structed, was reopened last Sunday. The re

construction scheme, which has greatly

improved and beautified the church, is

entirely due to the generosity of Sir Robert
Usher, Bart., of Wells; and under the super-

vision of the architects, Messrs. Leadbetter,

Fairley, and Reid, Edinburgh, the work has
been carried out. The aocommodatioii has

been considerably incre^ised through tlie

erection at the west end of the edifice of a

tower, in w-hich there has been placed a

gallery, while on the north and south sides

of the nave transepts ha\e been extended.

At the east end is the chancel, with the

Coinmuuioii table, etc., an oak pulpit having
been placed against the chancel arch, and
inuUioned window-s on the north and south

sides give the building a well lighted

appearance.

PLYMOUTH. — The Wesleyaus of the

Plymouth district have entered upon a con-

siderable extension of their work among
soldiers by their scheme for establishing at

Crownhill a permanent home for troops.

Three foundation-stones of the new home
were laid on Monday. When completed, in

June next, the home w-ill be double-gabled,
half-timbered front, with a veraudali. It is

to be built of limestone with pebble-dashing

on the outside. The accommodation will

constitute a large entrance hall, with refresh-

ment bar and cosy corner; a billiard-room

for two tables, a reading aud games room, a

devotional room, two bathrooms, caretakers'

quarters, and the usual offices. Mr. G. B.

Turpiii is the builder, and Messrs. S. W.
Haughton and Son are the architects.

SALTLEY.—At the meeting of the Bir-

mingham Education Committee today
(Friday), the sites and buildings sub-com-
mittee will recommend that plans be

approved for the erection of a new Council

school in Nanseu-road, Saltley, at an esti-

mated cost of £17,815, plus £400 for the care-

taker's house and £1,100 for furniture.

Accommodation will be provided lor 1,200

children, the boys and girls being housed in

a two-story building and the infants in a

detached block. The classrooms will acconi

modate 50 children in each, and they will be

connected with an assembly hall by means
of a central corridor. There are also special

workrooms and centres for instruction in

manual and domestic subjects. For the

present it is only proposed to erect the two-

story portion of "the school as a mixed depart-

ment and an infant department, together

with the special centre and workrooms. The
outbuildings, boundary walls, and caretaker's

house will be included in the first contract,

which is estimated at £13,200, plus £800 for

furniture.

Mr. Reginald Blomfield, R.A., ex-President of

the Royal Institute of British Architects, has

been elected Membre Correspondant du Societe

des Architectes Diplomes par le Gouvernement
Fraufais.

A chapel and lodge are about to be built at

the new cemetery of the Surbiton Urban
District Council, Mr. Bannan is the architect,

and the contract has been taken at £2,021 by
Messrs. Myall Brothers, of Southend-on-Sea.

The town council of Sunderland have decided

to proceed with the erection of the new Bede
collegiate school on the Barnee estate at an
estimated outlay of over £40,000. It was stated

thai increase of expenditure will probably make
them 10 per ceiil. above the original estiinate,

owing to the increased cost of building

materials.

An order of discharge was granted in the

Bankruptcy Court on Wednesday to Mr. G.C,
Johnson, lately in business in partnership wilh

Mr. A, C. David, under the style of Roberts.

Adlard. and Co.. of Berinondsey, S.E., as slate

merchants. It was stated that the assets so

far had realised .£12,901, and that proofs of

debts likely to be .admitted had totalled £19,649.

Eleven shillings in the pound had been paid

as a dividend, and a further distribution of a

shilling or cighteenpiecc in the pound was

I
possible.
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The land development taxes of the Great
Budget, although they looked well enough
on paper, never came to much in practice.

Indeed, it is probable that the money they

brought in did not pay the costs of the litiga-

tion arising out of the efforts needed to

decide their meaning. The latest case in tlie

High Court (tried on January 27) is really a

bit of very good comedy. There was a piece

of land upon which nothing was being built

or done, so it was assessed to this tax as

being undeveloped. But the owner objected,

on the ground that he was himself a

developer of land ! So he claimed to be

e.xempt, because his undeveloped land was
being " used " by him bona fide in his busi-

ness as a land developer. It was a pretty

point. Possibly the owner had an office on
the land, or it may be that he kept it lying

idle, as a sample of what he could do later

on in the way of land development. The
Referee, however, held that the land was
not, as land, being "used bona fide for any
business, trade, or industry other than agri-

culture," and so it was assessed for duty
under the Act. The owner appealed, and
Mr. Justice Rowlatt now confirmed tliis

ruling. He held that it was too clear for

argument that, to come w-ithin the exemp-
tion, the land must be used as land in the

way of some business— used, in fact, physic-

ally. Therefore, the holding of land by the

owner as a developer of land, whether as a

sample or a marketable commodity, did not
constitute such a business use of the hind
as would bring it within the exemption.

One of the most sensible and legitimate

inducements to recruiting we have noticed
yet is that made last week at a meeting in

tlie Vale of \eath by Mr. Godfrey Williams,
of Aberpergwni Colliery, a landed pro-

prietor, of ten freehold building plots to be
given to the first ten men who enlisted thai
night, the only condition being that the

applicant should build a dwelling-house
within a reasonable period. At the close

of the meeting the plots were immediately
appropriated. More might be done in this

direction not merely by patriotic landowners,
but possibly by the Government itself, at

any rate as more substantial rewards for

gallantry on the field than mere badges or
titular distiuetions.

The comments of tlii.- Journal of the
Imperial Arts League," on the practices of

some art publishers arc \ery niucli to the
point. In the case cited a lady member of
the old Water-Colour Society sold a sketch
to a dealer for £6 of a pergola with roses
and a flower-border. About eight years after
it was brought by a friendly frame-maker to
her to identify it. There was an addition to
the sketch of three figures and a cat, and
on iiKjuiry the price of the sketch, it was
found, liad been increased to £15. Un-
willing to permit the sketch as then altered
to be sold as her work, the lady decided to

purchase it herself and restore it to its

original condition. A lawyer's letter only
elicited an evasive reply that if the figures
had been added there could have been no
nitentional injury, but that they knew
nothing about it, though perhaps the draw-
ing had been 'freshened up." It the facts
are as stated, it would seem that the pub-
lishers were not aware of or ignored the fact

that by both the old and new Copyright Act
the right of an artist to forbid alteration of

his work after sale is distinctly guarded. It

is not easy always to prove the offence, as

we pointed out when the new Act of 1911

was passed; but it is time a case was tried,

and we are glad to hear that the creation of

a fund for the purpose is being set on foot,

and hope it may not be long before the

League may be able to protect artists from
such illegal action.

The cause of streaks on lath-and-plaster

walls is obscure. We lately met with a

case which puzzled us, which we were quite

unable to trace to any of the usual suggest-ed

explanations, and are, therefore, interested

in a note to " Nature " by Professor Thomas
D. Cope, of the University of Philadelphia,

who has been examining the phenomenon.
Possibly some of our own readers may be

able to help elucidate the matter. Most of

us will confirm Professor Cope's observa-

tions, which are as follows:— (I) The
striations are accumulations of dust upon the

surface of the plaster. They may be wiped
off with a cloth. (2) The phenomenon occurs
only on warmer surfaces of walls which are
exposed on tlie other side to out-of-doors or
to colder rooms. (3) The steeper the tem-
perature gradient through the wall, the more
pronounced is the phenomenon. (4) The
light streaks, the spaces comparatively free

from dust, occur over laths and joists, the
dark streaks over the spaces between them.
Poyntiiig and Thomson ("Textbook of

Physics: Heat," p. loli) suggest "that the

phenomenon is a probable illustration of

•radiometer action.'" The areas of plaster
backed up by wood are probably warmer
than those areas not so protected. From the
supposedly warmer area an approaching dust
particle is repelled by a more vigorous niole-

I'ular bombardment than it encounters upon
approaching the supposedly colder area.
Professor Cope is led to inquire whether this

e.<cplaiiation is a complete one upon observing
what appears to be a related phenomenon.
In a room rather free from dust, but quite
damp, the areas of plaster which ordinarily
would be streaked with dust were quite clean,
but were much discoloured by water. This
observation raises the question as to whether
condensed water-vapour may not be the trap
which catches the du?t. Professor Cope con-
templates carrying out a series of experiments
to answer the following questions ;— (1) Under
given conditions, what difference of tempera-
ture exists between a plaster area backed up
by lath, and an adjacent area not so pro-
tected? (2) What part does the presence of

water- vapour in the air play in the
phenomenon? (3) Can a "reversal" of the
phenomenon be produced?

As a result of conferences arranged by the

English Forestry Association with the

Surveyors' Institution and the Royal In-

stitute of British Architects, and in con-

junction with other societies, energetic steps

are being taken to encourage the demand for

English oak m place of Austrian for pur-

poses for which the native timber is emi-

nently suitable. Owing to the recent sales

of estates and other causes, there are large

supplies of English oak and other native

timber available, and the English Forestry

Association trust that at a time like the

present they may rely on the cordial co-

operation of all interests to assist in placing

the nati\e timber in a position to which it

is justly entitled by reason of its valuable
properties. There are large supplies of

native timber available, and a unique oppor-
tunity offers to assist in making good a
shortage of any timber owing to the effect

of the war, which steps will not only help
home industries with supplies, but will also

much encourage the proper production of

timber in tliis country. Frequent applica-

tions are received by the English Forestry
Association for the names of those who can
supply native timber and goods manu-
factured therefrom, and firms are invited to

write, with particulars of stocks of native

timber which they hold, or as to contracts

which they could take up. The Association
will willingly give every assistance where any
difficulty is experienced in obtaining supplies

of ash or other timber, and place merchants
in touch with estates whence the timber can
be obtained. The English Forestry Associa-

tion is not a trading association, and does
not buy or sell timber or goods direct or on
commission. Its work is to create the

demand and to organise supplies of the native

timber, and to encourage home industries,

but leaving it to the recognised channels to

negotiate and supply the demand. All com-
munications should be addressed to the Hon.
Secretary, English Forestry Association,

Farnham Common, Slough, Bucks.

It does occasionally happen that un-

paralleled success in the higher branches

of art-and-craftsmanship is apt to convey an

impression that the general practice and

application thereof is beneath the attention

of the artist or craftsniiin, although his name
may be known all the world over as a master

of his art. We find it so in the case of some
of our leading manufacturers as well. The
late Mr. Joseph Kaye, whose fame was un-

challenged as the inventor and designer of

some of the best-known guarantees of the

safety and security of our buildings, was

especially well reputed for the excellence and

ingenuity of his "Automatic" Bolt, his

" Push-and-PuU " Lock, "Door" Porter,

" Panic " Fittings, Automatic Safety Rail-

way Carriage Lock, etc. Their wide adop-

tion and great reputation seem to have given

the impression to some architects and

builders that Messrs. Joseph Kaye and Sons

are makers solely of specialities, and, con-

sequently, are incapable of, or indisposed to,

undertake the fitting up of a building of any

size throughout with such and other

kindred appliances. Messrs. Ka\e hope that

the fitting up throughout with their turn-

locks, door-furniture, art metal, etc., made
at their works at Leeds, for the following

buildings, will dispel this mistaken idea

:

The new London premises of the London

and Lancashire Fire Insurance Co., E.C. ;

the Fleetway House, E.C. ; Storthes Hall

Asylum, Yorks; City of Leeds Training

College; the new Law Courts, Kingston,

Jamaica ; fifty police-stations, and about 200

banks in the United Kingdom and abroad,

have all been so fitted. Briefly, Kayes can

fit up a mansion throughout with the same

facility as they can supply a " Press Centre
"

Night-latch for a front door. We need hardly

remind all concerned that this not only saves

precious time, but insures the best work

throughout a building.

Mr. Daniel Chester French, of New York, has

been unanimously selected to model the statue

of Abraham Lincoln, which will be placed in the

Lincoln Memorial building', now beiug erected m
Washiugluu, U.C.
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THE NEW EXCHANGE BUILDINGS,
SWANSEA.

These new premises were opened on

Friday last, the 22nd inst., by the Right Hon.

Sir Alfred Mond, Bart., M.P., who, besides

being the chairman of directors of the

Swansea Exchange Buildings, Ltd. (tlie

company formed to carry out the new works),

is also tlie retiring president of the Swansea
Cliamber of Commerce. The new premises

have Ijeen erected upon the site formerly

occupied by the old Chamber of Commerce
premises, certainly a somewhat dilapidated

structure, which in turn had originally been

the Old Burrows Chapel. The general

treatment by the architect aims at giving an

appearance of dignity, essential for a

building of this character. The site

centuries back formed a portion of the fore

shore washed by the tide, consisted mainly

of sand, and the" level necessary for the lower

ground-floor level is actually 7Jin. ibelow

high spring-tide level. The treatment of the

foundations and walls encircling the lower

ground -floor premises came in for very

special consideration. A reinforced-

eoncrete raft has been laid upon the entire

site, and the whole of the upper floors,

stanchions, and constructional portions have

been carried out in reinforced concrete.

The main entrance, in the centre of the

Adelaide-street facade, gives access to the

lower ground - floor, which has been

specially designed for use as a restaurant,

the large dining-room being capable of

seating some 600 persons. The floor has been

laid with Belgian white and black marble

tiles 2Iin. by 21in., and the reinforced-

concrete columns have been encased in very

beautiful Italian marble. All the walls have

been panelled to the full height in white

wood, and the extensive use of silvered

plate-glass adds considerably to the light and
brightness of this floor. Billiard-rooms,

bars, stillrooms, lavatory, and other aecom-

jnodation has been provided. The niain

entrance to the upper ground floor is u\

Cambrian-place. Upon this floor premises

for the docks, post-office, several large

shipping firms, and for the Swansea
Chamber of ConWnerce have been provided.

The central hall, for the use of the members
of the chamber, is a particularly fine room,

centre-lighted by means of a fine stained-

glass dome, and panelled to a height of about

Oft. in oak, with council chamber adjoining,

together with secretary's office, porters'

room. etc.. form very convenient premises

for the large " 'Change " business of the im-

portant port of Swansea. The first, second,

and third floors have been planned as office

floors, and contain some eighty offices. These

floor are served by two main entrances, one

in eitlier street, and also by an automatic

press-button lift at each entrance. The cost

of these premises has been about £30,000.

The contractors, iVIessrs. Henry Billings and
Sons, Swansea, and the architect, Mr.
Charles T. Ruthen (Swansea), in associa-

tion with Mr. E. G. Allen. We give the two
chief plans, with a main cross-section.

NEW BRIDGE STREET HOUSE,
BLACKFRIARS, E.C.

The front portion of this building stands
on what was originally the bed of the
" Fleet," and this circumstance necessitated

the. carrying down of the foundations to a

good bottom some 30ft. below the level of

the street. New Bridge-street House is

situate on the east side of that thoroughfare
and backs on to the South-Eastern and
Chatham Railway. The building is occupied

by H.M. Office of Works, and has a frontage

of 107ft. The fac,'adG is finished in Portland
stone. The architect is Mr. R. Angell, of

Keith House, Regent-street, W.. and the

builders were Messrs. G. Godson and Sons.

THE CUNARD BUILDING,
LIVERPOOL.

We gave last week the elevation and
detail of doorway of this important
building, and now give a plan and longi-

- Lov/re • qpovND-n cDP - nri^'

SWANSEA NEW EXCHANGE BUILDINGS: RESTAURANT PLAN.
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SWANSEA NEW EXCHANGE BUILDINGS.—Mr. Charle.s T. Ruthen, Architect.

tudinal section. The building is placed on

the site of the old George's Dock, facing the

river by the landing-stage, the bottom of

which was some 34ft. below the street level.

The concrete foundations are being taken

down to the rock, which at one end was 14ft.

below the bottom of the dock. The structure

of the building, incUiding the floors and the

roof, is of reinforced concrete. The facing

will be of Portland stone, the rusticated

portions being of Roach stone, the rest of

Whitbed. The design is based on Italian

Renaissance. Th« building is being exe-

cuted by Messrs. Holland and Hanneu and
Cubitt's, Ltd., from the designs of Messrs.

Willink and Thicknessc, FF.R.I.B.A., of 14.

Castle-street. Liverpool; Messrs. Mewes and

Davis being the consulting architects. The

size of the building is about 330ft. by 200ft.

NEW POST OFFICE, NORTHAMPTON.
The new post-office site is situate near the

Guildhall, having frontages to St. Giles-

street and Derngate. The main and public

entrances are in St. Giles-street, where the

building has been set back to the new

building line fixed by the corporation for

the future street-widening. The elevation

to St. Giles-street, as illustrated, is faced

with Ketton freestone, backed with local
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bricks, which latter are also being used for

the rear facings. On the ground floor are

the public and sorting offices, boy messengers'
and male staff retiring-rooms. The public

office will be 40ft. by 25ft.. with terrazzo
floor, anti(|ue tile walls, and teak joinery.

Every facility will be afforded to the general
public for telephone calls and telegrams, in

addition to the ordinary postal business.

Accommodation is provided on the first floor

for the postmaster, superintendent, writing
staff, testiiig ;ipparatus and batteries. The
second floor contains the telephone switch,

engineer's room, and the retiring-room, ex-

change staff, etc. .Vccommodation for trucks,

stores, and heating apparatus is provided in

the basement. There is a spacious mail yard

at the rear of the site, with entrances to

Derngate. 'I'he building was designed by,

and is being erected ujider the supervision
of, Mr. A. R. Mvers, A.R.I.B.A.. of H.M.
Office of Works, with Mr. J. E. Blick as
resident clerk of works. The general con-
tractors are Messrs. E. Brown and Sons, of
Wellingborough.

NOS. XIV. AND XVI. GREAT PORT-
LAND STREET, W.

These business premises have been erected
for Messrs. D. F. Cocks and Co.. Ltd. The
front is executed in Portland stone. The
windows are fitted with steel easements,
those on the ground and first floors being
coated with copper deposit. The structure

is of fire-resisting construction. Messrs.
Hall, Beddall, and Co. were the contractors,
and Mr. Ernest Flint, F.R.I.B.A., of 80,
Coleman-street, E.G., is the architect. The
adjacent building was also carried out some
few years since for Messrs. Bastin, Merri-
field, and Co., under the superintendence of
the same architect ; but old heights had to be
conformed to—hence the difference of levels

I with the adjoining premises now illustrated.

The new Libera! clubhouse at the Market-
place end of Fore-street, Hexham, was opened
by Mr. R. D. Holt. M.P., on Friday. On the
ground floor there is a bilHard-room containing
three tables. At the rear are storage-rooms for
cycles. On the first floor there is a lecture hall
(with movable partition) seated for over 200
persons. There are also a lounge and reading-
room, and a ladies' room. On the second floor
are two games-rooms, in addition to the offices

of the divisional secretary.

]

Mr. Alexander Young, a sculptor who has
(
been executing the statuary groups on the new
Guildhall and Law Courts at Hull, was found
dead on Saturday on the scaffolding on the

,
tower of the Guildhall, near the carving on
which he had been engased. The distance from
the ground was 130ft. The deceased is believed
to have been taken ill and collapsed and died.
When it was found he did not return on Friday
ni^lit, the tower was ascended, and his bodv
was found. He belonged to Edinburgh, and had

i been engaged on the carvings for the Hull muni-
cipal buildiner. under aid from cartoons by Mr.
H. Hodge, of London, for nine yeai-s past.

At the last meeting of the Hampshire Educa-
tion Committee held at Chichester, the archi-
tect reported that out of the eleven assistants in
his department five had left owing to the war,
and two more were going; time equal to 31
weeks of one man's time had been lost in con-
sequence, and this has greatly hindered proceed-
ing with the plans and quantities in hand. The
chief draughtsman's appointment was being
filled: but it was impossible to obtain iunior
draughtsmen. He suggested that the salaries
which had not been spent might be used tempo-
rarilv to increase the salary attached to such
appoinfmenls. or used otherwise as might be
necpssarv to .-ecure temporary assistants. The
architect's suggestion was agreed to.

MPTON
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PKOFESSIONAI, AND TRACE
SOCIETIES.

THE ART OF BELGIUM.—M. Jean G.
Rosier, Director of tlie Art Academy and
Gallery at Malines, speaking at Islington
Central Library on Saturday night on "Bel-
gium and Her Art Treasures," said that the
memory of the English generosity would
remain in the heart of the Belt;ian nation for

ever as a monument to the great English
race. The Belgians knew that the English
word was as firm as a rock, and that England
had always brought her undertakings to a
successful conclusion. The whole world
would look to her as the champion of

freedom, liberty, and justice. Referring to

^he beauty of Belgian paintings, sculpture,
and architecture, he said it was this gift of
art which, notwithstanding the sadjiess of

the present hour, allowed them to consider
the future with confidence. Art in his
beloved country might suffer cruel wounds
from an unscrupulous enemy, but as soon as
Belgium's independence was re-established
and peace restored the Belgian people woidd
immediately and courageously set to work to

recover the position they held among
civilised nations in tlie world of beauty and
art, of sculpture and of architecture.

BIRMINGHAM ARCHITECTURAL AS-
SOCIATION.—A lecture on "Reinforced
Concrete" was delivered on Friday night by
Mr. S. Bylander to the Birmingham Archi-
tectural Association, at the gallery of the
Society of Artists. Mr. G. Salway Nicol
presided. The lecturer said there was not
much difference in its cost and that of struc-
tural steel-work, but it had some peculiar
advantages owing to its contijiuity in con-
struction. There was no definite rule to be
laid down as to whether steel-work or con-
crete was the better or more economical
material ; each might be nsed to the greater
advantage after an examination of conditions
for each particular building or structure.

THE BUILDING OF ENGLISH
CATHEDRALS.—In his first lecture on Eng-
lish Gothic Architecture at thi. Victoria and
Albert Museum, Mr. Banister Fletcher out-
lined the building of great churches between
the Conquest and the Reformation. At that
period Norman prelates founded sees and
built great cathedrals like those in Nor-
mandy: the clergy increased in national in-

fluence because of their learning, and,
further, the Concineror favoured ecclesiastics
and ehurch-buikling. The plans of cathedrals
were also elaborated by reason of ritual exi-
gencies, which were the result of the worship
of holy relics; of periodical pilgrimages to
shrines as at Canterbury and Lincoln ; of
the veneration of the Virgin Mary which
required Lady-chapels, and also of the masses
for the dead which resulted in the formation
of chantrj- chapels by noble families. Thus
the 1.3th. 14th, and 15th centuries were
marked, in spite of unsettled conditions, by
religious enthusiasm w-hich blazed out in the
zeal of Crusaders, or which stirred more
patient people to tramp to the shrines of
saints in the homeland, as was so graphically
described in the "Canterbury Tales." The
various phases and processes in the life of
the people promoted the growth of
cathedrals, abbey churches, and pari.sh
churches during that long period which is

now known as Gothic: a nickname expressive
of the contempt in which it was held by sub-
.sequent purists in style.

THE CHURCH OF HOLYEOOD
ABBEY.—A lecture was delivered on
Thursday night in Edinburgh College of Art,
by Mr. .Tohn Wafson, F.R.I.B.A.. on "The
History of the Building of a Great Mediaeval
Church." Mr. F. Morley Fletcher (Director)
presided. Mr. Watson said that he could not
more hapnily exemnlify tlie story of the
building of a great Medi!ieval church than by
choosing one familiar to his audience— viz.,

the Church of Holyrnod Abbey, which,
thoush smaller in scale than many of its

sister churches in England, was typical of a
clinreh of the first rank. The history of the
buildinc! of the .Abbey began in 1128. The
early church appeared to have heen a single-
chamber church, to which a square or semi-
circular sanctuary was .subsequently added. I

In building the Abbey, the conventual build-
ings were first erected, and the presbytery
of the church apparently was proceeded with
simultaneously. All that remained in situ

of this church, which was not completed, is

the east door from the nave to the cloister
incorporated in the present building. In the
first quarter of the 13th century, a recon-
struction projected some yenrs earlier by
John, .')th abbot, was proceeded with, and
the ruins of this reconstruction and enlarge-
ment were the abbey church we know. On
plan it comprised a nave of eight bays, north
and south transepts with eastern chapels in

tlie aisles, a presbytery of four bays with
lateral aisles, with a processional path be-
tween the high altar and the eastern termi-
nation of the building—the Lady-chapel ; the
aisles on the south side were double. This
building took from the last quarter of the
12th century until the late 14th or early 15th
century to complete. Its internal length
from east to west is 267ft., length across tran-
septs from north to south 1.34ft., and width
across prebytery and aisles 60ft. The
paper was illustrated by plans reconstructed
from the excavations showing the churches
in various stages of their development.

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE BUILDING
TRADES FEDERATION. — The annual
conference was held at Hanley on Tuesday
week, Mr. J. Sandham presiding. The
secretary (Mr. F. Faulkner) reported that
the federation had been successful in linking
up the building trades operatives in and
around collieries. Their position was
financially sound. Upon a report being
received on behalf of the Painters' Society
to the effect that the painting trade w-a"s

practically at a standstill, the secretary was
instructed to write to the local governing
bodies respectfully asking them to give out
all the painting work they possibly could.
The officers for the ensuing year were elected
as follows :—President, Mr. Herbert Salt;
vice-president. Mr. W. Key; secretary, Mr.
F. Faulkner; treasurer, Mr. F. Clarkson

;

auditors, to be nominated by the Cabinet-
makers and the Electrical Trades Union ;

executive council, Messrs. A. Skelhorne, J.
Sandham, F. T. Toft, J. Baker, W. Simm,
M. Griffiths, and J. Pickerill. The executive
council reported that they had communicated
with the Master Builders' Association in

reference to the six-miles radius from
Hanley Town Hall—the radius adopted by
the federation as the district for the
Potteries rate of wages— asking them to

agree to it. The secretary said no reply had
been received to his letter of six weeks ago.
It was decided to send formal notice to the
Master Builders' Association that the six-

miles radius would com? into operation on
May 1. The conference confirmed a recom-
mendation of the executive council that all

affiliated branches of the federation should
abstain from working overtime during the
period of war.

PROFESSOR BALDWIN BROWN ON
RHEIMS CATHEDRAL —Professor Bald-
win Brown gave a lantern lecture to the
members of the Edinburgh Art Guild in the
Goold Hall on Friday night, his subject
being Rheims Cathedral. The Cathedral of

Rlieims, said Professor Baldwin Brown, was
on the whole the most perfect Tuonnment of

Gothic architecture, and as such it miglit

fairly be termed the greatest, most varied,
most inspired work of human art. From the
interior \'iew the building seemed to consist

in a canopy of stone upborne at a great
height by a series of slender supports of the
lightest possible kind, the intermediate
spaces being no longer walls but a mere
screen of coloured glass. When we looked
on the outside, however, we saw that there
was the same amount of walling as in tlip

earlier styles; but panels, as it were, had
been taken out of the walls, turned round at

right angles to their original positions, and
used as piers for the lateral support required
by the vaults. The whole system of Gothic
vaulting, with its supports in the form of

flying buttresses, was highly scientific, and
the materials were very economically dis-

posed. -After the illustration of Gothic con-

struction as displayed at Rheims. the rest of

the lecture was devoted to the decorative

sculpture on the cathedral, of which
numerous slides were shown, some of them
exhibiting the results of the recent bombard-
ments.

R.I.B.A. PROBLEMS IN DESIGN.—The
designs submitted under Subject XVIII. will
be on view in the Gallery of the R.I.B.A.
next Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday,
Feb. 1, 2, and 3, inclusive, between the hours
of 10 a.m. and 8 p.m.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.—The Royal Institute of
British Architects has from the first opened
its doors to the numerous Belgian architects
who have sought asylum in this country. On
Monday, January 25, a number of these
gentlemen and their ladies were the guests
of the Institute at a reception given in their
honour at the R.I.B.A. in Conduit-street,
Regent-street. The president, Mr. Ernest
Newton, A.R.A., accompanied by Mrs.
Newton, received the guests and warmly
welcomed them on behalf of the Institute.
The architects present included men eminent
in their profession, some holding high official

positions in Brussels, Antwerp, Liege, and
other of the chief Belgian centres. The
opportunity of meeting their colleagues
under the hospitable root of their British
professional brethren was evidently much
enjoyed and appreciated. On the walls of
the reception rooms were displayed some of
the treasures of the Institute Collection, con-
sisting of original drawings of 17th-century
Italian, French, and English masters, and
the original water-colour drawings by James
Stuart, depicting view's in Greece, afterwards
reproduced in Stuart and Revett's famous
work, "The Antiquities of Athens." Among
the Belgian guests present were : M. Adrian
Blomme, M. et Mine. R. Vanverborght, M;
et Mine. Alfred Portielje, M. Henri Carbon,
M. Henri Blomme, M. et Mme. Brenta, M.
et Mme. Geefs, M. et Mine, de Doncquers,
Brussels; M. Georges Vellut, M. et Mmp.
J. Caluwaers; M. G. Van Canen, M. F.
Matthysseus.M. et Mme. Dhaeyer.M. etMme.
J. R. Vauhoenacker, M. et Mme. August?
Verraert, M. Paul Lambotte, Director
of tlie Fine Arts of Belgium, and Mme. Lam-
botte, M. L. Delbove, M. A. Defever, M. J.

Bytebier, M. et Mme. Louise Hendrikx, of
Antwerp and Brussels; M. A. Dujardin, M.
Georges DieltienSj M. F. Homelsoet.

ST. PAUL'S ECCLESIOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.—The thirty-sixth annual report
to be submitted by the council at the annual
meeting of this society, to be held to-morrow
(Saturday) states that in spite of the war
cloud the work of the society during the past
has been well maintained. The attendance
of members both at meetings and at the visits

has been good. During the year the society

has lost twelve members by resignation or

death. Fourteen new members have been
elected, eight of whom are ladies. The total

membership is now 249. The council has to

record the death of six members since the

last annual meeting, including the Rev. H. D.
Macnamara, M.A.. F.S.A., chairman of

council; Mr. Frederick Gill, hon. treasurer
of the society from 1892 to 1906 j and Mr. S.

Wayland Kershaw, M.A., F.S.A., an active

member of the council in the early days of

the society, and for many years a vice-presi-

dent. Meetings have been held at the

Chapter House, when papers were read bv

Mr. Charles H. Hopwood, Mr. H. W'.

Fincham, Rev. Walter Marshall, M.A., Mr.
F. Herbert Mansford, the Rev. J. K. Floyer,
the Rev. H. Bedford Pim, Mr. G. J. B. Fox.
Mr. E. W. Harvey Piper, Mr. Walter E.

Gawthorp, Mr. W. H. Aymer Vallance. and
Mr. Mervyn E. Macartney. Visits have beeni
made to the following churches and building
oil Saturday afternoons during the summer;j
St. Magnns-tlie-Martyr. London Bridge. St.

Mary-at-Hill ; Lambeth Palace; the -parish]

church, old school room, Vaughan Library,
school chapel. Butler Museum, and Speeolij

Room, at Harrow ; the churches at Coulsdon,
Clialdon, All Saints, Tooting Graveney,
Streatham, Busliey, Watford, Eynsford.l
Lullingstone, and Shoreham, and the Tower|
of London. A very interesting whole-dny
visit was paid to Oxford on Saturday. ,Iuly25,(j

when a party of members and friends visitedn
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Merton, Magdalen, and New Colleges, the
Divinity School, Wadbam and St. John's
Colleges, Christ Church College and
Cathedral, etc. ^^

COMPETITIONS.

CIVIC CEiNTRE FOR VANCOUVER,
B.C.—A I'liuming and Beantifjing Commis-
sion was recently formed for the city of Van-
couver. It was decided, therefore, to in-

clude the old court-house site, the central
school site, the old hospital site and
recreation grounds, as well as part or the
whole of the remainder of the private
property extending from Pender to Rohson
streets and from Beatty to Homer streets,
provision to be made in the plans for a city
hall, a public library, a technical college, a
niusenm and art gallery, and a public hall

or auditorium, as well as ample ground space
for otKer seini-pnblic buildings which may
be erected later on, the whole area to include
eight or nine blocks. In July last the civic
centre committee asked the city council for
a grant of 1,500 dollars to enable it to offer
prizes for suitable designs. The request was
refused ; whereupon Mr. Wm. Farrell,
managing director of tlie B. C. U'elephone
Company, came to the rescue by donating
the entire amount. It was decided to offer
halt the sum in prizes and retain the balance
as a fund from wliicli to defray other inci-

dental expenses. Thirty seven competitors
sent in plans. On the recommendation of
the Hon. Clifford Sil'ton, chairman of the
Canadian Commission of Conservation, Mr.
Thomas Adams, town-planning adviser to
the conunission. till recently adviser to the
Local Government Board, London, was
appointed. Mr. Adams visited Vancouver
recently, and after carelnlly considering the
merits of each plan, on December 18 awarded
the 500-doIlar premium "for the best design
to Messrs. Tlioodore Kerner and Robert
Mattocks, draughtsmen for T. H. Mawson
and Sons, Vancouver; tlie second premium
of 250 dollars going to Mr. I'Ved I,. Townley,
of the city draugliting department.

DOXCASTER. — About 300 architects
appear to be engaged in preparing designs
for the Doncaster housing competition, the
plans for which are due in the middle of
Febniary. Mr. L. Patrick Abercrombie, of
the School of Architecture. Liverpool Uni-
versity, has been appointed tlie assessor.

MANCHESTER.—At the annual meeting
of the East Lancashire Masonic Benevolent
Institution on Tuesday at the Masonic Hall,
Manchester, Mr. J. B. Goulburn, Deputy
Provincial Grand Master, presiding, a state-
ment was made as to the progress of the
scheme for building a new Masonic hall, for
which the site has been secured on land in
Bridge-street, formerly occupied by the

ll^uecirs Theatre. Twenty-nine architects

I

liad sent in provisional plans, from which
eight were selected. A sub-eommittee of
nieinbers of tlie Order who were architects

I

had assisted tlie assessor, Mr. Walter Higgiii-
i
bottom, F.R.I.B.A., and three plans had

I been chosen as the best, and from these a
Kiial selection would be made. The scheme
had been delayed by the war; but in good
time an announcement would bo made as to
when the buildings would be proceeded with.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.—Messrs. Chas.
T. Marshall and William Tweedy, Licentiates
R.I. 15. A., have been selected for the new
buildings, ineluding an assembly hall for
1,000 students, intended to be erected for the
Rutherford College for Girls at Newcastle-
on Tvne. A limited competition was held,
and six local architects were chosen by the
governors on account of their special experi-
ence in educational buildings, with the result
thus annoniiced.

OLDHAM. - An infants' school and
domestic centre is to be erected in Ward-
street, and in the competition just decided
Mr. J. H. Woodbou:ie, F.R.I.B.A., acted as
the assessor. The award thus made places
"•• F. Thorpe, Licentiate R.I.B.A., first.Mr.
Mr. T. Hilton second, and Messrs. Thomas
Taylor and Ernest Simister, Licentiates
R.I.B.A., third. The premiums were £15,

£10, and £5, and only local architects could

submit plans.

PERTH.— In compliance with the request

of the architects engaged in the Royal
Academy competition, instituted by tlie

School Board of Perth, the date for the

reception of plans has been postponed till

next March.

ST. HELENS.—The competition at St.

Helens for new police buildings and fire-

station is still undetermined, as no award
has been made in connection with this

project.
«»

CorrBsponbena.—•-•-

—

UNHEALTHY SCHOOLS.
To Ike Editor of the Buil.DtNO Nl'.ws.

Sir,— I am glad to see from Mr. D. Wynne
Thomas's letter that he is on the side of

the angels, when he says, " I have not dis-

puted the fact of down-draught being a

'crying evil,'" and I agree with his state-

ment that it is " very undesirable that the

temperature at head-level should be higher
than at foot-level." If an equal temperature
all over the body could only be secured we
would be within measurable distance of the
ideal plan ; but such is not attainable with
cross-ventilation, as the currents of cold,

damp, and heavy air entering through the

open windows must, by the law of gravity,

perforce descend on to the children occupy-
ing the lower strata of superheated air. If

this down-current did not exist there could
not, with the cross system, be any change of

air at breathing level, and as this descending
current is what is generally known as a

"down-draught," witli cross-ventilation it is,

therefore, unavoidable.
The fundamental defects of this plan may

be stated as follows: (a) No provision is made
for the extraction of the heated expired air

at the higher levels, to where, under normal
conditions, it naturally ascends, and from
where it should, therefore, be withdrawn,
(b) A continuous downward current of cold

air from open windows, or, in other words,
a "down-draught." (c) Cooling and re-

turning to be rebreathed, the ascending,
heated, expired air. (d) Condensation and
precipitation on to the children of the

moisture with which expired air is heavily
charged, (e) Condensation and precipitation

on to the children of the moist and
poisonous exhalations from the body, (f) The
creation of acute differences in the tem-
perature of the body occupying a super-
heated stratum of air and drenched from
above with cold air.

Y'ou, say, in the article under discussion,

the objection to this system is that it consists
" solely of draught, all draught, and nothing
but draught." I would go further, and say
that it consists solely of down-draught, and
nothing but down-draught, of cold air.

The contention that with cross-ventilation

the cold ent-ering air displaces the heated
air substantiates these objections, so that

with this system there is nothing left that

can be in any way beneficial, or that may be
taken as a set-off against its disadvantages.

I see another correspondent says that

schools ventilated on these lines are a valu-

able asset to medical practitioners ; but as

Mr. Thomas states that certain medical men
approve of this plan. I trust the reference

thereto may not in any way be taken as

personal.— I am, etc.,

Anti-Draught.

ENCOURAGING.
Sir,—Y'ou will be interested to learn that,

resulting from your kind notice in your
journal of our new skeleton-proof hotel lock,

we had an inquiry—practically by return

mail—from Granada. With many thanks.

—

I am, etc.. A. Ambler
'

(Manager for Joseph Kave and Sons, Ltd.)

93, High Holborn, W.C., Jan. 20.

[Glad to hear it. War has not withered

all the fruits of judicious enterprise evi-

dently, as some seem to fear.

—

Ed. " B.N."]

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
UIA'ERSTON ARCHITECTS' CLAIM.—

Samuel Grundy, sen., and Samuel Grundy, jun.,
architects and surveyors, of Ulverslon, sought at
the Liverpool Assizes on Tuesdav to recover
from John Bayliff, of Ulverston, £l80 13s. 4d. in
respect of services rendered. PlaintifTs' claim
arose out of a scheme for the conversion of an
old mill at Ulverston into a cinema palace.
Defendant consulted plaintiffs, who surveyed
the premises, prepared plans, and performed
other services in connection with the proposed
construction of a cinema theatre <in the upper
floor of the mill. For the carrying out of the
scheme the cost was estimated at £1,891. Sub-
sequently, after these plans had been approved
by the local counc'd and the justices, defendant
decided to alter his scheme so that the theatre
.should be placed on the ground floor instead of
on the upper floor. Plaintiffs, on defendant's in-
structions, got out new plans accordingly, and
these were approved by the justices on May 7.

The lowest tender received for carrying outthe
altered scheme was £2,240. Defendant then
said the cost was more than he had contem-
plated, and dropped the matter altogether. He
told plaintiffs to send in their account and keep
it as low as they could. For the defendant it

was contended that he understood that the
plans were prepared in tlie belief on his part
that the cost would not exceed £1,000. In view
of the fact that the conversion scheme was not
proceeded with, the charges were too high
Defendant had not refused to pay wliat he con-
sidered a reasonable sum. The jury found for
the plaintiffs for £140.

DRY WALLS ON FARMS, AND INCRE-
MENT DU'L'Y.—Iii the King's Bench Division
Mr. Justice Rowlatt has given judgment in the
action Walter Morrison v. Inland Revenue Com-
missioners, which raised the point whether for
estimating increment duty on the site value of a
farm, walls built without mortar, and used for
boundaries and the protection of sheep ought to
be divested under Section 25, Sub-section 2, of
the Finance Act, 1910. Mr. H. F. Dickens, K.C.,
for the appellant, claimed that such walls, being
permanent structures, were "buildings" within
the meaning of the Finance Act; for the Crown,
the .Solicitor-General argued that the term
"building" only applied to something to which
a structure might be appurtenant. In his
judgment Mr. Justice Rowlatt said the word
"buildings," as used in subsection 2, had in itself
no limitation, and there was nothing therein to
show what it meant, with the exception of this:
.\fter "buildings" came tlie words "or any
other structures . . . which are appurtenant
to or used in connection with any such build-
ings." That showed that the building must be
of such a character tliat a structure could be
appurtenant to it or used in connection with it.

It was quite clear that "buildings" diil not
mean anything of which it could be said that
they had been built, but meant buildings of a
more narrow class than structures. The only
way to interpret the word was by looking at the
nature of tlie property which was being dealt
with, and it was impossible to say that the
character of the workmanship put into the
structure was the test. One ought to look at the
character of the structures, the nature of the
property on which they stood, and their
function on that property. Here they were
dealing with a farm, and in interpreting the
meaning of "buildings" one must consider that
wdiat was meant was what one would ordinarily

call farm buildings. 'Fberefore he did not think
that these walls were buildings. In his opinion
the action failed. He granted leave to appeal.

CONTRACTOR WINS CLAIM AS lOXl'IORI.

--.\t the Leek County Court, on the IStli inst.,

before his Honour, Judge Ruegg, K.C..

Frederick Barke, contractor, of Stoke-on-Trent,
sued the Endon and Stanley Parish Council for

£6 6s., being liis fee for advice to the council jii

connection with the sewerage sclieme for the

district. Mr. Ashwell, of Stoke, appeared for

the plaintiff, and Mr. J. Morris Shaw, clerk to

tlie Leek Rural District Council, for the de-

fendants. Mr. Ashwell said the claim was for

advice given to the council in getting out the

probable cost of the scheme in November, 1907.

The sclieme was submitted to the Leek Itiiral

District Council, and they decided that a cheaper

scheme would answer the purpose. In 1908 his

client sent in his bid to the parish council, but

got no reply. He then wrote to Mr. Ford, chair-

man of the council, and he subsequently got a

letter from the late Mr. King, wlio was then

clerk, s.aying that his letter would be laid before

the district council for them to pay, and asking

that it be allowed to stand over a while. Finally,

Mr. IJarke's scheme was dropped and another

adopted. Then the clerk to the parish council

repudiated the claim, and there was no minute

in the books showing that they had authorised

the late clerk to say it would be paid. The
plaintiff gave evidence bearing out this state-
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iiient. Jlr. Sliaw argued Uiat (lie rIaiiUiff sent
in a tender while working with the surveyor;
but his Honour held that that was not the
plaintilT's scheme. Mr. ?5haw then pleaded the
Statute of Limitations. He argued that the
parish council did not promise to pay, but hoped
to make the rural district council pay. The
parish council had no power to employ a sur-

veyor, and the scliemes had to receive the
sanction of the Local Government Board. His
Honour, in giving .iudgment, held that the
parish council had a perfect right to call in

advice as to the best scheme, and a sewerage
scheme was certainly a most important one. The
council would probabl}' be composed of men who
did not know very much about sewerage
matters, and so they called in expert advice, for

which they would have to pay. and his opinion
was tliat the auditor would not surcharge such a
payment on the members. The clerk to the

Earisli council had written admitting the deal

y saying it was not forgotten, and also express-
ing the hope that the rural district council would
see lit to pay. He gave judgment for the
plaintiff for the full amount, with costs.

CHIPS.
.\n addition to the University of Ottawa has

been completed at a cost of 150.000dol., ex-

clusive of fittings. The new building is four
stories high, fSOft. by 52ft. in dimensions, of

Indiana limestone. The architects were Messrs.

Meredith, Findlay, and Hazelgrove, of Ottawa.

Mr. F. H. Tulloch held an inquiry at the Town
Hall, Manchester, on Tuesday, into the City
CounciTs application to the Local Governmenu
Board fgr sanction to borrow £14,579 for works
of private street improvement. The street im-
provements in question are to be made on the
southern side of the city.

Exterior work on the new Loyola College,
which is being erected at Notre Dame de Grace,
Montreal, at a cost of 400.000dol., is progressing
satisfactorily. The building is of stone, of fire-

proof construction. The architects are Messrs.
Peden and McLaren, and the contractors are
Messrs. Anglins, Ltd.

The county surveyur of Staffordshire, Mr.
Morrcur, has been authorised by his council to

carry out the work of diverting and widening
the Great Bridgeford and Woodseaves main
road near Gauicsley Brook, at an estimated cost

of i;780, the Koad Board having agreed to make
a grant of two thirds of the cost.

It is expected that before long tenders will be
called for interior fittings and furnishings for
the new buildings now being erected at South
Edmonton for the University of Alberta at a

cost of 450.000dol. The architect is Mr. A.
Burgess, of Edmonton, and the contractors are
Messrs. Geo. A. Fuller Company, Ltd.

At the last meeting the urban district council
of Selby approved a plan submitted by their sur-
veyor. Mr. Bruce Gray, for a new road to be
made from Gowthorpe-street to Flaxley-road,
giving direct communication between two
populous parls of the town. The thoroughfare is

to be 40ft. wide.

The death occurred at Bournemouth on
Wednesday in last week, at an advanced age,
of Mr. Charles Starkey, J. P., retired builder, of
Tamwortli, wdio was mayor of the latter
borough in 1884 and 1885. He was first elected
to the council in 188i^, and as a councillor served
about eleven years. Since November, 1895, he
had been alderman. For several years he was
a member of the board of guardians, and from
1866 to 1873 was people's churchwarden.

A joint meeting of the docks committee and
new streets committee has been held at the
Council House, Bristol, to consider the suggested
schemes for the provision of a new road between
North Bristol and Temple-street, and the con-
struction of a bridge across the Heating harbour
between Bell-avenue and Freshford-lane, as a
means of relieving the congestion of traffic at
Bristol Bridge, which had been referred to the
tvvo committees by the council. A sub-com-
mittee was appointed to consider and report
upon the various proposals suggested.

The American Concrete Institute has ap-
pointed a special committee to investigate the
behaviour of the concrete buildings in 'the
Edison plant. The committee consists of Mr.
Cass Gilbert, architect. New York, chairman;
Mr. E. J. Moore, of the Turner Construction
Company. New York, secretary; Mr. Walter
Cook, architect; Mr. J. Max Taylor, architect;
Mr. R. P. Miller, of the New York Building
Department ; Mr. W. H. Ham, engineer, of
Boston, Mass. ; Prof. Charles L. Norton, of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Mr.
Richard L. Humphrey, consulting engineer, of
Philadelphia, Penn.

O^nr #fll« fable.

• Lockwood's Builders', Architects', Con-
tractors', and Engineers' Price-Book for

191ij " (London: Crosby Lockwood and Son,

4s.), more tli'an ever necessary this year, is

as fully up to date as present disturbing

circumstances will permit, and in all respects

as reliable as ever. In his preface—the last

lie will ever write, as we regretfully state

elsewhere—its editor for so many years

coninieuts on the iiisuffieieiiey of the recog-

nised form of contract, as issued by the

R.I.B.A., to cover the present crisis, with-

out additional clauses. He appends a

series of clauses which have been
amicably drawn up and adopted to meet
present urgencies, as the result of joint

action by clients, architects, .iiid contractors,

on a large job, which is now being carried

out satisfactorily thereunder.

At the last meeting of the City Corpora-
tion, the vacancy in the office of City

Engineer, caused by the death of Mr. Frank
Summer, was reported. Mr. Kimber moved
that the Officers and Clerks Committee, after

conferring with all the committees specially

concerned, should report wdiether it would
not be ill the interest of the Corporation to

eliminate all valuation work from the duties

at present attached to the offices of

"engineer" and "surveyor." and to make
new arrangements in regard to such work.
He further moved that the Court should con-

sider and dispose of that report before any
steps were taken to fill up the existing

vacancy in the office of engineer. Jlr.

Deputy Morton, M.P., had given notice of

his intention to move that the Officers and
Clerks C'oininittee should consider the duties

and einolumeiits of the office of engineer,

conferring with the committees of the Public

Health Department.— Mr. Briiisley-Harper

suggested tliat both the motions should he

referred forthwith to the Officers and Clerks
Committee.—Mr. Kimber said he did not

object to (hat suggestion.—Mr. Deputy
Morton urged that Mr. Kimlier's iiiotion

meant setting up another department at im-

mense expense.— Mr. Domoney described
both motions as premature, and moved that

the whole matter should first be considered
jointly by the three committees of the

Public Health Department. This amendment
was seconded by Mr. Jerrold-Nathan.
After further discussion, Mr. Kimber ex-

pressed agreement with the amendment, and
the Court adopted it. In these circumstances
Mr. Deputy Morton did not proceed with

his motion.

When it is desired to flatten out old

mounted plans, old paper drawings, or old

cloth or paper prints, the following method
has been found to work successfully in every
instance where harsh handling or reverse

rolling would ruin the appearance of a

drawing: Make a thick, boilecl starch of (lour

by boiling flour and water down to almost
the consistency of tliin dough. Lay the plan

out bottom lip on a flat surface and apply

the starch as a paint, thoroughly rubbing it

into tlie surface. Keep the plan perfectly

flat until dry, and (hen it will be found that

it will remain smooth. The flour starch will

not injure the plan in any manner. This
metliod was found to be the only successful

way of treating a large number of old rail-

road plans which had to lie flattened out

for filing ill drawers.

A two-days' conference of local authorities

of the Western Midlands to consider housing
and town - planning administration, with
especial reference to the administration of

the new Housing Act during the period of

war, was opened at Birmingham on Tues-

day. Councillor Harold Shaweross (Roch-

dale), chairman of the National Housing and
Towii-Planning Council, who presided, said

they felt that at a time like this the

Government might stretch a point and put
their ancient shibboleths about economic
rout and subsidy and things of that kind on

one side, and arrange to let local authorities

have money at the old rate of interest before

the war. They recognised that the Govern-

ment, acting through the Local Government
Board, wished to stimulate the building of

houses by local authorities and by public
utility societies during the war period. They
believed this policy to be a wise one, for

two special reasons: firstly, that the supply
of private capital for financing building

operations would be greatly restricted

during the period, and there might be a lack

of emplojinent in the building trade, with
consequent distress; and, secondly, that it

would be better to keep the building trade

supplied with useful work than to allow con-

ditions of bad trade to arise, with all the

consequent waste of money on costly and
|

more or less ineffective relief works. While i

recognising the difficulty which the i

Treasury might have in financing housing
i

schemes at the present time, they were
i

eonvinced that any proposal which involved
j

the payment of interest by local authorities I

at a rate higher than was current before •

the war would meet with but little response
|

from them. The procedure for granting
j

housing loans should be the one familiar to ,

local authorities— viz., for periods of sixty ,

years for building and eighty years for land.

It was most important that the Government I

should stimulate local authorities in under- i

taking housing schemes by making capital I

grants in aid of the expenditure upon such
|

schemes. Wherever possible houses in urban '

districts shonld be built under town-planning
conditions, with a limitation of houses to the

acre of from twelve to sixteen. In rural

areas provision should be made for each
house to have a site area of a quarter of an i

acre, or that, if it were decided to build on
j

less than this area, in no case should there

be more than eight houses to the acre. Local

authorities should also be required to adopt

a good standard of housing—for example, the

sizes of rooms should not be less than those

recommended by the Small Holdings Com-
!

niittee, and three rooms in addition to the '

living-room should be provided.

«»

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING "VirEEK. '

Fkiday (To-day.)— Town Planning Institute. " Tlie

Urban Laud Problem," hy Prof. S. D.

Adehead. 8 p.m.
Glasgow Architectural CraftsmeaV

Society. "Lighting," bj James Telfe

7.45 p.m.

Sailbuav (To-mobrow).—St. Paul's Ecclesiologicai

Society. ;jfjtli Annual Meeting. St.

,

Paul's Chapter-House, K.U. 3.3U p.m. i

l^roviUeut Institutiou of Baildera' *

Foremen and Clerks of Works. ADnoal

'

Dinner at King's Hall, Holboru Re6-

tauraut. 5.30 for 6 p.m.
ABBoeiatiou of Engiaeero-iu-Charge.

]

Discussion on " English y. German
Superiority of Business Methods." St,

Bride's Institute, Bride-lane, E.C. 7.9'

p.m.

Mo.xDiV.—Royal Academy. " Sculpture in Pre-Historic

Times," by Sir Charles Waldstein.'

4 p.m.
Victoria and Albert Museum. " Eng-

lish Gothic Spires and Hoofs," by

Banister P. Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A. 4.30

p.m.
Royal Institute of British ArcliitectB.

Nomination tor Royal Giold Medal;

Consideration of the Revised Schedule

of Professional Charges. 8 p.m.
Royal Society of Arts. "Oils: their

Production and Manufactm-e, " Cantor^.

Lecture No. 3, by Dr. F. Mollwo Perkins.:

8 p.m.

Will, xi.sijiv.—Royal Academy. " Archaic Greek Scolp-^

tare," by Sir Charles Waldsteiu. 4 p.m.

Royal Archgeological Institute.

" Rhcims Cathedral," by Aymer Val-

lance, M.A., P.S.A. 4.:30 p m.
Royal Society of Arts. " Imperial

Industrial Development after the ^Va^,"

by Octavius C. Beale. 8 p.m.

Thi-ksu-vv.—British Museum. " The Colosseum, Rome,

by Banister F, Fletcher, F.R.I. B.-.\

4.30 p.m.

We regret to learn by cable that Mr. Georg'

I'atrick Robertson, municipal engineer, Dar

jeeling, has been accidentally drowned this week

while surveying near Darjeeling.

At Montreal, excavating is under way for :

public librarv on Sherbrooke and Montcal"

streets. The'estimated cost is 200,000dol. Tk'

architect is Mr. E. Payette, of Montreal.

At the last meeting of the council of tlnj

Royal Society of Painter-Etchers and Engravers)

Mr. F. H. Townsend, Mr. Neils M. Lund, ani|

Mr. S. Tushingham were elected Associates.
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LATEST PRICES.

N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
usual sources of information are in many
cases failing us. Timber quotations we omit
altogether, as published figures differ so

widely that they are, we fear, in many cases

quite unreliable.

IKON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled Steel Joists, English £7 10 to £8
WrOQght-Iron Girder Plates 7 15 „ 10
Steel Girder Plates 8 0,, 900
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Sqnare 22 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

Sonth Staffs 8 0,. 8 15
Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £8 15s. to £9.
Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15108. per ton.

Qalvanised Corrn' ated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to Sft. long, inolnsive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.

8/3 8/9 9/3 99 10/3 11/- U/9 12/6 13/6 per owt
Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

, Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 10 „ 5 15
Cut Floor Brads 10 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 „ —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14 B.W.G 14 5 „ —

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 lOs. £10 15s. £11 OS. £11 5s. £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes—
3in. diameter £6 15 to £7 2 6
4in. to6in 6 10 „ 6 12 6
Tin. to 24iD. {all sizes) 6 17 6 „ 7 2 6

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,
turned and bored joints 5s. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall SOs. Od. to r27a. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 87s. Od. „ 978. Od.

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 72* p.c
Water-Tubes 66?
Steam-Tubes 65
Galvanised Gas-Tabes 60
Galvanised Water-Tubes 561
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 50

OTHEB METALS.
Per tou. Per ton.

Lead Water Pipe, Town '£23 10 to —
Country '24 10 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '24 10 0., —
Country '25 10 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town '25 10 0,, —
1 ., ,, „ ,. Country •26 10 „ —
I
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town '28 „ —

1
Country '29

,,
—

' Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... "26 10 ,. —
Country *27 10 ,,

—
' Lead Soil-pipe (up to 44in.) Town '26 10 0,. —
j „ Country '27 lu ,,

—
I rOver 4iin. £1 per ton extra.]

i Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6 ,,£18 12 6
Lead Shot, in asib. bags 24 15 „ —
Copper Sheets, sheathiug& rods 78 „ 78 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 61 15 „ 63 5
Tin. EngUsh Ingots 154 „ 155
Do., Bars 155 „ 156
Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town) 19 2 6 „ 19 10
Sheet Lead, Town '23 0„ —

Country '24 u „ —
(Jenaine White Lead 29 15 „ —

' Reflned Bed Lead 29 ,. —
Sheet Zinc 65 .,

—
Old Lead, against account 17 10 .,

—
Tin percwt. 9 5 0,, —
Cat nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

I nary brand) 12 9 „ —
• For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

SLATES.
1

in. in. £ s. d. per 1,000 of
Blue Portmadoo ... 20 x 10 ... 12 12 6 1,200 at r. stn.

16 „ 8... 6 12 6
Blue Bangor 20 ,,10 ...13 2 6 „ ,,

20 „12... 13 17 6
Furst quality 20 „ 10 ... 13 „

.. 20 „12... 13 15
16 „ 8... 7 5

Bareka unfading
green 20 ,. 10 ... 15 17 6

20 „12... 18 7 6 „
18 „10...13 5 „

,, 16 „ 8... 10 5 „
'ermanent Green ... 20 „ 10 ... 11 12 6 „

18 „ 10 ... 9 12 6
.... 16 „ 8 ... 6 12 6

BKICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11 ,, „ [river.
Mild Stocks 19 0,,
Picked Stocks for delivered
Facings 2 5 ,, at rly. stn.

Flettons 1 14
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18 ,, ,, „
Bed Wire Cuts 1 14 „ „
Best Fareham Bed 3 13
Best Bed Pressed
Buabon Facing ... 5 ,, .. „

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4 ,,
*

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 10 0,,

23in. Best Bed Ac-) ( Net, delivered in
crington Plastic

f
4 10 6 „\ full truck loads

Facing Bricks ) I in London.
3'/8" Accrington Best Bed Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3'/8" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 3 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/8 in
thickest part 2

BVs" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2 6
S'/a" ditto ditto through and through 2
3'/8" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 21" and i" radius Bullnoses : Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks. 9" X 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9"xi course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep, 4i" soffit, per foot opening... 13
4 ditto 4*" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
5 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

6 ditto 4i" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 6
3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 1

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 11
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 6
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

OliAZED BBIOKS.
HABD QliAZES (FEB 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers—
£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 IT 6 £17 17 6 £13 T 6

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 IT T 6 11 IT 6
Quoins, Bullnose. and 4Sin. Flats-

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 IT 6 21 T 6 15 IT 6
Double Stretchers—

17 17 6 16 7 6 30 17 6 24 7 6 IT IT 6
Double Headers

—

14 17 6 13 T 6 IT IT 6 21 7 6 14 IT 6
One side and two ends, square

—

IB IT 6 IT IT 6 21 17 6 26 T 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, square

—

IB 17 6 18 7 6 22 IT 6 26 IT 6 19 17 6
Spluye and Squints—

IT 76 15 76 21 IT 6 24T76 1TT6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Bound Ends, Bullnose Stops

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Bounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each Sd. each 4d. each

MOULDED BBICEB.

Stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each Sd. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles

—

lli each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose. Stretchers, and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
MajoUca or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers „ £22 IT 6

„ ,, Quoins and BuUnose 2T 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks') Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
listfortheirrespectivekindsand colours

J-
ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4Mn.
Is. 3d. each J by 22in.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations. s. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand TO,,
Thames BaUast 6 „

B. d. Per ton.
Beat Portland Cement 36 Oto 41 delivered
Ground Bine Lias Lime 21 per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

B. d. B. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 2T8. Od. per ton at
railway station.

STONE.*
Bed Mansfield , in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto „ 2 3
Bed Corsehill, ditto „ 2 2

Closeburn Bed Freestone.ditto „ 2

Ancaster, ditto ,. 1 10
Greenshill, ditto ,. 1 10
Beer, ditto „ 16
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) „ 1 10}

Hard York, ditto „ 2

Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,

landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8
Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two

sides, random sizes ., 13
> All F.O.B. London, '

Bath Stone, delivered on road £ b. d.
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 TJ

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 9i
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station ,, Oil

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, 1 7i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average:

—

Delivered on road waggons )

at Paddington Depot,
|

Nine Elms Depot, or
(

Pimlico Wharf
'

Brown White
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Per foot cube.
£0 3 3 ...£0 2 44

TILES.
s. d. DIvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 43 per 1000 ry.sn.
Hip and Valley tiles 3 T per doz. ,,

Broseley tilea 50 per 1000 ,.

Ornamental tiles 53 6 ,, ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 per doz. .,

Buabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 5T 6 per 1000

Ornamental ditto 60
per doz.Hip tilea 4

Valley tiles 3
Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tilea : Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46 per 1000
Ornamental ditto 48 6 ,,

Hip tilea 3 lOj per doz.
Valley tiles 3 44 „

"Bosemary" brand pl6Lin tiles... 48 per 1000
Ornamental tiles 50 ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 8 ,,

Staffordshire (Hanley) Beds or
brindled tiles 43 6 per 1000

Band-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3
Hartsbill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 45
Pressed 42
Ornamental ditto 47
Hip tilea 4

Valley tiles 3

OILS.
Bapeaeed,English pale,per tun £28 15 to £29 5

per doz.
6

per 1009
6
6
per doz.

6

Ditto, brown 26 15
Cottonseed, refined ,, 29
Olive, Spanish „ 39 10
Seal, pale 31
Cocoanut, Cochin 46
Ditto, Ceylon „ 42 10
Ditto, Mauritius 42 10
Palm, Lagos 33 5
Ditto. Nut Kernel 35
Oleine IT 5
Sperm „ 30
Lubricating, U.S per gal. T
Petroleum, refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 1 6
Ditto, Archangel 19
Linseed Oil „ per gal. 3
Baltic OU 3
Turpentine 3
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil percwt. 9
Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority" Brand.. „ 9

6j

6
,

s
.

11 .

1 .

2T 5
30
40
21 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5
31

8
6

1 10
10

GLASS (IN OBATES).
English Sheet Glass : ISoz. 31oz. 26oz. 32oz.
Fourths — ... 5Ad. ... 6d. ... Td.
Thirds Did. ... 6a. ... 6id. ... 8id.
Fluted Sheet 4*d. ... 5W. ... — ... —

Hartley's English Boiled iin. '/lein. iin.
Plate 3d. ... 34d. ... 4d.

White. Tinted.
Figured Boiled and BepouBaine... 44d. ... lii.

VABNISHES, &c. Per gallon

Fine Pale Oak Varniah £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10 6

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, tor seats of
churches 14 6

Find Elastic Carriage 13
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 10
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Fine French Oil 110
Eggshell Platting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14 9
Extra Fale Paper 12

Beat Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8

Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10 6

French and Brush Polish 10

The Metropolitan Asylums Board propose to

expend i;37.000 on a portion of the new hostel

for the fejnale stall' at Queen Mary's Hospital,

the scheme providing for 24'2 bedrooms for day
nurses, 72 bedrooms for night nurses, and 56

cubicles.

On Saturday, -Mr. John Mowat. for nearly 20

years sanitary inspector and lighting super-

intendent of "the burgh of Helensburgh, died

after a short dlness. Mr. Mowat was about 55

years of age, and a native of Drumlithie, Forfar-

shire.

The corporation of Stoke-on-Trent will con-

sider a recommendation of the sewage com-

mittee that land be purcliased at Strongford,

south of Trentham, for the purpose of sewage-

disposal, and that works be erected there to

deal with the sewage from the district of Stoke

(the area of the old borough of Stoke).
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TRADE NOTES.
Under tlie direction of Mr. E. J. A. Christie,

f.'oiinry architect, Bost-oii, Lines, Boyle's latest

patent "air-pump" ventilators have l>een

applied to Wrangle Central Schools.

In last week's list of Tenders on page 120, the
name of the successful tender for staircase at
Caniden-street School should have been F. A.
Norris and Co., St. Andrew's Hill, E.C., instead
of as there printed.

We hear that his Majesty's Office of Works
are users of "Pudlo," and " among the latest
works for its inclusion is the Dundee new Post
Office: the cement mortar and all renderings are
to be waterproofed with "Pudlo."

FOB
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardv^oods,
WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

TENDERS.
•** CorrespondentB woiild in all cases oblige by

giving the addreBses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the
information.

ABERTRro^NTi.—For the erection of two shops, for
R[r. F. Hawkins. Messrs. Evans, ^^illiams, and
Evans, Pontypridd, architects :—

Jones, R.. Caerphilly £1,550
Jones, E.. and Sena, Pontypridd 1.53.3

Julian, A. W., Pontypridd ... 1.3fi6

Hamilton & Millard, Caerphilly 1.326
Williams, T.. Abertridwr 1.304
Davies and Lloyd, Senghenydd 1,210
GouKh Bros., CarditT 1.192
Williams. J., Abortridwr* ... 1,120

* Accepted.

Ayr.—For erection of an enteric-fever block, for
he corporation. Accepted tenders ;--

Blasons :—
MiUigan. D. and J £1.191 17 1

Joiners ;—
Meikle, J. and D 'J65 1 8

Plumbers and slaters :—
Jamie. R. and J 643 13 10

Plasterer, &c. :—
Miller. W 366 5 6

Paioter ;—
Tierney, F. K 226 8

Electric lighting :—
ReidandCo 145 2 6

Keckford.—For erection of six cottages at Beck-
ford, for the Winchcomb Rural District Council.
Messrs. PhiUott and George, Promenade, Chelten-
ham, architects :

—

Billings, A. C, and Sons,
Cheltenham i'I,684

Matthews and Mullis, Stratford-
on-Avon 1.390 n

Chivers, F.,Stratford-on-Avon... 1.360
Drew, W., Cheltenham 1.350
WiUiams, T. D.. Evesham ... 1,280
Knox, J., Evesham (accepted) ... 1.189

Bkthnal Gkei';n. E.—For the supply of cable, for
the borough council :—

Cnion Cable Co £12,948 11
Glover, W. T., and Co 12,942 15
Callendar's Cable and Cou-
slruction Co 12,887

Western EleLtricCo 12,734 5
Siemens Bros, and Co 12,651
Johnson and Phillips 12 618 9
Henley'F, W. T., Telegraph
Works Co 12,586

British Insulated and Holeby
Cables, Ltd.* 12.498 14

* Recommended for acceptance.

CoxwAY.—For waterworks, for the rural district
council. Mr. T. L. Oliver, B.Sc. A.M.I.C.E.. Stanley
Buildings, Conway, engineer. Quantitjes by the
engineer: —

Salt, S.. Deganwy £4,650
Rowland. It.. Colwyn Bay ... 3.252
Crisp, J. G.. Stalybridge 3.641
Lumb, B., Old Colwyn 3,058
Evane. J., Glanwydden 3.111
Prichard. R. O., Conway* ... 2,690

(Engineer's estimate, £2,865.)
* Accepted.

Dauti-ord —For additions to cooking plant. Arc,
at the Joyce Green Hospital. Dartford. lor the
Metropolitan Asylums Board :

—
Bradford, T., and Co., High
HolborD, W.C £9i0

Fletcher, Russell, and Co.. Ltd.,
Queen Victoria-street. K.C. ... H82 i)

May. J. and F.. Whetstone Park 845
Slater. J., and Co. (Kngineerc),

Ltd., Well-street. W &34
Moorwood's, Ltd., Uueen Vic-

toria-street. E.C 827 10
Benham and Sons, Ltd., Wig-
more-Btreet, W 79<l lo

Summerscales. Ltd., West-
minster* 7-25

(Engineer-in-chief'fl estimate. £'915.)
* Recommended for acceptance.

Dartford, S.R.—For provision of hose-bnxfs with
tire fittings at the Southern Hospital, Dartford. for
the Metropolitan As>dums Board :

—

Hayward-Tyler and Co.. Ltd.,
Queen Victoria-street. EC. ... £342 10

Hunt and Mittnn, Ltd., Graj's
Inn-road. W.C 325

Blake>^orough, J., and Sons,
Brighouse 325

McGreeor and Co.. Dun-lee ... 29t
Mill?, G,. & Co., Ltd.. Radcliffe 255
Shand. Ma'^on. and Co., Upper
Ground-street. S E 246 17 6

Bird,F..& Co.. Oxford-street. W. 229 10
Merryweather and Sons, Ltd.,
Greenwich-road, S.E 218

Tylor. J., ana Sons, Ltd., York-
road. N 208 17

Rose, W.,Hose Co., Ltd.. Aldgate
High street, EC 196 5

Sinclair & Co ,Eldon-street. E.C.- 179
(Eneineer-io-chief's estimate, .£220 )

Recommended for ac eptance.

Deptford, S.E.—For supply of account books, for
the Deptford Borough Council :

—
Joanes and Sod, New Cross-road £62 7 6
Gayland and Son, New Cross-
road. SE 41 18 6

Mottram, E., and Ron. Queen
Victoria-street, E.C* 37 18 6

* Recommended for acceptance.

HoMERTON, N.E.—For alterations to sanitary con-
venienres, &c.. Eastern Station. Homerton, N.E., for
the Metropolitan Asylums Board ;

—

Finch, B., and Co.. Ltd., Belve-
dere-road. S.E ... £248 15

Economic House Drainage Re-
pairing Co.. Lt^., Marylebone-
road, N.W 197 o

Cooke, E. A , Birmingham ... 184 5
Markham & Markhara, Victoria-

strept. S,W 175
Sharoin. W. S., Bow, E 170
Darch. J.. Whitefriare-st., E.G.... 170
Line, H.. Peckhnm Rye 169
Trnscott. R. J , Forest Gate ... 1.5H 17 5
Payne Bros., Leavesden, near
Watford 157 lo

Idus, a. H.. Camomilp-st . E.G.* 157 10
(Eoeineer-in-chief's estimate, £215.1

* Recommended for acceptanc"'.

London.—For the supply of cupboards, schedule
No. 138, during one year, for the London Countv
Council. Accepted tenders aad estimated value of
contracts

—

Items 1, 2, and 13 ;—
Lyle Trading and Manufacturing

Co., Ltd., Harrison-street, W.C. £1,716
Items 5 (a) and (bl. 11. and 13 :—

Bradford, T., and Co,, Salford ... 579
Item 8 (a) and ib) :—

Clark, W.. Canonbury-place, N. 334
Item 10 :—

Hammer. G. M., and Co., Ltd.,
Bermondsey,S.E (Not stated.)

Items 6 and 13 :
—

Hopkins, P. G.. Oxford-street, W. 69
Items 3, 4 (a) and (b), 9, and 13 :—

London School Furniture Co.,
Islington. N 907

Items 7, 12 (all sections), and 13 :—
Shapland and Petter, Ltd., Barn-
staple 160

London.—For the supply during one year of tables
and forms, schedule No. 145, for the London County
Council. Accepted tenders, and estimated value of
contents —
Items 2, 22. 29. and 30—

Hanmer. G. M., St. James's-road,
Bermondsey £1.157

Items 4, 5, 8. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15. 25 and 26—
Clark, W., Canonbury-place, N. 936

Items 1 and 2:1—
London School Furniture Co..
Tyndale-place. Upper-st., N. ... 400

Items 10. 20, and 27—
Mathews, A. G., Redcliffe Hill,
Bristol ... 750

RoMSEY. —For the erection of a council school in
Romsey, for the Hampshire Education Committee :

Jenkins and Son (accepted) ... £2,298
(Lowest of seven tenders received.*

Stamford Hill. — For the provision of heiting
apparatus at the Stamford Hill stores depot, for the
London County Council :

—
Bradley, G. and E., Lever-street £583
Canuon, W. G,, and Sons, Ltd..
Southwark, S-E 498

Deane, E.. A Beal, Ltd., London
Bridge, E.C 482

May, J. and F., Lincoln's Inu-
tields, W.C 449

Do. (alternative tender, not in
accordance with specified re-
quirements) 365

Freer, W., Theobald's-road* ... 414
(Architect's estimate. £500.1

* Accepted.

Wandsworth, S.W. — For re-erecting an iron
building on the St. Ann's-hill site, Wandsworth, for
the London Education Committea :—

Fletcher, F. W, (accepted) ... £962

Westminster. W.C—For altei-ations to the
mortuary keeper's residence, coroner's court, t&c,
for the city council :

—

CubittandCo £1,659 7
Holloway Bros. l,fi-29

Patman and Fotheringham ... 1..571

Coulthard.T 1..541 U
Godson and Son 1,535
Giirliek, Ltd 1,522
Kirk and Kirk 1.435 19
Blake, Ltd 1,410 4 1

Sims. J. R.' 1,347
* RecofQmended for acceptance.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves resiionsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the Editor of the Building News, Effingham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C. and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-
quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable
for, unsought contributions.

%* Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
portant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits,
on mutually advantageous terms, which may be
ascertained on application.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time executed, except under special circum-
stances.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. CVII. are now ready, and shouUl

be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post 12s. 9d.),

as only a limited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI., XLIX..
LIII., LXI.. LXII., LXIV., LXV.. LXVI.. LXVII.,
LXVIII., LXIX., LXXI., LXXII., LXXIII.,
LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVII., LXXIX.,
LXXX.. LXXXI.. LXXXII.. LXXXIII.. LXXXIV.,
LXXXV., LXXXVI., LXXXVII., LX XXVIII..
LXXXIX.. XC, XCI., XCII., XCIII., XCIV..
XCV., XCVL, XCVII.. XCVIII.. XCIX., C. CI..
CII., cm., CIV., CV., CVI.. and CYll. may still be
obtained at the same price; all the other bound
volumes are out of print. Most of the back
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be
had singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers
to complete volume just ended should order at
once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Building
News, price 2s.. post free 2s. 4d.. can be obtained
from any Newsagent, or from the Publisher,
Ellingbam House. 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C.

REtiavKu.—S. W. F. and Co., Ltd.—T. T. G. and Co.—
A. D. D. and Sous, Ltd.—F. W.— E. E. Co.—li. of L.—
C. of M.— A. W.—R. M. and Co., Ltd.—H. Bros., Ltd.
—G. W. E. Co.— L. P. E.—R., Ltd.—D. aud Co.. Ltd.—
W. S. C. C— A., Ltd.—v., Ltd.—A. H. and Son.

V. W.—Yes.
R. D. L.—Please send.

T. C. D.—They are the same.

M. T.—Many thanks; but see our issue of JiUy 21, lull.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB. f

FIFTH LIST or SUU.lliCTS.
'

K.—A Co-operative Hostel for a Garden Suburb, con-
sistiug of eight separate lodgings for single geutle-

meii, planned as separate flats, with a comniun
refectory 2uft. long by 1 1ft. wide, situate in the centre
of the long froutage, and provided with a (>ft. wide
verandah iu front as a smoking lounge in the summer,
aud partly screened by glazed frames for spring-

time and antiimu. On eacli flank end of tUib

refectory ])Iace four lodgings or Hats, twu uu
grouud floor and two on first floor, the cominuu
entrance door to each set of four to lie at their

respective end of the building, which will run N.

and S., the frontage facing W., with garden grunud
to the E. The extreme length of the block or building

to be not more than 100ft.. the depth, being com-
paratively small, is not exactly restricted, aud the site

is open and level. Each flat or lodgiui: to have 8

sitting-room 14ft. by 12ft. 6in., or of tliat area,

exclusive of bays, aud a bedroom about 12ft. (>in.

by 10ft. Also a small food store with small external

window for ventilation, and a small box-room for

boots, Ac. One bathroom to serve for two flats, and
one W.C. for the four tenants. One commodious stair-

case to each of the two sets of four dwellings, to giv6

access to the pair on the first floor in each case. One
garden door at back to each set of four flate. A ift

wide passage, leading to staircase and to common
diuiug-room, is to divide the flats, two sets of which
will face west and two sets east. This passage is uot

to run through the building from end to end. The

kitchen is to be within the main lines of tlie buiUUug,

aud to face east at back of refectory, into which it is

to lead, and to have a hatch also for Ber\'ice. I'roviUe

cu suite a scullery, larder, dry store, coal place, back

W.C. (all in small' enclosed yard) -. also a private stair-

case to lead to housekeeper's rooms iu centre of upper

floor. These comprise a sitting-room, two beilroums,

bathroom, and w.c. Also astore or linen-room, llouec-

kcoper will undertake cooking, servants, general

administi-ation, aud service. Refectory or (Uuing-

room to be 10ft. (Jin. high ; other rooms 9ft. higti from

floor to ceiling. Ground floor 1ft. above land leve

outside. Front elevation 6ft. to inch. One emi

elevation, and sufficient to show east elevation; also

one section may be to Hft. to inch. Plans may he W
I6ft. toinch if space is limited on sheet. A view sketch

from S.W. corner is desired. Compact and com-

modious planning essential, and simple architectura

treatment suitable for brick and tiles. Drawings, ah

on one sheet of paper as per Rules, to be sent iu to

;

the Brii,DiN(i News Office on or before Feb. 27 ne.vt, 1

with coupons on the back.
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Church of the Holy Angels, Hoar Cross, near Burton-

on-Trent. Tonib of the late Hugo MeyncU-Ingram.
Messrs. G. F. Bodley, R.A., and Thomas Garner,
Architects.

Strand, W.C.

The Florence Nightingale Statue (with plan showing
rearrangement of the Crimean Monument),
Waterloo-place, S.W. Mr. Arthur O. Walker,
Sculptor.

Eyford I'ourt, Gloucestershire. Two views of the
building as finished. Mr. E. Guy Dawber,
F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

The Glynn Vivian Art Gallery and Loudon and Pro-
vincial Bank, Swansea, and Orticcs at Port Talbot.
Views and nlans. Mr. Glendinning Mo.fham,
F.E.I. B.A., Architect.

Pathhead Schools, Kirkcaldy, N.B. PlauB and view:
Selected Design. Mr. William Williamsou,
F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

Xew Tower, Llansamlet Church, S. Wales. Mr.
Glendinning Mo.\ham, F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

ARCHITECTURAL "INEFFICIENCY."
In another sense probabl.y than indicated

last weelv it seems we have more things to

"learn from the enemy" than Professor
Lethaby pointed out, and if the "enemy "

this time is one of the family, only the fools

amongst us, ignorant of the fact that no
real Britisher is ever hajipy except when he
is denouncing the shortcomings of his
fellow-countrymen, will owe our critic

a grudge. Indeed, like ourselves, the
Canadian Contract liccord, which descants
under the above heading on the short-
comings of architects, has comparatively
little to say about the sins and short-
comings of others, although here and there
we gather it thinks the more

; it is its own
architects who are rounded up and rated
with a robustness that may possibly elicit

purrs of self-complacent satisfaction from
some of the righteous here who may read
and bless their stars that they are not as
these Canadians !

Premature satisfaction of that sort, we
fancy, will be short lived. For the general
tenor of the indictment is a familiar one.
Hero is the ojiening exordium:—
There is coinnion .agreement that the essenli.il

attribute of an architect is "skill in the art
of building." Taking such skill as sonietliing
more than a superficial knowledge of design"
one is tempted to asU what is the proportion
of the architectural profession in Canada pos-
sessing it. The question arises out of the un-
satisfactory performances of the profession ns
revealed in the Courts. The evidence offered
in thes3 cases would appear to intlic:ite Urit
many architectural practitioners in Cannda
to-da.y are not only insufficiently versed in what
• iu-ititutes sound building construction, hut
lint they lack the mental and moral attributes
"hich should impel them to quick decisions in
• 'ndemning inferior materials and workman-
-iiip. They sidetrack the terms of the contract,
and rely too much upon the contractor, who
more often than not is the member of a select
family parly witli whom, perforce, the architect
must maintain good relations.

Leavin.g the "mental and moral attri-
butes " of our Canadian brethren to their
own cenrm-s, let us try and find out why
they .-iro inefficient: —

.\rchitecls would appear to number in (heir
ranks many types of ineflficicnls. One of these
IS tlio "artist;" type

—

individually, perhaps, a
L,'ia(lnate of some European school of design,
Old a designer in the superficial and more
olab;.rate sense. Such a man is often quite
accomplished in tlungs sesthelical; but in ninety-
nine cases out of one hundred he is sadly lacking
in things practir;il. Tlicre is all Uic difference
between an "artist" and "one skilled in the
art of building." In this connection it may
no of interest lo quote the following extract
from a recent judgment: "

'I'o some extent an
architect is an artist—that is, as regards the
[design and plan. But for the rest, his work
IS just ordinary tradesman's work—drawing
specifications and supervising the work. He is

not supposed to do all the supervision per
sonally. His subordinates can do nuich of it

as well as lie can him--elf: but if he undertakes
to do it, he is bound either to do it himself
or to have it done by some person whom lie

employs and in whom he has confidence. I

think the meaning of the contract is that he
shall see that the work is done well before he
certifies it. If he docs not do this, then
the interest of the c:nployer is altogelhor
neglected."

"In this connection." which it is not
easy to trace, one is left in ignorance of

the lapses of the artist-architect concerned
;

and wliile heartily endorsing the last two
sentences of the judgment quoted, can only
remark that there is not a scrap of evidence
adduced of his shortcomings. Tyjie
number two we give up at once to our con-
temporary—"the practical self-made man,
whose acquaintance with design is limited."

Ho is "liardly creditable to the pro-
fession," and that is why we are trying to

keep him out of it till he has qualified
himself to pursue it. But to tlio next
indictment we take serious objection.

Then tliere is type No. 3 (we say this
gently)—the all-round inefficient and not wholly
s?rupulous type. It is not always wise to call

a spade a spade; but there are times wdien
Ihc word "shovel" would be misleading. We
cannot disguise the fact (hat there is tlie archi-
tect who "fixes" it with the contractor, and
who conducts his business on the "one-client-
one-job " principle, making the most of his

opportunities accordingly. This, perhaps, is the
most dangerous type. He cannot be relied upon
to make an honest selection from the firms
tendering, and the fairest building contract
under his enforcement is jeopardised in its every
clause. Attributes of this type of architect are
indefiniteness in plan and looseness in specifica-

tion, as a result of which unfair difficulties arise

during the erection of the building. . . . We
believe it to be a conservative estiinale that
type No. 3, to whom we have referred above,
himself occupies 50 per cent., leaving, pcrliaps.

the other types in equal proportions of less than
17 per cent, of the whole. Let us consider, then,

that we are concerned mostly with type No. 3.

Upon this type in general we would impress llie

fact that lie is employed both for sound desi^'n

and sound construction, and that he is legally

responsible lo his employer for sliortcomings in

this regard."

Was ever a more slanderous statement
lirackefed together with a vague insinua-

tion? to support which four cases only are

quoted ar. follows:—
Of recent years such slipsliod practices hive

crept into the architectural supervision of build-

ing construction that opinion as to the responsi-

bility of the arclutect in this connection is in

a very nebulous state. But in this regard, as

in the case of many othor troubles which seem
to have become accentuated in recent years, (he

law has many well-establishect precedents. For
instance, we recall an action (Leicester Guardi.ans

v. Trollope. 75 J. P. 197. Channell. J.) in which
an architect was sued by a public body and
shown to bo liable for dry-rot which broke out

ill the floors of a new building four years after
its completion. The floor was laid over con-
crete, and the defendant was shown to have
been negligent in permitting faulty construc-
tion.

'I'll:; Province of Quebec holds the architect
responsible for defects in buildings for ,a pcri.^d

of no less than ten years. In one case (Scott v.

Christ Church Cathedral, I L.C. L.J. 65) this

li:ibility was maintained despite the fact th;it

the architect against whom judgment w:is

awarded had taken over the work from another
architect and assumed charge subsequent to the
preparation of plans.
Quebec provides us with another case (David

V. Macdonald. S L.C. Jur. 44. 14 L.C. Kep. 31)

where the architect and contractor were held
jointly responsible to the owner for damage
incurred in the sinking of the floors of a building
occasioned by the insufliciency of the timbers
specified.

Only the other day. in an action brought by
Mr. Colborne Meredith against the Komau
Catholic Episcopal Corporation of Ottawa lo

recover fees in connection with the erection of
a parish-house. Mr. Justice Middleton scored
the plaintiff for not insisting 11)1011 the con-

struction of the roof as laid down b.v contract.
His Lordship characterised the work as a-

" botched job," and decided that the architect
would have to compen.sate the owner for the

work of reconstruction.

Our own readers, of course, perfectly

well remember the first case quoted, and
we are not going to repeat our own
comments at the time. All wo care to s.-iy

is, that if there is no more warrant for

bracketing tho Canadian architects con-

cerned with "Type No. 3" than tliero is

for any such suggestion as far as the

English architect referred to is concerned,
they, too, are similarly libelled, and we
deny absolutely that the next paragraph
quoted is in the least degree true :

—
Our criticism of type No. 3 is surely

exemplified by the cases cited above. We have
nothing against the efficient architect who is

labouring in such a small minority : onr opposi-

tion is to the unbusinesslike — if not iin-

principled — characteristics of the professiomil

misfits that are figuring so largely and pro-

minently in the Courls to-day. In using the

term " unbusinesslike " we follow the pieccdeiit.

of no less an authority than Mr. Justice falcon-

bridge, who employed it in a recent judgment.
Thus we find the work of the most coiuiiion

type of architect characterised by lack of foic-

siglit and lack of care, reflected in iiidcfiuilo

specifications and an altogether inadeqii.ale

.ippreciation of the fundamental responsibilities

of the profession. Such inefiicicncy is a prolific

Tiiidliplier of Ihoso "extras" which are the bug-

bear of tho building-owner.

Tho "other phases of architectural in-

efficiency" which tho Cniiliact Jkcnnl pro-

poses to discuss later may or may not lie

worth notice. H.id what it has published

appeared in the jiages of a less reput.-ildo

journal, wo should have taken no notice.

In previous issues we have—or wo think

so—gathered the impression that alive, as

wo are, to the real defects, not of arclii-

"
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tects, liut of those who are allowed to

usurp the name, it was helping those in

Can;ula who are striving to eliminate such,

as we aro striving here, our contemi)orary

was doing good service to the common
cause. It is disappointing to lind 50 per

cent, of our Canadian brethren marked
down under "Type No. 3," especially just

now when Canada is doing her share to tlie

hilt, and more, in the defence of the world's

Ireedom from militarism.

••
THE REPORT OF THE LAND INQUIRY

COMMITTEE.*
URBAN LAND TENURE.

Having liad the opportunity of perusing

tlie exhaustive and well-cnnsidered paper
which lias licen prepared liy Mr. Head, I am
in the fortunate position of being relieved

from liaving to deal with much of the detail

wliicli wonld otherwise liave called for

eonnnent. The Committee pass com-
paratively lightly over freehold and long

leasehold tenure, under which thirtcon-

twentietlis of the population of Englaiul and
Wales live, and which iisually prevail in tlie

district which I may be said to represent.

I tlierefore propose in these notes to deal

more particularly with these two systems,

pointing out the conditions prevailing in tlio

Manchester district, and their effect on in-

dustry, and later touching very shortly upon
more general topics. The short leasehold

system, against which complaints have so

largely been directed, docs not obtain in the

city of Mancliester and the borough of Sal-

ford, except in a .small central area and an

inconsiilcrable w'orldng - class and works
district, where leases were granted for

idnpty-nine years, at dates ranging from
1820 'to 1801. Some of tlicse leasos, the

terms of which expire in about four gears'

time, are already presenting diffienUies with

regard to renewal, it being difficult to con-

vince the lessee of the fact that his interest

is really limited to the four miexpired years,

and that renewals should properly be cal-

culated on the provisional vahiatioLis served

upon both lessor and lessee, in that reversion

duty would become payable, even if con-

cessions were made to the latter on renewal.

A satisfactory settlement is not rendered
more easy by the fact that the lessee, who is

often not too well off, generally points out
tliat tlie property was built by his grand-

father or father, and that he has eitlier a

mortgage upon it or has borrowed money in

some other manner upon his interest, and
expresses an opinion in very vigorous Lanca-
shire dialect that the property is filched from
him.
The buildings upon the short leasehold

areas in the Mancliester district arc mainly
old. built sixty to eighty years ago, some
having already been condemned by the local

authority, while others need to have the sani-

tary accommodation remodelled. It may be
said that under the conditions of the lease the

lessor donbtle.ss has power to compel repair

under a threat of forfeiture; but there is a

natural tendency to be less severe as the

term becomes short, and the fact remains
that, generally, the condition of this pro-

perty is not what it would be if the lessee

possessed a longer interest, as, indeed, may
readily be seen by a comparison with pro
perty of a similar class in close proximity
held subject to leases of 990 years. The
possession of the freeholds in the .short lease-

liold areas is in the hands of five bodies of

trustees, who are bound, as the Land Com-
mittee point out in their Report, to exercise

their legal rights; indeed, it is their moral
as well as their legal duty to do so— a fact

which still further adds to the difficulty of

settlement. Such difficulties, I imagine, must
be experienced wherever short leasehold
terms come to an end, and it is for us as

surveyors to determine whether some means
cannot be found by which the admitted ad-

vantages of the leasehold system may be
retained, while eliminating the irritation and

* A paper read by Jo.shdaBi'rv. F.S.I, atthe nieetinji

of tite Surveyors' InstitiUiou, Monday, Jan. 25, l'.U5.

(See pp. 12t-5 in last issue.)

Een.se of unfairness which are at present
aroused, Between the early part of last

century and the "sixties" it became cus-

tomary, with the exception of one small
charity estate, to increase the term for which
leaseholds were granted from 99 years to 999
years, Tliis change, 1 have always under-
stood, was done to the initiative of the
lessees, who, owing to there being a number
of competing landowners in the market,
were in a position to impose their wishes
upon tlieui, and refuse the shorter term.

In the case of land in the central area
ground-rents ar;' now usnally calculated on
the basis of the site value, which exceeds the

capitalised value of the rent of the old pro-

perty, the buildings therefore being treated

merely as old material. In the less central
districts, where working-class dwellings and
...anufactories are found, leases are renewed
for the longer term of 999 years at higher
ground-rents, based partly on the increa.sed

value of the site and partly on the value of

the buildings, having regard to the figures

set forth in the provisional valuations. And
now, with the exception of the comparatively
few short-term leases to which I have alrea<ly

referred, the whole of the land forming the

thirty townships comprising the ancient

parish of Manchester and the county borough
of Salford, an area of upwards of sixty

square miles, is either freehold or long lease-

hold ill tenure, the proportions being about
equal, though some of the freeholds are

subject to a ehief rent. Copyholds and
leases for lives are unknown in the district.

There is really very little difference between
hief rent, a Scotch feu. and a lease for

999 years, except that the first-named are free-

hold, and descend as real property, and the

long lease is personalty, and dealt with as

such. In this connection it is, perhaps,

worth noting that estate duty is payable in

the ease of the lease in one sum within twelve

months of the date of the death, willi 3 per

cent, interest, tie same as other personalty;
while ill the ease of property subject to a

perpetual rent-charge, estate duty is not pay-

able until twelve months after death, and
can be paiil in eight yearly instaliueuts with

interest at .3 per cent, on the unpaid balance.

The chief-rent system has been iu existence

ill the Manchester -district for upwards of

150 years; but it must not be taken to

denote, as is the ease in some districts, a

species of rent service or an interesting link

with feudal customs, but merely a rent-

charge whereby it was customary to grant

land in fee for building purposes, subject to

the payment of an annual rent in perpetuity.

Under this system it should be noted that

any increment in value would vest in the

grantee or his successors in title. The con-

veyance of land on^ehief rent may contain

restrictive covenants as to trades, building

ties, etc., just as may short or long leases,

and it is evident that the longer the term

to which they apply the more probable it is

that building developments and improve-

ments, changes of fashion, scientific dis-

coveries, and the like, will cause them to

become out of date. How best to deal with

obsolete restrictions of this kind, no body of

men is better adapted to decide than

members of the Surveyors' Institution, and
I hope that in the discussion which will

follow some light may be thrown upon the

problem. I iny.self feel very strongly that

ail application to the freeholder, or the

owner of a chief rent, for the annulment of

a restriction should not be made the subject

of a claim for eoinpensatiou unless consent

would result in a definite depreciation in the

security. Clearly, reasonable charges for

technical or legal advice as to the wisdom
of granting the request might fairly be

claimed; hut most of us have met cases

where perfectly legitimate appeals for per-

mission to abrogate out-of-date restrictions

have been made use of to bolster up claims

which could not be morally justified, what
ever the legal position might be. Probably
experience would show that when these occur

the offendi^r is usually the holder of merely

an intermediate interest; but that makes it

all the more desirable that some procedure
should be established for preventing any
person using a technical legality for vetoing

a necessary improvement, through which he
would sustain no loss, or employing his

powers as a lever to extract compensation
to which he liad no moral right. Among
other powers reserved under the ehief rent

system is one for re entry on nonpayment of

rent for twelve months; this condition natur-

ally does not often have to be enforced, and
after the demand for rent has been satisfied

the grantee resumes possession.

A disadvantage, which applies equally to

the chief rent and the leasehold systems,

and to which reference was made in the Land
Committee's Report, is the continued lia-

bility of the lessee or each successive

assignee to pay the ehief or ground rent. A
continuing liability of this kind, especially

vvlieii an estate has to be wound up, gives

rise to difficulties for which there appears to

be no commensurate advantage. The pro-

tection afforded by the usual conditions in-

serted in leases to owners against loss

through assignments to unsubstantial or

improper subtenants, is obviously reason-

able; but, provided that the lessor is given
the opportunity of satisfying himself that the

proposed sub-teuaut is a suitable person, it

is difficult to see what material argument can
be advanced in favour of retaining the lia-

bility of the original lessee for an indefinilc

period. I should be glad to hear the views

of my fellow-surveyors on this point. In the

case "of a chief rent this liability ceases upon
the death of the original grantee or after

the distriljution of his estate. Afterward.s

the owner of the ehief rent must look to the

property forming the security of the rent-

charge, and if insufficient the last payer
may divest himself of his legal estate, and
so escape further liability to pay the amount
acerning due. The position is clearly un-

satisfactory, and needs amendnient.
In the Manchester district mills, factories,

and trade premises are almost entirely

erected upon freehold land, subject to a chief

rent, or on long leasehold tenure, and, there-

fore, are not subject to many of the dis-

abilities which are discussed by the Land
Inquiry Committee. It is to this fact, I

consider, that the growth of Manchester is

to a great extent due, as the prevalent

systems of tenure enable a merchant, manu-
facturer, or tradesman to acquire the site

of his residence or works without depleting

his capital by the payment down of a con-

siderable sum. At the same time, full security

of tenure is provided, and builders, on whom
rests, to so great an extent, the responsi-

bility of erecting houses for the working
classes, have been enabled to create second

chief rents or obtain mortgages, ami have

thus been provided with the means of carry-

ing on that useful work. The new huildiug

regulations, the increased cost of labour,

materials, and street making charges, have,

among other causes, resulted in a noticeable

tiiminiiliou of late years in cottage building

in South Lancashire; but where worliing-

class dwellings are being erected the ground-

rents, apart from paving charges, are about
two-thirds the price obtainable ten years

ago. While all will agree, I think, that we
cannot expect to stand still, and that pro-

gress can only be attained by recognising the

necessity of development, we must equally

have a care lest we do harm by attempting

too mneh. In offering this warning, how-
ever, I must not be taken as being opposed
(o necessary and well considered changes.

For example, I am of opinion that the time

has arrived when some tribunal should be

established for settling points in dispute be-

tween owners of trade and industrial pro-

perty and their tenants.

I need not. jicrhaps, attempt a schedule of

all the cases in which the right to appeal

could he justified. The most common would
doubtless be in counectioii with the terms of

renewal. And I venture to think that unless

premises are to be pulled down as part of an

improvement scheme, or otherwise used for

purposes more necessary to the community, a

tracle tenant wdio had occupied the premises

for a sufficient period to establish a good-

will— I will put it at fourteen years, although

I am open to argument on that point— should
not be placed in a position of inferiority in

bargaining with his landlord by the feeling
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tliat liis gooilwiU can be placeJ in the sciili.'

against liim. Section II of the Agiicnltural
Holdings Act lays down tlie principle that a

tenant should not be dispossessed except,
among other things, for reasons ijiconsistent

with good estate management, nor can the
rent of the farm be raised by reason of liis

own improvements. The same principle
seems to be involved here, and neither a

trade tenant's goodwill, nor, in the absence
of a contract to the contrary, liis improve-
ments, should be taken into consideralion in

calculating his rent on renewal. At the' same
time tlie tenant's interest should not be per-
mitted to stand in the way of property being
put to its highest use, such as would be
required by the best estate inanagenient. In
such cases, as is recognised by the above-
mentioned Section 11, "Compensation for
distnrbancc," to use tlie term of the Agri-
cultural Holdings Act, conlil hardly be justi-

fied; but possibly something niiglit be done
to meet the tenant by e.\tending tlie period
required for the notice to quit. 'I'lie policy
of most estates would, as a rule, be settled
siillicicntly far ahead to enable this to be
done without great inconveuiciice.
The question of improvements is a difficult

one. Under the usual conditions of a

building lease, not only the building erected
in accordance with the terms of the contract,
but also iiuproveiiienis made at any time
during the period of the lease, become the
property of the owner at its determination,
a fact which, whatever explanations may be
offered, does give rise to the feeling nf un-
fair treatment and soreness to which I base
already referred. Obviously, existing con-
tracts should be respected ; to do otherwise
would be to mulct one set of persons for the
benefit of another in no way more deserving.
But there is certainly something to be said
ill favour of the provisions of tlio Town
Toiiauts (Ireland) Act -with regard to iiii

provenients under future contracts. All will
agree that care should be taken to prevent
a tenant altering the character of premises
which have been let to him for a certain
purpose; but they will also agree that every
proper facility ought to be given to en-
courage trade enterprise, and that where
these two propositions seem to clash there is

nuich to be said in favour of an impartial
decision as to which should prevail, lint
that decision must not only be impartial,
but of such a practical nature as to inspire
the public with confidence.

I have already referred to the (lifncnlties
which arise through the Inel; of elasticity in
leasehold tenure in allowing for modern
devclopmont and the removal of obsolete re
strictions, and to the need for sonic siniple
method of overcoming these diflicnlties.
I'ossibly this might be found in the more
elaborate form of tribunal to which I lia\e
referred. But it is equally necessary, 1 think,
to prevent applications for permission to
carry out necessary improvements being
iiinde the occasion for monetary claims, pro-
vided that the security of the original
grouud-rcnt for the remainder of the current
term, and tho reversionary interest at the
end of the term, are not depreciated. In
such cases an appeal to the single arbitrator
would usually suffice, and it is probable that
the mere fact of its existence would insure
that it would seldoin have to be used. In
speaking of improvements here, I am, of
coiir.sc, referring to those of a snbstitulcd
character which would be made by tenants
having still a considerable number of years
to run. Where the term was short there
would bo little hardship in the tenant waiting
uiUil the determination of liis tenancy.
The time at my disposal is short. ;is I do

not wish to take np too much of thetime
wlucli slioiild be devoted to discussion; lint
I may perhaps be forgiven if I step back
from I'ait m. of the Report, which we are
considering tliis evening, to Part 11. ( llic
Acquisition of Land by Public and Quasi-
Public Bodies), which was discussed at the
last two meetings. Little, if anylhing, was
said then about the proposition that private
persons or companies should be empowered
to acquire land conipulsorilv, and this I

Kathered. from reading the discussion, was
because it was felt that that proposition

could be deall with better under the heading
of

"
'Tenure." It is suggested by the Land

Committee that landowners are in a position

"to stille the free and healthy <levclopiiicnt

of the conntrysi(je," either by the refusal In

sell land for the extension of industrial pre-

mises \vhieli are beneficial to the neiglihonr-

hood as offering means of employment, or

by asking such a price as is practically pro-

hibitive. And a recommendation is made
that in the interests of the community
powers should be coiiferred upon private

persons, under carefully defined conditions,

to acquire the land needed for such ex-

tensions, by coinpnision if necessary. The
Committee quite properly point out a

number of reasons why it would he unwise to

give private persons an unlimited right to

apply for compulsory powers uhcii desirous
of purchasing or leasing land, and their re-

cninniendation is restricted to cases in \vhi(-'li

the application for powers has first received

the sanction of the local authority, and has
afterwarils been approved by the (lovern-

ineiit department concerned. 'i'hcrc is

certainly something to be said in favour of

the adoption of some form of proceduro whicli

would prevent an obstinate- or selfish in-

di\'idiial from using his legal rights unreason-
ably to check the development of an in-

dustrial district, and the prosperity of ils

inhabitants; but the legal rights of one in

dividual should not be limited merely for

the benefit of another individual, and the

greatest care would have to bo taken that

no such powers of acquisition were granted
unless it were obvious that definite public
advantage would be attained. I am not

clear how far the existing provisions of the

Housing, Town-Planning, etc.. Act, lOd!),

would enable this to be done, but 1 have no
doubt that with some small amendmciit the

necessary power could be given through the

instrumentality of the local authority.

Ill conclusion, I would again draw atlcn

tion to the President's warning against the

economic error of doing anything wbieli

would tend to repel capital from investment

in land and buildings.

PROVIDENT INSTITUTION OF
BUILDERS' FOREMEN AND CLERKS
OF WORKS.
The annual dinner of this deserving and

useful institution was held on Saturday
evening in the King's Hall. Holborn Restau-
rant, the attendance being the most numerous
on record. Not only was every scat in the

hall occupied, but tables were placed under
the arcades and in the gallery. The chair

was occupied by Mr. A. H. Adamsoii, of

Messrs. Adam.son and Sons, Putney, who
was supported bv Messrs. John Adams,
Maurice B. Adams, F.R.I.B.A. ;

—
Blake, J. Dixon Butler, F.R.I.B.A.; T.

Costigaii, — Hoinaii. Johannes Langejan (a

Dutch architect), CI. Mitchell. Alexander
Ritchie, J.P. ; Clias. Roftey, S. Roffev..Iohii

Todd, M.S. A. ; Win. Woodward, F.R.I.B.A. ;

etc.

The eliairmaii. in proposing the toast of

the evening, " Continued Success to the

Provident Institution of Builders' Foremen
and Clerks of Works," remarked that the

institution had existed since 1812 for the

purpose of granting pensions to aged and
infirm members, their wives and cliildren,

and for making grants of temporary relief.

During the seventy-three years it had been

established it bad paid away £19, -101 8s. for

these worthy objects, and last year the

pensions granted ainounted to £0-15 'Js,, in

addition to £30 given as temporary assist-

ance. The niember's subscription at the

age, say, of forty was £2 a year, and they

gave pensions of from 15s. to 17s. a week to

those unable to work. It was obvious that

the benefits could not be maintained except
for the generous aid of architects, builders,

builders' mcrcbaiils. and other friends. Last
vear these outside donations amounted to

£22G 16s., and the directors were greatly

cheered by receiving from Mr. George Neat,

the sole executor to the late Mr. Frederick
Ingle, of Messrs. Dennett and Ingle, a cheque
for £507 13s., from a legacy left for distribu-

tion among building chrtrities at 5Ir. Neat's

discretionary power. He would earnestly
appeal to those present to make the sum
contributed that evening equal to the amount
raised last year. /\ twelvemonth ago they
met under the shadow of the building strike,

and this year they had to face a still graver
problem, which would present itself at the
close of the present disastrous war. "Busi-
ness as usual " was a taking phrase, but it

did not meet the actual circumstances in

which they were placed. Out of the war
good had arisen, in the growth of a spirit of

self sacrifice, of friendship, and of mutual
help between employer and employed.
Rudyard Kipling had said that noii com-
missioned oflicers were the backbone of the
Army, and those who benefited through the
Provident Institution, the builders' foremen
and clerks of works, were undoubtedly the
backbone of the building trade, and it was
only by co-operation and comradeship
throughout the trade that things could be
made to go smoothly in these difficult times.
Every builder knew how much practical re-

sponsibility for the success of a job rested
on his rorenianin-charge, and every architect
knew bow dependent he was for the faithful

cxeention of the contract upon the clerk of

works, and, therefore, the claims of the in-

stitution appealed strongly both to the pro-
fession and the trade,

Mr. -John Beer, corresponding secretary to

the institution, replied, observing that dark
days appeared to be in front of the institu-

tion and its members. The work of the
builders' foreman grew year by year more
onerous and more anxious, and if it was to

be a success he must sliow a real interest in

his work and in the financial success of the
contract.

Mr. George Miteliell, ot the Limnicr
Asiihaltc Co.. proposed the health of the
" Architects and Surveyors.'' He trusted that
the Royal Institute of British Archilecls
would speedily settle a revised form of con-
tract, in which the position of the sub-
contractor would be better defined.

Mr. William Woodward responded in a

breezy and anecdotal speech, in the course
of which lie said he was a member of a siib-

conimittee of the Royal Institute of British
Architects who were engaged in the revision

of the form of contract; the great difticulty

was how to deal equitably with sub-

contractors, l^crsoiially, he was in favour of

cliniiiiating reference to this class altogether,

except in a few limited instances.

Mr. John Todd, district surveyor for the

City of London, gave some humorous stories

of his experience as a clerk of works on the

expiration of his articles, and added that the

district surveyor went out for the express
purpose of seeking trouble. There was very

little friction in supervising the erection of a

£.50.000 building; it was the £50 job,

in which no clerk of works could be em-
ployed, and where very often there was no
foreman, that needed close watching.

I\Ir. Maurice B. .\dams. in proposing "The
Go\eriiors, Trustees, Donors, Subscribers,

and Visitors," remarked that a large order
had been placed in bis liands ; but the in-

stitution was largely supported by these

friends in its beneficent viork of helping laino

dogs over stiles and in promoting good
fellowship and friendship among all sections

of the building trades.

Mr. j; C. Hill, of the London Brick Co.,
responded.
The conclndiiig toast was that of " The

Chairman," proposed by Mr. Alexander
Ritchie, and received with ch.eers and musical
honours.

In responding the chairman referred to the

energetic labours of their lion, secretary, Mr.
Ernest Searchfield. to whom the continued
prosperity and usefulness of the institution

was largely due.

A musical programme followed, the con-

tributions of Mr. William Woodward, "The
Boys of the Old Brigade," with its rollicking

chorus, and " Drake goes West," being cii-

thusiasticallv received.

At the close of the evening the chairman
announced that the promises and donations

amounted to £'J32 ; the amount was raised to

£250 by a further donation from Mr. Wood-
ward.

-qa
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CONCRETE SEPTIC TANKS FOR
COUNTRY AND SUBURBAN
HOUSES.

SIZE AND LOCATION OC TAM<.

While the odour from a septic tank is

scarcely noticeable, it is nevertheless best

to locate it at some distance from the house.
Choose a spot easy to excavate, so that the

top of tlie tank can be sunk Cin. below
ground level, and where the lines of drain
tile will have sufficient fall to carry off the

placed, deposit the balance of the concrete

so as to bring the roof to a total thickness

of 4in. As it will be covered with earth it

is not necessary to give tliis top surface a

sinontli finish ; merely level the surface by
strikiiig off witli a straight piece of board.

The tank should now be allowed to rest un-

disturbed for at least two weeks. At tlio

expiration of this time, saw away wooden
top of the forms inside of the manliole frames.

Then enter the tank and remove the wooden
forms, passing the lumber out of the man-

formerly occupied liy Messrs. Coutts's Bank
and Nos. 55 (East),' DO, 57. 58, 59, and GO,

Strand, had been acquired from the Marquis
of Salisbury. The leasehold interests were
acquired from Messrs. Coutts in 1904, and
the premises are now utilised by the Council
for office accommodation. The net cost of

tlie improvement is estimated at £53,500, and
as ;i result of the rebuilding the width of the

Strand will be increased for a length of

inOft. from 51ft. 6in. to 80ft.

The question of the preservation of the
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Construction of concrete septic tanks.

discharged fluid. The tank should be large
enough to hold the entire sewage for
one day. For a family of eight to
ten people occupying a house having
two bathrooms, fitted with the cus-
tomary washstands, and downstairs the
kitclien sink, a concrete tank having two
compartments, each 4ft. long by 4ft. wide
by 4ft. high, will be required. Since the
top and bottom are each 4in. thick, and the
top of the tank is Gin. below ground level,

dig the pit 5ft. 2in. in depth. The walls of

the tank are 8in. tliick, and tlie partition
between the two compartments Gin. There-
fore, the length of the pit should be 9ft. lOiu.

and the width 5ft. 4iu.

MAKING FORMS AND PLACING CONCRETE.
If the earthen walls of the pit stand firm

only inside forms will be needed. These
inside forms are merely boxes made of lin.

boards. The boxes will be required to make
two compartments. The outside dimensions of

the boxes should be 4ft. square by 4ft. high.
The boxes or forms will be placed on the
freshly-laid concrete floor. Holes for taking
Gin. pipe sliould be made in the boxes, as
shown in Fig. 1. The holes should be 4in.

from the top of the box form, measuring from
the top of the hole. The concrete should
be mixed in the proportion of 1 part Port-
land cement, li parts sand, and 4 parts
crushed rock or gravel. Place a 4in. tliick-

ness of concrete in the bottom of tlie pit,

to form the door of the tank. On top of this

concrete set the box forms, wliich should
be ready for immediate use. Place the forms
so that there is a space of Gin. between them
and an 8iu. space between them and the
earthen walls of the pit. Then comineuce
depositing tlie concrete for the walls and
partition. As soon as the level of the
concrete reaches the holes in the forms place
in the holes Gin. pipes, as illustrated. Then
continue the concreting until even with the
top of the forms.

REINFORCED TOP AND MANHOLES.
Two ordinary iron manhole frames and

covers may be obtained from a local dealer
in building supplies. The manhole covers
should fit tightly and should not be per-
forated. The nianlioie frames should
be lOin. high, so that when placed on
top of the forms the upper edge will be even
with ground level. It the manhole frame is

of less height than this, it should rest on a

circular piece of lin. board, which is nailed
to the top of the form. Sinee the concrete
roof is to be self supporting, it will be neces-
sary to reinforce it with a few lengths of gin.

round steel rods. There will be needed four
pieces of gin. rods. Oft. Gin. long, and eight
pieces 5ft. long. The roof is now ready to

be placed. Place the manhole frames in

proper position on top of tlic form, and
deposit the concrete to a depth of lin., and
on the concrete lay tlie long and short bars,

as shown in Fig. 2. When the bars are

hole opening. While in the tank make
certain that the pipes are all unobstructed
and not even partially clogged with dirt or
lumber. The inlet-pipe is then connected to

the pipe from the house, and the outlet-pipe

joined to three lines of 3iii. concrete drain-

tile. The drain-tile will be laid about 12in.

below the surface of the ground, and the

joints left open—that is to say, no mortar
must be used in the joints. This permits
the discharged fluids to be absorbed by the

surrounding soil. The drain-tile lines should
be laid in the form of the letter "Y," and
sufficiently extended to cover a large area of

ground. Average conditions require that

each arm be about 100ft. long. After this

is done, cover the tank with earth to the

level of the manhole covers. It is now ready
for use.

MATERIALS NECESSARY.

A tank of the size specified will require
about four cubic yards of crushed rock, two
cubic yards of sand, and seven barrels of

Portland cement. There will also be needed
78ft. of ^in. round steel rods, which can be

obtained from the local blacksmith or hard-
ware dealer. The tank can be built without
skilled labour. It requires few tools, and
construction methods are so simple that one
man can build it.—Percy H. Wilson, in the
" Building Age."

—**•>-

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At the meeting on Tuesday of the London

County Council, the Improvements Com-
mittee reported the completion of the
following new street widenings : (i.) Queen's-
road, Peckham, widened from a minimum of

3Gft. to 50ft. for a length of G70ft.
;

(ii.l

Stanstead-road, Catford Hill, and Catford-
road from 40ft. to 50ft. for a length of 3,495ft.

;

(iii.) Norton Folgate from 52ft. to 70ft. for

110ft. ; (iv.) Stanstead-road, Brockley Rise,

and Brockley-road, from 37ft. to 49ft. for

5,195ft.; (v.) Parks-road, Jamaica - road.
Union-road, Lower-road, and Evelyn-street
(Berniondsey, Deptford, and Greenwich),
from 37ft. to 4.3ft. for 7,400ft.

;
(vi.) Batter-

sea Park-road and Battersea Bridge-road
from 37ft. to 45ft. for 1,413ft.; (vii.) High-
gate-road from 40ft. to 43ft. for 755ft.

;
(viii.)

St. John's Hill and Lavender Hill from 40ft.

to 45ft. for 1,700ft. ; and (ix.) rounding off

corner of Lewisham High-road and Sliardc-

loes-road.

The committee reeonimended that an im-
provement in Royal Mint street on the
northern approach to the Tower Bridge be
continued, at a cost of £1.250, by setting
back the Rising Sun public-house and the
premises next door, No. 13, thus increasing
the width of the road from 48ft. lo Gift, for

a distance of 40ft.

The committee reported that in eoiitiuua-
tioii of the scheme for widening the Strand
the freehold interest in the properties

17th-century frontage in Great Queen-street

was raised by Mr. Hutchinson, who said they

were stirred' by the destruction of historic

buildings in France and Belgium, and he

wished to know the result of any steps taken

to preserve Boswell's house in Great Queen

street. It was a fine 17th-century specimen

of domestic architecture, and ought to be

saved from the hands of the Huns.—Mr.
Rostron explained that the Grand Lodge of

Freemasons, who owned the old houses

referred to, had been approached with a view

to preserving the old fronts, but he regretted

that hitherto the eflorts had been un-

successful, owing to difficulties of an archi-

tectural natureT The Council were con-

tinuing their efforts.

The most important business discussed at

the meeting was the London and District

Electricity Supply Bill, which has aroused

considerable opposition among the local

Metropolitan municipal authorities. The
necessary resolution, confirming the decision

to seek' Parliamentary authority for pro-

ceeding with the measure, was submitted,

and was strongly opposed. On a division,

Gl voted for the resolution and 31 against.

The full majority of the Council requisite

to pass a resolution of tlie kind being G9,

the resolution was declared lost. As a con-

sequence the measure has been dropped for

the present session of Parliament.

It was agreed that Mr. J. E. Worth,
assistant in the chief engineer's department,

who will attain the age of sixty-six years on

the 19th inst., and is in charge of the main

drainage w'orks on the North side of the

river Thames, having been responsible to

the chief engineer for the supervision of

contracts for most extensive works, be retired

from the service. Mr. Worth, whose salary

is £800 a year, will receive £252 a year as

superannuation allowance.
•«»*>

At the meeting yesterday (Thursday) of th?

City Court of Common Council, Mr, Thonni';

Francis Rider, the well-known builder, wns

elected as their representative on the council

of the Metropolitan Hospital Sunday Fund, in

succession lo Mr. Matthew \Yallace, resigned.

Mr. Rider hnd received in a ballot of the Court

87 votes against 33, 22, and 13 given lo three

other councilmen nominated.

The corporation of Ipswich are buildiiiK in

IClins street, near the centre of the borough, n

block of public licallh olTices, two stories in

lieiglil, at a cost of i;7.300. On a ten acre silo,

two miles beyond the borough boundary, tliere
j

is also in course of erection a smallpox hospital,

comprising adniiniistralion block, pavilioiis,|

laundrv, and mortuary; the estimated expendi-J

lure is" i;4,800. The isolation hospital is being

enlarged by a block of twenty-four beds, .niio

is bcin? provided with fresh healing apparnliM^

at a total outlay of .i;il,200, and tenders lia^

been invited for a further addition of tM

pavilions, each of twenty beds. All these niidej

takings have been planned in the olTice of M
J. R. Mead, the borough engineer, and arc bcingf

carried out under his supervision.
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On Monday last, at a general meeting of

tlic Royal Institute of British Architects,

the draft of the concluding clauses of the

"Conditions of Engagement and Terms of

Remuneration of the Architect, as Sanc-

tioned by the R.I.B.A.," came up for con-

sideration, commencing with Clause 10, the

foregoing ones having already been adopted

by previous meetings and passed by Llie

geiieral body. The questions involved on

this occasion included dealing with Estates,

Lessee's plans, Dilapidations, Sanitary In-

tpection, Valuations, Compulsory Claims,

I'urchases of Properties, Litigations and

.Arbitrations, also out-of-pocket expenses. It

will tlius be seen that all the matters dealt

with were concerned with the surveyor's side

(if an architect's business. The gathering

Mas well att-ended and representative in

character. Subject to some verbal modifica-

tions of a minor character, the schedule pre-

sented to the members was finally adopted

iieni. con., it being agreed that, after having

been submitted to the Institute's legal

advisers, the Council be empowered to

publish tlip new scale, but subject to the

proviso that it would be inexpedient to do

this at the present juncture, pending the

settlement of the war. The President an-

nounced that the Council had decided to

uomijiate as a fit recipient for the Royal
Gold Medal for 1915 the name of Mr. Frank
Darling, of the firm bf Messrs. Darling and
Pearson, of Toronto. ,

If an • Advertisement Expert," whose
utterances are quoted by the " Journal of the

Society of Architects," from a magazine with
which we are unacquainted, has no better

reason for his appeal to architects to adver-
tise than that he adduces, his advice is

possibly not worth much. He says :
" The

architect, for instance, could do what he
cannot do now ; he could issue a small port-

folio or booklet of illustrations of the various
buildings which he had designed, and whicli

have been built to his specifications. These
lie could send out as evidence of his ability

and as actual proof of real experience. At
present he must not make himself known.
He may have an office and he may have his

name on the door, but he must not ask for
work. That is l/ie professional crime. If

coMiniissions come to him, well and good; if

they do not, he must not go out in search of
them." What hinders architects from illus-

trating their buildings in our own pages?
'I'hat is not advertisement. It is legitimate
and bejieficial pul}licity which we are always
glad to facilitate, because such kindly co-
operation is a generous contribution to the
general knowledge, to which our own hi>ppy
experience is the younger men, who benefit,
are glad to add their own quota when tlio

good times come. Possibly we should soon
have to stop it if it beciune the province of
tlie ••advertisement expert" to organise it!

'I'here appears to be little chance for
private legislation during the Session just
opened. The Local Government Board is

obviously averse to the desirability of
hiunehing new municipal schemes in the
existing national circumstances, while the
railway companies, very naturally, are not
pressing forward any extensive plans for
development. Probably the only classes who
will severely suffer immediately from this

abstinence fr'niu ;ul\inieL- arc the members
of the Parliamentary Bar, experts, and the

Parliamentary agents. Already they have

been hit to some extent by the adoption,

several years ago, of a system of devolution

in private Bill legislation affecting Scotland.

The present cessation of all such effort in the

remainder of the United Kingdom, however,

is none the less a disappointment, and one

which will be indirectly felt by many others.

The Canadian civil engineers are discussing

Registration. Those who are opposeifc to

registration hold that by such means. the

public would secure no additional protection

against the professionally inefficient. They
cite the legal and medical professions as pro-

viding thousands of "fakes" who manage to

pass the required test. It is contended that

one of the most aggravating difficulties in the

way of enforcing a licensing bill is to deter-

mine the character of the examination. Con-
cerning such examination, the "Engineering
Record" says:—"It must necessarily be

sufficiently elementary to allow comparatively
newcomers in the professicn to pass, yet
such an examination is not a criterion as to

the ability of a man to design a large struc-

ture, ill which the hazard to life aiul

property is much greater than any work that

would be entrusted to .1 man who could barely
pass the stated examination." In regard to

this tlie Canadian "Contract Record' asks,

and it seems to us reasonably, " Is it possible

that the requirements would have to be so

elementary that they would not act as an
effective bar to admitting to the profession

men incapable of observing those funda-
mentals of their work whicn, after all, reduce
to a minimum the "hazard of life and
property'? It is held that the wisest

course for engineers to pursuj is to direct

their efforts to securing legislation making
for the examination of engineering work
rather than the examination of the engineer.

This seems like putting the cart before the
horse. If it were possible to work such a
theory back to the beginning of all engineer-
ing undertakings, where would it find us?"

A report prepared by, the Illinois Chapter
of the American Institute of Architects upon
the problem of estimating by contractor:

under the present methods states that

members of the chapter investigated the

office work of five representative con-

tractors. They found that the average

number of contracts estimated by each con-

tractor in one year was twenty-two, the

average number of jobs which he obtained

from these estimates was ten. The average

value of the time spent by the office force of

each firm on each estimate, inchuling

additions by sub contractors and material

men, was 003dol. The report points out

that the cost of six bids on a building costing

between 100,000dol, and 150,000dol. ran to

over 3,000dol., that is, between 2 and 3 per

cent, of the whole cost of the work. Perhaps

in no other business to-day is so much un-

productive work done at so high a cost.

The Board of Trade draw the attention of

manufacturers, merchants, and shippers to

the ' following regulations governing the

export of articles destined for the use of the

French Government: (1) Application for per-

mission to export to France goods of which

the export is prohibited by Proclamation will

receive special consideration if it can be

clearly shown thai the goods are destined

for the use, directly or indirectly, of the

French Government. Such applications must
be made to the Commission Internationale

de Ravitaillcmcnt. India House, Kingsway,

W.C. (2) Doeuments issued by provincial

military or naval officers, other local autho-

rities, or Government contractors in France

will not be recognised as evidence of the

destination of the goods unless formally

approved in writing by the competent De-

partment of the French Government. (3)

British ma:iufacturers, merchants, and

shippers arc accordingly warned that,

before entering into r.ny contracts for the

supply of goods stated to be for the use of

the French Government, they should first

obtain from their clients written evidence

that the approval of the Ministry of War,
Ministry of Marine, or other Department

concerned has been obtained. (4) Applica-

tion for permission to export the articles in

question must then be made in writing to the

Commission Internationale de Ravilaille-

inent accompanied by the necessary docu-

mentary evidence. The applicants should

not proceed with the execution of the order

until they have satisfied themselves that a

permit to export will be granted. Any firms

accepting contracts without complying with

the above regulations will do so at their own
risk and with full knowledge that permission

to export the goods which they have con-

tracted to supply may be refused. Applica-

tions for permission to export goods which

are ordered by firms or individuals in France

for purely industrial purposes, and which

are not destined for the use of the French

Government, will continue to be made in

the ordinary manner to the Commissioners

of Customs and Excise, Customs House, E.G.

"When in doubt ask a sculptor"! We
hope the sound common-sense of Mr. Justice

Bargrave Deane will commend itself to more

of his brethren on the Bench, and are sure

advantage will always follow the discrimina-

tive resort to really expert help. Struck by

the extraordinary likeness of the boj Charles

E. E. Slingsby to his father, Mr. Justice

Bargrave Deane was first inclined to seek the

assistance of a surgeon or medical man ; but

rellection induced him to ask Sir George

Frampton, the well-known Royal Acade-

mician, to help him. Sir George Frampton

pointed out to the Judge, first of all, that

which the latter had noticed, the extra-

ordinary resemblance to the father. Then he

said, " I would like to see Mrs. Slingsby, for

this reason ; I noticed the left ear of the

boy was rather oddly shaped. I want to see

Mrs. Slingsby's ear." Accordingly the Judge

had them in his room, introduced Sir George

Frampton to the counsel, and left them. He
told the Judge after that he had got the lady

to raise her veil and show her left car, and he

said there was a most extraordinary re-

semblance between the little boy's left ear

and Mrs. Slingsby's. It is quite true, as the

Judge remarked, that one may be deceived

by likenesses. Children, undoubtedly, 111

growing up, acquire actions and attitudes

resembling their parents'. But a child can-

not acquire the shape of his father's jaw or

his mother's ear unless it is congenital.

Looking at the old ca.ses on the point, the

Judge found that Judges in old times have

said this may be a very false point to take,

that of likeness, which may be the strongest

piece of evidence in the case. But in every

case surely first of all it is desirable to see

..
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how the facts shape themselves, and then see

whether this question of likeness comes in

as material or not. That it did so iii this

case, and that Sir George Frampton has con-

tributed in a marked degree to a right

decision, there can be no possible doubt.

Councillor Ross Clyne proposed to ask the

Manchester City Council last Wednesday to

appoint a special committee to inquire into

the metliods adopted in connection with civic

architectural matters, with a view to their

possible improvement in efficiency and
economy, and to advise the council with

regard to the advantage or otherwise of

inviting the services of firms of architects in

private practice, thereby enabling the city

architect to devote himself to advisory and

supervisory work in connection with plans,

building operations, and so on. The resolu-

tion, however, was withdrawn, with the

consent of the council, evidently not for

lack of time, because it is stated that " The
council concluded its business in about five

minutes over an houi'—an event without pre-

cedent in the history of tlie council, so far,

at least, as the oldest member's recollection

goes." Perhaps, when things are less rushed,

it may be found possible to discuss, and not

to shelve, a matter which, remembering some
recent circumstances, would seem not un-

worthy of the consideration of the citizens of

Manchester.
^>»

OBITUARY.
On Monday last, we regret to say, the

founder of Bedford Park, Cliiswick, Mr.
Jonathan Thomas Carr, died' at his resi-

dence, 13, Queen Anne's-grove, Bedford
Park, in the seventieth year of his age. For
some weeks the deceased had been suffering

from a cough and influenza cold ; but last

Friday he had so far recovered that he went
out, which brought on a relapse, so that by
Sunday his condition was extremely serious,

some sort of seizure having intervened, with
the result that the community of Bedford
Park has lost its originator, who in 1877 con-

ceived the idea of erecting a model village

and artistic centre, which was the pioneer
of all subsequent town-planning suburban
enterprises. At the outset he employed
Edward W. Godwin, F.S.A., and then
Norman Shaw, R.A., to design the original
houses. The churcli, "Tabard Inn," and
stores, also the club, were the work of Shaw.
Tlie school of art was carried out by Mr.
Maurice B. Adams and the vicarage by Mr.
E. J. May, both the last-named architects
being occupied at various times in erecting
houses and studios. Mr. Adams's work like-

wise included St. Michael's parish-hall and
the Chapel of All Souls, as well as the com-
pletion of the church. Messrs. Coe and
Robinson designed some of the houses in the
avenue. Mr. Carr built himself a large resi-

dence from Shaw's plans, and it was known
as " Tower House "

; but of late years the
premises have been used as St. Katheriiie's
private R.C. School for Ladies. Mr. Carr's
projects at one time were more ambitions
and extensive, for he conceived the idea of
converting Baron Grant's partly-finished
house and grounds into "Kensington Court"
at Knightsbridge and "Whiteliall Court"
on the Thames Embankment was another
scheme of his. and in which Jabez Balfour
was concerned, Messrs. Archer and Green
being the architects. He had at one time
a hand in the flotation of the Lyceum
Theatre, after Sir Henry Irving's time. His
versatile and optimistic character, in spite
of many reverses of fortune, made Mr. Carr
very popular socially, and his personality will

be greatly missed by liis nciglibours. His
brothers—Mr. Comyns Carr and Mr. David
Carr — survive him ; Mr. J. F. Carr,
barrister-at-hiw, his only sou now living,

resided with his father. Mrs. Carr died some
yars ago. The funeral took place at Cliis-

wick Cemetery (St. Nicholas Churchyard)
yesterday.

The death took place on Sunday week of
Alderman Richard Evans 'Willoughby
Berrington, J. P., civil engineer, at his resi-

dence, Penn-road, Wolverhampton, in his

sixtieth year. The deceased gentleman was
a native of the town. He qualified as a civil

engineer and undertook an appointment as

a surveyor in the West of England. In 1886
he returned to Wolverhampton, and was
appointed borough engineer, and continued
in tliat position until 1894, when he retired
and commenced private practice. He
specialised as an expert in water and
drainage engineering, and had carried out a

number of important works in different parts
of the country. He became a member of the
town council in 1895, and was mayor in

1904-5 ; during the latter year he was elected
an alderman, a post he held up to his death.
He was chairman of the health committee
and was also a borough magistrate. He had
been married three times, and his third wife,

formerly Miss Julia Edridge, who survives
him, is a member of the board of guardians.
He has left three sons, of whom "the elder,

Mr. Ernest Berrington, was his partner in

the profession.

The death has occurred of Mr. F. W.
Rudler. I.S.O., F.G.S., Curator and
Librarian for many years of the Royal School
of Mines and Museum of Practical Geology.
He held the Lyell Medal and was formerly
Professor of Natural Science in the Uni-
versity College of Wales, and a past-Presi-

dent of the Anthropological Department of

the British Associaion and of the Geologists'
Association. He was well known as a writer
in the scientific Press and contributor to the
" Encyclopaedia Britannica" and other valu-

able works, and was in his seventy-fifth year.

The remains were cremated at Golders Green
on Tuesday. •

CHIPS.
Mr. Christopher Diumniond, of Fleetwood,

I,ancs. retired builder and contractor, who died
on Oct. 1, has left £30,143.

Mr. Banister Flight Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A., has
been re-elected chairman of the City of London
Schools' Committee of the Corporation of

London.

The organ in St. Paul's Church, SLansford,
was brought into use again on Sunday, after

renovation and enlargement by Messrs. Morton
and Moody, of Oakham.

Mr. Reginald Blomfield, R.\.. Past-I'resident

R.I.B.A., and Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A.,
P.R.I.B.A., liave received the honour of election

as Meinbres Correspondants of the Societe des
Archilectes Diplomes par le Gouvernement
Franfais.

At the Swansea Exchange, which we illus-

trated last week, the lifts (four in number;
were installed by Messrs. Smith. Major, and
.Stevens, Ltd. (late A. .Smith and Stevens), the

well - known lift engineers, of Abbey Works,
Northampton.

A new parsonage is to be built for St. Anne's
Church, Bristol, in First - avenue, St. Anne's
Park. The contract has been undertaken at

£1,470 by Messrs. T. Lovell and Sons, of Bristol,

and the architect is Mr. Alfred Harford, of

Park-street, Bristol.

Count G. N. Plunkett, H.A.R.I.B.A., has been
elected President of the Royal Society of

Antiquaries of Ireland, which is promoting the

movement for the preservation of the abbeys,
churches, castles, earthworks, and other ancient
remains throughout the country.

Mr. W. IL P. Sherman, M.I.C.E., late super
intending engineer of the Indian Public Works
Department, died on Sunday at Bridge of

Allan, N.B., aged sixty-nine. He entered the

Indian Civil Service in 1866, and became super-
intending engineer in 1892, and retired in 1899.

By the death of Mr. Robert Thomson
Barbour, Melbourne has lost one of its public
men who was very prominent in the sphere of

quantity surveying, which art he had practised
for over thirty years. He represented Haw-
thorn in the State Parliament for some years
as a Liberal, and acted as a Justice of the
Peace. He was also a member of the Hawthorn
City Council, and had served as mayor of that
borough for two voars.

—»»•
DALZIEL, MOTHERWELL. — The re-

built United Free church at Dalziel, near
Motherwell, was dedicated on Saturday by

the Rev. Dr. Reith, Moderator. At the Di.s

ruption, in 1843, Dalziel was a rural parish,

and the town of Motherw'ell had not arisen.

In 1844 Dalziel Free Church was built on tin

present site, and an enlargement was carried

out in 1870. In turn this enlarged church
became cramped, and structural deficiencies

were more apparent. It has now been
rebuilt from plans by Mr. Henry F. Kerr,
A. R. LB. A., -Edinburgh, the Early Byzantine
style being adopted. A feature of the plan

is the domed roof, formed upon steel framing
springing from eight stone columns placeil

in a circle of about 40ft. diameter. This
dome, which is 40ft. in height, is pierceil

with sixteen windows, through which amplo
light is diffused. In accordance with Byzan-
tine tradition, the capitals of these eight
pillars, which are of Auchenheath stone,

along with two corresponding corbels above
the presbytery, have been carved, each
show-ing an emblem of one of the Evangelists

or Apostles. The north, or principal, tower
rises to a height of 110ft. 'I'he new church
is seated for 800 persons, exclusive of the

choir.

GLASGOW.—At St. Bride's Episcopal
Church, Hyndland-road, Glasgow, a scheme
of reconstruction has been carried out, in-

volving practically the rebuilding of the

church, and the consecration took place on
Monday. A new tower rises from Hyndland-
road at the north-west corner of the north

aisle to a height of 97ft. The stage of tlie

tower below the church floor is utilised as

a churchwarden's room, and a stone turret-

stair connects this with the church, and con-

tinues up to the bell-ringing chamber. The
second stage of the tower forms a portion
of the church. The Lady-chapel is entered
by a low pointed arch, and a further angled
doorway leads to the turret stair in the tower.

A memorial chapel has been built on the

north side of the Lady-chapel, and contains

a deep recess in the thickness of the wall for

a recumbent figure. The staging for tli;-

choir seats in the chancel shows oak stalls

raised one behind the other. The architect

is Mr. H. O. Tarbolton, F.R.I.B.A.. Edin-

burgh.
;

N A N T W I C H.—The architect of the

Cheshire County Council has prepared plan'

of the new dairy farm and institute which i-

to be built on Henhall Hall Farm, Nantwicli.

The plans provide for the erection of a dairy

block for cheese and butter making, with all

modern equipment; an education block, pro

viding a science laboratory, lecture-room,

museum, a hostel for the accommodation of

thirty-two students, and a block comprising

laundry boiler and dynamo house. The
dimensions of the cheese-separator room are

to be 20ft. by 18ft., butter-making room 36ft.

by 20ft., cream-ripening room (with ice chest

12ft. bv 12ft., Stilton cheese-room 18ft. b)

14ft., soft cheese-room 19ft. by 15ft., press-

room 21ft. by 20ft., cheese-ripening room
(cellar) 25ft. by 19ft.. and cheese storeroom

(first floor) 44ft. by I9ft. There are also

shown on the plans various workrooms and

offices. The main aspect for the dairy block

faces north, and the jjlans have been pre-

pared after inspection of various dairy in-

stitutes in different parts of the country.

The estimated total cost of the new buildings

will be approximately £25,688. Towards this

sum the Board of Agriculture has promised

a substantial sum.

SHIRLEY. SOUTHAMPTON.—The n€«

Baptist church in Church-street, Shirley

was opened on Wednesday week. Tli"

edifice, which has accommodation for 670. i*

built in the Late Gothic style, in red brick

and Bath stone dressings, and the plan is

that of a Latin cross. Beneath the rostrum

a baptistery is provided. There are vestrif

for the pastor, deacons, and ladies, and nls"

an organ chamber. The interior woodwork

is of pitchpine. A gallery is provided at the-

back, and otJiers may be added in the tran-:
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septs Hiieu necessary. To tlie riglit of themam entrance is an embattled tower risin"
nearly to the b€lg)it of the end gable and
carrying a dwarf sliiiigled spirelet. The
architect is Mr. Xornian T. Myers
A.R.I.B.A.. of King-street, Cheapside, E C

'

and Hills-road, Cambridge.
'

<i»

COMPETITIONS.
BOARD OF TRADE NEW OFFICES -

The decision m this competition «as made
known last mght. The selected design is
that by Mr. E. Vincent Harris, F.R I B 4
8 Xew-square, Lincoln's Inn. The erection'
of the building is to be postponed for the
present Tiie designs will be on view at\ork House, Kingsway, W.C., from the 8th
to the 22nd mst. The following is the list
of the t-en competitors, which almost exactly
corresponds with that which we gave ten
months ago (April 10, 1914), after the selec-
tion was made by the assessors. Sir Aston

, ,; ^-^ '
*''• K«g"'ald Blomfield, R.A.

and Mr. Ernest Newton. A.R A P R I B \Ihe luimes appear here in 'alphabeticai
order: Messrs. H. Percy Adams. F R I B A
aI

^-
S- //"'^.'V

A.R.I.B.A., London;
Messrs. H. V. Ashley, F.R.I.B.A. and F
V\ir,ton Newman, F.R.I.B.A.. London; Mr'C 1. Armstrong, A.R.I.B.A., London:
Messrs. Robert Atkinson. A.R I B 4 and
George I^ Alexander. A.R.I.B.A.. 'London;
Messrs H. 1. Buckland. F.R.I.B.A. andMward Haywood - Farmer, F R I B ABirmingham

; Mr. Edwin Cooper F R I b'a"London
;

Messrs. Charles Gascoyne an'd
George Nott, A.R.I.B.A.. London- Mr E
\incent Harris, F.R.I.B.A.. London

iMessrs. Ahck G. Horsnell and Annesley H

15.5

Brownrigg, A.R.I.B.A., London
; and Messrs.

Jercy E. Ihomas, Ernest Prestwich, and
Ivor Jones, A.R.I.B.A., Cardiff.

ARH'^'?-^^fn~ur'°^,'='^°'' ^^- A- Scott,A K.H.A., of Dublin, has been appointed to
adjudicate on the competitive plans to be
invited by the Louth County Council for
tl.eir proposed new offices in Crowe-street
Uundaik.

l-.l'r! ^
'';"-' B°'-°"a'> Council approved

a draft advertisement inviting designs for acompetition in connection with Uie new
municipal buildings in Arbour-square. Theaccommodation in the new buildings will
include a council chamber, six com°nittee-
rooms, mayors parlour, etc., and officeaccommodation for the staff. Mr. Henry T
cnLr-^""" ?PP°'"t^d t« act as assessor
of the designs. Prizes of £100, £75, and £50
«il be offered for the first three. If abudding contract is not entered into withn,

is te! ,""? n'
'''' =>'-<-l"teet whose design

if tli K , r'"
'"?"'*' ^30« °" account, and

Lr ,
'?"'''''"S ^'•'"eme is abandoned or in-Oelimtely postponed a further £.31)0 in fulldischarge. The draft advertisement siys alavish use of ornament is deprecated '• andthe council do not desire the provision of a

PROFESSIONAL AND TKADE
SOCIETIES.

THE CHURCH OF HOLY ROOD
ABBE\.—The second part of a lecture on
•• Ihe History of the Building of a Great
Mediffival Church " was delivered on Thurs-
day evening in the Edinburgh College of Art
by Mr. .Jno. Watson, F.R.I.B.A. We sum-
marised the first portion of his address in
our last number, p. 114. Mr. Watson now
referred to the new plan of Hohrood Abbey
devised by Abbot John as being" a great im-
provement on that originally intended. The
nave was widened, but within the limits of
the old foundations, also,- a significant
change was made in the design of the western
fa9ade by boldly projecting the western
towers and extending these clear of the aisles.
Ihe original design of the centre gable was
shown and explained. The evolution of the
pier arcade from a Romanesque motif and
the method of designing the vaults vvhicli
ceiled the nave and aisles were described.
In Holyrood, as in all other churches of the
first rank, the bay design was tripartite, and
that here, in determining the heights of the
various stages, a system of proportioning was
adopted in accordance with structural neces-
•sities. As an explanation of the slow progress
ill carrying out the design in certain parts,
Mr. Watson suggested that the Abbots
devoted their energies to pushing on the
completion of what was particularly their
own part of the structure. A series of ex-
planatory lantern-slides were shown, illus-
trating the features of the buildings.

tower

in\*i!?^^TT.'r
='"^^*=°'- has made his award

^1
'lie bt. Clement's Working Jlen's ClubCompetition, York, and has |iyen he firsposition to Mr. Robert J. McBeath, MS IB, nam House, Sale, Manchester.' He did

position, as there were many of equal merit.

EDINBURGH. LEITH, AND DISTRICT
BUILDING TRADES' ASSOCIATION.—
ihe forty-third annual meeting of this
association was held at 12.3, George-street,
Edinburgh, on Friday night, ex-Bailie
Forrest presiding. The report of the execu-
tive committee stated that prospects of
material improvement in the building trade
which were evidenced in the first half of the
year were blighted by the outbreak of war.
'The immediate requirements of the Govern-
ment had up till now staved off serious de-
pression. It was inevitable, however, that
the building trade, in common with others,
would pass through a trying period while the
war lasted. No one could predict its extent
or what the future effect would be. Reports
were made as to the negotiations for the
establishment of conditions of contract and
modes of measurement for joiner and mason
work. The conditions of contract and the
mode for joiner work, it is confidently ex-
pected, will be issued on March 1, and the
mason mode will shortly follow. Questions
affecting the enlistment of apprentices, agree-
ments with merchants, and organisation were
considered by the meeting. Office-bearers
for the ensuing year were elected as follows:
President, Mr. Edward Bruce; vice-
presidents, Messrs. James Crowe, David A.
.Vngus, and John Kennedy. An executive
committee of seventeen members was also
elected.
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GREEK SCULPTURE.-In his intro-
ductory lecture on "Greek Sculpture," de-
livered on Monday afternoon at the Royal
Academy. Sir Charles Waldstein treated
upon the nature and aims of the art of
sculpture. .\rt, he said, was an essential to
life, and his aim in these lectures on Greek
sculpture would be to spur them on to think.
He wished them to think of their art, its
origin, and nature. He insisted upon' the
essential value of individual expression on
the one hand, and of the foolishness, on the
other hand, of an artificial antagonism to
traditional canons. There was a fashion and
vogue of the childlike which was childish.
Art had not, as was often asserted, imitation
for its origin. It had its beginnings in the
sense that led to the selection of the sym-
metrical. He inquired how it was that Greek
art had remained so persistently the founda-
tion of taste? He held that it was due to
the fusion in that art of Naturalism and
Idealism.

LEEDS AND YORKSHIRE ARCHI-
TECTURAL SOCIETY.-A general meeting
of the above society was held at the Leeds
Institute, Cookndge - street, on Thursday

™r r° T. 'l i'""""'^' -^' '^"'"^ president
' i\r' r.'^'^^-

Bowman) occupied the chair,and Mr Ilios. I'. Thornton (president of the

}Zlt' "'°.'.°g"Pl'"-^ Society) gave a lantern
lecture on Ihe Story of Fountains Abbey."
The lecturer traced the histoi-y of the abbey

IZ"^ ,i4 '^S'""",'g of its building in th'e
year 1132, and told of the hardships which
beset the Cistercian monks in the task ofcompleting such a large undertaking. Thev
found labour difficult to obtain and building
materia scarce, the stone being finally
obtained from Pateley Bridge. These monk^
possessed as they were with a fine spirit and
deterniination, toiled through the years to
the glory of God, towards the completion of
these • poems in stone." which are now the
admiration of the civilised world. Mr
tliornton gave a good description of the life
of the monk, and explained that although
the monk always lived very well, he was in
no way a gourmand. The lecture, being freerom technicality, was highly appreciated l.y
the members present, and a vote of thanks was
proposed by the vice-president, Mr F FWalsh F.S.I., seconded by Mr. Willetts, and
heartily adopted.

NINETEENTH-CENTURY MEANNESS
—Lecturing at Birmingham University on
Friday, on Town Planning and Civic
Design, Mr. Barry Parker. F.R.I.B A of
Hampstead and Letchworth, said Aristotle
had said "a city is a place where men live acommon life for a noble end." and that it
w_as tlie vvaiit of nobility m the aims and life
ot the 19th century which resulted in the low
level of all its art— the individualism, the
lack of CIVIC spirit. A village had been a
real community, led by the squire and the
parson, with its doctor and smith, its shop-
keeper and farmers, all taking their allotted
place m it and forming part of an organised
community, and the village was a visible ex-
pression of this, and so had unity and homo-
geneity. But when all this gave place to the
every - man - for - himself - and - the - devil-

take-the-hindmost " idea of the 19th century,
with the one relationship of employer to em-
ployed standing out beyond all otliers, there
being nothing but meanness to express, mean
was the expression. The hope for the future
was that democratic ideas would build up a
state of society based on relationships be-
tween its members which, having something
noble in them, might be nobly expressed.
ROYAL INSTITUTE OF THE ARCHI-

TECTS OF IRELAND. - An ordinary
meeting of the council of the above body
was held at the Institute rooms. 31. South
Frederick-street, Dublin, on Monday, Feb 1

The president, Mr. R. Caulfeild Orpe'n, B.A.,
R.H.A., was in the chair, and there were
also present: Messrs. G. P. Sheridan. G. L.
O'Connor, W. A. Scott, L. O'Callaghan F
Hayes, J. H. Webb. A. E. Murray, C. A.
Owen, A. C. G. Millarm. H. Allbc'rrv. and
F. G. Hicks, hoii. secretary. The niinutes
of the ordinary meeting of January II were
read and signed. It was decided to hold
an examination for admission of students in
April next. A new committee was formed,
called "Ancient Buildings Committee." con-
sisting of Messrs. L. O'Callaghan, W. A.
Scott. G. P. Sheridan. P. J. Lynch, and
Dr. Cochrane, with the object of keeping
records of ancient buildings of architectural
or historical interest in Ireland. The presi-
dent anounced that the sum of one hundred
guineas had been subscribed by the institute
and the Architectural Association of Ireland
to the special fund inaugurated by the
R.I.B.A. to meet cases of distress among
architects arising out of the war. Corre-
spondence and other business having been
transacted, the meeting concluded.

ROYAL TECHNICAL COLLEGE
ARCHITECTURAL C R .A F T S .M E N'S
SOCIETY, GLASGOW.—A meeting of the
Glasgow Royal Technical College Archi-
tectural Craftsmen's Society was held in the
college on Friday, Jan. 29. when Mr. Jas.
Telfer gave a lecture on "Lighting." Start-
ing with a short history of his subject, the
lecturer sketched its progress to the present
time. The methods of light-production by
means of coal gas, electricity, and acetylene

gas were explained. Mr. 'Telfer then com-
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pared these types of lighting for a small
country house, due regard being given to cost

of installation, maintenance, and durability.
Petr'ol-gas was held to be one of the most
efficient systems of lighting for this class of

house. A discussion folloHed.

SOCIETY OF E.VGINEERS.—The follow-

ing premiums in connectiou with the Society
of Engineers (Incorporated), the new presi-

dent of which is Mr. Norman Scorgie, have
just been presented: The President's Gold
Medal to Mr. A. S. E. Ackerniann. for his

paper on "The Utilisation of Solar Energy."
The Bessemer Premium, value £5 5s., to Mr.
A. Stewart Buckle for his paper on
" Cylinder Bridge Foundations in the East,
and the Construction of the Sittang River
Bridge, Burnui Railways." The preniium,
value £3 3s., for members of affiliated

societies, to Mr. R. H. Cuuninghani, for his

paper on " Irrigation in India." A Society's
Premium, value £2 2s., to Mr. James Tonge,
for his paper on " Some Uses of the

Hydraulic Mining Cartridge."

ULSTER SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
—The ainiual meeting of this society w'as

held at U, Howard street, Belfast, on Monday
afternoon, the 2oth ult. The chair was
occupied by the president, Mr. N. Fitz-

simons, and there was a large attendance of

members, amongst others being Messrs.
Robinson, R. M. Young, W. C. Maxwell. T.
Houston, H. Seaver. F. H. Tulloch, W. J.

Gilliland, and T. W. Henry, hon. secretary.

The annual report of the council for 1914
was submitted by the hon. secretary. It

showed that tlie latter half of 1914 had been
a very quiet time for the profession. The
roll of membership stood the sanie as last

year, with the addition of one Associate. The
Belfast Builders' Association requested the
council to waive the condition tljat priced
bills of quantities should accompany tenders;
but the council, after carefully considering
the matter, could not see its way to accede
to the request, and considered that niejnbcrs,
in the interest of their clients, should insist

on this condition being complied witli. The
council had been throughout the year in

correspondence with the R.I.B.A. regarding
the recently formed Scliool of Architecture
at the Belfast Technical Institute, willi a
view to having the scliool approved by the
Board of Architectural Education for the
preparation of students for the Institute exa-
minations. Tlie Board deputed Mr. Paul
Waterhouse, M.A., to visit and report on the
scliool and its work. Mr. \Vatcrhousc visited

Belfast on November 20, and, together witli

the members of tlie council, made an official

inspection of tlic scliool. Following on his
report, the school has now been recognised
by tlie Board of Architectural Education as
one of its approved scliools, and its name
has been added to the list in the Kalendar
of the R.I.B.A. This should prove of in

estimable value to stiuloits preparing for the
Institute Examinations. Tlic statement of
accounts showed that the affairs of the society
were in a sound (inancial condition. On tlie

motion of Mr. Y'oiing, seconded by Mr.
Houston, the report was adopted. The hon.
treasurer (Mr. H. Seaver) submitted the
financial stafemenl for 1914, wliich was
niianimonsly adopted, on the motion of Jlr.
Tulloch, seconded by Mr. Maxwell. Messrs.
Tulloch, Houston, and Maxwell were
appointed scrutineers, and the ballot then
took place for the officers and council for
1915. The president declared the following
elected as ollicers and council for the ensuiii"
session : President, Mr. N. Fitzsinions,
F. R.I.B.A.; vice president, Mr. R. K.
Buehanan ; hon. treasurer, Mr. H. Seaver,
B.E. ; hon. secretary, Mr. T. W. Henry,
M.S. A. ; members of council, Messrs. R. M.
Young, F.R.l.B.A.

; W. J. Gilliland,
F.R.I.B.A.; T. Houston, J. J. Mcnonnell,
.J. P.; and G. Sands; associate members of
council, Messrs. R. M. Close and H.
Lamont; hon. auditors, Messrs. F. H.
Tulloch and J. A. Hanna. A resolution was
passed unanimonsly, on tlie motion of Mr.
H. Seaver, seconded by Mr. R. M. Young,
that the annual subscriptions to the society
be remitted during 1915, on acoounl of the
war. Mr. W. J. Gilliland proposed, Mr. F.

H. Tulloch seconded, and it was passed
unanimously, that By-law section 2, No. 4,

which reads, " Students shall be not less than
sixteen years of age, and engaged in the
study of architecture under articles (having
a period of at least three years) in the office

of an architect who is a member of this or
other society in alliance with the R.I.B.A.,"
shall be altered to read: "Students shall be
not less than sixteen years of age, who are
engaged in the study of architecture under
articles (having a period of at least three
years) in the office of an architect who is a
member of this or other society in alliance
witli the R.I.B.A., or who have been regis-

tered as Probationers of the R.I.B.A." The
proposal of the council of the society to

present prizes to the architectural school
of the Belfast Technical Institute for corii-

petition among students of architecture was
discussed, and it was resolved, on the motion
of Mr. Tulloch, seconded by Mr. Robinson,
that the society offer prizes to be competed
for by students of arcliiteeturc only at tlie

Teehnical Institute, and that the arrange-
ments be left in the hands of the council.

Corr£spon5ena.

UNHEALTHY SCHOOLS.
To lite Editor of the Buii.DINO Ni;ws.

Sir,— I concur, conditionally, with Mr. D.
Wynne-Thomas that it is beneficial to breathe
cold air. For example, what could be more
exhilarating and bracing than a sharp walk
for an hour or so on, say, a Yorkshire moor
on a fine frosty morning, provided one is

warmly clothed and keeps moving? If, how-
ever, one were insufficiently clothed and sat
or stood about for that time, what would the
result be? A bad chill, most likely, if

nothing worse, and a general feeling of dis-

comfort—Nature's warning.

Now, as in school the children do not wear
their outside wraps, they must sit only
partially clothed for hours at a time,
exposed, with cross-ventilation, to a through-
draught of cold air passing over their in-

sufficiently-protected bodies. 'The baneful
effects of this cold draught are iiiteiisified

in the winter, when the lower parts of the
classrooms are highly heated, as is seemingly
required with cross-ventilation, the children
being then subjected at one and the same
time to considerable heat and cold currents

;

or, to put it broadly, baked from below and
frozen from above—a very dangerous con-
junction, as every medical man and physio-
logist knows. Indeed, of all the many im-
practicable schemes of ventilation that have
been devised, cross-ventilation would appear
to be tlie most impossible, as it not only
fails to fulfil the purpose for which it is em-
ployed— viz., to secure the health and
comfort of the children—but is a positive
danger and a menace to healtli.

Mr. 'Thomas asks, if cross-ventilation is a

curse and a failure, what other methods can
be recommended that are not a curse? I

would say that any other nicthod might be
better, and certainly could not be worse.
Mr. Thomas also says: "It is contrary to

the laws of Nature that the temperature at

head-level should be higher than that at foot-

level." Now, instead of this being the case
it is in strict accordance with the laws of

Nature for warm air to ascend, and in an
unoccupied room the air will always be found
warmer at the higher levels than at foot-

le\'cl, particularly when no pro\-ision is made
to withdraw the heated air from the upper
parts, which should be done, if the vitiated
air is to be effectually got rid of. There is

no other practical way. and a more equable
temperature throughout the room would thus
be secured. The more we conform to the
laws of Nature in these matters, instead of.

as with cross-ventilation, opposing them, the
nearer we will be to the perfect plan

—

Nature's plan.

I would draw Mr. Thomas's attention to

the following extracts from your article on
"Unhealthy Schools" which deal with the
points referred to by him :

—

" ' Fresh-air-at-any-price enthusiasts' have
certainly a good deal to answer for, the toll

exacted, in the form of illness and dis-

comfort arising from draughts, being a heavy
one. In their contention that cold air

'hardens' one, and is, therefore, beneficial,

they make the fundamental mistake of con-
founding the bracing cold air of outdoors
with cold draughts indoors—two very oppo
site things . . .

" The old saying :
' When the wind's in the

East it's neither good for man nor beast,'

doubly applies in this case, when the biting
winter blast, not 'tempered to the shorn
lamb,' blows through heated classrooms in

icy cross-currents, from which there is no
escape, and which might make even the

hardened' enthusiast, if subjected to them,
admit that it was possible to lia\e ' too much
of a good thing '—even fresh air— and that so

chilly a draiiglit was literally, ' an ill wind
that blows nobody good.' [What about the
medical profession?]
"To subject young and delicate children

for hours together, in the depths of winter,
to a continuous down-draught from cross-

currents of icy-cold air from window open-
ings, with all the misery and suffering

entailed, is a regrettable misconception on the
part of those responsible, of the first duty of

their trust—the welfare of the children ; they
'sow the wind,' but the helpless little ones
'reap the whirlwind.'"

It is satisfactory to note that steps are
being taken to bring the question before
Parliament, as it is high time something was
done to enlighten school managers in respect
to the dangers and inhumanity of cross-

ventilation, w-liieh, instead of being a benefit
to the children, as intended, is actually
inimical to both their health and their
happiness.— I am, etc.,

HlIMANITARIAR.
•**^

The urban district council of Aylesbury have
appointed Mr. H. G. Cordon as surveyor.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between
F. A. Hull and A. H. Collett, builders, at
Norlli-parade, Oxford, under the style of Hull
and Collett, has been dissolved.

The corporation of Pontefract have approved
a sewerage scheme prepared by Messrs. D.
Balfour and Son, of Nevvcastle-on-Tyne, and
have decided to make application for a loan of
£25,000 to carry out the work.

The sum to be assigned by the Government
for the erection of a national memorial in

London to the late Earl Roberts will amount
to £5,000. and it is probable that the coni-

niission will be entrusted to one sculptor to

snbniiL desi-j^ns. 'The site has not yet been
selected.

The executive committee of the Welsh War
Hospital at Nctley have decided to add 100

beds to the existing acconiinodation. The addi-

tional buildings—designed by Messrs. Edwin T.

Hall and E. Stanley Hall, of Bedford-square,
W.C, hon. architects of the hospital— will be

started at once.

At Monday's meeting of Evesham Rural
District Council the chairinan said the Offenhaiii

housing scheme had been completed :it £15 or

£16 below the estimated cost. The clerk said

this was after £100 was spent on extras. Mr.

Holloway, the surveyor, said, as far as he could

see, there would be a saving on all the council's

housing schemes.

The rural district council of Chapel-en-le-

Frith have under consideration a scheme for

the construction of a new road from Whaley
Bridge to Bu^sworth, at an estimated cost of

£7,000. In this scheme, which has been pre-

pared by the engineers, Messrs. Brady and

Partington, Chapol-en-lc-Frith, and Mr. E. J-

Hunter, the council's surveyor, bridges will be

required over the Great Central Railway Canal

and the River Goyt.

Dispensary buildings adiled to the Childirii'.s

Hospital in Tcmplc-streot. Dublin, were formally

oppiiod on Tucsdav. The additions inclndc a

waitimi-hall 36ft. by 80ft. with sealing accom-

modation. Off this hall, on either side, are

an operating-theatre, reclining-room, eye and

car consulting-room, dental- and dressing-room.

These apartments are about 14ft. by 12fl^

'Hiere are also a doctor's room, pharmacy, and

patholosical room. Messrs. W. H. Byrne and

Son, of Suffolk-street, Dublin, were the archi-

tectB, and Mr. M. J. Greene, of Donnybrook,
' was the builder.
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®tir Illustrations.

THE CHURCH OF THE HOLY ANGELS,
HOAR CROSS, BURTOX-OX-TRENT:
TOMB TO THE LATE HUGO
MEYXELL-IXGRAJL
The illustration which we give to-day

iiicliidcs a view of the recumbent effigy tomb
erected to the memory of the late Hngo
Meynell-Ingram. in the beautiful Church of

the Holy Angels. Hoar Cross, near Burton-
on-Trent. The tomb is in the chancel, and
is made of white statuary marble and black,

with the eoat-of-arms all in colour. The
surroiuuliugs and the figure work over ihe
arch is all built in red Redcorn stone. The
memorial was designed by Messrs. Bodley
and Garner, the architects of the building
which stands in the park. Since the death of

G. F. Bodley, R..A.. his partner. Mr. Cecil
G. Hare, has extended the church, added to

its equipment, and designed the mural nionu-
nienf now completed to the memory of Mr.
Bodley in the same building. We are in-

debted to Mr. Cecil G. Hare. Mr. Bodley's
partner and successor, for permission to

publish this illu.stration.

FLOREXCE XIGHTIXGALE STATUE,
WATERLOO PLACE. S.W.

The plan attached to this photograph of

Mr. Arthur G. Walker's bronze statue of

Miss Florence Xightingale, just erected in

Waterloo-place in connection with the
Crimean Monument, shows how' the new
grouping !ias been arranged. The well-

known figure, designed by John Bell, the
sculptor. 1ms been re-erect^d on a site

about 80ft. north of the spot where it has
stood so long, and where now the new statue,
which we illustrate to-day. and the statue
of Sidney Herbert (Lord Herbert of Lea), by
Foley (1867). are to be set Oft. apart, and so
will form a symmetrical grouping with the
Guards' memorial, the plan being based on
a triangular lay-out, in a line with Pall Mall.
Miss Florence Xightingale's statue is placed
to the west, and Lord Herbert of Lea's will
stand towards the east. This figure has
occupied for 48 years a prominent position in

the quadrangle of the War Office. The work
of altering the position and reinstating the
Crimean Monument has been carried out
by Messrs. Hollowav Bros.. Ltd.. under the
direction of H.M. Office of Works. Mr. 'l'.

U. Fitch being the foreman in charge. Queen
Alexandra will unveil the statue of Miss
Nightingale very shortly.

EYFORD COURT. GLOUCESTER-
SHIRE.

This commodious and characteristic

I

country bouse in the Cotswolds. which has
been erected from the designs of Mr. E. Guy
JDawber. F.R.LB.A.. is built of stone, with
|ashlar dressings, cornices, and chimneys;
istone slates cover the roofs. Messrs. Walker
and Slater, of Derby, were the builders.
Before the house was well on the way we
[gave a perspective from the Royal Academy
(June 2. 1911), showing a different view
|of the house to either of the photographs
reproduced to-day, and we have illus-

frated two sheets of working drawings of the
lal! and staircase, as well as details of the
'outh elevation, in our issues for April -1 and
September 5. 191.3. The accompanying photo-
raphs were taken by the clerk of the works
nd lent us by the architect. A plan appeared
lien the perspective above referred to was

lublislied. The gardens have now been com-
ilcted, and more or less grown up as a setting

the building, with its terrace, forecourt,
nd gazebo overlooking the grounds.

HE GLYXX VIVIAX ART GALLERY,
SWAXSEA.

riiis building, of which we reproduce a
ew and plan, was presented to the town

f Swansea by the late Mr. Glynn Vivian.
id it was biiilt at a cost of £10.000. The
rt Gallery is approached liy a wide flight

steps to the ground floor, which is

evated above the pavement about Oft. The

large central hall is G.3ft. long, and extends
through the full height of the two floors,

and has wide galleries on the first-floor level,

which is approached by a good wide stone-

and-marble staircase. On the ground floor

is a large picture gallery, immediately
behind the central hall, divided in the

centre by a screen, and lighted by a lantern-

light rnnning the whole length of the roof.

On this floor arc also three other spacious
rooms devoted to works of art. The
curator's room and art students' room occur

PATHHEAD SCHOOLS. KIRKCALDY.
(SELECTED DESIGN.)

The I'atlihead School, now illustrated, is

practically completed, and is already occu-
pied. It lias accommodation for 400 infants.

.325 boys, and .325 girls—a total of 1,050

pupils. There is also a sewing room pro-

vided, and a large central hall. Each class-

ro(un has direct "through"' \entilatioii. The
school is built of brickwork with stone dress-

ings, the brickwork being roughcast in

' GPOIMD TLOOP PLAN •

PORT TALBOT STEEL COMPANY, LTD., NEW OFFICES, SOUTH WALES.
Mr. Glendinning Moxham, F.R.I.B.A.. .4rc-hit-eet.

near the entrance. On the first floor a series

of rooms are planned for the various sections

of the donor's collections of china, minia-

tures, engravings, pictures, etc. Accommoda
tioii is provided for a caretaker, and all the

necessary adiuncts essential to a building of

this class. The woodwork is of selected oak.

The fai;ade is built of thin red local bricks

and stone ashlariugs. The contractors were
Messrs. Lloyd Bros., of Swansea, and the

architect is Mr. Glendinning Moxham,
F.R.LB.A., of Swansea.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL
BANK, SWANSEA.

The new premises for the London and Pro-

vincial Bank. Swansea, which we illustrate

to-day, have been built on the site of the

old Cambrian Newspaper Offices, and con-

sequently occupy an important position in

Wind street. The fae^ade up to the first floor

is built of blue pearl granite, and above that

it is faced with Portland stone. On the

ground floor is a large banking chamber with
accommodation for forty-five clerks, with
manager's room, waiting-room, clerks' lunch-

rooms, etc. The woodwork throughout is of

selected oak. The basement is occupied with
muniment and strong-room. Suites of offices

are provided on the first and second floors.

All the floors are constructed of iron and
concrete. The architect is Mr. Glendinning
Moxham, F.R.LB.A., of Swansea.

NEW OFFICES. PORT TALBOT.
This new block of buildings for the Port

Talbot Steel Co., Ltd., is situated on a site

adjoining the works, and has just been com-
pleted. Tlie exterior is built of narrow red

Graig bricks witli Bath-stone dressings. The
roofs are covered with brindle-colour tiles.

The ventilating fleche is of oak covered with

lead. The plan, of which we give a copy,

has been arranged to meet the accommoda-
tion of a large staff of clerks. The various

departments are divided with glass screens,

so as to afford the chief clerk full super-

vision. The woodwork is chiefly of oak. The
heating of the building generally is carried

out by electric radiators, the power being

obtained from the woi'ks. The building lias

lieen designed and carried out under Mr.
Glendinning Moxham, F.R.LB.A., architect,

of Swansea.

cement. The Blairhill School, which we
shall illustrate shortly, also for the Kirk-

caldy Educational Authority, has been built.

The architect for both schools is Mr.

William Williamson. F.R.LB.A.. Kirkcaldy,

whose plans were placed first and second in

order of merit in each competition by Sir

John James Bnrnet, .A..R.S.iV., who acted as

assessor.

LLANSAMLET CHURCH TOWER.
This new tower now being built has been

designed by Mr. Glendinning Moxham.
F.R.I.B..4.." architect. Swansea, and wdien

finished will form a distinctive landmark for

the surrounding country. The tower has

been made in character with the existing

church, and it will be SOft. high, with a peal

of bells, and an open-grid faced clock occurs

on each face, as seen in our illustration. The
contractor is Mr. J. Arnold, Clydach-on-

Tawe, and the work will be completed by

the beginning of May.

o»

The Local Government Board have sanctioned

the borrowing by the town council of baling of

f.5,31 8 for the provision of workmen's houses.

Messrs. Swiney and Croasdaile. MM.l.C.K..

Belfast, are preparing particulars ,-ind csliinated

cost of a water supply for the urban district

council of Tandeiagee from the Portadown

and Bnnbridu'e Water Board and from the

Glcnoran springs.

Mr. F. H. Tulloch, 'on behalf of the I.oral

Oovernment Hoard, has held an inquiry at the

Manchester Town Hall into the applicalionof

the corporation for power to bnriow .-CN.i.O

for work of privaf«-street improvements in the

Witliington district.

Mr. P. C. Cowan, M.I.C.E., attended at Ihe

town-hall, Kingstown. Co. Dublin, on the 28th

ult.. and held an inquiry into the proposal of

the urban district council to borrow £54.867 IGs.

for building dwellings under the Housing of the

Working Classes Act, and i;:,200 for widening

Duiileary llill.

At a meeting of the River Wear Commission

on Friday a report was presented by the works

committee on the harbour-improvement work

carried out at Sunderland during the past year.

The result of the dredging operations had been

that 607 239 tons of material had been removed,

of which 8 722 tons were solid rock, and vessels

of 600ft. length with 80ft. beam could now pass

up and down the river.

1
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A. /lurcli'll, Photo.

THE FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE STATUE (CRIMEAN MONUMENT), WATERLOO
PLACE, S.W.—Mr. Arthur G. Walker, Sculptor.
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EYFORD COURT. GLOUCESTERSHIRE: SOUTH TERRACE FRONT AND FORECOURT
FRONT.—Mr. E. GuY Dawber, F.R.T.B.A., Architect.
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NEW TOWER, LLANSAMLET CHURCH, SOUTH WALES.—JFr. Glendinning Moxham, F.R.I.B.A., Architect.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
SETTLEMENT OF ARCHITECT'S CLAIM.—

A.'TI. Crawford v. Grand Lodge of Ancient Free
and Accepted Masons of Scotland.^A settle-

ment has been effected in the action brouglit

in the Scottish Outer House of Session, before
Lord Dewar, by Alexander Hunter Crawford,
sonielinie architect in Edinburgh, and now
residing at 97, Ullet-road, Liverpool, against the
Grand Lodge of Ancient Free and Accepted
Masons of Scotland. In 1909 the pursuer was
employed by the defenders to act as their archi-

tect in connection with the demolition of the
then existing Freemasons' Hall at 96, George-
street, Edinburgh, and the erection of new
premises. For the work so done the defenders
had paid £1,300 to account, and the pursuer
claimed payment of the balance, amounting to

about £600. He maintained that his charges
were fair and reasonable, and such as were
usually charged, and in accordance with the
practice of his profession. If stated in accord-
ance with the regulat'ons of the Royal Institute

of British Architects, his account would have
been larger. Tlie defenders denied liability for

the sum sued for. They maintained that the
account was overcharged, and said the pursuer
was not entitled to 5 per cent, commission on
the sum of £37,610—the rate, looking to the
nature of the work, being excessive. They also

contended that the pursuer was not entitled to

commission on tradesmen's accounts for furnish-

ings, etc. These accounts amounted to £5,971,

and the commission, at 5 per cent., was £298
which, the defenders said, fell to be deducted
from the pursuer's account. In a statement of

facts for the defenders, a counterclaim for £550
was set forth in respect of alternt ions which
they said had to be effected in regard to ventila-

tion and the site of the motor and blower-fan
for the organ. In his answers the pursuer said

he was in no way responsible for the defects now
complained of. On the complotion of the work
it was approved bv the defenders, who took no
objection of any kind to the character of the
pursuer's work and services. They never sug-
gested that they had any cause of complaint
against the pursuer until the preseni action wn<;

raised. Proof had been partlv led in the case.

The defenders have tendered to the pursuer
£561. with exi>enses 1o the date of tender, and
offered to withdraw the counterclaim. This
tender and withdrawal the pursuer has accepted,
and the case has been taken out of court.

HIGHWAY RIGHTS AS AFFECTED BY
SWINGING DOORS. — In the Manchester
County Court, on Friday, Frederick Downes,
insurance agent, of Sherrington-street, Long-
sight, sued Samuel Claff as owner, and W. Mill-

ward as occupier, of the Alexandra Picture
Palace, Longsigbt, for £25 as damages for per-

sonal injuries alleged to have been due to the
negligence of the defendants. On Aug. 24 last,

a« the plaintiff was riding his bicycle by the
side of the picture palace, one of the folding
exit-doors swung open, projecting over the foot-

path by a foot or two, and knocked him from
his machine. The door was apparently not
secured, and had been blown open by the wind.
Mr. Kuit raised several defences, nnd submitted
that Mr. Claff coiild not be held liable, because
the only persons responsible were the occupiers,
who in this instance were Sir. Millward and
several other persons. Judge Mellor. K.C., said
that liability in such actions as this fell on the
occupier, and the question of occupation was one
of fact. As Millward was the occupier at the
time of the accident, he was responsible for
whatever trouble had arisen, because there was
an admitted right of way along this side-road,
and owners in such circumstances must see that
there was nothing in the shape of a trap upon
it. Assessing the damages at £15, he gave
judgment for that amount, and costs, against
Millward. As the name of the licensee was not
changed when Millward became occupier of the
palace, he refused to allow the defendant Claff
any costs.

^4^

In the event of their Bill for this session
receiving sanction, the expenditure 1o be
incnrred by the Metropolitan Water Board is

estimated at £682.500, which will be spent on
the constrnclion of new reservoirs in Kent.

An inquiry was held at Redditch on Tuesday
by Mr. II. R. Hooper, on behalf of the Local
Government .Board, in respect of an application
bv the Redditch Urban Council to borrow
£28.000 for the purpose of the electricity under-
taking.

The Liverpool Cathedral Committee announce
that, after taking into account recent rises in

wages and the cost of materials, further con-
tributions to the extent of ,£44,466 will be neces-
sary to complete that portion of the cathedral
now in cour.^e of construction.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

KING EDWARD MEMORIAL.—At a cost of

£600 per annum, the Corporation of London
proposes to undertake the future upkeep and
maintenance of Shadwell Park as a memorial
to the late King Edward when it has been
laid out as an open space by the memorial com-
mittee. The money will come out of the Cor-
poration's private estate. The Shadwell Market
site, which cost the corporation £140,000, was
sold to the memorial committee a year ago for

£70.000. For the moment the work of convert-

ing the site into a park is seriously hampered
for want of funds.

CAPTAIN SCOTT MEMORIALS.—The
Mansion House Committee of the Captain Scott

Memorial Fund have entrusted the execution of

the monument to Mr. Albert H. Hodge, whose
model and design were selected recently after

a limited competition. The monument and the

pedestal will cost £7,500. The architectural

portion is to be of grey granite. A site has been

selected by the committee facing the Thames
in the grounds of Greenwich Hospital. A bronze

memorial tablet to be placed in St. Paul's

Cathedral is being executed by Mr. S. Nicholson

Babb. ^
STAINED GLASS.

WESTMINSTER ABBEY. --The Dean and

Chapter of Westminster have had before them
three designs for the proposed stained-glass

window to be placed in the Abbey which have

been submitted for consideration by the Strath-

cona Memorial Committee. A selection was
made, and the Chapter Clerk has written to

the hon. secretary of the committee inform-

ing him of the fact. The cost of the winrlow is

placed at £800. The late Lord Strathcona is

described in the inscription as *' Great Canadian,
Imperialist, and Philanthropist."

East Ham Town Council have received the

sanction of the Local Government Board to the

borrowing of the sums of £4,028 and £3.359 for

Ihe provision of additional tanks and contact-

beds at the sewage-disposal works.

The Sonthport Town Council approved on
Tuesday night an important scheme for securing

a better avenue from Lord-street to the

Promenade. It was decided to purchase certain

properties for the purpose of widening Nevill-

slreet. the main entrance to the front, at a cost

of over £5.000.

The urban district council of Beckenham.
Kent, have received from the Local Government
Board sanction to borrow £1,090 for the im-

provement of St. George's road. £350 for

culverliug a stream between Cromwell road and
Bc-lmont-road. £165 for duplicating the culvert

in Cedars-road, and £2,120 for widening and
improving Hayes-lane and Upper Elmers End.

The urban district council of St. Ives, Corn-

wall, under the borough surveyor. Mr. Sidney
Palmer, are now carrying out extensive road-

widening and improvement works on the St.

tvps—iSt. Just road, from just above the board
school in the Stennack to the top of Trevalgan

Hill. It is also intended to commence a new
sea-wall and roadway at the harbour.

On Tuesday next, at 7.30 p.m., Dr. M. S.

Pembrey, Lecturer on Physiology, Guy's

Hospital, and late member of the Advisory

Board. Army Medical Service, will open a dis-

cussion -on '"Tall V. Short Men for the Army"
at the Royal Sanitary Institute, 90, Buckingham
Palace-road, S.W. The chair will be taken by

Surgeon-General Sir W. Launcelotte Gubbins,

K.C^B.

The opening address of a course of tive

lecture on "Belgian Art" was given yesterday

(Thursday) afteiiioon in the Architectural

Lecture Theatre, University College, Gower-
street, W.(".. by Monsieur Camille Poupeye,
of Malines, Licencie en Art et Archeologie. The
lectures are addressed to advanced students of

the University and to others interested in the

subject. Admission free, by ticket, to be
obtained from the secretary. University College,

Gowcr street, W.C.

To the parish chnrcli of Glencolumbkille, Co.

Donegal, a tower and spire have been added
at the west end. at the cost of Mr. Henry
Musgiave. The tower is three stories in hciglit.

is built of local stone, and has a stepped
parapet. Behind this parapet rises a short
.>^quare spire of reinforced concrete. Messrs. S.

P. Close and Son, of Belfast, were the archi-

tects, and Messrs. James MacClaey and Son, of

Strabane, the builders. The clock (on the south
face of the tower) and bell are by Messrs. Smith,
Midland Works, Derby.

®ur #to fabk.

Mr. Frank Darling, of Toronto, wlio lias

been nominated by the Council of tlie Royal
Institute of British Architects, under Uw
provisions of By-law 70, for submission to lii^

Majesty as a fit recipient for the Royal Golil

Medal, is in partnership with Mr. Joliii

J. Pearson at 2, Leader-lane. Toronto.

Among the recent works carried out by th''

firm are the Canadian Bank of Commerce at

Vancouver, B.C., illustrated in our issue of

Dec. 12. ]!)1.3; a new club-house for the Hunt
at Toronto, given by us on Oct. 24 the samp
year; and a block of insurance offices in tli<'

same city, shown in our number for Sept. ^'2

of that year. All three drawings were ex

hibited at tlie Royal Academy the year beforr

last. Both Messrs. Darling and Pearson aii

members of the Royal Institute of Architect

-

of Canada, but neither has joined the

R.I.B.A.

Highway authorities throughout thr

country are faced with an increasiri::

shortage of granite for road-repairing. Tliv

borough engineer of Kensington has reporteil

that for some time past he has been unable

to secure a supply of Guernsey granite from

the council's contractors, wlio recently

pointed out that they had great difficulty in

arranging delivery of sea-borne material.

They asked the council to bear some portion

of the additional expenditure incurred in

e.xecuting the orders. The request was not

at first entertained, as the council were able

to obtain Leicestershire granite, which

answered the purpose, at something less than

the contract price. The borough engiiieci

now states, however, that it is no longer

possible to get a sufficient supply of stom

from Leicestershire, owing to the use of the

railway for War Office rec|uireincnts.

Granite is urgently required for road repara-

tion works in the borough, and the commitlee
dealing with the matter recommends the

council to assent to the payment to the con-

tractors of Is. per ton in excess of the

contract price.

In connection with the request from

certain contractors to be allowed an increase

in their contract rates consequent upon the

outbreak of hostilities, the Stepney Borough
Council approaclied the Local Government
Board, who stated in reply that, in their

view, the war does not affect the liability

of contractors under contract with local

authorities; bul that there may be cases in

which the circumstances of a particular con-

tract would have to be considered, in order

to determine the legal position. The Local

Government Board suggest that local autho

rities should endeavour to arrange with con-

tractors to continue to supply, "on the

understanding that whilst the contracts will i

form a basis for arrangement a.s to the prices

to be paid, the local authority will he willing

in proper cases to settle the actual amounts i
i

at a subsequent date, either by agreement iJ

or by arbitration."

As an outcome of the report made by Prin-

cipal Laurie of Edinburgh to the Board of

Trade on certain of our chemical industries,

a meeting was held in London on Friday
with representatives of the Board of Trade,

the Cieological Survey, and the Board of

Education, at which Principal Laurie was
present. As a result of the meeting it has

been decided that the Geological Survey will

set apart part of their staff to investigate

and report on certain of the mineral re-

sources of this countr)-, the minerals selected

being those which are important in connec-

tion with chemical manufacture, and which
in the past have largely been import<>d from

Germany.

"Tlie Sanitary Record and Municipal
Engineering Voar Book and Empire
Directory of Municipal Officials for 1015"
(5s. •Id., post free) is issued by the Sanitary

i'ublishing Co., 55-56, Chancery-lane, W.C.
The directory covers the whole British

Empire. The scientific and technical data

are brought well up to date, and the diary

is a convenient and libcrallyspaoed one.

This is the thirty-third annual issue of this
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\aluiil)!e work of refiTciKv. wliicli is uijiqiie

ill its scope, ami of great value to all

interested in eivil engineering and Local
Government affairs.

" Sewage Purification and Disposal," b_v G.
Bertram Kersliaw, M.I.C.E. (Cambridge
University Press, Fetter-lane, E.C., 12s.). is

one of a series wliicli tlie syndics of tlic Cam-
bridge Ui:iversity Press are issuing, dealing

with tlie subjects connected with public

health. The author has been engineer to the

Sewage Disposal Commission since its in-

ception some si.\tcen years ago, and has well

utilised his exceptional opportunities.

Omitting details of methods as yet in the

first stages of e.xperiment. he gives a concise,

but comprehensive, review of the whole
subject, with a bibliography at the end of

each chapter, guiding those needing it to

fuller information on points regarding which
tliey may be specially interested.

It has been decided to place on Octagon
House, Washington, the headquarters of the

American Institute of Architects, a tablet

coniineinorating that in it, one luindied years
ago. H-as ratified the Ghent treaty with Great
Britain, from whicli has followed 100 years
of peace with this country. Octagon House
stands on Eighteenth-street and New York-
avenue. It was erected in ISOO from designs
by William Thornton, of Philadelphia. Jolin
Taylor commissioned him to plan a house fit

for entertaining on a large scale, and the
Octagon House followed as a result.

President George Washington afterwards
commissioned Thornton to design for him
two buildings near the Capitol, to be
used for an inn. When the British
burned the W^hite House, President Madison
moved into the Octagon House, and for

eighteen months it was the White House
of the time. Then it was taken over by the
Taylors again, and occupied by them until

1850. Its fate seemed settled w-hen it be-

came a tenement house for negroes; but the
American Institute of Architects rescued the
structure in 1899 by purchasing it and
restoring it to its present appearance.

Mr. Walter Leaf, deputy chairman, pre-
sided at the annual ordinary general meeting
of the London County and Westminster
Bank, held last week. For the part played
by the Government and the Bank of Eng-
land throughout the crisis, he said, they
could feel only the most sincere admiration
and gratitude. The London and County
might also claim that they took their fair
share both of work and responsibility. The
policy of the bank throughout was one of
the broadest and most liberal considerations
of the requirements of their customers and
Hie legitimate demands of commerce. They
made no use of the Moratorium against their
depositors, and their current accounts were
illiroughout conducted on the regular lines,

I

and they were rewarded by the most in-

dispensable of all supports— the unshaken
' uiifidence of the public. Instead of a run

,"11 the Friday when the banks reopened,
after the four-days Bank Holiday, thoy
observed an addition to the amount of
current account balances. That grew
steadily, till in November and December he
liad passed the aggregate of £100,000.000.
Ihe payments for the War Loan in December
had slightly reduced, and in their balance-
heet now they showed only £99,000,000. This

figure must be regarded iis to some extent
ibiibrmal; but he would like to take the
tipportunity of pointing out how largely it< a result of the steady and natural growth

their business. At the time of the
"^dgamation of the County and West-

'iiiister Banks in 1909. their total current
vount and deposit balances, as shown in

lie balance-sheet of December 31, 1909,
iinounted to £70,000.000. This grew as
"Hows: Dec. .31. 1910. £70,000.000; 1911.
iO niillions; 1912, 81 millions; 1913, 85
iiillions; and in June last 87 millions. They
night, therefore, estimate their normal
lalances at this time at about 90 millions,
nd conclude that the abnormal growth
wing to the war was not more than 10 per
•eDt. In other words, they had added by
[teady and natural growth, without any
imalgamation of other banks, 20 millions in

five years. He moved the adoption of the

Report, which was seconded by Mr. C. S.

Grenfell and unanimously agreed to. The
retiring directors were re-elected and the

auditors reappointed, and cordial votes of

thanks to the chairman and directors and to

the officers and staff of the bank were
unanimously passed.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
FitlDAY (Tu-UAV.)—In.stitiition of Municipal ami County

Engineers. ** Buildiuj? liy-lawB ami a
t'ourt of Apjieal," b.y H. D. Searles
Wood, F.E.I.B.A. U2, Viotoria-street,

S.W. .* p.m.

Monday.—Royal Academy. "The Highest Period of

Greek Sculpttu-e." by Sir Charles
Waldstein. 4 p.m.

Victoria and Albert Museum. " Eng-
lish Sculpture and Stained tUaes
Windows," by Banister F. Fletcher,
F.R.I. B. A. 1.30 p.m.

Siin-eyore' Institution. Adjourned
DiscusBion on " Urban Land Tenure."
8 p.m.

Tuesday.— Royal Sanitary lustituto. Discussion on
" Tall V. Short Men for the Army," to

be opened by Dr. M. S. Pembrey, of
Guy's Hospital. 90, Buckingham Palace-
roiul, S.W. 7.30 p.m.

Institution of Civil Engineers.
" Engineering Operations for the Pre-
vention of Malaria," by F. Dudley
Evans, A.M.I.C.E. 8 p.m.

WiiDXtsDAY.—Royal Academ.y. " The Decline of Greek
Sculptiu-e," by Sir Charles Waldstein.
4 p.m.

St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society.
" Durham Cathedral and Castle," by
Rev. H. Bedford Pirn, M.A. S p.m.
Royal Society of Arts. " British

Lithography in 191.5," by F. Vincent
Brooks, s p.m.

Thursday.—British Museum. *' Triumphal Arches of
Rome," by Banister F. Fletcher.
4.30 p.m.

"Belgian Art," No. 2, by CamUle
Poupeye, of Malines. Architectural
Lecture Theatre, University College,
Gower-street, W.C. 5.30 p.m.

Society of Architects. " The Con-
struction aud Prctection of Buildings
in Relation to Fire Risks," by A.. Alban
H. Scott, Vice-President. 8 p.m.

Sheffield Society of Architects and
Surveyors. " .\rchitecture and Euviron-
ment," b.y W. S. Purchon, M.A.,
A.R.I.B.A.

Fbidav (Fi-H. 12).—Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's
Society. *' The Science of Stone-
cutting," by J. S, Boyd, L.R.I. B.A.
8 p.m.

Saturday (Fku. 13).—Institution of Municipal Eu-
giueers. Northern District .\nuual
Meeting at the Town Hall, Newcastle-
ou-Tyno. 2.30 p.m. Annual Dinner at
the Royal Turk's Head Hotel, Grey-
street. p.m.

The death is announced of Mr. E. J. Symes,
architect and surveyor, of Chard.

Wednesbury Town Council formally approved,
on Monday, plans for twenty-four artisans'

dwellings to be erected under the municipal
housing scheme recently adopted by the council.

The Lanark Middle Ward Committee have
authorised the water committee to purchase
hind on the Colebrook estate, at a cost of
jt!18,750, for the construction of a reservoir at
Camps.
At the next meeting of the coi-poralion of

Newcastle-ou-Tyne the trade aud commerce
lonimittee will recoinnicnd an extension of the
quay south-east of the Ouseburn, at an esti-

mated cost of i;51,100. Tlie work includes a

quay-wall 330ft. in length.

.\fter being in danger of losing its status a.s

tlie place of worship of a separate parish, the
Ciiurch of St. John the Evangelist, Grove-street.
Commercial-road. E., has been given a new lease

of life, and the building itself has been restored
at the cost of i;i,500. The Bishop of London
rcdcdicated the church on Tuesday night.

The City Corporation have signified their
approval to the names Pepys - street and
Rluscovy-street for the two new streets to be
formed in connection with the site in Trinity-
siiu.Tie of the ollices for the Port of I/ondon
.\utkority about to be built from Mr. Edwin
Cooper's designs, recently selected in coni-

[letition.

The London County and Westminster Bank,
Ltd., announce that Mr. F. W. Blackwell, the
manager of their Lombard-street office, will,

after nearly forty-six years' service, retire on
pension at the end of this month, and that the
directors have appointed Mr. D. N. Youle, at
prasent assist«nt manager, to succeed him in

the management.

LATEST PRICES.

N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
•isual sources of information are in many
cases failing us. Timber quotations we omit
altogether, as published figures differ so
widely that they are, we fear, in many cases
quite unreliable.

IRON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled Steel Joists, English £7 10 to £8
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 1.5 „ 10
Steel Girder Plates 8 „ 9
Bar Iron, good Staffs Ij 5 „ 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 22 „

Do., 'Welsh 5 15 „ S 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

Sooth Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
BestSBedehill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Bailders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., i8 1.5s. to £9.
Ditto galvanised, £14 to £lS10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrn' ited Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 23 to 21

6ft. to 8ft. long, incluBive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge ;E13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14 U

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.'W.G
8/3 8/9 9/3 9 9 10/3 IV- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt

Per ton. Per ton.
Caet-Iron Columns £6 17 8 to £8 10

Caat-Iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing 'Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5
Cast-iron Sash 'Weighta 5 10 „ 5 15
Cat Floor Brads 10 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 0,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14B.W.Q 14 5 0,, —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised

—

0to8 P 10 11 13 B.W.O.
£10 108. £10 15s. £11 Os. £11 58. ill 158. per ton.

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 15 to £7 2 6

4in. to6in 6 10 ,. 6 12 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 17 6 „ 7 2 6

fCoated with composition, 53. Od. per ton extra,
tnrned and bored joints 5s. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall 808. Od. to 127s. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 878.03. „ 978. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2* per cent.)—

Gas-Tabes 721 p.c
Water-Tubes 66j
Steam-Tabes 65
Galvanised Gas-Tabes 60
Galvanised Water-Tubes 56i
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 50

OTHER METAIiS.
Per tou. Per ton.

Lead Water Pipe, Town '£23 13 to —
Country '24 15 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town "24 13 „ —
Country '25 15 ,,

—
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town '25 Ij 0,, —

Country '26 15 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town "'28 5 0,, —

Country "29 5 0,, —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... *'2ij 13 0„ —

Country '27 15 ,,
—

Lead Soil-pipe (up to iJin.) Town '26 15 ,,
—

Country *'27 13 „ —
rOver 4^in. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6 ,,£18 12 6

Lead Shot, in '281b. bags 24 15 0„ —
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 84 „ 81 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 68 15 „ 69 5

Tin, English Ingots 172 „ 173

Do., Bars 175 „ 176

Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town) 19 3 6 „ 19 10

Sheet Lead, Town '23 5 0,. —
Country '24 5 0,. —

Gennire White Lead 29 15 ..
—

Refined Red Lead 29 ..
—

Sheet Zinc 65 „ —
Old Lead, againet account 17 13 0,, —
Tin per cwt. 12 0,. —
Cat nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand) 12 9 ,.
—

• For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

SLATES.
in. in. £ 8. d. perl.OOOof

Blue Fortmadoc ... 20 x 10 ... 12 12 6 1.200 at r. stn.

„ 16 ,, 8 ... 6 12 6

Blue Bangor 20 „ 10 ... 13 2 6,.
20 ,, 12... 13 17 6

First quality 20 „ 10 ... 13 0..
20 „12...13 IS ..

16 „ 8... 7 5
Eureka anfading
green 20 „ 10 ... 15 17 6

20 „13... 18 7 6,.
18 „10 ... 13 5

16 „ 8... 10 5 „

Permanent Green ... 20 „ 10 ... 11 13 6

18 ,.10... 9 13 6
"

, 16 ,. 8... 6 12 6

4
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4 ditto 4l

5 ditto V
B ditto 4i
•6 ditto 9^

4 ditto 9"

5 ditto 0"

6 ditto 9"

n 1 3

(1 1 H
(1 2 1

S! H
1) a 1

2 11

(1 a H
4 6

BBIOKS.
(All prices net.)

First Bard Stocks... £1 IS per 1,000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11 „ „ [river.

Mild Stocks 19 0,,
Picked Stocks for delivered
Facings 2 5 „ at rly. etn.

Flettons 1 14
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18 „ „
Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Farebam Bed 3 12
Best Bed Pressed
Raabon Facing ... 5 „

Best Bine i ressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BuUnose 4 0,,
Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 4 0,,

2|in. Best Red Ac-) (Net, delivered in
crington Plastic

f
4 10 6 ,, j full truck loads

Facing Bricks ) I in London.

a'/s" Accrington Best Bed Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3'/8" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6

Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/e in
thickest part 2

3'/e" Chimney Bricks fit for ontside work ... 2 6
3'/8" ditto ditto through and through 2
S'/s" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 24" and h" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6

Ditto ditto 9"xi coarse 3

Accrington Camber Arches :

—

3 coarse deep, 4*" soflJt, per toot opening...
" " ditto ditto ditto ...

4i" ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto
Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BRICKS.
HABD OLAZES (PER 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Qlazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6
Quoins, BuUnose, and 4Jin. Flats—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6
Doable Headers—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, square

—

IB 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints

—

It 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—

5cl. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Doable BuUnose, Round Ends, BuUnose Stops—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Bounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MODLDKD BBIOES.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles—
Hi each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each

Sill BuUnose, Stretchers, and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

MajoUca or Soft Qlazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers ,_._ _ £22 17 6
» ,, Quoins and BuUnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks ^ Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
Ust for their respective kinds and colours f ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kinder colour, by 44in.
Is. 2d. each ) by 2|in.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations. s. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thamps Ballast 6 „

B. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Qround Blue Lias Lime 21 per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. B. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

STONE.*
Bed Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4
Darley Dale, ditto ,, 2 3
Red CorsehUl, ditto , „ 2 2
Closeburn Red Freestone,ditto ,, 2
Ancaster, ditto ,, 1 10
Oreenshill, ditto ,, 1 10
Beer, ditto „ 16
Chilmark, ditto (in track at
Nine Elms) „ 1 lOj

Hard York, ditto „ 2
Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ,, 13

* All F.O.B. LoDdon.

Bath Stone, delivered on road £ s. d.
waggons, Paddington Depot per toot cnbe 1 7i

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 9i
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station „ Oil
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, 1 7i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average;—
Delivered on road waggons \ Brown White
at Paddington Depot, { Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or ( Per foot cube.
PimUco Wharf

.

£0 2 3 ... £0 2

TILES.
B.

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tUes 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 57

Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles ; Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46

Ornamental ditto 48

d. Dlvrd. at
per 1000 ry.sn.

7 per doz. ,,

per 1000
6
per doz. ,,

6 per 1000

per doz. ,,

per 1000
6

Hip tiles 3 10> per doz.
Valley tiles 3

"Rosemary "brand plain tiles... 48
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 42

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3
Bartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 45
Pressed 42
Ornamental ditto 47
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

OILS.
Rapeseed,English pale,per tun £28 15

per 1000

per doz.

6 per 1000

per doz.
6

per 1009
6
6 „
per doz.

6

to £29
Ditto, brown 26 15 „ 27
Cottonseed, refined „ 29 „ 30
Olive, Spanish 39 10 „ 40
Seal, pale 21 „ 2110
Cocoanut, Cochin 46 „ 46 10
Ditto, Ceylon 42 10 „ 43
Ditto, Mauritius 42 10 „ 43
Palm, Lagos „ 32 5 „ 33 5
Ditto, Nut Kernel 35 „ 35 10
Oleine 17 5 „ 19 5
Sperm 30 „ 31
Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7 0,, 08
Petroleum, refined 6!; „
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 1 10
Ditto, Archangel 19 6 „ 10
Linseed OU „ per gal. 2 Hb .,

—
Baltic OU 2 llJ,, —
Turpentine ,, 3 5j ,,

—
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil perowt. 9 0,, —
Pure Linseed Oil
" Stority " Brand.. „ 9 0,, —

GLASS (IN ORATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz. 32oz.
Fourths — ... 5.3d. ... 6d. ... 7d.
Thirds Sid. ... 6d. ... 6ld. ... 8id.
Fluted Sheet 4id. ... &hd. ... — ... —

Hartley's English Boiled iin. ^/lein. }in.
Plate 3d. ... 35d. ... 4d.

White. Tinted.
Figured Boiled and Bepoussine... Hi. ... 6d.

VARNISHES, &c. FergaUon
Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10 6

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14 6

Find Elastic Carriage 12
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 10
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Fine French Oil 110
EggsheU Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14 9
Extra Pale Paper 12
Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10 6
French and Brush Polish 10

**
Ashton Education Committee decided on

Mondjty night to apply to the Local Govern-
ment Board for permission to borrow Ji;i2,0"5

for the erection of a new elemenl,iry school off

IVlossiey-road.

Mr. J. C. Ilaller, assistant county surveyor
of Nottinghamsliire, is to perform the duties
of Mr. E. P. Hooiey, who has joined H.M.
forces. 'Iha county council liave decided to

advertise for a successor to Mr. Hooiey at a
salary of Jt;750 per annum and travelling
expenses.

The death occurred on Tuesday week of Mr.
Nathan Stubbs, of 17, Cope's-avenuc, Tunstall,
who for the past three years had been managing
director of Messr.s. Charles Cope, Ltd., builders
and contractors, of Tunstall. Prior to the
formation of a limited company he had been
forcuian since 1884. He leaves a widow and
live daughters.

TRADE NOTES.
Under the direction of Messrs. Thornley

Brothers, architects, Library - street, Wigan,
Boyle's latest patent "Air-pump" ventilator
has been applied to Christ Church, Martin's-
lane, Liscard, Clieshire.

In the large block of buildings now in course
of erection for the new sanatorium at Willsing-
ham the powder Pudio has been included in the
specification.

OeiLVIE&CO.

Telephone: DALSTON 1389,

Mriny venrs connected with
tlie l;ite firm of W. H.
LASCELLES & CO., of

Bunhill Row.

MildmayAvenaeJSUNGTON^N,
EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS, "^l^""

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

HardwoodSi i

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,
|

120, BunMU Row, London, E.G. I

TENDERS.
j

*«* Correspondents would in all cases oblige by
j

giving the addreases of the parties tendering—at any i

rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the
j

information.

Birmingham.—For alterations to Northwood-
,

street swimming baths, for the baths committee city
,

council. Mr. W. P. Edwards. 1, Newball-street,
(

Birmingham. Quantities by Mr. P. Lawrence I

Watson, Birmingham :— '

Harris, J. T., Stratford-roa'3,
J

Birmingham (accepted) £1,968 j

Chatham.—For the erection of business premiseBJ
at l(i2, High-street, for Messrs. Lenuards, Ltd.,.
Queen's - road, Bristol. Messrs. Bridgman and i

Bridgman, A.R.I.B.A., M.S. A., Torquay, Paignton,!
and Bristol, architects :—

C!ogg. H. v.. London A'2,0&S

M'est and Sons, Rochester ... 3,075 U
Skinner. C. E., & Son, Chatham l.Qy)
Bendon, T., and Son. London* ... 1,817

* Accepted.

Clapham Common, S.W.—For the erection of

conveniences on north western portion, for the
parks committee of the London County Council :

—
Hollingsworth. H. H.. Peckham i'745

Triggs. E., and Co..Clapbam ... Tl."!

Fletcher. F. W.. Tooting 697
BickertoD, W..Catford (accepted) 635 U

(Architect's estimate. i'740.)

CLEBKENWiiLL, N.—For the provision of anelestiici
lift (including guides and gear) for passengers andi
light goods at the stores premises in Clerkenwell-'
close, for the London County Council :

—
Medway's Safety Lift Co.. Dept-

ford. S.E £502
Aldous and Campbell Ltd.,
Lower Bland-street, S.E. ... '495

Waygood-Otis, Ltd., Falmouth-
road, S.E 47.5

Ditto—Alternative tender ... 4j5 I)

Spagnoletti, Ltd.. Goldhawk-
road. W 463

Easton Lift Co., Ltd., Smth-
wark.S.E 463 U

Ditto — Various alternative
tenders £443,* £445, and higher
amounts up to 523

Smith, Major, and Stevens, Ltd.,
Northampton 450

Ditto—.\lternative tender, not in
accordance with specification 4J-2

Titan Lift Co., Ltd.. Holborn ... 450
(Chief engineer's estimate, £385.)

•Accepted.

Clissold Park, N.—For the adaptation of part o

mansion for use as tenements for the staff, for tin

parks committee of the London County Council :—
Rowley Bro?,. Wood Green ... £798
Marchant. Hirst. and Co..
Highgate 788

Stevens and Son. Crouch Hill ... 738

Newell. H.. Poplar 708
Fletcher. F. W.. Tooting 690
NichollB. H..Ltd.,Finchley* ... 689

(Architect's estimate, £640.)
' Accepted.

Fleetwood.—For roofing over fish stage, for tli

Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway. Mr. R. C
Irwin, Hunts Bank, Manchester :—

Taylor. E.,(.tCo.. KborSaw Mills, Littleborougb
(Accepted.)

Hackney Marsh, N.E.—For the erection o

dressing and storage accommodation, for the park

committee of the London County Council :
—

Stevens aud Son, Crouch Hill ... £727
Harding, R., and Sou. Brixton ... 7*24

Roberts. A., and Co., Ltd.,
Kensington 682 10

Harrison, J., and Co., Camber-
well (accepted) 591 10

(Architect's estimate, £652.)
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Gkeenwich.—For the execution of works and the
supply of plant at the Greenwich generating station,

for the London County Council :
—

(i.) Additions and alterations to coal-bunkers and
ash-hoppers, and the erection of additional work-
shops and stores :—
Bowyer. J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood ±'U,600

Wallis, G. E.. and Sons, Ltd..
Haymarket. S.W 13,%7

Holland & Hannen, Bloomebury 13,888
Snaith, J., and Sons (Norwood),

Ltd., South Norwood 12,i190 U
Godson, G..& Sons, Kilburn-Iane 12,38-2

Downs, W., Ltd., Walworth ... 12,171) U
Wall, C. Ltd., Chelsea (accepted) 12,17110

(.\rcbitect'8 estimate, .l'13,8(XJ.

(ii.) Supply of an asb conveyor :

—

New Conveyor Co., Ltd., Smeth-
wlck 1..5B7 2 S

Spencer&Co., Ltd., Melksham... 1,487

Babcock and Wilcox. Ltd.,
Benfrew (accepted) 1.303 13 J

(Estimate of the chief ofhcer of tramways, i'l.ijO.)

In connection with the work under li.) above,
Charles Wall, Ltd.. will execute the painting at
i464 5s. Id.

Gbeenwtlh.—For raising the height of the shaft
at the condenser house, Greenwich generating
station, for the London County Council :

—

Cochrane, J., & Sons, Ltd., about tl,0(X)

(Accepted.)

Islington.—For enlarging Shelburne-road school.
Islington, for the London Education Committee :—

Maddison, W. . I., Canning Town £gOo7
l.-Vccepted.)

Lajmbeth, S.E.—For paving works in connection
with the widening of Stamford-street, in front of the
new Government Stationery Office, for the London
County Council :

—

Mowlem. J. and Co., Pimlico ... i'KX)

(Accepted.)

Le-\\isham, S.E.—For the erection of a new council
school in .\damsvill-road, Lewisham, for the London
Education Committee :

—
Smith, .J.,and Sons, South Nor-
wood (accepted) f17,979

London.—For the supply of electric insulating
materials, schedule No. 1.5, for one year, for the
London County Council :—
Andrew. L., and Co., 2, Whitworth-street West.
Deansgate, Manchester (accepted). Estimate
value, i'463. (53 firms invited to tender.)

London.—For the supply during one year of
timber, pine or hardwoods, flhedule No. 122a, for the
London County Council. .Accepted tenderi and
estimated value of contracts :—
Items 7 lb). 11 la) to (d), 13 (c) and (dl, 14 (a) and (b),

15 (b) and (c), 17, 18 (a) to id), 19 (a) and (b) and 23—
Hunter. W. and .J. R.. Ltd.,
Victor Park, N.E f376

Items 4, 5, 6, 8 (d) to (f ) 9 (c) to (f). 15 Ka), 16 (a) to (d),

22 and 23—
Ingram, Perkins, and Co.,
Barbican, E.C 4,190

Items 20 (a) and (b), 21 (a) and (b), and 23 :—
Kennedy, J., & Co., Ltd., Down-
ham-road, N i-288

Item 10(a) and (b) :—
Millars' Timber & Trading Co.,

Ltd., Pinners Hall, E.C. ... 176 C
Items 7 la), 8 (a) to Ic), 8(g) to (j), 9 la) and (b), 23, -24

(a) to (b). and -25 'a) to (e) :

—

Sherry, E., Homerton Bridge, E. 959
Items 12 la) and lb) and 13 la) and (b) :

—
Windebank. O., and Son. Bath... 483

iSixty-two firms invited to tender.)

London.—For the supply of high and low-tension
switchgear for various sub-stations, for the London
County Council :—

British ^^"6stinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
Manchester ... i'1,3'24 17

Switchgear and Cowans, Ltd.,
Salford l,-275 3

Ferguson, Pailin, and Co.. Man-
chester (accepted) 1,275

Spagnoletti. Ltd., Shepherd's-
bush 1,240 7

Johnson and Phillips, Ltd.,
Charlton 1,177 19 6

(Estimate of the chief officer of tramways, i'1,100.)

London.—For the erection of an additional weather
shelter on the Victoria Embankment, near Black-
friars Bridge :—

Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd.. Upper
Norwood il.lsn

Wall, C, Ltd., Chelsea 1,1.30

Roberts, A., and Co,, Ltd., Ken-
sington (accepted) 962

(Architect's estimate, .t'900.)

London,—Por the supply of (.\) 40,000 creosoted

I

deal paving blocks, 3in. by 9in. by .5in., (b) 120.000
ditto, 3in. by gin. by liin., (t ) 5(-).000 ditto, 3in. by 9in.
by 4in.. to be delivered to County ^^ arf. -23, Belvedere-

I

r»ad. S.E., and (D) 00.000 ditto Sin. by 4'in., to be
delivered to Poplar Wharf, Leven-road, E., for the

I

London County Council, Price per 1,0(X) blocks :—
A. B. C. D.

Millar's Timber and Trading Co., Ltd.—
.I'll 17 9 ...±'10 16 3 ...±'9 12 9 ...£10 18 3

Improved Wood Pavement Co., Queen Victoria-st.—
11 12 6 ... 10 10 ... 9 9 ... 10 10

Burt, Bouitoo. and Haywood, Ltd., Cannon-st.

—

H 10 ... 10 7 3 ... 9 4 ... 10 7 3
Griffiths, \V., and Co., Ltd., Bishopsgate—

11 9 9 ... 10 15 ... 10 5 ... 11
Gabriel, T., Sons, and Burtons. Lambeth—

U 7 9 ... 10 9 ... 9 5 6 ... 10 14
Acme Flooring and Paving Co. 11904). Ltd.—

11 5 9 ... lu 3 3 ... 9 1 ... 10 3 3
Howard, W. W., Bros., and Co.. Trinity-sq., E.C—

11 5 ... 10 2 6 ... 9 ... 10 2 6
• Accepted.

London.—For reconstruction of Tredegar-road
bridge, for the London County Council:—

Perry and Co. I Bow). Ltd,, West-
minster, S.W 1'6,637

Coles, A. N.. Plymouth 6.157
Fasey, .•\.,&Son,Levtonstone. E. 5.963 15 6
Muirhoad, W.. and Co., Ltd..
Westminster, S.W. (accepted) 5,671 IS

(Chief engineer's estimate, .t*5.800.)

London, S.E.—For effecting alterations to the
testing plant, and providing additional gas-holders
at the Xewington gas-meter testing office, for the
London County Council :

—

Glover, G., and Co,, Ltd.,
Chelsea, S.W ±'650

The Gas Meter Co., Ltd., liings-
land-road, N.E 623 13

Parkinson and W. B. Cowan,
Ltd., City-road, E.C. (accepted) 495

(Estimate of the chief officer of the public control
department, i'500.)

MiLLi'iEi.ns, S.W.—For fencing works, for the
Parks Committee of the London County Council :

—

Fanlkners, Ltd., Walton-on-
Thames i'229 11

Hill and Smith, Ltd.. Hrierley
Hill 179 5 6

Elwell, .7., Ltd., Birmingham ... 169
.Johnson Bros., and Co., Ltd.,
Charles-street 161 7 6

Bayliss, Jones, and Bayliss. Ltd.,
Cannon-street laccepted) ... 159 10

(Chief's officer's estimate. £170.)

Newhurn H.\ll-on-Ttne.—For the erection of a
school (350 places), for the Northumberland Educa-
tion Committee. Mr. C. Williams, The Moothall,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, architect :—

Douglass, J.. 5. Mossley-street.
Newcastle-on-Tyne (accepted) £3.747

(Lowest of 10 tenders received.)

Ne-^tort, Isle of Wi(;ht.—For the erection of
business premises, High-street, for Messrs. Lennards,
Ltd., Queen's-road, Bristol. Messrs. Bridgman and
Bridgman, A.R.I.B.A., M.S. A., Torquay, Paignton,
and Bristol, architects :—

Jenkins and Sons, Ltd.,
Southampton £1,695

Day, H , Cowes 1,6-25

Jenkin9,E.W., Newport 1,6-24 10
Brading, W, H., and Son. East
Cowes 1,489

Westbrook, T., and Son. Cowes 1,422
White, W., Freshwater* 1,350

* Accepted.

PEN9BT. Cheshire.-For building a wash-out
block at Pensby. for the Wirral Joint Hospital
Board :

—
Lee. J., & Sons, Higher Bebington (accepted)

Poplar a.nd KENXisif Town.—For the provision of
accommodation for motor lorries at the Leven-road.
Poplar, and Leightou-road, Kentish-town, permanent
way depots, for the Lon'lon (_:ounty Council ;

—
Moss, S. E., Southend on-Sea ... £2,739 9 11

Hill, R. W., Upper Holloway ... 2,625 2 U
C'oxhead, F. J.,Leytonstone ... 2.671 5

The Kensington Developments,
Ltd., South Kensington ... 2„568

Wall, C Ltd.. Chelsea 2,526

Fenn, A. M., Woolwich 2,513 8 5

Coles, A. N., Plymouth 2,51113 6

Marsland, J., & Sons, Walworth 2.477
Peppiatt, H., and Cooper, High
Holborn '2,446 14 6

Barker, G., New-road, E 2,445 16 6
Stevens and Sons, Crouch-hill ... 2,418

Cook, H. J., and Sons, Penge ... 2.416

Lawrence, E.. and Sons. Ltd..
City-road 3,314

Hughes, R. M. West Kensington -2,295

Roberts, A., and Co.. Ltd., Ken-
sington 2.280

Rowley Hros., Wood Green- ... ^2^23^

Kazak, L.. Belvedere 2,2'J5

Collings, C, Dartford '2,334 4 3

Lovell, Y. J.,andSon,Gerrard's-
cross (accepted) 2.1.57

(Architect's estimate, £2,360.)

Rochdale.—For the construction of a new car-

shed and workshop, for the corporation. .Accepted

tenders —
Reinforced concrete for foundations ;

—
Howarth, R. and T.

Steel work :

—

Lambourne and Co., Manchester,
Building ;—

Rangeley, J. E., Rochdale.
(Total amount of accepted tenders, £11,-200).

RufiBT.—For the erection of new business premises,
RegeutBtreet, for Messrs. Lennards, Ltd, Messrs.
Bridgman and Bridgman, .\.R.I.B.A., M.S.A.,
Torijuay, Paignton, aud Bristol, architects :

—
CuUen,J, W., Leicester £5.360

Linnell and Son 4,9:0

Wilkins, R., and Sons. Bristol ... 4,882

White. A. F 4..535

I'arnell. J., and Son 4,3SO

Cockerell, C -1.300

Foster and Dixie, Ltd 4,-263

Drever, O. P„ and Son, Ltd.* ... 3,936

(Rest of Rugby.)
* Accepted.

Tottenham.—For the painting work in connection
with the erection of 79 cottages on section C of the

White Hart-lane estate, for the London County
Council :—

Fairhead, A., and Son, Enfield ... £600
Willmott, J., and Sons. Hornsey 566

Monk, A., Lower Edmonton ... 558 10

NichoUs, H., Ltd.. Finchley ... 550 10

Rowley.Bros., Wood Green" ... 513
' .\ccepted.

(Architect's estimate, £573.)

Totnes.—For extending the sewers and water
mains on the Stuart estate, for the town council ;—

Brook, T. E. (accepted) £267

Westminster. S.W.—For paving works at Nos. 28
to 32, .\bingdon-Btreet, and on east side of Smith-
square, for the London County Council :

—

Farrow, H.. Brixton, S.W. ... £4.923 14 3
Limmer .\sphalte Paving Co..

Ltd., Westminster, S.W. ... 4,590 3 9
.\cm6 Flooring and Paving Co.

(1914), Ltd., Victoria Park, N.E. 4,4-22 5 6
Val de Travers Asphalte Paving

Co., Ltd., Bishopsgate, E.C. ... 4,357 8 1
Improved Wood Pavement Co.,

Ltd., Queen Victoria-st., E.C. 4.257 18 11
Griffiths, W., and Co.. Ltd..
Bishopsgate, E.C 4.192 8

Anderson, G. J., Poplar 4,15118 6
Mowlem, J., (t Co., Ltd., West-
minster, S.W. (accepted) ... 4,0-27

(Chief engineer's estimate, £3,865 5s. lid.)

Wolstanton. Staffs.—For the erection of connci
offices, for the United Urban District Council :

—
Davenport, G. H £7,259
Wilton, S 7,196
Grant and Sons 7,100
Grant, H 6,900
Finney and Broadhurst 6,800
Cooke, J 6,714
Rodgers. W 6,600
Smith, C, and Son 6,550
Pemberton, P.* 6,318

* Recommended for acceptance.

[At the meeting of the urban council, it was
resolved by seven votes to six, to refer back the
recommendation to the committee, it being
considered unwise to build during the war.]

«>»

TO COKBESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly us possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to

correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary

matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the Editor of the Bcildlnq News, Effingham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C, and not to

members of the stall by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. .\ll drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable

for, unsought contributions.

*.* Drawings of selected competition designs, im-

portant public and private buildings, details of old

and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,

houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits,

on mutually advantageous terms, which may be
ascertained on application.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the

building has been erected. It does neither them nor

us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time executed, except under special circum-
stances.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vul. CVIl. are now ready, and should

be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post 12s. Od.).

as only a limited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. X.XXIX., XLL, XLVI., XLIX.,
LIII., LXI., LXII.. LXIV., LXV., LXVl.. LXVII.,
LXVIlt., LXIX.. LXXI., I.XXII., LXXIII.,
LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVL, LXXVII., LXXIX.,
LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXIL. LXXXIII.. LXXXIV.,
LXXXV., LXXXVI., LXXXVll., LXXXVIII.,
Lxxxix., xc. xci., xcn., xciii., xciv..
XCV., XCVI., XCVII., XCVIII.. XCIX., C, CI.,

CII., cm., CIV., CV., CVI., aud UVII. may still be

obtained at the same price; all the other bound
volumes are out of print. Most of the back

numbers of former volumes are, however, to be

had .singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers
to conipiete volume just ended should order at

once, as many of them soon run out of print.

ntciavTiu.-D. Bros, and Co., Ltd.— li. T. B.—G. I.—

W. 0. H.—W. and W.—L. and Co.—J. C. S.—A. K.—
P. B. and Co., Ltd.—D. Bros.—R. and 8.—B. of E.—
T. B. B., Ltd.—(J. M. C.

Trestle.—No.

L. B. A.—Please send.

Mendip.—Forwarded as requested.

DouuTKUL.—We see no other course open at present.

2. No.

M. R.—It seems hardly the time to re discuss the matter,

but we will bear your final suggestion in mind.

Veta.—Where, as in your case, there is a wall dividing

adjoining properties, it is presumed, in the absence of

any evidence to the contrary, that the ownership m
the wall, and also in the land upon which it stands,

belongs to adjoining owners of the land in equal

moieties, and that (hey are both liable to keep the wall

in repair, each paying one-half of the cost.

" BUILDING NEWS " DESIGNING CLUB.

Dbawinus Received. -" Black Cat," " Walbroke,;_

" Raven," " Tom Tit," " September Mom, "P'S',,
" Per"-radu8," " Nil Desperandiim," Sea Wolf,^

" Penwith," " Bomnemouth CJueeu," Empire,
•' Ogee," " Why," aud " Doctor " (very late).
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Feb. &—Designs for Workmen's Dwellings 1500 persons). Rath-
hone-street Area. Liverpool. iH. Hartley, F.R.I.B.A.,

.1- T ^,.T„T„'?'? i, •;^i,- V -^i: r. v; V- ^l™- ^^- f^d ^^ E. R. Pickmere. Town Clerk. Municipal Offices, Liverpool.
.. 27—Laying out about Three .\cres, and Erecting Houses for

Working Classes, Connah's Quay. (Mr. S. Evans,

1- r-h^^'^-'^a ^^-^^ ^f|«ssor) T. W. Hughes. Clerk. Council Offices, Connah's Quay, ChesteW SrS^'i'''^° ^ ?°?S' SP»1*5S •,"• H S. Maples. Clerk to Guardians. Spalding.
Mar. 30-Water- upply Scheme, Chew Ma,-?na £100, £50 J. S. Dury, Clerk to Clntton R.D.C., Temple Cloud, Bristol.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Feb, 5—Shops, Stores, and Stables, Abercwmboi Cwiubach Indus. Co.-op. Soc T. Roderick. Archt., Asbbrook House, .\berdare.

5—Pnor-Law Institntion, Repairs to. SaUord Guardians F. Townson. Clerk. Poor-Law Offices. Eccles Xew-rd.SalforJ
5—Offices. Frederick-road Electricity Works. Silford Corporation The Boroueh Eles. Engineer. Fretlerick-road. Pendleton.
S-St. Mar>-'s R C. Schrol. Additions to. Fenton Wood and Goldstraw. Aavhts., Tunstall.
5—Rerooflng Hospital Kitchen and Laundry, Cl03akilty ... Guardians .T. J. OCrowley, .\rcht.. Clonakilty.
6—Shop and Cottage, Albion-road, Pontj-pool .\bersychan Indus. C»<)p. Soc... The Architect, Coop, ^^hole3ale Soc. lUlloon-st .MancbestL
6—Cottages '30'. Earle-town Kewton-in-Makerfield U.D.C \. Briggs, FS I. Town Hall. Earlestown.
6—Council School, Additions to 1320 places), Shoebunness Esses Education Committee G. Tonbam Forrest. F.G.S.. 79. Djke-strest. Chelmsford.
6—School. Additions to. Tregoney Cornwall Education Committee... S. Hill, .\rcht.. Green-lane. Redruth.
6—School Impr.ivemenls. Poundstook Cornwall Education Commitiee... B. C. Andrew. Archt., Biddick^-court. St. Aus'ell. Cornwa'l.
6—Workhouse, Weigh-hrilge at. Fairmile. Cbristjhurch... Guardians A. Druitt. Clerk, 18. High-street, Christchurch.
S—Lime Pits and Building, Millshaw Works, Ohurwell W. L. Ingle. Ltd T. .i. Battary. L.R.I.B. A., Q leen street. Morley.
S—Depot Buildings. Broadstairs Urban District Council H. Hurd. C E., Sur., Council Offices. Broidstai's.
8—Cottage, Cartmel Fell Urban District Council C. E Hines. Sur.. Council Offices, Broad-st.. Windermere,
S—Hospital, Grove House Estate, Newland, Hall Scnlcoates Guardians T. B. Atkinson, M.S.A.. Archt.. Trinity Hoas9-lane, Hull.
S—Workmen's Dwellings. Penzance Town Council Cowell and Drewitt. -\rchts.. Leonard's Chambars. Penzance.
8—Girls County School. Wrexham Denbigh Education Authority ... W. D. Wiles. 4-2a. High-street. Wrexham.
8—School, .\dditions to, Conway-street, Portsmonth Education Committee -\. H. Bone, Sur., Cambridge Junction, Portsmouth.
S—Children's Receiving Home. Kewcastle-undei--Lyme ChaDmin and Snaps, Archts., Xewcastle-under-Lyme
S—Receiving Home. Extension of. North Shields Tyiiemonth Guardians W. Stockdale. .\.R.I.B..^.. 81, Howard street. North Shields.
8—Cottage Homes. Exning road. Newmarket Guardians lohn Flatman. Archt.. Beaufort Studio. Newmarket.
S-Stables at Institntion. Preston-road. North Shie-'ds Tynemonth Guardians W. Stockdale, A.R.I.B.A . 81, Howird-street. North Shiel1«.
9—Residence. Additions to, Burnley-road, Halifax C. Williams and Sons. Archts, Post Office Baildings. Halifax
9—Houses lo'. Repairs to. Ash-grove. Handsworth Great Western Railway Co A. E. BMter. Secretary. Pddlington Station. London.
9—Hockens House Chare!. Renovation of, Ss. Cleer The Rev. J. Rickird. St, Cleer. Cornwall.
10—Isolation Hospital. Wick, Littlehampton Urban District Council H. Howard. F S.I., Sur.. Town Offices, Littlehampion.
10—Pair of Cottages. Shipton Bellinger Hampshire Counts- CouncU W. .J. Taylor. County Sur., The Castle, Winchester.
10—Pavilion, Qneen's Park, Crewe Town Council G. Eaton Shore, Boro' Sur., Earle-street, Crewe.
10—Workmen's Dwellings, Coventry Housing Committee J. E. Swindlehmst, City Bn?.. St. Mary's Hall, Coventry.
10—Little Heath School, Enlargement of, Coventry Education Committee G. and I. Kteane. Archts.. 22 Little Park stre9t, CDventry
10— Six Coitage;. Aston Cross, .ishchurch Tewkesbury B.D.C Prothero. Phillott. it Barnard, Pfomeoade, Cheltenham.
10—Four-Set Woollen Mill [Extension). Gildersome W. Morris J. Auty. A.R.I.B..i.. Peel-streeS. Morley.
10-Houses a2). Repairs to. Nantyflyllon .John Lewis W. Bevan. Archt . Bridgend.
11—Reconstructing Root's to Galleries, Albert Museum,S.W. H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, HM. Office of Works. Storey's Gate, S.W.
1'3—Electricity Sub-station, Thorpe Bay, Southend-on-Sea Corporation E. .J. Elford. M.I.C.E., Municipal Buildings, Southend-on-Sea.
13—Waiting-rooms, Richmond Park. Glasgow Corporation J. Whitton, Supt. of Parks, 21fl. George-street. Glasgow.
1'2—Wadden Waterworks. Extensions to. Croydon Town Council .1. M. Newnham, Town Clerk, Town Hall. Croydon.
12—Pavilion. Spencer Park. Coventry Parks Committee .1. E. Swindlehurst. City Eng.. St. Mary's Hall, Coventry.
12—Workhouse. .Additions to. Tadcaster Guardians Bromet and Thorman. .\rchts.. Taicaster.
12—Motor Garage i Handcart Shelter. Birmingham P.O. ... H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary. H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate, S.W.
13—Labourers' Single Cottages 271. Milford Rural District Council S. Walters, Clerk. Coancil Officer Milford. Ireland.
13—Houses (16), Stand-lane. Radcliffe Urban District Council W. L Rothwell. Eng.. Council Offices, Radclifle, Lanes.
13—Public Baths. Purification Plant Works at, Batley .J. H. Craik. Town Clark, Batley.
14—Houses :>» . Southall Urban District Council R. Brown. M.I.CE,. Town Hall. Southall.
13—Three Bowling Green Pavilions. Sheffield Parks Committee C. F. Wike. M ICE. City En?.. Town Hall. Sheffield.
15—Presbyterian Chapel. Oakdale Village, Blackwood A. F. Webb. M.S.A.. Tredesar Chambers, Blackwood. Mon.
1.5—Higher Elementarj- School 1300 places'. Newbridge. Mon Monmouthshire Education Com. J. Bain. F.R.I.B.A., County Council Offices. Newport. Moa.
15—Filter House at Heath, near Cardifl CoriJoration C. H. Priestley. M.I.C E., City Hall, Cardiff.
15—Houses 115*. Clay House-lane, Greetland R. Horsfall and Sons, Archts., 22-\. Commercial-st., Halifax.
15—Caretaker's Lodgeat Cemeters'. Cefn Golen Tredegar Urban District Council W. Lloyd Roach, Sur.. Beiwelty Honse. Tredegar,
1.5—Boys' School (308 places), Hirwain Joint Schools Committee T. Roderick, .\rcht., Clifton-street. .Vberdare.
16—Three Double Cottages, Lochgoilhead Corporation J. Whitton. Parks Supt., 24.1. George-st.eet, Glasgow.
16—Police Court and Station, Additions to, Abergavenny ... Monmouth County Standing Com. W. Tanner, F.S.I.. Countv Sur,. Newport, Mon.
16—Four DwelUngs. St. Just-lane. St. Mawes Truro Rural District Council C, Hancock. Clerk. 12. Princess street. Truro.
16—Sanatorium. Additions to. Sankey Warrington Health Committee ... The Borough Surveyor. Town Hall. Warrington.
17—Children's Homes. Norwich Guardians Morgan and Buckingham, Archts., 1. Upper King-st, Norwich,
17—Pumping Station, Beeston, Notts Urban District Council W. H. Radford, C.E., Albion Chambers, King-st.. Nottingham.
17—Infante' School, Hough-lane. Bramley Leeds Education Committee J. Graham. Sec . Education Office?. Calverley-st.. Leeds.
IS—School, Additions to, Asbby-by-Brigg Lindsey Education Committee ... Scorer and Gamble. Archts., Bank-street Chambers, Lincoln.
IS—School. Swimming Bath at. .\shford. Middlesex Managers H. Dighton Pearson, F.R.I. B..\.. 76. Newman-st, Oxford-st.. W,
18—Underoinninc School. Hornscy-road.N St. Marv (Islington) Guardians ... E. J. Harrison. Archt.. 9. Gray's Inn-square. W.C.
19—Head I'ost Office. Extension of, Bournemouth H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate, S.W.
19—Secondary School. Ferndale Rhondda Urban District Council J. Beeves, Archt., Hillside Cottage. Pentre.
19—School, Classrooms at. Hemsworth Kinsley West Riding Education Com The Education Architect, County Hall, Wakeflald.
•20—Old Metropolitan Bank. Alterations to, Cardigan E. S. Watts J. T. J. Williams, Archt., Napier-street, Cardigan.
•20-Cottages 'Six', Flax Bourton Somerset Works Committee E. Stead. M.I.C. E., County Sur . Wells.
20—National School, St. I'atricks Holywell. Co. Fermanagh The Office of Public Works. Dublin.
23—Medical Hall. Additions to. Cardigan H. Morgan J. T. J. Williams, Archt.. Napier-street. Cardigan.
'24—Wesleyan School, Alter.stions to, Brightlingsea Trustees The Rev. F. Ribey, The Manse, Brightlingsea.
24—Heathfleld Hospital, Additions to, Aj-r Conwration ._ J. Young. Burgh Sur.. Town Buildings. .Ayr.
24—Additional Story over Board Room, Upper Edmonton... Guardians J. C. S Mummerv, Archt., 13. Fitzroy-square, W.

No date—Bungalow, Buckie G. Sutherland and C. George, Archts., Aberdeen and Buckie.
do. —Detached Residence near Station, Torrington Smytb-Bichards, Stapledon, & Fox, Bridge Chmbrs.. Bideford.1

ELECTEICAI. PLANT.
Feb, 5—Various Electrical Stores (One Year), Bermondsey, S.E. Borough Council Fredk. Ryall. Town Clerk, Town Hall, Spa-road. S.E.

5—Cables, NcwcaslIe-nnder-Lyme Town Council A. J. C. de Reuzi, Boro' Elec. Eng., Newcastle-under-Lyme.
_

., 10—Testing Instruments, .\delaide Postmaster-General's Dept The Commonwealth Offices, 72. Victor.a-street, S.W.
„ 10—Switchboard, Broken Hill, Sydney, N,S.W The Deputy Postmaster-General, Sydney. N.S.W.
,, 10—Four Electric Cranes, Valencia Junta de Obras del Puerto de Valencia, Valencia.
.. 10—Conveners. Perth, W.A The Deputy Postmaster-General. Perth, W..i.
„ 10—Installation. Scawfell-street School, Hackney. N.B London County Coancil The Chief Engineer. County Hall. Spring Gardens, S.W.
„ 11—Low-tension Sub station Switchgear, Bolton Electricity Committee W. J. H. Wood, Boro' Elec. Eng., Spa-road. Bolton.
„ 11—Materials (One Year', Bristol Electrical Committee H. Faraday Proctor, M.I E.E., Corn-street. Bristol.
., 12—Plant. Llandudno Urban District Council A.. Comllv. Town Hall, Llanduino.
„ 15—.Arc Lamp Carbons, St. Pancras, N,W Borough Council C. H. F. Barrett, Town Clerk, Town Hall. Pancras-road, N.W.
• 16—Cable. Melbourne Deputy Postmaster-General The High Commissioner of Australia. 72, Victoria-st.. S.W.
., 22—Installation at Technical Institute, Cardiff Manchester Edacation Com A. Ellis, City Elec. Eng., The Hayes, Cardiff,
.. 38-Transformers. Lake Coleridge, N.Z The Public Works Office. Wellington, N.Z.

Mar, 16—Electrical Plant, Brisbane The Deputy Postmaster-General, Brisbane.

FESCINQ AND 'WALLS,
Feb, 6—Iron Fence at Playground, Anne-snnare, Pollokshaws... Glasgow Corporation J. Lindsay. Town Clerk, City Chambers, GlasgJW,

•• 13—Fencing Cemetery, New-road, Woodston Burial Joint Committee H. W. Hawkins, Sur., Fletton.
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OUR ILLUSTRATIOyS.

Board of Trade Offices, Victoria Embankment. London,
S.W. Selected Design : Perspective View, Block
Plan, Ground Floor and Principal Floor Plan ;

Elevation to the Thames and Longitudinal Section.

Mr. E. Vincent Harris, F.Ii.I.B.A., Architect.—
Design by Messrs. H. Percy Adams, F.E.I.B.A.,

and C. H. Holden, A.R.I.B.A. View; Elevation of

River Front ; Detail of same ; Cross-section through
Quadrangle, and Plans of Ground Floor and
Principal Floor.

BOARD OF TRADE NEW OFFICES,
THAMES EMBANKMENT; COMPE-
TITION DESIGNS.

[WITH 1LLUSTR.VTI0NS.]

East Fridaj" «e announced the award in

this important competition. The iour-

square open site for these additional

Government buildings overlooks the Em-
bankment Gardens where a vacant space

1.50ft. wide will be used as a planted fore-

court, and it is situate immediately to the

rear of Inigo Jones's Classic Banqueting
House in Whitehall. The land has a

western frontage in the cul-de-sac known
as Whitehall Gardens, extending north-

wards from the grounds of Montague
House to the Horseguards Avenue which
skirts the AVar Office, passing Whitehall
Court on its way east to the Embankment.
Whitehall Gardens will be opened up, and
Gwydir House in front is to be pulled

down. The site is wedge-shaped, being

much narrower at the southern end. where
at the outset the new premises will be com-
menced. The lay-out of the building had
to be contrived so as to allow about half of

its extent, including the chief apartments,
to be built in the first instance as the

initial part of the scheme. One hundred
and eighty-seven designs were submitted
in the original preliminary competition,
and from these some ten plans were chosen
for the final concours. Each chosen firm,

or individual architect so chosen, had to

amplify the first designs sent in, and will

be paid an honorarium of £300. The award,
as we have said, was announced in our
pages last week, in favour of Mr. Emanuel
Vincent Harris. F.R.LB.A.. of 8, New-
square. Lincoln's Inn. W.C. The assessors

were Sir .\ston Webb. R.A., Mr. Reginald
Blomfield. R.A.. and Mr. Ernest Newton,
A.R.A., P.R.I.B.A. It was understood
that a coluniniat«d treatment was not re-

quired, and provision had to be allowed
for the preservation of an old brick-built

crypt located almost on the verge of the
sit-e in the N.AV. corner, the angle coming
very awkwardly, the groining of this his-

toric chamber projecting some few feet

above the level of the new ground floor,

necessitating some steps up and down to

accommodate these differences. This pro-
viso so far hampered the planning of the
new offices, and this obstruction had to be
also dealt with outside in the open area
for light to the new basement on the north
elevation. The great height fixed for the
block of buildings imposed obvious diffi-

culties in regard to effective lighting, and
the treatment of the topmost stories,

whether by way of tall roofs exposed to
view or by mural attics, materially affected
the architectural treatment adopted by the
ten competitors. The drawings arc on

view till the 22nd inst. at York House,
Kingsway, where they were adjudged.

THE SELECTED DESIGN.

Mr. Vincent Harris has submitted the
most direct, simple, and economic sclienie

of the whole series, and we entirely en-

dorse the award, much as we recognise the

merits of some of the other plans. The
choice has rightly fallen upon the design

which has perhaps the largest lighting

court or quad of any plan, and except on
the ground floor it provides an undivided

area without obstruction of any sort. The
chief entrance is placed in the middle of

the Whitehall Gardens elevation, and from
thence a vista is obtained on to the river-

side gardens, the triple archway repeating

on the Embankment front. The bisecting

corridor which runs through is 24ft. wide
from out to out, and it forms a grand
approach for ministers and high person-

ages. The W. end is apsidal, and has
niches for sculpture, beyond which a

columniated treatment enhances the archi-

tectural character of this corridor, with its

windows looking south. On the north Mr.
Harris proposes to conserve the three his-

toric rooms, which he suggests could be
used as ministers' deputation rooms or for

receptions. Besides this, the public having
business in this building would be inter-

ested in these apartments, which are only

one story high. The lay-out of the build-

ing follows the shape of the site, and only

the acute corner of the west angle in the

Horseguards Avenue is splayed off. A
borrowed-light corridor extends all round
the premises, with windows at the ends
and much light on the E. and W. flanks

from the big double flights of stairs, as well

as at each extremity, where the diagonally-

placed staircases are situate in a most
clever way. On the north, in the middle
of the facade, there is another opportunity
for windows. A continuous borrowed
light is found everywhere above the door-

head level. The grand stairs do not pro-

ceed beyond the principal floor; after that

a subsidiary staircase overlooking the quad
goes up to the top floor. The four general
working staircases are set in the internal

angles of the lighting court, and these

stairways are flanked by lavatories on both
sides, with lifts also set right and left of

the entrance vestibule, where there is a
drinking fountain. The secondary doors
at the ends of the W. and E. fronts lead

to these lobbies set at the junction of the
main passages and lateral corridors. The
whole of the sub-ground floor under the
lighting court is devoted to stack-room and
administrative purposes, all being top-

lishted, except where superpo.sed by
buildings. The reading-room is placed in

the south wing, looking north, and

measures 68ft. by 22ft., divided into three
parts. The conference rooms are on the
principal floor, and overlook Montague
House. The ministers and State .officials

occupy the whole of the east frontage, save
where the big stairways intervene, as
before named. A terrac« of 40ft. width,
with screen wall and masonry-built twin
pavilions makes a grand feature facing the
river aspect, and access to it is obtained
from the casements of the ground-floor
windows. A grey granite base is provided
up to the balcony, which is level with the
principal floor. The fenestration, set out
in thirty-three bays, four floors high above
this balustrade, is treated quite plainly

with square heads and jambs in ashlar.

The top two floors up to the governing
frieze and crowning cornice are pilastered,

with balconettes between the bases, and in

this way the part of the building most seen
from Westminster Bridge, Waterloo
Bridge, Whitehall, and St, James's Park
becomes most appropriately ornate and
handsome. Broad piers occur at each end
of the fa'-ades ; and towards the Thames
at the extremities of the front, the stone

attics carried up above the cornice are

associated with big palatial chimneys, with
obelisks, in a picturesque fashion akin to

Scotland Yard, and thus great value is

added to the outline. The terminal piers

already mentioned are pierced with pedi-

mental and columned windows on the fifth

floor, the archite'ctural surrounds project-

ing with pleasing effects and forming a
good finish to the pilastered treatment just

alluded to. There is a range of 33 dormers
in the high-pitched and hipped lead-

covered roof, all pedimented alike along

the river elevation, seen in sharp perspec-

tive in the capable pencil view, which is

quite unlike any of the other pictoriiil

studies sent in. The grouping of the

windows towards the Horse Guards
Avenue is set out in five bays, with

pilastered spacings similar to that of the

longer elevations. The handling of this

design is much in sympathy with the

London County Hall, as well as New Scot-

land Yard, which is an advantage. The
top roof story is lighted by sky lanterns

;

dormers light the uppermost corridor on
the "quad" side, to avoid cutting up the

exterior slope too much. The total cost, at

Is. 2id. per foot. works out at

£568,761 OS. lOd.

MESSES. PERCY ADAIIS AND C. H. HOLDEX'S

PEOPOSAI.

is planned round one large central court-

yard, instead of being divided into two

"areas. The skyline of the i-oof is suffi-

ciently distant in the narrowest part from

side to side to allow the angle of 45deg. to

be projected from the lower ground-floor

level without anv interference with the

«M
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light of all the windows right ilown from
the summit to the bottom, as described.
Tlie lighting generally is extremely well

devised. The hmoost corridors are lit at the
ends, while at intermediate points they have
several direct windows of their own. At
the south end of the plan there is a ^lair

of minor yards which siijiply ample toj)-

lighting to the handsome main entrance

south, and have a prospect over the
grounils of Montague House. The Library
below these is approached from the
entrance hall. All the chief officers' and
the president's rooms are at this end of

the building. The book-stack stores ad-
join tlie library. On their south side two
"waiting-rooms," belonging to some neigh-
bouring department, are divided off from

finished as an oil painting, and this is

reproduced with our other illustrations

to-day.

MESSRS. H. V. ASHLEY AND WINTON NEWMAN
have produced a most excellent plan, with
a somewhat diminished central court, sur-

rounded by a group of seven minor ones,
and this plan provides direct light to all

PRINCIPAL FLQDR .

BOARD OF TRADE NEW OFFICES, VICTORIA EMBANKMENT, S.W. -.

Selected Design by Mr. E. Vincent Harris, F.R.I.B.A.

PRINCIPAL FLOOR PLA.X.

Architect.

hall carried u|) through two floors, thereby
increasing its importance. These twin
courts are like two others similarly
planned at the northern end of the build-
ings. 'The landings, adjacent passages,
and staircases are lit by their means. The
lavatories, etc., are also ventilated, floor

above floor, by these areas. All depart-
inental rooms have a direct light, whether
from tlie centra! open space or from the
exterior of the whole block. The authors
have adopted a segmental fan-like lay-out,
which culminates with its northern
fruiitage along the Horse Guards Avenue
on the curve. A pair of entrances mark
the Whitehall Gardens side of the build-
ing, which is lurinaiirntly blocked from
view^ by the Banqueting Hall in Wliite-
haH ; but as these main doorways happen
to come at each end, tiny can br seen well
beyond the limits of all intervening ob-
structions. There arc two exit doorways
corresponding on the east elevation, giving
easy ways to the Terrace and Gardens in a
line with the National I,iborTl Club. A
third portal is in the centre of the seg-
mental elevations on the norlh. The con-
ference rooms on the first floor face the

the book-stack rooms by screens, which
perhaps are low : otherwise artificial light

would be necessary. There are seven stair-

cases. Four stand in the extremities of

the building, and a pair come half-way
along the east and west corridors. The
larger one at the north end overlooks the
central court, and by these means sun-
shine would i]ermeate the premises where it

is most needed. This design embodies a
notable architectural feature, a crow'ning
colonnaded attic comprising the two top-
most floors, for the same reason realised
in the selected scheme. The detail cer-

tainly looks more English than some of the
other designs. The handling of the
front ag"S is dignified, and presents a suffi-

ciently palatial effect without extraneous
efforts, such as projecting pavilions and
pcdimented end treatments inevitably in-
volve. Instead of such arbitrary addi-
tions which do not naturally grow out of

th':> inlernal contrivances of a uniform vast
office building like this must be. Messrs.
Adams and Holden's proposal relies on a
sense of breadth duo to the massing of
wall surfaces disposed with much dex-
terity. The perspective is unusual, being

the corridors. The lay-out is masterly, and
allows external lighting from vertical

windows to all the offices and work-
ing rooms, either from the big middle
"quad," or, as in most instances, from out-
side the building. The staircases are
lighted from the smaller courts, which like-

wise ventilate and light the lavatory
adjuncts. It is to be noted that the central
open space is very much longer from N. to

S. than it is from E. to W., whereas the
projiortions in other jdans occur the other
way about, the wider dimensions being set;

across the site. The Library is particularly.]
well managed in this design, flanked by its

complementary stack-room along the south
front overlooking the grounds of the Duke
of Buccleuch's mansion. The conference
rooms face the "quad," while the Presi-
dent of the Board of Trade's suite i

commands the prospect of the Thames
highway and Embankment gardens. The
elevations have slight ]n-ojections situate
towards the ends of the two main fronts.

In the N. and S. facades conosponding
pavilions make fine central features, and
mask the deviation of the Northern
frontage in n h.'iiidsome and clever wav,
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giving really a fanlike form to tlie contour
of the building, which counts for much
seen from the Horseguartls Avenue, and
particularly from the Embankment. The
chief entrance would lie prominently con-
spicuous viewed from Whitehall south of

tlie extremity of the United Service Insti-

tution. The entrance-hall or vestibule is

hanilied in a. suital)le fasliion for the

fai-ades follow straight lines, save that he
cuts off the corners, and locates tlie two
correspondingly important entrances on
the west in the splays at tlie extremities of

the Whitehall Gardens frontage. Imme-
diately facing tliese portals are placed
apsidal-ended entrance vestibules, lead-
ing to their adjacent grand stair-

cases. All this is well managed, and

chief points where possible. The lavatory
conveniences are well managed within the
air-s[)ace of the largo internal yards. Both
the east and west long line of corridors
possess their individual external windows.
There are five openings leading direct on to
the terrace, below which are to be laid out
tlie formal gardens. This scheme is both
straightforward and workmanlike. The

BOARD OF TRADE NEW OFFICES, VICTORIA EMBANKMENT, S.W. : PRINCIPAL FLOOR PLAN.

Design bv Messr.s. H. Pkrcy Ad.\ms, F.R.I.B..4.. and C. H. Hoi.dex, A.R.I.B.A., ,\rcliiteets.

Board of Trade chef-d'oeuvre. The
adjacent staircases, with spacious land-
ings, are square in the setting-out,

and they are well handled, as effective

as they are commodious. The sky-
line is marked by a mansard-looking sort

of roof, tilled with many donners, and the
topmost corridor has clerestory lantern-
lights. The pavilions already alluded to
end with attics as crowning features. Below
are shown big pilastered piers, handsomely
managed above the rusticated base of the
building, which is carried above the first-

floor level. Projecting architraves and
rusticated surrounds to some of the first

and second-floor windows add a relief to
the monotony of the windows, made up as
such a liuilding must be of very many
floors all approximately of equal height and
uniformity. The chimneys seen above the I

ridge-line help this design by emphasising
the distribution of its masses below.

Mil. EDWIX conpEn,
who has a very large perspective and a fine
set of drawings, adheres to the conditions
and shape of the land in the lay-out of his
scheme, which is a clever one. and his

much elaboration of ceiling and mural
contrivance adds a very recherche effect.

On the Embankment facade smaller
splays are introduced, softening off tlie

termination points of this largely-handled
compositi.on, distinguished liy an archi-

tectural centrepiece of five enriched hand-
some pilasters of a C'omposit*^ order extend-

ing through three floors in height. A
wrought-iron fronted balcony above on the

top of the bold, masterful main cornice

extends right round the building. Tlie very
lofty frieze accommodat<'s a range of square
windows, and these openings arc inter-

spersed with shaped consoles to add
structural support to the ovcrsailing

masonry above. The attic includes two
more floors, and the building is covered by
a big French-looking roof sparkling with
thirty-three dormers set in a row with flat

coverings. The jdanning oi Mr. Cooper's
scheme is disposed round a pair of big

internal courts, obtaining good light. In
this plan tlie corridors of the cross premises
depend for the greater jiart on borrowed
liglits. End windows and fine angle-set

stairwavs considerably augment the light,

and other lights are added at some of the

' lifts are near-by the entrances, and yet ara

placed so that they do not obtrusively

assert themselves.

messes. eoberx atkinson" and geouge
Alexander's design.

In some respects a likeness is discern-

; ible between this last solution of the

problem and the plans submitted by

Messrs. Ivobert Atkinson and George
Alexander, though the two designs differ

essentially. The entrances are identical at

the ends of Whitehall Gardens front. IjCss

space, however, is sacrificed to capacious

vestiliulcs, and a simply-treated oval serves

as a lobliy leading immediately to stair-

cases facing tile doorways from the street.

Lifts occur to the right and left. All tho

six staircases are planned on the diagonal

at the corners of tlie liig internal courts,

thereby giving direct light to the corridors

at the" angles. Otherwise these passages

depend on borrowed light. Copious

windows are furnished on the external

elevations by employing bronne-framcd

fenestration," extending through threo

floors, and rising from floor to ceiling in

each story. These openings are situate
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between broad, bold piers of masonry, after

the fashion seen in some commercial build-

ings recently.put up in the Kingsway. The
effect shown by this competition design
suggests that a vast lofty hall of assembly
is provided in the middle of the building,

necessitating galleried windows, and when
the bronze framings oxidise, as already seen

in Sir John Burnet's "Kodak" premises
in the same thoroughfare, the result at a

distance resembles vast unbroken voids
between wall piers. It would scarcely be
possible to devise a move ample allowance
of glass. Beyond that, however, largeness
of handling also results from the able way
in which this scheme has been realised.

The perspective is specially well managed,
emphasising the severity on which the
designers have depended. A capital base-
ment furnishes part of their scheme below
the interior courts. The absence of attached
features, combined with a reliance on an
unbroken skyline, illustrate the merits of

horizontal mass.

MESSRS. CHAIILES GASCOYNE AND
GEOnCE NOTT

cut off the acute corner of the site at tlie

N."\V. point, and this splay immediately
impinges upon the pediniented jiavilions,

which are repeated elsewhere towards the
extremities of the otlier elevations. Their
big entrances are set on the boundary line

of AVhitehall Gai'dens and the more im-
portant of the two is situate near its

southern end, leading into an uncommonly
handsome entrance saloon flanked by
segmental staircases leading to the
principal floor. Two ample courts allow of

good lighting, and the Library is located in
the far east angle of the soutli quad on the
ground-floor level in a sequestered spot,

above which the autliors have placed one of

the "Old Kooms." The longitudinal
corridors have external windows; but tlie

transverse ones rely on borrowed lights.

The stairs look utilitarian in style, and are
j'.mplo in number. Architecturally tliis

scheme is notiiied by comj^lacent reserve en-
livened by a touch of picturesqueness. The
windows are dressed with shafts and
J>ediments interspersed with plain ones.
Some are divided by transoms which
occur between the fourth and fifth
stories level with the floors. The pedi-
niented pavilions are rather too much
subordinated, and in effect are unequal to
tlie importance of the columns in Die same
parts of the elevations. Tlio convoy of

chimneys bristling against the sky gives a
contrast to other designs without any.
From the jilans of this design, it is not
easy to understand how these stacks are
actually to be built. The end ones, wliich
are very big-looking, appear to rise over
the return corridor on the main floors, and
would be built above a void.

Mn. C. T. AIlMSlnONG
has a most meritorious sclicmc, wliiili

hapiiLiis to harmonise remarkably well
with the block of offices erected for the
\Voods and Forests in Whitehall. 'J'he ]ilaii

is quite different to all the rest, because
the author considered that any symmetrical
facade to the AVest must be obscured by the
Banqueting-hall. The lay-out adopted dis-
poses of the northern end in "Whitehall-
gardens by planning it at a right angle
with the front facing the Horse Guards
Parade. By this means a broad treatment
is presented in full sight of the great liigli-

way between Parliament - square and
Charing Cross. At the south end of llie

same side Ifr. Armstrong )Hits the
principal entrance first to be built. This
design marks tlie )iositions of the cntr.-inccs
bv projections, which repeat on the cast
side towards the river, and lilcewise
furnish the centrepiece on the north front.
TJjere are four lighting courts, the smaller
pair being exclusively employed for
corridors and lavatory air and light.

Facing both the entrances are four main
staircases, and besides these are three
others. The conference rooms overlook the
gardens of Montague House, and the Presi-

dent's room and Chief Secretary's Depart-
ment command the Thames. The lifts work
in the wells of stairways. The scheme is

well considered and is quite one of the best
submitted.

MESSRS. PERCY THOMAS, ERNEST PRESTWICH,
AND IVOR JONES,

of Cardiff and Leigh, send a capital

set of drawings, showing a fine eleva-

tional treatment, surmounted by a
stone-faced attic in lieu of an exposed
roof. The Horse Guards Avenue elevation
runs out to an acute angle at the

end of Whitehall Gardens. The termina-
tions elevationally are rusticated in a

tower-like manner right up to the frieze of

the crowning cornice. The walling to the
ground stage and first floor sets forward in

differing splays, battered outwards, all

being rusticated, and the princijial floor

windows have arched heads kept to scale in

good taste, the whole massing sturdily as a

plinth. The result is liandsome, and the

scheme is characteristic of tlie purpose of

the building. The chief entrance occurs in

the middle of the west side, as in the
selected design. The second portal is

situate half-way along the north elevation.

Passing through the front door, the visitor

would enter a big cortile in the centre, its

proportions being extended two floors high.

On either hand are the twin grand stair-

ways. Corridors run along the exterior of

this great hall. This curtailment makes
the hall appear somewhat elongated ; but
this effect is considerably modified on the
principal floor, because the extra width
above the corridors is employed as an open
gallery. The Library adjoins a well-lit

pair of stack-rooms, with the ofticers'

rooms for this department. Big projecting

oriels are carried out to add size and im-
portance to the main-floor rooms above.

Pei'ha]>s in reality their overshadowing to

the rooms below might not be so objection-

able as it looks. It does not strike one as

good construction to erect the wall of a

seven-storied building over a void above
the Library with its stack and attendant
rooms.

MESSRS. A. G. HORSNELL AND A. TI.

BROW NRIGGS
dashingly - liandled perspective sliows

obelisks at either end of the river-garden

front. The west elevation is curved, and
has the chief entrance at the south end,

leading to a sumptuous cortile as an
approach to the grand stairs, making for

a most sumptuous effect, which is wasteful

in contrast to the chosen scheme. The
conference rooms face north, looking into

the quad, where there is a cruciform-shaped
library set in the middle, while other
encroachments off the E. and W. sides go
up to the sixth floor. The old cry))t is

ingeniously ]irescrved in this plan by being
put in a curve-shaped internal area, of

which there are several others, one of these,

(jwing to the segmental front in AVhite-

hall gardens, being extremely narrow.
The lay out is much over-featured and cut
uji in a grandiose way, though the lighting

is adroitly contrived, if doubtful in sufli-

ciency for so tall a structure. The exterior
lia"; a pair of turrets as accessories to the
end jiavilions of the Eniliankment frontis-

piece, and the design is bold, handsome,
and capable. Windows pierce the frieze,

adding to the restlessness of the archi-

tecture, which is wanting in breadth.

MESSRS. H. T. nUCKLAND AND E. HAYWOOD
FARMER

have adopted a central entrance for their
scheme behind the old Chapel Royal. It

gives a statelv approach to the west side

bv a semicircular cortile. which is attached

to a grand central corridor leading to the

east wing ; but the termination of this

approach is traversed by the cross corridor,

and so it has no vista. The Library is

placed in the southern quad, and on the

north of this connecting corridor, going E.

and W. , are two spare rooms in the

northern quad. The President of the Board
of Trade has his room over the reading-
room, and this central block, standing in

the midst of the lighting area, goes up
three floors high. The stack-room in the
basement under this block is badly lit by
areas at both ends. The four cardinal

corners of tlie entire building are deeply
recessed, and have enormous windows,
whicii look out of scale externally. They
serve to light the corridors, behind the
angles of which are waiting-rooms with
rounded ends, connected with nothing in
particular except the messengers' quarters.

To the rear, in the angles of the quad, are
octagonal rooms quaintly worked in to fit

the different gradients of line set by the
site. Two staircases occur right and left of

the main entrance, and others in a similar
way are provided in the east wing. One
more staircase is drawn facing the Horse
Guards Avenue entrance. The lay-out
generally of this plan is workmanlike, ana
the scheme has good points. The uppermost
floors, however, are set back in a stone-
faced attic above the main cornice-line, and
this front wall stands over a void, and
being near 30ft. high it rests on girders,
with bearings only on thin cross-walls,
which, in turn, are supported over voids
below. A central pediment marks the
middle of the river facade, and ten
chimneys break the sky-line of this rusti-
catixl and redundant design. The sombre-
looking perspective brings out the con-
flicting scale of the great windows to the
east, and at tlie recessed corners of the
building with their detrimental effect.

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS.*

By Wallace C. Sabine, Sc.D.

Dean, the Graduate School of Applied
Science, Harvard University.

The problem of architectural acoustics is

complex. In order that hearing may be gooc!
ill any auditorium it is necessary that the
sound should be sufficiently loud, that the
simultaneous components of a complex
sound should maintain their proper relative
intensities, and that tlie successive sounds
in rapidly moving articulation, either of

speech or music, sliould be clear and distinct.

Scientifically the problem involves three
factors— reverberation, interference, and re-

sonance. As an engineering problem it

involves the shape of the auditorium, its

dimensions, and materials.
Re\'erberation includes as a special case

the echo. The term "echo" will be reserved
for that particular case in which a short,
sliarp sound is distinctly repeated by re-

flection, either once, from a single surface,
or se\oral times, from two or more surfaces.
In the general case of reverberation we are
concerned oidy nitli the rate of the decay of
sound. In the special case of tlie echo we
are concerned not merely with its intensity,
but with the interval of time elapsing be-
tween the initial sound and the moment it

readies the observer. In the room men-
tioned as the occasion of this investigation
no discrete echo was distinctly perceptible,
and the case will serve excellently as an
ilUistration of the more general type of

reverberation. After preliminary gropings,
first in the literature, and then with several
optical devices for measuring the intensity
of sound, all establislied methods were
abandoned. Instead, the rate of decay was
measured by measuring what was iiuersely

proportional to it— the duration of audibility
|

of the reverberation, or, as it will be called I

here, the duration of audibility of the
|

* From a recent paper presented to the Frankliu
Inetitnte, and reproduced from its " Journal."
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i-osielual soiiiicl. 'I'liese experiiiieiits may bo
ixplaiiied to advantage liere, for tliey will
^ive more clearly than would abstract dis-

cussion an idea of the nature of reverbera-
tion. Broadly considered, there are two,
aiul only two, variables in a room—shape (in-

eluding size) and materials (including fur-
nishings). Ill designing an auditorium an
arcliitect can give consideration to both ; in

repair work for bad acoustic conditions it is
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generally impracticable to change the shape,
and only variations in materials and fur-
nishings are allowable. Tliis was, therefore,
the line of work in this case. It was evident
tliat, other things beiii" equal, the rate at
wliicli the reverberation would disappear was
proportional to the rate at which the sound
was absorbed. The first work, therefore,
was to determine the relative absorbing
power of various substances. With an organ-
pipe as a constant source of sound, and a
suitable chronograph for recording, the
durability of audibility of a sound after the
source has ceased in this room when empty
was found to be 5.62 seconds. All the
cushions from the seats in Sanders Theatre
were tlieii brought over and stored in the
lobby. On bringing into the lecture-room a
number of cushions, having a total length of
8.2 metres, the duration oif audibility fell to
5.33 seconds. On bringing in a total length
of 17 metres of cushions the sound in the
room after the organ pipe ceased was
audible for but 4.94 seconds. Evidentiv
the cushions were strong absorbents and
rapidly improving the room, at least to
the extent of diminishing the reverbera-
tion. The result was interesting, and
the process was continued. Little by little
the cushions were brought into the room,
and each time the duration of audibility was
measured. When all the seats (436 in
number) were covered, the sound was
audible for 2.03 seconds. Then the aisles
were covered, and then the platform. Still
there were more cushions—almost half as
niany more. These were brought into the
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Cune .) i)lotted as part of its corresponding rertaugular
u.vperljola. The solid part was determined experi-
mentally; the displacement of this to the right
raeasnrcs the absorbing power of the walls of the
room,

room a few at a time, as before, and draped
on a scaffolding that had been erected
around the room, the duration of the sound
being recorded each time. Finally, when
all the cushions from a theatre" seating
nearly fifteen hundred persons were placed
1" the room—covering the seats, the aisles,
tie platform, the roar wall to the eeiling^-
the duration of audibility of the residual
sound was 1.14 seconds.' This experiment,
requiring, of course, several nights' work,
havuig been completed, all the cushions were
removed, and the room was in readiness for

the test of otlier absorbents. It was evident
that a standard of comparison had been
established. Curtains of chenille, 1.1 metres
wide and 17 metres in total length, were
draped in the room. The duration of audi-
bility was then 4.51 seconds. Turning to the
data that had just been collected, it appeared
that this amount of chenille was equivalent
to 30 metres of Sanders Theatre cushions.
Oriental rugs (Herez, Deinirjik, and Hindoo-
stanee) were tested in a similar manner, as

were also cretonne cloth, canvas, and hair-
felt. Similar experiments, but in a smaller
room, determined the absorbing power of a
until and of a woman, always by determining
tlie number of running metres of Sanders
Theatre cushions that would produce the
same effect. This process of comparing two
absorbents by actually substituting one for
the other is laborious, and it is given here
only to show the first steps in the develop-
ment of a method. Without going into
details, it is sufficient here to say that this

method was so perfected as to give not
merely relative, but absolute, coefficients of
absorption. In this manner a nunibor of co-

efficients of absorption were determined for

objects and materials which could be brought
into and removed from the room, for sounds
having a pitch an octave above middle C. In

Fic. 3-

The carves of Figs. 8 and 9 entered as parts of their
corresponding rectangular hyperbolas. Three scales
are employed for the volumes, by groups 1—7, 8—11,
and 13.

the following table the numerical values are
the absolute coefficients of the absorption :

Oil paintings, inclusive of frames 28
Carpet rugs 20
Oriental lugs, extra heavy 29
Cheese-cloth 019
Cretoune cloth 15
Shelia curtains * 33
Hair-felt, 2.5cm. thick, 8cm. from wall 78
Cork, 2.5cm. thick, loose on floor 18
Linoleum, loose on floor 12

When the objects are not extended
surfaces, such as carpets or rugs, but essenti-
ally spaeial units, it is not easy to express
the absorptioii as an absolute coefficient. In
the following table the absorption of each
object is expressed in terms of a square metre
of complet-e absorption ;

Audience, per person.. 4t
Isolated woman 54
Isolated man -18

Plain ash settees 039
Plain ash settees, per single seat ti077

Plain ash chairs, "bent wood" 0<182

Upholstered settees, hair and leather 1.10
Upholstered settees, per single seat 28
Upholstered chairs similar in style 30
Hair cushions, per seat 21
Elastic-felt cushions, per seat 20

Of even greater importance was the de-
termination of the coefficient of absorption
of floors, ceilings, and wall surfaces. The
accomplishment of this called for a very
considerable extension of the method
adopted. If the reverberation in a room as

changed by the addition of absorbing
materiaf ^e plotted, the resulting curve will

be found to be a portion of an hyperbola
with displaced axes. An example of such
a curve, as obtained in the lecture-room of

the Fogg Art Museum, in Cambridge, is

plott-ed in the adjacent diagram (Fig. 1). If,

now. the origin of this curve is displaced, so

that the axes of co-ordinates are as asymp-
totes of the rectangular hyperbola, the dis-

placement of the origin measures the initial

absorbing power of the room, its floors,

w'alls. and ceilings. Such experiments were
carried out in a large number of rooms in

which the different component materials

entered in very different degrees, and an

limination liilwccii these diffeivnl experi-
ments gave the following coefficient of
absorption for different materials

:

Open window 1,000
Wood-sheathing (hard pine) .061
Plaster on wood-lath 934
Plaster on wire-lath *. 033
Glass, single thicknCBS 027
Plaster on tile 025
Brick set iu Portland cement 025

If the experiments in these rooms are
plotted in a single diagram, the result is a

Flo 4.

The parameters, k, plotted against the volumes of
the rooms, showing the two proportional.

family of hyperbolas, showing a very in-

teresting relationship to the volumes of the
rooms. Indeed, if from these hyperbolas the
parameter, which equals the product of the
co-ordinates, be determined, it will be found
to be linearly proportional to the volume of
the room. These results are plotted in

Fig. 4, showing how strict the proportionality
is even over a very great range in volume.
We have thus at hand a ready method of
calculating the reverberation for any room,
its volume and the materials of which it is

composed being known.
The first five years of the investigation

were devoted to violin C. the C an octave
above middle C, having a vibration fre-

quency of 512 vibrations per seconi. This
pitch was chosen because, in the art oftele-
plioiiy it was regarded at that time as the
characteristic pitch determining the con-
ditions of articulate speech. The planning
of Symphony Hall in Boston forced an ex-
tension of this iinestigation to notes over
the whole range of the musical scale, three
octaves below and three octaves above violin

C. In the very nature of the problem, the
most important datum is the absorption co-

efficient of an audience, and the determina-
tion of this was the first task undertaken.
By means of a lecture on one of the recent
developments of physics, wireless telegraphy,
an audience was thus drawn together, and at

C. Cj Cj C. C! Ce C

The absorbing power of an audience for different notes.

The lower curve represents the absorbing power of an
audience per person. The upper curve represents the

absorbing power of an audieuce per b<|uiire metre as

ordinarily seated. The vertical ordinates are expressed,

in terms of total absorption by a sciuare metre of sur-

face. For the upper curve rhe ordinates are thus the

ordinary coellicients of absorption. The several notes

are at octave intervals, as follows :—Ci(^l. ('. 128, Ci
(middle C) 256, Ci 512, Ci 1024, C,i20«, C, *HIB.

the end of the lecture requested to remain

for the experiment. In this attempt the

effort was made to determine the coefficients

for the five octaves from C:128 to C.2048, in-

cluding notes E and G in each octave. For

several reasons the experiment was not 11

success. A threatening thunderstorm made

the audience a small one, and the sultriness

of the atmosphere made open windows neces-

sary, while the attempt to cover so many
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iiot€s, thirteen in all, prolonged tlie experi-

ment beyond t!ie endurance of the audience.

While this experiment failed, another the

following summer was more successful. In

the year that had elapsed the necessity of

carrying tlie investigation further than the

limits intended became evident, and now the

experiment was carried from C,64 to C,-1090,

but included only the C notes—seven notes

in all. Moreover, bearing in mind the ex-

periences of the previous summer, it was
recognised that even seven notes would
come dangerously near overtaxing the

patience of the audience. Inasmuch as the

coefficient of absorption for C.512 had
already been determined six years before, in

the investigations mentioned, the coefficient

for this note was not redetermined. The ex-

periment was, therefore, carried out for the

lower three and the upper three notes of the

seven. The audience, on the night of this

experiment, was much larger than that which
came the previous summer, the night was a

more comfortable one, and it was possible

to close the windows during the experiment.
The conditions were thus fairly satisfactory.

In order to get as much data as possible,

and in as short a time, there were nine
observers stationed at different points in the

room. These observers, whose kindness and
skill it is a pleasure to acknowledge, had
prepared themselves by previous practice for

this one experiment. The results of the ex-

perimei]t are shown on the lower curve in

Fig. 5. This curve gives the coefficient of

absorption per person. It is to be observed
that one of the points falls clearly off the

smooth curve drawn through the other
points. The observations on which this

point is based w'ere, however, much dis-
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The absorbing power of wood Hlieatbiuj^, two centi-
metres thick, North Carolina jjiue. The observatione
were made under very unsuitable conditions. The
absorption is here due almost wholly to yielding of
the sheathing as a whole, the surface beinc? shellacked,
smooth, and non-porous. The cun'e shows one point
of resonance within the range tested, and the prob-
ability of another point of resonance above. It is not
possible now to learn as much in regard to the framing
and arrangement of the studding in the particular
room tested as is desirable. Oj (middle C) 266.

turbed by a street car passing not far from
the building, and the d-eparture of this
observation from the curve does not indicate
a real departure in the coefficient, nor should
it cast much doubt on tlie rest of the work,
in view of the circumstances under wliich it

was secured. Counteracting the, perhaps,
bad impres.sioTi which this point may give, it

is a considerable satisfaction to note how
accurately the point for C.512, determined
six years before by a different set of
observers, falls on the smooth curve through
tlie remaining points. In the audience on
which these observations were taken tliere
were 77 women and 1(1,5 men. The courtesy
of the audience in remaining for the experi-
ment and tlie really remarkable silence
which they maintained are gratefully acknow-
ledged.

The next experiment was on the de-
termination of the absorption of sound by
wood sheathing. It is not an easy matter
to find conditions suitable for this experi-
ment. The room in which the absorption by
wood sheathing was determined in the
earlier experiments was not available for
these. It was available then only because

the building was new and empty. When
these more elaborate experiments were under
way the room became occupied, and in a

manner that did not admit of its being

cleared. Quite a little searching in the
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The absorbing power of cushions. Cui-ve 1 is foi
" Sanders Theatre " cushions of wiry vegetable fibre,

covered with canvas ticking and a thin cloth. Curve
2 is for " Brooks House " cushions of long hair,
covered with the same kind of ticking and ])lu6h.

Curve 3 is for " Appleton Chapel" cushions of hair,

covered with ticking and a thin leatherette. Curve i
is for the elastic felt cushions of commerce, of elastic

cotton, covered with ticking and short nap plush.
The absorbing power is per square metre of siu-face.
Cj (middle C) 356.

neighbourhood of Boston failed to discover
an entirely suitable room. The best one
available adjoined a night lunch-room. The
night lunch was bought out for a couple of

nights, and the experiment was tried. The
work of both nights was much disturbed.

The traffic past the building did not stop
until nearly two o'clock, and began again
at four. The interest of those passing on
foot throughout the night, and the necessity
of repeated explanations to the police,

greatly interfered with the work. This de-

tailed statement of the conditions under
which the experiment was tried is made by
way of explanation of the irregularity of the
observations recorded on the curve, and of

the failure to carry this particular line of

work further. The first night seven points
were obtained for the notes C,64 to C,4096.
The reduction of these results on the
following day showed variations indicative
of maxima and minima, which, to be
accurately located, would require the de-

deterniination of intermediate points. In
the experiment the following night points
were determined for the E and G notes in

each octave between CJ28 and C.2048. Other
points would have been determined, but time
did not permit. It is obvious that the inter-

mediate points in the lower and in the
higher octave were desirable, but no pipes
were to be had on such short notice for this

part of the range, and in their absence the
data could not be obtained. In the diagram,
Fig. 6, the points lying on the vertical lines

were determined the first night. The points
lying between the vertical lines were deter-

mined the second night. The accuracy with
which these points fall on a smooth curve is,

perhaps, all that could be expected in view
of the difficulty under which the observations
were conducted and the limited time avail-

able. One point in particular falls far off

from this curve, the point for CjSSG. by an
amount which is, to say the least, serious,

and which can be justified only by the con-

ditions under which the work was done.
The general trend of the curve seems, how-
ever, established beyond reasonable doubt.
It is interesting to note that there is one
point of maximum absorption, which is due
to resonance between the walls and the
sound, and that this point of maximum ab-

sorption lies in the lower part, though not
in the lowest part, of the range of pitch
tested. It would have been interesting to

determine, had the time and facilities per-
mitted, the shape of the curve beyond
C,409G, and to see if it rises indefinitely, or
shows, as is far more likely, a succession of
maxima.
The experiment was then directed to the

determination of the absorption of sound by
cushions, and for this purpose return was
made to the constant-temperature room.

Working in the manner indicated in the

earlier papers for substances which could be
carried in and out of a room, the curves

represented in Fig. 7 were obtained.
Curve 1 shows the absorption coefficient for

the Sanders Theatre cushions, with which
the whole investigation was begun ten years

ago. These cushions were of a particularly

open grade of packing, a sort of wiry grass

or vegetable fibre. They were covered with

canvas ticking, and that, in turn, with a

very thin cloth covering. Curve 2 is for

cushions borrowed from the Phillips Brooks
House. They were of a high grade, filled

with long, curly hair, and covered with

canvas ticking, which was, in turn, covered
by a long-nap plush. Curve 3 is for the

cushion of Appleton Chapel, hair covered
with leatherette, and showing a sharper
maximum and a more rapid diminution in

absorption for the higher frequencies, as

would be expected under such conditions.

Curve 4 is probably the most interesting,

because for more standard commercial con-

ditions ordinarily used in churches. It is

to be observed that all four curves fall of!

for the higher frequencies, all show a maxi-

mum located within an octave, and three of

the curves show a curious hump in the

second octave. This break in the curve is ft

genuine phenomenon, as it was tested time

after time. It is perhaps due to a secondary
resonance, and it is to be observed that it

is the more pronounced in those curves that

have the sharper resonance in their principal

niaxiina.

In both articulate speech and in music

Distribution of intent^ity ou the head level in a room
with a baiTel-shaped ceiling, with centre of curvature

on the floor level.

the source of sound is rapidly and, in general,

abruptly changing in pitch, quality, and

loudness. In music one pitch is held during

the length of a note. In articulate speech

tlie unit, or element of constancy, is the

syllable. Indeed, in speech it is even less

than the length of the syllable, for the open

vowel sound which forms the body of a

syllable usually has a consonantal openin;;

and closing. During the constancy of an

element, either of music or of speech, a

train of sound-waves spread spherically from

the source, just as a train of circular waves

spreads outwards from a rocking boat on the

surface of still water. Different portions of

this train of spherical waves strike different

surfaces of the auditorium, and are reflected.

After such reflection they begin to cross

each other's paths. If their paths are so

different in length that one train of waves

has entirely passed before the other arrives

at a particular point, the only phenomenon
at that point is prolongation of the sound.

If the space between the tw^o trains of waves

be sufficiently great, the effect will be that

of an echo. If there be a numlier of such

trains of waves thus widely spaced, the effect
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will be that of multiple echoes. On the other
hand, if two trains of waves have travelled

so nearly equal paths that they overlap, they
will, dependent on the difference in length
of the paths which they had travelled, either
reinforce or mutually destroy each other.

Fig. 9.

FiQ, 10.

•Just as two equal trains of water-waves
crossing each other may entirely neutralise
each other if the crest of one and the trough
of the other arrive together, so two sounds,
coming from the same source, in crossing
each other may produce silence. This phe-
nomenon is called interference, and is a

common phenomenon in all types of wave-
motion. Of course, this phenomenon has its

complement. If the two trains of water-
waves so cross that the crest of one coincides
with the crest of the other, and trongli with
trough, the effects will be added together.
If the two sound-waves be similarly retarded,
the one on the other, tlieir effects will also
be added. If the two trains of waves be equal
in intensity, the combined intensity will be

Fig. 13.

Fig. 14.

[uadruple that of either of the trains sepa-
ately, as above explained, or zero, depending
n their relative retardation. The effect of
jhis phenomenon is to produce regions in an
uditorium of loudness and regions of com-
larative or even complete silence. It is a
lartial explanation of the so called deaf
egions in an auditorium.
It is not difficult to observe this plie-
omenoii directly. It is difficult, however.

to measure and record the phenomenon in

such a manner as to permit of an accurate
chart of the result. Without going into the
details of the method employed, the result
of these measurements for a room very similar
to the Congregational Church in Naiigatuck,

Fio. 11.

Fig. 12.

Connecticut, is shown in the accompanying
chart. The room experimented in was a

simple, rectangular room, with plain side

walls and ends, and with a barrel or cylin-

drical ceiling. The result is clearly repre-

sented in Fig. 8, in which the intensity of

the sound has been indicated by contour lines

in the manner employed in the drawing of

the geodetic survey maps. The phenomenon
indicated in these diagrams was not
ephemeral, but was constai>t so long as the

source of sound continued, and repeated
itself with almost perfect accuracy day after
day. Nor was the phenomenon one which
could be observed merely instrumeiitally. To
an observer moving about in the room it was
quite as striking a phenomenon as the dia-

FiG. 15.

Fiu. 10.

grams suggest. At the points in tlie room
indicated as high ma.xima of intensity in the

diagram the sound was so loud as to be dis-

agreeable, at other points so low as to be

scarcely audible. It should be added tliat

tliis distribution of intensity is with the

source of sound at the centre of the room.
Had the source of sound been at one end
and on the axis of the cylindrical ceiling, the

distribution of intensitv would still have been

bilaterally symmetrical, but not symmetrical
about the transverse axis.

Wlien a source of sound is maintained
constant for a sufficiently long time, a few
seconds will ordinarily suffice : tlie sound be-
comes steady at every point in tlie room. The
distribution of the intensity of sound under
these conditions is called the interference
system, for tliat particular note, of the room
or space in question. If the source of sound
is suddenly stopped, it requires some time
for the sound in the room to be absorbed.
I'his prolongation of sound after the source
has ceased is called revei'beratiou. If the
source of sound, instead of being niaintained,
is short and sharp, it travels as a discrete
wave, or group of waves about the room,
reliected from wall to wall, producing echoes.
In the Greek theatre there was ordinarily
but one echo, "doubling the case-ending,"
while in the modern auditorium there are
many, generally arriving at a less interval
of time after the direct sound, and, there-
fore, less distinguishable, but stronger, and,
therefore, more disturbing.

The formation and the propagation of

echoes may be admirably studied by an
adaptation of the so-called "schlieren-
Methode " device for photographing air dis-

turbances. It is sufficient here to say that
the adaptation of this method to the problem
in band consists in the construction of a
model of the auditorium to be studied to

proper scale, and investigating the propaga-
tion through it of a proportionally scaled
soundwave. To examine the formation of

echoes in a vertical section, the sides of a
model are taken off and, as the sound is

passing through it, it is illuminated instan-
taneously by the light from a very fine and
somewhat distant electric spark. In the
accompanying illustrations, reduced from
the photographs, the enframing silhouettes
are shadows cast by the model, and all

within are direct photographs of the actual
sound-wave and its echoes. The four photo-
graphs show the sound and its echoes at
different stages in their propagation through
the room, the particular auditorium under
investigation being the New Theatre in New
York. It is not difficult to identify the
master wave and the various echoes which
it generates, nor, knowing the velocity of

sound, to compute the interval at which the

echo is heard.
To show the generation of echoes and tlieir

propagation in a horizontal plane, the
ceiling and floor of the model are removed
and the photograph taken in a vertical

direction. The photographs shown in Figs.

13 to 16 show the echoes produced in the

horizontal plane passing through the marble
parapet in front of the box.

AVhile these several factors— re\erbera-

tion. interference, and echo— in an audi-

torium at all complicated are themselves
complicatcil, nevertheless they are capable
of an exact solution, or, at least, of a solution

as accurate as are the architect's plans in

actual construction. And it is entirely

possible to calculate in advance of construc-

tion whether or not an auditorium will be
good, and, if not, to determine the factors

contributing to its poor acoustics and a

method for their correction.

.\t Tuesdays meeting of the city council of

Bristol, the docks committee notified the death,

on Jan. 7. of the docks engineer, Mr. \V. W.
Squire. The committee recommended the ap-

pointment as engineer of Mr. Thomas .\rthur

Pease at .1 commencing salary of i:1.000, rising by
annual increments of .i;iOO to £1,200 per annum.
Mr. Squire's salary was £1.500. Mr. Peace was
appointed as assistant engineer under the late

Mr. McCurrich in March, 1898, and he also acted

as deputy-engineer under the late Mr. Squire.

.\fter considerable discussion the report was
adopted, and Mr. Peace was formally appointed.

The third pipe conveying water from Thirl-

mere to Manchester is now in use. The cost

of it has been £1,067,974. The city is drawing
3(1.000,000 gallons a day from Thirhnere.

The Chester-let-Street Urban District Council

has decided lo proceed with its scheme for the

erection of 196 houses, and has just let the con-

tract for the first fifty to Mr. John Douglass,

Newcastle, for £10,360.
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€nvttntt Calamo.

We congratulate the Government, the

assessors, and its author on the design

selected for the new Board of Trade Offices,

which we illustrate this week, and which will

be found fully described in our first article.

AVe cannot, however, conceive why it has
been determined to postpone the erection
of the building. We were assured six months
ago that the Government intended to do all

in its power to facilitate the continuance of

all work of the kind within its jurisdiction,

and we have welcomed more than one proof
tliat it was keeping its promise. Why so
niucli-needed an addition to our public
buildings is not to be proceeded with we
utterly fail to understand. The Department
it is to house needs the accommodation
badly, and will need it more and more if, as
we have been led to believe, its energies are
to be expanded, with the view of fostering
and increasing British trade. The cost,

which will be spread over a period which we
trust will outlast the war, is hardly to be
mentioned in comparison with the huge ex-

penditure necessitated by the war, little of
which will ever be recouped, we fear. Em-
ployment in the more skilled branches of the
building trade is none too general. Other
industries seem likely to be more or less

directly financed out of national funds, and
every consideration, in our opinioji, em-
phasises the necessity for early reconsidera-
tion of the unwelcome determinatioji to
postpone this much-needed building.

The Postmaster-General wishes to call
the attention of architects to the importance
of making adequate arrangemejits in the
plans of large buildings for the installation
at a later stage of telephone eqnipmejit.
Failure to do so leads to complaints, owing
to the inevitable interference with the
structure and decorations of the buildings
and the noise caused by piercing walls and
floors. It also delays the installation of tlie

telephone and increases the costliness of the
work involved. In these circumstances it is

to the advantage of all concerned to make
adequate provision for telephone, as well as
for light, water, and other services, in
designing a building, and it has occurred to
the Postmaster-General that members of the
profession may be glad to have some in-
formation as regards the accommodation
required for this purpose. For the telephone
service of a large building provision should
be made, as a minimum, for one 3in. pipe
from the public footway to the basement cr
ground floor and for cables to the other
floors. It is also desirable that there should
be a ready means of leading wires to the
various rooms on the different floors. The
precise requirements vary according to
circumstances, but they can be definitely
ascertained in any particular instance from
the local Post Office engineer, whose address
may be obtained at the nearest tel^

office.
graph

There have been so few sales of property
lately that it seems ujihickv to get into litiga-
tion when one of these good things conTes
along. It is especially unfortunate where
there was really nothing in the point fought
over, except, of course, as a matter of law-
costs. In a recent case {I'ijiies. Feb. 8) the
plaintiff, a lady, had agreed to buy a certain
property at Staplehurst for .CG35 from a

tliird party, for whom as vendor, and who
was another lady, the defendants were acting
as agents. The formal contract provided, as
is quite usual, that the deposit of £63 10s.
sliould be paid by the plaintiff as purchaser
to the defendants, " as agents for the vendor
and stakeliolders." The contract also con-
tained the usual promise that if the vendor
could, or would, not make out a clear title,

the contract could be rescinded by her and
the deposit returned. The sale was re-
scinded under this clause; but when the
plaintiff claimed her money back again the
defendants pleaded that they had received
it as agents for the vendor only, and could
not repay it without her consent. It was a
pretty little quarrel, with possibilities, and
to make it more lively the defendant brought
in the vendor as third party. But Mr. Justice
Lush quickly blew up all the defences. The
defendants were stakeholders, and so agents
for both vendor and purchaser. Therefore,
the plaintiff, as purchaser, had the right to
have her money returned when the proposed
sale fell to pieces. Then the Judge heard
evidence as to defendants' claim against the
vendor, as third party, and found there was
nothing in it. So the agents pay costs all

round in this little three-cornered game of
law ; but the three teams of lawyers engaged
are alone quite contented.

this end, and by way of exemplifieatioi

Ruskin undertook to keep certain stree

between tlie British Museum and St. Giles

cleaner than the public authorities did. Tli

work began by Ruskin himself taking
broom, and by putting on his gardener as

foreman over a gang of three other sweeper
These swept for eight hours daily, " to slio'

a bit of our London streets kept as clean a

the deck of a ship of the line." It is tru

motor-'buses and wood pavements were nc

then among our afflictions!

Uiider the provisions of the New ZeahuK
Institute of Architects Act, the opportunit'

Registration of architects expired oifor

We are glad to note that the second
annual Pottery and Glass Fair is to be held,
notwitlistanding the war. It will open at
Stoke-on-Trent next Monday, and will close
on Saturday, Feb. 27. The first fair, last year,
was certainly a success. Till then the out-
side world knew the Potteries chiefly by the
names of a handful of big firms. There arc
hundreds of firms in the Potteries; scores of
them are doing work that is just as good as
the work of the world-famous firms, but,
naturally, at lower prices. It is to these
rising firms that the fair is of most value,
and it is as an introduction to the work of
tliese rising firms that the fair chiefly

interests the outer world. The first

half of the I9th century was not a
period of great technical progress; but
towards 1850 came a revival. For one thing,
sanitation came to be taken up more
vigorously by the engineers, and the more
progressive potters set before themselves the
task of making in pottery pieces of such size
and stability as should suit the requirements
of the sanitary engineers. To-day there are
some 300 pottery firms in the district, and in
spite of severe foreign competition North
Staffordshire still holds the highest place in

the markets of the world for quality and
craftsmanship. In the last few years the
era of applied science has definitely begun.
The research and testing work at the new
technical school at Stoke are highly sig-

nificant of what is coining. The Pottery Fair
itself is the symbol of a new ideal of co-
operation and concerted effort which is dis
placing the excessive individualism and
narrow jealousies of the past.

November 22, and henceforth no person wh(

has failed to register will lia\e the right t(

attach the words 'Registered architect" t(

his name when practising in New Zealand
To secure this official endorsement of quali

fications as an architect it is necessary t<

sit for an examination. The New Zealniu

public, remarks our contemporary, "N.Z
Building Progress," will in future be pro

tected from the pretensions of unskillcc

people who assume qualifications they do iioj

possess. Anyone who pays for architectural

services has only to keep his eyes open tci

insure that his adviser is properly qualifiedi

There are still a good many streets in the
Metropolitan boroughs where the scavenging
contrasts badly with the prompt and
businesslike fashion in which it is effected
m the City. In one some public-spirited in-

habitant might with advantage have kept
' Ruskin Day "—last Monday— not far from
the same district in which he set out to prove
that "the speedy abolition of all abolishable
filth is the first process of education." To

The Lord Justice Clerk and Lords Sail

vesen, Guthrie, and Skerrington, sitting aj

Second Division of the Court of Session a|

Edinburgh on Friday, gave decision in >

singular will dispute. Miss Catherinj

McCaig, of Oban, who died in 1913, lef

directions to her trustees to erect within tlif

McCaig Tower, a well-known, uncompletei
erection on a ridge overlooking Oban, elevci'

bronze statues of her father, mother'

brothers, and sisters, including one of lie,

brother Peter, who died in infancy. Eaci

statue was to cost not less than £l,0()Oj

Directions were given also by the fcestato

for certain work to be executed in the towel

which was built at a cost of £5,000 by be

brother. The value of the estate was aboj

£30,000, and certain beneficiaries, who9
annuities were lo be postponed until tlii

statues were erected, now challenged tl'!

validity of the will. The Court held that tl

directions in question were wholly voii

having neither reason nor public sentimeij

in their favour, and involving sheer waste i'

money. Evidently people who wish to erf

statues to their relatives had better do

during their own lifetime !

Mr. F. O. Stafford, of the Local Govci'niiiei

Hoard, held an inquiry at Warrington i

.Monday into an application by the corporalii
in connection with a scheme "for widening v
nnproving the Market Gate and Sankey-strtt
Wanington. This is part of a scheme" for i

iiupiovoiiieut of the centre of the town, ai

will involve the demolition of two hotels—

1

lilackburne .^rnis and the Pelican— the mark'
hall (erected in 1855), and large drapf
premises. A portion of the improvement li

already been carried out.

An arbitration commenced in tlie Nih
British Station Hotel, Edinburgh, on Mond;
;ind has continued during the' week, betw
llie Dundee, Perth, and London Shipp'
(.'ompany, Ltil.. and the corporation of Dunn
in connection with the compulsory acqinsit
liy the corporation for the purposes of tli

Improvements and Tramways Act, I9I3,

property belonging to the Shipping Compa
situated at Nos. 5 and 6. Shore-terrace,
I'indal's Wynd, Dundee. Mr. T. P. Marffi

iirehilecl. Edinburgh, is arbiter for
claimants, and Mr. Frank Biunet, archil";

Glasgow, with Mr. John Wilson, K.C., as ov«

man. and Mr. T. M. Mackay, S.S.C., clerk

legal assessor.
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THE TLANNING OF HOUSES.

At the Birmingham University, Mr. Barry

»arker, F.R.I.B.A., has given a lecture on

loiise-plamiing. Some of the students are.

s an exercise, preparing plans for tlie lay-

lUt of a piece of land selected for that pur-

lose, and were feeling their knowledge of

lOuse-planning insufficient for the task. The
ectnrer began by giving a short summary
if the evolution of the English house, begin-

ling with the earliest forms of human
labltatloa of which we have any record. He
hen gave a series of typical modern house

ilans. beginning with' those costing, say,

omul about £2,000. and going down a scale

if diminishing cost until he came to the quite

mall cottage, showing how, in every type

if house, the actual conditions laid down by

he site, by considerations of aspect and pro-

pect, ami the specific requirements of the

uture occupants of the house, must be the

controlling factors in its planning.

The lecturer also drew attention to the way

he hall was again coming to assume a more

inportant place in the house plan, but said

.hat niodcDi architects thought it could be

uade to dii this merely by its being increased

n size, whereas it could only usefully do this

f it were so arranged that the traffic through

t from room to room or from room to stairs.

3r from these to the front door, was rigidly

;onnned to one corner of this apartment,

eaviiig the rest free from traffic and cold

?hrreiits of air, and, therefore, comfortable

to sii. in. Coming down to cottages of tlie

5nnillest type, such as are built in blocks,

lie gave
"
the essential elements of the

problem to be solved, as provision of shelter,

comfort, and privacy. He advised all who
proposed to study the problems which the

designing of such" dwellings presented to ilo

^o with an open mind, prepared to find their

-iwn solution to them, and, having done so.

to study the solutions of them others had

lirrived'at; but not to begin by taking the

iolutiinis arrived at by others and con-

iidering what modifications of them might be

uiggested. The day, he said, surely could

lot be far distant when local authorities, in

iddition to requiring for each cottage a

uinimum air-space, would require for each

iving - room, at any rate, a reasonable

ninimum amount of sun.shine, and that,

it least, bv - laws would prohibit the

luilding of
" cottages with their liviiig-

ooms facing north. He strongly de-

irecated the projecting back premises so

Ionimon in cottage property, and showed how
his feature could be completely eliminated,

vpii on sites on which the architect was

I M'lited from increasing the width of

rniiiage given to each cottage.

The Bi-shop of Southwark dedicated on

IVedncsdav evening St. Paul's Clergy House.

ihirh has been erected in High-street, Deptford,
'

I riist of £4,000.

A standing joint committee is being formed

I I innection with the National Board of Con
lintii.n in the Building Trades to deal ex-

i-ively with demarcation disputes.

An application has been made by the

I iiingham City Council to the Local Govern-

it Board, under Part 11. of the Housing
1 Town Planning Act, 1909, for their

oval of a town-pianning scheme with refer-

10 certain lands situate partly within the

ind partly within the rural district of

Ion. and entitled "The North Yardiey and
iiford Town Planning Scheme." A Local

i^rnment Board inquiry will be held into the

. lication on Thursday in next week at the

lincil-hoiise. Birmingham, before Mr. Raymond
vin. F.IM.B.A.

(>pl

\r the town-hall. Sheffield, on Frid.ay, Mr. M.

j. North, an inspector under the Local Goveni-
Unt Board, held an inquiry into an application

the city council for sanction to the borrowing
t6,96.5'for the erection of a chapel (to scat

" . .in entrance-lodge, registrar's residence

kd officers, etc., in connection with the pro-

Ued new cemetery at Abbey lane. Alderman
iinwies explained the urgency of the need for

litional burial-ground in Sheffield, the nearest
iiii-tery in that district ~ Norton — rapidly

i

iiig. A second application was for borrowing
»50 for the provision of additional bowling-
i|?ens at Abbeyfield Park and Bole Hills

'-r?alion.ground.

ODur llhistratinns.—<

—

BOARD OF TRADE NEW OFFICES
COMPETITION.

We follow up our announcement giving the

result of this important competition last

Friday, to-day, by illustrating the selected

design, with a review of the ten schemes

submitted in this final contest. We have had

some difficulty, ue confess, in discovering

any sort of principle upon which the choice

of these particular proposals could have

been based. Some of them hardly furnish a

solution of the real problems involved, and

the fashion of a Soane Medallion competition

is emulated in one or two cases by the get-np

(if the designs. The success of Mr. E. Vincent

Harris, the winner, is consequently made
more conspicuous than it otherwise might

have been ; but we must endorse the award,

after examining all the other nine plans.

The objection urged by some with regard to

the borrowed light of the corridors in this

scheme on the upper floors, which we have

heai-d described as being a fatal contra-

vention of the conditions, is. after all, rather

a question of degree. The author has made
provisions which appear to us sufficient,

seeing that direct light is obtained from

every end of these corridors by special

windows (as suggested in the conditions) as

well as from the four big angle-set stairways,

while half way along the greater corridors a

direct light is insured from the intermediate

staircases, with windows into the great

middle court. These openings certainly

might be enlarged with advantage. -No

question can arise on this point as regards

the two main floors, where the staircases are

so much more commodious and spacious.

The increase of lisiht by widening the upper

stairs is only a matter of detail, and would

traverse no principle of the lay-out. The
merits otherwise of the chosen seliemc,

judged as a wdiole, certainly surpass those of

the remaining designs, and our illustrations

will elucidate these conclusions. One double-

page to day is devoted to Mr. Harris's per-

spective pencil view and block plan. Another

sheet includes the Victoria Embankment
elevation and longitudinal section through

the great quadrangle, also the ground floor

plan. The principal floor plan appears with

the text. The capable scheme, which we

regard as a good second-best in this com-

petition, is bv Messrs. H. Percy Adams and

C. H. Holdeii. so we have included herewitli

a photograph of their oil-colonr perspective

picture, taken from a pointof view across the

Thames. The inset plate includes the geo-

metrical drawing of the same facade, which

is further explained by a copy of the Jin.

scale detail. The cross-section shows how

the stone-built attic is meant to be carried,

as we presume, by cantilevers built-in lower

down in the main'walls. It displays also the

line of direct light, projected at an angle of

45deg. to the lower ground floor in the

narrowest width of this big tall area. The

plans given illustrate the two chief floors.

We intend to give similar illustrations next

week of some of the other designs, of which

we have taken special photographs.

THE ASSE.SSORS' AWARD.

The text of the award of the assessors in

the final competition in connection with these

buildings is as follows:

—

1, New-court, Temple, E.G.,
Jan. 6, 1915,

In accordance with your instructions, we

nave oarefullv considered the ten sets of

designs subm'itted in the final competition

for this building.

In our opinion, alterations of importance

would have to be made before any of the

designs submitted, including the one we have

selected, could be successfully carried into

e.xecution.

While fully alive to certain defects in the

selected design, we consider that these

defects can be remedied without matenally

altering the scheme, and we are unanimously

of opimon that No. 5 is, on the whole, the

best, and we therefore recommend that.

subject to the conditions of the competition,

the author of No. 5 be appointed architect

to the new- building.

Reginald Blomfiei.d.
Ernest Newton.
A.STON Webb.

The First Commissioner,
H.M. Office of Works.

(\jote.—Mr. E. 'Vincent Harris is the

author of Design No. 5.)

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION
OF IRELAND.—An ordinary meeting was
held on Tuesday, Feb. 2. at "the rooms, 15,

South Frederick-lane, Dublin, The vice-

president, Mr. Frederick Hayes, F.R.I. A. I.,

occupied the chair, and there was a large

attendance of members. Owing to the regret-

table indisposition of Mr. F. E. Eden, M.A.,
who was thus prevented from completing his

journey to Ireland, his paper, entitled "In
tlie Footsteps of Samuel Butler," was read

by the president, Mr. H. AUberry,

A'.R.I.B..4. The lecture dealt with the in-

teresting series of chapels to be found at

Varello, Orta. Varese, and other towns of

Northern Italy, where groups of these

buildings were erected as a setting for scenic

representations of religious subjects, and the

splendid series of explanatory lantern illus-

trations was followed with close attention.

Mr. R. Canlfeild Orpen, R.H.A.. president

of the Royal Institute of the Architects of

Ireland, in proposing a vote of thanks to

IMr. Eden, said that although their president

had done well, having regard to the short

time the paper had been in his hands, they

must all realise that they had missed much
bv the absence of the writer. It was clear

he was imbued with the charm of the district

of which he wrote, and his personality would

have been impressed on his remarks. Prof.

W. A.. Scott. A.R.I.B..\.. seconded the vote

of thanks, wdiich was passed with acclama-

tion. The committee proposed two resolu-

tions, one dealing with the remission of

subscriptions from members serving with his

Majesty's Forces, the other with a number
of clauses in connection with the proposed

ent-ente between the English and Irish .Archi-

tectural Associations.

BIRMINGHAM ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION. — Mr. Laurence Weaver
lectured before the members of the Birming-

ham Architectural Association at the Royal

Society of Artists' galleries, on Friday night,

on "War Memorials." Mr. Weaver illus-

trated with the lantern all the principal tvpes

of war memorials. He pleaded throughout

for a closer sympathy between the sculptor

and the architect responsible for the

memorials, and made it clear that in his

view it was almost invariably better that the

two should collaborate than that the sculptor

should be his own architect. He forecasted

a vast number of memorials at the end of

the present war. Every church, of course,

would have its memorial: and since this was

the first war of wdiich Nonconformity had

approved, every chapel in the country would

have it too. Not only that; but civil com-

munities would desire to rear some memorial

to the brave they had sent to the war, and

every town-hall "and village meeting-house

would have its tablet or monument.

Mr. H. G. Warne has been appointed sur-

veyor and sanitary inspector to the Kingswood

Urban District Council.

The borough council of Hammersmith have

appointed Mr. Walter G. Green. A.R.I.B.A.. of

Acton, as architectural assistant in the borough

surveyor's department, to prepare, under the

direction and supervision of the borough siir-

veyor, the drawings and specifications for the

proposed extension of the town hall.

In the course of excavations at Cyrene a

colossal bronze statue of Alexander the Great

has been discovered. Only the left hand of the

statue — which is believed to be one of the

numerous statues of the emperor recorded to

have been executed by the Greek sculptor

Lysippns, or a contemporary copy— is missing.
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THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

At Tuesday's meeting of the London
County Council it was agreed to sanction

an application by the Haminersniith Borough
Council for the borrowing of £10,000 in con-

nection with the borough council's electricity

undertaking—viz., £416 for brick chimney,

£3.449 for mains. £1.535 for transformers,

switch panels, and other plant; £2.980 for

house services, and £1.620 for meters.

An estimate of £315 was approved as the

anticipated outlay on the printing of revised

schedules of prices for architectural jobbing

works and for engineering jobbing works.

With reference to the acceptance at the

end of July last of the tender of W. E. Blake

and Co.. of Fulham, for the erection, within

a period of twenty-one months, of a new
sessions house at Newiugton. a committee

reported that they had subseciuently con-

sidered a proposal that bonuses should be

given for the completion of the work within

a shorter period. They obtained from the

contractors prices for the completion of the

work within alternative periods, the increase

over tlie contract price varying from £2,000

for completion within twenty months to

£13.000 for completion within twelve months.

In view of the fact that a shortening of the

contract period would necessitate the con-

tractors' men working abnormal overtime

and of the financial considerations resulting

from the war. the committee decided not to

entertain the proposal.

The Main Drainage Committee reported

that Messrs. E. Bentley and Son. contractors

for the constrnction of the Streatham and

Balham storm-relief sewer, had submitted

claims amounting to £9 890 16s. 3d. for extra

work under the contract. The chief engineer,

acting under clause 54 of the contract,

allowed them a sum of £4.465 in full dis-

eharce of their claim. The total amount
payable to the contractors is £33,799 13s.. as

compared with the amount of their tender of

£34.319 2s. The committee further stated

that they had been in negotiation with

Messrs. G. Sliellabear and Son, the con-

tractors for the construction of the Green-
wich-road branch of the southern outfall

sewer, in connection with claims for damage
to premises owing to the construction of the

sewer. The contractors have agreed to give

up the balance of the retention money,
£380 Os. 3d., in full settlement and discharge

of all liabilities under their contract, and the

committee had accepted the offer.

A number of loans made to the Geffrye

Museum of Furniture, Kingsland-road.
during the past tliree months were reported,

the most important of which are forty-one

articles, valued at £1.094, lent by the Dean
and Chapter of St. Paul's. Nine articles of

fnrnit\ire have been presented by H.M, Office

of Works.
A return presented Viy the Housing

of the Working Classes Committee showed
the net additional accommodation provided
during 1913 in the Greater London area,

comprising the entire Metropolitan police

district, and also in the County of London
and in its central area. In the latter area,

where working - class accommodation is

diminishing. 1.6.58 fresh rooms were pro-

vided last year and 3.076 were demolished.

In the rest of the County of London, where
some working-class accommodation is still

being provided, 452 fresh rooms were
opened, and 3,098 were demolished, showing
a net increase of only seven rooms for all

distrirts within the Council's jurisdiction. In

the extra London areas no fewer than 11.9.33

rooms were provided, and but 983 rooms
were demolished. In the whole area
within the county and Greater London,
therefore, 18,114 rooms were provided,

and 7,1.52 were demolished. In the

County of London there was in 1912 a

reduction of 2.623 rooms. As regards the

size of the tenements provided in 1913 the

new accommodation consisted mainly of two-

and three-roomed tenements in Central

London; two-, three-, four-, and five'roomed

cottages in the rest of London ; and four- and
five-roomed cottages in extra-London. Of
the 18.114 rooms provided in Greater
I-nndon during the year. 766 were provided

by the Council. 922 by other local autho-

rities, 1,461 by the Sutton Trustees, and 480

by the trustees of the Peabody Donation
Fund. Since the expiration of the period
covered by the return, the trustees of the

Peabody Donation Fund have erected, or

propose to erect, dwellings in Southwark
and in Hammersmith, the Sutton Trustees
in Rotherliithe. the Lewis Trustees in

Chelsea and in Camberwell. and the

Guinness Trustees in Kenuington. The pro-

portion of rates lost through '"empties" in

London has decreased from b\ per cent, in

190910 to .31 per cent, in 1913-14. The pro-

portion of loss through "empties." bad debts,

etc.. incurred by the Metropolitan Water
Board, whose area approximates to Greater
London, has fallen from 6.6 per cent, in

1909-10 to 3.7 per cent, in the halt-year to

September. 1914. There is as yet little in-

dication of any substantial increase in the

rate of building, which has been very low for

the past few years. When an improvement
does take place the proportion of empty
houses will probably continue to decline for

some time longer. "The rents charged for the

new accommodation indicate that, generally,

there has been very little change in London
from the rents ruling for several years past.

Tlie somewhat high average for the central

area in 1913 (3s. 6d.) is due to special causes,

and does not indicate a general increase.

The average rents in the rest of London
(2s. 8d.), and in extra-London (2s. 3d.) are

Id. more and ^d. less respectively than the

average for 1912. The average weekly rent

per room for the districts in extra-London
included in previous returns is 2s. 4d.. as com-
pared with 2s. 4id. in 1912. 2s. 3|d. in 1911,

and 2s. IJd. in 1910. The increase shown in

previous years has. therefore, not been
entirely maintained.

.\t a meeting of the council of the University

of Bristol on Friday last it was mentioned that

tenders for the new buildings would shortly be

asked for.

On a site in Station - road, Holsworthy. an
institute has just been built. Mr. Parsons, of

that town, acted as honorary architect, and
the builders were Messrs. Glover and Parsons,

tIso of Holsworthy.

A start has been made with the building of

the south-east branch free library for Ishngton.

This branch will complete the system of

libraries for the borough, which will consist

of a central library and three branches.

Messrs. Patnian and Fotheringhani are the con-

tractors, and the cost of the building will be

£11,500.

The interesting and susgestive paper read by

Mr.. T. L. Watson, F.R.LB.A., I, A., on Dec. 21

last, before the Glasgow Institute of .\rchitect.s.

on "The Citv and Its Bridge," has been re-

printed by Messrs. James Hedderwick and
Sons, Ltd., St. Vincent-street. Glasgow, price

Sd. Many confronted with similar problems
elsewhere will be glad to obtain a copy.

Two fine drawings by Samuel Front—one of

Dim Cathedral, and the other of the west
portal of Amiens Cathe<lral — have been pur-

chased for the Victoria and Albert Museum, to

which hns also been presented a crayon drawing,
dated 1840, by Sir Edwin Landseer, for a part

of his well-known picture (now among tlie

Vernon bequest works at. the National Gallery).
" .\ Dialogue at Waterloo,"

The Finchley Urban District Council have
decided to proceed with the erection of 100

bouses— the first portion of 300— for working
men. The council have purchased an estate on

llie borders of Fricrn Barnet, and will lay it

out on town planning lines. The scheme was
based on a loan at 3.^ per rent.; but, owing to

the war, the council are not able to borrow at

less than 4 per cent. In order not to raise the

rents of 8s. 6d. and 7s. 6d., it has been decided

to omit the baths.

The education committee of the corporation

of Birmingham have appointed Mr. Alan Oxiey,

at present secretary of the Leicester School of

.\rt. to a similar position at the art school under

their control, at a salary of .^300 a year. At the

same meeting the plans were approved for the

erection of a new council school in Nnnsen-road,

Snltley, at an estimated cost, of fl7,81,5, plus

€400 for the caretaker's house and £1,100 for

furniture. Accommodation will be provided for

1,200 children in three departments of equal

size.

OBITUARY.
We regret to learn of the death, on the

31st ult.. of Mr. J. J. Smith, A. R.I. B. A., of

Bideford. North Devon, a subscriber to this

journal from its first issue. He has un-

interruptedly carried on practice in his

district, and was widely esteemed. He was
surveyor to several building societies. We
learn from his daughter that the succession

to the practice is for disposal, as announced
elsewhere in this issue, in our advt. pages.

Tlie funeral took place at Bideford Church
Cemetery on Wednesday week. Mr. Smith
joined tiie Royal Institute ot British Archi-

tects as an Associate in 1882.

The death, on Feb. 1, after two days' illness,

is reported of Mr. T. Woodbridge Biggs,

F.S.I., Lic.R.I.B.A,, M.Q.S.A.. of 61, Carey-
street and Hammersmith-grove, who had
practised as a surveyor in the City for over
forty years. He twice unsuccessfully sought
a seat on the Court of Common Council,

being defeated on the first occasion by only

three votes. His practice was a wide and
extensive one, and his keen grip of facts was
appreciated in arbitration cases and disputes

following the same. One of the most recent

of these was the case of John Barker and
Co.. Ltd.. v. the Hurlingham Club, which
occupied a good deal of our space during

1912 and 1913. and which was successfully

conducted for the plaintiffs with Mr. Wood-
bridge Biggs's characteristic ability. His
son, Mr. W^ Woodbridge Biggs, F.S.I., who
has always been associated with liis father,

and who for some time has had control

thereof in consequence of his father's ill-

liealth. will continue to carry on the business.

Mr. R. E. Couchman, the senior partner

in the firm of Messrs. Couchman and Steeds,

land agents and surveyors. New-street, Bir-

mingham, died on Sunday at his residence,

12. Vicarage-road. Edgbaston. aged sixty-

seven. Mr. Couchman. who was born in

1847. had practised in Birmingham as a land

agent and surveyor, for upwards ot forty

years. He was engaged in the management
of several large estates in the Midlands and
properties in Birmingham.

We much regret to record the death of Mr.
W. .T. Cutbill. the late chairman of

Claridge's Patent Asphalte Co.. Ltd.. of 3,

Central-buildings, Westminster. S.W., on the

27tli ult. The deceased gentleman had been
connected with the company for over forty

years, and had largely contributed to its

prosperity. Health had hindered his regular

attendance lately, although he seldom missed
a board meeting. He was a director of the

Railway and Works Co., Ltd., wdiich has

carried out large contracts in Argentina and
elsewhere in South America, and waslield
ill high esteem in the City. The interment
was at Shirley, after a funeral service at the

parish church. Sydenham.

Mr. .John .James Moffat, the senior partner
in the firm of Messrs. .lames Moffat and Sons,

builders. Camp Hill, died on Monday, at his

residence, "Jesmond." Middleton Hall-road.

King's Norton. Mr. Moffat was the eldest

son of the late Mr. James Moffat, the founder
of the firm, and a magistrate for the city of

Birmingham. For many years he had charge
of the business, and fulfilled many important
contracts in Birmingham and district. He
rendered useful service as a prominent
member of the Employers' Association. Mr.
Moffat was fifty-four years of age.

The rural district council of Winchcombe is

applying to the Local Government Board for

sanction to .1 loan of i!I2,867 for the purpose
of carrying out a scheme of water supply to lialf

a dozen parishes.

At a conference on housing held at Swansea
last week, .\lderman Morris, of that borough,
mentioned that the lowest tender recently sub-
mitted for 500 houses was 20 per cent, higher
than the tender for the six specimen cottages
erected for his corporation six years ago.

Mr, George Pirie. contractor for public works
of Aberdeen, died last week. Amoiiff the under-
takings he carried out were the Brechin and
Ktlzcll Railway, the Wishnw Waterworks, rail-

way extensions at Lcsmahagow and Weniyss
Hay, and the ILiddingtonshire Waterworks.
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THE APPROACH TO LIXLITHGOW
PALACE. — Linlitligow Town Council
reLOntly sought tlie advice of Mr. W. T.

OUlricve, F.R.TB.A., Edinburgh, as to the

manner in which tiiey should carry out their

proposed scheme of improving tlie Cross-

square, and they have now received Mr. Old-
rieve's recoraniendations on the subject. In

his letter. Mr. Oldrieve states that the object
of the proposed improvements is to provide
a more dignified approach to the Palace, at

the same time protecting the fountain and
the memorial statue to the late Marquis of

Linlithgow from damage. The problem
would have been less difficult if the Lin-
lithgow statue had not been in close relation-

ship to the fountain ; but, presumably, tlie

question of its removal to another site cannot
now be taken into consideration. If it could,
lie was of opinion that a still further im-
provement would be possible from an artistic

standpoint. The broad principles upon which
lie had acted were: (1) That everything in

the way of railings, trees, lamp-posts, etc.,

around the fountain or statue should be
cleared away, as such obstacles irritate, and
intercept the view. (2) That the largest

possible area round the fountain and statue
should be enclosed by a low stone curb and
laid out with a broad border, with flowers

and quite dwarf shrubs, the centre part being
turfed and kept close mown so far as possible.

(3) That the approach roadway to the Palace
should be made with a slight curve, so as

to give more interest to the approach, at the
same time allowing the enclosed garden to be
more central in the square.

COMPETITIONS.
MLES, ONTARIO. — Messrs. McKini,

Mead, and White, architects, 30, Fifth-
avenue, New York, are the successful com-
petitors in the national competition for a

memorial to William McKinley at Niles,

Ontario. The estimated cost of the building
is oOO.OOOdol. The edifice will be two stories

in height, and will contain an auditorium
seated for 1,000 persons, a library, and
assembly-hall. Facing the entrance will be
a life sized statue of President JIcKinley,
who was born at Niles. The commission has
been gained in a limited competition in which
seven leading firms of American architects
were invited to take part.

^*^
The city council of Peterborough have in

course of laying-out a new cemetery 47^ acres
in extent. The land was purchased for i5,000,
and about the same amount will be expended
in drainage and fencing, and in the provision of
buildings, under the direction of the city sur-

veyor, Mr. J. W. Walsbaw.

Mr. George W. Wordsworth, chief assistant
surveyor for the eastern district under the
Manchester Corporation, is recommended by the
main roads and bridges committee of the
Lancashire County Council for the appoinlment
as district surveyor of main roads and
secondary roads for the Blackburn Hundred.

There has been on view this week at the
College of Ambulances, Vere-street, W., a new
medical and military hut designed on the
Pritcliard principle. By making the maximum
use of the site area, at least 25 per cent. is. it

is claimed, saved in the cost of construction.
The parts are all standardised, and this facili-
tates pulling down and rebuilding when it is

desired to remove the hut from one place to
another.

At the nieeting of the Salop County Council
held at Shrewsbury on Saturday it was agreed
to strengthen the Priorslee and Burlington road
at a cost of £2M0, and the Wellington and
Newport road at a cost of £2,730. Halt the
eost in each instance will be met by the Road
J^jJ- I'he council accepted the tender of
il.421 by Messrs. Hobrough (Gloucester) for
wKiening and improving Ercall Mill Bridge,
there was considerable discussion over a recom-
mendation to acquire the literary and scientific
institute at Coalbrookdale, built at an outlav
ot *.4,000, at a cost of £750, for use as an art
and technical school. Ultimately the recom-
mendation was referred back to the committee
lor turther consideration.

UNHEALTHY SCHOOLS.
7'o Ihc Editor of tlie Buii.DiNO Ni;\vs.

Sir,— I have been deeply interested in the
controversy on "Unhealthy Schools."
" Humanitarian " is so " wrapped up " in his
walk on the Yorkshire moors that he is too
cold to be the "shorn lamb," reminding one
of the poor, misguided youth, "full of soul,

but no hope." He has told us nothing but
what is instilled in the most elementary
mind. " Anti-Draft " and " Humanitarian '.'

seem to forget the fact that cross-ventilation
is regulated just as much as mechanical
ventilation. 1 reiterate that vitiated air is

removed more effectually than by patent
mechanical ventilation schemes. If " Anti-
Draught " and "Humanitarian" would visit

recognised and regulated cross-ventilated
schools, such as Staffordshire, Derbyshire,
N'orthumlierland, Middlesex, etc., they would
receive more convincing arguments from
the education architects and medical officers

than could be contained in your corre-
spondence columns. This is practice, not
theory, and the result is universal adoption
in the case of defective children.
Neither can we separate heating from

cross-ventilation, and I venture to say that
the expert knowledge of "Anti-Draught"
and "Humanitarian" contained in their
letters has more than ever convinced your
readers that the cross-ventilated type of

school will be the means of counteracting the
evident degeneration of our people. As
" Humanitarian " has said, " It is satisfactory
to note that steps have been taken to bring
the matter before Parliament." There is no
better place to discuss this question, because
eo-incidentally an article appeared in the
Tinns on the same date as your last issue, of

which the following is an extract: "Owing
to its remarkable system ot ventilation the
House of Commons is ideally adapted to

encourage incipient influenza, and the ranks
of members, already depleted by the call of

the fighting services, have been still further
depleted." "Humanitarian" could not have
clinched the argument more effectively, and
we unfettered advocates of cross-ventilation

can now comfortably sit on the fence.— I am,
etc., An Old B.N.D.C. Boy.
Middlesbrough.

Sir,—So long as fifty pupils have to' be
packed into a room 24ft. 8in. by 20ft. 3in.,

and with only one entirely free side, the

satisfactory ventilation of schools during the

winter months is an insoluble problem ; that

is my experience as the designer of several

large elementary schools. Cross-draught in

and out of windows on opposite sides of the

room is fairly satisfactory in winter and
perfectly so in summer, and that this is the

best that can be done is obvious from the

fact that none of those who have condemned
this system in your columns can offer an
alternative.

I have just built a hospital ward block of

the usual type, with sash windows, having
hopper sashes above the transoms on both

sides of the ward, also having a radiator

beneath each window-sill. Behind these

radiators are large openings through the

outer wall, lined with glazed ware, having
no grates, and fitted with steek louvres inside

—the radiators have no baffle-plates. On
entering the ward one cold, windy day lately,

I noticed all the hopper sashes open on both
sides, the radiator inlets shut, and a perfect

blizzard tearing across the ward.
A suggestion to the Sister to close the

windows and open the radiator inlets on the

windward side, and do precisely the opposite

on the leeward side, was taken in good part,

and a subsequent visit found the ward com-
fortably warm and perfectly sweet, and the

fact that there was no perceptible draught,

though a large body of fresh air was con-

stantly moving across the ward, was due to

the chill having been titken off the incoming
air as it passed between the open sections of

the radiators.

The point of this digression is that if class-

rooms could be planned like hospital wards,
on the pavilion system, and at least 6ft. wider
than the present iniiiinium width, in order
to give room for the incoming air from the
radiators mom to diffuse before reaching the
first row of desks, I believe that the ventila-
tion problem could be solved on the lines I

have indicated.— I am, etc.,

Lincoln, Feb. 9. Bii.vruN.

Silt,—Apropos to above, enclosed extract
from the "Belfast \ews-Letter " of the 2nd
inst., may be interesting, and is instructive:

liliLl'AST CORPORATION : VI;NTII,ATI0.N— OR
DRAUGHT.

Councillor Alexander drew attention to the
following paragraph in the minutes

:

"Alderman Shaw attended, and complained
lit a recent order, which, he understood, had
been issued by the Medical Superintendent
Officer of Health in respect of the ventilation
of tramcars, and he was inforined that the
committee had not cognisance of any orders
having been issued in the matter." A great
deal of attention had been given to this

matter in the public Press, and he thought
this was a subject well worthy of looking
into. Ventilation was a science more or less

understood --less, he thought—and Dr. Bailie
in this instance was only carrying out the
important duty of safeguarding the interests
of the great body of citizens who travelled
by the tramcars every day in directing that
the cars should be thoroughly ventilated.
That Mr. Nance was ably carrying out these
instructions many sufferers could testify.

(Laughter.) The doctors differed, because
Councillor Dr. Thomson, in his letter to the
Press last month, stated that if this thorough
ventilating policy was continued the great
numbers of those travelling in the cars would
soon become considerably less. Personally,
lie liked a well-ventilated tramcar, but he
thought the recent innovation was crude and
primitive, and a source of real danger to the
delicate public. He moved that the Tram-
ways Committee be asked to take into con-
sideration the advisability of installing in the
tramcars a really safe and healthful ven-
tilating apparatus.
Alderman Shaw seconded.
The Lord Mayor said the matter could be

brought up on the Tramway Committee
minutes. The discussion was out of place

at the moment.
Alderman Shaw said thaUwhen he appeared

before the Public Health Committee he was
of opinion that the Medical Officer of Health
had issued such a report, but he then found
out that such was not the case. All Dr.

Bailie asked was that at the end of each
journey some means should be taken to spray
the trams. He believed that, in reply, the

tramways manager wrote a letter, saying: "I
cannot carry out what you have asked me to

do. but 1 will do something better. I will

see that the tram ventilators are kept open."
That was where he blamed Mr. Nance. He
was quite in favour of some ventilation, but

he was not in favour of wliat Mr. Nance had
carried out. even for tlie purpose of pre-

venting the spread of scarlet fever. To open
a ventilator at each end of the tram and, as

Mr. Nance had said. " cause a thorough rush

of air in the tram," would spread germs
rather than prevent it.—I am, etc.,

ULSTiin.

Sir.—In respect to Mr. D. Wynne
Thomas's assertion that there is no down-

draught with cross-ventilation when properly

applied, it is a matter of elementary know-

ledge that if cold air is admitted into a

warmer atino.spherc. no matter at what angle,

it will descend. This is a natural law- the

law of gravity—and nothing can prevent it

;

draught, with cross - ventilation, a down-

draught, with cross- ventilation a down-

draught is therefore inevitable and un-

avoidable.

As with cross-ventilation open windows

constitute the sole means of ventilation, if

the entering air did not descend— that is to

say, if there were no down-draught—the

occupants of the room would derive no

benefit from it, and must breathe a polluted
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atmosphere, or, in other words, " stew in

their own juice," and a most unsavoury stew
it would be.

If the entering cold air mixes witli the
warmer ascending vitiated air, and descends
partially warmed by the foul air, it is not
tresh, pure air that is supplied, but merely
diluted toul air, aud as the warm, vitiated
air continues to ascend and to mix with, and
be returned by, the descending cool air, it is

impossible with this system for anything but
diluted foul air to be breathed, and as the
extent of this dilution would depend upon the
volume of cold air introduced, to secure even
moderately diluted air would necessitate the
entry of such large volumes of cold air as to

cause a distinct aud dangerous down-draught

;

so that the less down-draught experienced
with cross-ventilation, the fouler the air in

the room would be at breathing level, owing
to insufficient dilution.

These facts speak for themselves; tliere is

no getting away from them ; they cannot be

controverted, and should be patent to every-
one; but 1 befear me there is some truth in

the old saying, " None so blind as he who
will not see, none so deaf as he who will not
hear"; but in a matter of such vital import-
ance as this no effort should be spared to

secure the necessary enlightenment.
The only difference between artilicial hot-

air ventilation—which, I observe, is con-

demned by the Board of Education—and
cross-ventilation, is that with the one there is

a down-draught of hot air, and with the other
a down-draught of cold air, both equally
returning the ascending vitiated air to be
rebreathed. .Now, even though, as is alleged,
the oxygen in the hot air may to a certain
extent be deteriorated, the injury to health
caused thereby is infinitesimal compared
with the evil effects and personal dis-

comfort arising from a down-draught of cold
air, particularly when the room is heated.
It seems to me to be simply a case of out of

the frying-pan into the refrigerator—roasted
with the one and frozen with the other.

Personally, I would prefer the roasting, as

being of the two' evils the lesser. The
fundamental error, however, with both
systems is the down-draught, which returns
the expired air to be rebreathed—a method
condemued by the authorities as a danger,
instead of an aid, to health.

Mr. Thomas says he knows of teachers who
approve of this .system. That reminds one
of the curate's egg, but is even more
pathetic. Is* there any one of the sup-
porters of cross-ventilation possessing the
requisite technical knowledge, and who has
had personal experience of its action, such
as the children in a classroom would have?
Who can give a practical or scientific ex-

planation of the principle involved, and of

its supposed merits and advantages? If

there is such a one, any statement he might
make would, I am sure, be listened to witli

interest.—I am, etc., Calokic.

WAXEE SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

HUGK DRAINAGE CiCHEilE FOR
SWANSEA DISTRICT.—Major Norton, R.E.,
on behalf of the Local Government Board, con-
cluded at Swansea on Saturday last the hearing
of the appliciilion by the corporation for sanc-
tion to borrow ^331 ,894 for the purposes of a
huge drainage scheme that has been designed
with a view of supplying the requirements not
only of the borough, but of the six surrounding
parishes. Ii is proposed also to include these
parishes within Ihe borough, totalling nearly
three times the present acreage of the Swansea
borough. •-
The death is announced of Mr. James Gauld,

builder and contractor, Aberdeen.

The UphoUand Urban Districl Council con-
sidered on Monday tenders for the erection of
eight workmen's dwellings to help meet the
increasing demand for housing accommodation,
which for a number of years has been sadly
lacking. The council have the sum of ^1,395
at disposal; but the tenders ranged from ill,465
to i;2.200. The lowest lender (i;i.465) was
accepted, and it was agreed to apply to the
Local Governmcnl Board for a fnrlhcr loan of
f100 to meet the accepted tender.

(But (Bf^a fable.

At the meeting on Monday of the Plymouth
Corporation, a letter was received from Mr.

R. A. Mill,, hon. secretary of the Devon and
Exeter Architectural Society, suggesting

that, having regard to the extension of the

borough by the absorption of Devonport and

Stonehonse. and the great probability of

general works of a public character being

entered upon, the members of the Three
Towns branch of the society desired the

council to consider the possibility of engaging

the services of the architects now practising

in the borough, and for that purpose

suggested that the principle of a selection by

rota should be observed, as far as practicable.

The letter was referred to a committee for

consideration.

The Local Government Board has advised

local authorities that in any cases in which

contractors represent that they cannot supply

goods at contract prices, the authority

should consider whether, instead of enforcing

their legal rights, they should endeavour to

arrange with the contractors to continue to

supply, on the understanding that whilst the

contractors will form a basis for arrange-

ment as to prices to be paid, the local autho-

rity will lie willing, in proper circumstances,

to settle the actual amounts at a later date,

either by agreement or by arbitration.

"Masonry as Applied to Civil Engineer-

ing," by F. Noel 'laylor (London: Constable

and Co., Ltd., 6s.), is a practical treatise on

the design and construction of engineering

works in stone and heavy concrete, adapted

for students and those practically engaged.

It does not profess to deal with the artistic

employment of stone, but treats the cjuestioii

from the point of view of the utilisation of

the material in heavy works, of use rather

than ornament, and illustrates by practical

examples the principles of due economy in

construction and the means, nevertheless, of

insuring beyond doubt failure or collapse

under any normal condition which the

designer thinks wise to provide for.

When the law passed the last Legislature

of Utah regulating the practice of archi-

tecture in that State, the penalty clause was
stricken out. The State Board of Architecture

urges the Governor, in its report just filed,

that he use his influeuce with the coming
Legislature to have the clause enacted into

the law. The report says that the law as

passed embodied the best of architectural

legislation that could lie found in the country;

but an essential feature, the penalty clause,

was stricken out along with some un-

important clauses at the last moment, thus

rendering the law deficient, if not wholly

inoperative.

Mr. F. H. TuUock, an inspector of the Local

Government Board, sat at the council-house,

Birmingham, on Tuesday, to inquire into the

application of the city council for sanction to

borrow i;4,460 aud i;4,100 for works of sewer-

age at Erdington and Acock's Green respect-

ively. The plans were explained by Mr. H. E.

Stilgoe, the city surveyor.

The death took place on Saturday, at his

residence. Fair Elms, Hatch-end, Pinner, as the

result of a gu(ishot wound accidentally inflicted,

of Mr. Benjamin B. Evans, of Kilbum, and
until a few weeks ago Progressive representative

on the London County Council for Limehouse.
Mr. Evans, who was forty-five years of age, was
the hon. secretary of the Town Tenants' League,
which was founded by the Drapers' Chamber
of Trade, and was chairman of the Building Acts

Committee of the chamber.

New Council schools adjoining the Lescadjack
Recreation-ground at Penzance were opened on
Monday. The buildings afford accommodation
for 250 boys, 250 girls, and 200 infants—a total

of 700. Each of the departments is separate
and self-contained, with easy access from one
to the other, these objects being achieved by
adopting the wings principle for the boys and
girls, leaving the central portion to the infants.

The children have a dinner-room, with ovens
for the warming of food. Messrs. Cowell and
Drewitt. of Penzance and Newquay, are the
architects, and the outlay has been ^7,250.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING "WEEK.
Fbidav (To-day),—Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's

Society. " Ttie Science of Stone-
cutting," by J. S. Boyd, L.R.I.B.A.
8 p.m.

Satcrday (To-mobbow).—Institution of Municipal En-
gineers. Nortliern District Annual
Meeting at the Town Hall, Newcastle-
on-Tyne, 2,30 p.m. Annual Dinner at
the Royal Turk's Head Hotel, (irey-
Btreet. 6 p.m.

Monday.—Royal Academy. " The Romanesque and
Gothic Arts tu the Low Countries," by
Professor B. S. Prior, M.A., A.R.A.
4 p.m.

Victoria and Albert Museum, " Eng-
lish Cathedrals and Monasteries," by
Banister P. Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A. 4.ao

p.m.
Royal Institute of British Architects.

"Architectural Sculpture in Spain," by
Andrew N. Prentice, P,R.I.B.A. 8 p.m.
Royal Society of Arts. " Motor Fuel,"

Fothergill Lecture No. 1, by Prof.
Viviau B. Lewes. 8 p.m.

WhuSL&DAv.—Royal Academy. " Architecture in
Flanders and Brabant," by Professor
B. S. Prior, M.A., A.R.A. I p.m.
Royal Society of Arte. "The Decora-

tive Textile Industries and the De-
signer's Relation Thereto," by Arthur
Wilcock. 8 p.m.

TuuBSDAV.—British Museum, ".-iqueducts of Rome,"
by Banister F. Fletcher. 4.30 p.m.

" Belgian Att," No, 3, by Camille
Poupeye, of Malines. Architectural
Lecture Theatre, University College,
Gower-street, W.C. 5.3U p.m.

Fkiuav (Fiiu. 19). — Town Planning Institute.
" Economies of Town Planning in

Relation to Land Development," by
George L. Pepler, F.S.I. 8 p.m.

Satubdav (Feh. 30).—Annual Dinner of Clerks of
Works Association, King's Hall,
Holborn Restaurant. G jj.m.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do uot hold ourselves responsible for the opinions

of our correspoudents. All communications should

be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are

many cluiniants upon the space allotted to

correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all connnuuications respecting illustrations or literary

matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the Editor of the Building News, Einngham
House, 1, Aruodel-street. Strand, W.C, and not to

members of the stall by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for. or be Uable
for, unsought contributions.

'** Drawings of selected competition designs, im-

portant public and private buildings, details of old

and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,

and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of

more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,

houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits,

on mutually advantageous terms, which may be

ascertained on application.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,

architects are asked kindly to slate how long the

building has been erected. It does neither them nor

us much good to illustrate buildings which have been

iome time executed, except under special circum-

stances.

RiiciiivBi).—M. S. and Co., Ltd.—N. R. Co., Ltd,—
B. O. Co., Ltd.—W. and Co.—H. and Sons.-C. H. P.

—W. and O., Ltd.—C. D. and Co.—C. and Co., Ltd.—
W. and S.—H. B. aud E., Ltd.—R. C. Co., Ltd.—A. P.

—J. D. and Son.—H. and S., Ltd.—W. O. aud Son.—
G. J. and Sou.—W., Ltd.—G. aud Son.—W^ A, O.—
T. C. B.—W. C. C—R. I. B. A.—C. W. H.

P. M.—Yes.

R. D. O.—Please send.

CoMi'iiiiTOii.—We have no further information.

G. s.—We incline to your construction of the clause

but it is certainly obscurely drawn, and uiigbt lead to

litigation.

Jo-vo.—A useful set of calipers, square, and divider to

neat case is supplied by the L. S. Starrett Co., 36,

Upper Thames-street, E.G. Get their Catalogue 20

B.F., which they post free.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between

Herbert Lionel Thornely, Albert Victor Rooke,

Ernest Henry Alderson Barron, and George

Helson, all of Plvinouth, Devon, architects and

surveyors, at The'Crescenl, Plymouth, under the

style of Thornely, Rooke, and Barron, has been

dissolved.

Mr. L. F. Roselieb, R.B.S., 4, Avenue Studio!,

South Kensington, has been commissioned to

execute the two sculptured figures, "Art" and

'Commerce," 8ft. high, to the Sicilian marble

pilasters of the front of the building, No. 70,

New Bond-street, W. Messrs. Palgrave and Co.

are the architects. The modelled and enriched ,

three-tier bronze bay has been entrusted to the
|

Birmingham Guild, Ltd.
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LATEST PRICES.
N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
usual sources of information are in many
cases failing us. Timber quotations we omit
altogether, as published figures differ so
widely that they are, we fear, in many cases
quite unreliable.

IRON.
„„,„,, Per ton. Per ton
Rolled Steel Joists, English £7 10 to £8
Wronght-Iron Girder Plates 7 15 "

Steel Girder Plates 8
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Sanare 22

Do., Welsh 5 15
Boiler Plates, Iron—
BoQth Staffs 8
Best Snedshill 9 o

Angles IDs., Tees 20b. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &o., £8 15a. to £9
Ditto galvanised, £U to £15103. per ton.

Galvanised Corru' j.ted Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

Per ton
. £13 10

. 14

,

,

.

, 10
. 9
, 8 10

,

.

,

5 17

.

,

8 15
9 10

per 1.000 alongside, in
,. [river.

delivered
at rly. stn

6ft. to Sft. long, inclusive Per ton.
gauge £13

Best ditto 13

to £7 2
„ 6 12

6 „ 7 2

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3 to 7 8 9 10 11 13 13 14 15 B.W.G.

8/3 8/9 9 3 99 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

n.-*T ^, Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 17 6 , 8 10
EoUed-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 !! 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

r. l\ 'i ^ a, .
Galfanieed 8 15 ,'.' 9 5

Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5 10 „ 5 15
Cut Floor Brads 10 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 " —
Galvanised Wire Strand. 7 ply
"B.W.G _.:u 5 „ -

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0to8 P 10 11 12 B.WG
£10 10s. £10 15s. £UOs. ^1158. £11 15s. per ton

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 15
4in. to 6in 6 10
Tin. to 24in. (all sizes) ...!!!!!!!.!"! 6 17

[Coated with composition, 5a. Od. per ton extra,tamed and bored joints 5s. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Pgf jQQ

S^I'^tS'^J'-AI"'^^^*" 80s. Od. to 1378. 6d.Hot Blast, ditto 87a. Od. „ 97s. Od.
Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings-Discount off
Standard Lists t.o.b. (plus 2J per cent.)—
Gaa-Tubea ,,1 n r-

Water-Tnbes 665
Steam-Tabes 65 "
Galvanised Gaa-Tubea .. 60 "
Galvanised Water-Tubes 5Bi

"
Galvanised Steam-Tubea !.!!!!!!!!!!!!! 50 ,'.'

OTHER METAIiS.

Lead Water Pipe, Town '£23 15 o'to.... ,. Country '24 15 ,,Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '24 15 „
T "

., „• • „ •• Country "25 13 ,",'

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside, Town '25 1,5 ,.

ri' J -D," „!! .". Country '26 15 ',',

Lead Pipe, Tmned inside and
o°'8>ae Town •23 5

Country '29 5
•26 15

BRICKS.
(All pricee net.)

First Hara Stocks,.. £1 15
Second Hard Stocks 1 11
Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons i 14
Pressed Wire Cuts... 118
Red Wire Cuts 114
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Bed Pressed
Buabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue I ressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Ballnose 4
Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 4

2|in. Best Red Ac-1
crington Plastic \ 4 10
Pacing Bricks J

3'/8" Accrington Best Bed Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

378 ditto Second Best Plaatic ditto 3 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/8 in
thickest part 3

3'le" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2 6
378 ditto ditto through and through 2
3V8 Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and i" radius Ballnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each
Ditto ditto 9"xi course

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 coarse deep, 4V' soffit, per foot opening...

Bath Stone, delivered on road £ gwaggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube l'
Ditto, ditto, Nine Elms Depot
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elmis
Station

1

1 1

1 7i

[
Net, delivered in

, j full truck loads
[ in London.

Portland Stone, in random'biooks of'soft. average —
Delivered on road waggons

]
at Paddington Depot, (Nine Elms Depot, or (

Pimlico Wharf /

Brown
Whit Bed.

White
Base Bed.

Per foot cube.
£0 3 3 ...£0 3 ih

TILES.
d. Dlvrd. at

per 1000 ry.an.
7 per doz.
per 1000 ,,

6
per doz. ,,

6 per 1000

per doz.

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

Per ton.

!^Net free on rail, or free on boat at wor^s.

aiiAZED BRICKS.

1 3
1 8
2 1

2 6
a 1

2 11
3 6

4 6

White, Ivory, and
Salt Glazed.

Best. Seconds.
Stretchers—
£12 7 6 £10 17 6

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6

HABD GLAZES (PER 1,000).

Best.
Buff, Cream, Other
& Bronze. Colours.

Second
Colours.

£13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

13 17 7 6 11 17 6

21 7 6 15 17 6

34 7 6 17 17 6

21 7 6 14 17 6

26 7 18 17 6

-" .••. •. ,. Country
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town ...

r^.jo"-. . , • ,
Country '27 15

Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4jin.) Town '26 15-
.. Country '27 15

[Over 44in. £1 per ton extra.]
Lead, Common Brands 17 17 s £18 12 «Lead Shot, in 281b. bags ... 24 15

?"*"'''' •>

Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 84
Copper. British Cake and Ingot 68 15Tm, English Ingots 172 oDo., Bars 175 g
PigLead, in Icwt. Pig's (Towii) 19 2
oheetLead, Town '23 5

.. ... Country .......'..' "SI 5
Qenaice White Lead . in •;

Refined Red Lead 09
Sheet Zinc gg qOld Lead, against accoanii "!!!!! 17 15

9 10
Tin

84 10
69 5

173
176
19 10

-,7 6
Qaoins, BuUnose. and 4iin. Flats

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6
Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6
Double Headers

—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6
One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6
Two sides and one end, square-

IB 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6
Splays and Squinta-

II 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—

5d, each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, BuUnose Stops—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles

—

1/3 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each
Sill Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each
MajoUca or Soft Glazed Stretchers and
Headera ._._ _ „
„ ,, Qaoina and Bullnose

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks'
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above
list for their resiiective kinds and colours

Camber arch bricks, any kinder colour,
Is. 3d. each

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broaeley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 53
Hip and Valley tiles 4
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

ditto (Edwards) 57
Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles .'.'.".'.'."'

3
Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46 per 1000
Ornamental ditto 48 6
Hip tiles 3 10* per doz

_, Valley tiles 3 4J
Rosemary "brand plain tiles... 48
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Staflordahire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 43

Hand-made aand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles ', 3
Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 43 per 1009
Pressed 42 6
Ornamental ditto 47 6
Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 36

OILS.
Rapeseed,English pale.per tun £28 15

per 1000

per doz.

6 per 1000

per doz.
6

26 15
29
39 10
31
46
43 10
42 10

36 17 6 19 17 6

24 77 6 17 7 6

4d. each

Stretchers cut for Closers
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

8d. each

1/3 each

5d. each
Per 1,000
£23 17 6
27 17 6

Not
exceed-
ing 9in.
by 4*in.
by 2jin.

and Nicked Double

61

19 6
2 10
3

3

to £29
27
30
40

Ditto, brown
Cottonseed, refined „
Olive, Spanish
Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin
Ditto, Ceylon
Ditto, Mauritius

,

Palm, Lagos
Ditto, Nut Kernel
Oleine ,,

Sperm
Lubricating, U.S per gal.
Petroleum, refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Ditto, Archangel
Linseed Oil „ per gal.
Baltic Oil
Turpentine
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil per cwt.
Pure Linseed Oil
" Stority " Brand.. ., 9 0,.

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz.
Fourths .5jd. ... 55d. ... 6id.
Thirds 5,rd. ... 6}d. ... bid.
Fluted Sheet 4Sd. ... 5Jd. ... —

Hartley's English Boiled Jin. '/lain.
Plate 3d. ... 3hd.

21 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5
31

8

1 10
1

1

9

Figured Boiled and Bepoussine.
White.

. lid.

32oz.
... 7d.
... 8Jd.

'"
iin.

... 4d.

Tinted.
M.

' These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

^at nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 13 9

•For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

SLATES.

Bine Portmadoo

Blue Bangor...!!!!!

,Fu:a't Quailty !!!!!

lEureka
I

green ..

unfading

Permanent Green!

m. in. £ S. d. per 1.000 of
< 10. . 12 12 6 1.200 at r. stn

lb . 8. . 6 12 6
20 ,10. .13 2 6
20

. 12 . . 13 17 6
20 ,10. .13
20 .12. . 13 15
16 . 8. .750
20 .10, . 15 17 6
20 ,12 . .18 7 6
18 ,10. .13 5
lb , 8. .10 5
20 ,10. . 11 12 6
18 ,10. . 9 13 6
16 . 8. . 6 13 6

to London Stations.
Thames Sand 7
Pit Sand 7
Thames Ballast 6

d.

6 per yard, delivered

Best Portland Cement....
Ground Blue Lias Lime

B. d. Per ton,
36 Oto 41 delivered
21 per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. a. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 37s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0
Darley Dale, ditto ..

Red Coreehill, ditto ,,

Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto ..

Ancaster, ditto ,.

Greenshill, ditto ,,

Beer, ditto ,,

Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) ..

Hard York, ditto ..

Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides.
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Do. do. Sin. slab sawn two
aides, random sizes ,. 13

* All F.O.B. London.

3 4

2 3
2 2
3

1 10
1 10
1 6

1 lOj
2

VARNISHES, &c. Per gallon
Pine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10 6
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14 6

Find Elastic Carriage 13
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 10
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Fine French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14 9
Extra Pale Paper 13
Beat Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10 B
French and Brush Polish 10

TRADE NOTES.
The West Riding County C-ouncil, in the

erection of the Bradlej' new schools, we icim,
have specified the powder Pudlo for roughcasting.
We undei-stand that when Pudlo is included in

the cement, roughcast work is made quite im-
pervious to driving rains.

Under the direction of Messrs. Walker and
Harwood, architects. 17, Pall Mall East, S.W..

the Boyle system of ventilation (Natural), em-
bracing Boyle's latest patent "Air-pump"
ventilators and air-inlets, has been applied to

St. John's Church, Woking.

The death has taken place at Scarborough,

in his seventy-second year, of Mr. Wm. Bennett,

late town surveyor of Barnoldswick.
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FOB
Olivers'

Seasoned

HardAvoods,
WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Kow, London, E.C.

TENDERS.
•»• CoiTespondents would in all cases oblige by

giving the addresses of the parties teuderiug—at any
rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the
information.

Ang.mi:rixg. — For provision of working - class
dwellings at AngmeriEg, lor the East Preiton Rural
District Council :—

Oliver and Son, Brighton i'l.OBO
Cheeseman, J.. Ansmering ... 998
Sacdall and Son. Worthing ... 905
Drake, C.J. , and Co., Rustington (110

Ling. H.. and Co.. Brighton ... 891
Linfield, J., and Sons, Ltd.,
Littlehaiupton 8rtO

Pesketb and Sons, Augmering ... 81H
Howeu. .1., Clapham. S.W. ... h8l)

Harris, E,, Angmering 744
Grevatt, J., Worthing (MO

(Tenders referred to the Sanitary and Housing
Committee.)

Atherstone. — For ei-ection of the workhouse
master's new house, for the guardians :

—
Holland (accepted) £690

Bakking.—For woi'ks in connection with the
Ripple-road widening No. 1 (Eistburi- estate), for the
Barking Town Urban District Council. Mr. R. A.
Lay, A.M.I.C.E,. acting surveyor; —

Mowlem, J., and Co £,5,292 7 4
Pedrette, T. W 5,2S5 5 4
Griffiths, W., and Co 5,218 1 6
Glenny, E. F 4,941 8 7
Lingwood, W., .iun 4,726 19 2
Jackson. D. T,, Barking' 4,505 V, 2

(Surveyor's estimate, £4.650 13a.)

•Accepted.

B.uiKiNG, E.—For the provision and erection of
four centrifagal pumps at the northern outfall
sewerage works, for the London County Council :

—
Drysdale and Co , Ltd., Glasgow i'J23
Cochrane, J., GJa=^'ow 200
Gwynnes. L*.d , Hammersmith* 203

*,\ccepted.

Baunshuky. N.—For internal and exlerual paint-
int4 and repairs to the relief station at Barnsbnry, for
the Islington Guardians. Mr. E. .1. Harrison, 9,
Gray's Inn-square, W.C., architect:—

Sims, W., Stepney i'327
Sharpin, W. S , Bow 300 u
HaydOD, J., and Sons, Hackney 272
General Building Co., St.
Martin's-lane 265 I)

Feno, .\. M., Woolwich 250
Johnston, J., Limehouse 249
Stevens, W., and Sons, Highgate 226
Jerram, •!. W, Plaistow 215
Wicks, A, .1., Walthamstow ... 214
Hocking, J., and Co.. Old
Charlton 209

Alllatt, B , and Son., Caledonian-
voad -209

N'avarino Guild, Camden Town '208 10 u
Bate Bros., Hornsey Rise ... 207 U
Head, F. and H., Notting Hill
Gate 193 o U

.lenkin, E. A., WoodGresn ... 191 2
Catterhall, J. L., Vauxhall
Bridge-road 185 10

Lcvor, T. B.. and Son, HoUoway 180
Inns, A. H., Camomile-st., E.C. 168
Powers, J. J., Tottenham ... 166
Oliver and Fisher. Islington ... 1.57 15
Hare. Cand Co.. Levton* ... 138

* Accepted.

BAJiNSLKY.—For the sewerage of a portion of the
parish of Carlton, for the Barnsley Rural District
Council. Mr. H. Jackson, 39. Newhall-street, Bir-
mingham, engineer :

—
Ruckledge, M., Barnsley ±'1,034 10 6

(.Accepted.)

Battersea.—For the supply of yellow match-
boarding for providing plank beds for military
guards, for the Metropolitan Water Board :

—
King and Scarborough. Kings-
land-road, N. (accepted) i'296 5

For boiler tubes at Battersea Waterworks ;
—

Babcockand A\'ilco.x, Ltd. ... 175 6 9
(Accepted.)

Bethnajj Green, N.E.—For the erection of a now
police-station at Betbnal Green. Mr J Di.son
Butler. F.R.I.B.A., New Scotland Yard, S.W., archi-
tect. (Quantities by Messrs. Thurgood, Son, and
Chidgey. 8. Adelphi-torraie, Strand. W.C. :—

Todd and Newman £11,781
Wall. C, Ltd 10,850
.Adamson and Sons 30,768
Higgs and Hill ,', ioi7.50
Garlick. J .•. 10,600
Dickens... 10,.533
Prestige and Co 10,455
Sheffield Bros. loi422
Smith and Son lo!340
Jarvis and Sous luiaoi
Roome and Co ln,296
Dove Bros Ki.'isi

Patman and Fotheringham ... Ki.iTi
Jerram 9,811

BispnAM-\^nTH-NouBRECK. — For the sewering,
draining, kerbing, and navina, (Jaeea's Drive and
Red Bank-road, for the Bispham-with-Norbreck
Urban District Council. Mr. T. Harrop, surveyor:

—

Boyson,G., .Ashton-on-Mersey ... t'13 977
Farrell. J. .Blackpool ll,7i» 9 8
Gregson. W.. Lytham 11,725 18 8
Balmer, P , Aintree 11,.59) 8 9
Fielding. R.. and Sons, Blackpool 11,542
Shepherd, W., & Sons, Rochdale 11.'230 13 7
Hayes, J. T., Blackpool 11,006 5 10
Crisp, J. R., Stalybridge 10,8ii
Taylor, E., Ltd., Blackpool ... 10,493 4 4

Hayward, S., Thornton. Black-
pool 9,868 11 8

Castle Cart.—For erection of ten housea, for the
Wincanton Rural District Council. Mr. S. Thompson
Clothier, ar'^hitect :

-
Dunthorn, D. R,, Glastonbury ... £1,493

(Accepted.)

Ciieadle.—For building boundary walls and shed
at the council's depot, Ravenoak-road, '^lieadle
Hulme, for the Cheadle and Gatley Urban District
Council. Mr. F. E. Gibbins, B.Sc, .^.M.I.C.E., sur-
veyor :

—
Hardon, H £3-27 8 6

Matsland, J .322 1

Gosling & Stafford, Hazel Grove 291 7 10
Hazeldine, S 284 9
Powell. W.F '276 3 9
.\lcock, J., and Sons. Cheadle*... '273 10 2

(Rest of Ciieadle Hulme )

* Accepted

Chkster-le-Street. — For the erection of fifty

houses for the working classes, for the urban district
council:

—

Douglass, J., Newcastle-on-Tyne £10,360
(.Accepted.)

Child's Hill.—For erection of conveniences at
Child's Hill recreation-ground, for tbeHendon Urban
District Council :

—
Williams, D. T. (accepted! ... £lls 10

Crossness, S.E. —For the construction of an a^h-
hoist at the southern outfall sewerage works, for
the London County Council :

—

Eastnn Lift Co., LtJ., South-
wark, S.R £202 10

Ransome - Vermehr Machinery
Co., Ltd.. Westminster. S.W. 197

Leeds Enginering and Hydraulic
Co., Ltd., Rodley (acceptel) ... 197

Crossness, S.E.—For the provision of a steam
travelling crane at the southern outfall sewerage
works, for the London Count\- Council :

—

Booth, J ,& Bros.. Ltd., Rrfley £925
Coles, H. J.. Ltd., Derby 690
Stothort and Pitt, Ltd., Bath ... 650
Smith, T., and Sons, Rodley* ... 745

* Accepted.

Crossness, S.E.—For the provision of chains for
filth screens at the southern outfall sewerage works,
for the London County Council :—

Gibbons Bro3., Ltd. (aocepted) ... £93 17 6

Ercail. Shropshire.—For widening the bridge at
Ercale Mill, for the Salop County Council:—

Hobrough and Co.. Gloucester ... £1.421
(Accepted.)

Heswall.—For the construction of a discharge
block at the Pensby convalescent home, near
Heswall. for the Wirral Joint Hospital Board.
Messrs. J. H. Davies and Sons. 14, Newgate-street,
Chester, architects :

—
Fleming. W., and Co., Neston ... £219 9
Fleming, A.. Neston 212
Rogers, W. M., and Son, Greasby 185
Fleming, W., Neston 177
Lee, J., and Son, Higher
Bebington (accepted) 1:58 17

Ipswich.—For the erection of two temnorary
pavilions at the isolation hospital, Foxhall-road.
Mr. J. R. Mead, borough engineer and surveyor :—

Turner, P. J., Basil House,
Cowper-street, Ipswich* ... £'3, -294

* Accepted.

Kempton Parr.—For the construction of a 15ton
road-waggon weighbridge platform, for the Metro-
politan Water Board :—

-Avery, W. T., Ltd £106 10
Pooley, H., and Son, Ltd 101
Denison, S., and Son. Ltd.,* ... 82

* .\ccepted.

Limehouse, S.E.—For alterations to the police
station at Limehouse. ;\Ir. J. Dixon Butler,
F.R.I.B.A., New Scotland Yard, S.W,, architect.
Quantities by Messrs. Thurgood, Son. and Cbidge>',
8, Adelphi-terrace. Strand, W.C. :—

Holland and Hannen £2,333
Holmes 2,2*78

Rice and Sons 2,232
.Tarvis and Son 2.1.59

Monk, A 2.146
Patman and Fotheringham ... 2.0'26

Len, Thornton, and Co 2,006
Newby Bros 1,912 H 3

LiaiEHoi'si:, S.E.—For cleansing, releccrating, and
alterations at the Limehouse library, for the Stepney
Borough Council :

—
Turnbull and Son £470
Jarvis and Sons, Ltd 460
Hewlett and Son 415
.lohnson. J 38(>

Stuttlc and Son 378
Barker, G, New-road* 343

* Recommended for acceptance.

London —For the supply of two 12io. water mains,
to be laid in a new subway constructed by the Port
of London Authority under the Tobacco Dock-
passage, for the Metropolitan Water Board :—

Piggott, T..andCo.,Ltd .£689

(Accepted.)

London.—For the provision of five wood and iroa
ambulance stations, for the London County
Council :

—

A. B. C. D. E.
Harrison and Co.. Camberwell

—

£325 ...£295 ...£304 ...£299 ... £1,'222

Boulton and Paul, London—
278 ... 258 ... 25.S ... 267 0.. 1,061

Ginger, Lee, and Co., Ltd , Manchester—
264 ... 260 ... 261 ... 264 ... 1,019

Humphreys, Ltd.. Knightsbridge

—

•250 ... 230 ... 234 ... 237 ... 9)1
Alnwick Foundry Co.. Ltd., Alnwick

—

•200 ... 190 ... 195 ... 195 ... 780
Cearns, W. J., Stratford—

210 ... 180 ... 182 ... 180 ... 752
Palmer, T. W.. and Co., Merton—

176 ... 160 ... 160 ... 161 10 ... *(i.57 10
A.—Shoreditch. B.— Sii. George's, Newington.

-Vccepted forC—Lee. D.—Bri-Kton. E.—Total,
all four stitions.

Ludlow.-For building twelve cottages in Hold-
gate Fee. for the town council :

—

Turford and Southward (accepted).

North Woolwich.—For the erection of a new
engine-house at the North Woolwich sewage pump-
ing station, for the London County Council:—

Moss, S. E , Southeud-on-Sea ... £13,979 16 4

Dick, Kerr, and Co., Ltd.,
Cannon-street, E.C 13,476 19 6

Coles, A. N., Plymouth 12,674 18 7
Fenn, A. M., Woolwich, S.E. ... 12,660
Mills. W., and Sons, Ltd.,
Westcombe Park 11.671 14 u

Everitt, G. E., and Sons, Ltd.,
CroydDn (accepted) 11,615 U

Portsmouth.—For carrying out extensions to.

the Milton Infectious Diseases Hospital, for the I

town council. Mr. -Arthur W. Ward, Town Hall,
Portsmouth, borough engineer :—

Lavington, Ltd £-29,514

Moss, S. E 27,5-26

Franklin iDeddington). Ltd. ... 26.895
Sprigings, E. and A., Portsmouth 26,200
Corke, F., Southeea 25,736
Evans, W. W., Southsea 25,500
Salter. S., Southsea -25,472

Privett. F. J., Southsea 25,1^27

Crockerell, J,, Southsea 24.916
Tanner, J,, Castle road, South-
sea (accepted) 24,400

RocESTER, Staffs.—For sinking a borehole on
the grounds of the new council school, for the
Staffordshire Education Committee:—

Isler, Cand Co.. Ltd, London... £179
(Accepted,)

Shortlands, Kent.—For the erection of pumping-
station buildings and contingent works at Shortlanda
for the ^Metropolitan \\ater Board :

—
A, B.

Peddle, E £10,867 ...
—

Graham, T.. and Co. 9.673 13 8 ... —
Dick, Kerr and Co.,
Ltd 9,0-26 3 6 ... —

Smith. J., and Sons,
Ltd., Norwood ... 8,976 ...

—
WalHs. G. E., and
Sons, Ltd 8,791 ...

—
Downs, W., Ltd. ... 8,657 10 ... —
Crossley, T,,andSon 8,675 ...£3.668 4 6
Proctor. E.. and Sons 8,37119 8 ...8,37117 9
Lawrence, E., and

Sons, Ltd 8.018 ... ts.OO? 4 1

.A.—Tender as sent in. B.—Tender as corrected.
* Accepted. I Fnrther amended to £8.311.

Southampton.—For alterations and providing nai
lavatories at the Royal Hotel. Mr. W. Burrouah Hll|
F.S.I., 93, Above Bar, Southampton, architect

:

Jenkins and Sons £343
Wright, A., and Son 325
Brazier andSon 309
Russell, S-, and Son (accepted! ... -293 10

(.\11 of Southampton.)

Southampton.—For alterations and additions 1

premises. Church-passage, French-street, for MesBCa
Binning and Co. Mr. W, Burrough Hill, F.S.I.,

Above Bar, Southampton, architect

:

Brazier and Son £289
Wright, A., and Sou -278

Fussell, W. A. (accepted) 270
(All of Southampton.)

Southampton.—For structural alterations at I

-Above Bar, for Messrs. Price Bros., bakers. Mr. T

Burrough Hill, F.S.I., 93, Above Bar. Southamph
architect:

Stevens, H., and Co £59 18
Jenkins and Sons 58
W'right, A., and Sontaccepted)... 49 15

(All of Southampton.)

Stre.vtham, S.^^',—For the supply of furniture fti

fittings for Furzedown Training College, Streatha
(schedule No. 197), for the London County Counc
Accepted tenders :

—

Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7—
Hammer, G. M., and Co.. Ltd.,
Bermondsey i'12j u

Items 5 and 18—
Bradford, T., and Co., Salford ... 73 U

Items 9 (a) and (b). 10 (a) and ib), 13, and 14—
Shapland and Putter, Ltd,. Barn-
staple 102

Items 24 to 36—
Shingletou. A. J., Exors, of, Ken-
sington High-street, W (Not state!

Items 8 (a) and (b), 15, 16, and 19—
Simpson and Sons, Ltd., Halifax 62 .

STOia-: Nkwincjton.—For the reinstatement
j

trenches opened by the Board within the borough'

Stoke Newington, for the Metropolitan Water ISoa'j

Griffiths, W„and Co., Ltd. (accepted) as per
|

schedule of prices.
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TIE-ROBS AND ^YALL-ANCHORS FOR
BUILDINGS ON WEAK FOUNDA-
TIONS.

In London and many other towns built

on alluvial soil, it is no uncommon thing

to find old buildings whose bulging walls

have been saved from collapse by means oi

wrought-iron tie-rods judiciously inserted

at the upper floor levels. Frequently this

method of securing dilapidated walls is not

only expeditious, but economical, whilst

many buildings, otherwise unsafe, have
their useful term of life greatly prolonged.
The tie-rods, generally jin. or lin.

diameter, screwed at each end, are inserted

at right angles to tl\e bulging or over-

hanging wall. They are placed for prefer-

ence under piers, and not under or over
window openings, a good position being
some 18in. or so from the quoin angles, if

the building is detached. Where the floor-

joists run parallel to the rods, there is no
difficulty in getting the latter through, the
walls being simply pieixed where necessai-j'

by means of the bricklayer's chisel. Where
the rods have to cross floor-joists, the
latter should be notched as slightly as
possible, and, preferably, near to the
supports, so that they may not be
weakened more than is absolutely neces-
sary. When inserted, the rods will then be
almost in contact with the under side of the
floorboards. At each end of the tie-rod, as
near as may be to the bulged or over-
hanging part of the wall, a bearing-plate
or "wall-anchor" must be placed.

The forms usually met with in the
I London district are either : —(1) A circular
cast-iron plate from 9in. to 12in.

diameter, and about Ijin. thick at centre.

(2) Two wrought-iron bars about 2in. by
sin., or Sin. by Vin., placed in the form of
a St. Andrew's Cross; or (3) A wrought-
iron bar of similar dimensions, forged into
the shape of the letter S, to indicate, as
once suggested by an unprofessional
friend, that tlie building so treated is
"safe." Whichever form is selected, a
hole is prepared at its centre of figure,
through which the screwed end of the tie-
rod is passed, and a square nut enables the
plate to be cloj-ely clamped to the wall.
Usually the plate is not bedded on mortar

;

but it is suggested that, after tightening
up, a neat pointing of Portland cement
between th,i plate and the brickwork
would not only insure more perfect contact
and bearing, but would also help to pre-
vent corrosion of the ironwork where it
fannot be got at for repainting. The
bbjection urged against the method here
Mescnbed is that these plates disfigure any
jhuildmg to which thev are applied, and i't

|8 generally understood that they detract
,:rom the market value of property which
exhibits them

; not merely because of the
rapaired appearance (many of these

buildings never were noted for their

appearance) ; but on account of the indica-

tion that the main walls have settled, and
therefore, presumably, may be liable to

further movement.
It must be admitted that the design of

these plates leaves much to be desired from
both the scientific and the artistic stand-

points. Taking the common type of cast-

iron plate, which exhibits a nauseating
repetition of most commonplace design, its

chief structural fault is that it has far too

little grip of the brickwork. In the worst

case, a 9in. plate will not more than cover

three courses of bricks, including two
stretchers and tw'o headers, the centre

header being cut away for the tie-rod.

(Fig. 4.) This gives a perimeter of 2ft. Sin.

cmly, upon which frictional resistance to

slipping through of the bricks can be
expected : for in bad brickwork the per-

pend joints are often nearly devoid of

mortar. Owing to the fact that in ordinary
bonding these joints generally run directly

through the wall, whatever its thickness

may be, it will be seen that the block of

brickwork grasped by the plate might be
pulled inwards, without giving much
support to the surrounding work. This is

especially liable to happen in old and
dilapidated walls, where the mortar,

originally of poor quality, has largely

perished through age and weathering. The
same fault is observable in the larger cast-

iron plates, which never grip more than
four or five courses of bricks. The only

departure one recalls from the ordinary
circular casting is a five-lobed design,

somewhat resembling a stiffly-conventional

Tudor rose with angular petals; but only

five courses of bricks were grasped.

Turning now to wrought-iron specimens, I

it will be seen that if they are assumed to

bear evenly upon the face of the wall, the
pull of the tie-rod when screwed up will

throw them into a state of stress similar to

that of a double cantilever (see Fig. 5),

which is exemplified in the case of a
concrete foundation supporting a column
or stanchion; except that in lieu of the
vertical pressure of the column, we have
the horizontal pull, P, of the tie, whilst
the vertical reaction of the earth is re-

placed by the horizontal outward thrust,

T, of the wall, the pull and outward thrust
being equal and opposite. An elementary
knowledge of Mechanics will enable us
correctly to design such a beam. An
economical and efficient design will be
deeper than it is broad, and from a
inaxinuim depth at the centre of its length,

it w'ill taper towards each end. Its depth
will be at right angles to the face of the
wall. Comparing theoretical considerations
with the examples provided by our modern
smiths, we usually find all first principles

ignored. The bar is placed flat against the
wall instead of edgewise, thus giving the
minimum resistance to bending, and allow-

ing its extremities to spring away from
their work. The bar is usually of the same
width and thickness throughout — a
wasteful misuse of metal, which also gives

the bar a clumsy and unfinished appear-
ance. Moreover, just where the greatest

bending stress occur.s, the bar is

weakened by unskilful forging, or by the
total omission of forging around the hole
required for the tie-rod. The utter lack of

artistic merit exhibited by these wall-

plates is as much due to the radically

defective design just described, as it is to

an entire want of finish, and an absence of

tlie least attempt to refine or ennoble their

fonn by any of that enrichment to which
wrouglit-iron lends itself so kindly under
the hand oi the sympathetic workman.

At this point it is refreshing to turn
from these crude productions of cur
modern rolling-mills and smiths, to the

admirable examples wliich meet one on
every side in Flanders. A brief considera-

tion of a few typical specimens will soon

convince one of the keen scientific insight,

as well as of the masterly artistic nijility

witli which they were lovingly fashioned.

Even the apparently superfluous scroll-

work is made to serve a constrictive*

purpose by giving the anchor an increased

grasp of wall surface. However modest the

forging, one invariably finds it has a good

grasp of the brickwork. It is generally not

less than .Sit. long, embracing 12 or more
courses of bricks. Square in section, or

deeper in the direction of the bending

stress (as in Figs. 6 and 8), it is gently

tapered off towards the ends with a refine-

ment rivalling that of tlio entasis of .i

column. Nor is the craftsman content with

this. He does not leave his work until ho
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has embellished it with some little scroll or

twist—perhaps a neat application of a

simple moulding, or even a few chisel-

marks struck decoratively. In fact, the

builder was not ashamed of these ties and
their adjuncts; i-ather did he delight in

demonstrating that his building was well-

knit together.

On the treacherous soil of the Nether-
lands, where piled foundations were often

a necessity, it became highly desirable to

so construct the building that, in the event

of settlement, the lofty walls should be in

no danger of falling. Hence we find that at

every floor level, and often through gabled
roofs as well, iron tie-rods were inserted

when the building was erected, and the

wall-ancliors were eagerly seized upon as

opportunities for the display of ornament,
A first visit to Belgium or Holland will be

a revelation to many. The old smiths
simply revelled in the design of these

anchors. Their variety is endless. Initial

letters, monograms, ciphers, and other

symbolical devices are common, whilst

foliage and flowers were tastefully intro-

duced in the best examples. Buildings are

often dated by anchors, fashioned into

figures denoting the year of their erection.

It is recorded that sixty-eight different sets

were found in Ypres ahjne about the middle
of the last century. Their design is

always apin-ojiriate and interesting, the

workmanship masterly, and often ex-

quisite. From the loth to the ISth

centuries the use of these tie-rods and wall-

anchors seems to have been quite general

in all kinds of brick buildings in Flanders.
One sees them on the world-famed town-
halls and belfries, as well as on the fronts

of the humble street-dwellings along the

canals. Their use is even continued to the
present day in buildings of considerable
pretensions, and one finds, as a con-

sequence, that the w-alls are far less liable

to get into a cracked and dangerous state

than are walls of buildings erected without
ties.

Previous to the last century, screwed
bolts and screw-threads were practically

unknown in constructive work, the neces-

sary tackle for cutting the threads being
then beyond the outfit of an ordinary
smith. Hence we find that where tightening

up had to be done, some arrangement of

keys, or cotters, was employed. In wall-

ties, therefore, the ends were forged with
suitable sockets, outside the walls, ahd
through these the wall - anchors were
jiassed, all tightening being done either by
small keys driven into the sockets (as in
Fig. 8), or by a cottered joint in the tie

within the building. Even these necessary
keys and sockets were made to serve an
ornamental purpose in the design.

Without merely copying these fine old

Flemish wall-anchors, there is .still a wide
scope for an int-elligent and legitimate use
of wall-ties in modern buildings erected
upon unstable foundations. For instance,

it is well known that upon soils such as our
London clay, especially where it occurs on
a hillside, it is necessary to excavate to

considerable depths, and to employ heavy
concrete foundations for the most common-
place buildings, if the owner is to be pro-

tected against all risk of settlement. For
a sum representing but a fraction of the
cost of such foundations it would be
possible securely to tie the walls at floor

levels in such a way that the otherwise ex-

pensive foundation work might be con-
siderably curtailed. With good design
and the use of modern materials the wall-
anchors might be rendered no less decora-
tive than the wrought-iron work frequently
seen suspending the canopies over entrance
doors of suburban villas.

If wall - anchors are considered in-

consistent with the design of the building,
or for other reasons are thought un-

desirable, it is still possible to attain the

same end by a well-considered employment
of hoop-iron bond. The hoop-iron, if

well embedded in a Portland - cement
mortar joint, will be effectually pro-

tected from rusting, and by bending
it over at right-angles, all quoins may
be reinforced, the cross- and party-

walls being tied to external w'alls by
suitable strips of hoop-iron hooked over the

running lengths in the latter.

In place of unsightly nuts screwed to the

ends of jjrojecting tie-rods, it would be

possible to employ ornamental forged

heads, any necessary tightening up being

done by means of right- and left-handed

screw shackle-joints on the rods within the

liuilding. In cases, liowever, where tie-

rods are inserted whilst the building is

lieing erected, very little tightening up is

required ; in fact, on the Continent the

rods are sometimes merely bolted or other-

wise secured to the wood framing of the

I 7.

floors, without being passed right through
the liuilding.

Were an apology needed for the use of

iron ties, ample authority could be found

in some of the finest buildings of the

Middle Ages, as well as in Renaissance
architecture. The iron ties in the choir

arcade of Westminster Abbey and at Peter-

borough Cathedral are well - known
examples, whilst it has been said that when
first erected, Salisbury Cathedral tower was
the finest piece of blacksmithing in Europe,
bound together as it is at various stages

with bands of ironwork, both within and
without the masonry. Nor did Sir Chris-

topher Wren consider it unworkmanlike to

employ quantities of ironwork in chains,

ties, and cramps, it being stated on ex-

cellent authority that St. Paul's Cathedral

is literally laced together with iron. When
it is remembered that many of our finest

cathedrals stand on alluvial soil, and that

when tliey were erected the builders had
neither the knowledge nor the means at

their disposal for putting in adequate

foundations on such soils, it will be seen

that the judicious use of iron ties gave

them a ready and simple means of making
their buildings secure.

Finally, as a simple and effective method
of dealing with bulged and leaning walls,

especially in the case of ancient buildings

which it is desired to preserve, as far as

possible, in their original state, a few w-ell-

placed tie-i'ods, with suitable wall-anchors,

will often obviate the necessity for

demolition and rebuilding. Instead of the

modern English plan of employing flat bar-

iron for these latter, a siiecially-designed

forging would be not only more efficient,

but more artistically effective. Calculation
sliows that rolled channels, 2iin. by lin.,

placed flat against the wall, would be four
times as strong as 2in. by |in. flat bar, and
about ten times as stiff to resist bending

;

whilst their sectional area, and, therefore,

their cost, per foot run, would
bo merely some 60 per cent,

greater. They would also lend them-
selves to effective ornamental treatment if

their flanges were cut off towards the ends,

tho flat web being split, opened, and fish-

tailed, or scrolled, according to the fancy

of tho designer.

<8»

ROY.\L INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

Tlie eighth meeting of the Royal Iiistitute

of British Architects for the present session

was held on Monday evening at 9, Conduit
street, W., tlie chair being occupied by tli>

President, Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A. Mr.
E. Guy Danber announced the decease ol

tlie fpllowing members; Mr. Henry Dawson,
of Cannon-street, E.C., and Purley, elected a

Fellow in 1869; Mr. George Herbert Bni-

stow, of Bognor, elected an Associate, lOlfl ;

Mr. John James Smith, of Bideford, elected

an Associate, 1882; and Mr. Frederick Robt.

Edwin Sladdin, of Capetown, elected a

Licentiate, 1912. The President stated tliat

they were all aware that, owin" to the war,

no prizes or studentships would be awarded
during the present year. He had, liowever.

the pleasure to make two presentations

—

that of the Ashpitel Prize to Mr. Georp.'

Erie Francis, as the student who had dis-

tinguished himself most highly in the Final

Examination, held during the year; and the

I'ugin Silver Medal to Mr, William Cecil

Young, who won the Studentship last year

and had since fulfilled the conditions

attached to its holding to the satisfaction

of the Council. Both students were heartily

cheered as they came forward to receive

from the President the awards.

AEClIITECTnRAL SCULPTURE IN SPAIN.

Xn interesting paper on this subject was
read by Mr. Andrew M. Prentice, F.R.I.B.A.

The lecture was illustrated by numerous
sketches and water-colour drawings by the

author, photographs liung on the walls, and
by many lantern-slides. Three of these illus-

trations are reproduced by us elsewhere.

Premising that while Spain bad produced

native talent of a high order, although no

Spanish sculptor had risen to the fame of a

Donatello or a Michael Angelo, Mr. Prentice

rapidly showed the development of archi-

tectural sculpture in the Peninsula, from the

days of the Visi-Goths, and their conquest by

the Moors in 711 and subsequent years.

Scattered along the north-west coast are

remains of churches of the 11th century, con-

taining portals, fonts, and tombs of great

interest, if not of very great merit. With
the commencement of the 12th century archi-

tecture received a fresh impulse. The in-

fluence of the great ecclesiastical order of

Clnny was soon felt, and the Romanesque;

style gradually developed. The imagination

of the Romanesque stone-cutters lavishly dis-

played on monuments and in churches may
be admired on the double capitals in the

cloisters of Santo Domingo de Silos. They

are all richly carved with Bible subjects,

with beast forms, fantastic monsters, and

familiar scenes from human life. With few

exceptions the new churches were of mode-

rate size. Their type was that of the

Basilica, with well-marked transepts, and

occasionally at the crossing a lantern dome
was added. At Toro. Zamona, and Salamanca

this form of dome was further developed.

Santiago Cathedral, built after the sam.'

form of plan as St. Sernin at Toulouse, wa-.

the outstanding work of the new movement.

Its wonderful Pucrta de la Gloria is de

scribed by G. E. Street as one of the grandest

glories of Christian art. A full-size plastei

reproduction of this doorway is in the Soutl:

Kensington Museum. At the Church of Sai

V'incente, at Avila, there is another beantifn

portal, not so well known, to which ad,

ditional charm is imparted by the intro
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iluction of iiiiaint terracotta statuettes. The
nave of tliis cliurcli is in the pure Roman-
esque style; indeed, the Romanesque style

lasted longer in Spain than anywhere else,

and continued till as late as the 14th

century. In France the tremendous activity

of the 13th-eentiiry architects soon made an

impression on Spanish architecture. The
cathedrals of Leon. Toledo, and Burgos came
into existence modelled on buildings such as

Amiens and Rlieims. The creative activity

of the sculptors, stimulated by studies from
life, produced work which deserves to rank
with the best French examples, as, for

instance, the figures on the portals of Leon,
Burgos, and Tarragona cathedrals. 'I'he

sculptures at Burgos Cathedral are alone

sufficient to indicate the proficiency of the

stone-carver's art ; those in the cloisters bear

traces of colour. The earlier carvings belong

to the opening years of the 13th century.

Fortunately, up to the present, they have not

suffered from restoration. The colours are

faded, but the vivid reds and blues, so much
used by the Moorish decorators, can be easily

seen, together with traces of gilding. Up to

this time Spain was content to retain the

services of French sculptors as her teacliers

and advisers. In the last third of the 15th

century, however. Flemish carvers were
induced to visit Spain, and brought about a

transformation of the art. In architecture

the geometric severity of early Gothic forms
gave way to more Howing and sympathetic
lines, a taste had arisen for rich and realistic

ornamentation, and the mental activity,

excited by the importation of new styles,

together with the increase in technical
dexterity, led to the introduction of many
remarkable buildings. Amongst the many
Flemish architects who were brought over to

Spain at the end of the 15th century, the

names of Enrique de Egas and Juan Guas
stand out most promine"ntly. Ferdinand and
Isabella commissioned the latter to erect the

convent church of San Juan de los Reyes,
at Toledo, to commemorate the defeat of the
Portuguese at Zoro in 147G, and at the same
time they meant this church to be tlieir last

resting-place. Mendoza, I'rimate of Spain,
obtaiTied the services of the architect Juan
Guas to design the family palace at Guadala-
jara. Juan Guas was also assisted by his

brother Enrique, and the latter no doubt is

responsible for the fantastic design of the
patio. At Valladolid are two extraordinary
examples of this grotesque style, which the
Spaniards designate the Estilo Monstruoso

—

namely, the facades of San Gregorio and
San Pablo (both illustrated in our central
plates). The College of San Gregorio, com-
pleted in 1496, was founded by the Bishop of

Valencia as a sort of foundling hospital. The
details, representing lions and figures of wild
men, bear a strong resemblance to similar
objects at Guadalajara, and would almost
suggest that this is the work of the younger
Guas. In the centre panel there is a large
heraldic tree supporting a royal coat-of-arms
with lions, and surmounted by rich canopy
work. On either side of the doorway arc
life-size warriors, and there is a relief over
the lintel, representing the founder kneeling
and dedicating his good work to St. Gregory.
The other facade— viz.. that of San Pablo--
might be attributed, although it is only a
conjecture, to Juan Guas. tlie brother of
Enrique. The refined details are quite as
graceful as those at San Juan de los Reyes,
at Toledo. This is one of the richest speci-
mens of a 15th-century doorway in CastiUe.
The whole sparkles with original fancy.
Here the sister arts of sculpture and archi-
tecture blend in a most pleasing manner,
although the general effect, perhaps, may be
open to criticism. A certain amount of con-
Insion is evident, owing to the int<-rlacing lines
nf the curved stcuie mouldings; but, even so,
the architectural details .breathe an artistic
spirit of vigour and beauty. With the advent
if the 16th century native architects arose
u Spain, notably the Hontanons, father and
ion, and when the idea of building a new
-athedral at Salamanca arose, after consider-
ible discussion and great delay, Juan de
lontanon was chosen to be the architect.
Vfter much deliberation it was decided not

pull down the old cathedral, and the new

structure rapidly rose on a site immediately
adjoining. The west front, with its profuse
adornment of sculpture, was the first portion
of the fabric to be erected, developing later
lofty arches, slightly reminiscent of Peter-
borough. The centre arch is enriched from
top to bottom with fine medallions, delicate
ornamentation, and statues, executed at a
later date by Juan de Jnni and Becerra. To
the English mind the whole thing is over-
wrought and extravagant. Some twenty
years later, after the erection of Segovia
Cathedral by the same architect, the Gothic
style was abandoned in favour of the new
Plateresque style, and forms of the early
Italian Renaissance. During this transition
the Mndejar style came into existence. The
door of the Escuelas Minores at Salamanca,
characteristically set in a blank wall, is well
worthy of note as a specimen of civic archi-
tecture. Above the two archways forming
the entrance are displayed three escutcheons
and a triple crown, and the heads of St.

Peter and St. Paul. The.se examples appear
framed in a profusion of detail, in which the
Gothic and Plateresque styles are charmingly
assimilated. Again, at Zaniora may be tunnd
a fragment of an ancient mansion, known
as the house of the Momos. Here the
Saracen iuHuence is strongly pronounced. A
simplification of this form of doorway may
be frequently seen in the principal towns
throughout Castille, some examples having
scjuare headed doors, with deep lintels

formed out of one stone ; but all are sur-

romided by the same type of moulded label,

within which the ornamental features are
concentrated. In Madrid is another beauti-
ful doorway illustrating this interesting
point. It belongs to the Hospital de la

Latiua. built by Hassani the Moor, who had
evidently become Christianised, as his statue
depicts him handing alms to a nun. On
the discovery of the Xevv World archi-

tecture developed a strong Renaissance
feeling. A new style, the Plateresque, came
into being. Spanish sculptors who had
studied in the studios at Rome took part in

the movement, and vied with the Late
Gothic sculptors in decorating buildings with
a new garb. The old Gothic constructive
principles still remained, the new birth being
simply a change into Classic detail of Gothic
ornament. The sculptor Philip Vigarni, or

Borgoua, was one of the first to come under
the influence of the Plateresque. We find

him in the capacity of architect undertaking
the rebuilding of the lantern dome of Burgos
Cathedral, a marvel of rich Renaissance
detail, cleverly mixed with the Gothic. Other
sculptors who carried out work at Burgos
were the Colonia family'and Deago and Gil

de Siloe. To the student of the Plateresque

the buildings in Salamanca would perhaps
most strongly appeal. It was in that city

that Diego de Deza, Archbishop of Seville,

added the fine Plateresque facade to the

Church of San Esteban, commonly called

Santo Domingo. Previous to this the well-

known facade to the University Library at

Salamanca had been erected to the supposed
designs of Enrique de Egas. At 'loledo.

Cardinal Mendoza, just before his death,

gave instructions for the erection of the

Hospital of Santa Cruz. The Cardinal

Princes of Spain founded many large hos-

pitals during the reign of the Catholic kings,

some of which still exist at Seville, Toledo,

Valladolid, and Santiago. The finest and
most perfectly preserved carvings are un-

doubtedly to be found in the interiors of the

great cathedrals, especially in the numerous
sepulchral monuments in Spain. Having

described many of tlie royal tombs, Mr.

Prentice proceeded to discuss the altar-

pieces, or Retablo Mayors. From a very

early date the choir of a Spanish cathedral

became located in the centre of the building

immediately to the west of the transept

crossing, and it usually occupied about tlircc

bays of the nave. Facing it, on the cast

side of the crossing, was the Capilla Real,

placed in that part of the building which

formed the choir in an English cathedral.

The spaces occupied by the choir and the

Capilla Real were enclosed on three sides by

lofty stone screens. It seems, therefore,

fitting that the large expanse of blank wall

on the outside of the choir, called the Tras-
coro, should be utilised for the display of
sculpture. The peculiar position of the choir
was owing to the admission of the laity to the
transept in front of tlie altar. Fine Tras-
coros are those in the Cathedrals of Sara-
gossa, Palencia, Leon, and Avila. The back
of the Capilla Real in the cathedrals, called
the Trassagrano, was often richly decorated.
In Burgos Cathedral it was completely
covered with sculpture. The altar-pieces of
Spain arc thff distinguished expression of the
country's art, and their construction gave
endless employment to the architect, the
sculptor, and the painter. In no other
country have their works developed and
assumed such huge proportions. At first we
find them as screens, dating back to the ]l!th

century, when small portable altars or dip-

tyches were used by generals to pray in front
of before going into battle. The Romanesque
churches contain a few Rctablos of moderate
size, designed on simple lines. As they de-
veloped in scale and importance, the
sculptured panels gave place to painted ones,
and the many compartments into which they
were divided became enclosed in Gothic
frames and traceries, richly painted and
gilded. Rctablos with painted subjects
taking the place of sculptured panels, may be
found at Salamanca and at Avila. This type
of Retablo, lio\vc\er. had a short existence,
the inherent Spanish feeling for the realistic,

strongly countenanced bv the Church,
revived the old tradition of combining both
arts. The sculptured panels appeared again,
and at the end of the 15th century the
carvings were entirely coloured and gilt. The
Retablo at Tarragona Cathedral is one of the
finest in Spain ; it is the masterpiece of the
Catalan architect. Pedro Juan, who after-

wards was invited to Saragossa to design the
altar-piece for the Seo Cathedral. In the
same city are two very beautiful Retahlos
by Damien Forment, who was born in

Valencia and studied in Italy. Whether he
was a pupil of Donatello or not, he must have
acquired his knowledge of carving under one
of the greatest masters. The main fact

remains that Zaragoza is fortunate in

possessing in the cathedral of the Pillar (see

illustration) and in the Church of San Pablo,
specimens of his very best work. They are

both iiotewortliy for their bold design,

restraint in size, and the Italian feeling im-

parted into their sculptures. Another pro-

minent feature is that, in the canopy work
and decoration of the broad frame surround-
ing the Retablo, Forment remained faithful

to the Gothic tradition. That the Retablo of

the Pillar must have been a polychrome is

evident from the presence of colour on two
of the figures, placed on the right and left

of the altar, ruined, no doubt, by the in-

judicious washing of the alabaster reliefs in

later times. The Retablo of San Pablo,

although presenting the same boldness of out-

line, suffers under a close inspection. The
carvings are in tlii.s case all in w'ood, but they

are wanting in delicacy and refinement.

With the advance of time huge Rctablos

rapidly arose, soaring up to prodigious

heights. All that had been expressed in

earlier examples, by painted groups on

panels, were translated into sculptures. The
general impression conveyed to the mind,

on observing these Rctablos, is less pleasing,

and the eye is fatigued on attempting an

examination of tlieir detail. The most

successful example of these huge works

is the Retablo at Toledo Cathedral, in

the Capilla Real, designed by Philip de

Borgona. The composition presents a play-

ful variety of form, combined with a vigour

of detail" that is very satisfying. Wood-
carving as a favourite art remained in Spain

for several centuries, after the Spaniards

learned to excel, under the skilled tutelage of

the great masters from Germany and

FUuurers. .\fter an examination of these

magnificent works, it seems sad to realise

that the glory of Spain has departed

Whether we wander through the deserted

cities of Castile or make a pilgrimage to-

some remote cathedral, it is manifest that in

matters of art this once powerful empire has

never ceased to exist, but still continues to

rouse our wonder and admiration. Amidst
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crumbling decay still stand the monunieiits London, Glasgow, San Francisco, after

of Spain's greatness. I injury by fire, was read by Mr. A. Alban H.
Professor W. R. Colton, R.A., proposed a , Scott, Vice-President, and will be found in

thanks to Mr. Prentice for his e.xtenso on p. 226, post.vote of

cliarniing and carefully-thought-out analysis

of Spanish sculpture. From a sculptor's

point of view this art suffered much from the

terrible overcrowding of beautiful detail ami
the application of gilding and colour. In its

barbarity and profusion of enriched orna-

ment the work was impressive and, in its

way, effective; but he could not help feeling

regret that the artists did not display more
reticence and restraint. Then, again, the

scale was too small, from our viewpoint. One
of the most distinguished sculptors of the

present day obtained his inspiration from a

profound study of this Spanish work, and he

could not avoid having a certain admiration
for the art, although he could not agree with

its principle.

Professor Gerald Moira, in seconding the

motion, observed that it was obvious that

decorative painters, the artists in colouring

Hesh and garments, and the gilders, came
by their own during the reign of the Plater-

esque style in Spain. The painful over-

crowding was due to a desire to illustrate

every detail, and prevented the execution of

an artistic production.

Mr. Arthur T. Bolton said that, speaking
from his own e.\perience, Spain was not a

country for young architectural sculptors to

visit; when a young man had already studied

111 France and Italy he would, however, find

a tour iu Spain extraordinarily helpful and
suggestive. The real art of Spain was
painting. In the north of Spain, at Orvieto

and elsewhere, extremely interesting archi-

tectural work was being carried out in the

Romanesque style when Gothic art came m
and killed the old feeling and tradition. As
a whole, the country was extraordinarily rich

in screens and reredoses, the latter being

entirely gilded and enhanced with painting.

The intense craving for realism made the

work of both painters and sculptors alive.

Mr. J. D. Grace referred to the magnificent
series of sketches shown by Mr. Prentice.

Spanish works in wood-carving exhibited

great vigour in execution, a cleverness in the

arrangement of draperies, and much skill in

the rich painting. A few carved and
coloured Spanish figures could be examined
at the Victoria and Albert Museum. The
architecture would have gained much had
there been less crowding of detail and more
reticence in the carving. The employment of

colour was in Spain seen at its best, and
was remarkably effective. He must admit
that the actual technical execution of the

sculpture never attained the perfection seen
in Italy and in France.

In putting the vote of thanks the Presi-

dent referred to Mr. Prentice's valuable
book on the architectui'e of Spain, and said

that its influence and that of the delightful

lecture he had given them that evening would
be to induce our students, when the war was
ended, to seek fresh inspiration in Spain.
He trusted that their impressions would be
thoroughly digested and assimilated, and that

on their return these young architects would
give us truly British works of art.

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
The monthly meeting of the Society of

Architects was held on Thursday evening in

last week at 28, Bedford-square, 'W.C.. and
was very nnmerouslv attended. The Presi-
dent, Mr. E. P. C. Monson, F.R.I.B.A.,
occupied the chair. Messrs. John Anderson,
F.N.Z.T.A., Jesmond Chambers, Hamilton,
New Zealand ; Guy Wilfred Jack, 217,

Caxton House.
. S.W. ; Charles Harry

Leonard Varcoe, 17, Durnford-street, East
Stonehouse, Plymouth; and Charles Alfred
Vantier, F.N. Z.I. A., .lesmoiid Chambers,
Hamilton, New Zealand, were elected as

members.

THR CONSTRUCTION .\ND PROTECTION Ol'

DUILDINGS IN RELATION TO FIUK.

A paper on tills subject, illustrated by
numerous latiterri-slides of stone, brick,

timber, and reinforced-concrete buildings in

Mr. W. H. James, in proposing a vote of

thanks to the lecturer, advocated the ex-

tension of the provisions and machinery of

the Loudon Building Acts, when codified

throughout the kingdom. Even the revised

Building Acts needed strengthening, how-
ever, in many points. In most provincial

cities the regulations for theatres allowed of

the construction of veritable death-traps,

both for the audience and those behind the

scenes, should fire unfortunately break out.

A frequent defect in provincial by-laws was
that factory doors were allowed to open in-

wards, instead of outwards. The heavy
wooden girders formerly adopted were fire-

resisting to a far greater degree than iron

or steel girders of equal strength, for the

protective covering applied to metal struc-

tures was easily detached.
Mr. Bylander, iu seconding the motion,

said the London Building Acts, with their

definite requirements, were of great value to

the building owner and architect. The pro-

tection of all ironwork against fire should 'be

insisted upon, and it was risky to place

reliance on corbels for carrying loads. The
fire prot-ection round a column should
be firmly secured to it, and building

over shop - fronts needed careful watch-
ing. The London Building Acts ought
to be recast — strengthened, revised, and,

above all, codified. The actual controls

of buildings should be estimated as

stringently upon the horizontal as upon the

vertical dimensions for fire protection. Ho
supported the use of sprinklers in factories

;

but where they were employed falls should

be provided not less than I5ft. above the

highest sprinkler. Projecting cornices and
stones were often insufficiently protected

against falling when fire broke out.

Mr. Edwin O. Sachs argued that there was
an urgent need for codification of the

London Building Acts, and he supported the

suggestion that they should be made the

basis of legislation throughout the kingdom.
The word "fireproof" was a misnomer; he
was pleased that Mr. Alban Scott had sub-

stituted for it the more correct term of
" fire resisting." The encasement of all steel

and iron work with concrete and the building

in of steel casing, were matters of the utmost
importance. He would say to those equipping
premises for fire prevention, avoid all powder
extinguishers and hand grenades in glass

vessels. Hand-buckets and hand pumps cost

less, were more readily available, and were
more effective than any form of patent ex-

tinguisher.

Mr. S. G. Gamlile. of the Metropolitan

Fire" Brigade, observed that the lamentable

loss of life from fires in London was nearly

always due to very small outbreaks or to

lamp accidents. It was noteworthy that very

few deaths occurred from fires at a height of

12ft. to 14ft. from the pavement level. The
district surveyors in the Metropolis were

appointed from a well-trained class and were
invested with very wide powers, and this ex-

cellent organisation was unknown in pro-

vincial cities, although many provincial

building codes were in many cases as efincient

as the London Building Acts. In many
towns the members of the corporation were
very jealous lest the officials should gain too

much administrative authority, and especi-

ally objected to the discretionary power
which enabled the district surveyors of the

Metropolis to administer tlie Building Acts

so smoothly. In fixing sprinklers care should

be taken to protect them from injury from

loads carried on employees' heads or

shoulders. Great care should be taken not

to employ fusible solder in solution where a

gas-jet might be lighted beneath it. Sand
was useful in certain cases for checking fires,

but it needed periodical inspection, lest it

sliould become caked and useless when
required on a sudden emergency.
Mr. Ellis Marsland remarked that the

essential point in steel construction was to

effectively protect all metal. Terracotta was
useless for this purpo.se, and it exploded and
burst under the action of heat and water.

The best aggregate for concrete, from the

fire-resisting point of view, was coke breeze.

Factory and warehouse windows should be
set in steel or iron frame, and wirework
should be embedded in the glass.

Mr. J. H. Pearson observed that the

blocking up of staircases and landings of

factories and warehouses with cases and
packages should be rigidly prohibited. If

fire broke out such obstacles proved death-

traps.

In putting the vote of thanks the Presi-

dent expressed the opinion that no pro-

vincial code of by-laws was so well devised

or so smoothly administered as were the

London Building Acts.

Mr. Alban Scott, in reply, said the weakest

features of steel construction were the joints,

and the architect could not too closely

inspect the way in which these were pro-

tected by casing. In most cases elevated

tanks in the root were only raised some
12ft. to loft, above the sprinklers, and
had but a capacity of some 1,250 gallons,

which he regarded as but a slight additional

protection. The use of coke breeze as an

aggregate for concrete was admirable from

a fire-resisting standpoint, but construction-

ally was not stable, as it induced corroding

action in the embedded steel rods.

BUILDING BY-LA-WS AND A COURT
OF APPEAL.*

By H. D. Se.4RLES-Wood, F.R.I.B.A.

The resolution that was passed at the

Royal Sanitary Institute Congress, in 1913,

was: "That the Council of the Royal Sani-

tary Institute be requested to urge on the

Local Government Board the desirability of

the establishment by the Board of a tribunal

of appeal from the decisions of local autho-

rities on points relating to practices in the

working of the Building By-laws, and should

they consider that Parliamentary sanction is

necessary for the formation of such a tri-

bunal, to take steps to obtain such sanction."

1 have been asked to read a paper on this

tribunal of appeal, and 1 gladly avail myself

of the opportunity, as I think that there is

in some minds a misapprehension of the

purpose for which this tribunal is to be

appointed. The suggestion was that, in the

event of a ditlerenee of opinion arising be-

tween the authority and the building owner

as to the suitability of his design and the

construction of the bylaws, the building

owner should forward his drawings to the

Local Government Board, with a statement

of the argument he put forward why the local

authority should pass them, and the local

authority should state their rea.son for

objecting; the decision of the Local Govern-

ment Board should be binding on all parties,

and there should be no reason why tht

matter should not be dealt with promptly

and with little trouble. I am aware that the

Local Government Board always decline to

give a legal interpretation, as that is a matter

that the Courts must settle ; but this refe-

rence that 1 suggest would in most cases be

as to the reasonableness of the objections,

and would not necessarily involve the legal

construction of the by-laws, but simply the

usual reading of it, with which the Local

Government Board would be familiar.

It appears to me that such a tribunal would

be more impartial than any local court, and,

being a technical body, the decisions would

carry more weight, and in course of time

these decisions would form a series of pre-

cedents which would be of great assistance to

both local authorities and building owners.

There has been a tribunal of appeal in the

London Building Acts for many years, anil

it is constituted, in the 1894 Act, as follows:

" One member shall be appointed by "

Secretary of State. One member shall l)f

appointed by the Council of the Royal In-

stitute of British Architects. One member

shall be appointed by the Council of tlie

Surveyors' Institution. No member or

officer of the Council (i.e., London Count)'

' A Paper in-epared for tbe Meeting of tlio Institatiw

of Municipal ami Coimty Engineers at 'Westmmster.m

February 6, 1916.
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Council) shall be a member of the tribunal

of appeal. Members of the tribunal of appeal
shall be appointed for a term of fi\e jears,

and any such member shall be eligible for

reappointment. It shall be lawful for the
Lord Chancellor, if he thinlv fit, to remo\e
tor inability or misbehaviour, or other good
and sufficient cause, any member of the tri-

bunal of appeal. Upon the occurrence of

any vacajioy on the tribunal of appeal, or
during the temporary absence through illness

or other unavoidable cause of any member
thereof, a Secretary of State, the Council
of the Royal Institute of British Architects,

or the Council of the Surveyors' Institutioji

(as the case may be), whichever of them shall

have appointed the member of the tribunal

whose place shall be vacated, shall appoint
forthwith a fit person to be a member (either

temporary or permanent) of tlie tribunal, in

lieu of the member whose place is vacated, or
who is temporarily absent as aforesaid.

Each meinber of the tribunal of appeal shall

be entitled to such remuneration, either by
way of annual salary or by way of fees, or
partly in one way and partly in the other, as

a Secretary of State may from time to time
fix. It shall be lawful for the tribunal of

appeal to appoint such clerks, officers, and
servants as they may find necessary, who
shall be paid such salaries as shall be deter-
mined by the Council, and to provide offices

and to obtain such professional advice and
assistance as they may find necessary. It

shall be lawful for the Council (i.e., L.C.C.)
to defray the expenses of supporting any
decision of the Council or of the superin-
tending architect or of tlieir engineer or of

a district surveyor by counsel and witnesses
before the tribunal. It shall be lawful for
the tribunal at any time to state, and the
tribunal shall, if ordered by the High Court,
or a judge thereof, on an application in a

summary manner made by any party to the
appeal, state a case for the opinion of the
High Court on any question of law invohed
in any appeal submitted to theju. The High
Ceurt shall hear and determine tlie question
or questions of law arising on any case stated
by the tribunal of appeal, and shall there-
upon reverse, affirm, or amend the deter-
mination (if any) in respect of which the
case has been stated, or remit the matter to

the tribunal of appeal, with the opinion of
the Court on the case stated, or may make
such other order in relation to the matter
as the circumstances of the case require, and
may make such order as to the costs of the
case and in the High Court as to the Court
may seem fit. The tribunal of appeal shall,
subject to the provisions of this Act, have
jurisdiction and power to hear and deter-
mine appeals referred to them under this Act.
For all the purposes of and incidental to the
hearing and determinations of any appeal
the tribunal shall, subject to any rules of
procedure duly made, have power to hear
tlie Council (L.C.C.) and the parties in-

terested either in person or by counsel,
solicitor, or agent, as they may think fit,

and to require tlie production of any docu-
ments or books, and to confirm or reverse
or vary any decision, and make any such
order as they may think fit. and the costs of
any of the parties to the appeal, including
the Council, shall be in the discretion of the
tribunal. The tribunal of appeal may, from
time to time, subject to the approval of the
Lord Chancellor, make regulations con-
sistent with the provisions of this Act, as to
the procedure to be followed in cases of
appeal to the tribunal, including the time
and notice of appeal, and as to fees to be
paid by appellants and other parties. Any
order of the tribunal of appeal may be en-
forced by the High Court as if it had been
an order of that Court. All fees and sums
of money paid to the tribunal of appeal
shall be paid over to the Council and carried
to the county fund, and the salaries or fees
payable to members of the tribunal and
the office and establishment expenses of the
tribunal and expenses incurred by the tri-
bunal and the Council in reference therto
"hall be defrayed out of the county fund."

I have set out these clauses in full so as to
give some idea of the wav the tribunal of
appeal under the London' Building Acts is

constituted. I do not suggest that it should
be a precedent for the tribunal of appeal
for the Model By-laws, but it has been found
to work well in London. One of the points
for discussion might well be as to the way in

which the tribunal should be constituted.
With regard to the arguments in favour of
such a tribunal, it seems to me, judging by
many of the suggestions that are made in

papers on the amendment of the By-laws that
there is a wrong impression of the principle
upon which by-laws are founded. We are a

free people, and there is a common-law right
for every man to build as he likes on his own
land. The very interesting " Liber Albus "

of the City ot London, a collection made
during the mayoralty of Sir Richard Whit-
tington, of documents, even then ancient,
contains FitzAlwyne's Assize of Buildings,
written in 1189. it has the following passage
on the obstruction of the view from windows :

" It any person shall have windows looking
upon his neighbour's land, although he may
have beeu a long time in possession of the
view from such windows aforesaid, never-
theless his neighbour may lawfully obstruct
the view from such window by building
opposite the same, or by placing anything
there upon his own lands in such manner
as may to him seem most expedient unless
the person who has such windows can show
any writing by reason whereof his neighbour
may not obstruct the view from these
windows." This shows tliat the right to

build as the owner liked existed in those
days.

I'he by-laws are only concerned with the
safety of the public and not of tlie owner.
This is shown by the exempt building
clauses, which to some extent are wider in

the Metropolitan Building Acts than in the
Model By-laws. Before 1875 the by-laws
only regarded the safety of the public from
two standpoints—that is, fire and stability.

After the Public Health Act it was recog-
nised that the sickness of the occupier might
be a menace to the public, and the sanitary
aspect was added to the other two. The
Amended Rural By-laws recently issued,
which were based largely on suggestions
made by the Royal Institute of British
Architects, clearly show' the three points of

view of the safety of the public. As I read
the suggestions made in the various papers
to amend the by-laws, this is not the idea
of their authors; but they want to make the
Building By-laws a complete code of building
construction, which is impossible. The Local
Government Board have at present before
them the London County Council By-laws
for Reinforced - Concrete Construction,
which, when approved, will, I think, be
largely used all over the country for re

inforced concrete regulations. Anyone who
makes a careful study of these rules will at

once see tliat they require very expert know-
ledge to construe them, and that it would 6e
hopeless to take a dispute, as to whether the
design objected to was properly designed,
before the local Courts. And it is with this

in view that I strongly urge the formation
of an expert tribunal that could give an un-

biassed opinion that would carry weight in

such disputes as are certain to arise. I am
quite ready to admit that the knowledge of

the stresses and strain in buildings has im-

proved very much of late years, and the

ability to calculate these reactions is

possessed by a great many officials; but as

this form of construction is rapidly coming
more and more to the front, and ingenious
forms of its application are constantly being
designed, it is difficult for those officials, who
have so many other duties besides building
surveying, to keep abreast with the times.

Experience in the carrying out of this form of

construction is very essential to the appre-

ciation of new forms of design.

Some people are of tlie opinion that the

time has come when there should be a

general Building Act for the whole country.

Let us hope if this conies to pass that it may
be so drawn as not to stereotype existing

metliods of construction, but stimulate new
and better methods than at present. It

might be a good thing to encourage archi-

tects to work out the strains and stresses in

their structures, by making a law that the

methods of calculating the designs should
be submitted to the district surveyor, and,
if found correct, tlie construction should be
allowed, and thus do away with all those
cast-iron schedules and rules that so often
hamper an original design.
The other point that I wish to touch on

is the law as to party structures. The rules
laid down in the Metropolitan Building Act
of 1854, for dealing with the riglits of the
building and adjoining owners of a party-
wall have worked so well that it is sur-
prising no other city or town has adopted
the same system, which is, bnedy, as
follows: Where a building that has party-
walls is about to be rebuilt, the building
owner serves on the adjoining owner of the
party-wall notices, which describe the work
that is to be done to the party walls, and in

this notice the building owner appoints a
surveyor to represent liim. If the adjoining
owner does not agree within fourteen days
of the service of the notice, a difference is

said to have arisen, and the adjoining owner
appoints a surveyor to represent his interest,

and these two surveyors meet and appoint a
third surveyor. The first two surveyors then
examine the party structure and draw up
an award, in which is set out the work that
has to be done, and when this award is

signed by the two surveyors it is published,
and the matter is settled. Should the two
surveyors not be able to agree on an award,
the third surveyor is called in, and within
seven days he has to appoint a day for a
hearing, and the three surveyors meet, and
any two of them can agree on an award,
which, when signed by the two. is published,
and becomes a binding document, only to

be upset on appeal before a magistrate. The
position of the third surveyor is not quite
that of an arbitrator, he is only equal in

rank to the other two surveyors ; but it has
been found to work well, and many awards
are made by means of the third surveyor
which could not be made between the two
surveyors in the first instance. The third

surveyor, being quite impartial, can com-
plete the award which one of the interested
surveyors would not care to sign. Tliis

method of dealing with a difficult situation

is really a great help to architecture, and
some such system should be part of the
statute law. At present the law on the

subject is that the party structure is

common with the two parties, the building,

and the adjoining owner; it cannot be
touched without the assent of both parties,

and there is no means of compelling this

consent. It is in this respect that the

London practice has such great advantages.
The term "party-wall," tliough often used

merely with the signification of a wall sepa-

rating adjacent buildings, means in its

general sense, and is properly applicable to,

any wall which parts or divides adjoining
lands, whether built upon or not, held by
different owners with regard to owne'rsliip

and rights of user, the term may be used iu

four different senses. It may mean : (1) A
wall of which the adjoining owners are

tenants in common. (2) A wall divided longi-

tudinally into two strips, one belonging to

each of the neighbouring owners. (3) A
wall which belongs entirely to one of the

adjoining owners, but is subject to an ease-

ment, or right, in the other to have it main-
tained as a dividing-wall between the two
tenements. (4) A wall divided longitudin-

ally into two moieties, each moiety being

subject to a cross-easement in favour of the

owner of the other moiety. But the most
ordinary and primary meaning of the term
is a wail of which two adjoining owners are

tenants in common.
The common user of a wall separating ad-

joining lands belonging to different owners
is primii-facie evidence that the wall and the

land on which it stands belongs to the

owners of the adjoining lands in equal

moieties as tenants in common, and when a

wall has been erected at the joint expense

of adjoining owners and held and used by

them in common, it seems clear that, in the

absence of evidence to the contrary, a jury

would be directed to find that the wall and

the land on which it stands are lield by the

two owners as tenants in common. In the
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first case, tlic defects of the law as it stands
are that nothing can be done to the wall with-
out the consent of the adjoining owner, and
tliere is no power to compel him to gi\e his

consent. If the wall be out of repair and
one owner repairs it he cannot compel the
other owner to contribute.

In the second case, when the wall is

divided into two strips, either S'trip can
be removed without the consent of the

1 enter upon the servient tenement for that

j

purpose. But iu the fourth case, if either
' party took down his own moiety he would be
liable to an action in respect of any damage
which might tlicreby result to his neighbour.
When one of the adjoining owners builds

a house so that one of its external walls
stands upon the ground of his neighbour, the
owner so building will in due time acquire
a title to such wall, under the Statute of

(Bnx lllnstratiotts*

BOARD OP TRADE NEW OFFICES
COiM:»ETITION DESIGNS.

All tlie designs submitted in this final com-
petition were reviewed in our leader last

week, with illustrations of the selected
scheme by Mr. E. Vincent Harris, as well
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BOARD OF TRADE NEW OFFICES, THAMES EMBANKMENT, LONDON, S.W.

Design by Messrs. H. V. Ashley and F. W. Newman, FF.R.I.B.A., Architects.

owner of the other strip, and without
regard to the efficiency as a party-wall of
the other portion. But there may be a right
of lateral support. The right of one house
to lateral support from an adjoining house
generally has its origin in two or more
houses having been built by the same owner
at the same time. The 'riglit to lateral
support may also be derived from an express
grant, or it may be claimed by prescription.
When a wall is a party wall in the third
sense—a wall which belongs entirely to one
of the adjoining owners, but is subject to
an easement, or right, in the other to have
it maintained as a dividing-wall; or wlien a
wall is a party-wall in the fourth sense-
viz., a wall divided longitudinally into two
moieties, each moiety being subject to a
cross-easement—the owner of the servient
tenement is not, unless the duty is cast upon
him by express stipulation, bound to repair.
The ca.sement lieing for the benefit of the
owner of the dominant tenement, it is for
him to do the necessary repairs, and it is

considered that he will have the right to

Limitations; for possession of the house is

possession of the wall, which is but a part of

the house. But in such a case the owner of

the land can at any time before the statutory
period has elapsed bring ejectment, ami
recover possession of such site, with the wall

thereon. But when a man erects a building
against his neighbour's wall, utilising it for

the pui-pose of support and as a covering
for one side of such building, he will not, by
lapse of time, obtain a statutory title to the

wall, for it does not form part of the

building so erected, but is merely an ex-

ternal thereof, and cannot be considered as

in his exclusive occupation or possession.

But he would, after the lapse of twenty
years, become entitled at least to an ease-

ment of support from his neighbour's wall
for his roof and other analogous rights. A
wall may be in part of its length a party-

wall and in part of its length an external
wall, and there is no distinction between
height and length. The wall may be a party-
wall nil to jiart of its height and may be an
external Viall for the rest of its height.

as the principal drawings of the design pre-

pared by Messrs. H. Percy Adams and C. H.
Holden. Our available space to-day is

devoted to reproductions of the interesting

compositions submitted by Mr. Edwin Cooper
and by Messrs. H. V. Ashley and Wintoii

Newman. It will be noted that the lay-out

of the last-named design aims at a literal

compliance with what the authors understood

to be the precise intention of the amended
Conditions under the imperative Clause 15,

and with this purpose the available space

for a really big court in the centre was con-

siderably curtailed, owing to the intro-

duction of seven minor areas. To rightly

judge between one scheme and another the

exact value of such a multiplicity of interior

courts has to be taken into account, as com-

pared with the greater lighting capacity of

one really big quadrangle. Such a capacious

light-area is the distinguishing merit of the

plan placed first. In considering this matter

it is obligatory to recognise the elementary

fact, that it is one thing to show windows

both on plans and sections, and quite another
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tiling to be able to gimraiit«e tbat direct light

is actually insured to all such windows, which
may bo situate in the lower depths of wells

of very restricted dimensions. Critics who
difTpr from the umpires' award on the ground
that the winner has disregarded Clause 15,

wliich provides that corridors on the long
sides of the building must have ample direct
lighting at the sides, in addition to any end
windows, evade wider issues. The preceding
clause (No. 14) significantly stipulat-es that
there are not to be more than two
main courts. It is fairly argued, on the
other hand, that small internal areas were
not thereby precluded. Indeed, some of tlie

Mr. Cooper, as will be seen by his accom-
panying ground-plan, does insure ample
direct side-light where he takes it off liis big

courtyards for the cast and west corridors.
Nothing, perhaps, could be better; but it is

equally clear that his much longer corridors
between the rooms of the middle connecting
building, as well as in that on the north
front in his ground-plan, depend almost ex-

clusively on borrowed light, excepting where
the very narrow stairways come in the middle
of their length. What is complained of in

Mr. Harris's top plan.s is thus actually
adopted here on the main entrance floor.

There is an absence of an iufallibilitv of

end of the Whitohall Gardens front, and
repeats on the west side a similar grand
portal at its northern end, maUing that serve
instead of providing a lilte central one, as
required by the instructions for the north
front. It is true that a minor doorway is

also supplied in this plan in the middle of

the Hor.seguards Avenue ; but those who
complain that the winner has located his

principal entrance in the centre of the west
front, contrary to the Conditions, fail to

credit Mr. Harris with the secondary pair of

doorways whicli he has put at eacli end of

that fa(;ade. In dealing with literal mis-
applications of individual clauses in the Con-

PRINCIPAL FLOOR PLAN,

B0.4RD OF TRADE NEW OFFICES, THAMES EMBANKMENT, LONDON, S.W.

Design bv Messrs. H. V. Ashley and F. W. Nk\vm.\n, FF.R.I.B.A., Architects.

plans selecled by the assessors for the final

eoucours were csscntialh' based upon a multi-

plicity of courts, so that a literal comjiliancc
all round was out of the question, an<I each
clause becomes one of relative degree. None
of the plans .sent in entirely conform
with what was demanded, and even the
elio.sen design is referred to by the assessors
ns blemished by defects needing alterations
I'f importance before it could be successfully
varried out. In so far as small areas are
concerned their efficiency, in any event, must
diminish in proportion to their height and
narrowness. Openings in side-walls may
figure on the drawings, but no divert light
could possibly reach windows much lower
than the width of any wellhole. If the side
courts are 20ft. wide, that dimension mnst,
nceordiug to the sections, restrict the angle
of 4!5deg. from reacliiug below the level of
the seventh-floor window-sills. Of course,
some light would penetrate deeper, but it

could only be in a diminishing ratio, and so
vyhat appears at first sight a literal interpreta-
tion of a precise provision would become
fallacious in execution. Clause IT) prescribes
that the direct lighting must be "ample."

compliance in each of the ten schemes.

The light insured in this and otlier plans

may be sufficient or not; but sticklers for

an "absolute rendering of the Conditions

overlook the

by Clause 15,

ail corridors

and that is

which opinion

ideal that was aimed at

which was clearly to insure

being sufficiently lighted,

a matter of relation upon
necessarily differ. We

have little to add about the schemes now
illustrated, unless it be to point out, for the

better understanding of IMr. Cooper's care-

fully-workcd-ont plan, that he places his

staircases in a similar position in the angles

of the quads as in Mr. Harris's plan. The
heavy colouring of Mr. Cooper's drawing,

however, made his staircases come out almost

as solid as the walls in the photographic re-

production : hence this note for the benefit

of the reader. He has spent, no doubt, much
time and, skill in working out these plans,

particularly in providing, as per Clause

No. 12, a fireplace for every room for five or

less persons. Some of the competitors

entirely ignored that condition, which Mr.
Cooper " strictly " complied with. Ho also

has placed his main entrance at the south

ditions of a competition it must be remem-
bered that such rules apply equally all round,

and in confirming the justice of this award
we have endeavoured to take that view, with-

out fear or favour. As a matter of fact,

neither of the designs is free from some tech-

nical objections, and. after all. it is the main

result which must dominate minor incidents

of that character.

ARCHITECTURAL SCULPTURE IN

SPAIN.

These photographic illustrations are given

in connection with our report of Mr. Andrew
N. Prentice's interesting paper on " The
Architectural Sculpture in Spain," and the

reader is referred to what the lecturer had

to say about these examples of ornate

Spanish design. From Valladolid we have

selected the portals of San Gregorio and San

Pablo, and our third choice shows the altar-

piece or retable bv Formcnt from Saragossa

(del Pillar).

-•-
Mr. Ada?ii Simpson, assLslnnt burgh surveyor,,

Kilmarnock, hMS been appointed burgh surveyor

and water engineer for Troon.
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Two of the best papers read this session

at either of the principal societies will be

founrl in our pages this week. That by Mr.

Alhaii H. Scott at the Society, which we are

iMiableil to give in its entirety, unhampered

by tlie restrictions the Institute still

imposes, is a timely and able summary of

its subject, and we entirely endorse its

author's proposed emendations of the London

Building Acts, and his wish that they could

lie extended to the provinces. Much of the

really wanton waste due to fire is almost

criminal, and might be easily reduced by

more stringent regulations. Mr. Andrew N.

Prentice's paper at the Institute— our

maimed report of which we are enabled, by

his usual kindness, to supplement with illus-

trations—was, naturally, a most enjoyable

one. No living architect knows as much
about Spain as he does, or is always to be

equally congratulated on the appreciation

and discrimination with which he describes

the work of the country. The President's

concluding advice to the younger members

was well timed, and if any of them propose

to take it, they certainly can find nowhere

else such good help as in Mr. Prentice's book

on Spanish architecture.

The maintenance of a building estate as

originally planned is often a troublesome

matter in face of the changes wrought in

localities. But it cap be done, more or less,

with a view to keeping up the genteel

character of the property. Where a definite

scheme of building is laid down and worked

out, the proper plan is to surround the estate

with restrictive covenants in every convey-

ance on sale, which are like legal barbed-

wire fences bristling with the sharp points

of decided authorities. Still, the reckless

builder, with a bit of land on which he wants
to make money, sometimes breaks through,

tliough he may then fare worse by coming
upon a hidden masked battery in the shape

of a Chancery injunction. This lately

occurred at Leigh-on-Sea in an instructive

action before Mr. Justice Eve. There the

plaintiff, as owner of the unsold parts of an

estate laid out upon a definite building

scheme, claimed an injunction against the

defendants, who were a club company, to

prevent their building club premises, with

lock-up shops below, on the land they had
bought. Their conveyance contained a re-

strictive covenant that "no house should be

used as a sliop." The defence was that the

plaintiff had himself built some shops, and
so had changed the original character of the

neighbourhood. A mass of evidence was
given on this point, at great length and
expense. But the Judge held that no such
change had been proved, and granted an
injunction. So the last state of the

defendants is worse than the first—unless,

indeed, the Court of Appeal thinks other-

wise. Meanwhile, the free use of freehold

building land is rapidly becoming something
of a raritv.

owing to the war's effect on prices and on

the value of money in the market they have

for the present refrained from asking for

tenders for the erection of the buildings. A
reply to this effect was sent to the Local

Government Board, The following rejoinder

from the Local Government Board was read:

"There has generally been a tendency to

overestimate the increase in the cost of

building cottages, due to the rise in the

price of certain materials, such as timber.

.'\s the cost of such materials forms only a

small percentage of the total cost of a

cottage, an allowance of 2J to 5 per cent, per

cottage should, in ordinary circumstances,

cover any such increase. In view of the

need for further liouses disclosed at the

inquiry, it appears to the Board that the

scheme should be carried out without delay."

—Mr. E. Allen said it was absolute nonsense

to say that 2^ to 5 per cent, represented the

increased cost of building. It was more like

15 to 20 per cent.—Mr. J. T. Taylor declared

it was 60 per cent, in some cases, and Mr.

Allen observed that very absurd letters came

from these public authorities sometimes.

Exaggerations either way with regard to

present prices of materials are not wise, nor

is delay in house-building where it is wanted.

There is evidently something like an

organised attempt on foot to do this, as in-

stanced by the demands for postponement by

the deputation from tbe Rural District

Councils Association, which waited on Mr,

Herbert Samuel yesterday week. We shall

watch for his promised reply with some

interest.

Mr. Wallace E. Riche, secretary of the

Roads Improvement Association, 15, Dart-

mouth street, Westminster, London, writes:

"The Roads Improvement Association has,

through its engineers and expert advisers,

exceptional opportunities of watching the

behaviour of roads as affected by traffic and

climatic influences. Since October last the

weather conditions have been abnormal, and

this, combined with the exceptionally heavy

traffic which has arisen in many localities

owing to the war—such as the movement of

troops, guns, ammunition, and the like— will,

it is feared, seriously affect the roads for

some time to come. It would be interesting

to ascertain how far different parts of the

country have been similarly affected, and

what has been the effect on the various modes

of road-construction—for instance, whether

the ' penetration methods ' have stood better

than 'mixing methods,' and how far ordinary

water-bound macadam, protected by several

years of tar painting, has stood this excep-

tionally trying time. It would be of con-

siderable interest if surveyors who have

suffered from these weather conditions would

communicate with the association, sending

reports of their experiences, with notes as to

exceptional rainfall, changes of temperature,

and other memoranda."

higher level, and there is unavoidable delay

in getting rid of the disagreeable water out

of the pipes after it is detected. It is some-

what curious that a similar cause has for

some time given rise to like complaints in

America, and that, for some as yet un-

explained cause, our water is becoming

similarly affected, though in far less degree.

Probably no water ;uitliority is in safer or

more experienced hands than those of Dr,

Houston, the bacteriologist of the Metro-

politan Water Board, and we have the besf

reason for knowing that his vigilance has

been increased as far as frequent tests are

concerned since the war broke out.

Sir Henry Craik has given notice of his

intention to ask the Prime Minister on Mon-
day whether, in any amendment of the

Defence of the Realm Act. he will consider

the expediency of introducing provisions

which would bring within the scope of the

Act any contractors supplying inferior food

or equipment to his Majesty's Forces, or any

persons receiving commissions in respect of

such supplies. The effect of this alteration

would be to make such offenders liable to

trial by court-martial, with the risk, if found

guilty, of being hanged or shot, and every

honest man in the country will thank Sir

Henry Craik for his action. Ordinary

penalties seem to have no terrors for mis-

creants of the kind, and it is time any

detected were sent to the gallows, or at least

well flogged.

The Colwyn Bay Council, at its meeting
on Tuesday, was informed that the Local
Government Board recently addressed a

letter to the council, asking what they were
doing in the way of providing dwellings for

the working-classes. An estate at Llandrillo

lias been purchased for such dwellings, and
the council have prepared a scheme for the

provision of a large number of houses; but

"The final chapter"—we suppose the New
Vork correspondent of the Evening Slandaid,

who, in la.st Tuesday's issue, so piquantly

describes it is sure—in New England's re-

markable " soul-niat-e triangle"— the love of

Hartley Dennett, the Boston architect, for

Mrs, Margaret Chase, with the approval and

defence of her husband. Dr. H. Lincoln

Chase, of Brookline—has just begun. Dr.

Chase has announced to his friends tliat lie

will establish his permanent home on his

farm at East Alstead, N.H., where for the

past two years his wife and her "spiritual

mate," Dennett, have been residing witli the

two Chase children. There he expects to

spend the rest of his life, confessedly happy

in sharing his wife's affection with the arclii-

tect, his " best friend." Mrs. Dennett, it is

stated, divorced her husband two years since.

The renewal on Monday, in the districts

of Western and North-Western London, of

the small scare of April, 1913, in regard to

the "fishy" taste of the water supplied by

the Metropolitan Water Board, was perhaps

hardly to be w^ondered at. remembering all

the threatsof German" frightfulness." There

is, of course, nothing to cause apprehension.

The flavour is due to an excess of algoe in

the water, caused by the rapid development

of the organism on the filter-sand during

heavy rains or unusual variations of tempera-

ture. The water from the filter-beds is

pumped into the service reservoirs at a

A correspondent of the Times denounces

the "high-handed methods of the Passports

Department at the Foreign Office" in last

Wednesday's issue. On the form sent him

he described his face as " intelligent."

Instead of which, some official has entered it

as " oval "
! The association of ideas in thai

official's mind seems to us an interesting

subject for philosophical speculation ! Is the

.self-attribution of intelligence egotism?

The Lullerworth Rur;il Di.slrict rounril have

ilecidcd tci purchase from a private comiKiny. tor

£3,200, the waterworks at huttcrwortli.

After an extensive scheme of improvement.

Corslorphiiic parish church hall was reopened

on Fritlav nisht by Sheriff C. N. Johnston

K G LLD the Prorurator of the Church ot

Scotland, Tlie hall oc-upics the site of the

house of the I'rovost of Corslorphme, which was

built by Provost James Scott about looO, and

was taken down thirty years ago to nmke room

for the church hall then erected, Ihc mam
hall has been enlarged and improved "^he cost

of improvements has been ill.'fi. and the work

has been carried out under the supervision of

Mr. J. D. Cairns, A.IMB.A,, George-street,

Edinburgh.
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THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At the meeting on Tuesday of the London

County Council tlie Housing of the Working
Classes Committee submitted a scheme for
dealing with the Brady-street area in Bethiial
Green under Part H.' of the Housing of the
Working Classes Act. 1890. The committee
protest-ed against the proposal, which is

enforced upon them by an Order of the Local
Government Board. ' The committee urge
that the present is not a time for adding to
the burdens of the ratepayer, nor. when there
are unknown possibilities of having to raise
still further capital for national defence, for
capital expenditure. Further, it is not ex-
pedient in tlie near future to deprive a
number of very poor people of their existing
houses, however bad. The committee's pro-
posal is that the area shall be dealt with by
means of two successive schemes, so that the
cost of the operation and the displacement of
the inhabitants may be spread over a long
period. The cost of the scheme for dealing
V itli the first portion is estimated at £5.3,000.
and the value of surplus lands and rehousing
sites, assuming that accommodation will be
provided for 560 persons, is put at £6.200.
The Finance Committee, in a report on the
scheme, acknowledged that the Local
Government Board was within its rights in
requiring the Council to carry out the clear-
ance, and although they regretted the de-
cision, they felt it was undesirable, in the
existing circumstances, that the Council
should enter into a controversy with the
Board.

The Housing of the Working Classes Com-
mittee reported that the supply of new
working-class accommodation in and round
London was not at present increasing in pro-
portion to the increase in the working-class
popnlation. Mr. P. A. Harris expressed
the hope that preparation would be made for
pursuing the committee's housing policv
vigorously wlien opportunity offered. Major
Levita complained that no assistance had
been forthcoming from the Government in
the shape of grants in aid. The chairman
of the committee, Mr. Bernard Holland,
said that, as far as the provision of housing
for the working classes in London was con-
cerned, private enterprise was dead.

When the tramways from Shorediteh to
Stamford Hill were reconstructed for electric
traction in 1906. it was decided to lay as an
experiment about a mile (double line) of the
tramways on the side-slot underground-
conduit system, in order that a comparison
might be made between this system and the
standard centre-slot .system, which had been
adopted for the remainder of the Council's
tramways constructed or reconstructed on
the underground system. It has been
observed that, owing to the wear of the rails
forming the conduit slot, the width of the
slot has increased, while, as compared
with the centre slot, the renewal of the run-
ning rails which form one side of the slot
has to be undertaken at an earlier date, and
four times as much street rubbish accumu-
lates in the conduit. Moreover, it has been
necessary to equip ears that operate over
the side-slot -system with special plough-
carriers. Breakdowns have been frequent
at the points where the slots diverge from
the side to the centre of tlie track, and vice-
versa. The Tramways Committee reported
on Tuesday that the "time had arrived when
centre-slot track .should be substituted for
this length of side-slot track. The work,
which is estimated to cost £12.500, will be
carried out in connection with rail renewals
and spread over a period of f'ne years.

The Building Act Cnmmillee reported
upon the question of the appointment of a
district surveyor for the district of Ber
mondsey in piace of Mr. V. J. Grose, They
recommend that Mr. Charles Archibald
Daubney. the district surveyor for Rother-
hithe. who has acted as interim district
surveyor for Bermondsey since Mr. Grose's
resignation, should be appointed. The gross
fees received in respect of the district of
Bermondsey for last year amounted to £945.
This will create a vacancy in the district
surveyorship for Rotherhithe.

The Asylums Committee reported that they

had purchased for £2.800 Osnaburgh House,
Denmark Hill, adjoining the site on which
the Maudesley Hospital is in course of
erection, and that it will be adapted at a
further cost of £500. for the accommodation
of the hospital nursing staff, thus effecting
an economy of £1.000 on the estimated out-
lay of £50,000 on the new building.

It was agreed to sanction the borrow-
ing by the Poplar Borough Council
of £.3,228 for high-tension trunk mains and
of £4,945 for feeding mains, and by the
Wandsworth Borough Council of £1,980, in
respect of the following street improve-
ments—Streatham High-road and Sunnyhill-
road (£573) ; Tooting Bee-road (£695)

;

Streatham High-road and Hermitage-bridge
(£303); and High-street and East-hill (£409).
The General Purposes Committee

reported as to the effect of the working of
the scheme of procedure which came into
operation on October 1. 1914, so far as the
acceptance of tenders is concerned. Ujider
this procedure committees have authority
to accept, on behalf of the Council, tenders
whicli may involve very large amounts, and
are not required, when reporting on tlie

matter, to furnish the Council with any par-
ticulars as to the tenders received. As the
committee conceived it to be inimical to the
interests of the public service that full
publicity should not be given to the amounts
of tenders received for works of considerable
magnitude, tliey invited the Special Com-
mittee on Procedure to consider the matter.
That committee forwarded amendments of
standing orders, which they submitted for
adoption.

o»

ROMAN RELICS IN THE CITY OF
LONDON.

At the meeting of the Society of Anti-
quaries, held on Thursday evening at Bur-
lington House, Mr. F.' Lambert, M,A.,
assistant curator of the Guildliall Museum,
described recent Roman discoveries in
London, and more particularly the excava-
tions on the site of the General Post Office
in St. Martin's-le-Grand. He referred to
some plans and drawings of Roman walls
and foundations discovered in 1880 1 on the
site of Leadenhall Market, hitherto un-
deseribed. and of further foundations un-
earthed in 1912 at the north end of Grace-
ehurch-street and near Half Moon-passage.
From these remains he drew the deduction
that the Leadenhall quarter was a centre of
large public buildings in Roman London. He
cautiously suggested that these fragments
belonged to a basilica. Dealing next with
the site of the old General Post Office in St.

Martin's-le-Grand, he passed rapidly from
the casual excavations under Sir Robert
Smirk in 1818 25 to the preliminary diggings
on the cleared site in 1913. and the organised
excavation of remaining bottoms of rubbish
pits undertaken at the instance of Dr. Philip
N'ornian in 1914. Apart from those that were
obviously Media;val, he thought that the
dates of the pits ranged from 50 to 200 A.D.,
or later. By permission of the Postmaster-
General, he exhibited some of the objects
dug out, and checked his dates to a large
extent by the potters' marks. One of the
most interesting relics of Roman London
found here was a gold ring, bearing the
initials " Q. D. D.," and an intaglio seal,
engraved with an eagle and hare. Another
relic was a'.Jewish coin, struck in Palestine
at the time of the second revolt of the Jews,
132-135 .4.D. Further discoveries were the
front of a mould for making medallions for
pottery and the bead of a statue of Venus,
and a fragment of a shrine, made of pipe-
clay from the South of France, of the first

century .i.D. He argued that that part of
the City must have been densely inhabited
at an early stage of the Roman occupation,
as he did not believe that people living east
of the Walbrook would make so long a
journey just to dispose of their rubbish.
Turning to the rubbish-pits found in King
William street in 1914, he found similar con-
ditions, except that the dates seemed to
range from 50 to 100 a.d. A selection of the
objects found on that site, including some
fine Gaulish pottery, was exhibited by per-

mission of the Corporation and the Phoenix
Assurance Company, who shared the objects.
In attempting a partial and conjectural re-

construction of the growth of Roman London,
the lecturer indicated the areas covered re-

spectively by the coins of Claudius and
earlier rulers, by the earlier pottery of La
Graufesenque, by the later pottery of La
Granfesenque, by the pottery of Lezoux. and
by the coins of the 3rcl and 4th centuries.
A discussion followed, in which Mr. Bushe

Fox, Mr. Kekewich, Dr. Philip Norman, and
the president (Sir Arthur Evans) took part.

«i»

OBITUARY.
The death took place at his residence, Bur-

leigh House, Gloucester, on Sunday, of
Alderman Alfred King, who was a well-known
master builder, and also one of the oldest
members of the city council, and one wlio
had been prominently identified with the
municipal life of the city for many years.
He was in his eighty-first year, and had been
in failing health for some time. The late
Mr. King went to Bushstreet Farm, North
Nibley. Gloucester, when a youth to be
apprenticed to the building trade, and he
had lived there ever since. He was formerly
in partnership with Mr. Charles Niblett,
builder, and afterwards carried on business
for many years on his own account, and later
with his sons.

^*^-

COMPETITIONS.
GARTLOCH.—At the last meeting of the

Glasgow District Board of Control it was
decided to obtain competitive plans for addi-
tional buildings to accommodate 300 patients
at Gartloch Asylum, with attendants' houses.

MANCHESTER.—The competition for a
Masonic hall for the Province of East Lanca-
shire has now been settled, the assessor
being Mr. Walter Higginbottom, F.R.I.B.A..
of Manchester. The building committee met
last Friday and confirmed his award.
Twenty-nine architects sent in provisional
designs in the preliminary competition, and
from these eight sets of plans were submitted
by the selected architects from the second
competition, and these designs were reduced
to three for final consideration, with the
result that on the opening of the envelopes
it was found that the scheme placed first is

the work of Mr. James B. Broadbent.
.\.R.I.B.A.. 15. Cooper-street. IHanehester.
Messrs. Bramheld and Smith were awarded
the second place, and Mr. T. A. Fitton, also
of Manchester, placed third. The site for

the new hall is situate in Bridge-street, on
land formerly occupied by the Queen's
Theatre. AVe hope to illustrate the selected
design at an early date.

At a cost of about £1,000 the London County
Council has been able to purchase an estate of
an acre and a quarter to add to the open space
of Hackney Marshes.

Canon Newbolt will visit the historic church
of St. Giles, Cripplegate. E.G., on Thursday in

next week, to dedicate the screen erected as a
memorial of the late Prebendary Barff, It will

replace a stone screen erected some sixty years
ago at the entrance to the west tower. The
screen has been designed by Mr. G. H. Fellowes
Prynne, F.R.I.B.A.

The concrete roof of a long single-story build-
ing in course of construction at Messrs. J.

Wrigley and Son.s' Bridgehall Paper Mills. Bury,
cdllapsod at noon on Tuesday, and buried a

number of men. Six dead bodies were
recovered, and five other persons were removed
to the Bury Infirmary suffering from injuries.

One of the injured died on the way to hospital,
.ind .another dieil in the afternoon, making eight
deaths. The building, whieh was 210fl. long,
.'iOft. wide, and t?3ft. high, formed part of an
extension which has been built during the past
nine months. The roof was completed about
ten days ago, and it was still partly covered
with sacking to protect the work from frost.

The structure adjoined anotiier large building.
;ind on the side next to the old wall the roof
was supporte^l on arches .and piers of reinforced
concrete. The outer wall was of brick, built

into a reinforced-concrete fi'ame. and there was
only one story. Tlie contractors for the work
were Messrs. George Gi'eenwood and Sons, of

Halifax.
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THE COXSTRUCTION AND PROTEC-
TION OF BUILDINGS IN RELATION
"TO FIRE.*

In giving a paper of this description, it

would be impossible to do so without re-

ferring to that excellent institution, the

British Fire Prevention Conimittep. w'ith

which two of our members—namely, Mr.
Edwin O. Sachs and Mr. Ellis Marsland,
have been so long associated, and have taken
such an infinite amount of care and devoted
so much time to its work. One case is most
instructive and interesting, and that is, the

testing to ascertain the relative fire resist-

ance on ten different wooden doors. This is

a very practical test, inasmuch as the de-

signs of doors chosen are those practically

in evervday use. In speaking of wood doors
it should always be remembered that every
piece of wood and other combustible material
used for the construction or in the fitting up
of a building furnishes fuel for the fire. In

readiuH through the London Buildins Acts
with fire precautions specially in mind, it is

pleasing to note what great care has been
taken generally regarding the construction of

buildings from the fire point of view. In

spite of all these precautions, additional pro-

vision for escape of occupants in case of fire

should be provided, and the powers given to

the Council still further increased in this

respect. It would be advisable for the
London Building Acts, and in fact all our
by-laws throuahout the country, to make it

compulsory that all external walls and
internal partitions and floors are constructed
of fire-resisting material. This sounds per-

haps rather a startling proposition, but does
not perhaps mean quite snob a drastic ex-

pense as one would think from an outline

statement.
The whole of the following costs ha\'e l>een

based on the current cost of materials:—
Per ft. Hiip.

Pence.
Floors.—Wooflen flonrs suitable for dotnef-iic

biiildinjrs t.aken in snanB of 12ft 11.3
Fire-resistiUiT fl<">nr. ditto 17.3
Woollen Hnnrs for workshop jit 2nfllh. super
load PRF sqnnre foot. Spans 10ft 2S,n

Ditto, ditto. Fire-resistinp floors 34.4

(Basis of last two items taken for floor 30ft. Iiy 100ft.)

Per vard snp.
Pence.

Cnut of wood framed partition, plastered on
l)oth sides, per vard super 73.8

Cost of fire-resistinjT partition, plastered on
both sides 72.0

Although there lias been through various
causes such a levelling up of prices and
gradual reduction in the difference of co<!t

between fire-resisting and combustible
materials, there is one point in the construc-
tion of work where this has not occurred
quite so rapidiv as one would perhaps desire,
namely, in the cnnstrnction of windows.
Wooden windows have always been very
much cheaper than steel windows, and. un-
fortunately, there is still a big difference.
(This does not refer to steel sashes suitable
for factories and work.shops ; these are
cheaper than wood.) Some special en-
deavour should be made to brins the cost of
steel windows more to the level of wooden
windows. The London Building Acts should
perhaps be considered one of the wonders of
the world, but there is no Act in Great
Britain more courteously, fairly, and sen-
sibly interpreted and administered. It

would be a great mercv to building owners,
the community generally, and to architects
if the London Building Acts were in force
throngli the country (with certain modifica-
tions), and administered by district sur-
veyors of the same standard and training as
in London. I do not propose to touch upon
.tII the points in these Acts which relate
directly or indirectly to fire prevention in its

various aspects. The widths of streets and
frontase lines indirectly bear upon the point,
as well as courts within a building and space
at rear of domestic bnildinss. .\s to the
courts, I would like to see introduced that
where the opposite walls of courts are less

than a certain distance apart, all open-
ings in the walls should be protected by fire-

• Bv A, Altjan H. Scott, Vice-President. A paper
read before the Society of Architects, Feb. 11, 1915.

resisting wired glass and hard metal frames
and sashes.

Clause 55 (1894 Act), deals with timber in

external walls, and it has always appeared
to me that it would be only reasonable if the
shop-fronts and frames were formed of -n-

conibustible material for a height up to the
window glass line, but in no case less than
2ft, Gin. above the adjoining pavement.
Clause 56, dealing with bressummers, should
be amended so that the stone should be
capable of resisting fire and water for a
specified minimum period, and also the iron
columns and stanchions under bressummers
sliould be required to be cased in for protec-
tion. Clause 59. Might be amended so that
no parapet wall need be more than 8.Un. in

thickness. Clause 62. Should be so amended
that all floors, irrespective of height, shoidd
be constructed of fire-resisting material.
Clause 64, The word "stone" should be
deleted, and corbels for all chimneys should
be supported on fire-resisting material other
than stone or hard timber. In sub-section 6,

provision should be made so that all flues

are lined with fire-resisting piping of stone-
ware, and the junctions of the piping should
be rebated and set in fireclay mortar, and
the other sub-sections amended accordingly.
Clause 64. Sub-section 19 reads as follows:—"A chimney breast or shaft built with or
in any party wall shall not be cut away
unless the district surveyor certifies that it

can be done without injuriously affecting
the stability of the building." I suggest
that the words "the fire risks and" be added
after the word "affecting." .Sub-section 22
allows wooden plugs to be "driven" within
6in. of the inside of a flue or chimney open-
ing. This "driving" of plugs is generally
executed after the parging. and many cases
have been observed where such driving has
opened up the mortar joint through to the
fine. No wooden plug should be "driven"
in in any fine or chimney where the encasing
brickwork is less than 18in. thick, and the
plugs should not be driven to a distance
greater than 3in. into such brickwork, and
all skirtings, picture rails, cornices, etc.,

should be formed of fire-resisting material
round all flues, chimney-breasts, etc. It is a
pity, I think, that clause 66, sub-section 1,

does not take effect for gas-heated fittings,

and the two last paragraphs of sub-section 5

should be omitted. Low-pressure hot-water
pipes have often been found at a tempera-
ture of 212deg. F. Clause 68 should read
that all floors and staircases, irrespective of
the size or use of the building, should he
constructed of fire-resisting material, and
further, the top floor constructed of such
strength that if the roof -is not also con-
structed of fire-resisting material, it would
successfully withstand the collapse of the
roof in case of fire. Many fires have become
a total loss owing to the roof or one floor
collapsing and causing the whole series of
floors to collapse like a pack of cards un-
supported. Section 70 would appear only to

take care of the question of light and air,

and where a room is only lighted bv a

lantern light, some extra provision should be
made for a second means of escape in case
of fire. Clause 74. Subsections 2 and 3
should be amended similar to the suggestion
for clause 68. Clause 80. With but slight
qualifications should be made applicable to
existing buildings as well as to new
buildings.

IN THE LONDON nUIT.DINr! ACT.S (.^MF.NDMF.NT)

ACT, 1905,

we have a revised list of materials to be
,

deemed fire-resisting as follows:

—

(I), For general purposes:— 1. Brickwork]
constructed of good bricks, well burnt, hard
and sound, properly bonded, and solidly put

,

together, (a) With good mortar compounded i

of good lime and sharp, clean sand, I

hard clean broken brick, broken flint, prit

or slag, or (b) With good cement, or (c) With
cement mixed with sliarp clean sand, bi.rd

clean broken brick, broken flint, grit, or slag. '

2. Granite and other stone suitable for
,

building purposes by reason of its stability

and durability. 3. Iron, steel, and copper,
4. Slate, tiles, brick, and terracotta when
used for coverings or corljels. 5. Flagstones

when used for floors over arches, but such
flagstones not to be exposed on the under-
side, and not supported at the ends only.
6. Concrete composed of broken brick, tile

stone ehippings, ballast, pumice, or coke
breeze and lime cement, of calcined gypsum.
7. Any combination of concrete and steel or
iron. (II.) For special purposes:—1. In
the case of doors and shutters and their
frames, oak, teak, jarrah, karri, or other
hard timber not less than l|in, finished
thickness, the frames being bedded solid to
the walls or partitions, 2, In the case of
staircases and landings, oak, teak, jarrah,
karri, and other hard timber ; the treads,
strings, risers, and bearers being not less

than lain, finished thickness, and the ceil-

ings and soffits, if any, being of plaster or
cement, 3. Oak, teak, jarrah, karri, and
other hard timber when used for beams,
posts, or in combination with iron, the
timber and the iron (if any), being protected
by plastering or other incombustible or non-
conducting external coating not less than 2in.

in tliickness, or in the case of timber not
less than liii. in thickness on iron lathing.
4. (a) In the case of floors and roofs. Brick,
tile, terracotta, or concrete composed as
described in paragraph I. (6) of this

schedule, not less than 5in, thick in combina-
tion with iron or steel; (b) In the case of
floors and of the roofs of projecting shops.
Pugging of concrete composed as described
in the said paragraph I. (6), not less than
5in. thick betw-een wood joists, provided a
fillet lin. square is secured to the sides of
the joists, and placed so as to be in a central
position in the depth of the concrete, or con-
crete blocks not less than 5in. thick, laid be-

tween wood joists, on fire-resisting bearer?
secured to the sides of joists. 5. In the ca.5e

of verandahs, balustrades, and outside land-
ings, the treads, strings, and risers of out-

side stairs, outside steps, porticoes, and
porches, oak, teak, jarrah, and karri, or
other hard timber, not less than IJin.
finished thickness. 6. In the case of internal
partitions, enclosing staircases and passages,
terracotta brickwork, concrete, or other in-

combustible material not less than 3in. thick.

7. In the case of glazing for windows, doors,
borrowed lights, lantern, or skylights, glass
not less than Jin. in thickness, in direct com-
bination with metal, the melting-point of

which is not lower than I,800deg. F., in

squares not exceeding Ifisq.in., and in panels
not exceeding 2ft. across either way, the
panels to be secured with fire-resisting

material in fire-resisting frames of hard
wood, not less than l|in. finished thickness,
or of iron.

(III.) Any other material from time to time i

approved by the Council as fire-resisting.
|

In section I, sub-section 2 of this list, we
have "stone suitable for building by reason
of its solidity and durability." Certain stone
which meets the requirements of this clause
is quite unsuitable for fire-resistance, and
might come under the heading of incom-
bustible material, but not fire-resisting.

Slates under clause 1. sub-section 4, should
he omitted for corbels. Slates will not suc-

cessfully stand heat and water. In clause I.,

sub -section G. Concrete formed of coke
breeze is permitted, but should be prohibited
where it would come in contact with steel,

and should not be taken as applicable to I,.

7. In II. 3. Plaster protection is allowed
to be lin. in thickness on timber in lieu of

2in.. if metal lathing is used. From certain

fires it would appear that the metal latliing

was of very little help in retarding fire. In

II, 4 (a). Concrete requires to be not less

than 5in. in thickness. This I suggest for

roofs could be safely reduced to 3Jin. and to

4in. for floors. In H. 4 (b). Pugging, whicli

is generally very indifferently executed,
should be omitted from fire-resisting

materials. Clause 7 of the 1905 Amendment
-Act I should like to see amended to read

that the Council is to be satisfied as to means
of escape in case of fire to all buildings, irre-

spective of whether they are "high build-

ings" (that is. upper story of greater height

than 50ft.). or providing sleeping or working
accommodation for more than twenty people.

(In the case of workshops employing 20 or

less, I believe one of the Government depart-
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Standakd 1b.

Ah to fii-e-resiftting coustruction, they have
viirious t-tanilartls. yucU as staudard 1a, 1b, 2,

3. Tlief^Uiudurd 1\ deals with cottou. tiax, woolleu

and worsted mills.

Tlio staudard lit reiinii-es that buildings be not

more than sdft. in height, and cidjic contents of

an.v one compartment not to exceed Hll.ooOc.ft.

Walls to be of brick, terracotta, or concrete, and
not less than 13in. thick ; bat if plain concrete,

not less tban 30in.

Partitions to bo of incombustible material,

evceptiuij only ollice enclosnres, which are to bo

of hai-d non-resinons wood.
AH tines to have brickwork not less than 9in.

thick towards the interior, and no woodwork to

rest in or be plugged into the brickwork of any
lino.

Openings in external walls not to exceed half

the urea of any story.

All window fnime.'* and sashes to be of iron or

other hard metal, anil all windows above gronnd
Iloor to be glazed with glass not less tlnm ^in.

thick in sections not larger than 2ft. super., and
all openings above the gronnd floor opposite, and
within 20ft. of any window or other gla/.ed oiien-

iug. and within 2Uft. of any roof, to be protected

by " tireproof " shutters or doors.
Floors to be brick arches, ten-acotta, firecla.v, or

concrete not lees than Hin. thick.

Wooden Hooring permitted if laid close to Iloor

with no space.

Solid wood Honr.s, not less than 9in. ttiick, if

ceiled with plaster ami covered with tluor l)uards

(no space), arc alHo allowed, provided waterproof
Imnig is provided underneath the Iloor boards.

Scapper.T to carry oft' water to be provided of
2!si|,in. e\ery 12ft. apart on each floor (buildiugs
in t.". of L. or L.C.C. scuppers not essential).

Roofs to be entirely of incombustible materials
;vs fijr floors, but not less than 4in. thick.

Glass not less than Jin. thick, in sections not
Ciceetling .3H..;(j.ia., set in hard metal, and wired
glass, and electro-copper glazing, considered as
incombustible.

Structural Metalwork.- All columns and stan-
cliions to be covered with brickwork or porous
iterracotta 2tn. thick, or concrete or plaster Uin.
thick, keyed into metal supports, and protected
for a lieight of 4ft. from floor where cement con-
crete or plaster only used.

All other metal work, including roof-work, to
be encased in porous terracotta 2in. thick, securely
anchored, or cement rioncrete or plaster liu. thick,
keyed into metal supports. Provision to be made
in all cases for expansion.

ROOFS AND ClilLINGS.

Xo lining of wood or textile fabric allowed to
luy part of walls, partitions, ceilings, or roof.

FLOOB OPENINGS.

Only holes for driving shafts, iron or earthen-
vare tubes for electric conductors, and these to be
pecially dealt with.
Staircases iiractically as required for emergency
xits by L.C.C. Wiiere staircases and hoists
xtend'to top floor, enclosure must be roofed with
rlass roof protected (subject to certain restrictions
n L.C.C. area).

All belting and rope races to be enclosed as for
taircases and hoists.
Shafting through walls to fit closely into wall,
nd to have closed wall boxes, leaving no open
IJace.

Ditto, but not less than 13ii

thick.

Ditto, but partitions of metal
lathing and plaster on wood
frame allowed.

Ditto, but if rendered with
lin. cement brickwork may
bo -fcjin.

Ditto.

Ditto, but in lieu of " lire-

proof " shutters, wired glass
may be used, subject to cer-
tain conditions.

Standakd 3.

Ditto, but not less than 'Jin.

thick.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto, but 3in. thick.

Ditto.

Ditto, but 6in. thick, and
all supports and stanchions
and other structural metal

-

work covered with plaster or
concrete, ^c, ^In. thick.

Roofs to be entirely of in-

combustible material, glass
allosved in roof if not less tlian

Jin. thick, not exceeding oft.

super., or wired glass or
electro-copiier glazing, in each
case set in hard metal outlets

to meet requirements of
Factory and Workshop Acts
allowed subject to certain
conditions.

All columns, stanchions,
girders, joists, lintels, and
other metal-work (excluding
framework of roofs) to be
cased 2iu. thick, or with liu.

concrete or plaster, as Stan-
dard iB.

Ditto, except dado allowed
in wood not e.xceeding (ift.

high in ottices, cellars, stair-

cases, and passages provided
not used for storage.

Ditto.

I Pipes, ,^c.—Xo wooden casing allowed. All
bipes (except water pipes not exceedmg l,\iu.
liameter) to be of hard metal.

COMMUXICATrNG COMPABIMENTS.

Two or more compartments (constructed accord-
ig to the rules) may commvmicate, provided their
ggregate cubical contents do not exceed 6fl,0(X)e.ft.
Ibea cubic contents exceed H0,0ii0c.ft., communi-
ition only allowed across a lireprimt compart-
lont, bnUt up from the basement with walls of
jlia brickwork, and having all openings pro-
cted by fireproof doors at least lift, apart.

ItEINFORCtn CONCRETE.

Eeinforced concrete buildings allowed subject
i the usnal precautions.
The requnements as to proportion of cement in
i_e concrete are somewliat ambiguous—viz.,

In the proportion of Bcwts. of cement to each
line yard of concrete."
All e.xtemal walls to be not less than liin. thick.
Division walls sin. tliick.
Party-walls hiiu. tliick, except if adjoining ro-
torced concrete budding, tlien Sin. thick.
Moors iiu. thick if lined with fire tiles Uin.
ick.

Floors Sin. thick, and supported on beams and
lumnsot reinforced concrete.
Koofs 3in. thick.
po metal to lie nearer face than double its
(imeter, but not less than lin., and need not
iceed 2in.

Enclosures and staircase and hoists Bin. thick,
tire-resistmg compartments to have walls gin.
d floors 5m. thick.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditt.5.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Having no combustible
material in its construction.
Flat roofs of similar construc-
tion to solid wood floors, but
4in. thick. No floor boards,
but on upper side covered
with metal, concrete, asphalt,
or a composition of asbestos
and other incombustible min-
eral ingredients, or vulcanite
having a coating of at least

2in. of sand or gravel.
See previous note.

Uoists to be enclosed in
walls 6iu. concrete, or R.C.
3in. thick, with fire-reaisting
doors. Sprouts or trunks not
exceeding tin. square feet in
area, constructed of iron '/ir-in.

thick, and shutters to every
opening.

Openings up to 12s(i.ft., with
double iron or metal covered
trap doors (special construc-
tion).

Staircases having steps and
landings of brick, stone, iron,

concrete enclosed with walls,
this apiilying also to vent
shafts, aU openings being
protected.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Between piers 5in. ditto.

Ditto, but 3iu. thick.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

nieuls look after.) Dealing wiUi tliis clause,

I have always failed to sec why the building
public .should be put to the inconvcuieuce
and extra e.vpense of having to wait an addi-
tional period of one month for approval
during the period the Council are pleased
to take as their vacation. It would be a

proper and more convenient arrangement if

the matter could be settled by a small com-
mittee during the vacation. Subsection 2
of clause 7 (and other sections and snb-sec-

tions affected) should apply to all buildings,

and not only to "high buildings." Sub-sec-
tion 4 should be altered so that every story
of every building, irrespective of its use or
height, should be provided with approved
means of escape in case of fire. Section 8,

sub-section 1, dealing with existing buildings,
should also be altered as suggested for sec-

tion 8, sub section 4. Sub-section 4 of sec-

tion 9 should also be amended as suggested
for section 8, sub-section 4. Section 10

should be altered to apply to all projections,
irrespective of the distance of such projec-
tion. The thickness of such roof of fire-

resisting material should be reduced, as pre
viously suggested. Section 10, sub section 2,

should be altered so that any skylight or
lantern light in projecting sliop roofs be
formed of fire-resisting material, and glazed
with wire-wove glass properly and securely
fixed. The buildings belonging to various
companies and corporations which arc
properly and usually exempt from the Build-
ing Acts, should not be exempt from the

Acts referring to fire precautions and fire

exits. Clause 34 is somewhat startling, as

I have yet to learn that banks and insurance
companies are more careful than other com-
panies. Past results have not indicateil they
are, and one can hardly conceive thai their

employees' lives are of less value. It might
be of interest to slightly touch on the insur-

ance companies' requirements.
Under Standard IV., the party and ex-

ternal walls to be not less than 9in. thick of

brickwork, etc., and no combustible material
to enter into any part of construction except
the roofing, doors, and window frames. Ex-
ternal walls of reinforced concrete 5in.

thick. Hoists enclosure to be of incom-
bustible construction. Staircases may have
steps and landings of hard wood. The insur-

ance companies' regulations as to fireproof

doors and shutters are many and various

;

they deal with iron and steel (sliding and
hinged). Metal-covered doors (ditto).

"Check fire" doors (ditto). Ferroconcrete
doors, etc. The openings must not exceed
5Gft. super., and not more than 7ft. in width,
or Oft. in height. In some cases not to ex-

ceed 45ft. super., and not more than 6ft. in

width, or 8ft. in lieight. In other cases

35ft. super., and not more than 5ft. in width,
or 7ft. in height. These rules generally are

very careful as to fixing, and little details all

of the greatest importance. The u.'e of cast-

iron for door parts or fittings is not allowed.

Each door must have a metal plate attached
giving the date of its erection, and in some
cases the name of the maker. The fixing

and method of securing fireproof doors and
shutters is of the utmost importance. The
proper maintenance of this work should

receive greater care than is usual. Within
the last 14 days I was asked how long a " fire-

proof " shutter would last ; my report was
five minutes. They were somewhat surprised

to find that a loose wooden separating slip

Gin. wide had been inserted in lieu of a

properly secured double rebated steel

stanchion. Many risks would he avoided,

and much loss saved if all buildings were
inspected and reported on every six or twelve

months. Unfortunately, most people rely

upon the insurance companies' inspections,

which is not fair to any of the parties inter-

osted, particularly from the employees'
point of view, .ill the particulars given

above as to insurance companies' require-

ments are, of course, subject to other rules

as to special work, artificial lighting, etc.

There are many considerations to take into

account when settling what form of con-

struction to adopt (the local authorities make
requirements as to exit for employees, and
the insurance companies more particularly

as to fire risk ; but; generally the better the
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insurance risk so is there less risk to em-

ployees). One immediate point is the com-

parative first cost, but this should be con-

sidered in relation to the reduction in insur-

ance premium, and also the possible incon-

venience to the works, and the loss of profit

and loss of business connection. It is only

the owner who can determine the value of tlie

latter points. The insurance company deter-

mine the question of premiums. It is inter-

esting to note that premiums can, under

certain circumstances, be reduced as much
as 60 per cent. This, where large and valu-

able stocks are kept, may be of great

importance.

PRECAUTIONS FOR EXTINGUISHING FIRES.

This leads on to the question of pre-

cautions for extinguishing fires, and big re-

ductions in premiums are possible if care js

taken as to these precautions, ranging from

5 to 40 per cent. For fire-extinguishing we

have, speaking broadly, the following:

—

Chemicals (dry and liquid). Water (high

and low pressures). Steam. Sand. And in

addition various methods of smothering with

sh«ets or blankets formed of various

materials. There are comparatively few

large chemical machines, but generally these

appliances take the form of small portable

extincteurs, and, no doubt, in very many
cases they have proved exceedingly useful,

and saved big loss. There are a very large

number of these on shelves ready to be used

in case of emergency; it would, however, be

interesting to know the percentage of these

that would be properly used, and un-

doubtedly their efhciency is greatly reduced

owing to the lack of knowledge of proper

use. Fortunately, the insurance eonipajiies

have now standard requirements as to the

manufacture of portable chemical ex-

tincteurs, including that they shall be

stamped with maker's name, year of manu-
facture, capacity, and must bear a declara-

tion that they have been tested to 3501b. per

square inch.

WATER.

In spite of all scientific progress, water

still maintains the premier position. Science

has, however, helped us to apply it in many
ways. Buckets. Hand punip.s. Hydrants
(private and public), with ordinary and high

pressure. Sprinklers. Drenchers, etc.

Buckets, if judiciously placed and kept in

their proper place with water in them, are

very valuable. If the buckets are provided

aTid left to take care of themselves, they may
prove highly dangerous, as delay may cause

loss of life and heavy loss of stock. Even
where certain people are put specially in

charge of fire equipment, most constant and
careful supervision is required. If buckets

are provided, convenient draw off taps for

fresh supplies should be provided, and where
rounded bases are provided to the pails, each
draw-oft tap should have a hook to hang the

pail on during filling. Rounded bases have

many disadvantages, and one advantage

—

viz., that they are not so readily taken down
and used for other purposes. Buckets of

not less than two gallons capacity, and three

buckets to every 250ft. super, should be pro-

vided, foi^ which 5 per cent, on the reduction

of premium is obtained. Small portable

hand-pumps with water container are ex-

ceedingly useful, and should be provided

more frequently.
HYDRANTS.

The degree of usefulness of private

hydrants depends greatly upon the pressure

ill the mains. Generally speaking, the pres

sure is very low, varying from 201b. upwards.

With 401b. pressure, good and useful work
can be executed in skilled hands. In laying

down a hydrant installation connection to

two different mains should be made, if pos-

sible, but this is rendered still more valuable

if such mains are fed from different sources.

Where such double connection is made, back-

pressure valves are required. Pressure

gauges should be put to each end of the

hydrant mains. These should he frequently

examined. It is also absolutely essential

that the hydrant stands should also bp

periodically examined- that is. examined

fuUv. hose connected, turned on, and so kept

be obtained. Hydrants are useless without

a proper and properly kept equipment of

hose, branch pipes, etc. The hose should be

regularly used, carefully dried and attended

to. In most buildings," or set of buildings,

it would be found most convenient to have

a certain length of hose attached to each

hydrant, with the swing cradle, with branch

pipe attached. A general store, as central

and as free as possible from fire risks, should

contain additional hose and other equipment,

including hatchets, hammers, crowbars, and

the usual fitments. In works where there

are several or many separate buildings, a

detached central fire station is of most vital

importance ; this, of course, should be

followed with the training of a certain

number of the staff, and in this connection,

if I may for a moment still further digress

from hydrants, proper fire-drill should be

held throughout the works. Each selected

man, apart from firemen, should have a place

assigned to him in case of fire alarm, and it

should be their duty to see that every em-

ployee is properly looked after. To avoid

crush, or panic, every person should know
their assigned exit in case of fire, and these

alarms should be given at least once a week.

There is oue essential point, however, that

must be rigidly enforced— viz., upon the fire

alarm ringing, any employees who do not

at once leave their work and proceed quietly

and orderly to their assigned exit must be

immediately dismissed. If this rule is not

made and most rigidly enforced, fire drills

may become a danger in lieu of a help. One
other important point is that the necessary

number of men should be put on point duty

to switch o£f all fans, motors, gas, and

similar appliances. To come back to

hydrants, the pressure on the private mains

should, where possible, be fitted with an

automatic pump to increase the pressure.

This not only increases the height to which

water can be thrown, but the quantity of

water discharged in a given time is also in-

creased with very high pressure. Special

apparatus is required to hold the branch

pipes. This increase of pressure lias the

further advantage of enabling a greater

number of connections being taken from one

hydrant; it is a great mistake to overload

any hydrant or main ; it is better to have a

fewer number of efficient jets rather than a

greater number of indifferent jets.

SPRINKLERS.

The insurance companies rebate on pre-

miums where sprinklers are installed varies

according to standard of installation and

other circumstances. The rebates, however,

are in themselves an automatic testimonial

for their efficiency, varying from 30 per cent,

to 70 per cent, of the premium. The arrange-

ment in general is that every part of the

floor area is covered by the action of

sprinklers. According to the standard re-

quired, the water supplies are connected

to:—1. Town main. 2. Elevated tank. 3.

Pressure tank. 4. Pump. 5. Injector appa-

ratus. 6. Elevated private reservoir. The

requirements varying according to standard

aimed at. To repeat the various require-

ments in detail would be too lengthy, and I

am sure somewhat dry for you, although the

matter deals with water. Two systems are

in use. One, the dry system—that is, the

pipes throughout are not charged with water,

but immediately a sprinkler goes off the

water rushes through. The other system is

where the whole system is constantly charged

with water, and consequently immediately a

sprinkler goes off, the water comes into

action. The sprinkler heads are arranged

to open at anv temperature, but generally

arranged for 155deg. F. ; where, however,

the requirements of the business demand, a

higher temperature is fixed. These heads

have metal fasteners which fuse at the given

temperature, and immediately give access

for the water to discharge, this discharge

being in the form of a cone, generally

striking on the ceiling first and discharging

ill the form of a fire -curtain of water

thoroughly drenching everything within Is

area, and' at the same time owing to its fine

pray practically acting as an oxygen ex

haps, just as important a function as the

actual water. From tests I have seen actually

carried out, I would definitely state that

there is no fire risk (apart from the damage
caused by explosion), where sprinklers would

not save the building, even if formed of wood.

DRENCHERS.

Fittings known as •'Drenchers" act in a

similar way to sprinklers, but are generally

placed just over the outside of the windows

to prevent the fire spreading from one

building to another. If a little care and

attention is given to the designing of a

building with the idea of sprinklers being

installed, the actual construction need not

be less economical, and if the building is so

designed considerable cost can be saved in

the installation of sprinklers, as the rules

deniand that sprinklers shall be placed,

generally sp«akiiig, about 10ft. centres; but

this is subject to the depth of beams ami

for other similar obstructions on the ceilings.

All spaces, such as voids in roofs, must also

be provided with sprinklers, and with regard

to the pressure of water required or desir-

able it should be remembered that all

pressure is measured as running pressure.

In addition to the normal pressure obtained

by the head of water, increased pressure can

be obtained by installing automatic pumps.

I'o all sprinkler installations pressure-gauges

must be fixed, together with a rather com-

plicated system of valves, which, however,

are not complicated in working. Every in-

stallation must be fitted with approved auto

niatic alarm-signal, which gives notice im-

mediately any sprinkler is opened, and this

alarm remains ringing as long as any

sprinkler is in operation.

STEAM.

The use of steam for extinguishing fire

could—and would, no doubt—be used to a

greater extent it it were not that serious

danger were attached to its use. It also has

this serious disadvantage that whereas water-

sprinklers can safely act automatically,

serious accidents might result from steam

being applied automatically in case of fire.

Even if a steam installation is put in it must

be only under the charge of one man, and
^

some considerable delay must ensue before!

he turns the valve on, as it would be abso-'

lutely imperative for him to make sure that

every part of the building was clear of em

ployees. I question, therefore, if such an

installation would be allowed by the authn

rities. SAND.

Sand, if used at the very early stages of tlit^

fire, is exceedingly efficient; but its method;

of application--iiainely, by pails or sirailar|

iiieans of throwing-curtails its action very|

considerably, as there are no means of

applying it from a distance with any degree]

of accuracv, and it would, of course, lack
»j

coiislaut supply of application, but certainly!

a proportion of fire buckets should contain

sand in lieu of water.

AUTOM.\TIC FIRE-ALARM IN.STALLATIONS.

Automatic fire-alarm installations, apart

from the automatic alarm attached to

sprinklers, have progressed very consider^

ably, and can be so arranged that they not

only give fire alarms to the users of tW
premises, but are kept directly coimected

to a public fire-station. These are general

installed upon the principle of thermostats,

working with a variation of temperature, the

whole being led to an annnnciator. wliicW

will immediately indicate where the fire has

taken place. The insurance companies laj,

down very careful rules with regard to in

stallations, and deal also with electrica

work, testing", aiul maintenance.

In conclusion. I would suggest that tW-^

Society take into very serious consideration

the means of escape that should be pi'ovitic

for hospitals, infirmaries, and similar i"

stitutions where many of the inmates m-

unable to help themselves in case of Mf

buildings should be fitted win

installations, and, further, tire

wavs with proper whee.

All such
sprinkler

in such a condition that immediate use can I cluder to the enclosed area, this being, per-

resisting sloping ..<.... i- . „
tracks should be provided to each <^oot w

usual exit doors with panic bolts r"-"^;"**

and the beds fitted with casters at least 4iii

diameter for easy manipulation.

_«-
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CHEADLE.—The opening of new court-

house and station for the Petty Sessional
Division of Cheadle took place last week.
Tlie courtliouse is a new building, and lias

been erected on the site of some cottages and
stables. The court itself is 50ft. by iiOft.

;

the furnishing is in dark oak. There is a
separate entrance to the court without
passing through the main building. In
addition, there are a magistrates' room,
motor-car accommodation, and a drill-yard
for the police. The cost of the building is

£3,000. The contractor was Mr. Thomas
Godwin, builder, Hanley. and the plans were
prepared by Mr. W. .J. Xevett, county archi-
tect for Staffordshire.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

EGYPTIAN EXPLORATION FUND.—
A lecture on the work of the fund during the
last twenty years was given by Mr. H. R.
Hall before the subscribers to the fund at
the Theatre of the Royal Society, Burlington
House, on Tuesday. Mr. Hall called atten-
tion to the importance of the discoveries in
throwing light on the earliest forms of
Egyptian art. A priceless find had been the
unique sarcophagus of a priestess, with
graphic carving that comprised her portrait,
and those of attendants, characteristically
employed. The war had checked the pro-
gress of the work of clearing a wonderful
subterranean building discovered by Miss
Murray, wlin had been assisting Professor
Petrie in the work. Some thouglit the
building was as old as the Temple of the
Sphin.\. There was a sanctuary with a
central platform surrounded by a canal for
srinill boats. These were probably used in
a religions ceremony, but the real purpose
was unknown, and a most interesting enigma
was presented.

F.4CULTV OF SURVEYORS OF SCOT-
LAX!).—The second annual meeting of the
West District Section of the Faculty of Sur-
veyors of Scotland was held in the Christian
Institute, Glasgow, on Thursday in last
week. Mr. Howatt, chairman, presided over
a large attendance of members. Mr. Howatt,
on deinitting office as chairman of the west
district .section, received a cordial vote of
thanks for the services he had rendered to
the faculty during his two years of office.
The following office-bearers for session 1015
were elected:—Chairman, Mr. John Ba.xter.
243, St. Vincent-street, Glasgow, who also
becomes ex-officio vice-president of the
faculty

; secretary and treasurer, Mr.
William Johnstone, 150, St. Vincent-street,
Glasgow.—Mr. Alan K. Smith occupied the
chair at the annual general meeting of
Fellows of the East District Section of the
Faculty of Surveyors of Scotland, which was

r VI
'*' }^^' <^eorge-street, Edinburgh, on

iTiday. The annual report showed an in-
crease of 13 in the number of members on
the roll compared with the preceding year.
During the year the council had been prin-
cipally engaged, in conjunction with the
west district section of the faculty, the arclii-
tectural societies, and the Scottish .National
Building Trades Federation, in adjusting a
national mode of measurement for carpente'-
and joiner work. The funds at December 31,
1314, amounted to £250 2s. lOd. The chair
man, in moving the adoption of the report
and accounts, stated that a considerable
number of Fellows, assistants, and appren-
tices were engaged with H.M. Forces, and
that a complete list was being compiled.
Jhe report and accounts were adopted.
Messrs. Robert Jerdan, P.F.S., Edinburgh,
and Wilham Gauldie, F.F.S., Dundee, were
appointed new members of council.

HISTORIC WHITBY.-Under the aus-
pices of the Castle-gate Literary Society,
Mr Harry GiU, M.S. A., president of the
Nottingham and Derby Architectural
society, lectured on Tuesday night, at the
Castle-gate Hall. Nottingham, on "Whitby
and Its History." The lecture was illus-
trated by a series of excellent photographs

taken by Mr. Gill, perhaps the most inter-
esting being those which showed the effects
of the recent bombardment on the abbey and
town. The picturesque old houses, built in
Hats, and countless interesting architectural
features were effectively screened. The
quaint yards and the elegant town hall made
delightful views, and the fine old church on
the hill, with its "two centuries of steps,"
was another feature. Curious inscriptions on
tombstones and associations with local

celebrities were also narrated by Mr. Gill.

THE ROYAL TECHNICAL COLLEGE
ARCHITECTURAL CRAFTSMEN'S
SOCIETY, GLASGOW.-At a meeting on
the I2th inst., Mr. J. Boyd Lee, R.I.B.A.,
chief assistant and lecturer in the architec-
tural department of the college, gave a paper
on " Stereotomy." At the outset the lec-

turer defined stereotomy as being the science
of stonecutting. By numerous blackboard
sketches, diagrams, and slides Mr. Boyd Lee
described the drawing down and mould-
cutting of several examples of scientific
masonry, which included Gothic and groined
vaulting, domes, arches of double curvature,
skew bridge, niches, ramp, and twist work,
etc. ; also by the same means the lecturer
described the various operations involved in
the stone-cutting in each case. In con-
cluding, he urged all members of the archi-
tectural profession and of the masonry craft
to uphold the dignity of their calling by
applying themselves to the study of the
scientific side of masonry, and he also sug-
gested means whereby the student could
obtain this object.

SHEFFIELD. — Before the Sheffield
Society of Architects and Surveyors, Mr.
W. S. Purehon, A. R.I. B. A., lectured on
Feb. 10 on "Architecture and Environ-
ment." Lantern views of many famous
buildings adding largely to the enjoyment.
There was an excellent attendance. Iilr.

Purehon, in his effort to stimulate interest in

a new " atmospliere " in architecture as indi-

cated in the subject of his lecture, referred
to the great architectural glories of Rome,
Greece, and Egypt, thence passing on to do-

tailed and very interesting references to the
Romanesque and Gothic eras in Western
Europe, and to the spread of the Renais-
sance in England and France. He explained
that he wished the character of past ages to

be extended to-day, and that his remarks had
been influenced by a desire for education.
No architect was ever called upon to prepare
a building which possessed no environment,
and he sought to blend the environment with
the building, so that a harmonious whole
might result.

TOWN PLANNING AND CIVIC DE
SIGN.— Continuing his course of lectures at

the Birmingham University on "Town-
Planning and Civic Design," Mr. Barry
Parker, F.R.I.B.A., demonstrated in his

address given on Friday the interdependence
of the bouse plan upon the plan for the lay-

out of the ground, and the plan for the lay-

out upon the type of house plan proposed to

be used. He pointed out that by carefully

planning each house so as to make the fullest

use of the advantages the site offered, archi-

tects could do a great deal to advance the

art of house-planning. He referred to the

advantages of the terrace house over the

detached house in districts where tlie

frontage was nece.'-sarily limited, and added
that the detached house in the suburbs had
always been one of the most difficult things

the town-planner had to deal with in his

endeavours to get some sense of unity and

quiet dignity in such districts.

<»
Mr. James Wallace, who had been surveyor

to Panteg Urban District Council for twenty
years, and was previously surveyor to Llan-

ffrechfa Upper Urban District Council, died at

Griflithstown on Wednesday in last week.

At the last sitting of Coatbridge Dean of

Guild Court the United Y'.M.C.A. was granted
lining for the erection of an institute in Bank-
street at an estimated cost of ^3,500. The
building will be a three-story one. On the
ground floor there will be two shops, a hall to

accommodate 500. and a gymnasium, and on the
upper floor a small hall and rccreatiou-roonis.

4-»-«

UNHEALTHY SCHOOLS.
7'o the Editor of the Bdildino News.

Sib,—The statements in favour of cross-
ventilation in schools have been the result of
careful study of practical demonstrations.
It is impossible to appreciate—without a
visit— the high efficiency which has been ob-
tained in recognised and regulated cross-
ventilated schools. With reference to
"Caloric's" final paragraph, the architects
and medical officers of the Staffordshire and
Derbyshire Education Committees are well-
known advocates of cross-ventilated schools.
These authorities (the writer has taken the

liberty of publishing them in the contro-
versy) can and will be pleased to give
"Caloric" a practical and scientific explana-
tion of the principles involved, and also
prove that cross-ventilated schools are
better than those ventilated by mechanical
means.
The ventilation of tram-cars is very inter-

esting, but it does not bear on this subject
in any way.—I am, etc.,

D. Wynne Thomas.
" Glenthorne," Nunthorpe, Yorks, Feb. 15.

Sir,—" An Old B.N.D.C. Boy " is pleased
to be facetious, but I don't blame him—far
from it. As ray old friend Robert Louis
Stevenson said in one of his happy moments,
"A little judicious levity is a very excellent
thing," with which I heartily agree. 'Tis
ever better to laugh than to cry, though I

admit that cross-ventilation may be no
laughing matter to those subjected to it. I

can only commiserate with them on their in-

sufficient perception of the humour of that
plan, even though it may be somewhat
savage humour ; but some people have no
sense of the humorous, particularly when it

takes the form of a. cold draught, when they
want to be warm.
"An Old B.N.D.C. Boy" points out that

"Humanitarian," who has dealt so tren-
chantly with the evils of 'cross-ventilation.
" has told us nothing but what is instilled

in the most elementary mind." yuite true;
but in spite of this frank admission of the
truth of "Humanitarian's" strictures, he
rather inconsistently continues to champion
cross-ventilation. He further says, " Neither
can we separate heating from cross-ventila-
tion." Now, the accepted authorities are of

one opinion in respect to that point— viz., that
the heating of a building should always be
kept separate and distinct from the ventila-

tion. The Board of Education states, in

connection with the ventilation of schools,
" Combined systems of heating and ventila-

tion, in which air raised to a sufficient degree
to warm the rooms is used for ventilation,
are not generally desirable in a school."

I note that cross-ventilation was first tried
in a school for the mentally defective, with
satisfactory results. If this means the sur-
vival of the fittest and consequent reduction
in the expenses of the institution, from that
point of view I can understand the results

being satisfactory; but is it not rather rough
on the mentally defective to spring cross-

ventilation on them in this fashion? Looks
like taking advantage of their infirmity,

which is hardly fair and not playing the
game. The promoters of cross-ventilation
doubtless knew what they were about
svhen they made their maiden effort on
the mentally defective: that was a very wise
precaution, as there is no saying what might
have liappcned if they had sprung their

system all at once on those who were not
mentally defective. It makes one cold to

think of it. It has been said that this system
could only be employed with impunity on
helpless little children, but the mentally
defective are even a safer mark. It is a system
that Mr. Hyde would approve of, but not

Dr. Jekyll, though he, as a medical man,
stood to profit most by it.

Respecting the control of cross-ventilation,

unless the windows are entirely closed, no
possible adjustment of them could prevent
th« cold outer air, passing into a warmer
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atmosphere, from descending in the form of

a down-draught and returning the exhausted

air to be rebreathed. "An Old Boy" (I

trust he will pardon the abbreviation) does

not make it clear in what way the failure of

artificial ventilation at the House of

Commons proves the value of cross-ventila-

tion. Two failures do not make a success,

any more than two blacks make a white.

He also seems to be labouring under an

hallucination that your correspondents who
are opposed to cross-ventilation approve of

mechanical ventilation and are in some way
responsible for the failure of that method
at the House of Commons. Now, I have

seen nothing in the correspondence that

should in any way lead him to believe this.

On the contrary, natural ventilation on
common-sense lines, to which cross-ventila-

tion is the antithesis, seems to be unani-

mously favoured.

I am sorry to see that "An Old Boy"
is in agreement with " our friends the

enemy " in their opinion that we are a de-

generating people. In this there may,
perhaps, be some little truth, it the employ-

ment of cross-ventilation may be taken as a

symptom.
Let us hope, however, that ho is as mis-

taken in his estimate of his fellow-country-

men as ho is in respect to cross-ventilation,

and that we are not quite so decadent and
degenerate as he would have us believe.

When your correspondent says "we un-

fettered advocates of cross-ventilation can

now comfortably sit on the fence," he is

again a little inconsistent for such an out-

and-out advocate of that system to which
he has declared himself bound ; he can

hardly be " unfettered," and when he states

that he and his co-advocates are " sitting on
the fence," that attitude is not usually

regarded as a measure of confidence.

I do not know if he is a member of the

Old Boys' Corps or the Royal Feneibles;

but, at any rate, as he is not at present at

the Front, I assume it is the back
fence on which he and his fellow-advocates

roost—"Birds of a feather flock together,"
you know. However, it is satisfactory to

know that " Arf Old Boy" and his cronies

are comfortable on their perch, and I am
sure the children who are enjoying the

delights of cross-ventilation must envy them.
I observe that "Beaten," who is, appa-

rently, an architect, says of cross-ventilation

by means of window openings :
" On entering

the ward one cold windy day lately,

I noticed all the hopper sashes open on both
sides, the radiator inlets shut, and a 'perfect

blizzard tearing across the ward." (The
italics are mine.) This is most instructive,

and as an instance of first-hand evidence of

actual personal experience of cross-ventila-

tion could not be bettered. It is definite,

conclusive, and convincing. The curious
point is, however, that "Beaten " also is an
advocate of cross-ventilation, and proceeds
to say, rather illogically, that because your
correspondents who disapprove of cross-

ventilation have offered no alternative, there-

fore cross-ventilation is the best. If I have read
the correspondents' letters aright, I take it

their one and sole object has been to draw
attention to what you have so aptly described
as "a crying evil," in the hope that it may
thereby be remedied, and not to air pet
theories of their own, if they have any. That
they leave to others.—I am, etc.,

Argiis.

STATUES, MEMOBIAIiS, &c.

GLASGOW STATUE TO EARL ROBERTS.
—At a meeting of the sub-committee on Earl

Roberts's memorial, in Glasgow City Chambers,

on Frid;iy, arrangements were completed for

the crcftion in Glasgow of a statue to the late

Field-Marshal Earl Roberts, to be an exact re-

production of the equestrian statue of the late

Lord Roberts executed by the late Mr. Harry
Bates, A.R.A.. and erected in the Maidau at

Calcutta. The equestrian figure is lift. 6in.

high, and stands on a pedestal 18ft. Bin. The
lower part of the pedestal is formed of a base

with coUiuins, panels, and inscriptions, flanked

at one end by a bronze figure in ancient and
decorative armour representing "War," and

at the other end by a female figure representing
" Victory " seated on the prow of the ship of

State. The statue, friezes, figures, and inscrip-

tions will be in bronze, while the pedestal will

be in granite. The committee have in hand
over ^6,650 towards the cost.

Lieut. -Col. Edwin Holt, principal of the firm
of Messrs. Robertson, Bruce, and Co., oil and
colour merchants, Liverpool, died on Suruhiy
at Fern Hill, New Brighton.

At Friday's meeting of the Tyne Improve-
ment Commissioners, helil in Newcastle, the
appointment, previously made by a special com-
mittee, of Mr. R. F. Hindniarsh as chief
engineer to the Commission, in succession to
Mr. N. G. Gedyo, at a salary of i:i,000 a year,
was confirmed. Mr. Hindmarsh was "chief
assistant engineer, and in his place Mr. W. A.
Foulis, resident engineer at the docks, w.ts
appointed at a salary of £560. Mr. G. M.
"Vaughan, late engineer on the River Ripple
works was elected as dredging rupcrintcndent
at a salary of £250 per annum.

STAINED GLASS.
WESTMINSTER ABBEY.—Mr. George H.

Radcliffe, the chapter clerk to the Dean and
Chapter, informs us that the design of Mr. J.

N. Comper has been accepted for the memorial
stained-glass window to the lato Lord Stralh-

cona. The position allotted is on the north

side of the nave, next to the window to Lord
Kelvin.

-***

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
WESTMINSTER HALL.—Mr. Gulland, on

Feb. 11, representing the First Commissioner of

Works, said, in reply to Mr. King : The scheme
of repair of Westminster Hall roof is based on

a most thorough and exhaustive survey. It has

been examined by Sir Aston Webb and Mr.

Reginald Blomfield, both past-Presidents of the

Itoynl Institute of British Architects, and repre-

senting the Royal Academy and the Royal
Institute of British Architects on the Ancient

Monuments Board for England. These gentle-

men, in reply to Mr. Caroe's letter in the 2'imcs,

say that they consider that the scheme adopted

—namely, of reinforcement by steel framing, is

the most satisfactory solution of the question.

By it the maximum amount of the old timbers

of the roof will be preserved. Mr. Caroe's

statement is not supported by any detail, nor

is it known how his estimate is arrived at. In

any case, it would practically amount to the

substitution of a new timber roof for the old

one—an entirely undesirable proceeding in the

opinion of the First Commissioner. He sees

no reason, therefore, to change the principle on
which this most important work is now being

conducted.

TIMBER FOR THE WAR OFFICE.—Mr. W.
Young asked the Financial Secretary to the

War Office, on Tuesday, tlie value of the timber
purchased for the War Office up to the present
time by their buying agent, Mr. Montague
Meyer; and whether Mr. Meyer had sold any
wood or timber to the Government from his own
stocks.—Mr. H. Baker: The value of the timber
purchased through Mr. Meyer is approximately
£600,000. I am informed by the Office of Works
that as much of his stock as was suitable for

War Office purposes was taken over at the actual
ascertained cost price.

q»»

The town-planmng committee of the Birming-
ham City Council were engaged on Friday,
under the presidency of Alderman Neville

Chamberlain, in the preparation of a new
scheme of town planning for South - West
Birmingham. The area of land covered by the

scheme is about 9,200 acres, and it forms the
largest scheme yet undertaken in Birmingham.
It applies to all the undeveloped land in Selly

Oak and Northfield Wards, and will connect on
the one side with the scheme now being pre-

pared for South Birmingham, and on the other
side with the Quinfon and Harboime scheme.

An appeal by Messrs. Louis Beyfus, free-

holders of a restaurant at the corner of Old
Complon-street and Wardour-street, against the

Westminster City Council in respect of com-
pensation for the loss of their property, was
down for hearing before Mr. Allan Lawric at

the London Sessions on Friday. The Council
having decided to take a slice off the property
for the purpose of street-widening, it was found
necessary to take the whole of the premises,
although only a part would be thrown into the
thoroughfare. Adjoining premises had been
demolished, and a part of the space added to

the roadway. It was agreed between the parties

that £2,800 should be paid to Messrs. Beyfus,
and the jury returned a formal verdict to this

effect.

O^ur O^to fable.

Proposals in reference to the rebuilding of

Belgium were discussed at a four days' inter-

national conference held at the City Guild-

hall on Thursday, Friday, Saturday, ami
Monday last, under the auspices of the

Garden Cities and Town-PlaTining Associa-

tion. M. Hellepatte, the Belgian Minister of

Agriculture and Public Works, presided, and

among the speakers were Mr. Herbert

Samuel (President of the Local Government
Board), Mr. Ewart G. Cnlpin, Mr. Ebcnczcr
Howard, Mr. Raymond Unwin, Mr. Montagu
Harris, M. J. C. van Spaendonek, Professor

Van Hecke, and Mr. H. R. Aldridge, the

chief topic discussed being the applicability

of English garden-city principles and

methods to Belgian requirements. M. Van
Spaendonek pointed out that the suggestion

for the construction of garden cities in Bel-

gium would lead to no practical result if they

did not take into account that Lotchworth

was constructed for the common good on

what might be called communistic prin-

ciples. In Belgium it would be difficult to

put such communism into practice, for that

country had comparatively few wealthy men

desirous of furthering projects for the public
,

welfare, such as existed in England. The
|

president, in summing up the discussions,
i

said that there were certain broad principles

on which they were all agreed, and he sug-

gested that these should be agreed to in the

form of resolutions. The resolutions, which

were unanimously carried, after expressing

general agreement with the principles of the

Garden Cities and Town-Planning Associa-

tion, recommended that plans in harmony

with those principles should be prepared ot

the towns and villages that have been wholly

or partially destroyed in Belgium ; that re-

commendations should be made with regard

to width ot streets, etc., with a view to

securing hygienic conditions for the inhabit-

ants, and that the distribution of State

graiits should be made subject to the adop-

tion and execution of plans of laying ont,

extension, and improvement.

At a general assembly of Academicians and

Associates, Mr. J. A. Arnesby Brown,

A.R.A., and Mr. Joseph Farquharson,

A.R.A., both landscape-painters, have been

elected Royal Academicians. Mr. Arnesby

Brown, who is a native of Ruddington. Notts,

and studied at the Herkomer School, Bushey.

is in his fiftieth year. He is best known by

his landscapes in East Anglia and Cornwall,

and by his studies of cattle. His work

is hung in the Tate and Guildhall Galleries,

and those of Aberdeen, Brisbane. Liver-

pool, Manchester, Nottingham, Ottawa, and

Preston. It is a dozen years since he was

elected as Associate of the Academy. Mr.

Farquharson's Associateship is of three

years' longer standing, and his works have

been since on the walls at Burlington House

without intermission since 1873. His snow

scenes in the Highlands, both in oils and

water-colours, are widely knowm, and easily

recognised by their fine qualities.

Among the artists who are serving their

country at the front is Mr. Henry Tonks,

assistant professor at the Slade School. Born

in 1862, Mr. Tonks was educated at Clifton

College. Fitting himself for the medical

profession, ho became a Fellow of the Royal

College of Surgeons. Later he resigned tha

practice of medicine and anatomy in favonr

of art. At the Slade he has helped in a

signal and effective way in the development

of prominent artists si'ich as Mr. Augustus

,John and Mr. William Orpen. Now lie has

gone to the front as a surgical dres.ser. Mr.

Oswald Birley, the accomplished portraitist,

has joined tlic Royal Fusiliers; Mr. Gerard

Chowne. anothf r member of the Modern Por-

traitists, who. too. specialises in flowers, the

Artists' Corps; Mr. Keith Henderson, the

Wilts Yeomanry ; Mr. Lotiis Wertier, the

London Scottish ; Mr. C. S. Jagger, who has

twice been in the final competition for the

Rome Scholarship for sculpture, the Artists

Rifles. Then two Royal Academy gold

medallists have done gallant service: Mr.

P. ;E. J. Crisp, who won the blue ribbon for

J
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painting in 1907, was killed while leaving

tho trenches in January, while the architee-

fnral gold medallist of 1913, Mr. D. J.

Chisholm, went to the front with the first

detachment of the London Scottish. Artists

wlio have vohinteered for home defence in-

clude Sir George Frampton, R.A., Mr.

Bertram Mackennal, A.R.A., Mr. Mouat
Loudan, and Mr. Arthur Rackhain, the

inventive illustrator.

Laxton's Price Book (Kelly's Directories,

Ltd., 4s.) has reached its ninety-eighth

edition, and embraces its usual features, all

brought up to date so far as that is possible

under the present disturbed conditions of

prices of materials. Several sections, such

as those on lighting and fireproof construe

tion, are amplified by the addition of fresh

matter, and the notes on cases in the Courts

are. as usual, well selected and summarised.

At a meeting of the Institution of Heating

and Ventilating Engineers, Mr. W. R. Twigg,

in the course of a paper on "Gas Heating."

described a simple means of finding if there

was contamination of the air in the room
by products of combustion escaping under the

cowl. For this purpose a thick glass plate

is chilled in ice. and when the fire has been

burning for some time is held edge towards

it and quite close to the cowl. If any pro-

ducts escape, they condense on the plate. A
permanent recorcl can be obtained by making
a photograph of the shadow of the plate.

Mr. Twigg thinks there has been very great

improvement in gas-fires in this respect, and
lie pointed out the necessity of having a clear

run for the hot gases to the chimney. With
! modern grates the test just described gives

a clean plate.
«*•-

The iron church in Osborne-road, Broadstairs,

is to be replaced by a brick building for 500

persons. The contractor is Mr. J. T. May.

The city council of Carlisle decided the other

day, after nmch discussion, to build a technical

school for the city on a site hereafter to be

selected.

A boys' home is about to be built .it Holly-

brook for the Southampton Board of Guardians.
The contractor is Mr. F. Cawte. of that town,
whose tender was accepted at iil0,870.

The Darlington Rural District Council have
appointed Mr. M. Pallister surveyor to the

council in place of Mr. J. Robinson, resigned,

and Mr. J. Bowron .=anitary inspector in suc-

cession to Mr. Pallister.

At the last meeting of the Gravesend Town
Council the works committee reported that Mr.
Uichavd Saunders, the assistant surveyor, had
tendered his resignation, having been appointed
borough surveyor of Sandveich.

At the last meeting of the rural district

council of Sevenoaks ten tenders were received
for tho erection of cottages at Westerhani, the
highest being £3,988, and the lowest £2,840. It

was remarked that this was about £1,040, or
some £150 a cottage, above the estimate. The
tenders were referred back to the housing
coimnittee.

Mr. W. Shackleton. A.M. Inst. C.E., borough
surveyor of Nelson, has been elected borough
surveyor of Rotherham, in succession to Mr. E.
B. Martin. M.lnst.C.E., the new borough
engineer of Saliord. Under pressure from his
town council, Mr. Shackleton has, however,
agreed to remain at Xelson, at a substantial
advance in salary, and the appointment at

Rotherham is stilf unfilled.

The death occurred at his residence, Seaniore,
Bo'ness, on Friday, of Mr. William Thomson,
J.P., at the age of eighty-eight. He was bom
at Dunipace, Stirlingshire, and began life in the
service of tho Monkland Railway. About fifty
years ago he established the firm of Messrs.
Thomson and Balfour, timber merchants and
sawmillers, at the Links, Bo'ness. Both
partners retired some years ago; but the works
are still carried on by one of Mr. Thomson's
sons.

^
In the House of Lords on Tuesday the follow-

mg among other private Bills vvere read a
second time: Asliington Urban District Council
Bill, Eastern Vallevs (Monmouthshire) Joint
Sewerage Board Bill, Plymouth Corporation
Bill, Rotherham Corporation Bill. Salop Countv
Council Bill. Shelheld Corporation (Tramways')
Bill, South Shields Corporation Bill, Sunderland
Corporation (Wearmouth Bridge) Bill, and
Wolverhampton Corporation Water Bill.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
FBID.11V (To - DAY). — Town PlanniiiLT luatitute.

*' Economies of Town I'lanuinj^ iu
Relation to Land Development," by
George L. Pepler, F.S.I. 8 p.m.
Royal Sanitar.v Institute. Dieciis-

sionB upon *' The Construction of
Sewers," and " Housing from a Sanitar.7
Inspector's Standpoint." School of
Technology, Sackville - street, Man-
chester. 7 p.m.

Saturday (To-mohko^).—Annual Dinner of Clerks of
Works AsBociation. King's Hall,
Holborn Restaurant. p.m.

Monday.—Royal Academ.y. " The Arts and Crafts of
the l''lemish Reuaiseance," b.y Professor
E. S. Prior, M.A., A.R.A. I'p.m.

Victoria and Albert Museum. " West-
minster Abbey," by Banister P.
Fletcher, P.R.I. B. A. -i.sn p.m.

Architectural Association. ''Archi-
tecture of the Present and the Future,"
by A. E. Richardson, F.R.I. B.A. 8 p.m.
Royal Society of Arte. " Motor Fuel,"

Fothergill Lecture No. 2, by Prof.

Vivian B. Lewes. 8 p.m.

Wednesday.—Royal Academ.y. " The Two Eras of
Flemish Sculpture and Painting —
Flanders and Brabant," by Professor
E. S. Prior, M.A., A.R.A. -1 p.m.

St. Paul's Ecclesiological Societ.y.

"Wood Carvings in English Churches."
by G. C. Druce. F.S.A., St. Paul's
Chapter House, E.G. ' 8 p.m.
Royal Society of Arts. " The

Economics of the War," by Dr. W. J.

Ashley. 8 p.m.

Thursday.—British Museum. " Roman Palaces and
Pompeiau Houses," by Banister F.
Fletcher. 4.30 p.m.

Sheffield Societ.y of Architects and
Surveyors. "The Legac.y of Past
Civilisations to Present Culture," by
P. G. Poster.

Friday.—Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's Societ.y.

Discussion on " Cheap Cottages."
8 p.m.

Leicester and Leicestershire Society of
Architects. " The Place of Iron in

Architecture," by Rev. E. I. Fripp.

Mr. Hugh W. Flanagin, B.E., B.A., architect,

2, South Mall, Cork, has been appoinled
Lecturer in Architecture at the Crawford
Municipal School of Art, Cork.

Mrs. Grace Florence Greenwood, wife of Mr.
Benjamin Isaac Greenwood, builder and con-

tractor, Arthur-street, E.C., dieil on Sunday
last at their residence, Coonibe Hollow, Shore-
ham, Kent.

The borough engineer of Bournemouth, Mr.
Lacey, has been instructed to prepare plans for

two groynes, at a cost of .£2.000, to be placed
near the East Cliff lift, and the provision of

bathing-pools is also being considered.

A conversazione was held by the London and
Middlesex Archieological Society at the Bishops-
gate Institute on Tuesday. A lantern lecture
was given by Mr. Allen S. Walker on "The
.\ncient Cities of Belgium and England : a Com-
parison."

Mr. George Calvert, road surveyor for No. 1

district of Aberdeen County, has been appointed
by the Haddingtonshire Western District Com-
mittee road surveyor for the district, in suc-

cession to the late Mr. Thomas Callen, of

Haddington.

Messrs. Baker and E. L. r.utyens, ihe aiclii

t'.cts for Imperial Delhi, wiio arrived in that
city in the last week of December, have gone
into residence near the Public Works Depart-
ment odices at Raisina, and commenced work
on Iniptrial Delhi.

Alderman George Harkus, retired cabinet
maker and upholsterer, of Newcastle-on-Tync.
died on Saturday, aged seventy-four years. He
had been a member of the corporation since

1887. served as sheriff in 1895. and was mayor
of the city in 1898.

Dunfermline School Board have purchased
from Sn- William Robertson Wooer's Alley

House and grounds, in order to utilise the site

for the erection of a central supplementary
school. The purchase price (£2,860) was that

which was paid by Sir William Robertson
several years ago.

At the meeting yesterday (Thursday) after-

noon of the City Corporation, the Improvements
Committee reported that they had acquired
interests in the following properties in Leaden-
hallstreet, needed for the widening now in pro-

gress of that thoroughfare: Sussex public house.

No. 51—sub-leasehold and trade interests £7,000
(amount of claim. £8,680); Nos. 54 and 55—sub-

leasehold and trade interest in ground floor and
biisement £425 (claim. £580), and in first floor

£1,850 (claim, £3,868); Nos. 57 and 58—sub-

leasehold and trade interest in part of ground
and first floors .£9,500 (claim, £17,710).

TRADE NOTES.
Boyle's latest patent "Air-pump" ventilator

has been applied to the Central Council Cookery
Centre, Ipswich.

Mr. Michael A. Moynihan has been appointed
deputy borough surveyor of Dublin.

The Rev. Canon Buckle, of Astley, Worcester,
died suddenly on Friday, aged sixty-one years.
His training a.s an architect was of great service
to him in the position of hon. secretary of the
Church Extension Fund for the Archdeaconry of
Worcester. He was Rural Dean of Worcester,
and Hon. Canon of the Cathedral. For nearly
twenty-one years he had been rector of .\stley,
and during that period had restored the church.

TO CORKESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. .\I1 communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of

the United Kingdom ; for the United States,
i'l Cs. Od. (or Cdols. 30c. gold). To France or Belsjium.
il Gs. Od. (or 33(r. 30c.) To India, i'l Cs. Od. To an.v
of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 Os. od.

,' The special rate to Canada is £1 3s. ]0d.
= 5doIs. snc. for K months, and lis. lld. = 2dols. 90c.
six months. Our Direct Subscription Agents for
Canada are Messrs. Sells, Ltd., 303, Shaughnessy
Buildings, McGill-street, Montreal, who will receive
Subscriptions, £1 3s. lod. per annum, on our account.

'.•Our Direct Subscription Agents for Australia
are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Co., Printers and
Publishers, 19, York Chambers, 105, Liverpool-street,
Sydney, New South Wales; for Japan, Messrs. 2. P.
Maruja and Co.. Ltd., 11-10, Nionbashi Tori
Sanchonic, Tokyo; who will receive Subscriptions at
£1 Cs. i)er annum on our account. Copies of the
paper will be sent by us direct to the subscribers'
addresses.

Cheques and Post-olTice Orders to be made payable
to The Stiiand Newspaper Company. Limited, and
crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-"

nients. Public Companies, and all ofTlcial advertise-
ments is Is. per Une of Eight words, the first line

counting as two, the minimum charge being 5s. for
four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-
cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-
tion Advertisements) is Gd. per line of Eight Wards
(the llrst line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. ilii. for 50 words. Special terms for series
of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

SITUATIONS vacant AND PARTNERSHIPS.

The charge for advertisements for "Situations
Vacant" and "Partnerships" is One Shilling for
Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every eight
words after. All Situation Advertisements must be
prepaid.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

Advertisements not exceeding Thirty Words,
inclusive of name and address, are inserted under
the heading "Situations Wanted," free of charge.

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can bo obtained on
application to the Publisher.

•«• Replies to advertisements can be received at
tho Olllce. Einngham House, 1. Arundel - street.
Strand, W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded
under cover to advertiser, an extra charge of Six-
pence is made. (See Notice at head of "Situations.")

.Advertisements for the current week must reach
the ollice not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-
page advertisements and alterations or stop orders
for serial advertisements must reach the olUce by
Tuesday morning to secure attention.

Received—G. and B.—S. M.W., Ltd.—A. D.andSon.—
G. and Co.. Ltd.—G. A. W. and Son.—K. and Co.. Ltd.
—S. U. D. C—G. P. W.—W. J.. Ltd.—J. and J.—
S. P. Co., Ltd.—H. and G.—J. W.—F. A. Co.. Ltd.—
H. S. Co. Ltd.—J. and T.—R. A. and Co.—J. G —
E. P. A. and Son.—W. and G. P.—F. McN. and Co.,

Ltd.—H. C—T. T.—J. M. and Co.—J. T. and Co., Ltrl.

FiNis.—Yes.

Q. S. A.—Please send.

R. J.—A little outside our sphere.

N.—Sorry, but the sketch is not capable of reproduction,

W. J. J.—The point has not yet arisen in connection
with the Act, and, as we said at the tim?, it was
passed as one with regard to which it is impossible to

predict the view likely to be taken by a judge or jury.

EnrcATioxALiST. — The following illuetrations of

secondary schools have appeared in the Bcii.DiXfi

New s during the last half-dozen years : Blvth, April 21'.

1910 ; Brentwood, April 3, IDU : t'ustleford, August 2",

1909 : Diss, July 2, 1909 ; Peterborough, April 12. 1910 ;

Streatham, August IB, 1013 : Whitby. Dec. 13,1909;
Whitley Bav, Feb, 21, 1911; York, Feb. 18, 1912.
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LATEST PRICES.

9 17 li

8 10

5 17

8 15
9 10

N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our

usual sources of information are in many

cases failing us. Timber quotations we omit

altogether, as published figures differ so

widely that they are, we fear, in many cases

quite unreliable.

IRON.
Per ton. Per ton.

EoUed Steel Joisto, English £8 10 to £8 12 B

Wronght-Iron Girder Plates 8 10 „ 10

Steel Girder Plates 8 17 6

Bar Iron, good Stafla 6 5

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or

SQnare 22

Do., Welsh 6 15

Boiler Platea. Iron— „ „ „
Sooth Staffs S 2 S
Best SnedBhill 9

Angles 10a., Teea 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £8 15b. to £9.

Ditto galvanised , £14 to £15 lOs . per ton

.

Galvanised Corrn' ited Sheet Iron—
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

eauge £13 ...£13 10

Beatditto 13 10 ... 14

Per ton. Per ton.

Caat-Iron Colomna £6 17 6 to £8 10

Caat-Iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8 10

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 6 0,, 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wure 7 5 „ 7 10
Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5

Cast-iron Saah Weights 6 15 „ 6

Cut Floor Brads 10 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 „ —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14B.W.G 14 5 „ —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wure, Galvanised—

BBIOES.
(All prices net.)

First Hara Stocks... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in— . , .. „
_ [river.

delivered
at rly. atn.

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for

Pacings 2 5

Flettons 1 14

Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18

Red Wu-eCntB 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 12

Beat Red Preaeed
Bnabon Facing ... 5

Best Bine Eresaed
StaEfordBhire 3 15

Ditto Bnllnoae 4

Best Stonrbridge
Firebricka 4

2|in. Beat Bed Ac-)
crington Plastic M 10 6

Facing Bricks I

3'h" Aocrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000

Bricks £2 10

S'/a" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6

Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/e in

thickest part 2
3'/8" Chimney Bricka fit for outside work ... 2
3'/8" ditto ditto through and through 2

SVs" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and i" radius Bullnosea ; Stock
patterns ••

, 3

Accrington Air Bricks, » x 2 conrae deep, each

(Net, delivered in

,, ] full truck loada
I in London.

6

Oto8 V
£10 10s. £10 ISa.

10 11

£11 Os. £11 5a.

12 B.W.G
£11 15a. per ton^

Ditto ditto 9" xi conrae.

Accrington Camber Archee :—

3 conrae deep, 4*" soffit, per foot opening..

4 ditto 4^" ditto ditto ditto

ditto 4
ditto 4*

ditto 9"

ditto 9"

ditto 9"

ditto 9'

ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto

13
18
2 1

2 6
2 1

2 11

3 6

4 6

Cast-iron Socket Pipea—

3in. diameter £6 15 to £7 2 6

4in. to6in 6 10 „ 6 12 6

7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 17 6 „ 7 2 6

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra.

turned and bored joints 5a. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lillieahall 80a. Od. to r27a. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 87a. Od. „ 978. Od.

Wronght-Iron Tnbea and Fittings-Diaconnt off

Standard Liata f.o.b. (plua 2i per cent.)—

Gas-Tubea 72S p.c.

Water-Tnbea °°i ••

Steam-Tubes 65 „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 60 ,,

Galvaniaed Water-Tubes 56t ,,

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 50

OTHEB METALS.
Per ton. Per ton.

Lead Water Pipe, Town "£24 Oto —
Country '25 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '25 „ —
Country *2a „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town *26 0„ —
Country '27 0,, —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
ontside Town '23 10 „ —
„ Country '29 10 „ —

Composition Gaa-Pipe. Town ... '27 0,. —
Country *28 u „ —

Lead Soil-pipe (upto4iin.) Town '27 U ..
—

„ Country '28 (J „ —
[Over 4iin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Branda 17 17 6 ,,£18 12 e

Lead Shot, in 281b. baga 24 15
Copper Sbeete.aheathing&roda 84

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 69 10

Tin. English Ingots 16H

Do., Bars 169
Pig Lead, in Icwt. Piga (Town) 18 16 3
Sheet Lead, Town '23 10

Country *24 10
Genuine White Lead 30 5
Refined Red Lead 29
Sheet Zinc 69
Old Lead, againat account IH
Tin perowt. 9 10
Cut nails (per cwt. basia, ordi-
nary brand) 12 9

• For 5 cwt. Iota and upwards.

Net free on rail, or free on boat at wornra.

GLAZED BBIOES,
HABD GLAZES (PER 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Beat.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream. Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colonra. Coloura.

Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, Bnllnoae, and 4}in. Flata
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6

Double Headera—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6

Bplays and Sqninta—
H 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers
6d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnoae, Round Enda, BuUnoae Stopa-
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Anglea-
4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each

MODLDED BRICKS.

Bath Stone, delivered on road £ s. d.

waggons, Paddington Depot per toot cube 1 7i

Ditto, ditto, Nine Elma Depot „ 1 gji

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station „ Oil
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station .. 17}

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 201t. average ;—

Delivered on road waggone
)

Brown White
at Paddington Depot, I Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elma Depot, or i Per loot cube.
Pimlico Wharf ' ... £0 2 3 ... £0 2 4i

TILES.
a. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 ry.an.

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 per doz. „
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 „
Ornamental tiles 52 6 „ ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 per doz. ,,

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000

Ornamental ditto 60 „
Hip tiles 4 per doz. „
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfeota " roofing
tiles : Plain tilea (Peake'a)... 46 per 1000 „

Ornamental ditto 48 6 „ ,,

Hip tilea 3 1(« per doz. „
Valley tilea 3 4* „ „

"Roaemary" brand plain tilea... 48 per 1000 ,,

Ornamental tilea 50 ,, ..

Hip tiles 4 per doz. „
Valley tilea 3 8,. ,,

Staflordahire (Hanley) Beda or
brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000 ,

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz. „
Valley tiles 3 6 „ ,,

Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

aand-faoed 45 per 1009 „
Preaaed 42 6 „ „
Ornamental ditto 47 6 „ ,,

Hip tilea 4 per doz. „
Valley tilea 3 6,, „

OILS.
Rapeaeed,English pale.per tun £28 15 to £29

21 7 6 15 17 6

24 7 6 17 17 6

21 7 6 14 17 6

26 7 6 18 17 6

26 17 6 19 17 6

24 77 6 17 7 6

4d. each

84 10
70 10
17K
17(1

19 2 6

26 15
29
39 10
21
46 ,

42 10 ,

42 10 ,

32 5 ,

35 ,

17 5 ,

30
7

6|
16

19 6
2 11

,

3 2,
3 7

S
5

30
40
21 10
46 10
43
43
33
35 10
19 5
31

8

6

1 10
10

9

in. in. £ B. d. per 1,000 of
Blue Portmadoo ... 20 x 10. . 12 12 6 1.200 at r. stn.

16 , 8. . 6 12 6 ,,

11) . 13 2 6
20 . 12. .13 17 6

'

First quality 20 ,,10. .13 ,,

20 , .12. .13 16 (1 ^j

16 , . 8. , T 6 ,,

Enreka nnfadlng
green 20 ,,10. .15 17 6 ,,

20 , ,12. .18 7 6 ,,

18 ,11). .13 5 ,,

16 , 8. .10 6 ,,

Permanent Green ... 20 .10. . 11 12 6
18 ,10.

, 8.
. 9 12
. 6 12

6
6

•

16

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles— , , „ .

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose. Stretchers, and Headera-

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
MajoUca or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000

Headera - • £22 17 6

„ „ Quoina and Bnllnoae 27 17 b

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricka") Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-

liat for their respective kinda and colours ^ mg 9m.
Camber arch bricka, any kinder colour, by 4*in.

la. 2d. each I by 25m.

Stretchers cut for Cloaera and Nicked Double
Headera, £1 per 1.000 extra.

• Tbeae pricea are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations. a. d. , , ,. j
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, dehvered
Pit Sand 7 „
ThamPS Ballast 6 0,,

a. d. Per ton.

Beat Portland Cement 36 Oto 41 delivered

Ground Blue Liaa Lime 21 per ton dehvered

Exclnaive of charge for sacka.

a. d. B. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacka 27a. Od. per ton at

railway station.

STONE.*

RedMansfleld, In blocks per foot cube £0 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto •

Red CorBehill, ditto
Cloaebnrn Red Freeatone,ditto ,,

Ancaater, ditto ••

Greenshill, ditto ••

Beer, ditto ••

Chilmark, ditto (in truck at

Nine Elms) ••

Hard York, ditto
Do. do. 6in. sawn both aidea,

landings, random sizes per foot sup.

Do. do. Sin. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes •»

• All F.O.B. London.

Ditto, brown
Cottonseed, refined
Olive, Spanish
Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin ...

Ditto, Ceylon
Ditto, Mauritius
Palm, Lagoa
Ditto, Nut Kernel ...

Oleine
Sperm
Lubricating, U.S per gal.

Petroleum, refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel

Ditto, Archangel
Linseed OU _ per gal.

Baltic Oil
Turpentine
Potty (Genuine Linaeed

Oil perowt. 9
Pure Linseed Oil

"Stority " Brand..

GLASS (IN CBATES).
English Sheet Glasa : 15oz. 21oz.

Fourtha -^Jd. ... 5|d.

Thirds 5id. ... bid.

Fluted Sheet 4Jd.

Hartley's English Boiled
Plate 3d.

White.

Figured Boiled and Beponssine... Hi-

VARNISHES, &o. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish •^O 8

Pale Copal Oak .... " }" S

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak n ,n n
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak • lu u

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats <" . , „

churches
[J ,,3 „

Fine Elaatio Carriage a }« n
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage

Y,\n n
Fine Pale Maple nZ n
Finest Pale Durable Copal

V 1 n
Extra Fine French Oil n is o
Eggahell Platting Varnish 7 4 S
White Copal Enamel n il n

5id.

iin.

26oz.
6id.
63d. ,

'/lein.

3id.

32oz,

. 7d.

. Sid,

"
On.

... 4d.

Tinted.
6d.

Extra Pale Paper
Beat Japan Gold Size "
IJ..... UtnnI? Tonan .._ ^Best Black Japan

10
16

9
Oak and Mahogany Stain nan
Brunswick Black n iS n
Berlin Black ^ Jg

"

Knotting n in c
French and Brnah Poliah u lu b

2 3
2 2

1) 2
1 10

n 1 10
1 6

n 1 lOj
2

2 8
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Mr. J. A. Phillips, of St. Mabyn. C°™«'f'''

has been appointed district surveyor to be

Newton Abbot Rural District Council in suc-

cession to Mr. W. Olver, who has been ap-

pointed an assistant county surveyor tor

Cornwall.

Major J. Stewart, an inspector of tho l.of»

Goverament, Board, held n,i inquny at \\' "'•;^''=

yesterday (Thursday) as to an ^Pl^l'f'' >°"
.

""J
the urban district council for sancuon to bouow

works of street-improvement ana

ed

iT.Oie for

sewerage.

The corporation of Pl.vmouth have apviov

the extension of the borough l""i'''<^ ''.^/ ';"

at Blackadon to accommodate «0 add't.onaj

patients, and Messrs. Thornel,y Rooke, ana

Barron, architects, of Plymouth, bave been

instructed to prepare P an;S- The cost of the

extension is estimated at *lou,uuu.

ii
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AVAR AND WEALTH.
In any estimate o£ the effects of the War

hereafter on our own industries we are
bound to take into account the results of

the awful drain on the worWs wealtli now
in progress. We have also to try to form
soino idea of the effect of the social and
political changes that are coming pre-
sently. The last task is probably the more
dilficult one. That changes of vast import-
ance arc imminent is almost certain. The
downfall of German militarism will re-

awaken throughout Europe the aspirations
towards democratic ideals which have been
held in check during the last fifteen years
by the almost fatalistic resignation to the
burden of ever-increasing armaments which
has drained the resources of the Continent,
and, in some measure, those of our Empire.
The precise trend of events no one can
predict. Here at home, let us hope, we may
see an end of the mere vote-catching policy
of our own politicians, and that something
like consistent adherence to professed
principles may raise clear issues, which
may be comprehended and faced by the
electorate. We were told by Mr. Riinci-
man last week to pay no attention to

Socialists just now, and "not to attempt
to bring about the Millennium in the middle
of a great war." That a good deal of

laughter greeted tliat pronouncement is not
surprising in the face of the fact that tlie

Government of which he is a memlser has.
during the past six months, advanced
further along the road to State Socialism
than its most convinced adherents would

I
have deemed possible this time last year.

I

We have, for the time, nationalised the

I

railways, saved the banks, created a sugar
monopoly, endowed the Board of Trade

I

with powers to seize supplies, saved the
shipowners by a State risks insuiance
oflice, financed one particular great in-

i
dustry—that for the iiroductiou of dyes

—

I
and h.-ive done other things which will

j

astonish a good many people when by-.ind-

i
by they get; to know about tbein. AVe are

. neither condemning nor approving any of
I these things. We are simply asserting

that the State, in the face, we freely admit,
I

o! a great emergency, has. without any
such endorsement of its conduct as a
general election could give, launched out
on a course of action which - take oui- word
for it— others affected by bimilar great
emergencies will emphaticallv demand
shall be f.,lluweil. if by majoritirs .if votes
they can make it appear that it is im-
peratively necessary. None .if the things
which are being done could have been
attempted by a poor country. Can similar
demands be conceded by-and-by in like
fashion if the means are not forthcoming,
or only forthcoming at the expense of

certain sections of the poimlation ; and, if

not, will revolution, peaceful or otherwise,
follow ?

No one can tell. But one can estimate
with some degree nf certainty what the re-
sources of the nation are likely to bo in
the years immediately following peace. As
Jfr. Hirst, the editor of the Kcoiiamist.
reminded the bankers of Manchester last
Friday, the iiheiiomenal decrease of our
commerce by about one-third would long
ere tliis have entailed a vast deal of un-
employment, but for the exigencies brought
about by the development of our military
policy, which it is evident was utterly uii-

foreseen by this Government. It was
meant and hoped that this should be a
Naval war, as far as we were concerned.
That is evident—if anyone really doubted
it before—from the letters which have
passed between King George and the
French President at the last moment
before peace was broken, and which were
held back from publication till last week.
The call to arms of first half a million, then
a million, and, lastly, three millions of
men, practically ended unemployment.
The resulting industrial prosperity is, of
course, only a temporary and fictitious one.
The really remunerative industries have
only partly shared it. The machinery and
metals industries, and- the clothing trades
have been taxed to the utmost energies of

capital and labour. Most of tho ex-

penditure can never be recouped. To meet
it we are pawning the wealth of this

generation and that of generations to come.
The world is fast becoming one vast war-
machine. AVhero is the money or tlie

credit coining from to set the machine at

profitable work again.̂ Only from per-

manently increased taxation and tho com-
pulsory observance of a frugality to which
all classes have long been strangers. Pre-

sently, when the rush of war-work is over,

and tho dismissed peace workers and the

returned soldiers swell the ranks of tho iin-

emploved. bow is llie di-content to Ik?

iiu'vd •

-Mr. Hirst, whom we quoted before, made
a rough attempt to estimate the position of

tho belligerents in regard to debt, on tlie

extravagantly iiopeful hypothesis flint

peace would be declared at the end of 111 is

month. Hi=^ ligures were :
-

Ilelit. TvrPF* of Total
(Hd. New. revenue, df.-bt.

f t i £
lilil pluh 312 — ... !);3

. I.31."i „ :W3 plus .VI ... I,72S
vuo ,, .',20 ,, .VI ... 1,460
Jl" 520 „ .V) ... 910
l:Mi ,jfi3 __ 50 ... 953
.;« .. 28 „ i ... .56

148 ,. 26 „ — . . irt

(ilTMt Ul.

KraiH'"'

Rufefti;,

Germaii.v
Austria
Ser\ ia ..

IJelgium

The figures for Servia and Belgium were
guesswork. The figures for the belligerents

were, he thought, within the mark. If the
war lasted till the end of the year he esti-

mated tho cost to the belligerents ;is

follows : —Great Britain, 1,.3S7 millions;
France, 2, 2.53 millions; Russia, l.'J.Su

millions; Germany, p.j.^.T millions;
Austria, 1,373 millions.

Wo are to "capture German trade," ami
recoup our loss that way, say some. But
we are all destroying or impoverishing each
others' customers. A few are taking
substantial toll from the rest of us on the
war expenditure

; every week instances tho
collapse of others. If tho war ends soon
there may be a short-lived boom in some
industries

; but it will be long before the
general depression ends, and during that
period labour will bo clamouring lor
employment, capital will be scarce, prices
of all necessities will be low, and rates of
interest high. Is this Government, or any
Government that succeeds it, going to
content itself with a policy of lahscz friiir.

satisfying itself with the repression of dis-

content, or will it face emergencies as they
arise in some such fashion as it has faced
those created by tho war?
We are going to lend a combination of

dye-makers a million. That is bounty—
which all Free Traders have denounced

—

except tho cocoa - makers. Dyes are
essential to the trade in fabrics; whether
aniline dyes are more indispensable than
others some, perhaps, may dcnibt ' Wp
hope, anyhow, the experiment iii.-iv

succeed, and that the Government will

protect the interests of all concerned. But
are other greater industries to be left to

struggle through the bad time unhelped
and unencouraged ? Agriculture is the first

of these. Our own great group of in-

dustries conies second. Tho higher and
more comjilete development of each, the
more remunerative aro they to those
directly concerned, and indirectly to all.

There are others of relative importance:
but llie |irimary nceils of ;ill aro good food
and good bousing, and the due sliaie

thereof by all who contribute tn tloir

production.
Our own trades have been hit badly by

tho War. When it began, the workmen
surrenderee! to tho London employers, and
closed tho lock-out. Since then there have
been no trade developments to justify a
ilemand for higher wages. With the
jMissible e.xi'eptious of joiners eiiiployeil in

llio sliipliuilding yards, and house-joiners
eng.iged in iiiakiiiL.' huts fnr tln' new armies,
no nieiiiliers if tbo Iniildiiig trade orgaiiis-i-

tioiis have gained any industrial advant.ige
from the war boom. These exceptions nro
not sufficiently inifiortant to influence the
rest of tho labour occupied in the buil<Iing

industries, with regard to which there is
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neither a disposition to demand higliev
wages, Jior a state of trade which would
justify it. AVe have said several times
lately that in no industry ought there to
be better prospects when peace comes. The
shortage of houses all over the kingdom is
admitted by all. Surely something can be
done to attract legitimate private enter-
prise to meet that need, and to supplement
this by State and municipal aid when
necessary? One patriotic landowner, as
we mentioned a week or two ago, offered
every recruit in his district a freehold site
to build a house on. Has the State no
similar encouragement to offer those who
are defending homes that many of them
have never known ?

One last word. There is no short and
easy road to escape from the comparative
national poverty we are drifting to. Trade
and commerce, we suppose, must still be
our stand-by, evident as it is that London
has lost a great deal of its business as the
centre of the world's exchanges. Much
of that has gone to New York, Amsterdam,
and Copenhagen. Whether the "bill on
London" will recover its old position wo
do not know. But we contend that every
man .and every industry whicli contributes
most effectively to the accumulation of
solid wealth here at home, helps best to
establish security and confidence, which
are the lifeblood of legitimate commerce.
And every endeavour to attract the laliour
of tho country to the healthful occupations
of agriculture, and the jileasurable avoca-
tions of the arts, will do more to insure
adequate sustenance to the workers, and to
lift them out of tho monotony of the
drudgery of the work which induces dissi-
pation and trivial recreations as the relief
therefrom, than all the politicians who
spread their nets simply to catch votes. It is
a possibility, to say the least, that any one
of us who will do something individually to
snatch one worker from the comparatively
menial tasks of the mere "hands" and
enroll him in the ranks of the trained crafts-
men, the servants of science, and the intel-
ligent stewards of the bounties of nature,
will do more to develop real patriotism
and insure content than all the political
nostrum-mongers. It is not even an im-
possibility that an electorate of such
workers might ere long send their repre-
sentatives to the council of the Nation able
and resolved to enlighten mere partisans
and place-seekers as to its real needs and
ilu' legitimate means of advancing them.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
The monthly meeting of the Architectural

Association was held on Monday evening at
18, Tuftoii-street, Westminster, Mr.

° H
Austen Hall, F.R.I.B.A., Acting President
in tlic chair. Mr. H. M. Fletcher, Hon.
.Secretary, ijiuionneed that the ordinary
meeting arranged for Mondav, March 22, had
been postponed to Tumdai/, Mareh 30, as Mr.
Hillaire Belloe found liiinseU unable to b^
present on the former date. Mr. Belloe's
paper, to be road on March .30. was entitled
" The Cliangos in the Conception of Artificinl
I'crnianont nelcnces, including those indi-
cated by the Pre,s<'nt Campaign,'' and would
be illustrated by lantern-slides.

ELECTION OP OFFICERS AND COUNCIL.
'I'lie Acting President announced that as no

further nominations had been received, the
Council's -liouse list" of nominations of
officers and Council for the ensuing session,
must be declared to have been unanimously
elected. The members elected were .-is

follows: President, Mr. H. Austen Hall'
Viee-Presidents, Mr. Stanley Hanip niid Mr'
I'". Winton Newman ; Hon. Treasurer, Mr. V..

Stanley Hall; Hon. Secretarv, Mr. H. m!
Fletcher; Hon. Editor " A.A. Journal." Mr!
F. C. EcTcn; Hon. Librarian. Mr. V. T.
Hodgson; (.)rdinary Members of Council,
Past-President. Mr. Maurice E. Webb

Messrs. C. C. Brewer, H. Farquharson,
Ralph Knott, A. G. R. Mackenzie, E. Brant-
wood Manfe, W. G. Newton, W. J. Palmer-
Jones, J. Alan Slater, T. Tyrwhitt, and
Philip E. Webb.
Mr. A. E. Richardson, F.R.I.B.A., read

the following paper on
THE AKCHITECTURAL SPIRIT OF THE ACE.
Few things reveal the character of nations

in a truer light than the circumstance of war.
For the contrast to normal conditions throws
into strong relief the temperament of a
people, and demands an introspective mood.
Sueli a time is the present; the leading
nations are gripped in the throes of a titanic
struggle; henceforth the whole complexion of
things will be changed, and the outlook of
individuals and nations will broaden to a
deeper understanding of life. War is bene-
ficial to a nation ; it invariably brings a
chastening spirit which finds its most cogent
expression in architecture. This is the text
of my paper ; the sermon and the rhetorical
flourishes will follow. The audience I desire
to reach consists of two parts: of those young
architects to whom the future of English
arcliiteeture will be entrusted, and of that
portion of the intelligent public wdio are in
a position to exercise patronage and apprecia-
tion. I shall endeavour to express the truths
I have gleaned from a study of modern archi-
tecture, and to indicate sources of inspira-
tion which, although familiarly known, are
not appraised at their true value. It is

essential that we, as English architects,
should emancipate ourselves from the cloying
inllneiice of insular apathy, enjoy an enlarged
vision of architectural achievement in other
countries, and to profit by the experience.
The travelled section of the public has a dis-
interested view of modern architecture, and,
therefore, is in a position to voice its likes
and dislikes. It is, notwithstanding, be-
wildered by the jargon of opposing schools;
it cheers to the echo newspaper controversy
and endeavours to believe in the latest resus-
citation of some threadbare style. In despair
it turns to pure reproduction and continues
to live in buildings of familiar aspect. But
all the time there is a sense of keen dis-
appointment that the new building does not
equal the old work either in spaciousness or
simplicity, and, despite the expense, doos not
approach the excellence of some dimly-
remembered foreign structure. Recent
years, liowever, have witnessed remarkable
earnestness among the younger members of
the profession, and we have seen the develop-
ment of architectural schools whose work
sufficiently testifies to the .serious purpose of
the students. This is a sign auguring w-ell for
the future; its immediate results are dis-
cernible ill the streets of our cities. From
the foregoing it is reasonable to argue that
the future development of architecture in this
country on academic lines is dependable on
two primary factors. First,

THE EDUCATION OF ARCHITECTS.
This must be consistently undertaken to fit

them for the position of arbiters of taste.
They will then be the better equipped to
guide the public, and above the temptation of
pandering to the passing fashirni. Secondly,
the public must be encouraged to an under-
standing of what organic architecture means,
and weaned from the lures of the house
decorator and the furniture dealer. The 18th
century affords an instance of the attitude
of patrons and areliitects. In the early
period the patrons educated the areliitects
and directed the mode ; the latter, however,
were not content to be exploited, and towards
the second half of the century the director-
ship had passed almost entirely to the archi-
tects, although it should be borne in mind
that in tho.se days the cultivated patron was
usually a man of taste and in a poisition to
advance sound theories for the artists to
accept. To-day there is little, if any. co-
operation between patron and artist : hence
the lack of confidence, the warring of
opinions, and the numberless innovations, all

of which arc against the theory of the art.
'J'he 191h century was. in the main, a period
of experiment, during which the strength of
the Classic tradition as developed from the
Italian Renaissance, was proved. I do not

refer to the tradition in Great Britain, which
is purely local, but to the broader acceptance
of the Classic spirit and its manifestations
on the Continent and in America. This is

the subject for which I make my appeal.
From an architectural standpoint the Classic
spirit is what we are all striving for; it

implies a disinterested search for the ideal

;

it means the delight in reticence and per-
fection ; moreover, it is the reverence for
permanence and continuity. It demands of

a work of architecture, not that it should be
clever and original, but that it should be
grand and noble. It forswears loose in-

dividuality and hysterical emotion, and seeks
to express trained individuality and re-

strained feeling. The Classic spirit is ani-
mating and real; it continually looks for the
intrinsic, and will not countenance the
casual. It is akin to the monumental and the
eternal and rejects the instantaneous, how-
ever brilliant. It is indivisible from tra-

dition, in which it is steeped and revels.

When the Classic spirit inheres in a work
of architecture it forces one subjectively to
recall the whole atmosphere of beauty be-
longing to the works of antiquity ; it brings to

the mind visions of form and composition,
faintly remembered, and we discern the old
truths appearing anew as the chief attributes,
of the building we are studying. A clear in-

terpretation of the Classic spirit means a
return to the sheer joyousness of living; it

does not mean that we are to deny eitlier

originality or personality to our architecture ;

these are among the essentials, they are in-

evitable, and are encouraged by the con-
ditions of the problem. But we should en-
deavour- that our new buildings, in all the
dignity of their truth, present anew the old
spirit, seen from a modern standpoint, and
adjusted to our own age. The eclectic ten-
dencies of the last century, which were
directed to the exploitation of historical
motifs, are now undergoing a further ex-
tension, owing to the advance of our point
of view. Formerly it was the practice to

adhere to certain recognised sources of in-

spiration, such as Greek, Roman, and
Italian, witli a friendly eye on contemporary
France. Parallel to this procedure there
rapidly developed a tendency to resuscitate
the picturesque and romantic buildings of

our insular history, culminating in a series of

indecisive revivals. We are just recovering
from this outburst of misapplied activity,

and although in amateur quarters opposition
is offered, the neo-Classic tradition of three '

hundred years will prove the basis for further
development. The attitude we shall in future
adopt towards the antique will be akin to the
use of a touchstone—we shall measure our
achievements by the relics of antiquity, but
we shall never again make the mistake of

pedantry. It should be borne in mind that
the native tradition is not strong enough of

itself to be expanded continuously; it needs
to be constantly augmented and fostered by
tlie fusion of fresh ideas. Native and local

traditions, uotwithstnding their brilliancy,

need careful tending ; there is a limit to their

traditions, notwithstanding their brilliancy,

inevitably end in a species of cul de sac. If

our attitude towards the Classic spirit is

broad enough our position is strengthened,
for we can look upon all styles, from
Egyptian to Italian, as members of one
family, and for the sake of argument we can
iiulnde Hindoo and Chinese. The exploita-
tion of any one of these styles would be >

dangerous, but modern investigation has
proved how llndted are the moves governing ;

composition and how immutable are the laws
of design ; this allows of the study of form,
irrespective of history. The Classic ideal,

as I wish to present it, has little in common
with the usually accepted idea of the :

" Classic School " either of the Renaissance '

or of to-day. It is Greek in its modernity,
Roman in its breadth; it holds all the charm
of Italy, and the mystery and colour of the

Orient. Its purpose is to add stone by stone
to the pyramid of tradition, but it does not

seek to overthrow the structure.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF ARCHITECTURE.
I now come to the main object of my paper,

which is to explain the theory of modern
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architecture, and to liint vaguely at future

developments, signs of wliich are already in

evidence. It is not my purpose to deal ex-

tensively with recent English work; a better

picture of that subject can be obtained by
comparing it with the notable buildings

recently erected on the Continent and in

America. My interpretation of the term
"Modern Architecture" is>a wide one; it

embraces the last two centuries of building

evolution, and includes structures from
Petrograd to Gibraltar, from America to

Japan. This course of action enables me to

illustrate the tremendous impulses at work
shaping the architecture of to-day and
destined to influence the work of the future.

To prove, on the one hand, that dcvelop?nent
in design is gradual and depends entirely on
the work which has preceded it, and, further,

to sliow how every departure from the
sensible and usually accepted leads to mean
ingless caricature. The iniquitous example
of competitions, together with the apathy and
carelessness of many architects wlio do not
take their profession seriously, accounts in

a measure for tlie tricky originality and affec-

tation which disfigure English work of to-

day. To rightly estimate the future develop-
ment of architecture, except through the
media of current events, is a task for the
Ifedcs and Persians; it is only possible to
conjecture what may be reasonably expected
from the best activities of the present time.
The progress of architecture reveals the in-

tellectual stamina of a people in a way that
nothing else docs; but there is every indica-
tion that the esoteric art is at last assuming
an international character, is tending towards
academic principles, and the banishment of
provincialities from design. In time there
will ensue a universal building language
understood by all the nations; it implies tlie

realisation of the Classic spirit. In England
at present we are desperately lagging in the
track of other countries ; this is not a lamen-
tation— it is the truth. We are outclassed
by the French in their handling of plan and
traffic problems, and we are jealous of our
American cousins. Our own tradition is little

understood and falsely rendered, for realis-
ing that the spirit of the tradition alone needs
consideration, and not, in the lust for
originality, a mad caricaturing of its finest

models.

THK TRUE MEANING OF MODERNITV.

We are on the point of broadening our
artistic horizon to the true meaning of
modernity and to study the Classic master-
pieces of every country ; no longer are wc
passionate to revive historical expressions,
but fired with the greater ambition to emu-
late and excel those masterpieces that have
aroused our cupidity. It is at last realised

I
that tlio romantic and picturesque are not

j

the sole attrihuesof architectural expression
;

I that laws of form, composition, character,
and propriety must be given full considera-
tion. The Babylonian confusion of the past
years is clearing, and a way out of the archi-
tectural maze is shown by the old Classic
truths; we have advanced to-day in our
critical powers, if not in attainment. It is

necessary, to approach the problem of design
from the Classic standpoint, in the full
acceptance of that euphonious term, to view
varying conditions of building with that
distant attachment which alone produces
noble architecture ; to reason and apportion
plans and elevations in sympaflictic con-
sonance, to refuse meretricious and popular
movements in favour of the academic, and
to elevate intellectual architecture in the
public estimation. The possibilities of future
development likely to arise from an observ-
iinee of this theory are illimitable. We must
not take too much account of the ennvonient
signposts raised Ijy litterateurs who divide
art liistory into phases and groups, and
attempt to influence public opinion in a per-
sonal way; but we must regard the whole
Classic field as offering models; then we
sliall understand the syinbols of our own time
and adjust them to specified requirements.
Foreigners attribute our weak attitude to-
wards art to the fact that we do not possess
fi Ministry of Fine Art. owing to the re-
luctance of our rulers, as well as physical

insensibility and the sordid nature of our
commercial habit. Many opine that the Pro-
testant religion is the cause; the failing

exists in our inaccessibility lo foreign ideas
of form and composition. Jt is my firm con-
viction that tlie spirit of the age, in so far

as architecture is concerned, is to be found
in the world's architecture of the .last two
centuries. This period contains the impulses
which are moving us to-day. True, during
this time many experiments were attempted,
but these we can afford to pass by ; the real
achievements alone concern us. If we study
our own Classic tradition, from Inigo Jones
to Cockerell, we are surprised at the up-to-
date character of the best works, and we are
snlfioiently conversant with the rules to con-
tinue the sequence; this procedure, however,
is not entirely satisfactory. We must refer
to the French school, particularly to those
works of the 18th and I9th centuries, from
Slansart to Pascal, and the comparison will

prove our shortcomings. We must explore
the cities and towns of Italy for the build-
ings of the same period, particularly Turin,
Naples, and Rome. I could name a host of
Italian architects wlio.se works should be
studied; but those of Maderno, Niccolini,
and Sacchoni arc comprehensive. Likewise,
the work of the Austrian arcliitects in the
cities of the Trentino, for example, Kobile,
Ferstel, Pertsch, and Molari at Trieste, and
Von Hansen at Vienna, and others at Buda
Pcsth. The modern architecture of Spain
has never been clearly explained. The mag-
nificent buildings at Petrograd and Moscow,
legacies of the Napoleonic regime, are un-
known to the majority. Even modern
Greece and the cities of the Balkan States
hold good motifs. And then we have the
example of America, with its wealth of
modern architecture and tlie passionate ob-
session of its leading architects for scholarly
work. Finally, I must add

A WORD FOR GERM.iNV,

not ill favour of the modern hobgoblin, piekel-

hauben manner, which to my view appears as

the play of vulgar children, and in its coarse-
ness shows the brutal influence of the
military spirit; but to German architecture
of seventy years ago, when the French in-

fluence was in the ascendant. I need only
mention the names of Langhans, Schinkel,
Leo van Klenze, and Chateauneuf to con-
vince you of what Germany has lost. We are
in a position to-day to refer to, and appre-
ciate at tlieir proper value, the great folio

volumes of the 19th century : the compilations
of Durand, Krafft, and Ransonette, Thiollet,

Letarouilly, Haudebourt, Rossini, Isabelle,

Caiiina, and others. These books form the

chief treasures in the libraries of such men
as Cockerell and Barry, and McKim was well

versed in their use. Such splendid guides to

the theory of architecture should prevent us

from following the fatal lure of individualism,

and their study should promote consistent

sequence. It should also be remembered that

an individual architect can do little to work
a change ; styles of building have been the

work of centuries, the produce of nations,

and the influence of a single mind can do
little to alter the trend of events. I must
warn young architects of the fetish of crafts-

manship, which has been worshipped to

excess ; also of the doctrines of many who
hold the creed that design is the outcome of

construction, and forget thai the reverse

is the case; conception of the whole inevit-

ably precedes tlie construction of parts, the

latter function being entirely secondary.

There is, of course, some overlapping in the

application of this theory, but it is recog-

nised that conception snbonlinates all other

considerations. 'There are two other items

to be thought of - namely, adventitious

originality and the practice of innovating

(U'tail. Both evils are found in contemporary

English architecture: one consists of a

passion for extraordinary composition of

masses, and the other, a lesser evil, is the

desire to evolve new suites of mouldings.

Botli methods arc complex and false and
cnllectivelv result in a species of art Classic

which in effect is the worst legacy of L'Art

Nouveau. Then we have tho commercial

school, noted for its ability to understand

architectural character. The coteries who
form this school are content to filch any
features which are in the fashion, and to
display their crustacean trophies without
regard to convenience or beauty. I have ex-
pounded my idea of the term " ilodern Archi-
tecture." I have referred you to the antique
for beauty of conception, technique, and
detail ; to the Italian Renaissance for pure
form, to the French for modem planning
and composition, to the English tradition for
reticence, to .\merica for breadth of outlook
and enterprise, to modern Italy for vigour,
and to Germany for frightfulness. By means
of tlie lantern-slides I hope to qualify mv
arguments, and the following synopsis will
show the line I intend to take. Wc shall
view some important buildings of the
English tradition, followed by the parallel
development in America. Then we must
discuss some notable examples of the French
tradition in France and other countries. I

shall touch lightly on one of the finest
buildings in Naples. If there were time to
pursue the subject we could undertake a
world tour. My object will be to .show that
the modern domestic school needs chastening
if it is to compete with the highest examples
of the Georgian period in England and the
Colonial in America, and thaf convenience,
spaciousness, and simplicity are of more im-
portance than pretty effects'. From the monu-
mental architecture of France and America
you will deduce opinions concerning similar
work in the British Empire. The whole of
my remarks can be summed up in this quota-
tion from one of Professor Cockerell's
Academy lectures, given in the "forties":

The studies of the beauties and defects of celeljrnteil
buildings should be the aim ot the scholarly architec-t

:

this was the coutinuatiou of theory and led to that
knowledfje of form and combiuatiou which makes the
accomplished architect. The importance ot this con-
firmation of theory was admitted by every practical
architect. No man invented an order or a series of
mouldings : these he accepts from the greatest and most
reputed masters' works who have preceded him ; he
stores designs, books, and portfolios, and prides him-
self, like the lawyers, on his precedents and authorities.
Absolute inventiuu he never proposes to himself for a
moment, but by a largo study of history and examples
he is enabled to detect the petty prejudices of schools, to
emancipate himself from the trammels of nationality
and fashion, and to regard the works of all times anil
countries as subject to his own use so far as thcr may bo
conformable to strength, convenience, and beauty.

I am not a prophet or a magician, and I

cannot lift the veil to show future archi-
tecture. I am, nevertheless, firmly assured
that the buildings I intend to bring before
you to-night contain the secret of the future.
The lecturer then exhibited and gave a

running eommentary and incisive criticism
upon the principal Classic buildings of the
18th and early 19th centuries in England, the
United States, and France, closing with a
theatre in Naples, these being shown as
lantern-slides on the screen.

Sir .John J. Burnet, R.S.A., in proposing
a vote of thanks to the lecturer, observed that
they had been eharined with his diction and
his illuminating cursory observations on
the slides shown ; but he seemed to Inue been
more severe on contemporary English work
than was quite prudent. He had illustrated

in his address and the accompanying views
the tlieorj- that architecture, no matter in

what character or at what time it was prac-
tised, achieved its greatest successes when it

was the expression of the application of a

cultureil mind to the elucidation of the
problems of the moment. They had seen
that an engineer, a lawyer, or carpenter
who applied himself sensibly and intelligently

to meet the requirements of the building de-

manded evolved iii each age an edifice which
was pronounced a successful architectural
work, which stood the lest of time. In recent
years lie had too often heard the admonition
to students that drawing should be the first

consideration ; but there was a grave risk

that while the designer applied himself to

skilful draughtsmanship the real problem

—

tliat of producing good architecture —might
elude him. Our public buildings were too

much illustrations in actual materials of the

original drawings. The stnd.^nt's duty was In

become master of the craft of architecture;

it would take him years to cultivate his

powers as an artist, and. he could not go a

better way to work than to follow Mr.
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KiL'hardsoirs suggestion and contemplate,
loinpare. and criticise the masterpieces of tlie

past. Like the young painter, the archi-
tectural student should aim at understanding
the spirit which animated the great works of
other generations, rather than the mere
details, and should then seek to apply that
spirit to the everyday problems of the work
which came before him. Style, and not the
Styles, should be the* purpose of his study.
The teacher would best help the arcliitectural
student by putting fine things before him ar.d
urging him tu develop his own reasoning and
analytical powers. The student must have
an intimate knowledge of construction and
of sanitary requirements ; but he need not be,
and he could not be, a skilled craftsman.
There is too much for the architect to learn
in his profession to allow him to pose as a
master of every craft; but an intimate know-
ledge of construction will enable him to select
his craftsmen, to develop in the material the
inward thought which animates the design.
If this were done we should see triumphs of
design put into execution never yet rivalled.
At no time was the architect better able to
indicate what he wanted, and at no time were
men more ready to execute his wishes, and it

lay with the architect to initial.' great
schemes for future works.
Mr. Arthur Strattoii seconded the motion.

Mr. Richardson'.s address had been eluci-
dative, suggestive, inspiring ; but they lost
sight of certain aspects of construction which
ever governed architecture. He had de-
nounced the fetish of craftsmanship

; but his
examples held up for admiration were the
works of giants in design, and not all archi-
tects were giants. It was well that they
should have high ideals of Classic design set
before them. He had praised the 18th-century
English tradition, as developed by American
architects in their so-called Colonial style

;

but there was no reason why our architects
should not develop the tradition of Wood of
Bath in our own national way. We do not
want a cosmopolitan treatment of design.
Mr. Ronald P. Jones said the development

of American architecture did not result so
nnicli from a study of Colonial work as from
efforts to respond to the public demand.
There was an intense interest taken in archi-
tecture by laymen in the United States, as
shown by the purchase of architectural books
and journals and a willingness to discuss
questions of style which was not paralleled
in this country. This created a civic pride in,
and a desire for, monumental buildings in the
city halls, libraries, museums, and even the
railway stations, as, for example, in the
palatial treatment of the Pennsylvania Rail-
way terminus in New York,
The Acting President, in putting the vote

of thanks, which was carried by acclamation,
remarked that an outstanding point in the
excellent paper read by one whose works and
books they all k]iew and admired, was the
difference between loose and trained in-
dividuality. It was necessary, as Sir .John
Burnet had said, for the architect to bring
a cultured mind to bear on the problems of
the day; but Mr, Ronald Jones had further
suggested that it needed a cultured public
to demand vigorous architecture. Perhaps
it lay with the Royal Institute of British
-Architects to influence, stimulate, and edu-
cate the public, and with the Association to
train young men to produce work of tlic

highest class.

In his brief reply. Mr. Richardson said
English ai-chitecture was so strong and
virile that it would never be submerged by
cosniopolitanism. The Association was doing
admirable work in the training of young
architects, under the able tuition of Mr.
Atkinson as master.

-9*^ .

The town council of Kiddenninster have, after
much diai'ussicin, dccidiMl to ciirry out a scheme
(if roadniaking in the Mreas rei'onll.v Mdiled in
the borough, at an eslim;iled ro.st nf tl2.0IIO.

The urban district council ol l.cek li.ive
received the sanction of the Local fiovernnicnl
Hoard to lonns of £1,030 for the purchase of
land for extension of gasworks, .£2.4.5.5 for the
construction of new streets, £410 for the tior-
chaBft of land for allotment purposes, and £3 660
for the l:\yin<,' out of Brough Park,

THE REPORT (JF THE LAND INQUIRY
COMMITTEE: RATING.*

By E. H. N. Ryde (Professional Associate).

The present .system of rating is based on
the annual value of land and buildings in

their existing condition and as put to their

actual use; or, to use an oft-quoted phrase,
"Rebus sic stantibus." This principle was
established by the Statute 43 Eliz. c. 2,

commonly referred to as the Statute of Eliza-

beth. It is unnecessary for me to labour the
history of the system to-night, but the greater
part of the first eight chapters of Part IV.
of the Committee's Report criticises that
principle. In my opinion, however, the prin-

ciple is the fairest, although I do not think
it is perfect. On reading the Report, one
is led to ask the question : Does the Com-
mittee agree that the principle of ability to

pay should govern the amount of a man's
local taxes? I feel quite sure that, even if

the present system fails, occasionally, in this

respect, the basis afforded by the capital

value of property for any purpose would fail

to a far greater extent. The principle in-

volved in the taxation of site values is fun-

damentally different to the old system of
annual value. I have read the Report, and
I do not think that the Committee recom-
mends taxes on site value as a substitution
for rates on annual value, because it thinks
that the principle of ability to pay should
be adhered to. A different reason is urged
for these taxes :

" the aim of rating site values
is to achieve a certain economic result

—

namely, the putting of land to a better use."
But I do not think that taxes should be im-
posed for this object, however praiseworthy
such an object may appear to be on paper,
if, in attaining it, large classes of property
owners are going to be unjustly penalised.
For (again quoting the Report) " We have to

consider the problem from the point of view
of an old community, where a different kind
of rating system has been in existence for

centuries, and where land has been bought
and sold for generations upon the assump-
tion that rating was to be based upon the
composite hereditament, and not upon the
site value." This difficulty lies at the root
of any proposal to alter our rating system,
and it is a very serious one. Land may be
divided into three classes—namely;

(a) Fully developed

:

(B) Under-developed; anil

(c) Undeveloped.

Ill Class (a), where land is fully developed,
the capital value is merely the capitalised
equivalent of the annual value. Rating on
capital value or on annual value would give

the same result, and, therefore, the pro-
posed change is not needed, as the object
aimed at and described above is already
achieved. If the site-value tax were likened
unto a medicine for the cure of a definite '11,

to apply that tax to this class of land would
be similar to giving tlie medicine to a person
who has long since recovered from the illness

which the medicine is intended to cure.

Turning to land included in Classes (u) and
(c), I think a great deal of hardship will be
suffered, and I should like you to consider
briefly certain actual cases. I think that such
a city as Oxford provided a suitable example.
Tliere the district \aluer has had to assume
that the buildings, etc., of each particular
college (in turn) are removed, and that the
other colleges—the University and the City

—

would remain as they now stand. A very
large number of these sites are inalienable,
because they have been granted by ancient
charters which have made thein so. The
words " pro ipsorum mora et inhabitatione in

perpetuuin " occur in one which I have
recently seen, and tile warden and scholars
and their successors of that college are to

liold that land for their own dwelling and
habitation for ever. In addition to this dis-

ability to part with the sites, the value of the
individual sites, for purposes other than
those to which they are devoted, is often very
greatly in excess of the value for the par-
ticular purposes to which they have to be

• Read at the Ordiuiiry General Meeting of tlic .Snr

vfvoi'H' Institutiuu, held un Monday, Febrimry 2:i, lul.j,

Anttthor paper was read bj' Mr. Isaac Dixon, F.S.I,
whicb we Bball pive next week.

put. This has been admitted by everybody
who has ever had anything to do with local

assessments in Oxford and Cambridge, iu-

cluding the late Recorder of Oxford (the

Right Hon. Alfred Lyltelton), and the
present Recorder of Cambridge (Mr. J. F.

P. Rawlinson). But, for the reason given
above, the colleges cannot realise that ad-

ditional value. Apart, too, from the question
of the inalienability of the site, the ad-

ditional value could only be realised by the

demolition of some of the most historically

renowned and beautiful buildings in Eng-
land. Again, some of the wealthiest colleges

possess the least valuable sites, and the

poorest college possesses one of the most
valuable; so that I have arrived at the con-

clusion tliat, for this class of under-
developed land there is no equity in the

punitive taxes proposed by the Committee.
There is another case of under-developed land

which I will quote, because I think it is one
of a numerous class. There is a modern
private dwelling-house named "Belmont,"
situated between Wimbledon and Putney,
facing one of the prettiest parts of Wimble-
don Common. The house, with about five

acres of land, was assessed at £830 rateable

value. The cost of erecting the house was
between £19.000 and £20,000. The property
came on to the market, and subsequently the

assessment was the subject of an appeal to

Quarter Sessions, when the appellant was
proved to have gi\eii, about two years before

the date of the appeal, £17,500 for tlie house

and 11 acres of land, after an unsuccessful

attempt had been made to dispose of the pro-

perty at auction. At the hearing of tlio

appeal the respondent rating authority con-

tended that two acres of laud should be in-

cluded in the assessment of the mansion, as

being necessary for it, and the capital value

which they assigned thereto was £3,000.

Now, it seems to me that this is another case

where the object of the site-value tax could

not be achieved without a sacrifice of capitid

out of all proportion to the possible rcali.s-

able value of the land. Assuming that the

£3,000 claimed by the rating authority fairly

represented the value of the two acres of

land which it was contended were appur-

tenant to the mansion, it is probable that tlie

extreme value of the back laud was £400 per

acre, or £3,600 for the 9 acres, so that there

would be left a figure of £10,900 upon tlie

mansion itself, which, be it rememliered, had

cost £19,000 to £20,000 to erect. In other

words, if the tax on the site value of the

laud ever compelled the owner of "Belmont"
to put the land to a better use, it could only

be done by sacrificing the larger part of the

capital sunk in the house. With regard to

undeveloped land. I do not think I can do

better than refer to a part of tlio evidence

given by Mr. Potts before the Selct Com-
mittee of the House of Commons on Town
Holdings in 1890. I think it is typical of

very many cases which will occur to your

minds. Mr. Potts said: "I have an instance

here arising out of my own experience, and

I do not think this is a singular instance nt

all. Twenty-two years ago 1 bought, well

within the confines of Sunderlaml, ciglit

acres of land. It was actually witliiii tlic

town. It was properly which had been held

up by a Chancery suit for a groat number
of years. When it at last came before the

public I bought it. It was laid out for

building jiurposes. and at first it went oft

remarkably well. We sold two-thirds of the

land at a very fair price, and in a com-

paratively short space of time. There tlieii

intervened an excessive depreciation of trade,

and trade and building completely stopped

upon this land. One third of the land is now

vacant. It has remained vacant and useless,

producing no rent, e\er since that time, iiol

withstanding the fact that the roads arc l"

some extent made upon it, and that to some

extent sewers are put in. When the rcviviil

took place afterwards, if I may so expres-.

it, the tide liad passed o\er this particular;

part of the town. They were building on n

circle beyond it. and I have had no inquiries

for that land. It is lying there waste and

vacant to-day, and I am very much afraid

that it will lie waste and vacant for a large

number of years. I cannot compel people lo
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buy it. There is no man conies and says,

"Von sold this portion for sixpence a yard,

will yon take threepence a yard for tliat? ' I

have never had such an inquiry. I think,

broadly, the delights of building land owning
are greatly exaggerated."

Q. ;
" Supposing building land had been

rated during those years, what would have
been the result in that case?"—A.:

"
'J'hen

my loss must luive been greater by tlie

amount of those rates, snrely. I am bound
to make a heavy loss upon that part of the

estate. If I had been paying rates all that

lime, that loss must have been greater."

Here was a case of so-called dormant
building-land well inside a town. The Report
dwells at some length also upon the subject

of undeveloped land on the fringe of town.s.

It is argued that the owners of such land
should be rated upon its capital value, the

moment such value increases above the value

of tile land for agricultural purposes. But it

should be remembered that, if land at present
used for agricultural purposes only has a

value beyond agricultural value, but is not

ripe for building, the added value represents
the price which a purchaser would pay to-day
for the chance of getting the building value

ill the future. If the purchaser were under
contract to build iinniediatcly, the added
value would either disappear or would be
largely reduced. If expectations are realised

the added values will be taxed when they
come into being. If they are never to be
realised, to tax the expectation would involve
gross injustice. The Report admits that, in

dealing with railways. " no practical method
of ascertaining the additional value due to

the monopoly privilege has. so far as we are
aware, yet been devised, nor are we in a

position to devise one. We think that the
subject should be investigated by an official

inquiry. Meanwhile, yntil a satisfactory
method has been devised we would suggest
that railways should continue to be rated on
the basis laid down by the existing law." 1

do not see why railways should be treated
on a different basis to other classes of pro-
perty. If, in valuing land occupied by rail-

ways, anything is included for monopoly
value—whatever that may be—then the -m-
provenient is being rated. I cannot see that
land carrying a railway possesses any greater
monopoly value than does land which is in a
neighbourhood possessing any special ad-
vantages for house property. Before I leave
the broad principles of ' the taxation of
capital site values, I should like to point out
that it seems to me to proceed on the exactly
opposite, basis to that of ability to pay.
Under the present system, for example, such
concerns as tramways, gas companies, water
companies, electric light and power com-
panies, hydraulic-power companies, etc., pay
rates for the rails, mains, etc., which they
possess under, on, or over the roads and
streets. The Committee has been obliged
to admit that it cannot say how the site
value of land occupied by railways is to be
arrived at. but why has no mention at all
been made anywhere of the subject of the
assessment of land occupied by these rails,
mains, etc.? Being situated in' or upon the
public highways, such properties occupy land
which cannot be assessed to the site value
tax, and, therefore, under this method of
rating a very large and important portion
of these valuable concerns would, in my
humble opinion, escape altogether. Having
made these preliminary observations on the
cause for the inquiry, the present rating
system, and the proposed new principle of
taxing site values, I will endeavour to discuss,
in turn, the various recommendations which
are made by the Committee. They will be
found printed in small type, with their
uumbers attached. Taking 'first the basis of
assessment, the initial recommendation is to
the effect that—

1. AM future increnses in local e.vpenilituie tliat are
iiargeablo on the rates Bhoul.l bo met hv a rate upon

"
,n„i'''f

"^^' '" "'^^^ wonts, evenr loral anthoritr^hmM bere.iuired to raise, by a rate on site values, theMiole amount by wUich its expenditure out of the
nites in any future year esceeiis its expenditure in the

;,!m
J™'?''

r""*'y
preceding that in which this proposal

l-umes into force.

The immediate object is to relieve im-
provements as such. It is probable, how-

over, that the recominendation is made also
with the indirect object of altering the in-

cidence of future rates, so that, if possible,
the burden may be placed eventually on to

the owners of the laud. Therefore I think
this should be considered in connection with
the fifth recommendation—

5. The bite value rate sboulil ultimately be levied
upon owners, but exibtin^contraets should lie respected.
W^here an occupier lum contracted before the introduc-
tion of the new system to pay all tenant's rates, uo rat^s
should be levied npou the owner until the e.vpiratiim of
such contract. A contract should, of course, be held
for this purpose U^ expire at tlio first time when the
occupier is entitled, after j?iviuff due notice, to deteminc
it.

In order to appreciate what the effect of
these two recommendations would be, I am
going to assume two hypothetical cases.

(A) First, for example, take the case of a

well laid out and developed town. Let it be
assumed that these recommendations have
been carried out, and that some land on the
fringe of the town has been developed by the
erection of model dwellings. This develop-
nint commenced when these recommendations
came into force, and the " increase in the
local expenditure chargeable on the rates

"

attributable thereto, comprises chiefly

—

(1) The education of the children living on the estate
(2) The extra road maintenance, and lighting:
(3) The cost of drainage and sewage-disposal.

I have no doubt that under these proposals,
although the recommendation does not make
it very clear, every house on this new estate
would be rated on its annual value. But
evidently the whole of the increase in the
local expenditure would be met by a rate on
the site values of (presumably) the whole of

the town. The occupiers in the town who
paid rates on the annual value of their com-
posite hereditaments would pay slightly less

rates after the new model dwellings were
brought into rating, because the total number
and value of hereditaments had been in-

creased. For it must be remembered that
there would be a fixed high-water mark re-

presented by the total "expenditure in the
year immediately preceding that in which
this proposal comes into force." But I do
not see any reasonable grounds for saddling
the whole of this extra burden, attributable
to the de\'elopmeiit of this estate, on to the
backs of the landowners in the town. The
value of their land may have been actually
decreased by the improvement. And of what
benefit would these new roads and sewers be
to them? It seems to me that these expenses
would all be more proper subjects of taxation

for the occupiers than for the ow-ners. And,
be it remembered, the owners of the land
are already contributing indirectly in the

rest of the town towards the cost of educa-
tion, maintenance, and lighting of roads,

sewerage, poor relief, vaccination, registra-

tion of births, nuirriages, and deaths, pre
paration of Parliamentary voters' and jury
lists, public baths, free libraries, etc., all of

which, in my opinion, benefit the occupiers
to a greater extent than they do the owners.
Yet it is suggested that the latter should pay
in addition the whole of these expenses for

the suburb. I think that the landowners
should contribute towards these expenses,

but I do not think they should be expected
to pay the whole of them. Whatever rale

is made in the year after the recommenda-
tion came into force would be merely a " rate

in embryo." which would be certain to grow,
(n) Secondly, take the case of two towns

and compare the following hypothetical

circumstances. At the time these recom-
mendations come into force both these towns
raise £100,000 annually in rates. Sub-
sequently one of the towns develops con-

siderably and the local expenditure is

doguled, while the other town remains
stationary and its expenditure unchanged.

The occupiers in tlie town which doubled

would only have to pay one-half of their

local expenditure (the balance being charged
upon the landowners), and the occupiers in

the town which remained stationary would

pay the whole. How could this be right? If

these two towns were anywhere within hail

of one another. I should say that there would

be a veritable exodus from the one which

does not develop to the one which does. And
if this exodus took place, and half the popu-

lation of the town which did not develop left

i.t, the rates in the £ levied iii that towiv
would inevitably rise because of the empty
houses, while the rateable values would fall.

The total expenditure out of the rates would
not deerea.se in proportion to the number of
occupied houses.

2. Assuming that the subventions paid out of imperial
taxation in aid of rates are substantially increased,
existing expenditure should bo met in part by a penny
rate on capital value.

Again, the desire to make the landowner
pay a greater share of the local expenses is

evident in this recommendation. The words
" substantially increa.sed " are vague, but the
following extract from page 628 of the Report
is worth remembering :

" If we take the basis
suggested by the Royal Commission in 1901,
and allow for the growth of expenditure since
that time, it seems fairly safe to assume that
the total relief thus given could not well
amount to less than £5,000,000." The reason
why this extra grant to local authorities
should form the occasion for another penny-
worth of site-value tax on the owners appears
to be that, in the opinion of the Land Inquiry
Committee, the granting of that extra amount
will be a direct relief to the owners of ground
values. I do not think that it is necessary
for me to go into this question. All I will

say is that, if the landowners are relieved
by the granting of these extra subventions,
so are the occupiers, and 1 do not understand
why the relief given to the owners should be
obliterated by this additional owners' tax.

3. On the same assumption, local authorities should
be given the option of raising by a rate upon site values
such further part of their expenditure from rates as they
think fit.

I think this recommendation most unwise.
It would almost inevitably lead to wire-
pulling and injustice. In districts where the
landowners are non-resident and are unable
to protect themselves by any share in the
management of local affairs, as much as
possible of the local expenditure would be
crowded on to the value of the land. That
might easily lead to the income from the
land being swallowed up by extra taxation.

I believe the greater part of Eastbourne
belongs to two landowners. The town owes a

great deal to the manner in which these two
estates have been managed. Yet this recom-
mendation would place the income of these
estates in the hands of the local rating

authority, a body whose composition is con-
tinuously changing. Parliament should
surely ascertain, definitely, what is the
fairest basis of taxation for the whole
country, and then direct the local authorities
to levy the tax on this basis.

4. The remainder of expenditure out of the rates
should be raised, as now, by a rate upon the composite
hereditament.

I think that this mixing up of the two
systems would lead to wastage, extra cost of

collection, and general confusion.

6. Provision shall be made to secure that no additional
burdens are imposed upon agricultural lautl as a whole.
With this object in view, it would be well to assess
agricultural land, both to the new site rate and to such
rates as are still imposed upon the composite value, on a
part only of its full value. How large the part should
be cannot be determined till further data are available.
It should be such that agricultural land as a whole
would not pay more under the new system of rating
than it would have done under the old one.

From the wording of this recommendation
it would appear that the Committee is of

opinion that the .Agricultural Rates Act,

1891), affected the principles of the valuation

of agricultural land. But the partial

exemption given by that .4ct to agricultural

land is effected by halving the rate, not by
altering the rateable value. It is interesting

to remember the violent opposition which was
offered to the passing of that Act. Indeed,

the. Report alludes to the matter as follows:
•' It is probable that a large part of the

burden of agricultural rates is really borne,

not by the farmer, but by the landowner, and
it was this fact which led to the outcry

against the Agricultural Rates Act, 1896."

The Committeo's proposal is similar in effect

to that contained in the Agricultural Rates

Act, 1890. and the object of it is to secure

the i-elief afforded by that Act. An adjust-

ment of the exemption of one-half of the

rates as calculated on the annual value of

agricultural land would have to be made in
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order to bulaiice the additional rate on the

sits value. Since it is proposed that tlie total

burden imposed by the two methods of taxa-

tion should not exceed the total burden at

present imposed by the one, it seems to me
to be a waste of labour and expense to alter

tlic existing machinery. (I have not over-

looked the theory invohed as to the pre-

sumed transfer of the incidence of rating,

which, however, I do not think is concerned
at this point.) I believe the Committee has
misunderstood the present law on the sub-

ject, and I think the following sentence,
uliieh is to be found on page 543 of the

Report, illustrates the kind of mistaken vieus
which it holds: "We have come across a

great many instances of good land, heavily

overstocked with game, especially pheasants,
which is, in consequence, let to the farmer
at a considerably lower rent than it would
have been otherwise. This land is rated at

its value as diminished by the presence of

game, with the result that other farm land
has to bear a higher burden. It is claimed
that such land should be rated, not at its

reduced value, but at the value which it

would have if the land were put to its best

use." But this is the very class of land which
Section 6 of the Rating Act, 1874, was speci-

ally designed to deal with. The Committee
lias overlooked that section, which directs

that, where any right of sporting is " severed
from the occupation of the land " and is not
let fas in the case where the landlord reserves

it to himself), the occupier is to be rated for

the full value of the land, including the right

of sporting ; but he may deduct from his rent

the rates pai^l in respect of the increase, if

any, of his assessment on account of tlio

value of the right of sporting being rated.

It is probable that, in most cases, the reduced
value of the land plus the value of the
sporting rights would give at least a figure

approximating to the value which the land
would possess if put to its best agricultural
use.

7. Sume alternative BUErffestious for tbe ratiaj^ of bite

\'jiUies, whicU tlie Committee do aot adopt, but wliicli

tite.y thiuk worthy of farther investi,<ratiou, are coti-

taiueil ill Appendix B.

As the Committee has not adopted these
suggestions, I do not think they as yet come
within the sphere of practical politics, and
I do not, therefore, feel that it falls within
the scope of this paper to criticise them.
Recommendations 8, 9, 10, and 11 are headed
" Relation between Imperial and Local Taxa-
tion," and deal with the proposed extra sub-
ventions, amounting to £5,000,000, and how
they should be distributed. I think the
amount mentioned is too little. So many of
the expenses which are now met by local

taxation are e.ssentially national in their
objects that it seems to me to be a subject
for further careful consideration as to

whether the land does not already bear too
great a share of taxatioi. I do not think
this large subject can be included in this

paper. The recommendations now turn to
the method of valuation, the first under this
bead being

—

12. The proposal of tim llo.v:il Commission on local
taxation to the effect that in ertcii admini8trati\-e cotmtv
there sliould bo only one valuation autboritv, that it

should be appointed by the conuty or county boroiiRh
council, and that the valuation lists drawn up by it

shoi.ld be the basis of all rates and taxes levied on the
con)po»ite value, should be adopted, subject, however,
to the modification that separate valuation authorities
ehoulrt be created for at least the larger non-county
boroujjhs,

I think the existing area should be main-
tained as far as possible; but it might be
advisable to give powers to county authorities
to enlarge areas where they think such a
course adisable. I quite agree with the pro-
posal to make one set of valuation lists the
basis of all rates and taxes (poor rate, county
rate, general district or special expenses rate".

Schedule A, Schedule B, etc.) 1 cainiot,
however, agree with the eonelusions of the
Committee as to the way in which assessment
committees and overseers do their work, and
I consider that the principle of taking evi-
dence and publishing parts only of such evi-
dence, without giving the name of the
witness, is objectionable. The charge of par-
tiality which has been made anonymously is,

iu my opinion, unwarranted, and can carry

no weight unless the persons who make such
accusations come out into the open and
enable their statements to be sifted and criti-

cised. Even the existing machinery, with-

out any amendment, offers a number of

legitimate remedies for grievances having any
foundation, and in the absence of an effective

examination into their statements, it would
seem quite possible that these anonymous wit-

nesses might be actuated by personal feeling

against the overseers and assessment com-
mittees, possibly even due to their having
suffered financially through their assessments
ha\ iug been properly dealt with. I have seen
a great deal of the manner in which assess-

ment committees and overseers do their work,
and I have generally found that they possess

most intimate and extraordinary knowledge
of the property in their parishes, many of the

gentlemen concerned having lived in the

district all their lives. It is to be noted that

the charges are almost wholly directed
against overseers and assessment committees
in rural districts. Most towns of any size

possess rating departments which are
managed by surveyors, and nearly all unions
regularly utilise the services of qualified

rating surveyors for the valuation of difficult

properties in their areas.

13, The law should require ever,v proj^erty to be
revalued at least once in every five years, and, if

practicable, annually.

I do not think that it would be practicable

to re\alue e\ery hereditament every year, but
I think that a quinquennial revaluation

should be required by law. In order, how-
ever, to reduce the expense of such revalua-

tion, the whole of England and Wales
should not, in my opinion, be revalued at

once. If the country were divided into five

parts, so that oiie-tifth could be valued each
year. I think the expense of the operation
would be considerably reduced, a)id the result

would be more efficiently and carefully

attained.

li. The district valuer should be e.r officio entitled to

attend the meetings of the County Valuation Authorit.y,

and should have power to appeal against the valuation
list of an,v parish, or the valuation of any property in it.

He should probably also be given the duty of preparing
the valuation list.

This recommendation is not an easy one for

any surveyor in private practice to discuss

in the presence, possibly, of district valuers.

But I am sure that I shall be acquitted of

any desire to offend when I say that I can
see no reason for transferring the work of

preparing the valuation lists from those who
do it now. Owing to the difference in prin-

ciples, which I have tried to illustrate, be-

tween the present rating system and the

system adopted for the Fi'liance (1909-10) Act,

1910, the valuations made by the district

valuers are made on a basis which would be

wrong and misleading for the purpose of

parocliial assessments. Therefore, I should

say, lei the overseers, assistant overseers, or

regular professional rating surveyors of the

particular authority, as the case may be, pre-

pare the lists.

l,"i. Appeals to Special and Quarter Sessions should be
abolished, and aii appeal to the proposed Judicial Laud
Commissioners substituted for them.

With the first part of this recommendii-

tion I agree, but I do not think that the pro-

posed Judicial Land Commissioners should

be substituted. The tribunal which I favour

is the one which was suggested as long ago

us 1861 by the late Mr. Edward Ryde, and
referred to by him in this room twenty years

later, iu his Presidential address—namely, a

Court consisting of two surveyors and a

barrister.

16. Railways and other special properties (such as

canals, mines, tramways, docks, telephones, and gas,

water and electric light works t should be valued by an

independent asseseor.

On page 672 of the Report the proposed

assessor is spoken of as being appointed by

the Governuient, This proposal is. of course,

a serious attack on local control in the valua-

tion of special properties. The examples

mentioned in the recommendations do not in-

clude a large number of properties which

rating surveyors would terra "special pro-

perties." so that the amount of the control

which is to be taken out of the hands of the

local authorities cannot be correctly gauged
by the words of the recommendation without
further knowledge. It is the invariable prac-

tice of rating authorities, not possessing
permanent qualified valuers resident in the

district, to employ rating surveyors for this

class of work, so that I do not think it can
be said that the work is not done by ex-

perienced valuers at present. In many cases

special properties have been valued by the

same firms in various parts of the country for

many years, by more than one generation in

some cases. The experience and the value

of these old connections would, of course, be

swept away by the appointment of the Govern-
ment assessor. Apart altogether from the

personal experience, the papers alone, in

these exhaustive inquiries, are very valuable.

I have had the opportunity of judging the re-

lationship existing between the representa-

tives of all classes of special properties and
the representatives of rating authorities, and
I think that it would be a misfortune to

everyone concerned to disturb the existing

conditions. The moment the assessor took

over the rating of these concerns there would
be. I believe, an immense increase in the

number of objections and appeals. I think

that the Union Assessment Committees arc

in many cases inclined to have peace at any

price in the matter of rating appeals. And
I think this is erring on the right side, for,

iu the high figures involved in these special

valuations, there is often a certain margin

between the estimates of the two parties

within which the true rateable value may he

said to lie. The knowledge that the losing side

would have to pay taxed costs often slops

appeals and conduces to a settlement. On
the other hand, if the assessment is to be

made by a Government assessor on behalf of

the Union Assessment Committee, the

Government iu whose service he is would

probably have to pay the taxed costs of the

appeal, so that the Assessment Committee,

being relieved of any financial liability,

would be inclined to stand out for high

assessments and thus encourage litigation.

The value arrived at by the Government
assessor might frequently be lower than that

which the local authority's valuer would

have estimated the property to he worth.

Matters so serious to local authorities as

these, involving the payments of very con-

siderable sums of money, which, in many
cases, form a large proportion of the total

rateable value of the whole rating area, thus

affecting the rates iu the £, would be proper

subject for local investigation, ."ind I tliiiik

it likely that differences of opinion would

arise between the local authorities and their

valuers, with their superior local experience

and knowledge of the past history of tlie

subject-matter in dispute, and the Govern-

ment assessor.

17. Some tentative suggestions are made for the reform

of the compounding system.

Time does not permit me to go into these

suggestions in detail, but I think they are

advisable. I agree that the present law as

to compounding needs consolidatinu. Speak-

ing generally. I think that land is being iinide

the subject of too large an amount of taxa-

tion. With regard to the extra cost of main-

tenance of main roads, I think that, to iiialtc

•• the punishment fit the crime." heavy motor

traffic should be taxed much more heawlv

than it is. and that the proceeds from such

taxes should go towards the cost of repairing'

the roads. For this traffic not only wears

out the roads, but the assessments of rail-

ways and tramways are reduced iu con-

sequence of the loss of receipts which is due

to this new method of locomotion, and the

local authorities are unable to obtain a com-

pensating advantage by rating the coir,-

petitor. .Further, tramways have to maintain

the space between the rails and on each sioe

thereof, which this very heavy motor traffic'

helps to wear out. I think that all Go\ern-

ment property should be rated on the same i

lines as other" classes of property, and if tnis|

change in the law is made. Government pro-

perty must be valued by the local authority s

valuer, and not by the nominee of the

Goverrtment. without appeal, as it is ut

present.
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ATTENDANCE ON SUB-CONTRACTORS.

The Council of the Surveyors' Institution,

in a recent letter to the Council of the Society

of Architects, covering a memorandum on

this subject, stated that a deputation from

the Institute of Builders, received by the

Quantity Surveyors' Committee of the In-

stitution, drew special attention to the

obstacle against accurate estimating imposed

bv the practice of leaving, in bills of quan-

tities, the cutting away and attendance on

sub-contractors to be priced in a lump sum
by the principal contractor. In modern
buildings the hot-water work, sanitary work,

and electric wiring is usually considerable,

often, indeed, very extensive, and this class

of work, too, IS frequently delayed until the

building is in an ad\anced stage, necessi-

tating a good deal of work whieli might be

avoided were the requirements known earlier.

Accurate estimating is to the advantage

equally of the building owner and of the con-

tractor, and the Council of the Surveyors'

Institution feel sure that anything which can

be done to secure an improvement in that

respect will receive the ready support of

architects.

The Qnantity Surveyors' Committee are

satisfied that the builders are not without

some ground for complaint, and that the

importance of dealing in adequate detail with

"attendances" is not fully realised by all

who practise as quantity surveyors.

They are of opinion that the matter should

be dealt with more precisely than is fre-

frequently the case in preparing bills of

quantities, in order to obviate the friction

which often arises between the parties to a

contract, owing to a misunderstanding as to

I

the liabilities imposed respectively upon the

building owner, the general contractor, and
I the sub-contractor. The, following notes and
suggestions are therefore recommended for

j
the consideration of members of the Institu-

j
tion. The word " attendance '' does not com-
prise any works of construction (e.g., pipe

trenches, castings, etc.), but it does comprise
all cutting away and making good after,

receiving materials, and providing storage
space for them, providing water, allowing
the use of erected scaffolding, and fixed

plant. If so provided in the contract, it

should also be taken to cover the payment
of accounts as certified by the architect,

before their inclusion in the general
certificates. The particular matters dealt
with by the builders' deputation were:

(i.) Attendance on bealiiifr eiitriueers ;

(ii.) Attendance upon hot water engineers ;

(iii.) Attendance upon electricians.

In dealing with attendance on these or
other special tradesmen, there should be
given an account, as detailed, clear and

j
succinct as possible, of the work which it is

proposed the subcontractor shall do, stating
precisely what services will have to be
rendered to him.
When the sub contract is of minor im-

portance all the needs of the case will be
Imet by leaving the estimator, after inspecting
Ithe drawings, to assess the value of the work
jto be done in this connection, and set it down
(against the descriptive iteui.

When the sub-contract is inipoi-taiit, the
same account of the work to be done should
be given, and. in addition, an indication of
the extent of the attendance, stating;—

'*> Tte number of boles for pipes, &c.

;

(b) The number of pipe Ijrackets, ic, to be Hxed
;

(c) The chases for pipes, l<^c. ;

(d) The number of the points for electric liKhlinfr,
lectnc bells, radiators, sanitary flttings, ic,

A general item to the following effect
nould also be inserted:—
In 60 far as is possible, an indication has been given

I Uxe specific attendance required ; but the contractor
a to allow here for any further e.vpense entailed in
laiting upon special tradesmen, or lor the disturbance
J

Ills work caused by them, and for giviOE them all
"cuities for the e.^ecution of their work.

Care should be token that the nature of the
ttendance which will be afforded tlieni is
jlearjy set out in the subcontractors'
iitracts.

It is considered inadvisable in ordinary
ireumstances to make monev provisions to
e expended in "dav-work."

"

The Council of the Societv, after careful

eonsideratiun of the memorandum, found
themselves able to approve in principle the

recommendations of the Surveyors' institu-

tion, but made suggestions for alterations

in detail, more particularly in regard to de-

criptive items, summarised in the cases of

sub-contracts of minor importance, and set

out in full on works of importance.
They also suggested the following ad-

ditional clause :
—

The words " attended upon " or " attendance " do not

comprise any works of construction (e.g., pipe trendies'

castings, &.C.), but they da comprise all cutting away
and making good after receiving materials and pro-

viding storage space for them, providing water, and.
allowing the use of erected scaffolding and fixed plant

Where tue sub-contractor does not allow in his tender

for any special scaffolding that may be required in con-

nection with his work, the general contractor most
provide it. The words " attend upon " or " attendance"
must also be taken (if so provided in the contract) to

cover the payment of accounts aa certilied by tbe

architect, before their inclusion in the general con-

tractors certificates.

The Council of the Surveyors' Institution

agreed that the verbal alteration suggested

would be an improvement. But with respect

to the provision of special .scaffolding they

considered that this could not be taken as

included in the general term " attendance,"

and should be the subject of a separate item.

On further consideration, the Council of

the Society agreed to this, and subsequently

the Council of the Surveyors' Institution, in

thanking the Council of the Society for the

interest they had shown in the matter, in-

timated that their committee would take

advantage of the suggestion made by the

Society, when reissuing the circular on

attendances on sub-contractors.

Meanwhile, they express a hope that the

members of the Society of Architects may
support the Quantity Surveyors in carrying

out the principles embodied in the

memorandum.

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

At their meeting on Tuesday the Lonilon

County Council adopted a recommendation

from ilieir Parliamentary Committee to yield

to the pressure of the Metropolitan borough

councils and withdraw the proposals con-

tained in Part III. (Drainage of Premises)

and Part IV. (Buildings on Low-lying Land)

of the General Powers Bill. Opposition had
been threatened by practically all the

borough councils, and also by the Royal

Institute of British Architects. The Parlia-

mentary Committee referred to the statement

made recently by the Prime Minister that

"If private Bills raised questions of a public

character and a contentious nature, the

Governmeut would naturally feel disposed to

prevent further progress."

The Improvements Committee recom-

mended the Council to erect a coroner's

court adjoining the public mortuary in York-

road. Wandsworth, on surplus land in the

possession of the Council.

The Council was recommended to accept

an offer made by the Committee of Lloyd's to

present to the Council a marble statue, by

John Gibson, of the Right. Hon. William

Huskisson which was presented to the com-

mittee by Mr. Huskissou's widow in 1845.

It is proposed to place the statue in Pimlico

Garden, Grosvenor-road. The recuinnu-nda-

tion was approved by Mr. St. John
Hutchinson, Mr, Shearman, Sir CJeorge

Goldie, and others, on the ground that

Huskisson had but a slight connection with

London, while Mr. Cotton .suggested that the

statue should be given 'decent shelter" in

the new County Hall, and Mr. Burton urged

that it should find a resting-place on the Em-
bankment. On putting the report to the

vote, however, the recommendations of the

Committee were adopted by a large majority.

It was recommended that the freehold

interest in a site at the junction of Mare-

street, Hackney, and London-lane, having an

area of about o.OOO square feet, be sold to

the Commissioners of H.M. Works for £1.875

as a site for a labour exchange.

It was agreed, on the recommendation of

the Housing of the Working Classes Com-
mittee, to deal with the Brady-street area

in Bethiial Green by two distinct schemes,

under Part 'J of the Housing of the Working

Classes Act, and an estimate of £o3,U00 on
capital account was approved in respect of the

first of these schemes, which will involve the

clearance of over two acres and the displace-

ment of 1,121 persons of the working class.

This action has been forced upon the

Council by an Order of the Local Govern-
ment Board ; and the chairman of the com-
mittee, Mr. Bernard Holland, complained
that that body had adopted a dictatorial

attitude without giving reasons. W'hile the

Board were no doubt within their rights,

they could only compel the Council to take

action by going to the Courts for a

mandamus, which he did not think the

Judges would grant, since the Council had
not refused to carry out a scheme, but only

decided to defer it. The committee, however,
had come to the conclusion that it would be
better to consent to carry out the Order, with

the modification that part of it would be

deferred, although he thought that in present

circumstances it would be hard for the people

to be turned out of their houses, bad as these

'might be.
«>»

A MOBILE HOSPITAL.
Specimen blocks of the mobile hospital

which has been given by the merchants of

Liverpool have been temporarily erected in

the Children's Playground, UUet-road, Liver-

pool. They will presently be sent to the

front, where they will be utilised for the

treatment of wounded soldiers of the Allies.

The hospital is schemed to provide '200 beds,

and in case of emergency 250 beds. It will

be an absolutely self-contained institution,

possessing all the features of a well-equipped

permanent hospital ; and the sections in

which it is constructed are so arranged that

they can be quickly erected, dismantled,

packed, removed, and re-erected on fresh

sites as the war develops. There will be

eight pavilion wards, each to accommodate
twenty - seven patients, and an operating

block and kitchen block are situated centrally

for the pavilions. The operating block will

consist of X-ray room, with dark-room
attached, anoestnetic • room, preparation-

room, and operating - theatre, with dis-

pensary, medical store, and splint - room,
quartermaster's stores, and ambulance stores.

Connected with the kitchen and operating

block by a covered-in way are the nurses'

block on one side and the orderlies' block

on the other. Attached by a covered-in way
is also the laundry, equipped with steam
appliances. In this same block will be a

coal and wood store, with stable, ambulance
shed, and mortuary. An isolation block is

provided with accommodation for four beds,

and attached to it is the pathological labora-

tory. The whole of the hospital will be con-

trolled from an administration block. All

the buildings will be linked together by
covered in ways. A speoi.il bath block will

be provided, having an undressing-ruom on

the one side witli soiled-clothes store, and
a dressing-room on the other side with clean-

clothes store attached. A plentiful supply of

hot water will be on tap throughout the

whole of the block.

The area taken up by the buildings alone

will be nearly one acre, and the site required

to accommodate the hospital will be four

acres. The cost of the buildings amounts
to £12,988, which is considerably more than

the original estimated cost. The cost of

equipping the hospital with bedst-jads,

bedding, clothing, enamelware, hardware,
cutlery, medical and surgical equipment.

X-ray apparatus, and necessary furniture,

providing uniforms for staff, etc, amounts
approximately to the sum of £0,000.

The partnership hitherto subsisting octwccii

G. Newton, M.S,A., and L. S. Youngman.
JI.S..\., carrying on business as Newton and
Youngman, a'rchitects, at Delphi Chambers, Old

Christcburch - road, Bonrnemoulli, has been

dissolved.

An office building which is being erected at

the corner of Yonge and Albert streets. Toronto,

at a cost of lOO.OOOdob. has reached the roo6ng

stage. The architect is Mr. F, S. Mallory. The
building is of brick and terracotta construction,

ami is six stories high.
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(Bnt Illustrations.

BOARD OF TRADE NEW OFFICES
COMPETITIOX.

In our review on the 12th inst. we noted
tlie most outstanding features of every one
of the ten sets of the final plans, and eacli
sclienie was somewhat fully particularised in

a comparative manner; consequently little

remains to be added here by way of de-
scription of the pair of designs cliosen for
illustratio}! to-day. The proposal of Messrs.

Robert Atkinson and George Alexander is

would have had to radically redesign the lay-

out of their scheme before Clause 15 could
be complied with. Competitors who so far

succeed as to be in\ited by tlie promoters to

amplify their preliminary plans, after being
chosen for the final contest, naturally enough
presume, in complete good faith, that any
wholesale changes in the disposition of tlieir

scheme already accorded such a prefer-

ence must materially jeopardise the like-

lihood of ultimate election for the work.
Irrelevant plans selected in this way
are, therefore, from the outset ob\iously
handicapped, though their authors, being

in the dark as to their competitors'

reliable and ascerlaijiable principle. We can
only judge of the plans as we find them, with
the result that the predicament appears iii-

e.\plieable. and ought to have been avoided.'

Mr. C. T. Armstrong does not comply
with Clause 14. because he has four courts
instead of two, which afterwards was decided
should be the maximum allowable. He does
conform with Clause 15 by lighting the

corridors as prescribed. Ihe cross-corridors
running east and west depend, however, in

this plan upon light from the smaller pair uf

areas, or they have windows opening into

the narrow way of the more restricted

southern courtyard, I'robablv this amount

-~^ 17,-^

GR()\^D M-OC)f< Pl^W

BOARD OF TRADE NEW OFFICES, THAMES EMBANKMENT. LONDON,
Ground Floor Design by Mr, C. T. Armstrong. .\.R.I.B..\.. Architect.

S.W.

represented by a perspective \iew and eleva-

tion of their Victoria Embankment front,

with details of same to a good scale. The
ground floor and principal plans are repro-

duced, as well as a longitudinal section. This
scheme is admittedly based upon American
lines, and the authors have closely adhered
to their original lay-out, depending upon
borrowed lights almost exclusively for the
whole of their corridors. On the evidence of

the sketch-plans of this design the umpires
when making such a selection accepted re-

sponsibility for any dilemma due to this dis-

crepancy between Clause 15 of the snbse(inent
Conditions and the fundamental principle of

Messrs. Atkinson and .Alexander's arrange-

ment, which made no pretence of lightiiig

corridors, in the particular way specified

later, except in so far as light more or less

direct might come in incidentally at the im-

mediate junctions of the passages from the

corner-set stairway lobbies. The authors

schemes, are in the meantime precluded
from ascertaining their own invidious

position. The preparatory choice of any
design so fundamentally at variance with a

leading clause like No. 15 in this Board of

Trade Offices Competition, is open to the

further objection of necessarily excluding, in

a most unfair way, some more applicable
scheme from among the rejected com-
petitors. In this instance there were some
177 architects relegated as unsuccessful, al-

though we know of some among them who
.sent in excellent and \ery workable plans,

having externally placed corridors schemed
in unbroken lines, with plenty of windows
opening into really ample light-areas, cap-
able of insuring abundant direct light nt

proper angles to all floors. Such a specifica-

tion cannot be said to apply to the major
number of the proposals favoured by the
judges. Surely it was an initial mistake not
to have made the choice on some more

of light might, relatively speaking, suffice.

We reproduce his two chief plans and the

sheet of sections to elucidate these pertinent

comments thereupon, and. besides, we illus-

trate both the east and west elevations of

this design. Fireplaces arc furnished as

required by Clause No. 12. to all the minor

rooms. Whether or no the type adopted bj

Mr. Armstrong in his planning belongs to

the past generation, as some critics have

alleged, is of small moment, and we have no

wish to join in any such disparagement of a

competitor's abilities. His well-considered

elevations hold their own among the best of

those lately ou view in York House, Kings

way. The author steers clear of any attempt

at forestalling the architectural aspirations

of the Liverpool Futurists' school. More

over, these balanced facades of his are un-

pretentious and nicely proportioned. Wc
doubt if Mr. Armstrong's scheme could everj

have been seriously entertained after th«|
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decision was det-erniined on to restrict the
eonrts to a maximum of two. Unless lie

redesigned the entire lay-out in order to
come into line with Clause No. 4, it must
have been difficult to anticipate success with-
out an undue reliance upon the fact that
Clauses 15 and 12 were adhered to absolutely
by his accompanying plans.

PAIR OF HOCSES. WEST .WENUE
EXETER.

This pair of suburban residences, of which
we give plans and view, provide two parlours
and si.\ bedrooms each, two of the latter
being on the second floor, where there is a
good boxroom and tank-place. The illus-

trations are self-explanatory, so that little

by way of description is needed. The stair-
eases are lit from abo\e, and the kitchens,
with offices, are self-contained. The little

verandah to the rear adds to the convenience
of the drawing-room. The exterior walls are
roughcasted, with brick archways to the
entrances and chimneys. The estate is in
Cowley Bridge-road. " The architects are
Messrs. Ellis, Son, and Bowden. of Bedford
Chambers, Exeter.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

BIRMIXGHAM ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.—Mr. Edwin F. Reynolds
lectured before this association on Friday
night, at the Society of Artists' gallery, New"-
street. on ^- The Use of the Classical Order."
Mr. Reynolds's treatment of his subject was
mainly historical, and he dealt in order with
the work of the Greeks and Romans and of
the Renaissance. The lecture was illustrated
by lantern-slides, and it was followed by a
discussion, in which the application of tlie

Classical Order to ino'dern conditions was
dwelt upon.

THE CISTERCIAN ABBEY OF TOWER
HILL.—A paper on this subject was read
before the Society of Antiquaries at their
last meeting bv Mr. A. W. Clapham. The
abb^y, that of St. Mary de Gratiis. was the
last of the Cistercian foundations in England,
and owed its origin to Edward III. in 1-350.
The house, which was originally established
with five monks from Beaulieu" Abbey, was
poorly endowed at first, but its revenue at
the close of the Hth century ranked third in
value of English Cistercian abbeys. An early
Stuart plan, preserved amongst the Domestic
State Papers, enabled the main features of
the building to be clearlv identified, and
some Late 14th-Centurv building accounts
and the grant to Sir Arthur Darcv at the
Dissolution in 1558 ga\e much additional in-
formation. Both the east and west ends of
the building stood on open courts on the
site of the present Royal Mint, for the erec-
tion of which the site was cleared in 1810.
A year or two ago some Late 12th-Centnrv
stonework was discovered, but not in situ",

and further excavation might profitably be
undertaken.

CLERKS OF WORKS' ASSOCIATION
DINNER.—The thirty-second annual dinner
of the Incorporated Clerks of Works' Asso-
ciation was held at the Kiniz's Hall, Holborn
Restaurant, on Saturday evening, the chair
being occupied by Mr. Edward P. C. Monson.
F.R.LB.A., F.S.I. . President of the Society
nf Architects, who was supported by Mr.
Howard Chatfeild Clarke, President of the
Surveyors' Institution; Mr. H. Nield. K.C..
MP.: Lieut. Col. A. C. Preston. Mr. F. C.
Rice. President of the Institute of Builders;
.Mr. Percy B. Tubbs. F.R.I.B A. : Mr. C. E.
Wallis, President of the London Master
Builders' Association; Mr. William Wood-
ward, F.R.I.B. A. The toast of " The Healths
of Architects and Surveyors," was proposed
by Mr. Stevens, vice-president of the associn-
•'"" and was acknowledged bv Mr. W

Incorporated Clerks of Works' Association,"
the Chairman remarked that he wished to
speak of clerks of works as architects looked
at them. They were jolly good fellows. They
had to look after everybody; they had to see
that the builders fulfilled "their contracts as
specified, that the architect's instructions
were carried out, that the employer got value
for his money, and that nothing wrong was
done in any sort of way. The position of a
clerk of works was one of great dilTicuIty,
and he did not think that the clerk of works
was paid a sufficient wage. When they
noticed public authorities offering clerks of
works a sum of £2 10s. a week they felt that
it was tempting the men to be dishonest. 'I'lio

sooner that state of things was rectified the
better would it be, not only for the clerks
of works, but for the building owners whom
they were expected to protect. Recently l\w
Council of the Society of Architects had
received a deputation of clerks of works, who
put this point before them. Their Council
had decided to do all they could to increase
the wage which that class of workman re-
ceived. One of the great difficulties was
having to look after the work of men who
were not properly trained. He suggested
that the trade-union should urge that unless
a man had served an apprenticeship to his
trade he was not worth so much money as the
man who had obtained his articles. lie knew
the London County Council was establishing
training schools; but a trade could only he
properly learned in the workshop and on
buildings. In order to continue its work of
benevolence the .Association needed subscrip-
tions from outside sources; he himself would
have pleasure in giving them ten guineas.
The President of the Association, Mr." W. H.
Hookhani, responded in a brief speech. The
concluding toast was " The Visitors," pro-
posed by Mr. -Joseph Davies and acknow-
ledged by Mr. Nield, M.P.. and "The Chair-
man," given by Mr. M. T. Reid, and received
with musical honours.

MALTNES AND ANTWERP.—A Uni-
versity Extension lecture on these cities was
given by Mr. .411en S. Walker on Monday
afternoon, at the Central Young Men's
Christian Association, Tottenham Court-
rond. The city of Malines, said the lecturer,
corresponded to our Canterbury, being the
sent of the Belgian Archbishop. Both
Malines and Canterbury were originally built
within an oval figure, each defended by walls
and gates. Malines Cathedral, however, had
its lofty ISth-centiiry tower at the western
end. whereas Canterbury raised her great
Bell Harry Tower falso of the Intli centurvl
over the centre of the building. There could
be no doubt that the English Cathedral had
by far the most impressive evterior. The
lecturer referred to th.e thrilling history of
.\ntwerp, and the devastation which the army
of Philip II. brought about, when the popu-
lation sank from 200_000 to a quarter of that
number. The stately city, with its seven-
aisled Cathedral, formerly filled with price-
less works of art. was suffering a£:ain as it

had suffered before, lust as it had begun to
rise from the ruins of its earlier destruction.

triumphal arches as the outcome of Roman
love of ostentation and of a desire to im-

^

press conquered peoples with the military
power of the Empire. Thus ampliilheatres

' for amusement, therma; for luxury, and
triumphal arches for show depict the various
sides of human weakness which were catered
for by those in power. These arches were
erected in various parts of the home country
and in conquered provinces to celebrate the
opening of a new road or seaport or the con-
quest of a new province. They reproduced
in a permanent form in stone the arches,
garlanded in evergreens, under which vic-

torious generals passed in their quadriga into
a captured town, and all the details of the
processions along the Via Sacra at Rome,
when the returning victors went up to offer
sacrificial thanksgivings in the Temple of
Jupiter on the Capitoline Hill. The Arch
of Titus records the capture of Jerusalem,
and the bas-reliefs set forth the seizure of
the Golden Candlestick and the table of
shew bread from the Holy of Holies in the
Temple, whicli were carried in triumph to
Rome. Tlius were the shrines of the ancient
world violated by invading armies. The
triumphs of peace were recorded in such
arches as that at Beneventum. which is a
story in stone of the home and foreign policy
of the Emperor Trajan.

VALUE OF TOWN PLANNING.— An
interesting lecture on "Town Planning" was-
given in the Philosophical Hall, Leeds, on
Friday night, by Mr. W. T. Lancashire, the
city engineer. Mr. Lancashire pointed out
that the absence of town planning had
rendered necessary very costly improvement
schemes. In Leeds the amount spent on im-
provement schemes, excluding the money
spent on the York-street and Quarry-hill in-

sanitary areas, totalled the large sum of

€2,474,182, the annual charges for sinking
fund and interest representing more than a

shilling rate. The summary of improvements
in Leeds during comparatively recent years
was a definite admission of wrong-doing in

th? past, an indication of the intention to sin

no more, and a very powerful justification for

the passing of the 1909 Town-Planning Act.
which endowed towns and cities with powers
which, if possessed and made use of a centnry
ago, would have saved Leeds an immense
capital expenditure.

tion.

Woodward and Mr. H. Chatfeild Clarke.
Mr. J. R. Scales submitted "The Worshipful
Company of Carpenters." which was re-
'sponded to by Lieut.-Col. Preston. The
toast of "The Builders" was proposed by
Mr. .T. W. Groom, responses being made by
Mr, F. G. Rice and Mr. G. E. Wallis. In
introducing the toast of the evening, "The

R.I.B.A. EXAMINATIONS.—The Final:
Designs Approved.—The Board of Archi-
tectural Education announce that the designs
submitted by the following students have
been approved:—Subject XVIII.: (a) Design
for an Organ-case in a Circular Hall— A A
Foot. P. J. Gordon. V. Hull. W. G. Knight,
.J. Scott Law-son. T. A. Sanders, H. .7.

Tebbutt. (b) Desisn for a Group of Small
Dwellings—W. J. Brown, H. W. Cash, E. W.
Filkins, P. J. Gordon. R. B. Hall. W.
Holden, R. Jackson. H. Z. Kasscm, N. Keep,
S. Knight. H. M. Luyken. E. Lyne, Jun., H.
A. N. Medd. S. E. Minns. C. II.' Mitchell, D
J. Moss. A. T. Philp. C. S. Pict-on. L. J.
Routlcy. F. C. Saxon, M. B. Taylor. D. R.
Thomas, P. Whitehead. I''. Wilkinson.
Designs for other subjects, from the follow-
ing candidates, have also been approved: —
C. O. Ap Gruffvdd, H. N. Fi.sher, G. H.
Gray, R. S. Moore, A. G. Wood.
THE TRIUMPHAL ARCHES OF ROME.

— In his hist lecture at the British Museum
Mr. Banister F. Fletcher described

The Central Pirturc Theatre in George lane.

Folkestone, is about to be enlarged from plans
bv Mr. J. Vant.

The Liverpool. London, and Globe Insurance
Co.'s new building at Montreal, the expend!-.

;

tiirc on which is estimnted to amount to
17,5,O0OHnl., has rearhed the plnsterinir st;ige.

The architects are Messrs. Percy E. Nobhs and
Hvde. and the general contractors nrc Messrs,
K. G- M- Cape and Co-. Ltd.. both of Montreal.

The floral Government Board have issued a
Provision:il Order to the corporation of Widnes
authorising them, in addition to the sums
already authorised to be borrowed for the
pnrposes of their waterworks undertaking, to
borrow, with the sanction of the Local Govern-
ment Board, such further sums as they may
require for waterworks purposes.

The question of building houses for tlie

working classes was again discussed bv the
Wrexham Town Council on Tuesday. It was
finally decirled to proceed with tlie erection of
a slaughterhouse, at a cost of about £4. .500. in

substitution for the present one, and to build
thirty houses, at a rental of from 5s. 6d. to
5s. 9d per week, on land belonging to the cor-
poration in proximity to the site of the
slaughterhouse.

The Dean and Cliapter of St. Paul's have
lent to the Geffrye Museum. Shoreditch, over
forty examples of woodwork and ironwork
placed in the Cathedral in the time of Sir
Christonhcr Wren, but removed from their
original positions in the course of alterations
from time to time. There are several fine

specimens of wood-carving, some of which are
frnni the hand of Grinling Gibbons. .4 series

of carved-oak mouldings is exhibited in such a
way that sectional drawings may be taken of
them by students. Tlie carved woodwork
includes a prayer-desk, a door with a wrought-
iron panel, an overdoor. stall-brackets, trusses,

and an oak capital. Tlie sjierimens of wrought
iron comprise some choice examples of Tijou's
work.
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The discussion last week, and again on

Wednesday last, in the House of Commons,

about tlie arrangement by the Office of

Works that Mr. Montague Meyer should

act as timber buyer for the War Office

was lively, and more will probably follow

if and when really full particulars are

voiiclisafed. When they are forthcoming,

perhaps the information will be given more

frankly than in the God - Almiglity - to - a

-

blackbeetle style Mr. Harold Baker, the

new Financial Secretary to the Treasury,

seems to fancy. His attitude last week

was in every way objectionable, both

towards the Press and to those memburs

"who seek to criticise," and he well deserved

the sharp rejoinders he got. Tlie arrange

ment was criticised solely on the ground tliat

in tlie circumstances it was extravagant, and

Ministers might really try to understand more

clearly why general appreciation was shown

\vlien Mr. William Young, the Liberal

Member who introduced the subject, ex-

pressed strong approval of Mr. Bonar Law's

recent reminder to the Prime Minister that

there are some business men still left in this

countrv. and even in the House of Commons.

print, in its heading, tiic \\ortls, "All con-

tracts are made and accepted subject to

strikes." The defendants urged that they

had never seen this proviso in small letters,

nor was their attention drawn to it, as it

should have been. It was urged that the

print was the same as where in tiny type

things are printed on the backs of railway

tickets, and held not to be binding. But Mr.

Justice Rowlatt ruled here that this small-

print heading ought to have been noticed by

the defendants, and so made them liable t?)

pay tlu' whole amount claimed.

Not much more information was extracted

on Wednesday last from Mr. Beck, who,

representing the Office of Works, and

answering a further question put by Mr.

William Young, told the House that Mr.

Meyer was only paid the agreed commission

on the invoiced price, and not on the value

of his own stock of timber taken over, and

that Mr. Meyer had lost £2.000, as in the

mean time timber had gone up by about

twenty per cent. Neither did Mr. Beck

seem quite sure about the modifications of

the " negotiation,s proceeding," and Sir Henry

Dalziel's concluding remark not unnaturally

provoked more sarcastic laughter. It may be

that the arrangement with Mr. Meyer is in

every way a businesslike one. and that he is

saving the country money. All that can be

said at present is that those responsible for

the Government have not as yet made that

clear, and that a good many people would

like to hear what some of the two hundred

firms from whom prices were ascertained

have to say about the matter, and whether

any "large number were excluded," and, if

|.=o, why?

Strikes, with so many other things, are at

present suspended because of the war; but

they will undoubtedly return,, probably tlir

more vigorous for a good rest. Meanwhile,

the "strike clause," as it is called, long ago

became almost a common form in building

and other contracts. The parties who sign

such documents should tead them carefully,

small print and all, or they may find, when

it is too late, that they have overlooked a

strike clause tucked away in an unexpected

position. This is what happened in a reeent

2ase in the High Court : A firm of shopfitters

lad made a contract tor the fitting up

if some stores with certain refreshment

i

caterers. While the work was going on, there

bame a strike amongst the men doing the

itting, which caused delay. The shopfitters

iued for the amount due on their contract.

Ihe defendants admitted most of it. but

'ounterclaimed for a sum made up of £1 a

jlay for delay under the usual time clause,

he plaintiffs proved that the contract

ncluded a specification which was type-

written, and which contained, in very small

We have had several inquiries lately for

the names and addresses of makers or hirers

out — if any such exist — of the necessary

moulds and retaining - boards used in the

erection of concrete walks', etc., in situ, with

local materials, or for firms which carry out

such work. We have failed to discover such.

We are inclined to think an attempt to supply

the demand would succeed if adequately

made known. As many will remember, there

was quite a spurt in concrete-building fifty

years ago, mainly induced by the enterprise

of several firms who undertook to supply or

liire out the appliances mentioned, made
according to their respective patents, which

must long since have expired. One of the

leading patentees was Mr. Joseph Tall, whose

invention we fully described and illustrated

on page 499 of our issue of July 27, 186G,

and had occasion to notice on several sub-

sequent issues ill connection with buildings

erected by its aid. Another firm—Messrs.

Drake Bros, and Reid—established a similar

business with considerable success. Any
ordinary builder could easily make a set of

moulds similar to those mentioned at a small

cost, and might find them remunerative both

to use and to hire out. If any makers still

exist, it might be worth their wdiile, as in

not a few other cases in which, w'ith some

trouble, we have to hunt up not very wide-

awake makers and vendors for waiting

customers to make their whereabouts known

in our advertisement or "Directory" pages.

A feature of the pictures of the Belgian

forts bombarded by the German 42cm. guns

is that the walls and roofs struck by the

projectiles are not pierced smoothly by the

shots, but completely shattered, even when

the explosive force of the shells plays no

part. These fortifications consist chiefly of

concrete and armoured concrete. According

to an article by Prof. P. Rohland which

recently appeared in the "Zeitschrift d. V. d.

Eisenbahiiverwaltungen," the same phe-

nomenon has been observed in experimental

practice with targets of reinforced concrete.

It was found that the shots did not break

holes or fissures as in steel targets, but

caused the whole target to crumble into small

fragments. Prof. Rohland holds that the

reason for this singular behaviour of concrete

lies in the fact that there is a condition of

high tension in sheets, walls, roofs, etc., of

concrete due to the colloidal chemical nature

of the cement, whose separate particles are

pressed extraordinarily close to each other.

When this tension is relieved at any point

bv a bursting shot, the complete crumbling

of the entire sheet of concrete is the

inevitable result. Hence he advises a return

to the use of brick for fortifications. When

a brick wall is struck by a shot, the result

is merely the tearing of a big hole, since,

owing to" the looseness of the structure, only

the parts in immediate contact with the spot

hit are affected.

.\ Bill to n-gister an.-hitects in New York

was introduced in the Senate on Jan. 14,

and referred to the Committee on Judiciary.

The Bill provides that every person, before

being known as an architect, must secure a

State certificate of his qualificatinn to prac-

tise under that title. A Bnard of Exuminers
is provided for, to be appointed by the

Regents of the University of New York.

Candidates, in order to take the examination

before the Board, must have had an educa-

tion equivalent to an approved high-school

course, and, in addition, such courses in

mathematics, history, and one modern
language as are given in the first two years

of a college course. The candidate must, in

addition, have had five years' practical

experience in an architect's office. Persons

engaged in the practice of architecture when
the law takes effect are given a certificate

without an examination. A fee of afidol. is

fixed for the issue of a certificate, and prac-

tice without a certificate is made a mis-

demeanour punishable by fine or imprison-

ment.

The official notification as to this year's

Royal Academy Exhibition has now been

issued to the effect that the Galleries will

open on Monday, May 3, and close on Satur-

day, August 14. The day for sending in

architectural drawings, with water-colours,

black-and-white studies, or engravings, etc.,

will be Friday, March 27. Oil-paintings will

be received either on Saturday, March 27, or

Monday, March 29. Sculpture and enamels

are due on Tuesday, March 30. Reception

hours each day between 7 a.m. and 10 p.m.

Not more than three works may be sent by

any one artist. •.
The Dundee School Board liave resolved to

hold a competition among local architects for

the extension of the Harris Academy, Dundee.
The estimated cosl of the enlargement is

i:28,000.

'I'lic (liatli occurred at Selkirk on Saturday of

Mr. William Nicliol. Tlie deceased. hIio was in

liis 9Ist year, had been in business in Selkirk as

a painter and decorator for over forty years. Ho
was also an artist.

Mr. Reginald Wliitworlh Gough, younger son

of the
'
late .Mr. Hugh Roumieu Gough.

F.R.I.B A,, past President of the Scciely of

Architects, died on Friday last, afler a lirirf

illness, aged 33 years.

At the town -hall. Manchester. Mr. P. ^I.

Crosthwaite has held an inquiry for the Local

Government Board respecting the city roiincil's

application for sanction to borrow x60.0(IO for

works of sewerage in the city area, and ill
.""5

for the purchase of property in the township
of Flixton adjoining the Davyhulnie sewage-

disposal works.

Tlie Professional Classes War Relief Council.

13 and 14. Prince's-gate, S.W., are holding an
exhibition of objects of decorativi' arl at 13,

Prince's-gate, in order to help piofe^sioiial

artists, designers, and craftsmen. 'I'lioy will not

accept any amateur work. This oxhibilion will

be opened early in April, and will iiol interfere

in any way with the picture cxhilpiliou. which

will be open to the piihlio on anil after Monday.
March 1. from 10 30 am to 5 30 p in.

At the Convocation of the Piovince of Caiilcr-

binry a committee has been appointed to con-

sider the recomiiiendalions reeenlly iii.nde by

Sir Lewis Dibdiii (Dein of the Arches). Sir

Alfred Keiiipe, and Sir Chadwyck Healcy, who
have been inquiring into the question of the care

of ancient churches. The committee will be

empowered to confer with any corresponding

body that may be appointed in the Province

of York.

The Cointnibsioncrs of II M Office of Worlts

are proceeding with alter.itions to the Poist

Office in Constitution-street. Lcilli. Tenders for

the reconstruction are lo be lodged by March 1.

A feature of the reorganisation will be the trans-

ference of sorting work lo an office lo be creeled

in Kirk-slreet The sorting office in Coiislilii-

tioTi-street will be converted into a telegraph

department An alteration will also be cITcclcd

on the principal entrance to the building.
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BOARD OF TRADE NEW OFFICES, THAMES EMBANKMENTp^^
Design by Nfr. C. T. ''
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HITEHALL FRONT AND ELEVATION TOWARDS THE RI\ER.
i, A.R.I.B.A., Architect.
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BOARD OF TRADE NEW OFFICES, THAMES EMBANKMENT, S.W. : GROUND AND
PRINCIPAL FLOOR PLAN.—Design by Messrs. R. Atkinson and G. L. Alexander. AA.R.I.B.A.
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OBITUARY.
Sii- William Eden, Bart., who died on

Saturday, aged sixty-five, was an artist in

water-colours of great ability, with a refined

feeling for colour harmonies. His works
were often hung at the Royal Institute of

Water-colour Painters, the New English Art
Club, and the Dudley Gallery, and also at

the Paris Salon. He will be best remembered
for his lawsuit with Whistler, beard in Paris,

just twenty years ago, over the portrait of

Lady Eden. Whistler executed a small full-

length study in brown and gold, and was
offended when Sir William offered him one
hundred guineas as an honorarium. The
eccentric artist cashed the checjue, but
refused to part with the portrait, and wlien
legal proceedings were instituted in Paris,

obliterated the head of the portrait. In
March, 1895, Whistler was ordered by the
Court to deliver the portrait as painted, to

refund the hundred guineas, and pay £40
damages. He appealed to the Cour de
Cassation, where, after twenty-one months'
delay, Whistler was allowed to keep the
portrait if it was rendered unrecognisable
(which had already been done). Sir William
was awarded 5 per cent, interest on his
hundred guineas, and the £40 damages, but
amerced in the costs for the appeal.

Sir Charles Augustus Hartley, K.C.M.G.,
the well-known harbour engineer, died oji

Saturday at 2G. Pall Mall. S.W.. at the
advanced age of ninety years. A native of

Hedworth, County Durham, he was for some
years employed on railway construction in

Scotland, but after 1856 devoted himself to

hydraulic engineering, in which he obtained
a world-wide reputation. From 1856 to 1907
ho was the engineer-in-chief and consulting
engineer to the European Commission of the
Danube. In 1867 he reported to the Foreign
Office on engineering questions connected
with the River Scheldt, and he was consulted
about the improvement of the harbour of
Trieste. In the Black Sea region his plans
for the enlargement of the harbour of Odessa
won the premium offered by the Czar in

1867, and his advice was sought in regard to

the rivers Don and Dnieper, and the harbours
of Constanza, Bourgas. and Varna. Sir
Charles Hartley's advice was sought by the
Indian Government in respect of the improve-
ment of the Hugli below Calcutta and of

Madras harbour, and lie was a member of

the Board appointed by the President of the
United States to report on the best means of
opening the South Pass of the Mississippi to

navigation. He was one of the British re-

presentatives on the Commission which was
established in 1884 to consider the question
of widening the Suez Canal. He was
knighted in 1862, and created a K.C.M.G. in

1884.

The cause of public health has sustained
a serious loss by the death on Saturday, at

the age of sixty-eight, of Dr. E. C. Seaton.
Dr. Seaton was appointed medical officer of

health to Nottingham in 1872 and to Chelsea
in 1884, and he subsequentlv became the first

health officer for the county of Surrey. He
was a special commissioner for tlio Govern-
ment inquiries on housing of the working
classes in 1890, and was one of the pioneers
of the movement which resulted in the com-
pulsory notification of infectious diseases.

«•
Mr. Walter Hine, of Gaywood, has been

appointed hishwav surveyor "to the Freebridge
Lynn Rural District Council.

The premises of the Irish United Assurance
.Society in Dame-street, Dublin, are to be re-

built from the designs of Mr. T. F. MacNamara,
architect, of that city.

The new wing of tlie Hon-se of the Resur-
rection. Mirfteld. was dedicated last week.
It is two years ago since it was proposed to

luld a new retreat-house to the present build-
ings, and this, now completed, forms the north-
west portion. The £4,700 received will be
aniply sufficient to pay for the new building and
furniture. The wing, which completes the
(lUadrauCTuiar form of the buildings, has twenty-
nine bedrooms, two common rooms, an oratory,
and an entrance-hall, and la;.er it may be
enlarged by the addition of an upper floor, pro-
viding twelve more bedrooms. Mr. Temple
Moore is the architect.

» » »

—

BIRMINGHAM.—The new Weights and
Measures Office erected in Corporation-
street was formally opened on Tuesday by the

Lord Mayor. The building is faced with Tid-

ford brick relieved with terracotta dressings,

and is two stories in height, containing on the

ground floor a general receiving office, a

public weighing-machine, and testing, ad-

justing, sandblast, and mess rooms. One the

first floor are balance-rooms, inspectors'

offices, mess-room, and private offices. In the

basement there is aceommodation for the
heating-chamber, coal, and store-rooms.

SQUIRREL'S HEATH, ESSEX. — An
extension of All Saints. Squirrel's Heath,
near Romford, was dedicated last week.
The additions, consisting of north and
south aisles, under gables, five facing each
way, exactly double the size of the original
structure, exclusive of the chancel. In-

creased accommodation is provided for 175
worshippers. The windows have been
treated with leaded glazing, and three stained
lights have been refixed as near to their old
positions as possible. A feature is the carved
window-panel over the south entrance, which
on its reverse side is to be carved as a sun-
dial. The architect of the church is Mr. S.

Phillips Dales, M.S.A.

The urban district council of Weston-super-
Mare have decided to purchase for £11,900 the
Ashconibe Hou.se estate for the extension of the
cemetery.

Works of sewage-disposal have just been com-
pleted for the village of Colwall, Herefordshire.
Messrs. Taylor and Wallin were the engineers,
and the cost has been £2,550.

Plans submitted by Messrs. William Beard-
more and Co., Ltd., for the extension of the
engineering department of their naval -con-
struction works at Dalmuir. N.B., have been
passed by the Clydebank Dean of Guild Court.
The cost is estimated at between £9,000 and
£10,000.

The Roberts memorial recreation - hall for
soldiers by the dock-gates at Southampton has
just been opened. It is of corrugated iron, and
contains a main assembly-room 70ft. by 40ft.. a
sunken area divided into billiard - room and
reading-room, temperance canteen, and kitchen.
Mr. H. Cawte, of Southampton, was the
contractor.

Preliminary plans are being prepared by
Messrs. McKim, Mead, and White, architects,
101, Paik-avenue, New York, for a new building
for the National Institute of Arts and Letters
and the American Academy of Arts and Letters
to he erected on the block bounded by Broad-
way, Riverside Drive, 155th and ]56tli streets.
New York. This site was given for the purpose
of the Institute.

The water committee of Aberdeen Town
Council have unanimously recommended the
council to proceed at once with the promotion
of a Bill before Parliament for securing an
enlarsfcd and improved supply of water from
the Dee at a total estimated cost of £450,400
for ten million gallons per day. The cost
includes the expense of purification by liinc.

filtration, and storage.

The new schoolrooms in connection with
the Congregational Church at Wyniondham.
Norfolk, were formally opened on Wednesday
week. The building consists of five classrooms
adjoining the existing school, and kitchen,
stores, and heating-room have been added, and
the old premises renovated and rearranged.
The work was carried out from plans by Mr. J.
W. Fisher, arcliitect. of Wymondhara, by Mr.
R. Curson. builder, of Hethersett, whilst the
renovation of the old school hall was entrusted
to Mr. H. Bidewell, of Wyniondham.

The Government's new garden city for
Arsenal workers is to be laid on on estates
of 66 acres and 30 acres each, on opposite
sides of the main road at Well Hall. His
Majesty's office of Works have made arrange-
ments with Messrs. Leslie and Co. and Mowlem
and Co. for the erection of the houses. The
firms are to carry out the work on the prime-
cost basis— i.e.. the work will be measured by
inspectors and surveyors as it proceeds, the
bills for materials checked, and a certain per-
centage allnwe<l for profit. There will be four
different types of houses, which will be erected
in blocks of four and six.

COMPETITIONS.
DOXCASTER.—Out of the three hundred

applications for particulars of the compe-j

titions for the Doncaster housing schemej|

106 competitors have responded, the plana^

having been sent in during the past week.^
Mr. Patrick Abercrombie. of Liverpool Uni-
versity, is the assessor.

GOUROCK.—In a limited competition for
^

the Gourock Town Hall, the assessor. Sir

John J. Burnet, R.S.A., has awarded first

place to Mr. A. N. Paterson, M.A., A.R.S.A.,
F.R.I.B.A.. of St. 'Vincent-street, Glasgow.,
The estimated cost of the building is £8,000.

PAISLEY. — Mr. John Watson

'

F.R.I.B.A., president of the Glasgow Instil

tute of Architects, assessor in the competi-j

tion for the adaptation of the Globe HotelJ
Paisley, as school-board offices, has awardef
tlie first place to Mr. James Carruthers, I.

A.'

L.R.I.B.A., of Bath-street, Glasgow, and thi

two premiums to Mr. William BrownJ
Paisley, and Mr. Matthew Adam, 1^.R.I.B.A.|

Buchanan-street, Glasgow.

SOUTHEND - ON - SEA HOUSlN(
SCHEME.—The award has just been niad^
known in the recent competition for the nev
housing scheme at Ruskin-avenue, Southen

'

onSea. for the Southend-on-Sea Corporal
tion. The design submitted by Mr. Percy
Hayward, M.S. A., of 4, Broad-street^

buildings, Liverpool-street, E.C., and
Queen's House, Hamlet Court-road, West-'
cliff-on Sea, being awarded the first premium,
Mr. Percy Brockbank, of County-chambers,
Southend-on-Sea, being placed second.

Mr. F. Parr, borough surveyor of Bridgwater,
has been voted by the Council an honorarium of

£100 as remtnieration for extra services.

An extension of the Doncaster Corporation
tramways system from Balby to Warmsworth
has been opened. The cost of the extension has
baen £21,000.

The Penarth Urban District Council are about
to carry out a sewage-disposal scheme for the

western portion of their district at an estimated
outlay of £15,000.

The directors of Pumpherston Oil Company
recently presented an institute to the
villages of Seafield and Breich. The building
comprises a hall for meetings accommodating
600 people, a reading-room and library, billiard-

room, bowling-aUey, baths, retiring-rooms, and
a caretaker's house.

The Bristol City Council having applied to

the Local Government Board for sanction to

borrow £2,000 for the provision of a municipal
lodging-house for women at King-square, Mi*.

Courtenay Clifton, M.Inst.C.E., an inspector of

the Local Government Board, has held an
inquiry concerning the application.

The town council of Launceston received on
Monday the pleasing news that under the will

of the late Mr. George Burt the edifice known
as "Newport Town Hall '' had been bequeathed
to the council. The building was erected in

i

1826, and was erected concurrently with the
election of two members for the pocket borough
of Newport.

jMr. Robert Clarke, a well-known Hereford
architectural sculptor, died on Thursday in last'

week, at his residence. North Villas, Barr's-|

Court-road, Hereford. Mr. Clarke was 66 years
|

of age. Specimens of his labours are to be seen

in Hereford Cathedral, and other churches in
|

the diocese. He also acted as surveyor to the

Dean and Chapter in connection with the fabric I

of Hereford Cathedral.

A third town-planning scheme was the siiltjectj

of an inquiry on behalf of the Scottish LocalJ
Government Board in Glasgow on Friday, the

j

scheme for the Upper District of the county ofi

Renfrew. Mr, J. Walker Smith, M.I.C.E ,
pi-e-|

sided. The area which it is intended to pliinil

contains 840 acres lying north of the RiverJ

Clyde, bounded on the west by the bur^li otj

Clydebank, on the north by the county of Diim-I
barton, and on the east by the city of Glasgow.

T

Mr. M. P. Fraser, for the corporation ofj

Glasgow, stated that they had a competingl
scheme for the area, and their contention wasi

that the district would be more suitably plaiinedf

by Glasgow Dr. A. Campbell Munro, Medicall
Oflicer of Health, for the promoters, said tliatr

the area was ripe for town planning in tliel

matter of roads, houses, and open spaces. I'll*!

county authority were as competent as Glasgow?
to carry out the scheme, and would do it on i|

more economical scale.
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FIRST FUOOR plan:*

BOARD OF TRADE NEW OFFICES, THAMES EMBANKMENT, S.W.

D«sign by Mr. C. T. Armstrong, A.R.I.B.A., Architect.
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Cnrresponbence.

BUILDING COSTS AFTER THE WAR:
WILL THEY INCREASE OR DE-
CREASE?
To the Editor of the BuiI.DINO Nbws.

Sir,—There is a tendency throughout the

country amongst private owners, companies,

and especially local authorities, to postpone

building operations until after the war, in the

hope that the cost of building will then be
considerably lower than at the present time.

I liave recently been discussing the assump-
tion underlying the attitude of the parties

mentioned with numerous architects,

builders' merchants, and contractors in

South Wales, and have been forced to the

conclusion that not only is there no likeli-

hooil of a reduction taking place on the

t'M'jnination of hostilities, but that an increase

i^ (|uite probable. The reasons for this con-

clusion may be stated as follows:

—

1. Owing to the general insecurity, the

tightness of the money market, and the in-

creased cost of materials, an enormous
amount of work that had been contemplated
before the commencement of the war has not
been proceeded with. It is probable that the
x'alne of such suspended contracts in the
United Kingdom considerably exceeds
,C10n,000,000, and we should probably allow
for at least five times this amount for Con-
linental suspensions. On the termination of

liostilities the bulk of this work will go
forward, and the demand for material will

be enormous.
2. In addition, the towns and village? of

Belgium, France, and Poland that have been
partially or wholly destroyed will need to he
rebuilt, and w-e may safely expect that the
huge demand for material thus set np will

hnve a tightening effect on the markets.
3. For many years past the prices of most

classes of commodities have advanced very
considerably. Since the outbreak of the w.-ir

the increases have been abnormal, and
although reductions are probable when pence
is restored, it is not likely that prices will
return to the pre-war level. It may be
.issnined, therefore, that the cost of living
after the war will be higher than the cosii

before the war. In that event, there will be
considerable labour unrest, and wages in the
building trade, as in other trndes, must go
up. The demands of the building artisans
and labourers will, of course, be resisted ; but
as the labour needs of builders are likely to
be great, whereas the volume of available
labour will be reduced by the wastage of war.
the men are almost certain to have their
demands conceded.

4. We are informed that after the war
there will be a huge boom in trade. In that
event, the demand for capitnl will be great,
and the rate of interest will be high. If the
prices of labour, materials, and money in-

crease, how can we anticipate anv consider-
able reduction in tlie cost of building?

I have put forward these considerations not
in any dognvatic spirit, but in order that tliey

may be examined by men who are tlioronghly
familiar with conditions in the Iniilding trade.
Public bodies and building owners gencriilly
are nsnallv not in a position to judge the
trend of affairs in such a complex industry as
building, and I feel sure that they would
H-elcome information as to the future from
those who are in a position to speak with
authority. Are these people wrong in sup-
nosing that there will l)p a reduction in
building costs after the war? If so. a clear
Dronouncement on the subject would surely
be of advantage to the building trade.
Perhaps some of your readers would give
expression to their views on the subject.—

I

am, etc., Edgar L. Chappell,
Secretary, South Wales Garden Cities

and Town-Planning Association.

3. Pembroke-terrace, Cardiff.

UNHEALTHY SCHOOLS.
Sir,— It is very pleasing to those who have

the welfare of the schoolchildren at heart
to hear " An Old B.N.D.C. Boy " affirm that

when "Humanitarian" so gravely warns us

against the evils and the danger of cross-

ventilation and through-draughts, of which
that system consists, " he has told us nothing
but what is instilled in the most elementary
mind." It is a pity, however, that, so far

as "An Old Boy" is concerned these seeds

of knowledge seem to have fallen on stony

ground, in that he advocates the infliction

on little children of that fell instru-

ment of cruelty, cross-ventilation', which, as

is rightly said, could only be employed with
impunity on helpless children and the

mentally defective.

There seems, indeed, to be a general con-

sensus of opinion that only medical prac-

titioners are the gainers by it, as it consists

not only of intolerable and dangerous
draughts, but pure air can never be breathed
with il^—only diluted foul air, and the less

the draught the fouler the air. The vitiated

air is also not extracted as it ascends
and got finally rid of, but is returned by the

descending current and rebreathed before
displacement, and this process goes on con-

tinuously and without change.
"An Old Boy " is evidently not acquainted

with the Board of Education's recommenda-
tions re the heating and ventilation of schools

when he says, " neither can he separate

heating from cross-ventilation." The Board's
suggestion is that these should be kept
separate and not combined.
When he so boldly asserts that we are " a

degenerating people," and that cross-ventila-

tion is our only hope of salvation—by weeding
out the weaker, I suppose—he is certainly

as self-deluded on that point as his co-

believers the Germans have doubtless now
discovered themselves to be.

When he informs us that he and his co-

advocates are "comfortably sitting on the

fence," I can only say that his conception
of comfort and assured confidence in the

opinions he holds is not the normal view

;

it has. doubtless, however, its advantages,
when one is anxious to see which way that

skittish and erratic animal the ventilation

cat is going to jump. The position is a trying

one ; but what can you expect if one prefers to

roost on such an unstable and tottering perch
as the back fence, particularly in this

weather, instead of sitting comfortably in an
easy-chair by one's own fireside?

"An Old iSoy " may perhaps consider that

I am inclined to be as facetious as his own
good self, and am treating a serious subject

with unseemly levity. My excuse must be
that when I think of the sorely-tried school-

children, subjected to a continuous cold

down-draught in this wintry weather, I, like

Figaro, "make haste to laugh for fear that 1

may weep." Even Mr. Thomas admits that

it's "a crying evil.—I am. etc.,

Jknny Wrkn.

Sir,—" Beaten " as " Saul among the
prophets," in describing cross ventilation as

"a perfect blizzard." and a "tearing" one
at that, knocks into the proverbial " cocked
hat" all your other correspondents' attempts
to adequately describe that primeval method
of barbarism. It has certainly been called

some very hard names, but it has been
reserved for one of its own apostles, who,
from his experience of it shoidd know it

best, to christen it correctly, and he has
named it well, "a perfect blizzard"—"out
of your own months are ye condemned."
Henceforth that name of ill omen for

shivering school-children, cross-ventilation,

ceases to exist, and becomes as extinct as

the dodo. "The blizzard " has taken its un-

honoured place for tlie short (let us hope)
remaining span of its tempestuous and
tortuous career. It is a name, like " baby-

killers," to which it has an affinity, that will

stick.

1 have heard it referred to as a

"hurricane," "typhoon," "cyclone," and
"sirocco"; but "the blizzard" is the best

and more truly descriptive of its appalling

character, and it possesses the unique ad-

vantage of the most unimpeachable testi-

mony from its own apostles in support of

its absolute deadliness. It would almost seem
to be superfluous for those acquainted with

its dansers to continue to warn us against

them ; its devotees satisfactorily fulfil that

beneficent duty. That being so, a Royal Com-
mission seems hardly necessary, when its

own followers so effectually give the ogre
Through-draught its quietus. Assuredly the

good cause waxeth exceedingly, and there is

hope for the frozen little ones yet.
" Beaten " has won the honourable dis-

tinction of "knocking out" that blustering

bully and boisterous windbag " The
Blizzard " in the first round, by one
staggering blow on the solar plexus, which,

for the information of the uninitiated. I

would explain means having the wind
knocked out of you.

It is a great; feat. .Jack Johnson. Car-

pentier, or "the Tipton Slasher" could not

have done better. Just think of it!—the

pride and hope of its backers, the stormy

netrels, to be struck down and beaten to a

frazzle in one round ; to be knocked out by

a single shrewd blow delivered with the over-

whelming: force of a blizzard, and by their

own bottle-holder! It's enough to make the

angels weep, from their point of view, and

the gods to laugh from that of the children's

friends. It's Homeric, and would have made
the heart of Rabelais clad with joy and

Panurge to snigger in his grave.

" Beaten " has given that usly bruiser of

young children, "The Blizzard," its coup de

grace with a vengeance, and placed its sup-

porters hors de combat irretrievably. No-

thing could survive such a smashing, pul-

verising blow straight from the shoulder.

You can almost imagine you hear the bones

scrunch with that sledge-hammer stroke.

Y'our correspondent has earned the thanks

and the gratitude of all schoolchildren and

lovers of children, and if he would only add

to his valuable testimony the favour of

his name, I am sure it would be treasured

in the hearts of us all.

Now that the icy altars of the Moloch of

through-draught, upon which so many of the

innocents have been immolated, are

shattered and crumbled in the dust, the car

of Juggernaut laid low, and that flighty old

deity of the air who has so truculently lorded

it in " the Temple of the Winds," is blown

sky high, hoist by his own blizzard, perhaps

the high priests' and worshippers of these

false gods may, if the age of miracles is not

past, see the error of their ways and give

the little ones a chance by renouncing their

role of benevolent Inquisitors, and ceasing to

torture them in the name of Health with that

grizzly menace and atrocious example of

hygienic (?)
" frightfulness " " the blizzard,"

tiiat uncouth monster well dubbed " the

Frankenstein of ventilation " and '' the

doctor's friend "—a significant and sinister

conjunction.—I am, etc.. Crusader.

. ***

Mr. A. P. Vaughan, of Luton, has been

selected from 186 applicants to fill the post of

clerk of works in the erection of twenty-eight

working-class dwellings for the Uxbridge Urban

District Council.

The Bolton-on-Dearne Urban District Council

liave adopted plans by Messrs. Garside and

Pennington, of Ropcrgatc, Pontcfract, for an

extensive housing sclieme, which will irichule 194

dwellings of three types and five houses ami

shops in Barnsley -road, Goldlhorpe. and 99

dwelliTigs of three types and eight houses and

shops ill Furlong-road. Bolton-road, Boltoii-on-

Dcarne.

A return issued by the Amalgamated SocielJ

of Carpenters and Joiners shows that tlie voting

for the election of an assistant general secretary

now stands as follows:—A. G. Cameron, 6,920.;

J L. Wright, 5,506; K. Robertson, 1,210; C. H.

Young, 905; A. Dearnley, 872; and F. W.
Lindley, 559. The ballot cannot be completed

pending the tabulation of a number of addl-
|

tional returns from the overseas branches.

All instance of industrial patriotism is re-
j

ported at Walsall, a local builder, Mr. W. J.

Warman. formerly of Lichfield-strcet, having
|

not only enlisted himself, but induced practically

every member of his staff of employees to^ do

the same. The only representative of the fir'"

left is a man who. being a cripple, is ineligible

for military service, Mr Warman himself is a

pioneer sergeant in the 7lh South Staft'ords, and

)iis brother, Mr. D. Warman, who was formerly

his foreman, is a sergeant-major in the 5tli
]

South Staffords.
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

TLMBKR FUR THE WAR OFFICE.-On the

motion for the adjouruinent on Feb. 18, Mr. W.
Young (li., Perthshire, E.) drew attention to

the appointment of Mr. Montague Meyer as sole

purchasing agent for the timber required by the

\Var Ollice. In reply to a question to the War
Ullice, he had been told that the value of the

timber Mr. Meyer had purchased was £600.000.

The arrangement he believed had only been in

existence tor three months, so that in so short

a time Mr. Meyer, having a commission of 2.^

per cent., had "found himself in pocket to the

extent of itlo.OOO. This was an extraordinary

arrangement. There were from a dozen to

twenty hrms with the highest reputation as

brokers who would have jumped at the business

for a commis.sion of 1 per cent., and would have

done it even for a half per cent. He was in-

formed that probably the best timber expert m
Great Britain could be got for £2,000 a year at

the outside, which meant that a saving of

£14,500 of the ratepayers' money could have

been effected. Mr. Meyer's stock had also been

taken over at an ascertained cost price. There

could be no doubt that a good deal of uneasiness

existed throughout the country on the question

of War Ulhce contracts. Did the War Ollice pay

exorbitant commissions in connection with the

purchase of other materials?—Mr. Haslam (R.,

Monmouth Boroughs) said 2^ per cent, commis-

sion on all purchases of timber was exorbitant

for transactions of the kind. In addition to this

commission, however, he nnderstood Mr. Meyer
received a brokerage commission, which brought

his toal profit to 3^ per cent, on all purchases.

What was his nationality? The War Office did

not seem to know. The gentleman bore a name
which was not encouraging or reassuring,

Englishman though lie might be.—Mr. Baker
thought it a good thing that the matter should

be withdrawn from the atmosphere of mis-

statement in the newspapers, and innuendo in

questions in which it had been. The position on
the outbreak of war was that the War Oflice

found itself in need of very large quantities of

timber, mainly for the huts in the new camps.

The Office of Works, which had considerable

expert knowledge of the timber trade, in a

spirit of pure helpfulness, suggested that they

should relieve the War Office of the task of

getting tlie timber. The War Office agreed to

the proposal. At that point the actual responsi-

bility of the War Office ceased, and the Office of

VVorks made all further arrangements. The
Office of Works made inquiries from leading

merchants in the trade to see what timber could

be got and at what price. Almost all the

answers quoted prices that were excessive and
exorbitant. At this stage Mr. Meyer appeared.

He was one of those who had been askeil to

quote Mr. Meyer suggested that the fiovern-

meiit's inquiries were having a dislurbiiig effect

on the market, and suggested that the difficulty

would be very largely overcome if the Office of

Works employed the device of using one single

agent, and of purchasing not from merchants at

home, but direct from shippers in Sweden, The
Office of Works approved the idea, and
employed Mr. Meyer on trial as the agent. Mr.
Meyer carried out the trial so satisfactorily that

ilie arrangement was continued. It appeared
. that Mr. Meyer was not only a British subject,

I
but a son and a grandson of British subjects.

I He was known to the Office of Works previously.
and had executed other contracts for the War
Mffice in a satisfactory manner. He had had

: eighteen years' experience of the trade, and had

j
been in business on his own account for about
eight years. His firm had had very considerable
dealings. Two other offers were considered by
the Office of Works before Mr. Meyer was
appointed, bub were regarded as less satis-

factory. The agreement was that Mr. Meyer
was to receive 2.^ per cent, on all purchases made
by him. but that the Office of Works was to take
all discounts or commissions. The statement
that brokers through whom he bought received
' per cent. was. in a sense, true; but that per-
' intage was paid by the seller, and it was only
>in a very small number of transactions that a
'broker was employed. The 2^ per cent, com-
mission was not all profit, for a great number
of services were rendered by him, such as

arranging for the transport of the timber abroad
and at home, detailed checking, and conversion
into the sizes required. He also had to employ
a considerable staff. It was not the case that he
was given either room or staff by the Offiice of

Works, but that Office did put a few clerks in

jhis office to check every transaction. It was
pifncult at this stage to prove that the arrange-
Iment had resulted in economy, as a great
IiumVier of the contracts had not lieen concluded :

nit the Office of Works gave the assurance that
in every case they had been able to test the
niirchases by Mr. Meyer had led to economy.
When he was given a trial before he was
'ippointed, the quotations from leading
iierchants averaged £14 10s. a standard, but

Mr. Mever bought all the quantity wanted at

from £10 to £12 a standard. On every occasion

on which comparison could be made it had been

found that the prices at which Mr. Meyer
purchased were more favourable than those

offered by the large merchants in the trade.

The alternatives to purchase through an agent

were direct purchase, which, in view of what
occurred, would have been disastrous, or to

purchase through a committee. .4s to the latter,

the House of Commons and the public had

constantly urged the Government departments
not to put themselves into the hands of rings,

and if they had set up a Committee, very likely

similar debate would have taken place. Aft,er

what he had said, anyone who put aside racial

and commercial bias would be bound to admit

that the contract could not be described as un-

satisfactory to . the taxpayer. .4s to the per-

centage being excessive, he (Mr. Baker) did not

think that when these transactions were first

undertaken it was contemplated that they would
reach the very large figure which they had
reached. It was now under consideration in the

UHiee of Works, he believed, whether the

arrangement should not, novT that the trans-

actions had reached such large dimensions, be

modified.—Sir H. Dalziel said he was glad to

know this contract was to be modified.—Mr.

Beck, representing the Oflice of Works, said the

right hon. gentleman must not misunderstand
the position. The Office of Works were asked to

prepare wood for the War Office, and to the

best of their ability the Office of Works made a

good bargain; but it was obvious that what was

a handsome payment might become over-hand-

some as the transaction increased. As there had
been an enormous increase the matter was now
being reconsidered.—Sir H. Dalziel congratu-

lated the hon. gentleman on the rapidity witli

which he had assumed the official manner.
(Laughter.) The House might take it there was
going to be some modification because the

Government had no alternative. It was surely

a subject for inquiry that a man who was almost

a stranger to the "VVar Office should be making
at the rate of £60,000 per annum, particularly

when taxation was considerable. The House
ought to know whether Mr. Meyer was paid

commission on his own stock, and who fixed

the valuation of that stock.—Mr. Booth (H.,

Pontetract) rose to continue the discussion, but

the hour allotted for discussion of the motion

on the adjournment had been exhausted.

—

t5n Wednesday last, Mr. Beck (representing the

Office of Works), answering Mr. W. Young (L.,

East Perthshire), said that Mr. Montague Meyer
was only paid the agreed commission on the

invoice price, and not on the value, of his own
stock of timber taken over by the Office of

Works. The total value was £11,360. He
understood that on this transaction, compared
with the ruling price of timber. Mr. Meyer lost

£2.000. as in the meantime timber had appre-

ciated about 20 per cent.— Sir H. Dalziel (L.,

Kirkcaldy Burghs) asked the representative of

the Office of Works what was the total value of

the timber purchased up to date by Mr. Meyer
on behalf of the Government; whether he still

adhered to the statement that the Office of

Works sent out five hundred communications to

timber firms asking them to quote before the

appointment of Mr. Meyer, and, if so, could he

explain why a large number of leading firms

in the trade were excluded ; could he confirm

the statement that Mr. Meyer at no lime had a

room in the Office of Works, and whether there

was any objection to members of the House
inspecting the contract made with Mr. Meyer.
— Mr. Beck : In reply to the first part of the

question, the total value was approximately

£600.000. The exact number of communications
cannot be stated; but the inquiry I have niade

shows that stocks and prices were ascertained

from two hundred different firms whose names
were taken from the directory published by the

"Timber Trades Journal.'' -As to the third

point. I have no information confirming the

statement that a large number of firms were

excluded. .\s regards the fourth point, the

answer is 'Yes." As regards the fifth point. I

shall be happy to show a copy of the contract

to any member desiring to see it.—Sir H.
Dalziel; Can the hon. gentleman report any pro-

gress in the direction of the mo<lification of this

contract?— Mr. Beck: There are negotiations

])roceeding. and so far the arrangement is 2.^ per

cent, lip to £600.000, 2 per cent, between
£600,000 and £1.000.000. and 1 per cent, over

£1.000.000. (Cries of "Oh!"! [It was after-

wards ofticiallv notified that Mr. Beck had in-

advertently given the wrong figure for the com-

mission on purchases over £1.000,000. and that

he should have said 1^ per cent, instead of 1 per

cent. ] — Sir H. Dalziel: .Saving the country's

money ! (Hear, hear, and laughter.!

tiuned linancial assistance to a housing scheme
at Crayford. Mr. Herbert Samuel : The Public
Works Loan Commissioners have granted a loan
of £48,000 to the Crayford Cottage Society,
Limited, toivards tlje erection of 300 cottages at
Crayford. The cost of the buildings, including
cost of site, roads, etc., is estimated at £71,350.
and the weekly rentals of the cottages at 7s. 6d.

each. The rates and cost of repairs arc to be
paid by the Society. As the borrowers are a
pubic utility society, it is not necessary for them
to obtain the sanction of the Local Government
Board before borrowing from the Public Works
Loan Commissioners.

LONDON ELECTRIC SUPPLY BILL WITH-
DRAWN.— In the House of Commons on
Monday, on the motion for the second reading of

the London Electric Supply Bill. Mr. Whitley,
C'hairman of Committees, said that after care-

fully considering the powers sought by this Bill

he had informed the promoters that in his

opinion the Bill was not one which, in the
present session, the House ought to be called

upon to consider. It raised important questions
of a public character and of a contentious
nature, and the promoters had agreed that the
order for the second reading should Ije dis-

charged, and that the Bill should lie withdrawn.
Accordingly he proposed a motion to the effect

and it was unanimously agreed to.

CRAYFORD HOUSING SCHEME. — Mr.

Rowlands has asked the President of the Local

Government Board whether the Board has sane-

Mr. Walter Cave, F.R.I.B.A., Past-President

of the Architectural Association, is serving his

country as Chief Petty Officer, R.N.V.R., Anti-

Airoraft Corps.

As a measure of economy, the Chancellor of

the Exchequer has decided to stop until after

the war all grants in aid of libraries, art-

galleries, and museums.

Mr. Frank H. Bromhead, A.R.I.B.A., of Kneb-
worth, has been appointed by the Shepshed
Urban District Council as architect for the

erection of a number of working-class dwellings.

Mr. A. G. Drury, Local Government Board
inspector, held an inquiry at Felixstowe on
Tuesday as to an application by the urban dis-

trict council for leave to borrow £4,880 for the

extension of the sewage pumping-station and
destructor.

The Local Government Board have given

their approval to plans for new offices for the

urban district council of Shipley. The plans

have been prepared by Messrs. Bailey and
Anderton, of Shipley and Keighley. The cost is

estimated at over £14,000.

"A. A. Notes" states that Mr. T. W. Dowsett,

of 61, Chancery-lane, W.C, a member of the

Architectural Association since 1910, was killed

in the trenches on Jan. 30, while serving,

between Y'pres and La Bass^e, as a private in

the Honourable Artillery Company,

At the annual meeting of the Geological

Society of London the officers chosen for the

ensuing year were Mr. Arthur Smith Woodward,
president; Mr. H. H. Bemrose, Mr. Clement
Reid, Mr. A. Strahan, and the Rev. H. H. Win-
wood, vice-presidents; Mr. H. H. Thomas and
Mr. H. Lapworth, secretaries; Sir Archibald

Geikie, foreign secretary ; and Mr. B, McNeill,

treasurer.

The members of the Province of Quebec Asso-

ciation of Architects have cancelled their annual
banquet, and sent a subscription of 85dol. to

the Fraternite des Artistes, France, on behalf

of the families of soldiers killed in the war. The
association has sustained a great loss by the

death of Prof. Doumic. one of its leading

members, who was killed fighting with his regi-

ment in France.

The corporation museum and art-gallery at

Burton - on - Trent was formally opened on

Friday last. A few years ago. when the new
courthouse was built in Horningblowstreet. the

old police-station, occupying the corner block at

Station-street and Guild-street, remained vacant

until the corporation decided to convert the

lower portion into gas and electricity show

rooms, and the upper story into a museum and

art gallery. The capital outlay on the museum
and art gallery was £2,300.

.\notlier town-planning scheme promoted by

the Birmingham Corporation was inquired into

at the Council House. Birmingham, on Thurs-

day and Friday last, before Mr. Raymond
Unwin, F.R.I.B.A., inspector of the Local

Government Board. The application was for

approval of a town planning scheme with refer-

ence to lands at North Yardley and Stetchforil,

situated partly within the city and partly within

the rural district of Meriden. Mr. E. V. Hilcy

(town clerk) represented the corporation, and

evidence in support of the scheme was given by

Mr. H. E. Stilgoe (city surveyor),

Chamberlain, and others.

Aid. Neville
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
PAPWORTH V. BATTERSEA BOROUGH

COU^"CIL.—Id the King's Bench Division on

Saturday, Mr. Justice Scrutton and a special

jury heard a new trial of this action in

pursuance of the order of the Court of Appeal

(Lords Justices Buckley, Phillimore, and Pick-

ford), which held that the original hearing

before Mr. Justice Horridgc was not satis-

factorily tried. Tht original trial before Mr.

Justice Horridge and a common jury (when the

plaintiff was awarded f 1.961 with costs) was re-

ported in our issue of December 26. 1913 (p. 922.

Vol. CV.) The plaintiff alleged that while she

was cyclins in Lombard-road, Battersea, in

January, 1913. she rode over a sewer gully which

was in"a dangerous state of repair, due to the

negligence of the defendants, whose property it

was, iind that she was thrown from her bicycle,

and a cart passed over her, permanently in-

capacitating her. We recorded the appeal by the

borough council in our number for INov. 13, 1914

(p. 637. Vol. CVII.) At the rehearing on Satur-

day, the jury answered certain ciuestions in

favour of the plaintiff, and assessed damages at

£756; but Mr. Justice Scrutton, in giving

judgment on 'jueations of law. said the plaintilt

must fail, because she had not proved mis-

feasance on the part of the defendants. In his

judgment Mr. Justice Scrutton remarked that

the point arose that the present defendants were
not the persons who constructed the grid, but
were two removes from the original constructors.

The defendants were the successors of the vestry

of the parish of St. Mary. Battersea. who suc-

ceeded the Waudsworth District Board of

Works; but under the Act of 1SS8. which turned
the Board of Works into the vestry, there were
no express words transferring liabilities. Mr.
Justice Horridge decided that in law the liability

was not transferred. All that could therefore be

said was that the Wandsworth Board of Works
put down a dangerous grid, and their suc-

cessors had done nothing to alt«r it. Doing
nothing on the part of a road authority was not

actionable. Gonsequently, assuming that it was
the action of the road authority, the plaintifi

must fail because she did not establish any mis-

feasance by the present defendants, or that

tliere liad been transferred to them any mis-

feasance by the Board of Works. In spite of the

finding of the jury, ought he to find that if there

had been default it was a default as sewer
authority'!' He did not think there was any
finding of negligence as sewer authority He
regarded the finding of the jury as showing
that, though tliere was a default, it was not one
^^hich reasonable care could have avoided. He
also thought iliere \\ as evidence on which the
jury could find that this was an act done as the
road authority The findings of the jury, there-

fore, led to a \erdict for the defendants. It was
unsatisfactory that there should be this dider-

eiice between I he liability of the two authorities,

and the remedy was Parliamentary interference
to put the sewer authority on the same level

as the road authority. .Judgment was accord-
ingly entered for the defendants, with costs of

both trials and of the appeal.

LIBEL ACTION BY A MA.STER PAINTER
—At Shropshire Assizes on Thursday and Friday-

in last week, Mr, Justice Avory and a special

jury heard an action in which Councillor .1. IT.

Perks, master painter and decorator, of Shrews-
bury, sought to recover damages for alleged libel

against Councillor John Robert Morris, editor
and proprietoi of an advertising paper issued

gratis at Shrewsbury, called "The Shrewsbury
Literary and Commercial Circular." The alleged

libels were in regard to certain statements and
notices of motion by the defenrlant for the town
council meetings which appeared in defendant's
paper, and came to be known and referred to by
defendant in his paper as "The now known case
of tarmac stealing.' and in connection with it

defendant published in his paper in advance of

tile council meeting the following notice of

motion: "That this council regrets to learn that
it is possible for employees to take material in

large quantities with the knowledge of the
officials, and to use such material in carrying out
work on private property of members of this

council without such material being paid for or
'^iile'red in the council's books; they regret to
find that such material was so taken and used
for Councillor John Perks, and this council con-
siders that gentlemen should he requested to
resign his seal." In examination in chief, de-
fendant denied imputing any dishonestv to Mr.
Perks in what he had written. The jury gave
iiidgment for plaintiff for .-€200 and costs.

Defendant was then put into the box to prove
ill regard to means, and his counsel appealed for
a stay of execution, on the grounrl tliat the
revenue from defendant's paper hail fallen off

since the outbreak of the war. The Judge, how-
ever, gave leave to issue execution.

Iv W CRICKMAY. ARCHITECT AND SUR-
VICYOR.-At the Londmi Maiikruptcy-court.

on the 17th inst., the discharge was granted,

subject to a suspension of six months, of Ernest
William Crickraay, described as late of 9, Mitre-

court Chambers.

MODERN TRAFFIC ON BRIDGES.—Sharp-
ness New Docks Co. v. the Attorney-General at

the Relation of the Corporation of Worcester.

—

The Lord Chancellor and Lords Dunedin, Atkin-
son, Parker, and Parmoor, sitting in the House
of Lords on Friday, delivered judgment in an

appeal by the Sharpness New Docks and
Gloucester and Birmingham Navigation Com-
pany against an order of the Court of Appeal in

favour of th'e present respondents, which varied

and partially reversed a decision of Mr. Justice

Phillimore, and declared that the local Act of

1791, wliich provided that all bridges required to

carry a highway over the canal (constructed in

1812", and now owned by the appellants) should
from time to time be supported, maintained,
ind kept in sufficient repair by the canal com-
pany or their successors, created an obligation

to maintain and keep in repair such bridges
according to the requirements of the present

day. During the arguments it was stated that

there were hundreds of bridges all over the

country which had been constructed under local

Acts containing similar conditions as to repairs

as the local Act now under consideration, and,

therefore, that the decision was one of general
importance. The question at issue was whether
the appellants under section 61 of the statute

were bound to keep these bridges in such a state

of repair as to be sufficient to bear the ordinary
traflic which might reasonably be expected to

pass over tiie bridges, having regard to the
present needs of the district, or whether their

only liability was to keep the bridges in such a

state of repair as to be fit to carry the ordinary
traffic at the time when the bridges were con-

structed. Mr. Justice Phillimore adopted the

latter construction, and made a declaration
accordingly; but his decision was reversed by
I he Court of Appeal (Lords Justices Vaughan
Williams. Kennedy, and Swinfen Eady), who
decided that tlie appellants were liable to

maintain the bridges so as to bear the ordinary
trallic of the district as existing at the present

time The Lord Chancellor, in moving that the
appeal should be allowed, expressed his dissent

from the view taken by the Court of Appeal
that the liaViility was one to maintain and repair

not merely for a traffic of the character passing
over the road a hundred vears ago; but at a

standard that would take the present-day traflic

The decision in favour of the appellants given

by Mr. Justice Phillimore, with some slight

variation as to the form of the declaration,

.\ould therefore bo restored, the appellants to

have their costs in this House and in the Court
of Appeal. The other Lords gave judgment to

the same effect.

THE RATING OF LONDON TRAMWAYS.—
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL v. ISLINGTON
,\SSESSMENT COMJIITTEE.—In the House of

Lords on Monday, before the Lord Chancellor
and Lords Atkinson. Parker. Sumner, and
Parmore. a decision was intimated in this

appeal by the London County Council from an
order of the Court of Appeal discharging a rule

nisi for a mandamus. The appellants had
requisitioned the Assessment Committee of

Islington asking for the appointment of a

valuer, alleging that they had a prima facie

case for a reassessment of their tramways, there
being evidence that the competition by motor
'buses had particularly affected them, and that

they were entitled to a provisional assessment.
Their requisition was refused. The rule was
then applied for. and was made absolute by the
Divisional Court ; but their decision was re-

versed by the Court of Appeal, and the rule

discharged. The TiOrd Cliancellor now stated
that their Lordshins were of opinion that the
appeal should be allowed. At a later date their

lordships would express a view upon the con-

struction of the statute which would guide the
Islington Assessment Committee in dealing with
the case. Tliev would then deal also with the
luestion of costs.

.—•**
.Sergt.-Maior H. P. O. Maiile. Hon. Artillery

Company. F.R.I.B..\.. the lute Master of the
\rchitectural Association Schools in Tiifton-

streot. has been promoted on the field to

commissioned rank.

Tlie death took place on Friday last, at

Stockton-ou-Tees. at the age of sixty, of Mr. M.
H. Sykes, borough engineer of that town since

1S98, previous to which he was borough surveyor
at Morley. He leaves a widow and three

children,

Mr. G. P Robertson, engineer to the

Darjeehng Municipality, was drowned llirce

weeks since while on the initial stage of

what was to be an extended survey of the

liungeet and Teesta rivers for the purpose of

choosing a site for a new hydraulic - power
station.

(Bm #to fable.

The electors to the Slade Professorship of

Fine Art have re-elected Mr. Edward
Schroeder Prior, M.A., A.R.A., F.R.I.B.A.,

Honorary Fellow of Gonville and Caius

College,' into the said professorship. Mr.
Prior was one of the founders of the Art
Workers' Guild, of which he was Master in

1906. He has been secretary of the Arts and
Crafts (London) Exhibition Society since

1902, and architect to Cambridge University,

Harrow School, and Winchester College. His
publications include "The History of Gothic
Art in England," "The Cathedral Builders

in England," and "The Mediseval Figure

Sculpture of England." In liis under-

graduate days he won many successes in the

athletic field, particularly in jumping.

Piqued by their failure to hack their way
towards Paris, the Germans have this week
recommenced the lioiiibardmeiit of Rheims
Cathedral, an operation which has no
military purpo^^es to excuse it. but is a fresh

example of crass piggishiies.s. The upper

part of the nobly-proportioned north western

tower has been greatly injured, and the mag-

nificent ijuadripartit* vaulted roof of the

main fabric, which had hitherto remained

intact, although the external lead covering

was destroyed in September, has been

pierced in iiumerous places, and the north

arcade and its supporting columns have been

tlemolished here and there. Indignation is

wasted on the miscreants who are directing

these operations. When a dog goes mad
efforts should lie concentrated on choking

him silently and speedily.

A series of six lectures on "Tlie .Archi-

tecture of Belgian Towns" will be delivered

at University College on Thursdays, at

5.30 p.m., beginning on March 4. The
lectures will be respectively as follows:

—

March i, M. Victor Horta, Director of the Academy of

Fine Arts, Brussels, on " Arcbitecture in Belgium since

ISM."
Marcli 11, II. C. F. Caliiwaerts on " A General Review

of Belgian Towns—BrusselB, Malines, and Louvain."

March 18, M. Portielje, Honorary Secietary of the

Royal Society of Architects of Autn-er]j, on " Town
Planning in Antwerp, Past and Future."

May 6, Mr. Artbar Stratton, F.R.I.B.A., F.S.A., on
" Bruges and Ypres."
May 13, Mr. P. Aljercrombie, M.A., on " Bruasele."

May 20, Mr. P. Abercrombie, M.A., on "Brussels."

The lectures will be public. Tickets of

admission for the whole course, or for

separate lectures, can be obtained on sending

a stamped addressed envelope to the Secre-

tary, University College, London.

An exhibition of pictures and lace is being

held at the Grafton Galleries, London, from

Feb. 25 to March 30, 1915, and the entrance

money will be divided equally between the

Queen's Work for Women Fund and the

Belgian Relief Fund. The lace section con-

tains a loan collection of old and rare speci-

mens of English and foreign lace. In

addition, there is a special Belgian collection,

with lace on sale, for the benefit of the

Belgian workers. Some unique specimens

have been brought from Brussels by M. Paul

Lainbottc. The picture section consists of

the works of the members of the club and

especially invited artists. Admission Is.

One of the features of the town-planning

schemes of the Edinburgh Corporation for an

area iii tlie Murrayfiekl and Ravelston

district, threatens the demolition of Murrav-

licld House, which was the Old Barony of

the Nisbets of that Ilk. It is a fine specimen

of Early ITthCeiitnry domestic architecture.

The estate of Nisbet was aci|uired by Mr.

Archibald Murray of Cringalty, a scion of tlie

Murrays of Blaukbarony. early in the 18tli

century, who renamed the property Murray-

field. His son Alexander was raised to the

Bench, assuming the title of Lord Hender-

land. and figures in Kay's Edinburgh

portraits. The east wing was probably

added bv him. and is a good example of the

Early Adam style. The present tenants.

Miss Chalmers" and the Hon. Constance

Shore, who have no personal material

interest in the matter, havo taken the

trouble, however, to send out a- circular

calling attention to the threatened destrue-
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tion of this fine old house, and asking if, for

aesthetic and antiquarian reasons, it cannot
be saved. They state that Sir Archibald
Campbell, Bart., as proprietor, would be
ready to fall in with any amended plan which
might be brought forward by the town
council for carrying the new road northward
without sacrificing Murrayfield House. The
threatened demolition of the mansion has
raised a storm of protests from Edinburgh
archfeologists and architects, inchuling Prof.

Baldwin Brown, and it is aske<l why, if the

road cannot be div«;rted, should not the hou.se

be bodily transplanted to an adjoining site.

In order to minimise the risk to arbitrators
of arbitration proceedings being abandoned
and awards not taken up, the Royal Institute
of British Architects thinks it desirable to

point out to its members that it is not in-

consistent with professional etiquette for
them, before entering on a reference, to

demand an undertaking from both or either
of the parties to take up the award within
u time to be specified, and in any event to

pay the arbitrator's fees. Also, in cases
where the arbitrator considers it desirable,
it is quite permissible for him to require a
payment in advance on account of his
charges.

A portrait of Sir G. Hayter Chubb,
painted by Mr. Arthur Xowell, was presented
to the Leys School at an "at home" given
by Dr. Barber, the lieadmaster, and Mrs.
Barber, at the Hotel Metropole, on Fridav
last, on behalf of the Old Leysian Union. As
treasurer and chairman of the governing
body Sir G. Hayter Chubb has served the
school for twenty-three years, or rather more
than half the period of its existence, the
school having been founded forty years ago.
The portrait is intended as a memo'rial of his
services, and is the gift of Mr. Henry
HoUoway, who is also a member of the
governing body. Dr. Barber received the
portrait from Mr. Holloway on behalf of the
school, and Sir G. Chubb acknowledged the
compliment paid to him. Among those who
accepted invitations to the gathering were Sir
George Truscott, Sir G. and Lady Houston
Reid. Lady and Miss McMillan, Sir Aston
and Lady Webb, and the Rev. and Mrs. V. B.
Meyer.

At the last meeting of the Kent County
Council the asylums committee reported that
the contractors having refused to be bound
by their tender for the new bakery at
Chartham Asylum, they had obtained fresh
tenders and asked permission to accept that
of Mr. G. Browning, of Canterbury, for
£4,337, in the place of the original tender for
£4,100 by Messrs. Elliott and Co. This was
agreed to, and the committee were instructed
to employ an architect to prepare plans and
obtain tenders for a house for the senior
assistant medical officer at Chartham
Asylum, to be erected in the asvlum grounds

'at a cost not e.\ceeding £1,500.
" The bridges

I

and roads committee reported that tenders
;for hard road material had been received
ifrom twenty-eight contractors. The average
I price per ton in the tenders recommended
|»as iSs. 5.27d.. showing an increase of
lis. 11. 8d. over last year's prices, which were
also in advance of the prices of the two pre-
ceding years. A larger quantity of Kentish
rag tarred macadam was advertised for than
liad been usual in previous years, and twenty
contractors had responded." The comniittef
jreeomniended that tenders amounting to
;35,61l2 tons be accept-ed for the quantities and
.at the prices stated, and that contracts be
prdered to be sealed. The average cost (in-
cluding carriage to nearest place of user) was
iV-s. 7.2d. per ton, an increase of 7.28d. over
fast year. The total amount of material now
recommended for purchase was 95,062 tons
!-ir yards, as aganist 96,076 tons for the
purrent year. The total excess of expenditure
>n roads^over the estimates for the year had
)een £3,796. A long discussion tookplace on
he following resolution, moved by Jlr.
Lapp; "That, in the opinion of the council,
|he time has arrived when the duties of the
;ounty architect should be undertaken bv a
Jerson devoting the whole of his time to the
Hice. Mr. Tapp said that they were
lymg Mr. F. W. Ruck £600 a year, and yet

allowed him to continue private practice, and
voted him an additional sum of £2,000 as
commission on the new county buildings at
Maidstone. The motion was defeated by
17 votes to 15; but a second resolution, pro-
posed by Mr. Tapp: "That the bridges and
roads committee consider and report to the
council as to the revision of the duties and
salaries of the county architect and his

assistant" was carried.

At the quarterly meeting of the Hants
County Council the the asylum committee
reported that they had received an applica-
tion from Mr. Thomas Rowbothani, tlie con
tractor for the superstructure of the new
asylum at Park Prewett, for an allowance in

respect of the increased cost in obtaining
timber. Mr. Rowbotham, in order to avoid
stopping the asylum works, was compelled
to order timber elsewhere, and claimed the
extra cost, which amounted to £1,070 on the
main asylum, from the timber merchants.
The question whether he would be able to
recover this was doubtful, and, in the difficult

circumstances, all the parties asked the com-
mittee to assist them in effecting a com-
promise. The extra cost of timber on the
smaller buildings would amount to about
£600. nuiking a total additional outlay for
timber of upwards of £1,600. The com-
mittee conferred with the contractor, and
agreed to make an additional payment of
£800 to cover the effect of the war in regard
to increase of prices, not only of timber, but
also of all other materials, and on the strict
understanding that no further claim was
made in this respect. The report was
approved.

The seventeenth abstract of Labour
Statistics for the United Kingdom, giving a

summary for fifteen years— 1899-191.3— has
just been issued by the Board of Trade. It
shows the percentage of carpenters and
joiners in trade-unions who were unemployed
rose to the highest point in 1908 and 1909
(11.6 and 11. 7|, and sank to 3.3 in 1913 14.

The time rates of wages rose in the London
building trades by October 1, 1914, to lljd.
per hour for bricklayers, masons, carpenters,
and joiners and plasterers, Is. an hour for
plumbers, and 9id. to lOd. for painters; 8(1.

per hour was received by bricklayers' and
plasterers' labourers. 'The full week of
summer labour was fifty hours in all the
building trades in London, and also in

Bristol, Dublin, Dundee, Edinburgh, Hull,
Middlesbrough. Newcastle • on - Tyne, South
Shields, and Sunderland; in a few provincial
towns the summer week was half an hour or
an hour less, ^ut in most considerably longer
hours were worked, the longest week being

56J hours—at Brighton. At the end of 1913
the trade-unions in the building trades had a
total membership of 248,647 in sixty-six
unions.

MTiTlTINOS FOB THE ENSUINQ 'WEEK.
FiUDiv CTo-Diy). — Glasgow Ai'chitectural Crafts-

mea'8 Society. Diacuesioa on " Cheap
Cottages." 8 p.m.

Leicester and Leicestershire Society of
Architects. " The Place of Iron in
Architecture," by Rev. K. I. Fripp.

Monday.—Victoria and Albert Museiun. " The Tower
of Loudon," bv Banister F. Fletcher,
F.R.I.B.A. i.30p.m.

Royal Institute of British Architects.
Business Meeting. Election of Royal
Gold Medallist. 8 p.m.

Royal Society of .\rtH. " Motor Fuel,"
Fothergill Lecture No. 3, by Prof.
Vivian B. Lewes. H p.m.

Tl'esdav.—Royal Society of Aits. " 't'he Northern
Territory of Australia Past, Present,
and Future," by David Linilsay.
-1.30 p.m.

Architectural Aseociatiou of Ireland.
" Some Cities on the Continent," by
Hubert Briscoe. 1.3, Frederick-lane,
Dublin. 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY.—Royal Archicological Society. " The
Sciapus in English Church Gan'inge,"
by G. C. Druce, F.S.A. 4.30 p.m.
Royal Society of Arte. " Shake*

speare's Profession," by William Poel.
8 j).m.

Institute of Sanitary Engineers. *' The
Drainage of Hamilton, liermuda," by
G. Bertram Kershaw, M.I.C.E. 8 p.m.

Thcrsdat. — British Museum. " Early Christian
Churches in Rome," by Banister F.

Fletcher. 1.30 p.m.

LATEST PBICES.
N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
usual sources of information are in many
cases failing us.

TIMBER.
Per standard.

Yellow Pine Deals, 1st qaality... £.55 Otof57
„ 2nd 13 „ 45

White Deals: First 22 ,, 34
Seoonds 20 „ -22

Per cubic foot.
Oak: Anetrian Wainscot £0 10 6 to I'O 13 K
Teak : Burmese, per load, 50ft. 28 „ 34
Teak: Java, per load, 50ft 34 „ 27

IKON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled Steel Joists, English £8 10 to £8 13 K
Wronght-Iron Qirder Plates 8 10 „ 10
Steel Girder Plates 8 17 6 „ 9 17 i;

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Sanare 22 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 ,. 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

Sonth Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Best BDedshill 9 0,. 9 10

Angles 103., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Bnildere' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &o., £8 1.5a. to £9.
Ditto galvanised, £14 Co £15108. per ton.

Galvanised Corrn' ated Sheet Iron

—

No. IS to 30. No. 33 to 21
6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Bestditto 13 10 ... 14

Per ton. Per ton.
Caet-Iron Colamns £6 17 6 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions B 17 6 ,, 8 10
KoUed-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Boiled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 IS „ 9 5
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 15 „ li

Cut Floor Brads 10 15 „ —
Corragaled Iron, 34 gange 16 0,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14B.W.G 14 5 0,. —

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire. Galvanised—

0to8 S^ 10 11 13 B.W.Q.
£10 10s. £10 15a. £11 OS. £11 Ss. £1115s. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £6 15 to £7 3 6
4in. to6in 6 10 „ 6 12 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 17 6 „ 7 2 6
[Coated with composition, 5a. Od. per ton extra.

turned and bored joints 5e. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, LilUeshall 80s. Od. to 137s. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 87s. Od. „ 978. Od.

Wronght-Iron Tabes and Fittings—Dieconnt off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (pins 2i per cent.)—
Gas-Tabes 72^ p.c.
Water-Tabee 66i
Steam-Tabes 65
Galvanised Gas-Tubea 60
Galvanised Water-Tabes 56i
Galvanised Steam-Tabes 50

OTHER METALS.
Per ton. Per

Lead Water Pipe, Town '£25 Oto
Country '26 0,.

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '26 „
Country '37 „

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside, Town *27 0,,
Country '28 0,,

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town '20 10 „

Country '30 10 ,,

Composition Gas-Pipe. Town ... '28 0,.
,. Country '29 „

Lead Soil-pipe (ap to 4jin.) Town •28 0.,
,. Country '29 ,,

fOver ihio. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6 ,,£18
Lead Shot, in 381b. bags 34 15 0..
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rode 84 .. 84
Copper. British Cake and Ingot 70 10 „ 71

Tin. English Ingots 168 ,. 180
Do., Bars 169 ., 181 1

Pig Lead, in lowt. Pigs (Town) 18 16 3 ., 19 !

Sheet Lead, Town *34 10 0„ —
Country '25 10 „ —

Gennir.e White Lead 30 15 ,, —
Refined Red Lead 29 ., —
Sheet Zinc 69 0., —
Old Lead, against accoant 10 U ,, —
Tin per cwt. 9 15 .. —
Cat nails (per owt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 13 9 ,, —

'For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

SLATES.

ton.

12

10
10

In. in. £ S. d. per 1,000 of

Blae Fortmadoo .. 30 > 10. .12 13 6 1,200 at r. atn
16 . . 8. . 6 12 6

Blue Bangor 20
, ,10. .13 3 6

^, 20
,
,12. .13 17 6

First qnality 30 . ,10. . 13 U
ai ..13. .13 15

,, 16 , . 8. . 7 5 U

Eureka nnfadine
green 20

.
.10. .15 17 l>

,, 20 . .12. .18 7 b

18 , .10. .13 5 u

16 , . 8. .10 5

Permanent Green .. 30 . ,10. . 11 13 6

18 , 111. . 9 13 b

,, 16 . s. . 6 12 6 • 1
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BBIOKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hara Stocks .. £1 15 per 1.000 alongside, i

Second Hard Stocks 1 11
Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 14

Pressed Wire Cnts... 118
Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Farebam Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Rnabon Fac'ng ... 5

Best Bine I ressed
StaEfordshire 3 15

Ditto BuUnose 4
Best Stonrbridge
Firebricks 4

2lin. Best Red Ac-]
crington Plastic

f
4 10 6

Facing Bricks )

[river.

delivered
at rly. stn.

( Net. delivered in

,\ {nil trnck loads
i in London.

3'ls" Accrington Beet Red Plastic Facing per 1,000_ . .

P
6

3
6

Bricks ^62 10
3'/8" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 3

Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17
Sewer Arcb Brick not more tban S'/a in
tbickest part 2

3'/8" Cbimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2 6
3'/8" ditto ditto tbrougb and through 2

S'/e" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs: Octa-
gons ; 2i" and h" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6

Ditto ditto 9"xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—

3 course deep, 4i" soffit, per foot opening
4 ditto
,) ditto
6 ditto
3 ditto
4 ditto
5 ditto
6 ditto

4*"
4*"

9"
9"

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

1 I

2 9
2 6
2 6
2 13
3 8
4 1

l^et free on rail, or free on boat at worn-s.

OLAZED BRICKS.
HABD GLAZES (PER 1,000).

White. Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Btretchers—
£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

Headers—
11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, BuUnose, and 4^in. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers

—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square

—

19 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, square

—

IB 17 6 18 7 6 23 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Bplnys and Squints—

IT 7 6 1.5 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers-

ad. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double BuUnose, Round Ends, BuUnose Stops—
Sd.each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles—
4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill BuUnose, Stretchers, and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
MajoUca or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers _ £22 17 6

„ ,, Quoins and BuUnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks') Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above I exceed-
listfortheirrespectlvekindsandcolours [- ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4Ain.
Is. 2d. each / by 2iin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

• These prices are carriage paid in full trnck loads
to London Stations. s. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 0,.

B. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 Oto 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

B. d. s. d. Per yard,
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4"

. 2 3
2 2
2
1 10
1 10
16

Darley Dale, ditto
Red Corsehill. ditto ,,

Closebnrn Red Freestone.ditto ,

,

Ancaster, ditto ,.

Qreenshill, ditto , ,,

Beer, ditto
Chilmark, ditto (in trnck at
Nine Elms) ,.

Hard York, ditto
Do. do. 6in. Bawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup.

Do. do. Sin. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes

* All F.O.B. London.

1 lOJ
3

3 8

13

Bath Stone, delivered on road £ s.

waggons, Faddington Depot pet foot cube 1
.. ... _. _ .

p JDitto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,, Oil
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station „ 1 7i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—
Delivered on road waggons \ Brown White
at Paddington Depot, ( Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or (

Per foot cube.
Pimlico Wharf / ... £0 2 3 ... £0 2 44

TILES.
B.

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4

Rnabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 57

Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles .> 3
Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46
Ornamental ditto 48
Hip tiles 3
Valley tiles 3

"Rosemary " brand plain tiles... 48
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

StalTordsbire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 42

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
HartshiU " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 45
Pressed 42
Ornamental ditto 47
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

OILS.
Rapeseed.EngUsh pale,per tun £28 15 to £29

d. Dlvrd. at
per 1000 ry.sn.

7 per doz. ,,

per 1000
6

per doz. ,,

6 per 1000

per doz. ,,

per 1000
6
104 per doz. ,,

a .,

per 1000

per doz.
8

6 per 1000

per doz. ,,

6 „ „

per 1009
6 „
6
per doz. ,,

6

Ditto, brown 26 15
Cottonseed, refined 29
OUve, Spanish 39 10
Seal, pale , 21
Cocoanut, Cochin 46
Ditto, Ceylon 42 10
Ditto, Mauritius „ 42 10
Palm, Lagos

, 32 5
Ditto, Nut Kernel 35
Oleine 17 5
Sperm 30
Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7
Petroleum, refined , 6i
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,
Ditto, Archangel , 19 6 ,

Linseed Oil per gal. 2 11 „
Baltic Oil 3 2 „
Turpentine 3 7,,
Putty (Genuine Linseed

OU percwt. 9 0,,
Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority" Brand.. „ 9 0,,

OliASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 31oz. 26oz.
Fourths oid.
Thirds sjd.
Fluted Sheet 44d.

Hartley's English Rolled
Plate

10
10

5
10
5

8
6

10

.. 5id.

.. 6.M.

.. 6:ld.

iin.

3d. .

6jd.
6ja.

32oz.
7d.
ajd.

'/i6in,

3*d.
iin.
4d.

White. Tinted.
Figured Rolled and Reponssine... 44d. ... 6d.

VARNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak 10 6
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of

churches 14 6

Find Elastic Carriage 12

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 10

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Fine French Oil 1 1

EggaheU Flatting Varnish 18

White Copal Enamel 1 4

Extra Pale Paper 13_ _

Beat Japan Gold Size 10
" " -Best Black Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8

BerUn Black 16

Knotting 10

French and Brush Polish 10

The Local Government Board have sanclioiicd

Uie borrowing by the corporation of Nottingham
of ii:34,536 for the Carter-gate improvement
scheme.

The borough engineer of Lewisham, in report-

ing upon the exceetUugly high price of wood,
suggests that no roads should bo wood-paved
this year, but that worn-out roads should be

repaired with bituminous-bound macadam or

tar macadam.
Lord Bessboroiigh, presiding on Wednesday

at the meeting of the London, Brighton, and
South Coast Railway Company, announced that

the Channel traffic at Southampton and Folke-

stone had now become .so heavy that they were
compelled to look out for some other port.

Plans and estimates were imder consideration,

and they hoped the work would soon be pro-

ceeded with.

TRADE NOTES.
A brickwork liasenient at the Queen's Hotel,

Eastbourne, lias just been converterl into a tank.
The brickwork was given a Piidloed cement
lining, and now holds several thousand gallons

of water. The architect reports that not a sign

of damp has sliown through.

Under the direction of Messrs. Mence and
Finn, architects 11. St. Peter's-street. St.

Albans. Hert~s. the "Boyle" system of ventilation

(natural), embracing Boyle's latest patent "air-

pump " ventilator and air-inlets, has been
applied to two new wards. St. Albans IJnion
Workliouse Infirmary. Herts.

Mr. Thomas Small, of Old Cumnock, has been
appointed burgh surveyor of Dunbar.

The new Roman Catholic Church of St.

Patrick, Ryhope, was opened on Tuesday. It

is built of brick, has .seating accommodation for

350, and has been erected by Mr. J. W. White,
contractor, of Sunderland. It adjoins the rectory
in Smith-street.

At a meeting of the Senate of the University
of London held on Wednesday, an offer from
Sir Williain Lever to provide annual prizes of

^t!I5 and 4:10 for students in the Department of

Town Planning, and the same for students in

tlic School of Architecture, was accepted with
thanks.

The International Society of Sculptors,
Painters, and Gravers lias admitted the follow-

ing candidates to membership: Ethel Walker,
Daniel Wehrschmidt, Louis .Sargent, J. D.
Revel, A. St. John Partridge, Laura Knight,
G. Spencer Pryse, George Coates, Howard
Somerville, Edith Rackham, Fred Mayor,
Oswald Birlev, Lily Blatherwick, and Constance
Rea.

At a meeting of the executive council of the
County Councils Association at the Guildhall,
Westminster, on Wednesday, it was resolved

that tlie Treasury should be urged to consent
to the Road Board continuing its annual grants
towards road-reconstruction and road-crust ini-

provement in the counties, and that the
Chancellor of the Exchequer should be asked to

receive a deiiutation on the subject.

Mr. C. H. Eyles, F.S.I., on behalf of the Local

Government Board, held an incjuiry at Prudhoe-
on-Tyne on Tuesday evening in reference to the
application of the urban district council for

sanction to borrow £6,000 for the purcliase of

land and the erection of working-class dwellings.

Tlie site in view is eight acres at Edgewell,

where the council propose to build thirty houses,

of which plans were submitted.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned
Hard^voods,

To-
wn. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, B.C.

£1.900
1.8117

1,863
1,860

1.837

I)

U
U

TENDERS.
',* Correspondents would in all cases oblige by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any

rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value ot the

iufonnation.

Abergavenny.—For alterations and additions to

the AberHavenny police court and station, for the

Moniiioutb County Standing Joint Comcnittee. Mr.

W. Tanner, county surveyor :—

Reed. C. H.. Newport
Moon, R. W., Newport
(iough Bros., Cardiff
I'oulton & Whiting, Pontnewydd
Lea.lbeter. t'.. F., Newport
Thomas, J. G., and Sons,
Abert^avenny

Watkins. W.. Llangynidr
Williams. J.. Llanelen
Hoyt, J.. Llanddewi Ryddercb ...

Lewis. W. P.. and Co.. Hereford
Foster and Hill. Abergavenny ...

Horsington Bros., Abergavenny
• Accepted.

AsHiiY.—For building Ashby school. Lincs:-

Thompson. H. J.. Scunthorpe ... £H,,'il5 IJ u

Scarborough. F.. Ijincoln

Kettlewell. P. T.. HuU ... ...

Horton. S. R , and Sons. Ltd..

Lincoln , •
Jarvis. J,. & Sons, Ltd., London
Swaby and Walsham, Grimsby
Fish. T.. and Sons, N'ottingbsm
Wright. W., and Son, Ltd.,

Lincoln
Tbornhill Bros., Lincoln
Pumfrey, B., Gainsborough
Long, T., and Sons, Nottingham
GUbcrt and HaU, Nottinfibam ...

1,779

1,726 10

1,710 W -

1,51,-1

1,5.0

1,195
1,445 U

6,3,53 IB -I

6,297 I)

6.295 U

6.2S0
({,1X1

6,191

6,115 U
6,0'i6 1 3

5,750
5,600
5,520
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OUR ILLUSTRATJOXS.
Board of Trade New Offices, Victoria Embankment,

S.W.—Design by Messrs. Charles Gascoyne and
George Nott, AA.R.I.B.A., Architects. View,
Elevation, East Front, Detail Section N. and S.,

and two Principal Floor Plans.—Design by Messrs.
Percy Thomas, Ernest Prestwich, M.A., and Ivor
P. Jones, A.R.I.B.A., Architects. View, Ea«t
Elevation, North Front, two Principal Floor Plans,
and Longitudinal Section.

Bl'ildikg News Designing Chib : A Labour E.xchange.
Three Selected Designs by " Wliy," " September
Mom," and "Peuwith." Views, Plans, Elevations,
and Sections.

ASYMMETRICAL ARCHITECTURE.
In architectural, as in decorative, design

the opposition of symmetry and the
regular, to asymmetry and the irregular,
is a powerful aid to effective composition.
Take, as a kind of diagrammatic illustra-
tion, the square slab of variegated marble.
Here the symmetry and order of the
margin of the slab give a full value to the
asymmetrical lines and figuring of the
jxilished mineral. The irregularUy of the
composition of the long sides of our
cathedrals are in opposition to the regular
symmetry of their twin-towers and central
gable fronts. It is held that contrasts
can only be established between divergent
phases of substantially one entity; there-
fore, the real contrast to the regular is
irregularity. A judicious use of this power
of exalting the symmetrical Ijy opposition
of asymmetry conduces to ultimate archi-
tectural effect. AVe suffer somewhat from
an omnipresent "symmetry" so-called.
Our mathematically correct equal-sidedness
of elevations, our numerous similar
right- and left - hand public - building
facades, confirm this. We seenr to ignore
the value of the irregular in composition.
and fail to grasp the meaning and import
of asymmetry—Nature's system of order.
With the stars above us, and the daisies
in the meadow, we continue to seek novelty
in composition on strictly "symmetrical"
lines— ail. neglectful of the fact that asym-
metry o])ens up an endless variety for novel
effects in design, and mav be considered
the genesis of character; for it would seem
to be the very divergence from bilateral
symmetry in leaves that gives each leaf an
individuality, while maintaining the
general effect and appearance of special
plant type.

To the designer of ornament tliis
question is of vital concern because, unless
an ornamental figure or conception be
designed on the principle of e.tact bjilance
or cqual-sidedness, it must come und'-r the
class of symmetrical form, or must verce
towards such to a greater or less extent
I omplete and true asymmetry is to our
human apprenhension absolute disorder.
Jt IS the very antithesis of geometrical dis-
position, and this indicates that an orna-
mental device on severely geometrical lines
w;i]l bo best set off-enhanced in effect-it
Placed on a ground of pure asyminctri-al
irregularity. The al,soluto asvmmetry of
Mature may be defined as a type of order

the
related in some way to infinity am,
inhnite, and to us in a sense incom-
prehensible. —-.. AVe do not know the laws of
ibsolute asymmetry. In practical designwe essay a graceful and "artless" ine<Ji.-
larity. and we may observe this much :

tna. irregular grouping and condensation

are attributes of natural asymmetry. AA'e

cannot, in art, attain to the perfect artless-

ness of Nature. AA'e must, in our design
and work, necessarily leaven it with the
finite. Human imperfection and limita-
tiims must needs mar our finest

efforts. Yet every housewife endeavours
to "arrange" flowers in the vase on the
basic principle of natural asymmetry

;

while the artist ceaselessly aims at artless
disp.isition, where, perchance, if the sole
requirement in pictorial composition were
this, he might best attain liis end blind-
folded.

An elementary example of tlio potent re-

action between that which we term order
and that which we may term disorder, but.
better. asymmetry, is the cottager's
window, with small truly-square lead-
lights, as these cut into the graceful
" disorderliness " of flowers, leaves, and
curtain tracery, and not a few designers of

artistic shop-fronts have taken this effect

and reaction as a (irinciple. viewing small
glass squares, with their rigidly upright
and horizontal lines as a good foil to the
curvilinear and irregular-shaped objects
exposed to the view of potential purchasers.
The example is but an extension of that
above instanced—the square-cut, polished
marble table-top, the beauty of which in

irregular line and artless surprise and
blend of form and colour— all perfect asym-
metry, because natural— are set off, im-
proved, and exalted in effect by the rigid,

rectangular table-edge. If we could tear
off, so to speak, a slab of marble from
the virgin block, so that it exposed its

irregular asymmetric edges, we should
mips the effect of the geometrical framing

;

the beauty of marble figure would be less

apparent, polish as we might.

These considerations should be useful to

designers. As arcliitects we shall |)rofit by
a study of the principles involved. In
wallpapers, designers have long well recog-

nised this law. and shown their confidence

in it by a constant use of straight, parallel

lines, substantially llie lead bars across

cottage geranium leaf and flower, the close-

phalanxed sash-liars of shop windows, and
the edge of tlie marble table. Tho same
purpose is effected of giving increased value

to asymmetry by tho opposition of

symmetry, and geometrical lines, or vice-

versa.

In lu-actical design in everyday work we
talk of a "graceful" disposition where no

doubt we liave unconsciously in mind
Nature's asymmetry. Unless we. refer to

sometliing tho grace of which is geo-

metrical or pseudo-geometrical, as tho

catenary curves of free-hansing strung

pearls, or to sweetly-flowing lines, as in

the rib of rhe acanthus, we aim at that art-

lessness which is the human counterfeit
of the sublime asymmetry of Nature. If

we decide that we will stud a blue-ground
dome with golden mosaic stars, the per-

fection of the asymmetry we should attaia
in the star distribution is limited by the
limitations of finite understanding and
ability. AA'e might, let us say, specify that
the golden stars were to be placed irregu-

larly. The problem then before the mosaic
worker is to dispose the stars "artlessly."
How shall w© instruct such a worker '.

Supposing that it be impossible to give a
drawing on which are indicated the star
positions, what information and instruc-

tion can wo give that would facilitate the
worker in disposing the stars in a high
order of asymmetry, or, as wo say, more or
less artlessly ?

The laws relative to "symmetrical"
design or exactly balanced composition are
fairly well understood ; but it is not easy
to reduce the asymmetrical order of design
to law. It is, however, obvious that the
fundamental requirement is absence of

definite pattern, either geometrical, "sym-
metrical." or in any way including straight
line or regular curve. Geometrical disposi-
tion we have viewed as diametrically
opposed to that which we term asymmetry

;

for we have agreed that it is pardonable to

talk about asymmetry as a function of dis-

order, save in the case of the starry
universe, which we plainly cannot criticise.

Taking as an elementary geometrical dis-

position the arrangement of equidistant
points such as the centres of closely-asso-

ciated circles, our mosaic stars must be
arranged in some way exactly opposite in

character. Plainly, therefore, a first re-

quirement is irregular dispersion. It

follows that in parts the stars must be
nearer to one another than in other parts
of the dome. This introduces the principles
of grouping and condensation. To arrange
a graceful asymmetry, we must group.
The groups must be irregular, for if we
make them of equal value, one of the attri-

butes of geometrical order is evidenced.
Both in symmetrical and asymmetrical
design the principles of contrast— for effect
— must inhere. Under the conditions and
limitations assumed, the only opportunity
lor contrast is in varying size of object and
in vai-ying density and sparseness of <lis-

tribution. An obvious attribute of all

beautiful asymmetry is gradation, and this

appears to lie the result of a certain regu-
larity introduce(l into the irregular, by the
increase and decrease of density in con-

densation to a nucleus.

AVe evidently cannot do much by writing
or woril of mouth to assist the mosaic
worker in making a pleasing and graceful

star distribution ; and at this we need feel
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no surprise, seeing that it is the life and
study of an artist to work artlessly—has,
indeed, been said to be the end and aim
of art. AVe can assert that there must be
no pattern ; that there must be grouping,
and tliat the grouping must be irregular,
and that there must be a gradation such
as is evidenced in a flower-strewn field, or
in apj)les on the tree, while contrast can
only be a matter of size and density of

distribution.

Little as these ideas may illuminate our
subject and aid in practical arrangement
of the gracefully asymmetrical, they may
yet he worth consideration in architectural
composition. In exact " symmetry " we
always aim at a variety of pattern. It is

one—the chief—condemnation of excessive
equal-sided design that the practical uses
of the building are sacrificed to a pattern.
In arranging for a pleasing asymmetry,
w-hether in disposition o! features such as
gables, towers, and turrets or windows, we
must avoid any kind of pattern or definite
shapeliness, leaving all such to what we
call " chance." This is certainly the effect

of the starry heavens, for no kind of
reasoning can assign a pi-edetermined
pattern-making in the Pleiades or Orion.

The absence of regular order in parts of
an architectural composition is a foil to
those parts marked by extreme regularity

;

hence the power of asymmetrical design in
architecture relates not alone to the fact
that it makes for novelty, character, and
individuality, but that it sets oft sym-
metry. We may refer back to the marble
table-top as a diagrammatic illustration,
or to the cottage window and its floral and
lacework background. We obtain the
most natural irregularity of disposition
when we concentrate on practical useful-
ness. Few architects can have failed to
experience how, after having laboured at a
regular and symmetrical front elevation,
ignoring symmetry in the latter and work""-

ing naturally and quickly at its design,
they have had an impression that the back
elevation is somehow the most pleasing
and interesting of the two. This echoes the
secret of the success of our simple homes.
The leading idea is the comfort and con-
venience of the occupant, and architecture,
as a designed and definite entity super-
imposed on plain building, goes" by the
board. One might wish that this more
often occurred in our more important
works, wliich so generally suffer from too
rigid equal-sidedness, "

are; in fact,
"symmetrical" patterns, often for their
own sake, as in the case of town-planning.

Asymmetrical architecture we may
define as the foil to exact symmetrical com-
position. Its chief importance seems to
reside in the individuality it lends to
design

; for every equal-sided object, be it
building or- butterfly, seems to have a
certain indefinable relationship, referrable
possibly to the universal presence of centre
and wings. Once symmetry is discarded,
we have an open road for novelty in
grou)>ing. There would appear to be one
rule for designers—symmetry must be
placetl upon asymmetry, and asymmetry
upon symmetry. Thus" in a long asym-
metrical cathedral, we might well place a
transept end of highly-studied symmetrical
design, while the symmetrical 'fnjnt, with
its twin towers, and similar mathematic-
ally-balanced composition, should be the
I)e(,tcr tor widely-irregular enrichiucnt. It,
as we have supposed, contrast is a matter
between like cnfilios. then tlie greatest foil
to a regular iirra.\ nf wiudnw ..penings is a
number irregularly placed. This view of
the character of contrast seems sound,
since large windows appear larger bv the
opposition of smaller ones, as in Byzantine
arcading, and we should never expect a
window to look larger or smaller by the
fact of the iiresence near to it of a smaller or

larger door. Generally, we might say that

the principle upon which effect is produced
in architectural composition and in orna-
mental design largely refers to a nice dis-

crimination between exact symmeti-y, so-

called, and that true symmetry we term
"balance." It is this balancing that affords

so wide a field for novel composition,
greatly restricted if we confine ourselves to

exact equalsidedness.

-^t^-

'BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING
CLUB.

LABOUR EXCHANGE PREMISES.

Our instructions to the Club members for

tliis subject were carefully worded and per-

fectly definite ; eonsequeutly the variations

among the best of the plans submitted are, on
the whole, very slight in cliaracter, specially

in their general lay-out. Nevertlieless, the

plans do not compare well in points of detail.

Most of the designs differ externally very
much. That this should happen is reasonable
enough, and precisely what we expected

—

hence much of the interest belonging to these
competitions. We prescribed exactly tliat the

fa9ade of this projected building must be

made self-contained, the cornices and other
features were not to impinge upon the neigh-
bours' frontages, everything being restricted

to the dimension of 50ft. for the elevation.

The style specified had to be of a Late
Renaissance type, treated in a bold, archi-

tectural manner ; simple, and yet dignified in

its handling, ornament being sparingly used.
Such data so stated precluded extravagance

;

but, all the same, the crux criticorum is

inevitable. The result of this business is as
follows :—We award " Why " the first place

;

" September Morn " dawns second, and
" Penwith " is adjudged third. "Alpha," as

a highly-commendable fourth, runs "Pen-
with" very hard, owing to the lack of

structural care which the Cornishman dis-

plays. On that failing we shall have some-
thing to say ; but whether " Penwith " can be
cured of such carelessness will be seen before
long. For this Labour Exchange "Why" is

undoubtedly the best, though his scheme is

full of faults. He is not singular, because all

the designs are characterised by short-
comings, which have to be taken into account
by setting off one thing against the other as
nearly as may be managed. We will take
"Why's" plans before considering his eleva-

tion. The wind lobby at the entrance is

not really necessary, and, besides, it is

awkwardly shut off from control. The shape
nf this vestibule is ugly and i)iconveident.
The "counter-lobby" would have been better
left unimpeded in this fashion. The intimate
connection between the lavatory accommoda-
tion for the two sexes is a bad fault, and tlie

so-called " yard " is much too small, making a
dampish and fusty contrivance none too well
shut oft from the waiting-room by a glass and
wooden screen. The ab.sence of a fireplace is

an objection, and as chimneys were to be
nmde a feature of, " Why " ought to have pro-
vided them. A heating chamber is put under
the entrance lobby, just where no light could
be possibly obtained, and no air either. No
flue is shown from the furnace. The General
Office is spacious and capitally lighted. The
private room at the back is quite permissible
as an additional provision. It has had to be
kept low' to allow of lights over its lantern-
fitted flat. The staff lavatory is dispro-
portionately tall in order to get light and air.

The staircase is nicely lighted, and there is a

good entrance to the offices. The first floor

is not particularly well set out. It looks crude
and needlessly uncomfortable. No escape
staircase at rear is drawn or suggested, as

nientionod in tlie conditions. We nnicli cuni-

iiieiid the fai,'ade, anil think the ti'catiiicnt

quite the nio.st suitalile of any scheme sub-
mitted. It is downright in idea, and well-
thought-out, though " Why " forgets the R.W.
down-pipes. The roof surely would show, as
the parapet is quite low; but the big section
hardly agrees with the smaller one in this
item, because the frontage section suggests a

flat which would never do over so big a room
as the top Moor pi-(ivid<'s; luit the general

section and elevation are intended to be
taken no doubt as correct, consequently the

sketch perspective should liave included the

roof, and is in this respect unreliable.

" September Morn " makes good use of his

ground-fioor space, giving us in. some ways a
workable scheme, and adopting approxi-
mately the sizes specified for the waiting-
room and applicants' lobby. The general
office is one of the best, and it is amply lit,

with the back wall carried up in a practical

way over a 14in. wall, which extends along a
considerable part of the entire width of the

premises. The overhanging of the staircase

is not so frankly acknowledged as it ought to

have been by dotted lines on the ground-floor
plan, in looking at which one has to re-

member that the height asked for cannot be
carried uniformly through under the stairs

up to 14ft. in the clear. Though not so long

and not so deep quite as " Alpha's " exchange
(which, like "Why's" plan, adheres through-

out to the stipulated height), it is larger in

area than " Penwith's " big office, and free of

his structural defects, which we shall speak
about presently, and also " Alpha's " fatal

fault in leaving the men and women to make
shift without any lavatory accommodation
while waiting to be engaged. The oversailing

of the w.c. and lavatory shown on the first

floor of "September Morn's" plan comes
forward regardless of what happens below,
and as one result of this the small rear

window to the right of the general office

could not be of much use. The main cross

wall over is carried immediately above the

middle of the staff lavatory window. The flue

from the waiting-room fireplace seems to be
set in the wrong chimney-breast on the first

floor. The elevation, in many respects excel-

lent, is spoiled by the inconsequential lunette

windows over the doorways, and the bull's-eye

lights high up on the first-floor landing. The
vertical lines between the hood-moulds and
these windows are objectionable, so that

tliese parts of the facjade spoil its effect. A
plain breadth of walling would have been
\ ery much better ; but the lighting of the

staircase anyhow is inadequate at present.

" Penwith " has forgotten that for a Labour
Exchange strict avoidance of monumental
treatment is essential, and we are perhaps
ill-advised in being influenced, as we admit to

be the case, by the general grace and
character of this elevation, which, strictly

speaking, belongs more to a bank or in-

surance office. " Penwith's" plan, with all its

faults, is nevertheless one of the most suit-

able, even if too much sj^ace is lost in tlie

staifease hall, besides which, in setting out

his steps they would block up the first-Hoor

window badly. This bungle could quite easily

have been obviated by keeping the stairs back
a few feet with a well between the ramp or

string and tlie front wall. Ample room pro-

vided by the depth would well allow of this,

and more light would then reach the ground
floor. The neat way in which "Penwith"
separates the men and women's approach to

their " cabinets," with an open space tor

ventilation and light coming between, is very

good. The two end pavilions of the front

make excellent features. However, the plans

and sections show how inadroitly the author

has managed his job. The attic wall could

have been set back without offence if proper
provision had been made to carry this over-

sailing ; but iron -stanchions in thin walls

cannot be commended, and, as a matter of

fact, the plans and section do not tally when
the dividers test positions. The fireplace on
the cross-wnll next the staii'ca.se has no flue

oil the top floor, a pair of swing doors coming
directly over the spot. This design gives a back
balcony, isolating the upper lavatory, and

suggesting a wa}' for outside escape in case
'

of fire ; Init the top plan ought to have shown i

the flat to this sanitary extension, and the i

eross'-seclion is left inconiplclf, without any
|

indication of these rear parts of the premises. ,

The perspective is very indifferently <

delineated, so we omit its illustration, i

The pilasters at the reveals would look

so very superior to what liis picture

presents. Quite likely they would have
j

been better omitted altogether—depend-
j

iiig instead on the pair of fluted columns for i
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the architectural effect. The whole facade
looks too expensive as it is, and the water
from the balcony on top obviously would want
ample outlets; none, however, are provided.

"Alpha." in several respects, is excellent

and straightforward, bis scheme being shown
in a workmanlike way. The omission to

which we have already alluded in respect to

the conveniences for the male and female
candidat.es spoiled this design's chance,

coupled with the small dimensions of the

waiting-room, though the office-floor plan

most ungainly. Glass panes carried down to

bottom rail would have been more in

keeping. The perspective unduly widens

these openings, badly misses the effect of

wide architraves, as set out on the geo-

metrical drawings. The absence of a chimney
or chimneys is detrimental to the view ; but

this loss is due to the overcrowding on the

sheet.
" Bournemouth Queen " fails to give any

accom.-'iodation for the relief of candidates

while waiting, but three sets of w.e.'s are

GEOVND flDOR PLAN

BUILDING NEWS DESIGNING CLUB: A
Design by •Pf;NWiTH," placed

fmsr FLOOC PIAN

LABOUR EXCHANGE.
Third.

above it is the best of the whole series. The
section also is very well worked out, and the
basement is well considered. There appears
to be ample accommodation for both sexes;
but it is confined exclusively to the staff. The
labour applicants have none. The aprons to
the first-floor windows would have becji better
left out, as the rusticated piers, occurring
five times along the front, sue ample vertical
lines without these other repeats. The con-
tinuous iron-fronted baleonv ranging from
end to end of the front, pulls" the whole thing
together nicely, and the plain fascia with
simple cornice is quite an advantage. The top-
floor doors with framing in lower part look

furnished for the staff. The basement is well

lit from a good backyard. Generally the

arrangements are well managed, and the

elevation is suitable. Two of the offices are

minus a fireplace, which is an oversight. The
appcaraMc<' of the front is spoiled by the

lumpy drawing of the iron front of the

balcony and the " balconettes " over the door-

wavs are incongruous and very ugly. This_ is

one of the few designs properly showing rain-

pipes ; but no provision is made to take the

accunuilation of water from the balcony.

The lay-out of the front is worthy of praise.

We should have preferred the omission of

the keystones to the ground-floor mullioned

windows, also the panels on the piers now-

cutting up the intermediate ashlar. The
drawing of the frontage section is unfinished,

and this bad to be taken into account in

judging the competition.
" Walbroke " projects two oriel bays, which

do not add to the charm of his design. Other-

wise, if official-looking and expensive, it looks

fairly suitable. The sketch view omits the

big ventilating tnrret, the main roof, and
chimneys. The doorways look squat, and
their broad, projecting jamb piers add to

this stunted effect. The men's and women's
lavatories are placed in the yard with

different approaches. The general office is

only 22ft. by 20ft. 6in. in size. If the first

floor should be divided up actually as drawn,
the angle-set fireplace flue would have to turn

over on the back wall verv sharply to clear .

the big room on the to"p floor ; but this

practical essential is left out on the plans.

Generally this proposal is well drawn and
praiseworthy, though the author must put nis

brains into his work.

"Tom Tit" pediments his cud pavilions,

between which, on the top .stage, the balcony

occurs, with a mansard roof .seriously curtail-

ing floor space by being thus recessed, de-

nuding the floor area of the second floor,

wliich is lighted by four dormers. These

hardly go well with the monumental scheme of

the facade. The doors are too tall, wliile the

circular lights in the attics and the first-floor

windows are needlessly restricted. The men
and women's closets side by side are so com-

pact as to incur an undue intimacy, and even

so among roughisb people, who arc often pre-

sumed to be scarcely particular enough in

these relationships. Top lights for the staff

w.e.'.s would not b- alloweil by urban by-

laws. Down pipes are shown for the dis-

charge of water from the balcony. The view

is over-inky in draughtsmanship.

"Sea Wolf" is painstaking, but not really

practical, and some of his provisions, so care-

fully shown, are needless, such, for example,

as the nngle-sct fireplace in the tiny counter

space, in which there is hardly room enough
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to "swing a cnt." But tliat is not tlic worst
coniniittecl fault by "Sea Wolf," who gives
no light whatever for tlio waiting-room, and
no space worth naming to get any
liglit from outside. The women's closet

has no vertical window, and the top-

lloor room, made only Sift. high, is not
tall enongh. The big timber-trussed roof

is ceiled in, and this space is wasted. If ho
did not quite mean that, why black in this

section? 'Jhe elevation is rather common-
place, but appropriate. The appearance
•would have been much improved by running
the balcony right out from end to end, so as

to get a horizontal line beyond the two door-
ways at top leading to this balcony over-
looking the street.

" Pergradus " puts porches, and runs the
projections right up to the parapet, and in

the perspective this recessing of the i)iter-

mediate part of the fai;ade is much over-
stated, giving a "cooked" effect in order to
obtain ii palatial appearance, quite inappro-
priate to labouring men'.s premises. The
elevation is over-elaborated, and in some
respects it is at best very poor. The plan is

equally unsatisfactory: the lighting of the
waiting-room from windows perched high up
over the adjacent flat is the result of want
of thought and bad scheming. Every time
tlie women use their closet the clerks in the
general office can see them pass through their
lobby, and when the clerks are on duty ;.t

the counter, they have to stand iu a space
'2!t. wide, where it would be impossible to
pass each other.

"Black Cat" cuts up his ground-plan
badly, and his elevation, with its twin pedi-
ments above, displays another pair of nearly
the same size near the eye over the entrances'.
The view sketch is an indifferent piece of
draughtsmanship, poorly realising his design.
"Doctor" duplicates the waiting-room,

with cramped results, and shows a 6ft. little
area at the back. The staircase is extremely
dark on the ground floor, and the elevation
shows very small windows to the big office,
where much light is essential. There is a
want of thought displayed in this proposal.

"Raven" is better in this respect; but his
waiting-room has to depend upon a lantern-
light. The telephone is in a black hole under
the stairs. The entrances have columns and
pediments projecting on to the pavement.
The men and women's private premi.ses are
placed "cheek by jowl " with the doors under
the skylight, in a most conspicuous position.
"Empire" puts the w.c. leading direct out

of the entrance vestibule near the end of the
inquiry counter, with the urinal full in view
of the front portal when the closet-door
happens to be left open. The facade has wall
pilasters, with caps and ba.'es, ruiinin" up
through the balcony.

°

".Nil Desperandu'm " is not likely to set the
Ihaines on fire while he provides one solitarv
window only 2ft. wide, and that set in the
corner to light the waiting-room 15ft. 9in. by
loft. The lighting for the big office. 22ft,. 6:11".

by 21ft., is managed indifferently by three
window.?, measuring all told 10ft.' wide, and
one of these- three opens into a little back
yard. Wc say nothing about his design, only
that the author draws in cobblestone pavinns
and individual bricks for the outbuildings
walling in a minute way.
"Ogre" sends a crisply-drawn little per-

spective view; but his plan is quite im-
possible. The waiting room has a domed
lantern-light, and too much space is devolerl
to sanitary nccomplishmeiits and in reaching
then). The general hang of the plan has a
crowded effect. Only lialf the elevation is
delineated

; but it would make a quiet sort of
presentable building externally, and if poor
ill detail the result wlien erected in a side
street would be suitable. The plan never
could be .satisfactory, wasting space on
passages as " Ogre " 'docs.
The following is a copy of the comlitions:

A small Labour Exchange Premises to be
built on a level site facing south in the main
street of a country town. The frontage is

50ft. long, and lli'e site is .'loft. deep. '"'I he
first floor to bo available for offices, and the
top or second floor will run up into the
ceiled loof, and this place is intended to be

occasionally u.scd for labour exhibitions, or
for various meetings; but in the usual way it

is for office-staff work. There is to be a 4ft.

staircase np to these two floors, with a street-

door to the right-hand of the frontage, the
Exchange entrance proper being located at

the other extremity of the facade. .\ door
inside this staircase entrance-lobby is to

communicate with the ground floor of the
Exchange for the use of the officials. Out of

the 35ft. depth allow behind an open way, or
a little backyard, to isolate the small lavatory
and w.c. accommodation for men and for
women and for the staff ; all these to be nicely
separated in a compact but effective manner.
The main part of the ground-floor space is to

be used as a ))ig, well-lit general office for
the clerks. Inside the Exchange entrance
provide a counter-lobby, 15ft. long and 10ft.

wide, for use of the public. Counter on one
side only. To the rear of this vestibule pro-
vide a waiting-room, about 18ft. deep by 14ft.

wide, or thereabouts. In the basement of
the whole building there will be a coal-store,
card and general stock-room, and book
space; but this basement need not be shown,
though a staircase to gi\e access to it must
be set out on the plan of ground floor. The
two upper floors are not to extend to the full

depth of the site, and should not exceed 25ft.
deep, except at back of staircase, where a
lavatory, etc., for the use of both floors is to
be run out lOft., and be entered off the first

floor, or off a half-space landing, as may be
found convenient. Where there is a void
below, the main rear upper wall will
be carried by girders and stanchions.
The first floor will be partitioned to
suit subsequent requirements ; but a
division of the space may be shown
suitable for offices; the point chiefly
to be observed is the arrangement of the
windows for an economic use of the separate
rooms, not more than three in number. No
divisions required on the top floor; but out-
side the front of the facade add a 3ft. pro-
jecting balcony, with an iron "balustrade"
to run along the front, not the entire length,
but far enough to allow of glazed doors or
French casements at the ends (one being off
the staircase top landing) as an approach to
the balcony, level with the top floor. The
height of the ground floor to be 14ft. in the
clear from floor to ceiling. First floor lOft.
high, and top floor 9ft. to wall-plate or
sprhiging of the roof ceiling. The front ele-
vation to be designed in stone ashlar, with a
one span roof running parallel to the street,
and good chimney-stacks made to balance in
the general outline if this can be managed.
Roof to ,show above the front wall parapet,
and green-slated. The 'front wall will he
flush with adjacent premises, these being
same height as this building. The elevation
of the Exchange to be eomplet-e in itself, and
cornices and other projections must not ini-

piiige upon the neighbours' fronts; every-
thing to be w ithiii the 50ft. dimensions. Style
Late Renaissance, treated architecturally in
a bold, simple, and dignified manner, orna-
ment being sparingly used. The front eleva-
tion and section of the front wall to be drawn
to the scale of 4ft. to the inch. The three
plans and general cross-section (which must
show the back yard or "open space," and the
manner of lighting at back and front), may
be drawn to eighth of an inch scale, or
smaller if necessary; but space must be pro-
vided on the sheet for a perspective sketch
of the front. No windows are allowable on
the back boundary line of the sit^. which is

•35rt. from front face of the building ; but an
iron open staircase for emergency purposes
may be built so as to land persons from the
top floor on to the flats, if any, of the rear
Drcmises, and so down from thence into the
land behind the .35ft. wall, which is common
property so far as allowing such an exit.

A Local flovernmenl Board iiu|iiiry was held
at the town-hall. MarL'ale. on Wednesday week,
before Mr. Kdgar Dudley, into an application by
the Town council for permission to borrow
i'3,000 for recrealion and pleasure-grounds
purposes at VVestbrook. .C6U0 for widening and
improving All Saints'-road, and £600 for private
street improvements in St. Dunstan's and St,
Mildred's-roads.

THE REPORT OF THE LAND E\-
QUIRY COMMITTEE: RATING.*

By IsA.40 Dixon (Fellow).

To-night it is my pleasure, in company
with my friend Mr. Ryde,+ to bring before
your notice, and invite your discussion on,

the Land Enquiry Committee's proposals fbr

the reform of the existing rating system. The
Land Committee quote and agree with the

Royal Commission on Local Taxation iu

stating that the raising of money by taxation

is fairer than the raising of it by means of

local rating. One reason, the main one,

given for that conclusion, is that inequities

are less likely in the former case, owing to

the numerous interests which the taxes
directly affect, whereas rates are levied

solely on the annual value of real estat'j.

And so, as the rate in the £ increases, the
subject of rating attracts more and more
attention, and, I may say, gives rise to

apprehension, not only by reason of the

amount of money involved, but because of its

very important and far-reaching economics.
Herein lies a principle which, above all

others, justifies the State in taking the
matter up. A reform of rating can now be

so shaped as to affect economically the wel-

fare of the country generally. I think it is

conceded that the real burden of rates is

borne by the owner, and not by the occupier,

for though in most cases the latter actually

pays the rates, the amount of r.?nt which he
contracts to pay is influenced by his sense of

liability to pay rates. Therefore relief by
means of a subvention from the Imperial Ex-
chequer is beneficial to landowners, but in

making this statement I would not put it as

the Committee does, on pag.> 631, viz. :

—

Any subsidy from the Imperial Ex-
chequer in relief of existing rates must
necessarily tend to enable landowners to

charge a correspondingly higher rent.

Hence such relief would be a present of so

much public money to landowners.

I submit that a fairer way of putting it is':

That as the burden of local rates pre-

vented a landowner obtaining the full

economic rent which his premises were
worth, so the lessening of tliat burden by
means of imperial grants would permit of

him receiving a larger proportion of the

value of his premises than circumstances
had hitherto permitted.

One more feature to be agreed on, and the

problem begins to take shape. Land is neces-

sary for the commercial and social develop-

ment of the country, but it is not a com-
modity wdiich can be created or manufne-
tured; it exists, and must be accepted ns it

is found. The degree of prosperity of the

community is largely contingent on whether
the land is, or is not, put to its best iis:e.

Therefore the question for the Legislature

to solve is. On what principle can rates be

raised so as to be an equitable burden on
those paying them, and at the same time a

principle which will engender sound economic
circumstances? The Land Enquiry Com-
mittee hold that the present .system falls

short in the following as the main instances:

— (1) It discourages improvements; (2) it puts

a premium upon the misuse of land.

1, The Present System Discourages
Improvements.

Before making this assertion, the Com-
mittee sought information from numerous
sources, the question asked being, " Is it a

common view that the present method of in-

cluding the value of improvements in the

rateable value discourages the improvement
of property?" The majority of replies

received were in the affirmative, and the

Committee say that in the ease of both the

building and the agricultural industries

"there is this common grievance, that the

more the occupiers by their labour and

industry develop their business the higher

th.'y are rat,Ml." Well, in my opinion, this

sentence taken by itself is apt to be mis-

leading. It should be stated that the higher

• Heart at the Ordinnr.v General Mcetin? of the Sur,

ve,yorB' Institution. beW mi Monrt.ny, Keli. 22, 101.5.

I + We gave ilr. Ryde'6 paper last week.
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rates ensue only if tlie clevelopnieiit of tlie

business necessitates tlie oeoupation of more
valuable premises. Again, in discussing the

same aspect of the subject, the Report says,

on page alii: "Though such rating may not

lead a man to abandon improvements which
are certain to pay, it leads liim to curtail

them, and improvements whose immediate
financial success is uncertain are reluctantly

relinquished. This is certainly a serious
check on initiative and enterprise." I agree
to a certain extent with this finding, but
surely it is not oTily in the property world
where prospective improvements are reluc-

tantly relinquished "because of the uncer-
tainty of their immediate financial success."

From my experience as a rating surveyor I

would wish that many other impro\emcnt9
had been reluctantly relinquished. This is a

matter in which I think it is very desirable
that some interest should operate to deter the
carrying out of improvements which Iiave not
a reasonable prospect of success. I do not
wish to be misunderstood on this point, or.

i[ideed, on any otliei\ Healthy development
should be encouragefl ; but in the area with
which I have to deal there are many places
quite derelict, and others partly so. simply
because buihlings have been erected, ex-

tended, or altered in pursuance of what can
only have been ill-advised attempts at im-
provement. The cost of removing such pro-
perties is often prohibitive, and hence the
source of many examples of under-developed,
because badly developed, land.
On page 571 the Report says :" At present

there would probably be a large measure of
agreement with the suggestion that owners
of vacant and undeveloped land should make
some contribution towards local expenditure.
The difficult question to decide would be the
amount of the rate which should be levied."
In discussing the equity -of heavier rating on
the owners of vacant and underdeveloped
laud, the following statement is made: "No
doubt the owner in theory could recoup him-
self by putting his site to a better use, but
in practice there are often serious obstacles
in the way. Sometimes, for instance, there
may be no immediate demand for recon-
structed premises; sometimes the owner may
not have sufficient capital for a reconstruc-
tion scheme, sometimes he may be a trustee
without power to expend money or to borrow
money for reconstruction, while in other
cases it miglit only be possible to reconstruct
ns part of a wider scheme which had to wait
for other leases to fall in. Perhaps this
difficulty is most acute in the case of land
which lies at the edge of the most valuable
business centres of towns. Such land is

often covered by working-class property built
nuiny years ago. and is often in the hands
of small owners who purchased their own
house, and perhaps two or three others,
through the medium of a building society,
some forty or fifty years ago."
These contentions are very true, and will

prove a decided obstacle in the way of per-

I

suading one that a site rate would be equit-

j

able. An interesting ease in point is New
I

Brighton Tower grounds. Wlien these pre-
I
niises were built some years ago they repre-

;
seiited a genuine attempt at development; I

think no one can gainsay that. However,
the venture proved a decided failure, and
now- the premises are practically derelict

;

during summer months a small rent is ob-
tained for portions of the grounds, but even
that is not sufficient to cover the annual cost
of repair and maintenance to the structure
of the tower itself. That cannot long be
neglected without becoming a source of great
danger to life and property adjoining. Is
(there any equity in rating tins vacant or un-
Jdeveloped site; according to the Com-
jmittee's definition, it is either one or the
other, yet it is not for lack of "enterprise."
jlhe effect of a site rate would probably be
ito force the premises under the hammer, to
sell for a very low figure, and then be further
|exploited as an exhibition ground, or re-
developed. This would mean aggravating
jtlie already great personal loss to the pro-
noters, yet it might be a desirable develop-
nent from the point of view of the com-
nunity. Other cases can no doubt be found
n every district; but their existence does

not necessarily condcinn the proposal for a

site rate. Probably no law operates without
causing unwarranted hardship in some cases.

To whatever extent the law and practice of

rating may be amended, tlierc will, of course,

be commercial failures reflected in derelict

properties; these cannot l)e prevented, so

that it is unfair to suggest that where they
do exist the rating system is to blame, or
that a change in the system w'ould prevent
their existence. If the present system does
discourage improvements, it can only be to

a very slight degree.

2. The Present System Puts a Premium on
the Misuse of Land.

It is well known that premises are now-

rated on the principle of " rebus sic stanti-

bus." and that in valuing them for rating

purposes it is not the concern of the surveyor
whether they might be put to a better use.

He is to ascertain their value for the purpose
for which they are being used. The Com-
mittee offer a strong objection to this prin-

ciple, and claim that it is not in the interests

of the community to allow land to be under-
developed, or, in some cases, not developed
at all. I Ihiiik all surveyors will agree with
them in this finding, but a very difficult ques-

tion to answer is. Where can a line be drawn
between under-developed land and developed
laud? To say that the rating system places

a premium on the misuse of land simply
because the occupier of it has not had to pay
so much in rates as he would have had to

pay if the occupation were made more valu-

able, reminds one of the tale of the man who
refused to ha\e an increase of salary because
it would involve the payment of income-tax
which he could not afford. The Committee
allege it as a grievance that vacant land

escapes the payment of rates altogether, and
that under-developed land escapes partial

payment of rates. Looking at the question

from a revenue point f f view, it does appear
unreasonable to expect a man to contribute

to the local exchequer in respect of premises
uhic!i are not yielding any profit to him. At
the same time there is no disputing the fact

that, even in the case of empty property,

benefit is received from the operation of

municipal services, and policing, etc. As an
instance I might recall the strike of 1911,

when many riots occurred in Liverpool. In

various parts of the town empty properties

were wrecked by the rioters, but the owners
of these properties were able to recover com-
pensation by way of damages, although they

liad not to pay any rates. Such occasions as

these are happily rare, but the illustration

serves to justify to some extent the Com-
mittee's claims. Personally. I would be

favourable to rates being levied on empty
properties, but not to the same extent as they

are charged on occupied premises. Whilst
considering objections to tlie present system,

I think it only fair, in defence of that system,

to point out a few of the difficulties under
which it is worked, and some reasons for it

not being so satisfactory as it might be.

These remarks apply to procedure outside

the metropolitan area. In the first place, I

consider that the Union .Assessment Com-
mittee Acts (which apply) are faulty in not

laying down definitely that periodical re-

valuations shall be made. No time is la'd

down for the making of a new- valuation list.

It is left to the discretion of the overseers

or the assessment committee to decide if,

and when, a new valuation list shall be made,

and I w-isli strongly to emphasise that with

them lies the power to decide not just as to

when a new list shall be mad-', but as to

whether a new list shall be made or shall not

be made at all. In many unions the valua-

tion lists are in a sad state of confusion,

owing to their having been amended and sup-

plemented from time to time without having

been thoroughly revised. .\ further im-

portant point on this topic is that even where

the assessment committee or tlie overseers do

order an entirely new- valuation list to be

made, they are not bound to have premises

revalued ; the work can simply consist of re-

writing and rearranging the existing valua-

tion and supplemental valuation lists in

correct order. Again, the rating valuer has

no power to compel the production of infor-

mati<Hi concerning premises he desires to

value; neither can he insist on entering to
inspect premises. Quite a short time ago
the assessment of a large undertaking was
the subject of arbitration ; nnfnrtnnately the
submission contained no clause granting to

the surveyors the right to enter for the pur-
pose of survey and valuation. The company
whose premises were the< subject of the refer-

ence refused to permit the opposing surveyor
to enter any of their premises. He w-as,

therefore, only able to make general sub-
missions to the arbitrator. There was no
time to protest, as the valuation w-as imme-
diately required for inclusion in a new
valuation list nearing completion, and it

would have delayed the laying of the rate. I

do not suggest that the Union Assessment
Committee Acts w-ere responsible for this

action, but I do suggest that there is nothing
contained in those Acts which prevents such
a situation arising in the case of an ordinary
valuation. As an instance, I may mention
the case of a ropeworks company which a
short time ago appealed to Quarter Sessions
against the assessment of their premises

;

when the defendant's surveyor sought to in-

spect the property concerned, the company
refused him admittance.

(To be coiichKlid.)

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At the meeting on Tuesday of the London

County Council the Highways Committee re-

commended that the tramway tracks in Com-
mercial-road, East, which is being widened
at and near Britannia Bridge, at a net cost of

about £24,000, be relaid by direct employ-
ment of labour at a further estimated outlay
of £2,500.

The Council was recommended by the Im-
provements Committee to approve an esti-

mate of £3,650 in respect of a widening of

High Holborn from about 50ft. to 60ft., an
opportunity for this being given by the
building of a new- telephone exchange on the
site of the Inns of Court Hotel. Pending the
continuation of the improvement in either
direction, one-story shops are to be built on
the land ultimately to bo added to the public
way, such shops to be removed as soon as the
widening is continued.

It was reported that the total cost of the
erection of 141 cottages on section A of the
White Hart-lane estate has amounted to

£.38.028 12s. 8d.. which is £683 12s. 8d. ui

excess of the estimate of £37,345. an increase
due to additional works in respect of which
expenditure not exceeding £909 19s. 8d. was
sanctioned on two occasions.
The Asylums Committee reported that the

cost to the Council of the extra expenditure
to be undertaken by the Epsom Local
Authority in connection with disposal of the
sewage from the projected asylum would
amount to £5.940.

••
Construction w-ork on the Cathedral of St

John the Divine in New York will be resumed
in the early spring, after a long perio<l of
inactivity. Work on the nave is to be begun,
and will continue until the present available
funds (200,000dol.) are exhausted.

The Bishop of Norwich has conset-rafed a font
olaced in the parish church of Pcttistree-with-
I.oudham. The church was for generations in

ruins until early in the 18th century, when it

was rebuilt, and since then there had stood at

the west enil of tlie nave a pedestal 3ft. 6in.

in height and 2ft. square. In tlie top of this

was a hole 9in. in diameter and 9in. deep. Tliis

held an old stone-china basin with a picture on
the basin of the figure of Vulcan standing
between two female figures. Great care seems
to have been taken of this basin, as there are
sixteen rivets in it. The tradition in the parish
was that the font proper was bricked up in the
pedestal, so it was recently decided to open
it- It was found to consist of common while
Vn-icks. pieces of stone, and plaster. In the

lower part was found the Pnrbeck-marhlc base

of a Norman font, in goo<l condition, and in

the hole in the centre, through w-liich the drain

had passed, tw-o old clay pipes. Below this base

two portions of the centre column wore dis-

covered, and under the floor a few Norman tiles.

The new font is of Hopton Wood stone, and
was executed by Mr. Stephenson, of Wood-
bridge; the cover is of English oak.
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OBITUARY.
We regret to announce the death of Mr. A.

R. Mardon Mowbray. tlie well known
ecclesiastical architect, which took place at

his residence, 44, Beechcroft-road. O.xford,

on Wednesday in last week. He had becTj

ill for some time with heart trouble, and was
sixty-five years of age. In early life Mr.
Mowbray was articled to the late G. E.

Street, R..A. Some years ago Mr. Mowbray
commenced practice on his own account, and
executed many restorations and reparations

in various churches in the diocese. He was
the architect of no less than thirty-eight

churches. In Oxford, the church of St. Mary
and St. John is one of liis most successful

examples. Another important work he
carried out was the church of St. Michael
and All Angels, Summertown, to which the

tower has yet to be added. Mr. Mowbray
was also responsible for the conservative re-

paration of the tower of St. Michael-at-the-

North Gate, Oxford. For some years Mr.
Mowbray was architect to the Clewer Sister-

hood, and he executed important commis-
sions for the Duke of Devonshire at East-

bourne. He was also architect to the

Wantage Sisterhood. Mr. Mowbray was
formerly hon. secretary of the Oxford
Entertainments and Visitors Committee, and
was never more happy than when conducting
parties of visitors round Oxford and pointing

out the architectural and historical details of

the various buildings. He was also tor many
years the general and painstaking hon.

secretary of the social service committee of

the Oxford Diocesan Conference. In recent

years illness has prevented him from active

work both in this connection and in that of

his profession. The funeral took place at

Cowley St. John Churchyard on Saturday.

Another well-known Oxford architect

passed away on Sunday at his residence,
Museum-road, in that city, in tlie person of

Mr. Harry Wilkinson Moore, of Beaumont-
street. He was the third son of the late Mr.
Arthur Moore, and was in his sixty-fifth year,

and carried on the practice of the late Mr.
W. Wilkinson, of that city, chiefly in

domestic work. He joined the Royal Insti-

tute of British Architects as an Associate in

1881, becoming a Fellow seven years later.

In 1912 he retired from practice, and was
placed on the list of Retired Fellows.

We regret also to announce the death of

Mr. Arthur Marshall, A. R.I. B. A., F.R.P.S.,
of King-street.- Nottingham, who died on
Wednesday in last week at his residence in

the North Leicestershire village of Locking-
ton, aged fifty-six years. Mr. Marshall was
born on December 2.3, 1808, ajid in 1881
passed in the elass of proficiency in the old
voluntary architectural examination. In the
following year he joined the Royal Institute
of British Architects as an Associate. He
also took a prominent part in the work of
the Nottingham and Derby Architectural
Society, of which he had been the president.
He carried out much arehitectural work in

hospitals and other public institutions in the
Eastern Midlamls, and was still more widely
known as a skilled photographer of archi
tectural subjects, landscapes, and genre, and
as lecturer. He was a Fellow of the Royal
Photographic Society and a member of the
Nottingham Camera Club, and also of the
Nottingham Philatelic Club. He leaves a
widow and two daughters. Tlie funeral took
place on Monday afternoon in the churchyard
at Lockington. The parish church, mainly a
14th-eentury building, is indebted to Mr.
Marshall for many useful gifts.

Mr. Charles Grey Grey, F.S.I.. died m
Dublin on Saturday, in his ninetieth year.
He was the second son of .lohn Grey of
Milficld, Wooler, Northumberland, who was
born in 1785, and brotlier of the late Mrs.
Josephine Butler. Charles Grey was
educated at Durham University, and"ha\ing
afterwards studied engineerjjig, he was
employed in surveying for llic Commissioners
of the Greenwich Hospital Estates, for wlioin
his father was receiver. In 184!) he travelled
to Sweden in the first screw steamer which
entered the Baltic, his object being to study
forestry. Two years later he was appointed

manager of Lord Derby's Irish estates,

residing at Ballykisteen, co. Tipperary, and
he afterwards managed, in addition to Lord
Derby's estates, those of Mr. Stafford

(Secretary to the Admiralty), the Smith-
Barry estates (now Lord Barrymore's), and
those under the governors of the Erasmus
Smith estates—these estates together cover-

ing a large proportion of the counties of

Limerick and Tipperary. In 1863 he was
appointed receiver for the northern estates

of Greenwich Hospital, with residence at

Dilston, ill succession to his father. In 1874

the Commissioners of Greenwich Hospital
sold their northern estates, and Charles Grey
retired on a pension, which he drew for over
forty years. Subsequently he managed the

Pembrokeshire estates of Mr. Le Hunte, and
there started an agitation in favour of a rail-

uay to Fishguard and a steamer service to

Wexjord— a scheme which materialised only
a few years ago. He also acted as manager
of several other estates, including those of

the Earl of Lucan. From 1881 until 1891,

when he retired, he was Chief Court Valuer
to the newly-formed Irish Land Commission.
He was an activp worker in the Irish

Forestry Society.

<»>

Mr. Walter Iliiio, of Gaywood, has been
elected highway surveyor to the Freebridge
Rural District Council.

What is practically the 'last link in a very
large scheme of extension at the Liverpool Cor-
poration gasworks has been formally approved
by the full council in committee.

The Joint Poor Law Committee for Surrey
have selected a site at Epsom for an institution

for the care of epileptics and feeble-minded
persons. The cost of the erection is estimated at
.*;i6,900.

The urban district council of Prestwich have
received the sanction of the Local Government
Board to the borrowing of i:20,515 for the con-
struction of the Deyne Valley intercepting
sewer.

At Bognor last week, Mr. Courtenay
Clifton held a Local Government Board inquiry
into an application by the urban district council
for sanction to borrow .i;7,928 for tiie provision
of workmen's houses.

The corporation of Cambridge have adopted
plans prepared by Messrs. Spalding and Myers,
of Hdls-road, Cambridge, and King-street,
Ciieapside, for new cottages in Stanley-road.
The estimated cost is ii2,500.

A new union railway-station is to be erected
in Chicago at a cost of about 65,000,000dol.
Plans for this structure have been prepared by
Messrs. Graham, Burnham, and Co., architects,

9, Jackson-boulevard, Chicago.

The town clerk of Bridlington has been in-

formed that the Local Government Board has
sanctioned the purchase by the corporation of

the new Spa and Gardens Company on the south
side of the town for £16,000.

At the general infirmary, Burton-on-Trent, a
series of improvements and additions has just

been completed at a cost of ;C8,000. A new
theatre block has been erected, fresh quarters
have been provided for nurses, and additions
made in other departments.

After the war is over it is proposed to hold,
with the co-operation of the Russo - British
Chamber of Commerce, an Anglo - Russian
Buihling Trades and Decorative Arts K.^hibition

in Petiograd, the idea being to replace German
influence on the architectural and decorative
arts by British.

Mr. P. C. Downs. Local Government Board
inspector, has lield an inquiry in Dublin respect-
ing an application by the corporation for sanction
to borrow £3,175 for the widening and improve-
ment of Chatham-row, which lies in the direct

line between Chatham-street and William-street,
and which, owing to its narrow width, is closeil

to veliiciilar traffic. The city engineer, Mr. J.

Buckley, submitted plans of the proposed im-
provements.

At the Norwich Consistory Court, last week,
decrees were issued for a stained-glass window-
in the east end of the chancel of Hethersctt
Parish Church, and for placing a new window
at the east end of the south aisle of Caister
Church, and for forming a morning chapel. A
third decree was granted to the vicar of St.

Etheldred's, Norwich, giving authority to put a
new reredos at the east end of the church in
place of the old one. The reredos is the gift
of an anonymous donor, who will bear all the
expense of the work.

—-»

—

BERWICK-ON-TWEED. — The cost of

Berwick's new station, plans for which have
been passed by the directors of the North
British Railway Company, is estimated at

between £30.000 and £40!000. The plans pro-

vide for an island platform SOOft. long

between the up and down main lines, and for

straightening out the curve from the Royal
Border Bridge. The work is to begin with

the erection of a new bridge to carry the

main road across the line. Berwick station

dates from 1846. when the main line between
Berwick and Edinburgh was opened. It

occupies the site of the Great Hall of

Berwick Castle, in whicTi, in 1292, Edward I.

arbitrated between the claims of Bruce and
Baliol to the Crown of Scotland.

BORDESLEY.—About eighteen months
ago a beginning was made on the Sandy-lane

side of Coventry-road with the new G.W.R.
station, and although yet far from comple-

tion, bookings were started at the new
entrance in Coventry-road on Sunday. The
entranee-hall and ticket-office is faced with

enamelled bricks. The double stairway leads

up under cover to an island platform 750ft.

long, which meets the needs of the two main
lines. There are waiting-rooms and the

usual offices, but there is much jet to be done

before the alterations and additions are com-
pleted. Another platform is to be con-

structed between Coventry-road and Sandy-
lane, and there will be two additional lines

for passenger trains, and a goods track.

BLACKHILL, COUNTY DURHAM.—The
Leadgate Industrial and Provident Society

opened a new block of buildings as a branotl

of their business in Derwent-street, Black-

hill, on Saturday. The shops for all four

departments are in front, and extend about

lOOft. in one story, built of stone, with slate

roofing, and have a depth of 106ft. At the

rear there is a flour-warehouse, with a tea-

room for the employees. Outside this there

are cart-shed, stable, slaughter-house, etc.,

with two rooms for the cobblery. The
manager's house adjoins. The heating is by

hot water, and the lighting by gas. The

plans were prepared by Mr. .Joseph Skelton,

the president of the society, who was also re-

sponsible for the architectural design of the

other branches of the Leadgate Store at

Chopwell and Allendale Cottages. The

builder was Mr. J. W. Westgarth, of Black-

hill, and the cost was £3,500. Mr. Jos.

Walton, Leadgate, acted as clerk of works.

The Board of Trade have confirmed an order

made by the Light Railway Commissioners

authorising the construction of a light railway

ill the county of Flint from Dyserth to New-

market.

We are informed that Sir Henry Tanner

having retired, the senior principal architect to

H.M. Office of Works is Mr. W. Pott. whos.

address is H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gat.

Westminster. S.W^

The Wesleyan Chapel in Queen-street, Scar-

borough, erected in 1839. and the largest plaii

of worship in the town, was destroyed by fir'

on Friday. Only the outer walls are left of tin

chapel, which was renovated ten years ago ar

a' cost of over .£5,000. There were also con

sumed a remnant warehouse valued at ovti

£30,000, ten shops, and two houses.

In an action brought before Mr. Justiof

.Vvory. with a special jury. Mr. Ernest Henr\

Bright, principal clerk employed in the Ofli.-'

of Works, has been awarded £750 damages fv:

personal injuries against Messrs. W. and G. '1

Cros a.imited). The plaintiff, while drivin:

from Epsom railway station to his home, wa

run into by a motor-van belonging to the (le

fendants, and he received an injury to In

ankle.

At Monday's meeting of Evesham Rural Di-

trict Council seven tenders were received te

carrying out the Harvington water scheme. T i

prices ranged from .£1.940 to £2.142, and tlr

tender at the first-named price was acccptei

This does not include the work in connectio.

with the crossing of the river. The engineer

estimate for the work, including the river cros

ing, was £2,195, and the loan was for ±2,60'

including easements.
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dntttnit Calamo.—-<

—

Tlie War Office and its timber purthasos
remain the subject of lively discussion in

tlie House of Commons and elsewhere. From
the letters published in liei/nolds's iN'eira-

/laper and the Oai/i/ Chrunich. it would
appear that Mr. Meyer hoped later on that

liis firm would be appointed "official pur-
chaser" for all Government contracts. In

his letter of Oct. 16. 1914, to Mr. F. Baines,
tlie principal architect to the Office of

Works, he says :

—

With reference to the interview wliiuh my partner
Mr. Williams and I bad with yon this afternoon, we
should like to confirm onr offer to act as purchasins;
agents foryom-self, putting all om- expert knowledge at
your disposal, on the terms ot commission mentioned to
you—viz., 25 per cent, on the actual proved cost.

• * • •

I expect to hear from you on the subject eitber to-
iiorrow mommff or Monday, but before closing this
.Iter I should like to assure you that if this business is
-•iven to us tor the time being, we shall be your servants
\l is not a question of the commission we shall make out
'f It in the transaction, but we bope later on that the
i.ovcmment will be able to make us their official
purchasers for all timber roqnired on Government
contracts, for railways, and tor any undertaking- for
which they may require wood.

"

iou can imagine what an enormous saving this would
lie to the country. The firms with whom you place your
innlding contracts would have their timber at a very
nsiderable reduction on the price thev have to pay for

it now, and the size of the purchases which we should
be enabled to make would be so vast that the prices we
should obtain for you would be lower than those
obtained by any other firm in e.\i8tence. The
proposition we are putting before you is bound to be
right tor you, and, it we give satisfaction, as we are
sure we shall, m this business, we hope to get the whole
of the Government's work in the future.

The letter of Mr. F. Baines, in reply,
dated Oct. 19, 1914, seems to have accepted
Mr. Meyer's proposals in toto, with various
stipulations as to metliods of payment, notice
of termination ot the arrangement, etc. The
following seems the gist of the letter:—
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Further, with reference to the matter which we have
discussed with you relating to the question of the pur-
chase of aconsiderable quantity of timber by vou for us
under commission. I now place on record our acceptance
ot your offer to purchase the .luantities of timber showu
on the attached list to the scantlings specified as near
as possible, ot a quality suitable for the object we havem view—viz.. Army butting, on the fnilowino- con-
ditions .—
H is agreed that you purchase on our behalf the timber

as specibed on the commission of 2J per cent, on the
actual approved value as shown by invoices and contract
torms, i:c. All demurrage, snippings, dock, and other
charges to be borne by us. The agreed percenta<»e of
-» IS to be distinctly understood a.s the sole payment you
are to receive for 8ervice3 in connection with the pur-
chases, and you ai-e to place at the disposal of the two
Clerks sent from this Department to your office everr
evidence aa to the actual transactions with firms withwhom you do business.
They .are to have access to all bills, invoices, and cor-

respondence relating to the matter at issue, and you are
to supply them with such particulars of the transactions
as may be considered necessary-obtaining, if desired,
affidavits, &c., from tbe brokers, agents, merchants
importers, ic, that you obtain nothing iu the wav of
secret commission, bribe, gift, or any consideration
Whatsoever over and above tbe declared percentage wehave agreed to grant.

nril'
''<*™''"'fe'e8 that may accrue from cash discounts

or any other special tenns and discounts that are .'ivenin any way throughout the transactions are to be S-iven

The pith of the whole matter appears to be
the actual saving Mr. Meyer has effected ou
behalf of the Government for his 2^ per cent.
In a "considered statement" purporting to
be made by him. and published by some of
the papers, he says :—

fr.T.^tJ:?''""™^"'
"^<"1 '° '"'y 'l^eir timber by cou-

in^raT ''H'">"8
timber importers, whose profits varied

hZ ,i„ P"
'"?''' ^\'"^ '* P""' ''=°'- '° '3-3 IW cent. In

mXil^ '''"'? ''}"' ""Pl^'y 0' '""b'"- '" "e sizes an<l
qualit.es required does not meet the demand, that profit

rondfiinn.rK'f'
""''""^ "'o prevailing extraordinary

conditions to between 15 per cent, and 25 per cent.

«•«» r„^
a common thing, at the time my engagement

mwcW^tr'J ""w '"','' '^'"' Government, for timber

mm.iv5 '^ *'*" ^" P'"' ™'"- P™flt. "-en on com-

l\'^^rfl,
''"'?';' P"'<-I«se9. The vast quantity of

SssarT' VT, ',J
""^ Go^-on^ent made it absolutely

mT^III: }'" ^'"^•^roment wanted to buy on reasoii-

l^M n^^; 1^°'^ P^y""? '™'^'"' merchants these

imMrte™ ,>,.
'''? Government had to become timber

^fn^J}^"^^"^"^'; "'" "•«" "">y li^ve done,

fOT-'» nL^„ ?"''".';s."''« business of importing timbe.'

tome.
°" theu-purcbases-the coinmission paid

in^'hes'i'fi,l'i'""'"™'T P™"' "l^i'^l' timber merchants

"e Gove m ?T' ""'' "' '" P'^'- '«''•. "- *» flear that-aeGo^einment have saved 7J per cent, uu the timber

purcha.^ed through my firm : but ihe saviug T ailmit has
been much larger. It it has been 10 por cent, on
ibOO.OUO worth ot timber we get a total of i.PO,(Hio,
deduct from that commission to my fii-m at £1.5,11(10, and
It leaves the very pleasant sum of £4,-),000 in the pockets
of the Uixpayers, which otherwise would have been in
the pockets of the timber merchants.

On the other hand, a firm at Hull, claiming
to be one of the largest importers on the
East Coast, in a letter to the Daily
Chronicle, is of opinion that any first-class

timber merchant—or, what would have been
still better, a first-class wood broker—would
have gladly done the buying for Government
aeconiit at 1 per cent., in all probability

j: iJcr cent.

Very strong protests were made on Wed-
nesday, at the annual meeting of the Timber
Trade Federation at the offices of the London
Chamber of Commerce, and the following
resolution, proposed by Mr. Alexander
Farquliarson (ex-president), and seconded by
Mr. C. J. Morgan (ex-president), was unani-
mously carried, a copy being ordered to be
sent to the Prime Minister:—
That the members of this Federation, represeutino- all

branches of the timber trade throughout the country
protest against, and strongly resent, the unfair
aspersions cast upon a large section of the trade by a
llinister of the Crown iu the House of Commons in con-
nection with the .luestion of the supply of timber for
Government purposes, and record their regret that
although the Director of Army Contracts stated on
Uecember 30 last " that the principle of consulting lead-
ing representatives of the various trades on points where
expert assistance is useful " had been adopted for some
time by his Department, it has not been applied to the
case of the timber trade, through the Federation or
otherwise.

Ill the course of the discussion regret was
expressed that, although various offers of
expert advice, free of charge, had been made
on behalf of the timber trade to the Govern-
ment, those offers had not been accepted.

Naturally Mr. Swift MacNeill got little

satisfaction on Monday out of the Treasury
with regard to the stoppage this year of

something like £100,000 in the grants to

numerous art galleries and libraries. Mr.
.\cland, who replied, said that a reduction of

approximately £60.000 has been made in the
provision for the financial year 1915-16 in

respect of the usual purchase grants to the
institutions referred to. These grants arc
mainly expended on the acquisition of pic

tures and objects of artistic or antiquarian
interest, and in the present crisis, said Mr.
.belaud, I think it reasonable to forego

expenditure of public money for such pur-
poses." The lordly style which junior
Ministers more and more affect when snub-
bing questioners is really delightful. '• I

think it reasonable" is warranty enough for

anything. That we should cut off neutral

supplies while German officers have to be
lodged in palatial converted mansions, and
billiard tables provided for their sergeant-

majors is possibly one of the consequences
of the spread ot German "culture," which
is evidently catching since Lord Haldane
found his spiritual home

!

and Italy. The collection certainly dis-
played a considerable variety of subjects,
and an artistic appreciation of the pictur-
esque. Besides the pictorial sheets, some
measured studies were included, and sketch-
plans plotted on the spot. We particularly
noted a very pretty crisp water-colour of a
late Gothic portal from Vernon, and some
chalk sketches from Bologna and Brescia,
executed with much spirit without too much
labour.

The Courts (Emergency Powers) Act, 1914,
was passed to provide that judgments and
orders should not be harshly enforced
against debtors during this war time. In
fact, it gave the Courts power to stay execu-
tions and so to extend the effects of tlie

moratorium after that had lapsed. The Act
also declares that "no person shall realise
any security (except by way of sale by a
mortgagee in possession) " without first

making an application to the Court for leave
to do so. This exception clearly applied to

cases where a mortgagee is in possession of
property, and which he is thus left entitled
to sell without leave, as before. But the
legal term mortgage comprises many things
liesides the usual mortgages upon land and
houses. It includes a charge upon stock, de-
bentures, shares, or book debts, such as is

often given by a debtor, or a builder or
other trader, to cover an advance to his
bank or creditor. A case decided in the Court
of Appeal last Monday ("Ziman v. Komata
Reefs Gold Mining Co.. Ltd.") is of luiicli

importance, because it decides this point
plainly. The plaintiff liad deposited some
shares in a company with the defendants as
security for a loan in January, 1014, upon a
memoraiidum agreeing that the defendants
could call in their money at 60 days' notice.

They had given this notice, and were pro-
ceeding to enforce their charge by selling the
shares, when the plaintiff applied for a re-

straining injunction on the ground tliat they
could not do so without leave of the Court.
The Court of Appeal last Monday confirmed
the judge below in refusing this injunction,
holding that the defendants were mortgagees
in possession of these shares, and so could
sell them under this exception contained 111

the Emergency Powers Act.

Subject to his Majesty's approval, it was
unanimously resolved by the special general

meeting of the Institute held last Monday
to present the Royal Gold i\Icdal this year

to Mr. Frank Darling, architect of Toronto,

Canada, for the excellence of his executed

works, some of which we have illustrated.

Jlr. James Macgregor. of Dunfermline, was
elected associate, and Mr. Walter Peacock,

M.V.O., treasurer to the Prince of Wales,

was elected hon. associate. The chairman,

Mr. J. Alfred Gotch, V. P. R.I. B.A., directed

attention to the Soane studentship special

drawings, by Mr. .\lick G. Horsnell. shown
in the gallery as the sketches made by liiin

during his Continental tour (1914) in France

Councillor Ross Clyiie again moved his

resolution, on Wednesday at the Manchester
City Council meeting, for the appointment of
a special committee to inquire exhaustively
into the present methods adopted in connec-
tion with civic architectural matters, with a
view to possible improvements in efficiency

and economy, and to advise the Council with
regard to the advantages or otherwise ot

utilising the services of architects in private
practice, and thus enabling the city architect
to devote himself to advisory and supervisory
work. He suggested that if local architects
were invited to appear before the committee,
they could prove that buildings erected had
been too costly, and the design too limited,
and that greater results might be obtained at

less cost. After considerable discussion, the
resolution was carried by a largo majority,
as was also another resolntion by Councillor
Westcott, asking for a full report of the

dealings of the Council with regard to the

Infirmary site, with a view to arriving at an
early deci-sioii as to the best means of

utilising the same. We heartily wish early

success to the labours of those charged with

the matters covered by both resolutions. All

who have followed our frequent references

to both matters will admit their urgency.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TBADE
SOCIETIES.

GLASGOW ARCHITECTURAL
CRAFTSMEN'S SOCIETY.—The members
of the Glasgow Royal Teclinieal College

.'Vrchiteetiiral Craftsmen's Soeiety held a

meeting on Friday, 6th inst., when Mr. R.

W. Horn, A.R.I.B.A., of the city engineer's

department, gave a paper on "Cheap
Cottages." The lecturer showed how a belt

of land round the present area of Glasgow
could be hiid out to accommodate a very large

population housed on the cottage principle.

He drew comparisons between the cost of

housing in the tenement as against the

cottage system, and analysed the factors con-

tributing to this difference. Mr. Horn dis-

cussed tlie advantages and disadvantages of

the English collage system, and pointed out

reasons why it was not universally adopted in

Scotland, and suggestions were given as to

relaxation of bylaws and simpler construc-

tion which might tend to foster the building

of cheap cottages north of the Tweed.

FACULTY OF SURVEYORS OF SCOT-
LAND.—The second annual Fueeting of the

Faculty of Surveyors of Scotland was held in

the Christian Institute, Glasgow, on Friday.

Mr. Howatt, president of the Faculty, pre-

sided over a large atteiulance of members.
The president, in moving the adoption of the

annual report and accounts, referred to the

work which the council had performed, and

to the considerable addition to the member-
ship of the Faculty during the past year. The
report and accounts were adopted. Mr.

Howatt, on demitting office as president,

received a cordial vote of thanks for the

valuable services he had rendered to the

Faculty during his year of office. The
following office-bearers for the session 1915

were elected ;—President, Mr. Alan K.
Smith, 44, Queen street, Edinburgh; vice-

president, Mr. John Baxter, 243, St. Vincent-

street, Glasgow ; secretary and treasurer and
secretary of the examining board, Mr. D. E.

Wallace, C.A., 59, George-street, Edin-

burgh
;
general council, James Barr, T. Fair-

bairn, William Gauldie, William Howatt,
Robert Jordan, F. H. Liglitbody, John
Murray, R. Murray, Anthony I'urdie, George
B. Walker, Arch. B. Watson, John Webster.

LEEDS AND WEST YORKSHIRE
ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.—A general
meeting of the above soeiety was held at the

Leeds Institute, Cookbridge-atreet, on
Thursday, February 18, when a paper on
"Wren" was given by Mr. J. H. Farrar,
A.R.C.A. (Lond.), illustrated with lantern-
slides. The president, Mr. G. Fredk.
Bowman, occupied the chair. The lecturer,

in the course of his remarks, dealt rather
upon Wren's personality, and his place in

history, than the range and quality of his

works. Members of the Wren family had
served in spiritual and temporal offices to

the Crown as early as IGOO. Matthew Wren,
Lord Bishop of Ely, and his brother
Christopher, father of the immortal Sir
Christopher, both suffered persecution at tlie

hands of the Long ParKament, Bishop
Matthew being confined in the Tower of
Loudon for several years, until the Restora-
tion. It was for this same Matthew Wren,
as president of Pembroke Hall, Cambridge,
that Cliristophcr carried out his first archi-
tectural work - the new chapel there. He was
then over thirty years of age. Up to this
time he had "applied himself chiefly to
scienlfic pursuits, luiving been professor of
astronomy at Grcsham College, London, and
at the University of Oxford. He was skilled
in mathenmtics, and a prolific inventor. It

was during the year of the Plague that Wren
made his only visit to the Continent, when
he jourjieyod to Paris to a Ctingress of Arts.
Here he nu-t Bernini, who was at work upon
the Louvre, and Mansart and Perrot. After
a stay of six mouths he returned to England,
and in the following year the Grr<at Fire
swept away the Mediicval town of London,
and presented to Wren the opportunity for
the creation of a new and beautiful city.

Ujiforluuately, the parsimony and stupiditvof
those under whom he had to work prevoited
most of his dreams frnni complete realisa-
tion

; but, despite his limitations, by skill and

forethought he converted London from a

stuffy, plaguo-riddeu city of the Middle Ages

to an airy, modern town of brick and stone.

The lecturer went on to analyse the details

of Wren's great task, more particularly with

reuard to llie controversy as to what was to

he" done with the gutted St. Paul's; how he

triumphed eventually over his critics, and

eouipleted his new church within forty-five

years from the date of the fire. "VVren's last

five years were spent in quiet retirement at

his house, near Hampton Court, where he

died, after a short illness, at the age of

ninety-one. A vote of thanks was accorded

to the lecturer on the motion of Mr. W. G.

Smithson, A.R.I.B.A., seconded by Mr. J. G.

Coombe, A.R.C.A., and carried. At the

conclusion of the lecture Mr. Bowman pre-

sented Mr. Farrar with a silver tea-service

from the members of the sketching club on

the occasion of his recent marriage.

ULSTER SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
—The council and the war committee of this

soeiety met at the Society's Rooms on

Friday, the 26th ult. The president (Mr. N.

Fitzsi'mons) occupied the chair. The war
connnittee reported that up to the present

thirteen Ulster architects were serving with

the Colours. The February general meeting

of the society's members, associates, and

students was held at 9, Howard-street, Bel-

fast, on Friday, the 26th ult., at 3.30 p.m.

The president '(Mr. N. p^itzsimons) occupied

the chair. Reports on the work of the new
school of architecture and on the work of

the war committee were submitted and con-

sidered, and the various matters brought for-

ward were discussed by Messrs. R. M.

Young, W. J. Gilliland, T. Houston. W. C.

Maxwell, A. B. Dobson. and T. W. Henry.

»•-

COMPETITIONS.
B.\RNSLEY.—The competition for new

town hall and offices, to be erected by the

county borough of Barnsley, has been settled.

Mr. Hubert" T. Bnckland, F.R.I.B.A., of

Birmingham, was the assessor. The follow-

ing is the order of merit as determined by

him :--First, Mr. P. H. Topham, Man-

chester ; second, Mr. W. C. Laidlaw, Edin-

burgh; and third, Messrs. Clough and

Morrell, Chelsea, S.W. The corporation has

decided to build the town hall from the

design placed first, but the plans are to be

somewhat amei'.ded before the work is

actually started.
-•»»-

Mr. McCarthy E. Fitt, master builder and

contractor, of "O.xforJ-road, Reading, died on

Sunday, aged fifty-six years.

The rural district council of Dartford have

approved plans for two hundred cottages to be

built on the Collyer's-lane estate by the Cray

ford Cottage Society, Ltd., to whom the

Government have advanced a sum of i;48,000

at a low rate of interest.

Between thirty and forty members of the

Bristol Association of Clerks of Works and

Bmlders' Foremen visited on Saturday after-

noon Bristol Cathedral. Canon Talbot, who
acted as guide, conducted the party through all

the principal parts of the edifice, and also

explained, in a very interesting manner, the

history of the cathedral.

Alfirming a judgment of Lord Dewar, Lords

Guthrie and Slierrington, sitting on Saturday

as the Second Division of the Scotch Court of

Session, held that Messrs. Tom and James
Speedy, an Edinburgh firm of estate agents,

were entitled to commission as on the sale of

a Forfarsliire estate in respect that they had
implied authority from the seller, a Mr. Stuart,

to use i)articulars of the estate to obtain a

purchaser.

The Middlesex County Council approved on

l'"riday of the principle of two arterial roads—
one running from Denham, Bucks, through
Middlesex to the Colchester road, and the

second from Cliertsey, joining the oilier arterial

road at a point in the Edgware-road and pro-

ceeding to join the St. Albans-road and the
Great North-road at Hadley Ilighstone, liarnet.

A map was exliibitcd showing that the sug-

gested routes were of strategic value in timt
they connected up the military depots on tlie

four sides of tlie county, and would enable
traffic to proceed north or south and east or
west, and avoid the congested roads in London.

(Bnv Illustrations.—<

—

BOARD OF TRADE NEW OFFICES
COMPETITION.*

Messrs. Charles Gascoyne and George Nott

are the authors of one of the pair of designs

wdiieh we now illustrate. Both of them were
described fairly fully on page 180, when we
reviewed all tlie final eompetitioii plans ill

our issue for February 12th. The drawings

reproduced to-day include the capable water-

colour view by Mr. Gascoyne, with the Km-
bankment trees tinted in very brown autumn
shades, depicting the river front. Above this

perspective appears the geometrical eleva-

tion, which IS further illustrated on the same
plate by onr copy of the delicately washed-iii

detail indicating au architectural treatment

about which we have already spoken. The
section, taken from north to south, includes

elevations showing the utilitarian character

of the internal quadrangles, with their large

windows to every fioor. The two plans indi-

cate how amply lit the main corridors are,

though indi\itlually longer passages going

east and w est rely on borrowed lights : said

to be allowable by subsequent instructions,

regardless of the likelihood that these trans-

verse corridors might in consequence be

made comparatively dismal, particularly iu

the absence of end windows unobstructed by

stairways. The fallacy of permitting

borrowed light in one place and not in

another calls for no comment, though, after

all, the main question is one of "sufficient

light " for all the pa.ssageways, and this

must be an essential provision for any well-

planned building. Fireplaces for the smaller

rooms appear to have been overlooked iu

these plans, contrary to Clause No. 12.

Messrs. Percy Thomas, Ernest Prestwich,

M.A., and Ivor P. Jones, A.R.I.B.A., joint

architects (Cardiff and Leigh) certainly

deserve their place among their compeers in

this filial competition. The central cortile

of this plan, leading to the grand staircase,

in some ways is rattier similar to the recep-

tion corridor, which makes so distinguishing

a feature in the selected scheme, and which

on occasions would prove of much value, par-

ticularly when arranged in eonjuuction with

the retention of the old historic rooms so in-

geniously managed on the ground fioor by

Mr. Vincent Harris. The grand hall pro-

vided by Messrs. Adams and Holdeu, and

carried up through two Hoors, somewhat over-

emphasised the same idea or its requirements;

while, on the other hand, Mr. Edwin Cooper

omitted such a provision as altogether need-

less for a buikting of this class. Messrs.

Thomas, Prestwich, and Jones extend this

middle feature through their two main floors,

the galleries to it being really corridors, that

oil the south leading to conference and spare

rooms. All the corridors of this scheme are

uniformly consistent and fairly well lighted,

though tlie quads are not wide from north to

south ; indeed, they are too narrow for actual

direct light to the four lower stories. Tin"

external design recalls the manner of the

Pitti Palace, being also cleverly set out on

lines justified by other palatial precedents,

and above all avoiding meaningless project-

ing pavilions. Architecturally, the authors

have shown conimendable restraint, and haw
added strength to their composition by the

rusticated basement and bold breadth of il^

quoins. Their elevations more nearly ap-

proach the standard set by the aeeoinplisli

meiit conspicuous in the selected design tlun

either of the other competitors, sonic d

whom appear to have failed conspicuously by

overweighting their facades with eiiorniou.-

coriiiees and perpetual ornamentation, sug-

gesting a top-heavy appearance. This per

speetive is unfortunate, inasmuch as the

artist has failed to express the salient state

liiiess of this design. For its essentials, tin

geometri cal drawings should bo consulted, ii
-

* IlluBtmtions of the BDlected design by Mr. -Viliccii

Harris appeared in tlie Biii.dixg Nkws for Feb. 12, i

wliicb mimber Messrs. I'ercv Adams and C. H. Hulden
;

dcsiisu will be foLiud illustrated. Mr, Edwin '^fper

eloviitiou and plan, and tbo design by Messrs. Aeh e;

and Newman, wore given on I'ob. Ill, and on tlio -mi

inst. wo illustrated Mr. AnuBtroug's design, as well

"

Messrs. Atkinson and Alexander's scheme.
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PRINCIPAL FLQ.iH^ PLAN

BOARD OF TRADE NEW OFFICES, VICTORIA EMBANKMENT, S.W. : PRINCIPAL FLOOR PLAN.
Desien bv Messrs. Charles Gascoyne and George Nott, A. R.I. B. A., Architects.
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BOARD OF TRADE NEW OFFICES, VICTORIA EMBANKMENT, S.W. : LONGITUDINAL SECTION.
Design by Messrs. Percv Thoma.s, Ernest Pre-stwich. M.A.. nml Ivor P. Jone.s, A.R.I.B.A., Architects.

the water-colour appears to be too restless in
Its liandling to do the building justice. The
ground and tirst floor plans are included
among our illustrations to-day, likewise the
longitudinal section, showing the width of
the light-wells, aiul .setting back of the stone-
bnilt attic. The roofing of the central hall.

which houses the main staircase, is richly

handled facing the western entrance, placed

in the middle of the Whitehall Gardens
front.

LABOUR EXCHANGE PREMISES.
(The description of these designs will be

found in the Referee's report on page 'Iffl.)

The sanction of the Local Government Board
lias been obtained by the town council of Irvine

to the borrowing of .€11,050 for tlie erection of

workmen's houses.

The urban district council of Ince have just

received the sanction of the I,ocal Government
Board to the borrowing of f 17,700 for a sewage-

disposal scheme.
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StCTlON WOMM TD SOUTH

BOARD OF TRADE NEW OFFICES. VICTORIA EMBANKMENT, S.W. : SECTION NORTH TO SOUTH.

BOARD OF TRADE NEW OFFICES, VICTORIA E>rBANKMENT, S.W. : GROUND PLAN.
;

Messrs. Chaklfs Gascovne and George Nott, A.R.I.B.A.. Architects.
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BOARD OP TRADE NEW OFFICES, VICTORIA EMBANKMENT, !S.W. :

Plans of Design by Messrs. Percy Thomas, Ernest Prestwich, M.A., and Ivor P. Jojjes, A.R.I.B.A., Architects.
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Correspnttbente.—^^

—

UNHEALTHY SCHOOLS.
To the Tiditor of the Buii.DiNO Nf.ws.

Sir,—Judging from the correspoiiclence re

cross-ventilation of seliools, I imagine tliat

some of your anonymous writers are more or

less in a fog, and perhaps have not seen the

recently-erected schools in Staffordshire.

We have in Uttoxeter—and I speak from
my personal knowledge—perfectly-ventilated

schools. The Council schools on the heath

are spacious, lofty, and well-lighted, being

entirely new. They have tall sash-uindovvs,

the hoppers of which are about six feet above
the floor.

I visited the schools on a cold, windy day,

and found no suspicion of down-draughts.
Four-inch h.w. piping is carried round each

room, near the floor, and there are also two

small radiators, with an air-duct from out-

side, fitted with sliding ventilators. These
latter, I think, are unnecessary, as well as

expensive.

I know the theory is. that the external air

is heated, and conies fresh into the rooms;
but this is doing the work twice over. You
cannot stop tlie air around the heated pipes

from rising in a continuous stream and
mixing with that from the hoppers above.

I enclose copy of the rules hung >ip for the

guidance of teachers. These lucidly explain

everything.

I feel sure this system is the last word on
school ventilation, and reflects credit on the

Staffs Education Committee.— I am, etc.,

S. B. BamfoIid.

Hawthornden Manor, Uttoxeter,

March 1.

Staffordeliire Education Committee.

Rules for A'entilatiou of Schools provided with Sash
WiudowB aud Hopper Caeements.

1. Tn Ordinary Weather,—The normal ventilation

should he effected by openine: all the Bash windo\y8 at

the bottom, on both sides of the room, to such an extent

as will efFectivel.y ventilate the rooms. It is not

desirable to open one window, or one opposite pair of

windows, wide, and leave all the rest shut. If more air

is required, this can be obtained by opeuins? the windo^v6
wider at the bottom. The tops of the windows should be
opened for flushintr the rooms, or obtainiufr an extra

supply of air in very hot weather when no drautxhts

will be felt. The tops of the windows are intended for

extra ventilation, and are supplementary only to the
veutilation throujrh the hopper windows. Under no
circumstances are the tops to be opened and the bottoms
left f hnt.

2. In Cold Weather.—The openinpr of the windows
should bo reduced at discretion.

:i. In Windy Weather.—The lower sashes of the win-
dows on the side from which the wind is coming should

not be opened to the same extent as those on the other

side; but they never should be quite closed. The dist-

ance to whicli the windows on the side from which the

wind is comin<.r ma,y be opened should vary in accord-

ance with the strength of the wind.
4. In Very Hot W^eather.—The utmost amount of fresh

air obtainable should be secured. This is best done by
opeuius; tlie top of the window to the ntmost, aud the
lower half of tlio window to such an extent as will not
interfere with the top. The transition from this state

to normal ventilation should be regulated by practical

common sense.
Graham Balfocr, Director of Education.

County Education Offices, Stafford, Augus^t, 1910.

Sir,—An ounce of practice is worth a ton

of theory, and I would respectfully again

appeal to all really interested to visit re-

cognised cross-ventilated schools.

For my own part, 1 have been convinced.
It was my duty to modernise a school erected

about 18G0 having all the advantages put
forward by "Anti-Draught," and others. It

is now a cross-ventilated school, and the

opinion of the head teacher will, no doubt, be
of interest: "The ventilation is all that can
be desired ; the rooms are always fresh, even

at the close of the school."—I am, etc,,

An Old B.N.D.C. Boy.

Sir,— Instead of. in response to the sug-

gestion made, any of the promoters of cross-

ventilation coming forward with an explana-

tion of the principle involved in that inctliod,

and how it is supposed to act, Mr. Wynne
Thomas merely proposes that I shoulil

inspect its application to a school in Stafford

not an individual matter at all, but an im-

portant public question in which we are all

interested, and that it should, therefore, be

dealt with publicly and openly, and not in

the rather secretive fashion indicated. In

any case, T, personally, could gain no further

eniightenment in regard to cross-ventilation

than I already possess, as I have, I believe, a

fairly complete acquaintance with its

application, and its results so tar as its

effects on children are concerned. The data

acquired from these investigations will be at

the disposal of the proposed Royal Commis-

sion, if required, and may prove a revelation

to tliose members of school committees who
have employed cross-ventilation who may be

called upon to give evidence before the Com-
mission, and which, I trust, for the sake of

the children, may be soon. One thing, how-

ever, is quite certain—that after the exposure

in your valued columns of the evils of cross-

vei'itilation,' they will be unable to plead

ignorance 'of those evils.

A well-known London physician and sani-

tarian, when recently discussing the subject

with me, said, referring to the supposed

principle of cross-ventilation— if it has a

principle—that it it were not hygienic, it was

at least eugenic, and that he had a suspicion

it was a cunning device of the Eugenists to

eliminate the w^eaklings. How far he was in

earnest or in jest I leave to your readers to

decide. Mere academic pronouncements and

pious opinions, which are all we have had, so

far, from the advocates of cross-ventilation,

have no value at all, and cannot be accepted

in proof of its efficiency, and if they are

unable to advance more than vague and

nebulous beliefs, the only conclusion that can

be come to is that they have no other

evidence to offer. They appear, Indeed,

to have no more to say in justification of their

faith in cross-ventilation than that it is great,

and they are its prophets; not another word

can be got out of them as to why their god is

great, "or how it achieved its greatness,

bo they abstain on the principle that
" fools rush in wdiere angels tear to tread,"

and have not the courage of their convic-

tions ; or is it merely that they do not know?
It looks suspiciously like it. All they have

as yet advanced in support of cross-ventila-

tion is the unsupported assertion that it is

better than mechanical ventilation, which, if

true, merely proves that jnechanical ventila-

tions is even more inefficient than was
generally supposed.
One of its advocates has described cross-

ventilation as "a perfect blizzard," and as a

draught-producer it certainly could not be

beaten. Another says, " On one subject—the

extreme danger of draughts— everyone must

agree, aud many people can speak from bitter

experience, . . . If the cold air is ad-

mitted through the window in an upward
direction, it w'ill rise to an extent varying

with the velocity of entry, and then, by

gravitation, begin to fall"; or, in other

words, there is a down-draught, regarding

the danger of which Mr. Wynne Thomas
says, "Thave not disputed the fact of down-

draught being 'a crying evil,'" all of which

can hardly be taken as favourable to cross-

ventilation, which admittedly consists of

through-draught and down-draught. If the

cold entering air did not descend—that is to

say, if there were no down-draught—with

cross-ventilation it would be foul air only that

would be inhaled in the breathing zone. No
possible adjustment of the window-s to any

angle whatever, nor method of regulation,

could prevent the cold air from meeting will)

the warm ascending foul air, and descending

by its own gravity. It is a law of nature, aud
cannot be opposed with impunity, and any

attempt to do so—as with cross-ventilation

—

is merely to court failure and disaster.

The fact that cross-ventilation does not

provide pure air at breathing level, but

diluted foul air only, and that the ascending

warm vitiated air is returned by the descend-

ing current of cold air, and is rebreathed
l)efore removal, and that the less perceptible

the down-draught, the fouler the air is from

possibly prevent the hot foul air from
ascending a certain height above the head
before being forced down and returned for

rebreathing.
The vital defects of cross-ventilation are

clearly pointed out in the following extract

from " Anti-Draught's " letter in your issue

of January 29, and as these very serious

statements have not yet been controverted,

should they remain unanswered, cross-

ventilation will stand condemned, and 'ts

advocates forfeit all claim to be accepted as

authorities on ventilation.

Crude, unbalanced, and unscientific

attempts to solve a problem which, as Parkes
says, " requires the study of a lifetime to

master, and the greatest engineering skill to

deal with its intricacies," can have only one
result—failure and disappointment. "The
fundamental defects of this plan may"
(says " Auti - Draught ") " be stated as

follows : (a) No provision is made for

the extraction of the heated expired air

at the higher levels, to where, under normal
conditions, it naturally ascends, aud from
where it should, therefore, be withdrawn,

(b) A continuous downward current of cold

air from open window-s. or, in other words,

a 'down-draught.' (c) Cooling and re-

turning to be rebreathed, the ascending,

heated, expired air, (d) Condensation and
precipitation on to the children of the

moisture with which expired air is heavily

charged, (e) Condensation and precipitation

on to the children of the moist aud
poisonous exhalations from the body, (f) The
creation of acute differences in the tem-
perature of the body occupying a super-

heated stratum of air aud drenched from
above with cold air."

This grave indictment of cross-ventilation

is precise, specific, and definite, and if its

promoters, who are now challenged, are

unable to meet and to controvert these

damning points of accusation, so clearly

formulated, aud to substantiate the claims

they make for that system— if any—then

judgment in default will be passed upon
them, and it will not, I think, be difficult to

prognosticate what that judgment would be.

—I am, etc.. Caloric.

IntBrrtmtimtntcatinn.
f¥*-

QUESTIONS.
[13130.] — PAOTOKT CHIMNEY.—I am asked to

prepare plans for the erection of a factory chimney, to

accommodate five Lancnsliire boilers, 30ft. long by 8ft.

diameter, the chimney to he about 180ft. high. What
would be the best internal diameter at the base, and
also at the summit ? The chimney is to be built on bad
ground, which is w.aterlogged, and the depth of the

gravel bed from the surface is about 14ft. Would it be

possible, and cheaper, to either drive dow-n reinforced-

concrete piles, or telescopic-form piles, which would
support a reinforced-concrete raft, to carry the chimney ?

Any information, or sketches on the subject, will be

much appreciated.—E. C.o» '

A I.ocal Government Board inquiry was held

on Wednesday at the town-hall, Newcastle-on-

Tvuc. to consider an application to borrow

X'29,700 to make public baths at Hcaton, Bon-

well, and Walker.

Rotherham Town Coimcil have appointed Mr.

Tliomas Peel Collinge, A.M.IusL.C.K., who since

1908 has been borough engineer of Mansfield,

and was previously deputy borough engineer at

Carlisle and at Nelson, to the post of borough

and water engineer, in succession to Mr. E. B.

Martin, at a salary of .£500 a year, rising to

£700.

The Boman Catholic Archbishop of Dublin has

defiuitelv dcciilcil not to build a cathedral on

the Onnond market site. His Grace was offered

the .Ormond Quay site for £12,000 by the cor-

poration. The housing committee of the cor-

poration liave directed the city architect to pro-

ceed with all despatch with the sclicmc for the

erection of artisans' dwellings on the area.

The Local Government Board have declined,

after inquiry, to sanction the proposed scheme

for works of sewerage at Wool ton Bassett, in-

volving an outlay of' .£1.200. The hoard arc of

opinion that the works proposed would only

partially rcmedv existing defects. They sug-

gested that the rural district cmnicil should con-insufficient dilution, incontcstably de- _.

shii-e the pia'ce of its birth, and there learn monstrates the inefficiency and the danger of suit an engineer of experience and obtain ».

from'its sponsors the secret of its efficiency, that plan. Only what would prove to be a] rc|,ort on the motle of carrying out the ncces-

It seems to be quite overlooked, that this is wholly unsnpportablc dnwn-draught could works
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
TIMBER FOR THE WAR OFFICE. — On

Feb. 25, Mr. W. Young (L., East Perthshire)

f;;iin raised the question of Mr. Monla,

Meyer's contract for the purcliase of timber for

the" War Office, declaring that it was extrava-

gant and uiibusinessUke and against the public

interest, although a remarkably good piece of

business for the fortunate purchasing agent, ll

was alleged that the large timber merchants had

made an attempt to .squeeze the Government,
when Mr. Meyer, brimming over with patriotism

to the tune of i60,000 or more a year, was
appointed. Plenty of timber merchants and
brokers of the highest standing in the trade

would only have been too glad lo do the

business for a much smaller remuneration; but

bona-fide offers made to the War Office were

cither rejected or not even re|ilied to. Mr.

Harold Baker's statement that the War Office

and the Office of Works were not aware that

the purchase of timber would be on such a large

scale appeared to be a pure evasion of the whole

matter, and a very lame excuse for the blunder

that had been committed. The official who
made tlie arrangement ought to be transferred

lo some other department where he would not

have the power to play ducks and drakes with

the country's money. He believed the general

feeling of business men was that the agreement
should be terminated forthwith. (Hear, hear.)

As for tlie proposed modification of the terms,

it was nothing more or less than an attempted
imposition on the supposed credulity of Members
of the House of Commons.—Mr. H. Baker said

the question of responsibility as between the
liovernment Departments was relatively small
and unimportant— (cries of "N6!")^but as the
hon. Member had thrown some doubt on the

subject, he would restate the position in regard
to responsibility. The War Office came into the
transaction at the beginning and at the end.
At the beginning they asked the Office of Works
for advice, and, having received a suggestion
that they should be relieved of the task of

timber-buying, they accepted it, and the whole
of the arrangements were carried out by the
Office of Works. They came into it again at

the end in that they received the timber, and
on that he could only say that it had been
delivered quickly and was of good quality, and
the War Office had no objection to the way in

which the contracts had been executed. The
War Office, having agreed that the Office of
Works should act for them in the matter, might
be considered ultimately responsible, and it was
;i responsibility which they cheerfully accepted.
- When Mr. Baker resumed his seat, several
members on the Ministerial side exclaimed, with
surprise: "Is that the answer? Is that all? "

—

Mr. J. F. Hope (Sheffield Central, 0pp.) said
that in times like this mistakes must needs
arise; but when they did, it was the duty of
the House to brand them as such, and take steps
to prevent their recurrence. The system by

( which payment of a commission two and a half
times as much a? the custom of the trade
allowed was altogether wrong. At least the
commission under this contract would come to
£35,300. which was three years of a Lord
Chancellor's salary, or the salarv of six Prime
Ministers.— Sir H.'Dalziel (L., Kirkcaldy Burghs)
*aid it was desirable that the matter should be
cleared up, because this was not the only
question of the kind that gentlemen on the
Treasury Bench wouhl have to reply to. He
admired Mr. Meyer's business capacity, and he
wished there was more of it on the 'Treasury
IJcnch. There was no precedent for a com-
mission of 2J per cent, lieing paid; 1 per cent,
was accepted in the trade. Insufficient inquiry
was made before Mr. Meyer was appointed. It
was said that Mr. Meyer's own stock of timber
was taken over by the Office of Works at a
loss to him of -4;2,()00. That was merely a sprat
to catch a whale, and it was by this dispby
of apparent generosity that Mr. Meyer was
enabled lo obtain a highly-lucrative appoint-
ment.—Sir H. Dalziel complained that the repre-
.sentalive of the particular department attacked

I

(Mr. Beck) ha.l not replied. Mr. Baker, who
Uiad intervened, had treated the House with
Irather scant courtesy, and might as well have
jrcmaiued silent. He could tell the Treasury
jlicuch that they would have to answer for other
linatiers of a similar kind, but far more im.
porlant than the one now under consideration.
So far as Mr. Meyer was concerned, he took
jliis hat off to him as a shrewd business man,
and only wished that a little of his business
acumen was to be found in the Office of Works.
llUear, hear.) It was the contract with Mr.
iMeyer that was at issue. The inquiries made
before the appointment of Mr. Meyer were in-
sufficient.—Mr. Beck said the Office of Works
had consulted two hundred firms, and had as
nany as a thousand inquiries.—Sir H. Dalziel
isked where the list of firms bad been obtained.

It was not from the War Office, whose list con-

tained (lie best-known and most reputable firms

in the trade. The Office of Works would appear

to have riimm igeil out of tlie directories. He
contended that the Office of Works was not a

department which should have such a responsi-

bility. They should have had the best business

men' in the' trade to advise them. They had
offers from the best firms in the trade— offers

which were not acknowledged.— Sir A. Markham
iL., Notts, Mansfield), after expressing sympalhy
for the representative in the House of the Office

of Works in the unfortunate position in which

he was placed, declared that a more unbusiness-

like contract he had never seen in the whole

course of his experience. He understood that

Mr. Meyer was a German Hebrew, somewhere
in the City, who had not been long in the timber
business. He received an inquiry from the

Government for the supply of timber, and went

down to the Office of Works, and in a few hours

afterwards received an order to buy all the

timber the Government required at a price

which was 100 or 150 per cent, higher than that

paid in the trade. In his business as a coal-

owner he had to arrange for the purchase of

timber to the amount of .£100,000 a year, and

he eslimated that a timber-buyer was worth
toOO a year. Any old-established firm, if they

had been appealed to, would have helped the

Government without charging them a single

penny, and there were numerous firms who
would have been glad to do the work for £2,000

per annum to cover their standing charges.—

Mr. Booth (L., Pontefract) said the subject had
not been raised in order that they might be

fobbed off on a foggy evening like that. One
of the most terrible scandals that had ever

occurred in the history of the British Govern-

ment was being investigated by the House.—
Mr. Beck (Lord of the Treasury) said he was
authorised, on behalf of the First Commissioner
of Works, to say that any business man in the

House might go over every detail of the trans-

actions at the t)ffice of Works and see that the

profits of Mr. Meyer's business had been testified

by a chartered accountant. There was nothing

in the least suspicious or doubtful in the case.

The whole Board had full knowledge, and took

full responsibility. Hon. Members had been

rather misled, and they would be disappointed

if they expected to find that the case involved

a terrible scandal. Timber firms in every part

of the kingdom were invited to quote prices and

give estimates of the stooks of timber in their

possession. The Office of Works formed the

judgment that the prices were ruling high, and

tliat the supply of timber was somewdiat small.

Then Mr. Meyer came forward with his sointion.

and, after considering various alternative

methods, his suggestions were adopted, and he

was chosen buyer to the War Office. His work
was not merely that of a buyer, but involved

arrangements for distribution and other duties.

The timber trade might think it unjust that a

man with only four years' experience should be

chosen, and everything .had been done to

prejudice the case by vitriolic trade jealousy

and prejudice ; but he was glad that the un-

worthy imputations against Mr. Meyer had now
been dropped, and he hoped that the House
would banish them from its mind once and for

all. He had some figures which showed that

at any rate there was a primdfacic case for

saying that money was saved by employing Mr.

Meyer. They related to that period prior to wood
being declared by the Germans contraband of

war," they covered the cost of insurance and

freiglit, and they were average prices taken out

of prices given" by the great firms. He was

assured that no tenders were nearly as low as

Mr. Meyer's figures. In one case the average

quoted "price was £13 14s. 6d. per standard,

whereas the price at which Mr. Meyer actually

boii"ht was £11 8s. 6d., and in another case

the "figures were £16 13s. and £12 3s. 4d. re-

spectively. Really, this so-called scandal was

not a scandal at all. but a business transaction

which did reflect credit upon the departments

concerned. (Some laughter.) He did submit to

hon. Members that they had been used as tools

by men who bad been personally disappointed.

--Sir H. Dalziel: I have not received one letter.

—Mr. Booth : Nor have I.—Mr. Beck said thai

he still thought that the way in which these

charges were made had not much judicial spirit.

Though they admitted that the sums earned by

Mr. Jleyerwere large, they were in no sense

represented by £15,000 as net profit. Many
charges had to be borne out of that sum, and

he believed they could show that the sum saved

to the country was infinitely larger than any-

thing Mr. Me'yer earned.—On Wednes<lay, Mr.

Beck, replying on behalf of the First Com-

missioner of Works, to Sir H. Dalziel. stated

that a new arrangement with Mr. Montague

Meyer as timber-buyer for the Government was

under consideration"; but it was not proposed

in the letter from the War Office to Mr. Meyer,
which could be terminated on any day.—Sir H'.

Dalziel: Will the hon. gentleman see that Mr.
Meyer stops advertising that he is selling the
same goods as' he is liiiying for the Government?
- Mr. Beck asked for notice.—Mr. Butcher (U.,

Vork) : Has the existing contract been termin-
ated?—Mr. Beck: No.— Sir H. Dalziel: Does the

2.^ per cent, commission still continue?—Mr.
Beck: As I understand that the whole matter
is to be raised again to.morrow, it will be better

to defer any further questions till then.

THE REPAIRS TO WESTMINSTER HALL
ROOF.—Mr. Beck, in reply to Mr. King, states

that the total cost of the work now in progress
on Westminster Hall roof is expected to be
slightly over £60,000. The estimates are as

follows:—Steel scaffold (erection, demolition,

etc.), £3,750f steel reinforcement, £10,530;
ditto, labour, £12,285; timber and treatment
with preservative, and slating, £13,950; ditto,

labour, £14,500; clerk of works' salary (six

years) and contingencies, £5,000—total, £60,015.
—Mr. King drew attention on Friday to the
repair of the roof of Westminster Hall. The
most sacred secular building in our history was
going to be r:ulically changed as a structure,

and. had it not been for exciting public events,

an overwhelming body of public opinion would
have been aroused against the proposal. If the
Government would allow a Committee to go into

the matter and report again before the actual
structural work was taken in hand, he would
be satisfied, and he was confident the result

would be dift'erent from the extravagant and
outrageous proposal now made. — Mr. Beck
replied that the hon. Member's protest came too

late, a definite contract having been made for

the work. It was a wonder that the roof still

existed, as it was so much damaged, and it was
tlierefore necessary to lose no time in making
it secure. The Member for St. George's-in-the-

East explained the situation very fully on the

23rd of last April, and arranged for personally-

conducted tours by Members of the House who
desired to see for themselves the condition of

the roof. He also reminded his hon. friend

that the Royal Institute of British Architects

and the Society for the Preservation of Ancient
Buildings and Monuments were consulted.

•WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

WORCESTER SEWAGE DISPOSAL
WORKS.—The difficulty in the matter of filtra-

tion which has arisen at Worcester Sewage
W'orks was considered by the city council on
Tuesday. While the sewage can come under
treatment satisfactorily the filter-beds have
become sealed, and to this question of filtration

considerable attention has of late been given,

expert advice sought, and visits paid to other

works, including those at Coleshill and the main
works at Saltley. At each of these a deputation
paid special attention to the treatment of

sludge. A visit was also paid to Salford. Last

month the Local Governmeni Board sent a letter

to the city council, and this vyas considered by
the sewerage committee, who recommended
that the board be informed that the council had
abandoned the idea of dealing with the sewage

by means of upward filtration, that a copy of a

report by the city engineer be forwarded to the

board, and they be told the committee were
asking the council to make a trial of steps re-

commended by the engineer for washing the

surface of the filters so as to facilitate their

working. This recommendation the council

approved, the estimated cost being only £200.

It remains to be seen whether these measures

will meet the objections of the Local Govern-

ment Board. -«
The corporation of Chorley, Lanes, have in-

structed Messrs. Woodhouse and Howard to

prepare plans and estimates for public baths.

Mr. T. N. Sanderson, architect, of Scar-

borough, is serving as a sub-lieutenant in the

motor-boat section of the Naval Volunteer

Reserve.

Sunday-school buildings are being added to

St. Luke's Church. Darlington, from plans by

Messrs. Clark and Moscrop, of Feelhams,

Darlington.

The Chipping Norton Rural District Council

are considering plans by Mr. Humphries, C.L.,

of Oxford, for the sewerage of the village ot

Charlbury, at an estimated cost of a little over

£4,000.

Mr. Acland states in Parliamentary papers

that a reduction of approximately £60.W)0 has

been made for the financial year 1915.16 in

respect of the usual purchasing grants to

to make any other contract than that contained libraries, art galleries, and museums.
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C^nr #to fable.

In connection with the fiftieth spring

exhibition of the Manchester Academy of

I''ine Arts, a conversazione was held at the

city art gallery on Wednesday night in last

week, where over 400 guests were received by

tlie president (Mr. John Ely. F.R.I.B.A.) and

niemljers of the council. Owing to the

restriction of lighting in the city, there will

be no evening displays at the exhibition,

which continues open throughout March.

The landscapes are especially strong this

year, among the best works sent in being

those by Mr. Anderson Hague, Mr. and Mrs.

Elias Bancroft, Mr. W. H. Wilkinson, Mr.

James W. Booth, Mr. R. G. Somerset, and

Mr. H. Royle.

A fresh appeal is being issued by the

Architects' War Committee to the profes-

sion for subscriptions to a special fund for

the relief of distress among architects and
those dependent upon them. In response to

this appeal, and to a further appeal issued

by the professional employment committee of

the Architects' War Committee, subscrip-

tions to the amount of £1,208 8s. 3d. have

already been received. There is reason to

suppose that distress in the profession, due

to the war, is steadily increasing, and that in

the course of the present year the position

may be a very serious one. It is therefore

hoped that all who are in a position to do so

will contribute as generous donations as pos-

sible to the relief fund. Cheques should be

drawn in favour of the hon. secretary of the

Architects' War Committee, 9, Conduit
street. Regent-street, W.

Mr. G. A. T. Middleton, A.R.I.B.A., of

London, conducted a series of lectures at

Aberkenfig. Swansea. and Cardiff, on
February 24, 25, and 26 last. His subject

was, " Some Belgian Towns affected by the

War," and was profusely illustrated by
lantern-views taken both before and since

the German invasion. The lecturer took his

audience, by means of the pictures, along the

line of the great retreat, and to the sites of

the great battles of the present war, and
showed to interested audiences the evil

effects of " German Knlture " upon the

beauties of Belgium and Northern France.
Mr. Frank H. Heaven, A.R.I.B.A., of Aber-
kenfig, was the organiser of the lecture.

The Board of Agriculture and Fisheries
have issued a pamphlet drawing attention to

the report of the Advisory Committee
appointed to consider and advise upon plans,

models, specifications, and methods of con-
struction for rural cottages and outbuildings.
The committee consisted of Mr. Christopher
Turner (ehairman). Mr. Cecil Harmsworth,
M.P.. Mr. Raymond tJnwin, F.R.I.B.A., Mr.
Lawrence Weaver, Hon. Associate R.I.B.A.,
and Mr. C. E. Varndell, A.R.I.B.A. The
report of the committee contains illustrations

of twenty-three types of cottages for rural
labourers. Four are for single cottages (in-

cluding two bungalows), thirteen are for
pairs, and six for blocks of four. The accom-
modation provided includes a living-room,
scullery, larder, and three bedrooms. The
designs from which the illustrations in tlie

report are reduced are published separately
on the scale of Jin. to the foot. The price
of each working drawing-sheet is Is., and the
drawings may be obtained through any book-
seller, with the specifications in each case,
for one penny.

Many European towns and cities own con-
siderable areas of forest lands, and as these
are in almost every case under the constant
care and supervision of qualified foresters,
they are a source of steady profit to the com-
munities. An example of this is cited in
recent forest notes by the U.S. Departnieiit
of Agriculture, which states that Zurich,
Switzerland, derives an annual income of
7.20dol. per acre from her forests, which
results in a reduction in the taxes of
32,000dol. each year.

Presiding at the annual meeting of the
shareholders of Messrs. Harris and Sheldon,
Ltd., the well-knowji shop-fitters, held at

Birmingham on Monday week, Mr. J. E.

Sheldon, the managing director, referred to

the condition of the .shop-fitting trade during
the trying period of the war through which
we are now passing. At the outbreak of the

war tlie business, from a shop-fitting point of

view, became, comparatively speaking, almost
at a standstill, and although the company
liad had a good year up to the end of July,

making a fair rate of profit, since the war
commenced this had failed to be maintained

;

but, i]] spite of the difficulties met with in

adjusting the machinery from the manu-
facture of one kind of work to another, they
had been able to fill up the gap by going in

for contracts for the War Office in joinery

work, and are receiving further contracts
from time to time. The contracts were
naturally not so remunerative as they would
like them to be. They were, however, glad to

be able to keep their staff (who have not
volunteered for war service) fully employed,
and were able to make provision for such of

the sevcTity odd members of the staff who had
dependents upon them, and who had so

patriotically come forward to help the

country in its hour of need. He was glad to

report that the New Year had opened up
with a fair amount of shop-fitting business,
and they were hoping soon to find the whole
of their works engaged upon the manufacture
of shop-fronts aiid shop-fittings, for which
they were so eminently suited, Mr, R.
Richards was re-elected a director. The
dividend of 5 per cent, on the ordinary shares
was approved, and a special vote of thanks to

the directors and all concerned was passed
for pulling the business safely through so

strenuous a period.

The University of California is about to

grant two new degrees— those of " Graduate
in Public Health " and " Graduate in Archi-
tecture." Six years' work will be necessary
to obtain either of the new insignia. The
object of the new course leading to the
degree of Graduate in Public Health is to

train men and women for the protection of

the public against epidemics of disease, and
to educate them to be public leaders in the
work of making the city, village, and farm
healthier places of habitation. The new
degree of Graduate in Architecture will be
awarded to those who complete a six-year

curriculum in the School of Architecture at

Berkeley. The Bachelor's degree will be
granted at the end of the fourth year, as at

present.

Leeniing's " Guide to the Income-tax,"
fourth edition, revised (Effingham Wilson, 54,

Threadneedle-street, E.C.. 25, 6d.), will be
more in request than ever this year,

especially by the many who have to pay for

those who escape ! We suppose all our
readers who pay on the three years' average
are aware of the special relief they can claim
—or, rather, could have claimed if their

account was lodged with the Surveyor before
the 28th ult. ? It is not too late now to get

the allowance by way of repayment, provided
the claim is made immediately after April 5

next. The relief is the permission to bring

the profits of 1914-15 into the average,

instead of those of 1911-12. There is much
else in the "Guide" the Income-tax payer
will do well to study.

Mr. J. Taylor, the borough oigineer of

Walsall, has just presented his annual
report, which states that the work has been
affected in many ways by the war. In con-

sequence, many improvement schemes had
had to be postponed. The roads were
becoming increasingly difficult to repair,

owing to increased traffic, and especially to

the motor traffic. Tree-planting had been
done on many roads, and tar-sprayitig had
been greatly extended. The length of streets

repairable by the corporation liad been in-

creased by 423 yards, and was now 72 miles
7 furlongs and 22 yards, and 17 miles of new
drains had been laid. Plans of 204 new
buildings had been approved, against 232 in

the previous year, A scheme for working-
men's houses had been prepared ; but, like

other matters involving much expenditure,
had been postponed. The sewage-works were
completed and in working order, and had
been approved by the county medical officer

of Staffordshire. Alterations and improve-
ments had been made at various of the

Council schools, and new' offices secured for

the tramway department. A street was being
made to Birmingham-road under the pow-ers

of the new Act. and alterations and improve-
ments had been made to many of the cor-

poration's properties.

o»
MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING "WEEK.
Monday.—Victoria and Albert Museum. " The English

Home, from Castle to Manor House."
b.Y Banieter F. Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A.
4.30 p.m.

Surve,vor8' Institution. Adjourned
Discussion on " The Report of the Land
Inquiry Committee on Rating." 8 p.m.

TuESDAV.—Institution of Civil Engineers. "The Im-
provement of the River Clyde and
Harbour of Glasgow, 1873-1014," by Sir

Thomas Mason, A.M.I.O.E. « p.m.

Wednesday.—Royal Society of Arts. "Patent Law
Reform and the War," by J. W.
Gordon, K.C.

St. Paul's Ecclesiological Societ.y.
" Three Media.'val Hospitals in London,

'

by A. W. Clapham, F.S.A., St. Paul's
Chapter House, E.C. 8 p.m.

Tkubsday. — British Museum. " Early Cbristiaa
Buildings in Bethlehem," by Banister
P. Fletcher. 4.30 p.m.

Ro.yal Society of Arts. *' L'Evolu-
tion de I'Ecole Beige de I'eiuture (183U-

1000)," by Paul Lambotte. i.'.tO p.m.
;

The Camera Club. " The Campaigu
Against Fire," by S. G. Gamble
A.M.I.C.E. 8.30 p.m.

Sheffield Society of Architects and
Surve.yors. *' The Cathedrals of Amicus
and Salisbury," by J. R. Wigfull,
A.R.I.B.A.

Friday.—Town Planning Institution. "Some of the i

Larger Problems <if Town Planniug," I

by Thomas H. Mawson, 02, Victoria-

street, S.W. 8 p.m.
Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's

Society. " English Renaissance Furni-
ture," by John Edmie. 8 p.m.

Wxaht jEtetas.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
ELECTRICIAN.S' DEMAND.—The Electrical

Trades Union has decided to ask the London
Electrical Masters' Association for an advance
of wages from 10.^. to Is. per liour and a

reduction in the number of working hours from
fifty-three to forty-eight per week.

KNARESBOROUGH.—The master painters

of this town have agreed to advance the wages
of their employees from 7d. to "id. an hour.

^t». —

-

Mr. Henry James, senior member of the fnm
of H. James and Sons, builders, Cobham,
Surrey, has died at the age of seventy-one.

The visiting committee of the Croydon Mental
Hospital have adopted an extension scheme,
estimated to cost i;2,000. Beds for 200 addi-

tional patients will be provided.

The death is recorded of Mr. D. Jndil,

builder, Norbiton. Surrey, at the age of sixty-

three. He was for eighteen years a member
of the Kingston-on-Thames Town Council.

Mr. Henry Rofe, M.Inst.C.E., senior partner
of the firm of H. Rofe and Son, consulting
engineers, widely known in connection with

water-supply undertakings, of 8, Victoria-street,

Westminster, died on Tuesday last, of pneu-
monia, aged seventy-six.

The corporation of Southampton received at

their last meeting a letter from the Local

Government Board forwarding sanction to the

borrowing of i;3.116 for the construction of

roads in connection with the provision of work-

ing class dwellings at HoUybrook.

La Societe des Architectes Diplomes par le
,

Gouvernement has conferred upon the President

of the Architectural Association the right to be

a Corresponding Member during his term of

office. Mr. Gerald C. Horsley. F.R.LB.A., Past-

President of the Architectural Association, has

by the same decision been elected a Permanent
Corresponding Member.

;

The Staffordshire Education Committee de-
.

cided on Saturday to accept the lender of Mr.

T. Godwin, of Hanley. for £19,663 for the erec-

tion in Stone-road. "Stafford, of the Stafford-
|

sliirc Farm Institute, subject to the approval

of the final plans by the Board of Agriculture,

and to the consent of the Treasury. The total

cost of the scheme, including provision of stock,

implements, furniture, and fittings, is estimated

at jt:27.000-4;i6,000 for the educational portion

and .£11,000 for the institute.
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LATEST PRICES.
N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
usual sources of information are in many
cases failing us.

TIMBER.
Per standard.

to f57
45
24
•22

Yellow Pine Deals, let qnality... £53
2nd 43

White Deals : First 22
Seconds 20

U.S. Yellow Planks, Deals, and
Battens 10 10

Per cubic foot.
Oftk: Austrian Wainscot £0 10 e to £0 12
Teak: Burmese, per load, 50ft. 28 „ 34
Teak : Java, per load. 50ft 24 „ 27

14 10

10
9 17

8 10

5 17

8 15
9 10

IBON.
Per ton. Per ton

Rolled Steel Joists, English £8 10 to £8 12 t

Wronght-Iron Girder Plates 8 10 „
Steel Girder Plates 8 17 6 „
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,,
Do., Lowmoor, Plat, Konnd, or
Square 22 ,,

Do., Welsh 5 15 ,,

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

Sooth Staffs 8 0,,
Best Snedahill 9 0,,

Angles 10a., Tees 209. per ton extra.
Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £8 15s. to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

Oalvanised Corru' ited Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 10 ... 14

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8 10
BoUed-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 15 ,, 6
Cut Floor Brads 10 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
I4B.W.G 14 5 0,, —

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0to8 f 10 11 13 B.W.G
£10 10s. £10 15s. £11 OS. £1158. £11158. per ton

;

Cast-iron Socket Pipee

—

3in. diameter £6 15 to £7 2 6
4in. to 6in 6 10 „ 6 12 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 17 6 „ 7 2 6
[Coated with composition, 58. Od. per ton extra.

turned and bored joints 58. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall SOs. Od. to 127s. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 87s. Od. „ 97s. Od.

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2J per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 73J n.c,
Water-Tubes 66l „
Steam-Tubes tj5 ,,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 60 ,!

Galvanised Water-Tubes 56j
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 50 '.'.

OTHER METAI.S.
, , .„ Per ton. Per ton.
Iieaa Water Pipe, Town '£25 5 Oto —

Conntry '36 5 „ —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '26 SO,, —

Country '27 5 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town *27 5 0,, —

Country '28 5 0,, —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town *29 15 ,, —

,, Country '30 15 ,, —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... '2s 5 0,. —

Country '29 5 „ —
Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4§in.) Town *28 5 0,, —

1. ., „ „ Country '29 5 „ —
rOver 4jin. £1 per ton extra.l

6Ij3ad. Common Brands 17 17
j
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 84 „
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 71 5
Tm, EngUsh Ingots 170
Do., Bars 171

I
Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town) 19 2

;

Sheet Lead, Town '24 15
! ., „ Country *25 15
Genuir.e White Lead 3110
Refined Red Lead 29
Sheet Zinc 69
Old Lead, against account ..'... 19 5
^'n per cwt. 10
lOnt nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand) 12 9

!

* For 5 cwt. lots and upwards

£18 12 (i

! 84 lO

I 72 5
, l.so

181
20 2 6

Bine Fortmadoc

Blue Bangor...!!!!!
16

,

20

^ 20
Eirstaaality 20

. 20

„ -• , 16
bareka unfading
green 20

SLATES.
in. in. £

, 20 X 10

Permanent Green

!

, 18
, 16
, 20
. 18
. 16

10.
12.
10.
8.
10.
.10.
, 8.

12 12
6 12

13 2
13 17
13
13 15
7 5

15 17
18 7
13 5
10 5
11 12

. 9 12
, 6 13

d. per 1,000 of
6 1.200 at r. stn
6

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hara Stocks... £1 15
Second Hard Stocks 1 11
Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 14
Pressed Wire Cots... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Beet Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Fac'ng ... 5

Best Blue £ ressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4
Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 4

2|in. Best Red Ac-}
crington Plastic \ 4 10
Facing Bricks )

per 1,000 alongside, in
triver.

delivered
at rly. stn.

[Net, delivered in

,, j full truck loads
I in London.

S'/s" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

SVs" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/8 in
thickest part 3

3'/8" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2 6
3'/8" ditto ditto through and through 2
S'/s" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2J" and i" radius Bnllnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" x 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9"xi course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep, 4^" soffit, per foot opening..

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

9"
9"
9"

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

1 3
1 8
2 1

2 6
2 1

a 11
3 6
4 6

21 7 6 15 17 6

20 17 6 24 17 17 6

Net tree on rail, or free on boat at worprs.

GLAZED BRIOKS.
HABD QLAZES (PEB 1,000).

White. Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6
Quoins. Bullnose, and 4^in. Flats

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6
Double Stretchers—

17 17 6 16 7 6
Double Headers

—

14 17 6 13 7 6

One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6
Two Bides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6
Splays and Squints

—

IT 7 6 13 7 6 21 17 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers-
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Bound Ends, Bullnose Stopa-
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles-
4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BBICES.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose. Stretchers, and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and
Headers ._„ _ _

,, ,, Quoins and Bullnose

17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

26 7 6 18 17 6

26 17 6 19 17 6

24 77 6 17 7 6

8d. each

1/2 each

5d. each
Per 1.000
£22 17 6
27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks ^ Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours r ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4|iu.
Is. 2d. each / by 2iin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1.000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full track loads
to London Stations. s. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thamp<! Ballast 6 0,.

Best Portland Cement 36

Ground Blue Lias Lime 21

s. d. Per ton.
to 41 delivered
per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. s. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fureclay in sacks 278. Od. per ton at
railway station.

STONE.*
Bed Mansfield , in blocks per foot cnbe £0 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto ,,

Red Corsehill, ditto ,,

Closeburn Red Free8tone,ditto ,,

Ancaster, ditto ,.

Greenshill, ditto „
Beer, ditto .,

Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) ..

Hard York, ditto
Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides.
landings, random sizes per foot sup.

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes .,

• All F.O.B. Loudon,

2 3

n 2 2
a
1 10
1 10
1 6

1 lOi
u 2 U

1 3

Bath Stone, delivered on road £ e. d.
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 17}

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,, 19}
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station „ Oil

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station

,, 1 7i
Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :

—

Delivered on road waggons
]

Brown White
at Paddington Depot, ( Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or

(
Per foot cube.

Pimlico Wharf / ... £0 2 3 ... £0 2 4J

TILES.
s.

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

ditto (Edwards) 57
Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tilea 4
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Ferfecta " roofing
tiles : Plain tiles (Feake's)... 46

Ornamental ditto 48
Hip tiles 3

__
Valley tilea 3

"Rosemary "brand plain tiles... 48
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 42

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3
Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 45
Pressed 42
Ornamental ditto 47
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

OILS.
Rapeseed.EngUsh pale,per ton £28
Ditto, brown
Cottonseed, refined
Olive, Spanish „ 39
Seal, pale ,, 21
Cocoanut, Cochin 46
Ditto. Ceylon 42
Ditto, Mauritius , 42
Palm, Lagos , 33
Ditto, Nut Kernel 35
Oleine „ 17
Sperm 30
Lubricating, U.S per gal.
Petroleum, refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 1

Ditto, Archangel ,,

Linseed Oil „ per gal.
Baltic Oil
Turpentine
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil per cwt. 9 0,,
Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority" Brand.. „ ,.

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz.

Fourths .")id. ... SM. ... 6\d.

Thirds 5,'d. ... 6id. ... 6:Sd.

Fluted Sheet 4,'d. ... 5d. ... —
Hartleys English Rolled Jin.

d. Dlvrd. at
per 1000 ry.sn.

7 per doz. ,,

per 1000
6
per doz. ,,

6 per 1000

per doz. ,,

„

per 1000 „
6
104 per doz. ,,

44 „
per 1000

per doz.
8 .,

6 per 1000 .

per doz, ,,

6 1.

per 1009
6

6
per doz. ,,

6

15 to £29
2715

10

10
10
5

5

7

2 11

3 2

3 S

5
10
5

8
6

10

32oz.
7d.

81,3.

Plate 3jd.
Viein. iin.
35d. ... 4d.

White. Tinted.
Figured Rolled and Repoussiue... 4id. ... i:d.

VARNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak 10

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Find Elastic Carriage 12

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 10 .

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18 o
Extra Fine French Oil 1 1

Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14 9
Extra Pale Paper 13

Best Japan Gold Size 10

Best Black Japan 16

Oali and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8

BerUn Black 16

Knotting 10

French and Brush Polish 10 b

TRADE NOTES.

Boyle's latest patent "Air-pump" ventilators

have" been applied to the Engineers' Institute,

Foleshill-roail, Coventry.

We are informed that the walls of the police-

station at Worcester, which were frequently

damp, have been completely cure<l by a render-

ing of Piidloed cement.

^*^
The Glasgow Corporation Art Gallery has

just received the gift of an oil "Portrait of a

Lady," by Sir John Watson Gordon, R.A.

The Isle of Elv County Council have decided

to appoint a land agent to be responsible for

the proper cultivation of small holdings, and a

committee has been instructed to frame a list

of duties to be attached to the office.
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OeiLVIE&CO.
Telephone DALSTON 1»88.

Miiny years connected with
the late firm of W. H.
LASCELLKS A CO., of

Mlldmay Avenne. ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS ill HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS.
EST1M\TES

FREF,.

FOB
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

TENDERS.
•»• Correspondeats would in all cases oblige by

piving the addresses of the parties teuderinp—at auy
rate, of the accepted teuder ; it adds to the value of the
iuforroation.

Barnoldkwick.—For the erection of a pumpinq
station, for the urban district council. Mr. J. W.
Thompson, Gasworks, Baruoldswick. engineer:—

Mason :—Parker. T. W.
Joineis:— liohinsou, Li.

Slatnra :—Nuttall. G. and T.
(All of Barno'dewick.)

HiLSTON —For executing woi"ks of strect-piving
between the Town Hall and Stow Hoith-lane. for the
Bilston Urban District Council :—

Durix Paving Co. (aocepte3i ... i7,B75

BiBjriNGiiAM.—For rebuilding .tnd alterations to
preuiises after lire, Great Hampton - row,
Birmingham, for Messrs. Bodill. Parker, and
Co.. Ltd. ;—

Lowe, W., and Sons .f3,B95
Barnsley, J., and Sons 3,55.')

Bishop, W 3,177
Dillow, .T.. and Sons 3.084
VVhitlall, \V. J . endSoDG* ... 2,983 U

' .\ccepted.

Camelfoiid.—For the erection of a sanitary con-
venience at Trebarwith Strand, for the district
council :—

Clime, G. (accepted I i'SB 10 H

Cr.APHAM, S.W.—For enlarging Wix's-lane school,
Clapham, by 256 places, for the London County
t^ouncil :

—
Wylie <& Lochhead. Blromsbury ,t(i.7n-2 15 1

Rice and Son. Stockwell-road ... (i.Hsl

Downs. W.. Ltd., Walworth ... 6,378
King, W., and Son. Vauxball
Bridge-road 6.0e5

Moss, W., and Sons, Ltd.,
Loughborough 6,01.5 4 11

HoUiday and Greenwood, Ltd.,
Battersea 5,939 o

Blake, W. E., Ltd., Fulham ... 5,920 3 4

Bowyer, J. and C, Upper
Norwood 5.897

Triggs and Co , Clapham ... 5.770 o
Lolo and Co., Chelsea (accepted) 5.304

(Architecfs estimate, i'5..598.)

Coalville.—For the erection and completion of
business promises, comprising three ehnps with
showrooms and workshops over, in Belvoir-road,
Coalville, for the Coalville Working Men's Co-
ontrative Society, Ltd. Mr. T. I. McCarthy, Central
Chambers, Coalville, near Leicester, architect ;

—
Willotts and Sons. Staffs .i:7,5.36

Kershaw, K., and Sons, Burton-
on-Trent 7.19,-, Q

Dennett and Ingle, Nottingham 7,165
Fox, E., Leicester 6,996
Orton and Co., Coalville 6.999
Barker. T., and Son, Loughhoro' 6,975
Maule, W,, «nd Co., Nottingham 6.930
Chapman, .!., Leicester 6,850
Long. T., and Son, NottiDgham 6,775
Moss, W , and Son, Coalville ... 6,76118 6
Cole, .7 , and Sons, Leicester ... 6,732
Corah, W.,aDdSons.Loughboro' 6,719
Perks, F,, and Son, L'.d., Long
Eaton 6.693

Orilhn Iiros.,Hug«le8cote* ... 6.625
(Architect's estimate, i'S.OOO.)

' Accepted.

Chossnkss, S.B.— For building ouarters for the
superintendent of sludge vefsels and the driver of
the. steam pinnace at the southern outfall works lor
the London County Council :

—
A. B.

Harris, W., North Woolwich. E.—
f3,l.->0 ... £171 ... i-3.321

Mills, W.. and .Sons, Hlackheath, S.E.—
2.'2.50 ... 177 ... 2,427

Bickorton, W, Catlord. S.E,

-

•2,16! ... 221 ... 2,383
Pollock, W., Eltham, S.E.

-

2.157 ... 151 ... 12.308
Diok, Korr, and Co.. Ltd., Caimon-street, E.C *—

1,723 14 9 ... 177 7 II ... 1,901 1 9
A,—Provisional additions. D. -Total.
'Accepted, less provisional additions.

DovKK.—For the supply, delivery, and erection of
a 1,000-kw. turbo-alteri.at(>r sot, for the corporation :

British Thonieon-Houston Co.,
Ltd., Rugby (acceptoS) i'1,725

Di:NMA]iK Hill, S.E.—For the fitting up of the
main kitchen and scullery at the Maudsley Ho-pitil,
for the London County Council :

—

McDowall. Stevens, and Co.,
Glasgow £574

Kicbinond Gas Stove and Meter
Co., Wa'riuaton 550

Summerscales, Ltd.. Keighley ... 523 5

May, .7. ard F., London .513

Mcorwoods, Ltd . Sheffield ... 498 10
Bradford. T. * Co., Manchester 485
Falkirk Iron Co., Ltd.. Falkirk' 463 14

* Accepted.

DuitiiAM.—For alterations to the workhouse
laundry :—

White, J.W f2.685
Blackett, R., * Son, Darlington 2.395
Huntley, .7., and Son 2.'269

Stafford. U , and Sou 2,'232

Cooper, W. B 2,2C9
Gradon, G., and Sons, Durham 2.'20l 10
Hall. W., Gateshead 2,142
Gibson. C. W, Durham* 2,052 10

* Accepted. Rest of Sunderland.

Ha\'i:rstoc'k Hill.—For the tnlargomont of the
scliool on Haverstock Hill for jthysically defective
children, for the London County Council :—

General Building Cj,, St.
Martin's-lane £3.539

Cbessum, J., and Son, South-
place 3,3.50

Ncal, G., Kilburn 3,133
Monk, A., Lower Edmonton ... 3,046
McCormick and Sons. Ltd.,

Esse.t-road 2.983 II 2
Brand. Pettit, and Co., West
Green-road 2,860

Lole and Co., Chelsea 2,807 13
Wall, C, Ltd., Chelsea 2,765
Roberts, A., and Co.. Ltd., Earl's
Court-road 2,765

ISovis, I'. W., and Co., Ltd.,
Upper Berkeley-street 2.760

Fairhead, A., and Son, Enfield* 2 681
(Architect's estimate, i'2,875.)

* Accepted.

iLFOui).—For the erection of lavatories at tlie

town-hall, for the urban district council :—
Sharpin, W. S., Bow (accepted),.. t'J63

(Lowest tender received,)

Maidstonf.—For providing a turbo alternator of
the Ljungstrom type at the electricity works, for the
town council :

—
Brush Electrical Engineering

Co.. Loughborough (accepted) £6,887

Newport, Irlland.—For building a new parish
church at Newport :

—
Sisk, J., and Sons, Cork (accepted).

SotixnAaii'TON.—For the supply of new steam
pumpicg plant at the waterworks, for the corpora-
tion ;

—
Potter, A. C, and Co., Loudon... £875

(-\ccepted.)

Stafford.—For the erection of the Staffordshire
Farm Institute in Stone- road, Stafford, for the county
education committee ;

—
Godwin. T,, Hanley (accepted) ... £19,663

(Twelve tenders received.)

Stoke-on-Tuent.—For rerooflng part of the cor-
poration baths, for the town councd :

—

Twigg, W., Stoke on-Trent ... £190
( Accf pted I

St. Albans. — For the second section of the
sewerage scheme, for the corporation :

—
Hlckmin, T., and Sons £20,7.58
PetJrette. T. W 18,109
Mifkiu, C, and Son=. Ltd. ... 17,638
Hell, G., and Sons, Ltd 16,8,53

Edwards and Co 16,654
Henson.G., and Son (accepted)... 16,110

St. Germans.—For the water-supply scheme, for
the rural district council ;—

Steer. Plymouth (accep'ed) ... £1,852 17 4

St. Pancras, N.W.—For supply of 250,000 pairs of
open-type arc lamp carbons, for the St. Pancras
Borough Council ;

—

Electrical Supplies Co £2,830
London Commeicial Electrical
Stores 2.630

Geipel, W., and Co 2,535 10
British Central Electric Co. ... 2,4'29 15
Engineering and .\rc Lamp, Ltd. 2,ia5 10
Oliver ."Vrc Lamp, Ltd 2.185 10
Wells Electrical Co 2,185 1 8
General Electric Co , Ltd.* ... 2,009

* Recommended for acceptance.

St. Pancras.—For enlirging the playground at
Holmes-road school. North St. Pancras, for the
London Countj- Council :

—
General BuildiDg Co., St.

Rlartin's-lano £1,497
Pitcher. F., MaryIebone-roi.d ... 1,086 19 6
Monk. A., Lower Edmontou ... 925
Rooiue, E. A., and Co., Hackney 915
Bovis, Ltd., Portman-sdusra ... 887
Godson, G., and Sons, Kilburn-
lane as.5 Ii

Blay, W. P.. Ltd., I'annon-streot HI7
Triggs and Co., Cl.ipham 837
McCormick & Sons. Essex-road 830
Brand, Petlit, and Co., West
Green-road 795

Lea. H. and E. Hegent-strOLt ... 79)
Bull, F., CpperCIapton 791
Jlarchant, Hirst, and Co.,
Highgate-road 776

Stevens and Sons, Crouch Hill* 748
(Architect's estimate, £835.)

'Accepted.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary

matter, books for review, etc., should he addressed
tu the Editor of the Building News, Kllingham
House. 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C., and not to
members of the stall by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable

for, unsought contributions.
',* Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
[jortant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of
moi'e comitiunplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits,
on mutually advantageous terms, which may be
ascertained on application.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time executed, except under special circum-
stances.

Received.—J. aud H. P. and Co.—L. and .Son, Ltd.—
A. O. aud Sous.-W. S.—D. and Co.—F. 0. Co., Urt.—
J. S.—Van A. and Co.-C. B. and Sou.-P. C. Co, Ltd.
—H. M. aud Co.—W. E. C.—W. L. E.—W., LUl.-
S. aud Co., Ltd.—C. S. H.—U. D. C.

N. P. D.—Yes.

Ripley.—Thanks, no.

P. W.—Please i-eud. 2. Yes.

A. H. L.—We have no room for replies to letters in utlier

papers.

Trustee,—We have given many in back vols. Perhaps
oue of the best and cheapest was a parsonage built by
the late E. W. (Jodwin, P.S.A., at Moor Green,
Nottingham, of which very full illustrations appeared
in our issue of March 6, 1874. That was built for £5.50

for E;irl Cowper, and by day work. It would cost

more now, of course.

H. T. D.—A "knowledge of building" does not help
much to form au opinion. With the exception of your
last cpiery, with regard tu which the builder may
possibly have some reasonable claim, we think tue

architect is right. But all contingencies should have
been provided for iu the contract. If tliey were not,

there will probably be litigation, as in nut a few
similar cases.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

sixth list of subjects.

F.—A small social club for airmen and their friends.

The premises are intended to be erected b.v the luem-
bere ou a plot uf private land adjacent to aviation trial

grounds situate within a few miles of a big tow*n.

No garage will be needed iu cuuuectioii with this club,

because the A\iadrume Company has amply provided
for the housing of motors 'lose at hand. The club

will occupy an elevated level site amply sullicient for

the purposes uf the building and its double forecourt

terraces, whence aircraft displays can be viewed from

a point of much advantage above the level of all

buildings aud tups of trees round about. The aspect

for the main front is S.E. ; but the lay-out uf the

apartnicnts is intended to insure as good a prusjieut a*

possible frura the chief rooms, aud especiali.i' from
the general assembly or luncheon room, 40ft. by 25ft.,

aud from the ladies' drawing-room, 25ft. by IHft., or

of that area. There must be a good eutraucehall,

about 18ft. by 12ft., and a lobby to the front entrance,

with small card-room and pair of telephone private

call places, with glazed fronts, near the entrance door.

A billiard-ruom (for one full-sized table), having

raised single row of wall seats ou three sides. Pit).

vide a set of four bathrooms, and a general dressiug-

ruom, about 25ft. by 12ft., or of that area, with lockers

at each end or on one side, three w.c.'s, and a men's

lavatory en suite. Ladies to have one bathroom, good

lavatory or retiring-room, aud w.c. adjacent, well

isolated by ventilated lobby. Upstairs a club kitchen

and ottices, steward's living-roum, aud three double-

bed bedrooms, the accomniodatiun being for a married

couple with child or two, and two servants. The

ser\ice entrance door and small house-yard to be ou

north side uf building. Staircase will be private : but

ladies' retiring department may be on an upper level

if thought desirable. The upper terrace to tjc 6!Q.

lower than club-tioor level, aud second terrace ift.

lower than upper one, both terraces, 20ft. wide, will

extend round three sides uf the club, with steps ccm-

veuieutly placed for access iu three places. No

verandaii round club desirable. A block plan to

small scale will sulBce to show the terraces. Geneml
drawings, drawn tu scale ut 8ft, to tlie inch, to bo

conHned to the club building, which will bo built of

brii-k, with wood window-frames aud metal caflO-

mcnts glazeil with plate glass. Roofs covered with

tiles, aud lint treated as a fiat for belvedere. A

picturesiiiie design ou simple lines suitable fur a club

will gain preference. No tower is \^ anted. Show at

least three elevations one section tu eighth uf au incli

scale, and two plani, to scale 16ft. tu inch. A Vi0>v

from the S.K. is required. Drawings (with coupon

altiichcd on back) due at Bi ii.niNti Ntiwa ollice n"l

later than Wednesday iu Easter week, April 7, llll'.

l)iu\vixc;s RixEivEM.-" Ogee," " September Horn.

J

" Juve," " Bournemouth Quecu," " Penwith," " Pinto,^^

" Pcrgradus," " Tonnelier," " Houghton i^^>„

"Sea Wolf," "Black Cat," "Tomtit," "Walhroke,^^
" Nildesperandum," " Northpoiut," " Sabrma,

"Why."
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Church of St. Michael and All Angels, Beaconsfleld,
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Mr. G. H. Fellowes Prynne, B\R.I.B.A., Architect.
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and drawn by Mr. J. Scott Lawson.

Tuberculosis Dispensary. Sheffield. Plans, elevations,
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City Architect, Sheffield.

ARCHITECTS AND REMUNERATION.
"The Law as to the Remuneration of the

Architect " was the taking title of a very
interesting paper read by Mr. A. Monti-
iiore Brice, Barrister, at a meeting of the
Society of Architects last night, and which
is fully reported in this issue. It is

certainly a clear and lawyer-like statement
of the present legal position of the ques-
tion, with numerous references to cases de-
cideil and judgment given. In that way it

was attractive and doubtless instructive to

the audience generally; but the author did
not emphasise any special points, or make
any practical suggestions, with a view to

preventing possible litigation in, this dilTi-

cult and often delicate matter. Perhaps
he was wise in letting it alone, and con-
tenting himself with an exposition of the
principles of law affecting the remunera-
tion of architects; for to go any further is

to enter upon complex questions as to why
the professiiin are not always, or wholly, in

agreement.
To begin Willi, an architect is in the

peculiar position nt belonging to an art and
profession which is not recognised ;is such
by the law. He need pass no examination,
nor obtain any degree ; there is no legal
standard of qualification. Any man can
call liimself an architect, and put up a big
brass plate for the purpose of getting busi-
ness. There is absolute freedom in this way,
as there is, for instance, with accountants,
wlio arc in similar case. These have formed
voluntary societies, which help the jiiiblic

lo judge of their standing and qualifica-
tions, and architects have done likewise.
It is, 111 course, quite true that a man who
(loses as an architect will not do much good
ivitliout knowledge and skill, and until he
las proved his capacity, and obtained some
standing and recognition. All tho same,
he point is of practical importance,
lecause, wliile tho law, on tho one hand,
Ices not insist upon any qualification or
icense lo practise this profession, so, on
he other, it does nothing in tho way of
ixnig tho fees or remuneration legally
liargeable. At the other end of the scale
o may take a solicitor, who is com]ielled
) pass examinations and prove liis (]uali-
cation, besides having to pay lie.avily on
IS apprcnticcsliip and for his annual certi-
cate. But in return for all this lie is
lowed to charge certain costs ujiou a
gid scale, which arc payable to liim as ;in
hcer of the Court, by'wliich he is coin-
etoly controlled.
While, Ihea-efore, arcliitects enjoy the
Host freedom to practise their profession,
oy are, in the eve of the law, much the
me as other skilled agents emploved for
isiness purjioscs with reaard to their re-
iineration and responsibility. Tliev are

subject to no statute ; but against this they
have no definite and enforceable scale of
charges. It therefore comes to this : that
their fees for work done must be claimed,
either upon a contract or under a custom.
There can be no doubt as to the advisability
of always having an express contract as to

remuneration, by wliicli we mean some
written agreement or note signed by the
client, and jilainly specifying the fees and
charges. Where there is luj sucli positive
and proveable arrangement, the architect
has to rely upon what is loosely called
"custom," and which means the scale of

payment usual in the profession. But this

custom, in the eye of the law, is a technical
and troublesiune matter. Indeed, the best
way to ex]ilain the position of the parties
where there is no express contract is that
they ask the Courts to presume an implied
contract from the nature of the employ-
ment. 'J'his, however, begins by supposing
that the client, as well as tho arcliitect, is

aware of the usages of the profession, and
of the fees that are customary. Yet, if the
client, as often liappcns, knows nothing
wiiatever .ibinit it. and is building a house,
or, in some other way, engaging an archi-

tect for the first time, this implication,
ujion which abuie a contract can be legally

inferred, at once falls to the ground. Then
the architect is left lo claim a reasonable
remuneration for his work done and ser-

vices rendered, and so ho may be at the
mercy of .a judge or a jury in assessing
what, in legal jihrase, is called the
"quantum meruit," or, in English, what it

is worth \

111 trying lo gel away fruui this necessity

of fixing charges by the sole guide of what
is thought to be reasonable, there have
been many unsuccessful attempts made to

establish a custom which shall be binding
as to arcliitects in the same way, for

example, as Jias been done with regard lo

lirokers' commissions on the Stock ICx-

changc. So far, no legal and binding
custom has been established as to archi-

tects' remuneration. The law takes strong

views as to wh.al cmistitutes such a custom.
It must, to be valid, be general^ and it

must be reasonable. With its usual, and,

perhaps, unconscious, humour, the law
also holds that, tliouch a judge and jury
sit together to decide the matter, yet while
it is the jirovince of tlie jury to' say what
amount would be reasonable in the ease, it

is for the .Tudge to decide whether or not

the custom set up is, in itself, reasonable.

So the Bench alw.ays has tlio last word, and
even a verdict may not give judgment. If,

however, it can be shown in evidence that

the client knew of the customary charge;

or if. for example, he was aware

of Kyle's scale, or that of the

Royal Institute, the Court may infer
from the fact that he agreed to
pay these charges, and so base them upon
a contract implied between the parties.
But this is quite a different thing from a
leg;il and accepted custom, always binding
upon, and in favour of, the profession,
and wliich, when alleged, can easily be
proved. So it comes back to this, that archi-
tects should be careful to keep clear of

judge, ani juries, and arbitrators, and
always have a written contract, or clause,
or note signed by the client, agreeing
definitely as to their remuneration.

We are aware that many members of the
profession do not wish to be bothered about
these things. They are architects, and,
therefore, artists, and, very often, the
lictter they are, the more subject do they
become to their artistic temperament. There
is tlius, in numerous cases, a tendency to

let the question of fees, etc., settle itself,

and lo rely upon such vague phrases as
"usual charges," and the "practice of the
profession." So there is a conversation
with the client, or. what is worse, an
"understanding," which means something
that no two peojile understand in the same
way, and tlie matter drifts into an amazing
litigation, which a few plain words in

writing would have entirely avoided.

Where the architect has to deal with the

various probable and possible problems
that may and do arise under a building
contract, he often has a very lively time.

Uf course, his principal in the matter is

the building owner— i.e., the client who is

to pay. But, in |iractice. the carrying out
of the contract often resolves itself into a
three-cornered affair: sometimes even a

triangular duel. It would be veil if the

relations of architect and owner could
always be kept clear of those with the

builder who is doing the work for the

owner under the orders of the architect as

his agent. This, however, is not, always
easily done, and, in actual business, tlie

matter is too apt to get rather mixed up.

For example, it is quite usual for the archi-

tect's extr.a charges as to measuring extra

work, etc., to be added to the builder's

account, or to his certificate for the purpose
of his obtaining payment from the owner
.as the emjdoyer of them liotli. AVhen flie

money is so ])aid. of course, all is well.

But if the employer refuses, then tho archi-

tect will find he has no claim upon the

builder, and so may suffer loss. The ways
of those who woili in the business of build-

ing always seem wonderful to lawyers, and

indeed, even to other traders. It is doubt-

less only a useless counsel of perfection to

jioint out that it would be better and safer

for all parties concerned if they each kept

to their own position, and did not act the
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one for the other in carrying out the
contract. The confusion that is caused
when there is some fall-out between tliose

engaged upon the job generally arises from
this crossing of each other's provinces. No
doubt the complicated methods in practice
usually come out straight in the end, where
all work with good will harmoniously to-

gether; but from the beginning to the end
of the matter there is always much risk of

a lawsuit or an arliitration, which, we
tliink, a simpler system would altogetlier
avoid.

Arcliitects should also remember that
wliere a contract is made to complete an
entire work for a stated sum, the right to
payment does not arise until this com-
pletion is achieved. Illness or deatli may
tappen to prevent them from finishing the
work; and this contingency needs to be
provided for in the agreement as to his re-
muneration. There are also cases in which
architects are employed to prepare jilans
for some ambitious building which the
owner finds himself financially unable to
erect. In such a matter, fair charges can
be legally recovered for the work that he
has done, although, through no fault of
liis, it may not be actually used. In regard
to plans and drawings upon which an archi-
tect has a lien for his charges in their
regard, it is well to observe that tlie en-
forcement of this lien by retaining the
jilans does not prevent his suing for what
is owing, so long as he gives his employer
access to the same. Nor does the bringing
of an action in any way forego his right of
lien, which remains until the debt is paid.
Although, in the absence of an express

contract, or an implied contract based on
custom, an architect may only be able to
recover reasonable charges. Yet the judge
or jury, in deciding what would be reason-
able under the circumstances, can hear
evidence of his exceptional skill, and of his
standing in the profession, and so allo\5
tliem at a high rate. But, in reference to
charges outside the building contract,
architects must get over the habit of seek-
ing to reckon them upon a percentage on
the amount expended. Thus, in settling
the amounts between owner and builder^
although a fair tee would be recoverable, a
commission on the total nf the account
could not be allowed. Throughout the
whole of Mr. Brice's interesting paper it is
obvious that the Courts have been fair and
reasonable in regard to the architect's re-
muneration, and in reference to his pro-
fessional position. But the cases quoted
themselves mostly prove that, by the exer-
cise of a little business capacity at the
beginning, the aid of the Courts need not
have been sought. It is true that the
artistic temperament does not care about
legal propositions, and however good a man
of business iM his own line an architect
may be, he usUally thinks he can do with-
out_ lavv>'ers. Yet these contracts, with
their clauses as to architect's duties
powers, and fees, are ticklish things to deal
with. The common idea too often is that a
la\\7er is a man to go to when litigation has
''"Sim—i.e., a man to do one's fighting.
But this is a very fallacious and unsatis-
factory view. Just as wise people nowadays
consult a doctor to learn how they may
keep well and fit. and d.> not wait until
they arc really <lown with a disease so
commonsense seems to (each us that the
best use of a lawyer is to advise as how to
do business so as to keep out of disputes
and dimculties. and thus avoid litigation
entirely. In this sense it might be well if,
before entering upon a contract, every
architect spoke to his legal friend, anil
asked him to see that tlie clause as to re-
muneration was clear and comprehensive.

^^
A new church is about to bt hnilt on Tara

Hill. Gorev. The contractor is Mr B W
Webster, of Gorov.

THE LAW AS TO THE REMUNERATION
OF THE ARCHITECT.*

By A. MoNTEFiORE Brice, Barrister-at-Law.

Just as the profession, as opposed to the
practice of the architect, is not regularised
by law, and its pursuit is open to any person
who may choose to take upon himself the
risk of holding out that he possesses the
knowledge and skill required for the work
he undertakes to do, so there is no legal or
statutory code of charges for such work as he
has undertaken and done. The profession
and remuneration of the architect do not
depend on statute as, e.g., do those of the
solicitor; but any person may hold himself
out as able and willing to undertake the
work of an architect, and any such person
may sue for and recover some, but not neces-
sarily a definite, remuneration for having
done that work. Should the contract between
the employer and the architect, or some
subsequent contract, whether written or
verbal, specify in exact terms, or by
reference, the charges which the employer
shall pay and the architect accept, then
there is an express contract as to the amount
the architect may properly charge ; but if

there be no express contract, whether verbal
or written, as to such charges, then it will
be held, as no professional man can intend,
or can be required, to give his skill and care
tor nothing, that there was an implied con-
tract between the employer and the architect
that the one should give and the other
receive a reasonable remuneration for ser-
vices rendered. This is the legal doctrine
affecting the remuneration of the architect,
unless a specific contract has been entered
into between the parties as to what that
remuneration shall be. In the absence of
such a contract, then the remuneration of the
architect must be such an amount as in all
the circumstances seems fair and reasonable.

NO "CDSTOM."
Architects have endeavoured on many

occasions to show that the scale of charges
recognised by the profession has in course
of time and experience amounted to a
" custom "

; but no scale of charges, however
widely known within, and however generally
adopted by the profession, can, if uni-eason-
able, govern a case in which the other con-
tracting party did not know of such custom,
or, if knowing it, did not expressly or im-
pliedly consent to it. Formerly, the' practice
of the profession in this respect received
perliaps greater attention than it lias

obtained in more recent years, and, in 1869,
Lord Romilly, in " Attorney General v.

Drapers Co." (L.R., 9 Eq. 69), said that
"the charges of brokers on the transfer of
stocks and shares are paid by a commission,
and if a similar practice prevails with respect
to surveyors' charges I shall not disturb it.

It prevents disputes as to amount, and the
charges fixed by the scale do not seem too
high." The modern and still prevailing view-
was put clearly enough bv Lord Coleridge,
L.C.J.

, in "Burr v. Ridoul" (1893, Times,
February 22nd ; Builder. February 25th,
1893, p. 157), and followed by the same judge
in "Farthing v. Tomkius" (1893), 9 T.L.R.,
566; and in " Gwvther v. Gaze (Times,
February 8th, 1875)," by Quain J., who held
that an alleged customary charge of 2J per
cent, on the lowest tender, when no tender
had been accepted, was unreasonable, and
left it to the jury to say what sum would be
reasonable. While it is within the province
of the jury to assess the amount which would
be reasonable, it is the function of the judge
to decide as to whether an alleged custom
is reasonable. The Courts have always taken
upon themselves to consider whether a cus-
tom is or is not within the bounds of reason,
and, if the custom is unreasonable, the
Courts have said that they will not recognise
it as binding on people who do not know of
it and have not consented to act upon it.

"Perry v. Barneft" (1885), 15 Q.B.D., 388.
per Brett, M.R., at p. 393. And in
"Debenham v. King's College, Cambridge"
(1884), 1 T.L.R., 170, it was held by Wills,
J., that there is no custom between surveyors

• Bead on March II before the Society of Architects.

and their clients by which the former can
base their account on Ryde's Scale of Fees
for Surveyors' Charges ; and a surveyor, in

the absence of a special agreement, is only
entitled to charge a fair and reasonable sum
for his services.

NO DIFFICULTY IF REMUNER.4TION IS

PROVIDED FOR IN CONTRACT.
If, however, there is contained in the con-

tract (as there should always be) a clause
dealing expressly with the remuneration of

the architect, no difficulty need arise;
neither should there be any difficulty when
the amount and scale of the charges is agreed
by reference to be in conformity with the
scale of the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects, or with Ryde's Scale, or some other
method of computation known to or accepted
by the parties to the contract. Where such
a scale is known by the employer to exist and
to be used, there will be a presumption
(which may, of course, be rebutted) that the
employment is upon the terms of such scale

or custom, and in "Buckland v. Pawson

"

(1890), 6 T.L.R., 421, Day, J., said the ques-
tion was whether the plaintiffs were or were
not employed upon what was known as
Ryde's Scale. He did not think the evidence
in the case was sufficient to establish a cus-

tom, but there was abundant evidence that
Ryde's Scale was generally known and was
the ordinary mode cf remuneration of sur-

veyors. The plaintiff was employed by
defendant, who, it was sworn, had employed
others, and had himself been employed on
Ryde's Scale. There was overwhelming
evidence that the persons whom the
defendants entrusted with the duty of em-
ploying a surveyor were well acquainted with
the custom, and it must be assumed that the
plaintiff was employed on Ryde's Scale,

j

Similarly, a custom, however unreasonable,
is binding on the parties if the contract is

entered info by them upon the terms of such
custom. Thus in "Blackburn v. Mason"
(1893), 9 T.L.R., 286 C.A., it was held by
the Court, per Lord Esher, M.R., that a

party could only be bound by an unreason-
able custom when at the time of dealing on
the market the custom was made known to

him and he had agreed to be bound by it;

and see "Cooke v. Eshelby " (12 App. Cas.

271). There should be no difhoulty as to

the scale of remuneration if the architect

agrees with his employer that his payment
shall be made upon the basis of the schedule
of charges as drawn up by the Royal Insti-

tute of British Architects, supplemented,
where necessary, by Ryde's Scale. The
charges which an architect in the course of,

and arising out of, his profession may be

called upon to make are many and various,

and may now be considered under two heads
—namely, charges arising out of the building '

contract, and charges outside the building
,

contract.
i

CIHUOE.S ARI.SINO OUT OF THE BUILDING
|

CONTRACT.
I

According to the schedule of the Royal '

Institute of British Architects and the prac- '

tice of the profession, the usual remuiiera-
;

tion of the architect is a five per cent, com-
mission upon the total cost of the works '

executed under his directions, and this com- '

mission is payment for the necessary pre-
\

liminary conferences and sketches, approxi- '

mate estimate when required, the necessary ,

general and detailed drawings and specifica- !

tions, one set of tracings, duplicate specifica-
\

tion, general superintendence of works, and

examining and passing the accounts, exclu-

sive of measuring and making out extras and

omissions. The commission does not include

payment for services rendered in connection ,

with negotiations relating to the site or pre-
j

mises, or in supplying drawings to ground

or other landlords, or in surveying the site

or premises and taking levels, making sur-
j

veys and plans of buildings to be altered,
j

making arrangements in respect of party-

walls and rights of light, or for drawings for,

and correspondence with, local and other

authorities, or for services consequent on the

failure of builders to carry out the works, or

for services in connection with litigation or

arbitration, or in the measurement and
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valuation of extras and omissions. But the

practice of the profession shows that such
commission of five per cent, is inadequate in

the case of uorlis of less cost than £1,000, or

of highly-decorated buildings, or of altera-

tions and additions, and in such cases the

architect's fee is one which is reasonable in

the special circumstances of each case. If

the architect sends in an estimate or submits
drawings for approval and they are not

accepted, or approved, or used, no claim for

remuneration in respect of the estimate or
drawings, in tlie absence of an agreement to

the contrary, will arise. Thus in " MoEfat v.

Laurie" (1855), 15 C.B., 583, the architect

made surveys and plans for the employer
without charge upon the understanding that

lie should be appointed the architect upon
the land being sold for building purposes

;

but the employer died and his executors put

it out of their power to sell the land for

building purposes, and it was held that he
could recover nothing, inasmuch as the eveiit

on the happening of wliich alone the plaintilT

was to be entitled to remuneration for his

services—namely, the disposal of the land for

building purposes—had not happened. In

"MoHat V. Dickson " (1853), 13 C.B., 543. the

nrchiteet agreed to examine site proposed for

u lunatic asylum, and to prepare preliminary
probationary drawings for the approval of

the visitors' committee, and subsequently
prepare the whole of the working drawings,
estimates, and specifications for the asylum,

and to accept £437 10s. for those services.

The probationary drawings were not
approved, and upon that ground it was held

that the architect could not recover. With
regard to competition drawings everything

turns on the precise terms of the invitation

to compete, and in the absence of any under-
taking to pay, the drawings must be regarded
in the light of estimates", for which no charge
can be made. Thus in "Ward v. Lowndes"
(1859), 28 L.J., Q.B.. 265, the architect sent

in drawings for a covered market-house upon
the invitation of the advertisement of the

Commissioners, who also offered a premium
of £20 for the best design in the event of tlie

maker of such design not being selected as

the architect. The plaintiff sued on tlie

ground that his was the best design, but he
failed in his action. But if the plans or
estimates or preliminary work is used at all,

even if the architect is not engaged to super-

intend the work, he can recover on a

quantum meruit. Thus in "Lindley v. Wil-
son" (1880), 8 Ct. of Sess. Cas. 4th Ser. (Ret-

tie) 289, an architect prepared detailed plans,

and though the buildings were not proceeded
with, the employer used tlie plans to his

advantage in dealing with a purchaser of the
ground. The employer denied liability on
tlie ground that the plans had been furnished
upon the footing of there being a competi-
tion ; but it was held that assuming the fact

to be as stated by the defence, it still lay in

the employer to prove tliat the employment
was gratuitous, and this he had failed to do.

The Court held that the architect was
entitled to reasonable remuneration, and
Lord Shand added (p. 293) :

" If I had been
of opinion that the case was one of a com-
petition of plans between the two architects,
and the defendant had afterwards thought

fit not to build at all, I should have had great
difficulty in holding that he would have been
entitled to say to the competitors, 'You shall
be paid nothing for the plans and labour you

1 have bestowed on me.' My impression is

. that each of them would have been entitled
' to receive a quantum meruit." But the
defence of competition was negatived by the
Court.

CHARGES OUTSIDE THE BUILDIKG CONTRACT,

The architect may be properly called upon
to render a variety of services in no way
n^eesarily connected with the usual building
contract under which he plans, designs, and
supervises the erection or alteration of a
building. He may, for instance, be called

I

upon to survey ground suitable for building,

I

or survey buildings, or measure up completed
• work, or value houses, lands, or work, or
draft bills of quantities, and act as an arbi-
trator or as a witness in court or at an

arbitration. In exercising any of the fore-

going functions he is, in the absence of an
express or implied agreement for a Dxed or
ascertainable sum, only entitled to charge
what is reasonable. He may, it he choose,
charge upon a scale known to and approved
by his profession ; but, if it be unreasonable,
he cannot impose it upon a client who is

ignorant of it, or who, upon the making of

the contract, could not rightly be supposed
to contemplate such a method of computing
payment. See "Debenham v. King's Col-
lege, Cambridge" (supra). "Brocklebank v.

L. and Y. Ry." (1887), 3 T.L.R, "Burr v.

Ridout" (supra). " Gwytlier v. Gaze"
(supra). "Perry v. Barnett" (supra). But
if the employer could reasonably be supposed
to know of the scale and of the custom of

charging in accordance with it, so that an
implied agreement might be inferred, then
the architect could sustain an action for pay-
ment based upon such a scale (see "Buckland
v. Pawson" (1890), 6 T.L.R., 421). In
examining and settling accounts between a
builder and a building owner, the architect
can recover a reasonable fee for his time and
trouble, but the Court will not (except, per-

haps, when the amount of the account is

small) permit a charge based upon a per-

centage of the total amount of the account
("Upsdell v. Stewart" (1794), 2 Peake, N.P.,
255). Nor, in qualifying for giving evidence
or for actually giving evidence, can an archi-

tect base his fees upon the value of the
subject matter in dispute. Coleridge,

L.CJ., in "Drew v, .Josolyne " (1888), 4

T.L.R. , 717, declared that he had never
sanctioned, and never would sanction, the
supposed rule that surveyors should be paid
for their evidence by a percentage on the
sum in dispute, rather than by a computa-
tion of the work they had done. In that case
the surveyor employed as an expert witness
had charged £136 for qualifying, and this

amount had been reached by calculating a

percentage on the work measured. The
Master had struck out £106, and allowed the

witness £30 for qualifying himself, and £3 3s.

a day for attendance during the arbitration,

and, on appeal, the Master's decision was
upheld. In measuring up deviations, etc.,

and in the absence of an agreement to the

contrary, the arcliitect is entitled by the cus-

tom of his profession to charge a sum over
and above his commission of five per cent, (if

such payment by commission is agreed) for

doing such work. In practice the amount is

added to the builder's account—or, rather, to

the certificate given by the architect to the

builder—and this has the effect of putting

the architect in the unsatisfactory position of

inspecting his own work and certifying for

it. But though the charge is added to the

builder's account and presented by him to

the employer for payment, yet this practice

does not entitle the architect to sue the builder

for the amount in the event of the employer
refusing or neglecting to pay the sum in

question. For although as a method of prac-

tice the payment has been included in the

builder's demand, yet in essence the charge

is one for which the employer is responsible,

for the work of measuring up deviations and
extras by the architect or the surveyor is a

work which is obviously for the protection

and benefit of the employer, and serves as a

cheek upon the builder. It is, therefore,

useless tor the architect to sue the builder,

except for money had and received" for the

use of the architect. " Beattie v. Gilroy"

(1882) 10 Ct. of Sess. Cas. 4th Ser. 226.

THE CH.iRGES OF THE .ARCHITECT ARE PAID

VARIOUSLY,

but generally according to agreement and by

periodical instalments. It is a legal principle

that it a contract is entered into to carry

out an entire work for a complete sum,

then the right to that payment does not arise

until the whole work 'is itself completed.

If an architect enters into such a contract

as tliis, he runs a serious risk of getting

nothing at all. For if he is unable by illness

or other cause to finish the work he has

undertaken to do, he is by that contract

entitled to nothing. If there is no such con-

tract, then the architect may recover pay-

ment as the work progresses, for unless a
contrary agreement can be shown, a man is

entitled to be paid as soon as he has done
any work agreed to be paid for, just as, in

the absence of an agreement to the contrary,

a vendor is in law entitled to receive the

cash of his purchaser in simultaneous
exchange for his goods. Loose language in

agreements has on many occasions deprived
the servant of his hire. Thus, where a per-

son working for a committee agreed to be
paid by the committee on the terms of its

resolution that "any service to be rendered
by W. shall be taken into consideration, and
such remuneration be made as shall be

deemed right," it was held, when he brought
an action for reasonable remuneration, that

the committee was the sole judge as to

whether any, and, if so, what remuneration
should be payable, and that the plaintiff, in

consequence, should be nonsuited ("Taylor
V. Brewer" (1813), M, and S., 290). But it

the employer has agreed to pay some
remuneration, then the architect is entitled

to be paid one that is reasonable (" Bryant
V. Flight" (1839), 5, M. and W., 114). The
intervention of a condition will determine the

time of or the right to payment; as in

"Moffat v. Dickson" (supra), where payment
depended on approv.-il which was not given,

or as in "Moffat v. Laurie" (supra), where
payment depended on the land being sold by
the employer for building purposes, and the

land was not so sold. Should the employer
who has entered into a contract with the

architect for certain work refuse or neglect

to proceed with such contract, the architect

will then be able to sue for damages for the

employer's breach of his contract, and the

measure of his damages will be all the sums
earned but not paid before the breach, and
all the future profits which it is reasonable

to suppose he has lost because of the breach.

In "Farthing v. Tomkins " (1893). 9 T.L.R.,

566, an architect prepared plans for a hotel,

but, owing to the financial incapacity of the

employer, the proposed building was aban-
doned, and the architect, failing to obtain

his fees, brought an action for them, and it

was held that he was entitled to recover fair

charges for the work which had been done.

In "Prickett v. Badger" (1856), (1

C.B.N.S., 296, and see " Spratt v. Dornford,"
Times, December 1, 1862, it was held that

when an agent has done that for which he

was employed, but tlie principal refuses or

neglects to avail himself of the agent's work,

the agent is entitled to sue for a reasonable

remuneration for his work and labour, and in

such a case a contract to pay what is reason-

able is implied by the law; it is not a ques-

tion for the jury.

NOT ENTITLED TO PAYMENT IF SERVICES ARE
RENDERED UNSKILFI'LLY.

The architect is not entitled to payment
when his services have been unskilfully per-

formed, or though skilfully performed, have

proved to be of no use for the purpose for

which he has been employed. Lord Ellen-

borough, C..J., laid down the legal principle

in "Farnsworth v. Garrard" (1807), 1 Camp.,
N.P.. 37, where he said that "the plaintiff

is to receive what he deserves." If there

has been no beneficial service there shall be

no pay ; but if some benefit has been derived,

though not to the extent expected, this shall

go to the amount of the plaintiff's demand,
leaving the defendant to his action for

negligence. The claim shall be co-extensive

with the benefit." And Bayley, J., in

"Duncan v. Blundell" (3 Stark 6), said:

"When a person is employed in a work of

skill the employer buys both his labour and

his judgment; he ought not to undertake the

work if it cannot succeed, and he should

know whether it will or not; of course, it is

otherwise if the party employing him choose

to supersede the workman's judgment by

using his own." [See also "Hill v. Feather-

stonehaugh (1831), 7, Bing. 569, per Tindal,

C,J,, at p, 571, and Alderson. B., at p. 573;

"Bracev v. Carter" (1840), 12, A and E..

373 ; and " Hunt v. Wimbledon Local Board
"

(1878), 4 C.P.D., 48, Bramwell, B., at pp. 53

and 54.] Where a professional man makes an

estimate, which turns out to be incorrect to
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a considerable amount through his omitting

to examine tlie ground for tlie foundations of

tlie work, lie is not entitled to recover any-

thing for his plans, specifications, or estimates

made for that work, for he is negligent either

in not himself making the examination or in

trusting to the inaccurate information of

others. "Whether he has used due diligence

or not is a question for the jury, and if he

went on the statements of others tliat is no

excuse, as it is his duty to ascertain wliat are

the facts or to report to his employer that he

only goes on the information of others, or

that the facts have not been ascertained

(••Moneypenny v. Hartland" (1824) 1 C. and

r., 352, and see "Whitty v. Lord Dillon " 2

F. and F., 67, and "Nelson v. Spooner," 2 I'',

and F.. 613). On the other hand, where the

question of what is a reasonable sum to pay

an architect on work done— i.e., in a case

where there is no express contract or the

contract has been abandoned and he is suing

on a quantum jncci/if— is under consideration

evidence may be given that an architect is a

man of exceptional professional skill, quali-

fication, or experience, and if this is proved

the reasonable fees should be higher than in

the case of a person with less or inferior

qualification, for it follows that it the em-

ployer has chosen a man known for 1ms

special degree of skill it is a fair presumption

that he chose him for that reason, and that

there was an implied undertaking to pay

fees in some true proportion to the services

expected. Moule. J., in "Bird v. M'Gaheg"
(1849), 2 C. and K. (N.P.), 707, held that in

an action for payment on a qiianlum meruil,

where the plaintiff sued for a larger fee than

had been tendered to him, evidence of skill,

in order to show the reasonableness of the

larger claim, was admissible.

The fact that an architect exercises his

lien over his plans and detains them does

not disentitle him to sue for the payment for

tlie same, provided that he has given his

employer reasonable facilities for inspecting

and approving them. Nor is he unable to

sue for and recover a proper price, even

though lie detained the plans when asking

for a larger price. He is always entitled to

recover for work, lalionr, and materials, on

proof of the performance of tlie work and

of the employer's having had a reasonable

opportunity of inspection, for his contract

is to perform the work satisfactorily and to

give the employer a reasonable opportunity

of inspecting and ascertaining its correct-

ness. As soon as he has fulfilled this contract

and can prove it he may maintain successfully

an action for the debt witliout foregoing his

]ien ("Hughes v. Lenny" (1839). 5 M. and

W., 183, 192, 193).
-<9«»-

BUILDING TR.\DE CONDITIONS IN
THE SOUTH OF ENGLAND.

Mr. E. F. Harmer, F.S.I., in a paper pre

pared for the Southampton Chamber of

Commerce, observes :

—

It seems to me that if we, as a nation,

are going to do the very utmost for ourselves

during the remainder of the war. it would be

as well to take a general survey of the con-

ditions likely to prevail during that time. At
present there are many signs that persons

who would build under normal conditions are

waiting until the cessation of hostilities

before commencing. This, in many cases, is

a mistake, as there are many evidences that

the cost of materials will increase consider-

ably after the war. In January, 1915, the

only building materials lliat have shown any
coirsidcralth; increase in cost arc iiniber,

f^lass, and lead. At the moment of writing

these increases arc as follows:—Timber, 25

per cent.; glass, 120 per cent.; lead, small
ami uncertain. The reasons for the increase

in the cost of timber arc the great demand
by the War Olliee and slighlly decreased ship

mcnts owing to the war. In the case of glass,

our chief supplies came from Belgium and
Germany, and this source is for the present

cut off. Lead need not trouble us at all. as

there arc several excellent substitutes. Now-
let us see how these variations affect the

ordinary contracts. Tak''. first, a dwelling-

house costing £l,.50O. In lliis lionse there

are l,800cu.ft. of timber; an increase <it Gd.

per foot amounts to £45, ami 677snp.ft. of

glass at an increase of 6d. nmouuts to about

£17, making a total of .£62 on the cost, or

about 4 per cent, increase. Wc now take a

shop and stores in the centre of the

town, costing £5,000; it actually requires

3,y00cu.ft. of timber, amounting to an in-

crease of £98, and l,339sq.ft. of glass, with an

increase of £30. Total. £128, or 2i per cent,

on the whole. Our next example is a large

factory, where as little timber as possible

lias been used, costing about £50,0()0. On
6,015eu.ft. of timber the extra would be .ei50,

and on 57,000sup.ft. of glass £724. Total,

£874, or not quite one-sixth of 1 per cent,

—this low additional cost being due to tlie

small amount of timber used, and as a result

the building is practically fireproof. Esti-

mates for small residences since the war
show an increase of slightly under 9 per

cent., and it is necessary to relax restrictions

as to time of completion by granting an equit

able allowance for delays beyond the control

of the contractor. Let us now examine the

conditions likely to prevail after the war.

In the first place, owing to the terrible

destruction of property in Poland, Belgium,

and France, immense quantities of iron,

steel, cement, bricks, timber, and glass will

be required to rebuild not only houses and
business premises, but—most important of

all—factories, because until tra<le is re-

established in these countries there will bo

a dreadful state of unemployment and want
amongst the working classes. Now this

extraordinary demand is bound to affect

prices and cause shortage of supplies, and

iu order that we, as a nation, should reap the

greatest benefit, and also give the greatest

assistance to our allies, wo must be first pre-

pared to deal with this demand, and conse-

quently our manufacturers should be en-

couraged to extend and rebuild or reorganise

their factories before that demand becomes
acute, or the consequence will be that

Germany will reap benefit by her wrong-
doing, because when peace is declared cost

will still be the great factor in business, and
not sentiment. Those persons who tliink

that they will build more cheaply after the

war will be liable to a sad awakening.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At Tuesday's meeting of the London

County Council tlie Finance Committee
reported the receipt of a letter from the

Treasury expressing the opinion that "it is

desirable that capital expenditure by local

authorities in the United Kingdom should be
restricted within the narrowest possible

limits at the present time." The letter

stated that their Lordships had intimated to

several local authorities, in reply to applica-

tions for their approval of loans, that that

approval would not be forthcoming, in the

iibsence of special considerations, for fresh

borrowings for the purpose of new expendi-
ture. In the circumstances, the Council was
asked by the Treasury to reconsider applica-

tions recently made for approval of certain

loans to the Battersea. Hammersmith,
Lambeth, and Wandsworth Borough Councils,

and the North Surrey District School
managers.
The Finance Committee pointed out. in

their report, that they are withholding the

submission of recommendations as to the

sanction of borrowings by Metropolitan
borough councils, have abstained from
making any further advances of money to

local authorities, and have given instructions

for the ptislponement of flie completion of

any loans which have already been agreed to.

The Highways Committee submitted an
estimate of £11,800 for the provision of

cables at the Greenwich generatingstalion

of the tramways undertaking, in coiincelion

with the provision of a further reserve supply

of power of about 4,000Uw. from an outside

snnree, in order that additional cars may be
run.

The Building Acts Committee reported

that in July. 1910. the Council appointed Mr.
.\lfred Condor, who had previously been dis-

trict surveyor for Woolwich, to be district

survevor for • the enlarged district of

•Greenwich and Woolwich, subject to the

condition, among others, that he would, if

required, retire upon reaching the age of

seventy years. Mr. Coiider will attain this

age on April 8, and they recommended that

he be retired from that date.

The Establishment Committee regretted In

report that Mr. P. N. Ciinhain, an assistant

architect, in receipt of a salary of £600 a

year, had been certified by the Council's

medical examiner to be permanently unfit for

further service. Mr. Ginham, who is forty-

nine years of age. entered the service of the

Council in Jnlv, 1902, and a retiring allow-

ance of about £178 a year would be payable

to him out of the superannuation and pro-

vident fund.~ -^c^^

NEW POWERS FOR LIVERPOOL
CORPORATION.

The Liverpool Corporation Bill, empower-

ing the corporation to acquire further lands

for street improvements and the erection of

public buildings, to extend the powers of the

corporation in respect of the leasing of cor-

porate lands, and other purposes, came

before the Local Legislation Coniniittee of

the House of Commons on Friday. Sir

W. Howell Davies presided. The main

clauses of the Bill relate to land pur-

chased and corporate leases. Clause 4

provides for the acquisition of land for street

improvements at the junction of Mount Plea-

sant and Brownlow-hill, at Sinclair-road,

Mossley-hill, and between Cambridge-street

and Egypt-street. Clause 5 provides for the

purchase of the area between Dale-street,

Manchester-street, and the Old Haymavket

as a site for public buildings. Under clause

11 the corporation obtain power to lease cor-

poration land for any term not exceeding

ninety-nine years .instead of being limited to

seventy-five years. Clause 13 stipulates that

revenue from fines on renewals of leases

wdiich may be invested by the corporation on

mortgage' of the leasehold interest of any

lessee of corporate land shall he expended on

the improvement of the premises. Clause 16

gives the corporation power to borrow for

tlie purchase of the lands to be acquired

under the Bill £250,000, repayable in sixty

vears.

The only petition against the Bill relnted

to the acquiring of property owned by Miss

Graham, at Mossley-hill. The corporation

have been engaged for some time construct-

ing a road seven miles long and 120ft. wide

round Liverpool, called Queen's-drive. The

whole of the road has been constructed

with the exception of one small piece,

and the work has been carried out witli

this exception by agreement with the various

proprietors whose land has been taken. Miss

Graham, who is the owner of Moss Lea, com-

plains that her property would be materially

damaged by the corporation acquiring a por-

tion of her'back premises for the construction

of the road, and objected to the point being

decided by arbitration. Mr. J. A. Brodic,

city engineer, stated that about twenty miles

of wide roads had been constructed in Liver-

pool within recent years. He considered that

the completion of Queen's-drive would benefit

Miss Graham's property. The committee

decided, however, that the property must be

struck out of the schedule, so that i>liss

Graham's case will have to be dealt with

under the Lands Clauses Act. The various

clauses of the Act were not contested, and

the Bill was reported to the House.

tlie iH-w buildings of the DeparlmciH of

Huiihi'liohl and Social .Science of King's ( ellcgc

for Women will be brought into occupal lo" ui

Uclober, when the present rooms in Koiisnigloii-

sqiiare will be closed. The buildings, winch

have liruii creeled to the ilcsib;n of Mr. H. Vi'tcy

Adams and Mr. Charles Holdcn, stand on two

and a half acres of ground on the west sitlf

of Cam[)deii Hill-road, Netting Hill Gate. Tliev

surround a quadrangle, and are faced with red

brick with white stone dressings. On the ground

floor and first floor there are twenty-six rooms

and laboratories, which face either west or soulli

The hostel, which has been named Queen M'lrv s

Hostel for Women Students, contains sixl.v-threc

i bed-sitting-rooms.
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dnntntt Calamo.

Mr. Lloyd George's new advanco on tlie

road to Collectivism is probably compulsory.

Even Mr. Boiiar Law admitted that tlie

"only tiling to be done was to give the

Goveninient full power to use to the utmost

all the resources of the country, including

its industrial resources"; and, at the

moment, ammunition is probably a more
pressing need than dyestuffs. All will depend,

of course, on the way in which the very

drastic new powers are used; but that will

always be the case under State Socialism,

and on the rock of the abuse of such powers
State Socialism will ultimately go to pieces.

Meanwhile Governments will be harassed

by the incouipetents, of capital and labour

alike, to find soft or well-paid jobs in return

for votes ; will hardly ever dare to use com-
pulsion ; and when they do will uiostly uiake

scapegoats. It is not a little odd that, with
all tlie talk about conscription for the .4rniy.

\vi> have, for the time, at any rate, found
voluntary service sufficient, and that it is

ill connection with the provision of arms and
aiiinuinitiou tliat compulsory service has been
first found necessary. The train of thought
thus inevitably suggested is in many ways an
interesting one. The needs of peace are in

some respects as exigeant as those of war,
and the perils attending attempts to meet
them by State compulsion probably greater;

but we e.\pect they will have to be risked

ere many years pass.

As will be seen elsewhere in our "Parlia-
mentary Notes," the arrangement with Mr.
Montague Meyer has been revised. The first

gave him lit per cent, eonimission up to

£61)0, UUII, '2 per cent, between that and
£1,000,(100, and IJ per cent beyond that. The
new revision knocks half per cent, off the

2 per cent., making it IJ from £000.000 up-

wards. Having on the first £600,000 earned
£9,000, Mr. Meyer now agrees to earn on
the next £400,000 an excess of only £2,000
(or J per cent, extra), instead of £4.000
(or 1 per cent, extra). It does not even now
seem quite clear why Mr. Meyer is to be
paid this, or wlietlier. and, if so, why, while
thus acting solely for the Government, he
remains tree to do similar business on liis

own account. I'ossibly further questions
may elicit inforniation on these points.

"Speculative" is a word often applied In

1
builders by many people who do not appre

jciate its full and serious meaning. The
jbuilding of streets of new houses in the
suburbs of London, or elsewhere, is a

speculation indeed, or a lottery in which tlic

prizes are few and far between, and the
blanks very numerous. There are men who
'make money out of the trade, and, after
|selling the houses they have put up, some-
now or other, retire and live happily ever
|>fter. But the struggle is severe, and only
;lie fittest or the most fortunate survive the
itrnin. The recent report of the bankruptcy
)r a London builder, on his application for "a

lischarge, given elsewhere, is an example
'f the dimeulties and dangers that beset this
lusniess. Beginning in 1881, with a capital
'f some £300, and his trade as carpenter,
le started on a career of speculative build-
"g. and in 1912 he failed, with unsecured
labihties not far from £200,000, and with
ssets, chiefly made up of equities in his pro-
erties, which ho estimated as worth more

than this big total, but which now only

seemed likely to bring in about £2,700. Of
course, his failure was mainly due to depre

elation in value of his houses since 1907,

though there was also loss in brickniakiiip

and pressure by mortgagees. The total cost

of the properties he built came out at

£1,909,845, which he managed to mortgage
for £1,470,960, After all this money has

passed through his hands, lie is now left high

and dry. But how many financiers, land-

owners, architects, surveyors, house agents,

traders, and lawyers have made their profits

out of his enterprise meanwhile, and have
had good cause to bless this long career of

a broken "speculative builder"?

A serious and troublesome draub.ick tn the

comfort of the house - dweller and the

interests of house owners seems to be in-

creasing, and as those who suffer are

naturally shy of letting it become knouii, the

remedy is diffienlt of . application. We are

referring to the House Mite — a small

creature to be seen crce(>ing along the furni-

ture, clothes, walls, and generally all over
the house. The crcalnres appear to have
favourite haunts; but in a really infested

house no part is qiiile free. It is believed

they come from furniture stuffed with certain

fibres, but evidence of their presence therein

has not yet been establishcil ; and this is a

delicate point, as law e.ises have turned on
the question of the furniture bringing in the

mites. The matter is lieing investigated

by the Entomological Department of the

Imperial College of Science and Technology,
and Prof. H. Ma.xwell Lefroy informs us

drastic methods have quite eradicated the

pests from one house. A safer and simpler

method is being tried, and I'rof. Lefroy is

desirous of hearing of other infested houses

where it can be applied. He invites corre

spondenee from owners of housr^s or residents

therein, in strict confiihnice. who are willing

to pay for the chemical used— not a very

large matter. Letters should be addressed

to Prof. H. Maxwell Lefroy, M.A., Imperial

College of Science and Tcchnnlogy, South
Kensiiigton, S,W.

The Manitoba I'arliament Buildings

secin likely to cost four and a half-million

dollars instead of three millions, altiiough the

contracts were let for less than the last-

named amount. There is apparently the

usual political squabble over the matter, in

which one party seeks to fasten responsibility

on the other, and the other tries to evade

it by finding a scapegoat. Our only informa-

tiini at present is a long article in the

Maniloba Free /';t;.s. of February 13 last,

from which we gather that because Mr.

Simon, the architect, has consented to forego

his commission on the extra cost, he is to be

blamed because it has occurred. At present

there is not a scrap of evidence that this is

so, and the remarks of the Manitoba Minister

of Public Works seem to us nnwarrantable.

He is reported to have said :

We alBO foimd that the architect who drew the plans

was a better drawer of artistic pictures than a calculator

of heariup power and strains. This in not meant
ofFeueively. He has given vahiable service in the

artistic way. Yua will remomlier that a couuuitlee i>C

the House selected the plaus from a uumher submitted ;

so the Government is not res])onsible for liavin^

employed liim.

" Here," remarks our Canadian coiitem

porary, "is an alibi for the Government at

large. The architect is made the scapegoat,

and the Government hides behind the Com-

mittee of the Legislature." It certainly looks

very much like it. The allegation seems to

be that some change in the nature of the

foundations has necessitated the extra cost

of fifty per cent, on the building, and that for

this Mr. Simon is responsible. We do not

believe it. The Maniloba Free Press says

:

Tito oniy public record to date of the activities of the

architect subserjiieut to the acceptance of the desif,'n has
been the amiouncemeut that with his consent the build-

ings have been moved nearer the river bank than was
first intended—a change that proved inexpensive, as the

e.vcavatiou alread.v done was utilised in the main.

"Where," it asks "does the responsibility of

the architect begin and end, and where is it

traversed or overridden by that of the

Government?" That, in our opinion, is what
the Government is determined shall not be

known, whatever injustice is done to Mr.
Simon.

The subcommittee appointed by the Man-
chester Engineers' Club to consider what
steps could be taken by the club to enable

the engineering industry to take advantage of

the present situation have presented their

report, which is based partly upon opinions

expressed during the debates which have

been held at the Club during the last few

months, and partly upon information

gathered from many sources and individuals.

They recommend: (1) That an Association of

Engineering Manufacturers is desirable; (2i

that such Association should have as its

objects the matters detailed ; and (3) that the

constitution of such Association should be

as outlined. It is proposed to establish a

central exchange and headquarters, and, in

the largest towns at home and abroad, to

establish various committees to deal witli

Parliamentary and general purposes, external

(sales) organisation, internal (producing) or-

ganisation, patents and inventions, technical

education, publications and advertisements,

and finance. Special committees could be

appointed from time to time as occasion

niiglit require to deal with temporary or

special matters. The contemplated activities

of these committees are set out in the report,

which seems to us, whether combined with, or

the result of extension of existing organisa-

tions or not, likely to command every pro-

spect of success it it gets the whole-hearted

support of the industry and adequate

financial backing.

It is suggested by those who ought to know,

that the health of London is endangered by

the accumulation of street-refuse which has

resulted owing to the shortage of railway-

trucks and barges, and the Government

and the railway companies are being asked

to facilitate better arrangements for getting

rid of the refuse. There is no doubt about

the accumulation ; but the degree of the

nuisance varies, as usual, so much in

different districts that we incline to think it

due to local neglect or inability in some

measure. It is hardly noticeable in the

City, which always heads the list as regards

the promptness and completeness of its

scavenging. East and west thereof the

merest stranger can always tell the City

boundaries by the contrast between the con-

dition of the stre-'ts and those of its adjacent

boroughs, and a comparison of the hours at

which cleansing is completed. Elsewhere,

especially throughout the nearer suburban

fringes, neglect is very visible; and the

results, now tlie wind is beginuing to dry

the streets, are more than usually foul and

irritating dust - clouds, which may quite
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possibly be responsible for the prevalence of

influenza which is keeping the doctors busy.

A useful paper on "Cinder-Concrete Floor-

Construction Between Steel Beams," by

Harold Perrine and George E. Strehan,

Juniors, Am.Soe.C.E., was -presented on

March 3, 1915, to the American Society of

Civil Engineers. The paper treats of the

special form of cinder- concrete fireproof

floor-construction between steel beams, which
is used e.\tensively in New York City and
elsewhere. It comprises a brief general dis-

cussion of the characteristics of the material

with reference to (ire-resistance, corrosion,

strength, etc. The major portion, however,

deals with the results of an extensive

series of tests on cinder - concrete, plain

and reinforced, both in the form of

cylinders and typical slabs, as a means of

obtaining sufficient accurate btisic data for

use in compiling possible future regulations.

Tlie tests were conducted by the Department
of Civil Engineering, Columbia University,

partly in co-operation with the Bureau of

Buildings, Borough of Manhattan, New York
City, and will be found fully set out in the

February issue of the Society's "Pro
ceediugs."

The bicentenary of "Capability" Brown,
the landscape gardener and architect, occurs
this year. Lancelot Brown was a native of

Kirkharle, where he was born in humble cir-

cumstances in 1715. Brown became a kitchen

gardener in the employment of Lord Cob-
ham, and soon gained a considerable repute
for the taste and skill with which he improved
the flower gardens and terraces of Stow
House, and other country mansions where he
was encouraged to pursue his designs. The
result was that " Capability " Brown—he
won his sobriquet on account of his incessant

talk of the capabilities of landscapes for pur-

poses of ornamental gardening—founded a

new and thoroughly English school of land-

scape gardening, which came to supersede
the geometric style illustrated to perfection

in the famous gardens at Versailles. The
latter was floral geometry, Brown's gardens
had the touch of nature that atoned for and
even disguised the hand of art. Natural lines

and curves and undulations were the aim of

the great Northumbrian gardener, who has
left the imprint of his undoubted genius on
the historic gardens at Kew and at Blenheim
Palace. Lancelot Brown was architect as

well as gardener, and a fine example of his

work in the double capacity remains at

Croome Court, Worcestershire, the seat of

the Earl of- Coventry.

We regret to learn that Mr. Ernest Newton,
A.R.A., President of the Royal Institute of
British Architects, is confined "to his house by
a severe attack of influenza, and will be unable
to deal with correspondence during the next ter
days.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned
the required loans for carrying out a sewerage
scheme at llutton, near " Shenfield, and the
Billericay Rural District Connoil have agreed to
mstruct Messrs. WiUcox and Raikes to proceed
with the plans.

The contract for the water supply to the
village of Ipslones was given in August last to
Messrs. H. Taylor and Sons, Basford, Stoke-on-
Trent, and the works are now nearing com-
pletion. The reservoir is situated near" Foxt-
road, and the mains are laid via Park-lane to
Sandy Lo<lge, thence via High-street and
Church-lane to Ivy Cottage, a further main is
laid via Back-lane and The Turn to Park-lane.
The reservoir is of 35 gallons capacity, and
is constructed of concrete, with double arched
roof. The contract price was £1,722.

OBITUARY.
iMr. Tliomas Groome Barker (of Messrs.

Barker, Ellis, and Jones, architects, of

Cooper-street, Manchester) died suddenly on
Saturday last, in his 86th year, at his resi-

dence, the Mount, Gilda Brook-road, Eccles.
Mr. Barker was, until last year, wlien he
retired, an active member of the firm; but
even after his retirement he took an interest

in the work in hand, and came down to the
office once or twice a week. All his life he
had been a most devoted student of architec-

ture—he was a pupil, and afterwards a part-

ner, of the late Mr. Edward Walters, the

architect of the Free Trade Hall, at Man-
chester. Mr. Barker assisted in making the
drawings for the Free Trade Hall, Williams
Deacons Bank, Mosley-street. and many
large warehouses and other buildings of that
date for which Mr. Walters was architect,

and in 1865 he and the late Mr. Ellis took
over the practice. Among liis chief works
are the Manchester Grammar School (Lang-
worthy Building), the old Stock Exchange
(now pulled down), the Commercial Build-
ings, Cross Street, the Manchester- Guardian
Offices, Cross-street; the Union Assurance
Buildings, Chapel Walks; Barton Union
Offices, restoration of Flixton Church, the
Deaf and Dumb Schools (Pendlebury wing),
extensions to the Manchester and Liverpool
District Bank and the Williams Deacon
Bank, and a number of houses and branch
banks in Lancashire and the neighbourhood.
Mr. Barker, who was a Fellow of the Man-
chester Society of Architects, spent a con
siderable time in Italy, and had travelled in

France, Belgium. Germany, America, Spain,
Greece, and Egypt.

Mr. William Dyaek, M.Inst.C.E., Burgh
Surveyor of Aberdeen, who had been laid

aside by illness during the past four montlis,
died on Monday morning at his residence in

Forest-road. Aberdeen, in his 58th year.
Prior to his connection with the municipality
of Aberdeen, Mr. Dyack, who served his
apprenticeship with the late Mr. John
Willet. M.I.C.E., was a member of the staff

of tlie engiueer-in-chief of the Great North
of Scotland Railway Company, and acted as

resident engineer on a section of that com-
pany's Buckie extension railway. For tli.rty

years Mr. Dyack was associated with the
burgh Surveyor's department of the city of

Aberdeen, being appointed assistant-surveyor
in 1884, and chief in 189i2, on the retirement
of Mr. William Boulton, M.I.CE. He has
carried out with success numerous and im-
portant improvement schemes during that
period. Mr. Dyack is survived by Mrs.
Dyack and a family of one son and two
daughters.

Mr. William Willett, of Sloane-square, the
son of the founder of the firm, who died in

1913, died on the 4th inst., at Chislehurst, at

the age of 58. In early life he spent some
time in a shipping office before joining liis

father. Mr. Willett was principally known
by his advocacy of the "Daylight Saving"
Bill, which was twice introduced into the
House of Commons, but failed to pass. He
converted a good many people to his fad,

among them Mr. Winston Churchill, who,
speaking at a big meting in favour of the
movement in 1911, when he was Home Secre-
tary, prophesied that a grateful posterity
would raise statues in honour of Mr. Willett
and decorate them with sunflowers on the
longest day of the year. In spite of the
exposure of the absurdity of the proposal
by scientists, and of the very reasonable
opposition offered by agriculturists, and the
rest of us who have to work long hours, late
and early, it is not impossible, in these days
of fondness for Parliamentary interference
with the ordinary liberty of the citizen, that
had Mr, Willett" lived another twenty years
he might have seen universal begitniing work
early made compulsory by his time-trick.
That the law would e\er have been obeyed
is extremely unlikely !

Alderman John Potts Wardle, J. P.,
"father" of the South Shields Town
Council, died at his residence. Stanhope
House, South Shields, on Friday, ageil
eighty-one years. He had carried on business

|

in South Shields for a great many years as
a timber merchant and sawmill proprietor,
and he founded and personally controlled the
firm of J. P. Wardle and Sons.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

BIRMINGHAM ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.—Lecturing last Friday to
the Birmingham Architectural Association,
Mr. Halsey Ricardo suggested that the class-
rooms of the elementary schools formed a
suitable field for an attempt at forming a
school of decorative painters, but it was not
proposed that the decorations should be per-
manent. The attempt should start with a
simple scheme. He thought the heraldic
treatment of colour was the right treatment
to begin on, and the use of heraldic emblems
helped to give a picturesque reinforcement
to the study of history. Heraldry was a kind
of history in shorthand. Various groups of
men and women should be formed to under-
take this elementary decorative work, and
as the standard rose under such practice the
more able decorators might be employed to

decorate walls on an ascending scale of im-
portance, such as workhouses, infirmaries,
hospitals, waiting-rooms of stations. And
wlieu the quality of permanence had at last

been earned and acquired they might adorn
the walls of public libraries, town halls,

museums, and churches.

THE LONDON SOCIETY.—The third
annual meeting of the London Society was
held on Tuesday, in the rooms of the Royal
Society of Arts. The Earl of Plymouth, who
presided, in moving the adoption of the
report, said that the object of the Society
was to turn the gifts which Providence had
giveii them to such purposes as would be most
useful and helpful at the present time. They
were copying the example set at the time of

the French Revolution, when during that
time a great deal of the rebuilding of Paris
was conceived and definitely set on paper.
The Society had engaged a number of profes-
sional men wln> were sufferers by the war to

prepare plans for the future development of

London. Sir Aston Webb described some of

the work of the .Society, particularly with
regard to the advocacy of improvements in

South London, the rebuilding of Charing
Cross Bridge and the station, and the exten-
sion of London arterial roads.

NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTS.—The annual report of this

Institute, just to hand, states that the work
of the Council and its committee has been
comparatively light this year, owing to the

fact that, while the Registration Board is

carrying out the duties imposed upon it by
the Act, only business of a routine nature
could be done. Last year the membership
of the Institute consisted of 105 Fellows and
95 .Associates. To-day the membership is:

Fellows, 124; Associates, 118; Life Honorary
Fellows, 5—making a total of 247. During
the year the Dominion was toured by

Messrs. Davidge and Reade on behalf of

the CJarden Cities and Town Planning Asso-

ciation of London, and lectures of a highly

interesting and instructive nature were given

in all the chief centres. The Institute was
actively associated with the movement, and
did all in its power to assist the lecturers.

It is believed that the visit will be of per-
i

manent value to the community. During i

the session of Parliament just concluded an
j

Act has been passed amending the Wages
;

Protection and Contractors' Liens Act, i

whereby Section 59 is altered. The new Act

provides that tlie period of thirty-one days

during which the employer shall retain 25

per cent, of the contract price shall coni-
j

mence from the time of completion of the
,

main contract, and not from the date of
,

expiry of the period of maintenance. The '

new Council is recommended to approach the
;

Government for a grant for the purpose of

establishing, in one or other of the university

colleges, a degree or certificate course in

architecture, and that the Government be

asked to decide in which of the university

colleges the course should be established.

The Educational Committee is earnestly
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requested to take into their immediate con-

sideration the preparation of a standard of

examination wliich will form the basis of

examination for the certificate of member-

ship. An energetic expression of condemna-

tion and abhorrence of the ruthless and

vindictive destruction and spoliation of the

ancient historic buildings and treasures of

France and Belgium by a savage and un-

principled enemy has been passed by the

Council.

RESTORATION OF RHEIMS
CATHEDRAL.—In the course of a lecture

at the Honiinian Museum, Forest Hill, on

Saturday afternoon. Prof. F. M. Simpson,

F.R.I.B'A.. described the damage done to

Rheims Cathedral, and said the question was

whether it could be made good. He himself

believed that it could, and some of the

indemnity wliich the Germans would have to

pay might well be earmarked tor the

purpose. Taking into consideration the

great strength of the building, lie hoped

that, on further examination, the stability

of tlie piers, walls, and arches would not

be found to be affected, nor the surface of

the stone to be altogether ruined. He knew
nothing, however, of what had taken place

ill the last month. The damage done to tlie

sculpture was more serious; but the French
had good sculptors, and if they attempted
restoration they would probably succeed. On
the other hand, they might decide to leave

the figures headless, as an example of

German "culture." The lecturer referred to

the substantial construction of the edifice,

which had never been enlarged or cut

into, and observed that few Gothic cathe-

drals in the world could have withstood sucli

a shock so gallantly.

We believe it is not at present intended to

hold ihe customary banquet this year which
precedes the openiug of the Royal Academy.

k new technical school is about to be buill

for the Oxford Education Committee, from
plans by Mr. W. H. Castle, their architect.

The work of building a new church at Ash-
ford, Ireland, has been begun this week. Mr.
P. J. Munden, of Trinity-street, Dublin, is the

architect, and Mr. P. J." Kinley is the builder.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned
the borrowing by the corporation of Middleton
of £5,000 for tile erection of houses on the
Boarsliaw Estate, and have granted sixty years
in which to repay the money. A start has been
made in the erection of these houses.

A meeting of the management committees of

the uuion.s affihated to the London Building
Industries Federation is to be held to-day
(Friday) to discuss the question of approaching
the London Master Builders' Association for an
immediate advance in wages and improved
working conditions.

The rural district council of Devizes have
been officially informed by Messrs. Carter,
Jonas, and Sons, agents to the Crown, that the
new highway in the parish at Bonham, leading
from Love-lane to Darlett-lane is now com-
pleted. It is 22ft. in width, and has a thickness

;
of 9in. of road-metal. The road will be formally

; opened on Lady Day.

{
At the last meeting of the city council

I of Birmingham, it was decided, on the recom-
mendation of the town-planning committee, to

I
pmchase for £1,000 fourteen freehold cottages
now standing on the site of a suggested exten-
sion of Walford-road, to be included in the
South Birmingham Town Plan. Warwick-road
is narrow and crooked, and insufficient for the
traffic which now passes down it. To widen the
existing road would entail an expense so great
as to be almost prohibitive, and hence it has
been decided to provide a new road which will
face the property in Albion-road.

On the south wall of Room XVU. at the
National Gallery has been hung the reunited
halves of a painting representing a family
group tentatively attributed to Jan Vermeer, of
jDelft. The left-hand portion of the picture
showing a man and boy and part of a table was
presented to the Gallery in 1900 by Mr. C.
lairfax Murray, and it bore the ti'tle "The
Lesson. " In 1910 the right-hand half of the

'k*"Y^'
*'^°"""g the mother with a girl seated

ibeside her, was found in Paris, and purchased

PI °l
^^^ '-'*'''' ^"'"^ fi^O"! ''5 owner, M. Max

plersheim. The two pieces as now joined corre-
pond in character, composition, and colour.

—•-•-•

—

BARTON OR MANOR HOUSE.

'J'o Ihe Editor uf the BUILDING News.

Sir,—Can you or any reader tell those who
are interested, as I am, what is actually the

difference between "a barton" and "a
manor-house"? Webster gives a synonymous
meaning: "A.S. ' bere tun,' courtyard,

grange; from 'bare,' barley, and 'tun,' an

enclosure. I. The domain lands of a manor.

2. The manor itself. 3. The outhouses and
yards of a house. (Southey.)

"

The Rev. S. Baring Gould—no mean
authority—writing, however, the other day,

described a large West-country house,

Bouringsleigh, West Alviugton, near Kings-

bridge, Devonshire, as being "a barton,

and not a manor." There are instances

of more or less well-known Bartons in

various counties, both in East Aiiglia and

away in the Miillands or far in the West,

including such as "Barton Farm," the Abbey
Grange, Winchester; Barton Segrave, North

amptonshire, now destroyed, but for which a

license to crenellate was granted to Nicholas

de Segrave; also Barton Farm, Wilts, not to

name others.

A "bartoner" was an overseer of the

barton, grange or farm stores of a religious

house; but does the meaning of "barton"
necessarily imply a ndigious foundation in

contradistinction to a manorial holding? In

Gotch's "Growth of the English House" no

mention of the name appears to be given ;

neither is the term employed in Parker's

"Domestic Architecture in England." I do

not remember seeing the word "barton"
used in the distinctive way employed by the

Rev. Baring Gould as quoted above; and as

he gives no explanation, I presume he takes

it for granted that it is a recognised and
accurate distinction.— I am, etc.,

Vaki^ Lectiones.

UNHEALTHY SCHOOLS.

Sir,— 1 would like to ask; If through
ventilation " is good for children in schools,

why is it not good for their parents in

cliurches; and, whether there is a single

church in the kingdom ventilated on that

principle? "It not, why?"
Surely, "what is sauce for the gosling is

sauce for the gander." Children, who have

no choice, may be blown through the win-

dow, but not a soul would enter a church

under the same conditiqns of ventilation(?).

—I am, etc., T. Wootton Geeen.wood.

44, Brazeiniose-street, Manchester.

friends!" seems in their case to be fully

verified ; also, that we are getting accustomed

to the "Out-of yourovvn-mouths-areye-con-
demned " class of evidence they have so con-

sistently favoured us with.

"Truth will out," I suppose, and they

certainly seem to be rather unfortunate in

their faculty for, to express it colloquially,

"puttiiig llieir foot in it" and "upsetting

their own apple-cart," or, in other words,

"letting the cat out of the bag."

If the promoters of cross-ventilation would
only have the courage of their convictions,

if they have any, and "face the music " when
challenged, as they have been, this question

might be definitely settled, one way or the

other, without more ado; but it cannot avail

either them or their cause to, ostrich-like,

hide their heads in the sand, for though in

some cases discretion may be the better part

of valour, in their circumstances it simply

means their downfall.

From their evident disinclination to "walk
into the parlour" when invited, it would
almost appear as it they thought the

children's champions were Redskins hunger-

ing for their scalps; or do they now know
only too well what a fraudulent old liumbug

"the blizzard," as they have so well named
it, is, and that it has not a leg to stand upon?
It looks extremely like it.

The issue they have to face is a perfectly

simple one, and is clearly defined as

follows:— (a) No provision is made for the

extraction of the heated expired air at the

higher levels to where, under normal con-

ditions, it naturally ascends, and from where
it should therefore be withdrawn ;

(b) a con-

tinuous downward current of cold air from
open windows, or, in other words, a "down-
draught "

;
(c) cooling and returning to be re-

breathed, the ascending, heated, expired air;

(d) condensation and precipitation on to the

children of the moisture with which expireil

air is heavily charged; (e) condensation and
precipitation on to the cliildren of the moist

and poisonous exhalations from the body
;

(f) the creation of acute differences in the

temperature of the body occupying a super-

heated stratum »f air, and drenched from

above with cold air.

Let tlie promoters of cross - \entilation

satisfactorily reply to these points; but irre-

levant and irresponsible statements such as

we have hitherto been exclusively regaled

with should be avoided, as, so far as their

case is concerned, they only make confusion

worse confounded- and, goodness knows, it

is quite confused enough already.— I am,

etc., Anti-Dr.\ught.

Sir,—" Caloric" attaches too much import-

,uice to the purity of the air, and not enough

to the temperatLu-c. It is essential to inain-

tain coolness and niovement of the air, for

this promotes metabolism and activity of the

body, and with cross - \entilation this is

obtained.
When it has been pointed out to "Calorie

"

and other correspondents that down-draught

has not been felt in the Staffs and Derby-

shire schools, tlie unceasing repetition of

"Down-draught is a crying evil" is childish.

The temperature of classrooms should be

GOdeg. F., and well swept with currents of

air during play-hours, etc. The great fault

nowadays is tlie desire to live in rooms that

are warm, and consequently unhealthy.

"Caloric's" challenge has been met.

Seeing for himself the advantages gained in

a school designed by well-known authorities

of cross- ventilation is the only practical

method of refuting his statements. He will

also find that mechanical ventilation is

Ulterior to cross - ventilation, and just as

inefficient as he imagines.— I am, etc.,

D. WvnneThomas.
Glenthorne, Nunthorpe.

Sir,—The letters from advocates of cross-

ventilation appearing in your current issue

do not, I think, call for any special comment
beyond that, as with the other communica-

tions from the supporters of that method,

the truth of the saying, "Save us from our

Sir,— If those "fresh - air - at - any - price

enthusiasts" responsible for the existence of

that hydra-headed monster cross-veutilation,

alias '"the blizzard," so justly described as

"the Frankenstein of ventilation," do not

now speak from their inner sanctuary in the

Temple of the Winds, within which they

seem to have hermetically sealed themselves,

but persist in taking refuge behind the

"vague and nebulous" utterances of lay

worshippers in the outer temple, who seem so

far to be only able to curse a cause already

damned, then they must for ever hide their

diminished heads and behold their doubly-

discredited wind-god, "the blizzard, descend

into its dishonoured grave which they them-

selves have dug for it by their own damning
admissions of its inefficiency, "a perfect

tearing blizzard" being merely one of the

appropriate descriptions they have applied

to their gusty deity, who by this time must

be getting somewhat suspicious and dis-

trustful "f his devotees.

Who has not, in this sanitary age, met with

that heaven-inspired genius, the discoverer

of "the only perfect" method of ventilation?

Alas! we all know him hut too well; he is

like the poor, and is especially rampant on

school committees — his happy hunting-

ground. Staffordshire would appear to

be no exception to the rule in this con-

nection when it evolved from the recesses of

its intelligence that boisterous, blustering

god of the winds and presiding deity of

through - draught, cross - ventilation, later,

when they discovered its illimitable capabiU-
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ties as a draught-producer, rechristened "the

blizzard.'
They might, perhaps, have been indulgently

forgiven for so fondly looUing upon their

"ugly duckling" as a swan of the whitest

feather, that being a not unusual parental

illusion; but though it may be very pleasing

to the worthy folks who gave it birth, that

cannot be accepted as a valid excuse for the

Herod-like massacre of the innocents involved

by its adoption, and for which they assuredly

must, and shall, be held accountable.

When, i:i an evil hour for schoolchildren,

they conceived the in(]ni3itorial idea of

roasting them in a highly-heated atmosphere
below breathing - level, and freezing them
wilh a deluge of icy-cold air from abo\e in

the form of through-draught and down-
draught, which tliey now admit it consists of,

we are paternally advised to bear it "until

the maximum poiiit of endurance is reached,"
and not to mind "earaches" or "pains in the

body " resultant from its action, as these

were all for onr good, if we only knew it

—

from all of which it would appear that, after

a winter course of "the blizzard," not even
death itself would have any further terrors

;

but, on the contrary, might be looked upon
as a happy release.

These Staffordshire Aerials have laid a veij

heavy cross indeed on the shoulders of their

shi\ering victims, and one can onlj' hope, for

their (the victims) sad sakes, that there is

some truth in the consolatory saying that "the
back is made to bear the burden." If this

is really so, then compassionate Nature must
of a surety have had "the blizzard " in \iew
when she made that wise and merciful pro-

vision.

When that gaunt and sinister spectre,
through-draught, stalks through the tempest-
torn, blizzard-blown classrooms on its pale
path of pain, withering with its icy breath
all within its touch, and, like some hideous
ghoul, battening on the shuddering forms of

the young, it would be a righteous judgment
on those benign beings who called that dread
and grizzly thing from the howling wastes to

make our halls of light and learning cold
caverns of the wind, if they themselves were
enchained therein. Certainly no greater
punishment could be desired for them.
We have had many extraordinary systems ( ?)

of ventilation inHieted upon us by the
"fresh-air-at any-price enthusiasts," each of

which, as with tliis one, we were portentonsly
assured was "the last word in ventilation."
"The blizzard" is certainly "the limit," and
stands absolutely without a rival as a con-
crete example of pure and unadulterated,
cold-lilooded " frightfulness."

Everyone, of course, recognises the value
of fresh air and the dangers of foul air; but
to attempt to deal with these elements in such
an extreme, unreasoning, and crudely drastic
fashion is only to convert the remedy into
a greater curse than the evil, and prove an
injury instead of a benefit— excepting,
perhaps, to doctors, undertakers, and other
kindred interests; and if there is any grati-
tude in those professions at all, they" should
certainly subscribe, out of their gains, for
memorial-tablets to be placed on the schools,
or sepulchres, in which that ruthless "baby-
killer," "the blizzard," has been installed.
We are informed by its supporters, with

ghoulish glee, that tiie mentally defective
were the first on which it was perpetrated.
This shows what a very great amount of
caution was considered necessary for that
critical occasion—on the principle,' doubtless,
of self-preservation being the first law of
nature. Therein they acted wisely and dis-
creetly, for if it had been rashly tried on
others able to defend themselves, it would
not have been difficult to guess what, at the
inquest, the verdict would have been.
As a suggestion has been made that "the

blizzard" is a device of the Kngenists to
eliminate the weaklings, does not this, if

true, afford a lonis standi for the interven-
tion of the Society for the Protection of
Children from Cruelty?- tliat is, if this par-
ticular form of child-murder is not, in these
advanced days, looked upon as legal, if not,
indeed, eommeudahle. If that is the vwlif
of the Engenists, they have certainly got a
safe and sure instrument of "removal" in
"the blizzard."

Though it may be very disappoiiiiing, if

not indeed mortifying, to these latter-day

regenerators of the human race— w'ho seem-

ingly desire to improve us oft the face of the

earth—to know that they are not really the

originators of that inquisitorial method of

child-torture, "the blizzard" (for which they
ought to be fervently thankful), there is no
bhnking the humiliating fact that it is of

hoary antiquity, and was much favoured by

the "troglodytes — but, we gather, in warm
weather only, these interesting ancestors of

ours being evidently not quite so witless, nor
so heartless, so far as their young were con-

cerned, as to resort to it in the winter, when,
like sensible people, they preferred to be
warm and comfortable and out of a cold

drauglit, the evils of which they doubtless

fully recognised and carefully avoided.

It has been reserved for their tw-entieth-

century descendants to commit the enormity
of employing it in the depths of winter; but
— mark this—on little children and the

mentally defective only, as they doubtless

take very good care not to practise it too

rigorously upon themseh'es.

It is a cold and bitter look-out indeed for

the hapless schoolchildren, hard-gripped in

the icy and relentless clutch of the "fresh-
air-at-any-price fanatic," devoid of either

bowels or mercy for his helpless victims.

As the crusade on behalf of the suffering

little ones is now, by "Caloric's" straight-

forward challenge, carried into the territory

of that "ugly bruiser of young children, ' the

blizzard,' " whose gloomy citadel of icy air,

walled with the frozen sighs of babes, is

doomed to fall, .surely, before this well-

merited fate overtakes it, its champions will

put up a figlit of some sort and refuse to -take

their dying god's defeat "lying down "? We,
of course, don't want any empty platitudes

about the value of fresh air—that is admitted
by everyone. W^e are now dealing solely with
the disadvantages of foul air and cold

draughts as represented by "the blizzard,''

or cross-ventilation, and the specific accus^i-

tioiis as formulated should be met— if they can
be, which remains to be seen ; but, if they are

not, then the discomfited and discredited

ehampions of a bad and a lost cause must for

ever quit the field and permit their erstwhile

victims, the helpless schoolchildren, to reap

the fruits of the happy victory over that cold,

cruel demon of the air. " the blizzard."

—

I am, etc., Crusadkr.

At Ayr, the new Young Men's Christian
.Association premises were opened on Monday.
They are centrallv situated at the lower end
of High-street, anj cost it7,180.

A proposed increase of powers of the Liver-

pool Corporation with regard to street improve
nitiita and the planning of new roads, in order
to keep pace witli private enterprise, together
witii the enlargement, owing to the excep
tionally high civic credit, of the ability to raise

money by means of bills, formed the subjects
of a Local Government Board inquiry held at

tlie municipal offices on Friday by Mr. R. C.

Maxwell, an inspector under the Board.

In the course of the renovation by H.M. Office

of Works of the Roman Pharos on the height
to the rear of and above Dover Castle, the
removal of some stonework, probably erecled
during the last two or three centuries, has
opened out a Roman sentry-box inside fhe
ancient tower. These renovations have aUo
been extended to the Colt on Tower, .ne of I he
Norman defences of the ca;^tle, and ihe lenio-. ,-il

of stonework has disclosed an eiitranre d-iorwny
to the tower and an oven where the troops in

Norman <lays did their cooking.

At the last meeting of the Stafford Town
Council the borough engineer, Mr, W. Plant,
A.MTnst.C.E., submitted a report on the
sclicme prepare<l by him for new sewage-
disposal works, fogefhcr with plans and a pro
visional estimate, amounting to £19,000. of tlu>

cost thereof. The report described tlie iristalla

fion of an experimental bacteriological filter at

tlie disposal-works, and stated that the results
obfaincd therefrom showed tliat the sewage
could be efficiently pnrifieil on bacteriological
linos. The report also <lescrihed the existing
sewage-disposal works, which have been in

operation for eighteen years. .After a long dis-

cussion the report was adopted, amendments
proposing the engagement of an expert and
visits to other recent sewage-disposal works
being rejected by large majorities.

(But minstrations.

THE NEW BUILDINGS, TRONGATE
IMPROVEMENT, GLASGOW CROSS.

SELECTED DESIGN.

This block of buildings, forming the City

Corporation Improvement Scheme, is about
to be carried out in the reconstruction of the

frontages in Trongate and High-street, Glas-

gow. The chosen design has been made to

harmonise with the Tolbooth Steeple, and
while a similar character architecturally has

been adopted for the warehouse premises,

the necessities of light and construction have
certainly been kept carefully in mind. The
side of the Steeple forthwith to be exposed
will be treated similarly to those already
previously open to view, both in respect to

wall surface and the corners of the tower.

The central portion of new frontage, which
is set out on the curve, has been recessed

above the ground-floor and also kept as low
as possible, so as not to detract from the

dominating effect of the Steeple. An open
port, acting as a flying-buttress, connects the,

Steepie with tiie main buiidiiig. As a feature

in the treatment of the design tliis is most
valuable, by associating the two structures in

a pleasing manner; also constrnctionally this

connection insures the stability of the fine

historic Tron Steeple. The new market-
cross to be joined also to this tower, while

satisfying the requirements of tlie competi-

tion, has cleverly been made to contribute
strength to the well known Steeple. It will

be seen from onr illustrations that a tradi-

tional type of market-cross has been
adopted, and as a matter of fact it is prac-

tically similar in area to the market-cross
at Edinburgh. .An important factor in the

competition was the question of the main-

tenance of the Steeple ; so that problem was
specially considered, and the adopted plan is

largely due to these considerations. We
give the developed elevation of the new
buildings, together with a section illustrating

their connection with the Tron Steeple and
market-cross. The plan shows the new
frontage-line by which the awkward angle is

to be removed, in accordance with the

decision of the City Improvement Depart-

ment, and the perspective view furnishes a

capital idea of the effect of the whole
alteration as now determined on. Mr.

•Jolin Keppie, E.R.I.B.A. (Messrs. Honey-
man and Keppie), of 257, West George-
>treet, is the architect. His design was

selected from among thirty-nine plans sub-

mitted in a recent competition. Mr.

-Alexander Noble Paterson, A,R,S.A.,

I'\R.I.B.A., of Glasgow, and Mr. A. B.

McDonald, M.I.C.E., the City Engineer,

acted as assessors. Their report described

this design, which they recommended for

adoption, as most satisfactory in regard to

adjacent buildings, and that the elevation

"complete in itself composes admirably

with the Cross Steeple, and that withoiif

sacrificing in the matter of lighting (he prac-

tical requirements of a shop and warehouse

building." The retention of the Steeple in its

new isolated position is effected in a sound

manner structurally with excellent architec-

tural effect and successfully handled in ri

traditional stvle. The cost will be about

.£28,512.

CHURCH OF ST. MICHAEL AND ALL
ANGELS, BEACONSFIELD, BUCKS.

Tlie foundation stone of the above new

church was laid during November by Ike

Bishop of Buckingham. The plan of tlic

church is in the main cruciform in shape-

with a broad nave 77ft. 6in. in length, with

aisles and single transepts placed north and

south, and a chancel 3,")ft. Gin. in length and

22ft. wide. .A chapel is placed on the

southern side, and the organ-chamber, good

sized vestries, and lavatories are on the nortli

side of the chancel, passages being arrnnge'l,

lor returning communicants on either sinCj

of the cluuicel. The nave is diyidedj

into five bavs, the columns being enricheij

bv twustod "cavetto mouldings and carvccj

ornaments. The roof is of open-timbe
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TUBERCULOSIS DISPENSARY, SIMS STREET AND TENTER STREET,
Mr. F. E. R. Edwards, F.R.I.B.A., City Architect.

5ECTI0M C
SHEFF'IELD.

constnietion, wliile tliat in tlie cliancel
i'5 of iKirrel form. The iiRve-door .slopes

Hill, from west to east. A lofty arcli.

risini,' nearly the whole height of the
cliiirch. divides tlio nave from the cliancel.

At the springing of this arch is placed a

rood-beam, upon which is erected a carved
rood. The cast window is comparatively
small, and is placed high in the eastern gable
so as to give as much space as possible above
tlic altar, which is itself raised nine steps
above the nave-floor level. The side chapel
is conveniently situated, so that the south
transept forms a sort of e.xtra nave to the
cliapel, giving a total chapel accommodation

CmecH OF 5^ Michael ahd All Aho&ls
Bk<pwshb.d Bucks

designs of Mr. G. H. Fellowes Prynne,
F.IiJ.B.A., of G, Queen Anne's Gate, West-
minster, S.W.

WROUGHT! RON RAILINGS AND
BALUSTRADE TO EXTERNAL
STAIRS DONIBRISTLE MANSION,
FIFE, N.B.

These famous terrace stairs form the

approach to Donibristle Mansion, a seat of

the Earls of Moray overlooking the river

Forth, a mile or two distant to the east of

the great Forth Bridge. The balusters to

the stairway are con^posed of rectangular

panels consisting of two twisted vertical

ST. MICHAEL'S CHURCH, BEACONSFIELD.

Mr. H. Fellowes Prynne, F.R.I.B.A., Architect

of sixty adults. The organ faces towards the 1 bars and a cpiatrefoil with scrolled top. 'I'he

chancel and the north transept, and so will
be heard to full advantage. A small bap-
tistery is formed at the west end of the north
aisle. The total accommodation of the
whole church will be for G47 adults. The
church is being carried out by Messrs.
Franklin, Ltd., of Deddington, from the

newels are square, with mouhled concave caps

surmounted by ball terininals. The central

panel over the garden alco\e bears the mono-
gram of "A. C. M." below a coronet. The
b.iliisters to the terrace are of vertical bars,

every alternate one bearing two scrolls with

arrow-headed dog-bars between on top of

bottom rail. The square pilasters are sur-

mounted with tulip flowers and buds. Others
terminate with aloes, and placed at intervals,

greatly increasing the diversity and charm of

the design. The presence of arrow-pointed

dog bars furnishes some evidence against the

tradition as to the work being Flemish in

origin, because these particular features are

distinctive of early eighteenth-century

Scottish ironwork. The monogram is that

of Anne Countess of Moray, temp. Wil-

liam III. We are indebted to Mr. J. Scott

Lavvson for the loan of this excellent mea-
sured drawing, which includes a plan of this

stairway. He has lent us another, of the

wronght-iron arched gateway at Donibristle,

which we shall publish next week.

TUBERCULOSIS DISPENSARY,
SHEFFIELD.

These illustrations are reproduced from
the working drawings lent us by the City

.•\rehitect, Mr. F. E. Pearce Edwards,
F.R.I.B.A,, Sheffield. This tuberculosis dis-

pensary is one of the first buildings of its

kind to be erected in this country. We give

three elevations, tw'O plans, and a section.

The premises forms part of the local scheme
for the treatment of tuberculosis initiated in

the city some years ago, and the building

will replace soiue present temporary quarters

used for consultation and tuberculin treat-

ment, a work which has considerably out-

grown the existing accommodation. Fire-

places and radiators are employed for heat-

ing. The site of the dispensary is situate in

Sims-street and Tenter-street, Sheffield. The
walls are of brick.

The modern parish church at Highfield,

Southampton, is being enlarged by an extension

westwards of the nave, providing 300 additional

seats. The cost will be about £3.500. The
church, a good example of modern work in the

ISth-Century style, with broach spire on the

south side, at tlie junction of nave and chancel.

was built sixty years since from the designs of

the late Raphael Brandon. The present scheme
was designeil by the late Mr. John Oldrid Scott,

F.S A., and is beins carried out under the direc-

tion of his son. Mr. C. M. Ohlrid Scott. The
builders, wlio began operations in .July last and
expect to complete their contract in June, are

Messrs. Bowman, of Bournemouth.
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(Bngiiumng Bolts.

THE HARDIXGE BRIDGE AT SARA.—
The bridge over the Lower Ganges at Sara

—

t]ie second largest ever constructed by Eng-
lish engineers—was opened ofEciallT by the

Viceroy on Thursday last. The bridge,

which, including laud approaches, is fifteen

miles in length, connects the lines of the
Eastern Bengal Railway south of the River
Ganges with those t« the north. The survey
was begun in 19Ci8 and the preliminary work
'-flowed in the season 1909-10. This consisted

.he construction of guide banks on either

e of the river, extending from 3.090ft.

:ve the bridge to 1.000ft. below. The
dge. which has a total length of 5.900ft.,

sists of fifteen main spans and six land
ms. The total cost has been £3,176,000.

COMPETITIONS.
OAKEXGATES.—The Higher Education

Department of the Salop Cotinty Council
held a competition for the Ciakengates
Technical Institute, and invited a limited
number of school architects to submit
desigrjs under the revised rules of the Board
of Education. These designs were forwarded

the Board of Education to assess, and
;r selection was the design of Mr. Herbert

H. Brown, F.R.I.B.A., architect, of 20,

Brazen nose-street. Manchester, who has
already carried out several large schools in

the county, the designs of which have been
illustrated from time to time in our pages.
Mr. Brown has now been appointed architect
for this work, and promises to let us illus-

:e his designs at an early date.

'.Herman RAdcliff, of Liverpool, has left a
-acT of £5.009 tiO Liverpool Cathedral building

A Belgian Peasant Girl.' by Mr. 'WJiliam
iug, has been acquired by the Manchester
poraiioD.

-lie Derby Board of Guardians have decided
'uild a new workhouse infirmarv at an esti-

j^oted outlay of £35,000.

_ The Dean and Chapter of Canterbury
'-bedral have consented to the remains of the

flags of H.M.S. Kent, which sank the
rijberg off the Falkland Islands, being hnns

in Canterbury Cathedral.

A movement is on foot to induce the City
Corporation to preserve for all time the eicei-
lent view of the Church of St. Bartholomew-
I'.e-Great now obtainable through the demolition

he old houses in Cloth Fair?

"he temporaTT appointment of Mr. Edgar J.
ar, F.R.I.B.A., of Pharre-street, Bangoon,
been made, in the room of the late Mr. H.
:n Morris, F.S.I.B.A., as consulting engineer

: he Government of Burma.

. he death is announced of Mr. Richard
;r, surveyor to the Launceston Rural
•rict Council. Deceased, who was siity-

- r rears of age. had been ill several weeks.
son William had just been elected assistant

.: -uty surveyor for the eastern part of Corn-
waii, under the Cornwall County Council, whilst
his other son. Sydney, who lives at Bovey
Tracey. is surveyor under the Newton Abbot
R-ural District Council.

The Royal Ir,?iit-jte of British Architects has
compiled a lecr] of the members of ihe archi-
tectural prrr'isii.zn who have joined various
branches of the Imperial Forces. The list.
•Lich includes members of the Royal Institute
of Briush Architects and its nineteen allied
provincial societies of the Architectural Asso-
cjalion and of the Society of Architects, and
students of the various schools of architecture
recognised by the Royal Institate. now contains
more than 1.300 names, and the number is
being increased every day.

Mr. H. R. Hooper, M.Inst.C E.. held a Local
Government Board inquiry at Goole on Friday
last into the application of the urban council
for power to borrow £13 000 in order to erect
a new coal-carbonising plant on the site of the
present gasworks. Mr Fazakerley. the manager
of the gasworks, stated that the tender "of
Messrs. Leach. Goodall. and Co.. of Leeds, had
been provisional!- accepted- The present gas-
works which were purchased in 1894. bad
recentlT been worked at their full capacitv. and
ere out of date.

iBmlDinq Intrlliarnrr.

KARACHI.—A new administrative office

is now in the course of construction for the
Port Trust in the growing city of Karachi.
The building is circular an plan. The
eiterior is treated in a broad Renaissance
manner, the ground floor being strengthened
with channelled masonry; and the two
upper floors are grouped in one, with
panelled piers carrying the architrave,
fiueze, and cornice. Accommodation is pro-
vided for the Board of Trustees, the chair-
man, the engineers, the secretary, the super-
intendents, export, and import, and the
wharf superintendent, together with their
respective staffs. The design is by Mr.
George Wittet. L.R.I.B.A., the Consulting
Architect to the Government of Bombay,
who has supplied all the plans and estimates.
The dome over the main entrance is to be
of reinforced concrete, as also are all floors,
beams, and partition-walls. An electric lift

will be provided, and electric lights and fans
are to be fitted throughout. A two-storied
motor-garage for six ears is being erected in
the rear of the main building. The estimated
cost was about Rs.4.70.000; but, owing to
the enhanced cost of materials and other
causes, this will probablr be exceeded bj
Rs.1,00,000.

SEAHAM.—Twelve aged miners' homes
erected at New Seaham under the auspices
of the Durham Aged Mineworkers" Homes
Association were formally opened on Satur-
day afternoon. The homes face Stockton-
road. Each cottage contains a bedroom 14ft.
by 14ft.. and a living-room 14ft. by 13ft. 6in.,
together with entranoe-hall, scullery, pantry,
ete., and there is a small garden in front and
a large kitchen-garden in the rear. The
buildings are of one story, and the
approximate cost, for erection only, has been
£2.100. Councillor J. W. Claxton, J.P.,
M.S.A., of the Londonderry offices, Seahari
Harbour, was the architect ; Messrs. John
Clark and Son, New Seaham, the con-
tractors; nnd Mr. W. Tumbull, foreman
mason at Seaham Colliery, was clerk of
works.

The death is announced of Alderman Leonard
Price. J. P., builder and contractor, of Stoke-
on-Trent. Mr- Price, who was seventy-one years
of age, had been connected with the municipal
work of the Potteries for more than twenty
years.

Dunfermline Dean of Guild Court has
relegated plans for the erection of experimental
cottages by the Carnegie Dunfermline Trust.
Dean of Guild Irving 'remarked that to pass
the plans would be a retrograde instead of a

forward movement.

The Committee of the House of Commons
dealing with unopposed Bills has passed the
Bill empowering the Blyth Harbour Commis-
sioners to construct a toll-bridge over the River
Blyth. and ordered it for third reading. The
liridge will replace the existing ferry.

The Manchester City Council and the town
council of Middleton will pav to Mr. James
Diggle. C.E.. the sum of £S60 ito be equally
borne by the authorities! as a fee for preparing
a scheme of sewerage for Middleton which was
eventually abandoned in favour of handing over
the treatment and disposal of the sewage of

Middleton to the Manchester Corporation. The
town council of Middleton sealed at their last

meeting an agreement handing over the present
sewage-works to the Manchester Corporation.
Manchester is giving £10.000 for the considera-

tion. Middleton is also to he indemnified
against any action by the Mersey and Irwell

Joint Committee.

Ma3or Stewart held an inquiry, on behalf of

the Local Government Board, on Friday, into

the application of the Souihport Corporation
to borrow £9.000 for the development of the
lagoon Site, sometimes described as the one
black spot on the front at Southport. The
town clerk said that the council last summer
had before them a much greater scheme: but
they thought it would not be desirable to
proceed with it at present. The cost of the
whole scheme would be £30.000 or £35.000. The
£9 000 dealt only with one-third of the area
they proposed ultimately to put under develop-

ment. The corporation intended to spend this

spring from £750 to £1.000.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITAKT
MATTEKS.

'~'

HOUSING SCHEME AT HARTLEPOOL —
Mr. H. S. Stewart. A RIB. A., inspector to the
Local Government Board, held an inquiry at

Hartlepool on Friday last respecting the town
council's petition to the Local Government
Board, under the Houses of the Working
Classes Acts, for an order confirming an im-
provement scheme, and to authorise its execu-
tion. The scheme provides for the demolition
of a considerable area of property in the
Cleveland-street district with a view to the.
ultimate erection on the sites cleared of a
superior type of workmen's dwellings. The area
affected by the scheme comprises 8,500 square
yards, and the demolition of the property will

displace 92 families, numbering 290 persons. In
the existing property, in many cases two and
three families live in one house, at rents of
from 2s. 6d. to as. per week. The corporation
propose to remove the whole of the existing
buildings, to make and widen streets and
approaches, and to make other desirable im-
provements. The cost of the sehetne is esti-

mated at £15.000. including £4.209 for the
acquirement of land and buildings, and £8.000
for the erection of new buildings. In addition
to the scheme for the reconstntction of the
Cleveland-street area, the corporation are carry-
ing out a similar work in Brougham and
Durham streets, part of the same district, at a

cost of £8.400.

Mr. J. K. Bowen. B.E., has been appointed
county surveyor to the Waterford County
Council.

Mr. Sutherland has been appointed as

engineer and surveyor to the Southgate Urban
District CounciL

The urban district council of Disshume have
adopted revised plans for working-class houses
prepared by Mr. W. J. Dunham. L.R,I.B..\.. of

Bank Plain. Norwich.

The new valuation roll for the city of Edin-
burgh just issued bv the burgh assessor shows
a total amount of £3,329.714. There is again a
satisfactory diminution in the gross value of

property standing unlet in the city.

The new junior boys' department of the
Gnoll Council Schools. Neath. Glam.. built at

a cost of £10.000, has been formally opened.
Mr. D. M. Jenkins, the borough engineer, was
the architect, and Messrs. D. Davies and Son.
of Cardiff, were the builders.

A reredos which has been erected in the
Church of SS. Mary and Eadburg at Lyminge
to the memory of Mr .John Howard. J-P.. D.L..
of Sibton Park, was dedicated by the Bishop of

Croydon on Tuesday in last week. The reredos
was designed by Mr. J. N. Comper, architect.

of London.

Mr. Aubrey Strahan. ScD.. F.R,?-. Director
of the Geological Survey of Great Britain and
of the Museum of Geology, is one of three
persons "of distinguished eminence in science.

hterature, the arts, or for public services."

elected on Tuesday by the comtnittee of the
.ithensptim Club under the provisions of Rule II.

The Misses Tadema have generously pre-

sented to the Ahna -Tadema Committee the
original marble bust of their father executed
bvthe late Onslow Ford. R.A.. together with

the pedestal, designed by Sir Lawrence himself.

The committee there fore propose that the funds
raised shall be entirely devoted to the second
purpose of the memorial—viz.. the purchase of

Sir Lawrence Alma - Tademas library, which
includes porifohos of drawings and studies by
his own hand, and also compiled memoranda
.md phoi02Taphs. The bust and library will be

presented to the Victoria and Albert Museum,
the Board of Education having intimated
through Sir C«cil &nith that the gifts will be
most gratefully accepted.

.4t the last meeting of the North Stafford-

shire Field Club, held at Stoke-on-Trent. Mr
Charles Masefield mentioned that in his paper
on "The Monumental Brasses of Staffordshire."

published in the ""Transactions" for 1913. he
referred to the very unsatisfactory state in

which four of them were. An appeal was issued

by the council for funds to effect their pre-

servation. These funds were forthcoming, and
the work was entrusted to Messrs. Gawthorp
and Sons, of London. The brasses which have
been thus restored are: Norbury, 1360. Lady
Hawys Botiller: Clifton Campville, c. 1360, un-

known lady (in this case the brass has beeii

relaid in its original matrix, and a facsimile of

the interesting reverse side made and given to

the church!
;" Audlev. 1SS3. Sir Thomas de

Audlev: and .\udleT,]628. William Abnet
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LBOAIi INTELLIGENCE.
JOHN CATHLESS HILL'S BANKRDPTCT.-

At the Bankruptcy-court, on March 4, the dis-

charge was suspended for two years of John
Cathless Hill, builder, Archway-road. Holloway,
N., who was adjudged bankrupt in May, 1912. It

was reported by the Official Receiver that the

Trustee in Bankruptcy estimated that the total

unsecured indebtedness would amount to

£192.318. Moreover, he was of the opinion that

not more than £2,705 would be realised from
assets, consisting principally of equities of re-

demption in house properties, and valued by the
bankrupt at £217,957. No divided was likely to

be paid. The bankrupt, who since March, 1910,

had been a member of the L.C.C., was before

1881 a journeyman carpenter.

FORM IV. AGAIN.—SUCCESSFUL APPEAL.
—Foran and Cartwright v. the Attorney-
General (before the Master of the Rolls, Lord
Justice Phillimore, and Mr. Justice Joyce).

—

Their Lordships last Friday delivered a con-

sidered judgment in this case upon the appeal
of the plaintiffs from a judgment of Mr. Justice
Warrington, dismissing the action brought by
them against the Attorney-General, in which
they asked for a declaration that they were, as

trustees of a property known as Appleton Farm,
near Dover, entitled to make a return in respect
of that property both as regarded minerals and
surface. It appeared that in 1910 the farm was
let to a man named Prebble, but the minerals
were reserved to the lessors, and were not com-
prised in any mining lease. On September 12,

1910, the solicitors to the trustees were served
with a notice to make a return on Form IV.
within thirty days. They made a return of the
surface value. In 1910 the farm and minerals
were sold to the Deal and Walmer Coalfields,

Ltd., for £5,500. Thereupon the trustees
claimed to have the sit© value of the minerals
as on April 30, 1909, assessed at a substantial
figure. This was refused by the Inland Revenue,
and Mr. Justice Warrington refused to make the
declaration the plaintiffs asked for. and dis-

missed the action with costs. Hence the present
appeal of the plaintiffs.—Mr. Justice Joyce, who
delivered the judgment of the Court, said that
in their Lordships' opinion the copy of Form IV.
.supplied to or served on the appellants was not a
proper or intelligible mode of requiring a return
of particulars respecting minerals, and certainly
did not treat tliem (as the Commissioners were
bound to do) as a separate parcel of land. Bv
ninety-nine out of one hundred people it would
not have been understood as a notice to furnish
a return in respect of unworked minerals. It
would, indeed, require not merely a lawyer, but
one of exceptional ability and caution, to under-
stand the relevance of Form IV. and the docu-
ments accompanying it to unworked minerals,
and they did not hesitate to conclude that the
return made by the appellants on Form IV. with
respect to their lands was not the return of the
owner referred to in Section 23, .Sub-section 2.

In fact, there had not at present been anv such
return in the present case, nor any sufficient or
valid notice from the Commissioners requiring
such return. Appellants were entitled with
respect to unworked minerals to make a return
upon the proper form, in pursuance of proper
notice from the Commissioners, and to have a
separate provisional valuation of the minerals in

question. When that had been done they were
not aware of anything precluding the appellants
from havin? a substituted capital value pursuant
to Clause 23, Sub-sections 1-4, and Clauses 2 and 3

amended by the Revenue Act of 1911. Section 2.

Tlie result was that the order of the Court below
must be discharged, and there must be a declara-
tion that the Commissioners were not entitled
to treat the, return made by the appellants on
Form IV. as the return referred to in Clause 23.

Sub-section 2, and a declaration that the appel-

lants were entitled to have a provisional valua-
tion of the unworked minerals as a separate
parcel of land. The appeal was, therefore,
allowed.

DISPUTE OVER ARCHITECT'S FEES FOR
WORK AND PLANS.—An architect's motion to
set aside a Registrar's adverse decision upon his

claim to fees for plans and negotiations for the
biiilding of a cinema theatre at Sydenham came
before Mr. Justice Astbury. takins company
winding-up business, in the Chancery Division.
The motion was to <lischarge the Registrar's
order in the matter of the Sydenham New
Theatre Co.. Ltd. Mr. Simmons represented
the architect: Mr. Ashlon Cross anpearerl for

the company. The company was formed, Mr.
Cross stated, to build a cinema theatre. No
theatre was built, and upon that fact the archi-

tect's claim turned. Tlie company was woutkI
up voluntarily, a voluntary liquidator bcinc
annointed. It fell to him. first of all. to deal

with the architect's claim, which was for half-

commission, as the plans were not used, atid

for other work done. Then the matter went
before Mr. Justice Neville. It appeared that

undoubtedly an agreement had been made by
which the architect was to receive a certain

total sum in settlement; but before tliat sum
was paid, the architect withdrew his assent from
the agreement. The dispute coming before Mr.

Justice Neville at this stage, Mr. Justice Neville

found the architect was no longer bouiul by the

agreement, and it was open to him to sue for

a "quantum meruit." That he proceeded to sue

for. His claim was that he had prepared plans,

made arrangements in respect of party-walls,

done work to secure the consent of the county
council, and generally undertaken business

which involved a large amount of docimieutary

matter. The liquidator desired to see the

papers. Some he got from the company and
other sources. The architect had already

received a hundred guineas. He was now claim

ing a further £147. The inq\iiry was conipli

cated, and the liquidator felt himself obliged

to call in an architect—a skilled man— to assist

him with the papers. The liquidator awarded
£100 out of the claim of £147, and the architect

then asked that the decision of the liquidator

should be set aside and his claim paid in full.

Everything turned on the requirement to

examine documents, and the contention raised

the important question where the documents
should be seen. The architect preferred they

should not go out of his office. That was the

position he was contending for. The discussion

before the Registrar turned on the two
questions: (1) Are the books and papers to be
produced by the architect? (2) If so, where?—
His Lordship: And the order is that he shall

produce his documents to the liquidator.— Mr.
Ashton Cross: The architect maintains: "I am
not bound to produce my papers. If you can
see them, it must be at my office." The
liquidator replied that he must have them where
lie could go through them. There was clear

legal authority for saying it was the duty of

a claimant to produce his papers. The Registrar

decided that the architect must submit his plans,

specifications, and papers to the liquidator to

enable him to adjudicate upon the claim.—His
Lordship observed that the order of the Court
had been that the architect was to prove a
"quantum meruit." The architect issued a
summons before the Registrar when the
liquidator rejected his proof for £147, and
eventually the claim got up to £187. Tlie

Judge added: It is time this matter was settled

soon, or there is no knowing what it will grow
to. Why should not the architect give up the
documents and prove his claim?—Mr. Simmons
said he wished to do so. but he also wished for

the opportunity to produce evidence.—His Lord-
ship: "The proper form is to ha\'e it struck out
if you are not willing to let the liquidator have
the documents on which you base your claim.

This is going into great expense. Cannot you
agree to something—split the difference between
the £140 and the £187? I think both sides

are probably considerably to blame. You see,

the liquidator has already adjudicated on the
claim by rejecting it. — Finally counsel con-

suited, at his Lordship's suggestion, and it was
agreed that the order should be rescinded by
consent. The architect and the liquidator
agreed to appear before the Registrar, the
architect undertaking to submit the plans,

papers, and specifications on which his claim
was based, and have the matter decided in the

presence of an architect on either side. All

costs were to be in the discretion of the
Registrar.

THE VENTILATION OF OFFICES.—In the
King's Bench Division, on Tuesday, Mr. Justice

Low and a special jury heard a case in which
a clerk named John R. Colby sued a firm of

druggists in Pall Mall East—Messr.s. Hooper,
Struve, and Co., Ltd. — for personal injuries

(viz., the contracting of phthisis) arising, as

he alleged, from their negligence. Plaintiff

stated that he entered the defendants' service

as a clerk in November, 1906, when 16 years

of age. In the same room as the jilaiiitift' there

were employed the secretary of the defendants
(H. E. Robbins, who suffered from phthisis) and
two other clerks. The room, according to the

plaintiff's case, was of a size unsuitable to

accommodate four persons. In October, 1909,

the secretary became ill with phthisis. Plaintiff

contracted phthisis in October, 1910. with the
result that since May, 1911, he had been in-

capable of doing any work. He called evidence
to show that Mr. Robbins was in the habit of

spitting on the floor, and used the telephone

and speaking-tube, and that these instruments
and the office were not disinfected.—For the

defence. Sir John Collie, medical examiner to

the London County Council and Metropolitan
Water Board, deposed that the defendants'

premises in Pall Mall were very light and well

ventilated. His evidence was corroborated by
Mr. Francis John Allen, medical officer to the

City of Westminster. — Mr. Justice Low, in

summing xip, said on the evidence there was
no shadow of foundation for saying that the

rooms in which the plaintift" was employed were
unsuitable. — The jury found a verdict for

the defendants, and judgment was entered

accordingly.

BUILDER'S APPEAL FAILS —HOLDING v.

RANKS.—On Friday, the 4th inst,, the Court
of Appeal (the Lord Chief Justice and Lords.

Justices Swinfen Eady and Bray) heard the

appeal of Mr. John Joseph Holding, builder, of

Willesden, from a judgment of Mr. Justice

Sankey in the King's Bench Division. This was
Mr. Holding's second appeal, the Court in the

first instance (the Lord Chief Justice and Lords-

Justices Kennedy and Swinfen Eady) having

ordered a retrial of his action on the ground
that Lord Justice (then Mr. Justice) Phillimore

had misdirected himself on the law. (See report

in our issue of March 13, 1914, p. 383.) Tlie

defendants were Messrs. B. J. S. Banks and
F. S. Banks, and the plaintiff claimed damages
for work done and materials supplied, and also

sought to recover money due on a certificate.

Mr. Holding, who appeared in person, said he

claimed £385 and interest until payment of

debt in respect of an architect's certificate for

building-work done on the defendants' behalf,

and £356 for other work done and material

supplied in connection with a building

contract. Both Mr. Justice Phillimore in the

first trial, and Mr. Justice Sankey in

the second, had entered judgment for the

defendants: but in the last trial plaintiff was

awarded £5 damages for illegal trespass on the

part of the defendants. Mr. Holding argued

that the Judge had gone wrong on the tacts,

and that he (the plaintiff) should have judge-

ment.—Mr. Shakspeare, for the respondents to

the appeal, said the dispute arose out of a con-

tract by the plaintiff to build houses and shops

for the defendants at Willesden. From the

summing-up of Mr. Justice Sankey it appeared

that Mr. Holding, in addition to claiming sums

already mentioned on a certificate, and for

work done and plans and materials supplied,

asked for damages for an alleged wrongful

trespass on the building site and premises by

the dfefendants. Messrs. Banks denied liability,

and they counterclaimed for damages incurred,

they said, because work done was not up to the

contract. The Judge, however, non- suited

the plaintiff on his first two heads of claim,

and gave him £5 for the wrongful trespass,

holding that the defendants had been guilty of

a technical offence. The defendants, said

counsel, alleged that the certificate was

obtained by fraud, and the judgment of Mr.

Justice Sankey upheld that. — In reply, Mr.

Holding said the work done was valued by

independent surveyors at £738 and £740 re.

spectively. The evidence showed that £385 wa5

due to him on the certificate. Ho admitted he

did not proceed with the work, but that was

because defendants' plans were wrong.—The
Court dismissed the appeal, with costs, the Lord

Chief Justice remarking that the decision of the

Judge was on the facts, and the (^ourt saw no

reason for interfering with the decision.

Reports on housing and town planning

schemes in Dundee were brought under notice

at a meeting of the town council on Friday,

and a long debate took place on a motion that

the reports be accepted. By 17 votes to 2 the

council decided that consideration of the reports

should be delayed until the close of the war.

At Monday's meeting of Walsall Town Couticil

a long discussion occurred on a recomuicndatioii

of the gas committee that a tender be acccptcii

for the construction at the Pleck gasworks of

twenty vertical retorts for £18,521. the cost to

be defrayed as far as possible out of the gas

works reserve fund. The committee reported

the additions to plant as urgently needed, ami

as Involving a saving of from £3.000 to £4,0011

a year; but by 19 votes to 9 it was decided to

postpone the provision of more retorts for twelve

months.

Mr. H. B. Sewell. district coroner, has heM

an inquest at Bexley Heath touching the death

of Mary Ann West, aged sixteen, who had been

employed in doping aeroplane-wings at Messrs.

Vickcrs' works at Crayford, and who died after

complaining of a relaxed throat. James Peters,

manager of the aeroplane department, stated

that three kinds of ventilating machinery had

been installed, and Dr. Willcox, of the Home

Office, had said that the ventilation could not

now be improved. Dr. Donkin. of Bexley.

stated that death was caused by tlic fumes ot

the tetrachlor ethane contained in the dope

The jury returned a verdict to the effect that,

dece.ased died from poisoning due to the fnnie'l

of the dope used by her in the course of herj

I work.
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REI'LIES.

[13139.] — FACTORY CHUmEY. — lu reply to
" E. C* I lierewith give particulars of chimney (built

nnder my supervision) which I triiet will be of some
assistance. Tlie said chimney was built on a similar

waterlotrged base as stated in (juestion. Assuming that

the LTouud lielow tlie gravel-Ijed is known to be sound.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
XIMiJER FOR THE WAR OFFICE.—On

Thursday, March 4, Mr. W. Young (L., Perth-
shire, East) raised once niore the question of the
contract made with Mr. Meyer for the purchase
of timber for the War Office. It was, in his

opinion, a bad business blunder, and he warned
the Government that if they did not terminate
the arrangement they would incur odium in the
country.—Mr. Booth i^L., Pontefract) invited Mr.
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then build on concrete beci, as shown in sketch. If

said ground is uncertain in its stability, then provide
raft composed of good second-hand Oammell steel rail-

way metals, to receive concrete bed.—James liromley,

Rotbwell Estate Office, Miller-arcade. Preston, Lanes.

[13139.]—FACTORY CHIMNEY.—I ebould not like

to answer this query witliout much more information
than c|ueriftt gives, especially as regards the last part. On
Pec. 4, 1011. Mr. Henry Adams read a paper before the
Society of Engineers, of which an abstract appeared in

this journal of Dec. 8, 1911. In an appendix, Mr. Adams
gave detailed calculations, and a design for a chimney
150ft. high and 4ft. 3in. internal diameter, including tlie

concrete base, and means for protection from lightning.
I expect the paper was given fully in the Transactions
of the Society of Engineers for that year.—Kappa.

An urgent need exists in Mansfield for the
provision of workmen's houses to be let at a

low rental, and the corporation propose to build

forty houses, twenty of which will be let at

4s. 6d. a week, and twenty at 5s. A site hns

been secured in a field on Baimi's-lane. and Ihc

scheme is estimated to cost about i;7,40O:

.-te.OOO for the houses. £425 for st reet-works. and
i;975 for land.

3' /
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Harold Baker to justify his assertion in a

previous debate that a section of the timber

trade were obviously trying to squeeze the

Government, in regard to which a strongly-

worded resolution of protest and denial had been
passed by the Timber Trades Federation.— Mr.

Bock (Junior Lord of the Treasury) said the

B^irst Commissioner of Works {Lord Emmott)
had requested him to read an authoritative

statement on l>ehalf of the Office. He read a

long statement as to the circumstances in which
Mr. Meyer was appointed, in which it was
emphasised that all the transactions undertaken
by Mr. Meyer, with the exception of purchases,

were outside the purview of an ordinary agent

buying on commission. The First Commissioner
was not informed of the details at the outset;

but he had since made inquiries, and had not

the least doubt that a very great saving of

public money had been effected. So far from
apologising for it as a business transaction, the

Office of Works maintained that the nation had
been well .served, and that it hnd effected a great
saviri'j:. Jlr. Meyer fuly and freely accepted the

position lliat in view of the magnitude of the

transactions some new arrangement was neces-

sary, and had placed himself unreservedly in

the hands of the First Commissioner. The
matter was being considered, and it was hoped
that terms of rearrangement would be made at

an early date. The First Commissioner did not
agree that the Office of Works would have been
justified in taking the easy course of accepting
the lowest tender when they believed they could
buy more cheaply by adopting the present
method. Because they had the courage to adopt
what the First Commissioner thought was a
better method, the Office had been denounced by
men who had not the material facts before them.
He (Mr. Beck) thought the House would admit
thit this was a frank and open statement, only
possible during a political truce. The Office of

Works had taken it for granted that hon.
members were actuated solely by a desire for

the public good, and they could not believe that
any member would raise the question for the
sakn of personal advertisement or personal
annoyance to tlie Government. (Sir H. Dalziel
(ironically): "Thank you.") He maintained that
the transaction was defensible in every way, and
it would be a great injustice and a detriment to

the public service if Mr. Meyer were cashiered,
as some members desired. Since the commence-
ment of this agitation the Office of Works had
received many letters, sent quite spontaneously,
commending the transaction. One correspondent
was of opinion that the country had been saved
at least £80.000.— Blr. Bonar"Law (Leader of

the Opposition) said the question whether or not
the country had got good value for its money
rt'as not the only question. There was another
questiou^namely, whether tlie transaction was
entered into by the Office of Works with the
ordinary care and circumspection which one had
a right to expect in a transaction of this kind.
He did not agree to a great deal of the criticism
that had been directed against the Government,
and was inclined to say that the method
adopted by the Government of employing one
agent was the best method in the circumstances.
To that extent he approved of what the Govern-
ment had done; but that had to be qualified,
because at the same time thev employed one
agent they sent out inquiries all over the place,
and that would tend to raise prices. He was
bound to say that, looking at the transaction
to see whether it was one that an ordinary
reasonable business man would make, it was
impossible that anyone could defend what w:is

done by tlie Government. He thought the
Department liad admitted that it was done too
hastily. That was all tlie House had a right
to expect the Government to admit. Never had
a commission been paid to such a large extent,
and some limit ought to have been put on it

at the very beginning. Tlie fact that no limit

was imposed was a proof^of the \inbusinesslikc
character of the bargain. He assumed that Mr,
Meyer had acted honourably, and had done good
service, because he had no reason to take any
otlier view. The whole trouble had arisen
becan=;e the Government Iiad not realised tli.it

special training was required to deal with
immense transactions of this kind, and they had
not utilised the business ability which was avail-

able to help them. That was his complaint. It

seemed a pretty hopeless business to expect to

get Government work done on ordinary business
lines. They would go on in the same old way.
anil when the war was over there wouM br-

an inquiry, which would show that there had
been an amount of extravagance which would
make all experience of previous wars seem
insignificant. After the Boer Wai he suggested
that the Government should hunt for the host

business man they couhl find, and put him in

the War Office to superintend and be re-

sponsible for everything that was boughtU
and sold. He considered that the Govcrn-r
ment should strengthen the staffs of theirl
departments by putting in business men|
who would give their services for the pHP
pose of saving the countrv monev. (Cheers.)-

Sir J. H. Dalziel (L . Kirkcaldy Buri^lis) comJ
plnined that lime after time when he had rnisecf
this question he had received evasive. shufflin^J
and misleading replies from the GovernmeAtI
upon who<;e part there had been an nbsoluteljT
intpntion.nl wniit of candour towards the Hoiisel
Who wns it who had cooked the list of 20(1 peoplfl
among whom tlie Government were said to haviT
mado inqiiiriesP The rieht hon. gentlemftif
went on lo rend from a letter from the Offico o|
Works to a timber firm, stating that it was 110

the intention of the Government to plice theid

orders wilh one morohnnt. As a mnttf>r of factj

some hours nfterwnrds they acluntlv nlnrrd tlieil

orders with ono m<^rchant —Mr. Acland (Secrcf

tary to the Treasury): Not one mnrcliniit. pnl
buyer.—Sir .T. H. Dalziel said he was surprispf
nt this sensitiveness of the youncr men on till

Trensurv Bench.

—

Wv. Acland : We don't wish \\
be bullied nitite so much. What we obiectcd tH_

wns the right hon. Erentleman's comment on tlii

letter.— Sir J. H. Dalziel: The hon. gentlema'

^.lA.
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will find quite enough to do to attend to iiis own
Department. We liave already bad two Under
Secretaries in this matter, and it is difficult to
know where to get the information from. It is

almost a case of pull Devil, pull baker.
(Laugliter.)— Sir R. Balfour (F,.. I'atrick) said
that his firm had been engaged during the last

twenty or thirty years in importing timber,
among other things. They had sold that timber
to various agents in London, Liverpool, and
Glasgow, and in every case the commission they
had paid was 2.J per cent. They had striven
many times to get a reduction of that charge,
but without success. These sales were of con-
siderable parcels to one buyer, so that no ex-
cessive amount of trouble fell to the agent. He
was strongly of opinion that tlie commission
which was being paid to Mr. I\Ieyer was a reason-
able one in all the circumstances.—Mr. H. Baker
said that it was true that on a former occasion
he had used the word "squeeze" in regard to
the attitude of the timber trade. It was
perhaps rather more forcible than the case
warranted. He was ready to withdraw the
words as a collective accusation against the trade
as a whole. But he did think that high and
excessive prices had been asked of the Govern-
ment. It was a mistake to suppose that the
War Office was still acting without considerable
and valuable advice on the part of business men
from the outside.—Mr. W. Young (Perthshire,
E., Min.), on Wednesday, asked the Parlia-
mentary

_
representative of the First Commis-

sioner of Works whether a new arrangement
for the purchase of timber for the requirements
of the War Office had now been considered or
completed, and, if so, what were its terms?

—

Mr. Beck (Essex, Saffron Waldent : Yes, sir.
The commission payable will be as announced up
to ±'600.000, and will be H per cent, from that
figure to a million.

TOWX - PLAXXIXG SCHEMES. - In the
House of Commons, on Friday l.Tst, Mr. Herbert
Samuel (President, Local Government Board),
in reply to Mr. Outhwaite, said the number of
town-planning schemes made by local authori-
ties, and finally approved by the Local Govern-
ment Board, was four.. Three other schemes
had been made by local authorities and sub-
mitted to the Board for approval, and the Board
had authorised ninety-one other schemes to be
prepared. It might roughly be estimated that
the area of land comprised in town-plannini^
schemes approved or in contemplation waS
equal to about half the area of land already
budt upon in England and Wales. He had
no information with respect to the number of
houses built or to be built in connection witli
these schemes. The schemes did not require
the erection of houses, but limite<l the number
of houses to be erected on particular areas
It rested with the owner of the land within the
area of the schemes to decide when buildinf
should take place, and, subject to the restric'^
tions referred to, what number or houses
should be erected.

The eight-and-fcrty little bronze statues which
siirrounded the monument to the patriots
Count Egmont and Count Horn in the Place
Iptit Sablon at Brussels have been appropriated
I y the invaders and sent to Germany.
Mr. J W. Gilbert, chairman of the Education

Committee ot the London County Council.
opened on Thursday evening in last week the
aension of Sir Walter St. John's School.

, , wn 1

"'"' "'" Pi'O^'de secondary education
I'-'i oJU boys.

At the annual meeting of the South Carolina
Association of Architects, held in Columbia, the
•''iiowing ollicers were elected: Mr. A W Todd
liarleston, president; Mr. J. D. Urouhart'-umbia, vice-president; Mr. J. H Sams'
"lumljia, secretary and treasurer. The asso-

';^iati.n endorsed the proposed State Licensing

.^n inquiry was held at the town-hall, Stoke-on-Trent, on Friday, by Mr. W. M. Criss, one

tJr\ 'TJT"''
,°f ""' ^"'^^ Government

i"ar,l, into the application of the town council- borrow sums of £950 for the purchase of aidtor the Pt.rpose of sewage-disposal at Trent
J.lo, and £590 for the purchase of land for arefnse-destructor at Tunstall.

..f^"the' Fre' "i-^'n^'^"''?
('atli^'Iral. Admiral

Fridn =. n''"' ^"*"' -^'"^I unveiled on

of alab,-^'""''',?"'""'''"
"'^^'"'I'O"- in a frame

Ple^ «^ r i'"-*'"'
memory of Admiral of the

crown L'i
?''-''

'f
'"™"""te<i by the naval

"n\ .":l"'? 'V'P'i"--
il--- F. W. Pomerov,

It s affile
'""•"''"'•'"I '"eral naval emblems.

memo?v J'a',° !'""«.»";, "exl to the tablet inmemory of Admiral Sir Edward Codrington

#nr (Bf^ct fabk.

The Miiall Committee of Inquiry wliicl"

i\lr. Herbert Samuel, i'resideiit of the Local
Goveriinieiit Board, has appointed "To con-

sider the law and regulations relating to the
uoustruclioii and use of road locomotives and
heavy motor-cars in Great Britain, and to

report what aineiidniouts, if any, are
desirable," includes several experts of high
distinction, iocluding Jlr. V. Jl, Clostwaite,
an engineering inspector to the Local
Government Board ; ilr. H, H. Humphreys,
technical adviser to the Xatioual Iractioii
Users and Manufacturers Association; Air.

1. E. Thornyeroft, managing director of

iMessrs, J. I. Tliornycroft and Co., and late

vice-president of the association just named
;

ilr. IL J. Lovegrove, who for many years has
been borough engineer to the Corporation of
llornsey, and recently surveyor to the late

local body of that district; and JMr. J. Wil-
iiiot. County Surveyor of Worcestershire,
Mr. E, Sliortt, K.C., M.P., is the chairman,
and Mr. II. .J. Simpson, of the Local Govern-
ment Board, is the clerk. We fear that until
after the war it will be impracticable to
legislate on so thorny and controversible a
subject, but it will be desirable that the
amendments needed in the law to render its

operation equitable a.s between road-users
and highway authorities should be threshed
out bj a trained body of men. A Joint
Select Committee to consider questions
relating to contributions by motor-omnibuses
to the cost of road maintenance is also con-
templated by the Government.
Professor J. B. Farmer. M.A., of the Im-

perial College of Science and Technology,
lias made for the Royal Borough Council
of Kensington a special report on the plant-
ing and culture of trees in London stree'ts.

Professor Farmer states that the trees most
suitable for planting in Metropolitan streets
are the plane, the tree of heaven, the Jersey
elm, and the Lombardy poplar. Other
varieties worth trying are the liine, the
single leaved ash, Botle's Poplar, and the
liink hybrid chestnut. The trees should be
planted, as far as possible, at equal distances
from one another, say from 50ft. to 60ft..
although narrow pyramidal trees might be a
little closer together. The trees in any one
street or road should be of one species only,
and as far as possible they should be kept
c\en in size, and be shaped on a uniform
.scliciiic. Whilst the plane is certain to coii-

tinno to ho the most thriving tree in London,
there is sonietliing to be said in favour of
avoiding monotony by the introduction of
other kinds of trees into the streets. The
plane stands pruning, and even the hardest
cutting back, better than almost any other
tree, e.xccpt perhaps the lime. It needs,
however, attention to prevent its naturally
vigorous development rendering it unsuitable
fur the area at its disposal. It also labours
under the suspicion of causing injury to the
respiratory organs of delicate people, owing
Id the hairs which are shed by the leaves as
they reach maturity, and still more to the
stiff bristles that e'.Tsily break off the ripe
fruits and so get carried into the air. Pro-
fessor Farmer, however, does not think the
ease against the tree, on this account, has
been really pro\ed, although in some foreign
towns it has fallen into disfavour. As a rule
the streets most suitable for trees are those
which run north and south. In streets
rnnniiig east and west the trees may become
a nuisance to the people who live on the side
of the road facing north.

" Eye-witnes.s " comments on the bonibard-
nieiit-resistiiig construction of many medifeval
buildings in Flanders, such as the" Templars'
Tower at Xieuport, and the churcli tower
of Messines. The latter is, he remarked,
in a more or less ruinous condition, ns a
result of the German bombardment four
months ago; great blocks of masonry have
been blown off it, the belfry has been shot
away, the interior is completely burnt out,
but the framework, though irregular in out-
line, and full of gaping holes," still stands
defiant amid tlic surrounding ruins. The

cluircli contained a very fine oak screen, in

the centre of which was a life-size plaster
crucifix. Wlicii the British evacuated the
place on the 31st of October, the German
shells had set alight to the woodwork, which
was completely burnt, and everything in the
church destroyed, with the sole exception of

the crucifix, which was not touched.

At the meeting on Friday of the Metro-
politan Water Board it was decided, on the
recommendation of the Law and Parlia-
mentary Committee, to withdraw from the
Board's Bill, which received first reading on
February 4 in the House of Commons,
clauses 48 and 49, as they would in all proba-
bility be regarded by the Government as
raising "questions of public controversy,"
which would prevent the measure from pro-
ceeding this session. Clause 48 sought to

provide, in effect, that if a consumer gave
notice of his iutentioii to discontinue ii

supply, or left his premises without giving
such notice, the Board might sever the com-
niunication-pipe. Clause 49 proposed to

authorise the Board to recover the expenses
where they had cut off the supply in conse-
quence of "any default" on the part of the
owner or occupier, the repayment of such
expenses to the Board being made a con-
dition, precedent to the restoration of the
supply. These clauses were opposed by
certain of the borough councils on public-
health grounds. It was decided to give in-

structions for the withdrawal of the clauses
From the Bill. At the same meeting of the
Board it was agreed to add seven years to

the twenty-eight years of service completed
with the late East London Water Company
and with the Water Board in computing the
compensation allowance to be paid to Jlr.

G. E. Holdron in respect of the abolition of

his office of general silperintendent for the
Northern District in the engineers' depart-
ment. An estimate by the chief engineer of

a capital outlay of £3, ,300 for the laying of

1,070 yards of Gin. main and 5,470 yards of

4in. main for the purpose of affording a
supply to houses proposed to be erected at
Woolwich by H.M. Office of Works was
approved. The work will be carried out
under the Board's annual contracts. It was
resolved that Mr. R. E. Reeves, A.M.I.C.E.,
first-class engineering assistant in the chief
engineer's department (Western District), be
transferred to the Littleton reservoir works
as assistant resident engineer, at his present
salary of £300 per aiinn.m. and that he be
granted an honorarium of £50 per annum
whilst engaged upon the works.

The Wrexham Rural District Conncirs
housing scheme for Rhos advanced another
step on Monday .when approval was made
to certain variations in the accepted contract.
The contractor. Mr. J. Morgan, had written
that, as much time had elapsed since the
acceptance of his tender, and that as all his
contracts had been cancelled in the inter-
vening period, owing to the war, he thought
the Council should pay 10 per cent, more on
the original contract price. 10 per cent, more
on the schedule of prices, and agree to a few
deviations in the specification. It was
decided to accept the contractor's offer to
carry on the work of erecting the twenty-two
houses and the construction of the streets
and sewers at a price of 10 per cent, above
his original contract, and to allow the substi-
tution of joists and doors of smaller dia-
meter, glass of less weight to the square foot,
and second-qualify tiles in the sculleries.

Mr. S. Davies. builder, Ponkey, was
appointed clerk of the works at a salary of
£2 10s,

The fiftieth annual report of the Governors
of the Pcabody Donation Fund states that
the surplus income for the year 1914 from
rents and interest was £45',590 1.3s. lid.,
this return being 2.48 per cent, on the
capital of the Fund at January 1, 1914,
against 2.07 per cent, the previous year. The
total fund on December 31, 1914, was
£1.880,024 14s. 4d. At the end of the year
the Governors had provided for the artisan
and labouring poor of London 15,342 rooms,
including those occupied by the superin-
tendents and porters, besides laundries and
lavatories. These rooms comprised 6,438
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separate dwellings— viz., 300 cottages of five

rooms, 22 tenements of five rooms (superin-

tendent's quarters), 201 tenements of four

rooms, 2,099 of three rooms, 2,756 of two
rooms, 1,049 of one room, and nine shops
with 61 rooms attached. The average weekly
earnings of the head of each family in resi-

dence at the close of the year was £1 Is. 9d.

for block tenements, and £1 14s. 6d. for cot-

tages. The average weekly charge—includ-

ing the weekly proportion of rates—of each
tenement (excluding cottages) was 5s. 3d. a

week, and of each room 2s. 4d. The mean
population during the year was 22,290.

The "Empire Number" of our Canadian
contemporary, the Contract Record, is an

excellent issue. Those here who talk about
bad times in the Dominion will grow less

pessimistic after its perusal, full from cover

to cover as it is of evidence of activities in

all directions, and of the pluck and wisdom
with which Canadians everywhere are keep-

ing the flag flying. Nearly two hundred and
fifty pages of matter testify throughout to

the grip our contemporary has on all the

industries of which it is the exponent, and
on behalf of which it adopts as its motto the

inspiring utterance of Sir Robert Borden, the

Premier :
" I Stand in the First Place for

the Empire as Against the World; and.

Within the Empire, I Stand First for

Canada."

The sixty-sixth annual report of the Pru-

dential Assurance Company for the year
ending 31st December, 1914, states that tlie

number of ordinary policies issued during the

year was 65,751 assuring the sum of

£6,318,843, and producing a new annual pre-

miu income of £424,353. The premiums
received during the year were £5,035,625,

being an increase of £115,107 over the year

1913. In addition, £10,315 was received in

premiums under the sickness insurance

tables. In the industrial branch the pre-

miums received during the year were
£8,176,202, being an increase of £301,740.

The total number of policies in force in tliis

branch at the end of the year was 20,085,010 :

their average duration exceeds thirteen

years. The assets of the company, in botli

branches, as shown in the balance-sheet, are

£91,202,344, being an increase of £4,209,341
over those of 1913. The valuation has been
made by Mr. Joseph Burn. In the ordinary

branch tlie surplus shown is £1,794,953,

including tlie sum of £153,230 brought for-

ward from last year. Out of this surplus the

directors have added £500,000 to the invest-

ments reserve fund, which stands as at 31st

December, 1914, at £1,000,000. In the indus-

trial branch tlie surplus shown is £1,542,722,
including the sum of £306,521 brought for-

ward from last year. Out of this surplus the
directors have added £250,000 to the invest-

ments reserve fund, which stands as at 31st

December, 1914, at £750,000. The directors
have also carried £300,000 to a special

reserve to meet contingent liabilities created
by the Courts (Emergency Powers) Act. The
total surplus of the two branches, as shown
by the valuation, is thus £3,337,675. In the
ordinary branch a reversionary bonus at the
rate of £1 10s. per cent, on the original sums
assured has been added to all classes of

participating policies issued since the year
1876. In the industrial branch a bonus addi-
tion will be made to the sums assured on
policies of over five years' duration which
become claims either by death or maturity
of endowment from the 5th of March, 1915,
to the 2nd of March, 1916, both dates inclu-
sive, ranging from £2 10s. to £0 per cent.

The Brigg Rural District Council have decided
to apply for power to borrow £4,824 for the
erection of artisan dwellings at GoxhiU and
South Killiugholme.

At the meeting of the St. Austell Rural
District Council on Friday a letter was read
from the county surveyor stating that the new
road to Mevagissey would be 2,770 yards in
length, and would cost £12,000. With regard
to the maining of the road to St. Dennis, that
would cost £7,186. The Road Board would
make a grant of one half, and lend the other
half free of interest for five years.

MEETINQS FOR THE ENSTHNG WEEK.
Friday (To-dat).^Towii Planning Institution. *' Some

of the Larger Problems of Town
Planning," by Thomas H. Mawson, 93,

Victoria-street, S-W. 8 p.m.
Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's

Society. '* English Renaissance Furni-
ture," by John Edmie. 8 p.m.

Monday.—Victoria and Albert Museum. " Spanish
Mediaeval Architecture," by Banieter F.
Fletcher, P.R.I.B.A. -4.30 p.m.
Royal Institute of British Architects.

*' English Monuments," by James
Williams. 8 p.m.
Royal Society of Arts. '* House Build-

ing : Past and Present," Cantor Lecture
No. 1, by M. H. Baillie Scott. 8 p.m.

Wednesday.—Royal Societv of Arts. " The Industrial
Uses of Coal Gas," by H. M. Thornton.
8 p.m.
Manchester Society of Architects.

"Some Aspects of Romanesque Archi-
tecture," by Professor A. C. Dickie,
M.A., A.R.I.B.A. 16, St. Mai-y'8
Parsonage, Manchester. 6.30 p.m.

Thubsday.—British Museum. '* Santa Sophia, Con-
stantinople," by Banister F. Fletcher,
F.R.I.B.A. 4.30 p.m.
Royal Society of Arts. *' The Indian

Army," by Lieut.-Col. A. C. Tate.
1.30 p.m.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

To-
wn.

Hardwoods,
OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

TENDERS.
•*• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the

information.
Aberteidwr. — For improvements at the

Abertridwr council school, for the Glamorgan
County Council :

—

Williams. J.. Abertridwr. near
Cai-aiff (accepted) ilOO

Angmebing.—For the erection of cottages, for the
East Preston Rural District Council :—

Harris, E. A.. Angmering ... ^£714

(Accepted.)

Battekbea. S.W.—For the proved of (a) Empire
Meters and (b) Imperial Meters at the Battersea
works of the Metropolitan Water Board. Accepted
tenders :—

(a) Empire Meters ;—
Material Meter Co i:i,037 10

(b) Imperial Meters ;—
Beck and Co., Ltd *630

Bishop Auckland.—For the extension of the
cemetery at Bishop Auckland, . for the Bishop
.Auckland Joint Burials Committee. Mr. D. Craw-
ford, Bishop Auckland, architect and surveyor :—

Manners, T i:i.'239

Douglas, J. T., and Son 1.073 15
Bunch. C.S.,Newcastle-on-Tyne 1,037 3 4

Hudson, W 951 4 3
Barron, W., & Son, Ltd.. Derby 841 18 4

Hilton, J., and Sons, Ltd.* ... 732 4 7
• Accepted. Rest of Bishop Auckland.

Dablabton.—For the construction of stoneware
pipe sewers, manholes, cast-iron pipes, tanks, and
alters, lor the Darlaston Urban District Council.
Messrs. Dodd and Dodd, MM.I.C.E., County
Chambers, Corporation-street, Birmingham, engi-
neers :—

Currall, Lewis, and Martin, Bir-
mingham £31,858

HoUoway, H., Wolverhampton... 30,203

Johnson and Laneley, Leicester 16,941

Ireland, E., Bath 15.426

Hill, A., and Co., Kidderminster 15,275

Shardlow, J. J., Leicester ... 15,012
Elvins, T., and Co., Birmingham 14,870

Bell and Sons, Manchester ... 14,038

Boswell & Co., Wolverhampton 13,800

Childs and Withers. Worcester* 13,076

'Accepted.

Dunstable.—For alterations and additions to the
Green Man public - house. Cbajk-hill, for the
corporation :

—

Higgs. H., High-street North ... i;i,005 6 6

£-lU
218
186 6

177 2 '2

177
175
173 18 1

168 4 11

167 11 5
162
153 II

153 1

Edmonton. — For erecting an additional story
over the boardroom block and alterations to the
same, for the guardians :—

Woollaston and Co., Limebouse £2,422
(Accepted.)

Egham.—For the erection of a secondary school
for boys at Egham. for the Surrey Education
Commitee:—

Watson. W., Ascot (accepted) ... £9,694

FiNDOCHTY.—For works in connection with water
supply at Findochty, for the Banffshire County
Council:

—

Clark and Chapman, Aberdeen £1,993
(Accepted.)

FULFOBD.—For making roadways and footpaths,
&c.. on the new bnrial ground at Fulford, for the
Fulford Water Burial Board :—

Bell, G., and Sons. Ltd.,
Manchester £411 15 5

Treasure, E. J., York 235 10
Birch, W., and Son. Ltd. York ... 223 10
Kershaw, H. M., Keighley ... 197 9 4

Martin, C York (accepted) ... 181 16 2

GooLE. —For erecting coal carbonisijg plant on the
site of the present gasworks, for the urban district

council. Mr. Fazackerley, gas manager :

—

Leach, Goodall, & Co., Leeds
(accepted) about £12,000

Hampton.—For the supply of granite setts required
in connection with coal unloading plant by the
Metropolitan Water Board :

—

Midland Quarry Co., Ltd. ... £117
(Accepted.)

London, N.—For underpinning work at the school.
Hornsey-road, for the guardians of the poor of St.

Mary. Islington, N. Mr. Edmund J. Harrison, 9.

Gray's Inn-square, W.C. architect :—
Shillitoe, Thos
Pitcher, I. R., and Son
Smith and Co.
Powers, J. J
Mather, J. C
Stevens and Sons
Kilhngback, C. W.. and Co.
Lever, T. B., and Co
Bate Bros
Sharpin, W. S
Lea. H. and E.
Lown, L., and Co.. Horoway* ...

•Accepted.

Pebworth.—For the erection of a dwelling house
at Pebworth. Glos., for Mr. Thos. Smith. Messrs.
Knight and Hebery, 5. Rother-street, Stratford-on-

Avon. architects;

—

Franklins, Ltd., Deddington
Oxon £195

Crisp, H. N., Bretforton 43U 10

Smith and Unett 390

Matthews and Mullia 3S0 19 2

Chivers, F. (accepted) 380 8 U
(Rest of Strattord-on-Avon.)

Towcebter.—For erecting refreshment-rooms, for

the Stratford M.J. Railway Co. Messrs. Knight and
Hebery, 5, Rother-street, Stratford-on-Avon, archi-

tects. Quantities by architects :

—

Smith and Unett, Stratford-on-
Avon £339

Franklins, Ltd., Deddington,
Oxon

Kenoh, T., Eydon, Byfield
Hawkin, A. P., Northampton ...

Eatledge, D.. Weedon
JIatthews and»Mnllis, Stratford-
on-Avon

Chivera, F., Stratford-on-Avon*
• Accepted. Further additions have been made,

iqcreasing this tender to £303 13s. 6d.

Wandsworth.-For the supply of furniture for the

married quarters at the St. James's-road branch
institution, for the Wandsworth Board of

Guardians :—
Ardiog and Hobbe, Clapham
Junction (accepted) £63 3 4

Wexford.—For the erection of 17 workmen's
houses in Westgate and Hill-street, tor the corpora-

tion ;

—

Browne, J £3,512

O'Connor, Mrs 3,507

Redmond, Aiden (accepted) ... 3,043 4 1

Whitchurch.—For the erection of a council school

for 250 scholars at Whitchurch, near Cardiff, for the

Glamorgan County Council. Mr. D. Pugh-Jones,

F.S.I., Cardiff, county architect :—
Watts and Gale, Africa-gardens,
Cardiff (accepted) £3.890

WiLLEBDEN.—For the renewal of high-tension

switchboard at Salusbury-road substation, for the

electricity committee :~
British Thomson-Houston Co.,

Ltd.. Rugby £665
(Recommended for acceptance.)

298
294 10
280
363 13

343
330

9 10
6 6

(Accepted.)

London.—For the supply of Guernsey granite setts during the next twelve months, for the Loudon

County Council, at per ton :—
A. B.
d.

C, D.
d.

E. G. H.
d.

43

40 6

d, s. d.

Mowlem. J., and Co.. Ltd.. Westminster—
46 ... 47 6 ... 45 6 ..

Fry Bros, Ltd., Greenwich

—

42 6 ... 46
Brookes, Ltd., Weatminster-

11 6 ... 44

Griffiths, W., and Co., Ltd.. Bishopsga»e
40 3 ... 43 10 ... 11

Manuclle, A. and F.. Bishopagate*

—

40 ... 43 6 ... 40
The Enderby and Stoney Stanton Granite Co., Ltd

38 10 ... 38 4 ... 39 10 ... 38 10 - -
. , .

A.—3.000 tons 3in. by 6in. B.—1,000 tons 3in. by Sin. C—1,350 tons 3m. by bin.

E.—500 tons 4in. by 6in. F.—200 tons 4in. by 61n. G.—250 tons 4in. by 6in

44 6

42 6

40 6

41 3

40

... 43 6 .

.. 39 6 .

.. 38 6 .

... 37 3 .

. 37 .

, Enderby-
36 4

43

39 6

3T 6

:3b

37

37 4

11

39 6

37 6

3H 3

37

36 4

d.

39 9

Total tender.
d.£

17.871 5

16,702 10

16,175

... 38 3 ... 16.057 5 10

... 37 ... 15,803 10 I)

... 36 4 ... 15,243 18 4

D.—1,500 tons 3in. by Sin.

H.— '200 tons 4in. by 6m.

Accepted for half the auautities tendered for, delivery to be spread over a period of six monius
|

instead of twelve months.

^«
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LATEST PRICES.
N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
usual sources of information are in many
cases failing us.

TIMBER.
Per standard.

Yellow Pine Deals. 1st qaality... £.55 to £57
2oa 43 ,, 45

White Deals : First 22 „ 24
Seconds 20 „ 22

U.S. Yellow Planks, Deals, and
Battens 10 10 ,, H 10

Per cubic foot.

Oak: Austrian Wainscot £0 10 6 to £0 12 6

Teak: Burmese, per load, 50ft. 28 „ 34
Teak: Java, per load. 50ft 24 „ 27

IBON.
Per ton. Per ton.

, Rolled Steel Joists, English £8 10 to £8 13 K

Wronght-Iron Girder Plates 8 10 „ 10
Steel Girder Plates 8 17 8 „ 9 17 «

,
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10

I
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or

;
Square 22 „

I Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17

I

Boiler Plates, Iron—
I South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

]
BestSnedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles lOe., Tees 208. per ton extra.
1 Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £8 15s. to £9.

: Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15103. per ton.

Galvanised Corru' ited Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 34

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
1 gauge £13 ...£13 10

Bestditto 13 10 ... 14

' Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-Iron Columns £6 17 6 to £S 10

I

Cast-iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10

' Boiled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10
Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5

Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5 15 „ 6
Cut Floor Brads 10 15 ., —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,, —

; Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14B.W.G 14 5 „ —

,B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0to8 P 10 11 12 B.W.G.

,
f10 lOs. £10 15s. £1108. £1153. £11 153. per ton.

' Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £6 15 to £7 2 6
4in. to6in 6 10 „ 6 12 6

'; 7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 17 6 „ 7 2 6
[Coated with compoBition, 53. Od. per ton extra.

tamed and bored joints Ss. per ton extra.]

.Pig Iron— Per ton.

I

Cold Blast, Lillieshall 80s. Od. to 1278. Bd.

I

Hot Blast, ditto 87s. Od. „ 973. Od.

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount oft
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)—

' Gas-Tubes 72.* p.c,
Water-Tubes 66!

I

Steam-Tubes 65
Galvanised Gas-Tabes 60
Galvanised Water-Tubes 56i
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 50

OTHER METALS.
Per ton. Per ton.

Jead Water Pipe, Town "£25 15 Oto —
Country '26 15 ,, —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '26 15 0„ —
I

Country '27 15 „ —
,(jead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town '27 15 0,, —

„ Country '28 15 ,, —
Uead Pipe, Tinned inside and
ontBide Town 'Su ,". „ —

i .. ,. .. ,. Country '31 5 „ —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... '28 IS ,. —
I „ „ Country '29 15 ., —
ICjead Soil-pipe (up to 4*in.) Town "28 1.3 0,, —
I Country '29 15 ,, —

rOver 4*in. £1 per ton extra.]
Jead, Common Brands 17 17 6 ,,£18 12 6
!jead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0,, —
,3opper Sheets, sheathing & rods 86 „ 86 10
t^opper, British Cake and Ingot 70 10 „ 71 10
Cm. EngUsh Ingots 174 0„ 1S2
3.0.,Bars 175 „ 183
'ig Lead, m lowt. Pigs (Town) 19 2 6 „ 20 2 6
meet Lead, Town '25 5 0„ —

Country '26 5 „ —
lennice White Lead 31 10 ,, —
teflned Bed Lead 29 —
ihoet Zinc 69 ii

—
Jla Lead, against account 19 15 0„ —
"1 •.• percwt. 10 10 0„ —
at nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 13 3 ,, —

' For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.
"

SLATES.
in. in. £ s. d. per 1,000 of
20 X 10 ...13 13 6 1,200 at r.etn
16 ,, 8 ... 6 12 6
20 „10 ... 13 2 6
20 .,12 ... 13 17 6
20 „ 10 ... 13
20 „ 12 ... 13 15

••
, .. 16 „ 8... 7 5

nreka unfading
ra^een 20 „ 10 ...15 17 6

n 20 „13...18 7 6 „
18 „ 10 ... 13 5

•• 16 „ 8 ... 10 5
erm&nent Green ... 20 „ 10 ... 11 13 6

18 „ 10 ... 9 13 6 ','. "
16 „ 8 .., 6 la 6

tlue Portmadoc

!Iue Bangor...!!,

irst Quality !!!

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1.000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11 ,, „ [river.

Mild Stocks 19 0,.
Picked Stocks for delivered
Facings 2 5 ,, at rly. stn.

Plettons 1 14
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Bed 3 12
Best Bed Pressed
Buabon Fac'ug ... 5 „ ..

Best Blue f ressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BuUnose 4 0,,
B e 8 t Stourbridge
Firebricks 4 0,, „ „

2|in. Best Bed Ac-

)

( Net, delivered in
crington Plastic ^ 4 10 6 ,, j full truck loads
Facing Bricks J i in London.

3'/8" Accrington Best Bed Plastic Facing per 1.000
Bricks £3 10

3'/e" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 3 2 6

Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/8 in
thickest part 3

3'/s" Chimney Bricks fit for ontelde work ... 3 6
3'/8" ditto ditto through and through 3
S'/s" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ;

21" and i" radius Bullnoses : Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9"x3 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9"xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 coarse deep, 4*" soffit, per foot opening... 13
4 ditto 4*" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
5 ditto 4*" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 1

6 ditto 4*" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 6
3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 1

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 11
5 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 6

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6
Net free on rail, or free on boat at worurs.

QLAZED BRICKS.
HARD GLAZES (PER 1,000).

White. Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

£13 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6
Quoins, BuUnose, and 4jin. Flats—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end. square

—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 23 17 6 36 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints

—

IT 7 6 15 7 6 31 17 6 34 77 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. sach 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double BuUnose, Bound Ends, BuUnose Stops

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Bounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 6d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BBICES.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles—
1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/3 each

Sill BuUnose. Stretchers, and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000
Headers ._._ _ „ £22 17 6

Quoins and BuUnose 37 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks') Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
listfortheirrespectivekindsandcolours r ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kinder colour, by 4Mn.
Is. 2d. each j by 2|in.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full track loads
to London Stations. s. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, deUvered
Pit Sand 7 „
ThamPs Ballast 6 „

8. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton deUvered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. 8. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 373. Od. per ton at
railway station.

STONE.*
Bed Mansfield , in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto ., 2 3
Bed CorsehUl, ditto „ 2 2

Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto ,, 3
Ancaster, ditto •, 1 10

GreenshiU, ditto ., 1 10

Beer, ditto ,. 16
Chilmark, ditto (in track at
Nine Elms) „ 1 lOj

Hard York, ditto ,. 2

Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sap. 2 8

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ., 13

•All F.O.B. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road £ s. d.
waggons, Paddington Depot per toot cube 1 7i

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 94
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,, Oil
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, 1 7i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average:

—

Delivered on road waggons \ Brown White
at Paddington Depot,! Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or

(
Per foot cube.

PimUco 'Wharf ' ... £0 2 3 ... £0 2 44

TILES.
s. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 ry.sn.
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 per doz. ,,

Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 ,,

Ornamental tUes 52 6 ,, ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 per doz. ,,

Buabon red. brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000

Ornamental ditto 60 ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz. ,,

Valley tiles 3 ,,

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46 per 1000

Ornamental ditto 48 6 „ ,,

Hip tiles 3 10iperdoz. ,,

Valley tUes 3 4$ „ „
"Bosemary" brand plain tiles... 48 per 1000 ,,

Ornamental tiles 50 (3 ,,

Hip tiles 1 per doz. ,,

Valley tiles 3 8 „
Staffordshire (Hanley) Beds or

brindled tiles 43 6 per 1000
Hand-made sand-faced 45 „ ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tUes 3 6 „
HartshiU " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 45 per 1009 ,,

Pressed 42 6
Ornamental ditto 47 6 „
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

OILS.
Bapeseed,EngUsh pale,per tun £28 15
Ditto, brown
Cottonseed, refined
Olive, Spanish
Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin
Ditto, Ceylon
Ditto, Mauritius
Palm, Lagos ,,

Ditto, Nut Kernel ,,

Oleine
Sperm ,

Lubricating, U.S per gal.
Petroleum, refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Ditto, Archangel
Linseed Oil „ per gal.
Baltic OU
Turpentine ,,

Putty (Genuine Linseed
Oil percwt.
Pure Linseed Oil
" Stority " Brand..

4 per doz.
3 6 •

:28 15 to £29 5
26 15 ,. 27 5
39 „ 30
39 10 ,. 40
31 „ 21 10
46 „ 46 10
42 10 „ 43
42 10 (1 „ 43
33 5 (1 „ 33 5
35 „ 35 10
17 5 ., 19 5

30 ,, 31
7 „ 8

K:i „ 6
1 6 ., 1 10
19 6 „ 1

3 ,, —
3 3 , —
3 7 —

10

9

GLASS (IN ORATES).
31oz.
5}d. .

6id. .

5ld. ,

iin.

26oz.
6id.
6|a.

'/lein.

3W.
White.

. 44d.

32oz.
... 7d.
... 8*d.

'"
iin.

... 4d.

Tinted.
Bd.

English Sheet Glass : 15oz.
Fourths .Sid. .

Thirds 5jd. .

Fluted Sheet 4i'd. .

Hartley's English Boiled
Plate 3id.

Figured Boiled and Bepoassine.

VARNISHES, &o. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak 10 6

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13 6

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14 6

Fine Elastic Carriage 12 "J

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 10

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Fine French OU 110
EggsheU Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14 9

Extra Pale Paper 13

Best Japan Gold Size 10

Best Black Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
BerUn Black 16

Knotting 10

French and Brush Polish 10 6

TRADE NOTES.
Boyle's latest patent "Air-pump" ventilator

has been applied to .St. Alban's Cliurch, Hind-
head.

From frequent reports received, there is a
growing tendency to make flat roofs in con-

crete. Many of these are, we notice, made
watertiglit with a rendering of Pudlo and
cement. .\. large fiat erected at Blackpool

(Shaw's Depository) was finisbeci about nine

montlis ago, and we understand that both con-

tractor and architect consider the Pudloed treat-

ment a great success.

^»
A new reredos will be set up in the parish

church of Scarborough before Easter. It is pro-

vided for by the gift of the late Mr. Mesfield. A
parishioner is presenting carved-oak altar-rails

" in memoriam."
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Mar 3n—Water-Supply Scheme. Chew Matna i'lOO. i'50 J. S. Dury. Cierk to Glutton R.D.C., Temple Cloud, Bristol.
April 2l~Lavinc Out Coacb-road and the Erection of Houses,

Whi'ehaven 30g8., 20gs.. lOgs T. Brown. Town Clerk, Town Hall, Whitehaven.
No date— Municipal Buifdinep, Stepney (Mr. Henry T. Hare,

F.R.I.B.A . Agspspor) G. W. Clare. Town Clerk. 1.5. Great Alie-st., Weitechapel, E.
do. —Smnll Hospital. Galemire E. B. Croasdell, Clerk, Union Hall. Whitehaven.
do. —Desjsns f(ir Cottages. Bromborough Estate. Architects

in Practice onlv. Cost not uiore than .i'1,000 per group
of Five, and i'l.iCOper group of seven. (Mr. Geoffry
Lucas, F.R.I.B.A., Assessor) Nine premiums of '2l p.c. ror group L3ver Brothers. Ltd.. Port Sunlight. Cheshire.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BTJILDINGS.
Mar. 12—Works anrl Repairs (Year), Duke of York School, Dover H.M. Works CommissioDers The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.

., 12—Schnols H'XI places). Rood End, Oldbury Education Committee A. Long, Archt.. New-street, West Bromwich,

., 12—Works and Eopaira (One Year). Bristol District H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
1'3—Workbouse, Alterations to, Smallburgh Gnardians F. Davies. Clerk. North Walsham.

., 12—Works and Repairs (One Y'ear). Leeds District H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate, S.W.
,, 13—Shedding. Extension of. Fold Head,Mirfleld ,,. Urban District Council Kdward Gill, Eog., Council Offices. Mirfleld.

13—Chimney (ooft. hieh), Public Baths, Macclesfield Baths Committee S. C. Baggott, Boro' Sur., Macclesfield,
,, 13—Council School. Hambridse Somerset Education Committee Samson and Colthurst, 1, Hammet-street, Taunton,
,, 13—BuildinKs, High-street and Loatie Wynd, Elgin I. Wittet, Archt., Elgin.

13—Restoration after Fire at Workbouse, Holston Guardians A. E. Ratclifte, Clerk, Union Offices, Cross-street, Helstou.
,. 13—Labourers' Single Cottages (28), Gorey Rural District Council B. W. Webster, Archt., Gorey.

13—Cubicle M"ard Block at Hospital. Fairlee I.W. Joint Hospital Board S. R. Cocks. 5, St. Thomas-street, Ryde.
15—Houses and Shops, Bolton-on-Dearne Urban District Council Garside and Pennington, Archts., Ropergate, Pontefract.

., 15—Cottages (20>, Hollowell, Norths uinton Corporation H. Hankinson. Town Clerk, Guildhall, Northampton.
,, 15—Caretaker's Lodge at Cemetery, Cefn Golen Tredegar Urban District Council W. Llo.vd Roach, Sur.. Bedwolty House, Tredegar.
,, 1.")—Technical School. Wriglit'S-lane. Old Hill Rowley Regis Education Authority Pritchard and Pritchard, Kidderminster.

15—Picture House and Shops. Pontypridd Palladium Co Thomas and Morgan. Archts., Pontypridd.
,, 15—Warehouf e, Hangingroyd-road, Hebden Bridge Sutclitte and Sutclitt'e, Archts., New Road, Hebden Bridge.
,, 16—Tuberculosis Hospital. Normanston, Lowestoft East Suffolk County Council H. M. Cautley, A.R.I.B.A., The Thoroughfare, Ipswich.
,, IH—Coal Store, Gasworks, Morley P. Turner. B.Sc, Boro' Eog , Town Hall, Morley.
,, 16—Puljlic Offices. Hornchurch Parish Council W, C. Allen, Clerk, Council Offices, Hornchurcb.
„ 17—Buildings. Ireland's Farm. Freiston Holland County Council E. J. -V. Christie, County Land Agent, Boston, Lines.
„ 17—Council School (353 places), Andover Hampshire County Council A, L. Roberts. Archt , The Castle, ^Viuchester.
.. 17—Storage Shed, Tramway Depot. Longroyd Bridge Tramway Committee K. F. Campbell, M.I.C.E., 1, Peel-street, Huddersfield.
.. 17—Premises at 22, Market-street, Lurgan A. G. Malcolmson Hobart & Heron, Archts., Scottish Provident Bidgs., Belfast.
,, 17—Buildings, Whiteloaf Hall Farm, Freiston Holland County Council B. J. A. Christie. County Land Agent. Boston, Linos.

17—WarehoUFe, South-street, Dewsbury Henry Cullingworth and Sons Kirk, Sons, and Ridgway. Archts., Market-place, Dewsbury.
., 17—Verandah to Shops, Market Hail. Halifax Markets Committee .7. Lord, M.I.C.E.. Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Halifax.
,, 18—WorkPhonand Men's Room, \^'allaeey Corporation ,J. H. Crowther, Eog., Limekiln-lane, Wallasey.
,, 18—Albert Higher-Grade Scliiol, Springburn Glasgow School Board The Master of Works Dept,, 129. Bith-streat, Glasgow.
,, IS-Shed at W.D.S. Pumping Station, Penarth-road, Cardiff Corporation The City Engineer, City Hall, Cardiff.
,, 18—Electric Power Station. .Additions to. Darlington Corporation G. Winter, Boro' Sur., Town Hall, Darlington.
,, 19—Works & Repairs (Year), Hampton Court & Richmond H.M. W rks Commission! rs The Secretar>', H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
,, 1(1—Works and Repairs(ODe Y'eari, Newcastle-ou-Tyne H.M. Works Commisbioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate, S.W.
„ 19—Works and Repairs (One Y'oar). Leicester H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
„ 20—Children's Home, Ovendeo, Halifax Guardians Clement Williams and Sons, .\rcht3 , Commercial-st., Halifax.
,, 20—Two Lock-up Shrpsi' Premises, Pontypool-rd, Crumlin Mrs. George Jones E. D. T. Jenkins, .\rcht.. Station Chambers, Crumlin, Mon.
., 20—Two Cottages, Outfall Works, Hendon '. Urban District Council G. Hornblower, 2. Devonshire-terrace, Portland Place, W.
,, 22—Eight Cottages, Stevenage Urban District Council W. Onslow Times, Clerk, Council Offices, Stevenage.
,, 22—Engine Houseat Waterworks, Chelmsford Town Council P. T. Harrison, A M.I.C.E., Mun. Offices, Chelmsford.
„ 22—Engine Foundations, &o., Pembury Tunkridge Wells Corpor<tion W. Maxwell. A.M.I.C.E . Waterworks Eog., Tunbridee Wa'ls.
,, 23—New Map Store, Ordnance Survey Offices, Southampton H.M. Works Commissiouera The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate, S.W.
„ 22 -Post Office, Extension of, Dumfries H.M. Works Commissioners H.M. Office of Works, 3, Parliament siiuare, Edinburgh.
„ 22—Domestic Arts Centre, Garnfach, Nantyglo Monmouthshire Eiucation Com J. Bain, F.R I.B.A., County Council Offices, Newport. Mot.
„ 23—Extending Wauniago, Mental Hospital, Carmarthen Visitors Committee G. Morgan and Son. Archts., 21. King-street, Carmarthen.
,, 23—Cottages (loi. Canons-lane, Banstead Epsom Rural District Council A. C. Williauis, Archt., Gynsdale, Waterloo-road, Epsom.
„ 23—Houses (42), Western-road, Southall Urban District Council R. Brown, M.I.C.E., Town Hall, Southall.
„ 23—Labourers' Single Cottage-- 121), Dromore West Rural District Council H. Naugbton, Clerk, Dromore, Ireland.
„ 23—Houses (12). N'orwood-road, Sout'hall Urban District Council R. Brown, M.I.C.E., Town Hall. Southall.
,, 24—Hospital Block. Withington, Manchester Guardians F. H. Overmann, F.M.S.A., 49, King-street. Manchester.
,, 21—Baths. Barlow-road, Levenshulme, Manchester Baths Committee The City Architect. Town Hall, Manchester.
., 24—Dispensary at Moycullen, Galway Guardians A. Macdonald, .\roht., St. Francis-street, Galway.
., '24—Converting Shed into Carriage Repair Shop, Burv Lancashire & Yorkshire Rly. Co. The Engineer's Office, Hunt's Bank, Manchester.
„ 27—Public Elementary School (191 places), TUundersley ... Espex Education Committee G. Topham Forrest, County Archt., 79, Duke-st., Chelm ford,

„ 27—Three Cottages, Surrteet Spalding Rural District Council... Davis and Crowley, Archts,, 6. Double-street, Spalding.
„ 29—

I (ramijiar Scliool. Extension of, BridUngton J. Bilson, Archt., 23, Parliament-street, Hull. ; •<

„ 31—Council School (25U places), Penygroes Carmarthenshire County Council W. V. Morgan, A.R.I.B.A., County .\rchitect, Carmarthoi
„ 31 -Training College, Cookery Room at, Dublin J. F. Fuller, Archt., 179, Great Brunswick-street, Dublin.

April 7—Council School. Llandyfrydog Anglesey Education Commit tee... J. Owen, F.R.I.B.A., County Ar.-ht., Menai Bridge.
„ 7—Council School, Ty Mawr .\nglesey Education Committee... J. Owen, F.R.I.B.A., County Archt., Menai Bridge.
,, 7—Council School. Additions to, Pentraeth Anglesey Education dmiuittee... J. Owen, F.R.I.B.A., Countj' Archt., Menai Bridge.
„ 7—Council School. .Vdditions to, Llanfachreth Anglesey Education Committee... J. Owen, F.R.I.B.A., County Archt., Menai Bridge.
,, 7—Council School, Additions to, Llaingooh, Holyhead Anglesey Education Committee... J. Owen, F R.I.B..\., County Archt., Menai Bridge.
.. 7—Council Scliool, .Additions to, Llechylched, Hrvngwran Anglesey Education Committee... J. Owen, F.R.I.B.A., County Archt., Menai Bridge.

No date—Kirkdale Homes, Plastering and Cementing, Liverpool Select Vestry G. W. Coster. Clerk. Parish Offices, Brownlow-hill, Liverpool.
do. —Detached House, Holme-on-Spalding Moor A, Firth, Hyde Park-road, Halifax.
do. -House, Cwmgorse, Gwauucaegurwen Tabernacle Con. Church Com. ... G. Thomas, Archt., Tydfil House, Cwmgorsc, Glaiu.
do. —Rating Valuer's Office. Alterations to, Liverpool Select Vestry G. W. Coster, Clerk, Parish Offices, Brownlow-hill, Liverpo j1.

do. —Five Cottages and Steadings, Loanhead H. M. Conacher, Sec, 29, St. Andrew-square, Edinburgh.
do. —Block of Business Premises. Bradford J. Young and Co., Archts , 62, Market-street, Bradford.
do. —Warehouse, Bective Mills. Alverthorpe Harrap Bros W. Wrigley, A. K.I. B. A., 2, King-street, Wakefield.
do. —Transit Shod, Victoria Wharves, Plymouth Victoria Wharvea, Ltd Prigg and Lindon. Civil Engineers, Millbiy, Plymouth.
do. -Shed, Idle road, Bradford H. E. Priestley, Archt., Bertram-rd., Manningham, Bradford.
do. —House, Ings-lane, Castleford Gas Co J, P. Padgett, .\rcht., Carlton Chambers, Castleford.
do, —Farmhouse, .^Iterations to, Corbets Toy J. W. Stevens, Archt., 181, Queen Victoria-street, E.C.
do, —Offices, Alterations to, Plymouth Victoria Wharyes, Ltd Prigg and Lindon. Civil Engineers, Millbay, Plymouth.

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
Mar, Iti-EleotricityMetersand Cable Stores, Hornsey Town Council The Borough Electrical Engineer, Tottenham-lane, Hornsey
'

IK Si . ?i
Plant, Brisbane The Deputy Postmaster-General, Brisbane.

" }°~^°'°"- cables, and Transformers, Warrington Electricity and Tramways Com. P. \'. L. Malhias. M I.E. E., Howley, Warrington.
" 5- n* ,

"'^'^ '°'"' Koxos (One Year), Swinton Urban District Council H. C. Busbriclge, Elec. Eng.. SwintOD, Lanes.
" ^~"'eh .and Low-tension Cables, Christiania Municipal Electric Works Elektricitetsverkets Expoiitiouskontor, Christiania,
"

1c ;
'>'^t""<=; Loigbton-road. Hove Corporation C. B. Smith. M.I.E.E.. Electricity Works. Hove.

iA",.-i ",, ;?°?"™"r',?''?'
Leighton road. Hove Corporation C. B. Smith, M.I.E E., Electricity Works, Hove.

Apiii J— leiegraph Cable connecting Cadiz & Teneriffe, Spain Registro General de Tolegrafos, Calle de Carretas, Madrid,

ENOINEEBINa.
Mar. 13—Destructor, Bradford Corporation The City Architect, Town Hall, Bradford.

" J;;~-VP*'2^'""''"'<Jy Hi'Weo. PantySnon. Ammanford Llandilofawr R.D.C B. Jonep, Sur.,Glancennen. Llandebie.
„ lb—Kitchen Apparatus at School, West Norwood, S.E Lambeth Guardians J. L. Goldspink, Clerk, Brook-street,' Kennington-road, S.b.
"

;ll~r, ,° ^ <^'''"^8'' Cotnpound Steam-Engines, N, Woolwich London County Council The Chief Engineer. County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W.
" fo-culvert over Small Hope Burn, Lanchostcr North Eastern Railway C. F. Hongough. Eng., York,
•• I';—Roooostructingl'plull Drove Bridge, Weston-super-Mire Great Western Railway Co A. E. Bolter, Sac, Paddington Station, W.
„ Ih-Gasbolder, Now Mills Urban District Council The Gas Engineer. New Mills.
„ l()-Motor Pumps, Glasgow Corporation W. Waddell, Chief Officer, Fire Brigade, Ingram-st., Glasgow
„ lb— \\ator Heater, Dulwich Baths, Goose Green, S.E (Uiuberwell Borough Council W. Oxtoby, Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Camberwell, S.E.
" ^i?—Water Softening Plant at School. West Norwnod, H.E. Lambeth Guardians J. L. Goldspink, Clerk. Brook-street, Kennington-road, S.E.
• 17—Deep Borehole at Utkinton, near Tarporley, Northwich Urban District Coanoil J. Newton, Son, & llailey, Enga., 19, Cooper-st., Manchester.
• 17—Pumping Installation, Admiral's Park, Chelmsford Town Council P. T. Harrison, A.M.I.C.E., Municipal Offices, Chelmsford.
.. 17—Washing Machine, Pare Gwyllt Asylum, near Bridgend Asylum Visiting Committee W. E, R, Allen, Clerk, Glamorgan County Hall, Cardiff.

1
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OUR ILLUSTRATIONS.
The Institute Buildintr. Liverpool Garden Suburb •

Selected Design. Views and plan. Mr. G. L.
Sutcliffe, F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

Wrought Iron New Railings, Victoria Tower Gardens.
Houses of Parliament. Westminster, S.W. General
drawing, views, and details. Mr. Frank Baines,
H.M. Office of Works. Architect.

"Stonedene," Ilkley, Yorkshire. View and plan, with
key elevation. Mr. E. Brantwood Maufe, B.A.Oxon.,
Architect.

Notre Dame Cathedral, Dinant. Pencil Sketch by Mr.
E. Godfrey Page, A.R.I.B.A.

Wrought Iron Gateway, Donibristle Mansion, Fife,
N.B. Measured and drawn by Mr. J. Scott Lawsuu.

THE QUANTITY SYSTEM
ESTIMATING.

OF

A\ AMERICAN METHOD COMPARED WITH THE
LONDON SYSTEM.

By Albert G. Duke
(Of tbe Aberthaw Construction Co.,

Boston, U.S.A.)

It would seem to any American contrac-

tor that the London system of quantity
surveying requires too much preliminary
Work, especially in these days when the

contractor is left so little time to prepare
an estimate ; and the tine detail is not
required or worth tjie time spent upon it.

We have no recognised method of taking
off quantities in this country, and until

the profession is established, it must be
left to each contractor to develop his own
method.

It is the writer's intention to explain
and show briefly a method of taking off

quantities and estimating, so that the
advantage of the method now advo-
cated may be seen by comparing the
two systems. This system of " taking off

"

is the one used by the Aberthaw Construc-
tion Company, of Boston, Mass. It has
been used by them for the past seven years,

and has proved entirely satisfactory in

ever}' way, being equally applicable to

large and small works of any character.

The reader will notice at a glance that

the chief labour-saving item is the fact

that all the work appears on one set of

sheets, whereas the London system
requires three sets of records—viz., the

"Dimensions." the "Abstract" and the

"Bill." In the Abertliaw method, it is

important to notice the systematic order
of setting down the dimensions, and that
each column is issued for a specific pur-
pose, so that when it is necessary to refer

to the dimensions later, or variations are

to be made, the items can be easily

identified.

The first column on the left is for the
description and location of the work, also

for any notes useful for further reference.

The third is for length, fourth for breadth,
the fifth is for height, while the second is

used for setting down the number of floors,

footings, or other items by which the
measurements should be multiplied. .\s

the figures are connected by multiplication
signs, the clerk who extends them has a

simple arithmetical expression to extend,
with very little chance for any misunder-
standing. The remaining columns are for

extensions, unit prices, and total money,
respectively. The right use of these
c.ilumns is very important, and if it is

l.-iithfuUy followed out it will be perfectly
easy for any person to refer and identify a

ESTIS^ATE FOB 0:f£-ROOM BBICE BUILDING, FEBBRARY 12, 1915.

Concrete to foundations
Hin. concrete paving, with liu,

granolithic iiuish .-.

Brickwork in cement mortar
Windows

Door
Clear site and grade for paving ....

Dig trench, wneel, and deposit ....

Backail
Mason work

—

Sin. by 5in. stone window sills

loin, by tiiu. stone threshold to door.
Carpenter work

—

Boxed frame8,3ft. by 4ft., doable hung
Labour, setting, and jointing
Trim

,

2in. door and frame (4 panel), and
trim, 3ft. 6in. by 7ft. 6in

Labour, setting, and hanging
Hardware to windows and doors
lin. by 6in. baseboard

Rafters, Sin. by 2in
Plates and sundries
lin. tongued & grooved roof boarding
Trim to eaves
Plastering

—

Walls, three-coat work
Windows

Door
Lath and plaster to underside of

ceiling
Painting, three-coat work

—

Door
Windows
Eaves
Cold-water paint walls and ceiling

(take plastering measurements) ...

Ready rooting
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dimension at any time after it has been
made.

One man should scale the wliole of the
building, another extend the dimensions,
and the same one who scales should check
the extensions after he has taken off all

dimensions. This makes two distinct

operations and leaves the estimator's mind
clear for scaling. Each trade or operation

is taken in turn, taking every item
throughout the building before proceed-

ing with the next operation. Assuming a

brick building, the estimator would com-
mence with the brickwork foundations and
continue until all work taken care of by
the Bricklayer is taken, before com-
mencing with any otlier trade. The same
applies to the Earthwork—clearing site,

digging, backfill, any ])uniping, sheeting,

etc., would be entered under this heading.

All trades to be treated in the same way.

It is essential, in order to avoid omis-

sions or errors, to follow a regular order

of "taking off" the work, and the main
items should always be taken first. For
instance, assuming certain contractor's

chief work is brickwork, it would be as well

always on every estimate to commence
with this item, then follow with concrete,

excavation, drains, windows, carpentry,

doors, rooting, painting, glazing, miscel-

laneous iron work, etc., etc. In general

the work should be "taken off" in the
same order as the job is constructed. The
method of booking a dimension, cubic,

superficial, lineal, or number should be
followed according to the prevailing

method of pricing or purchasing material.

The letters "Ddt" after a dimension
denote that the item is to be deducted,
the extension being put a little to the left

so that it may readily he seen. It will

be noticed that fractions are used for

parts of a foot because tlie dimension is

easily understood, and there is not tlio

chance of mistaking the position of a

decimal jmint that so frequently occurs

when decimals are used.

All quantities should be taken off first,

and then the unit prices set down in tho

column provided. No extensions should

be made until this has been done.
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PLAN
It would be a great waste of time to

take off the excavation as minutely as is

(lone by the London system, and it is not

advisable to use the peculiar English unit

of the rod for brickwork.

THE NATIONAL PORTRAIT SOCIETY.

There are not a few I'eally good portraits

at this exhibition at the Grosvenor
Gallery ; there are a good many which
hai'dly seem to come under the designation

—as, for instance, Mr. Augustus E. John's
"Two Disciples" (98), or Mr. Straus's
"Mirror " (70), or his "Red Fez" (97). We
mention these because, in some respects,

they do not lack an interest which Ave fail

to find in some other attempts on similar

lines.

Among the best of the rest we like Miss
Edyth Rackham's Portrait of a Woman
(68), wondering all the same why the

subject is wrapped in a haze. Of Mr.
Walter Bayes's two works, we prefer his

"Alexander at Four" (83) to his "K.B.
in Red " (128). " Maria Carmi " (78), by Mr.
.7. Lavery, A.R.A., is one of the best works
in the large gallery. Another is Mr.
Walter Sickei'fs Portrait of a Man (87).

Mr. AValdo Murray's portrait nf Mrs.
Wahlo Murray (94) is good, and so are the

two jjortraits bv Mr. Tjouis Sargent (107

and 123). The Portrait of a Lady, bv Mr.
rharles Shannon. A.R.A. (109), and the
three ))ortraits by Mr. Fiddes Watt,
A.R.S.A. (129, 13.5, and 140), are ex-

cellent, the last-named, that of the Dean
of Rochester, especially. Mr. .Tohii Lavery,
A.R.A. , also shows one (if Ijord Edward
Grosvenor (148).

Some of the sculpture is well above the

average. Mr. Rik Wouters. who sends
eiglit works, easily heads the list as regards

quality as well as quantity. We like his

lironzes best, particularly 112, 113. and
14.') ; but ho is evidently equally at home
with plaster, as witness his bust of Mr.
M. J. Enser (1.56). A plaster bust of tho

late Mr. A. Chichele Plowden (12) is good,

and so is the bronze bust portrait of Mr.
Ger)rge Minne (84).

THE REPORT OF THE LAND EN-
QUIRY COMMITTEE: RATING.*

13y ISA.\c Dixon (Fellow).

(Coiicliiilcd from page 2(i5.)

Tin; PROPOSAL TO TRAKSruR TIIV: WHOM: OK
RATRS TO SITi; VAI.Ii:.

After criticising tlic present system of

rating and its results, the Committee eliscnss

• Read at the Ortliiiiir.v fieiieral MettiuK nf tlie Sur-

veyor."' TnstitiiMon. lieM nil Mnnrtny, Fell. 22, inln.

<-20"-

SECTION
the proposal for transferring the wliole oE

local rates to site value. They express tho,

opinion that such a transference would "nii

doubtedly increase production and promote

the best 'use of land, while giving a stinuiUis

to the whole trade and industry of the

country, in so far as they are dependent on

the application to land of labonr nnil

capital." Almost immediately afterwards

the Committee state a number of objections

to this scheme, the first being that the rating

of site values would discourage industry, and

in particular agriculture, and they quote

some instances which have been put before

them showing conclusively that the rates on

agricultural land w^ould be very much
greater than at present, if not, indeed, pro-

hibitive. They therefore propose that tlie

Legislature should extend to agricnltnral

land in the future preferential rating in a

similar manner to that under the old system.

On page 600 they state: "We would there-

fore suggest that "agricultural land for the

purpose of this new site value rate should be

rated, not at its full value, but at such a

fraction of its value as would keep the total

contribution from agricultural land propor-

tionately the same in relation to the other

heredita'ments as it was before the change."

The intention of this proposal I quite agree

with, but it will surely be a most complicated

and diffieult thing to arrive at the total con-

tribution of rates in respect of agricultural

land, and it will mean a series of frequent

calculations to ascertain year by year what

degree of exemption would have to be ex-

tended to agricultural land. I think some
other system could be devised which would

be as efficient and effective, but simpler. The
Committee are candid in admitting an ob-

jection in which they say that an element of

truth exists— namely, that the site value

method would lead to overcrowding. I think

all surveyors will agree that to release build-

ings from the burden of rates, and to impose

all rates on the land, would tend to a con-

gestion and overerow-ding of sites, which is

by no means desirable. The Committee sug-

gest, as a preventive means, the extension of

power.s given under Town-Planning Acts,

whereby local authorities should be em-

powered to restrict building in the areas

under their jurisdiotion in such a way as they

think best for the needs and benefit of the

community. On this question of housing the

Committee make the following remark on

page 559, but I must confess that 1 do not

understand what it means :
" But in assessing

a property to rates, it would be easy to allow

for any ri-strictions upon its use which were

in the public interest (compare the provisions

of the Finance Act) ; if this were done, the

man who refused to allow overcrowding on

his property would be charged less in rates

than one who built up to the limit." I fail

to appreciate how he is to bo charged less in

rates; surely the rateable or site value will

be the measure ot the charge (in rates).

On puEC ,57.3 tlie Committee refer to what

they term the principal objection to the pro-

posal for the complete transference of rates

to site, viz., "If the proposal immediately to

transfer all rates from the composite value to

the site value were put into force, the charge

imposed upon some properties would be con-

siderably reduced, and the charge imposed

upon others would be largely increased. If

the charge imposed upon a property is in-

creased, the fortunes of those who are inter-

ested in it are, in a greater or less degree,

diminished ; if tlie charge is diminished, their

fortunes are increased. The changes in the

fortunes of individual owners and occupiers

that would result from a complete transfer of

rates from rateable value to site value would

be very large and very sudden. In this fact

lies the principal objection to the proposal."

On pages 574-G the Report shows very clearly

what the effect of the rating of site values

would be on payments in respect of any par-

ticular hereditament: "The new valuation

for rating purposes would give for every

hereditament tho value of its site; and its

composite value .... is already ascertained

under the name of 'rateable value.' From
these two values can be deduced the ratio

between tho site value of every hereditament

and its composite or rateable value.

Similarly, the ratio between the site value

and the "rateable value of the whole of each

rating area can be ascertained. This will be

the average ratio of site value to rateable

value for the whole area." Subject to the

partial exemptions of agricultural land, and

certain other properties, they say: "Pro-

perties on which the ratio of site value to

rateable value is greater than tho average,

for the area will contribute more under the

new system than they do now." Some clear

examples follow indicating the effect on

hypothetical hereditaments. Then it is

shown that one reason for a hereditament

having a ratio of site to composite value

higher than the average for the district may
be that the valuation authorities neglect to

have the place efficiently valued. I believe

that there are many thousands undervalued

from this cause, and hence if the proposed

change in rating comes, the occupiers will be

rather startled at the increase. Authorities

who have failed in their duties will therefore

be responsible for some of the large increases

in rates, though the uninformed will perhaps

be inclined to suggest that the old system

was the better, and as neglect in its efficient

administration may have benefited them,

they will no doubt to that extent be right.

These statements are made in Chapter V.,

which is headed "The Complete Transfer-

ence of Rates to Sites, and its Effects upon
Individual Owners and Occupiers," and the

illustrations given on page 575 are based on

the assumption that all rates are raised on

the site value. This being so, I fail to appre-

ciate why the composite value should be

shown in the new valuation for rating pur-

poses. (See page 574, already quoted.) There

does not appear to be any explanation. In

order to indicate the probable comparative

effects of the change as between different

classes of property, tables are given on

pages 581 and 582 showing in certain cases

what would be paid under the old and under

the proposed system. These tables are not

as clear as they might be; indeed. I consider

them very confusing, to take Table 1, for

instance :

—

Amount Paid iii Rates. Increase
M

n.v. S.v.
(•f)or

decreaseg OnR.V. On S.V.
m Basis. Jiasis. (-)tic.

i' t £• £ ». il.

A :ii)ii 2,100 100 1,5.57 10 (1 H,157
U :tiii) 210 100 l.M 15 11 -f 61i

n :ioo 180 100 i:)3 10 u -f 33

11 .-ion 135 100 100 —
V. mxi I'JO 100 H6 15 - ;i3

V :)no (iO 100 M 111 — .in

300 13 100 ii 7 ti 0(

Note.—S.V. means annual equivalent of site valued

(See footnotes, pp. 675 and 677).

You will observe that the total amount
raised on the basis of rateable value is £700,

whereas that raised on the site value is

£2.091 7s. 6d. I cannot understand why the
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table lins been constructed in this manner,
and am afraid it may tend to be misleading
in some quarters. Item A is startling. Can
any argument justify the levy of an annual
rate of £1,557 10s. in respect of land which
has a site value (annual equivalent) of only
£2,100? The Committee very rightly point
out that it is not possible to foresee precisely

what the changes in value would be. but their
statements and findings are sufficiently clear
to indicate the direction in which value
might be expected to alter. It is contended
that the tables show "how enormously the
charge on undeveloped property would be in-

creased as compared with what it is now."
Herein lies a very great objection to the
rating of land values. Land in the outer
districts of towns which is possessed of a

perspective building value will be charged
to a greater extent even though it be used
for agricultural purposes, and even though
it be not yet ripe for any other use. Every
surveyor must know of acres and acres of sucii

land which, by reason of its proximity to the
building zone, has a higher capital value than
for agricultural land. But is it reasonable
to say that because of that prospective value
that it is in fact nnder-developed land? If

it can bo shown that development is overdue,
or even due, then let the land be considered
as having a greater liability to rating than
agricultural land, and rated as such." It is

time enough to levy an annual rate on im-
proved valne when that improved value
matures, and is not merely prospective. As
a general observation on Chapter V. one
admires the candour of the Committee in
showing the undesirable results which would
follow the total transference of rates to site,

and is impressed with the very fair way in
which the subject is treated. The attitude
taken up, and the atmosphere of the discus-
sion generally, tend to restore confidence

;

particularly is this so when one observes the
title of Chapter VI., viz. :

—

PRACTICIL .SCHEMES IN THE DIRECTION 01'

THE R.iTING OF SITE VALUES.
Briefly to sumraari.se them, the schemes

are

—

(a) Tliat all future improvements be
exempt from rating.

(b) That all increases in local expenditure
be met by a rate on site values.

(c) That part of the present expenditure
be met by a rate on site values.

(a) The Unrating of Future Improve-
ments.—\o explanation of this is necessary,
for I do not believe that any just argument
can be raised in its favour, and the Com-
mittee "lay down .... as a cardiiial
principle, that no scheme of rating reform
would be acceptable which discriminates be-
tween present and future improvements."

(b) That all Increases in Local Expendi-
ture be met by a Rate on Site Values.-—The
Committee recommend this, their second pro-
posal, for adoption; indeed, they say "it
would be essential that our first and second
proposals should be compulsory." In dis-
cussing its merits it is claimed that "the
great advantage of such a scheme would be
that it would cause no sudden or drastic
alteration in values, and no sudden transfer
of wealth from one individual to another."
There is a touch of humour and irony in the
suggestion that it is not desirable that
wealth should suddenly be transferred from
one individual to another. The experience
of the last few years will enable one to
appreciate how great such a boon would
nave been. I cannot see my way to agree
with this proposal. It would tend to make
people who are not directly interested in site
values very extravagant 'in their denuinds
from local authorities. Under the feelin;;
that extra local expense would be placed oil
the shoulders of the landowners, many rate-
payers would be tempted to abuse the power
of their votes and benefit by the changed con-
ditions in a very unfair and iniquitous
manner. It is a matter for speculation as to
now many would succumb to that tempta-
tion, but many would welcome the oppor-
tunity. '

'

(c) Transference of a Portion of Present
Jixpenditnre to Site Value.—The proposal
under this head is that a rate of Id. in the £

shall be levied on the capital value of every
site, and that the remainder of the money
required shall bo raised in the same way as

present rates. It is claimed that if such a

system existed, it would exercise an influence
towards the better development of land. I

agree that some portion of the required
money might with advantage be raised
directly from the site, but to fix it at Id. in

the £ is not desirable, owing to the varying
rate in the £ throughout the country. A site

rate of Id. would effect a greater cliange in

a district with a low rate than in a district

with a high rate. My view is that a propor-
tion of each year's money should be raised

by means of the site rate, and should be
about one-eighth or one-tentli. This propor-
tion would, I believe, be sufficient to effect

the desired economic tendencies, whilst it

would not be unduly burdensome on any
class of owner, neither would it free any rate-

payer of liability to contribute towards local
expenditure.

THE I'RINCirLK OF ' REDU.S SIC STANTIBUS."

On several different occasions in the Report
the Committee state their objection to rating
on the principle of "rebus sic stantibus," and
to it they ascribe many of the anomalies now
alleged to exist. In their view it is not right
that any place should be rated on a figure

which represents the value to its user at any
one particular time. They prefer that the
basis of the rate should be something in the
nature of a percentage on the capital value
of the premises. There are certainly many
instances where the operation of the prin-

ciple does appear to be rather unjust to rate-

payers generally, but to sweep it away en-

tirely, and adopt in its place a system of

percentage on capital value, would, in my
opinion, lead to graver anomalies and incon-
sistencies than any that now exist. For
death duties, and other taxes which only
fall due on infrequent occasions, capital
value might well be an equitable basis, but
for rating, which is essentially an annual
charge, and, what is most important, is in-

tended to meet annual expenditure, annual
value should be adopted. As the expenditure
of a local authority may vary from year to

year from various causes, so also can the
annnal value of premises vary very quickly
from year to year without much change in

capital value, and I would insist that annual
value be the basis for all annual rates. This
raises the question as to whether the annual
value is necessarily ascertainable from the
capital value. The Report show-s, by means
of tables, several instances of premises which
have been sold at figures representing any-
thing up to 700 years' purchase of the gross
yearly value. The deduction drawn by the
Committee is that in. such cases the annual
value was insuHficient, or the capital value
was excessive, one or the other; and when
they speak of annual site value they refer to

it as being 5 per cent, of the capital site

value. I do not think that any surveyor will

agree with their contention on this point.

Capital value takes into account not only the

current possibilities of the land, but the pro-

spective value which it may be considered to

have. I need not discuss this point at length,

as it is so very obvious to all who are con-

cerned with the valuation of property, but
what I do want to emphasise is that annual
\aliie should be tlie basis for an annual rate,

and by that I do not mean an average annual
value, but a value of the premises from year
to year under the then existing conditions.

.So far as the rating on the composite here-

ditament is concerned. I am strongly of

opinion that the principle of "' rebus sic

staiitibna" should continue to apply.

THE EFFECT OF FINANCE ACT VALUATIONS.

On page 58-3 the Committee state: "The
site value of those properties on which the

burden is increased would fall, and of those

on which it is diminished would increase;

but precisely how great the decrease (or in-

crease) would be it is impossible to say with
accuracy." The Finance Act, 1910. intro-

duced new taxes on land. The basis for the

increment duty is the site value of land as

on April 1, 1909, that value being a starting-

point, and the duties charged being in re-

spect of any increment over that sum. We
have seen how that a rate levied on site value
will tend to alter the capital value of the
site, and therefore of the composite here-
ditament also. The valuations nnder thc^

Finance Act have been made in circum-
stances with which all surveyors are
familiar. Many of them became fixed merely
by default of appeal. If the present pro-
posals become law, and the Finance Act
valuations are adhered to as the basis for
assessing increment duty, an anomalous, and,
in my opinion, iniquitous state of things will
then obtain, viz. -. The two values which are
compared to decide what, if any, increment
duty is to be paid will have been ascertained
under entirely different economic conditions.
Consequently some people may have to pay
increment value duty on increased value
which will have accrued, not by reason of
development, but by the operation of Act of
Parliament. This might be considered equit-
able on the ground that the owners do not
contribute towards that increased value, but
what of the reverse side of the question?
That is much more serious. There may be
others who have paid increment value duty
or reversion duty immediately before the
coming into operation of the new conditions,
which very conditions may have the effect of
immediately eliminating that increased value
on which duty has been paid.

I am afraid that my paper is already
longer than was intended, but, before bring-
ing it to a conclusion, I must refer to one or
two other points. The third recommenda-
tion of the Committee (see page 678) is that
"local authorities should be given the option
of raising, by a rate upon site values, such
further part of their expenditure from rates

as tliey think fit." This is a point to which
I take very strong objection, as I submit that
such a course would lead to most iniquitous
results. Some things may be left to the dis-

cretion of the local authorities, but I venture
to say that the option here recommended
would give them power seriously to upset
local economic conditions. If two districts

had as their rating authorities gentlemen
who, in the one case, are principally sympa-
thetic to the landowning classes, and in the
other case hostile thereto, it is probable that
the former would raise by a rate on site

value the minimum demanded by law, whilst

the other would raise a very large propor-
tion, if not all, by means of the site rate.

These circumstances could easily arise, and
probably would in many eases. The result

W'onid be to create entirely different

economic conditions which would be very
serious and most undesirable, especially if

the districts were close together or engaged
principally in similar industries. I would
therefore urge, in fairness to all. that in the

interests of the whole country, that no such
option be allowed, but that if the site value
principle is adopted, it should be laid down
by law exactly what proportion of rates

should be raised by that method. In defence
of those who endeavour to administer the
old system, 1 feel that I must call attention

to the difficulties which beset them, and ex-

press my conviction that the system would
have been much less unpopular, and have
given rise to fewer inconsistencies, if the

Legislature had laid it down definitely that
a revaluation should take place periodically,

and the surveyors should have a right of

entry and inspection, and also be able to call

for the production of information concerning
the premises to be valued. It is very strange

that the metropolis and the country should

be differently treated in this respect. I would
recommend the extension of the provisions

of the Metropolitan Rating Act, 1869. to the

whole of the country, and the introduction
of a rate on site values to the extent which
I have named earlier in my paper.

I agree with the Committee that appeals

to Special and (Quarter SessioiLS should be
abolished, but I would prefer that they

should lie heard by an appellate tribunal con-

sisting of a barrister or solicitor and two
eminent valuers as recommended in the

Kempe Report, rather than by tho Judicial

Land Commissioners as the Land Enquiry

Committee recommend.
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ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

A meeting of the Royal Institute of British

Architects was held on Monday evening at

n. Conduit-street, W., Mr. J. Alfred Gotch,
F.S.A., vice-president, occupying the chair.

Mr. E. Guy Dawber, lion, secretary,

announced with regret the decease of Mr.
Harry Wilkinson Moore, of Oxford, retired

Fellow.

ENGLISH CHURCH MONUMENTS.
A paper on this subject, illustrated by

lantern slides, was read by Mr. James
Williams. In the course of some intro-

ductory remarks the author observed
that England abounds in good stone and
marble. From the earliest times the

quarries, their jiearest towns, and the great
churches have been centres of monumental
masons and their works. Throughout the
Middle Ages flat tombs, marble and stone
effigies, stately monuments, reredoses, saints,

and angels were made and kept in stock and
distributed throughout the country. The
number of skilled workmen was then much
larger in proportion than it is today. Lon-
don was, perhaps, the chief city for all the

arts, although every large town was a self-

contained centre. Purbeck marble from
Dorsetshire had been used for arcliiteetural

purposes in Roman times, and from the 12th
century a considerable trade was done in

the shop-made carved and moulded caps and
bases, shafts, fonts, carved effigies, slabs,

altar-tombs, and blocks of this material.
Purbeck became an important centre
and school of masons. Some of the
marblers from Corfe came to London and
Westminster, and, settling down, worked in

the shops of the effigy-makers. The chief

Purbeck effigies were made from about 1150

to 1300, and those of the London school,

consisting chiefly of bishops and knights in

armour, were much in favour, and were
copied in stone throughout tlie country.
Trade fell off in the early part of the 14tii

century, when alabaster was introduced and
became generally used for the effigy and
monument. Purbeck marble, however, con-
tinued in use for monumental purposes, apart
from the figure, down to the IGth century.
The shop production of Purbeck marble and
stone effigies in the mediteval period was an
outcome of the early carving, and it accounts
for the number of conventional cross-legged
figures which are to be found all over the
country and have little connection with the
attitude which is supposed to represent a

crusader. Effigies and monuments of stone
were produced before as well as concurrenlly
with those made in Purbeck marble and
alabaster. The masons of Wells, before 1200,
had made the effigies of their bishops in

Doulting stone. Many others came from the
same sliops, and when the Purbeck industry
declined Bristol and Wells, amongst other
places, beca:ne famous partly through their
nearness to quarries of good stone. The best
period of the freestone effigy is said to have
been from 1250 to 1.360 (during which time
there came an inlUience on sculpture from
France, on the London carvers, and from
fierniany in the northern school). The
appearance of the cnsliion under tlie head
marks llie cliange in tlio treatment of Die
effigy from the upright cliaracter to the
recumbent attitude. Tlie stone effigies of
London were generally coated with fine

plaster, and this, together with the whole
monument, was painted in rich colour and
relieved with gilding. The mail armour, at

first painted on the effigy, was with other
details afterward.s impressed on the face of

the plaster wlieii soft, or was carved. From
the i2th to the IStli century the arcliiteetural
and constructive motive is the key to all the
finest work of that period. Wlierever there
was a large supply of good stone a school of

masons and carver.s generally sprang up.
although the trade was not confined to the
(|uarries, blocks of stone being sent by road
and water to all parts. As early as the 12tli

century alabaster was used for architectural

works. The best alabaster came from Cliel-

laston, Derbyshire, though Nottingham is

said to have been the headquarters of the

carvers. London, too. was a great centre of

tlie alabaster trade. The facility with which
it could be carved and coloured for monu-
mental purposes and for architectural furnish-

ing naturally led to its extensive use, but
the chief part of the trade was in the effigy

and loinb. Oak in the Early and Middle
Ages was extensively used for constructional

and decorative works, particularly in dis-

tricts remote from quarries, and altar-tombs
with their effigies and canopies were often

made in oak, painted in colours, gilded, or
enamelled. Wood effigies, chiefly in oak,

have been used, together with freestone,

marble, and metal. In some places wood
came more readily into use where good tim-

ber was obtained in abundance and skilled

workmen were available. There are about
ninety effigies existing, twenty-four of these

being of women, and the rest nearly all in

military attire. It is said that the Black
Death killed off most of the carvers of effigies,

and certainly not many in wood were made
after 1350 until the 16th century, when the

use of wood was for a time revived. Many
of them were painted or eased in metal. The
finest instance of a wood canopy is that above
the tomb of Archbishop Kemp (d. 1454), in

Canterbury Cathedral. The effigy, as well as

numerous and important accessories of the

monument, was sometimes made in metal,
chiefly bronze. As regards effigies in metal,
perhaps no church can show a more complete
and beautiful series than our own West-
minster Abbey, the earliest being those
representing Henry III. (d. 1272) and Queen
Eleanor (d. 1291), both by one William Torel,

a goldsmith, who worked in the King's
palace ; the casting took place in the church-
yard adjoining the Abbey. The next in the
series is the effigy of Edward III. ; here the

work, although the face is apparently a cast

from life, is much coarser. Then follow the
figures of Richard II. and his Queen ; these
are more carefully treated. The last of the
series are the Countess of Richmond and of

Henry VII. and his Queen, all three by
Torregiano ; they are surpassingly well done,
although the draperies are not so elaborately
disposed of as in Torel's work. An interest-

ing feature in connection with the table tomb
is the metal hearse, which served the double
purpose of protecting the effigy and providing
standards for the numerous candles which
were lighted on the occasion of various
festivals. Cast-iron slabs were used for

memorials as early as 1500, both in the
church and churchyard, near the old iron-

work centres. Arms and heraldry formed a

conspicuous feature on the monument, and
came into use here about the middle of the

12tli century. Crests and devices were shown
on coins from an eai'ly period, and on seals

from the 12th century onwards, for indivi-

duals and for both religious and civil cor-

porations. One of the first shields bearing
arms is on the seal of Richard I. (1189), show-
ing the Hon rampant. Early in the reign of

King John the parted shield first appears,
followed by quarterings, which spread
through the example set by Queen Eleanor
on her marriage to Edward I. in 1254. But
arms are not much in evidence here until

the end of the 13th century. Towards the

end of the 14tli century bishops exliibited the

arms of the see with tlieir own. In the 15th
century painted arms decorated all the im-

portant possessions of the holder, and
throughout the Middle .\gcs down to modern
times heraldry was a miirked feature of the

monument. The heraldic tabard in the first

quarter of the 15th century was worn over
the steel armour, aud women as well ns men
arc sometimes shown on effigies with the

lieraldic cloak or mantle. Supporters to the

shield appear about the middle of the 14th

century. Badges were used from early times.

Orders, collars, and chains are shown on
many effigies. In the 12th century the first

efligies of knights appear clad tlirougliout in

mail armour; in succeeding ages, slowly and
naturally, the armour changed with the

changing weapons of war, and tlie sculptured
effigy shows this in a marked way, making a

continuous historical record. Armour has
been roughly classified as follows: 12th cen-

tury, ring and mail, unmixed with plate ; 13th

century, mixed mail and plate, the mail pre-

dominating ; 14th centurv, mixed mail and'

plate, the plate predominating; 15tli century,
era of complete plate. From the end of the
15th century armour became more decorative
than useful, but it contiiuied to be shown on
monuments down to the ITtli century. In

ladies' costume the various fashions are faith-

fully shown on the effigy and the weepers,
and will repay careful study. . Small tombs
are an interesting section of monumental art.

In such cases the figures, although of chil-

dren, are generally shown in the armour or

costume of men or women of tlie time. In

Elizabeth's reign rows of kneeling children
often appear on the tomb of their parents.

Semi-effigal monuments, of which there are

a considerably number, chiefly of the 13th

and 14tli centuries, should be noticed. The
figure of the semi-effigy on slabs and brasses

is generally associated with a cross. Some
carry a double semi-effigy. Many were done
about the period of the Black Death, some of

a rude character, like the work of unskilled

carvers. Perhaps the greatest difference

between medifeval and modern life may be

seen in the almost entire absence in the pre-

sent day of colour, in our buildings, acces-

sories, and costume—unless one called black

a colour. Throughout the Middle Ages, and
until the Reformation, the colour scheme per-

vaded everything; a legacy coming down
from very early days, it had its origin in the

gorgeous East. Our churches were resplend-

ent with all the incidents of sacred subjects,

painted on walls and vaulted ceilings,

together with a fine scheme of harmonious
decoration. The whole life and surroundings

of the people were steeped in rich colour, and
the monuments in the churches shared this to

the full. Upon the tombs of the saints and
of the great nobles was expended some of the

choicest work in design and decoration ; from

base to pinnacle every part of the tomb was
painted in glowing hues and gilded. Jewels
often decorated the crowns, mitres, pastoral

crooks, belts, sword-hilts, and scabbards, as

well as the dress. Beautiful patterns in end-

less designs ran along borders aud bands,

square or diagonal diapering covered

the broad surfaces, gilding and bur-

nished gold were freely used on the salient

points and mouldings. Quatrefoil and trefoil

ornament was frequently employed, and
dark-painted tracery in the sunk panels and
other parts, as well as glass mosaic. The
backs of some niches have patterns in gold;

the vaulting of the canopies and the ceilings

of the wood testers often had painted sub-

jects on a gold or blue ground studded with

stars; sometimes they were decorated with

delicate scrolls of vine or other leafage.

Some monuments had more gold than colour.

Enamelled or painted heraldic shields were
used on the table-tombs as well as on the

cornice and other parts of the monument.
The Christian monument begins with the

stone coffin which was hewn out of a solid

block and was buried underground ; later, the

stone coffin was interred, with the lid

showing on the floor of the church ; then the

whole appears with the lid and sides, some-

times decorated with ornament, and forming

a "raised tomb." Some of the 11th century

have a rude areading round the sides. Some
slabs are coped longitudinally, and others

transversely, as well as iongitudinally,

forming a cross, and generally taper in width

to the feet. At first furnished with a simple

cross, they afterwards appear with floriated

crosses and borders of enrichment; some are

covered with carved foliage, having birds and
animals interwoven. Then the crude effigy

appears on the slab. The raised tomb some-

times takes the form of a sarcophagus ; after-

wards the raised, or table, tomb has its sides

divided into arcades, niches, or panels, often

containing statuettes, and its slab generally

having an effigy or a brass. The sculptured

figure is shown on the monument about the

early part of the 12tli century, first in its

simplest form, with little relief, and some-

times surrounded by carved leafage and
scroll-work; then the clear figure appears.

Gradually the effigy developed from the low

relief sculpture to that of the complete

figure, with rounded limbs, and all the

details of dress or armour. Some of the

early effigies are of a long, conventional type.

The first effigies of bishops arc bare-
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headed, then a low mitre appears, and after-

wards this increases in height, and is richly

jewelled. At the end of the 12tli centnry

effigies in armour appear on raised slabs.

Some are in partial relief, bnt in those of

later knights the limbs stand out, and the

whole of the figure is undercut. Most of the.

effigies abroad are shown with closed eyes,

but English effigies generally liave the eyes

open. At the end of the l:2tli century the

figures of knights are shown drawing or
sheathing the sword. The monuments of the

13th century, as of the previous century, are

chiefly those of royal personages, great

ecclesiastics, the nobility, and men in

armour; the few effigies of ladies appear in

the simple and beautiful costume of the time.

In the early part of the century effigies of

ecclesiastics retain the stiff and formal
character of former years. Slowly they de-

veloped to that of bolder relief and greater

refinement; the effigies of bishops are shown
with the head surrounded with a simple pedi-

ment-shaped canopy with a trefoil arch ; this

liead canopy grew into an elaborate feature,

supported by delicate shafts on each side,

carried down to the foot of the slab, giving

the appearance of a figure enshrined in a

canopied niche. Some are enriched with
foliage overlapping the shafts at intervals;

others liave a series of small niches at the

sides, each containing a figure. The effigies

of ladies in long, flowing robes are shown
with the hands in prayer, the head on a

cushion with an angel at each side, and the

feet on dogs. Fine effigies of the nobility

clad in armour which e.Kist vary considerably
during this period. Many form the cover of

the stone coffin ; others are placed on a table

tomb decorated round the sides with simple
arches, or with panels containing a quatrefoil

in each. The plain-shafted arcading round
the tomb had been in use some time when
small figures, called weepers, were intro-

duced in canopied niches, representing
members of the family. Valuable in the first

stages as examples of beautiful sculpture,

they are also an excellent record of costume
in each period. A great feature towards the

end of the century is the canopy overarching
the table-tomb with a straight-sided pedi-

ment, decorated with crockets and liniiil, and
fianked by buttresses. Some form part of the

tombs which are recessed in the wall of tlie

church. Another type of monument had its

origin in the rich liearse which stood in the

church over the coffin at burial. Many
decorated slabs exist of this century, as well

as coped tombs with crosses in relief, and
recesses were often built for them. Towards
the end of the century some table-tombs have
armorial bearings on shields in the arcading
round the sides. Although in the case of

many effigies a purely conventional character
a;;s adopted, others show marked features.

Oiich indicate an attempt at a likeness. By
the end of the 14th century portraiture had
made considerable progress, and in the loth
' "utury it became an established feature; but
I'lni the IGth century the individual features
lid expression were generally shown. As a

'hole, monuments in the 14tli century show
^leat variety of design and freedom in treat-

ment, with an ever-increasing richness and
'refusion of carved ornament and foliage,
I ;ised upon a close study of Nature. That
'.luitiful feature, the arched canopy ove" the
•mib, in its early stages had the equilateral
nch. with circular cuspiugs, plain spandrels.
Hid broadly-spaced crockets. This grew into
the ogee arch with double cuspings, car\ed
-pandrels, close-set crockets, rich heraldic
ii-iplay. and profuse decoration. The sides

I the tablc-tonih developed an increased
limber of niches with elaborate tracery
cads or richly-carved and crocketed
iiiiopies. The great canopy may cover
itlier a slab or a table-tomb, and the monu-

ineiit often rests beneath the pier arches of
111! chancel, or is recessed in the wall—some
ith moulded arch, crocketed label, and

laiiking buttresses, others with a triple-
iirched and groined caiiopv resting on piers.
V great feature of this century is the table-
lomb with a lofty spiral canopy. Coped and
Hat tombs, as well as incised "slabs showing
many forms of ornamental crosses, continued
in use, and various devices were employed

showing the rank or calling of the deceased.
The Purbeck effigy went out of use at the
beginning of the 14th century, and the oak
figure came in for a time, and then the

alabaster effigy, which remained for a long
period, together with the stone effigy. Early
in the century the engraved figure on plates

of brass of Flemish origin appeared, com-
peting with the carved and painted effigy, but
all continued in use together. Walltalilels,

comparatively rare in Mediaeval times, have
an example in that of Godfrey Foljambe,
in Bakcwell Church. About the middle
of the 14tli century monuments appear
showing in the canopy of the recessed
tombs the horizontal lines of string

and moulded cornice, crowned with
carved leafage; about the same time
the piers of the triple-arched canopy were
discarded, thus forming a suspended canopy.
The 15tli century is notable for the nuinber.
richness, and great variety of its monuments,
table tombs, canopied recesses, engraved
brasses, marble slabs, and chantry chapels.

The table-tomb generally had its painted
stone or alabaster effigy ; the sides of the

tomb are decorated with cusped and
crocketed arches, or with small canopied
niches. Sometimes the head of the effigy is

surrounded with a rich canopy connected
with a series of niches on each side of the

figure. The triple-arch canopied recessed

tomb, with a bold cornice, is a common form
of monument in the 15th century. The single-

arched canopy of ogee form, with crockets

and finial, and flanked by buttresses, con-

tinued in use until about the middle of this

century, as well as that surmounted by a bold
cornice with panels of tracery underneath it.

The flat-painted canopy in wood, with
decorated cornice, suspended arches, and
ceiling furnished with a sacred subject, is not

uncommon during this period. The alabaster

effigy throughout this time shows all the

minute details of dress and armour. A special

feature in the development is the chantry
chapels, which were built in such large

numbers during this century, and which are

unknown outside of England. Late Gothic
work is well illustrated by the magnificent

chantry chapel of Prince Arthur, eldest son

of Henry VII., in Worcester Cathedral. The
final development of Gothic, as seen on the

monument, resulted in a great display of

mechanical skill. Never had the carver such
an opportunity as the chantry chapel and
monument provided in filling the niches and
furnishing the sculptured subjects and carved

ornament for cornice and string. Equal
scope was there for the painter in covering

the free spaces of vault and panel and the

whole monument with glowing colour. By
the middle of the 16th century Gothic art in

England had reached its final development,

when there gradually arose an entirely new
outlook in architecture and the other arts,

that of the Renaissance. The earliest monu-
ments showing this influence uere those

executed by the Italian artist, Torregiano,

for Henry VIII. Numbers of Italian work-

men were attracted to this country

through the encouragement given them by

Henry VIII. and his Court, but after that

monarch's death most of the Italian workmen
left the country, and their special art soon

died out. Gradually, however, the transition

from Gothic to Classic architecture pro-

ceeded. To meet the demands of the nobility

for the new style, artists went to Italy and

France to study. Both the Dutch and Italian

influence played a great part in the produc-

tion of manynionuments of Classic character

in the 17th century. Eventually Roman archi-

tecture was fully introduced into this country.

Most of the architects designed sepulchral

monuments, or worked in conjunction with

sculptors and monumental masons. Classic

monumental sculpture. however, became
strangely altered from its original purpo-^e,

and fell" from its high estate. In the best

periods of Gothic art the carved effigy was

treated conventionally, as an aoccssory to the

design of the monument, and the limitations

in • Uie use of all materials were freely

acknowledged. This simple and beautiful

unity of purpose gradually gave place in'"

monumental art to ostentatious display. In

conclusion, the lecturer protested against the

erection of huge monuments in our great
churches, and suggested that the small tablet
would, in most cases, provide a sufficient

memorial.
In proposing a vote of thanks to the

lecturer, Mr. Arthur Keen remarked on the
careful detail and wide grasp of the subject
with which the lecturer had treated his
theme. From the descriptions and lantern
illustrations they had gathered some idea of
the infinite variety which characterised
Gothic monumental designs in England.
There was no feeling of conscious effort or of

a striving after originality, but while pre-

cedent and tradition were followed, the
fashions slowly changed with the progress of

the times, and with the introduction of fresh
materials and alteration in the styles of

architecture. The lecture had been an ad-
mirable exposition of the possibilities of
Gothic art, which wa.s much more adaptable
than any other phase of design. The charge
was made, and was partially justified, that ihe

I monumental craftsmen employed the forms of

construction falsely for decorative purposes,

1
especially in features executed in wood in the

I

form of buttresses, finials, and crockets.

But, as a whole, the criticism failed, for in

j

all this Mediaeval art there was a wonderful
' charm, a freshness, and a technical skill that
made the work most interesting and valuable.
The sterling quality of those monuments was
due to the fact that the masons who worked
them also designed them— a factor almost
unknown at the present day. Our modern
work would gain much in character if our
craftsmen were taught the niceties of archi-

tectural detail, were shown first-rate

examples of work, and then left with a com-
paratively free hand to carry out their own

I conceptions. In most of the movements that

had been described it was noteworthy the
contemporary costumes and accessories were

' frankly and boldly delineated.

Mr. Laurence 'Weaver, F.S.A., seconded
the motion. He thought the origin of the

,
wall-tablet might be the removal of a tomb
slab from its position on the floor, perhaps to

make way for a later memorial, and its

erection in an upright position. The earliest

mural tablet known to him dated from 1381.

The earliest memorial seemed to him to have
been a representation of the Crucifixion, or
other religious subject; then the figure of tlio

donor was introduced at the side, and this

tended to grow larger in proportion, until the
character of the monument was changed. He
believed there were no known bronze tablets

earlier in date than the 19th century. The
figures of weepers on Medioeval tombs were
not. as Mr. Williams appeared to think,

personal memorials of relatives or friends,

I

but were merely conventional representa-

tions. Mr. Williams disapproved of standing
figures as memorials, but the Greek stele

was in this attitude, and belonged to the,

very first type of Greek art.

Mr. A. J. Bolton trusted no attempt would
be made to remove monuments, whether
ancient or modern, from our churches.

Much injury had been wrought this way in

the 19th century, and he regretted Mr.
Williams seemed inclined to remove those

historic memorials from Westminster Abbey
and other great cathedrals.

The vote of thanks was cordially adopted,

and was briefly acknowledged by the lecturer.

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.

The monthly meeting of the Society of

-Architects was held at their headquarters,

28, Bedford Square, W.C., on Thursday
evening in last week, the chair being occu-

pied by the president, Mr. E. C, P. Monson,
F.R.I.B.A.. F.S.I. Mr. A. Montcfiore Brice,

Barrister-at-Law (a former secretary of the

society) read a paper entitled " The Law
Relating to the Reiiiunerati.on of the Archi-

tect," which was published in extenso in our

last issue, pp. 290-92.

In proposing a vote of thanks to the lec-

turer for his concise and vet comprehensive

paper, Mr. S. T. T. .Jame.s said the gist of

the address was contained in the word "con-

tract " That was the dominant note from

start' to finish. The difficulty architects
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sometimes found themselves in was due to

a large extent to the omitting to bear in

mind this question. It behoved every archi-

tect on entering into a contract with building
owners to be sure of liis ground, to endea-
vour to get everything definite from start to

finish, and not to rely upon "implied" eon-
tracts or "custom." An "implied" contract
meant a lawsuit; "custom" meant calling

expert witnesses to establish it—a very e.\pen-

sive and unsatisfactory process. With regard
to the ownership of drawings, many young
architects were under the impression that
they were their own property ; but they were
the absolute property of the person who had
paid for them. If, however, a building
owner instructed an architect to prepare
plans for a suburban villa, which was duly
erected, what would be the position of the

architect in the event of the building owner
utilising the plans for the erection of any
number of similar houses, without re-

munerating the architect?
Mr. Thomas Martin seconded the vote of

thanks. He agreed with Mr. James that
relying upon implied contracts and custom
had occasioned much trouble to architects.

The major part of the difficulty was due to

the unsatisfactory form of building contract
in use. Perhaps Mr. Brice would have some
suggestions to make as to the framing of a

new contract that would meet modern
requirements, in which case he would have
rendered no small service to the society and
to the profession. The position of architects
when called upon to appear in courts of \rv/

was unenviable, and judges had a custom of

referring to architects as "surveyors." The
position of the architect in regard to his feet

was very unsatisfactory : the charges were
not legalised, and were decided upon by jury-

men who were laymen in these matters. It

was time that cases in which contracts were
concluded should be referred to a technical

tribunal. If the profession went to Parlia-

ment with a united front and asked for their

fees to be legalised, they would probably
get what they wanted.
Mr. Ellis Marsland referred appreciatively

to the kindness of Mr. Brice in keeping his

engagement to lecture while on active ser-

vice. The lecturer had shown how uncertain
the law was on the point of an architect's

remuneration and how difficult it was to

recover anything without a definite contract.

He had also demonstrated that what the
society had been struggling for for many
years—statutory registration—was the oiily

solution of the difficulty and the only means
of placing the architect's remuneration upon
a sound and satisfactory basis.

Mr. Arthur H. Salisbury said his ex-

perience had been that it was not
always wise to emphasise to the building
owner the fact that there would be a 5 per
cent addition to the cost of the building.

One generally got paid in the end. Other
work which architects had to perform, snch
as the valuation of bnilding-sites, surveys,
and preliminary arrangements for building
schemes, would almost always come under
the title of "implied contracts." The fact
tliat under an implied contract an architect
was, as the lecturer had emphasied, only
entitled to what he had earned would be
quite satisfactory to most professional men.
Whatever was done in the way of stntntory
registration, he did not think that architects
would ever get away from implied contracts,
because a great deal of the work was not
solely confined to the erection of buildings.

In summing up the discussion, the Presi-
dent remarked that courts of law generally
substituted their own scale for that drawn
up by the Royal Institute and adopted by
the Society. The R.F.B.A. were now con-
sidering the matter with a view to drawing
np a new scale of chargi-s for architects.

He agreed with Mr. Salisbury that small
jobs did not pay the architect, who had to

personally supervise the work, and whose
time in many cases must be woitli more than
was paid for it. Registration was, as Mr.
Marsland had said, the only means of getting
a scale of fees sanctioned by Parliament,
and until statutory registration was secured
they could not hope to improve the position
of architects in that respect.

In response to the vote of thanks, which
was carried by acclamation, Mr. Montefiore
Brice observed that one or two speakers had
manifested hostility towards implied con-

tracts. There never had been written a

contract which did !iot contain implied con-

tracts, and there was no legal principle

which should guide men in dealing with
them. With regard to the inquiry of Mr.
James as to the after-use of an architect's

plan, it was for the professional man who
sold the plan to impose the conditions of

sale. If the architect put into writing condi-

tions that he would sell the plan for the

erection of one house only, the client would
probably proceed to engage another architect
who did not lay down such restrictions. It

was perfectly right for the architect to

impose whatever conditions he liked to the

sale of his plans, but having let them go for

a price w-ithout having reserved his copy-

right he had no further interest in his draw-
ings. He agreed that it was very hard,
but legally the whole of the drawings—not
only the finished lines, but the rough
sketches— were the property of the employer
upon payment of the architect's fees. There
was no doubt the present form of contract

could be improved upon. He agreed with

Mr. Ellis Marsland that the simplest and
best way of establishing the right would be

by a statutory schedule of charges, and when
they obtained registration that would be
within their grasp. There was. of course,

always open to the architect the same liberty

which the solicitor had in dealing with a

client, to seek remuneration for his proposed
work, not on the basis of an ordinary scale

of charges, but a lump sum for the work to

be performed. In that case an architect

would have a special contract, and that was
what he would be inclined to advise.

CONCRETE : A MEDIUM OF AESTHETIC
EXPRESSION.*

By IKVING K. Pond, K.A.I. A., Chicago.

At the forty-first convention of the Ameri-
can Institute of Architects, held in Novem-
ber, 1907, I reported, as chairman of the

then existing committee on applied arts and
sciences, upon the possibility of concrete in

the field of architectural expression. Much
of the matter, which I then formulated with
the assistance and approval of the other

members of the committee, is altogether

applicable to the subject to-day. The intro-

ductory sentence was as follows :
" Although

the exact relationship existing between con-

crete and steel reinforcement under a given

condition is yet to be accurately determined,
and the structural use of reinforced concrete

is yet to be reduced to an exact science, and
although the manipulation of concrete and
its application to structural uses has not as

yet become an art, yet the fact that in its

use and treatment there are immense
scientific and aesthetic possibilities brings

the subject of reinforced concrete well within

the field of study of this committee, especially

at this time when the general topics of steel

structure and concrete reinforcement are

before the Institute tor discussion." The
science during the years which have elapsed

since that was written has possibly become
a bit more exact, engineers have been !.t

work—many formulas have been developed,

many tables have been compiled, and much
has been gained in the way of practical

experience. This practical experience has

been of benefit in developing the art of

manipulation, for Art consists in "doing";
but the art of design seems not to have kept

pace. It is to stimulate that art, and to

awaken in the architect a realising sense of

his opportunities and responsibilities that I

then entered into the discussion and now
continue it. It is essential throughout such

discussion to keep clearly in mind the true

and abiding status of architecture and the

architect. The architect is not a mechanical
fabricator of mathematical diagrams. His
highest concern is with the ideal, and his

first sketch should present an idea, an idea

' Paper preeented at the Annual Meeting of tbe

AMerican Concrete Institute.

which is conceived in beauty. The past has
demonstrated that architecture as the

expression of the ideal can materialise in

but one or the other of two great manners:
that of the articulated structure, unit added
to unit, and that of the plastic mass. The
most noble development in the first manner
is in the architecture of masonry (brick or
stone), and this development has reached its

logical limit; in no way except, may be, in

mere size, its least noble attribute, is it to

be excelled. Under the vital art of this first

manner lay an intuitive science ; under the

too transient beauty of the work of the

second great manner lay nothing of science

at all, and so this architecture has well-nigh

vanished, except as some adherence to the

principles of the first manner has interposed

to save. And now comes the ghost of what
might have been and calls for an incarna-

tion, feeling (if a ghost can feel) that in

reinforced concrete science is preparing a

body which can be vivified with the spirit

of art. If this feeling is substantiated, to

the artist is opened up a new range of

possibilities. The architect becomes in a

sense a sculptor, a moulder of monumental
mass, not the fantastic figure, who, at first,

with sharply insistent blows, and then with

infinite persuasive tappings, releases the

form imprisoned in the block, but a creative

constructor who builds up his ideal and
shapes it by the irresistible, though tender,

moulding of mass and form. In this the

architect assumes no new function, but

develops that feeling which by nature and
of necessity inheres in the architectural

mind. The vital difference between the

sculptor and the architect is that the former
is bound by no necessity for expression in

structural terms, mass and form being

enough for him; while the architect, if he
really is to be an architect, must have struc-

tural laws ever in mind, and must make his

work an interpretation of these laws and a

symbol of their aesthetic value in the expres-

sion of the higher ideals of his race and
time. The architect, as well as the sculptor,

revels in this feeling of mass taking form
under his skilful manipulation ; and the feel-

ing for plasticity and for mass in flux is

potent in the true architect, even though
he be designing in the most refractory

medium a masonry-clad steel skeleton. In

most of his work the architect has to con-

tent himself with an intellectual substitute

for real feeling, and his conscious delight is

rather intellectual than emotional as the idea

takes form in the sketch and in preliminary

plan and elevation. His fingers may itch,

they do itch, to feel the flow of the mass,

but the feeling remains abstract and intellec-

tual. Therefore certain architects, if not,

indeed, the architectural body-general, are

viewing with keen interest, when not actively

aiding, the development of the possibilities

of this fairly new and altogether plastic

medium, reinforced concrete ; a medium
wliich really does flow and is moulded, and
through which the form appears in gracefully

unfolding stages, till the final mass stands

revealed, a veritable unit. One cannot in

thought connect with this materialisation the

shock of unloading beams, the rattling mus-

ketry of riveting, the petty and fussy

application of fireproofing and surface coat-

ing. In fancy, as almost in fact, the archi-

tect sees the flowing mass take form under

his own liands.

Thougli the use of concrete goes back into

antiquity, plastic architecture would seem
to be in the veriest infancy, and would seem
also to be asking the genius of this age to

give it perfect expression and make it worthy
to stand with the architecture of the past

and the yet-to-come. Though the past be

examined in precedent, little will be found.

Rome used cnncretc in bulk but undeniable

evidence iil' a scientific use of the material is

wanting. Rome applied superficially the arts

of other times and countries, but of itself

left to posterity only monuments expressive

of a highly temperamental force, breathing

little o"i- nothing of spirituality. Persia

covered with stucco or veneered with beau-

tiful tiles her masses of crude masonry. The
Arabians and the Moors expressed their

I emotionalism in a plastic architecture
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decorated -with a skim-coat of ornamental
plaster or an incrustation of tile, intricate
in pattern and beautiful in colour. Tlie

concrete of the mass was but mud, and the
science of building was unknown. In such
material beautiful day-dreams were realised
only to crumble when the spell was past.

The Spanish missions were built with rare
feeling for mass and light and shade ; but
feeling swayed and science did not guide.
With the science of to-day to guide and the
art experience of the past to illumine into
what logical, noble, and beautiful forms
should not concrete shape itself, to the end
of an enduring, spiritual architecture.
The possibilities, even the aesthetic possi-

bilities, within the range of reinforced con-
crete construction can hardly be over-
estimated. Little beyond the introductory
chapter has been written in the history of
reinforced concrete, and every advance in the
science of its manufacture and use will signal
an advance along the line of artistic applica-
tion.

Except in well-defined types, designed to
serve certain well-defined uses, it is imprac-
ticable so to carry masonry construction
beyond and behind the facade as to result
in a homogeneous structure—wanting which
architecture becomes but a hollow sound.
The architecture of a reinforced plastic
material may, and logically will, express
itself throughout the entire structure to the
remotest core. The unity, the truth, the
harmony of the whoie may in every part be
manifested. Therefore, again, the possibili-
ties inherent in concrete present themselves
alluringly to the architect, to whom the art
means as much as does the science of
building.

The architectural brain is not so congested
by the weight of pregnant thought that at
a blow a Minerva shall issue forth full-

fledged and full-armed. That is not the his-
tory of the evolution of an architectural
style. It will take time, and struggle, and
developed artistic perceptions in this, as in
former cases, to rexeal the possibilities of
beautiful and of monumental design.

It may well be conceived that a moulded
architecture, so to speak, an architecture of
flowing and harmoniously interrelated
masses, may not appeal immediately to the
architect who has been taught that his art
consists in naively piling up child's building-
blocks on a large scale. Whatever may be
urged against the deadly dulling practice of
foUowiug the line of least resistance in

architecture, certain it is that a material in
which it is easier, as well as more logical,
to fashion new and appropriate forms than
to follow cut-and-dried conventions can not
be regarded as other than a vivifying factor
ill a possible architectural development, and
its advent hailed with delight. When archi-
tects relieve themselves of the notion tliat

monumental architecture, for example, con-
sists solely ill a row of classical columns
superimposed upon a basement, it will be
a wholesome day for the art they profess
to practise. Probably ignorance, 'inability,
and self-distrust in the architectural ranks
will remove to some more or less future the
development of a monumental architecture
expressing itself in new forms fashioned in
new materials. Yet it is possible that, in
this, as ill other ages, commercialism, itself
so devoid of aesthetic tendencies, will pave
the way to the realisation of an aesthetic
ideal. .4 material which holds in itself the
qualifications for commercial use will in that
very use reveal its aesthetic possibilities.
No material which puts into the hand of the
architect power to produce permanent mass
and form, and add the enrichment of light
and shade, colour and texture, will long be
Ignored when science has made its use com-
mercially possible. It would, then, seem-
ingly remain only for science to demonstrate
the practical value of reinforced concrete.
Ill respect to its physical properties, and
art must unfold whatever it holds of beauty.

The steel skeleton developed from com-
mercial necessity, and to clothe and protect
that skeleton, the architect, naturally, used
wliatever means lay at liis command ; stone
brick, terracotta, and metal were called into
requisition. To clothe the skeleton in one

or another or all of these materials became
a fixed habit with the architect. So that
wlien concrete came into use, not only was
it ignored as a possible clothing for steel,

but when the skeleton of reinforced concrete
was set up it was itself clothed after the
existing fashion for steel. Such is the fatal

force of habit! Granting to concrete the
qualities ascribed to it, that it is fireproof,

that it may be rendered moisture-proof, that
once in place it is not affected by atmospheric
and climatic conditions, that it can be per-

manently coloured, can be moulded and
chiselled, that it can be formed in place
and need not be applied piecemeal—what
better material could be sought for clothing
the steel skeleton—and why the need of any
cloak at all to such material when it has
been treated with any manner of decency
or respect by the designer? So aesthetically,

there would seem to be unlimited possibili-

ties in reinforced concrete.
It is not inconceivable that ornamental

terra-cotta and tile, beautiful in colour and
texture, and also sculptured stone, will be
called upon to embellish and distinguish,

though not in any manner to clothe or con-
ceal, the concrete structure. The presence
of these materials may be needed as a saving
grace in these early days of design in con-

crete, to save the designers from a too brutal

conception of the forms they deem the
material must necessarily take. This is an
unfortunate, though marked, tendency now,
in what should be a relined and restrained
domestic architecture, to shape concrete, and
its lath and plaster imitations, into the

crude, though characteristic, forms of the
old missiou work. It is needless to say that
these forms have no meaning outside ot their

original environment, and would not have
existed there but for the exigencies of the
case—the crude nature of the materials pro-

curable and the absence of all skilled labour.

But to-day, with art and science co-

operating, it would seem as though architec-

ture were on the verge of an awakening.
Commercial architecture with us is beginning
to feel the thrill. Abroad monumental archi-

turc as well is showing signs of a renewed
joy in life, and structural concrete, both of

itself and embellished with richer materials,

furnishes the new and seemingly adequate
medium of architectural expression.

Much of this was written, as I said in

opening, some years ago. Looking back over

these years it does not seem that there has
been an advance in the aesthetic field as

opportunity seems to have offered, or as

might have been expected. But we cannot
lay this backwardness altogether to the

manipulator of concrete nor to the architect.

Economics may be a factor, but it could not

be a controlling one in a community which
had the desire and will to advance in the

art of self-expressioii which the art of archi

tecture pre-eminently is. I know the time
is not ripe for a finished and full expression

tor the community or the national life is

not unified and complete ; but there are

qualities under the surface—refined and
human qualities—wliich might at least find

an echo m our concrete structures. Perhaps
the echo is being heard, faintly at least. I

sometimes think so, but with you all I

desire the day to hasten, not only wheu archi-

tecture in concrete or otherwise shall express

us, but wheu we shall have better selves

which will demand and receive an interpre-

tation in architecture.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At Tuesday's meeting of the London

County Council it was agreed on the

recommendation of the General Pur-
poses Committee that Sir Laurence
Goinnie, who retires from the position of

Clerk at the end of March, be appointed
Honorary Adviser to the Council in regard
to antiquarian matters, and in questions
regarding tho history and evolution of

London. Sir Laurence Gomme will also

supervise the completion and publication of a

volume of comparative municipal statistics,

which is to be illustrated with maps and
diagrams.
The same committee reported that since

November 3, when the previous list was
published, seventy-five officers and employees
had lost their lives while serving with the

forces of the Crown. Those in the present
return included two members of the Archi-

tect's Department—viz., Mr. S. Bryce, who
was killed in action, and Mr. J. A. Land,
who died whilst on service at home.
The Building Sub-Committee reported that

they had had under consideration the

question of the position of JMr. Ralph Pledge
Notley and Mr. John Clarkson, district sur-

veyors for the districts of Bethnal Green,
West, and Poplar, A.\\ Saints, respectively.

Mr. Notley was appointed district surveyor in

1875 by the Metropolitan Board of Works,
and Mr. Clarkson was appointed by the

Board in 1878. In November last the Com-
mittee interviewed these gentlemen, who
were at that time both seventy-five years of

age, and they formed the opinion that it was
desirable in the public interest that they

should vacate their offices. The Committee
were anxious that they should have an
opportunity of making any necessary arrange-

ments with a view to their retirement, and
accordingly suggested that they should each
forthwith appoint a qualified deputy and
submit their resignations, to take effect from
November 30, 1915. Before acting upon this

suggestion, both Mr. Notley and Mr.
Clarkson wished to have an opportunity of

considering their position after taking

advice. The Committee now understood that

they are not prepared to adopt their sug-

gestion. The proposal was put forward as

the Committee considered it desirable that

they should be relieved of the responsibility

of their offices as soon as possible. As, how-
ever, the suggestion had not been accepted,

they felt it incumbent upon them to recom-
mend the Council to dispense with the

services of these two district surveyors, and
proposed that six months' notice of the

termination of their appointments be given.

The recommendation of the Parks Com-
mittee that band performances be not pro-

vided by the Council at parks and open
spaces during the season of 1915 was. after

long discussion, referred back with an

instruction to bring up a modified scheme
for 1915 at a cost not exceeding £5,000.

It was decided to accept an offer ot £2,800

from the Peabody Trustees for the purchase

of the freehold of Nos. 36, 37, and 38,

Camberwell-green, acquired for and formerly

used as a remand home, which adjoins a

site on which buildings have been erected by
the trustees for the accommodation of

persons of the working class. The property

has an area of about 12,390 square feet, and
a frontage to Camberwell-green of about 82ft.

For some years the property has not been

used for the purpose for which it was
acquired, and it is still vacant.

The Local Government Records iind

Museums Committee continue to receive pro

posals for the renaming of streets bearing

German names. The latest is the request of

the Stoke Newington Borough Council that

Wiesbaden-road should be renamed Beatty-

road. The Committee considered that a

sufficient case for the alteration had been

made out. *
\ housing scheme is being carried out at

Tilbury by the urban district council. The
average number of houses is only thirteen to

the acre. The scheme has been prepared by

Messrs- Pepler and Allen, of Arundelstreet,

Strand, who are also supervising the work. The
council have already begun the erection of 150

houses in the south ward as part of a larger

scheme of 234 houses iu all. An open space of

H acres adjoins the houses, and in addition the

council have bought 48 acres close by for a

recreation-ground and allotments.

An inquiry was held by Mr. V. M. Cros

thwaite, M.fnst.C.E., Local Government Board
inspector, at Askern, on Friday, into the appli-

cation of the Doncaster Enral District Council

for sanction to borrow i;2,70O for the purposes

of water supply for the township of Askern.

Mr. H. M. Marshall, clerk to the rural councd,

explained that the area to be supplied was 8.i9

acres, and the present estimated population was
3,140. The .\skern Colliery Company had a

further thirty houses in course of erection, and
hoped to erect 150 more during the present

year.
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We agree entirely witli Mr. Paul Water-

liouse, who ill a thoughtful paper ia the

' A.A. Journal" for March on "The He

building of Belgium" argues that it is quite

undesirable to attempt to further that by

forcing English experts on Belgium, or by

posing as instructors in town-planning. We
can, indeed, as Mr. Waterhouse says, 'make

the mistake of thinking too readily that our

Ruislips and Gidea Parks, our Hanipsteads,

and Letchworths are of importance as

lessons." With the scheme afoot to provide

Belgian architects at present in this country

with opportunities of comfortably working

out schemes of their own for such an exhibi-

tion as that for which University College is

providing house-room we have all sympathy,

and we hope it will not be exploited, as seems

not impossible, "as a happy hunting-ground

for English architects out of a job." Bel-

gian architects want no " bossing " by us.

Some of our town-planners have more to

learn from them than they from us, and we

should certainly feel inclined to go halves iii

Mr. Waterhouse's offer to bet that " in ten

years' time the fare between Letchworth and

Louvain will be as well worth paying by

a Letchworth man as by a man of Louvain."

Mr. Waterhouse's words of caution are

timely, and needful.

will want better reasons than are furnished

as vet. Public authorities, which in not a

few cases are still paying old prices on their

contracts, although the hours of lighting

have been materially reduced, will, we think,

want to know why they have had no reduc-

tion hitherto corresponding to the consider-

ably reduced freightage on the diminished

cjnantities of coal burnt. An increase of

twenty per cent, in less than six months will

certainly dictate economy to all users, seme

of whom are suggesting that the gas om-
paiiies are somewhat prematurely making

their customers pay for the rather vigorous

publicity campaign of the last year or two,

in which its economy was held up as one of

the chief inducements to substitute gas for

coal. In the provincial towns, where gas is

municipally supplied, we have noticed no

such heavy additional charges yet, nor has

the cost of the supply of electricity advanced

in anything like the same proportion.

Bristol, like so many other towns, is

greatly in arrear with house-building.

The Wcslern Daily I'rrss says :
" Many years

have passed—possibly many decades—since

tlio difficulty of obtaining a small house was

more serious than now. The sanitary com-

mittee meets each week and has before it

a list of plans of proposed buildings, but

very few indeed are residences, and the

erection of bouses to be let at £20 a year or

less (the tenant paying the rates) appears to

have come to a stop. We have heard people

complain that they have walked through

miles of streets where the dwellings are

within their means, and not a vacant house

could they find. Some change tenants with-

out any notice-board being exhibited. .A

whisper is heard through a friend, and the

opportunity is seized. An advertisement

from a suitable place brings quite a small

crowd of applicants. What is to be the out-

come of this state of things it is impossible

to say. The shortage of houses is r. I ready

serious, and, as time passes, it threatens to

become worse. Nearly a thousand new
houses are required in this city each year

to provide for the natural growth of popula-

tion, and private enterprise has almost

ceased to make the provision required." We
need hardly once again point out what the

outcome will Be. Towns that fail to house

the workers will at no distant date find their

industries suffer, and employers will have to

pay higher wages. If private enterprise is

not encouraged in this most needful direc-

tion, then, all the realm over, it will find

itself hampered by the lack of labour, and
general trade will soon snlTur. possibly to an

irremediable extent.

Perhaps the increasing cost of gas is the

reason why people are starting to buy elec-

tric light shares which have been stagnant

till now since the war broke out. Recent

dividend declarations and reports have

shown that the companies and the municipal

undertakings have stood the strain fairly

well on the whole, and consumers certainly

have been well treated. We burn no gas for

lighting, but the economy of gas-fires has

been of pressure till late in the after-

noon, while there has been no falling

off in the electric light. If only a really

efficient electric stove were available at a

moderate cost we incline to think the gas fire

would not long trouble many people with the

drawbacks that attend its use. Probably in

no direction would enterprise prove more

remunerative than in the popularising of

electric heating, which would enable us

economically and effectively to distribute

warmth about our room.s where it is needed,

and not centralised wastefuUy in that

anachronism the fireplace, or in some awk-

ward-looking insertion therein of the gas-

substitute for the old coal fire.

have saved us we cannot yet calculate. We
hope that after the termination of the war

the matter will be pressed forward without

delay, and that this will be, it is hoped, one

of the first great works begun when peace

is made."

Mr. R. C. Carpenter, in the "Amer.Soc.

Mech.Engin. Journal," XXXVI. p. 337,

devotes large space to the history of the

development of the process for burning pul-

verised fuel in cement kilns in the United

States. Hurry and Seaman were the first to

apply the new method successfully, in the

years 1894-95, in the cement works of the

Atlas Company. According to the author,

110 inventors prior to Hurry and Seaman had

comprehended the essential condition of suc-

cess for burning pulverised fuel in furnaces

—namely, that the fuel must be burned com-

pletely while in suspension, and that the

utilisation of the heat of combustion must

be by radiation from the Hame, and not by

impingement of the flame on the bridge or

walls of the furnace. The failure to recog-

nise this condition of success is, he states,

in a large measure responsible for the prac-

tical failure of the burning of pulverised fuel

in boiler furnaces, although such furnaces,

because of their form and proportions, ren-

der more difficult the problem of burning

coal-dust in suspension. In practically all

the devices which have been tried under

boilers the flame has impinged on the bridge-

walls or sides of the furnace, or on portions

of the boiler, before the combustion was

completed, with the results that fuel was

wasted, capacity was reduced, and the

linings of the firebox or other portions on

which the flame impinged were destroyed.

Since 1902 the use of pulverised coal for

heating the rotary kilns has become general

in the American cement industry, and opera-

tions and machinery used have become

standardised. They are considered and

described under the following headings: (1)

Drying; (2) pulverising; (3) conveying; (4)

storing
; (5) feeding.

'I'lie London gas companies are rather

promptly following the coal-vendors with a

further rise in charges, the Gas Light and

Coke Company leading the way with an

increase of fourpeiice per thousand feet,

which makes sixpence per thousand since the

war began. We incline to think consumers

Mr. Arthur Fell. M.P.. Chairman of the

House of Commons Channel Tunnel Com-
mittee, in view of the many inquiries

I'eceived as to the present position of the

project, has issued a statement in which the

view is expressed that although the war has

delayed the commencement of the tunnel, it

has rendered the actual building of it much
more certain. "It is too soon," the state-

ment goes on, "to discuss the effect it would

have had on this war. Whether the German
advance on Paris would have been on the

whole or partly diverted against Calais and

the French defences at the mouth of the

tunnel—whether the tunnel would have been

captured and its flooding and interruption by

us rendered necessary—how much permanent
damage would have been done to it—these

are all most interesting subjects, but they

cannot be usefully discussed now. We can

only take the results of the war as we have

found them, and Calais and the French end

of the tunnel and the railway from Calais to

Paris, although threatened, have remained

in the hands of the Allies. The tunnel could,

therefore, have been used for the transport

of our E.vpeditionary Army and stores, which

it could have carried with safety, and the

delay and expense of transhipment for the

Channel voyage would have been avoided.

How many millions of pounds this would

The damage caused to concrete structures

by electrolysis, owing to the corrosion of

metal embedded therein by stray currents of

high voltage has been found in America to

be productive of very serious effects, which

it is believed can be minimised by the insist-

ence by tlie architect or engineer on the use

of properly-made paints on the surfaces of

such metal. A variable series of experiments

made by Mr. Henry A. Gardner, the Assist-

ant Director of the Institute of Industrial

Research, Washington, D.C., is commnui-

cated by him to the Marcli issue of the

Journal of the Franklin Institute. The con-

clusions arrived at are that the vehicle of

such paints should contain ; Boiled or bodied

oils, or products which dry to a fairly satu-

rated film. Oils which dry by semi-

polymerisation rather than oxidation. Oils

which dry to a flat rather than a highly gloss

surface. The solid portion should contain

a percentage of: Pigments which are coarse,

and which therefore tend to form films

having a rough surface. Pigments which

are inert and which do not act as conductors

of electricity. Pigments which are either

basic or of the chromate type. The painted

metal should be "sanded" if possible.

On the occasion of his marriage, Mr. A. J.

Mai-shall. the borough engineer of Merth.yr

Tydfil, has been presented b.v the members of

tlie office staff with a solid silver tea-service.
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THE INSTITUTE BUILDING,
LIVERPOOL GARDEN SUBURB.

SELECTED DESIGN.

This building has been designed for a site

adjoining Queen's-drive, the ring-road 108ft.

in width recently constructed by the Liver-
pool Corporation. We give two views and a

plan. It will be seen that on the ground-
floor there is a hall, 76ft. by .30ft., opening
on a verandah which will overlook the large

recreation-ground in the rear of the building.

There are also- on this floor a billiard-rooni

witli two tables, a separate games-room, a

reading-room, and a Ivitchen and offices. In

tlie basement are the usual stores, and also

a separate billiard or games-room which can
be used for juniors. On the first floor, in

addition to the gallery in the upper part of

the hall, there are three club-rooms and the

housequarter's quarters, and a balcony over-

looking the recreation-ground is provided
over the verandah. The building is to be
carried out with red brick dressings and a

darker brick filling. The roof will be covered
with hand-made dark red tiles. The archi-

tect is Mr. G. L. Suteliffe, F.R.I.B.A., whose
design was chosen in competition.

WROUGHT-IRON NEW RAILINGS,
VICTORIA TOWER GARDENS,
HOUSES OP PARLIAMENT. WEST-
MINSTER, S.W.

It was originally proposed to continue the

already existing railings along the additional

f great length of frontage consequent upon
' the extension of tlie Victoria-gardens beyond

Abingdon-street along by the river embank-
ment ; but Mr. Lionel Earle, C.B., the Secre-

tary of II. M. Office of Works, who takes

great interest personally in every technical

question that arises, in connection with his

Department, ultimately decided that it would
be preferable to frankly work out the scheme
on fresh lines instead of repeating the rail-

ings which belong to the time when E. M.
Barry. R.A., had the Parliament Build-
ings in charge some while after the deatii

of .Sir Charles Barry, R.A. The design now
completed is. therefore advisedly different,

constituting a departure from what was
done before, as already mentioned, and
accordingly the new work is separated from
the railings of Barry's days by a massive
stone pier, as shown by our right-hand photo-
graph, as well as by the detailed drawings
illustrated herewith. These illustrations

explain quite clearly how the extension has
been managed. The stonework was carried

out by Jlessrs. Mowlem and Co.. and the

whole of the ironwork, including the bronze
ornaments, bolted on the iron standards,
were executed by Mr. D. J. Williams, of

Carnarvon, who was practically discovered
by the architect, Mr. Frank Baines, on the

notable occasion when he was engaged upon
his work at Carnarvon Castle in connection
with the investiture of His Royal Highness
the Prince of Wales. This work at West-
minster is the first large contract intrusted
to Mr. Williams in this way. He carried
out the making of these railings at his smithy
in Carnarvon. Mr. Baines found the smith's
work done there was so much admired by
many in Wales that he became desirous of

introducing a considerable specimen of Mr.
Williams's excellent craftsmanship into the
Metropolis. Consequently, the accompany-
ing drawings have 'an additional interest
which is enhanced by the character of the
work itself. Much attention has been
attracted to the railings since they were fixed

and finished, owing to their design and detail,

due to Mr. Fraidc Baines, the principal
architect in charge of the Royal palaces, etc.

We are indebted to his courtesy for the loan
of these copies of the working drawings and
photographs.

•STONEDEXE,' ILKLEY, YORKSHIRE.
This house has recently been erected on

the north bank of the river Wharfe at Ilkley,
every room, except in the servants' quarters,
having windows overlooking the fine view to

the south. The external walls are con-
structed of local stone and are cavity-walls
throughout, the roof being covered with local

flagstones. Tlie contractor for the work was
Mr. Georse Smith, of Ilkley, the house, to-

gether with the garden, being carried out
under the snperintendecice of the architect,

Mr. E. Br.infwond Maufe, B.A.Oxon.,
A.R.I.B.A., of London.

NOTRE DAME DE DINANT.
The cathedral church at Dinant, in the

Ardennes, is dedicated, as were so many of

the churches of the Middle Ages, to Christ
and the Blessed Virgin. The tiny town— it

has only 7.000 inhabitants— is famous among
English tourists by reason of its beautiful
position on the Mouse at n point where the
lofty elilTs come so close to the river as

almost to squeeze the narrow street into the

water. Against these grey cliffs the equally
grey church nestles, and the tall tower at

the west end surmounted by the typical Bel-
gian "onion" final of wood covered with
sreen slates made— till the Germans wrecked
it all in September— a group which appealed
to lovers of the purely picturesque qualities

of architecture. The building, however, had
other merits than these. Cruciform in plan,
and vaulted throughout, it was one nf the
finest Gothic buildings in BelRium. It was
almost entirely built in the 13th century of

native limestone, and in many of its details,

such as the circular nnelustered shafts with
octagon capitals, is reminiscent of Lisienx
and other churches of Normandy. The vault

is peculiar in the extreme concavity of the

cells, the true cross-section from rib to rib

being almost a semicircle, while, as will be
seen from the sketch, the ribs spring in

many eases from shields. Two lofty spires

were contemplated at the W"est end, but these

were abandoned, and the space between them
carried up in the "onion" form which has
become so famous. This, and the portals,

and some of the vaulting, have now been
destroyed ; but the apse and the bulk of the

nave and choir remain.
E. Godfrey Page.

WROUGHT-IRON GATEWAY. DONI
BRISTLE MANSION, FIFESIIIRE.

Last week we gave a sheet of details illus-

trating 'the beautiful wrought-irouwork to

the exterior staircase and terraces which
form the approach to Donibristlo House, a

seat of the Earl of Moray. To-day. as pro-

mised, w-e include a measured drawing, also

lent us by Mr. J. Scott Lawsou, showing a

majestic piece of smith's work forming the

gateway which dates back to the beginning
of the 18th century. Tradition states that

this work was brought from Flanders and
presented by William III. to Anne Countess
of Moray, whose monoaram it bears. The
lofty double arch over the comparatively low
gateway is of laurel leaves, and halved and
riveted scrolls set in the arch, above which is

a high pyramid-like extension with a lily-

coronet and masks crowning the composition

which contains a bold initial M in the centre.

The various plans and notes on the drawing
add very materially to the value of Mr. J.

Scott Lawson's illustrations.

Mr. John James Haslam. late superintending
engineer in the Public Works Department of

India, hasdied at Wimbledon, in his Mth year.

The rural district council of Brifrg has decided
to apply to the Local Government Board for

sanction to the borrowing of i'2,408for the erection

of twelve workmen's dwellings in South Killinc-

holme, and £2,41G for a similar number in Goxhill.

At Friday's meeting of the Holywell Board of

Guardians the committee appointed to select

furniture for the new intirmary. erected at a cost

of £9,000, and offered hv the board to the Govern-
ment for wounded soldiers and sailor's, recom,,

mended the purchase of furniture to the amount
of about £.550. The report was adopted.

At yesterday's meeting of the City Cor-
poration, the Improvements Committee re-

ported the award by a jury of £6.000 to Mr.
C. G. Ashdown, for bis sub-leasehold and trade

interest in the upper ground floor of No. 56,

Leadenhall-street, required for a street improve-
ment. The claim had been £25,000, reduced
before the jury to £15,-129,

— » »

—

CANNOCK.—A special meeting of the
Urban District Council of Cannock was lield

on Thursday evening in last week to consider
the report of the Housing Committee. The
surveyor presented plans and estimates for

the erection of houses at Belt-road. Hedues-
ford. and in Beech Tree-lane. Cannock. The
Hednesford scheme comprised eight pairs of

houses of design A and four pairs of design
B. the estimated cost of the same being
£5,571 3s, 4d, If the houses design A w-ere

let at 6s. per week, and design B at 7s,, there
would be an annual loss of £15 on this

schenie. The Cannock scheme comprised 10
pairs of houses, design B, at an estimated
cost of £5,104 8s, 4d, "

If let at 7s, per week,
a loss of £25 per year would be incurred on
this scheme. If the council accepted the
scheme, it would be necessary to apply for

a loan of £10,675. After some discussion,
in which the scarcity of houses in the district

was emphasised by various speakers, the
scheme was approved by the council, and it

was decided to apply for a loan.

TILBURY AND MILLWALL.—To re-

lieve congestion, the Port of London
Authority have sanctioned the provision of

a large amount of extra accommodation at

its docks, including the construction of two
sheds On the north side of the South-Wesfc
India Dock, two sheds at the Tilbury Docks,
and three additional floors to No, 1 ware-
house. West India Dock, and the conversion
of some disused covered sidings at the Mill-

wall Dock into a shed suitable for the storage
of goods. The total area of the new floor

space will be 350,000 square feet, equal to a
storage capacity of 35.000 tons, and the cost

to the Authority will be £00.000. A large

part of the new nceommodntion is due to be
conqjleted within three weeks, and the whole
work will be finished within two months.
Further. 50.0O0ft. of the new ferro-concrete
sorting shed under construction at the Roynl
Albert Dock is now being brought into use

for storage purposes. All of the works are of

a permanejit character.

At Lutou, on Tuesday, Mr. A. S. McNnlty, an
inspector for the Local Government Board, held
an inquiry as to an application from the town
council for sanction to borrow £5,.320 for hospital

extensions.

The urban district council of Highbridge
and the parish council of Burnham Without
having applied to the Local Government Board
for permission to borrow £1,616 for the enlarge-
ment of the HiRhbi>idge Cemetery, Mr. W. O. E.
Meade-King, M.I.C E., an inspector under the
Local Government Board, conducted an inquiry
into the matter on Wednesday week at the
Council Oflices, Highbridge.

A collection of rubbings from monumental
brasses in Kent formed by the late Canon
R. .Jenkins, of Lyminge, is now on view in

Folkestone Museum. The earliest of the brasses
represented is that of Sir Robert de Septvans, in
Chartbam Church. This dates from .\ D. 1306,

and is particularly interesting as show'ing the
chain mail worn by the Crusaders in the
reign of Edward I. There are only three or four
brasses in England of a date prior to this.

The theatre of the Academy of Dramatic Art,
between Gower and Malet streets, Bloomsbury, is

approaching completion, so far as the carcase is

concerned; but the fitting, furnishing, and lighting
remain to be executed. It occupies an area |of

114ft. by 52Et., the stage being 42ft. by 34ft., with
a single gallei-y, the parterre being sharply raked,
and the stage kept flat. Mr. Geoffrey Norman, of

Messrs. Swan and Norman, 8, Clifford's Inn,
E.C., is the architect ; and Messrs. C. T. Kearley
and Co., Ltd., of Great Marlborough-street, W.C.,
are the builders.

At the last meeting of the Staffordshire County
Council, it was reported that the Bilston Urban
District Council are about to commence the work
of improving the Holyhead main road, Bilston,

and in respect of which work the County Council
have undertaken to be responsible for the repay-

ment of pribcipal and interest on any loan
borrowed for the purpose. The committee recom-
mended, and it was agreed, that application be

made to the Local Government Board for their

consent to the borrowing of the sum of £13,773
by thejCounty Council instead of by the Bilston

Urban District Council for the purpose.
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OBITUARY.
Mr. Walter Crane, the versatile and clever

decorative artist, designer, book-illustrator,

author, and Socialist lecturer, whose sudden
death occurred at the Cottage Hospital,
Horsham, on Sunday night, was one of the

leading spirits of tlie Mid-Victoriaa move-
ment against conventionalism in art. Born
at Liverpool in 1845, the second son of

Thomas Crane, a Chester miniaturist, who
was then the secretary and treasurer of the
Academy, he was in his seventieth year. At
the age of twelve he determined to be a

painter, influenced to this decision by a visit

to the Royal Academy, and the perusal of

Ruskin's " Elements of Drawing," and during
the next two years profited by the training
of his father, who was then in failing health.
Thomas Crane's illness and death phinged
the family into poverty, but W. J. Linton,
the wood-engraver, took the boy as an
apprentice without premium, and the
influence of this work was apparent in all his

subsequent drawings. In 1862, at the age of

si.'iteen, Walter Crane had the satisfaction of

seeing his small oil-painting, "The Lady of

Shalott," hung at the Royal Academy, and,
better still, of finding an appreciative
purchaser. His art was greatly influenced

by a number of Japanese colour-prints, given
him by a lieutenant in the Navy. He became
a frequent contributor to the Dudley Gallery,
the Royal Institute of Painters in Oil and
Water-Colours. and from its opening to the
Grosvenor Gallery, his first work there
shown being "The Renascence of Venus."
afterwards purchased by G. F. Watts, and
now in the Tate collection. His greatest
conception. "The Bridue of Life," was one
of the works shown at the Grosvenor— the
cartoon was reproduced in the Btht.dino
News for January 2. 189L Another im-
portant decorative work, "The Triumph of

Labour." appeared in our number for May
Dav. 18!)1. witlv a descriptive poem by the
artist. One of his latest commissions was to

fill with pictures the lunettes of the Bristol

Art Gallery, recently built from the designs
of Mr. S. S. Reav ; two of these cartoons,
those emblematising "Painting" and
"Craftsmanship." were published in our New
Year's issue, .January 2, 1914. It must
be admitted that his colour-perception,
originality, and forcefulness were always far

inferior to his powers of draughtsmanship
and sense of line and form. Among his hook
illustrations may be noted those for works by
Robert Louis Stevenson and Oscar Wilde,
and the long and varied series of toy-books
which have delighted several generations of

children and their parents. He appreciated
greatly the honour of an invitation, given
three years aeo. to paint his own portrait for

the Uffizi Gallery at Florence, the result

being a characteristic and lifelike half-

figure. Walter Crane's output of work in

many fields of decorative art was prodigiotis.

He designed "The Goose Girl" and other
cartoons, to be worked out in arras tapestry,
for William Morris ; many wall-papers, in-

cluding the charming "Woodnotes" design
for Messrs. Jeffrey and Co., and illus-

trated in our issue of March 25, 1887, and
the equally attractive " Peacock Garden " for
the same firm, given by us December 20,

1889; inlaid wood flooring for the South
London Art Gallery, Peckham-road, illus-

trated in our pages, April 24, 1891. We have
also reproduced in our pages some of his
designs for plaster decoration, chimney-
pieces, and furniture. He was widely known
as a lecturer on the applied arts, and also
as a political reformer of advanced views. He
was the founder in 1888. and for many years
president of the Arts and Crafts Exhibitions.
For many years he acted as Examiner in

Design to the Board of Education. From
189,"? to 1896 he was Director of Design at the
Manchester School of Art, and afterwards
was Hon. Art Director at Reading College
for a short time, and for less than a year
(1898-99) held the exacting post of principal
of the Royal College of Art, South Kensing-
ton. We published his portrait in our issue

for April 25. 1890. Mr. Crane married in

1871 Mary Frances, daughter of the late

Thomas Andrews, Hempstead. Essex; Mrs.

Crane's tragic death on the railway last

Christmas will be remembered. They leave

a daughter, two sons, one of whom, Mr.
Lionel Francis Crane, is a Licentiate of the

Royal Institute of British Architects.

Second-Lieutenant Cyril F. Austin, who
was killed on March 10, was a member of

Renter's editorial staff. He went to the

front in December as a member of the

Artists' Corps, but was soon promoted to a

commission in the 2nd Queen's. He was
married a fortnight ago to Miss Margaret
Russell, daughter of Mr. S. B. Russell,

F.R.I.B.A., of Gosmore, Herts. He came
home on a flying visit for the wedding and
returned to duty on the day following. Amid
the many bereavements brought about by
this cruel war the sympathies of all will, we
are sure, be with the bride thus made a

widow within fourteen days.

CHIPS.
The urban district council of Spalding have

approved of revised plans of sewage-disposal. The
estimated cost is £38,000 for the past 'Sk years.

The Southend-on-Sea Town Council have
decided to build a police-station and cells on a

site in rear of the Leigh Crban District Council
Offices, at an estimated cost of £1,100.

Tiie statue in marble of King Edward in

Coronation robes will be unveiled in the puhlic
gardens of Karachi in April. It is placed on a

marble pedestal, with subsidiary groups in

bronze, and is the work of Mr. Hamo Thorny-
croft, R.A.

Mr Henry W. Rogers, one of the pioneers of

architectural practice in New England, died at

his home in Lynn, Mass., on January 30, at the
age of 85 years. Mr. Rogers is survived by a

wife and two sous. The sons are both in the
practice of architecture, Mr. Hamilton E. Rogers,
at Lynn, Mass. ; and Mr. Clarence A. Rogers, in

New Y'ork.

The Local Government Board have given
authority for the preparation of two further
town-planning schemes, under the Housing and
Town Planning Act, 1909. The schemes are
authorised to be prepared by the Corporation of

Neath and the Urban District Council of

Sidmouth, and relate to areas of about 270 and
1,2.36 acres respectively.

The new schools at Little Drayton, Salop, have
just been opened. The buildings, which have
cost £'6,000, were designed by Mr. George H.
Bailey, architect, of Shrewsbury, and Mr. H.
Dorse, of Cradley Heath, is the builder. Accom-
modation is provided for 480 scholars. Provision
is made for cookery and laundry instruction for

girls, and tuition in carpentry and manual work
tor boys.

Mr Allen S. Walker, in the course of a lantern
lecture at the Young Men's Christian Associa-
tion, Tottenham Court-road, on Monday, said
that Rheims Cathedral had been photographed
practically inch by inch by a photographer who
loved the structure, and any restoration of the
building would only be possible from these
photographs, as no other detailed record had been
preserved.

A meeting of the Executive Committee of the
Warwickshire King Edward VII. Memorial Com-
mittee was held at the County Hall, Warwick, on
Friday. Plans of the Memorial Sanatorium pro-
posed to he erected on Hertford Hill, near
Warwick, submitted by the Warwickshire and
Coventry Joint Committee for Tuberculosis, were
considered, and approved on behalf of the
Warwickshire Memorial Committee.

An experiment is being made for road-making
with a material that heretofore has been a waste
product of glass factories. This is a thick syrupy
liquid that hardens when exposed to the atmo-
sphere, forming a substance that somewhat
resembles glass. A quantity of this material has
been mixed with crushed stone and used to surface
a stretch of highway in Illinois, forming a surface
that is as smooth as concrete.

Gravcney Parish Church, Kent, which has
been under restoration, from Mr. \V. D. Caroe's
plans, for nearly a year, was reopened on
Monday week; i;i,150 has been expended on
the work, and the fabric is now in sound con-
dition, though much remains to he done inside,

including the levelling of the floor, renewal of

tlie seating, improvement of the heating, and
the erection of a vestry screen, etc. For these
purposes about .iJ600 will be required. The
15th-century timbered roof, which was not
visible, lias been taken to pieces, renewed where
decay rendered it necessary, and re-erected.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

ASOCIATION OF LOCAL LANDS
VALUATION ASSESSORS FOR SCOT-
L.AND.—The annual meeting was held in the
County Buildings, Edinburgh, on Friday,
Mr. T. Smith Peace, Kirkwall, presiding.

There was a large attendance. The follow-

ing office-bearers were elected: President,
J. R. Newlands, Musselburgh ; vice-presi-

dent, Alexander Walker, Ayr; treasurer,

R. D. Tannahill, F.S.I., Kilmarnock;
secretary, James Smart, F.S.I., Edinburgh.
Committee: Messrs. Alexander Walker,
F.S.I., Glasgow; A. C. White, Ayr; W.
Park, Hawick; R. Y. Maxtoue, Campbel-
town; D. J. Carnegy, Forfar; W. H. Wil-
liamson, Peebles; and T. Smith Peace. Kirk-
wall. Papers on various questions affecting

valuation and registration were read and dis-

cussed. The members atterwards dined in

the Caledonian Station Hotel.

THE BENEFICIAL POWERS OF THE
TOWN-PLANNING ACT.—In his lecture at

the Birmingham University, on Friday,
on town-planning, Mr. Barry Parker,
F.R.I.B..4., gave an exposition of the powers
conferred on borough, urban, and rural

councils by the Town-planning Act, and the
procedure under that Act, and mentioned
that these powers were conferred with the
general object of securing proper sanitary
conditions, amenity, and convenience. He
pointed out that the town-planning scheme
need not. without reason, be limited to the
area of the authority preparing it. and said

that the Act empowered the town-planning
authority, provided they gave proper com-
pensation, to pull down existing buildings
which interfered with the carrying out of the
scheme. An iniportant power conferred was
that to pull down, without giving compensa-
tion, any buildings erected after application
had been made to the Local Government
Board for power to prepare a town-planning
scheme. The position of a local authority
who bad not made use of the powers con-

ferred upon them by the Act was that they
could not decide the direction any new street

should take, that they must pass the plan
and permit the erection of any house which
conformed to their by-laws, even thousb they
knew it to be unsuited to the neighbourhood,
and "would have to come down for a street
widening in the near future. Because their

powers were so limited, they laid up nntold
trouble and expense for themselves in the
future, in the form of costly improvements.
He declared that on every hand they found
a serious depreciation of the value of pro-

perty taking place on account of factors pre-
ventable under the Town-planning Act, and
that many estates developed with good
houses were ruined by adiaocut property
being cut up for crowded cottaires, shops, or
factories, skating-rinks, or cinematOL.'raph

palaces. The Act, he added, provided that
the landowner, and everyone interested, shall

be consulted at every stage, and given every
opportunity for making sure the scheme was
prepared in the best interests of e\ervone.
Many town-planning schemes, notably those
promoted by the Birmiiigbain Corporation,
were being promoted in the spirit of give-

and-take, and by offering indncenients to

landlords to fall in with the schemes.

GLASGOW.—A meeting of the Glasgow
Royal Technical College Architectural
Craftsmen's Society "was held on Friday,
12th inst.. when Mr. J. A. T. Houston gave
a lecture on Enelish and French wrought-
iron work. Starting with a short history of

architecture, the lecturer traced the evolu-
tion of the art of wronght-iron. showing how
the several architectural periods had each
a well-defined effect on artistic iron-vvorking.

The lecture was illustrated by slides showing
many fine examples of the art in Italy and ji

France, notably at the Louvre and Versailles.
Types of English work were also shown and
the importance of the influence exercised on
iron-working by Inigo Jones. Wren, and
Adam was emphasised.

ROYAL SCOTTISH ACADEMY.—At the
annual meeting of this body, held in Edin-
burgh, the office-bearers elected and the
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council for the ensuing year were declared as

follows;—Council: Sir James Gutlirie, pre-

sident; jMessrs. John Kinross, C. Martin
Hardie, W. G. Stevenson, William Walls,

Sir John J. Burnet, F.R.I.B.A., Hippolyte
J. Blanc, F.R.I.B.A. ; Mr. W. D. M'Kay,
secretary; Mr. Hippolyte J. Blanc, trea-

surer; Mr. James Paterson, librarian; Mr.
Mr. A. K. Brown and Mr. G. Washingtoii
Browne, architect, auditors; Mr. John Kin-
ross and Mr. C. Martin Hardie, curators

of library; Messrs. Robert M'Gregor, E. A.

Walton, William AValls, Edwin Alexander,
visitors of Academy's Scliool of Painting;
Messrs. J. L. Wingate, W. Birnie Rhind,
John Kinross, Sir Robert S. Lorinier,

F.R.I.B.A., and James Cadenhead, Art
College representatives.

SHEFFIELD.—An interesting compari-
son of tlie catliedrals of Amiens and Salis-

bury—two contemporaneous buildings which
are freijuently regarded a.s typical of the
Gothic architecture of I'^rance and England
respectively—was given to the members of

the Sheffield Society of Architects and Snr
veyors last night by Mr. J. R. Wigfnll. JMr.

A. F. Watson presided. The lecturer said it

was often claimed that Gothic architecture
originated in France, and that England bor-

rowed it; but later investigation seenied to

show that there was a separate development
in each country. The English miglit have
borrowed from the French to a slight extent,

but not in the wholesale manner that had
been suggested. With the assistance of a

series of beautiful slides from his own photo-
graphs, Mr. WigfuU took his hearers in

detail through the two cathedrals, comparing
the buildings externally and internally. They
were both commenced in the year lli20, and
they are practically the same length, but the
width and height of Amiens are very much
the greater of the two. Mr. WigfuU was
heartily thanked, on the motion of Mr. J. B.
Mitchell-Withers, seconded by Mr. W. J.

Hale, supported by Councillor Feiiton and
Mr. H. L. Paterson.

COMPETITIONS.
CLEVELAXD PUBLIC LIBRARY.—

Seven selected architects will be invited to

enter the competition for the proposed
2,000,000dol. public library to be erected in

Cleveland, Ohio. Professor A. D. F. Hamlin,
of Columbia University, is the professional
advisor. In addition to the central library,
the scheme will include two branch library
buildings.

GLASGOW.—Additional buildings are
about to be erected in connection with the
Gartlock Asylum to give accommodation for
300 inmates, and the Glasgow Parish Council
are about to invite architects to submit plans
ill competition for the work.

The American Society of Landscape Architects
has chosen as president James Stur^is Pray,
chairman of the school of landscape architecture
at Harvard. Until recently Professor Pray was
president of the Boston Society of Landscape
Architects, which has just become a chapter of
the American society.

The scheme for the improvement of the central
area of Dundee is the subject of a report issued by
Mr. James Thomson, city arioliitect. He estimates
the capital expenditure at £170,000 for the
purchase of properties, and £100,000 for the
erection of new buildings and a public market,
making £-270,000, irrespective of the £100,000
gifted by Sir .James Caird for a public haU.

Tlie boring operations for water carried on by
Mr. Percy (jrifcths, a London engineer, at the

;
instruction of the Howden Rural District Council,
has thus far proved very satisfactory. It is

I

reported that there is an abundant supplv at

j

Newbald, on the Yorkshire Wolds. The councU
5*ve, however, decided to suspend operations

' durmg the war, owing to higher prices of material
: and shortage of labour.

1
At Droitwich a provisional license has been

' granted for a new hydropathic establishment
!

m Corbeto-avenue, now in course of erection.
I Accommodation will be provided for 200
;

guests, the estimated capital outlay being
nearly £30,000. Brine baths and a set of
inrkish baths wiU be installed, and the building
wiU be lighted by electricity and provided with
electric UJts and outside iron staircases.

—-*-•

—

BARTON OR MANOR-HOUSE.
'J'o ihe Editor of the BuiLDlNO News.

Sir,— I think 1 am right in saying that
the lord of a manor possesses rights to pur-
sue game, and also to minerals, on a barton
that does not belong to him. For instance.

I possess two manors, that of Lew Treiicliard
and that of Waddlestone. The barton of

Orchard is in the former manor, and my
forefathers always exercised the right of

shooting and hunting over it. It belonged
to the family of Wood, wlio had a hand-
some house there in 1620. They are gone
now, and the barton is mine. In Waddle-
stone are two fields that do not belong to

me, but as they are in the manor I would
liave a right to shoot over them. In the
adjoining manor of Sydenham I possess a

feeson or barton. But as tlie Hon. Mrs.
Tremayne is lady of the manor she has the
first shoot of the season over it, and could
claim more if she chose.—I am, etc.,

S. Baring-Gould.
Lew Trenchard, North Devon.

Sir,—The difference between a barton and
a manor appears to be a matter of legal

archeology, which an architect naturally

approaches with diffidence.

After consulting a number of dictionaries,

ancient and modern, the follo\viiig conclu-

sion seems to emerge : Barton is a word in

use in certain districts, Devonshire in par-

ticular, to describe the demesne lands of a

inaiior. It is not a term known in these
parts, nor, apparently, is it known to lawyers
generally. Ha\'ing found that a barton
stands for the demesne lands of a manor, it

is interesting to learn tliat the demesne lands
were those which the lord of the manor kept
in liis own occupation, as distinguished from
those which he let to tenants. The demesne,
demain, or domain, would therefore appear
to be primarily the laud round the manor-
house occupied and enjoyed by those living

tlierein ; and barton would have much the

same meaning : hence, no doubt, its restricted

use in some localities as denoting the farm-

yard.—I am, etc., J. A. GoTCH.
Kettering, March 15, 1915.

UNHEALTHY SCHOOLS.
Sir,—I note that those who profess to

believe in cross-ventilation never seem to

lire of decrying mechanical ventilation,

though it is not so very long since school

boards swore by that system.

May I point out that; when school authori-

ties are appointed they are expected to

promote the interests of the scholars in a

reasonable manner, and not to exploit them
by an over-indulgence in haphazard experi-

ments with doubtful schemes of ventilation.

For instance, when they employed warm-
air systems with closed windows, upon which
enormous sums were lavished, the very

mention of natural ventilation and cold air

made them shudder, i'et, when tlieir fancy

changed, they at one bound vaulted to the

very opposite extreme, cold air and open

windows costing nothing.

These acrobatic quick-change performances

may be very interesting as an exhibition of

hygienic gymnastics, but they don't make for

efficiency. The plain fact is, they got into

a panic and tried to retrieve themselves at

the expense of the children by resorting to

a plan that cost them nothing. That is the

whole case in a nutshell; the children were

again exploited to save their faces.— I am,

etc.

BLrmingham. J. T. BiiNTLV.

Sir,—Taking an interest in all questions

relating to public hygiene, I have watched

with mixed feelings the controversy that has

raged in your columns for the past three

months, a record time, 1 should think, for

any sanitary discussion. Reprints and

reviews of your leader under the above head-

ing have been received by me from time
to time from various parts of the kingdom,
and also from the United States, where it

seems to have attracted even greater atten-
tion than here ; but I observe that they
nearly all, as also several of your cnr-
respondeiits, make tlie mistake of thinking
that in condemning cross-ventilation you
suggest tliat mechanical is preferable. 'I'liis

misunderstanding can only have arisen from
a too hasty reading of your article, as the
following extract therefrom will show:

"After several tests in schools ventilated
on each system, it was clearly demon-
strated tliat in none of the schools
examined and ventilated mechanically by
extraction—even in a new school opened
for a week or two—was the air found to

be more pure than in those examined
and ventilated naturally without any
mechanism.

•' Draughts existed in the upper levels of
every room ventilated mechanically by
extraction, while the halls of such build-
ings were generally full of draughts."
"The experience gained by visiting

several schools where the ' Plenum ' system
is installed tends, even then, to the convic-
tion that complete freshness is only
assured when mechanical methods of

changing the air can be supplemented by
'natural ' : otherwise a stale, stuffy smell is

unpleasantly perceptible to sensitive
nostrils."

I also observe another rather curious misap-
prehension to the effect that though you
point out the evils of cross-ventilation, you
omit to suggest any better plan. That this is

not so the following extracts prove :

"It seems to us that Nature points un-
erringly to the only practical and satis-

factory solution of this question, and that

is, to change the air in the classrooms in

accordance with the natural laws which
control the movement of air, and, as warm
vitiated air ascends, to withdraw it at the

higher levels of the room, the fresh-air

supply being provided at the loner levels,

distributed in such a manner as to avoid
draughts. . . .

"When the temperature of the air in a

classroom is from 60 deg. F. to 65 deg. F.,

the air is expelled from the lungs at a tem-
perature of from 85 deg. F. to 90 deg. F.,

and, along with the heated exhalations

from the body, ascends to the upper parts

of the room, from whence it should be
drawn off, and not permitted to return to

be re-inhaled. . . .

"The extraction should, therefore,

always be from abo\e, wliich may easily be
effected by the intelligent utilisation of the

powerful, and inexhaustible, natural forces

which are continuously at work, owing to

the never-ceasing movement which exists in

the atmosphere, and without the aid of

costly mechanical appliances, -which have
not been found in actual practice to be

so efficient, or reliable, as natural ventila-

tion scientifically applied."

As I understand it, cross-ventilation con-

sists of the external air passing into a room
in an upward direction through specially

arranged window-openings, and descending
from its gravity to breathing level, is sup-

posed to be expelled through corresponding
openings in the opposite windows. If thi.s

is so I cannot see but that the ascending

expired air is forced down by the descend-

ing current, and perforce rebreathed before

expulsion.

The lower parts of classrooms occupied

by the scholars being hduw the ventilating

openings must, unless the downward cur-

rent of cold air was very strong indeed, in

which case a disagreeable, if not dangerous,

down-draught would be experienced, form

a reservoir or well of comparatively stag-

nant foul air, as the cold and denser air

above would to an extent act as a sort of

lid or cover, obstructing the effective

removal or dispersal of the foul air, warm
exhalations from the body, and aqueous

vapour arising from respiration.

Such conditions would prove unhealthy

for the scholars who occupy a sitting posi-
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tion at a low level, though at a higher level,

say even the height of an adult teacher

standing, the air might be comparatively

pure, have freer movement, and feel

altogether fresher and more invigorating.

With cross-ventilation it is, tliereTore, tlie

children, from their position, who suffer

most, and the teachers least, so far as the

foulness of the air is concerned. Tliere

might, in fact, be quite a brisk current

blowing across the classroom from one set

of window openings through those on the

opposite side without the lower stratum of

air in which the children are being very

much affected, as from the principle on
which cross-ventilation acts that stratum,

or breathing zone, must always be more or

less stagnant and foul owing to the vertical

compression caused, in cold weather
especially, by the weight and pressure of

the blanket of cooler and denser air above.

This is the rock upon which all these

down-draught systems are wrecked; let the

air supply be cold or hot, the ascending

heated foul air is in each case retained for

rebreathal. This defect is so vital, indeed,

as to constitute an insuperable bar to the

adoption of down-draught ventilation in all

buildings occupied by human beings or by
animals, the latter being quite as sensitive

to foul air and draughts as humans are.

The accepted authorities on the subject

are indeed unanimous in regard to this,

and I think most unbiassed people will

agree with that very high authority, Pro-

fessor Simpson, when he says " a draught is

not ventilation"; therefore, as cross-ventila-

tion seems to consist of draught, it cannot
be accepted as a desirable method, par-

ticularly for schools ; but if the Staffs

Education Committee, who. I gather, are

the originators of that arrangement, would
be so good as to point out in your columns
(as one cannot, of course, conveniently go to

Stafford) wherein cross-ventilation has been

misjudged, their statements. I feel sure,

would be received with that respectful con-

sideration which is only the due of all who
take an interest in the important question

of ventilation. It would also bring this cor-

respondence to a speedier conclusion,—

I

am, etc, R. Lennox-Gordon,
Minstead, Lyndhnrst, Hants,

Sir,—The supporters of cross-ventilation

may, as " Crusader " says, be only making
" confusion worse confounded " by their

illogical attempts to bolster up that method
against the strong blast of public disap-

proval which is blowing against it with
ever-increasing force ; but Mr, Wynne
Thomas carries off the palm when he
gravely assures us that with cross-ventila-

tion purity of the air need not be too closely

considered, as the principal object of that

system is to keep the scholars cool. Not a

difficult thing to do, I should say, with a

north-easter blowing through the class-

rooms, or, as another supporter describes
it, "a perfect tearing blizzard," which
still another supporter advises should be
borne "until the maximum point of

endurance is reached."
Jilr. Thomas further assures us that cross

ventilation promotes activity of the body.
I should say it did, as otherwise few
of the unfortunates subjected to its gentle
influence would survive.

This " activity " is, I presume, tlie rest-

lessness referred to in your article as

inseparable from sitting in a heated atmo-
sphere, which we are told is an essential

of cross-ventilation, with a shower-bath of

cold air precipitated from above, as another
essential.

Spartans must henceforth take a back
seat with the participants of this plan : they
are simply "not in it." Mr. Tliomas informs
us that " The great fault nowadays is the
desire to live in rooms that are warm, and
consequently unhealthy." How foolisli it

seems to waste money on coals when it is so

much healthier to freeze; an appropriate
motto for " fresh-air-at-any-price enthusiasts"
would be "cold and healthy, warm and ill,"

How does Mr, Thomas reconcile his theory
of coolness witli the statement in his first

letter that with cross-ventilation the class-

rooms are highly heated, and in proof of this

gives the actual figures so that there may be
no mistake as to the temperature provided?
The advocates of cross-ventilation cannot
have it both ways, and they seem not to know
which way they want it, nor which way it

is. In their anxiety to now prove that there

is no draught, though, as they have them-
selves stated, cross-ventilation consists of

through-draught and down-draught, they
condemn it as inoperative, and if they admit
the draught, then why in the name of

common-sense and humanity inflict it upon
the schoolchildren if down-draught is the

"crying evil" that Mr, Thomas asserts it

is? In doing this they are neither logical nor
consistent. The authors of this plan, who,
we are informed, are the Staffs Education
Coiiimittee, evidently consider that m so far

as their advocacy of it in your columns is

concerned, which up to now is nil, discretion

is the better part of \alour, which doubtless

is due to the knowledge that the damning
indictment brought against it is unanswer-
able. They have, however, achieved the

unenviable distinction and incurred the

grave responsibility of introducing the most
baneful and senseless travesty on ventilation

that the inind of man could conceive, and
have brought the whole question of ventila-

tion into discredit, which must do infinite

harm to the cause of health by the distrust

engendered.
It is, indeed, nothing less than a public

scandal that the fantastic fads of irre-

sponsible extremists should be allowed to

destroy the health and comfort of school-

children by enforcing cross-ventilation upon
them in cold weather. Such a very heartless

proceeding ought to be made an indictable

offence as a crime against the community,
which it most undoubtedly is, but a day of

reckoning is surely approaching for those

responsible, when they will be called to give

an account of their stewardship before a

Royal Commission, which may be sooner

than thev think.— I am, etc., Caloric.

The R.I.B.A. problems in design submitted
under Subject XIX, will be on view in the

Galleries of the R,I.B.A,, on March 22, 23, and
24, between the hours of 10 a.m. and 8 p. in.

An extension of the free library at Shirley,

a suburb of Southampton, was opened by the

mayor on Friday. The plans were prepared
and the work supervised by the borough
engineer of Southampton, Mr. Crowlher, and
the contractor was Mr. Douglas, of that town.

At a meeting of the Historic Society of

Lancashire and Cheshire held at the Royal
Institution, Liverpool, on Friday night, I)i

Philip Nelson, F.S.A., described various
Mediseval alabasters in the vicinity of Liver-

pool, tracing their source and distribution in

the Middle Ages. The alabaster was quarried

at Chellaston, Derbyshire, and carved at

Nottingham, from whence the panels were
exported to places as remote as Iceland and
Italy. The author illustrated his remarks by
numerous slides and actual panels from the

Liverpool Museum and his own collection,

Mr, William Brass, of Abchnrchlane, E.G.,

;iud Brunswick-terrace, Brighton, builder and
contractor, who died on Nov. 23, 1913, has left

.1:584,918 19i. 5d. The legacies include i:250,

the household effects, and during widowhood
,£2,000 a year to his wife; £250 each to his

son William and his daughter C. I. Brass; £2.^0

each to the executors; £1,000 each to Kdie
I H.issett, H. Brass, Clara Kennedy, S. Walker,

I

and (i. Bland; his flat in Coventry-street and
the furniture to H. Brass; and £100 each (o

A. liollz. II. Colls, Jim McMillan, and J. C.

I

Bell. The residue is to be held in trust for his

children.

I

The Victoria and Albert Museum has received

on lo.nn from the rector and churchwardens of

I lie City church of St. Augustine with St. Fail.h,

Old Change, a splendid array of silver-gilt plate,

wliich has been placed on exhibition in llic

Loan Court, Room 40. It comprises two groups,

representing the two old parishes now united

ill a single benefice, and includes seven flagons

nt varying sizes, three Communion cups, with

their paten-covers, and a few minor objects. Of
the principal pieces, one—a Communion cup— is

of the reign of Elizabeth, and the others range
over the reigns of James I.. Charles I., and
Charles 11,

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE,
AFFAIRS OF A STOKE - ON - TRENT

BUILDER.—A meeling of the creditors of Mr,
William Ball, builder, was held at Stoke-on-
Trent on Wednesday week, the Official Receiver
(Mr. F. T, Halcomb) presiding, A receiving
order was made on the 24th ult. on the debtor's
petition, and up to the present thirty-six proofs
of debts had been lodged by creditors. The
debtor's statement of affairs showed gross lia-

bilities £21,968 13s. lOd.. the amount estimated
to rank for dividend being £2,204 Ss. 8d. The
debtor estimated his assets to produce £8,529
3s. 2d., 'and after deducting £96 3s. 2d. for
rates, taxes, etc., there was an estimated
surplus of assets over liabilities of £6,228 lis. 4d.

The debtor did not admit he was insolvent. If

he were able to realise his freehold properties
at reasonable marketable prices, he could dis-

charge his liabilities in full. The OfDcia!
Receiver, in his observations, stated that
between September. 1901, and April, 1903. the
debtor was carrying on business as a builder
in Leek - road, Hanley, in partnership with
another, under the style of Ball and Shenlon,
and that he subsequently traded by liimself in

the same town. 'The debtor stated that bis
turnover during the last six years had averaged
£7,000 per annum, and that within the same
period lie had regularly employed about thirty-

five workmen, whose weekly wages averaged
£40, Having regard to the present state of the
market, it was impossible to confirm the
debtor's estimate of the value of the mortgaged
properties. The debtor having made a proposal
to discharge his unsecured debts by the pay-
ment of 10s. in the pound, the meeting was
adjourned for three weeks in order that the
offer might be considered.

—Ot9>

CHIPS.
The 111 ban district council of llford are about

to build a central librarv in Oakfield-road at

an estimated cost of £6.000.

The City of Philadelphia has decided upon
public improvements to be undertaken during
the coming season at a cost of six million
dollars.

Nos. 288. 290, and 292. Regent-street, and
No. 16, Great Castle-street, W.. are about to

be reconstructed from plans by Mr. Colvin T.
Armstrong. A.R.I.B.A.. of Charing Cross, S.W.

We are pleased to hear that M. Joseph Rippl-
Itunai, a Hungarian painter of world-wide
reputation, who since tlie beginning of the war
had been interned in France, has now been
released and allowed to go to Switzerland.

A new synagogue in Eskdale-terrace. Jesmond.
Newcastle-on-Tyne, was opened on Wednesday
by Sir Stuart Samuel, Bnrt, M.P. It has been
built from designs by Mr. M. K, Glass, and the
contractors were Messrs, Elliott Brothers, of

Newcastle.

Colonel E. M. Bruce Vaughan, F. R.I.B.A.,
of Cardiff, has prepared plans for the new
medical-school buildings about to be erected in

that city. The physiological block will be put
in hand forthwith, the builders being Messrs.
Turner and Co. Sir Wm. James Thomas has
given £90,000 for the project.

We regret to hear that Mr. R. W. Wilson.
Royal Army Medical Corps. Territorials, died on
Feb. 28 of cerebro - spinal meningitis. Mr.
Wilson, who was nineteen years of age. was
an exceptionally promising student in the first-

year day-school of the Architectural Associa-

tion, and left the schotd to join the R.A.M.C.
in December last.

The new Waveney workhouse hospital at

Ballymena is approaching completion. It is

E shaped on plan, and faces Cusherdall-rond

;

it is two stories in height, with attics in the

roofs, and provides eighty-eight patients' beds.

The outside walls are of cement roughcast, and
the roofing of green Buttermere slates. Messrs.

Patterson and Grahame, of Belfast, are the

architects, and Mr. Willam Dowling. of Belfast,

is the builder. The cost will be about £7,000.

Mr. William Blair, gas manager of Helens- .

burgh, while out cycling on ,Saturday, was
pitched from his machine on the Lower Row-
road, and died soon afterwards in the local

Victoria Infirmary. Mr. Blair succeeded his

father as gas manager of East Wemyss. He
afterwards became gas manager at Haddington,
and about fifteen years ago took charge of the
Helensburgh Corporation gasworks on their

being transferred from a private company. Mr.
Blair was recognised as an authority on gas

|

engineering, and five years ago held the position
of president of the Scottish Association of Gas
Managers. He leaves a widow and two sons
and two daughters.
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At a receot meeting of the Gateshead
Guardians reference was made to the fact
that forty years have elapsed since Mr. W.
Lister Xewcombe, of Newcastle, was hrst
engaged, as an architect, by that authority.
Members expressed appreciation of his ser-

vices and a hope that these might be coji-

tinued. Mr. Newcombe's first work for the
Board, in 1875, comprised additions and
alterations to the old workhouse in Union-
lane, Gateshead, now Coatsworth-road and
Bensham-avenue. Subsequently Mr. N'ew-
conibe supervised the building of an entirely
new workhouse at Bensham, with consider-
able extensions and additions, as further
accommodation became necessary; also the
building of the Shotley Bridge Cottage
Homes for the accommodation of children,
with administrative buildings, workshops,
etc. ; a hospital for consumptives at Shotley
Bridge, and extensive buildings for the
accommodation of the aged and infirm. We
congratulate the guardians on their good for-

tune in having so long enjoyed such faithful
and effective co-operation and echo their
hopes that it may be long continued.

Mr. Lawson Purdy, president of the lax
Department of the New York City, has come
out plainly against skyscrapers, and follow-
ing his lead the Advisory Council of New
\ ork says that experience has demonstrated
that tall buildings have a depressing effect
on taxable and income values of adjoining
property. Mr. Purdy believes that "a new
principle affecting American real estate is

slowly being evolved—namely, a provision
for light and air as a benefit to adjoining
property," These expressions were called
forth by the proposed ordinance whereby the
building heiglit and structural treatment
of skyscrapers in \ew York City are to be
severely restricted. On the other hand, the
building code committee of the Advisory
Council of Real Estate Interests of New York
City, composed of Messrs. Henry W. Hodge,
Otto M, Eidlitz, and Julius Francke, after
an exhaustive analysis of the ordinance
before the Board of Estimates, contend, as
might be expected, that tall buildings are
not necessarily unsafe, unhealthful, uncom-
fortable, or inconvenient , A comprehensive
report has been submitted setting forth the
objections of the council to the ordinance.
It is evident that the ordinance will not be
passed without a severe contest with the
upholders of vested interests.

The Board of .-Vgriculture and Fisheries
desire to draw the attention of owners of
woodlands and others to the fact that some
collieries are still finding a difficulty in

securing adequate supplies of pit-wood. In
consequence of the situation created by the
European War, supplies from abroad are
considerably curtailed, and it is necessary to
have greater recourse than usual to home-
grown timber. Landowners may, the Board
suggest, find this a favourable opportunity
to sell, at a remunerative rate, timber of
which they have hitherto found it difficult to
dispose to advantage: as a rule, however, col-
lieries are not prepared to buy standing
timber unless the woods are in their im-
mediate neighbourhood. Information as to
the kinds of timber required, marketing, and
other matters in tlii.s connection , will be found
in Special Leaflet No, 17, copies of which
may be obtained post free on application to
the Secretarv, Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries, Whitehall-place, W,C.

Sir Courtenay Warner, M,P., presiding at
the meeting of the Law Land Company, held
on Wednesday, said that when tliev con-
sidered that for the latter period of tlie year
under review the country had been engaged
in a war of unprecedented magnitude, it was
really wonderful that they had managed not
only to maintain, but to increase, their
revenue. Had it not been for an unusual
expenditure on repairs and improvements,
of which they hoped to reap the benefit in
the future, the net result would have been,
on paper at least, even more satisfactory,
but as they were able to maintain their usual

dividend up to the level of 7 per cent,, and
in addition to add nearly £4,000 to the lease-
holds redemption account and £10,000 to the
reserve account, he did not think they had
much to complain of. They had this year
taken £-1,000 from the reserve for improve-
ments. Up to now office property in the City
had been a great deal more affected by the
war than property in their neighbourhood,
but he was afraid they could not expect to

escape their share of the general misfortune,
and must be prepared for some losses in rent.

The report was adopted.

WxBhe lUhis.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
THE LABOUR M.A,RKET IN FEBRUAUY -

The Director ot the Department of Labour
Statistics of the Board of Trade, in his monthly
article on the state of the labour market, says
the employment in February showed a further
improvement. There was an upward movement
in the iron and steel, building, furnishing, and
woodworking, and pottery trades. During the
month there was a marked upward movement
in wages. Compared with the good conditions
of March, 1914, all trades engaged on Govern-
ment work showed a noticeable improvement.
There was, on the other hand, a marked decline
in the tinplate, pottery, and brick trades. The
month was marked by a strong upward move-
ment in wages. In the trades conipulsorily
insured against unemployment— viz.. building,
works of construction, engineering, etc.—the
percentage of unemployed throughout the
United Kingdom at March 5 was 1.90, as com-
pared with 2.48 a month ago, and 4.18 a year
ago.

We regiet to hear that Mr. Henry S. Tidte,

K.A., the well-known marine painter, is lying
serioubly ill at his house, Lyndon Lodge,
Ilanweli.

At Cleethorpes, Mr. E. Dudley held a Local
Government Board inquiry on Tuesday into an
applicatiun from the urban district council for
sanction to borrow .£6,250 for road-widenings
and improvements.

Works of water-supply are being carried out
at Topsham, South Devon, from plans by and
under the supervision of Mr. R. Lowcock,
M.I.C.E., of Queen Anne's Gate, S.W. The con-
tractor is Mr. J. R. Harris, of Exeter,

A Local Government Board inquiry was held
on Friday at the Municipal Offices, South-
ampton, by Mr. W. O. E. Meade -King,
M.Inst.C.E., into the application of the town
council for sanction to borrow £1,700 for the
widening and improving of Welbeck-avenue.
The Secretary of State for India has

approved of the grant of a bonus of £1,000 to
Miss Bell, the only child of the late Mr. J. R.
Bell, C.E., of the Railway Department of India.
Mr. Bell, who died in. July, 1913, devised a
method of training and controlling the great
rivers of India at the sites of railway bridges,
thus effecting an immense economy in main-
tenance.

At Easter a new rookery school is to be
opened at Staple Hill, Bristol, as an adjunct
to the council school. It is 48ft. by 27ft.; the
floor is tiled, and there is a glaced dado to the
walls. Mr. R. Phillips, of Gloucester, has
designed the new school ; Mr. Wilmott, of
Kingswood, is the builder; and Mr, Harris
Edwards is the clerk of works.

The foundation-stone of a new church was
laid on Monday at the corner of City and Port-
land roads, Edgbaston. From a series of com-
petitive plans those of Mr. Edwin F. Reynolds
were selected, and pi'ovision is made for a brick
building, with stone facings, to acconnjiodatc
about 650 worshippers. The contract for erect-
ing the new church has been given, at £8,400.
to Messrs. Collins and Godfrey, of Tewkesbury.

Glasgow Corporation decided some time ago
to extend their electricity-producing facilities
by the erection of large works at Dalniarnock.
which will form the chief source of supply for
both lighting and power purposes. The excava-
tion operations for the new buildings are in
course of completion, and the site was visited
on Saturday afternoon by the members of the
electricity committee. The first part of the
works will be ready to deliver energy at the
beginning of the winter of 1916-17. The site
covers over 13 acres, and was purchased for
£27,112. The ultimate capacitv of the works
will be 140,000 kilo\»'atts, or 200;OOOH.P.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Mo.N-DAV.—Victoria and Albert Museum. " Gennau

lledia'val Architecture," l)y Banister F.
Fletcher, P.R.I.B.A. 4.30 p.m.
Royal Society of Arts. " House Build-

ing: Past and Present," Cantor Lecture
Xo. 3, by JI. H. BaiUie Scott. 8 p.m.

WxDXEsDiv.—Royal Society of Arts. " The InduBtrial
Uses of Coal Gas," by H. M. Thornton.
S p.m.

THUBbDiv.—British Museum. " St. Mark's, Venice,"
by Banister F. Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A.
4.30 p.m.

SilVBDAV (MiECH 27),—Institution ot Municipal and
County Engineers, South Wales District
Meeting at the City Hall, Cardiff.
"Notes on Extraordinary TratBo on
Highways," by D. JI. Jenkins, Neath.
3.15 p.m.

TKASE NOTES.
Boyle's latest patent "Air-pump" ventilator

has been applied to the General Booth
Memorial Hall, King Edward-street. Notting-
ham,

The architects for the Somerset Education
Committee have been building new schools for
the Langport Council. The large cement-
concrete playground h;is been waterproofed
with Pudlo. The work is now completed, and
the architects report that they are very pleased
with it.

At the request of Messrs. P. Hill and G.
Hodge, the partnership lately existing between
themselves and W. Manders (trading as W.
Manders and Co., of Leyton) has been dissolved,
and, in co-operation with several gentlemen well
known in the contracting world. Messrs. Hill
and Hodge are commencing business as public
works contractors, under the stylo of the
Municipal Contracting and Engineering Co.
Since the early part of 1912 they have tendered
for and carried out the whole of the contracts
obtained by Manders and Co., Mr, Manders
having been absent in Canada.

The late Mr. Frederick Kirk, FitzwiUiam-
street, Huddersfield, architect and surveyor, left
estate valued at £5,165.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned
the borrowing ot £42,537 by the corporation of
Barrow-in-Furness for gasworks purposes.

Mr. F. Simmonds, jun., of Littlestone, has
been appointed surveyor and inspector to the
New Romney Town Council,

A new church is about to be erected at
Cloughwater, Ballymena, from plans by Mr. S.
J. McFadden, architect, Coleraine.

At a meeting on Friday of memheis of the
Royal Society of Painters in Water-Colours, Mr.
Harry Watson was elected an Associate.

Mr. George S. Barry, of the city surveyor's
office, Dundee, has been appointed road sur-
veyor for the Deer district of the Aberdeenshire
County Council, in succession to Mr. George
Calvert.

Mr. Basil Molt, M.Inst C.E., of Westminster,
has been appointed by the Newport, Mon., Cor-
poration as expert to advise tha corporation
with regard to the rchuikling of Newport
Bridge.

The Empire Theatre at Cardiff is about to
be reconstructed at a cost of £50,000. The
architects are Messrs. William and T. R.
Milburn. of Sunderland, and the builders are
Messrs. E. Turner and Sons. Ltd., of Cardiff.

A start will be made shortly in connection
with the Sutton Trustees' working-class model
dwellings in Newcastle-on-Tyne. The site, con-
taining about 2J acres, is bounded by Barrack-
road, New Mills, Moor-street, Back Jefferson-
street, and Derby - street. Mr. Charles S.
Errington, of Grainger-street West, Newcastle,
is the architect.

Permission has been granted to Messrs, John
Brown and Co., Ltd., shipbuilders, Clydebank,
to erect twenty cottages on ground situated
east and west of Cochno-street, Whitecrook,
The cottages, which are to house the firm's
foremen, are each to consist of three rooms
and kitchen, with bathroom and scullery, and
are to cost £7,000.

At the last meeting of the Dublin Corporation
authority was given to make application for
sanction to a loan of £56,000 for the purpose
of building workmen's dwellini^s on tlie

McCaffrey estate. It is proposed to let the
houses, when complete, at 7s. a week. It was
stated that 21.000 houses are wanted for the
working classes of Dublin. When the corpora-
tion schemes have been carried out a total of
10.000 dwellings will be provided.
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LATEST PRICES.
N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
nsual sources of information are in many
cases failing us.

TIMBER.
Per standard.

Yellow Fine Deals. 1st quality... £33 Otoi-57
„ 2ad 13 „ 45

White Deals : First 2-2 „ 24
Seconds 20 „ 22

U.S. Yellow I'lauks, Deals, and
Battens 10 10 .. 11 10

Per cubic foot.

Oak: Austrian Wainscot .f 10 6 to £0 12 (i

Teak: Burmese, per load, soft. 23 ,, 3t

Teak: Java, per load. 50ft 21 .. 27

IRON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled Steel Joists. English £8 10 to £S 13
Wronght-Iron Girder Plates 8 1.5 „ 10
Steel Girder Plates 8 17 H „

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0.,
Do.. Lowmoor, Flat, Roand, or
Square 22 .

Do.. Welsh 5 15 ,,

Boiler Plate-*, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,,
Best Soedahill 9 0,,

Angles lOs., Tees 203. per ton extra.
Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding. &c.. i'815s.to£9.

Ditto galvanised. £14 to £15103. per ton.

Galvanised Corru' Ated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 23 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

^IBestditto 13 10 ... 14

Per ton. Per ton

3 17
8 10

5 17

8 15
9 10

Cast-Iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8 10

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0., 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0., 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5
Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5 15 .. BOO
Cut Floor Brads 10 16 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,,

—
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14B.W.G 14 5 „ —

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0to8 P 10 11 12 B.W.G
£10 10s. £10 15s. £1103. £1153. £11158. per ton;

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £6 15 to £7 2 6

4in. to6in 6 10 ,. 6 12 6

7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 17 6 „ 7 2 6

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra.
turned and bored joints 53. per ton extra.

1

Pig Iron

—

Per ton.
Cold Blast. Lillieshall 803. Od. to 127s. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 87s. Od. ., 978.03.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. {plus 2^ per cent.)

—

Gas-Tubes 721 p,

Water-Tubes 66?
Steam-Tubes 65
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 60
Galvanised Water-Tubes 56i
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 50

OTHEB METALS.
Per ton. Per ton.

Load Water Pipe, Town •£2S Oto
Country '29 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town *29 0., —
Country "30 0,, —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town '311 0,, —
, Country '31 0,, —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town '32 10 ., —

„ Country 'Sii 10 „ —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town ... *31 0,. —

„ „ Country 'Si 0,, —
Lead Soil-pipe (npto4.5in.) Town *31 0,, —
„ „ „ ,, Country '31 0,, —

rOver 4Jin. £1 per ton extra.

1

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6 ,,£18 12 6

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 ,

Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 86 ,

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 71 lu ,

Tin. English Ingots ihh
,

Do., Bars ls7 o
Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town) 19 2 6
Sheet Lead, Town *27 10 ,

Country •2« 10 ,

Gennire White Lead 34 (1 ,

Refined Red Lead 30 ,

Sheet Zinc 69 .

Old Lead, against account 22
,

Tin per cwt. 10 10 0,
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 13

72
190
191
20

10
10

2 6

• For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

SLATES.

Blue Portmadoc

Blue Bangor...

First Quaiity 20

m. in.

20 X 10 .

. 16 „ 8 .

. 20 ,,10.
.13 .

10.

£ 8. d. per 1.000
. 12 13 6 1.200 at r.

. 6 12 6

. 13 2 6

. 13 17 6

. 13

of
8tn,

„ 12 ... 13 15

K n r e k a nnfading
8.

green

Permanent Green

.

20
,

, 20
,

. 18
,

, 16
,

20
,

, 18
,

, 16 ,

10 ... 15 17
12 ... 18 7
10. 13 5

10 5
11 12
9 12

8 ... 6 12 6

BBIOES.
{All prices net.)

First Hara Stocks .. £1 15 per 1.000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11
Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 14
Pressed Wire Cuts... 118
Red Wire Cuts... 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Fac-ng ... 5

Best Blue Iressed
StaSordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 4

2jin. Best Red Ac-)
crington Plastic [ 4 10 6
Facing Bricks )

[river.

delivered
at rly. stu.

(Net, delivered in
full truck loads
in London.

S'/s" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3V8" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1113
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/8 in
thickest part 2

3'/8" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2 6
3'/8" ditto ditto through and through 2
3'/8" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 2J" and h" radius Bullnoses : Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9"xi course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :

—

3 course deep, 44" soflJt, per foot opening..
4 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto

ditto ditto dittoditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

4i"

9"

ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto

1

1

2
2
2
2 1

Net free on rail, or free on boat at worisrs.

GLAZED BBIOES.
HARD GLAZES (PEB 1.000).

White. Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Boff, Cream, Other Second

Beet. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6
Quoins. Bullnose. and iHn, Flats

—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ende. square

—

IB 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6
Two aides and one end. square^

18 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
^pliJiFs and Squints

—

1» 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—

5d. oach 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles

—

1/J each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose. Stretchers, and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000
Headers „ £22 17 6

„ ,, Quoins and Bullnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks'! Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours

^
ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4Mn.
Is. 2d. each ) by 2iin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations. s. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0..
Thames Ballast 6 0..

B. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 per ton delivered

Exclusive of charg'e for sacks.

s. d. 8. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4..023

2 2
2
1 10
1 10
16

Darley Dale, ditto ....

Red Corsehill. ditto ,.

CloseburnBedFreeatone.ditto .,

Ancaster, ditto „
Greenshill, ditto ,,

Beer, ditto
Cbilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) ,,

Hard York, ditto ,,

Do, do. Bin. sawn both sides.
landings, random sizes per foot sup.

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
aides, random sizes

• All F.O.B. London.

1 lO.i

2

2 8

1 3

Bath Stone, delivered on road £ s. d.
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7i

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 9J
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ., Oil
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station .. 1 7J

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :

—

Delivered on road waggons
at Paddington Depot,
Nine Elms Depot, or
Pimlico Wharf

TILES.

Brown White
Whit Bed. Base Bed

Per foot cube.
£0 2 3 ...£0 2 a

d. Dlvrd. at
per 1000 ry.sn.

7 per doz. ,.

per 1000
6
per doz.

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and "Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 53
Hip and Valley tiles 4

Ruabon red. brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000

Ornamental ditto 60 ,.

Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 ..

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46 per 1000

Ornamental ditto 48 6 ,.

Hip tiles 3 104 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 44 ..

" Rosemary " brand plain tiles... 48 per 1000
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 42

Hand-uiade sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 45
Pressed 42
Ornamental ditto 47
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3

per doz.

6 per 1000

per doz.
6

per 1009
6
6

per doz.
6

OILS.
Rapeseed.English pale.per tun £28 15

Ditto, brown 26 15
Cottonseed, refined ,, 29
Olive, Spanish , 39 10
Seal, pale 21
(IJocoanut, Cochin 46
Ditto. Ceylon 42 10
Ditto, Mauritius 42 10
Palm, Lagos 32 5
Ditto, Nut Kernel , 35
Oleine 17 5
Sperm 30
Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7
Petroleum, refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 1 6
Ditto, Archangel 19
Linseed Oil per gal. 3
Baltic Oil 3
Turpentine 3

Putty (Genuine Linseed
Oil per cwt. 10
Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority" Brand.. „ 9

to £29 5

6i

6

27 5
30
40
21 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
3S 10
19 5
31

8
6

1 10
10

GLASS (IN CEATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz.
Fourths 5id. .

Thirds 6jd.

.53d.

6M.
Fluted Sheet 4id.

Hartley's English Rolled Jin.

Plate 3id.

Bid.

6ld.

32oz.
. 7d.

. 84d.

^/iGin. Jin.

34d. ... 4d.

White. Tinted.
Figured Rolled and Repoussine... 4jd. ... 6d.

"VABNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak 10 6

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak. for seats of
churches 14 6

Find Elastic Carriage 12 9

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 10

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Pine French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9

White Copal Enamel 14 9

Extra I'ale Paper 13

Beat Japan Gold Size 10

Best Black Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain .•. 9
Brunswick Black 8
BerUn Black 16

Knotting « 10

French and Brush Polish 10 6

OEILVIE&CO.

Telephone D,\LSTON 1388.

Many years connected witli

tlie lute firm of W, H-
LASLELLES & CU., of

Mlldmay Avenne, ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS.
ESTIMATES

FKEK.

FOE
Olivers'

Seasoned
HardvvoodSi

To-
wn. OLIVEB & SONS, Ltd.,

130, Bunhill Bo-w, London, E.G.

II
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Measured Drawinws of "The Study." Culroas, Perth-
shire. 17th-century Inlaid "Frieze and Oak
Panellmg. Drawn by Mr. J. Scott Lawson.

SCOTTISH DOMESTIC
ARCHITECTURE.

"The Study," Culeoss, Perthshire.

[with ILLUSTRATIONS.]

Among the numerous smaller towns
situated on both sides o! the Forth, not a
few specimens of Scottish domestic architec-

ture are to be found quite equal to those in
better-known cathedral cities and other
more historic places. Indeed, as Messrs.
MacGibbon and Ross point out in their
"Castellated and Domestic Architecture of

Scotland " (1892), nowhere does Scotch
town and village building appear to more
advantage than along the margins of the
Forth, where considerable prosperity was
enjoyed during tho IGtli and 17th
centuries. Previously, and well back in
tho earlier period alluded to, a consider-
able trade was carried on between the
ports of the Forth and the Continent,
especially with tho Low Countries ; and
these towns were consequently amongst the
richest communities of the country.
Culross, in Perthshire, is a very ancient
instance of this class, though now so
deserted, standing unkept along a narrow
stri]) of ground on tlie novlh side of the
Firth of Forth beneath p. steep bank, the
summit of which is crowned by the ruins of

tho dismantled abbey.
In the reign of James VI., Culross was

created a royal burgh (1588) when it had
acquired considerable prosperity in con-
nection with its coal - workings and the
manufacture of salt. . Tho fame of the
smiths or "hammermen" of Culross was
due to their expertly-mado "girdles" for
baking oatcakes, for which King James VI.
confirmed their possession of a monopoly in
1.399. The ruins of tho old kirk and abbey,
together with some old structures still re-

tained in the town, recall its historic
importance. The large mansion of the
Bruces of Kinloss, erected early in the
17th century, and subsequently altered by
Sir William Bruce, presents an imposing
appearance, and is known as "Culross
Abbey House." This Culross estate, at
the end of the 18th century, iiassed into
the hands of Sir Robert Preston, who
destroyed a great part of tho old abbey.
Towards tho end of his life, liowever, he
set to work to repair some of the damage
he had done, as mentioned by Sir Walter
Scott, who made a note of what was being
done when he visited Culross in 1830.

It has Ijeen thought that Inigo Jones
designed this house; but thero is no
evidence of that, and John Mercer, the
architect of a monument in the alibey
church, may, perhaps, have designed it, as
the details "betray the hand of one little
accustomed to jnire Renaissance design."
The Palace of Culross, more accurately

termed the "Colonel's Close," was the
place of the "Black Colonel," John
Erskine of Carnock. This term " palace

"

seems to have originated with the mistake
of Captain Kerr in "identifying with a
royal residence the ' palatium ' or ' palace

'

in the title deeds of the Colonel's Close

—

the word ' palatium ' being tho appellation
which in law Latin phraseology is used to
denote any large or imposing building,
moro especially any building which is
occupied by a nobleman." ("Between the
Ocliils and tho Forth," by 1). Beveridge.)
A description of tho "Palace" is given in
Vol. II. of Messrs. MacGibbon and Ross'
staiulard w^ork already quoted from. It
has a large courtyard, and is rapidly going
to decay, whereas a few pounds judiciously
applied might now save a valuable monu-
ment, which otherwise stands unaltered,
and includes much work of good decorative
cliaracter, though externally it is simple
and unsophisticated in appearance.
The " town house " of Culross is a good

example of the class of edifices of its
period—the 17th century. Ascending the
hill, in a small open space stands the
"town cross," and near by a tower belong-
ing to the old structure, known as "The
Study." This tower is eminently charac-
teristic of Scottish design, with its saddle-
back roof, gabled with stepped copings
back and front, accompanied by the usual
corbelled-out ujjper stair-turret, the^ roof
of which merges, in this case, into that of
tho tower itself, next a lean-to topped
dormer, which is repeated next the front
chimney on the other side of the tow-er.
B('low tliere is a Lirge wheel stairwiiy,
going up to the second floor, and giving
access to the two large rooms in the
adjoining tenement, one of which is still

panelled, as shown by the accompanying
sheet of measured drawings, so carefully
delineated with much spiiit by Mr. J.
Scolt Lawson, to wliom wo are indebted
for their loan. Tho building is supposed
to have been occujiied by the .Abbots of
Culross, and this tower is undoubtedly of

pre - Reformation date. Tho adjoining
tenement bears on the lintel of the door
(now partly built-up) a Greek inscription
signifying "God provides and will pro-
vide." The building has all the character
of the 17th century. Other examples of a
like kind survive in this "most striking
instance of a riUc moric in Scotland."

The particular apartment of which we
give Mr. Scott Lawson's details is on the
first floor of "The Study," and the room
measures 21ft. by IGft., filanned, as shown
by his key sketch of its quaint arrange-
ment, next the older stair-tower. The
chief interest about the building consists
in these beautiful remains of oak panelling,
which is of exceptional charm. Originally.

all four of the walls were covered with
similar wainscoting, when the room must
have had a handsome appearance; but,
unfortunately, a very considerable portion
of this fine joinery-work has long gone
away or perished. Tlio building at the
present time remains tenantless, being left
to the mercy of the elements, quite
uncared for, and neglected. Only about
three bays of the woodwork are extant in
ntu, though, fortunately, a part of the
return on the window-jamb is intact, illus-
trafing the particular and clever treat-
ment of the angles. What is left is in a
perfect state of preservation so far as it

exists at all. At various times the oak has
received a casual coat or two of paint,
most of which colouring has, however, now-
peeled off, displaying the choice silvery
grain of tho wainscot. The frieze is

cleverly inlaid with strips of dark and of

yellow wood alternating, and the inlaid
richer panels of the frieze are typical of

its date. The background is all of oak.
The carved-oak trusses are very quaintly
designed, and the mouldings are very
graceful and pretty, the whole thing being
of good scale and picturesque in con-
ception, therefore eminently suggestive.

The work bears the date of 1633, inlaid

in pale yellow, and the monogram, figuring
at large on our illustration, may • be
intended either for "A. P." or "A. R.,"
the work being somewhat uncertain in the
second letter. Considering the scarcity of

ancient woodwork in Scotland (though
.1. W. Small's excellent book on "Scottisli

Woodwork" illustrates many contem-
porary and equally interesting examples),
it is a great pity this beautiful remnant
at Culross should remain in so deplorable
a state of neglect. It deserves far better

care than it is now getting. By thus direct-

ing attention to the matter, possibly we may
prompt some attempt to redeem it from its

present sorry condition. An endeavour,
we think, might be made to insure the
conservation of so valuable a piece of

historic craftsmanship, at present risking

ruin, by the Society for the Protection of

Ancient Monuments, or the Royal Insti-

tute of British Architects, or by the Allied
Societies of Scotland. It is true what
remains is comparatively small; but it is

surely worth saving.

o«e>

THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF BRITISH
ARTISTS.

The USrd Exhibition of the Royal
Society of British Artists is one of the
best spring shows we remember. There
is no very striking picture ; but the
general level, of more than average merit,

is a very respectable one. and there are

verv few eccentricities on the walls. The
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pictures are well hung, and the visitor

will be well rewarded by a couple of hours'

quiet enjoyment; and if, unlike most of

us, he has any money to spare just now,

he will pick up some bargains at present

prices which will sensibly appreciate in

the near future.

The most noticeable work iu that corner

of the Central Gallery is Mr. Christopher

Williams's [jortrait of l\Ir. Lloyd George

(9). There are those who know him out

of politics who laud the Chancellor of the

Exchequer's geniality, and even the

victims of his Budgets will admit that the

artist has invested his subject with a smile

possible only on the countenance of a

universal benefactor. It may, of course,

be merely the well-deserved expression of

satisfaction with the result of the sittings.

Mr. Christopher Williams lias also a well-

rendered reminiscence of "Moonlight,

Bournemouth," in the South-west Gallery

(112). Both Mv. Hal Hurst's exhibits are

good. "The Absent One" (11) will evoke

many sympathies, and "Yvonne " (80) will

win well-deserved admiration. Mr. Charles

Clifford's "Sussex Pastoral" (12) and

"The Wood Gatherer" (118) are both

good, and so is Mr. Westley Manning's

"The Deer Park, Sussex " (15). Mr. E. G.

Eves's "Mrs. Jourdain " (21) is one of the

best of the portraits, and his two Cornish

sketches (178 and 182) are well rendered.

Another good portrait is that of Lieut.

E. H. MacGregor Whetton (24), by JNlr.

J. W. Schofield, who also shows a pretty

"Pastoral" (137), a "Nocturne" (185) and

a small but interesting sketch, "Sand
Dunes, Devon" (223). "When tho Leaves

are Falling " (27), by Mr. A. St. John
McCall, is an appropriately conceived

autumnal landscajie; his " Golden Autumn,
Brittany " (47) perhaps the more attractive.

Mr. W.'M. Palin's " Improvisante " (13) is

excellent. Of his three works in the

Central Gallery, Mr. .T. H. Amschewitz's
" Aged Worldling " (31) tells its story most
significantly.

The portrait of the Ilev. C. Fleming
Williams (30), by Mr. P. Gregory Brown, is

a very good one. Mr. Hclcy Smith's

"Mons. Alphonse AUaerts," is full of

character, and his three sea-pieces
—"The

Coming of the Storm" (34), "A Narrow
Escape" (38), and "Running Up Channel"
(138)—will please all his admirers. The
"Coming of the Storm" (34), by Mr. A. H.
Elphinstone, is an impressive rendering of

coming meteorological trouble. "The
Thames at Greenwich" (36), by Mr. John
Muirhead, the original of the principal

illustration in Hilaire Belloc's "llivcr of

London" is good, and so are his "Outside
the Ramparts, Bruges" (1.32) and "Bruges
from the Ostende Canal " (190).

Mr. W. E. Riley, F.R.I.B.A., con-

tributes two of his welcome marine
subjects, "A Lonely Shore" (153), and the
more spirited "A Breeze at Anvil Point"
(175).

. Among others that should not bo missed
are "Tho Portal" (41), by Mr. H. Davis
Richter; "Abandoned" (44), by Mi-. D.
Murrav Smith; "The Rainbow" (45), by
Mr. Philip T. Gilchrist; "Autumn Gold"
(57). by l\Ir. Charles Collins; a "Portrait
of the Bishop of Travancore " (60), bv Mr.
T. F. M. Slu-ard; "The Weald of Kent"
(65), by Mr. Henry S. Kortright ; and "In
Spain: Holy Week" (77), by IVIr. Trevor
Haddon. Mr. A. Wallace Rimington lias

two nice waler-colours. " The Rlioiie Valley.
from Les Pleiades" (123), and "Rimini"
(141).

Of an architectural character tho best are
the "Porch of St. Marv tho Vircin,
Oxford" (1.52), and "Ely Cathedral" (184),
"St. Paul's Cathedral : Tlie Ambulatory "

(188), and "Pav Day, Royal Hospital,
Chelsea" (211). all by Mr. John Eyre.

There is not mucli sculpture. Mr.
Courtenay Poole shows a good " Marble
Head: Pauline" (83a); "Daisy," a
Daughter of Mi'. Leicester Harmsworth,
M.P. (83b), and a large plaster, "Lorelei"
(190a). ^
THE USE OF ELECTRICITY IN THE
MANUFACTURE OF PORTLAND
CEMENT.*

By Malcolm McLaren. t

There are few industries in which the cost

of power represents such a large percentage
of the total cost of production as in the
laauufacture of Portland cement. Any
means, therefore, which may be employed for

reducing the amount or cost ot this power
must receive most careful consideration. A
great deal of attention is being given to the

development of more efficient methods of

grinding, and wliile these efforts should be
encouraged, the writer's experience indicates

tliat the amount of power required to pro-

duce the same quality ot cement varies little

with the different types of grinding machines
in common use, when given equally intelli-

gent supervision. It is also believed that iu

no way can tlie cost of production be more
materially reduced than by the extensive use

of electric drive.

In the process of manufacture the cement
rock is brouglit from the quarry to crushers,

which break it into pieces three or four
inches in diameter. Then it passes into

drivers wliere all moisture is removed, tlicn

to the pulverising machines, and then to tlie

rotary kilns. The pulverised stone is fused
ill the kilns, and comes out iu the form of

hard clinker balls averaging about an inch
in diameter. This clinker is then ground
to the desired fineness of finished cement and
delivered to the store-house. Fuel is fur-

nished to the kilns in the form of pulverised
coal, and this must be prepared at the mill.

Elevators and conveyors are used for trans-

mitting the material through the works. A
relatively small amount of power is required
iu the stock-house for operating packing
machines and in the uiachine-shop, and in

some cases also for air compressors, hoists,

and pumps.
Iu most of the earlier cement mills, which

were of comparatively small capacity, all the

machinery was driven by steam engines. The
power-house was placed between the raw
stone grinding and finishiug departments, a
separate engine being employed to drive each
side. Various methods were used for driving

kilns, coal pulverising machines, and other
parts of the mill, which often involved com-
plicated transmissions or long steam-pipes.

The obvious adaptability of electric power
for the operation of these outlying portions

of the mill first led to the introduction of

motors for cement manufacture.

As mills increased in size it became more
difficult to operate one department from a

single engine without considerable complica-
tion in the drive and attendent loss of power.
Also the singlc-nnit drive involves consider-

able loss in production due to the necessity

of shutting down the entire department when
any change is required in the machinery.
Attempts have been made to minimise such
delays by using clutches for the control of

the individual machines, but these have not

proved sufliciently successful to come into

general use. Iji many cases, therefore,

motors are now being used for driving the

main grinding machines. Sometimes these
are employed simply in extensions or for

driving the iiKichines more distant from the
power house. In other cases the entire mill

is operated electrically. Thus there has been
a gradual enlargement iu tlio field of electric

operation, until now it is a comparatively
easy matter to demonstrate the advantage of

such a drive for an entirely new mill. For
nil e.\isting plant, however, it is more diffi-

cult to determine whether to abandon per-

° Presented before Section D of tlie American ABSocia-
tinn for tlie Advancement of Science at the Pbiladelpbia
Meeting.

t rrofcHhor of Electrical Engineerinf?, Princeton
University, Princeton, N.J.

fectly serviceable steam-engines and
mechanical transmission iu order to obtain
the advantage of electric operation. There
is also the still broader question, applying to

both existing and contemplated installations,

as to whether the cement company should
produce its own power or purchase this from
a public supply company. It is the object

of this Paper to discuss brieriy some of the

elements which enter into the solution of

these problems.

Considering first the case of an existing

steam-driven plant, for which it is proposed
to substitute new steam units, generators,

electric transmission, and motors. It might
appear at first sight as though such a change
could not be justified, as steam is still to be

used to generate power, which is now applied

ill a more direct manner. The saving under
the new arrangement, of course, is largely

due to the improve.nient iu steam economy
in the highspeed turbine sets used with

electric-drive over that of the engines they

replace. • The problem reduces itself to the

question ot whether the contemplated
change will reduce the cost of production

sufficiently to cover the overhead charges on

the new apparatus and show a fair margin
of profit on the capital invested.

COST OF INSTALLATION.

Ill order to figure the cost of the new in-

stallation it is first necessary to decide upon
the method of drive, especially whether to

employ one motor for each grinding-machiiie

or for a group of machines. The arrange-

ment and tj'pe of apparatus will largely

determine this matter. If a vertical driving-

shaft is used on the grinding-machine an

individual motor may be advantageously
employed, for this avoids a twisted belt, with

a consequent saving in maintenance both for

the belt and the bearings. Individual drive

gives the maximum flexibility in operation,

but increases both the first cost and the

maintenance of the electrical apparatus, so

that some grouping of the machinery is

generally advisable. The question of whether

to use direct or alternating current reduces

itself almost entirely to a matter of first cost,

which is in favour of the alternating-current

system. Either type of motor will satisfac-

torily do the work, and there should be little

difference in the cost of maintenance. The
proper capacity to use for motors can usually

be determined from the company's records

or from the machine-makers. The generator

capacity can be best determined from a test

on the existing plant. With these data at

hand, the cost of the new installation may

be readily estimated.

Taking up next the comparison of operating

costs, it will bo found that cement com-

panies usually keep accurate records of all

items entering into their power costs. These;

give no indication, however, of the amount

of power developed, and this must be known

in order to estimate the cost of power under-

the new conditions. As the load is not sub-

ject to wide fluctuations, it is possible to

make a close determination of the average

power consumption from a carefully arranged

twenty-four-hour test, during which the total

quantity of steam changeable to power

development should be measured and indica

tor-cards taken at frequent intervals on nl

the principal engines. If there are any siiial

engines a few- cards should be taken upoi

these or their load estimated from thi

character of their work. At the same timei.

the output of cement should be carefuUjI

noted. It is important that during the tes |

the mill should operate under normal condJ I

tions, both as regards the machinery in serlil

vice and the character of the material beinj
;

ground. Then the measurements upon tli
j

steam and cement output give the quantitj
|

of steam required per barrel under existin,'

conditions, and the power records and outpi<

give the corresponding power consumptioi

per barrel. The power required under tW

new conditions will be the same as befori

except as modified by the difference

efficiency of transmission, which is usuall

slight, and may be neglected except

extreme cases, or when great accuracy

desired. Knowing the power per barrel, tl

quantity of steam per barrel under the ne
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conditions may be obtained from the turbine-

makers' steam guarantees. Having tlien tlie

quantity of steam under the iiew condition,

and the quantity of steam and itemised cost of

power under the old conditions, it is a simple

engineering problem to determine the cost of

power under the proposed arrangement, and

show the saving which may result from the

eliange. When making this comparison con-

sideration must be giveji to the tact that the

increased flexibility of motor-drive will

reduce delays in "the mill, and thereby

increase production. It also may allow some
rearrangement of the mill machinery, with

a consequent reduction in operating cost.

While the above method of investigation may
appear somewhat complicated, it is believed

that all these matters must be duly con-

sidered in order to reach any proper con-

clusions.

Turning next to the qncstion of whether

such a cement company should equip with

motors and purchase power from an electric

supply company, the same general procedure

may be followed, though the investigation is

simplified now, as no ste.ini nieasurements

need be made, and the cost of power may be

derived directly from the supply company's
rates when the amount of power per barrel

has been determined from test. In this case

the losses in the generation of power, which

may amount to 10 per cent, of the total load,

will be saved to the cement company. On
the other hand, transformer losses amount-

ing to about 3 per cent, must be added,

unless power is delivered at a voltage suit-

able for mill operation. Also, uiider the new
conditions, the mill output should be

increased, owing to more uniform drive, for

with the close regulation of a large supply

system, the speed of the mill machinery may
be maintained near a, desired maximum,
while in most cement mills which generate

power, the speed drops frequently on account

of low steam pressure, low vacuum or over-

load on the engines. Many companies which

have changed over to purchased power testify

to a marked increase in output due to this

cause. They also find that when their super-

intendents "are relieved from maintaining

their power equipment they are able to con-

centrate their attention upon production

with beneficial results.

Granting, then, that the cement company
may derive certain advantages by purchasing

power, the question naturally arises, whether

the supply company will obtain any cor-

responding benefit from the transaction.

! This will depend upon the character of the

! load, the cost of production and the amount
I of energy to be supplied. The ideal load

for any supply company is one which is

I eoiistant throughout the year, or, in other

[
words, which has a load factor of 100 per

cent., but most companies co[isider them-

selves fortunate if they can reach a load

factor of 40 per cent. The cement load, on

I the other liand, approaches this ideal as

I

closely as in any industry, for it varies little,

I

day or night, summer or winter, often main-
' taining a load factor above 80 per cent, for

months at a time.

The cost per unit at which power may be

developed in any locality varies considerably
with the total output of the plant producing
it, for the capital cost per kw. for buildings,

turbines, generators, and practically all parts

of the system decreases as the size increases.

Also, the operating cost diminishes on
account of improved steam economy and
general efficiency of the apparatus, lower
cost for attendance, supervision, and
maintenance, and the opportunity of

locating the plant more favourably with
respect to cheap coal and water supply.

There may also be the opportunity of obtain-
ing power from a hydroelectric system wliicli

may result in a still further reduction in

cost. The question, then, of whether the
supply company can produce power more
cheaply than the cement company is largely
n matter of the relative size of the two
installations. This leads to the considera-
'.ion of the voinme of the cement load. While
his, of course, varies in different localities,

ome indication of its magnitude may be
ibtained by considering the eastern Penn-

sylvania district, which supplies. this market.

Here, in a, narrow strip of territory less than

20 miles long, the total output exceeds 60,000

barrels of cement per day, and while the

load on the individual mills varies from about

l,00Okw. to 5,000kw., if the power were sup-

plied from one central station the load would

reach approximately 50,000kw., with a daily

output exceeding 1,000,000 kilowatt-hours.

It is not surprising, therefore, that the

cement companies throughout the country

are changing over to the electric-drive at a

rate that should soon cause the steam-driven

plant to be looked upon almost as a curiosity.

INTER-STATE CONFEUEXCE OF
AUSTRALIAN ARCHITECTS.

At a special meeting of the Victorian

Institute of Architects, held in their room,

57, Swanton-street, Melbourne, on Tuesday,

the loth December last, the President (Mr.

H. W. Tompkins) reported that, at the

request of the Institute, along with Mr.

Bates, he had attended an Iiiter-State Con-

ference of Australian Architects held at

.Sydney at the end of November. He said

that in June last, at the invitation of the

Minister for Home Affairs, the presidents of

the Institutes of Architects met in Melbourne,

in connection with the selection of a

chairman of the Adjudication Board on the

designs for the Federal Parliament House,
and, as an outcome of that meeting, an inter-

State conference of architects was held in

Sydney during the week ending 28th

November. The State Institutes were repre-

sented as follows :—New South Wales : A. W.
Anderson (president), W. Newman (vice-

president). Victoria ; H. W. Tompkins (presi-

dent), E. A. Bates (vice-president). Queens-

land ; C. W. Chambers (president), C. McLay.
South Australia; C. W. Rutt (vice-president).

Western Australia; G. Sydney Jones, W.
Kenwood. Tasmania; T. Tandy (president),

T. P. Sampson.
A number of important matters were dealt

with by the conference, the principal being

the question of the formation of a federal

body, which should represent the whole of the

architects of Australia, and which would be

in a position to deal effectively with

architectural matters from a national stand-

point, and take steps leading to the forma-

tion of an Australian Institute of Architects.

This question w-as debated, and the con-

ference unanimously resolved to recommend
the formation of a Federal Council, consisting

of two delegates from each State Institute,

the council to be empowered to deal with

matters of federal interest, such as the

federal capital buildings, matters affecting

two or more States, or the interests of the

profession generally throughout the Common-
wealth, and any 'question that might be

referred to the Federal Council by any

Institute. The first meeting of the council

to be convened by the president and secretary

of the New South Wales Institute, and to

be held, if possible, at Canberra, if not, then

in Melbourne at Easter, 1915.

Another question was a revision of the scale

of charges in order to bring them into line

and uniformity throughout the Common-
wealth, severa"! discrepancies being recom-

mended for amendment. Articles of

association, conditions of contract, and

registration of architects were also discussed.

and recommendations made, which would

assist in bringing about greater uniformity in

the various States, and placing the profession

on a more satisfactory basis. The members
of the conference attended a reception by

the president and council of the New South

Wales Institute. They were also entertained

at an harbour excursion, and at dinner, and

inspected the building trades section of the

Technical College, where the methods

adopted were explained by Mr. J. Nangle,

Superintendent of Technical Education, and

Mr. B. Hadley, Lecturer in Architecture.

If the recommendations of the conference

were accepted by the State Institutes, a

foundation would be laid on which might be

erected an Australian Institute of Architects.

In a discussion on the conference Mr.

Anketell Henderson pointed out that there

was all element of danger in the procedure
that a distant State Institute should be
represented by members of the Institute in

the State in which the council might be
sitting. The home State Institute might,

perhaps, unconsciously be thereby over-

represented at such council meeting. Mr.

E. A. Bates said this subject had been well

considered at the conlerence. Voting by

proxy was considered necessary, and the

distant State Institutes should be able to

select certain members of the Institute in the

State in which the Federal Council was
meeting. Such delegates, however, should

have definite instructions from the distant

State, so that they should represent the

views of those Institutes. Mr. J. H. Harvey
suggested that regulations dealing with the

subject of an Institute being represented by

a member of another .State Institute should

be framed so that the position might be clearly

seen.

The President urged that the Federal

Council should be in a position to speak on
all subjects with one voice, and solidly to

represent all the Institutes of Australia.

This course had been insisted upon in

connection with the Federal Capital Com-
petition. At the conference, the proposal to

form an Australian Institute of Architects

had been discussed. This, however, would
mean the re-casting of all the six varying

.\rticles of Association, together witli a

revision of the qualifications of candidates for

membersliip. They were about to form what
was to be a Federal Council, and, conse-

quently, it would be impossible to deal with

every local question which would arise. What
might evolve from the council was a mattei,'

.

w'hich time alone would show. As an illus-

tration of the present position, he cited the

question of registration. They in Victoria

had drafted a Bill upon the lines of the Bill

promoted by the Institute of Architects in

New South Wales. Some of the other States,

too. were dealing with this important subject.

It might be urged that the promotion of a

Federal Bill would bring about far better

results than six State Bills. That was
obvious, but for the broad fact that the

Federal Parliament had no power under the

Constitution to deal with the subject of

registration of architects. Therefore, for the

present, at any rate, the State institutes

would be under the necessity of dealing with

conditions as they actually existed, and not

as they would like them to be.

Mr. "Anketell Henderson moved, and Mr.

John Little seconded, and it was carried

unanimously, "That the report presented by

the delegates to the Inter-State Conference

of Architects be received, and the proposal

to form a Federal Council detailed therein

adopted."
The President explained the proposals of

the Conference towards securing uniformity

in the scales of charges. It had been found that

although the scales in operation in Australia

probably worked out with somewhat similar

results, "they were expressed in different forms

in several of the States, The President

entered into detail with the draft proposals

for uniformity in the scale of charges, pre-

pared by the'Conference, and several minor

alterations were suggested as the meeting

progressed.
Mr. John Little moved, and Mr. Herbert

Black seconded, and it was unanimously re-

solved. "That the proposal to formulate a

Federal scale of charges, as detailed by the

president, be generally approved."

A vote of thanks to'the president and tlie

vice-president for the valuable services they

had rendered to the Institute by attending

the Conference in Sydney was accorded on

the motion of Mr. Anketell, Mr. Henderson,

and Mr. W. M. Campbell, and was duly ac-

knowledged by the president and Mr. Bates.'

The President of the Board of Education has"

sanctioned an arrangement by which th(S

bronzes presented last autumn to the Victori.i.

and Albert Museum bv M. .'Vugiiste Rodin will

be lent to the Royal Scottish Academy (of which

M. Rodin is an honor.iry member) for inclusion

in their annual exhibition in Edinburgh this

summer. The bronzes will be withdrawn from,

exhibition in London after Wednesday next.
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LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At Tuesday's meeting of tlie Londo;:

County Council it '.vas dccitled, on tlie recom-
mendatiou of tlie General Purposes Coni-
uiittee, to invite applications, by public ad-
vertisement, for tlie position of valuer of the
Council ill succession to Sir. .Andrew Vounp,
wlio is retiring under tlie age limit, at a
yearly salary of £1,500. rising bv instalments
of £100 every two years to £1.800.

Tlie General Purposes Committee reported
that considerable difficulty is being experi-
enced by contractors in obtaining accommo-
dation from banks and in getting material
from mercliants e.'ccept ^,l\ a prompt cash
basis. They recomnic nl.'d that until the
conclusion of the «ar or during such shorter
period as may be determined by the Finance
Committee, in all future contracts for the
execution of works of construction or manu-
facture with regard to which the heads of the
departments concerned consider it desirable
that more frequent payments than those pro-
vided for by the standing orders of the
Council should be made, a pro\ision be in-

serted to the effect that heads of depart-
ments shall issue certificates for weekly ad-
vances on all such contracts of less than
£2,000, and for fortnightly advances on all

other works contracts.
To fill the vacancy in the Chief Engineer's

Department consequent on the retirement as
from the loth inst. of Jlr. J. E. T'rcforth.
the assistant engineer in charge of the main
drainage system on the north side of the
Thames, tlie Establishment Coinmittce re-

commended Mr. E. H. Tabor, an assistant
district engineer in the main drainage
branch. Mr. Tabor's present salary is £600,
and they proposed that his commencing
salary in the fresh position should be £80(1
a year (the amount received by JMr. Worth),
rising by ineremctits of £50 to £1,000 a year.

It was agreed that the boundary lineof a
Council school to be built in Mount Pleasant-
lane, Hackney, shall be set back to a dis-
tance of 20ft. from the centre of the old
centre of the lane, thus adding an area <if

l,020sq.ft. to the public way.
The Iinproveraents Coinmittce reported as

to the acquisition of property required for
the widening of Graham-roaci, Hackney, at
its junction with Slare street, so as to allow
a double tramway curve to be laid at that
point (as part of the widening of Dalstou-lane
and Graham-road now in progress at a total
cost of £10,800) ; for widenings of Lauriston-
road. Church-crescent, Terrace-road, and
Cassland-road, Hackney, as parts of tram-
ways recoustructions; of the acceptance of
land from the Crown Authorities, to enable a
footpath on the south side of Elthain-road to
be made of a nniform width of 12ft. ; and of
the acquisition of Nos. 78 to 92, even
numbers, on East Hill, Wandsworth; in this
case the work of setting back the frontages
and adapting the premi.ses for occupation will
be carried out by direct employment of
labour under the direction of the Committee.
The Museums Committee recommended

that jio action be taken with regard to the
suggestion made by the Greenwich Borough
Council, the Society for the Protection of
Ancient Buildings, and the London Survey
Committee, that the Council should purchase
for 500 guineas a structure at present used
as a suininer-house which is situate on
private property at Croom's-hill, Greenwich,
and which is stated to liave been designed
by Sir Christopher Wren.

STANLEY'S TRENCH PERISCOPE.
Novelty and compactness are the advan-

tageous characteristics of this periscope,
which we are sure will be welcomed by manv
of our readers at the front and on active
service at home, to whom no more useful
gift could be made by those of us who are
eager to do something for their safety and
comfort.

It is a thoroughly practical instrument,
with strong, collaps'ible aluminium frame,
with two spikes for fixing into the side of
the trench. The mirrors are of carefully
selected plate glass, size 5in. by 3iii., well
protected by metal shcatha. A spare mirror

is provided, and the whole is contained in

a strong waterproof canvas case measuring
GJin. by Tin. by IJin. The price is 25s. com-
plete, and it will bo packed and delivered

free to any soldier at the front 2s. c.\tra.

Send him one—it may save his life.

The patentees and sole manufacturers are

Messrs. W. F. Stanley and Co., Ltd., 28U,

High Holborn, London, W.C.

OBITUARY.
We regret to record the death of Mr.

Hubert James Austin, principal of the firm

of Messrs. Paley and Austin, ecclesiastical

architects, of Lancaster, which occurred on
Monday last at his residence, The Knoll,
Lancaster, only four weeks after the decease
of his wife. Mr. Austin was born in 1841,

and was therefore in his 74th year; he was
the youngest sou of the lle\. I'homas Austin,

M.A., rector of Redmarshall, County
Durham. In 1860 he was articled for four
years to his elder brother, the late Thomas
.\ustiii, of Newcastlc-on-Tyne, afterwards
the head of the liriii of Messrs. Austin and
Johnsou. On comploting his articles in 18G4,

he passed the old Voluntary Examination of

the Royal Institute of British Architects,

and entered the office of Sir Gilbert Scott,

on whose staff he remained until he became
associated with Mr. E. Graham Paley in

1868. Mr. Austin, who was a skilful

draughtsman with pen, pencil, and in water
colours, won the Pugin Studentship in 1867.

and was one of the originators and first

secretary of the Spring Gardens Sketch-
book. In 1865 he gained the commission for

Christ Church, Ashford, East Kent, and by

Sir Gilbert Scott's pcrinissiou the chiircli

was carried out from his designs. Subse-
quently Mr. Austin gained a number of

church commissions in competition, in-

cluding those for ilossley Hill, Bcttus y-

Coed, Crewe (St. Barnabas), Cloughfold, aiid

Crawshawworth. and the firm were also

awarded the first premium for niouutaiu

churches offered by the Carlisle Diocesan
Church Extension Society in 1873 for

Mr. Austin's designs. In the second and
final competition for Liverpool Cathe-
dral, a 15th-century French type of design
was submitted by Messrs. Austin and Paley.

of remarkably fine proportions and skilful

draughtsmanship, although the treatment of

the spired dome and transeptal towers was
somewhat crowded ; this fine conception was
illustrated in our issues of June 5, 12, and
19, 1903, and attracted much attention. The
works carried out by Mr. Austin in conjunc-
tion with Mr. Paley comprised more than
fifty new churches, and many restorations

and enlargements, several asylums, railway
stations, hotels, hospitals, banks, mansions,
and schools, including the grammar schools

at Sedbergh, Skipton, St. Bees, and Giggles-

wick, the last-named having a noteworthy
domed chapel. Mr. E. G. Paley, who had
been a pupil and partner with Edmund
Sharp, died January 23, 1895, aged 72 years.

One of Mr. Austin's most remarkalile works
was the restoration of Lancaster parish

church (of which he had for many years been
a warden), and the designing of the south

porch, given by his wife as a memorial of her
parents, the late Dr. and Mrs. Langshaw.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin leave two sons, both in

the profession, and three daughters. The
funeral took place on Wednesday at Lan-
caster parish church and cemetery. We pub-

lished biographies and portraits of Messrs.

Austin and Palev in our issue of May 23,

1890.

*»*
SOUTH ACTON.— Sn- A.^ton Webb, R.A.,

has made plans for extending the chancel of

All Saints' Church, South "Acton, W., in

memory of the late Bishop Hunter Dunn, who
for many years was vicar of this parish. 'The

chancel at present is very short and
inadequate. An ambulatory is to be carried

round the apse, and presumably the existing

oast end will be re-erected. The churcli was
won in competition about forty years since by
Messrs. Adams and Kelley, of Leeds, who
carried out the work. The building is of red

brick and stone, with a well-designed brick

spire; but the facings have weathered badl\

,

owing to the poor quality of bricks used.

The original cost, however, was very small

considering the style and size of the building.

Various incongruous additions have since

been made at different times, to the detriment

of the grouping of the church. The cost of the

intended work is estimated at £1,400. The
scheme has been adopted by the memorial
building committee.

Mr. E. W. Beech, master builder, Peter-

Imough, and a menilier of the city board of

guardians, died on Friday from a parnlyti<'

seizure, aged fifty-nine.

Plans and specifications have been snbiniltci!

to the borough council of Haddington by ill.

G. Somervel Carfrae, C.E., Edinburgh, for the

three-days' water-storage tank whicli the cor-

poration have decided to construct near My re-

side. The engineer has been instructed to

advertise for tenders for carrying out the work.

By the death of Mr. Nathaniel Coulson
Whear, at the age of seventy-eight, the borough
council of Penzance have lost their sanitary
inspector, who had served them efliciently and
methodically since 1873. Mr. Whear also acted
as inspector under tlie Food and Drugs Act and
the Port Sanitary Authority. Before under-
taking municipal work he was foreman with
Messrs. Perkins and Caldwell, builders and con-

tractors, of Penzance.

The Leith gasworks, which were the property
of the Edinburgh and Leith Corporations Gas
Commissioners, and cover an area of 3^ acres,

were sold on Friday by public auction in

Dowcll's Rooms, George-street, Edinburgh, for

.613.000, il.OOD above the upset price. The site

will be used in connection with the business of

a local timber merchant. In consequence of the
erection of new gasworks at Granton, the
premises alike in Edinburgh Valley and in

Leith are no longer required for gasmaking
purposes.

It was reported to the Metropolitan Water
Board at their meeting on Friday that a 20in.

water-main, from Plumstead through the town
of Woolwich and under the South - Eastern
Railway, has been completed, and the water
has been turned into two reservoirs at Plum-
stead hitherto disused. The execution of

these works will result in a very considerable
improvement in the supply to the North *

Woolwich area. The Port of London Authority
are about to lay a 20in. main under the new-

Albert Dock, and on the completion of the dock
entrance it will be necessary, the Works Coiu-
niittee reported, to connect this main with the
Board's 20in. main passing through the
Woolwich tunnel, and to lay a further 465
yards, at an estimated cost of ;£l.460, to com-
plete this section of the work, and also to lay

a further length of 1.040 yards of 20in. main
in Stanlev-road, Silvertown, to connect with an
existing ISin. main at Silvertown Station, at an
additional outlay of £3,900.
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Currents Calamo.

Every reader will regret to learn that the

Architectural Association has been badly

hit by the war. Not only has it lost for the

time 3J0 members who are on active service,

and the majority of whom are not being

pressed for their subscriptions, but the

falling off of students in the schools is very

serious. Last year over seventy students

had entered for the day-school, and the

teaching staff had been engaged accordingly.

Since the outbreak of war some fifty students

of the day-school have joined the Army, and
the evening students have drifted away
altogether, and the schools have had to be
closed. Every possible economy is being

effected, and the teaching staff have volun-

tarily accepted reduced salaries. It is

expected that the deficit on the session will

amount to £1,000, and it is feared that the

same difficulties will have to be contended
with in the coining session. The outlook

seemed so gloomy that it was suggested that
the schools should be closed. The Advisory
Council, however, strongly deprecated such
a course and urged the continuation of the
usual activities.

tc

r

In response to an appeal by Mr. Maurice
Webb, the president, the Institute has come
to the rescue, and the finance and house
iommittee, while regretting that the building
ebt on the Institute, and the loss of sub-

scriptions, straitens its means, has
recommended, and the council has sanctioned,
a grant of £250, in addition to the £100 it

contributes annually. Besides this, the
council has a voice in the disposal of funds
held in trust for educational purposes which
enables it to afford the association further
assistance. The accumulated balance of the
Anderson-Webb Trust Fund amounts to

£273, and the donors of the fund. Sir Aston
Webb and Mr. Maevicar Anderson, have
asked the council to sanction the payment to
the association of £250 out of this balance.
In making the request they recall the purpose
for which the fund was instituted, and
express their satisfaction that no better use
could be made of the balance than to apply
it in aid of the Associa-tion in this time of
stress. These proposals received the sanction
of the council at their meeting last Monday
week. Thus the association will benefit at
once to the extent of £600^a sum which may
not recoup all its losses, but will, at any
rate, help to smooth away immediate
difficulties.

The Board of Trade has shown this week
at the Goldsmiths' Hall on three days,
including today, a number of specimens of
modern German designs, in response to
pressure by manufacturers and others, who
have urged on the Board the necessity for
encouraging closer co-operation between the
manufacturer, the distributor, and the
designer, with a view to preserving to
British industries trade which has been lost
by reason of the superiority of the German
methods in developing "commercial art."
•The idea seems to be the endeavour to
establish a similar organised association here
to the Deutsche Werk-bund, an association
of designers, manufacturers, and distribu-
tors, now numbering from two to three
thousand members, which carries on an
active propaganda by means of pamphlets
and exhibitions, and by the publication of

an illustrated year-book. That there is need
for some such effort few will deny. Wc are

told, for instance, that more than half the

wallpaper designs issued by the firms in this

country are believed to have been designed

abroad. For that we should incline to

suggest a reason which will occur to most of

our own readers, but wliich is not mentioned
by the authors of the leaflet issued by the

Board of Trade. There may quite well be

more or less force in others which are put
forward, notably the lack of individuality in

design which cliaracterises most of our own
"art" furniture, etc., which is made for the

million.

That, as we and others have repeatedly
pointed out during the past few years, is

primarily due to the defective methods of an

"elaborate educational machinery," which
certainly does ' not "develop the creative

powers of our designers." We have tried to

show how and why this is so in our reviews

of the national competition works and those
of the Royal College of Art for some years
past. So lias Mr. Reginald Blomfield; no
charge of his'in his lelter to the Times of

July 28, 1913, on which we commented on
this page in our issue of August 1, 1913,

has ever been fairly met. So have others,

and we rather despair of the success of any
new "Designing Industries Association,"

such as it is proposed to found, if something
is not done to make our State-assisted art

teaching real- -till we cease to grind out art-

masters, and make students into designers

and craJtsnien. We inclined favourably
at the time, and said so on p. 792 of our
issue of December 8, 1911, to the suggestions

iiiade by JMi'. C. R. Aslibee in his book
"Shall We Stop Teaching- Art? " published
by B. T. Batsford, and suggest its perusal

to those now concerned in the matter. We
did hope, we confess, as we said on this

page in our issue of May 8 last year, that
something was coming of the "national
basis" foreshadowed by Lord Ilaldane at

the Academy banquet last year, nud which
Mr. I'ea.se, the I'resident of the Board of

Education, was, with the assistance of the
Academy, "to coordinate the fine arts and
the industrial arts," but he and Sir Edward
Poynter are probably still only " inter-

changing ideas"!

On the wliole, we hardly think the exliibi-

tioii at the Goldsmiths' Hall sufficiently

representative—wo mean that Germany and
Austria do better cheap things than anything
shown—excepting, of course, some of the

better-class lithographs and colour-work. In
the latter, as used in their cheap weekly
papers, they are, of course, without parallel

here. That they have flooded our schools

with their cheap and bad lithographs of

British liistorical events, buildings, and
views, is the result of the combined
patriotism and parsimony of our educational
authorities, who cover their walls with these

things, doubtless to impress their young
pupils with tlie idea that only German
artists are fit to illustrate the glories of

Britain ! The wallpapers shown arc not up
to much. It pays the German bettor to sell

his designs to the British manufacturer than
to sell the common varieties liere printed.
The floor-coverings are not much better.

The textiles are better. We have little to
learn from Germany in ceramics either as
regards technique or taste. But Germany
does better things for liome-buyers. As
regards cheap metalwork the German manu- I

facturer has the pull of us. Some of the
basketware, also, is better than our average.
When all is said and done, it will probably
bo found that the German has set himself
in business-like fashion to discover how
much "art"—or something like it—he can
give his customer capable of being produced
by cheap manufacture, and that lie has
succeeded better than our home producers.
We confess we are not overanxious to run
a neck-and-neck race with liim on those
lines. To any attempt to induce our people
to buy really better things, and so keep out
German rubbish, and foster the demand for

beauty and fitness in British-made common
things we heartily wish all success.

The Estate Market is certainly looking up
again after its long depression. The Mart
has once more been holding daily auctions,
and there have been not only bidders, but
buyers, for tlie lots offered. There was a
briskness about it all coming like a welcome
whiff, as it were, of the atmosphere of old
days when Tokenhouse-yard was really busy.
I'roperties have been changing hands, and
they were not simply put up and bought in
to keep things going. Of course, prices are
lower, and they are likely to go down still

more. But the great matter, after all, is

movement: for the slow stagnation of the
market was a loss and a cause of gloom to

all concerned. One reason for the fall in

selling prices is that buyers now need a
higher rate of interest as the return upon
their capital. Outgoings increase every-
where, and this must continue. So the only
way out is to make a larger income somehow.
There is very little building now going on,
which fact gives owners a better chance of
selling the existing houses, and those of
moderate size have been selling at fair,

though not full, prices; which is encouraging
to both buyers and auctioneers. In the
suburbs, even large old properties, thought
hopeless, have been moving a little, owing
to the better business now being done by
boarding-house keepers, because of the many
foreigners that are crowded into the country,
and all such premises are at least becoming
easier to let for this purpose.

As will be seen elsewhere in this issue, the
Australian architects have resolved to

attempt the formation of a Federal Council,
consisting of two delegates from each State
Institute of Architects, to deal with matters
of federal interest, and any other questions
referred to it by the different Institutes.
It is proposed that the first meeting
of the - council shall be convened by
the New Soutli Wales Institute, and held
at Easter, if possible at Canberra, and,
if not, at Melbourne. It seems to have
been recognised that the formation of an
Australian Institute of Architects would have
been desirable; but that would have meant
the recasting of six different Articles of
Association, and a revision of the qualifica-
tions of candidates for membership. What
will evolve from the formation of the Federal
Council remains to be seen. Like ourselves,
Australian architects have their own special
difficulties. As regards registration, for
instance, they are in one respect worse off

than we are. The six separate State Legisla-
tures have powers, but the Federal Parlia-
ment, it seems, has none, under tlie

Constitution to enact registration. So, for
the present, that must be left alone by the
Federal Council. Probably other hindrances
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will be discovered in tlic way of united

action; but, whatever they may be, we

heartily wish success to our Australian

brethren in their efforts to overcome them,

and secure unity and consequent strength.

At the Whiteehapel Art Gallery the spring

show this year deals with Nature study and

art. There are growing flowers, such as

carnations and hyacinths, and uear them

designs suggested by these flowers to Persian

artists in 16th and 17tli-century tiles. Butter-

flies and moths are grouped together to form

patterns for colour experiments in stained

glass. There are some cases of moths and

butterflies collected by Mr. Sehvyn Image in

all parts of London, a pale green Geometra
papilionaria caught at Putney being, perhaps,

the most beautiful of all. A welcome exhibit

is a series of drawings by Cable-street

schoolboys of a group of fungi brought to

the school by one of the boys, whose father

is a wajder in the Tower. It had grown in

the Tower moat. There is a collection of

paintings, including a fine group of flower

pieces by Mr. Clausen and Mr. Edward Stott's

" Sunday Night," an early work, and a nice

little landscape by Wilson. Mr. Teed, the

director, is to be congratulated on his success

in keeping the Whiteehapel Art Gallery alive

and interesting.

Fifty years ago, remarks the Manchesier

Guardian, the last of the great Victorian

novelists first appeared in print. On March

18, 1865, " Chambers's Journal " published

an article entitled "How I built Myself a

House." It was unsigned ; but we know now
that it was the work of Mr. Thomas Hardy,

then twenty-five years of age, and engaged in

designing churches under the instructions of

Sir Arthur Blomfield. "Chambers's" indexed

Mr. Hardy's article under the comprehensive

heading of "Familiar Sketches and Essays."

One need not go to it for iiistruetion, thongli

his experiences in an architect's office

evidently inspired Mr. Hardy's article.

There is a smile in it still—for example,
when the author pictures the house-builder's

experiences when examining his property in

course of erection from the 'vantage-ground

of the scaffold, and tremblingly remarks to

the foreman that t|iey are a good height up.

"Well, no," is the reply; "nothing to what
it is sometimes (I'll just trouble you not to

step upon the end of that plank there, as it

will turn over), though you may as well fall

from here as from the top of the Monument
for the matter of life being quite extinct

when they pick you up." About five years

later Mr. Hardy's first novel, " Desperate
Remedies," was published, and one of his

characters does actually fall from a scaffold,

with tragic consequences.

The conclusion of the inquest, which is

being resumed to-day, into the deaths caused
by the collapse of a reinforced concrete
building at Bury, Lancashire, last week's
.sittings of which we report in our "Legal
Intelligence" will be awaited with interest.

Till then, comment, of course, is barred; but
some of the evidence given yesterday week
was of a remarkable character, and should
receive the very serious consideration of all

concerned in the erection of reinforced

concrete works.

The death is announced of Mr. Edward Sykee,
late surveyor and consulting engineer t<i the
Uheadle and Galley Urban District Coiincii.

PROFESSIONAL AND TBADE
SOCIETIES.

THE ART OFCONSTANTINMEUNIER.
—In the Edinburgh College of Art, on Thurs-
day in last week, a lecture was given by
Mdlle. Maria Bierme on " The Art of

Constantin Meunier." Mr. Morley Fletcher,

the director of the college, in introducing the

lecturer, explained that Mdlle Bierme was
the authoress of several notable books on
modern art, one of which had led the Belgian
Government to create the chair which she

held at Liege, where she was appointed Pro-

fessor of Literature, and Lecturer on Art in

the State Normal Schools of Belgium. Mdlle.

Bierme described the parentage and child-

hood of Meunier, and spoke of his early

studies as a sculptor under the master
Fraikin. But, being out of sympathy with

the conventionality of the work demanded at

that period, Meunier abandoned sculpture,

and became a painter, working for many
years at realistic subjects, and living in

considerable poverty on account of an early

marriage and the responsibilities of a

family. For the greater part of his life he

painted subjects of a realistic kind, both in

his own country and in Spain, and returned

at the age of fifty to LouvaJn. It was only at

the age of fifty-four that Meunier, being

greatly impressed with the life in the mining
district in which he lived, turned at last to

sculpture, and produced the great work of his

life. Mdlle. Bierme showed a series of

lantern slides of his most notable works,
pointing out the relation of his work to the

incidents of a noble and devoted life.

BIRMINGHAM ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.—An interesting lecture,

descriptive of the annual excursion last year
of the Birmingham Architectural Association

to Chartres, was delivered on Friday night at

a meeting of the association at the gallery

of the Birmingham Society of Artists, by Mr.
Francis Goldsborough. The lecture was
illustrated by lantern slides, and, in addition,

there were exhibited a number of paintings

and drawings, by members of the association,

of buildings and places of interest visited

during the excursion.

DECORATION AND REALISM.—As the

concluding lecture of the winter course at the

College of Art, Edinburgh, Mr. Morley
Fletcher, the director, delivered an address

on "Decoration and Realism." The lecturer

spoke of the danger that students might fall

into of too great an absorption in teclniieal

study, forgetting that the masterpieces of

art that we inherited from ancient times

were made by men of the greatest mental
power and perception of their age, not by
men who had merely developed technical

skill. He warned them against the confu-

sion of thought shown by an inexact use of

artistic terms, taking as an example the

common use of the terms "decorative" and
" realistic," as applied to the arts generally.

Considering first the case of sculpture, Mr.
Fletcher made a distinction between the

various kinds of work that take a definite

share with architecture in the expression of

a general idea or purpose, and those that are

free nr independent. He gave lantern illustra-

tions of both ancient and modern examples
of each kind, showing the wide range of

variation in the degree of realisation of form
in each class, according to lighting, position,

and the character of the surrounding archi-

tecture; the only essential difference between
the two kinds being, that a work of inde-

pendent sculpture, such as a statue or group,

was in itself the complete expression of its

idea, while so-called "decorative" sculpture

shared in tliat expression with other arts.

Turning from sculpture to painting, he gave
examples of the same two classes of work,

showing in the case of decorative painting the

choice of material had great importance in

limiting the range of the possible degree of

realisation of form and colour. He described

the relative technical cliaracteristics of

mosaic, fresco, and tempera, and explained
the dangers for the mural painter in the great

range of possible realisation afforded by oil

paint. 'rhese dangers he showed to have
been mastered in the later work of Puvis de
Chavannes. In the great freedom of inde-

pendent pictorial work the mere representa-

tioii of facts and the modern reaction against

realism had led to a pseudo decorative kind

of paiiiting in which many of the old

beautiful qualities of fine craftsmanship and
skilful work had been sacrificed to a very

slight measure of superficial design in form
and colour, the old mastery of complete and
finished expression being rarely seen in

modern popular work. Mr. Fletcher held it

to be a disadvantage to limit the scope of

painting to design that was mainly in one
plane, or to abandon the traditional usages

of painting in the attempt to produce effects

that belonged more properly to other

media. He advised the student to study all

the resources possible in his work, and to re-

member that the sense of reality which was
felt in all the great expressive masterpieces

of art depended on cojisistent design no less

than did the character that they called deco-

rative. Concluding, Mr. Fletcher pointed

out that the arts were one in their base or

foundation, and each might serve either (a)

in harmony with other arts in a general de-

sign, or (b) independently in free expression;

these two kinds were not properly described

as decorative and realistic—a better distinc-

tion was between the decorative or co-ordi-

nate and the free ; there was no subordina-

tion of one art to another, but there might

be a co-ordination under one controlling de-

sign in which all the arts employed must har-

monise with one another; all good art had a

decorative character if it was put in its right

place ; mere realism was not art, but the real

might be used in varying degree in all art;

and consistent design was equally essential

in every kind of work.

EDINBURGH ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.—Dr. George Neilson, Glas-

gow, delivered a lecture to the members of

the Edinburgh Architectural Association in

the Gartshore Hall, George-street, Edin-

burgh, on the 17th inst, Mr. T. Forbes
Maclennan, president, occupied the chair.

Dr. Neilson had for his subject the " Mote,

Castle, and Peel." He traced the evolution

of each, and the relationship they had to

each other. He set forth the uncertainty of

the earlier antiquarian opinions in regard to

the mote, and showed the line of evidence

which established their having been intro-

duced into Great Britain at the time of the

Norman invasion. Historical examples were

cited, including an interesting chapter on

Carlisle, showing— as had been discovered by

the Rev. Dr. Wilson, the historian of Cum-
berland—that before the castle was built by

David the First of Scotland, the mote had

existed, and was removed in the course of

operations subsequent, at any i-ate, to the

14th century. The connection between the

mote, considered as a fortified residence, and

the mote as a seat of feudal law, was dealt

with. The legal memory of the mote was
regarded as a survival of a baronial phase in

early society. The place of the peel in

Scottish history was finally considered, and

it was shown that the peels originally intro-

duced during the usurpation of Edward the

First were palisaded enclosures of the

nature of encampments. Their interesting

place in history was that they had been used

both as the camps of English invaders and

the forts of Scottisli defenders of national

independence. The lecture was illustrated

by a number of slides, amongst which were

several from old prints, maps, and tapestries.

STREET ARRANGEMENTS.— In a town-

planning lecture, delivered at the Birming-

ham University on Friday, Mr. Barry

Parker, F.R.I.B.A., treated chiefly of

"places" and open spaces, road junctions,

and crossings, both from the point of view of

their architectural possibilities and from that

of traffic requirements. Mr. Parker pointed

out that the town-planner's chief debt to

Camillo Sitte arose from giving a place or

open space a complete sense of enclosure, and

from his having laid eniphasis upon the fact

that the town-planner must so plan all his

streets as to create street pictures, closing

the street picture at suitable points, and

never allowing it to run on into bewildering

perspective. He went on to consider many
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suggestions which had been made, with a view
to facilitating the distribution of traffic at

points at which streets crossed, pointing out
the difficulties which it sliould be anticipated
would arise if the gyratory system were
adopted, and the limitations of this system.
He also considered Camillo Sitte's suggestion
that instead of two streets crossing in such
a way that each continued its direct line, a

street, say. running east and west should not

pass straight across one running north and
south, but that the traffic going down it

should join that going down the one running
north and south, and after continuing with
it a short distance should then turn out
into a street following the east and west
direction it wished to pursue, and showed
that though this did not minimise the jiumber
of points at which vehicles risked a collision

(as Camillo Sitte claimed), it did somewhat
reduce the actual risks of collision. At the
same time, where traffic was dense enough
to require police regulation, it became
disadvantageous, and at best its effect would
be to delay traffic going east and west by
making it turn two corners wlien it need not
have turned any. He pointed out also that
it was a town-planner's business to bear in

mind that loss of momentum, as well as of

time, to street traffic, meant loss to the
community. He drew attention to the fact

that the natural assumption that traffic

requirements would be facilitated by pro-

viding space at the crossing of streets, or at

the point on which several streets converged,
is more frequently false than true, that its

effect is often only to produce confusion
which would not have arisen if the space had
been kept small enough to keep each line

of traffic compact, and following a definite

route. Coming to garden squares, small
parks, and green open spaces, he claimed that

tlie town-planner sliould not lose sight of the

desirability of so disposing these that not
oidy those who had leisure to make use of

of them, but those busy men who had no
time to spend in parks, should get pleasure
and benefit from them when pursuing their

ordinary avocations, arranging them so that
the busy man might not infrequently pass,
if not through them, at any rate near them,
and where he got glimpses of them.

TOWxV PLANNING IN ANTWERP.—M.
Portielje. hon. secretary of the Royal Society
of Architects of Antwerp, delivered an
address on Friday at University College on
"Town Planning in Antwerp, Past and
Present," the third of si-x lectures on the
architecture of Belgian towns arranged by
the Carpenters' Company. Lord Reay occu-
pied the chair. The lecturer traced the rise

and early beginnings of Antwerp, and de-

scribed some of the main architectural
beauties of the city, demonstrating by the
aid of lantern views how grievous has been
the havoc wrouglit among those fine speci-
mens of Flemish architecture by the German
17in. howitzers. He also explained various
schemes of improvement and replanning,
which were drawn up at the request of the
late King Leopold a few years ago.

WILTSHIRE SURVEYORS' ASSOCIA
TION.—The quarterly meeting of this asso-

ciation was held at the Angel Hotel, Chippen-
ham, on Saturday afternoon. Prior to the
commencement of business the members were
entertained to luncheon by the president (Mr.
J. George Powell, county surveyor). The
Mayor (Aid. J. C. Coles) proposed " Success
to the Association," which was responded to
by the president and Mr. W. H. Stanley
(chairman of the committee). At the busi-
ness meeting which followed, Mr. Evans
(assistant county surveyor) was elected a
member of the association. It was decided
to hold the next quarterly meeting at Trow-
bridge. The president accorded a hearty
welcome to Mons. P. Dingens (surveyor of
Nieuport. Belgium), and afterwards gave a
brief address on the effect of modern traffic
on modern roads. Tlie Road Board would
like him to hold his hand in respect of the
scheme of road reconstruction now in pro
gress, but as 60 per cent, of the work was
done, he hoped to be able to convince them
that it would be better and more economical
if they allowed him to complete the work. A

paper pi-eviously circulated to the members
on the local water and sewage systems, pre-

pared by Mr. Adams, borough surveyor, was
taken as read, and the members afterwards
visited the works, and inspected the work-
men's dwellings recently erected by the
council. On their return to the Angel Hotel,
the members were entertained to tea by Mr.
Adams.

COMPETITIONS.
LIVERPOOL. -The Workmen's Dwellings

Competition Liverpool drawings are on view
at the Walker Art Gallery for the inspection
of the housing committee, there being eighty-

seven sets of plans and 333 sheets of

drawings, which took ten days to hang. A
public view will be held shortly. The site

for this new housing scheme is known as the

Rathbone-street area. Mr. Henry Hartley,
F.R.I.B.A., the assessor, reports that out of

all the designs sent in there are very few
suggestions to break away from the type of

planning which has already been carried out

by the same authority in Liverpool within the

city area, and not one scheme shows any
material advance upon what has already been
done there. Premiums of £100, £50, and £'J5

will be paid for the three designs which have
been chosen; but the committee still has the

premiated schemes under further considera-
tion. The following is the order in which
the premiums have been awarded. First,

Messrs. E. F. S. Biram, Licentiate R.I.B.A.,
and Fletcher, George-street, St. Helen's;
second. Mr. E. G. Badger, Municipal-
buildings, Liverpool ; third, Messrs. J. T.

Halliday, A.R.I.B.A., C. Paterson,
A. R.I. B. A., and Gustav Agate, John Dalton-
street, Manchester. Mr. Hartley, at the

outset of his report, says that the task of

coming to conclusions as to the relative

merits of the designs was made difficult

owing to the high standard adopted by many
of the competitors. Well-designed eleva-

tions with regard to a picturesque scheme
were fully considered in so far as economy
would allow, and also good ventilation,

sunlight, and control of streets, houses, and
recreation-ground; economy of Hoor space,

comfort, and convenience to the occupiers.

SPALDING CHILDREN'S HOMES.-
.^t the last meeting of the Spalding Board
of Guardians it was reported that 39 plans

had been sent in tor the proposed children's

homes, and of these the house committee had
selected seven or eight to submit to an
assessor to go through and select the best.

The estimated cost was stated to be in the

neighbourhood of £1,000. The Clerk reported

that the Local Government Board would not

sanction any loans for capital e.\peiiditure

until some tune after the conclusion of the

war, and this, he took it, would mean that

the scheme could not be proceeded with at

the present time. The Hon. Gerald Walsh.
Local Government Board Inspector, sug-

gested that the Guardians should postpone
the scheme for the present, in consequence of

this decision of the Treasury. He intimated,

however, that the Local Government Board
were determined that the children should be

removed from the workhouse, and that it

would be postponement only. Rev. W. M.
Benson said the estimates for the schemes
sent ill varied from £400 to £3,000. but even
to spend £1.000 on homes for 18 children was
ridiculous. The Board approved of the post-

ponement of the scheme.

WHITEHAVEN HOUSING COMPETI-
TION.—Members and licentiates of the

R.I.B.A. are advised that the Conditions of

the above competition are not in accordance
with the Institute Regulations for Architec-

tural Competitions, and the competitions
committee are in correspondence with the

promoters with a view to their amendment.

In the Court of Appeal, on Tuesday, Lords
Justices Buckley, Pickford. and RanUes upheld
the decision of a King's Bench Divisional Court
(Lord Chief Justice Reading and Justices Bray
and Shearman), and agreed that the London
County Council were entitled to refuse cine-

matograph licenses to a company a proportion
of whose shareholders were alien enemies.

—»-.•

—

RECRUITING FOR THE FORCES.
To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,— I hope you will again allow me space
in your columns to communicate with your
readers on the subject of service in the
Forces of the Crown.
Now that we are approaching the com-

mencement of the great struggle in Europe.
it behoves every man. whatever his age, to
seriously consider whether he himself is

doing all in his power to support Lord
Kitchener and the Government in their
appeal to the country to organise resources.
Every man who is able to join the Army
should do so at once, and those really unable
to enlist should prepare themselves for the
future, when they may be free, or when the
whole reserve of the nation may be called
on for a gi'eat united effort.

The new Expeditionary Force and its re-

serve battalions are, of course, the first'

thought of the Government and the nation.
But provided a man is keen, and has grasped
in true perspective the meaning of military
training and service, he can find a place in

the present military organisation of the
country, whatever his age and whatever his

capacity.

The Volunteers are being organised for

those who cannot join the Regulars ami
Territorials, and although they occupy the

last place in the military scheme, they can
give real support to the Government. Every
man who accepts the War Office Conditions
with regard to these corps, thereby expresses
his entire trust in Lord Kitclieiier, and
shows that he appreciates the relative value

of part-time training and full-time service.

The headquarters of the Architects' Volun-
teer Training Corps has now been made an
official enrolment office for the Army, and is

continuing its work of recruiting for the Royal
Engineers and Sanitary Companies, both of

which services are still in need of recruits.

In addition to all kinds of skilled workmen,
draughtsmen and surveyors can be accepted
for the former, and men of sanitary experi-

ence are in demand for the latter.

The corps, which has now become the 4th

Battalion (Architects') Central London Regi-

ment of Volunteers, can offer excellent

facilities for the men who are above military

age, or who cannot at present join the Army.
The training centres are at St. John's

Wood. Westminster, and Holborn, in addi-

tion to Dulwich College, Loughton and
Boreham Wood, where there are splendid

areas for field exercises and manoeuvring.
A school of arms has been started at

Erasmus-street, Millbank, and this is open
to all members who have become efficient in

drill and musketry.
As a result of the War Office Regulations

and some months of uncertainty, the corps is

now composed of really keen men. difficulties

are being met in the right spirit, and the

prospects of service are most encouraging,

but it is essential that the battalion, to be of

use. should be recruited to full strength as

soon as possible.

All keen recruits will be most welcome,
whether they come singly or as an organised

body. Any corps wishing to amalgamate
with and come into the 4th Battalion C.L.R.
Volunteers will obtain every facility attached

to the regiment, and will be able to retain

its identity as far as is compatible with effi-

cient organisation and discipline.

.Join the Army at once if yon can; if not,

join the Volunteers.—1 am, etc.,

Alan Potter,

Chief Recruiter, 4th Batt. C.L.R.V.

18. Tufton-street, S.W.

<»»

The Commissioners of Sewers have agreed to

the plan of the proposed new road from Dart-

ford to Erith,

Mr. W. G. H. Browne, for the past twelve

years surveyor and inspector of nuisances to the

Bolsovcr Urban District Council, has been
appointed supervising sanitary officer for the

colony of British Guiana, and leaves Bolsover

at the beginning of A"pril.
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'nr Illustrations.

"CARIAD," GORINGON THAMES.
This riverside resort, shown by the

accorapanjiiig plan and views, is a com-
fortable and charming country-house, lately

built in a thorough style by the Earl of

Shrewsbury and Talbot from the designs of

Mr. W. T. Walker, F.R.I. B.A., of Finsbury-
square, E.G., all the internal treatments and
furnishings being in accord with the character
of the building. " Cariad " occupies a finely-

wooded site, and every care has been taken
to avoid anything approaching a display of

stateliness, the idea aimed at being more
associated with the unassuming character of

a week-end cottage fit for a nobleman's use.

The plan is of a special kind, arranged on
a long line parallel to a sunk right of way,
the lower or riverside garden being reached
by a subway having a stepped approach
from the higher grounds immediately round
about the house. Tliere is a boathouse midst
the pollarded willows on a charming island

formed by the Thames backwater skirting

the property. The entrance-lodge is a

particularly pleasing and unpretentious little

building, which we shall also illustrate

shortly. The walls of the house are of red
brick and are built hollow. Above the
ground-floor story the construction is framed
with English oak in half-timbering, and tile

roofings set out on old historic lines. The
floors are made soundproof by slag-wool, and
the equipment is up to date. The ligliting

and heating of the premises provide all the
last improved systems carried out in a very
complete manner. Messrs. W. Lawrence and
Sons, of Finsbury-circus, were the builders.
Messrs. S. and E. Collier, Ltd., Grovelands,
Reading, made the facing bricks and tiles,

the bricks being their '2w. old-fashioned
hand-made bricks iji mixed colours, and the
effect is very pleasing. The roofing tiles

were also of the old-fashioned handmade
quality, and in mixed colours. The Crittall

Manufacturing Co., Ltd., of Braintree, made
the metal wiiidows, which are of their patent
"Universal" section, with bronzed gutters
tor collecting condensation water. These
casements have a number of uni(iue advan-
tages. The glass, sight, and rebate line is

the same for casements and fixed liglits. All
types are made from solid rolled sections, and
double weathered, without the use of any
screwed on or riveted on pieces to form the
weatheri[ig. The fittings were all suitably
designed to harmonise with the surrounding
work, bronze fittings being supplied on cer-
tain casements, and blacked iron fittings on
others, depending on the situation of the
windows. The heating installation was
carried out by Messrs. Chiis. 1'. Kinnell and
Company, Ltd., 65 and li.'ia, Southwark-
street, London, S.E., on their "low-pres-
sure" hot-water system, and Kinnell "In-
dispensable" control valves were fitted to all

radiators. These valves, by means of an
internal diaphragm, can be so set and fixed
that notwithstanding that it is possible to
opeii or close' the valve at will, and partially
or entirely shut off the circulation to any
given radiator, yet at no time can a larger
volume of water pass to the radiator in ques-
tion than that for which the valve has been
adjusted. By this means a perfectly even
and uniform heating up of the whole system
is insured. A complete system for domestic
hot-water supplies was also installed, the
supply of hot water being fnrnislied by a
large boiler of the dome-top pattern, fitted
with cross-tubes and a firebox. We shall
illustrate some other drawings of the lodge,
house and garden front, and boathouse, etc.,
at an early date.

CARNEGIE LIBRARY, CHORLTON-
CUM-HARDY, MANCHESTER.

Two libraries of similar size have lately
been erected at Manchester, the one here
illustrated and another at Did.'ibury, both
being on triangular sites, whicli necessarily
gave a special character to their planning.
The Chorlton-cum-Hardy builoing is in a
Late Renaissance type; but the other differs,
being decidedly modern Gothic in style.

Mr. Henry Price, the Manchester City

Architect, has been good enough to lend us

photographs and plans, with sections, of

both these libraries, and we shall illustrate

the Didsbury brancli shortly. The plan now
given so clearly shows the arrangements
adopted for the open-access hniding depart-

ment and the flanking positioLis for the

reading-rooms attached to the stack-room,

that little need be added here, while the

axial section through the entrance and
domed hall complete the information
respecting the lay-out, which is compact and
capitally lit. The supervision from the

staff counter makes a feature in the scheme.

NO. LXX. NEW BOND STREET.
This building is being erected from the

designs and under the supervision of the

architects, Messrs. Palgrave and Co. The
structural work is of fireproof construction.

The facade is being carried out in Sicilian

marble up to the first floor, with Portland
stone above. The two sculptured figures

surmounting the pilasters are 8ft. high and
represent "Art" and "Commerce," the

sculptor selected by the architects being Mr.
L. F. Roselieb, R.B.S. The shopfront and
eniiched three-tier segmental bay will be in

bronze. The general contractors are Messrs.

A. J. Staines and Co., Ltd., 154, Great
Titchfield-street. Messrs. Palgrave and Co.
will also design the rebuilding of the
adjoining premises—No. 71, New Bond-
street, W.

"THE STUDY," CULROSS,
PERTHSHIRE.

A description of this illustration will be
found in our first article elsewhere this week.

A Local Government Board inquiry is to he
held at Ipswich on Tuesday next into an appli-

cation by the corporation for sanction to borrow
iJ6,220 for the provision of a smallpox hospital
on Foxhall Heath.

At the last meeting of the Wiltshire County
Council, Mr. Powell, the county surveyor, drew
attention to the fact that in contracts for road
materials in urban and rural districts in the
county the estimates for the year show an in-

crease of about ^7,000.

The completed Church of St. Gabriel, Bounds
Green, Tottenham, has been consecrated by the
Bishop of London. The first part of the church
was built and consecrated in 1906. The total
cost of the building has been about £11,000,
exclusive of £300 still required for furnishing.

A special meeting of the Plymouth Corpora-
tion Works Committee was held on Monday, at
which the question of the reorganisation of the
staff of tlie works department was considered.
It was decided to propose the appointment of
&lr. J. C. Trounson as deputy borough sur-
veyor; Mr. Cecil P. Stowe, late of the
Devonport borough surveyor's office, to have
charge of the drawing-room staff; Mr. W. G.
Goad being recommended as building inspector
for the Plymouth and Stonehouse areas, the
Uevonport area to be left vacant for a
temporary appointment to be made.

Under the auspices of the Society of Archi-
tects, a concert will be held on Wednesday,
April U, in the King's Hall, Holborn
Ri-'staurant, commencing at 8 p.m. Members'
or visitors' tickets (price 2s. 6d. each, five for
10s.) may be obtained from the secretary at
28, Bedford-square. W.C. Members may intro-
duce friends, including ladies, by whose kind
concession smoking will be permitted. The
concert will take the place of the annual dinner
this year. Any profits will be handed to the
Architects' War Committee, earmarked for the
(uirposes of the professional employment com-
mittee of that body.

The council of Liverpool University invite
applications for the Chair of Civic Design asso-
ciated with the School of Architecture. The
duties of the professor will commence, and the
appointment date, from October 1, 1915. The
appointment will be for four years, the period
during which the endowment" of the Chair is

secured. The stipend is fixed at £400 per
annuin. The professor will be allowed, while
in residence, to carry on the practice of his pro-
fession on conditions already determined hy
rcgidalions. Such work, however, must be
undertaken only to such an extent as shall not
interfere with the duties of the Chair. Applica-
Ih.ns are to be sent to the Registrar, Mr.
Edward Carey, on or before May 10.

WATER SUPPLY AKD SANITARY
MATTERS.

THE SEWERAGE OF STOKE-ON-TRENT.—
The Stoke-on-Trent Corporation discussed at
great length at their last meeting recommenda-
tions by the sewage-disposal committee for a
new sewerage scheme for the Stoke district. The
committee had considered three alternative
schemes of extending and improving the
present Stoke works at a cost of £35,000, of
acquiring a new site, constructing a new outfall-

sewer, and of erecting new works at Strongford,
near Tittensor. The committee recommended
the council to proceed with the Strongford
scheme, which was advised by their sewage
engineer, Mr. W. H. Makepeace, and approved
by Mr. Willcox, consulting sewage engineer, of
Messrs. Willcox and Raikes, Binningham.
Alderman J. Kirkham, chairman of the sewage
committee, in moving the recommendations,
said the Stoke works had become waterlogged,
owing in a great degree to mining subsidences,
and the committee did not think it economical
to extend or reconstruct those works. The
sewage-flow to Strongford, where the proposed
site was 60 acres, would be by gravitation, and
so obviate the expense of pumping. If they
proceeded to enlarge the Stoke works, they
would perpetuate a principle which they knew
to be bad—of maintaining six separate sewage-
works under separate managements. If they
adopted the Strongford scheme, it would be
an important step towards centralisation,
making it possible for a further generation to

build up a scheme for disposing of the whole
of the sewage of the Potteries and adjacent
districts at one works and by one staff.

Eventually an amendment was passed by agree-
ment approving the sewage committee's recom-
Liiendatione, but stipulating that no expenditure
should be incurred, except in securing an option
on the site, during the war. After the amend-
ment had been passed, the town clerk said one
of the landowners concerned had refused to sell,

and an application for Parliamentary powers
would be necessary.

WELLINGTON, SALOP.—At a meeting of
the urban district council of Wellington, Salop,
on Friday, a communication was read from the
Local Government Board stating that they had
considered the report of the inspector who held
an inquiry recently respecting an appliciition

for a loan by Wellington Council of £9,625 for

sewerage and sewage - disposal. The Board
understood that it was proposed to purchase 56

acres of land at £135 an acre, and only a small
portion of the land would be required for the
scheme. They could not assent to that course.

If the scheme was to be sanctioned, it would
be on the understanding that the surplus land
would be vended by the council. A resolution

was carried to the effect that a reply be sent

to the Board that the council would he prepared
to offer for re-sale the land that was not
required.

*•
Mr. J. H. McDonnell, borough surveyor of

Ijyme Regie, lias received a commission in the

Royal Engineers as second lieutenant.

The Ossett Corporation have granted in-

creases of salary to Mr. H. Holmes, borough
surveyor, from £275 to £300 per aninnn. and
to Mr. T. W. Wilson, town clerk, from £150 to

£175 per annuin.

Mr. W. H. Luther, managing director of

Messrs. F. Braby and Co., a well-known firm of

engineers and ironmasters, has died at Glasgow.
Mr. Luther was one of the best organisers in

the iron and steel industry.

At Margate, on Monday, Mr. H. S. Stewart,

an inspector under the Local Government
Board, held an inquiry as to an application

from the urban district council for sanction to

borrow £14,957 for the provision of workmen's
dwellings.

At a cost of £23,500, the freehold of the site

of Columbia Market, Bethnal Green, has been
acquired from Mr. Burdett - Coutts by the

London County Council, and a portion of the

site will be used for the erection of an

elementary school to accommodate 1.200

children.

The twenty - sixth annual meeting of the

Water of Leith Purification and Sewerage Com-
mssioners was held on Friday in the City

Chambers, Edinburgh, llie clerk reported that

the arbiters (Sir Thomas Hunter and Mr. Allan

Carter) appointed to consider the question

between the Commissioners and the Edinburgh
and District Water Trust regarding the cost of

maintenance of reservoirs, and the increased

risks and liabilities consequent upon works of

the Commissioners thereon, had issued their

award, giving the water trustees the sum of

£4,442 as against their claim of nearly £20,000.
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No. LXX., NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W.—Messrs. Palgrave and Co., Architects.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

LONDON, BRIGHTON, AND SOUTH
COAST RAILWAY v. METROPOLITAN
WATER BOARD.—This special else was heard

before a Judge of the King's Bench Division

on May 15, 1914, when it. was decided that the

laving of water-mains through or under lands

and property of a railway company, under the

powers conferred on the Board by Section 61

of their Various Powers Act, 1907, did not
involve the purchase or acquisition of any of

such lands or property within the meaning of

Section 96. Subsection 6, of that Act. The
London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway
Company appealed against this decision, and
the appeal came on for hearing on the 3rd inst.

khe- hearing counsel for the appellants, the

Court of Appeal confirmed the decision of the

lower Court without calling upon the Board's

counsel to argue.

COLLAPSE OF A REINFORCEDCONCRETE
BUILDING AT BURY.—The inquest on the

nine workmen who lost their lives in the recent
collapse of a building in course of erection at

Bridge Hall Paper Mills, Bury, Lanes, was held
in that town on Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday in last week, before Mr. S. F.

Butcher, district coroner. Mr. Wingate Saul,

of Manchester, appeared for Messrs. G. Green-
wood and Sons, contractors, of Halifax; Dr.
Easthani for Messrs. James Wrigley and Sons.

Ltd., of the Bridge Hall Mills; and Mr. J. Mills

for the relatives of William Robert Tattersall,

John O'Neill, and Jolin Crondon, three of the
men who lost their lives. Mr. J. Owner, H.M.
Inspector of Factories, was also present.—Fred
Dunham, foreman for Messrs. Greenwood and
Sons, deposed that he had had nine years'

experience in reinforced concreting, and had
carried out similar work to this on other occa-
sions. He did not know the cause of the south-
west column being IJin. out of plumb. He went

, on the roof on the morning of the accident to

see if there were any cracks, or if there was
anything wrong on t)ie top.-—Mr. Owner: Did

I
you or any of your men plumb any of the
colunms on the west side?" No.—The witness
further stated, in reply to the coroner, that
he worked to a specification, and the whole of
the concrete-work was done where it was
intended to stand. The roof-work was done
ifroin a temporary platform higher up than the
top of the crane-beam. The timber was first

put in position, and then the reinforcements
were put in by Evans, Morris, and others, under
the witness's supervision. They found some
difficulty in ramming down the concrete, because
there was so little room between the bars.
[Witness, questioned by Mr. Owner, said the
taking away of the centring had nothing to do
with the fall of the roof. It was suggested
by Mr. Arnot on the Monday that the roof-
supports should be taken out, and it was on
that suggestion they were taken out on Tuesday
morning. He did not explain to Mr. .^rnot,
when the suggestion was made, that the south-
«'est colunm was out of plumb. Between
February 6 and 15 he had discussed the south-
«est column being out of plumb with Mr.
Hudson. He did not receive any instructions
10 make it good. The crack in the column
;ieeined to get bigger. The column was that
vhich had to take the weight of the long side
if the roof.—By Dr. Eastham : On the Monday
Jr. Arnot said it would be a good thing if the
' 'M could be built up, but he did not order
"I to pull down any supports. Witness could

rat account for the building not being able to
upport its own weight.—Richard Roberts, a
oncreter, said that previous to February 16 he
eceived instructions from Mr. Hudson about
lastering a cracK between the south - west
olumn and the gable-end of the wall. He occa-
ionally assisted in putting in reinforcement,
nd he found some difficulty in ramming the
;oncrete in. owing to the closeness of the bars.
-Mr. John Arnot, managing director of J.
.Wigley and Sons, gave evidence with respect
o mstructions given to G. Greenwood and Sons
Jr building a concrete machine-house. The
jork was begun in March, 1914. About August
hey determined to have a travelling-crane put
,iside the machine-house, and the plans were
Jtered accordingly. For the past four years
lessrs. Greenwood and Sons had been doing
iunforced-concrete work for the firm, and all
leir work had been very satisfactory.-Mr.
'aul

:
Did you not suggest on the Saturday that

"• gable-end should be built up because you
'ew that the column was out of plumb?—
iitness: Exactly.-And obviously, like everv-
jWy else, you did not appreciable that there
as any danger in removing the shoring, or you
!°"'°' "J^ver have suggested it? That is so.—
r. Mdls: Do you know whether plans were
ibuiitted to the local authority for approval?
ao not know.—Frederick Dunham, recalled on
lursday, stated that on February 13 a sheath-

ing was removed from the roof-trusses, and
similar work was being done on the morning
of the accident. He had made an examination
of the roof-trusses, and found that there were
some steel rods bare from concrete on both
trusses. The steel bars on some of the other
trusses were also uncovered. — Mr. Arnot,
managing director of Messrs. Wrigley and Sons,

Ltd., owners of the buildings, w;is also recalled.

He said that the tunnel near the building was
completed before the foundations of the
machine-house were laid.—Evidence was then
given by Reginald Arthur Hudson, of Halifax,
the supervisor of the erection of the paper-mills.

He had, he said, fourteen years' experience of
aichitectural work and seven years' experience
of concrete-building operations. It was his duty
to supervise the work at Bridge Hall Mills for

Messrs. Greenwood and Sons, and whilst the
roof was being laid he visited the place every
working day. No other member of the firm of

Greenwood and Sons shared in the supervision
of the work. Witness explained that the eaves-

beams of the roof were, so far as lateral stress

was concerned, divided into separate segments,
and it was not expected that one segment would
substantially reinforce the others. Each seg-

ment was expected to bear its own weight.

—

The Coroner ascertained from the witness that
the plans of the building were not submitted
to the local authority. Messrs. Wrigley and
Sons had not supplied him with forms of sub-
mission to the local authority, and, since he
was never asked to submit the plans, he allowed
the matter to drop.—The Coroner: You knew
the making of this roof was one of quite extra-

ordinary difficulty? — Witness: Yes. — Under
those circumstances, does it not become
extremely important to the builder that the
plans should have the approval of the local

authority before he proceeds with them?—As a
safeguard—yes. The witness added that per-

sonally he had been of opinion that the
approval of the local authority should have
been secured, but could not remember that he
had expressed the opinion to bis employers.
The bos sides of the concrete reinforcements,
which should have been unsheathed according
to the instructions of the designer, were not
removed—owing, the witness stated, to the fact

that the men could not find the time to carry
out his orders.—The Coroner: Since you could
not get the box - sides unsheathed without
sweatnig your men, why did you not procure
outside assistance to take them off? I cannot
say why.—The Coroner; W'as there any reason,

apart from negligence, why you did not have
these box - sides unsheathed? There was no
reason why they were not unsheathed.—The
witness afterwards admitted that a serious flaw

in one of the roof-trusses had probably gone
undiscovered because the sheathing of the Idox-

sides had not been removed.— ''It emphasises."
remarked the Coroner, " the seriousness of not
having tlie sheathing removed."—When asked
to offer an opinion as to the cause of the

collapse, the witness explained that in his

opinion a roof-truss had not done the work that

it was supposed to do. It had not been a dead-
weight on the eaves-beam. He agreed with

the coroner that the strain of the roof was too

great for the strength of its supports, and the

roof "broke its back" at the point at which
the strain was excessive. The stress fell on the

eaves-beams, and, being divided in separate

segments, they were canted over.—Dr. Eastham
elicited from tlie witness that Messrs. Wrigley

and Sons, Ltd., had no responsibility for tlie

engineering designs. — Hubert Murphy, of

Tooting, London, said he was responsible for

the engineering designs of the buildings which

had collapsed to the Rigid Reinforcement and
Concrete Company, Ltd. He was an engineer

by trade, but wae not qualified by diploma, and
he had had no special training in reinforced-

concrete work, although he had been engaged
in it for periods during the past eight years.

He admitted that when designing the roof

which had collapsed he had not seen the end

of his work from the beginning. He also

acknowledged that he had made an error in

his calculations of the roof-principals which

resulted in the steel having a depth of only

16in. when he supposed it was 32in. deep. There
was a point beyond which, if it were under
tension, steel ceased to have any elastic

recovery. This was called the elastic limit, and

the result of his miscalculation had been to cast

much greater tension upon the steel reinforce-

ment of the roof than was within his know-
ledge until after the roof had collapsed. It was

not until after the catastrophe that he dis-

covered his fat;il error in calculation. It had

been caused by his neglecting to bring down a

figure in the course of a division sum. The
result of the sum should have been 24,640,

where-.s he had hade it 2,464, forgetting the

nought.—The Coroner; And you based your

drawings on that result? Yes.—In reply to

further questions on the same point, the witness
said he had no one to assist him in checking
the figures, because he had not thought a check
was necessary.—Mr. W. A. Thomas, an archi-

tect of Liverpool, with experience in the
erection of concrete buildings, reported that he
had examined the damaged buildings. The con-
clusion which he drew from iiis examination
was that the work had not been properly carried
out, and that, apart from bad work, the roof

must inevitably liave collapsed, since its general
design was faulty. In some of tlie roof-

principals the steel was out of place, and the
concrete, which was of bad quality and could
not be of the mixture described by the con-
tractor, was ill-set and not such as would
warrant the removal of props. The way in

whicii the work had been executed was slovenly,

and showed lack of experience.— At this stage
the inquest was adjourned until to-day (Friday).

A YOUTHFUL PUBLIC - WORKS CON-
TRA C T O R. — Claude William Jukes, The
Hollies, Burnt Tree, Tipton, public. works con-
tractor, was publicly examined in bankruptcy
at Dudley on Tuesday, before the Registrar,
Mr. Young. The statement of affairs showed
gross liabilities £769, and deficiency ii768.

Replying to the Official Receiver (Mr. Fair-

bairn), debtor {twenty - three years of age)
stated lie started business in January, 1913. in

partnership with another, as public-works con-
tractors, his capital being £125. They carried
on business separately, at their own addresses

—

debtor as "Jukes and Co.." and his partner
under his own name. The businesses were dis-

tinct, but tiiere was an arrangement for tire

profits and losses t-o be pooled and divided. The
partnership was dissolved in July, 1914, when
an accountant prepared a statement of afi'airs

showing debtor was liable to pay £211. This
he had paid; but he was still liable in respect
of unpaid partnership debts amounting to

£116. He started business on his own account
in April, 1914, his first contract being one of
£442 for sewers at Lye, upon which he made
about £40 profit. He liad since been engaged
on three contracts for making streets, kerbing,
and channelling and sewering for the Cannock
District Council, the total contract prices

amounting to over £3,700. These contracts
were unfinished, and he was of o])inion no
benefit would accrue to the estate by com-
pleting them. He attributed his failure to loss

on contracts caused by the war, unfavourable
weather, rise in the price of materials, and
meeting bad ground and water. The examina-
tion was closed.

<»»
An inquiry will be held at Brentford by the

Local Government Board on April 8 into an
application of the urban district council for

sanction to a loan of .£10,914 for widening and
improving Ealing-road.

The formal opening took place on Friday at

Dunfermline of a new infants' department in

connection with M'Lean School, now one of the

largest under the jurisdiction of the Dunferm-
line School Board. The new department con-

sists of seven classrooms, each to accommodate
fifty pupils, and the cost was upwards of £6,000.

Mr. J. T. Scobie, master of works to the School
Board, was the architect.

At Bow County-court, on Monday, application

was made to Judge Smyly on behalf of the

Postmaster-General for an award enabling him
to place overhead telephone-wires in various

streets branching off the high-road in Leyton.

The application was opposed by the Leytou
Urban District Council, who objected to the

posts on the ground that the streets were con-

gested, and they would be a source of nuisance

and annoyance. His Honour reserved judge-

ment.
Owing to the European War, and the conse-

quent difficulty of obtaining accommodation of

every kind, the Council of the Royal Archaeo-

logical Institute of Great Britain and Ireland

much regret that it is impossible this year to

hold a summer meeting. The annual general

meeting for the transaction of ordinary business

will be held this year in London, in the apart-

ments of the Society of .\ntiquaries, Burlington
House, Piccadilly, W., at 4.30 p.m. on Wednes-
day, June 30.

At the meeting on Tuesday of the city council

of Exeter the streets committee reported having

resolved that the tender of Fothergill Bros.,

Ltd., at the price of £3,269. be accepted for

making up Haven-road and Water-lane. The
rejection of the recommendation and acceptance

of the lowest tender was moved. It was ex-

plained, on behalf of the committee, that

Messrs. Fothergill were specialists in this par-

ticular work. The amendment was carried by a

large majority, and the council then decided to

accept the tender of Mr. W. R. Brealey, of St.

Thomas, at £3,236.
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The Central News learns that Mr. Handel
Booth has completed his investigation,

undertaken at the invitation of the Office of

Works, into the nature of the contract for

timber purchase between Mr. Montague
Meyer and the War Office. Mr. Booth has

addressed his report in the form of a letter

to Lord Enimott, the First Commissioner of

Works, and the contents of the communica-
tion will be made public in due course.

Yesterday (Thursday) witnessed the retire-

ment of Sir Philip Magnus, M.P., from a

service of thirty-five years' unremitting labour

for the City and Guilds of London Institute.

For eight years, from Lady Day, 1880, he

held the post of organising director and

secretary of the Guild, and has since been

superintendent and secretary of the Institute's

department of technology. Sir Philip, who
is now in his 74th year, has had a great part

in the growth and development of the move-

ment for the establishment of technical

education in England, and he was also one

of the first to urge that manual work should

form a place in the curriculum of elementary

schools.

A discussion was recently raised by Mr. J.

Landfear Lucas in the Press as to the

exact height of St. Paul's Cathedral, and

authorities have been quoted as giving the

height, from the level of the cathedral floor

to the top of the cross, in figures varying from

340ft. to 404ft., or even more. These doubts

are now laid to rest by a statement by Canon
.Alexander, the Treasurer of St. Paul's, to the

effect that very careful measurements have

just been made by the cathedral staff, shownig
that the heiglit from the floor to the cross is

355ft. 6in. It should be remembered that tlie

level of the cathedral pavement is several feet

above the surrounding ground, and this,

again, several feet above the level of the

crypt.

The Urban District Council of Colwyn Bay
recently applied to the Local Government
Board for sanction to borrow moneys for

carrying out two public improvements in the

sewerage of the portion of the urban district

west of Bronynant and in the Mochdre Valley

to Ehos, and the constructed new electricity

works and destructor. Both schemes were
considered urgent in the best interests of the

urban district. The urban council have
received a letter from the Board with respect

to the sewerage scheme to the effect tliat,

while (with certain minor amendments) the

Board consider it a project for the carrying

out of which they would be willing in

ordinary times to grant borrowing powers,
they think it should for the present be

deferred. If the council are unable to secure

a reconsideration of this decision by the

Board, certain building estates in the area
to be drained by the sewer will for the time
being be held up, and the existing house
property will, necessarily, continue to be

drained into cesspools. The cost of the

sewerage scheme will be about £11,000.

In the last Indian Public Works Department
Administrattion Report, the Government, in

their review, remark that now that a consult-

ing architect has been appointed to tlie

Province of the Punjab, architectural work
will receive its proper share of attention, and
that the Government will look for much-
needed improvement in the style of all its

buildings, both large and small. Our con-
temporary, " Indian Engineering," points out,

liowever, that while the more important
buildings will now receive proper attention as

far as their architecture is concerned, it is a

physical impossibility to expect one architect

to see to the designs of all the buildings to be
liuilt in the province. "It would probably
be as well to realise from the start that the

much-needed improvement looked for cannot
be expected until the local Government have
at their disposal a properly ecjuipped

architect's office, consisting of a senior con-

sulting architect and three or four fully

(jualified assistants, besides thoroughly
trained architectural draiightsuien."

ICBETINOS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
Fbidat (To-dat).—Glasgow Architectural Craftsmeu'e

Society. Bueinesa Meeting. 8 p.m.

Satuedat (To-mobhow).—Institution of Municipal and
County Engineers. South Wales District

Meeting at the City Hall. Cardiff.

"Notes on Extraordinary Traffic on
Highways," by D. M. Jenkins, Neath.
2.15 p.m.

Institution of Municipal and County
Engineers. South - Western District

Meeting at the Municipal Buildings,
Taunton. Discussion on " Public Baths,"
to be opened by D. Edwards, Borough
Surveyor of Taunton. 3.30 p.m.

Monday.—Victoria and Albert Museum. " Belgian
Media-val Architecture," by Banister F.

Fletcher, F.R.I. B. A. 4.30 p.m.
Royal Society of Arts. " House Build-

ing : Past and Present," Cantor Lecture

No. 3, by M. H. Baillie Scott. 8 p.m.
Royal Institute of British Architect*.

" King's College Hospital," by W. A.
Pile, F.R.I. B. A. 8 p.m.

TvEBDAV.—Architectural Association. "The Changes
in the Conception of Artificial Per-

manent Defences," by Hillaire Belloc.

18, Tufton-street, S.W. 8 p.m.

WiDSESDAY.—Royal Arch.-vological Institute. " Some
Irish Religious Houses," by Ian C.

Hannah, M.A. Burlington House, W.
4.30 p.m.

FOB
Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

VnH. OLI"VEB & SONS, Iitd.,

120, Bunliill Bow, Iiondon, E.G.

fraiiB Itefajs.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
GLASGOW BRASSMOULDERS. - The

Glasgow brassmoulders, who have been on

strike for the past month for an advance of 2d.

per hour, have decided to submit the question

to the Government Arbitration Court, and

resumed work on Wednesday.
. o»

TBADE NOTES.
Messrs. Heffer. Scott, and Co., Ltd., have

opened new showrooms at 56, Berners-street,

W.. whence they have removed from No. 64 in

the same thoroughfare.

Under the direction of Mr. Alfred J. Taylor,

M.S..\., architect. 18. New Bond-street, Bath,

the "Boyle" system of ventilation (natural), em-
bracing Boyle's latest patent "air-pump" venti-

lators and air-inlets, has been applied to the

Medical Baths, Torquay.

Owing to the death of Mr. E. C. Homer, the

partnersliip existing between him and Mr. C.

W. Lucas has been dissolved. Mr. Lucas is con-

tniuing to practise on his own account, and on

and after March 25 his address will be 56, Brook-

street, Grosvenor-square. W. Telephone, May-
fair, 1321,

That many important architects are adopting

a Pudloed-cement treatment when they require

waterproof conditions is evidenced by the

reports we constantly receive. The architects

who have control over the work at the Hawk-
moor Sanatorium have specified large quantities

of Pudlo for the concrete and the topping on
same.

Re Hastings Bros.. Ltd.—Mr. Frank G. Wise-

man, of Messrs. Matthews. Wiseman, and Co ,

public accountants and auditors, of 22 and 23.

Queen Anne's-chambers, Tothill-street, West-
minster, S.W.. under date of March 18, 1915,

writes us as follows:—"I beg to inform you that

1 have been appointed by the Court receiver

and manager of the above-named company, and
that 1 have taken possession of the assets. 1

shall be obliged if you will cancel all orders for

advertisements in your publications as from the

12th iust. which may be standing in the name of

the company."
««»

Mr. T. Ingle, of Kelbrooke, Colne, has been
appointed highway surveyor to the I.onth

Rural District Council in place of Mr. R. C.

Bryan, resigned.

Mr. Thomas Kay, of Moorfield, Stockport, who
died on September 22, left to the Rylands
Library, Manchester, the Ludgate or Grafton

picture of Shakespeare, "which, I believe, was
saved from the sack of Grafton Regis by the

troopers of the Connuonwealth on Christmas

Day, 1643." and to the corporation of Stockport

his pictures hanging in Stockport Town Hall.

The medical officer of health's report to the

Liverpool Corporation Housing Committee for

1914 was issued on Monday evening. It shows

that the insanitary dwellings in the old city

and the added areas at the opening of the year

comprised 356 courts, 1,868 court houses, and
1,013 front houses. At the close of the year

there remai^ed 314 courts, 1,693 court houses,

and 952 front hoUses.

TENDEBS.
*,• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the

information.
Abeeaton —For furnishing at the new municipal

buildings, tor the corporation, .Accepted tenders :
-

Contract A.. :
—

-Mlinsons. Sheffield f85B 16

Contract B. ;

—

Cox, M.. Port Talbot '318

Aberdeen.—For construction of new road between
Bannermill-road and Constitution-street, for the
streets committee :

—

Leith. J., Aberdeen (accepted) ... £596 T 7

Abhbt.—For the erection of a council school at

Ashby, for the Liodsey County Coanoil :—
Gilbert and Hall, Nottingham ... £5,520

(Accepted.)

AsHFOBD, Kent.—For the supply and delivery of

50,(XX) gallons of oil, for the urban district council :
—

Anglo-.\merican Oil Co. accepted) 3'Vi6d. per gal.

AvoNJioDTH. — For the extension of the timber !

platform new shed to Royal Edward Dock, for the '

Bristol Docks Committee ;—
Perkins, .J., and Sons. Bristol (accepted).

BuBT. Lan'cs.—For the extension of the sewerage
systems, for the Radcliffe Urban District Council
and the Bury Rural District Council. Mr. \\. L
Rothwell, engineer:—

Bentley, I., and Co., 11, Horton
Grange-rd., Bradford (acofpted) £4,673

BusHEY. — For laying London - road, Bnshey
(between the Middlesex county boundary and the

Watford nrban district boundary), with creosoted
deal paving (approximate area, 31.000 square yards),

and a short length with granite sett paving (approxi-

mate area 3,000 square yards), for the Hertfordshire
County Coancil. Mr. J. S. Killick. county surveyor :

Griffiths, W„ and Co., Bishops-
gate-street £34,999 10 1

Mowlem, .J., and Co., West-
minster. S.W 34,7-20 9 1

Improved Wood Paving Co.,
Queen Victoria-street, E.G. ... 34,047 S -2

Acme Flooring and Paving Co.,
Victoria Park. N.E 33,681 5 4

ManderB, M., and Co., Leyton
Green, Leyton (accepted) ... 30,830 6

Ckayfoed.—For laying a branch sewer from the I

sawmills to Nortliumberland Heath, tor the rural

|

district council :—
i

Southorn, F. W.,& Co., Leicester £1,998 16 1

(Recommended for acceptance,)

CccKFiELD.—For installation of a steam pump at

the West Hylands, for the guardians :—
PbilUps. J. F., and Son, Brighton £105 10

(Accepted.)

ExETEB,—For making up Haven-road and Wales
lane, for the city council :—

Brealey, W. R., St. Thomas ... £3,'236

(Accepted.)

Gkats. — For alterations to the administrative

block, tor the joint hospital board :
—

Horsman and Co £1,590

Carter, H. J 1.540

Brown Bros 1.534

Walsham, W. E 1,530

Man-abale, J 1,480

Stark. F.C 1.406

Brown. G. (accepted) 1.387

Gkays.—For erection of a corrugated iron building

to be used as a war hospital, for the Orsett Joint

Hospital Board :—
Brown, G., Grays (accepted) ... £1,4S4

Hadleigu. ScFi'OLK.—For alterations and repairs

to 49, Angel-street. Hadleigh, proposed to be used as

a children's home, for the Guardians of Coafoid

Union :—
Downa & Stephenson, Hadleigh,
Sufifolk (accepted) £122

HA3I3IERWICH.—For the Watling-street sewerage

scheme at Hammerwich, for the Lichfield Rural

District Council ;

—

Warrington. M., Hyde, Stockport £1.500
(.\ccepted.)

Helston.—For the restoration of the laundry, for

the guardians:-
Richards and Trezise. Helston... £124 10 i

(Accepted, exclusive of extras.)
'

Herefobd.—For equipment of small holdings at

Canon Bridge Farm, Madley. for the small holdings

and allotments committee ;—
Powell. W.. and Sons £1.241

Peake, W, H 1,100

Field. G., Birmingham 1,091

Cooke, 1.085

Preece P. W 1.007 10

Pugh, D. W.,Al!ensmore 983 15 a

E. W. Wilks and Sons, West End
Works (accepted) 997 8

(County land agent's estimate, £997 Ms.)

(Rest of Hereford.)

tCuHftnued on pa^e JTIIl.)

I
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LATEST PRICES.
**

N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
asual sources of information are in many
cases failing us.

TIMBER.
Per standard.

Yellow Pine Deals, iBt quality... ±'.5.5 0to4'57
2Dd 43 ., 45

White Deals : First 2'2 „ '24

Seconds 20 „ 22
U.S. Yellow Planks, Deals, and
Battens 10 10 ., 14 10

Per cubic foot.
Oak: Austrian Wainscot £0 10 6 to £0 12 H

Teak: Burmese, per load, 50ft. 28 „ 34
Teak : Java, per load, 50ft 24 „ 27

IRON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled Steel Joists, English £8 10 to £8 12 6
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 8 15 „ 10
Steel Girder Plates 8 17 6 „ 9 17 6
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0., 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 23 „

Do.. Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0.. 8 15
Best Snedshlll 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.
Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding. &c., £8 15a. to £9.

Ditto galvanised. £14 to £15108. per ton.

Galvanised Corru' ited Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £12 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 10 ... U
Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £3 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 17 6 .. 8 10
EoUedlron Fencing Wire 8 5 0., 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0.. 7 10

Galvanised 8 IS .. 9 5
Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5 15 ., 6
Cut Floor Brads 10 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron. 24 gauge 16 .. —
Galvanised Wire Strand. 7 ply.
14B.W.G 14 5 0.. —

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
to 8 P 10 11 12 B.W.G

£1010s. £101Ss. £11 OS. .£1153. £11 15s. per ton^

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 15 to £7 2 6
4in. to6in 6 10 „ 6 12 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 17 6 ., 7 2 6
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra.

turned and bored joints 5s. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast. Lillieshall 80s. Od. to 1278. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 87s. Od. „ 978. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 72* p.c.
Water-Tubes 66l
Steam-Tubes 65
Galvanised Oas-Tobes 60
Galvanised Water-Tubes. 56i
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 50

OTHER METALS.
Per ton.

Lead Water Pipe, Town '£28 10 to
Country '29 10 .

Lead Barrel Pipe. Town '29 10 .

Country '30 10 .

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town '30 10 .

Country '31 10 .

Lead Pipe. Tinned inside and
outside Town *33

.

., Country '31 .

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... "31 10 ,

Country '32 10 ,

Lead Soil-pipe (upto4iin.) Town '31 10 ,

„ Country *32 10 .

rOver 4Mn. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead. Common Branda 17 17 6
,

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 ,

Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 86
,

Copper. British Cake and Ingot 71 10
Tin. English Ingots 1W6 0,
Do.. Bars 1S7 0,
Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town) 19 -2 6

.

Sheet Lead, Town "28 0.
Country '29

,

Genuire White Lead 34 .

Re&ned Red Lead 32 ,

Sheet Zinc 73 ,

Old Lead, against account 22 10 ,

Tin percwt. 10 ,

Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 13 3 ,

• For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

SLATES.

Per ton.

.£18 12

', 86 10
,, 72 10

, 190
, 191
. 20 2

Blue Portmadoo

Blue Bangor..

First quality

Eureka
green ..

unfading

20 :

. 16
,

. 20

. 20

. 20

. 20
16

.10..
,12.,
.10.,

Permanent Green ...

20
20
18
16
20 „ 10 .

18 .. 10 .

16 ,. 8 .

£ 8.

,. 12 12
. 6 12
. 13 2
. 13 17
.13
. 13 15
. 7 5

. 15 17

.18 7

.13 5

.10 5

. U 12
.. 9 12
.. 6 12

d. per 1.000 of
6 1.200 at r. sto.
6
6
6

6
6

6

BRIOKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks,.. £1 15 per 1.000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11 „ ., [river.
Mild Stocks 19 0,,
Picked Stocks for delivered
Facings 3 5 ,, atrly. stn,

Flettons 1 14 „ .. „
Pressed Wire Cuts... 118
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Fac'ng ... 5 .. „

Best Blue I ressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bollnose 4 0.. ., ..

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 4 0,,

2|in. Best Bed Ac-

1

I Net, delivered in
crington Plastic h 4 10 6 „\ full truck loads
Facing Bricks ) I in London.

3'/8" Acorington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3'/8" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3V8 in
thickest part 2

3V8" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 3 6
3'/8" ditto ditto through and through 3
3'/8" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and h" radius Bulhioses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9"x2coursedeep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9"xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep, ih" soffit, per foot opening,
4 ditto 4n" ditto ditto ditto
5 ditto 45" ditto ditto ditto
6 ditto 4i" ditto ditto ditto
3 ditto 9r ditto ditto ditto
4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto
5 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto

13
1 8
3 1

3 6
2 1

3 11

3 6

4 6
Net free on rail, or free on boat at worx-s.

OLAZEB BRIOKS.
HAKD GLAZES (PER 1,000).

White. Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers-
£13 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6
Quoins, BuUnose. and 4§in. Flats—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 34 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers

—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 36 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end. square

—

IB 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints—

IT 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, BuUnose Stops

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 6d. each
Rounded Internal Angles—

4d. each 3d. each 6d. each Sd. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each Bd. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000
Headers _ £22 17 6

., ., Quoins and Bullnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks') Not
of single radius £6 per l.OCXI over above exceed-
list for their respective lunds and colours |- ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4jin.
Is. 2d. each J by 2iin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers. £1 per 1.000 extra.

' These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations. s. d.
Thames Sand .„ 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 0..

s. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 Oto 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

8. d. s. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4
Darley Dale, ditto .. 2 3
Red Corsehill. ditto ., 2 2
Closeburn Bed Freestone.ditto ,. 2
Ancaster. ditto .. 1 10
Oreenshill. ditto .. 1 10
Beer, ditto .. 16
Chilmark. ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) .. 1 lOj

Hard York, ditt» „ 2
Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings . random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes .. 13

* All F.O.B. LoodoD.

i

Bath Stone, delivered on road £ g.
waggons. Paddington Depot per toot cube 1

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station „ Oil

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station

,, 1 7J
Portland Stone, in random blocks of 30ft. average:

—

Delivered on road waggons 1 Brown White
at Paddington Depot. ( 'Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or 1 Per foot cube.
Pimlico Wharf / ... £0 3 3 ...£0 3 4*

TILES.

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4
Buabon red. brown, or brindled

ditto (Edwards) 57
Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles : Plain tiles (Feake'a)... 46

Ornamental ditto 48
Hip tiles 3

__
Valley tiles 3 ,, ,,

" Rosemary " brand plain tiles .. . 48 per 1000

d. Dlvrd. at
per 1000 ry.sn.

7 per doz. ..

per 1000
6
per doz.

6 per 1000 ..

per doz. .,

per 1000
6
104 per doz. ..

Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles i per doz.
Valley tiles 3 8 ,.

Staffordshire (Hanley) Beds or
brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 6 „
Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 45 per 1009
Pressed 42 6 ,,

Ornamental ditto- 47 6
Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 6 „

OILS.
Rape8eed.EngIishpaIe.per tun £28 15 Oto £'29 5
Ditto, brown 26 15
Cottonseed, refined 39
Olive. Spanish 39 10
Seal, pale 21
Cocoanut. Cochin 46
Ditto. Ceylon 42 10
Ditto. Mauritius 42 10
Palm, Lagos

, 33 5
Ditto, Nut Kernel 35
Oleine IT 5
Sperm 30
Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7
Petroleum, refined ,

Tar. Stockholm per barrel 1 6
Ditto. Archangel 19
Linseed Oil „ per gal. 3
Baltic Oil 3
Turpentine 3
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil percwt. 10
Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority " Brand.. ., 9

27 5
30
40
31 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5
31

6
1 10
1

GLASS (IN ORATES)
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz
Fourths .5*d. ... 6d. .,

Thirds 6d. ... 6*d. .,

Fluted Sheet 5d. ... 6d. .,

Hartley's English Boiled iin

6§d.
7d.

'/isin.

... 3id.

White.
5d. ...

32oz.
... 7ia.
... eld.

iin.
... 4,id.

Tinted.
6id.

Plate 3hd.

Figured Boiled and Bepoussine...

VARNISHES, &c. Per gallon.
Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10 6
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14 6

Find Elastic Carriage 13 9
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 10
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Fine French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14 9
Extra Pale Paper 13
Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush PoUflh 10 6

Mr. U. R. Mcllreavey has been appointed
town surveyor by the PortstewarL Town Com-
missioners.

Mr. David Moir, Parkend, Arbroath, has been
appointed road surveyor to the St. Cyrus
District Committee of the Kincardineshire
County Council.

The late Mrs. Mary Sale, of Wick Episcopi,

Holt, Worcester, has left her water-coluur
drawings by Turner, David Cox, and Copley
Fielding to the British Museum.

A new church has been built at Ammanford
at a cost of -£7.000. The architect was Mr. W,
D. Jenkins, of Llandilo, and Mr. William Evans,
of Ammanford, was the contractor.

Mr. M. D. Campbell, gas manager to the
Fraserburgh Town Council, has been voted by
the council an honorarium of i^SO for services

in connection with the extension of the plant.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Mar. 30—Water-Supply Scheme. Chew Malna £100. £50 J. S. Dury. Clerk to Glutton R.D.C, Temple Cloud, Bristol.
April 21—Lavina Out Coach-road and the Erestion of Houses,

Whitehav-pn 30gs.. 20gs.. lOgs T. Brown, Town Clerk. Town Hall, Whitehaven.
No date— Jlnnicinal TJuildinep, Stepney (Mr. Henry T. Hare,

F.R.I.B.A . Assessor) G. W. Clare. Town Clerk. 15. Great Alie-st. Whitechapel, E.
do. -Small Hospital. Galemire E. B. Croasdell. Clerk. Union Hall, Whitehaven.
do. —Desifins fnr Cottages. Bromborongh Estate. Architects

in Practice onlv. Coat not more than £1.0l)^ per group
of Five, and i'1.400 per fironp of seven. (Mr. Geoffry
Lucas. F.R.I.B.A.. Assessor) Ninepreiiiiumsof-2A p.c. per group Lever Brothers. Ltd.. Port Sunlight. Cheshire.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BiniiBINGS.

Mar. 26—Free Library. Reoairs to. Stroud Committee F. Winterbotbam. Hon. Sec, .t, Rowcroft, Stroud.
„ 26—Branch Stores, Eastwood Vale, Rotherbam Ma'^bro' Equit. PioQeers' SocLI. J. Platts, Archt.. High-street, Rotherham.
., 26—Shop and Thre3 House'. H'i^h-s^reet. Rawmivjh - -T. Platte. Ariht., High-='tre^t, Rotherham.
., 27—School, Evanstown, Gilfacb Goch Glamorf^ao County Council The Clerk, GlatDOrgan County Hall, Cardiff.

,, 27—School, Hendreforean, near Gilfach Goch Glamorgan County Council The C'erk, Glamorean County Hall. Cardiff.

,, 27—lufeermpdiate School, Cottage at. Forth Glamorgan County Council The Clerk. Glamorgan County Hall, Cardiff.

.. 27—Public Elementary School (19J olaces). Tlinnderfley ... Eapex Education Committee G. Topham Forrest, County Ar cht., 79, Duke-st., Chelmsford,
,, 27—School. Additions to, Oemore Valley. Fronwen Glamorgan County Oouccil The Cl«^rk, Glamorgan County Hall, Cardiff,

,, 27—Intermediate School. Alterations to. Forth Glamorgan County Council The Clerk, Glamorgan County Hall, Cardiff.

,, 27—Three Cottages, Snrtieet Spaldins Rural District Council... Davis and Crowley, Archts., 6, Double-street. Spalding.
., 27—Masters' House. .Alterations to. Brynna Glamorgan County Council The Clerk. Glamorgan County Hall. Cardiff.

., 27—School. Playsheds at. Pantywaun. near Panteg Glamorgan County Council The Clerk, Glamorgan County Hall, Cardiff.
,, 27—Glenlatterach Farm Steading. Alterations to, Elgin A. Cameron. Factor, Sfiafield Estates Office, Elgia,
.. 27—Domestic Science Building. Caerphilly Glamorgan County Council The Clerk, Glamorgan County Hall, Cardiff.

,, 27 —School, Improvements to Playground at, Rudry Glamorgan County Council The Clerk, Glamorgan County Hall, Cardiff.

.. 27—School. -Alterations to. Craigeefnpirc Glamorgan County Council The Clerk. Glamorgan County Hall, Cardiff.

,, 29—Grammar School. Extension of, Bridlington J. Bilson, Archt.. 2-3. ParliameutnStreet. Hull.
., 29—Sub-station. Walton-street. Dundee Town Council H. Richardson. M.I.E.E.. Electricity Department. Dundee
„ 29-No. ;l. Clarflmont Buildings. Repairs to. Shrewsbury ... Coroo'atioti A. W. Ward, A M.I C.E , Biro' Sur.,The Sqmre, Shrewjbarjr
,. 29-Western District Sorting Office. Edinburgh H.M. Works Commissioners H.M Office of Works. 3. Parliament-square. Edinburgh.
.. 29—Houses (fill. Capal. Llanellv The Borough Surveyor's Office. Town Hall. Lianelly.

,. 29—Fire Hose Station and Public Lavatories, Cierau Maesteg Urban District Couocil... S. -T. Harpur, Archt.. 32. Commercial-street. Maeateg.
,. 29—Cinema. Hirwain J. C. Reea. M.S.A . Parade Chambers. Neath.
,. 29—Banking Premises. Ivybridge W. F. Tollit, .Archt.. Totnes.
., 29—Eight Artisans' Dwellings. Ri^hworth R, Horsfall and Sol. Xr ^hti.. 22.i. Coanaercial-3t.. Halifax.

., 30—Garage and Bay Window to House. Hudder.'sfield A. A. Hinehclifle. .A.R.l.B. A.. Arch.. 14. Rejent-st.. Birnsley.
„ 30—Removing Floor over Bath. Shepherd's Bush Borough Council H. Mair. Boro' Sur.. Hammersmith.
,, 30—Residence and Surgery. Pentrebach. Merthyr Tydfil Dr. Ryce .Tohnson and Richards, Archts.. Merbhyr Tydtil.'

„ 30—Sanatorium Buildings, Grassington Corporation The City Architect, Town Hall, Bradford.
.. 31—Two Cottages. Repairs to. Bristol Guardians J. J. Simpson, Clerk, St. Peter's Hospital, Bristol.

,, 31—Admin. Block, Additions to. Sanatorium, Maiden Law Linchester .Joint Hospital Board G. T. Wilson, Archt., 22, Durham-road, Blackhill.
,. 31- Four Houses. Swallow-lane, Golcar -A. Shaw, Archt., Goli^ar.

,, 31—Steam Laundry. Gi-eenback. Falmouth R. W. Lingham C W. Parkes Lees. Archt.. Porthpaiu. Lanteglos-by-Fowey.
,. 31—Council School (250 places). I'enygroes Carmarthenshire County Council W. V. Morgan. A.R.l.B. A., County .Architect, Carmarthen,
.. 31—Boiler House. Isolation Hospital. Bargoed Bedwellty Urban District C un:jil D H- Price. Sur.. Aberbar^^oed.
,. 31—Training College. Cookery Room at. Dublin J. F. Fuller. Archt.. 179. Great Brunswick-street. Dublin.
.. 31—Bathroom at Registrar's House. Barrow-in-Farnes3 Corporation The Borough Engineer's Otlice. Town Hall,Barrow-ia-Fucne39.
.. 31—Labourers' Cottages (13). Claremorris Rural District Council J. W. Judge. Clerk. Clareiiorria.
.. 31—School. Barclay-street. Cowdenbeath Beath (Fife) School Board G. C. Campbell, Archt., Methil.

April 1—Pair of Cottages. Greenfield Farm. Holbeach W. Waite F- B. Ward. M.S..A .8. South Brink, Wisbech.
,, 1—Shed and Store Sbed.Bridgefleld Depot, Huddersfield... Corporation K F. Campbell, M.I.C E., Boro' Eog., 1, Peel-sli.,Hadd6raUold.
„ 3—Police Cottage. High Wych. Sawbridseworth Herfordshire County Council -J. S Killick. County Sur.. Hatfield.

3—Sanatorium. Extensions to. Little Heath. Belvedere ... Erith Urban District Council H. Hind. Sur.. Council Offices. Erith.
,, 3—Ten Working-Class Dwellings. Eeedham Blofleld Rural District Council ... H. H Cole. Clerk. 12. Bank-street, Norwich.

7—Council School. Llaudyfrydog .Anglesey Education Committee... ,1. Owen, F.R.I.B.A., County Ar'ht.. Menai Bridge.
7—Council School, Ty Mawr .Anglesey Education Committee... .T. Owen. F.R.I.B.A., County .Archt.. Menai Bridge.

,, 7—Council School, Adrlitions to. Pentraeth Anglesey Education Committee... .T. Owen. F.R.I.B.A., County Archt.. Menai Bridge.
7—Council School. .Additions to. Llanfacbreth Anglesey Education Committee... J. Owen, F.R.I.B.A.. County -Archt., Menai Brid»e.

,, 7—Council School, Additions to, Llaingooh, Holyhead Anglesey Education Committee... J. Owen, F R.I.B..A.. County Archt., Menai Bridge.
,. 7—Council School. Additions to. Llechylched. Hryngwi'an Anglesey Education Committee... J Owen. F.R.I.B.A.. County Archt.. Menai Bridge.

8—Municipal Buildings. Repairs to. Truro Town Council F. A. Barnes. A. M.I.C.E. . City Eog , M(in. Buildings. Truro.
!)—Laundry Block. Great Barr Park. West Bromwich Joint Committee G. McMichael. A.R.l.B. A., 10-5, Colmore-row. Birmingham.

,. 9—Two Houses A- Shop Front. Alterations to. Angarrack J. Harris. Angarrack.
,. 10—Council School. Egloskerry Cornwall Education Committee... B. C. Andrew. .Archt.. Biddick-court. St. .Austell.

,. 12—Dungannon House. .Additions to. DungauDon Tyrone County Council J. Hunter. B.A.. Lisburn.
1*2—Baptist Well Council School. Swansea Education Committee A. W. Halden. Clerk. Education Dept.. Grove-place. Swansea.

.. '29—Sanatorium & Children's Home. Southfield. Mearas ... Glasgow Corporatioi .7. Lindsay. Town Clerk. Glasgow.
No date—White Horse. Rebuilding, South Bersted. Bognor Messrs. Whitehead. Archts,. 18. South-street. Chichester.

do. —Plongh tV Harrow Inn. Rebuilding. Bettwa. Ammanford E. Evans Bavan C J. Rees. M.S. A., Parade Chambers. Neath.
do. —St. Clements Church. Fulham Palace-road. Fu'ham T. Skinner. 6. Silvertown-road. Hammersmith, W.
do. —Three-storied Buildin-.'. Kendal W. Shepherd and Sons M. G. Shaw. L.R.I.B..A., 45. Highgate. Kendal.
do. —Memorial Hall. Salisbury lohn Harding and Son. Archts.. 53. High-street. Salisbury.
do. -Farmhouse and Outbuildings, Snettisbam L. F. Eagleton. Archt.. King-street. King's Lynn.

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
Mar. 26—Turbine. Leigbton-road. Hove Corporation C. B. Smith. M.X.E.E.. Electricity Works. Hove.

.. 26—.Accumulators, Leighton-road, Hove Corporation C. B. Smith, M.I.E.E., Electricity Works, Hove.
,. 31—Installation at Derrington-rd. Sjhool, Lower Tooting... London County Council The Chief Eagiueer. County Hall. Spring Gardens, S.W.

April 6—Supply Extensions, .Aherdare Urban District Council D. LI Griffiths, Clerk. Town Hall. Aberdarc.
8—Steam Alternator ilOO-kw.). Bridgend Urban District Council W. Welbury. Eng. and Man,. Elec. Works. Bridgend.
9 -Telegraph Cable connecting Cadiz &, Teneriffe. Spain Registro General de Telegrafos. Calle de Carretas. Madrid.

„ 29—Electric Lighting Material for Shoos at Jolimont The Victorian Rly. Commissioners. Speaser-st.. Melbourne.
., 2S—Central Exchange and Te'eplione System. Salonioa Greek Ministry of Com The Ministere des Coaimuaications, Directioa des Postes.
.. '28 -Central Ex'-.hange. .Atheas Greek Ministry of Com The Ministere des Communioitions. Direction des Postes.
.. a**-Telephoae Apparatus. Athens Greek Ministry of Com The Ministere des Communications. Direction des Postes.

May 1-Plant. Aldershot Urban District Council P. Garside. Electricity Works, Laburnum-road. Aldershot.

ENGINEERING.
Mar. 26-Waterworks. Carmarthen Rural District Council J, Saer. Clerk. 7. Hall-street. Carmarthen.

'• ''J—Heatmg Chambers at School, Newtown Glamorgan County Council The Clerk, Glamorgan Couaty Hall, Cardiff,
•• M-ote""" Koad Roller, Ware Urban District Council G. H. Gisby, Clerk, Town Hall, Ware.
.. 30-I'erro-Concrete \\ ater Tower, Selsey Water Co T. O. Holt and Sons. 4. West Gate. Chichester.
" 'fl-V''?'"'''''"-'''' Pumpi. Dundee Corporation Electricity Deot Tlie Department, Dudbooe Crescent road. Dundee.
., 31—Waterworks, Barrmill. Ayrshire District Com. of X. Ayrshire Warren and Stuirt, Civil Engineers, 91, Hope street, Glasgow,
„ 31—Concrete Toe at Harbour, Kirkcaldy Town Council R Henderson. Harbour Eng.. Saint Andrew sq., Edinburgh,
,, 31—Pumping Machinery Cairo The Inspector-General of Prisons, Prisons Department, Cairo,

April 2- Waterworks, North Marsh Axbridge Rural District Council A. Powell, M.I.C. E., 10, Orchard-street, Bristol.
7—Colliery Connections, Chesterfield Mansfield Railway Co R Elliott-Cooper, Bag,, 1.5, Deans Yard. Westminster. S.W.
7—Artificers' Works (Two Years). Blackdown and Deepcat War Department' The Director of .Army Cons.. Imperial House. Tothill-st.. S.W.
I—Artificers' Works (Two Years). Bordon War Department The Director of .Army Cons.. Imperial House. Tothil!-st,. S.W.
7--Artiticers' Works (Two Years), Woking War Department The Director of .Armv Cons., Imperial House, Tothill-at„ S.W.

" ''—J" Extractor. Harrogate , Gas Co F. H. Robmson. A.M. I. C.E,. Eog., Gasworks, Harrogate.
„ r2—Boilerfl, Westbank, Portobello Corporation The Engineer, Dewar-place. Edinburgh.
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THE SPECULATIVE BUILDER.
Although the term " speculative builder

"

is used as an opprobrious epithet in

general talk, that is neither the fair nor
the full meaning of this word in its original
signification. For speculation really stands
for foresight, and for that outlook whicli

judges of what will happen in the future.
In all commerce and finance this far-

seeing instinct, or intuition, is the gift of

those who make fortunes in the money
markets, or trading centres, of tho world.
So, though the phrase "speculative
builder" has become a commonplace with
those who do not like to see other land-
owners cutting up the countryside, and
who prefer the neighbourhood of suburban
fields to that of roads of small houses, there
is another sense in which it lias a higher
and better meaning. This is the sense in

^vhich building, as a speculation, affects

landowners, financiers, architects, sur-

.veyors. solicitors, workmen, and tho build-
ing trades generally. Someone must begin
.'building upon vacant land, if it is to be
made profitably productive in any other
than an agricultural or a market - garden-
ing way. Who will do it? Our muni-
.cipalities have made various attempts

—

some of them successful, but many at much
.financial loss and frequent muddling. Nor
.can they do more than provide housing for

the poor, or the workers. So the whole
question of erecting dwellings for the great
middle class of the community is left to

the operation of the law of supply and
demand, in much the same way as is done
with regard to all tho other commodities
and conveniences of our daily life.

Every man his own land<iwner and erect-

ing his own house, is a beautiful ideal, but
one whose realisation is practically im-
Jiossible. There liave been many cases of

estates cut up into suitable plots for build-
ing purposes, which were sold on tlu; land
itself, after a good auctioneer's luncheon
in a tent, and bought at fair prices. But
what became of tliis property as a wliole,

and what is the cuitlook for these localities?
Perhaps one of the worst examples that
can be quoted of the working out of this

method is a certain pojjular resort. Here
was a pretty and most accessible seaside
I'lace, inviting and awaiting tho de-
velopment which it never got. Instead of
this, there was a jumble of odd houses put
up by individual ownei-s of plots of land,
with many otlier plots between lying grass-
i;ro\\n and derelict. If one large land-
owner had himself laid out tho estate, as
.it Eastbourne, for instance, there would
have lieen a liandsoino .-md flourishing
wateniig-]ilace in this sheltered little bay.
l?o there would, had the wliolo land Ijeeii

laid out im (ino prop<!r iilaii. and then let
on buildinu leases, ..r s.dd as frechfild, t.i

a capable speculative builder. While there
are many who talk of the ruin of some
country place by tho inroads of what they
call the "jerry builder," there are few to

admit the good work he has done, or to

notice the common occurrence of odd plots

of ground lying idle, or of made roads
grass grown and leading nowhere, which
show the failure of landowners wlio did not
understand how to build.

In tlie working out of tlio economic law
of supply and demand, wliich is tho traffic

of passing commodities from tho producer
to the consumer, the middleman always
has been, and, proliably, always will be,

found to be an essential agent. Ho is, of

course, condemned when anything goes
wrong, and both producer and consumer
agree only in thinking that he, at all

events, should mako no profit out of a

transaction by which both benefit. Yet he
remains and flourishes, and if admitted to

be an evil, ho must be put down as a neces-

sary evil. So where a landowner wishes to

mako money out of liis land, and wants to

get at those who are willing to buy or rent
new houses, he lias to see how tliis can
best be done in tho business of building.

Then tliere steps in the speculative builder
as the middleman, and, in many cases, as

tho very pivot upon which the profit of the
transaction must turn. It is true that tlie

owner of ground lit for building can, if he
likes, employ an architect and surveyor,

and enter into a contract with a good
builder to erect tho houses.lio desires. This
plan has often been tried ; but, in many
cases, it has failed to work well. For the

contract price is generally too high, even
without inevitable extras, to leave a

sufficient margin of profit on the houses
when completed and sold ; if, indeed, tlicy

sell at all at the figure needed. Nor docs

the landowner, as a rule, want to take the

risk of having to sell or let t)io liouscs an

his land. So he looks round for tho

builder who will "cover" tho ground and
"create" ground-rents as may bo agreed,

and who will also take tho risk of ulti-

mate loss off his hands. This is a sheer

speculation, for no one can tell how the

houses will "go," and thus the builder

wlio accepts tho job is rightly railed

speculative.

Tho owner who lliiidis his l.ind is fit f.ir

developmi'iit, and having found a budder
of some character and capacity on whom lie

can rely, will, if ho is wise, consult liiin

as to whether the ground is re.illy "rifio"

for building. Indeed, no builder of any

good will undertake tho work unless ho is

of that opinion. A man of this class, who
has successfully put up wliolo streets of

new shops or dwellings in other localities,

is pr.ictically the best, if not tho only,

judge of the rijiencss of tho land for this

development. He has somehow or other
an instinct, or a "nose," as is said, in

these matters, based partly upon experi-
ence, but more often upon a queer kind of
intuition. He goes over the ground in his
own rough-and-ready way, looks round
the locality, considers its surroundings

—

the market, the railway, and other facili-

ties, even the scenery—and so makes his

shot at tho chance of success. If he is

right in his foresight, or speculation, the
houses sell quickly when, or before, they
are finished, and he comes out witli a good
profit. But if the gamlilo goes wrong, and
he cannot sell soon and readily, then tho
loss is upon him, and generally upon him
.alone ; so that, again, he is most rightly

called speculative.

For the landowner, if he is properly
advised, should mako no loss, whatever
happens. Nor need he run any real risk at

all. As owner of the freehold land, he will

mako a contract with the builder,

commonly called a building agreement,
under which he allows the builder to erect

certain houses, according to plan, and of a

stated value, upon his ground. Ho further

agrees that when the ho.". ". are quite com-
pleted, ho will grant the builder leases of

the same for terms and at ground-rents
then fixed. If roads have to bo made, these
are first done by the owner, who alsci

finances the builder during the work, either

with his own money, or someone else's, to

whom a mortgage on the land is given.

Then the builder begins to work under
his agreement, which provides for cash

advances being made to him by the owner
as the job proceeds, and usually upon the

addition to each floor, always upon the

certificate of the owner's surveyor. In this

way, while the builder, who is comnionlv
a man of small, if any, capital, gets enough
to live and pay wages and buy materials
with which to carry on. the owner always
has the security of the houses or shops in

course of erection, and which, being on his

land, become and remain his property
until the leases are granted at the end.

The owner, indeed, always takes care, on
the advice of his surveyor, to keep the
advances below the value of the buildings

in ccuirse of erection. But he does even
better than this in the way of a security

for his floating loan, btcause all the

materials supplied to the builder securing

the job become his property as soon as the.v

are brought upon the land. Thus there is

little fear of loss, even if the builder fails

to complete his contract, as may happen,

and meanwhile the owner gets a high rate

of interest upon his nmney -usually six or

more per cent.- while the builder has to do

his best with tho traders in the way of

obtaining his materials at fair prices, and

vet on credit.
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When the houses are certified by the
surveybr to the owner as finished, he then
grants the builder his leases, or separate
conveyances of the same, as may have been
l)rovided in the agreement. Throughout all

this business the builder pays the law costs

charged by the owner's solicitor, which are
usually upon a generous scale along the
whole line, and which come to a good round
sum from beginning to end. Thus the
buiUler, after he has completed the houses,
and has paid uji everything due in the way
of advances, interest, and costs, gets the
houses, and may sell them as best he can.

The owner, in the case of leases, of course
has his ground-rents, which, in fact, the
builder has, by his work and expenditure
on the land, really created. Most land-
owners of this class sell these ground-
rents at once, and so get out of the trans-
action with a very good profit, and, in
prosperous times, they can do the same
financing elsewhere all over again upon
anotlier piece of ground, which they often
buy cheap for that purpose. It may be
that the builder has to mortgage some, or
all, of the houses before he can repay the
advances, and, indeed, this rather fre-

quently occurs. But the owner does not
grant the leases, or execute the separate
conveyances, if the houses are to be kept
freehold, until he has had all his money.
Thus, as we said at the beginning, the
landowner need run no risk whatever in

the matter, and can and does leave all the
speculation to the builder who has put up
the property.

In London and its suburbs the leasing
system is generally adopted for financial

reasons. The land, if used to create
ground-rents, at once brings in money by
their sale. If this is not done, then this

money remains in the land, and can be
regarded as capital which is suidv there out
of sight. When the builder has got liis

leases and his mortgages, he has placed
upon himself the burden of the ground-
rents, and the yearly interest payable.
Without some money or income to back
him, he must usually sell the houses as
soon as possible, for, even if he lets them
at fair rents, there is usually not much
margin for him, after he has met the
various outgoings, even before any repairs
become necessary. So ho sets about selling

the property ; and in good times builders
have often sold soon and well, and so made
good profits. If. however, the houses do
not go readily, then the speculation has
failed. For, even if he lets the houses
quickly, there is trouble and expense
beyond the ground-rent and the interest,

while repairs soon begin to trouble. There
may also bo creditors i)ressing for payment
of their accounts for materials supplied,
who could be met easily if sales were
effected, but not otherwise. Thus the
builder lias the houses on his back, and he,

alone, has' to fight his way out, lioping in

the end to justify liimself in regard to
the view he took of the prospects of the
property when he first entered into the
speculation.

There is, however, nothing s)iecubitive
about the landowner's share in the trans-
action. He gets back all the money he has
advanced with good interest, and with no
costs or expenses to himself. Mortgagees
who lend to -the builder on the liouscs liave
their security, which it is for them to see
is sufficient : they do not speculate in the
matter. But the buihler, who has paid fees
and costs to surveyors and solicitors all

along the line, has got tn pet his money
back again out of the houses themselves,
and which are now entirely on his hands.
The method often adopted nowadays by
Ihe builder, especial! v in some localities, is

to refuse to let his houses on any terms.
He will only sell, and this plan of a sale

has several advantnges. for il quite

mystifies the intending buyer, who might
know something of the rental value, if he
were only renting the house, but can make
nothing of the price asked, having no know-
ledge on which to calculate. The builder
who knows his business also arranges with
a Building Society to make an advance well

up, or "near, to the selling value, and then
he can offer a house to a young and anxious
buyer for a small sum in cash down, the
rest to be met by a mortgage which will, in

time, be cleared off by monthly instalments
paid to the society. Whether in this way
or any other, the builder who can thus sell

his houses gets out also, as have the others

before him who, as landowner, mortgagee,
surveyor, solicitor, or trader, have, for cash
considerations, assisted the builder in his

little speculation.

But the speculative builder, having
usually no other business, nor much skill

in any trade, must go on building in order
to gain a decent livelihood. This is one of

the various causes that, in prosperous
periods, brings about that over - building
from which he, and those engaged with
him, subsequently have to suffer. Thus it

is that after the fat years come the lean,

and upon excessive activity there follows

reaction and stagnation. Of recent years,

all this has worked disastrously for the
builder and the building trades. Since the
war began, building has naturally slackened
down ; nor is it likely to be brisk again
for some time after the Peace. The rise in

wages and in the price of materials is

jiretty certain to be maintained, so that

the way of the builder will be harder than
ever, as houses must cost more. But there
is plenty of vacant land only awaiting de-

velopment when it is wanted. There will

also then be a strong tendency to invest

the vast sums of money lying idle in home
securities rather than in foreign loans.

It is true that the war cost is, and must
be, enormous ; but there is not likely to be
any want of savings available for land and
building, because the national income is so

great and growing even nowadays. So we
may look for a revival of building opera-
tions soon after the war is really over, and
we shall find that the law of supply and
demand will again work out, although on
new lines, to the profit of landowners, pro-

fessional men, and traders, when there is

again full and fair scope for the initiative,

the enterjirise. and the energy of the specu-

lative builder.
••

ROYAL SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN
WATER COLOURS.

The lG4lh e.xhiiiition of the Royal Society

of Painters in Water Colours is well up to

the average. It would be unfair, perhaps,

to say that the dead outshine the living

contributors ; but certainly the exhibits by

the late Walter Crane and H. S. Hopwood
lend very great interest to this year's show,

tinged inevitably by regret that they are

probably the last that will be seen. Walter
Crane's works embrace five subjects

—"A
Kitchen Garden" (52), " Walland Marsh-
May '

(G4), " Study in a Water Garden ''

(67), 'Apple Orchard" (78), and
" Carrara " (83), all marked by the high

quality and instantly arresting interest

characteristic of the contributions of their

author. Mr. Hopwood's pictures are hung
nearly all together on one of the end walls,

and comprise "The Daughter of the House"
(150), "A Sunny Morning" (157), "Street

Scene in Tunis" (160), "The Spinner"
(IGl). "The Letter AVriter " (162), "In
Picardv" (163). "Sheep IMarket " (164),

"Market-place, Tunis" (165), "The Carpet
Seller" (166), "The Linen Room" (167),

and "A Nun" (173). No regular contri-

butor will be more missed than Mr. Hop-
wood.

Mr. .Mfri'd Rnrsuns. R..\.. fully justifies

his precedence with "The Ouse at ]\Iilton

Ernest" ("26), "Azaleas and Magnolia"
(120), a very excellent flower-piece, and
another, "A Mixed Border" (126). Mrs.

Allingham has four exhibits, "A Wilt-

shire Cottage " (2), the smallest, but
not the least charming; "At Wroughton,
Wilts" (87), "In Wiltshire" (185), and "A
Pergola o! Roses " (194). Mr. C. Napier
Hemy, R. A., sends three, "Pretty
Sailing ''

(4),
" On the Rocks—Low Water "

(11), and "The Western Land—Falmouth
15ay " (60), e.ich in his best manner, and
faithful and attractive reminiscences of

the AVestern coast. Of Mr. Albert Good-
win's works, perhaps "The Citadel, Cairo"

(5) will please all best, but the other four

will repay examination, especially

"London from the Tower Bridge" (102).

Of Mr. W. Eyre Walker's five subjects, we
find most we like in "The Old Lock—An
Autumn Morning" (98). iMiss E.

Fortescue-Bricklade will not lack admirers

of her three successful appeals to good
judgment as well as the emotions. Perhaps
"Truth and Fiction" (8) is the most
direct. i\Ir. Cuthbert Rigby's five land-

scape scenes are all good; "Gilbert Scar,

near Ambleside" (14), perhaps the most
striking. IMr. Reginald Barrett's archi-

tectural subjects are all excellently

rendered; perhaps the "Central Boorway,
St. Mark's, Venice " (14), the best so, but in

only less degree "The Abbey, l\Tiddlehiirg
"

(24), "The Hospital, 'S'enico " (133).

"Venetian Palaces" (141), and "Sunrise.

Venice "
(1 75).

Mr. John Sargent, Il.A., is conspicuous
with " Boats on the Lalce of Garda " (17).

and "In Tyrol" (92). Both are vivid, and

grip the beholder at oiice, even if the latter

is left rather wondering how the lack of

the picturesque in the latter has soniehnw

been made to contribute to its attraction.

Mr. T. !\I. llooke is another welcome
portrayer of architecture with his " Tunis

Gate, 'Kaiouan" (20), "MiUuirn Gate,

Durham" (87), "Durham from Gilesgate"

(96), and an exceedingly good reproduction

of "Rahere's Tomb, St. Bartholomew's.
Smithfield " (168). Mr. W. I\Fatthew Hale
gives us a fine rendering of "The Gate of

Justice, Alhambra " (41), and of " Venice

—

A IMisty Evening" (200). Possibly the

picture which will appeal most directly to

the feelings is "The Lord Be Thankit

"

(74), by Mr. Heni^ Henshall. No grace

was ever offered with more touching

sincerity than that of the aged dame,
whose grey hairs and gnarled hands bear

witness to the strong probability that

many a sparer meal has been the only stay

of years of toil. In another vein, but as

well appreciated, will be his "Golden
Youth" (132).

Mr. J. H. Ijorimer. K.S. A., sends a

dainty flower-piece, "Snowdrops near

Water" (85), and a stirring fray, "St
George for Merrie England !

" (177). Sir

Ernest A. Waterlow, R.A., is rcpresenteil

by no less than seven contributions. Wc
like best, perhaps, "The Woods in Winter"

(123), and "The Sussex Weald " (203). Mr.

Robert Anning Bell's "The Echo" (59)

suggests possibility that the listeners may
hear little good of themselves, but cannot

fail to .attract notice. Mr. Robert Little.

R.S.W., sends seven subjects; "Sicilian

Sunlight " (99) we think is the best. Mr.

Robert W. Allan, R.S.W., is equally well

represented as regards numbers, "Into the

West" (100), and "The Brass Market,

Bruges" (129), appealing to us most suc-

cessfully. " The Sisters Rocks at Tintagel

'

(184) is"the best, we think, of the six sent

by Mr. Arthur Hopkins. "Love in Anger'

(198), by Mr. Charles Sims, is exquisitelv

fanciful". His "Rose" (19) is, in ouij

judgment, better than his "Basket o|

Flowers" (201).

.\mong others we have only space t'l
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name are contributions by Mrs. Laura
Knight, her best, perhaps, being "The
Magpie" (29); Mr. Harry Watson's
"Evening Light" (114), and his "Tale of

Romance" (143); Mr. D. Y. Cameron's
"Perthshire Hills" (103); Mr, H. Hughes-
Stanton, A.R.A., of whose tour contribu-
tions we should select "Road Across the
Moors " (71) ; Mr. James Paterson, R.S.A..
with a bright view of "The Coolins from
Orbost, Isle of Skye " (155) ; Mr. S. Curnow
A'osper's "I,e Drap Mortuaire " (43), and
Mr. Arthur Rackham, whose "Bigbury
Bay, South Devon (110), we like greatly.

We were glad to see a fair number of the
pictures marked " sold " on the opening
day, and advise all who can spare the
money to add quickly to the number.

BUILDING NEWS ' DESIGNING CLUB.
A CO-OPERATIVE HOSTEL FOR A
GARDEN SUBURB.
This timely and taking subject holds the

field by furnishing a capital chance for the
display of intuitive skill on the part of any
young architect without unduly ta.xing e.xcep

tional abilities, and we are rather pleased
with the result of this competition, in whicli
" September Morn " ranks first, " Bourne-
mouth Queen " wins tlie second place (and in

doing so almost "runs neck and neck" with
the first man), while "Walbroke" obtains
the third position, "Jove" coming well in

fourth, but "Why" is disappointing for
once; he usually holds his own. Evidently
he is more nit fait with buildings of a
different class, and domestic work requires
its appropriate kind of handling. He has
the fifth place on this occasion.

The author of the premier design for the
proposed hostel is decidedly improving. We
note the excellence of his draughtsmanship,
also the capital manner in which his draw-
ings are set out on the sheet of paper.
"Bournemouth Queen" likewise deserves a
word of encouragement, for he illustrates his
work to advantage; indeed his proposal
externally perhaps evinces a clearer recogni-
tion as to the type of design better adapted
to the precise purpose in view than appears
to be realised in the sort of farm-house style

illustrated by " September Morn." On the
other hand it seems that "Bournemouth
Queen " has overdone his bungalow idea by
the particular way in which he worked it out,
and there remains something to say, too,
about his scheme in detail later on. We
therefore adhere to the order of precedence
already stated and will presently justify these
conclusions. In the conduct of public com-
petitions assessors seldom do this, and, if

well advised, refrain from giving reasons for
their awards. It must be agreed that
occasionally umpires do manage to arrive at
inexplicable results, while invariably reckon-
ing by way of excuse that unsuccessful com-
petitors will grumble. If protests are lodged
the reply forthcoming commoidy resolves
itself into the assertion that no judge's
verdict is likely to please all parlies con-
cerned. Reasonable dissatisfaction, no doubt,
is difficult to forestall or to qualify, particu-
larly when the cause of it is beyond recall.
In the narrower field of competitions among
students, such as our Designing Club, it is

incumbent upon the assessor to furnish his
reasons, and precisely the more clearly that
is done the risk of encouraging fault-finding
among disappointed candidates comes more
into play. When all is said and done
froward individuals who feci aggrieved will
take their own view. Nevertheless, to be of
any practical advantage to those employed in
these contests a report must particularise the
shortcomings of the schemes sent in, and
clearly mention faults in unhesitating terms.
file value of the entire enterprise is

pnlianced by informed and impartial
criticism, but it is essential that the com-
petitors should endeavour to accept the
positions in which they find themselves
compared with others wlio have worked out
the same problems in various parts of the
country. From the publisbed designs all

can get suggestions for buildings of various
types, and competitors obtain an excellent
idea of their personal positions in the fray

by learning their own individual measure.
Some who fail to win that degree of

prominence which they anticipated are
probably taught really more than the high-
flyers, and possibly others may also learn to

what extent they have mistaken their
vocation. Be this as it may, one and all will

do well to keep in mind the obvious fact that

men who are best succeeding now at one
time ranked much lower in the lists. Every-
body who can do work worth the doing knows
thai; sustained effort alone can hold the
goal.

The conditions for this subject were as
follows :

—

" A Cooperative Hostel for a Garden
Suburb, consisting of eight separate lodgings
for single gentlemen, planned as separate
flats, with a common refectory 20ft. long by
14ft. wide, situate in the centre of the long
frontage, and provided with a Gt. wide
verandah in front as a smoking lounge in the
summer, and partly screened by glazed
frames for springtime and autumn. On each
flank end of this refectory place four lodgings
or flats, two on ground floor and two on first

floor, the common entrance door to each set

of four to be at their respective end of the
building, which will run N. and S., the
frontage facing W., with garden ground to

the E. The extreme length of the block or

building to be not more than 100ft., the
depth, being comparatively small, is not
exactly restricted, and the site is open and
level. Each flat or lodging to have a sitting-

room 14ft. by 12ft. 6in., or of that area,

exclusive of bays, and a bedroom about
12ft. 6in. by 10ft. Also a small food store

with small external window for ventilation,

and a small boxroom for boots, etc. One
bathroom to serve for two flats, and one w.c.

for the four tenants. One commodious stair-

ease to each of the two sets of four dwellings,

to give access to the pair oti the first floor

in each case. One garden door at back to

each set of four flats. A 4ft. wide passage,
leading to staircase and to common dining-

room, is to divide the flats, two sets of which
will face west and two sets east. Tills passage
is not to run through the building from end
to end. The kitchen is to lie within the main
lines of the building, and to face east at back
of refectory, into which it is to lead, and to

have a batch also for service. Provide en
suite a seullen,-, larder, dry store, coal-place,

back w,c. (all in small enclosed yard) ; also a

private staircase to lead to housekeeper's
rooms in centre of upper floor. These com-
prise a sitting-room, two bedrooms, bath-

room, and w.c. Also a store or linen-room.

Housekeeper will undertake cooking,

servants, general administration, and service.

Refectory or dining-room to he 10ft. 6iii.

high ; other rooms Oft. high from floor to

ceiling. Ground floor 1ft. above land level

outside. Front elevation 6ft. to inch. One
end elevation, and sufficient to show cast

elevation, also one section may be to 8ft. to

inch. Plans may be to 16ft. to inch if space

is limited on sheet. A view sketch from S.W.
corner is desired. Compact and commodious
planning essential, and simple architectural

treatment suitable for brick and tiles."

"September Morn" does well by recognis-

ing the verandah as the frontispiece of his

facjade, and be justifies his big gable by

making it come down to the verge of his

tile-hanging, to serve as a roof for this shelter

belonging to the chief apartment in the

hostel. That the middle rooms upstairs

belong to the linusekocper is a matter of no
moment in so far as the emphasis of this

gable is concerned. AVe say this here because
later on adverse remarks will occur in regard

to central gables introduced by other com-
petitors. His chief fault is a most serious

one, though in some respects it is so small

We refer to the tenants' w.c. in both wings,

because they are placed so very near the

front doors and in full view of the stairs

without a screen or ventilating lobby. In

days of illness this arrangement would be

inconvenient to a degree, and for tliQ first-

lloor occupiers the situation must become

particularly intolerable. It may be an open
question as to whether the sitting-rooms in

such a building should open into the
bedrooms or not. In the second man's plan
they join, but each room has a separate"

door in the plan placed first. Two doors in

so small a bedroom must seriously interfere

with the available space for the bed. We
are inclined to favour the arrangement of the
parlour leading into the inner room, but the
best way is to have a good lobby to each
little flat shut off the main passage, and out
of that little vestibule enter both rooms. The
servant can then pass in to make the bed or
whatnot without disturbing the tenant's
peace in his sitting-room. One or two of

the plans have adopted this sort of lobby.
" September Morn " puts the fireplace in the
common dining-room between the two doors,
at the ends of the passages, thus risking a
tendency to cause smoke to puff out into the
room, and a probable draught is likely to
interfere with the comfort of an after-dinner
chat in front of tlie fire. In a refectory of

this sort social ways should be encouraged,
though the practice of boarding-houses is for

the guests to vacate feeding-rooms very
shortly after meals are over. In a liostel it

is different, and this apartment is expected
to serve as a common room between whiles.

It is a gain to have the staircase close by the
chief entrance, so that first-floor tenants need
not necessarily traverse the ground-lloor

passages every time tliey come in or go out.

The enclosure to the verandah might have
extended itself to the limit set by the width
of the gable span. The larder windows would
have come within this space, but already the
backs of the wall benches come in contact
with the same casements. Even a small
(|uantity of food wants housing properly,
i'he projection of the bay-window helps to

give a dwarfed appearance to the verandah
for lounging about in. l''or the sake of light

the ceiling over this annex should liave

corresponded in height with that of the

dining-room, which is 18in. taller than the

hostel rooms generally. The housekeeper's
stair rises out of the kitchen behind the

dresser, so smells of cooking would permeate
her flat. The yard is very well arranged, and
the effect is pretty as seen from the gardens,
which go along the east side of hostel.

Much space seems needlessly lost in the roof.

The perspective view shows the middle gable
ridge running closer on to the central

chimney stack than the 'front elevation

warrants because the brickwork is there

shown coining through the main roof at one
and the same position and following in a line

with the same course of tiles.

"Bournemouth Queen" recognises, as we
have said, the modern spirit, and favours the

bungalow type, giving emphasis to horizontal
lines wdiich is an essential characteristic of

old-English cottage work and yeomen's
houses. He also aims at economy of con-

struction by minimising the amount of

brickwork. At first sight his large-scale

elevation creates an impression that the face

of the verandah is identical with that of the

eaves cornice to the building, and it is not

at once evident at a glance how much the

segmental bays project as they actually do.

The mansard roof treatment, with its strong

oversailing dominance seems naturally

to suggest an actual covering in a

self-contained way throughout, including

bay-windows and verandah. As it

happens the curveil buys quarrel with the

salient essentials of llie moling idea by com-
peting needlessly instead of ncc('[itiiig a more
subordinate position. Had the cross-section

been taken llirnugb the middle of these

windows tlieir awkwardness would have been
apparent. The author avoids the dis-

crepancy by not even suggesting an outline

of their projecting extremity. It would have
been more consistent to have made tlicse

bays flatter, corbelling them out at the

wiiidow-board level. At present they strike

discord in the contour of tlio plan, giving a

restlessness to the lay-out. (icnerally, the

tenants' rooms are fairly comfortable, and the

w.c.'s are better placed than in the previous

plan. 'I'lie dining-room has recessed scats,

which miaht do all right, though more in

•m
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liarmony with a billiard-room. Tlie fireplace

conies where most architects would have put

a big window. The verandah front is set out

in a sensible way. The privacy of the bath-

rooms is rather too handy for practical

jokes, and all the light and air obtainable for

these lower bathrooms must bo had from the

smoking-lounge in the verandah. The yard

is not so well arranged as in the first design.

Many dormers so closely packed as here

shown must seriously interfere with the

building of the roof. The truss ne.xt the

apex of the hip would have to rest on the

trimmer over one of the bigger dormers, if a

needed truss came in at all at such a casual

point. The bathrooms are positioned rather

well, but the landing in the housekeeper's

flat is dark and over-large. The roof-lights

on the back slope would be awkward, coming
exactly where the main rafters or principals

must come.

"Walbroke," who is allocated the third

position, fails to give the housekeeper a

bathroom as specified. She could very wo!!

have managed without the luxury ot a big

balcony. The gables add too great

importance to her quarters, besides adding
considerably to tlie cost of the building

contract. Sucli an extensive roof would make
an enormous place for the pigeons to multiply

in, with their way in and out shown in the

twin gables. There is no means of access

for their supervision. A specially good.point

in " Walbroke's" plan is the lobby, giving

au approach in each tenement to the

bedroom without necessarily traversing tlie

parlour. The doors on the small-scale plan

loolc cumbersome perhaps, but the boot-place

would not be constantly in use. A borrowed
light is reeded. We fancy the posts in the

"Refectory" would be an encumbrance and
might be omitted. The bathroom windows
seem a trillc large. The verandah front is

nicely managed, and the same may be said

of the end porches, with tlie windows pleas-

ingly placed on either hand. It is not quite

clear what becomes ot the glazed fillings of

the verandah enclosure when they are not

needed. Possibly they are intended to be

Imng folding to each bay. "Walbroke" lias

made distinct .Tdvanees upon former efforts,

and this progress should bo followed up with
furtlier energy. Without enthusiasm little is

ever accomplished.

"Jove" takes the fourth position with a
Georgian sort of design, having a pediment
in the centre of the frontage rather
ponderous for a garden-suburb site; but the
scheme is workable and avoids some of the
mistalses mentioned already in tlie previous
plans. The dining-room lias a foursquare
look with a fireplace projecting into tlie

passage -way between the two doors. No one
seems to have realised the gain obtainable by
recessing this fireplace, and "Jove" lias

forgotten how badly the cook would stand in

her own light when attending to the
kitchener. The big service hatch is too near
the right-hand doorway. 'J'lic verandah is

((uite the type of thing most appropriate to a

building of this style, but it is not easy to
see how the open-work pilasters can be
glazed to c.tchidc draughts, and the fixed
seats at the ends do not come well with no
backs against the side-glazed screens. 'I'lie

bathrooms and w.c.'s are well arranged, but
by giving an additional w.c. on the first fioor
the difficulty associated with the prescribed
provision of one only for the four sets of
rooms is obviated. One closet for four indi-
viduals is really sufficient. 'J'he staircase
halls in this plan are needlessly big, and
being repeated on two floors, add much to
the cubic contents of the building, with
corresponding cost. The out Iniildings are
not so well allocated as in the first plan,
though both arrangements in genera! layout
are ideiitiea!. The larder is best associated
with the scullery, and the outside w.c. conies
better next the eoal-place. The boot-room
opens out of the bedrooms, and the bed i<

well-placed. The housekeeper's .sitting-room
might have been set in front instead of over-
looking the ont-buildings in the yard. 'J'lnil

is. perhaps, a mcTc di'tiiil. Inii an insuperable
difTienlty in the way of making this change
would arise from the awkward and ugly.

squat-shaped windows being placed so liigli

up in the front wall, precluding any outlook.

This muddle is due to the need of space for

the roof to the verandah, so that, anyhow,
these bedrooms would be very uncomfortable.

The housekeeper's quarters are all on one
level. "Jove " makes his passages too dark,

and the lower halls are almost devoid of

light. The good points discoverable in

"Jove's" work induce us to expect further

designs from his liand.

"Why" is painstaking, and his personal

labour over the draughtsmanship is re-

markable, with the result that so much
working - up ot tlie elevations renders

them almost inexplicable. The fussed - up
shading prevents any understanding as to

what is precisely intended. A space on

the sheet was left for the perspective, the

sub-title for same already figures just above,

but, seemingly at the last moment, "Why"
sketehed-in a very rough longitudinal section,

so indilTerently drawn as to be of no value

whatever, except that it fills up the place on

the paper meant for the picture. " Why's"
drawings create the impression that he tries

to be much too clever by half, and he cuts

up his scheme so needlessly. The middle

part of the east elevation is, however, quite

pretty. In so far as the positions of the

tenants' w.c.'s go, they are nice enough, but

the author has overlooked the fact that their

windows open into the enclosed verandah
where the guests arc to smoke. Obviously,

much objection would be taken to this

arrangement. A similar difficulty exists up-

stairs, owing to the undue prominence given

to the windows of the w.c.s opening on to

the already-mentioned balcony provided for

the use ot the domestics. Single gentlemen

need their private places to be located

beyond intrusion, and w.c.'s are much to be

preferred when well isolated. "Why," like

many another competitor, forgets what a

bother the plumber would make with his

ventilating-pipcs and air-shafts among all

these manifold gables and roof dodges with

set-offs, concerning which, by the way, we
are by no means sure. It is quite clear that

the housekeeper's bathroom and w.c. could

only be reached by going through her best

bedroom. Had these conveniences been

situate in the other projecting back wing,

this objection might have been obviated.
" Why " fiddles his time away over detailing

curtains set behind window-bars, instead of

thinking out practicr.i points like this. He
is not definite enough about staircases, and
forgets to count treads and risers. The best

bedroom over the kitchen might be at any

level, so far as the plans are concerned, and
the floor cannot be very far up owing to the

set-out of the stair-steps, and there are many
of them beyond this half-space landing shown
leading up to the first floor. The dining-room

ceiling is 18in. higher than the hostel rooms
(as specified), but this kitchen, so far as we
can tell, may be very much lower still. The
first-floor sitting-rooms in the gentlemen's

private suites (in the back part of the apart-

ments) round about the fireplaces would be

very dark, owing to the oriel windows being

projected so far oft from the main space of

these parlour rooms.

" Sabrina " follows with a similar sort of

Late Classic scheme, having a eolonnadcd
verandah recessed under the first-floor apart-

ments for the housekeeper, who is given no
sitting-room. 'I'liis, however, is a verbal

mistake, possibly, as three rooms, the

required number, are provided. The worst

feature in this plan is tlio mixing-up of the

bathroom and w.c.. with the entrance-doors
north and south of the hostel. The garden-
doors on the east side, as specified, would
really make by far the best way into the

building, and the end doors might, by pre-

ference, be omitted. That would be contrary
to the conditions, "Sabrina" is careless, as

he calls the boot cupboard in the four sets of

W. rooms the "food-store." where there
could be no external ventilatiun. In tlio E.
rooms the outside little jihiccs are designated
"food-stores"; but in all the flats the boot-
store opens out of the sitting-room, which
oiii;ht not to be. The kitchen store has
neither light nor ventilation, and the house-

keeper's stairs are the same. There is no
perspective. The exterior is pleasing enough,

and would work out well, but it looks too

much like a small hospital.

"Penwith" sends a very thin-looking pair

of plans. The exterior is pleasing in design,

though the verandah seems draughty and too

much like a glorified porch. The entrances

face west, and the w.c. is close to the garden-

doors, which face the front ones. The bath-

rooms have closet-seats in them, so perhaps
that next the garden-door is to be associated

with the gardens. The kitchen range is in a

dark corner. Each "flat" in this hostel has

a little entrance-hall ot its own. No perspec-

tive is given, and so the scheme suffers in this

competition. The fenestration scheme is

pretty, but the bedroom windows seem small.

"Houghton Lea" overdoes his elevations,

which are schemed on the Queen Anne style

of J. J. Stevenson or Mr. Basil Champneys
with shaped-brick gables and broad-brick
pilasters. These features make the best

parts of this design. It has a kitchen with-

out any window ; but as there is a little yard,

we presume the author blacked in the

external wall of the kitchen by mistake. The
verandah is ugly, and not fitted with glazed

screens. The plans are crude, and the stair-

way head-room under the end pents is none
too ample. No perspective is furnished,

though we expressed a desire to have one.

"Tom Tit" has spent a deal of time in

making a view of his, and we praise him for

his industry. The perspective is correct-

looking, but has too much detail put into it

for artistic effect. Painstaking in a beginner

is an excellent quality, and we refrain from

any disparngement on that account. The
verandah in this design is recessed. The sets

ot rooms have no food-places, as specified,

and boot-places en suite are omitted. There

is a common larder for every two flats, set

next the w.c. on the ground ]ilaii, and bo.\-

rooms are provided next the staircase halls.

The "refectory" has angle-set fireplaces.

The style chosen is fitted for brick, and gives

the air ot a convalescent home.
"Pinto" recesses his chimney-corner in his

dining-room, and some would call this an

ingle. The planning ot this scheme is not

strong in its comprehension ot detail, and

without the glass in the front doors the pas-

sages would be devoid ot light. The project-

ing bay out of the big common-room impinges

upon the sitting-out space in the verandah.

Upstairs this bay is continued for effect's

sake, and has a hipped roof over it, but the

bisection on the first-floor plan has a \ery

awkward appearance.
"North Point" devotes much space on his

sheet to titles instead of providing the

desired perspective, and in lieu of drawing

the west elevation to the scale of Gft. to the-

inch, the front figures to a much smaller, but

unmarked, scale. The plans are not deioii!

of merit by any means, though the lioiise-

keeper's quarters depend upon a root-light

for the landing and staircase, and one bed-

room has no ilreplaee, as might have been

managed, seeing that the second angle-set

grate in the dining-room conies immediately

below, and must have a flue, for which a

chimney is seen above the ridge outside. Ihe

elevations are not improved by the recessed

gable over the middle part to the west.

""Black Cat" cuts up his design needlossiy.

and makes his housekeeper's quarters intrude

into the wings of the hostel. The east-side'

parlours overlook the back quarters, and are

oddly-shaped, with the bedrooms set beyond;

in an awkward way. The verandah front is^

far from pleasing or convenient-looking.

"Toiiiielier" overdoes his carefully-'

delineated study, over the big elevation of,

which the utmost precision is shown, tjie,'

sashes being drawn in pale ink. The stair-|

cases have separate halls on the west side of

the main entrance in each wing, and thci

bathroom adjoins towards the east close byi

the garden-door, where the w.c. is plaeed.l

The bedrooms are iscdated from the parlours

Ijv the box-place and food-larders. Ex-|

tcrnnlly. the design is too ambitious and over

featured. 'J'hcrc is no way out ot tli(

verandah, unless the dwarf walls are vaulter

or climbed over. 'J'lic view shows gUizci
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(illiriga, so egress that way is evidently not

intended. •

"Sea Wolf,"' witliont being pretentions,

sliirks simplicity of contrivance by setting ont

one set of rooms at right angles with the

other set. He puts the w.c. at the end of

the top-Hcor passage over the main
entrances, so through ventilation and an end
light becomes impossible. The housekeeper's
sitting-room is the same size as the lioslel

refectory. When once her quarters are

reached, she has by far the finest fiat in the

building. The roofiiig i^; much too compli-

cated, and the perspective gives it a groggy
appearance, as if the angles were serpentine
and uncertain in relation to the chimneys.
"Nil Desperandum " treats us to a bird's-

eye view. He puts the gentlemen occupiers
in Ills hostel to the necessity of going out of

tile garden-door to reacli tlieir water-closets.

This arniugement isolates sanitation,

certainly, but it would not be popular nor
convenient, and there is no alternative to this

Spartan provision of an outhouse. The
housekeeper is more fortunate, all in tlie

warm upstairs over the scullery. The
verandah is recessed, and is so walled-in that
\vhen the chairs are used no one can get a

look out without standing up, save by way
of the middle arch in the series of five.

" Ogee " give a Poor Law look to his hostel,

and sends in a very institutional type of plan,
but wasteful in passage-space. The top sets

of rooms have no bathroom, as specified, but
a w.c. for each pair is provided, with a large
square landing in front of it. so as to make
this convenience as conspicuous as possible,

with all "area" adjoining intervening
between the w.c. and the food-store. The
servants' sitting-room is so large tliat it

covers the boarders' big " refectorv " and
their verandah as well. No provision is made
for differences of level, save one step line,

where the side-doors lead to the wings on
first floor. The entrances to the hostel have
porticos pedimented.
"Pergradus" uses stucco, lialf-timber, and

brick. His plans are painstaking, but rough-
faced paper is not good for delicate line-

work, and soon gets soiled when working.
Each tenant has a \ery small food-place
fitted with louvres next the main entrances,
giving tlie impression to the casual visitor

that w.o.s (lank the hostel portals. In reality,

tliey are upstairs, over the garden-doors. The
verandah in front is really a very big porch
with a lean-to roof and a gable over the door-
way. The refectory has big windows, but it

would not be very light built in thus.

UOY.XL IXSTrrUTE OF BRITISH
-ARCHITECTS.

- The eleventh ordinary meeting for the
present session of the Royal Institute of
British .Architects was held at U, Conduit-
street, W., on Monday evening, the chair
being occupied by Mr. A. W. S. Cross, M.A..
vice-president. Mr. E. Guy Dawber, lion,

secretary, referred in sympathetic terms to
the death of their friend', Mr. Walter Crane,
elected an hon. associate three years ago,
whose long and distinguished career as
decorative artist, designer, book-illustrator,
writer, and lecturer on the applied arts, had
been so recently and fully told. He was,
added Mr. Dawber, an artist of strong
individuality and far-seeing influence, holding
.1 high, place in the estimation of artists and
of the art-loving public, not only in this
country, but on the Continent and in
America. One of his greatest services to
art was the foundation, seven-and-twentv
years ago. of the Arts and Crafts E.\hibitiou
Society, of which he was for many years the
president. A motion of regret at Mr. Crane's
decease and of sympathy and condolence with
the family was passed and directed to be
conveyed to his son, Mr. Lionel Francis
l^raiie, licentiate.
K^NO^S COI.I.KGE HOSPITAL, DKNMARK IIII.I,.*

in'fh^ B^"'
•'"'Mings of tliie h^ital w^illustrated

rt^„-
BviLBiifc News for .June 2, 1905, from the

aSrip?H„ ""^^ in competition. The elevation of the

JolT f m- """j
H''-^

P'*°- appeared ia our issue for

front i'n
7?' ',?"*,";'"' i^eneral elevations of tie wliole

and ffenp™l' ^°' ^'"'^ ^'' •™- ""'^ a bird's-eye vieiv

the xlh^ o i^A*^
°° '^^ occasion of the inaufruration byme Jiing and Queen, m our number for August 1, I9U

.A paper on this subject, profusely illus-

trated by plans and lantern slides, was given
bv the architect of the institution, Mr.
William A. Pite, F.R.I. B. A. Its delivery
took the form of a lucid and detailed lUO-

minutes' commentary on and detailed descrip-
tion of the working drawings, and, as might
be expected, closely held the attention of the
audience, which numbered many medical
men and some engineers, as well as members
of the architectural profession. In his pre-
liminary remarks, Mr. Pite referred to the
gaunt old hospital erected from Thomas
Bellamy's designs on the site of the work-
house ill a squalid neighbourhood between
Carey-street and Lincoln's Inn Fields. The
present rectangular site of twelve acres on
the northern slope of Denmark-hill, separated
from Rnskiii Park by four lines of sunken
railway, was acquired and presented to the
board of nianngement in 1U04 by tlio Hon.
W. F. D. Smith, now Viscount Hambleden.
Building operations were cominenced in

March, 1908, and the new edifice was opened
iiv our present King and Queen on July 20,

Ii)I,3. 'i'he general contour of the site pro-
duced a certain and definite problem, and
the solution of this was at once effective and
of far-reaching consequence. The ideal
hospital site has a gentle slope towards the
south, whereas the site at Denmark-hill had
a steep fall in the opposite direction of about
I.^ft. in the total width of 528ft. The natural
position for the wards to occupy was the
southern portion of the site, and upon the
placing of the administration block in

relation to the wards hinged, to a great ex-
tent, the solution of the problem. Having
decided upon the general disposition of the
buildings, it was practically impossible to

move the central axial lines of the whole
scheme more than a few feet either way. It

was found tliat a Hoor-line taken from about
the highest level of the site— i.e., the
southeni boundary—permitted the inclusion
of another lloor under on the northern por-
tion of the building. 'That is, by placing
the first door of the adininistration block on
a level with the giound-door of the ward
blocks, that portion of the administration
not immediately connected with the wards
was at once thrown out of direct contact
with the Mow of ward traflic, whilst the
nursing block was set in a position con-
venient for coinmunicatioii with the wards
and their attendant units. The position of

the wards and the administration block
having been settled, the remainder of the
buildings fitted in in a natural sequence.
The site is divided into two portions,
nortliern and southern, by the main hospital
corridor. The ward pavilions occupy the
whole of the southern portion of the site,

stretching from east to west in an unbroken
line, the chapel and central station bisect-

ing this. The main hospital corridor divides
the wards from the rest of the hospital, and
provides inter departmental communication.
The central position occupied by the ad-

ministration block permits the minimum
amount of distance to be covered in com-
municating with any of the wards. The
nurses' home is contained in the upper
stories of this block. The eastern portion
of the site is occupied by the out-patients

and casualty departments, the casualty de-

partment occupying the extreme north east

corner of the site, and the courtyard formed
between this block and the outpatients' de-

partment contains the entrances both to the
departments mentioned and to the wards.
Thus the entrances for patients of all descrip-

tions are grouped round one courtyard. The
keynote of the planning of the building has
been "centralisation and radiation," The
various staff entrances are all contained in

the administration block, and all depart-
ments, self contained when necessary,

radiate round the main staircase at the junc-

tion of the administration block with the
main corridor. The remaining or north-

western portion of the site is occupied by
tlie pathological block, the medical school,

the operating-theatre blocks, and the isola-

tion block. The- original intention of

placing the central heating and ligliting

sfatfon at the western extremity of the site

was found impracticable owing to the level

of the ground. So its position was decided
upon in the centre of the southern portion
of the site, which is most econoinical for the
runs of piping. The adininistration block
and the two centre ward pavilions are the
highest portion of the building. On either
side are grouped the other buildings, all on
a lower level, with the exception of the
special ward block. The general motif of

the design is inspired by the restrained
school of the mature English Renaissance,
but of necessity parts of the building, espe-
cially those which contain the more tech-

nical portions of the hospital, have a
character entirely their own. A Uomaii
Doric portico in Portland stone marks the
main entrance, and colonnades of similar
character connect this block with the out-

patients' block and the medical school
which flank it on either side. 'I'lio ground
story is faced with cherry-red bricks, the
upper floors being treated in picked London
stocks with red dressings. This brickwork
is framed in by Portland stone quoins, and
a massing of stonework in the centre and
along the story under the large crouning
cornice gives the effect of a dignified and
broad treatment, further enhanced by the
long sweep of the mansard roof, executed in

Westmoreland slates. The flanking build-

ings, with the stonework massed in appro-
priate positions, both in the centre and
under the lead-covered turrets, are not
without character and interest. Internally,

a hospital does not offer much scope for

architectural treatment. But the hard,
clean surface and finish required by the
amenities of working and cleansing does not
produce an altogether meclianical impres-
sion when sympathetically treated. In those
places where a certain amount of treatment
of a more architectural character is per-

mitted, the requirements of hospital finish-

ing still hold good, though in a much less

marked degree. The main hospital corridor
is lljft. wide, and nearly 900ft.. in length; it

serves to connect the administration block
with all parts of the building, and at tlie

same time provides all inter-departmental
communication. The various parts of the
building are so disposed that it is rarely
necessary for anyone in the course of duty
to have to traverse the whole length. All
large departments are entirely self-con-

tained, and hence hundreds of people using
these blocks never find their way into the
main corridor. Between the various build-
ings "blow throughs " are introduced be-
tween the floors of the corridor. The floors

are of asphalte, the corridor is lit and venti-
lated by windows, radiators being installed
to insure adequate warming. The adminis-
tration block is built in four portions, the
front one being connected with the main
hospital corridor by the other three. The
ward pavilions are placed on the south side

of the main corridor, the exception being the
northern half of the special ward block. 'This

block is placed with its central axis on the
axis of the main corridor at the western end.
The ward pavilions have their axis approxi-
mately north and south. The full scheme
provides two central three-story ward blocks
on either side of the chapel and central
station, flanked by three two-story pavilions
east and west, which, together with the
special ward block just referred to, comprise
a total of nine pavilions. At present the
three eastern blocks are not built, as they
and an additional story on the special block
are contemplated for future extension. In

the large space between the three-story and
the adjoining two-story block lias been
placBil a tennis court. The roofs of the
wards are flat, covered with asphalte. The
sanitary towers are roofed with Italian tiles,

as are also the tank-houses on each of the
three-story ward blocks. The elevations are
treated in stock brickwork, with red dress-

fngs, and plinths of Crowborougli stocks;

artificial stone is used for the copings and
plinth mould. Owing to the conformity of

the site, the ground floor wards are on the

level with the first floor of the administration
block, where is placed the nursing adminis-

tration. The space thus formed under
the administrative portion of the ward
blocks is . utilised for various store
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and other rooms. The main hospital

corridor connects all tlie ward blocks

on each floor, the principal staircase; with
bed lift, serving all these floors. There are

also subsidiary staircases and coal and diet

lifts. A staircase, with bed lift, connects
each floor of the corridor on the north side.

Tlie plans of all the ward units, with the ex-

ception of those in the special block, are

essentially the same. A wide-arched open-
ing leads directly from the main corridor

into the ward corridor, 8ft. in width. Three
pairs of swing doors are placed in this

corridor. The ward sisters' sitting room is

in close pro.ximity to the ward. Four rooms
open into the cut-off lobby ; they are the

patients' dayroom, nurses' lavatory, a sink-

room, and the wardmaids' closet. Beyond
this lobby are, on the left, the patients'

clothes store, the duty room, with a small

larder, and the clinical room. On the right

are a linen room and two single-bed wards.
The wards themselves are 108ft. IJin. long

by 26ft. Sin. wide and 13ft. high. 'They con-

tain 24 beds, spaced about 8ft. Gin., centre

to centre. Each bed has a wijidow on either

side. The windows are flush with the walls.

These windows are entirely without boxing,
sash-lines, and weights, being arranged on a

system of one sash balancing the otlier on a

pivot turning about a fixed point. A check
is provided whereby the frames open to such
a position that central ventilation is provided
with a minimum of draught. By moving
this check the sashes, continuing the move,
ment in their grooves, form large hopper
lights which can be considered equal to open-
ing the whole window area. By releasing
two catches, each sash can be swung in for

cleaning. Above these are hopper venti-

lators, with glazed cheeks, reachiiig to the
ceiling. The glass of these hoppers is ob-

scured in order to diffuse direct sunlight, and
thereby enabling the blind to be fixed at tlie

transom level. The floors of tlie wards are
of ferro-concrete, the space between the
beams being occupied by hollow terracotta
blocks. The warming is by radiant heat
supplemented by the low-pressure steam
radiators of the hospital pattern, with regu-
lating F.A.I.S. Two dual stoves are placed
in each ward. The walls and ceilings are
finished with flat enamel paint. 'The doors
are all flush hardwood, with double glazed
flush bull's eye lights where necessary. 'The
small bays on each side of the ward contain
basins for the use of the staff and shelves for
sterilisers, lotion bowls, etc. At the end of
the ward are large glass doors leading on to
the sun balconies, and oji either side are the
entrances to the sanitary towers, through
low, cut-off lobbies. The single-bed wards
are finished in a similar manner to the main
wards, having, however, Durato floors. The
special ward block has on each of these floors

two wards of 14 beds each, and is similar to

the other wards in its internal arrangement.
The two operating theatre blocks are placed
on the north sicle of the main corridor,
equally convenient in access from the wards
and the administration. 'The out-patient de-
partment is to it great extent isolated from
the rest of the building. The nucleus of the
plan is the waiting hall, 93ft. by 42ft. On
either side of this, separated from it by
top-lit corridors, range the various depart-
ments with their consulting rooms. There
are also consulting rooms at one end of the
hall, accessible from the corridors, and
beyond these is a third corridor, linUiiig up
the other two, and joining them to the (lis

pensary. 'The dispensary block links up the
out-patients' department with the main
hospital corridor. The casualty block,
placed at the corner of Bessemer-road and
Denmark Hill, has its entrance opposite
those of the out-patients' department, and
from the same courtyard, connected with
them by a glass shclier roof. Beyond the
entrance vestibule is the casualty waiting
hall, 34tt. by 30ft., finished in the same
manner as the outpatients' waiting hall. A
porter's office commands the entrance to this
department, and also the waiting hall. In
proximity to the entrance a staircase with
bed lift communicates with the observation
ward, placed over the casualty waiting hall.
Eight cubicles (approximately 12ft. by 8ft.)

are disposed on either side of a low corridor,

with doors to the corridor and to the flats

outside; the dividing partitions are glazed to

within 4ft. of the floor, enabling the cubicles

to be nursed from either side, 'llie cnbicles
have clerestory lights over the corridor, and
a baffle prevents the perflation of air. 'I'he

bathing and massage establishment and the
electrical department are placed in a block
connecting the out-patients' aiul casualty de
partments with the main hospital corridor.

The pathological block and medical school
are to some extent inter-communicating, and
on plan and in operation they are intimately
associated. The north-east angle of the site

is occupied by an isolation block of four beds.
'The chapel is placed on the central axis of

the building, and has seating accommodation
for 250, a wide central space being provided
for wheeled chairs. The groined roof is sup-
ported on ferro-concrete piers. 'The organ,
pulpit, and many of the benches have been
removed from the old hospital, as were the
six stained-glass windows. In a niche is

placed a picture of the "Descent from the
Cross," removed from the old chapel, and
the work of a Spanish master, Juan Baptista
Juanes (1523-79). The lecturer described in

detail the general construction and finish-

ings of the hospital, explaining that the walls
of the fabric generally are of dark, well-
burnt London stocks, relieved by red dress-
ings, Portland stone being used sparingly for
quoins, cornices, etc. In the outpatients"
department (the first portion built) steel
stanchions and joists embedded in concrete
for the floors and roofs were used. The
whole of the floors, flats, and stanchions in
the subsequent work has, however, been
carried out in ferro-concrete. The greater
portion of the buildings is covered with
aspluilte flats, and it has been found after
much experiment that a non-conducting
blanket can be formed by laying immediately
upon till! concrete a layer of broken brick of
small size, well punned to a thickness of
about 5in., then screeding and asphalting
thereon. In the wards hollow floors and flat

roofs have been formed of terracotta arched
tubes embedded in the concrete. Where
roofs are used the trusses are of steel, to
render them as fireproof as possible. The
covering is of green Westmoreland slaves
with lead hips and ridges. Internal par-
titions of hollow terracotta are used for
plastered walls, Shcpwood glazed partitions
being used in the sanitary annexes, where the
walls are of glazed brick. 'The main waiting
hall of the out-patients' department is faced
inside with Uatliern terracotta to the spring-
ing line of the barrel-vaulted ceiling. 'The
walls thrcuighout are, with few exceptions,
lined with granite plaster finished with
enamel paint. 'The staircases generally are
finished with griuiolithie treads and risers,
with the exception of the principal staircase,
which is finished, together with the dado, in
grey terrazzo. 'The walls of the boardroom
and nurses' dining-room are panelled to dado
lieight in oak and teak respectively, asphalte
being used for flooring in all the principal
corridors iind eiilninces and to the out-
patients' main waiting-hall. Floors of a
mottled character have been laid extensively
throughout the buildings and to the margins
of the wards, the filling of these latter being
of linoleum. 'Teak wood-block floors have
been used in the principal apartments, and
the ward sanitary annexes, bathrooms,
operating-theatres, post-mortem room, lava-
tories, etc., are laid with terrazzo floors. 'The
floor of the kitchen is of red lUiabon en-
caustic tiles, the dado here and also
throughout the stores department being of
glazed bricks. The operating-theatre blocks
have steel doorframes, specially detailed and
made in this country. 'The internal doors are
flush hardwood to all tlie "hospital" parts,
deal enamelled doors being used in the
nurses' home and other domestic portions of
the building. Where possible, the ventila-
tion is by natural moans.
The Cliairman asked llr. I'ito to state in

his reply what was the total cost of the
hospital—an inquiry which, apparently inad-
vertently, he did not answer in replying upon
the discussion.

Dr. Arthur Ueadlam, a member of the

Hospital Committee from the beginning,
proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. I'lte, and
incidentally observed that the competition
conditions were excellently worked out by
the assessor, iMr. Ilowland I'lumbe, the
architect to the London Hospital. After his

design was selected, Mr.- I'lte consulted,

through a watching sub-committee, all de-

partments of the staff, the result being that

the requirements of no one section were over-

emphasised or neglected. King's College
Hospital was well planned and constructed,

and in administration worked admirably,
even now, when largely in use by the military

authorities.

'The Hon. Richard C. Parsons seconded the

motion, and mentioned that although the

hospital site adjoins an electric-lighting

station, it was decided to provide their own
installation ; experience had shown that this

was a wise move. On the other hand, they

did not sink an independent well, as the

water would be very hard, but took a supply
from the Water Board's mains. Economy in

maintenance was all-important in a hospital,

and this was assured at Denmark Hill by
careful planning.
Dr. Silk, Mr. Levett, Captain 'Tiinnard,

Mr. H. W. Wills, and Mr. S. Perkins Pick,
of Leicester, also took part in the discussion.

In replying, Mr. Pite expressed his in-

debtedness to his architectural staff, and to

the resourcefulness of the builders, Messrs.

Foster and Dicksee, of Rugby and Fulham.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
The monthly meeting of the Architectural

Association was held by adjournment on
Tuesday evening, at the headquarters, 18,

Tufton-street, Westminster. The chair was
occupied by the acting-president, Mr. H.
Austen Hall, F.R.I.B.A.. and there was an
overflowing attendance of those anxious to

hear Mr. Hilaire Belloc.

The Acting-president proposed a vote of

condolence to the family of the late Mr.

Walter Crane (by whom the Association

badge was designed), and to the relatives

of Messrs. D. J. S. Dawsou, T. W. Dowsett,

C. G. C. Payne, and R. W. Wilson (members
of the Association), who have fallen in the

war. 'This was agreed to in silence, the

members rising in their places. Two nomina-
tions for membership having been read, the

Acting-president proposed a vote of thanks

to the retiring members of the council.

" THIi CHANGES IN THE CONCEPTION OF

AUIIFICIAL PERMANENT DEFENCE."

Ill introducing the lecturer, the Acting-

president observed that the presence that

evening of such a distinguished authority on

military matters as Mr. Hilaire Belloc gave

a unique character to their meeting. It

might not be out of place for him to mention

the activities of the Association, in which

the usual studies had been replaced by work

which they believed to be of greater service

to the nation at the present time. About
400 members were away with the forces,

their recruiting bureau had enlisted over

500 members, and a committee, with iVIrs.

Maurice Webb as president, was sending out

comforts to the troops and visiting the

wounded. 'There was an urgent need for

more funds as this beneficent work widened

its scope. '

Mr. Belloc, who was cordially received, .

said he had a very simple thesis to put
,

before them that evening, one which was in '

no way technical, but was both practical and

political. 'The subject of permanent fortifica- ,

tions was of high importance, because, with

the exception of religion, no other necessity

has so seriously affected the externals of

national life. Whereas it was a eommoii- '

place that the character of fortifications ,

must change with the developmeiit of /

weapons of attack, or the substitution of >

more formidable weapons, it had been the
j

ease that methods of defence were oiil3_

;

tardily adapted to meet the fresh modes of i

attack, although it was manifest that the

;

defenders must suffer grave disadvantages nj

they fail to avail themselves of the needed I

modifications iu repelling the onslaught.;

The' nations who realised the necessity fori

improvements in their defences, and acted]

'

.
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up to that knowledge, always benefited by
that course of action ; tliose who did not

Inid to suffer. Thus, in the Civil War in

this country in tlie middle of the 17tli century
the advisers of the king pinned their faith

to the old form of castles, whereas the

merchants and otlier civilians who attacked
them adopted the latest improvements, and
consequently gained the day. Let them
consider the question in its elements. A
fortification was devised as an obstacle or
impediment to a hostile force which sought
to advance over a certain area. Armies
cijnld move with freedom over a prairie ; but
it was obvious that if the defending side

ploughed the surface they would retard the

attacking force, and in proportion as diffi-

culties in the way of movement were
increased, so more time was gained by the
defenders. There was no absolute defence
—all the benefits of fortifications were OEily

comparative. The creation of an impedi-
ment, either temporary or permanent, was of

great importance to the people attacked. In

considering military obstacles, one had to

differentiate between various operations. If

a river existed between the contending
parties a bridge would enable one to attack

' tlie other more quickly, and it would be
necessary to hold the bridge head against

I

all comers to allow of free access to the

I

attacking forces. As Napoleon said, the

] oidy use of a fortification is to gain time;
! it is not an absolute check, and there was
]

the risk that it might delay the defending

I
party from making a counter-charge when

I
the attack weakened. They must postulate,

, therefore, first the purpose of a fortification,

and. secondly, its limitations. A fortification

I

had a sixfold purpose—(a) to retard the
1 advance of attacking troops; (b) to be so
' arranged as not to endanger the egress of

j
defenders for a oonnter-attack

;
(o) to provide

I

the maximum of peril to the attacker, and
1(d) the minimum of peril to the defender;

(e) to render it as difficult as possible for the
enemy to use their weapons against the

I defenders; and (f| to render it as easy as

I
possible for the defender to use his weapons.

j
The danger was that it was practicable to

I

emphasise the provision for any one of the
six points, at the risk of neglecting the other
five. All defence was a compromise between
these six requirements, depending upon the
weapon used and the extent of civilisation

I

existing. The next point that had to be
j
considered was the amount of energy to be
expended in defence ; in other words, the
cost at which security should be maintained.

I

All one's means could not be devoted to
' defence, or the nation would starve ; the
wisdom of economy was shown in deciding

I what proportion should be allotted to
;it. When the expense exceeded the
lvalue of the protection, the defence was
: abandoned. The French could have devoted
,all their strength and means to make the

I

frontiers practically impregnable, and they
•could have withstood the invasion of the
; Germans for a considerable period; but it

'would not have been worth the effort that
such a course would have involved. A
fortification, once constructed, acted as a
.retarding influence against undertaking
.further works. Now. he liad taken a survey
of the history of fortifications generally.
jProm the earliest times it was realised that
'you could protect yourself by a mound or
Ihill, and that if you formed your mound by
placing on your land the earth dug from a
jitch at the boundary, you increased the
Jifficulty of reaching you". Such a defence
Satisfied the six requirements already stated.
IGven monkeys, wdien attacked, sought to get
ipon a hill. The first development of the
nound was a wall built on it, and so superior
n cheeking an advance and in protecting
he body from missiles was the perpendicular
lank of stone, that it was universally adopted.
n time it was demonstrated tliat the nearer

the wall the enemy advanced, the better
le was protected; a'curve could be drawn
rom the edge of the wall within which the

'.^f''
'° 'he attacking party steadily decreased

1 J t^
"'^^ ^ ^'''^'' area" beneath it. True,

"* defender conld drop missiles over the
'all, but in doing so he exposed his body to
anger. The next improvement was to flank

the wall by a stronger and loftier portion, so

that the dead space could be commanded.
The addition of towers to a wall marked a
certain definite stage in civilisation. The
use of a wall was also handicapped by diffi-

culty of egress, and as the defender desired
in turn to pursue the attacker, an opening
defended by a gate was provided. Only a
few at a time conld pass through the gate,
thus weakening the counter-attack, and every
increase in the width of the gate or opening
decreased the value of the wall. The next
step was to continue the ditch in front of

the gate, and to suspend a platform bridge
over it. defended in turn by a curtain. Then
narrow slits were cut in the thickness of the
wall, tlirough which missiles could be pro-
jected, while affording a small target. All
these developments of fortifications were only
very slowly adopted, centuries elapsing
before known improvements were in general
use, and everywhere defence lagged far

behind the new forms of attack. Thus
cannon came into use long before the
principles of defence were grasped and
acted upon, and for some time they were
not utilised to the full for attack. Thus
caiHion were employed about 1.330, and for a
lo[ig time only small balls were projected,
and during a generation those who used
cannon chiefly sought to frighten their
enemies by the noise of explosions. Between
1360 and 1390 no really big balls, which could
batter walls continuously and severely, were
discharged. About 1380 a mortar of 25in.

calibre was used in the Low Countries; but
in the days of Elizabeth, two centuries later,

guns of only half that diameter were in use.

About 1494 it was realised by some Italians

that earthworks were more efficacious in

stopping cannon-balls than stone walls ; but
it took many generations before this defence
was generally adopted. Thus the politician

Machiavelli, about 1512, and the etcher,
Albert Diirer, in 1531, wrote on the advan-
tages of earthworks ; but two generations had
passed before people grasped the idea. As
a result of cheap experiments made at the
beginning of the 17th century with earth-

works thrown up before forts, the English
language was enriched with the word
"bulwark." and French witli the word
"boulevard." About half of the 17th
century had elapsed, however, before the

idea penetrated the thick heads of people
that an earthwork was in every w-ay an im-
provement on a castle. AI)Out the middle
of the nineteenth century the greater range
of the gun was realised, and its rifling added
to the accuracy and penetrative power of

the projectile, and compelled men to think
of defence. As the range and power in-

creased, besiegers were able to use heavier
guns and at a greater distance. That sealed

the doom of the enceinte and brought the

detached fort into being. Just about the

time when this became eviden.the new mode
of defence became obsolete. The develop-

ment of the howitzer allowed them to fire

upwards over a hill or other obstacle, but

it had the disadvantage of a smaller range.

The invention of the high-explosive shell

filled with picric acid, of the mobile howitzer,

arid of the disappearing platform were
successive developments which affected

defensive works, and led to the evolution

of comparatively small forts with temporary
works between. The present war had led

to great modifications in fortification. There
would always be a need for permanent
fortifications, and an increasing demand for

greater expenditure. We should need im-

peratively in the near future in this country

a careful study of emplacements concen-

trated on certain places, and the need for

secrecy of these preparations would be all-

important. Concreted trenches, afterwards

covered in, should be permanently provided

at given points, and these will, and must, be
protected by tlie heaviest possible weapons.

Alike in naval and military warfare, they

saw that victory always rested with the

superior weapon, and any economy was
wasted. Then there must be the largest

possible accumulation of stores, both of food

and munitions; they would require a very

large garrison of well-trained ,niid highly-

disciplined men, numerous aviators, and
plenty of room in wdiich to empark and

manoeuvre them. The land bases of our naval
forces must be adequately protected, for the
capture of these bases would be the final and
crushing blow. Not only must this country
be thus protected by great fortified camps,
but all our colonies, and especially Egypt
and India.

Mr. C. Stanley Peach, in moving a vote
of thanks to Mr. Belloc, said they had rarely

listeEied to a lecture of such suggestiveness
and importance. Unfortunately, in the past
our arcliiteets had devoted their abilities and
energies to religious and domestic problems
rather than to military requirements.
Mr. W. Curtis Green seconded the motion,

remarking that the country was under an
enormous debt of gratitude to Mr. Belloc for

bringing within the comprehension of men
of ordinary intelligence the problems of

modern warfare.
The Chairman, in putting the motion,

which was carried by acclamation, said

architects would do much for their country
in designing not only camps and barracks,
but works of national defence.

Mr. Belloc, in responding, said he merely
spoke as a layman who had read a few books
and had watched the trend of affairs. He
wished to express his conviction that after

the war permanent fortifications would be
still more necessary than now.

OBITUARY.
We regret to hear Mr. Henry Robinson,

F.S.I., Professor of Civil Engineering at

King's College from 1880 to 1902, and since

that time Emeritus Professor, died at his

residence in Abbey-road, St. John's
Wood, on Wednesday in last week,
aged 78 years. Professor Robinson
was a younger brother of the late Mr.
Vincent Robinson, CLE., the connois-

seur of Oriental art, and his sister. Miss
Elizabeth Julia Robinson, obtained some
repute as an etcher. After receiving his

professional education in the Applied Science
Department of King's College, London, he
joined the staff of the late Lord Armstrong
at Elswick, and then undertook the

independent practice as a - civil engineer
which he carried on for more than forty

years in Westminster. He had charge of

many important works, including railways,

water supply, sewerage, and the electric

lighting installation at St. Pancras. He
engineered the first public hydraulic power
scheme in this country at Hull, and took an

active part in promoting the distribution of

energy in other towns by hydraulic power,
compressed air, and electricity. Professor

Robinson contributed largely to engineering

literature. He was a past president of the

Society of Engineers.

Cardinal Lucon, the Archbishop of Rheims.
states that bis cathedral will be left in its

present ruined condition for a whole year after

(he conclusion of peace, and will be made the

','oal of pilgrimages.

At Burnley, last week, a Local Government
Board inquiry was held before Mr. F. O.
Stanford as to an application from the corpora-

tion for sanction to borrow £23,030 for works
of sewage-disposal.

A Local Government Board inquiry was lield

at Stockton-on-Tees on Monday, before Mr. H.
Shelford Bidwell, as to an application from the

corporation for sanction to borrow £10,100 for

their electricity undertaking.

The damage to All Saints' Church, Scar-

borough, at the bombardment was so extensive

that the church has been closed since then.

The eastern portion of the nave has now been
reopened, the other portion heine; partitioned

off. The vicar on Sunday informed the con-

gregation that the work to be done at the

bnarded-ofT portion would entail a further

expenditure of about £910.

The corporation of Lowestoft have adopted
amended plans by their borough engineer. Mr.

G. H. Hamby. for works of sea-defence. Those

for the protection of the North Beach will con-

sist of two groynes, and are estimated to cost

£2.452. The works to the South Beach will be

more extensive, and comprise seven groynes,

including a spur to the Sonlli Pier, and- .ire

expected to involve an outlay of £4,905.
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(But Kllustrations.

ENGLISH NORMAN DOORWAYS.

Some short time since, a very eliarmiiig

collection of excellent photographs of

English Norman doorways was lent for

exhihition to the Reading Musenni and Art

Gallery by Mr. C. E. Keyser, M.A., F.S.A.,

of Aldermaston Court. The assemblage com-

prised no less than 214 examples. Through

the courtesy of Mr. Keyser we are enabled

to-day to reproduce eight of these typical

specimens, selected among the finest instances

from Norfolk, Yorkshire, Gloucestershire,

Berks, and Buckinghamsliire. Many otliers

were shown illustrative of figure-work and

symbolic sculpture, either on the tympanum

or reveals or imposts, as the case might be,

in arched or other doorways. Portals of that

sort are familiar enough at Kilpeck Priory

Church, Hereford, at Ely Catliedral in

"Monks' \Yalk," or in "the Prior's Door-

way"; also at Prestbury Church, Cheshire

and Iffley Church. Bloxham Church, and

Burford Church^all in Oxfordshire. There

was, in fact, a special series of photographs

devoted exclusively to the last-named

county, thus making a locally complete set.

When we say that Mr. Keyser has garnered

together the finest Norman doorways in

England, it will at once be agreed that his

collection ranks as being quite unique,

furnishing as it does a most comprehensive

idea of the wonderful versatility and elaborate

skill of our vernacular old Norman masons,

whose work is so very similar, and yet

eminently true to tradition, notwithstanding

its varied dexterity and originality in treat-

ment. Roughly, the work illustrated dates

mainly from the first half of tlie 12th century.

With the exception of the famous ruined

church of Castle Acre Priory, Norfolk, all

the doorways which we have herewith chosen

for our plate to day illustrate miieli lesser-

known specimens, and two of the prints are

devoted to studies of detail, both being

eminently characteristic of this marvellous

period anterior to the Gothic development

in English Gothic architecture, which

speedily reached its zenith in the 13th

century. The prints, made for Mr. Keyser

to send us, were, we understand, printed by

Mr. Marcus Adams, of Messrs. Walter Adams
and Sons, Blagrave-street, Reading. There

is no need to give here any sort of individual

description to the particular doorways
shown on our sheet. An apposition of the

series, or an analytic description of each

specimen, need not be attempted, inasmuch
as the work is admittedly more of antiquarian

value than suggestive of arcliiteetnral

achievement considered from the point of

contemporary building possibilities.

THE NATIONAL BIRTHPLACE
MEMORIAL TO PRESIDENT
McKINLEY AT NILES, OHIO, U.S.A.

SELECTED DESIGN.

The comparatively unimportant town of

Niles, on the St. Joseph's River in Ohio,
has naturally gained renown in consequence
of having been the birthplace of the late

President McKinley, and at Niles the
American people have decided to erect the
National Memorial to perpetuate his life and
work. Tlie originator of the undertaking,
whicii will rank among the famous monu-
ments of the country, is Mr. Joseph G
Butler, jun., of Youngstown, the President
of the Memorial Association which was in-

corporated by Act of Congress about a year
ago. The citizens of Niles have provided a
fine open square as a site for the building,
with a frontage to main street. The cost

of this land was £25,000, and the estimated
cost of the .structure itself is stated at

£40,000 in addition. The money has been
obtained by public subscription, and the
work will be proceeded with immediately.
The chosen design is by Messrs. McKiiti,
Mead, and White, of Park-n venue, New
York, and we are inilel)ted lo the areliitects

for the loan of the photographs reproduced
among our illustrations to-day of their plan
and elevation submitted by them and

selected by the jury in the recently-held

competition among architects practising m
the United States. The competition draw-

ings were sent in last December. In the

middle of the building a handsome colon-

naded open eortile, with an apsidal-ended

peristyle, forming the tour de force as an

appropriate and monumental setting for the

full-length heroic statue of the late American

statesman, the author of the celebrated

Tariff selieme of the States. The accompany-

ing little perspective sketch supplies a good

idea of tlie architectural effect viewed from

between the columns of the frontage end, and

overlooking the marble-lined pool-fountain

in the centre of this open "quad." The

Doric Order of fluted monolithic columns

extends in massive simplicity up tlirongh the

two floors of the library and amlitorinm,

comprising the wings right and left of the

middle enclosure, which has a pent roof, with

a richly coffered ceiling, covering in the

aisle or paved walk round behind the portico

frontispiece. The auditorium to the right-

hand furnishes seating capacity for a

thousand persons, and it measures 75ft. by

53ft., giving about 4,000ft. super on the lower

level', and in addition there is a gallery

carried round three sides, making np a total

this competition, the results of which cannot

fail to interest our readers both at home and

abroad.

RUTHERFORD COLLEGE FOR GIRLS,
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

A new assembly-hall is about to be erected

and a limited competition has recently been

lield, with the result that the design sent in

by Messrs. Marshall and Tweedy, 17, Eldmi-

square, Newcastle, was awarded first posi-

tion. The architects have received instruc-

tions to prepare plans for submission to the

Education Department. The scheme includes

Sketch View looking towards the McKinley

Statue in Colonnaded Open Court.

seating-space of some 5,800ft. super. The
segmental end gives room for a chorus or

orchestra, with a stage-approach below in

the centre of the apse, as well as soine

retiring-rooms for the performers, and stair-

ways rising from the lower floor. To the left

is a commodious library, forming an integral

part of the memorial sclieme, with a spacious

lending department, also a top liglitc<l court

in the midst of the library bnikling.

Reading-rooms are located at the sides, and

also good relic - space. The stack - room is

carried up three stages. On the upper floor,

towards the front, is placed a museum, to be

available as a lecture-room, while to the rear

of the premises is a depiirtment for un-

assigned books, also a room for the trustees'

meetings. Toilet-rooms and lavatories occur

over the receiving-room and janitor's room.

These conveniences are set in the angles

beyond the stack-room. The lay-out of the

garden-ground of tlie site forms an important

and appropriate feature such as the archi-

tects of this successful scheme might bo

relied upon to furnish. The building will be
eminently dignified and becomingly simple,

ns may be judged from the drawings which
w-e here publish. The plan illustrates the

main floor taken just above the level of the

, land. The fac^ades throughout will be carried
out in granite, and the execution will be

1 under the superintendence of the famous
firm of architects, the "winning bidders," in

THE CARLTON CINEMA AND RESTAURANT,
SWANSEA.

j

Mr. Ch.\ri.es T. Rutiien, Architecl. .

the provision of an assembly-hall for 1,000

students, cloakrooms, lavatories, and con-

necting corridor to the existing college. Ilif

hall has been placed centrally on tlie site,

and well away from the college teaclnnp,

rooms. The buildings will be erected in local

sandstone, the interior being plastered witn

panelled wood dado. An early start will be,

made with tlie erection of this admirftb.e.

building.

A CO-OPERATIVE HOSTEL FOR A

GARDEN SUBURB.
(The description of these designs will be

found in the Referee's report on pngei

375-6-7.)
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CAMERON HOTEL, SWANSEA.— Mr. Charles T. Ruthen, Architect.

THE CAMERON HOI EL, SWANSEA.
Tliis new liotel lins been erected upon tlio

site formerly occupied by tlie Cameron Arms
Hotel, one of tlie oldest hotels in South
Wales, about 100 years ago, perhaps, one of
the best-known hotels in Wales. The Victoria
Hall, together with the stalT quarters, were
erected some twelve to fourteen years ago,
the intention being at that time to proceed
with the entire premises; but difficulties of

ancient lights and easements, together with
hindrances in connection with finance,
brought the works to a standstill. Tlie
premises, as shown in the illustrations, were
recently completed, and form one of the most
modern of provincial hotels. The High-
street fai;adc is carried out in red Wilder-
ness stone to the second-door level, and from
thence in red pressed brickwork with stone
dressings. In addjtion to the accommoda-
tion shown upon the ground door, a large
coffee-room, together with ladies', com-
mercial, billiards, smoke, and other rooms
are provided on the second lloor, in addition
to bedrooms and necessary accommodation.
Some 100 bedrooms are provided in all, and
in the basement floors spacious kitchen and
service accommodation. A large, separate
building, containing stockrooms having com-
munication with the main premises, has also
"been provided, as shown npmi the plan. The
entire cost of the premises, including the
work carried out in the first instance, was
about £43,000. The completion of the
premises was carried out by Mr. Charles T.
Ruthen, architect, Swansea, the contractors

'

being Messrs. Henry Billings an(i Sons,
j

Swansea.
'

i

THE CARLTON C1XEM.\ AM)
RESTAURANT, SWANSEA. I

These new premises have been erected in
'

Oxford-street, Swansea, upon the site
formerly occupied by the old ,JelTrey's Arms
Hotel, one. of the famous old posting-houses
of Gower. With the exception of the
entrances to the Cinema, the whole of the
front portion has been planned as an up-to-
date restaurant. The basonient lloor contains
the dining-room, which, by a liberal use of
panelling, glazed with silvered plate and
semi-indirect electric lighting, forms a very
comfortable and bright room. The cafe
proper is situate on the first lloor, having a

-• balcony round the four sides, adding greatly
to the effect and available accommodation.
J he second floor nlso contains a large tea-
room. All the floors are served by an auto-

matic press-button passenger-lift, and m
addition, a very fine elliptical staircase in

reinforced concrete, finished in terrazzo
work, with wrought-iron balustrading. The
orchestra-stand is situate at the bottom of the
stair-well, and the top, at the roof-level, is

covered by means of a fine painted-glass
sliding dome. Stillroom and lavatory accom-
modation is provided on each floor. The
front elevation has been carried out in white
"Doulton's Carrara," supplied by Messrs.
Doulton and Co., the Royal Donllon Pottery,
Lambeth, with the bases and caps of the
large columns in bronze ware, and the main
entrances in grey unpolished granite. A
feature of the front is the large curved bay,
giving light to the three upper floors. The
Cinema has seating accommodation for about

;
1,200 persons. The circle is composed

j

entirely of reinforced concrete, without the
use of columns at any point. The lighting is

by means of plaster bowls, entirely upon the
"indirect system," the "dimmer switch"

' being used for the gradual increasing or re-

ducing of the light. The Carrara was
supplied and fixed by Messrs. Doulton and
Co., Ltd. The electric lift is by Messrs.
Smith, Major, and Stevens, Ltd. the hand-
some marble columns and pilasters in the
lounge, with their moulded bases and carved
caps in statuary, and shafts in piastraccia,
are by the Marble Mosaic Co., of Mitchell-
lane, Victoria - street. Bristol. They also
executed the whole of the terrazzo flooring
and a terrazzo spiral staircase, together witji

the marble-tile and Roman-mosaic pacing.
The general contractors are Messrs. Heiirv
Billings and Sons, Swansea, the total cost or
the works being about £15,000. Mr. Charles
T. Ruthen, of Swansea, was the architect.

COMPETITIONS.
WHITEHAVEN HOUSING COMPETI-

TION. -Members of the Society of Archi-
tects are notified that some of the conditions
of the above competition are considered
unsatisfactory. The society is in communica-
tion with the promoters, and is endeavouring
to get the conditions amended.

An inquiry was held at Limerick on Tuesday
into an application of the corporation to the
Local Government Board for sanction to a loan
of £6.223 for the erection of workingclass
dwellings.

Mr. Joseph M'Niooll, chief assistant gas
engineer to the Warrington Corporation, has
been appointed to succeed Mr. J. H. Taylor as
engineer and manager of th- Mossley Corpora-
tion g,-isworks at a cninm.mcing salary ol £250
per annum.

The death took place at Knulsford on Friday
of Mr. John Acton, at one time a large builder
and contractor in the Mid-Cheshire district. He
erected numerous mansions in Cheshire for city
nieichant princes, and had a good connection
as a church-builder.

At the City Hall, Sheffield, on Tuesday, Mr.
H. Shelford Bidvvell, an inspector of the Local
Government Board, held an inquiry into an
application by the city council for sanction to
borrow £105,186 for street-improvements and
the extension of the electricity undertaking.

In view of the increase of work that has been
laid on the Local Govcinniont Board for Scot-
hand under the Housing Acts, and more par-
ticularly in connection with the scheme for the
housing of Admiralty employees at Bosyth. the
Board have appointed Mr. George D. Macniven,
L.R.I.B.A., of the film nf Messrs. Gieig. Fair-
bairn, and Macniven. architects, to be assistant
architectural inspector for the period of five
years. Mr. Macniven received his early training
under Mr. G. Washington Browne, R.'S.A.. and
later served as a draughtsman in the office of
Messrs. Dick PcdJie and Washington Browne,
where he gained considerable oxperienre in con-
nection with the ereclion of public bnildinf'S
and other works. Mr. Macniven for the p.isl

five months has aho occupied fhe post of
assistant master of t-he archilcrlural section of
the Edinburgh College of Art.

Mr. Percy E. Nobbs, M.A.(Edin.1. F.R.LB.A.,
Professor of Architecture at McGill University,
and a partner in the firm of Nobbs and Hyd^,
Montreal, is going to the front with 'the
Norlhumberland Fusiliers of Canada. He was
the Tite Prizeman in 1900. and the Owen Jones
Student in 1903.

The new chancel and chapel of St. James's
Church at the corner of Mitcham-lane and
Welham-road, West Streatham. were dedicated
by the Bishop of Kingston on Wednesday week.
"The church, as completed, consists of nave and
side-aisles, baptistery, chancel with vestries and
(irgan-chamber over on the south side, and
chapel on the north. Mr. W. S. Weatherly is
Ih? architect. The builders were Messrs.
Garrett and Sons, Balham-hill.

Major-General James Robert Mann, C.M.G..
whose death occurred on March 25 at Highfield
Lodge, Tilehurst, in his ninety - third year,
entered the Royal Engineers in 1840, and
retired thirty - three years later. He was
Surveyor-General and Member of the Legisla-
tive Council of Mauritius in the "fifties" He
became Director ,of Public Works in. Jamaica
and a Member of the Legislature of that island
in 1866, and so continued for twenty years. In
1877 he administered the Goveniment of
Jamaica.
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THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

At its meeting on Tnesday tlie London

County Council approved, unanimously

and without discussion, the appointment of

Mr. James Bird as Clerlt. in succession to

Sir Laurence Gomme, who retired on Wed-

nesday, the 31st ult. Jlr. Bird is at present

tlie Deputy-Clerk of tlie Council. He ha^

been in the permanent service of the Council

and its predecessors since 1881, when he was

appointed in the fourth class after competi

tive examination. The General Purposes

Committee, in recommending his present

promotion, stated that his exceptional ability

had been noted by the Council on several

occasions, and in 1905 he was promoted to be

Deputy Clerlt at a .salary rising from £800 to

£1 000 He will receive a commencing

salary of £1,COO a year, rising by annual

increments of £100 to £2,000 a year, with

pension rights upon his existing salary of

£1,000 a year. Mr. Bird thanked the

Council for the appointment, not only on his

own behalf, but on that of the staff, as

affording proof that the Council were pre-

pared to appoint to the highest positions in

its gift men who had served in the lowest

ranks of the Council's service. It was

resolved, on the motion of Mr. R. C.

Norman, seconded by Sir J. W. Benn, that

the Council, on the conclusion of Sir

Laurence Gomme's tenure of the office

of Clerk, place on record their high apprecia-

tion of the great ability and strong sense of

public duty which had marked his official

services. Sir Laurence Gomme said he had

always been ambitious for London, which he

believed was going to take a very much

greater position in a very much greater

Empire, and he was quite certain that that

Council would so carry out its duties that

all sections of Londoners might look to it

for guidance, help, and strength.

The Establishment Committee reported the

death upon March 18, at the age of sixty-four,

of Mr. .1. R. Grimshaw, assistant district

engineer in the chief engineer's department,

and recommended that a gratuity of a year's

salary, £450, be granted to his representa-

tives.

The Education Commitlee reported that

lliey had had under consideration the

qne"stion of the right of the district surveyors

under the London Building Acts to claim fees

nnder those Acts in reference to works

carried out in connection with the Couneil's

school buildings, which the Council contend

are exempt from Parts VI. and VIL of the

Acts. Li regard to new buildings, it has

been decided by the High Court that, having

regard to the provisions of section 3 of the

Education fAdministrative Provisions) Act,

mil, such buildings arc exempt from the pro-

visions of the Building Acts, including pro-

visions as to giving notice to the district

surveyor, and payment of fees to him. But

alterations to existing buildings do not come

within the exemption conferred by the said

section. Having regard, however, to the

decided cases, the Committee argned it as

questionable whether the district surveyors

can substantiate .a claim in eases in which

only constructional matters are involved,

such matters being dealt with by Parts VI.

and VII. of the Act of 1804, from which

exemption is claimed, and they accordingly

instructed the solicitor to take action to

resist the claim of the district surveyor in

connection with the work of remodelling the

Southwark Park School, Rotherhithe. In

that case, the district surveyor took out a

summons against the Council's contractors,

Messrs. Akers and Co., Limited, for fees

nmountiiig to £7 Gs. 3d., and the magistrate

(Mr. Gill) upheld the district surveyor's

claim. Being advised that the correctness of

the magistrate's decision is open to question,

they recommended that steps be taken to

appeal against the magistrate's decision.

The General Purposes Committee reported

the receipt of applications for increases in

wages from employees in the main drainage

branch of tlie Couneil's service on the

ground of the increased cost of living, the

nature of their work, and advances which

had been granted to men in a similar class

by other authorities and private employers.

The Council having adopted a scheme of

grants, the committee was not prepared to

recommend the reopening of that question,

and the others were matters for the aiain

Drainage Committee. Mr. H. Gosling

moved that the report should not be received,

and a long discussion followed. Mr.

Goslins's motion was defeated.

The Council approved without coinment

the recommendations of the Fire Brigade

Committee for increased rates of pay to

officers and men of the Fire Brigade. "The

annual cost of the augmentation is estimated

at about £11.000.

The Highways Committee reported upon

the strike of electrical wiremen at the

Council's tram-repairing depot, and stated

that the men's representatives have now

decided to abide hy the award of Sir George

\sksvith in the Couneil's favour.
, , ^, ,

The same committee recommended tliat

ilterations and additions be made to the

tramways substation at 'Woolwich, and for

lavin" additional cables at a total estimated,

cost Sf £14,000.

The Building Acts Committee reported

that they had had under consideration the

question of the appointment of a district

surveyor for tne district of Rotherhithe, to

fill tlie vacancy caused hy the appointment

by the Council on February 111 last of Mr.

C. A. Daubney to the district of Rermondsey.

The gross fees received in respect of the

district of Rotherhithe during last year

amounted to £327. Applications for the

appointment were invited by public

advertisement, and twenty-one were

received. Two of the applicants had not

obtained the necessary certificate of com-

petency to perform the duties of a district

surveyor. After consideration of the merits

of the remaining candidates, seven of whoih

were seen by the Committee, they recom-

mended the appointment of Mr. Joseph

Edward Mnndell. In compliance with

standing order No. 04. they submitted the

names of three candidates as follows—Mr.

J. E. Mundell. Mr. J. Dovaston, Mr. F. P.

"Watson.

Mr. A. T. Taylor, F.R.I.B.A.. chairman of

the Improvements Committee, replying to

questions as to the reported intention of the

authorities of St. Thomas's Hospital to build

a hostel on the island space in Lambeth

Palace-road, said inquiries had been made

as to the conditions under which the land had

been eonveved to the hosnital, and the

sovernors of the hospital had been ursied to

meet their requirements, if possible, without

building on the site.

The Council adjourned to April 27.

NORTH WOOLWICH.—The new King

George Dock, to the south of the existing

Royal Albert Dock, at North Woolwich,

beoun for the Port of London Authority in

the summer of 1913, will be completed by

August in next year. The extension com-

prises a wet dock, with an approximate area

of 64 acres and a depth of 35ft., with about

9 400 lineal feet of quayage ; a dry dock 750ft.

by 100ft., with a depth of 35ft. over the

blocks; and an entrance lock 800ft. by 100ft.,

with a depth of 45ft. at Trinity high-water.

The walls are of concrete ; the southern one

is now almost completed for a length of over

4.000ft. The side walls of the entrance lock

are also approaching completion. The Manor

Way-road, which crosses the site of the new

dock, will ultimately be diverted eastwards

and carried over the new entrance lock by a

double bascule bridge worked by electric

power. Reinforced-concrete piles are ready

for the foundation of sheds. Jetties-

equipped with electric cranes—are being

provided parallel to the quay, with space

between them and the quay for barges. The

Port Authority has further decided to erect

at the Surrey Commercial Docks sheds hav' i

an area of about 32,000 square feet.

Mr. Georse S. Barrv, of the city surveyors

office, nnndee. has been anpointrd rond sur-

veyor of the Peer district of Aberdeenshire, in

succession to Mr. George Calvert, at a salary

of £300 per annum.

It has bppn derided to proceed with the build

in" of a new parish church for Lochgelly at a

cost of f 3.000 or £4.000. Plans have been ore-

pared and approved by the presbytery. The

churrh will contain 800 sittings, with a hall

allachcd to hold 200.

At the last meetinu of Ihe Kestoven Conntv

Council it was decided to raise the salary of

Mr Purser, (he surveyor, from £400 to ±475.

it bein" nnderslood that he would withdraw

his c.andidntnre for the post of county surveyor

of Nottinghamshire.

Sirry Pasha, Minister of Public Works,

inaugurated last week the Cairo drainage

scheme, which is practically completed, 'TIip

first nart of the ceremony took place at tlie

pumping-station of Kafrgamous, and the second

part at (he sewage-farm at Khanka.

Three now sets of cottage baths erected by

Ihe Bradford Corporation at Greengates,

Brownroyd, and Great Horlon, have been

opened.
'

Tliey comprise nart of the scheme

adopted hv the city council about a year ago for

the provision of six sets of baths at an esli

mated cost of £8,100.

Swansea Town Council have instructed their

liousiiif ronimilieo to accept a tender for the

erection of 100 houses for the working classes

nt Town Hill, such tender to include an option

for the erection of a further 400 houses, or. jn

the alternative, (o accept a tender for the whole

DOC houses.

Imlbittg InteUigente.—»

«

WALLASEY.—Rapid progress has been

made by the builders of the new Town Hall

during the year which has elapsed since—on

March 25. 1914-his Majesty laid the founda-

tion-stone. The third and last floor has now

been reached, and the isolated building is

already presenting an imposing appearance.

The style is Renaissance, and freely treated,

and the frontages are of stone. It is

expected that the builders' work will be

finished by June or July of next year. The

Council-chamber, which is on the river side

of the building, will be 50ft. by 34ft. ;
while

the public hall, wdiieh is to extend across the

Brishton-street front of the first floor, will

be 86ft. by 50ft., and will be available for

public meteings, balls, theatrical entertain-

publio nieetinas. balls, theatrical entertaiu-

are already making preparations in regard to

the furnisbins. it being intended to move the

mnniciiial staff to their new quarters depart-

ment hy department, without regard to the

formal and official opening-probably in the

early autumn of next year. The architects

are
'

Alessrs. Brisas. Wolsfenholme. and

Thornelv. of Liverpool, whose design selected

in competition was illustrated in our issues

of May 10, 1913.

Mr J. Boweu, B.E., Claremorris, has taken

np his new duties as county surveyor of Water-

ford as from April 1. His headquarters will bo

at Dungarvan.

The Bishop of Southampton, on Thursday in

last week, dedicated a new chapel added to St.

.Tohii's Chnrch. Ryde. as a memorial to Lorrl

Calthorpe by his widow.

A women's hospital and nursing home at

Balkan, Dundee, was opened last week. It is

of ^two stories, and accommodates twenty

natients and a staff. The architect is Mr. James

Findlay, of Dnndee.

The fine church-tower of Northop. Flintshire,

which dates back to 1571. has been found to be

in a very serions condition, and a committee

has been'formed, of which Lord Justice Bnnkes

i>; treasurer, to raise funds for the work ot

restoration. It is estimated that the work will

cost £1.500. Owing to the serious state of the

tower, vyork will be commenced forthwith.

Three postmen's district offices are about to

be built by H.M. Off-ice of Works-two in Edin-

burgh, and one in Kirk-street, Leith. Plans

hav? been prepared for the bnildings in the

Edinburgh office of the Office of Works. Hie

office for the Western District of Edinburgh is

to bo in West Park-place, off Dalryroad. The

bnildin" will be of brick, with stone dressings.

The front portion of the building is of two

stories, and the sortins-office is a sin.cle-storv

building'of about 55ft. by 47ft. The office will

be lit principally from the roof.
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duTvtnU Calamo.

The practice of conveyancing, which means

the working out of the wonderful Land Laws

muler which we still live, as we have done

for centuries, is a system which, to men of

business, seems more like magic or mysticism

tlian common sense. It is full of pitfalls,

uliich even the most skilful lawyers are often

miable to avoid. There are, for instance,

covenants that "run with the land," and

others that do not. Even now it seems hard

for the courts to decide which is which.

Thus, in a recent case, there was a lease with

!i proviso tliat there should be no assignment

nr subletting of the pieniises. The lessee,

with lessor's consent, after lawyer's fees

paid, granted a sublease of the place. Then
the sublessees assigned the sublease, and

MOW the representatives of the tfrigijial

lessors claimed that this was sold as being

contrary to the covenant in the original

lease. The point for tlie Court was whether

this old covenant in the lease applied to the

sublease, or. in the quaint legal technical

language, "ran with the land"— that is.

somehow or other got attached to the land

itself, and so applied to all subsequent leases

of it. After a lot of learned argument, and
the quoting of numerous ancient and inodern

authorities, the judge lield that the original

covenant did "run with the land," and so

prevented any assignment of the sub-lease,

which was tlierefore useless as a bit of sale-

able property. It is quite time that con-

veyancing was more sin'iplified, and brought
into line with the ordinary rules of business

and common sense. A short statute could

easily be passed nowadays which would clear

away the existing jungle of condicting cases,

and place the law as to leases and property
upon a plain and practical basis.

In our issue of December 3, 1913, we
published a letter from iMr. Richard Fowler,
F.S.I., 118. Colmore-row, Birmingham,

;
criticising, as we thought reasonably and

I fairly, the operation of the East Birmingham
Town-Planning Scheme, which Mr. John

' Burns, at a conference at Caxton House,

j

Westminster, had on the previous

I
November 25 held up as " a model"—of what,
except unfair and injudicious treatment of

the few developing landlords in East Bir-

mingham, we failed utterly to see. Nor is it

evident that the Corporation of Birmingham
or the Local Government Board is going to

net more fairly or judiciously as regards the
South Birniirgham ScheTue, the Local
Government Board inquiry into which was
lield at the Council House on Thursday in

last week by Mr. Raymond Unwin, now an
iiispector of the Local Government Board.
If this application, as it stands, is approved
''V the L.U.B., it certainly seems to us that
the development of the cstiite within the area
practically passes immediately into the hands
of a local Committee and the Local Goveru-
iiieiit Board, and that once again restrictions
»dl be enforced on one owner's land, while
tliey are waived in the case of other owners
"here the reasons for enforcement were
"bvious. The result will be the discourage-
"lent of the building of good, cheap houses
for the workers, the hindrance of private

.
enterprise, and ultimate loss to the City of

'^

Birmingham itself. It is one of the most
I
stupid mistakes imaginable to fancy that this
-is in any way a matter of party politics, or
tliat landowners and their surveyors • are
averse to town planning. All they ask—and

that, it seems, they are entitled to under the

Act— is to be consulted at every stage of a

Scheme, and not to have schemes rushed over

their heads. The surveyors in East Birming-

ham,- after thrice making their appeals in

writing to the L.G.B., as the law provides,

were so e.iasperated at the Board's arbitrary

final decisions that they went to the trouble

and cost of sending an appeal to every

member of both Houses of Parliament,

explaining the circumstances, and attended

in London and interviewed many members of

both Houses, gaining much sympathy, but

were told there was not time ! The scheme

was only placed on the table of the House at

the end of the session, when other all-

important questions were on, and so further

opposition was impossible.

Wliat the result was in East Birmingham
is, unfortunately, too patent to any com-

petent observer who will for himself view

the Ward End Park-road, Lime Tree-road,

and Nansen-road, Washwood Heath; or

Pelham-road, Brook Hill, Sandbourne,

Thornton, Thornwell, and other roads at

Alum Rock. If he wishes to see the kind of

houses town planning has stopped, let him

inspect the Sandbourne, Sladefield, Bani-

ville. Monk, St. Agatha's, and other roads

at .41um Rock, when he will be astounded.

A pride was taken in the last-named houses.

In one case, a client bought extra land to

make the plots fronting four roads average

fifty yards deep instead of forty yards. At

the time of the application for the East Bir-

mingham Scheme hundreds of good work-

men's houses were being built yearly within

the area ; on two estates four builders were

erecting houses at the rate of 150 a year, and

in ever-increasing quantities. All these

houses had three bedrooms, often a bathroom

and an airing closet upstairs, with hot and

cold water, the plots averaging forty-five

yards to fifty yards deep, and never less than

an average width of five yards per house, in-

cluding passages—rent 6s. 9d. a week—on

valuable land at and adjoining Saltley, the

hub of the manufacturing portion of the

city. We believe such accommodation at the

rent is unequalled in Birmingham, and that

it is not excelled as an unaided business pro-

position in any part of the country.

still wanted. Rents went up at once in all

directions, two families living in one house,
with all the attendant evils. So it is going
to be in South Birmingham if the pertinent
objections urged by the holding Birminglnun
surveyors and others at last week's inquiry
are once more ignored, as they seem likely

to be.

We are not teetotallers ourselves; but we
entirely agree with and endorse the appeal
of the very influential deputation, represent-

ing all the great shipbuilding firms in the
kingdom, which waited upon the Chancellor
of the Exchequer on Monday and urged that
the national requirements called for the total

prohibition of the sale of excisable licjuors

during the period of the war. We believe

the result would be such a lesson to the

country that never again would the sale of

drink be allowed under present conditions.

For years past most of the increased wages
given in our own trade has gone to the

publican. We believe it is the same in other
industries. No one who keeps his eyes open
can deny that half the crime, five sixths of

the squalid poverty, and nearly all the pre-

ventable misery of this country, are due to

the idiotic encouragement given by the

present licensing regulations to the tempta-
tions held out to drink at all hours. The
old "public-house" is practically obsolete; it

has degenerated into a mere dram-shop.
Instead of "refreshment," it deals out death
and demoralisation ; and, to-day, it is a more
deadly and traitorous enemy to the country
than any possible foreign foe. And—worse
luck I—during the coining holidays, it will

revel in all its opportunities as usual I

As it was in East Birmingham, so it will be

in the district now about to be exploited, if

the main blot on the Town-Planning Act—the

absence of any appeal to an exp&rt—is to

favour the ignorance of local authorities.

The Birmingham Committee seemed biassed

against the advice of surveyors, who collec-

tively warned them in writing that the result

of their proposals would be to stop the

building of workmen's houses. Who will I

develop twelve houses to tlie acre? The usual

calculation in Birmingham is that it takes the

value of the site of eight of them to pay for

the roads, which leaves the value of only

four sites towards the original cost of all the

land. The purchasers risk trouble, the

financing of lawyers, land taxation, etc., etc.,
'

and when built the corporation immediately

take the rents of four liouses for the rates,
|

the owner having the privilege of keeping all

twelve in repair and of being denounced as

a landgrabber! Mr. Lloyd Ge'Orge ignored^

all this in his Laud Taxation of 1909, which

has held up building all over the country; but

in East Birmingliam houses were so

desperately wanted that they were built in

spite of that Act. Thousands of houses are

There is little to add to the verdict of the

jury or the Coroner's remarks with regard

to the fatal reiuforced-concrete failure at

Bury, which "is reported in our legal intel-

ligence elsewhere. The case is one of more
importance than the general public suspect,

in which responsibility is hard to fix on any-

body. One of these days a catastrophe of

more than usual magnitude will demand a

scapegoat. We hope he will not be an archi-

tect who has neglected to verify the calcula-

tions of others, or trusted to systems of con-

struction about wiiich he knows little !

The Wesleyan Church at Boston, Lines, has
been reopened after the rebuildiuy of the
masonry western towers on a pile foundation,
under the direction of Sir Francis Fox. I'hc

outlay has been about itS.OOO.

It has been decided that the construction of

the new motor relief road between Thornton
Heath and Purley, by which the narrow and
congested main street through Croydon will be
avoided, shall not be proceeded with until the
war is over. The Road Board has, however,
authorised the Croydon Corporation to acquire
the necessary land and enter into agreements
for the erection of new railway bridges at

Epsom-road and Waddon Marsh.

The corporation of Norwich received at their

last meeting a letter from H-M. Office of Works
announcing that Norwich Castle has been in-

cluded in the list of monuments the preserva-

tion of which is, in the opinion of the Ancient
Monuments .^ct, of national importance. H.M.
Commissioners of Works will hereafter be
entitled to receive notice from the corporation

of any proposal to demolish or remove, in whole
or in part, structurally alter, or make additions

to the monument, the corporation being also

debarred from procepding with any such pro-

posal for a period of one month after having

given such notice. The Lord Mayor moved
that the report be received, and that the words

"Norwich Castle" do not for the purposes of

the Ancient Monuments Consolidation and

Amendment Act, 1913. include the modern

buildings at the Castle Museum. This resolution

was unanimously agreed to.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

THE GROUND BENEATH LONDON.—
A lecture on this subject was delivered on
Thursday evening in last week at the Royal
Institution by Mr. Aubrey Strahan, Director
of the Geological Survey of Great Britain.
London, he declared, was clearly living

beyond its means as regards the water supply,
and those large firms which had recently

sunk artesian wells at a considerable expense
for their own use had a legitimate grievance
when they were heavily assessed for the
water which was not supplied by the Metro-
politan Water Board. Wells might, indeed,
be sunk in many places, but the practice was
attended with considerable danger owing to

consequent shrinkage of the soil. The
borings necessary for the tubes had caused
justifiable alarm on the part of the Chapter
of St. Paul's Cathedral. He had noticed that
St. James's Cliurch, in Piccadilly, was
falling out of the perpendicular, probably
from the same cause. Clay had a curious
properly attached to it; it shrank and
expanded as it grew dry or moist, and in

tlie process it crawled like a caterpillar

—

down hill if possible. A building in the Hay-
market some thirty-eight years ago was built

on a strip of London clay which behaved in

this manner. One night an alarm was raised
that it showed signs of giving way, but five

minutes later Jiot one stone of that building
was left on the top of another.

GLASGOW ARCH^OLOGICAL
SOCIETY.—The monthly meeting of this
society was held in Glasgow on Friday night,
when a paper on A Divoty at Falkirk " was
read by Councillor Dr. William Gemmell.
He said that three years ago, when acting as
interim Medical Officer of Health for Stirling-
shire and Dumbartonshire, he saw on a moor
near Falkirk a house of a curious structure.
Examination showed that it had originally
been built with large divots of turf and that
the turf still remained on two of the walls,
while the other two had been replaced at a
later period by brick. The history of the
house showed that it had been built by
colliers, and was one of a tj-pe of which there
were many on the moor. The colliers had
been brought by the Duke of Hamilton to

work his pits. As there was no accommoda-
tion for them, they were turned loose on the
moor, and built their houses with divots,
and roofed them with finer layers of turf.

This was a type of house of which there were
at least a hundred on the moor. la those
primitive dwellings the colliers of one
hundred years ago lived, and brought up
healthy and respectable families, many
members of which rose to eminence iu the
world. The paper was illustrated by lantern
slides.

MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY
ENGINEERS.—At the annual meeting of
the council of the Institution of Municipal
and County Engineers, held at 92, Victoria-
street, Westminster, Mr. J. S. Pickering
(president), in the chair, the report of the
scrutineers of the ballot lists for the election
of officers and council for the ensuing year
was announced as follows ;— President : Mr.
H. T. Wakelam. Vice-presidents: Messrs.
J. S. Brodie, T. W. A. Hayward, and P. II.

Palmer. Honorary treasurer: Sir James
Lemon. Ordinary Members of Council:
Messrs. Chas. Brownridge, E. E. W. Butt,
G. F. Carter, E. J. Elford, H. P. Foster,
W. T. Lancashire, E. B. Martin, F. Massie,
W. H. Prescott, Norman Scrogie, H. E.
Stilgoe, and C. F. Wike.

THE ROMAN REMAINS AT
WROXETER.—Mr. J. P. Bushe-Fox gave
an account of the excavations made last year
at the Roman House at Wroxeter before the
Society of Antiquaries, Burlington House,
W.C, on Thursday evening in last week.
The lecturer showed by plans and slides the
elaborate system of rooms, corridors, court-
yards, and baths that constituted this
important residence. So much reconstruc-
tion had taken place, however, that it was
an intricate task to trace the plan of the
building unobscured by the additions and
alterations that converted it into a house of

the usual courtyard type, with a long
verandah or corridor at the back. There
were many valuable finds of Roman and
British coins that helped to fix the date of

different stages of the buildings, and gems,
ornaments, and pottery of much beauty and
interest, as well as mosaic pavements, w-ere

among the indications of the luxury and
wealth enjoyed by the Roman residents.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.—The Board of Architectural

Education announce that the designs sub-

mitted by the following students who are

qualifying for the final examiuation have
been approved :

—
SUBJECT XIX.

(a) a Memorial to Lord Robert&.

Arnold, R. C. Harrison, H.St. J. Munguia, G.
Brandon, C. J. Hendry, H. Riexa, F.

Bruce, J. C. V. Hull, V. Sanders, T. A.
Uarey, R. W, Button, L. D. H. Spence, W. N.
Cottingham.G. R. Jopling, A. B. B. Stevens, P. J.

Day, N. P. C. Knight, W.J. Tubbs, G. P.

Duncan, R. A. Laweon, J. Scott Vonberg, W. C.

Evans, T. C. Lyne, D. R. Wood, A. G.
Foulkes, S. C. MitctieU, C. H. Woodbouse, F. I'. M.
Graham, R. D.

(b) A Garage for a Large Country Mansion.

Church, L. D. A. Holden, W. Roberts, E. W.
Dickinson, J. Keep, N. Sunter, M. C.
Doddington, W. Mitchell, C. H. Tanner, A. S.

Bdwardb, J. R. Philp, A. T. Vinden, G.
Gordon, P. J

.

Picton, C. S.

Designs for other subjects, from the follow-

ing candidates, have also been approved :

—

Kellock, A. D.
Fisher, H. N.

Hemm, G.
Omar, I.

THE ROYAL TECHNICAL COLLEGE
ARCHITECTURAL CRAFTSMEN'S
SOCIETY, GLASGOW.—The annual
business meeting of the Glasgow Royal
Technical College Architectural Craftsmen's
Society was held on Friday, 2Gth inst., when
the following gentlemen were elected office-

bearers for 1915-16:—Honorary presidents:

Mr. T. L. Watson, I. A., architect; Mr. Jas.

M. Monro, F.K.I.B.A., I. A., architect; Mr.
Chas. Gourlay, Esq., B.Sc, A.R.I.B.A.,
F.S.A. Scot., Professor of Architecture; Mr.
.Alex. Davidson, Licentiate R.I.B.A.,
architect. President : Mr. Robert Moon-
Wright. Vice-presidents : Mr. Thomas Whyte.
F.F.S., P.A.S.I., surveyor; Mr. Peter Lyall,

builder. Joint secretaries : Mr. Donald
Dewar, Associate F.S., surveyor; Mr.
Malcolm D. McPhail, surveyor. Treasurer:
Mr. Thomas Davis. Representative to

College Committee on Architecture: Mr. W.
H. Baxter-Wright.

The Local Guveniment Board have sanctioned
tlie application of the Sheffield Corporation for
leave to borrow jC24,680 for the erection of

public baths at Hilsbrough and Yncobank,
washhouses at Daniel Hill, and a central

laundry near Penistone-road.

Mr. A. E. White, the city engineer of Hull,
having resigned, at a meeting on Friday of the
works committee of the corporation, his

assistant, Mr. P. W. Bucknell. was unanimously
elected to succeed him. The salary was fixed

at i:750, with yearly increments of dESO until the

maximum of £1,000 has been reached.

Among the Friday evening lectures to be
given at the Royal institution after Easter are
those by Canon E. H. Pearce. Treasurer of

Westminster, on "The Archives of Westminster
Abbey," announced for May 14, and by Sir John
Jackson, M.P., on "Engineering Problems of
Mesopotauiia and Euphrates Valley," to be
delivered on May 28.

A Sydney firm of indentors is desirous of

getting into touch wilh United Kingdom manu-
facturers of glass, chinaware, and builders' iron-

mongery wishing to extend their business to the
Commonwealth. Communications regarding this

inquiry should be ;iddrcssed to the Official

Secretary, Office of tlie High Commissioner for

Australia, 72, Victoria-street, London, S.W.

The foundation-stone of the new market
buildings and town-hall for Denbigh was laid

by the mayor of that town on Friday. Mr.
Elcock is the architect, and Mr. Morton Browne
the contractor. The cost will be about :£12,000.

The Bishop of Manchester on Sunday per-

formed the reopening and dedication of the
restored church of St. Peter, Leek, near Kirkby
Lonsdale and Cowan Bridge, a village associated
with the early history of the Brontfi sisters.

The former structure was destroyed bv fire in

October. 1913.

LEQAL INTELIilGENCE.

COLLAPSE OF A REINFORCED CONCRETE
BUILDING AT BURY.—The adjourned inquest
by Mr. T. F. Butcher and a, jury was held at

bury last Friday on the bodies of the men whu
met their death by the fall of a building in the
course of erection for Messrs. J. Wrigley and
iion, paper manufacturers. Bridge Hall Mills.

Bury, in February.—The Coroner, addressing the
jury, said he thought they would agree with him
that the evidence bad been given, generally
speaking, in a straightforward way. There was
one witness who, above all others, had been per-

fectly straightforward ; he meant Durham. He
admired the way in which Durham gave his

evidence. On the question of criminal negli-

gence their duty had been made more simple
by the fact that there was substantial agree-

ment between all the men who had been called

before them who could be at all characterised as

experts—he meant between Mr. Thomas, Mr.
Hudson, and Mr. Murphy. They all said that
this collapse was due, or at all events principally

due, to the faulty design of the east side roof-

trusses. Such design was clearly a matter of

negligence, and ought never to have been made.
Two important points for them to deal with
were, first, whose negligence it was, and secondly
what was the degree of negligence. On the first

part of the question, as to whose negligence it

was, he thought it was clear it was not the negli-

gence of Messrs. Wrigley. On March 6 they
wrote a letter to Mr. Greenwood, stating what
they required, and asking for the calculat^ions to

be checked, and to bo favoured with a guarantee.
The reply to that letter stated that Messrs.
Wrigley need have no fear of the stability of

the building, and giving a guarantee. On the
other hand, the questions which the jury had
p;issed up to him on the day previous through
their foreman were not questions in which
Messrs. Wrigley were uninterested. The
questions which they put were:—Re the non-
submission of the plans to the authority : (a)

Is the contractor responsible P (b) Or are the
proprietors? (c) or are both? Tliat was the first

question. Mr. Hudson cleared that up, as far

as it had been cleared up in the course of the
inquiry, when he said ho desired his principals

to submit their plans to the authority, and his

principals replied: "We never have submitted
any plans." The jury's secoml question was.

Who were the local authorities? 'I'hat was the
Corporation of Bury. 'Their third question was.
Had they a building inspector? Officially he
had no knowledge of tliat; but his pocket-book
told him they had a building inspector. The
fourth question was. Was it the duty of such
building inspector to stop any building until

the official plans had been passed? Regarding
the question of plans, it was clear that despite

the representations said by Mr. Hudson to have
been made to his principals—of the making of

wliich representations, although they were sworn
to, he had very serious doubts—he was inclined

to think that it was an afterthought on the part

of Mr. Hudson, seeing that ho said nothing to

Messrs, Wrigley about them, and it appeared
to iiim very unlikely that these representations
were then made, because it was impossible to

submit plans to the local authority at thiit time.

He (the Coroner) was only a layman; but it did

seem to him a somewhat startling thing that that

which was the root of the success of the whole
thing, the roof, was never dealt with until the

other part of the building, generally speaking,

had been completed. One would have thought
it would have been a good thing, although it

would not have relieved the onus of re-

sponsibility, had Mr. Arnot, who was anxious,

or had ftlessrs. Greenwood, were were re-

sponsible, seen that the plans were submitted to

the local authority. Though the local authority

required nothing more than that their by-laws

should bo complied with, it would have been at

least helpful to have had tlio criticism of the

local authority, and it might possibly—he did

not say it would- have prevented the plans

being gone on with in the way lliey were. He
was bound to advise Iheui that he did not think

any jury at assize would convict Mr. Hudson,
who was responsible for Messrs Greenwood, for

neglect in this instance, seeing that it was the

design which was the cause of the failure. At

the same time, he could not help feelins that

Mr. Hudson Inid been the least satisfactory

witness they had had before them. According
to his own story he had displayed a wonderful
capacity for shirking his responsibility. It

seemed strange that Mr. Hudson had taken no

care beyond accepting the assurance of Mr.

Miirnhy as to the stability of the roof, and had
overlooked such minor matters as the seg-

mentary nature of the gest-eaves -wall and the

proper dimensions of tlie ridge of the roof.

These were comments which ho thought ought to

be made upon Mr. Hudson's evidence. He
thought he was free of criminal responsibility,

by reason of the undertaking of the Rigid Com-

[I
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pany ; but, as he said earlier on, he was the least

satisfactory witness who had been before them.

Then on the question as to the person who, if

any. had Ijeen guilty of criminal negligence, that

was the groundwork of the whole thing. Mr.

Murphy was the only person upon whom that

responsibdity could be fixed, if it could bs fixed

upon anyone. He w;vs sure that Mr. Miirphy's

evidence would receive their sympathetic con-

sideration ; but their sympathy would not cause

them to forget that a person having or claiming

skill in designing a building must use reasonable

care to secure that persons employed in the con-

struction, or afterwards in the occupation, should

not be in peril of their lives. Any monetary
payment due as compensation to the relatives of

the deceased men could not be sufficient recom-

pense for the loss of life. It was their serious

duty to decide whether Mr. Murphy had been
guilty of such negligence. He left it to them
to consider whether these men's deaths resulted

from misadventure or through criminal negli-

gence.—The jury returned their verdict in the

following terms:—"The cause of the deaths of

these men is the collnpse of the building through
faulty design. Tho jury wish to express their

deep sympathy with the relatives of the unfor-

tunate victims, and also with those who have
suffered injury. The accident is the result of

grave errors made in the design of the roof, as

admitted by the designer. Jlr. Murphy ; but the

jury do not hold him guilty of criminal negli-

gence. The jury is of opinion that the con-

tractors should have submitted tho plans to an
expert before giving a guarantee. It is re-

gretted that the plans were not submitted to

the Corporation of Bury. The jury consider the
supervision of Mr. Hudson to be lax, and he is

deserving of censure, although he was pressed

by Mr. Arnot."—The Coroner entered a verdict

that whilst the men were engaged in the erection

of a machine-house the building collapsed

through misadventure and fell upon them, in-

flicting mortal injuries from which they died,

and said he would annex the jury's observations

to the verdict. He did not think he need add
anything to what the jury had said about
censuring Mr. Hudson.
OVERHEAD TELEPHONE - WIRES AT

LEYTON.—The point In dispute between the
Postmaster- General and the Leyton Urban
District Council in regard to the erection of

poles for overhead telephone-wires, referred to

in our last issue, was decided by Judge Smyly
at Bow County-court on Tuesday. The Post-

master - General desired to have placed at

various points on the public way ten poles for

the purpose of carrying telephone-wires; but

the council contended that the wires should be
conveyed underground on the conduit system.

They also alleged that the erection of poles at

the points suggested would lead to a nuisance.

It was pointed out that it would cost £"0 more
to adopt the underground system as compared
with the overhead, and that if the council suc-

ceeded in their opposition the Government
would be put to great expense throughout the

district. Judge Smyly ruled that he must follow

the decision given by the Railway Commis-
sioners in the Croydon case and make an award
in favour of the Postmaster-General ; but the
award would be in the form that it would be
subject to the condition that the poles should

be placed as near the kerb as the safety of the

traffic would permit.

MANCHESTER HOUSING APPEAL.—Hay
V. Lord Mayor and Corporation of Manchester.
—Lords Loreburn, Atkin.son, and Parker of

Waddington, sitting as the House of Lords,

reserved judgment on Monday in the appeal of

Mr. Sam Hay, the owner of three small cottages

in Dorrington - street and Vine - street, Man-
chester, against an order of the Court of

Appeal reversing a judgment of Vice-chancellor
Stewart Smith, K.C.. in which an injunction
was granted restraining the corporation of

Manchester from affixing on the buildings in

question notices declaring them unfit for human
habitation.

A ST. P.\UL'S BRIDGE ARBITRATION.-At
I

the Surveyors' Institution, on Thursday and
' Friday in last week. Mr. F. G. Chinnock sat as

i arbitrator in a case in which Messrs. Lever Bros.,

Ltd.. of Port Sunlight, Cheshire, made a claim
' for £180,000 from the Corporation of London, in

I
respect of the acquisition of their leasehold

i
interest in property known as Sunlight Wharf,

I George-yard, Upper Thames-street, EC, under
I the Corporation of London (Bridges) Act, 1911,

1 for the purposes of building the new St. Paul's
Bridge over the Thames. There was a further

I claim of £.50,000 for disturbance, making a total

j

of £230,000. After a conference on Friday
I between counsel as to the area to be taken by
i

the Corporation, it was stated that the parlies

I
had arrived at a couclusion which would necessi-
tate the beads being drawn up and submitted

1
to the arbitrator, with a view to their being

embodied in his award. The foUowmg settle-

ment has since been made : Messrs. Lever Bros,

remain in permanent possession of that portion

of the land first built upon by them. Of ""the
remainder they are to remam m possession until

(Bm (Bffia fable.

,he contractors for the bridge works shall give

them three months' notice. Upon the completion

of the bridge works, the Corporation undertakes

to grant a lease for 80 years of the first-

mentioned land, together with a certain portion

of the last-mentioned, and a space under three

arches of the new bridge at a rent of £1,943.

The claimants will erect on the new land to be

leased a building similar to the existing build-

ings to a specified height, and the Corporation

will pav the cost of the buildings up to £40,000.

The uew buildings are to have a frontage on the

new bridge road, any ornamentation required by

the Corporation to be executed at their expense.

Tlie Corporation has also agreed to pay Messrs.

Lever Bros. £47.500 for the disturbance to their

business.
-««»

The new Windle-Pilkington Council School at

St. Helens, Lanes, built from the designs of Mr.

\V. B. Fletcher, was opened on Saturday.

A new church has been opened at BlackmiU,

near Llandvfodwg. The architect was Mr. Morris

Williams, of BlackmiU, and the contractor Mr.

W. J. Cearns, of London.

The foundation-stone of a new church-room

in Norton Way North. Letchworlh, has been

formally laid. The room is part of a scheme
which includes a church and schools, to cost

£13,000.

Mr. Colin Fish, surveyor. Doncaster, has been
granted a commission in the 1st field Company
West Riding Division Royal Engineers. He is

secretary of the Doncaster St. John Ambulance
and Red Cross Society.

An exhibition of the work of the Serbian
sculptor Ivan Meshtrovitch will be held in the

Victoria and Albert Museum during the

summer, by arrangement with the Serbian
Government.

Plans submitted by Messrs. John Brown and
Co., Ltd., shipbuilders, Clydebank, for twenty
cottages on ground east and west of Cochno-
street, Whitecrook. have been approved by the

Clydebank Dean of Guild Court. Mr. J. Taylor,

Dock-street, Clydebank, is the builder, and the

cost is estimated at £7,000.

The new bridge over the Lea. which has been
erected by the Essex County Council and the

Walthamstcw Urban District Council to replace

the old Ferrybridge, was opened for traffic on

Monday. It was at this point that during the

Plague of London citizens who were fleeing from
the capital were prevented for some time from
crossing into Walthamstow. The people were
eventually allowed to enter Epping Forest.

The Bishop of Bristol dedicated on Saturday
evening, at a special service at St. Bartholo-

mew's Church, Bristol, the memorial stained-

glass window to the late Mr. William Cottrell,

for many years a warden of the church. The
window is situated on the south side of the

church, and consists of three main lights with

tracery above; the subjects are St. Peter, St.

Bartholomew, and St. Paul. Messrs. Joseph
Bell and Son, of College Green, Bristol, were the

artists.

Works of repair and restoration have just

been carried out in the parish church of Broad-
woodkelly. North Devon, The roof and walls

have been strengthened, and the reredos has
been relieved of its whitewash and red and gold

paint, the stone carving of the Crucifixion

appearing in its pristine simplicity. The side-

chapel (turned into a vestry) has been restored,

and the Jacobean altar is placed there, a larger

oak aliar being erected in the chancel. The
organ, formerly in the cloisters of Westminster
Abbey, has been re-erected, having been in an
almost ruinous condition, and ancient leaded

glass and tiles have been recovered and replaced.

Notwithstanding the war, the various port-

iinprovenient schemes planned by the Australian

Slate and Federal Governments are being

carried out in accordance with the recommenda-
tions of the Dominion's Royal Commission.
Altogether, the estimated expenditure is not far

short of fifteen millions sterling. For nearly

a year now work has been in progress at Fre-

mantle (where the construction of an inner

harbour has just been approved by the authori-

ties), Adelaide, Melbourne. Hobart. Brisbane,

and Sydney. The Commissioners of the last-

named port have sanctioned another scheme
which, when completed, will provide room for

the berthing of 54 deep-sea vessels of the largest

size, 31 inter-State, and 42 coastal steamers, the
aggregate length of the new wharves being
about twelve miles.

The King and Queen and Queen Alexandra

are giving their patronage to a grand

concert to be held in the Albert Hall on

Saturday. April 24. at 3 o'cloelc. The
proceeds will be divided between the fund for

recruiting bands and the Professional

Classes War Relief Council, which is working

in a variety of ways to alleviate distress in

a class which cannot be assisted through

ordinary charitable societies or through the

I'rince of Wales' Fund. The features of the

concert will be the performance by the Royal
Choral Society of compositions by Sir Hubert
Parry and Sir Frederick Bridge, conducted

by the composers. There will also be per-

formances of the massed recruiting bands,

conducted by Captain Mackenzie Rogan,
M.V.O., with 400 performers, and other

attractions to be announced later. Tickets

(at the usual rates) should be applied for

early at the hall, or at 13, Prince's Gate,

the oflices of the Professional Classes War
Relief Council.

Major Leonard Darwin, chairman of the

Professional Classes War Relief Council,

appeals to those whose flnaiieial position

is not too seriously affected by the war

to consider if it would not be possible

for them now to arrange for the execution

either of portraits of the members of their

families or of decorative work in their

houses. An exhibition of paintings and
sculpture is being organised by the " Arts in

Wartime" Committee of the Council, which

will be opened on Tuesday week, the I3th

inst., at the City Guildhall. In addition to

the work of artists who have suffered by the

war, paintings by artists more fortunately

placed, which have been presented to the

Council to be sold for the benefit of dis-

tressed artists, will also be included.

The annual report of the committee of

University College, London, has been pre-

sented to the Senate. It shows that whereas

in the session 1913-14 there were 2,206

students, in the current session there has

been a falling off in the total number of 335,

involving a decrease in fees of at least

£10,000. A large number of public lectures

in connection with the war has been

organised, dealing with various historical and
legal matters, and also with the actual effect

of the war upon the occupied territories in

Belgium and France. These courses include

six Carpenters' Company lectures on "The
Architecture of Belgian Towns," three of

which have been given by Belgian architects,

Messrs. Caluw^aers, Horta, and Portielje

;

they include also a course of six lectures

delivered by Professor L. Van der Essen, of

Louvain on "Louvain and its University,"

the proceeds of which, amounting to £65,

were devoted to the assistance of refugees

from Louvain. The new building for the

School of Architecture, designed by Professor

F. M. Simpson, F.R.I.B..4., was completed

in the course of the session 1913-14. The staff

at the school has been further strengthened

by the institution of a Chair of Town-
planning, to which Professor S. D. Adshead

has been appointed. A summer school of

town-planning was held in the new building.

The completion of the other new buildings

has been delayed by the war. A special effort

on the part of tlie equipment and endowment
fund committee is to be made to raise the

remainder of the sum necessary for the com-

pletion of the chemical laboratories. The
sum still needed for this purpose is £13.650,

the greater part of which (£10,000) is required

for the special equipment of a physical and

electrical chemistry laboratory. Arrange-

ments are being liiade for holding in the

School of Architecture an Exhibition of

Belgian Towns, which is being organised by

the Town-planning Institute, and for the

aeeommodation in the drawing office of the

school of a number of selected Belgian

architects who are prepared to work upon

the re-planning of the towns of Belgium.

We regret to learn that the Georgian

Society of Dublin, which was founded in

1907 bv Dr. MacDowell Cosgrave and a few
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friends, has been dissolved. Five volumes
of Transactions have been published, and
after paying all expenses a substantial

balance has been handed over to tlie Dublin
Castle Red Cross Hospital. The blocks have
been destroyed, so that the volumes cannot
be re-issued. The society has, out of the

surplus at its disposal, had all the original

photographs suitably mounted, and they have
been presented to the Dublin Science and
Art Jrfuseum, the director of which has
assumed responsibility for their custody.

There they will at all times be available to

students and others who may not possess the

volumes. The negatives from which the
photographs were made have been handed
over to the Architectural Association of

Ireland, where they will be available for the
purpose of nuiking lantern-slides.

The Local Government Board have just

issued a further circular to local authorities

stating that by the decision of the Treasury
to restrict the inception of new work not
necessitated by reasons of public healtli or
by war requirements will be construed in a

strict sense. Before any application is made
to the Board with a view to the immediate
execution of works, local authorities should
fully satisfy themselves that they can show
that the expenditure cannot be avoided, post-

poned, or reduced. The Local Government
Board add: "The Treasury are an.vious that
the attention of local authorities should be
particularly drawn to the fact that economies
and restrictions on borrowing are possilile

not only as regards new works, but also as
regards works in progress. As regards these
latter it will frequently be found possible by
arrangement with contractors or otherwise
to postpone works or parts of them, or to

enlarge the period allowed under contract for

their completion."

The Stafford Board of Guardians con-
sidered at their last meeting a letter received
from the Local Government Board authoris-
ing them to purchase a site for the proposed
cottage homes, but expressing regret that
they were now unable to sanction expenditure
or a loan in connection with the scheme at
the present time. The clerk, Mr. Wilton,
said that in a letter dated November 23 the
Local Government Board wrote that in
deference to the wishes of the guardians they
would not refuse to sanction the scheme sub-
mitted, but before giving their formal
approval they de'ired to be furnished with
an estimate of the cost of the work. A
tender amounting to £2,508 was accepted
from Mr. H. J. Clay, but a few weeks ago
Mr. Duff, the Local Government Board
inspector, informed bim (Mr. Wilton) that
on account of the war the Board would not
allow them to proceed with the work. He
(the clerk) pointed out that the guardians had
accepted a tender for tlie work, and that the
contractor had placed all his orders for
materials, the bulk of which had been carted
on to the site. In the course of discussion
it was pointed out that the contract had not
been signed, and that no capital expenditure
was required for the purchase of the site. A
member remarked that the Local Govern-
ment Board seemed to Iiave acted iji a very
unbusinesslike manner. Several members
expressed sympathy with the contractor, and
it was decided that the chairman and the
clerk, with the borough member (Sir Walter
Essex), should interview the Local Govern-
ment Board upon the matter.

Boxwood is obtained in small quantity
only from the United Kingdom, and for
many years past our supplies of true
boxwood have been drawn from the countries
bordering the Black and Caspian Seas.
Several substitutes for true boxwood have,
however, been introduced, ;ind one of these,
the Knysna boxwood (gonioma Kamassi),
has been exported in considerable quantities
from South Africa. A species of true Buxus
(Buxus Macowani) is also found in South
Africa, and samples rccentiv examined at the
Imperial Institute were found to be verv
similar in character and working qualities
to true boxwood. Technical tests were also
made by several firms utilising boxwood for
various purposes, and the general opinion,

including that of leading wood-brokers, was
favourable. The Imperial Institute has
accordingly suggested to the Union of South
Africa Government that it would be well to

place a trial shipment of this South African
boxwood on the London market.

<»»
MEETINGS FOR THE ENSTJINO WEEK.
SiTrEDAT (Aphil 101.—Institution of Municipal and

County Engineers. Eaet Midland Dis-
trict Meeting, Town Hall, Loughborough,
2.15 p.m.

OGILVIE&CO.
Telephone DALSTON 1388.

Many years connected with
the late firm of W. H.
LASCELLES & CO., of

Banhill Row.

MlldmayAvenne, |SLINeTON,N,
EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS. ^'Vik'^^'

FOB
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardivoods,
WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bouliill Row, London, E.C.

TENDERS.
•*• Correspondents would in all caaes oblige by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the
information.

.\nDLET, St.vffs.—For providing a 15-ton weigh-
bridge at the gasworks, for the urban district
council:—

Pooley and Sons, Ltd. (accepted) £115

Bridgwater. — For erection of a temporary
hospital at the dock, Bridgwater, for the town
council :—

Stockbam and Sons. Bridgwater £230
Palmer, S., Bridgwater 199 2 6
Bryer.C.,jun.,&Co., Bridgwater* 100

* Accepted.
Charing, East Kent. — For alterations to Eowton

House, Charing, to convert it into children's home,
for the Ashford Board of Guardians :

—
Bowles, E. J., Ashford £mo
Sanders and Co., Canterbury ... 466 19 10
Godden. D., and Sons, Hamstreet 436
Howland, S. H.. Ashford 46110
Shirpam, W., Ashford 4'22

Knock, H., Ashford 417 10 o
Gwinnett. T. S., Ashford* ... 375 o

* Accepted.
Cults. -For the erection of a parish church.

Messrs. A. Marshall Mackenzie and Sons. Union-
street, Aberdeen, architects :

—

Anderson. A., mason.
Bnrnett and Low, carpenters.

Calder, A., Cults, slater.
Copland, E., painter.

Roger and Baxter, plasterers.
Smith, T. C, and Co., electric lighting.

(Total amount of tenders, f 1,500.)
(Rest of Aberdeen.)

D.VRTOX.—For supply of Sin. pipes, for the urban
district council

'

Cochrane, Middlesbrough
(Accepted.)

.4371 8 9

Eastney.—For water-supply works, for the Eastnev
Rural District Council :—

Bond, T. V. (accepted) £250

HoLDERNESS, HULi,.—For the construction of a
ferro-concrete service tank and water tower in the
parish of Rimswell. Holderness, to hold about
300,000 and 100.000 gallons respectively, tor the Hull
Water and Gas Department. Mr. C. B. Newton,
M. I. C.E., water and gas engineer :

—

Goates, T., and Son, Brunswick-
avenue, Hull (accepted) £-3,173

Little Thurrock.—For the erection of a new
military pavilion at the hospital, for the Orsett Joint
Hospital Board. Mr. C. M. Shiner, architect
Quantities by Mr. G. Sylvester, 7, Adam-street
Adelphi, W.C. :

-
Harrison £2,0MU
Gearus i,8!)8 15
Carter, Ltd i 777 q
Clark ... iIbss
Hoison and Co 1,65(1
Brown Bros 1,.592
Walsham, W ilsso
Brown, G., Grays (accepted) ... 1,475

MiniiLETON.—For the surfacing of the can-iageway
in Mill Ford-road with tar-maoadam, and for the
asphalting and HagKing of the footpaths, for the
corporation. Mr. W. Welburn. surveyor: —

PartiuBton. R., and Son, Lodgell,
Middleton £912 15 q

Worthington. W. H. and Sons.
Manchester hbo 3 6

Shepherd. \V., and Son. Milk-
stone, Rochdale (accepted) ... 7G8

RLvnchesteb.—For the construction of a dry dock
4r)0f t. by 65ft at Manchester, for the Manchester Drv
Docks Co., Ltd. :

—
McAlpine, R., and Sons, Glasgow (accepted).

London County Council.—Accepted tenders for
one year, for the asylums committe3 of the London
County Council :—

Iron, brass, &c.—Items 3, 4. 5, 7. 12, 13, 14, 20, 21. 22,

27, 28. 29, 30, 31. 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, and 38. All
asylums :—
Hatton, C, and Co £3U 11 5

Painters' Materials, &c.—Items 1, 2, 5, fi, 7, 18. 21 and
22. .\II asylums :

—

Yorkshire Varnish Co., Ltd. ... 65 8 9
Items 4, 25, 26, and 27. All asylums :

—

Craig and Rose, Ltd. 52 2 2

Items 3, 10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 24, and 28. All
asylums :

—

Farmiloe, T., and W.. Ltd. ... 100 10 6
'White lead. All asylums :—

Farmiloe, T. and W., Ltd. ... 815 16 3
Varnishes—Item 3a. All asylums ;—

Yorkshire Varnish Co., Ltd. ... 54 5
All items except 3a. All asylums ;

—

Gross, Sherwood, & Heald, Ltd. 207 5 9
Builders' materials—Items 5, 12, 13, 15, 16. 20, 21, 24.

25, 26, 27, 59, 63, 64, 66,69, 72, 73, 74. 75. 81. 83, 85, 87, 88
to 113, 114, and 117. Banstead :—
Whiteway, W.. and Co 293 7 9

Items 7, 12, 14, 20, 21, 25. 26, 59, 60, 64, 71. 72, 73, 74. 115,

117, and 119. Bexley:—
Whiteway, W., and Co 427 13 4

Items 5. 13, 30 to 55, 76, and 131. Bexley :—
Knowles, J.,d-Co..(London).Ltd. 100 16 10

Items 5, 10, 13, 20, 24, 30 to 55. 70. 7-2, 73. 75, 81, 83, and
88 to 113. Cane Hill:

-

Copper. W. J 142 7

Items 2, 20. 21, 26, 64, 72, 71, 81. Claybury :—
Whiteway, W., and Co 93 10 7

Items 18. 19, -20, 21, 70, 75, 85, 88 to 113, Colney Hatch :—
Young and Son ... 694 6 2
Items 11, 12, 13, 24. 59, 73, lU. Colney Hatch :—
Turner, J. H.. and Lisney, Ltd. -238 4

Items 4, 60. 64, 65, and 81. Colney Hatch :
—

Eames, A 95 19 2

Items 30 to 55, 67, 68, 72, 79, 120, and 125. Colney
Hatch ;—

Brooks, H. F 243 17 5
Items 10, 20, 26, 27, 28, 30 to 55, 60, 70, 73, 74, 81, 88 to

113. Hanwell :—
Knowles, J., and Co (London) ... 201 9 11

Items, 1, 2. 5, 10, 12, 29, 69, 72. 73, 82, 83. Horton Estate
Asylums:

—

Loughurst, B., and Sons 107 18 9
Items 3. 8. 20 to 25, 30 to 55, 60 to 65, 70, 78 to 80, 85, 87,

88 to 113, 115 to 118. Horton Estate Asylums :—
Whiteway. 'W., and Co 555 10

New- Mills.—For supply, delivery and erection at
their gasworks. New Mills, of a two-lift spiral-guided
(Gadd and Mason) gasholder in a steel tank, B2ft. by
25ft. deep, for the New Mills Urban District
Council :

—

Dempster, R. and J., Ltd., Oldham-road, Manchester
(accepted.)

PoRTH, Gla:\i —For forming hockey ground and
basket-ball court, for Glamorgan County Council.
Mr. D. Pugh-Jones, F.S.I., M.I.A., County Hall,
Cardiff, county architect.. Quantities by the county
architect:—

.Tulian, A. W., Pontypridd, Glam. i'933 11 7
(.\ccepted.)

PoRTHCAWL.—For erection of infants' school and
combined domestic science building, for Glamorgan
County Council. Mr. D. Pugh - .Tones. P.S.I.,
County Hall, Cardiff, county architect. Quantities
by the county architect :

—
Jones, R., Caerphilly, Glam. ... i'2,974

(Accepted.)

Swansea.—For supply of approximately 1,000 tons
of granite and ditto 2,900 tons of syenite macadam,
for the corporation. Accepted tenders :—

Granite Macadam :

—

Penmaenmawr and Welsh Granite Co.
Syenite Micadam :—

United Stone Firms, Ltd., Bristol.

W.vLiiLA-M .Abbey.—For the provision of thewelded
tubes required for new steel rising mains at Waltham
Abbey, for the Metropolitan Water Board :

—

Stewarts and Lloyds, Ltd. ... £610
Russell, J., aud Sons, Ltd. ... 620 16 4

Piggott, T.. & Co., Ltd. (accepted) 556

•Warmley.—For painting at the isolation hospital,
for the rural district council :

—

Powell, S„ Kingswood (accepted) £119 16 6

Wellington. Salop. — For improvements and
alterations at Wrekin-road Council School, for the
Salop Education Committee :

—

Roper, A. (accepted) £490

Wellington, Salop. — For rebuilding about
l,00'2fl. of boundary wall at the New Hall, for the
Salop Education Committee ;

—
Roper, A. (accepted) £53

Whitchurch.-For the erection of infanta' school
(2.36 places), for the Glamorgan County Council. Mr.
D, Pugh - Jones, F.8.I., County Hall, Cardiff,
county architect, (.luantities by the county archi-
tect;—

Watts and Gale, 64, Africa-
gardens, Cardiff (accepted) ... £2,890

Woking. —For the provision of an improved purifi-

cation system at the sewage farm, for the urban
district council ;—

Hardy & Co., Woking (accepted) £17,7'21

Wolverhampton.—For supply of vestibules and
staircases for IS cars, for the Tramway Committee :—

United Electric Car Co., Ltd. ... £818
(Accepted.)

WoonsTow.—For fencing at the cemetery, for the
cemetery board :

—
Bridgfoot and Sons (accepted) ... £222 10

Wrexham.-For erection of the first section of the
new schools for girls, for the Governors of Wrexham
County Schools :—

Clark, E. (accepted) £5.887
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OUR ILLUSTRATIONS.
Tlie Towers and Spires of Oxford, viewed from the roof

of the Sheldonian Theatre. Reproduced from an
oil-colonr sketch made on the spot by Mr. Ernest
A. S. Benney, A.E.C.A.

Strand, W.C.

"Oariad." Goring-on-Thanios. for the Earl of
Shrewsbury and Talbot, K.O. V.O. View of liarileii

Front, the Entrance Lodge, the Boat House, and
Yard Gates. Mr. W. T. Walker, F.R.I, B.A..
Architect.

House, Titlark's Hill, Sunuingdale. Kntrance front
and plans, with sections. Messrs. Tubbs, Moaser,
and Poulter, Architects.

Tilbury Urban District Council Housing Scheme.
Views of three classes of buildings, and plana of
each kind of hoase. Messrs. Pepler and Allen,
Architects.

Drill-Hall at Totnes for the Territorial Force Assoc,
of the County of Devon. Messrs. Ellis, Son, and
Bowden, F.S.I., Architects, E.^eter.

Photograph of Mr. Henry C. Walker.

BAL.VNCE IN DESIGN.
Equal disposition of mass nbout a

centre or axis is due to a law having its

origin in the demands of equilibrium. In
arciiitecture the rule apjilies rigidly to
free-standing parts and com|)onents, such
as columns. It cannot always, and need
never, of necessity, apply to a whole com-
position. No doubt a ]ieculiar dignity, not
obtainable otherwise, attends the e.\actly-

balanced facade in monumental buildings;
but site, circumstances, and practical con-
ditions often make it an impossibility for
tiie desi.gner to jiroceed on centre-and-
v.ings principle. We liave, then, to design
irregular building masses with grace and
beauly. Irregular architectural composi-
tion favours variation and novelty: that
which at first sight seems an evil need not
necessarily prove so. Looking back into
architectural history, we see that irregular
jilans are by no means inconsistent with
grandeur of effect. The departure from
exact balance in Gothic buildings gave
tlieni one of their greatest charms.
In all great styles the rule of exact

.symmetry in the part is closely followed.
Tiiis assertion may seem inconsistent with
facl, and would be so did we not here
include all components that are wanting
in exact cqual-sidediiess by reason of their
breaking into other masses. Where a
square plan breaks into a circular, the
square and the circle are broken; but the
spirit and intention in the square and in
the circular plan is exact symmetry.
When, therefore, we assert that in all

gieat architectural styles tlie law of equal
disposition of mass about a centre or plane
is duly honoured, we include, for the
reason stated, symmetrical components
breaking into others. It is possible that
those of expansive views, but small prac-
tical experience in architectural design,
would regard part breaking into part, and
leaving an irregular junction, as fatal to

all beauty of effect. Tlio architect will

contend that such irregular junction,
whercb.v something on asyiiinietric prin-
ciples is produced by the union of two
synimetric.'il objects, is not only without
offence, but may originate great beauty
and interest, and is quite an essential in

the "picturesque." If we generally agree
upon this, then something is gained of

juactical usc?fulness to the asymmetrical
planner, and to all whose minds are greatly

exercised with questions of "balance"
whenever they are coin jiel led to abandon
tlie principle of centrc-and-wiiigs.

Tlie stair-turret and the tower are
largely evidence<l in our old village

churches. We have shown that both the
turret and the tower are planned, in spirit.

as objects of geometrical regularity and
exact symmetry (so called). As carried

out, an irregular, unbalanced mass is pro-
duced. To destroy symmetrical orderliness
by breaking the one into the other seems,
at first, a crude idea, likely to cause
offence; but we have urged, and t;iken
for granted the concurrence of the reader
in our view, that no such offence is pro-
duced, but lh;it, on tlio contrary, a
resultant architectural mass of true beauty
and interest is obtained.

Under certain conditions, an element
or compound will crystallise in true
"symmetry" as a cubical figure, a tetra-
hedron, or the like. Under other con-
ditions the crystals cluster. The free-

born, regular, isolated crystal is an object
of beauty; but no less beautiful or in-
teresting is the group of associated
crystals. Yet here, as with our turret and
tower, and as in the case of all irregular
junctions of divergent masses in building,
broken and diverse—asymmetric— forms
are produced ; but so much of each crystal
as exhibits itself is true to the crystal
form, true to angle of crystallisation, and
possessed of symmetry. On the face of

things, one might conclude that the
irregular massing of crystals would destroy
their beauty. All who carefully ponder
this matter will admit, we think, that the
resultant forms, lines, outlines, anel

masses are beautiful, often very beautiful
indeed, and highly suggestive for the
picturesque grouping of masses of building
on the asymmetric system— that is,

opposeel to the centre-and-wings arrange-
ment. We should consider tliis natural
phenomenon, and endeavour to establish

some general projirisition respecting the
breaking-in of part to part in archi-

tectural compositioji. On elevation, such
masses may apjiear at times "lopsided";
but this effect of out-of-balance disappears
in. perspective.

The laws of exact symmetrical, or eijual-

sided, composition having become of none
effect bj- our abandonment of the centre-
and-wings jH'inciple, on account of site or
questions of jn'actical service, we no doubt
are often tempted to endeavour to restore

a quasi-balance by some suitable manipu-
lation of the masses. We believe this

anxiety to be born of a misapprehension.
As we have suggested, that which in eleva-

tion strikes the eye as out-of-balance and
wanting redress niav not apjiear to have
such defect in actual building. Rochester
Castlo has an asymmetrical addition. Fond
of exact symmetry, this might not please on
an elevation. It is doulitful if any, on jiure

lesthetic groumls, would desire to remove
the addition

;
it might be more than sus-

pected that its removal, while certainly
leaving a symmetrical keep, would leave us
with a grievance and regrets.

Once we have, either by choice or neces-

sity, abandoned the centre-and-wing plan,
wo must, we assume, proceed on a different
fundamental design principle. Asym-
metrical or irregular composition must be
adopted witliout compromise. There must
bo no weak leaning towards the rules of
symmetry, and we should ascertain what
w'ill be the true effect of masses in execu-
tion before we amend apparent defect on
elevation. Equal - side, centre - and - wing
composition of a wliole faf.ade is one way

;

tho other is totally different. It was, some
time back, observed to us on passing a
block of ollice buildings, that it seemed that
the tower "should have been bigger." The
observation was not made by an architect

;

but, all the same, it was much to the point.
A strictly "symmetrical" fafade, with
equal mass right and left, up to about roof-
line, liad on one side a weak, half-hearted
turret, an excrescence just budding, one
might say. The effect and impression was
that the designer had hesitated to destroy
the exact equal-sidediiess. Had a bold
tower been jirovided, tho composition, from
a mere tribute to pseudo, or distorted,
symmetry, would h.-ivo passed clear into
Iruo asymmeti'}-.

In a very diiricult subject, wo have
endeavoured to suggest two rules for
guidance in irregular arcliitectural com-
position, such as we find must necessarily
pertain in the great majority of buildings:
firstly, to maintain tho great principle of

mathematical eqiial-sidedness in the part,
either actu.iUy, as in a column, or in spirit

and intention, as in tlio circular turret
breaking into tho scpiare tower; and,
secondly, that when onci; tlio symmetrical
whole fa(;ade is not possible, m- not desired,
the asymmetric [irinciplo should be con-
sistently observed. If we believe in the
former suggested rule, we sliall not put
pilasters with one leftdiand volute on the
right side of a facade, with a right-hand,
single-voluted cap on tho left wing. In
irregular architectural composition wo must
needs be too urgently concerned in render-
ing each part beautiful to have time to

waste in perpetrating these or other mon-
strosities. '1 be offence is against the rule of

studied "symmetry" in tho part. The
strongest argument for irregular archi-

tecture, and for dis|ierseil ornamental
device, is that each part of the composition
may be so fashioned as to bo interesting
and graceful, irrespective of other |)arts.

In unbalanced (in a sense) composition wo
need not distort the unit for the sake of

some whole effect : and a bo.'iutifiil build-

ing, surely, sliould be such that, as wo pass
along, every part, contributory to the
whole, should appear an object of interest

and beauty. Then architecture bears com-
parison with music. Our subconsciousness,

or memory, holds the geneial air anil
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progress of rhythm and melody, wliile our
immediate consciousness is enthralled with

the instant harmony. We cannot have it

both ways : either there must bo symmetry,
so-called, or asymmetry—either a St. Ouen
interior or a west front of Kouen
Cathedral.

The idea that we must "balance" in

irregular architectural composition is often

a delusion, an impression, a legacy of

lingering sympathy with exact equal-sided-

ness, itself largely the outcome of habitual

elevational display of architectural device.

The lion is sufficiently like tho unicorn to

balance in heraldic composition; suffi-

ciently unlike to give individual interest

to dexter and sinister hands. If we dupli-

cate either the real or the mythical quad-
ruped, we certainly attain exact equal-

sidedness ; but sameness is substituted for

variety. This, by the way, demonstrates
the fundamental difference between asym-
metry and symmetry, so-called. We
cannot, however, deal with architectural

mass as the herald employs linn and
unicorn. Divergent " twin " towers to

cathedral west-ends may havo a certain

quaintness ; but we generally feel dis-

satisfied, or unconvinced. The failure may,
lierhaps. be accounted for as the result of

an attempt to graft asymmetry on sym-
metry, which we have endeavoured to show
is not possible. We must either produce
the monumental, equal-sided building, or
start away on a new plan, based on quite a

different principle. Small variations in

detail are added charms in many sym-
metrical compositions; but a great belfry

is not a detail.

CAST-IRON AND WROUGHT-IRON
SMITH'S WORK: NEW AND OLD
RAILINGS.

[Communicated.]

The drawiugs and photographs just lately
published in tlie Building News of both old
and new ironwork are extremely interesting
and informing. The word "railings" is very
comprehensive in its application, but really
is often mis-applied, and it is in some ways
misleading. Hailing implies ranged in true
" regula "

; but when used as descriptive of
iron fences it is scarcely correct, since
"rails" imply horizontal bars, whUe vertical
bars come from "palus," or, more properly,
"pales." Fences for practical purposes are
palings or palisades, but scarcely a trellis,
and they do not strictly include balustrades,
though sometimes they are screens, and may
be parapets, which also occasionally consist
of railings; indeed, lately the fancy seems
to be to put iron fencing on the top of stone
cornices, as in Mr. Edwin Cooper's design
for the Board of Trade new offices, which
you illustrated a few weeks ago. Mr. Somers
Clarke, when surveyor to St. Paul's
Catliodral. added a grille of this sort round
(lie interior of that church, considerably
interfering with Wren's design by over-
einpbasising tlie depth of tlie fascia. This
only by way as a ease outside tho immediate
purpose.

Tho enclosure round tlie outside of this
budding in St. Paul's Churchyard makes,
perhaps, the most satisfactory railing to he
found in London, and tliat to St. Martin's-in-
the-Fields, Trafalgar-square, is of the same
order. Among the verv worst railings, how-
ever, lu bigh places about the Metropolis
happens to be tlie miscrablv insignificant and
commonplace screen along the frontage of
the well-known premises of the Royal
Institute of British Arcliitects in Conduit-
street, W., illu.strating the old saying,
seemingly, about the shoemaker's wife goiiig
the worst sho(b The St. Paul's railings have
an adilitional interest, as they are generally
said to have been cast by the old Sussex
smelting works, wliere so many CNCellcnt
fire-backs of rich design were made. Why
cast iron should liave censed to find favour

' is certainly inexplicable, for the triumphs
of the bronze-founder equally well demon-
strate the possibilities of cast iron. Our
failures in the Victorian period in this

direction were due to a tendency to emulate
wrought smith's work, so liindering a better

appreciation of what the founder might and
could do. Had the Italians enjoyed the

advantage of our available appliances, what
great things thoy would have done in this

direction !

London is very rich in good wrought-iron
fencings, and in the environs there are many
capital examples, such as the crested railings

at Raphael Park, Romford, or the good plain

ones of well-proportioned uprights like the

gates at Ham House, near Richmond, and
again, also in Surrey, the railings once
standing ronnd "Canons," at Edgware.
Chelsea, Chiswick, Hampstead, Kensington,

and Groat Ormond-street furnish a first-rate

miscellany for reference and study, or, if a

model type ot the plainer sort needs mention-
ing to make the writer's standpoint clear,

reference is made to the railings at Gough's
Park, Forty Hill, Enfield. With all these

precedents well within reach, not to mention
Jean Tijou's work at Hampton Court, there

can he no oxcnse for vainly attempting
nowadays to copy the cruder style of iron-

work done in the last century by the more
venturesome lights ot the Gothic revival;

besides, now that taste has changed, such
endeavours would be worse than an
anachronism. Attenuated feeble copies of

the kind continue to be inamifaetured ; but
those who do such things lack the wit to

select the best specijnens done at that time,

such as still merit our admiration, and in

that category stand the faeile designs of

George Frederick Bodley, John L. Pearson,
and James Brooks, when in his prime. The
excellent wrought-iron fence round the Astor
offices next the L.C.C. Educational Board
headquarters, on the Victoria Embankment,
ranks among the most successful of the
recent richer work in this way to be noted
anywinu'e in London, though the style is so

dilferent from Pearson's ecclesiastical and
earlier ))rodiictions, wdiich for the most part
were likewise less elaborate, but always
appropriate, as these Astor raili)igs are.

This, of course, is a prime consideration, and
their details hold their own against the wear
and tear of street risks. The extremely good
railings associated with the name of John J.

Stevenson round his school-board schools
built ill the eighties want a lot of beating in

this regard, and we recall some at board-
school premises in Blacklicath.

The choir-screen enclosure in St. Peter's
Church, Red Lion Square, Holborn,
furnishes a most capable specimen of metal
design which may be mentioned at this point,

because Pearson gilt this piece of smith's
work all over, as was done by the old crafts-

men who put up such pretty iron fences round
royal toinlis. Gold leaf, thick in (;radc,

forms the best jiossible preservative against
the deterioration due to the relentlessness of

the atmosplierie conditions of congested
cities. Lead colour corrodes and fills up the
interstices and huskwork in scroll foliations

unless it is employed very Hat. On the other
hand, experience proves that the various
mixtures, or fortified colours, possessed of

so much body, and which face up "as hard
as nails," only scale off, particularly at the
tops and bottoms of upright pales in open
situations, allowing tlic water to congregate
behind the detached skin of paint remaining
intact, but partly split off, thereby badly
harbouring enough moisture to expedite the
rusting away process of the forged metal.
In this way these promising protective
coatings in countless eases become actively
destructive, as the paint slakes off in layers,
having no durable adhesive hold upon the
metal (or wood either, for that matter) when
standing exposed to tho weather. The most
effective paints for ironwork are really those
which bite into the metal after the manner
of paraffin oil ; but to insure this the iron
must be allowed to have a well-nisted
surface, the superfiuous rust being brushed
off before the paint is put on. It then gets a
grip and t-^naciously holds on and l^icor-

porates the solution of mastic or asphalte

with the metal itself.

Ordinary decorative display in colour has
to give place when such mediums as these are

employed, and more utilitarian ends must
prevail ; but in the majority of cases this

surely is all the better, artistically speaking,

because few parts ot any building present a
more incongruous appearance tliau the

ironwork does when it is partly coloured or
" picked out." Some of the best men of the

Gothic revival were the greatest offenders in

this way, as when William Butterfudd used
brow'us and blues, with flickerings of

vermilion here and there, in " flat " paints,

suggesting a veritable harlequinade, which,

further, only served to emphasise the queer-

ness of his detail, for in metalwork Butter-

field did only a trifle better than in his

woodwork. The screen at St. John's,

Hammersmith, illustrates how badly such

work in combination can be made, even by

such an architect, for much as one recognises

his ability in big architectural achievement,

his craftsmanship never got much beyond
the limitations of the 1851 Exhibition. It

will be evident from what is here ventured

upon, that the writer is not wanting in appre-

ciation for the work of his predecessors, of
prejudiced when ciiticising contemporary
productions.

The need ot going back to first principles

certainly is too often lost sight of, and

everyone is liable to do this when trying to

strike out on so-called "fresh lines." At
this late period ot our national art history,

originality must become more and more
uncommon. Mere newness or chic display

are absolutely fatal to good design, which

can only come of inspiration or of evolution,

conscious or otherwise. Most of the some-

what trite rules that Pugin insisted on still

are as true as ever, and when the apostles of

the latest cult in I-ate Renaissance try essays

nnguided by precedent they often offend

good taste, just in the same way as doubtless

may have happened with the MedisBvalists of

the 19th century, whom these new lights

presume to despise. Even George Edmund
Street did work open to question ; but there

was a thorou.Lshness in all he designed, as in

the metahvork well worth calling to see in

St. James the Less Memorial Church in

I'inilico. Sir Arthur Blomfield did some

terrible combinations wlieii be introduced

cast-iron columns for church arcades. His

esiay of this sort in the Marylebone-road is

an example, and, on the other hand, he drew

out full sizes for wrought iron most excel-

lently iu a true Gothic spirit.

In tlie descriptive particulars which we
printed in the Building Ni:ws about the

new Gothicist railings just finished in front

of the Victoria Tower Ciardens, Westminster,

and so capitally illustrated on March 19, it

was stated that Mr. Lionel Earle, C.B., the

secretary of II. M. Office of \Vorks, decided

that the official architect-iii-chicf. Mr. Frank

Baincs, should frankly work out this scheme

on fresh lines, and this may account for

much that is peculiar in their production. It

is not proposed to occupy space with all that

occurs to one about the results now open to

the eyes of all wdio pass that way; but it

may be suggested that the most elcmentiiry

requirement of any railings is that they

should cfrcctively rail in the enclosure

intended to be enclosed, not only so as to

exclude dogs and cattle, but men intruders

too. All have heard about, even if all do

not actually remember, the day when the

mob pulled down the massive railings along

our side of Hyde Park. It might be going

too far, perhaps, to expect these new

railings, just set np liy the Ollice ot Works,

near the Houses of I'arliamont, to withstand

such an assault as that, tliongb, being in the

immediate proximity of the seat of Govern-

ment, such fences are needed in times of

tumult to hold their own and serve as n

protection to the I'arliameiitary precincts.

Ordeals of that class, even in \\ar time, may
be escaped, but at least in normal days

railings should effectively rail in ami preclude

intrusion from drunkards, suffragettes, or

more mischievous individuals. The setting

out adopted in these railings may be on fresh
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lines. but tliey scarcely siip|)ly a true con-
ception of wliat sueli a palisade slioiilil lie

like, because they seem to furnish
facilities of a stepladdor, ouin^ to their

series of loiigiturlinal rails. Kust will be
encouraged by the lianiiiicred serrated edges
consequent upon the beaten patterned
surface peculiar to the finish of which ranch
has been made by the Welsh blacksmith
who it is said was so timely discovered for

this London job. This roughing must make
these WTOught-iroii fences, composed as
tliey are of such thin scantlings, frauMy
liable to perisli within a nieasnrable time
from rust and Ihikiiigi, toii'jji as the metal
may be forged.

The site, it is true, has been reclaimed
from the boggy marsh once snrronn<ling the
great abbey at Westminster; but for all that
the railings stand near the river, whore the
air is oft,2ii persistently befogged and
damp. Cast iron might ha\n stood
better, but the associations of the Gothic
palace may have precluded that idea,
though the new work of Late Classic style
h^iiig built in Smith's-sr|uare hard by might
have modified that notion, though the less

said the better about the restless oriiatencss
of the Ecclesiristieal Coinmissioiiers' vulgar
pile oxer the way. 'i he incongruity of all

these neighbours, anyhow. is already
complete. One detail in Mr. Baine's railings
remaining to mention is the attached bronze
emblems planted on, as sliowii by the details
which were published. Instead of such
bronze applique ornaments, the old iiiedireval

smith would have used chiselled iron, if he
did anything of the sort at all, which is

very doubtful. Such additions will be
attractive to the pilfering predilections of
the passing loafers or " treasure " collectors
of the pavement order, who are hero afforded
opportunities for the habit of picking ami
stealing.

The malleable-iron terminals of the railings
round the groniids of the \atnral llistorv
Museum at South Kensington afford a lessoii
m this connection, because they have had to
be renewed owing to the wanton breakages
caused by wilful persons going past, and so
for a long while very many tops to tlie
standards remained mutilated and gone. This
fence is strong-looking and wear-resisting
m appearance. We may presume that Alfred
Waterhouse intended these terminals to be
in wrought iron. They are angular and
metal-like in design, though no doubt the
work is very weak at the base of their
husks, where the leases join on to the
upnghts. They also happen to be within

hand-reach of the footway ju^t as the biuuze
emblems above mentioned come, near the
Westminster pavement, and the risks conse-
quently are similar.

' Sic vo.s non vobis."

DRILLHALL AT TOTNES FOR THE
TERRITORLVL FORCES, COUNTY OF
DEVON. :

We give a view and plan of this building,

which is now in course of erection at Totnes. ,

It is one of a series designed by the same i

architects for the Devon Territorial Force
|

Association. Accommodation is provided for ;

a company of Infantry and Yeomanry, with

a large drill-hall common to both. A rifle-

range is located at the rear, with a separate
\

entrance. On the first floor one wing is com-
j

prised of lecture and recreation-rooms,
|

sergeant's room, and servery; the other wing I

is utilised for the caretaker's bedrooms, etc.
|

The elevations are in dislcmpcred brickwork

with red sand-faced plinth, string, and

quoins. The roofs are covered with red hand-

made sand-faced tiles. A bold wooden
cornice is provided to the eaves. 'I'lie main
eiitranoe is in Ham Hill stone. The work is

Ijcing carried out bv .Mr. R. E. Narracott. of

T'orquay, from tlie'designs of Messrs. ICIlis,

Son, and Bowden, of Exeter.

^>»

The Mersey Dock Board have adopted n pro-

posal (o erect a light single-story shed 40Ult.

k>ng by 180ft. wide nn the quay at the west

aid" south side. Brocklcbank braucli dock, and

bn carry out paving-works, at an estimated cost

c^ *19,'850.
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A DISCUSSION OF BUILDING-FACTOR
COSTS.

By Harold L. Green.

"No oue at the present time can say wliat
is a standard buildings factor proper to a
machine-shop, a foundry, or a rolling mill,

and this implies that no one is in a position
to say that this or that particular instance
is an example of efficiency when it is dis-

covered." T'his interesting statement appears
in a well-known book on cost accounting.*

It has been my privilege to develop burden
charges in several large industrial plants
during the last two years. The development
of a buildings-factor, which should include
all the expenses attendant upon tlie owner-
ship, use, and occupancy of a building, and
which should be expressed in terms of aji

annual charge per square foot of floor space
iii the building, was a necessary part of this

work.
'
Althougli an explanation of how these

buildings-factor costs were determined, and
what the costs were found to be in several
industries, would not set up absolute
standards of elficiency, such data would
enable relative comparisons to be made, and
would serve as a basis for studying the ele-

ments of buildings-factor costs, with the
object in view of approaching a maximum
efficiency.

Therefore, it is the purpose of this article

to state the elements of the buildings factor
costs as determined by tlie writer; to de-
scribe how the costs were obtained; to state
the average cost of these elements, as found
in a large number of specific cases; and to
draw brief conclusions, based on the above
results, as to how an efficient land and-
buildings factor may be attained.

There is no fixed set of elements making
up a laiid-and-buildings factor. In the
majority of cases, however, the elements
discussed in tliis article will include all th<>

costs making up a complete factor for the
purpose of a square-foot distribution to de-
partments or production centres as the cost-

accounting practice may require. Thus the
elements which have been selected are almost
universal, while those particular to special
industries are not considered. Following 13

a classification of these elements, together
with an explanation of how the cost of each
was determined: (1) Fi.xcd charges on land;
(2) fixed charges on buildings; (3) fixed
charges on buildings fixtures; (-1) power and
light; (5) heat; (6) building expense.
Fixed charges consist of iiiterest, taxes,

insurance, depreciation, and repairs, and are
calculated as a percentage of the appraisal
value of the land, buildings, and fixtures.

The interest rate was taken at 5 per cent, iji

all cases. Tax and insurance rates were
determined for each particular case. These
rates were quite uniform, however, and 1

per cent, for taxes and J of 1 per cent, for

insurance, would be fair averages. On
buildings the rates for depreciation and
repairs averaged 2 per cent, and 3 per cent,
respectively, while for buildings fixtures,

which consist of steam- and water-piping,
electric-light wiring, elevators, sprinkler
systems, etc., rates of 5 per cent, for de-
preciation and u per cent, for repairs were
used.

For convenience these rates were sum-
marised in tlie following table:—

Land, Buildinps. Fixtures,
per cent, per cent, per cent.

Interest 5 5 5
Taxes 1 1 1
InBurance — 5 5
Depreciation — 2 5
Hepairs — 3 5

Total 6 11.5 16.0

It is evident that correct interest, ta.x,

and insurance rates can he determined:
Correct reserves for depreciation and repairs
are open to considerable discussioji, how
ever, and the correct reserves will vary with
the type of buildings under consideration.
As a basis for this article, about twenty-fivo
niill-constrnction buildings used for paper,
textile, and machine-building industries, and
costing from Idol. 25 cents to Idol. 50 cents

• Production Factors in Cost AccouMting and Works
Management. By A. Hamiltox Chubch.

per square foot, liave been selected. 1 he
rates given abo\e for depreciation and
repairs were used in these mills, and appear
to be correct, judging from accumulated cost-
accounting records.
The cost of the first three elements—fixed

charges on land, buildings, and fixtures—was
determined then by calculating proper
annual interest, tax, insurance, depreciation,
aiul repair charges as a percentage of the
appraisal value of the land, buildings, and
fixtures. The next two elements (power,
heat, and light) include the cost of power
used for lighting buildings and operating ele-
vators, and the cost of steam used for
heating. These costs are, of course, based
on a determination of how much power and
heat is used for these purposes, and how
much it costs to make the power and steam
in the particular plant.

The amount of steam used for heating was
estimated theoretically by the same metliods
which would be used in designing a licatijig

system for a mill building, and these
theoretical results were checked with the
known difference in coal consumption be-
tween winter and summer months, due to
heating. Power used for lighting was fre-

quently developed by a separate generator,
which enabled a log of switchboard readings
to be used in making this determination. In
a few cases power for lighting was purchased.
Power used by elevators is, in most cases,
a relatively small item, and depends on the
size of the elevators and the frequency with
which they are used.

In determining the cost of tlie steam and
power used, fixed charges on land, buildings,
fixtures, and equipment, as well as operating
charges for fuel, labour, supplies, etc., are
included. In the several plants under dis-
cussion the average cost of steam was 30
cents ))er 1,0001b., and of power was 2 cents
per kilowatt-hour. The cost of power, heat,
and light was determined, then, by esti-

mating the power, heat, and light used, and
calculating the cost, taking into considera-
tion the cost of power at the plant in

question.

The last element, buildings expense, is

made up of expense items attendant upon
the operation of practically all factory
buildings. Under this head' has been in-

cluded labour, such as watchmen, elevator
operators, janitors, etc., and the cost of
supplies used for cleaning buildings, the cost
of water for general factory use, and other
similar items.

An attempt has Ijeen made in the pre-
ceding paragraphs to describe definitely liow
the total land and buildings-factor has been
determined. If this has been done, the data
following should have a practical value for
comparative purposes, and this discussion
should serve as a basis for a study of
buildings-factor costs, with the object in view
of approaching a maximum efficiency.

The average cost of a square foot of finor
space in the buildings, as explained in the
previous paragraphs of this article, was 22
cents. As an illustration of the meaning of
this cost, take the case of a boring-mill in a
machine-shop, which may occupy a spiice

20ft. by 20ft., when allowance is made for
the machine, the operator, and the necessiiry
movement of work at the machine. A square-
foot factor- or buildings factor of, say, 2,')

cents would mean that it costs 20 by 20 by
25 cents, or lOOdol. a year, to house this
machine. Assuming a working time of 2,.000
hours a year, it would mean that this cost
accumulates at a rate of 4 cents an hour.
This buildings-factor charge is an appre-
ciable percentage of the wages paid the
machine operator, and is but one of several
equally important factors making up th.'

total burden of the industry.
Relatively, the buildings-factor charge was

found to be divided between the elements, as
shown in the next column :

Division of a Tyjjical Buildinps-Factor Charpe.
Percent. Cents

1. Fi.xed charges on luud 10 ... 2 3
- Fixed charges on buildings 56 ... 12.3
:i. Fixed charges on buildings fixtures 11 ... 2.(1
' Power and light 4

Heat H
4
6,

6. Buildings ex})enBe

Total

3.1

1.5

From a study of buildings-factor charges
in a large number of plants, the percentages
and costs given above have been selected as
being those which are attained in average
practice. If, in a given plant, any of the
above elements are materially greater than
the averages shown above, the reason should
be at once apparent. The factory site may
be on valuable land, the buildings may be
of an expensive design, heating and lighting
systems may be inefficient, and items
chargeable to buildings expense may need
investigation.

By far the most important item is that of
fixed charges 011 buildings. The selection
of good building materials when making
repairs or additions offers an opportunity for
a reduction in depreciation and repair
charges, which cause about half of this ex-
pense. The amount of interest charged to
cost will be increased, but the savings in de-
preciation and repair charges will usually
compare very favourably with this amount.
Interest and tax charges on land may be de-
creased by the selection of a cheaper site,

and there are many cities offering such loca-
tions to desirable industries at the present
time. Insurance charges may be lowered by
making a few changes in fire-protection

equipment, and by insuring with mutual
companies, with whom very low rates may he
secured.

And after building site and building
materials have been selected, and each of the
fixed charges lowered as much as possible,
the building designed to give the greatest
amount of floor space for a given cost wil;

reduce the buildings-factor greatly. Or it it

is desired to erect a new building to provide
a definite amount of space, it is well known
that it will be much cheaper to construct a
wide building four stories high than to

attempt to get the same amount of space in a
one- or two-story building covering a imicli

larger ground area. All the above con-
siderations affect the resultant buildings
factor, and the cost per hour of housing
every machine in the plant.

Lighting- and heating-system costs can ijo

checked also. If lighting costs arc high, the
equipment may be at fault, lights may be
poorly placed, they may be of a design which
takes more power than a better lamp would
need, or the cost of the power itself may
be too high, excessive heating costs may
show that the design of the system is at
fault in respect to the location of heating
surfaces, the needless exposure of heating
surfaces to outside temperatures, the dis-,

position of returns from the system, the
methods of circulation, etc., or, again, the
cost of the steam itself may be too much. A
reduction in buildings expense may ho
secured by an investigation as to the neces-
sity, or as to the economy of use, of the items
going to make up this element.

In conclusion, then, the organisation that
can secure a cheap site, that can occupy
buildings of good construction and of eco-
nomical design, that can install efficient

heating and lighting apparatus, and that can
provide for the proper caretaking of their
property, will have the lowest buildings-
factor charge, and will have made an im-
portant step toward a maximum efficiency in

one of the largest factors making up llioj

burden of an industrial organisation.—

]

"Engineering Magazine."

JUBILEE OF MR. HENRY C. WALKER.
[Of Waygood-Otis, Ltd.]

His world-wide friends will add their
heartiest congratulations to those showered
at home last Tuesday week, when a large
gathering of the principals and staff of

Messrs. Waygood-Otis, Ltd., assembled in

the Crossway Hall, New Kent-road, to do
honour to Mr. Henry C. Walker, the chair-
man and managing director of the famous
makers of lifts and cranes, on his celebration
of fifty years' association with the business. (

Not only London employees were present,
but representatives journeyed from Glasgow.
Leeds, Birmingham, Manchester, and Cardiff
to show their respect to Mr. Walker. 1 he
ehnir xvas occupied by Mr. David W. R.

I
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Green (joint niainiging dirci'ton. and among
those wlio snpported liirn were : llr. E.

Parrv Okedeu (late director). i\Ir. Harry
lliiniiswnrtli, Mr. R. H. 'Jliorpe, Jlr. diaries

Llarke. Mr. R. I'ercv Sellon. Mr. C. II. J.

Dav (directors); Mrs. C. H. J. Dav, Mrs. C.

Walker. Jliss Walker, Miss Rntli Walker,

ilrs. Hariuswortli. Messrs. C. Day, .). C.

Keeney, W'. II. Lambie, Bernard 1'. Walker.

,J. Rielimond. II. C. Langlands, F. W. R.

Scott, A. A. Williams, W. 1". Millar. A. .1.

Hnrst, E. Bnrnel. L. C. Gay. and H. J.

Boycc.
Mr. l)a\id W. R. Green said liis was not a

dillicnlt task; lie had to introduce Jlr.

AValker and Mr. Okedcn. Every ineniber of

tile linn wished to pay some honour to a

man who hail worked unceasingly for fifty

told 1110 to he ready by o'clock; lie wanted

me to go soincwhere I was to attend a chess

clnb-and this is the result. I do not see

chessmen or boards about, but 1 see a great

deal more than pawns, castles, and kings

around me ; I see those who have been my
fellow-workers for many years." Mr. Walker
then unfolded the .story" of the history of

Messrs. Waygood. and how those employed

today were" working far dilTerently from

those in the early years of the firm's

existence. It was tlic> speaker's motlier who
went to old Richard Waygood and asked that

her boy should be employed. lie replied t

"We've got plenty of work. In fact, he can

go into a boiler and help clean it out."

When, liowcvor. Master Walker comnienceil

his duties ho was taken for a spy, but

MR. HE.NRV C. WALKER.

years. Mr. Walker liad often given them
instructions, but. that night he was at their

mercy and would have to do as they wished.
He would .ask Mr. Okedeii to make the
presentation in their name.

Mr. E. Parry Okeden. amidst loud
applause, then presented Mr. II. C. Walker
with a handsome mahogany h;ill clock, upon
which was inscribed ;--

Presented to Henry C. Walker, Esfj.. by
the stall and worki.Ts of WaygoodOtis,
Ltd., on the 50tli anniversary of his

association with the business. I8G5-I915.

"I have been asked to present this little

token," said Jlr. Okeden, "of the enornious
esteem and regard in which you are held by
the whole of the firm. Nothing could have
been more suitable than a clock; I am
certain it is in good hands, and I am sure
it will be appreciated. Mr. Walker. 1 make
this presentation with very much pleasure."
Mr. Okeden also presented to Jlr. Henry

Walker an album signed by over six hundred
subscribers. About i50 employees of Messrs.
WaygoodOtis are at the fi-ont. but space is

left in the album for further signatures at
the close of the war. Among those serving
is Colour-Sergeant II. C. Bradbrook, the
•secretary to the company, who is a member
of the London Scottish and took part in that
famous regiment's famous charge.

.Addressing the audience as comrades, Mr.
Henry C. Walker said: "I feel to-night that
this is a most delightful surprise. Mr. Green

friendship was soon iiiade. At that time,

said Sir. Walker, the principal work of the

linn was water-mills, sugar-mills, coffee and
rice-mills— but no lifts. " One day we got

an order for a lift," continued the speaker.

"I remember it because we lost a lot of

money over it. Mr. Waygood said to inc.

Walker, if you take another order for a

lift I'll kick "you out of the pliicc' I took

an order for one the next week," went on

Mr. AValker, "and I said 'Shall I send it

back?' Mr. Waygood replied, 'I don't like

sending it back, and as we liaVe got a good

price we had better keep it.' Then we
started on handlifts and hydraulic lifts, and

went on increasing, and when I think of the

number we turn out now from that beginning

I wonder how it has been done." Reference

was then made by Mr. Walker to the

amalgamation with Messrs. Otis, and the

unity which existed in the firm. Concluding,

Mr. Walker said he could not express his

feelings that evening, and although he had
worked with them for so many years he

trusted he might always feel he had a chair

and desk at Ealmouth-road. and he believed

that the feeling which had actuated the gifts

that evening was going to help more and
more to cement the unity which existed

between employer and employed.
Mr. H. Ilarnisworth, on behalf of those

present, expressed thanks to Mr. Okeden for

making the presentation, to Mr. David
Green for. presiding, and to the officials of

the Crossway Mission for their hospitality.

Tin; Chairman, in thanking the eomiiiittec

for the work in coniiectiou with the presenta-
tion, referred to Mr. Walker's remarks
concerning the history of Messrs. Waygood.
"We have a company that lias been a

success, and we have got to make it a success
for the future," lie said. " I believe

confidently in tiio future. My feeling is that

with the combined strength of Messrs Way-
good and Otis we have an unassailable

position, and we can make it more
prosperous."
During the evening another presentation

was made by Mr. H. C. Walker to Mr. Harry
Bi-liop, who had also completed fifty years
in the service of the business. The firm's

tangible recognition consisted of a silver cup
eontaining a ten pound note.

Replying, Mr. Bishop said :
" I have done

my work to the best of my ability, and I am
pleased to think that I have been appreciated
in the way I liave been to-night."

It was stated that Mr. Bishop was the

fourth employee who had eoinplcted half a

century with the firm.

The proceedings terMiinated by giving three

rousing cheers for Mr. Walker and by the

singing of "For he's a jolly good fellow."•
CAUSES OF CONCRETE FAILURES.*

By R. S. Grkenm.vn.

Concrete is said to be its own best

inspector, and it is a well-known fact that

defects in concrete will sooner or later make
their presence known. For every fault there

must be a reason. The reasons for poor
concrete have been proportioned as being
90 per cent, due to poor workmanship, 8 per
cent, due to poor aggregates, and 2 per cent,

to poor cement. These percentages are not
the result of tabulations, but are those pre-

vailing in the minds of many who have had
considerable opportunity for inspection of

concrete, both good and bad. But whether
or not these percentages are correct, ilie

statement raises the question : "What are the

reasons for poor concrete and how do we
determine these reasons?" It is a certainty

that neither a laboratory test nor a field

inspection alone will give them, unless, of

course, it be a simple failure. Yet there are

people who will examine a piece of concrete

in the laboratory and offer a solution of the

problem simply by tests made there. And,
again, an inspector will look over a piece of

concrete construction, and, with no know-
ledge whatever of the characteristics of the

materials used, nor of the method of

making, will attempt to tell how such and
such a condition developed. Concrete failures

can be explained only after thorough

investigation by men who know good or bad

concrete from long and close acquaintance,

and whose minds are of an analytical and
judicial temperament. The more one

sees of concrete, the jnore one becomes
convinced that it is" the most abiiscd

structural material being used. The
science of making concrete has been looked

upon too generally as being very easily

learned, with the natural result that a great

deal of poor concrete has been made. Now,
however, builders, contractors, and engineers

apparently desire to make concrete that will

meet the" standard in quality required of

other materials; and yet, with all the pre-

cautions now being taken, there is still a

large amount of concrete that is not satis-

factory. The larger the work, the greater

the care taken ; and, vice versa, the smaller

the work, the greater the carelessness, and

the greater is the ratio of the failures, and

it is the sum total of these failures that

makes the loss caused by poor concrete so

great. In trying to solve a problem of poor

concrete, the elements to be investigated are

the three already mentioned—cement, aggre-

gates, and workmanship —and water. The
common tendency is first to place the blame

upon the cement ; but if we find that in

accordance with good and generally common
practice, the cement has been tested and has

met the standard requirements, the cement

• Abstract of a paper read before the American Society

for Testing Materials.
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then becomes a negligible factor; but if it

has not been tested, it must be considered

as a possible cause, and it may become a

large item in the study. We must admit
that since so much stress has been laid upon
tlio value of having cement tested before

use, and since it must indeed be a small

work where it has not been so tested, the

percentage of failures due to poor cement
has been reduced to a very small amount.
If the next element had been given equally

as thoughtful consideration to its use, there

could not be so much poor concrete due to

poor aggregates. The strong and weak points

in both the coarse and fine aggregates have
been too often neglected. The coarse aggre-

gates can usually be- judged by easy inspec-

tions, but sand or other fine aggregates need
very careful examination. The characteristics

of sand—such as the grain, the grading, the

cleanness, and its freedom from organic

impurities and excess of loam—are items of

knowledge which are obtainable mainly in

the laboratory, but which are very essential

for the correct diagnosis of a concrete

failure. The effect of workmanship is by far

the largest factor, and in it all others are

included, for a poor workman can destroy

the value of the best materials. Under the

head of workmanship must be considered

such items as design, proportions, placing,

and actions resulting from heat, frost,

electrolysis, etc., which should have been
taken care of during the process of making
and preservation.
As another element of importance, it must

always be kept in mind that the water used
in making the concrete, or which may come
in contact with it, may prove to be a very

influential factor for harmful results.

Then, if one is given a concrete failure to

diagnose, one must look for a reason under
cement, aggregate, workmanship, and water.

As stated, the easiest explanation is to look

for some fault in the cement; but if, as has

been suggested, the cement has passed

the usual tests, then other reasons must be

found. To find them requires that the

investigator shall first know conditions and
causes of failures; but these will not be

further discussed except to point out the way
to the reason ; then the investigator must
attack the problem with an open mind—that

is, he must not jump at a conclusion

and expect to be able to work out an

explanation around that conclusion. Then
it is even more essential that the investigator

shall have had an opportunity to learn the

results of tests, or to make tests that will

enable him to judge the probable actions

from the characteristics of the aggregates.

Also a very careful examination of the concrete

in place is generally an absolute necessity.

To attempt to outline a plan for procedure
in this examination would be folly, since each
individual case has conditions that are

decidedly its own, and the law of probabilities

makes possible many combinations of causes

which can be worked out only as one would
solve any involved research problem. Clues

must be sought, and a sharp eye, a quick

ear, and a questioning tongue must be alert

to grasp a clue and pursue it to a defiiiile

ending. If anyone should be sceptical of the

efficiency of this method, it is possible that

a few illustrative cases, selected from a large

number of diagnoses, may convince that one

that the method has proven, and can prove,

successful, far more than is generally

expected.
F-IILURE DUE TO WATER.

A highway was being built, and the plans

called for several new concrete culverts. All

but one of these culverts "setup," or

hardened, nicely. This one did not; and
yet the same cement, sand, and stone had
been used as in all the other culverts. A reason

for the failure of the one culvert was desired.

It was found that the brook which flowed

through this particular culvert passed in its

course the plant of a company engaged in

the manufacture of medicine from herbs.

The refuse from the plant so loaded the

water with organic matter that it presented

I proper hardening of the concrete. No one

lonnected with the construction of the

culvert knew that water so contaminated
would have that effect, and the complaint

came in tliat the cement was not acting

properly. The brook was temporarily
diverted, other water was used, and the

concrete acted normally. A condition had
existed there which would not have existed

in city water, but which is found frequently

in the country, especially in wooded sections.

To detect the cause, one had to know that
certain elements, such as tannic acid, alkalis,

salts, etc., foreign to most waters, do affect

concrete.
FAILUKE DUE TO SAND.

For an illustration of the effect of a poor
quality of sand, consider the following case ;

—

A cry of alarm came in from an engineer
that the concrete in an important bridge
abutment had been in place for over two
weeks, and that in attempting to remove the

forms it was found that the concrete was
still so soft that it could be cut out witli

a knife. A brand of cement new to the work
had been used, and the blame was, of course,

placed on it. An examination showed that

a footing for the abutment had been made of

the brand of cement first used on the work,
and that, although ten days older, the

concrete could easily be cut with a knife.

The evidence eliminated the cement.
Examination of the sand showed it to be
well-graded shai-p sand, but a clue was
furnished by some yellow-coated grains. The
investigator had already had considerable

experience with similar sand grains. A trip

to the sand-bank showed just what he
expected to find. The bank had not been
stripped of a top layer of yellow-coated sand,

which gives a sand with which it is mi.ted a

tendency to delay very materially the harden-
ing of the concrete in which it is used. In

time, usually several months, the concrete

will harden, and there is ultimately no
harmful effect apparent. Lack of knowledge
of this peculiar quality has caused an

investigator of another piece of work to tear

it out and rebuild.

FAILURE DUE TO STONE.

A very unusual condition existed in

another case, but it emphasises strongly the

need of following clues. A concrete wall v as

apparently disintegrating, due, as the

engineers believed, to free lime in the cement.

In various places on the face of this wall

there apeared what can best be described as
" blisters." By prying off these blisters, there

were produced small cones about *jin. in

diameter and Sin. in height; and in the ajex

of each could be seen a small, yellowish-

white spot about the size of a small marble.

The trouble was clearly not a case of free

lime in the cement. One unusually large

blister enabled the author to dig out from

the apex a soft stone about IJin. in size.

This stone did indicate the presence of free

lime, and, after a few weeks on the author's

desk, slaked into a powder. Examination of

the stone composing the coarse aggregate

soon brought out the following :

—

The crushed stone all came from the same
quajry, but some came by a steam railroad

and some by an electric railway. No concrete

made by the former showed blisters.

Concrete made from stone delivered by

trolley did, but why? It seems that in the

course of traaisportation by the trolley route

the stone was conveyed in waste dump-cars,

across the grounds of the company owning

the quarry and conducting a plant in which

limestone "is an essential raw material. These

dump-cars had not been cleaned carefully,

and to the good stone were added some small

quantities of stone that had been through a

chemical process and were on the verge of

disintegration. In the concrete their

expansive force blistered the face. By
forbidding further deliveries by trolley the

trouble was stopped. These may be

considered extraordinary cases, but it

is the out of the ordinary that makes

trouble; if they were not the extra-

ordinary, they would probably have been

guarded against. They are, at least, typical

of points for which one must look, if one

would explain failures in concrete.

FAILURE DUE TO WORKMANSHIP.

Failures due to poor workmansliip are seen

so often that, instead of citing particular

cases, it will be sufficient to note briefly

some causes or results. Failures from
faulty design are shown in the mode
of failure. The lack of proper pro-

portioning may be clearly seen in a

fractured surface ; tlie grading of the aggre-

gates is also similarly noted ; and poor mixing
and improperly placed concrete readily

show themselves. All these are evident to

an eye trained to know good or bad
concrete. The failure to take care of laitance

is made apparent by the seams that are bound
to result from such a failure.

A concrete may be dense, but not sound
and hard, and "sounding" with a hammer will

show up this characteristic. Too wet a

mixture with fine sand or silt or a crushed
dust used as fine aggregate, may be a cause.

It may be sound and hard, and yet be poor
for certain uses because it is too porous. By
scratching the face of unbroken concrete with
a dull instrument, one may sometimes judge
of proportions used, and, in its early stage,

can also judge somewhat as to the rate of

hardening. A pocket glass in the field, and
a microscope in the laboratory, help

materially in determining the density, and
approximately the ratio of cement and fine

aggregate to the coarse aggregates. The
naked eye is all that is needed to observe
concrete spoiled by sweepings of sawdust,
shavings, or blocks, or by waste carelessly

dropped into a form. Lack of protection to

fresh concrete from the sun or unusual heat,

may be noted by a "dried-out" and rapidly

dusting surface ; and from frost, by a flaked

and scaly surface.

INFLUENCE OF EXTERNAL FORCES.

When concrete has apparently been good
for a considerable period, and has then

begun to disintegrate, the reason for the

failure must be sought in the character of

disintegration, whether it may be due to

changes in the elements or forces that have

entered into it. If due to an internal

influence alone, the fact will be noticed by

the granular breaking up of the concrete. If

due to an external force, such forces as sea-

water, alkali salts, or electrolysis will be

under the influence of any of them. For
many years, all the failures of concrete were

considered as being due to the formation of

certain chemical reactions; but, as it is

commonly acknowledged at present that an

impermeable concrete will stand in sea-water

as well as elsewhere, although subjected

frequently to more severe actions than other

concrete, its failures are due frequently to

the same causes as those of other concrete,

and therefore the same examinations should

give the same results. Similarly, since

electrolysis is considered as a cause for the

breaking-down of concrete, the liability of

concrete being affected by its influence will

depend upon whether the concrete comes

under the influence of an electric current.

If it does, then its influence needs to be

examined. If it does not, then the examina-

tion should also follow the usual method.

The value of laboratory tests and analyses

should not be overlooked. While, perhaps,

not giving as definite information as a field

inspection, they should be used to the fullest

extent to help establish the strength or

weakness of a reasonable theory for the cause

of failure. Where time will permit, labora-

tory tests of concrete made of the aggregates

under as nearly as possible the same

conditions, wull give results that should aid

in determining the fault in the original.

Test specimens so made and treated should

give practicallv the same results, and, when

compared with test specimens made

under ideal conditions or with standard

materials, should give the investigator

the reasons for the failure. All means

possible should be used by an investigator

in makiuK his examination ; and his

conclusions" must be drawn only after he

has considered the failure from every

probable cause with reason and fairness. The

object of the examination is either to place

responsibilitv or to guard against failures, .

and right conclusions are the only ones that

should be drawn if justice to either object

is to be given.
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dntttntt Calamo.

We are entirely unable to felicitate Mr.

Lloyd George, as some are doing, on the

fact that the actual revenue foe the financial

year just ended exceeds his estimate by

nearly seventeen millions and a half. The
province of a competent Chancellor of the

Exchequer seems to ns to be to reduce

taxation when opportunities offer—such as

those which have presented themselves

during the past seven or eight years.

Instead of this, and in direct contravention

of the policy of tlie great finance Minister

of the l.'Ast century, Mr. Lloyd George has

set himself to realise large surpluses and is

proud of it. The result, so far as our own
industries are concerned, has unfortunately

been too evident. The building trades ha\e

been penaliseil to help make up the huge

sums Mr. Lloyd George has spent needlessly,

and which, as in the case of the Insurance-

tax, have' helped still further to cripple

employers. The general result was that

when war broke out the basis of the income-

tax, super-tax, and the death duties was
already oppressively and disproportionately

high, and we have to face further expansion

of taxation, which has to be borne in a time

of diminished incomes and disturbed trade.

In a contract of service between employer

and employed, especially where the work to

be done, such as that of a draughtsman for

engineering, is of a skilled character which

takes a lot of learning, the usual covenant

against competition, by the employee after

this service ends, raises difficult questions.

There is no Act of Parliament in any way
deciding what is, and what is not, a eo\enant

in restraint of trade. It all depends upon

the Common Law, as stated in a series of

authorities. For several centuries this

struggle as to when such a covenant is valid

aud binding, and when it is bad, because being

in restraint of trade, have gone oi\ in our

courts. The judges have always had to

decide the point upon the vague principle

known as "public policy," which has itself

varied from time to time according to the

ideas then current. An employer is

entitled to " reasonable " protectioji ; but so

also is an employee I In the latest case in

the Court of Appeal a firm of manufacturers

of machinery claimed an injunction against

a draughtsman, who had been in their

service over ten years, beginning at 15 and
rising rapidly, for breach of an agreement he

made in 1911. He had there covenanted not

to be engaged in any way in the same
business in the United Kingdom for seven

years after leaving them. He had left and
taken an appointment with their chief com-

petitors. Mr. Justice Sargent had held that

the covenant was unreasonable, and so void,

as it went beyond what was fair, would
• prevent the draughtsman using the skill and

experience gained in liis ten years' v\ork

:

make liim begin life over again or go abroad,

and so was against public policy for these

reasons. The Court of Appeal has now
confirmed this ruling on the same broad

grounds of justice and common sense.

In the writer's own case the commencement
of the war absolutely brought to a standstill

all foreign work—a very heavy loss. His firm

are therefore at present absolutely dependent

on the work they are carrying out in England

for the support of themselves, the support of

the staff, and the payment of the office rent

and expenses. Like many others, they

happen, unfortunately, to have no work
but the construction of new municipal water-

works and drainage works on hand, so that,

if this order of the Local Government Board

is rigidly enforced, it means tliat there will

be no income whatsoever available, and all

liabilities for rent of offices, assistants' and

clerks' wages, etc., continue. To many
architects the cessation of all work on public

buildings will be equally ruinous, as the half-

crown income-tax will preclude private

clients from undertaking fresh ejiterprises by

depriving them oi capital.

A member of the Institution of Civil

Engineers writes to the daily Press pointing
out that this profession will suffer severe

losses through the restriction of public work
enforced on local authorities by the recent

circular from the Local Government Board.

The inquiry by the Public Accounts Com-
mittee at Winnipeg into the alleged errors

which have resulted in an increase of the

cost of the Manitoba Parliament Buildings

from 2,859,750dol. to 4,100,000dol., on which

we commented on this page in our issue of

March 12 last, is proceeding. Upon examina-

tion, the Provincial Architect, Mr. V. M.

Horwood, explained the reason for the

changes which had been made in Mr. Simon's

plans. There had been 369 caissons sunk,

he said, and they ranged from 4ft. 6in. in

diameter to I8ft. square. The largest ones,

10 or 12, were under the dome part. As

tending to show the necessity of using

caissons instead of piles, as originally

specified, the architect said a great many of

the best buildings in Winnipeg were on

caissons. He instanced the Union Bank
Building, the Fort Garry Hotel, the new-

addition to the Royal Alexandra, the Electric

Railway Building, the addition to the Grain

Exchange, the Confederation Life Building.

Bedrock foundations were required for heavy

buildings, because " the soil of Winnipeg, like

that of Chicago, was the worst in tlie

world." It was full of water. Had the

Parliament Buildings been erected on a

floating foundation, the construction of an

adjacent building might have caused the

Parliament Buildings to drop an inch, and

crack. Cases of that kind had come under

his notice in Winnipeg. The Rosemount

Block was one. It had cracked across the

front as the result of the building of aiiother

structure.

The Parliament buildings, said Mr.

Horwood, were to be much heavier than

any of the other buildings he had named.

Some of the walls were 10ft. thick, and this

was purely for architectural effect. Of stone

construction, this dome would be one of the

most substantial things of its kind in North

America. The weight on each of the dome

piers would be 48,0001b., and the dome would

be 222ft. high. Trouble bad occurred with

other buildings in this vicinity, which had

been built on a floating foundation. The

C.P.R. elevator at Transcona, whch had

tipped over, was one. and the Canada

Cement Company had had a building,

carrying two and a half tons a square foot,

split to pieces from the same cause. It was

pointed out to Mr. Horwood that he knew

the need of bedrock foundations in the

Winnipeg soil long before the contract was

let. Why had he not advised the Govern-

ment that the plan of test-holes prepared by

the Department of Public Works did not go

down to bed rock? Why had he not advised

the Government as to the unsatisfactory

nature of pile foundations? Mr. Horwood
replied that when a man with a reputation

like that of Mr. Simon undertook a contract,

it was not usual to criticise him until he had
made mistakes.

In a thoughtful Fabian tract on " Socialism

and the Arts of Use," Mr. Glutton Brock
argues that the Socialistic State would create

the atmosphere in wlrich art in things of use

would be again a natural and unconscious

growth. Mr. Glutton Brock speaks of the

modern engineer as the rightful heir of the

old Gothic architect, but thinks it is entirely

our social conditions which prevent his

adding " beauty of expression " to the " beauty

of function " which his structures show.

Whether the elimination of private profit

would turn men's faculties to the creation of

beauty or not, the converse is true. The
cultivation of sensibility to beauty of all

kinds will prevent a man from being

engrossed in a mere scramble for material

wealth, and surely that is something to be

thankful for in these days of vulgar ostenta-

tion among the rich, and shoddy imitation by

the rest of us 1

His considerably increased duties as

custodian of enemy property in England aud
Wales, involving as it has done the guardian-

ship of eighty-four millions sterling and the

paying out of £700,000 as dividends, etc.,

have in no way interfered with the continued

expansion of the Public Trustee's regular

business. .A year ago the accounts closed with

a business of all kinds valued at £109,000,000.

During the year, 1,543 new estates or trusts

came in, of a total value of £11,600,000. In

addition 842 new testators notified the

department that they had nominated the

Public Trustee to act under their future

wills, intimating a probable value of

£10,000,000. The value of the business in

course of acceptance at the present moment
is put at £1,600,000, so that the total resort

to the department since it was established in

1908 is £132,000,000. Manchester, which now
has a branch office, scores for its first year

a total value of business of all kinds

negotiated there of £5, .354,836, and the

number of trusts under administration at 220.

Evidently Manchester will soon add its quota

to the head office's excellent financial

success. Since March, 1910, it has been

entirely self-supporting, and, after all

expenses incurred, on every account since

October 1, 1907, have been discharged, the

department completes 7^ years' work with a

balance to the good of £29,306. As most

readers know, the staff has now been incor-

porated in the permanent Civil Service, and

Mr. C. J. Stewart and his senior officers

—

Mr. E. K. Allen, the Assistant Public

Trustee; Mr. L. J. Fulton, the Legal

Advisor ; and Mr. E. W. Thomas, the

Financial Advisor—will be congratulated by

all who have benefited by their courtesy and

good services, on this recognition tliereof.

Londoners not seldom forget their debt of

gratitude to Stow, the historian of the capital

of the Empire. An acknowledgment of the

debt will be made next Sunday, when the

anniversary of his death will be celebrated iiy

a visit on the part of his admirers to his

tomb in the church of St. Mary Undcrshaft,

in the City. John Stow was born in tlie

parish of St. Michael, Coridiill, in 1525, and
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died, and was buried, in llie parish of St.

Andrew Undershaft. in April, 1C05. It is

said that he was 70 Tears of age before he

commenced to write liis history of London.

The workman had had a " quarter," and

the foreman sternly inquired the reason.

•" Ifs them new military regulations as is

responsible," pleaded the delinquent. "Don't

blame me."—" What on earth are you talking

about?"—'Well," was the reply, "I 'ad a

bit of a flutter last night right enough, but I

got up early this morning and calls at the

.Vrms for a refresher. Found it closed.

•Tom. nie lad,' 1 ses to meself, "you've made

a mistake—it's Sunday morning I ' So I went

back 'onie to bed. Wouldn't have been 'ere

now, only the missis explained niatters."

—

Mancltestcr (Juardian.

SOUNDING BOARDS AND ACOUSTICS.

Since its erection in 1910. the Amasa Stone

Memorial Chapel of Adelbert College, Ohio,

has proved to be unsatisfactory acoustically.

The general shape of the building, which is

one of the Westeru Reserve University

Group in Cleveland, Ohio, is a long and

narrow rectangular, 140ft. by 30ft.. and ex-

periments showed the difficulty to be due to

general reverberation. It was suggested that

a sounding-board be installed to eliminate

this reverberation, and Professor Frank P.

Whitman, of the University, undertook a

series of experiments to determine as

accurately as possible just what benefit would

be secured by this means. Great care was
taken to make the t?sts under conditions as

nearly as possible like those of the ordinary

use of the chapel, and involved the actual

hearing of ordinary speech. The final com-
parative test was made first without and then

with the use of the sounding-board. This

board was of the horizontal type generally

considered most effective, hexagonal in

shape, and 6ft. in diameter, surrounded by a

vertical rim which extended Gin. below the

plane of th3 board. It was supported at a

height of a little more than 2ft. above the

head of the speaker. Final results showed
that the greatest benefit obtained by setting

up the sounding-board was to make the

hearing some 2 per cent, better in the area,

while it actually made the acoustic conditions

in the gallery worse. Professor Whitman
reported that for all practical purposes a

sounding-board was worthless. On the sug-

gestion of Professor Wallace C. Sabine, of

Harvard University, the ceiling-panels and
upper walls were carefully treated, with
great improvement to the hearing properties
of the chapel. Unfortunately, our informant
does not detail the nature of the alterations

to the surfaces ; but they probably consisted
in roughening them.

A LONG OVERDUE REPORT ON
SEWAGE DISPOSAL AFTER
SEVENTEEN YEARS' DEL.W".

The final report of the Commissioners
appointed to inquire and report what
methods of treating and disposing of sewage
may properly be adopted has at length been
published. This Commission was appointed
by Queen Victoria in 1898, when the late Sir
Mallhesv Wliite Ridley was Home Secretary,
and continued by King Edward and Kiiig
George. Of the nine members originally
appointed, two have since died and one has
resigned.

The final report now presented consists of
a general summary of the conclusions and
recommendations contained in the nine
reports already submitted for the disposal of
liquid wastes from manufacturing processes
and the disposal of domestic refuse in rural
areas. Much of the material has nccessarilv
become out of date. In regard to th'> first

question, the Commission says that as the
result of experiments and observations at
works selected on the advice of rivers and

county authorities, they found that efficient

means of purification were available in the

case of some, but not all. Trade liquids

—

many wastes—the imptirities of which were
mainly in solution, could be considerably
improved by clarification, but could not in

the present state of knowledge be thoroughly
purified. I[eiice the requirement of the

existing law that trade wastes should, subject

to certain conditions, be rendered harmless,

was in many cases impracticable, and
authorities charged with the duty of

administering the law had to exercise their

own discretion in regard to the degree of

purification to be demandeil of manufac-
turers. The Commission consider, therefore,

that, as in the case of sewage elTlucnts. there

should be prescribed for trade efilnents a

standard of purity which should at (nice be

a guide to the administrative authorities and
a security to manufacturers in regard to the

extent of their obligation.

They found, further, that, owing to the

wide differences in the character of the

various trade wastes, both as re.:;:irds their

effect upon .streams and as regards difficulty

and expense of treating them, it would be

necessary to consider each kind of trade

waste separately, with a view to suggesting

the appropriate standard. The Commission
think a single standard for each trade would
suffice, with a provision for raising or lower-

ing it in exceptional cases.

ilr. K. .J. Foster, of Chelmsford, has been
elect-ed highway surveyor to the rural district

council of St. Germans, East Cornwall.

Extensive n'dditions arc being made to the
Golden Bridie Convent in St. Vinccnt-slreet.
In-.-hicore. The builder is Mr. M. Kelly, of
Sinithfield, Dublin.

.\ George Washington memorial building is

to be erected on the .«ite of the old Pennsylvania
Railroad station at 6th and B streets, Washing-
ton, D.C. /

The sanction of the Local Government Board
has been given to an application of the
Soulbend-on-Sea Town Council to the borrowing
of M2.6T5 for a recreation-ground, an electricity

sub-station, and works of street-improvement.

Mr. C. A. Owen, F.R.I.B.-4., of Dublin, has
been appointed to advise and report upon the
proposed enlargement of Enniscorthy District
Lunatic Asylum. Extensive additions lo the
asylum were carried out in 1903 from Mr.
Owen's plans.

New premises are about to be built in Dame-
street. Dublin, for the Irish United Assurance
Society. The street facade will be of chiselled

limestone from -Ardbraccan Quarries, Navan.
Mr. T. F. Macnamara. of Great Brunswick-
street, Dublin, is the architect, and Messrs.
ORafferty and McGahan, Great Strand-street,
in the same city, are the builders.

During the past twelve months otdy 129
dwelling-houses have been certified for occupa-
tion in Rochdale, against 221 in the preceding
year. It was stated to the building committee
of that corporation at their last meeting that
the iiutnber certified last year was the smallest
for twenty-one years. There are only sixty-six

houses now in course of erection in the borough,
against ninety at this time last year.

Mr. Alexander Elder, of Albert-road, South-
port, one of the founders of the Elder,
Dempster Line and the British and African
Steam Navigation Company, who died on
January 25. aged eighty-one. bequeathed, with
other large legacies, .£100.000 in trust to build,

found, and ^ndow a hospital for the poor of
Govan at or near Elder Park, and foO.OOO to

the Glasgow Western Infirmary for a new
.Alexander Elder wing.

Culverley Bridge, Beaulieu, recently con-
structed by the New Forest Rural District
Council, is situated about two miles from
Beaulieu, on the road to Beaulieu-road Station.
It is constructed of reinforced concrete upon
the Kahn steel-bar system, and replaces .1

timber structure erected in 1S54. Tlie oppor-
tunity has also been taken to widen the road
approaches and to provide permanent iron
fences to the embankments, thus insuring
greater safety lo the public. The bridge is 18ft.
wide between parapets. The works were
designefl and carried out under the supervision
of Mr. W. H. Masters, engineer, Southampton.
The contractors for the whole works were
Messrs. R. Bright and Son, Bartley, South-
ampton.

OBITUARV.
We regret to announce the death of Mr.

Sainnel Flint Clarkson, F.R.I.B.A., past

president of the Architectural .Association, at

the age of 75 years. Mr. Clarkson. who had
been ill for some time and retired from the

exercise of his profession five years ago. died

on Saturday at his residence. 43, Holland-

road, Kensington. He was for many years

in practice with his brother, Mr. .lolin

Clarkson. in High-street, Poplar, and Great
Ormond-street. Bloomsbury. .Among the

works be carried out were public baths near

Drury-lane. and the Passmore Edwards free

library at Poplar, illustrated by perspective,

plans and sections in our issue of October 14.

1892. and several banks and other mercant:

premises. Mr. S. F. Clarkson was distr

surveyor for North Kensington from 18- •

until 1903. when he was appointed for Sou:

Kensington, a post from which he recen:

retired.He became an .Associate of the Ro\

Institute of British .Architects in 1S69. n •;

ill 1885 became a Fellow. Since 1860 he had

been a member of the Architectural .Associa-

tion ; he served as hon. secretary in 1872-75,

and was vice-president 1876-77. , and his

address as president, delivered on his

assumption of office in October, 1879, evinced

wide reading and considerable literary

abilitv. He leaves a widow, a son, Mr. G. F.

Clarkson (who has been for the past ten years

a member of the Architectural Association),

and a daughter.

Mr. William Henry Duffield. F.R.I.B.A.,

of Cloak-lane. Cannon-street. EC, died on
Thursday, the 1st inst.. at 29, Hayiie-road,

Beckenham. ilr. Duffield. who was in his

55th year, was the third son of the late Re-

H. G. Duffield. and had long been in pract:

in the City. We illustrated Messrs. Tlior!;e>

Brewery, 'Nine Elms. S.W., built from !.^

designs' in our issue of September 9, ISL'-.

and Messrs. Isherwood. Foster, and Stacey's

brewery at JIaidstone, in which ilr. Dnflield

was associated with Mr. G. T. Ilarnip. in our

number for October 2S. of the same year.

Mr. Duffield joined the Royal Institute of

British Architects as an Associate in 1882,

becoming a Fellow sixteen years later.

Mr. Samuel Douglas Topley, .A.IMB.A.,
associate member of the council, of Palace-

chambers, Bridge-street, Westminster, died

after a very short illness from pneumonia on

the 31st ult.. at 77, Belmont-road. Lee. Kent,

at the early age of 31 years. Ho was the

third son of the late Mr. 'Samuel Topley, and

had been in partnership with ilr. Paget V.

Baxter until the latter gentleman joined the

forces at the front. Among the works they

carried out were some business premises in

High-street. Norbury. illustrated by a

drawing in last year's Academy. Mr. Topley

was an able champion of the Associates'

rights at the Institute and took a prominent

part in devising the new scale of architect's

charges recently adopted.

The death is announced, at the age of 36.

of William Henry Gibson. M.S. A., of

Bulawavo. The deceased was articled to Mr.

W. Wat'kins. F.R. I. B.A., or Lincoln, and after

gaining further experience as an assistant to

several well-known London architects, he

commenced practice in London in conjunc-

tion with ilr. -J. D. Robertson. He was

subsequently s-eleeted by Mr. Herbert Baker,

F.R.I.B.A.,' to assist on the designs for the

new Government Offices at Pretoria, and

afterwards joined Mr. Robertson again, this ,

time at Bulawayo. where the firm were

successful in vvii'iiiiiig two important open

competitions—viz., the new Municipal Offices, ,

at Bulawayo (£40.0001, and at Boksburg

(.£30.0001. Both partners joined the Society

of Architects in 1913. and were also members

of the South African Branch. «t

•Johannesburg.
\

Mr. Thomas William Dowsett. sergeant ,

Hon. Artillery Company, was killed in the
^

trenches between Ypres and La Bassee on

January 30. Mr. Dowsett. who was twenty-
i

three rears of age. had recently been

admitted student of the R.l.B.A. Having
i

produced the evidence required by the Board

of Architectural Education as to his educa- I

tion and training, he was exempted from the
|
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preliminary and intermediate examination,
and was registered as student R.I.B.A. last

June. He had passed through the Architec-

tural Association four years' course, and
had studied at the Atelier. He was an

assistant in the office of Jlr. Leonard Stokes.

Mr. .John Cathles Hill, of T, Linden-
gardens, Highgate, formerly a well-known
builder and brick manufacturer in Peter-

hni-ough, Ponders-end, Great Bentley and
.Arthw ay-road. Upper Holloway. died on
Easter Monday at Brighton. Mr. Hill, who
was 57 years of age. started as a journeyman
carpenter, but in 1881 he began business as a

speculative builder with £300 capital. He
built and acquired or financed the building

of over 2.000 houses in and near London and
Peterborough. He was also interested in

brickworks in various parts of tlie country.

In 1910 he became a member of the London
County Council, but resigned his seat early

in 1912. and in May of that year was
adjudicated bankrupt, his gross liabilities

being estimated at £1,194.000. The case

again came up at the Bankruptcy Court
on the 4th ult.. when the order of discharge

was suspended for two years.

The late Mr. Edward Green, Park View,

.\bington, near Northampton, builder, left net

pei-sonalty £4,338 and a gross sum of £35,215.

Louth Rural District Council have appointed

Mr. T. Ingle, of Kelbrook, near Colne, to ihe

post of highway surveyor at a salary of £100 a

year.

The foundation-stone of a new hospital on the

Dunes at Aberavon has been forniallv laid. The
cost will be £3,333. Mr. F. B. Smith is the

architect.

Extensive additions are being made to the

r.-iilwav-station at Hourah, near Calcutta, frnni

plans by Mr. Stephen Wilkinson, L.R.I.B.A., of

Dalhousie-square. Calcutta.

It was stated at the last meeting of the

Kesteven County Council that a site for the

council's new offices in SIcaford market-place

had been purchased for £1,925.

The Co-operative Society's premises at

Xorwich have been extended by a new bakery
at the corner of Queen's-road and .^shbv-street,

which was formally opened last week. Mr. II. J.

Ilannent, of Norwich, was the builder.

In connection with the construction of the

Enst-to-Wcst Trans-.-^ustralian railway, arrani^e-

uients have been made to equip the works witli

four wireless plant's, to enable the working
parties to keep in touch with each other.

.\berdeen University Court have accepted with
thanks from Mr. James E. Cronibie. T,f,.D.. a

member of the Court, a gift of £2,500 to enable
the Court before next academic year to appoint
an additional Lecturer in Forest Botany.

The work of preparing the site of the new
eye infirmary at Dudley and out-patient depart-
ment of the Guest Hospital has just been
started. The site, which adjoins the hospital

erounds and faces Tipton-road, was given by
ihe Earl of Dudley, and is valued at £5,000,

The contract for the building amounts to

£4.050.

The electric-tramway line from Colwyn Bay
to Old Colwyn has been completed and opened
for traffic. Tlie road - widening work which
was necessary to accommodate the tramway
traffic with the ordinary trafTic of the Abergele-
roa<l is not vet finished in some places, but is

being pressed forward. The extension is nearly
two miles in length.

A county house. Wassell Grove. Ha_i:ley. whirli
was for many years the residence of the late

.Mderinan Oarratt (at one time mayor of
Dudley) and his family, was recently opened,
after work of renovation and equipment costing
about £1,050, as a convalescent home for

patients from the Birniingliam Poor-law in-

firmaries, and is the first of such institutions
in the Kingdom under Poor-law management.
Wasseli Grove is built on a well-wooded estate,
with a fine prospect of Clent Hills.

It was announced on Tuesday, at the Surrey
Quarter Sessions, by the Standing Joint Com-
mittee, that they had postponed Ihe ron&idera-
tion of the question of proceedin^r with the
work for the extension of the County Hall at I

Kingston, which is estimated to cost between
'

£4.5.000 and £50.000. having regard to the nn- '

desirability of incurring capital expense at the
present time, and the possible refusal of the
Local Government Board to sanction a loan.

lur illustrations.

TdWERS AND SPIRES OF OXFORD. AS
SEEN FROM THE ROOF OF THE
SHELDONIAN THEATRE.
The oil-painting from wliich this reproduc-

tion was taken represents the very centre of

Oxford's richest buildings and historic

associations. In the cjuadrangle in which
the Sheldonian Theatre stands traces are

found of remains of the old city wall, passing
hence to the gai-dens of New Collese (gxtretne

left of picture), founded by William of

Wyokham, 1379, the old Fosse outside the

wall passing along ^vhat is now known as

Broad and HolywcU-street. To the left a

distant view of Magdalen College Tower is

seen, situated between the old east gate of

the city and an ancient ford, founded in

(1457) on the site of a former hospital (1231).

The tower forms a striking feature to the

eastern approach of the city. Towards the

right-hnnd of the picture is seen the tapering
spire of St. JIary's. the University church so

prominent in the city, and it marks the line

of the High-street, one of tlie finest of

European streets. The church is on the site

of an older structure of the date of .Alfred,

ami was built in the reign of Henry VII.
The fine Renaissance porch, with statues of

the Virgin and Child, so well known to all

visitors to Oxford, was added in 1037, at the

expense of Dr. jMorgan. chaplain to Arch-
bishop Laud. To the right, behind St.

Mary's Church, and in the background is

seen the top of the fine massive tower of

Merton Colleere (1265). adjoining the Church
of St. .John

' Baptist (1264-74). The dome
in middle-distance centre of the scene is the

cupola of the Radcliffe Library, built by Dr.
Radcliffe (17491. It is a familiar and
splendid building, forming a .stately addition

to the Bodleian Librai'y, of world-fame,
founded bv Sir Thomas Bodlev. and opened
(lfi02). together with the schools (1421-27).

the Sheldonian Theatre (16(54-09). forming a

group nnennalled in historic fame. These
itotes have been sent tis by Mr. Ernest A. S.

Benney, .A.R.C..A.. the artist of the view,

which he has kindly lent for illustration.

•CARI.AD." GORIXG-ON-THAMES, FOR
THE EARL OF SHREWSBURY AND
TALBOT, K,C.V.O.

In our issue of March 26, we gave a plan

ami general exterior view, with a pair of

interiors of the hall. To-day we publish a

perspective of the garden-front of the house,

and on another plate give views of the

entrance-lodge, the boathouse. as well as the

stable wing and yard gates, all sketches
showing the picturesque character of the

buildings and their surroundings. Mr.
AV. T. Walker. F.R.I.B.A.. of Finsbury-
square, is the architeet. and Messrs.

Lawrence and Co.. of Finsbury, are the

builders.

HOUSE, TITLARK'S HILL.
SU.VXIXGDALE.

With the perspective drawn by Mr. Briant
.-\. Poulter. plans are herewith reproduced,

accompanied by a pair of sections, in illustra-

tion of this uncommonly picturesque house,

which is now in course of erection for Mr.
.A. K. Stothert. The lay-out has been

arranged to fit the site, which commands fine

views over the well-known golf-course of

Chobham Common. "Ihe view shows the

entrance front. On the garden side there is

a segmental verandah, with a balcony above
approached from the principal dressing-

room. The house will be finished with rough-

cast on the lower walling and tile-hanging

above. The roofs will be covered with old

tiles. The interior is to be treated simply,

except the drawing-room, which will be

furnished with old panelling brought from a

house ill London. The ceiling will be barrel-

shaped, enriched with decorative plaster

ornament. Messrs. Xorris and Co., of

Sunningdale. are the general contractors.

The architects are Messrs. Tubbs, Messer,
and Poulter, of Craig's court House, White-
hall, S.W.

riLBURY URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL
HOUSIXG SCHEME.

.-Vlmost ever since the formation of the
Tilbury Urban District the Council has
realised the inadequacy of housing facilities

in their municipal area. The Tilbury Docks,
famous the world over, employ many hands,
and when the important improvements now
in progress are completed the dockyard
authority will employ many more. At
present there is not local housing accommo-
dation for the workers already employed, and
many of them have to have their homes in

far-away places. Tilbury, therefore, wisely
intends to be self sacrificing—hence this

housing scheme. The Council also decided
that the houses to be thus provided shall not
only be useful and economical, but likewise

beautiful as far as possible, ajid built in

pleasant surroundings. With this object a

comprehensive scheme has been prepared by
Messrs. Pepler and Allen, F. R.I.B.A..
M.T.P.I.. B.Sc.fEng.), architects, of 4,

.Vrundel street, W.C.. acting in conjunction
with the surveyor, iMr. S. A. Hill-Willis,

;\I. Inst. M. and Cv.E. The scheme, which has
been sanctioned by the Local Government
Board, embraces altogether 150 houses,
which are to be built of brick with tiled

roofs. The bricks are being chosen in three
shades of brindled red. sand-faced, with
lighter quoins, pointed in cement outsjde.

and the roofs are to be covered with red
sand-faced tiles. The houses are grouped
into three classes, all of which we illustrate

to-day. Class A: Containing living room,
parlour, scullery, bath, and three good
bedrooms. Xet rent, Os. 8d. per week; with
rates and taxes, 9s. 3d. per week. Class B:
Containing living-room, scullery, bath, and
three good bedrooms. Net rent, 5s. 2d. per
week : with rates and taxes, 7s. per week.
Class (- : containing living-room, scullery,

bath, and two 20od bedrooms. Xet rent, 4s.

ner week; with rates and taxes, 5s. 3d. per
week. The scheme comprises two groups of

houses in the south ward, near the docks,

one of 100. and the other of 50 houses. One
jroup contains 16 of Class A and 84 of Class

B in blocks of four and in pairs, and the

other 50 of Class C in blocks of eight and
four. Open spaces are provided, and the

houses are pleasantly grouped, and each set

should comprise an agreeable settlement.

There were many difficulties to contend with,

as the south ward sites are low and unstable,

and require reinforced concrete rafts for the

cottages. Despite these difficulties, it will be
found that the economic rents to be charged
are well below the local average for similar

accommodation. The houses also are

infinitely more pleasant and agreeable in

themselves and their surroundings, and much
better built on proper foundations, and are

to be erected when building is far more costly

than when the existing cottages were put up.

The reason for the grouping is partly

governed bv the shape of the district, which
is long and narrow, running up from the

Thames on the flat for about two miles to

the hills.

%* We understand that the i)hotographs
of Norman doorways lent us by Jlr. C. E.

Kevser. M..\., F.S.A., and published last

week, were not taken by him personally,

lint were photographed, as well as printed,

bv Mr. ilarcus .Adams, of Reading, and mi

this way nearly 2.000 photographs have been

taken by him for Mr. Keyser's lectures and
|)apcrs.

-t^
A two-light memorial w-ndow to the late Mrs.

Hnckaday was unveiled at SI. Matthias Church,
Plymouth, on Thursday in last week. The
window represents in one panel the Blessed

Virgin Mary, and in the other the Good
Shepherd.

The recent celebration by the Cincinnati

Chapter, .\mcrican Institute of Architects, of

its forty-fifth anniversary was an event of

unusual interest in architectural circles in that

city. The President. Mr. George Anderson,
occupied the chair at the banquet and subse-

quent meeting, and at tlie l;itter gathering
addresses were given by Mr. Jolin L. Mauran.
of St. I.ouis; Mr. Herbert Briggs, of Cleveland;
and Dean Harry, of the University.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

DEVON AM) K X E T E R ARCHI-
TECTUUAL SOCIETV. — The animal
meeting of tliis socMcty. vvliicli embraces tile

counties ol' Devon iind Cornwall, was licld on
Saturday, March 20, at the Central Hotel,
I'lyrnonlh. The chair was taken by the
president, Mr. J. Arcliibakl Lncas,
K.R.I.B.A. (ICvoter), and aniojig those
present were Messrs. C. Chcverton, vice-
president (Devonport), L. !". Tonar, J.
Jerrnan, '1'. A. Andrews (E.'ieter), E. Coath
Ailains. A. S. Parker, U. I'. Shires, A. C. A.
Norman. J. S. Davis, H. Watts, R. A. Mill,
C. li. L. Varcoe (I'lymonth), and Allan J.
I'inn, hoM. seeri'tary (Exeter). Apologies for
absence were received from Messrs. J.
Crocker, C. Cole. J. M. Pi S. Dobell,
C. King, M. A. liazeley, W. A. Vercoe, S.
Hill, E. E. Hooper, N. G. Bridgman, and
A. J. Adams. The annual report, together
with the balaneesheot, was received and
adopted. Tlie report shows an increase of
two in the membership. The president
referred to the death of Jlr. R, H. Arthnr,
of Plymonth, who was for niany years a
member of tlie society, and a past member
of the council. 'J'lie president then delivered
his address, in the course of which, after
deploring the consequences of the war, he
continued: "But now, in tliis time of leisure,
let ns put our house in order when we liave
more time to think of others than only of
ourselves. Let us press forward Registra-
tion. Every profession seems protected
except ours. Let us impress upon all public
bodies the advantage of engaging skilled
architects for purely architectural works.
Architects, as individuals, are too retiring.
In my opinion, they should endeavour to get
on every pul)lie body they can and make
themselves heard. Take town planning and
housing. Who have a better right to be con-
sulted than practising architects? I will
refer to one instance of the latter. The cor-
poration of Exeter called in an ex|)ert to
advise them as to the development of Exeter
on town-planrting lines. To my mind, all
that is ancient and associated with the
history of an old city like Exeter shoidd be
preserved and as far as possible improved,
always bearing in mini] to maintain it.s

character. This prndnetion did not deal at
all with the undeveloped land outside the
city, but struck right at the heart of it. U
proposed a grand square opposite the
museum in Queen street, with a Carnegie
library, a towu-liall where the Higher
Market stands, an art-gallery at the c6ruer
of gueen-street and High street, the detach-
ment of the Guildhall, a garden and
naturally, a playground for children adjoin
lug the Guildhall, the ilemolition of St
Pancras Church (probably tlie oldest church
in the city—a production something like Old
Temple Bar at the High-street end of
Martin'slane), and last, but not least a new
street from the front of the Guildhall to the
Cathedral Yard. The scheme is very
dormant now, but gets a short awakeniin- ;it
times. Apart from its cost, to embark upon
such an idea would detract from all the
beauty of our present High-street, and
wdiilst It may be fit for a modern town, is out
ol all question for the historical City of
Exeter. I am glad to say your eonneil have
appointed a committee to watch this scheme
from our point of view. At the present time
.sales of property are not taking place very
rapidly; but, despite all tlie.so at present uii
favourable times, I feel eoiiviuced that when
peace eomcs-and it is said it is likely to
come sooner than many of ns imagine -there
IS going to be a great trade lioom, in whichwe shall get our .share." A cordial vote of
thanks was proposed by Mr. B. P. Shires to
the president for his excellent address and
the able couduet in the chair rluring the past
year, seconded by Mr. C. Cheverton, and
supported by Mr. .1. .Tcrman. A portion of
the rules which had been revised was pre
.seiited to the meeting, and. after discussion
WHS adopted. The following ofllicers ami
council were elected for the ensuing year:
Mr. Charles Chevertou, M.S. A. (Devonport)
president; Mr. L. F. Tonar, L.R.I.B.A.
(Exeteri, viee-presiil.Mit : .Mr. S. Dobell

(Exeter),' lion, treasurer; Mr. Allan J. Finn,
A.R.I.B.A.. hoii. secretary; and Messrs. J.

Crocker, F.R.I.B.A.. C. Cole, M.S.A., and
J. Jermau, F.R.I.B.A. (Exeter) to fill the
vacancies on the council of those retiring, as

well as those remaining in office — viz.,

Messrs. A. S. Parker. F.R.I.B.A., Harold
Watts, A.R.I.B.A. (Plymouth), and A. J.

Cornelius, M.S. A. (Plymouth), and J. A.
Lucas, F.R.I.B.A. (Exeter). The newly-

elected president. Mr. G. Cheverton, in

taking the chair, thanked the members for

the honour conferred upon him, and said he

would endeavour to carry on the work of the

society as had been done in the past. Mr.
Cheverton proposed a hearty vote of thanks

to the lion, secretary, liou. treasurer, and
hon. auditor for their services during the

past year, and bore testimony to the efficient

manner in which they had carried on the

business of the society, which was supported
by Mr. J. A. Lucas and Mr. J. Jernian. This
was carried by acclamation, and suitably

replied to by the lion, secretary. Mr. Allan

J. Pinn, and the hon. auditor, Mr. L. F.

Tonar. Subsequently the members lunched
together, after which they proceeded to

inspect some of the old houses and buildings

in Plymouth.

NOTTINGHAM "AND DERBY ARCHI-
TECTURAL SOCIETY.—A meeting of the

society was held on Tuesday. March 30, at

64, St. James's-street, Nottingham, under
the chairmanship of the president. Mr.
Harry Gill. Mr. R. C. Stenson was elected

an associate. After other business had been
disposed of, the President introduced a

discussion on town-planning, dealing more
especially with the various legal points to be
considered. Mr. Pare, the surveyor to the

West Bridgford LT.D.C, gave the meeting
actual figures of the costs of road-making,
which Mr, Calvert, of Nottingham, sup-

plemented. . Mr. Bromley then dealt with
town planning, more particularly from the

architect's point of view, and remarked that

in his opinion it was the enormous cost of

road making according to by-laws which
influenced all schemes of housing reform.

The frontage had consequently to be cut

down to the narrowest limits. He showed by
sketches and diagrams suggestions for

improving the planning of small property so

as to give every room more day and sunlight.

An interesting discussion took place, in

which most of the members present took
part, and at the close thanks were accorded
to the President, Mr. Pare. Mr. Calvert, and
Mr. Bromley, for the useful information they
had given.

NORTHERN ARCHITECTURAL ASSO-
CIATION. — The annual meeting of the
Northern Architectural Association was held
on April 1. at Higliam-place. Newcastle-on-
Tyne, Mr. C. S. Errington (vice-prcsidentl
ill the chair. Mr. Errington said the presi-

dent, Mr. R. Burns Dick, had been called
upon to take part in the defence of the
country, as captain in the Tyneinouth
Garrison Artillery. He moved; "That sub-
scriptions for the current year due on
.January 1 be remitted in the ease of
members who were at that time actively
engaged in the defence of their country." The
resolution was agreed to. The annual report
for the (ifty-sixtli session stated that there
were 84 members, 81 associates, and .30

students, as compared with 84 members, 80
associates, anil 27 students in 191.1. Regret
WHS expressed at the death of Mr. Thomas
lieay, the second oldest member of the asso-
ciation, which he joined in 1870. By the
will of the late Mr. Win. Glover the as'socia-

tioii had received during the past session a
further sum of £500, which had been invested
in Union of South Africa 4 per cent, stock.
The boundaries of societies allied to the
Royal Institute had recently been revised,
and in consequence the county of Cumber
land had been transferred to tlie association
from till' Manchester Society of Architects.
A War Committee had been "formed, consist-
ing of the whole of the members of the
council, acting in cniijunctioii with the RoNal
Institute War Committee. As a result of'an
appeal to the members, the sum of .£21 9s.
had been raised and sent as a first iiistal-

lueiit, together with 20gs. voted by the

council from the general funds to the Royal
Institute War Relief Fund. The Council had
granted permission to the Armstrong College,
which had been turned into a military
hospital, to use the rooms of the association
for the purpose of holding architectural
classes during the war. It was decided that
no prizes he olTered for students during the
ensuing session. Mr. J. W. Dyson moved
the adoption of the report, which, he said,
was very satisfactory. He was proud of the
fact that about oueseventh of their members
were serving their country, and if it fell to
their lot lo have to defend our shores, he
was sure they would give a good account of
themselves. He referred to the work of the
president for the association, and now he was
performing his military duties with vigour.
The Chairman secondiMl the adoption of the
report, which was carried. The statement of
accounts showed an income of £185 3s. 2d.,
including a credit balance of £49 from the
previous year, and an expenditure of £184
2s. lOd., leaving a balance in hand of
£1 Os. 4(1. The accounts were also passed.
The following olticers were appointed for the
ensuing year.; Mr. R. Burns Dick, president;
Mr. C. S. Errington, vice-president; Mr. J.
T. Caekett, lion, treasurer; Mr. H. L. Hicks,
hon. secretary; Mr. C. I. Greenhow,
hon. assistant secretary ; and Mr. J. Bruce,
hon. librarian.

The foundations are being laid of a new
Church of All Saints at the junction of
Victoria-street and Southern-rond, Basingstoke.
The cost is estimated at £7,000. Messrs. Ben-
field and Loxley, of Oxford, are the contractors.

The late Colonel Robert TownI(>y Caldwell,
IMaster of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge,
19061915. bequeathed the portrait by Hudsnii"of
the Hon. Mrs. Keppel and a lands'cape in oils
of the Thames at Twickenliam lo the Master
and Fellows of his college, for the Masters'
Lodge.

The "American Architect states that a
general and welcome ieiuni|)li(in of building
operations is taking place in New York. During
February, in the borough of MaiilKitt;iu, plans
were filed in the Bureau of Building nggiegatim;
in estimated expenditure 4.982.000dol. while in
February, 1914, the total estiin:ited cost of
structures for which plans were filud was but
l,766,815dol.

A slained-glass memorial-window, gifted by
Mr. Edward James Young, London, has just
been placed in the south wall of the High
Church, Inverness. The window is divided by a
transom into two -upper ami two lower lights.
In the upper lights is the subject of the Angel
and the Maries at the .Sepulchre; Ihe subject
of the lower lights is Christ bearing the Cross,
with Simon of Cyrene, and other figures repre-
senting the Disciples and the Sorrowing
Women.
The Middle Ward District Committee of

Lanark County Council, meeting in Glasgow-
last week, passed a resolution approving of a
scheme of town planning lo oiubiiicc an area
of between 5.000 and 6.000 acres. The area
includes Newton, llallside, Carmyle, Mount
Vernon, Baillieston, and Bargcddie. A resolu-
tion to make application to the Local Govern
inent Board for .'lulhority lo prcp:ire a town-
planning scheme for an area of 900 acres lo

the south of Cambnslang was adopted.

New field and signal companies arc again
being raised by the 1st London Divisional
Engineers (T.F.), three units liaving already
gone on active service. Men comiecled with the

building and conslruclioual iron liaihs, nl!

round electricians, and some drivers ar<? needed,
as well as telegraphists, telephone operators,
harness - makers, wheelwrights, and shooing
smiths. Applications should be made lo Ilcati-

quarters. 10. Victoria Park square, lielhnal
Green, N.E., or the Labour Exchange, ICdgwarc-
road, N.W.

,
A Local Government Beard inquiry has been

held by Mr. R. H. Bicknell. M.Inst.C.E., af
Wcstbridge House, Stone, Staffs, relative to the
application of the urban district council for
sanction to borrow .-£3.764 for the purpose of

carrying out a scheme of alterations and addi-
tii)ns at the waterworks pumping-station. The
proposed works have been designed by Mr. R.
C. Fr;iin, C.E.. and are intended primarily as a
stand-by to the existing works, and incidentally
to increase the avaihible supply^. They will con-
sist of a duplication of the existing pumping-
engine, a borehole, engine house, engine, and
pumping-main.
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luiI5ing Knt^Uigena.

, J E S M (J N D - U .\ - T Y N E.—The new
synagogue wliieli has been erected in

Eskdale-ten-ace, Jesniond. Newcastle, has
been fnrnially opened by Sir Stuart Samuel,
Bart.. JI.l'. The l)uilding, which is designed
in tlie Byzantine style, provides accommoda-
tion for 3lilt persons in the synagogue proper,
and has, in addition, two classrooms, con-
vertible into one large room, ladies' retiring-
room, robing-rooni, and caretakers' rooms.
The entrance-hall gives access to cloak-room
accommodation. Interinilly, the walls of the
synagogue are finished a light cream colour
with the liarrel ceiling white. The whole of

the furiiishings and woodwork are of oak,
finished a dark shade. Relief to the colour

ine is afforded by the stained-glass
iidows. The Ark in which the scrolls of

llie law arc kept is placed on the raised
"alineniar" or i-ostrum at the eastern end of
the building. Externally, the buildiiig is

faced with red facing-bricks ami stone
dressings. The work has beeji carried out
from designs and under the superintciideuce
of Mr. Marcus K. Glass, arcliitect, New-
castle. The general contractors were Messrs.
Elliott Bros., of .Jesniond.

nilCHD.A.LE.—The Bishop of Manchester
L'M,~eerated the new church of St. Aidan,
which has been erected on a commanding site

near the junctioji of Jlanchester-road and
Bolton-road. Sudden, Rochdale, on Wednes

I

day week. The building, which is in the
Early English style, was designed by Mr.
Temple-Moore, of London. It is of local
.-tone in rubble work, with window and other
ilressiiigs of Weldon stone. The tower at
the west end has only been commenced. The

lows are of the deeply-splayed lancet
A five-light window occupies the east
The aisles, of wliieh the southern is

wider, extend the whole length of the
iili. The chancel is unusually spacious,

iiiti loftier than the nave. On the south of
i!i.' uhancel arcade there is a chapel with

nimodatioii for 50 worshippers. The
iial length is about lOJft., and the
Ith 64ft. ; and there is seating accom-
ition for oO.j adults. An organ will later

- -cupy the gallery at the west end of the
iile chapel. An unusual feature of the
-linroh is the open-air pulpit projecting from
i turret on the south side. The cost of the
liiirch has been £6,000, towards which
•.4,UU0 has already been raised.

Ite. eiit additions to the exhibition of prints
Kmg Edward VII. 's Galleries include a

on of original lithographs by Mr. Albert
iodic, ana of etchings by Colonel Hobert

Swansea, on Wednesday, Dr. A. \V.
tinorp. of the Local Government Board.
in nnjuiry respecting an application by the
i-ea Rnral District Council for sanction to
A £20.500 for works of sewerage and

-'-disposal.

Edward Ellis, of Leeds, has retired from
I'osition of Yorkshire district engineer to
I'leat Nortliern Railway Company, after
years' service with the company. He has
cd letters of thanks and api)rcciation both

I the directors of the companv and tlie
i!>nien he has controlled.

'-ns was received at Wilmslow on Mondav
death of Mr. B. K. Adanii, chief engineeV

" Government railway in' Mauritius, as a
of injuries received in an accident on the

IV. He was formerly an official on the
'dure and Yorkshire Railwav, and was a

' prizeman of the Institution of Civil
- :ii-ers.

te were 126 applicants for the post of
-h engineer at Stockton-on-Tees, and the

' ng have been selected for a personal
>i-w: Mr. G. H. Whitaker. chief assistant
vor, Sunderland; Mr. H. R. Cralib.
'irli engineer. Pembroke; Mr. F. Wilkinson
uy surveyor. Wimbledon; Mr. G. F. Bean-

"t- deputy borough engineer, Wolvcr-
"Ploiu Mr. T. P. Frank, borough survevor,
"Hrk- on. Trent: and Mr. G. C. Mitchell.

ant borough engineer, Stockton, The
IS ±oOO a year, rising by f25per-annum

lucnts to .£700.

COMPETITIONS.
1) O N CASTER C O R !• O R A T 1 () N

HOUSING COMI'ETITKiX.—The Don
caster Corporation are taking steps to
provide, in some measure, for the great
shortage of houses in the town and district.
(Jiic portion of their property, the Car House
estate, is to be laid out (ui model lines. The
plans were thrown open tii competition, and
the assessor, Mr. Patrick Cronibie, of Liver
pool, has just made his award. The first

prize of £50 goes to Messrs. Ireland and
Hanscomb. of West Ealing, for the best site
plan ; and the second and third prizes, of
£30 and £20 respectivelv. are aw;irdcd to
.Mr. G. A. Boswell. of Glasgow, tiiid ,A[r.

J. S. Stout, of Whitehaven, for their housing
plans in each case. The plans sent in
iiunibered 108, and they are to be on view to
the public in the Mansion House.

LIVERPOOL.—The competition plans for
the Rathboue-street area where workmen's
dwellings will be erected from the designs of
Messrs. E. F. S. Birain, Licentiate R.I.B.A..
and W. B. Fletcher, George-street, St.
Helens, arc to be on public view in the
Walker Art Gallery, Brown-street, Liver-
pool, for a fortnight, closing on 'Thursday,
the li^iid iiist., between the hours of 10 a.m.
and G p.m. We are promised the loan of a
perspective view of the selected design. The
awards were printed in our issue for March
20. with an abstract of the report of the
referee, Mr. Henry Hartley, F.R.I.B.A. We
have seen the plans chosen for the work and
lia\e no doubt a> to their suitability and good
architectural appropriateness in design.

L.C.C. SCHOOLS AT GREENWICH.

-

The London County Council Education
Committee at their last meeting accepted
a sub-committee's reeommendation that
Messrs. Wright and Chapman, of 38,
Grainger-street West, Newcastle-on-'Tyne, be
employed as architects for the coiistruction
of new elenientary school in Billingsgate-
street, Greenwich. The assessor had placed
their design first in the recent open coinpeti-
tion, and it was illustrated in our issue of
October 23. 1914. Messrs. Savage and Uowe,
Mosley-street. .\ewcastle-on-Tyiie, were
appointed quantity surveyors for the work.

LUTON.—The date for sending in the
plans to be submitted in the limited
competition for the Girls' Secondary
School at Luton has been postponed to the
first of May. The Bedford County Council
have not at present decided as to the appoint-
ment of a professional referee. 'The
architects chosen to compete are:—Messrs.
J. R. Brown and Son. Luton ; Mr. Alfred
W. S. Cross, V. P.R.I. B.A., London;
Messr.,. Hiekton and Fariiier, FF.R.I.B.A.,
Walsall

; Messrs. Bucklaiid and Haywood-
Fariner, FF.R.I.B.A., Biriniiigham"; Mr.
Arnold Mitchell, F.R.I.B.A.. Loudon;
Messrs. J. Alfred Gotcli, F.R.I.B.A., and
Saunders, Kettering ; Messrs. Frankland and
Deacon. Luton ; and Messrs. Sharman and
Archer, Wellingborough.

SI. HELENS.—The awards in connection
with the competition at St. Helens for new
police buildings and fire-station are still

sub judice, so that no inforniation can be
made public in regard to the matter at
present.

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA.-No decision has
been come to with regard to the competitive
designs submitted for the tuberculosis
hospital at Southend-on-Sea.

Correspondence.

QUICK DRYING CONCRETE USED BY
THE GERMANS.

'I'o i/u Ediiur of Ike Building Nkw.s.

SiK. - Following upon your report of Mr.
Hilaire Belloc's interesting lecture before the
Architectural Association on "Artificial
Permanent D-fencc " (and I note the
Bi'iLDlNo Ni:\v.s alone reports this crowded
meeting in Tuftonstreet), 1 would like to
ask the lecturer a pertinent question ; or
perhaps some expert "concretist " might be
able to afford the information. Among the
many surprises associated with Cierman war
undertaking during the present conflict, and
incidental to the appearance of the famous
howitzers wdiicli at the outset of hostilities
so effectively silenced the Belgian forts,
hitherto reckoned impregnable, conies a
further disco\en upon which the invading
enemies almost equally pride themselves. I

allude to the statement that Krupps have
pro\ided a new concrete said to harden in
two days instead of taking a fortnight or
more, according to the weather, as previously
required. Such an accessory for the effective
use of these monster artillery guns proved
to be an absolute necessity, though military
experts bear witness now that such big
ordnance quickly rifles in use. However that
may be, the immediate purpose of my
inquiry is not concerned with the fighting,
as such, or its objects. The Germans
found solid and quickly-constructed plat-
forms of concrete were" essential for the
mounting of these howitzers: hence the par-
ticular importance of the invention to them.
Mr. Belloc did not, liowe\er, allude to this
concrete, and my authority is Mr. Irvine S.
Cobb, an Aineriean journalist who enjoyed
the coign of vantage in the Quarters of "the
headquarters staff of the Germans on the
hill at Laou. For ordinary building-work
such quick hardening concrete would make
an enorninus difference in countless cases.
Some particulars would therefore be valuable
to other architects besides myself.— I am,
etc., BeLLO F'l-IGRANTE.
Maundy Thursday, 1915,

***'

Mr .J. Pickup has been appointed building
inspector to the Burnley Corporation in succes-

*»»

-News has been received at the Glasgow
Seliool of Art that Staff • Captain Eugene
Bourdon. Director of the Glasgow School of
-Architecture, now with the French at the front,
has received a "Citation a I'ordre du jour de
la division," the English equivalent for which
is, Mentioned in his regiment for special
services."

A point of importance in financial circles has
been decided in the Chancery Division. Mr.
Justice .Sarganl. in tlie case of Mr. Willi.ini
Robson against the Premier Oil and Pipe Line.
Ltd., held that alien enemies were not entitled
to vote or exercise their right to vote by proxy
in respect of shares held by them in English
companies.

ion to Mr. T. Cross, deceased".

The Croydon Corporation base veipiestcd
Messrs. Geo. T. lline and H. Carter Pegg to
prepare plans and specifications for the c.xten
sion of the buildings in order to provide for
another 200 patients at the Warlingham Mental
Hospital.

At S;itiirday's meeting of Sutlierland County
Council at Golspie, for the purpose of consider
irg the appointment of a sanitary inspector for
the county, there were fifteen applications for
the post, and these were reduced to a short
Icet of three, as follows: Mr. Home, ijiialified
sanitary inspector. Paisley; Mr. George Frascr,
building contractor. Golspie; and Mr. Robert
Moore, foreman mason for the Dnke of Suther-
land. Golspie. The final selection will be made
at the M.ay meeting of the council.

In the Civil Service Estimates there is an item
of £230.000 for works and services to be carried
out for the relief of unemployment. This is an
entirely new item, and expenditure will be
defrayed from this vote only in the event of
a depression in tr.ade of such a character as to
call for the application of relief measures by
the Government. The approval of the Treasury
in every case will bo obtained before any
specific work is begun. The works undertaken
will be such as wouKl in any case be required
for Government purposes in the course of the
next few years.

At the monthly meeting of the Wallsend
Town Council on 'Tuesday night the lioiising and
town-planning committee reported that Ihey
had receive<l from Mr. E. C^ratney. architect,
an amended lay-out plan for 68 two-roomed
houses, 136 three-roomed houses. 68 four-roomed
houses, and 14 self-contained houses, with a

total accommodation for 286 tenants, and which
gave a proportion of 18 7.3 houses and 37.75

tenants to the acre. Mr. Cratney stated that it

had been necessary in some cases to reduce the
width between the building frontages (o 55ft. It

was decided to approve the block plan, and to

send a copy of Mr. Cratney 's letter to each
member of the committee.
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LEGAl. INTELLIGENCE.
RATING OF SEWERS.—In order to save the

trouble and expense of going to law, it is under-
stood that a compromise has been agreed to

between the Select Vestry and the Corporation
of Liverpool with regard to the rating ot sewers.

It was anticipated that the appeal to Quarter
Sessions by the corporation v. the overseers

against the parochial assessment would be carried

to the House of Lords, whichever side won in the
first instance. Hitherto the vestry authorities

were willing to place the matter of amount
before an arbitrator, but were im willing to

place the question of liability before such a

tribunal. They are now prepared to concede both
pomt-s, and also to accept the same baisis of

assessment for this year as the Toxteth and West
Derby authorities. The corporation contend
still that the principle of sewer-rating is entirely

wrong; but, as in any case, win or lose, the
ratepayers would be the sufferers, they look upon
it as a matter of greater importance tliat money
should be saved, and, without abating one jot of

the principle, they are determined not to waste
money on law at this critical period in the
country's history. The only possible utility of a
double reference to the House of Lords would
have been the exposure of the present system of

city government in Liverpool, which permits
three distinct Poor-law administrations and as

many as seventeen different rate - collecting

authorities.
^»»

The Premier Palace Theatre in Dublin is

approaching completion. It is being built from
designs by Mr. Bertie Crewe, of London.

A Presbyterian church is about to be built at

Cloughwater, near Ballymena, from plans by
Mr. S. J. McFadden, of Queen-street, Coleraine.

The East District Committee of the Berwick
shire County Council have agreed to increase
the salary of their road surveyor by i;50 per
annum.

The Local Government Board have given their

sanction to the borrowing by the urban district

council of Bentley with Arksey of £2,660 for a
housing scheme.

The Local Government Board have refused to

sanction the application of the town council of

Swansea for leave to borrow £121,000 for an
extensive housing scheme.

Mr. J. G. Howard, assistant surveyor to the
Berkhamsted Rural District Council, has been
appointed surveyor and inspector to the
Salcombe Urban District Council.

The death took place on Monday, at his

residence, The Nest, Knowsley Park , Prescot,
of Mr. J. Hornby, estate agent to Lord Derby,
a position he had held for over twenty years,

being successor to the late Mr. Hale. Mr.
Hornby, who was sixty-one years of age, had
only been ailing a few days.

The Ruislip-Northwood Urban District Council
have adopted plans prepared by Messrs. A. and
J. Soutar for a housing scheme, and an appli-

cation will be made to the Local Government
Board for sanction to a loan of £5,365 for the
purchase of land and for building twenty-two
houses.

Mr. Farquharson Minto, who for more than
forty years was road surveyor to the Arbroath
District Committee of the county of Forfar,
died at his residence, Hillend-road, Arbroath,
on Sunday, at the age of eighty-six. He was a

native of Alford, Aberdeenshire, and a brother
of the late Professor Minto, Aberdeen.

The death took place at Cheltenham on Tues-
day of Mr. Charles Malvern, a well-known
builder, who had reached his eightieth year.
Mr. Malvern- was a native of Tewkesbury, but
had lived most of his life in Cheltenham, where
he erected Rodney Hall, Swindon-road Wesleyan
Chapel, the corporation electric-power station,

the abattoir, and other buildings.

Mr. W. H. WinterboLtom, of Abcrsoch and
London, yesterday (Thursday) foimally pre-
sented the village of Abersoch with -lu institute,
well furnished, and embracing an assembly-
room, a reading-room, and billiard room. The
building is lighted throughout with electricity,

and attached to the institute is a tennis-
ground. The institute has been given by Mr,
Winterbottom in memory of his deceased son. .

Under the direction of H.M. Oflice of Works,
building operations are proceeding, night and
day, in a portion of St. James's Park adjoining
the railings on the south fide of the Mall. The
premises, which are to be completed in sis

weeks' time, are to serve as temporary oflices

for the staff, about a thousand in number, of

the Accountants' Department of the War Office.

The contractors are Messrs. Leslie and C'o , of

Kensington.

(Bm (Bf^tt table.

The " Contract Record " of Toronto, in

referring to the nomination of Mr. Frank
Darling, of the firm of Messrs. Darling and
Pearson, of that city, as the Royal Gold
Medallist of the R.I.B.A., mentions that Mr.
Darling was born at Scarborough, near

Toronto, in 1850. From Upper Canada
College he proceeded to Trinity College

School. After studying the elements of his

profession in Canada, he went to England,

in 1870. and continued under George
Edmund Street and Sir Arthur Blomfield.

He entered upon his professional career in

Canada in 1875, and formed his present

partnership some twenty years later. Among
the works designed by Mr. Darling are the

new General Hospital at Toronto, the C.P.R.

office building, and the new head office build-

ing of tlie Dominion Bank, Toronto, the

Canadian Bank of Commerce building, and
the new office for the Sun Life Company in

Montreal, " The materialisation of his designs

is to be found in Newfoundland, in the

Maritime Provinces, in the principal cities of

Quebec and Ontario, in the prairie towns,

and in Vanvouver."

Mr. J. M. Gething, arcliitect, of Stour

bridge, has presented to the library of the

Royal Institute of British Architects a copy

of Elraes' "Life of Sir Christopher Wren,"
which he purchased at tlie sale of tlie

contents of Wroxall Abbey nearly fifty years

ago. It contains two pages of genealogy of

the Wren family (ante and post Sir

Christopher) in the handwriting ot a lady,

almost certainly that of the wife of

Christopher Roberts Wren, and mother of

the last Miss Wren, who married Mr.
Chandos Hoskyns. It also contains two
book-plates, one of them the arms and name
Christopher Roberts Wren, and the other

having the same arms and the wife's

quartered, and the name A-une Wren. This

latter book-plate was pasted over the former,

covering it; and on its removal the under

one was disclosed.

Some discoveries of great interest are

announced in the 60th annual report of the

Surrey .^rchEeological Society, to be

presented at the meeting of the society to be

held at Guildford on the 17th inst., under
the presidency of Lord Farrer. At Compton
a Roman villa, not of very e.'stensive

character, but containing many features of

interest, was carefully excavated in the

garden of Mrs. G. F. Watts, under the super-

intendence of Mr. Mill Stephenson. F.S.A.

—

At Merton, in the wall of a house which was
being pulled down in the premises of Messrs.

Libertv, discovery was made of an almost,

complete Norman arch, obviously a part of

the Priory buildings. Steps were taken for

the preservation of this valuable relic, and

the council acknowledge the personal

courtesy and interest of Sir Arthur Liberty in

the matter. Further discoveries of prehistoric

remains have been made at Weybridge, and

at Wotton a number of bronze vessels,

believed to be almost unique specimens of

British water-clocks, were found.

The members of the Eskdale and Liddes-

dale Archseological Society, and Mr, W. M,
M'Kenzie, secretary, recently met at Hollows

Bridge; Mr. G.' H. Watson, principal

architect of the Royal Commission on

Ancient Monuments (Scotland), and Mr. W.
Hyslop, builder, Langholm, were also present.

The Society have carried out excavations at

the south end of Hollows Bridge, with the

object of deciding whether Caronbie

Gilnochie Castle, the principal stronghold of

the famous Border freebooter, Johnnie

Armstrong, was situated there or not. An
examination was made of the place and its

surroundings. It has long been a question

amongst antiquarians whether the castle

stood at the end of the bridge or half a mile

further up the ri\er. The excavations just

completed at Hollows Bridge have revealed

a retaining wall, which, however, does not

furnish proof of a satisfactory nature that a

oastlc or inhabited tower had existed there.

What might have been a dry moat was seen.

and calcined remains of different kinds have
been dug up, but these also were insufficient

to determine anything definite. Great
numbers of dressed stones were found in a

dyke not far off on Hollows Mill farm ; but

the experts present considered that from the

way they were dressed tliey had been taken
from some building of more recent date than

a castle of the noted freebooter. One point

against the site being that of Armstrong's
Castle was that no mortar was found by the

excavators.

A meeting of those interested in the

preservation of the fine old mansion of

Murrayfield House, Edinburgh, and the

splendid trees surrounding it, has been held

to consider what steps should be taken with

a view to obtaining some modification of the

proposed town-planning scheme, whereby the

house itself and the bulk of the trees might
be saved. Tlie draft scheme provides for the

continuance of Murrayfield-avenue directly

northwards through the site of lite house,

which would entail its demolition, as well as

the destruction of most of the fine trees in

the grounds. Lord Strathclyde presided,

remarking that the local authorities were

by no means unsympathetic, liowever, and
that they did not require to be converted.

Mr. Henry F. Kerr, A.R.I.B.A., gave an
interesting explanation of the arcliitectural

features of the house, illustrated by plans

which he had prepared, .'Vs a result of careful

investigations, Mr, Kerr was satisfied that

the house belonged to three distinct periods,

covering the past three centuries, and that

it, therefore, formed an exceptionally good

illustration of Scottish domestic architecture.

The earliest portion formed a "keep,"
occupying the eastern part of the main build-

ing, and dating from the beginning of the

seventeenth century. This keep was incor-

porated in the main building, which seems to

have been built about a hundred years later,

and this in turn was altered and brought
more in accord with later domestic require-

ments by the enlargement of the windows,

the addition of the central pediment, and

various other internal and external altera-

tions. The last addition was the east wing,

I

containing the fine drawin'g-room in Adams
. feeling, built about the beginning of the

nineteenth century. On the motion ot Lord

I

Strathclyde, Mr, Kerr was cordially tlianked

for his interesting account, and a committee

was appointed to watch over the matter, and

to take any steps which might seem advisable.

Mr. G, A. Harrison Warrender, was

appointed as secretary.

i'he Civil Service estimates just published

show that £4,062,742 will be required during

the year 1915-16 for public works and

buildings. This figure shows a net inciease

of £317,535 compared witli 1914-15, Royal

Palaces account for £62,250, £27,000 of

which is allocated to palaces in his Majesty's

occupation, ."V sum of £121,400—a net

decrease of £1,800— is required to defray the

expenses of Royal parks and pleasure

gardens. The £74,000 set aside for the

Houses of Parliament represents an addition

of £7,300, New works and alterations will

claim only £4,140, as compared with £15.400

last year," There is as well a drop of £4,395

for inaintenanee and repairs, but the sum of

£10,180, necessary for maintenance of

approaches and gardens, means an increase

under this heading of £8,025, The provision

ot wood-block paving to Old Palace Yard nntl

St, Margaret street—£8,800— solely accounts

for this extra expenditure. Under the

heading "Art and Science Buildings" there

is a flailing oft of estimated expenditure of

£9,400, and the diplomatic and consular

buildings will take £52,610 less. Another

£12.600 is required for insurance and labour

exchange premises. Woolwich Arsenal

housing scheme will cost £6,000, and £8,870

is asked for further structural alterations at

the National Gallery to remove or minimise

risks from fire. Tlie Government contribu-

tion to the cost of the improvement of the

approach to the Mall is put at £32,000,

Less land was acquired for small holdings

by County Councils in 1914. and the reduc-

tion from 24, -103 acres the previous year to
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10,537 acres is attributed by the Board of
Agriculture, in their report, entirely to the
Har. The present position is that no loans
are available from the Public Works Loan
Commissioners in existing circumstances in
respect of any fresh purchases of land for
small holdings, but if councils are prepared
to find the purchase-money themselves from
the county fund, or from capital moneys
under their control, the Board will be
prepared to approve such schemes, and the
Local Government Board will give the neces-
sary sanction, provided that the purchase-
money in any one case does not exceed
£2.500. Apart from this, the only means by
which councils can supply the needs of their
unsatisfied applicants is by acquiring land on
lease or by means of a pei-petual rent charge.
The total quantity of land acquired by
County Councils since the Act came into
operation is 195.490 acres.

The Lord Mayor of Birmingham (Alder-
man Bowater) has consulted a number of the
leading citizens as to whether the time is

opportune for promoting a memorial to the
late Jlr. Joseph Chamberlain. It was
unanimously recognised that steps should be-

taken as soon as possible to commemorate
Mr. Chamberlain's public services, but it was
felt that any scheme proposed would be more
successful if an appeal for subscriptions were
made at a later date. The Lord Mayor,
therefore, does not propose to move in "the
matter at present.

A second edition of that most useful hand-
book, Practical Gilding, Bronzing. Lacquer-
ing, and Glass Embossing," by Fred Scott
Mitchell, is published bv the Trade Papers
Publishing Co., Ltd.. 365. Birkbeck Bank
Chambers, W.C. at 3s. The additional
chapters on Glass Embossing, Gesso and
Relief Decoration. Mosaic Work, etc..
together with an up-to-date scale of charges
for all kinds of work, will materially enhance
the well-deserved and_ wide circulation the
manual has enjoyed.

"Structural Steel Drafting, and Elemen-
tary Design," by Chas. D. Conklin. junior
(London: Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 10s. 6d.),
is a useful and practical treatise by a well-
known American teacher. The introductory
chapters will be found valuable by the
student, and the succeeding pages cover
successively rivets and riveting, beam and
column detailing, wall-girders and columns,
roofs, girder bridges, highway bridges,
railway spans, and hip and vallev details.
The general appendix gives a good general
specification for steel railway bridges.

"Handrailing For Geometrical Staircases,"
by W. A. Scott (London : Whittaker and Co.,
4, White Hart-street, E.C., 2s.), is a practical
exposition of one of the most difficult tasks
the joiner is called upon to perform. There
is, of course, no dearth of books about it, but
the best are dear and others deal only with
particular systems. Mr. Scott has produced
a handy manual that will help students and
the practical man as well—provided, of
course, either is familiar with the setting out
and construction of ordinary newel stairs.

Four Chapters of the New York State of
the .-imerican Institute of Architects have
endorsed the proposed law for the registra-
tion of architects under the regents, and
• omniended the work of Mr. Pilcher, the
State Architect. The board of directors and
committee on public improvements was
instructed to co-operate in the work of
preserving historic monuments and buildings.
The following officers have been elected in
the New York State Chapter for the coming
year; President. A. L. Brockway, Syracuse;
vice-president, Robert D. Kohn, New York;
secretary-treasurer. F. H. Qninby, Brooklyn

;

directors. J. M. Hewlett. Brooklyn: H P
IJ„I1 7 D..«_l_ T ^. L '.

Buffalo
, Leon Stern, Rochester,

I. L. Ackerman, New York; E. S. Gordon.
Rochester; George Gary, Buffalo; R, M.
Hunt, New York; William Bannister,
Brooklvn.

The Architectural League of New York
have decided to establish a medal of 1 nnour
for architecture, to be given bv the lcs(.'ue
each year at its annual exhibition. The

details of the method of award are now being
worked out by a special committee appointed
by the league to consider the matter, consist-
ing of Mr. Edwin H. Blashfield, Mr. Isidore
Konti, Mr. Calvin Kiessling, under the
chairmanship of the president of the league,
Mr. Cass Gilbert. It is the purpose of the
committee to make the conditions comprehen-
sive in character, so that the medal may be
said to represent the true consensus of
artistic opinion in America. The medal will

be awarded each year by a committee on
which there will be members of the different
professions allied to architecture, as well as
men who are practising architects.

The report of the directors of the Val de
Travers Asphalte Paving Company for 1914
slates that, after making provision for
depreciation, etc., the net profits are i;i9,265,
which, with the sum brought forward,
amount to £26,860. From this has to be
deducted the interest on the debenture stock,
amounting to £6,900. An interim dividend
of 6d. per share was paid in October last; a
further dividend of 9d. per share, free of
income-tax, is now recommended, making
together Is. 3d. per share, or 6J per cent.,
for the year, and leaving to be carried
forward £7,710.

Work is proceeding in connection with the
construction of Australia's capital city.

Canberra. Extensive sewage-farms are being
formed three miles outside the city boundary.
A site has been selected for the construction
of a dam to lock the water from the Quean-
beyan River, in order to force a continuous
stream into the Molonglo, which flows
through the Federal capital territorv. The
cost of the dam will be about £100, (100. On
the Otter River, twenty miles from Quean-
beyan, a dam is being constructed to store
water for the supply of the capital. From
this dam the water will run in pipes through
a tunnel cut in the hill to a reservoir at
Red Hill. The electric power plant, which
will generate power for lighting and
industrial purposes in the city, and is to cost
£60,000. is approaching completion.
Hundreds of thousands of bricks are being
produced at the State-owned brickworks on
the site.

«>»-

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSTJINS 'WEEK.
SiluBDAY (To-MOBKOW).—Institution of Municipal and

County Engineers. East Midland Dis-
trict Meeting, Town Hall, Loughborough.
2.1.5 p.m.

Monday.—Surve.vors' Institution. " The Report of the
Land Inquiry Committee on Housing,"
b.7 C. S. Joseph and R. Strachau
Gardiner. 8 p.m.

Tuesday.—Society of Engineers. " Main Roads. Past
and Present," by Frank Grove,
Assistant County Surveyor of Surrey.
7.30 p.m.

WEDNisDiY.—Society of Architects. Concert at the
King's Hall, Holbom Restaurant.
(Tickets 2s. 6d. each. Morning Dress. I

S p.m.
Institute of Sanitary Engineers.

"Corrosion of Iron and Steel Pipes," by
W. J. E. Binnie, M.I.C.E. Casto'n
HaU. 8 p.m.
Royal .Society of Aits. " The In-

dustrial Use of Radium," by T. Thome
Baker. 8 p.m.

TuvRSDAV.—Royal Society of Arts. "Basra and the
Shatt-ul-Arab," by Perceval Landon.
5 p.m.

Society of Architects. " Artilicial
Lighting in Relation to Architectural
Effects," by Stephen D. Chalmers,
M.A., of the Northampton Institute.
7.30 p.m.
Camberwell School of Arts and

Crafts, Peckham-road, S.E. "The
Tombs of Westminster Abbey," by
Professor W. R. Lethaby, F.R.I.B.A.
8 p.m.

Sheffield Society of Architects and
Surveyors. Annual Meeting.

FiiluAY.—Town Planning Institute. " Replanning and
Re-development in Existing Centres,"
by W. T. Lancashire, M.I.C.E., and
H. V. Lanchester, F.R.I.B.A., (12,

Victoria-street, S.W. 8 p.m.

- •<«»

General George Warren Walker, Colonel-
Commandant, Royal Engmeeri, celebrated his
ninety-seventh birthday at Bath on "Tuesday.
He is in good health. General Walker entered
the Army in 1842, and was promoted to General
in 1885. He was formerly Chief Engineer and
Public Works Secretary in Madras.

%tB^t ja^tos.

"WAGES MO'VrEMENTS.
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE PLUMBERS -The

Newcastle operative plumbers, who cume out on
strike a week ago for an increase of wages,
resumed work on Tuesday. The dispute had
been referred to the Committee on Production,
who appointed Mr. Alexander Wilkie. MP..
secretary of the National Shipwrights' Society,
and Mr. John Hill, secretary of the National
Boilermakers' Society, to interview the men and
state the inadvisability of industrial disputes
at the present juncture of national affairs. The
Plumbers' Association issued a statement deny-
ing that the dispute affected the production of
war munitions or work in hospitals or in huts.
They offered to release five men employed on
such work; but the masters insisted that all
should resume or none.

Mr R H Bicknell held a Local Government
Board inquiry at Hessle on Wednesday as to
an application from the urban district council
for sanction to borrow £7,200 for road-widening
and improvements.

Mr. E. C. P. Monson, F.R.I.B.A., President
of the Society of Architects, who is well known
in Masonic circles as a P.P.G. Supt. Works of
Buckinghamshire, etc., has been advanced to
Grand Lodge rank as Assistant G. Supt. of
Works.

The Lord Mayor will open on Tuesday next,
at three o'clock, at the Guildhall Art Gallery,
the Arts in War Time Exhibition of Pictures
and .Sculpture, which is being held in the
interests of the Professional Classes War lielief
Council.

A scheme has been prepared by the borough
surveyor of Hertford, Mr. J. H. Jevons, for
the construction of a road to connect Port Vale
with North-road and the new Great Northern
station. The estimated cost is £2,450, towards
which the railway company will contribute
£1,000.

The Masonic Hall in Cooper - street, Man-
chester, has long been inadequate for require-
ments, and a new hall is to be built in Bridge-
street for tlie use of ilasonic lodges in Man-
chester and East Lancashire. The architect is

Mr. James B. Broadbent, of Cooper - street,
Manchester.

The health committee of the corporation of
Hull have under consideration a scheme for
building a garden village on land between the
Hessle - road railway - crossing ami Pickering
Park. Over seventy acres are available, and
it is proposed, if the land can be purchased, to
erect ten houses per acre.

The new buildings near the Victoria Rooms,
Bristol, erected as the headquarters of the city
branch of the Colonial Institute, are expected
to be opened by Earl Grey on May 18. The
premises have been erected from designs by
Mr. Norman G. Bridgman, A.R I B.A., of Tor-
quay, and were illustrated in our issue of
August 8, 1913.

The rural district council of Flaxton, near
York, have under consideration a report by
Messrs. Fairbank and Sons, civil engineers, as
to a joint water scheme for the parishes of
Rawcliffe, Skelton. and Shipton. The estimated
cost is £2,973 3s. 8d. for the joint scheme, and
for the parishes of Rawcliffe and Skelton only,
£1.792 lis. 6d.

The new Central Board School at Kilbirnie
was formally opened on Saturday afternoon.
The school occupies a level site fronting the
turnpike-road, opposite the parish church, mid-
way between Kilbirnie and Glengarnock. The
Ijuildings are of one story, the classrooms being
grouped around a central hall which is 48ft. by
29ft. The cost has been about £8,000.

The general purposes committee of the City
Corporation, in a report on the Mansion House
interior, asks that, in view of the rejoicings
which the end of the war will bring, the
Egyptian Hall mav be redecorated at a cost
estimated at £3.120: the state drawing rooms.
£700; the old ballroom. £1,050; three state
bedrooms, £150; Venetian parlour. £165;
morning-rooms, £560— total. £5,745.

Mr. A. E. Newman, who has just died at
Winchester, was a well-known sculptor and
monumental mason, who designed and erected
many of the memorials in Winchester Cathedral.
His grandfather, who came of an old New
Forest stock, was surveyor to the city council
of Winchester; and his father, who was a
Winchester tradesman, did a great deal of the
carved work on the Houses of Parliament.
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LATEST PRICES.
N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
!isual sonrces of information are in many
cases failing us.

TIMBEB.
Per standard.

£r,5 OtoiS7

24

Yellow Fine Deals, let qnality
aod „ ... 43

White Deals : First 22
Seconds 20

U.S. Yellow rianks. Deals, and
battens 10 10 ., 1110

Per cubic foot.
Oak: Anstrian Wainscot i'O 10 6 to i'O 12
Teak: Burmese, per load, 50ft. 28 „ 34
Teak : Java, per load, 50ft 21 „ 27

IRON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled Steel .Joists, English i8 10 to £8 13 tj

Wrongbt-Iron Girder Plates 8 15 „ 10 0'

Steel Girder Plates 8 17 B ,. 9 17 u

Kar Iron. Bood Staffs 6 .9 ,, 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 23 ,.

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Best Sredshill 9 0,, 9 10
Angles 10s.. Tees 20s (.er ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, lor bondint.'. &c., £8 15s. to ^9.

Ditto galvanised, £14 bo £15103. per ton.

Galvanised Corru' ated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 21

Bft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 10 ... 14

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £S 10

10

8 10
7 10

9 5

6

Cast-Iron Stanchions 6 17
Uolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5
RoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

Galvanised 8 15
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 15
Cut Floor Brads 10 15
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14B.W.0 14 5 „ —

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0to8 P 10 11 13 B.W.O.
£10 10s. £10 153. £11 Os. £11 58. £11 15a. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £6 15 to £7 2 6
4in. to6in 6 10 „ 6 12 6
7in. to 24io. (all sizes) 6 17 6 „ 7 2 6
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra.

turned and bored j.jiats 5a. per ton e-ttra.l

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall 80a. Od. to 127s. fid.

Hot Blast, ditto 878. Od. „ 97s. Od.

Wronght-lron Tubes and Fittings— Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. {plus 2i per cent.)

—

Gas-Tubes 72i p.c.
Water-Tubes 6611

Steam-Tubes 65
Galvanised Gis-T bet 60
Galvanised Water Tubes 56i
Oalvanised Steam-Tabea 50

OTHER METAIiS.
Per ton. Per ton.

Lead Water Pipe, Town '£28 to —
Country *29 0,, —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '29 0,, —
Country *30 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town '30 0,, —
Country '61 0,, —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town *33 0., —
.. .. .. ,, Country •34 „ —

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town ... *31 0,, —
„ ,, Country *3i

Lead Soil-pipe (npto4jin.) Town '31

Country '32 „ —
fOver 4iin. £1 per ton extra.

1

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6 ,, £18 12 (

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 .. —
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 90
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 7f)

Tin. English Ingots 173
Do., Bars 171;

Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town) 19 _ _

Sheet Lead, Town '27 10
Country *2S 10 „ —

Genuine White Lead 34 0,, —
Refined Bed Lead 32 0,, —
Sheet Zinc 73 0,, —
Old Lead, against account 22 0,, —
Tin percwt. 9 10 0„ —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 13 3 „ —

• For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

SLATES.
in. in. £ s. d. per 1,000 of
20 X 10

, 16 „ 8
, 20 ,, 10
, 20 „ 12

,10
,12

,

,

,

2 6
,

90 10
77

177
178
20 2 6

Blue Portmadoc

Blue Bangor

First aaality

Enreka
green ..

nnfadlng

Permanent Green ...

20
,

16
,

'

20
,

20
,

18
,

16
,

20
,

18 ,

16 ,

. 13 12 6 1.300 at r. stn.

. 6 12 6

. 13 2 6

. 13 17 6

.13

. 13 15
7 5

15 17
18 7
13 5
10 5

11 12
g 12

6 13

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hara Stocks... £1 15
Second Hard Stocks 1 11
Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 14

Pressed Wire Cnts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Fac-ng ... 5

Best Blue I ressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BuUnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 4

2|in. Best Red Ac-)
crington Plastic [

4 10 6
Facing Bricks )

per 1,000 alongside, in

[river

,. ,,

delivered
at rly. stn
,. ,,

,< ,,

,, ,,

„

..

,, .,

( Net. delivered in

,j falltruck loads
i in London.

Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000

6

3

Bricks £2 10
SVe" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2

Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17
Sewer Arch Brick not more tban S'/s in
thickest part 2

Vis" Chimney Bricks fit for ontside work ... 2 6

a'/e" ditto ditto through and through 3
SVs" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons; 2V' anj V' radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns ..^' 3 7

Accrington ^ir Bricks, 9"x2 course deep, each
Ditto ditto 9"xl course

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep, 4h" soffit, per foot opening...

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ih"
ih"
ib"
9"
9"
9"

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

Net free on rail, or free on boat at wortirs.

aiiAZED BBIOKS.

1 3
1 S
2 I

2 t;

2 1
2 11

3 6
4 6

HAUD GLAZES (PER 1,000).

White. Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream. Other

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours.
Stretchers—
f12 7 6 .£10 17

Headers—
11 17 6 10 7

Quoins, Bullnose. and 4Mn. Flats-

Second
Colours.

6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

15 17 6 14 17 6
Double Stretchers—

17 17 6 16 7 6
Double Headers—

14 17 6 13 7 6

17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6

20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

26 7 6 18 17 6

26 17 6 19 17 6

24 77 6 17 7 6

One side and two ends, square-
19 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6

Two oides and one end, square—
19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6

SpliiVB and Sqainte—
17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers-
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double BuUnose, Round Ends, BuUnoee Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles—
4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles

—

1/3 each 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose. Stretchers, and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and
Headers .-.^ £23 17 6

M .. Quoins and Bullnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks ^ Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
listfortbeirrespectivekindsandcolours y ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4Mn.
Is. 2d. each / by 2|in.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations. s. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 „

8d. each

1/2 each

5d. each
Per 1.000

Best Portland Cement 36
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21

8. d. Per ton,
to 41 delivered

C per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

8. d. s. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0
Darley Dale, ditto ...

Red Corsehill, ditto ,,

Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto .,

Ancaster, ditto „
Greenshill, ditto ..

Beer, ditto
Chilmark. ditto (in track at
Nine Elms) „

Hard York, ditto
Do. do. Bin. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup.

Do. do. Sin. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ..

*An F.O.B. London.

2 4
2 3
2 2
2

I) 1 10
1 10
1 6

1 105
2

2 8

1 3

Bath Stone, delivered on road £ s. d.
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 17^

Ditto, ditto, Nine Elms Depot „ 1 9i
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at SeatOD Station ., Oil
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,. 17}

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. avera(:e :—
D slivered on road waggons

J
Brown White

at Paddington Depot, f Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or

(
Per foot cube.

Pimlico Wharf ' ... £0 2 3 ... £0 2 4i

TILES.
B.

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

ditto (Edwards) 57
Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46
Ornamental ditto 48
Hip tiles 3
Valley tiles 3

"Rosemary" brand plain tiles... 48
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 42

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
HartshiU " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 45
Pressed 42
Ornamental ditto 47
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3

OILS.
Rapeseed,English pale,per tun £28 15 to £29 5

d. Dlvrd. at
per 1000 ry.sn.

7 per doz.
per 1000

6

per doz.

6 per 1000

per doz. „

per 1000
6

lOi per doz. .,

a „
per 1000

per doz. „
8

6 per 1000

per doz. ,,

6

per lOOa
6

6
per doz.

6

Ditto, brown 26 15 „ 27 5
Cottonseed, refined 29 „ 30
Olive, Spanish 39 10 „ 40
Seal, pale 21 „ 2110
Cocoanut, Cochin 46 „ 46 10
Ditto, Ceylon „ 42 10 „ 43

Ditto, Mauritius 42 10 „ 43

Palm, Lagos 32 5 „ 33 5

Ditto. Nut Kernel 35 ,. 35 10

Oleine 17 5 „ 19 5
Sperm 30 „ 31
Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7 0,, 080
Petroleum, refined 6j' „ 6

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 1 10

Ditto, Archangel 19 6 „ 10
Linseed Oil per gal. 3 4,, —
Baltic Oil 3 8,, —
Turpentine ,. 3 4,, —
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil percwt. 10 „ —
Pure Linseed Oil
" Stority " Brand.. „ 9 0,, —

GLASS (IN CBATKS).
English Sheet Glass ; 15oz. 21oz. 26oz,

6d.
6Jd.

lid.

Fourths S.id

Thirds 6d.

Flnted Sheet 51.

Hartley's English Rolled Jin.

Plate 3*d.

White.
Figured Rolled and Reponssine... 5d.

6id.
7d. ,

ViGin.

3U.

32oz.

. lid.
83d.

}in.

... 4M.
Tinted.

6id.

VARNISHES, &c. Per gilloo.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak 10 6

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak.'.T 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of

churches 14 6

Finv) Elastic Carriage 12

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage IB

Fine Pale Maple 10

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Fine French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9

White Copal Enamel 14 9

Extra Pale Paper 12

Best .Japan Gold Size 10 U

Best Black .Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9

Brunswick Black 8

Berlin Black ° ^''
9

Knotting 10 ()

French and Brush Polish 10 b

Mr. Arthur CJ. Webster, clerk of works, Kirk-

caldy, has been appointed sauilary inspector and

burgh surveyor of Kinyhorn.

The foundalion-.slone lias beou laid of new

8unday-scliools aliout lo be added to t^astle

Green' Congrcjjal ion \1 I'luircli. Grccnbaiilt,

Bristol. Mr? W. II. Taylor, of Bristol, is the

.^irchitei'l. and Mr. M. I''. Chowry, of the same

city, the builder.

The town council of ICvcshani have postponed

till their August; meeting consideration of a

proposal to borrow £1,275 for the erection of

fifty-two working-class dwellings on the council's

land .adjoining King's-road. Bengcworth. and

the provision of roads. The council purchased

sufficient land to build 150 houses on, but Ihey

have proposed to build only a third of that

number to commence with.
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New Municipal Buildiu<rs, Ivarachi, ludia, now in

course of erection. View, plans, and detail. Mr.
Jame3 Camming W,ynnc8, F.R.I.C.A., Architect,
Kdinburgli.

"Islet," Maidenhead. The Kntraoce Front, Fireplace
iu the Saloon, and view of Hall, with plan. Mr.
Ernest Flint, P. It. I. B, A., Architect.

Garage and Offices at Avonmouth, for the Bristol
Tramway and tlai-age Co., Ltd. View and plan.
Mr. W. II. Watkins, F.H.I. B.A., Architect.

Carnegie Library, Didsbury, Manchester. View,
section, and plan. Mr. Henry Price, City Archi-
tect, Manchester.

URB.VN AND RURAL HOUSING.
The two jjapers read at the Surveyors'

Institution on Monday night, dealing with

that portion olt the Land Enquiry Com-
mission's Report relating to Housing, were
valuable summaries of facts which too

many well-meaning reformers ignore. Mr.
C. S. Joseph's well-known e.\rerience in

dealing witli what is probably the most
difTicult problem of all in connection with
urban housing for those who must live near
their work, and for whose benefit sites

must be found, when, owing to the com-
mercialisation of the central districts the
available area is constantly diminishing, of

course, condrms the conclusions we have
many times drawn dyiing the last fifteen

or twenty years. Added to this, we all

know, of course, that the increased cost of

labour and materials during tliat period
has, with very few exceptions, practically
driven private enterjirise out of the field.

I'ubhc authorities and companies have
done much ; but tlie supply still falls short
of the demand. We entirely agree with Mr.
Joseph that the alleged in'crease iu the
p.rico of land indicated in tlie Report is

really not so serious as is made out, and
th.at his figures prove tliis. That there is

difficulty in obtaining cleared sites in

crowded central districts is perfectly true;
but, as we have repeatedly pointed out.
there are large areas developed nearly a
century ago, covered by obsolete buildings.
with lai-go and almost always neglected
gardens, which accoinniodato very few
peo)ile, generally of an inferior class
to that for wliich the liouses were erected,
and which are souices of loss to tlieir

owners, and of anxiety to the local
authorities In many districts, if those
accustomed to sucli negotiations are em-
ployed, sucli property can be acquired at
very little more tlian the cost of cleared
land, and at a price vhicli would en.ible a
company or local authority to iiouso five
times as many people, at least, at rents
within the means of the poorest, and with a
fair return on tlie capital invested. Rates,
of course, are tlie gre.it hindrance. Their
portentous increase during tlie past fen
years lias necessitated (ho ab;indonnicnt of
many urban liousing schemes. How tliis

difficulty is to be met it is indeed hard to
say

; but it will liavn to be mot in the near
future it urban workers ;iro to be lioiised in
proximity to their work.
Tlui J>and En(|uiry t'ommissiiui. it will be

remembered, starts its proposed remedies
witli a recommendation lli;it local
autliorities shall make a complete survey of
Uieir districts, with a view to prep.iring re-

housing schemes. There is no nceil— in
London, at any rate, to wait for rarli.i-
ment for authority to make such siirvevs.
In spite of the objections t;iken . by
interested obstructionists to Lord Tsling-

toii's endeavour to introduce compulsory
inspection every five years into llie liill of

1909, the Act did embody a provision for

systematic inspection "from time to time,"
with a view to ascertaining whether any
dwelling-house was in a state so ilangerous
or injurious to health as to be unlit for

habitation. We entirely agree with Mr.
Joseph that we rather want local

authorities compelled to use their present
powers, than fresh Parliamcnt.ary action,

especially of the vague sort just instanced.
Has anybody, for instance, yet lieard of a

case where the Insurance C'onimissioMors,
as by Section G3 of the National Insurance
Act, 1911, they are empowered to do, in;iy

recover from a local authority .-iriy in-

creased payments due to bad housing con-
ditions, if it can be proved that in the
locality there is at least 10 per cent, more
sickness than is normally the case? 'W'e

also endorse Mr. Joseph's opinion that the
Committee's recommendation by way of

mitigation of the [iresent closing order pro-
cedure, that insanitary projierly should
"be improved and adapted to modern con-
ditions" is altogether an injudicious one.
This cheeseparing policy simply prolongs
the bad lives of bad houses, instead of
utilising their sites to better advantage.

The last paragraph of Mr. Strachan
Gardiner's paper will appeal to every
reader interested. It is indeed time the 28
.A.cts of Parliament jiassed during the last
fifty years dealing with housing were con-
solidated. As things are, the difiiculties of

action are immensely increased by the un-
certainties of the legal position. Times
over and again obstructionists on local

bodies have simi)Iy bounced willing
majorities into the abandonment of

schemes by misrepresentation of the mean-
ing of vaguely-drawn clauses in the face of

which possible costly litigation has been
feared. It is hopeless to expect this from
the present Parliament; but we trust,
when peace returns, and another Parlia-
ment is more amenable to the dictates of

common sense than this has proved itself,

a united attempt will be made to bring this

about.

AVe believe i\Ir. Gardiner is quite right
wlien he says that, but for the Finance Act
of 1910, the more thrifty workmen would
have increased the number of those wlio
build their own houses. A wise legislator

would assuredly set himself to encourage
the popularity of bricks and mortar ;is the
best investment for small savings. The
rural worker who earns less than a pound
a week may find this impossible. And the
.artificial f'uring u|) of wages whicli some
favour will defeat its own object by com-
pelling the former to limit his labour bill.

'\Vhatover is done, the "cheap cottage" at

first cost, which is so much advertised by
some, is only obtained by sacrificing accom-

modation to an impossible minimum, and,
in some cases, by the omission of quite
essential needs. The requirements of ;i

rural labourer differ materially from those
of the town worker. The latter needs com-
paratively little storage room, because ho
can, and mostly does, buy all his food,
fuel, etc., in small quantities. The peasant,
on the other hand, living far from shops,
has to store much in large quantities, and
to provide shelter for his jiig, his tools, etc.

He is, moreover, often so iscdated, and his
family are so much more with him, that lie

requires more space indoors if he is to

spend comfortable evenings after foil free

from the attractions of his only source of

recreation, the village inn.

On the other hand, the ])e,is.int h.is no
use for some of the refinements well-me.in-
ing people thrust upon him, which are un-
appreciated, and simply increase cost. Mr.
Gardiner instances the .50,000 cottages for
the rural labourers which have been built
in Irel.-md with State aid, mostly one-
storey buildings, with a living-room and
two bedrooms, and costing from fl'iS to
£211, at rents varying from fouifience to
2s. 9d. per week. We illustrated some of
these in our issues of June 27, ]91,'!, and
took occasion to point out many of their
defects, due principally to the want of care
in giving out the contracts by the Irish
District Councils. We also ventured in our
issue of Jan. 1(3, 1914, iu an article on
"The Genesis of a Labourer's Cott.age," to
point out how and why the requirements,
of the Irish labourer differed from those of
the English peasant. We pointed out some
of the many things which even architects
forget, and which benevolent faddists
ignore, but which simply worry the
labourer to no good purpose, and we
indicated on Jan. 30, 1914, how these
mistakes might be avoided, and economy
and fitness really secured. We mention
tliis because Mr. Gardiner says most truly
tliat " Village planning should bo on a
scientific basis, just as much as town-
planning," and because wc rcjgret to say
with regard to both (here is a good deal too
much of the "science falsely so-called," so
dear to the enthusiast who means well, but
whose efforts too often hinder rather than
help.

^4^.

THE ARTS IN WAR TIME
E.XHIBITION.

Tho really e.xcellent exhibition of paint-
ings and sculpture opened m the Guild-
hall Art Gallery last Tuesday by tho
Lord Mayor,' and arranged bir llo'

benefit of artists adversely affected bv t)i->

war, IS a striking proof of the brotherly
kindness of the more fortunate members of

tho fraternity of the brush and chisel who,
less hardly hit than their more needy
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fellows, have rallied nobly to the call of

the commit teo and contributed a number
of the best things on view. It is also a
gratifying instance of the prompt and judi-
cious organisation of the committee itself,

among whose members figure prominently
Sir Aston Webb, K.C.V.O., C.B., R.A.,
Mr. Paul "Waterhouse, F.R.I.B.A., Mr.
Ernest Newton, P. R. I.E.A., Mr. H. Chat-
feild aarke, Mr. David Murray, R.A., and
others.

In normal times Art is rightly regarded
as an important national asset. In the
hope that after the war Art will re-assert

its rightful position, it is surely desirable,
and necessary, to assist artists at the pre-
sent time. The pictures exhibited come
under two categories—gifts from generous
artists for the benefit of the Fund, and
exhibits contributed directly by artists in
need of assistance. The whole proceeds of

the exhibition will be devoted to the relief

of distress among professional artists due
to failure of income in consequence of the
war. So during this period of depression
works of art can bo acquired on terms
which make their purchase unusually
attractive, whilst in this case purchasers
will have the additional satisfaction of

knowing that they are contributing to a
useful and necessary work.
Among the most noticeable of the

exhibits are "The Home-coming of the
Herring Fleet" (1), by Mr. A. Sanderson
Edward; "Sweet September" (6), by Miss
Miriam J. Davis ;

" The Mill " (9), by Mr.
A. K. Brown; "Reaections" (10), by Mr.
H. A. Olivier; " Moonriso " (12), by Mr.
H. Hughes Stanton; "The Grey North
Sea " (U), by Mr. Robert W. Allan, a fine

rendering, and a precious memento here-
after, to the purchaser, of the storm-swept
waters where tlie Grand Fleet is keeping
such rigorous watch and ward. !\Ir. David
Murray, R. A., sends "In tlie Heart of the
Highlands " (17), a characteristic remini-
scence of the sternly picturesque which few
but himself can attempt with like success.

Of beauty of another order, but as effec-

tively reproduced, is Mr. David Calderon's
"A Summer Night" (20). Mr. Edward
King has five exhibits, of which we like

best his " Springwell Lock, Rickmans-
worth" (27). " Gono " (29), Mr. A. Cheval-
lier Taylor, will touch the hearts of all

beholders. "Toilers of the Sea" (33), by
Mr. John Charlton, is good, and so are Mr.
Tom Mostvn's "The Eye of the Storm"
(36), and "The Gate"' (89). Mr. Hain
Fusw ell's "The Gleaner" (34) is the best
of his three sent to our thinking, but his
"Flatford I;Ock" (71) will please many.
Mr. John S. Sargent sends an "Alpine
Valley " (87), which will not disappoint his

admirers. " Corfe Castle" (92), by Mr. B.
Priestman, is a welcome presentment of

the well-known old stronghold. "Mid-
summer Night" (93), by Mr. Herbert
Draper, and "Zephyr and Aurora," by Mr.
G. E. Moira, will merit the attention they
will secure, and among the subjects none
will willingly miss are "The North-West
Passage" (99), by Mr. AVm. Thos. Smith,
and "For Those at Sea" (103). 1)v Mr.
Fred Roe.
Among the rest of the 198 works sent we

may mention "The Road Over the Downs"
(31), l>v Mr. W. Dacres Adams; "Lovers"
(47), bv Miss E. F. Brickdale; "The
Canal, Evening" (.54), by I\Ir. Newbury A.
Trent; "Almshouses, Selworthv, Somer-
set " (107), by Mr. A. Carruthers Gould ;

"Falmouth Harbour" (IIG), by Mr. A.
Henry Fullwood ; and "The Storm Cloud "

(140).' by Mr. Mease Thomas.

The urban district, council of Fincliley h.ive
instniclecl their surveyor. Jlr. C. .T. .Tcnltin. to
prepare estimates of the cost of widening
Hendon-lane near the church patc!, and also
for widening tlie Great North Road, from

|

Walfield Pank to the coiinlv lionndary. from i

.^Oft. to 6ftft.

URBAN AND RURAL HOUSING.
The following two papers were read at the

meeting of the Surveyors' Listitution on
Monday night. Each deals with the report
of the Land Enquiry •Committee :

—

URBAN HOUSINO.

By C. S. Joseph (Visitor).

The conclusions of the Enquiry Committee
may be stated as embodying the following
main principles :

—

1. That a large proportion of ttie population, to tbe
lietrimeut of the State, occupy overcrowded and
iusauitary dwellings, due to the scarcity of suitable
accommodation at a reasonable rent.

2. That'the supply, whether by public authorities,
public utility societies, or private enterprise, is very
much less than the demand.

3. That the high cost of laud, the incidence of rates,
and local by-laws, militate against the supply being
maintained.

To remedy the evils indicated in their con-
clusions, the Committee make 15 recommen-
dations. It is impossible to deal with them
all, but, again seeking to ascertain the prin-

ciples underlying the conclusions, 1 thndc
they may be stated as follows:—

1. That as a result of a complete survey of their
district, a local authority shall prepare a scheme for the
provision of the necessary housing accommodatioa,
particularly for the population likely to be permanently
resident within their area.

3. That where sites are not readily available, transit
schemes should be promoted, and undeveloped areas
town-])lanned, and congested areas replanned.

3. That public utility societies should be assisted
financially, to enable them to provide such accommoda-
tion.

4. That insanitary property should be improved and
adapted to modern conditions in order to mitigate the
hardships of the present closing order procedure.

1. There is probably nobody in this room
who will disagree with the principle of that
summarised by me as No. 1. Unfortunately,
too many of the population of our towns are
living uiuler conditions wliich militate

iigaiust the physical and moral well-being of

the inliabitants, aLid which are inimical to

tlie much wider and important interests of

the State, and any schemes that would lead
to a marked improvement would not only
receive the support, but the hearty co-opera-
tion and goodwill, of every member of the
Surveyors' Institution. In the administra-
tive county of London, excluding the extra
London urban districts, there were, accord-
ing to the census of 1911, a population of

2G5,5u3 persons living in one-room tene-
ments. The census returns for the same
year also show that there were 32,351 tene-
ments, each of one room, which were occu-
pied by more than two persons. The returns
also sliow overcrowding to an equal extent
in tenements of two and three rooms. Not-
withstanding the overcrowding shown by
these statistics, there has, however, been a

great improvement in recent years. Large
slum areas have been cleared, and large
blocks of worn-out property have been pulled
dowti and replaced by dwellings for the work-
ing classes. Those who have had experi-
ence spread over a period of years know how
the best of the slum property 25 years ago
was worse than some of the worst of to day.
.\part from this, however, the effect of these
clearances is much greater than appears at

llrst sight. It is not extended to the persons
displaced only, as they never, or very rarely,
occupy the new buildings when erected. The
now occupants vacate their dwellings and
.ni.ike room for the occupants of the grade
immediately below them, thus relieving a
pressure further down, and there is, there-
fore, a general levelling up. This, though
slow at first, is cumulative in effect. The
provision of cheap means of locomotion has
been the means of dispersing the population,
and there is evidence of this in the East End,
wdiere overcrowding is not nearly so great
ns it used to be within quite recent years, so

that the practice of paying key money for
an empty tenement has now become extinct.
This has had an effect upon site values to a
most marked extent, and prices for land that
conld easily have been realised some ten
years ago must now bo disconntcd to the ex-
tent of 30 or 40 per cent.

2. In dealing with the question of supply
it nmst be borne in mind that a large
number of people must live near to their
work, and this has become increasingly diffi-

cult owing to the commercialisation of the
central areas and the diminution of the area
available for residential purposes. The re-

sult of this is, necessarily, the overcrowding
of the area that remains. For those persons
who need not, or do not desire to, live in the
central districts, housing accommodation can
be provided in tbe suburbs where land is

cheap, and the areas so built upon could,
witli advantage, be town-planned to prevent
monotony and overcrowding on the site. My
experience, however, has been obtained in

the far more difficult problem of providing
the necessary amount of accommodation with
a constantly diminishing area available, and
I propose particularly to deal with this more
difficult aspect this evening. Concurrently
with a great rise in the standard of the re-

quirements demanded by the working classes,

there has been a marked increase in the cost

of labour and materials used in building
during the last twenty jears, with the result

that, with perhaps one or two exceptions,
private enterprise has abandoned the attempt
to provide bousing accommodation in the

central districts, as the possible return on
capital conld not exceed G per cent., and for

some years past only public nnthoritics,

public companies, and public utility societies

have made such provision. It was my good
fortune to succeed my father, who devoted
many years of effort in helping to solve this

difficult question, and I ha\e personally been
privileged to design and supervise tbe pro-

vision of accommodation for over 30,000

persons of the working classes in buildings

erected in central districts where the pro-

blem is to provide the maximum tnnonnt of

satisfactorily healthy dwellings on the sites

available, having due regard to ample open
spaces between the buildings. I'lic supply,

however, still falls short of the demand, and
in every instance that lias come under my
notice it is quite tbe usual experience to find

all the tenements are let before the build-

ings are completed. At tlie present time
there is a long waiting list of suitable tenants
who desire to occupy tenements in blocks of

buildings, of which 1 have intimate know-
ledge, as soon as any are empty. 'I'lie same
a.spect of the problem is emphasised by the

fact that in the wdiole of the buildings

erected under my supervision the average
loss from empty tenements, including loss of

rent by reason of removals, does not exceed

-

J per cent, on the gross annual rentals.

3. In my opinion it is not the case that the

cost of land has so important a bearing on
the problem as is indicated in the Report.
1 am aware that a great public authority,

which has done much to stimulate the pro-

vision of good dwellings for the poor, has

at times experienced a difficulty to pay any-

thing for the site in designing dwellings upon
the land available ; and in some cases it

would even appear from their published re-

ports that they require the site for nothing
and a subsidy towards an estimated de-

ficiency. Now, this is the more remarkable
in view of the fact that they are specially

placed, so far as financial arrangements are

concerned, many of their calculations that I

have noticed carrying interest on capital at

only 3 or 3J per cent. Notwithstanding this,

it is quite feasible to pay 7s. 6d. per foot for
,

a site upon which dwellings may be erected'

and yet obtain a fair return on the capital

outlay, and I have known instances where a

public utility society has paid as much as

17s. 6d. per foot for laud. Although the cost,

of land naturally has a bearing upon the rent

that has to be paid by tbe tenant in order to

obtain the necessary return on the capital

outlay, experience shows that in normal cases,

where land does not exceed Os. per foot, the

charge per tenement attributable to the site

does not exceed 9d. per week of the rent,

and that even if the cost of the land were in-

creased to 7s. Gd. per foot, the rent per tene-

ment payable in respect of the land would
only amount to Is. 4d. per week. There is

some considerable difficulty in obtaining
cleared sites in central districts, as it very
rarely happens that a large area oomes into

market as vacant land. There are, low-
over, large areas, properly developed cearly
a centurv ago. covered bv worn-out and tin-

I
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satisfactory buildings with large gardens,
standing therefore on extensive plots of land,

which now onlj' afford accommodation for a

relatively small number of persons, and which
cause much anxiety to local authorities and
to the owners. My experience has been that

in many districts this class of property can
be purchased if the matter is properly
approached at a price which would represent
but little, if any. more than the present-day
value of cleared land, and at a figure which
would enable properly designed blocks to be
erected, housing many more persons than
are displaced by the demolition, lettable at

rents within the means of the poorest, and
returning a reasonable amount upon the
capital involved. As an example of this I

may refer to the experience of the Guinness
Trust. This Trust only lets to persons with
a strictly limited income, who would prob-
ably not be taken as tenants by private
owners or public companies. The average
earnings of the head of each family is only
19s. l}d. per week, and the total average in-

come of each family does not exceed 28s. per
week. Public authorities cannot apparently
cope so successfully with the problem, as an
interesting announcement which appeared in

the public press would seem to indicate. The
chairman of the housing committee of the
authority concerned stated that it had been
decided to abandon the idea of installing

baths, as their provision would have entailed
an additional Is. per week to the rents. My
e.\perience has shown that the extra rent re-

quired where baths are provided is only 2d.

per week. A far more serious problem than
the cost of the land is that of the rates.

These, like the poor, we have always with us,

and there has been a constant tendency to

increase. We have only to look back, say,

ten years, and observe wliat the increase has
been, to see how serious is tlie position. The
amount of the rates may mean the difference
between success and failure of a scheme, an
experience which has caused schemes pro-
pounded by public authorities atid private
persons alike to be abandoned. This is the
more serious because the need for a large
provision of good accommodation, letting at

a low rent, is greatest in the poorer and over-
crowded districts, which are, without excep-
tion, those which are burdened with the
greatest need for public expenditure, result-

ing in the highest rate in the pound. Even
after a scheme has been carried out, the pro-
gressive tendency of the rates renders neces-
sary some adjustment of the financial
arrangements in order to preserve equi-
librium. It is not possible to modify the
capital arrangements, and it the fixed

charges are to be met, the only alternative
is to raise rents, irrespective of whether the
tenants can properly afford to devote any
larger proportion of their low earnings to

rent. But this difTiculty as to rent is further
aggravated by the action uhich seems to be
growing among London borough councils of
reducing or refusing the compounding allow-
ance. Surveyors know that this is an allow-
ance that a borough council can make if they
so agree with an owner of working class

dwellings in return for his paying rates
whether the premises arc occupied or not,
and also for agreeing to be rated in lieu of
the occupier and so simplifying collection.

Some borough councils, notably Islington
and Camberwell, decline to make any allow-
ance, and are collecting the rates direct
from the tenants. Although this increases
the cost of collection to them, it is also to
the disadvantage of the owner, so that the
necessity arises for increasing the rents pay-
able by the tenants where the owner con-
tinues to collect an inclusive rent. The re-

sult has further been that the erection of
dwellings is restricted in those boroughs, as
no one will risk the erection where the allow-
ance has been refused. I have personally
advised against the purchase of sites in

Islington, and lately also in Camberwell, and
I have no doubt that in other cases agencies
for the provision of dwellings have been
similarly advised in similar circumstances.
I find that the actual increase in the rents
tliat would have to be charged in conse-
quence of the compounding allowance not
lieing allowed amounts to as much as 'id. per

tenement per week, or about one-third of

the rent attributable to the land. The cost

of building generally, as compared with
twenty years ago, or even ten years, has con-

siderably increased, but the cost of dwellings
has not increased at all. It is good practice

that fresh and improved methods are de-

signed to meet exceptional difficulties

whether they be of greater requirement, a
higher standard, or increased cost of produc-
tion. This fundamental economic law has
not been abrogated in the design and erec-

tio.n of artisans' dwellings. As the cost of

certain methods increased, it has been neces-

sary to devote special attention to devising

other means which would involve less expen-
diture, whilst not militating against sound
work and a reasonable maintenance. That
efforts in this direction have not been
without success is shown by tlie fact that

good block dwellings can be erected at a

cost very little in excess of that of fifteen

years ago, while the standard of the accom-
modation provided is far superior. It is to

a considerable extent a question of construc-

tion and a readiness to spare no effort to

economise in the right direction. According
to the latest tenders received, the very best

class of block dwellings can be erected at a

cost of 8.95d. per foot cube, and this figure

includes the provision of a bath in each tene-

ment, hot and cold water supply, the use of

drying-rooms, perambulator sheds, and
covered playgrounds, and the fitting of

Venetian blinds to every window. I should
also add that in this particular scheme the
foundations were costly, so that I think my
contention that the cost of building this class

of property has not increased is justified, as,

fifteen years ago, the cost was 8£d. per foot

cube, and did not include the modern con-
veniences mentioned above. This success in

first cost has not been at the expense of

maintenance, as I find that the percentage
of gross rents required for repairs even after

ten years does not exceed G per cent.

I would now turn for a short time to a

consideration of the remedies suggested by
the Land Enquiry Committee. I propose
considering these as summarised by me, and
the first is

—

1. That as a result' of a complete survey of tbeir
district a local autborit.v eliall prepare a ecbeme for the
provision of the necessary hoiisius accommotlation,
particularly for the population likely to be permanently
resident within th3ir area.

A complete survey of the whole housing
conditions and reijuirements for eaeli dis-

trict can only be accompanied by good re-

sults, but in order to secure this it is not
really necessary to await further statutory

authority. In London, at any rate, the
local authorities are empowered to make in-

spections in their districts with a view to

ascertaining what nuisances, including over-
crowding, exist, and have power to abate
such nuisances and to secure the proper sani-

tary condition of all premises in their dis-

trict. Notwitlistanding this, when Lord
Islington (then Sir John Dickson-Poynder)
endeavoured to introduce into the Housing,
etc., Bill, 1909, a clause making it obligatory

to have a complete survey of a district every
five years, so great an objection was taken
to it that it did not obtain Parliamentary
sanction. The Act did, however, contaiji a

provision for a systematic inspection from
time to time with a view to ascertaining

whether any dwelling-house was in a state

so dangerous or injurious to health as to be
unfit for habitation. There is no time limit,

although the Local Government Board may
make regulations with regard to the per-

formance of this duty. The authorities

having ascertained the facts and framed an
estimate of the needs of their districts, are

to take steps for the preparation of a scheme
for the provision of the necessary housing
accommodation for those likely to be perma-
nently resident within their area. From a

return recently issued, the magnitude of such
a task for London is apparent; and if the
local authorities were charged by Parliament
with the duty of providing this accommoda-
tion, the task would be herculean. The bulk
of the accoinmodatiou provided is in small
houses in the suburbs, but there always re-

mains a certain proportion that is necessary

in the central district where the areas avail-

able are always becoming smaller. Accord-
to the latest return available (1913) in the
central districts of London there were only
seven additional rooms provided for the
working classes, the whole of the remainder
being outside the central districts. To avoid
any misunderstanding, I think I should make
it clear that the reason why only seven addi-

tional rooms were provided in the central

districts is that the number of new rooms
constructed—namely, 0,181, were practically

entirely counterbalanced by the demolition
of 6,174 rooms. There are no data to enable
one to state with any accuracy the increase

in the population of this central area, but
it is interesting to note that the population

of Greater London increased by 72,178 in

that year alone. Even in llie total number
of rooms provided in the outside districts of

London in the same year, only about 19 per
cent, of the estimated increase would have
been housed. It must be borne in mind,
however, that the foregoing figures do not

take into account the conversion of better-

class houses for the occupation of persons of

the working classes, of which no statistics

are available. Beyond their powers of in-

spection, local authorities may acquire and
demolish obstructive buildings and recoup
themselves by levying n betterment charge
on adjoining owners, or they may deal with

a large or small area by purchase at market
value, and rearrange and plan. 'J'his

method of purchase under statute, although
at market value, appears to me to cost more
than in my experience property of tliis kind

can be purchased for by private negotia-

tions. The local authorities also have the

power to make by-laws fixing the number of

persons who may occupy a house let in

lodgings, and for the registration, inspection,

draining, cleaning, and ventilation of such

a house. There had long been a statutory

provision as to an implied covenant that a

house letting within certain limits of rent

was reasonably fit for habitation, but, as

values grew, this condition applied to but
relatively few properties. In order to en-

large its scope, so as to cover the class

originally intended, the Housing, etc., Act,

1909, raised the rent levels of the houses in-

cluded, so that in London houses of £40 and
less are subject to this covenant. Not only

are the houses to be fit for human habita

tion at the commencement of the term, but
the owners are to keep them in such a con-

dition during the tenancy. If, in the

opinion of the local authority, this condition

is not complied with, they may require the

landlords to execute such works as they may
specify in order to make the premises in all

respects reasonably fit for habitation. If

their requirements are not complied with,

they have drastic powers as to closing and
demolition without compensation, and there

have been some interesting appeals to the

Local Government Board on cases so dealt

with by the local authority. The effect of

the implied covenant is to give the tenant a

right to recover against his landlord for

injury due to the defective condition of the

tenement, but decisions have limited this

right to the person of the tenant, and not to

members of his family residing witli hiiu on
the premises. Local auHiorities may be

kept up to the mark by Section 63 in the

National Insurance Act, 1911. wherein it is

provided that the Insurance Commissioners
may recover from a local authority any in-

creased payments due to bad housing con-

ditions, if it can be proved that in the locality

there is at least 10 per cent, more sickness

than is normally the case. Notwithstand-
ing all these powers and the stimulus to

activity existing in one form or another,

there is still often heard the cry that

further statutory powers are necessary. I

do not share the view that Parliament need

again interfere, but local authorities should

exercise their existing powers. It is not in

the lack of powers, but in the neglect to

exercise them that the chief difficulty lies.

The return already referred to shows that

in the central districts of London no new
tenements were provided by any of the local

authorities, and that in fact those bodies

only provided 1,688 rooms out of a total of
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18,114 provided in tlie wliolo of tlic cxlia-
Loiidon districts. I tliiiiU tliis proves my
contention tliat the local nutliorities have
not used tlie powers they already possess. I

believe a good deal of the Iicsitation on their
part to embark upon housing schemes is due
to the fear that there may bo a cliarge upon
the rates. This fear is groundless, as I have
completed six schemes for three local
authorities in London, all of which show a
profit on the working, and tliis profit could
now be increased if advantage were taken of
the borrowing powers under the Housing of
the Working Classes Act, 1914. Hardship
upon owners and tenants, and the political
effect of losing such tenants as voters, where
a elenranee is on a large scale, no doubt lias

a retarding influence. I'he hardship upon
owners has undoubtedly prevented many
cases of action that ougbt to liave been
taken in the interest of the district and
tenants, and the purchase of an area under
tlie Housing Acts has been avoided if pos-
sible on the score of cost. One must realise
that the clearing of such areas in London
lias already entailed an expenditure of more
than four millions sterling, and it cannot be
said that the problem has been more than
partially solved. In my opinion, however,
no consideration of cost should binder the
proper discharge of present powers and
duties of the local authorities, and insani-
tary property should be dealt with in the
same manner as would food unfit for human
consumption, or a person suffering from a
contagious or infectious disease. There
seems no reason why an annual license
should not be required for all houses let out
in tenements, and this license could be with-
lield at any time if the premises were con-
sidered to be unfit for human liabitation. All
owners of working-class property where the
annual value of the tenement docs not ex-
ceed £20, and in respect of which the
medical officer of health issues a certificate
that the premises are provided with a proper
water supply, are granted a valuable conccs-
.sion in the exemption of their property from
inhabited house duty. I suggest that this
license should be an annual one, and that
the medical officer of health should have
power to withhold his certificate if the pre
mises are insanitary.

a. That where sites are not readily available, trausil
schemes should lie promoted, and undeveloped aieas
town-planued, and congested areas replanned.

Transit schemes of various kinds for render-
ing land in the suburbs available for Iniild-
ing are obviously desirable, and a great deal
has been done during the past few years in
this direction. AVliero land has thus been
rendered available, town planning of unde-
veloped land might be adopted with advan-
tage

; but. in my opinion, li.j much has been
made in the- Report of the question of the
number of houses to the acre. Space iii the
rooms provided, and more rooms in each
house, so as to be able to separate the sexes,
is of far more importance tlian the amount
of garden which in most instances is not
properly cultivated by the tenants. Large
central gardens, and open spaces and play-
grounds, properly maintained by the owners,
seem to me to be far more desirable.
There is an underlying fallacy in the sug-

gestion that the numb^jr of persons or houses
per acre necessarily means a high death
rate and insanitary surroundings, for in
nearly all block dwellings there arc at least
600 persons to the acre, and the death rate
)s considerably under 12 per 1,000.
The committee suggest the fixing of a

maximum number of dwelling houses to the
acre, and consider 24 too many, so that, in
their opinion, apparently, there should be
fewer than 200 persons to the acre. The re-
planning of congested areas is a far more
difficult problem. It would be costly to
carry out, and it would cause difficulties
owing (o the displacement of the working,
class population, but if the suggestions pre
viously made were carried out. large sites
would readily become available. The
London Building Act is sufficiently stringent
to prevent overcrowding upon tlicse sites.
I think I should again reiterate the fact
that, notwithstanding there mav be over-

crowding on any ])articiiiar area, when the
houses arc demolished and blocks of dwell-

ings erected in their stead, the number of

persons housed is far greater, in practically

every instance, than in the insanitary area
demolished, as the new buildings are erected
to a far greater height than the old ones
which stood upon tlie site.

3. That public ntilit.y societies should be assisted
iiuaucialiy to enable them to provide such accommoda-
tion.

I think the suggestion that public societies

should be allowed to borrow a larger pro-
portion than now of the capital required for

the erection of working-class dwellings is a

useful one, but the rate of interest would
have to be kept very low if the schemes are
to be self-supporting, more especially if it is

desired to house the poorest wage-earners.
This recommendation has already been
carried into effect by the Housing Acts
of 1914, which give powers to the Trea-
sury to issue loans to any authorised
society, company, body, or persons whose
objects include the erection and improve-
ment of dwellings for the working classes,

and whose constitution forbids the payment
of interest or dividends at a rate exceeding
5 per cent.' per annum.

4. That insanitary property should be improved and
adapted to modern conditions in order to mitigate the
hardships of the present closing order procedure.

The Committee's recommendation that in-

sanitary property should be improved and
adapted to modern conditions has been
adopted in Birmingham and in some dis-

tricts of London ; but I am not at all in

favour of this movement, as large sums of
money are expended on these so-called im-
provements, which, however, never bring the
buildings up to the proper standard, but in-

crease the life of the houses instead of

utilising the land on which they stand to the
best advantage, and providing buildings
which would comply in every respect with
modern requirements. The ostensible object
of this method of dealing with such property
is tlie lessening of expense, and to this ex-
tent the method may be sai<l to be a success.
It remedies the immediate defects, but, as
so many inexpensive expedients prove ulti-

mately, they are cheap and nasty. The
Committee's Enquiry in regard to housing
devotes several chapters to the effect of the
leasehold system, and the rating of land
values upon working-class dwellings. I have
not dealt with these, as they will doubtless
be fully considered under the headings of
"Tenure" and "Rating," especially as they
do not, in my opinion, affect the question of

housing to any marked degree. The con-
clusion of my consideration of the matter is

that much may still be done by the various
authorities if they exercise to the full their
existing powers. I would reiterate that
wdiat is wanted is not so much further legis-

lative activities, but a wider use of those
powers which already exist.

la RAL HOUSING.

By R. Strachan Gardiner (Fellow).

Remedies for existing evils have from time
to time been suggested which are only
adapted to (piito ideal conditions, and I do
not think it is always sufficiently remembered
that we have ordinary liuman nature to pro-
vide for, with its inevitable shortcomings.
Some of our most sinceio social reformers,
too, are apparently more conversant with
urban conditions, and, consequently, their
proposals from a rural standpoint are, in

many respects, imprac(,icable. At the same
time, wo are reminded that the question of

rural housing has a direct liearing upon
urban matters. Cases are quoted where,
owing to the scarcity of rural cottages, men
employed in the country are obliged to find

acconiinodation in the neighbouring towns.
It is fre((neiitly the low-paid rural labourer
who migrates to the town in search of higher
wages and a better home, and any mea)is of
keopiiig him in the country would tend to
lessen the competition among unskilled
labour in the towns. Many of onr existing
cottages are undoubtedly inadequate, and in

an unsatisfactory condition, more particularly

those belonging to small owners—sometimes
working men—who arc not in a position to
afford the expense of repair or reinstate-
ment. In a number of cases such cottages
are only allowed by the local anlhority to be
occupied, owing to the lack of alternative
acconiinodation. These small owners might,
in many cases, be considerably helped by an
extension of the Manchester Corporation
practice, under which the local authority
carries out the work, and accepts payment by
instalments. Interest at 4J per cent, is

charged on the outstanding amounts, and, on
failure to pay, the corporation collects the
rents. The shortage of hiuisos has, however,
first to be made good before such other evils

as overcrowding and insanitary conditions
can be abated. In the past the large land-
owners have provided cottages on their
estates at uneconomical rents, not only for

their own dependants, but for employees of

the State, local authorities, railway
companies, etc.; bur, bearing in mind the
tendency to break up the larger estates, and
the trend of agrarian legislation, this source
can hardly be depended on in the future. If

all employers undertook the responsibility of

housing their own men, the position would
be greatly simplified; but it is difficult to see
how this could be enforced, and the policy is

condemned by the Committee as being open
to their objections to the "tied-honso"
system. In some rural districts within easy

reach of large towns, particularly near the

sea, and amid picturesque mountain scenery,

cases occur where owners are tempted by
offers of high rents to let cottages to people
w'ho use them for week-ciuls and summer holi-

days, increasing the scarcity, as far as work-
men are concerned. The decreasing popu-
larity of the "living-in" system for farm
labourers has also affected the demand for

cottages. The effect on personal character
of moving a family into a better cottage is

vei'y noticeable. Give the workman a good
house and garden that he will take a pride

in, and he becomes a more efficient worker
and a better citizen. In rural districts there

is a great difference between what may be

called the comparatively fixed population and
a movable population employed in a termin-

able industry, such as coalmining. The
latter do not take root in the same way, and,

naturally, less interest is shown in their

homes. To facilitate the lionsing of a mining '

population, local by-laws might well be modi-

fied, as far as possible, to allow of a more '

temporary class of building being erected.

The problem of the countryside, as in the I

towns, is the housing of the poorest, and the
,

main difficulty one of cost. The Committee :

state that the reason which outweighs all
i

others in preventing private individuals from
building more cottages is that the wages paid '

do not allow an agricultural labourer to pay
j

an economic rent. The housing of those who
(

can afford to pay such a rent may be left to

the private enterprise which has hitherto

provided 99 per cent, of the working class

houses in this country, although the bulk of

them have been built in urban areas i)i re-

sponse to the better prospects they afford

there as an investment. Building houses is a

popular form of investment among the more
thrifty w'orkmen ; they like to see something

tangible for their money, but the feeling of

insecurity caused by the Finance Act. 1910,

dearer money, attraction of other invest-

ments, increased cost of building, and the re-

sponsibilities throwni upon house-owners by

the Housing Acts, among other reasons, have

tended to lessen the popularity of bricks and

mortar as an investment for the time being.

But how is the man who earns ill a week, or

less, to be provided for? It cannot be done

by cutting down aecommodatioii and area of

site ; a workman is entitled to an adequate

home, and the best allotment is an ample

garden attached to the cottage, which is a

means of adding substantially to his income.

The health of the labourer "is his stock-in-

trade, and improved general health being one

of the objects of reform, this should never be

lost sight of in the search for cheap con-

.struction. What is an economic rent in such

cases? Are we to assume that the results of

better housing benefits the individual

occupier only, or should the indirect gain to

J
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tlie nation following an improvement in tlie

general liealtli of the community be taken
into account? One can hardly expect that a

man earning 20s. a week can afford more than
2s. Ud. a week for rent, and it is equally
dilFicult to SCO how an adequate cottage can
be provided for him at less than 4s. a week if

a commercial rent has to be obtained. It is

also most desirable that cottage occupiers
should pay their owji rates and take an intel-

ligent interest in local goverunient. Unless
the problem of housing our poorest workers
in sanitary dwellings is to be abandoned, one
of two methods must be adopted. Ainiual
grants will have to be made to local
authorities, to enable them to let to these
people at rents based on their ability to pay,
or wage;; will have to be raised sufficiently to

allow them to meet an economic rent. 'I'hc

IiKjuiry Committee advocate a rise iu wages,
to enable a labourer (a) to live in a state of
physical efficiency, and (b) to pay an economic
reut for his cottage. The Government have
decided to deal wit.i the rural housing
problem by the establishment of a minimum
wage based on this recommendation, and if

the conclusion has been come to that it is the
solution in the case of ayrieuUnre, it seems
inevitable that the same method will be
adopted with other industries. We should
therefore satisfy ourselves whetlier the agri.
cultural labourer now receives an adequate
return for his work, and as mucli as the
fanning industry can afford to pay. If the
reply is in the negative, everything possible
in the way of increasing production, revision
of land taxation, eo operation, and adequate
equipment of farms will be necessary to put
the farmer in a position to meet a rise iu

wages, and the proper proportion between
cost of labour and rent becomes a cruestion
of considerable iiuportance. An appreciable
difference would be made if tlic payment of
wages in kind, now a prevalent custom, were
conimnted to weekly cash payments. It

appears to me that any artificial forcing up
of wages would defeat its own end, as a
farmer would lie compelled to reduce his
labour bill to the amount lie could meet. An
eeonomie wage is quite as vital u matter as a
commercial rent-it the industry concerned is

not to suffer. It would, however, be mani-
festly unfair to consider the case for uii-

econoinic rents unless wages paid are the
maximum, as such a method would amount to
subsidising one class of employer at the
expense of the eominnnity. Agricultural
wages have risen in mnny districts during the
Inst few years; while, on the other hand, so
have the wages of those who labour in the
building trade, and any further natural rise
would probably be a gradual one. The in-
creasing price of commodities has also to be
taken into account as a baliineing factor. A
further recommendatieii is that it shall be
made a definite statutory duty of local
authorities to provide adequate and sanitary
housing aceommodatiou for the working
classes where permanently required in their
area. Theoretically, it is already their duty
to provide a sufficient supply of bouses and
to close insanitary dwellings; but in existing
circuiiistanees the task imposed upon them
by the Legislature is too heavy for them to
undertake, and the work must, in some way,
be made more attractive. Block grants from
the Exchequer appear to be the only effective
means, with wages and economic rents in
their present relative proportion ; and even
in the event of a rise in wages, as advocated,
there will always be a residuum of the poorest
unable to pay an economic rent. Local
statistics generally reveal a greater amount
of disease, intemperance, and crime in
(listricts wliere housing conditions are worst,
and reforms with the object of lessening these
evils are surely worth considering from a
national point of view. The Committee also
advocate better facilitie.s for the erection of
cottages being given to public utilitv
societies; and while it is hoped they will
always be encouraged, bv loans for long
terms, at low rates of interest, it is difficult
to see how such bodies can effectively deal
with the purely agricultural prolilem of
oiiilding scattered cottages on many detached
3lols of land throughout a counlrv district,
ina, as far as I can see, we slialf have to

depend chiefly on the local authority where
cottages are not provided by private indi-

viduals. Cheap money being so important,
local authorities have the great advantage of

being able to offer the rates as security, and
building would, in most cases, be done by
contract with local builders, so that they
would not suffer by loss of trade.
The report emphasises the necessity of

stimulating local authorities to make more
extended use of their powers under the
Housing Acts; but I am convinced that the
hesitation and delay is due to the difficulty

of carrying out what is admittedly the ideal
system— a self-supporting scheme, particu-
larly having regard to the advancing cost of

building. Estimates of the increase very
from 20 to .30 per cent, during the last ten
years or so, and it is probable that it may
rise still more. There is u.sually consider-
able local opposition to any part of thi^

expense of a housing scheme being charged to

the rates, which arc already a rapidly-
growdug burden, and in themselves a check to
building. To bring pressure to bear on local

authorities may tempt them to curtail neces-
sary accommodation as a means of reducing
cost, or to cross tile line between economical
construction and jerry-building, which would
be a disastrous result, subsequent repairs
being quite as important a consideration as
capital outlay. The numerous competitions
for designs of cheap cottages during the last

few years have generally failed to solve the
difficulty, from the rural point of view, low
first cost being usually obtained by reducing
iiccoinmodation to an impossible minimum,
and, in some cases, the omission of quite
essential items of expenditure. The cost of
schemes may in some measure be reduced by
modifying by-lnws with respect to width of
roads, and limiting the number of houses per
acre, which would entail less road-making.
It is to be hoped that landowners generally
will follow the example set by some, and
offer land where required at low prices: pos-
sibly '999 years' leases, at moderate ground-
rents, may be a means of facilitating matters.
Any unnecessary cost in the development of

a building estate eventually becomes a

general burden in the form of higher rents.

It hardly seems fair tuat all the expense of

streets in a housing scheme, which become
thoroughfares, and of sewers which are part
of the main system, should be charged to the
scheme. A proportion might reasonably fall

on the rates. The Committee advocate a

central bousing authority ; but while it may
be admitted that the rural district council,
the existing authority in rural districts, is

not the most suitable, there is a general
opinion that the work might well be under-
taken by the county council, a knowledge of

local requirements being very necessary.
Members of rural district councils are often
owners of house property in the district them-
selves, and they are so subject to local

influence that the work may be very difficult

for them. Such councils also are not in a

position to offer their surveyors the salary
that would attract the competent men
required for the responsible duty of launch-
ing and working a housing scheme. A county
council employs a (|ualificd architect, and,

with the help of local advisory committees,
would be able to deal with sebemcs on a more
extensive scale, and effect economics by
staudnrdising parts and purchasing in larger

quantities. The use of local materials, with
a local type of plan, to which workmen in

the district are familiar, means a rednetion

iu cost, and a county conference of local

architects, surveyors, and builders— who
would, I feel sure, readily give their

experienced advice — might be of great

assistance.

In dealing with rural areas, their possible

gradual transition to an urban character

should not be lost sight of, and the Com-
mittee emphasise the value of cheap transit

for moving the town labourer on to cheaper
land and to more healthy, cheerful surround
ings. It is worthy of note at the moment,
when the courage and endurance of the

Belgian soldier are fresh in our minds, that

Belgium provided such cheap an<l rapiil

transport facilities for her workers. While
only 2.3 per cent, of occupied persons were

employed in agriculture, no less than 5Go per
cent, of the total population li\ed in country
districts, which meant that about one-third
of the urban workers were rural dwellers.
In this country (1911) 78 per cent, of our
population li\etl in urban areas. ("Jne does
not build a cottage without first, preparing a
plan, and it is just as necessary to plan the
situation and arrangement of cottages.

"Village planning" should be on a scientific

basis, just as much as "town planning," and
the rural housing authority might with
advantage be armed with powers over
building-linos, area of site, improvement of

roads, and reservation of open spaces.
Cottages for ploughmen and stockmen would
need to be built within easy reach of the
farm-steading ; but for ordinary labourers it

is better to concentrate them near villages,

to allow of social intercourse, and to lessen

the distance children have to walk to school.

The cottage required by a country labourer
is ill many w-ays different to that which meets
the necessities of an urban worker. The
latter does not need so much aceommodation ;

he can purchase commodities at a conveiiieut

distance in small quantities, and places of

amusement and recreation arc within easy
reach. The farm hand in his frequently

isolated cottage requires more room, so that

he can spend a winter evening in some
comfort at home ; he has to purchase food

in greater bulk from some distance, coal and
firewood by the load, and pro\ision has to

be made for a pig, garden tools, etc. If a

mail returns from his daily toil to a

cramped living-room, used by all iu common,
where housework is done, w'et clothing hung
to dry, and so on, can one be surprised if

ho seeks the more congenial surroundings of

the village inn. and so wastes money that

might be better spent in rent for a more
comfortable home? Housing the agricultural

labourer is comparati\ely expensive, as

cottages can rarely be built in large blocks;
larger groups than four are seldom ad-

visable, and pairs are generally most suit-

able, as it is convenient to have a neighbour
at hand iu ease of need. But a detached
cottage is frequently very popular. I have
found an intense objection among the better-

class country workmen to living in one of

a row of cottages. The double-story cottage

is, I believe, much more appreciated than

the bungalow type.

It is evident that the necessity of reducing

cost to a minimum does not allow of any ex-

penditure on ornament, and a plain, sub-

stantially built cottage that looks well

adapted to its purpose is in the long run

much more satisfactory. Most of the old

picturesque cottages, which are a pleasing

feature of our countryside, owe their beauty

not so much to architectural effect as to the

mellowing effects of time, to their appear-

ance of iieiiig thoroughly at home in their

surroundings, and to an attractive wall-

covering of creepers. At the same time, I

am no advocate for one standardised- plan,

or absolute uniformity of design, and much
can be done in the way of variation without

materially adding to cost. Careful planning

should be mainly directed to the provision

of the maximum amount of eoiivenient house-

room with the minimum quantity of material.

In the majority of cases three-bedroomed
cottages are required for the proper separa-

tion of the sexes and the prevention of over-

crowding. Sufficient accommodation to

enable a family to live together as long as

possible may help the difficulty of meeting

an economic reut from the combined income
of the working members, where the earnings

of the principal bread-winner arc inade-

quate, A certain number of single men
have akso to be provided for, and in the ease

of a small family, where the third bedroom
can bo spared without causing overcrowding,

a lodger represents an addition to the in-

come of the household. About £200 appears

to be the average cost of a suitable five-

roomed labourerer's cottage, and it is in-

cumbent upon local authorities to use sub-

stantial materials that will, at all events,

last for the period of the loan, with the

lowest possilile outlay in repairs. This is

one of their diflieulties, having to build

better houses, being in the position of
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trustees, whereas the demand is for lower

rents. The most satisfactory walling i

materials are brick and stone, according to

locality, and in niv own district, where bricks

are obtainable at •J4s. per thousand, a 9in.

wall roughcast in cement is found to be drj

and economical. Eleven-inch cavity walls,

where men are accustomed to building them,

can be recommended ; but if mortar is care-

lessly used, and allowed to drop on to the

damp-course and wall-ties, a number of con-

ductors for damp are easily formed. Con-

crete does not appear to represent much

saving, unless a large number of cottages can

be built at a time, and a local supply of suit-

able material is available; there is also an

unsatisfactory risk of dampness, which can

be eliminated in dealing with brick and stone

walls. It is, however, an advantage to use

concrete fittings, such as doorsteps, wmdovv-

heads and sills, lintels, etc. Wood or gal-

vanised iron, requiring double walls, cost

practically as much as the more substantia

materials, when their comparative life and

cost of upkeep are taken into account.

Under the Irish Labourers Acts, nearly

50,000 cottages have beeji built in Ireland

with State assistance for rural workers, with

excellent results. There has been a great

improvement in vitality and health, and

while no attempt has been made to charge

economic rents, wages have risen. The bene-

fieial effects of comparison have also stimu-

lated owners to put existing cottages in better

order, and building by private enterprise is

said not to have been affected, as the low

wages paid prevents the serious considera-

tion of providing cottages for these men as

a commercial investment. The cottages

built are mostly one-story buildings with a

living-room and two bedrooms, and cost from

£128 to £211, according to locality, the latter

figure appearing somewhat liigh. Rents vary

from 4d. to 2s. 9d. a week, tlie average

throughout Ireland being Is. Id., and they

have been calculated according to the ability

of the labourer to pay. The tenants in all

cases pay rates, varying from 10s. to 22s per

ARTIFICIAL ILLUMINATION IN

RELATION TO ARCHITECTURAL
EFFECTS.*

By S D. Chalmers, M.A., Head of the

Department of Technical Optics,

Northampton Institute.

The great progress in the theory and

practice of artificial illumination has provided

architects with new materials and resources

for producing architectural effects, particu-

larly in relation to the interiors of buildings,

and' the decoration of halls and smaller

rooms. It is true that the illuminating

engineer has as yet made little progress iii

the application of his new methods to these

purely architectural problems; it was only

natural that he should first turn his attention

to the more utilitarian aspects of artificial

lighting; his aim has been to produce the

illumination requisite for the comfortable use

of a room for its ordinary purposes; and

economy has been one of his prime considera-

tions. He has, to a very considerable extent

solved the problem of the efficient and

economical distribution of the light available.

He avoids excessive illumination of any

it is the lighting conditions which determine

the extent"'of the change ; the more diffused

the light, the deeper must be the moulding.

Another case of adaptation to the lighting ib

the pulvinated frieze in which, the surface

is lightly curved, so that the upper part

intercepts more light than it otherwise won d

do and so gives a shading from the bright

upper to the dull lower part. This is effective

in the ease where the light is well diffused,

but comes only from a comparatively

restricted sky area. This is an intermediate

case between the direct sunlight and the

wholly diffused light. These same general

principles apply also to interior ornament.

The more diffuse and less direct the lighting

the more is it necessary to intensify the

mouldings, carvings, and other relief. When

the lighting comes from above in a compara-

tively narrow beam, the ornament must be in

low relief, while a general diffused lighting

from in front is more suitable for cases of

deeper relief. An illustration of this

principle is furnished by the Miserere seats

with the low relief above and deep rehef

below In most cases of artificial lighting,

ornaments on the level of the lights may
-oids excessive illumination ot any oriiamenib .... 7:% 'r--- , . ,- ,,

° Un„p ',

noint and by screening his sources of light be in deeper relief than that well above or

Lduces ?he gUre and s^o is able to obtain Uie below. In the same way, it is unwise to

same vLuaf effects with reduced actual illuminate a ceiling with deep mouldings by

lluminaton He takes into account the reflec- lights placed too close t° - -'""|^,-/ '

t^^on coefficient of Iris walls aud ceilings, the results in long «"d deep shadows. When he

mture ot the obiects to be illuminated, and lighting is very diffuse it is someuines

he finenes of ^detail which must be dis- preferable to produce the impression of dopl.

annum. The committee estimate that 120,000

new cottages are required in rural districts,

and shortly after the outbreak of war the

Housing Act No. 2 was passed, with the

object of encouraging local anllioiities and

public utility societies to embark upon

housing schemes, chiefly with a view to

lessening possible unemployment in the build-

ing trade, and a sum of £4,000,000 is

available for advances. Before the war the

rate of interest for loans granted by the

Public Works Loan Commissioners to local

authorities was SJ- per cent., and the annual

repayment for interest and sinking fund for

a period of 60 years amounted to £4 Os. 2id.

per cent. Notice having been given that the

rate of interest would be raised, schemes

in process ot formation were in some

cases checked, and the rate has now

been fixed at 4^ per cent. Where a

local authority is able to show there

is unemployment in the building trade, 10 per

cent, of tlie capital outlay will be advanced
|

by way of free grant, and on this basis the

annual repayment for every £100 is £4 3s. 4d.,

or 3s. l|d. per cent, more than before the

war, equivalent to rather less than IJd. per

week on a £200 cottage. Authorised societies

before the war could borrow at 3J per cent,

for 30 years, and 31 per cent, for 40 years,

the annual repayment amounting to £5 8s. 9d.

and £4 17s. 3£d. respectively. Under the

new Act advances would be made up to nine-

tenths ot the total expenditure, made up of

10 per cent, free grant, and llie remainder

by way ot loan for 60 years at 5 per cent., the

annual repayment amounting to £4 8s. lOd.

])er cent. These are valuable concessions,

although partly balanced by the rise in the

cost of building owing to the war, cliielly

accounted for by the increased price of

timber. No less than 28 Acts of Parliament

have been passed dealing with the housing

question during the last fifty years, and, in

conclusion, I would like to join in the general

appeal for a consolidating Act, which would

architectural features and decorations of the

rooms. But progress in this latter direction

is more dependent on the architect than on

the illuminating engineer. It is not alway.s

possible to make effective use ot artificial

light in buildings and rooms which have been

designed entirely with a view to their effect

in daylight. Just as the architect considers

the site and lighting of his building in regard

to its outside form and its interior decoration,

so he should consider the scheme of interior

decorations in relation to the artificial light-

ings with which it will be used. Some types

of decoration are quite unsuitable for

artificial illumination, and should be avoided

in rooms which are intended to be used

almost exclusively in artificial light. Other

types are suitable for either illuminant. But

tiie differences between the characteristics of

daylight and artificial illumination are such

that one cannot assume that good results win-

be obtained by artificial light, even though

the results by 'daylight are most satisfactory.

But under the term of artificial illumination

ture ot the 15th century. Such devices are

usually suitable for artificial as well as

natural lighting.

Turning now to the possibilities ot the

artificial illumination of interiors, we find

that the conditions are in some respects ess,

and in others more favourable than those

of natural lighting. The daylight usual y

comes as diffused light from a comparative y

large window area, producing very variable

illumination throughout the room. It is

exceedingly difficult to modify its distribution

to any appreciable extent, and the amount

is very variable throughout the day and year.

On the other hand, the eye adapts itself very

readily to the variations of daylight, ignoring

all excessive contrast and accepting the

variations in colour of the light witlioi.t

noticing them. Not the smallest advan age.

perhaps, is that the actual source of ligl't

does not come into view, and we are not

obUged to devise special methods of screeniiip

it In the case of artificial illumination, t he

ori.'inal sources are comparatively small.

we include such varieties of actual lighting,
^^-^^^^ objects which obtrude themselves most

that much may be done to improve the effect
unpleasantly if we omit to screen them troni

in any given case. It is my object to-night to
| ,,;,.„^.j ^.ip„-- But because the sources are

point out the fundamental similarities

between natural and artificial lightnig. to

indicate how variations in natural lighting

have led to important architectural develop-

ments and to show how the results achieved

with natural lighting may indicate the

successful treatment with artificial lighting.

The great contrast between the Classic and

Gothic styles is closely associated with the

1

variation of the lighting conditions. In

Greece, the conditions were simple, a bright

source of light almost always available, and

a relatively small amount of diffused light.

In the sunlight, clear-cut shadows were pro

duced, and" only shallow mouldings were

necessary to secure the necessary contrasts

ot light "and shade. This is well illustrated

in the columns of the Parthenon, where the

sharply undercut mouldings produce clear,

sharp 'bands of shadow. But when buildings

in the Classic style are erected in climates

like our own, the quality ot the light is

different, and the features must be modified

if the same effect is to be produced ;
and the

proportion of diffused light being greater, it

is necessary to deepen the flntings to produce

sufficient contrast. This same genera

characteristic is noticeable in artificial

illumination when one bright source is

replaced by a number of small ones. It is

this same effect of deeper mouldings and

llutings that marks tbe Gothic as contrasted

direct view. But because the sources are

small we can surround them by dilTusin?

screens or reflectors, and materially modil;

the distribution of the light coming froii;

each source. With modern, properlj' designeo

reflectors it is possible to proJuce almost ain

desired distribution of the light Iron

practical uniformity to concentration 111 com

paratively small angles in any desim

direction'. By the judicious placing of tii.

sources of light and the proper choice •

reflectors we can obtain almost any clesirec

distribution of the light with one l."""^*!""

that the light coming from each indiviaua

source to any point will be coming m
comparatively small angle. Each sour,

would tend to produce well-marked, dee)

shadows, and care must be taken that

effects of the other sources arc to reduce in

depth and size of these shadows to the desir

amount. In this way the shadows ina)

made architecturally useful rather than

reverse. It is this possibility of varying

appeal .ui a ^,u.,o^/......^w...o •"-. - IIUUIIKS ...lUb u.a.no -"- ""
do away with a complicated system of cross-

^^.^^^ j,^g Classic architecture, and once more
references and greatly lessen the present

. _
difficuUiub ut ascertaining the legal position. [ • Read before the Society of AicbiLecU, April 1

c=fer^;f';i;:'n^Hi;7an^.^5echa£;
the distribution almost at will th'"

""Y, ,„

Dossible to obtain different aichitectu

Es The ideal of the illum.na.

engineer has generally been to produce e

and soft illumination throughou the roo

But it seems to me that tliis is not
^^l^^"

most suitable lighting, aud tha in some c -

a more one-sided lighting, *.>' \\f ^u

'

f i|

cross or reverse lighting, '",'?'"
'^!";|'o

employed. But in using tl"^
""^'^°,i,

°

must not attempt to imitate the cond.tiol
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of daylight too closely. The variations must
be considerably less than thos3 of daylight,

because the actual illumination will usually

be considerably below that which prevails

witli daylight, and at this lower illumination

the variation is much more readily appre-
ciated. This effect is not materially altered

by actually increasing the illumination by

artificial light, because of the dazzling effect

of intense artificial light. Owing to the

adaptation of the eye to the conditions pre

vailing in artificial illumination, compara-
tively small \ariations are elTeetive, and it

is unwise to produce strong contrasts between
the different parts of the room. Most people
find it unpleasant to sit in a well-lighted part

of a room while the rest is in comparative
darkness. It is on account of this adapted
condition of the eye that it is so important to

screen the modern sources of high intrinsic

brilliancy, and the only effective way is to

make the light appear to come from an area
much larger than that of the source. The
smallness of the size of artificial sources is

troublesome when reflecting surfaces, such
as varnished wood, are preseTit. and in some
cases the reflections are objectionable. 1 hey
may be reduced by increasing the size of the

source or altering its position. The same
difficulty of reflection occurs in connection
with picture lighting, and care should always
be taken to place the sources sufficiently

above the picture to make the reflection

invisible at the ordinary level of the eye.

This generally adds to the difficulty of

securing even illumination on the picture, bnt

by properly distributing the light from the

source almost any required degree of evenness
of illumination can be obtained. Still further

difficulties are encountered in regard to

coloured ornamentation, and these troubles

are accentuated if the illumination on the

coloured object is low. The relative bright-

ness of the parts of different colours will

change as the illumination is diniini.^lied, and
it is a wise precaution to secure abundance of

light for any coloured ornamentation. Even
witii this precaution the colour values are

unlikely to be exactly the same as with

daylight, though the recent attempts to

improve the colour rendering by artificial

light have met with considerable success.

But the rendering of variations of shade in

a flat object is almost the same by artificial

light as by daylight, and the same may be

said of pierced work where the contrast of

a carving is enhanced by piercing. Pierced

screens are interesting, as showing one of the

earliest methods of combining natural with

artificial lighting effects. In daylight, the

screen is lit from in front, the openings

appearing dark to contrast with the screen

when the altar is lit up, the screen is seen in

silhouette, and the piercings are light. The
same effect of interchange of light and dark
in natural and artificial lighting is seen in the

windows of churches and other buildings.

The walls, near the windows, which are oi

least importance in daylight, are the most
prominent features in the artificial light.

Tlieir architectural treatment, though making
little difference by daylight, may be of the

greatest value for artificial lighting.

But there are other methods of artificial

lighting to which I would like to refer. In

these methods, attempts have been made to

imitate the conditions of daylight lighting.

An example is the use of groups of lights

surrounded by large diffusing screens or

reflectors, in imitation of the method of the

oculus as used in the lighting of the

Pantheon. It is easy in special cases to

imitate the effect of this method of daylight

lighting, and the method is applicable in

large halls or theatres. But the method of

indirect lighting approaches most directly to

the effects" of daylight. In this method the

light from the source is sent on to a white
ceiling or screen, and is directed downwards
to illuminate the room. The absence of

marked shadows renders this method very

useful for certain purposes, as, for example,
the lighting of drawing-offices ; but, unless

the illumination is very high, the method
sives the impression of a poor imitation of

'laylight, suggesting coldness and wintriness,

i
We interpret this artificial lighting in terms
of daylight, aud the suggestions that this

daylight carries with it. It is probably on
this account that many people prefer the

semi-indirect system of lighting, in which
part of tlie light from the source is allowed to

pass through the shade, while the otlier part

illuminates the ceiling. In this case the

impression of artificial lighting is retained,

and tlie comparison with daylight does not

obtrude itself; at the same time, the condi-

tions of shadow are more those of daylight,

and the indirect light from the ceiling tends

to soften the whole lighting. This method of

semi-indirect lighting is specially useful when
the ceiling and frieze are worthy of attention

in themselves, as, for example, in the

beautiful moulded ceilings. In all these cases

of indirect lighting it seems preferable to

show sources which illuminate the ceiling,

even if greater part of the light be really

derived from concealed sources. There are,

however, a number of cases in London, where
the ceiling has been lit entirely by means of

concealed lights, and the effect has not been

liappy. These lights produce beautifully even

lighting on the ceiling, but one unconsciously

asks where does the light come from, aud the

only explanation is that there must be an

opening between the walls and the ceiling,

and apparently it must extend all round,

there being no distinctive direction in which

the light comes, and ceilings which are

unsupported are uncanny. In one of these

cases the effect was much improved by the

use of a number of visible sources which
apparently illuminate the ceiling. Thus, as

regards interior illuuiination, the conditions

are somewhat different, for artificial and

natural lighting. But each has its

advantages, and by judiciously using the

resources of artificial lighting jt should be

possible to obtain quite as good results as

with natural lighting; but this is a matter for

the architect as well as the illuminating

engineer. New methods and arrangements of

lighting are required. In the cases where
rooms are to be used only or mainly by

artificial light, the architectural features

should be designed in relation to the actual

method of lighting to be employed. When
few, but large, sources of light are to be

used, the conditions approximate to outside

natural illumination, and models of ornament

and architecture may well be sought in

Classical types, but when numerous smaller

sources are to be used, the conditions

approximate more to the Gothic conditions,

and mouldings and ornamentation of this

style might well be studied in connection with

their value in artificial light.

Another interesting problem which I can

only touch on lightly is the illumination of

the exterior architectural features of a

building. When the aspect is a southern one,

the same conditions as in daylight may be

approximated to by the use of one large

source of light high up in front of the

building, and a number of smaller sources

placed lower down and distributed along the

length of the building. When the aspect is

a northerly one, the whole lighting should be

by a nuniber of small sources evenly dis-

tributed in front of the w^iole building.

Occasionally friezes can be well lit by con-

cealed lights above the frieze, the proper

distribution of the light being secured by the

use of suitably designed refiectors. In this

case, again, the difference between the treat-

ment of liigh and low relief is important, and

the effect of the high relief is even more

exaggerated for statues or very deep

mouldings, which require front rather than

high lighting.
-*•-

The conversion of the new Stationery Build-

ings at the corner of Waterloo-road and

Stamford-street, S.E., into the King George

Hospital is being pushed forward. Mr. Reginald

Blomfield, R.A., has arranged tq take charge

of the planning and tiic execution of the roof-

garden.

The Whitney Memorial Driveway scheme is

bein" promoted by the Provincial Government

of Ontario and the city of Ottawa to perpetuate

the memory of the late Sir James Whitner by

biuldin" a road from Ottawa through Willtams-

bur" township to the .M. Lawrence Kiver, at

an e.^timatetl cost- of 450.0O0dol. Plans are

being prepared by Mr. J. Milliard, of Ottawa.

COMPETITIONS.
CANBERRA, AUSTRALIA.—The com

petition for the Federal Parliament House,
Canberra, has, owing to the war, been with-
drawn for the present until a more favourable
time occurs, when the matter will be
revived, and architects will have an oppor-
tunity to prepare designs as originally

contemplated,

ST. HELENS.—The designs submitted in

the competition for police buildings aud fire-

station, St, Helens, w'ill be exhibited in the
Assembly-room of the Town Hall for

inspection of the competitors and pro-

fessional journals on the 29tli and aoth inst.

and the 1st of May, from 9 a,m, to 5,30 p.m.
A public exhibition will be held later. Those
who wish to see the plans at this private

view must present their credentials at the

Engineer's office on the days named. The
assessor has placed the premiated designs in

the following order, their authors oeing

thus stated:—1st. Mr. Joseph Sunlight, -1,

St. Anne's-square, Manchester; 2nd, Messrs.

Cleland and Hayward, Wolverhampton ; 3rd,

Messrs. C. T. .\dshead and Percy H.
Tophani, Manchester, A meeting will be

held this month with reference to this av, ard

of the premiums.

WHITEHAVEN HOUSING SCHEME
COMPETITION,—In consideration of the

following undertaking contained in a letter

from the Town Clerk of Whitehaven, dated

March 30, 1915:—"With regard to the

appointm,ent of the author of the design

placed first as architect of the buildings, the

intention of my committee has always been

that the successful designer should be the

arehiiect, unless there was some objection to

this being so," the Competitions Committee
of the Royal Institute of British Architects

desire to withdraw the warning to members
against this competition.

<»»

In the chapel of St. George's College,

Quilmes, near Buenos Aires, a new organ, built

by Messrs. Hele and Co . ot Plymouth, has just

been erected.

Mr. W. Thompson, A.M.lnst.C.E., deputy
borough engineer and surveyor of Burton-on-

Trent, has been appointed borough surveyor of

Mansfield, Mr. Thompson has held bin post at

Burton since 1903.

.\ Paschal candlestick has been presented to

St. Frideswide's Church, Oxford, by an anony-

mous parishioner, and, placed on the north side

of the altar, makes an imposing addition to the

chancel. It is of oak. and stands 8ft. high.

At their last meeting the city council of Man-
chester adopted a recommendation by the water-

works committee appointing Mr. L. Holme
Lewis, engineer and manager of the hydraulic-

pov\-er department, as engineer to the water-

works department at a salary of iiSoO per

annum.

No European pine-trees will be permitted to

be imported into the United States after July L
a quarantine order to this effect having been
signed by the American Secretary of Agri-

culture. This action has been taken to save

.'American pine-trees from the pine shoot moth,

which has long done much damage in European

forests.

The old Assay Office at the corner of Broad

and Nassau-streets. New York, built from the

designs of WiUiam Strickland (1787-1854) in 1823,

in a Roman type of the Georgian style, is about

to be demolished by the United States Govern-

ment, who have presented the fapade to Mr.

Robert W. dc Forrest, president of the Metro-

politan Museum of .\rt. The front will be re-

erected as part of a museum building intended

to house Americana.

The Board of Education have issued a circular

calling the attention of local education authori-

ties to the Treasury restrictions on borrowing,

and to the necessity for economising Kibour.

The Board suggest thai, while work on the pro-

vision and improvement of school buildings will

have to be postponed, certain measures should

be taken during the period of restriction to

enable the postponed work to be resumed after

the restrictions are moved, with the least

possible delav. The Board also say that, in

view of present circumstances, it may prove

necessarv for them, for a time, to .-iccpnesce in

the continuance of unsatisfactory conditions

which in normal times would call for speedy

removal.
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PROFESSIONAL, AND TBADE
SOCIETIES.

EDINBURGH ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.— Jlenibers of tliis associa-

tion paid a visit on Saturday nfleniooii, by
permission of tlie Edinburgh iMercliant Com-
pany, to tbe new buildings in connection willi

the Edinburgli Ladies' College, Qnccn-
street. A party of between fifty and sixty

ladies and gentlemen were met by tbe

arcbitect. j\Ir. Hippolyte J. lilanc, R.S.A.,
F.R.I.B.A.. wbo coiiducted them over tbe

buildings. Mr. Blanc at the outset explained
the plans, and in tbe course of tbe tour of

inspection be gave an interesting <lescription

of the principal features of tbe buildings.

At tbe conclusion of tbe inspection, Mr. T.

Forbes Maclennan, R.LB.A., president of

tbe Architectural Association, moved n vote

of thanks to tbe Edinburgh Merchant
Company and to Mr. Blatic. He said, Edin-
burgh as a community was fortunate in

having a body like tbe Merchant Company,
who could afford to do work of that kind,

and do it well. Mr. Blanc, he said, bad
carried through his task very efficiently, par"
ticularly in tbe lighting of tbe corridors,

which was exceptionally well managed,
considering that there were high buildings
all rouiid the school. Tbe new building was
a scholarly piece of work. Mr. Anderson.
Convener of the School Committee, who
spoke on behalf of tbe Merchant Company,
said their desire was to have a first-class

school, equipped with everything that modern
educational ideas had suggested for the

benefit of the scholars, and no money bad
been spared in achieving that object. Mr.
Blanc replied.

SCOTTISH ECCLESIOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.—On Saturday afternoon the

members of the Scottish Eeclesiologieal

Society visited Caruwath and Carstairs.

Between forty and fifty members took part
in the excursion, including the Rev. H. J.

Wotherspoon, D.D., tlie president, Sir James
Balfour Paul, C.V.O., LL.D., Mr. F. C.

Eeles, Mr. Thomas Ross, LL.D., Mr. Moir
Bryce, Mr. W. Rae Macdonald, F.F.A., and
Mr. James Wilkie, S.S.C., honorary secre-

tary. At Carnwath station brakes were in

waiting to convey the party to view the old
Aisle, which is all that remains of the

Collegiate Church of Carnwath, entry to

which had been granted by Sir Simon
I.ockhart. Tbe building, which is complete
in itself, was described by Dr. Ross, wbo
gave a sketch of its history from tbe time
when it was constituted a prebend of Gilas-

gow by various Papal Bulls, the last being
in 1I8G. The existing monument to Hugh,
Lord Somerville, and his second wife, Lady
Janet Maitland of Lethington, was seen, and
the story of tbe family alluded to. Dr. Ross
called attention to a still unnoted and
unknown memorial of Lady Somerville's
charity, in tbe shape of a sculptured tym-
panum of a dormer window from Cowthally
Castle. It now occupies a position in the
neighbourhood, from which he urged it should
be rescued. A companion sculptured stone,
depicting a figure playing on a stringed
instrumer\t, was referred to as perhaps the
finest piece of sculpture decoration of tbe
Renaissance period in Scotland. The drive
was then continued to Carstairs Manse. Tbe
interesting IStheentury Crucifixion-stone
found in the cluircbyard, and now set up in

the vestibule of Carstairs Church, was
described by Dr. Ross. It is similar to one
in Sligo .'Mjbey, but evidently much older.

Tbe different characteristics of the crosses
found in tbe East and West of Scotland were
also described, and the old Cojumunion plate
was .shown. The society then drove past tbe
village green and the picturesque thatched
bouses tliat are still a feature of tbe place,
through the policies to Carstairs House,
where tbe Roman road and many other
objects of antiquarian and ecclcsiologiciil

interest were pointed out. The return

journey was made by rail frcun Carstairs.

SOCIETY OF ARCHI TECTS'
CONCERT.—Under the auspices of tbe

Society of Architects, a very successful

concert was given in tbe King's Hall,

llolborn Restaurant, on Wednesday ovoning.

The chair was occupied by Major E. C. P.
Monson, F.R.I.B.A., President of tbe
society, and tbe numerous audience included
many architects and ladies. Miss Annie
Bartle (soprano) and Miss Nellie Walker
(contralto) rendered in excellent style

patriotic songi. Miss Winifred Mansfield
gave Lawranee's • Kitty," and other melodies
of lighter character. Mr. Robert Carr's fine

baritone voice was beard to athantage in

leading tbe National Anthems of tbe Allies,

in which the audience very heartily joined,

and in tbe popular "Up from Somerset."
Humorous selections were contributed by
Mr. George Blackmore and Mr. Will
Edwards, and Mr. George Bolton gave
musical sketches at the piano. A feature of

the evening was the series of clever recita-

tio)is of Cockney life and humour by Mr.
Charles Pond, which, like many other items,

was deservedly encored. Mr. Thomas
Noakes was the musical director and accom-
panist. During tbe evening tbe Chairman
explained that tbe concert took tbe place of

tbe annual dinner of the society, which was
felt by the council to be inappropriate during
the war. As one who bad served two and
tWL'uty years in the old Yolunteer and the

Territorial, forces, and bad now been
appointed to tbe London Regiment of

Artillery, he appealed for recruits to tbe

D Company of that body. The surplus from
tbe concert receipts would be given to the

Architects' War Relief Con]mittoe. A
collection in tbe hall, taken up at the chair

man's suggestion, brought an additional sum
of £lfl 2s. 6d.

<•*».

The Local Government Board have sanctioned
a loan of £14,250 to the FoleshUl Rural District

Council for bousing schemt^s at FoleshiU and
Bedworth.

The urban district council of Rbyl propose to
re|iair and improve the promenade of their pier,

from nlans bv their surveyor, at an estimated
outlay" of £4,300.

Mr. William Newton Diuin, F.Rl.Ii.A., of

Glcnfenlen, Wray Pari:, Reigate. and of
Bucklersbury, who died on Dec. 23, aged sixty-

six, and whose estate was valued at £108,223
gross, with net personalty £61,576, left £500 to

his clerk. Harry Boacu.

To tbe streets and buildings committee or

likliubnrgh Town Conned tbe burgh engineer has
submitted estimates for tbe proposed expendi-
ture on the public sewers during the next
financial year. These show a proposed reduction
of aliout £3,000 as compared with previous
years.

The Hiddel Hostel in coiniection with tlie

Queen's University, Belfast, in course of erection

on the Stranmillis-road, is Hearing completion.
Tbe architect is Mr. W. H. Lynn, R.H.A..
Donegall-sc|uarc. North Huihliiigs. Belfast, and
the biuMers are Messrs. Henry Laverty and
Sons. Ltd., Cambridge-street, in tbe same city.

The Corporation of London decided on
Tuesday to bold a loan exhibition in the Guild-
hall .\rt Gallery of war pictures by artists of

the .\Uied nations—France, Russia, and Belgium
—together with selecteil examples by British

painters. It was referred to the library com-
mittee to take steps in the matter, and the com-
mittee were further authorised to make a charge
for admission of Is. per head on not more than
one day a week.

A memorial tablet to the sea post-officers who
perisbefl in the foundering tbe ill-fated steam-
ship Titanic has been made from the bronze of

one of the Titanic spare propeller-blades, and
is to be placed in the public portion of the
Soutbamplnn Head Post Office, in the High-
street. At tbe bead of the tablet is a trophy
compose<l of the British and American flags,

beneath being the inscription in raised letters.

Messrs. Lankester an<l Son, of Sontliainpton,
have executed the memorial.

At the last, meeting of the sewage disposal
committee of the Crompton Urban District
Council tbe clerk stated that, in reply to an
application to liorrow £2,490 for the proposed
extensions to Low Crompton sewagr-works, the
Local Government Board bail written stating
that they could not .sanction the borrowing of

money at present. They were, however, pre-
pared to consider tbe application with a view-

to tlie work being put in baud directly after the
eml of the war. He hatl ask-d them to go on
with the inquiry. With regard to the refuse-
dcstrnctor, a loan of £4,012 had been sanctioned.

ARCH.ffi:OI.OGICAIi.

EXCAVATIONS AT ST. AUGUSTINE'S
ABBEY, CANTERBURY.— Sir W. H. St.

John Hope, F.S.A., has communicated to

the Kent Arcbfeological Society the result of

tbe recent excavations in the Church of St,

Augustine's Abbey, at Canterbury. Within
the last few weeks it has been possible, he
says, to extend the earlier operations on the
site of tbe choir westwards, and with most
surprising results, for there are now actually
to be seen the veritable remains of the
despoiled tombs of Archbishops Laurence,
Mellitus, and Justus, with portions of the
original fiooring, and part of what may be the
altar of St. Gregory, that stood between tbe
tombs of Laurence and Augustine. There is

also the empty grave in which the body of

St. Mildred was laid by Wulfric when lie

destroyed the presbytery. The tombs of tbe
three archbishops lie in a row as described,
by Goscelin, against the base of a thin outer
wall built of Roman bricks and plastered
within and without. Whether there are any
corresponding remains of tbe tombs of St.

Augustine and of Densdedit and Honorins,
which lay to tbe south, has yet to be seen.

At present their sites are overlaid by the
huge sleeper-wall, lOft, wide, of the Norman
arcades, but it may be possible, without
actually destroying this, to burrow under-
neath, and meanwhile explorations are now
in progress further south. In any case, there
seems to be no reasonable doubt that wo have
established tbe place of the actual portieus
or aisle in which Augustine and bis brethren
were originally buried, and that tbe thin
outer w-all belonged to King Ethelbert's
church, which ought, therefore, to have been
of basilican plan. To the east of the portions
are the beginnings of a much wider and later

apse that evidently belonged to some exten-
sion of the builcling at this point. 'The

excavations are being carried out under the
supervision of the authorities of St.

.Augustine's College, Canterbury, and sub-
scriptions to help on tbe work should bo sent

to the Sub-Warden of the College. y.

The salary of Mr. VV. Fowlds, borough
engineer and surveyor of Keighley, has been
increased fey £25 per annum.

A Wesleyan church is being built at Carcroft.
Tbe architect is Mr. 0. M Thorp, of Long
Faton, and Mr, C. Sprakes, of Doncaster, is the-
contractor.

At Forestfach. on Wednesday, a Local Govern-
ment Board inquiry w.as held into an application
by the district council for sanction to borrow
£20,500 for works of sewerage

The Tees Conservancy Commission was held
at Micldlesiirough, and have sanctioned the plans
suhmitted by Messrs, Pease and Partners, Ltd.,

for a new wharf on the foreshore at Cargo
Fleet, subject to the approval of the Board of

Trade.

.\t the meeting on Monday of the urban
district council of Rhyl a discussion took place

a? to the proposal of the road committee to

increase the town surveyors salary from £220
to £260 per annum. It was pointed out that at

Colwyn Bay the surveyor was paid £350. It

was decided to increase the salary to £250 for

one year only.

At a meeting of the Stockton Town Council

on Tuesday, Mr. T, P, Frank has been chosen

as borough surveyor, in succession to the late

Mr, M. H. Sykes. at a salary of £500 per

annum, rising to £700. Mr. Frank is at present

at Newark, has sixteen years' experience of his

profession, and is thirty-four years of age.

Starting at HuddersflcUl. he went to Dewsbury,
and then to Ripon, and subsequently secured

the appointment at Newark, 'There were 126

applicants for the appointment.

Hitherto tbe Mansion House, E,C,, though
adorned with fine sculpture purchased at the

Great Exhibition of 1851. has been all but desti-

tute of paintings. The Corporation have now
placed in the State Drawing Room four pictures

from the Guildhall Art Gallery, Two of them
are the full-length portraits of King George HI.

and Queen Charlotte, painted by Allan Ramsay,
and bought by the Corporation in 1764, The
otliers are portraits of Queen Caroline and her

daughter, the Princess Charlotte, by James
Lonsdale, They were presented to the Corpora-

tion by Queen Caroline in 1820, the year before

her death.

I

il
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NEW MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS,
KARACHI. INDIA.

An open competition for these buildings

was held in I9I0. and we published an
elevation with plans of the "selected " design

in our issue of January 1.3, 1911, but very

material changes have sitice been made. The
revised plans remain very nearly like Mr.
Wynnes' first scheme. The original competi-

tion design showed the " bulged " form of

dome, and certain other Hindoo-Saracenic
features; but as most other important
building'! in Karachi are more or less of a

Rerniissance character, it was subsequently

decided to remodel the <lcsign on these lines.

(left) Public Gallery and upper part of

Council-chamber, also Supervisor of Schools;
(right) Engineer's Department. The build-

ings in tlie "compound" are as follows,

viz. :— .Stables, carriage houses, electric

generating station ami houses for chowkidar
(caretaker), mali (gnrdcuer), and engine

attendants. The building, it erected iu

England, would cost over £100.000. but its

cost iu India will not exceed f.lT.OOO. The
architect is Mr. .James ruuiming Wvnucs,
F.R.I.B.A.. of Edinburgh.

" ISLET." MAIDENHEAD.
This bouse w.-is built for Mr. Edward

Wagg. Bv various stages it has been con-

siderably developed frcnii what was originally

a lioathousc. erected on the banks of the

Tliamc^ between Boulter's Lock and Cook-

whereas they have now nine 'buses running
regularly every day. including Sundays,
between the tramways centre and Avon-
montli. giving a twelve minutes' service. On
Saturdays and Sundays, and other special
occasions sometimes as many as fourteen or
fifteen 'buses are run. I'he site of the new-
garage is a large corner plot obtained from
Mr. Napier Miles, fronting the maiji road and
facing the Miles Arms. It has a frontage of
I'JOft. along each side of tlie corner. I'he
garage will accommodate about 20 'buses, n

j

do-zen cabs, and about 20 commercial motors.
The building also gives accommodation for
general offices, waiting-rooms, mess-rooms

I for the workmen, workshops, and storerooms.

I

The walls are faced with Cattvbrook oranuo-
I

red facing bricks to sill height, the building
I
being finished with rouglic:\st above and

- G^ouno rLOOK-ftAn - ilr. Ernkst Flint. F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

and we to-day illustrate a perspective of the

building now being erected and two plans of

the chief floors. The foundation-stone was
laid 1.1 January, 1913, by .His E.xcellency Lord
Sydenliam, Governor of Bombay. The detail

which we reproduce with the view was taken
from the arcliitect's working drawing. It will

be noticed that no ashlar course exceeds
eight inches in height, and that all square-
headed openings are flat-arched. The reason
for this form of construction is that the local

limestone "Dangadra," with which the
buildings are being faced, can only be
obtained in small Hat stones. Owing to the
great e.'ipansiou and contraction of steel in

tlie Karachi climate, it was decided that all

beams should be of teak, and the floors are
constructed in Indian fashion of teak joisting
and boarding, covered with a lime-concrete,
which is finished with tiles. The entrance-
halls, main staircase, and principal verandahs
are finished with a colour treatment of
marble and dressed stone. The wood
finishings tliroiighout are of teak, to with-
stand the ravages of the white ant. All the
rooms are protected by 10ft. deep verandahs,
and artificial draughts are created by electric
fans. The acconimodation provided is as
follows viz. :—Ground door, (left) Refund
and Assessor and Collectors' Departments;
(right) Auditor, Health Department, and Pay

I
Office. First floor, (left) Council chamber
and Library; (centre) President's room and
Committee and Reception-rooms; (right)
Chief Officer's Department. Second floor.

ham. overlooking the river and Taplow
woods upon the opposite side of the river.

The earlier part was err'cte<l from the designs
of the late R. N. Wonium. F.R.I. B. A., and
for the later work Mr. Ernest Flint,

F.R.I. B. A., of 80, Coleman street, E.C., has
been the architect. The contractors were
Messrs. J. K. Cooper and Son, of Maiden-
head. The new portion has been raised so

as to place the ground floor 4ft. above the

site-level, in order to escape damage from
(lood, to which the earlier part of the bouse
was subject; hence the terrace surrounding
the builcling is a later addition. The illustra-

tions sufficiently show the style and nature
of the work. The carving in wood in the

hall, staircase iu oak. and in the saloon

is executed in lime-tree and Arnerieau white

wood. The designing and arranging of the

furniture and curtains and carpets was left

in the hands of the architect. 'I'hus a satis-

factory and harmonious whole, both iu colour

and design, has been insured.

GARAGE AND OFFICES AT AVON-
MOUTH, BRISTOL, FOR THE BRISTOL
TRAMWAY AND CARRIAGE CO., LTD.

This new garage is being built at Avou-
motith by the Bristol Tramway and Carriage

Co., Ltd.. and it is expected that the

structure will be eomplete<l by the cud of this

month. That the importance of the require-

ments of Avonmouth are recognised by the

company is shown by the fact that last year

the company ran two 'buses to Avonmouth,

having modelling introduced iu appropriate

places. The entrance to the offices is at the

corner, over which a clock-turret has been

designed. Broseley tiles cover the roof.

Provision has been made for extensions when
they become necessary. The architect is Mr.
W." H. Watkins. F.R.I.B.A., of l.=i. Clare-

street. Bristol, and it will be seen that the

design is somewhat on the lines of the

company's depots, which have also been

designed bv him. The contractor is Mr. F.

Wilkius, of Bristol.

CARNEGIE LIBR.ARY. DIDSBURV,
MANCHESTER.

We published some drawings and photo-

graphic view of the Chorlton cum-Hardy
Librarv in our issue of March 20, with some
particulars, and a reference was made to the

similar branch library at Didsbury. of which
we give a view, section, and plan to-day.

Both buildings have been carried out under

the supervision of the City Architect, Mr.

Henry Pric. Manchester. The shape of the

sites, as already noticed, necessitated a

corresponding likeness in the lay-out of the

arrangements; but in this case, instead of a

domed and Classical kind of treatment, the

Didsburv Library conforms to the style best

known as Modern Gothic, with a clerestory

gallery above the octagonal public hall,

where the staff counter for the open-access

library is located. The large scale of the

plan and section enables all the essential

particulars to be gathered from our

illustration.
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WALKER ONTYNE.—A report of the
liousiiig eommittee denliiig witli the proposed
scheme on the Walker estate was issued to
tlie members of the Nevvcastle-on-Tyne City
Coiiiicil on Saturday. The committee pro-
pose to utilise an area of 28.J acres situated
to the west of Walker Park abiittinf; upon
Serosg-road and Wharrier-street, On this
site it is proposed to erect G88 dwellings of
five types—four on the flat principle, two
stories high, and semi-detaclied. and the
fifth of self-contained houses. The accom-
modation to be provided will include bath
and hot-w^ater apparatus in each dwelling, as
well as a gas-boiler. The proposed rentals
for the flats range from 5s. per week to
8s. 3d. per week—the accommodation for the
latter being a living-room, three bedrooms,
scullery, etc.—and the proposed rental for
the self-contained houses is fls. a week. The
estimated capital cost is £117.781 16s. 8d.,
and the estimate of expenditure and revenue
shows an annual surplus of £408 3s, lOd. The
committee recommend the council to approve
the sclieme, and apply for the necessary
borrowing powers for the £117.781 16s. 8d.
proposed to be expended. In a further
report, alterations in rental are recom-
mended as a result of the finance committee's
observations, and these reduce the estimated
surplus to £30G 13s. 9d.

SHREWSBURY.—A stage in the develop-
ment of the borough was reached on
Tluirsdav in last week by the formal opening
of the Wingfield Garden Suburb, provided
by the corporation in the Ditheriugton
district, on the north side of the town. The
estate, of 6| acres, is triangular in shape, and
the houses are built twelve to the acre, thus
allowing for good gardens, and a playing-
green for children, under observation from
every house. The houses are Iniilt in pairs
and in blocks of three and four, and are self-

contained. The u.<!ual back extensions, which
shut out light and air from the rooms at the
east, are omitted, and this also does away
with the usual dismal little back yards'.

Sixtv-thrce houses have been erected, at a
cost of £1,11(1 for land, £11.826 for building,
and £590 for fencing—in all. £13,626, The
houses are built from four different plans.
Design A :—Four houses per block. Accom-
modation—End houses, ground floor: Living-
room, 13ft. nin. by 14ft. 6in. by lift. Oin. hiffh

;

scullery bathroom, lift, by Oft. by Oft. 2in.
high. First floor: Three beilronms, 13ft. by
Hft., lift, by nft.. 6rt. 6in. by Oft. Middle
houses, ground floor: Living room, ]3ft, by
13ft. Gin. ; scullery bathroom, 7ft. b"v

inrt. IJin. First floor: Three bedrooms",
lGrt^7.Jin. by 1.3ft. Gin., 10ft. by 9ft., 6ft. Gin.
by 7ft. 6iu. Each house contains larder,
coals, and w.c. on ground floor; rent, inclu-
sive of rates, 4s. 6d. per week. Design B :-
Semi-detached. Aceonimodation — Ground
floor: Living room, 13ft. by 13tt. by Oft.
high; scullerv balhronm, " Sft. Gin. by
10ft, Gin. bv 9ft. 2in. high. First floor: Two
bedrooms.- 13ft. by ISft., 13rt. by 8ft. Gin.
Larder, w,c., and coals on gro'und floor;
rent, inclusive of rates. 3s. Od, per week.
Design C :— Semi detached. Accommodation
— Ground floor: Living-room. I8ft. Gin. by
12ft. : scullery bathroom. 8ft. Oin. by Oft. lin.
by 9ft. high.' First floor: Three bedrooms,
Sft. 9ln. by Oft. lin., lift, by lift. 9in.. 12ft.
by Oft. lin. Larder, w.c.. and coals on
ground floor; rent, inclusive of rates, '4s. G'd.

per week. Design D, in blocks of three
houses: — Aecommodation — Groniid floor,
ejid houses: Living room. 13ft. by 15ft. by
9ft. liigh

; scullerv bathroom, 8ft. Gin. b"v
Oft. -Jin. by Oft. 2in. high. First-floor':
Three bedrooms. 12ft. Oin. by 13ft., Oft. Gin.
by Oft. lOin., Gft. 7in. by 8ft. Gin. Larder,
w.c. and coals on ground floor; rent, inclu-
sive of rates, 4s, Gd. per week. The road-
ways are of light construction, ISft. wide
with 5ft. grass margin, and Gft. gravel foot-
path

; kerbing and channelling are omitted.
The fencing dividing the houses and
gardens is rustic chestnut pale fencing. The
architect vi^ Mr. A. E. Williams, of 12,
High-street, Shrewsbury. The building

contract was let to Mr. G. E. Probert, of
Bilston. but in consequence of his death
soon after commencing operations the
contract was assigned to Messrs. J. Hickeu
and Sons, of Willenhall, who have completed
the work.

CHEADLE, STAFFS.—The opening of
the newly-erected cottage homes at Cheadle
took place on Friday. The building consists
of two semi-detached homes, containing
accommodation for twelve cliildren in each
home. The building is of brick and tile, and
is faced with pebble-dashing, all the windows
having red rubber arches. The kitchen and
hall are laid with adamantine quarries and
the day-rooms with wood blocks. The
accommodation on the ground floor of each
home comprises kitchen, hall, day-room, and
scullery, bathroom, and out offices, and on
the first floor bedroom for younger children,
small bedroom for older children, foster-
mother's room and sick-ward. The buildings
have been erected by Messrs. Tompkinson
and Betteley, builders, Longton, at a cost of
£1.800. The plans were prepared by Messrs.
Bibby and Wright, architects, Cheadle.

The east and west windows of the parish
church of St. James, Thornham, near Rochdale,
liave this week been filled with stained glass as
memorials.

Plans by Mr. T. F. Tickner. FRI.B A., of
High-street, Coventry, have been adopted, and
tenders will be obtained, for a parish mission
hall at Stoke-next-Coventry.

-A laundry which has been added to the
ijeneral infirmary at Stoke on Trent was opened
on Friday by the Earl of Lichfield. Mr. H. T,
Sandy was the architect. Messrs. Espley and
Sons the builders, and Messrs, Sumnierscales.
Ltd.. supplied the niachinerv. The outlay was
f."2,8O0.

A well-known Stirling man in the person of
Mr. William Battison. town's foreman, passed
:iway on Tuesday week at the age of seventy-
six, death being due to heart-faihne. Mr.
Rattison was the oldest employee of the cor-
noration, having been over forty-two years in
its service, under successive masters of works.

^
At the last meeting of the .Aberdeen Town

Council, by a inajority the financial committee
recommended that a sum of fSOO he voted as
a gratiiitv to Mrs. Dyack. widow of Mr. William
Dyack, in recognition of his lengthened con-
nection with the corporation as burgh surveyor.
On a division, the council resolved to give £400.

At the mission church, Denton Burn, near
Newcastle - on - Tyne, there was dedicated on
Saturday an oak reredos and panelling, brass
altar-lectern, alms-dish, and other gifts. Mr.
S. Eastern, Newcastle-on-Tyne, has designed and
erected the reredos. The mission church was
built in 1865 from designs by the late Mr. Hicks,
of Newcastle.

A stained-glass window has been erected in
the chancel of the parish church, Bangor.
County Down, iu memory of the Inte Dean
Maguire. The subject is the liuilding of
Solomon's Temple, in reference to the late
Dean's work which resulted in the erection of
Bangor Parish Church. The window is by
Messrs. Heaton. Butler, and Bayne, London.
Mr. Karl Bitter, a well-known Austro-

American sculptor, died in hospital in New-
York on Saturday as a result of injuries received
through being knocked down Iiy an automobile.
Mr. Bitter was forty-seven years of age. He
was a native of Vienna, and went to America
in 1889. His work has been .shown at various
American Expositions, notably those of Chicago,
Buffalo, and Si. Louis.

The Perthshire County Council, after seeking
advice from the Road Board, have decided to
proceed with their scheme for the improvement
of "the roads in the Killin district. ..The works
have already been commenced, the contT-not
having been taken by Messrs. King and Co.,
Ltd., of Glasgow. Mr'. .1. D. McArdish has been
appointed clerk of works for the r"bads, and
Mr. John Cramb clerk of works for tlie bridges.

Lor<l Raglan, Lieutenant-Governor of the Lsle
of Man, has unveiled a conunemorative mural
table to mark the site of the house in Lord-
street, Douglas, in which the late Prof. Edward
Forbes, F.R.S.. the distinguished geologist and
naturali.st. was born on February 12, IS'lS. The
tablet is of grey slate, mounted on freestone,
and is surrounded by a border of mixed Celtic
and Scandinavian design, taken from Manx
Runic crosses.

dovtesponhtnct.—•--•

—

ELECTROLYSIS OF CONCRETE
STRUCTURES.

V'o Ihe Editor of the Buil.DiNO Ni;ws.

Hill,—Your recent comments on the above
subject are very much to the point.

.\o paint, pitch, asphalt, or paper
wrappings can possibly protect pipes or iron
rods when subject to electric currents. This
was recently proved by the American Bureau
of Standards in exhaustive tests.

The disintegration of concrete when elec-
tricity comes into contact with water not
only results in the loss of electric current,
but' certainly allows more ingress of damp
ness, and may result in severe structural
defects. Indeed, it must appeal to aiiv
thoughtful person that when concret'e
becomes of the consistency of mud, which it
[loes when electrolysis occurs, that concrete
ceases to serve its purpose.
The tests made by the American Bureau of

Standards also prove that insulating joints
are not to be relied upon as the sole means
of protection.

Jly object in writing this letter is to state
definitely that the problem is solved
eeonomieally and definitely by the use ot
waterproof concrete. The only point to
\vatch is, that the waterproofer will not affect
cither the tensile or compression strength of
the concrete, even after prolonged periods.

It will appeal to all engineers that if con-
crete can be made waterproof easily and
safely that the danger from electrolysis is

removed. In some cases it may not be neces-
sary to waterproof the concrete, because a
waterproof cement rendering woidd take its

place, and in this way the cost will be even
less.

It is not as if waterproofed cement were a

new tiling, because flat roofs have been
waterproofed since 1908 with Pudloed
cement ; and it is not as if waterproofed
cement and concrete had not been tested by
the highest authorities. because every
Government Department is now using Pudln
in its cement. I mean, by speaking of

Government Departments, the Office of

Works. War Office, Admiralty, General I'ost

Office, India Office, and Crown Agents for

the Colonies. All these Departments are

known to be extremely strict in their tests

before the general adoption of any material,
and especially a new material. ' This fact

alone should remove any fear or prejudice
from the minds of engineers towards the use

of waterproofed cement and concrete.— I am,
etc., J. H. Ki:rni:ii Greenwood.
King's Lynn.

««»^

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

LOUGHBOROUGH,—The scheme of the cor

poration waterworks engiiicer for a supply of

water to the Knightthorpe-road district led le

considerable discussion at a meeting of tlie

Longhhorough Town Council on Monil;iy niglil

There was no question, sail Mr. Cartwriglit,

the chairman of the water committee, about this

scheme being a pressing one. for the reasons of

:

health. Thorpe .\cre. which was within tlic

borough, had no system of drainage or a water

supply. If an epidemic broke out on that estat*>.

the Local Government Board would immediately,
issue orders for the corporation to supply'

Thorpe-lane with water. The propos;il w.is to

extend the main from the bridge against the

London and North- Western station into Thorpe-

lane, and continue it, with a Sin. pipe, througli,

the village, which was not in the liorongh. Rp
moved that the scheme, at a cost of .£1.246

15s. 6d.. be proceeded with. The proposal wi"

eventuall.v adopted by a majority.

. •
The Prudential Assurance Company intend to

erect new offices at Stockport, on a site in St

Peter's-gate and Duke-street. Mr. Paul Water
house, F,R.I.B.A.. of Holborn, W.C, is the

architect.

The annual report as to the port of Sydney.

N.S.W., shows that during the year ended on

June 30. 1914. A:458,I86 was expended on capilall

account, of which £298,000 represents the outlay

on wharves and jetties.
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dnvxtntt Calamo.

This Guveriimeiit lias a remarkalile faculty

for discovering liow not to do the right thing

when alleged scandals occur, and when it is

challenged with regard to its conduct of

business. When Mr. Alontagu Meyer's

appointment as timber buyer was discussed

recently in the House of Commons, Lord
Enimott, the First Commissioner of Works,
extended an in\itation to members of Parlia-

ment to go to the Office of Works and
investigate matters for themselves. Mr.

Handel Booth, the Liberal M.P. for Ponte-

fraet, took advantage of the offer, and we
are inclined to think it possible that tlie

Uovernuient and Lord Eramott are by now
rather inclined to wish that he hadn't, and
to eschew for the future the rather novel

method of inquiry by private member! Mr.
Handel Booth, at any rate, does not mince
matters in what is called his " Special

Report " :

—

I regret (eays Mr. Boolli) that the promiso uf facilities
made to I'arliameut has not been kept, and I also poiut
out that your denial of eNpert help—which I was
prepai-ed to pay fcr— ha.s made my task long and
laborious. . . . Further, the Oflice of Works tried to
prevent my attending Mr. Meyer's Office in the City
where the books are kept. I have been refused also any
information of Mr. Meyer's private dealings in timber
whilst buying for the Government, also any details of
Mr. Meyer's sales to the War Office, also any opportunity
to speak conlidentially with any of the four Civil
Servants engaged in entering and checking the trans-
actions I was invited to see. After responding in good
faith as a member of Parliament to your offer, I resent
the steps t^ken to thwart my efforts.

-Mr. Booth protests trenchantly that eight

mis-statements were made in the House,
Hliieh ho details. He describes as "without
foundation " the statement made by Mr.
Harold Baker that "the Office of Works did
not resort to methods of a single agent until

older and longer contractors had been told

that the prices they were attempting to press
upon the Government were so great that
really it was their duty to see what was the
alternative." As to Mr. Beck's statement
tliat Mr. Meyer's business has for the time
being been brought to an end, Mr. Booth
says ;

—

His private turn-over is now at the rate of £100 000
iwrannum if the figures given (iu the House of Commons)
are reliable. Mr. Meyer, as a smart business man, is
utilismg the Government information, which now
reaches him, to extend his operations. For instance, he
IS endeavouring for the first time to get railway con-
tracts for the purchase of sleepers.

Ill reference to Mr. Beck's statement that
"the fact, which is testified by our
accountants, is tliht the business at present
being done by Mr. Meyer is 90 per cent.
Government business," Mr. Booth says:
"The accountant repudiates this assertion."
He also declares that "the statements in

Parliament of a trial order being executed
before the contract was finally decided upon
are baseless." He expresses amazement at tlie

dogmatic assurances given by the Govern-
ment of profits to the State, and says the
calculations given to the House are
grotesque. He continues ;—

One cannot overlook the fact that prices have steadily

althonM'^i""?^'' ^r-
^'''^'•"''' "PPoi^toent in October!

men? n^™. n™f,
''*"* '1"' ''*'''" '""•'™' <'<"^ <-^^ Govern^

sTme r?'^'
""''

-f
'''^ ''!''' ''"S"'^''- " is evident that iu

M^^r f™™ ' ? '':"" ""^ ^""'" '1"« '" speculation. Mr.

' rDurrfn,er •, .f'^'n'^""'''
appearance in the market as

' fiP_Y,„';f„^e'^ V^ 'lie Government was the direct cause of

i oSlncrpJ""'^'":'™ °^ contraband, and the conse.
t mient increase in prices.

Mr. Booth declares that the favouritism
s'lown to Mr, Meyer was "unworthy of a
public department," and voices his regret
fliat the Office of Works did not avail itself
of voluntary offers made by heads of the

,

timber trade. He endorses Mr. Bonar Law's

]

views with regard to other features of this

remarkable transaction, and concludes as

follows :

—

In ray opinion, a salary should have been paid, auil the
best men in the trade from patriotic raotiv'es would have
gladly aided the Government buyer. When comjiiired
with this method the Meyer contract can only be ccm-
sidered to have been costly to the nation. I earnestly
appeal to your Lordship to terminate the contract and ti)

consult the best men in the trade. Failing which—to
insist that Mr. Meyer shall cease buying on his own
account whilst he is Government liuyer. Failing which
—to place a Government timber expert iu Mr. Meyer's
office to protect the public interest ; aud to stop the
competitive buying of the War Office with yourself now
going on.

Lord Emmott has replied to Mr. Handel
Booth, declaring that the statement of the

latter that his etTorts have been thwarted by

the Office of Works are " baseless," and that

others are misleading. In Lord Eminott's

judgment "the entrusting of this work to

an architect w'ith considerable knowledge of

timber was the correct procedure, having
regard to the organisation of the depart-

ment
; and the method of a salaried buyer

was impossible in the circumstances,
especially in view of the fact that what was
required was not a mere buying agent, but a

complete organisation to handle the whole
business of purchase, transport by sea and
land, conversion to required sizes, and
delivery on the site by the time required."

Lord Emmott declares that " the public

interest is, in his judgment, sufficiently

protected under the arrangements now made,
and the multiplication of e.xperts is unneces-
sary." The matter came again before the

House of Commons yesterday after we went
to press, and Mr. Handel Booth has
intimated his intention, unless he got a
satisfactory reply from a substantial

Minister, to press it to a division.

Kings and other celebrities will not im-

probably shrink from the sculptor if their

effigies, after gracing historic resting-places

like Westminster Hall, are to be cleared

out and ultimately sent to the Old Bailey !

That, liowever, seems the destined last home
of those which were " lent in perpetuity

"

to the City of London by the Government in

1913. The offer was accepted with thanks
by the Court of Common Council, and the

Library Committee was instructed to con-

sider and report where the statues, which are

of great weight, should be placed. It was
the original intention of the Office of Works
that they should be erected in the Guildhall
Art Gallery. Their dimensions, however,
seem to have proved an obstacle in the way
of their finding an asylum there, or else-

where. Then the Gresham Committee were
approached with a view to the selection of

the Royal Exchange as a site, but that, too,

was not found feasible. Later, the Trustees
of the Crystal Palace expressed their

willingness to accept the statues on per-

manent loan—a proposition which received
the assent of the Office of Works. Since then
the City Lands Committee intimated a desire

to have the statutes placed in the new
Sessions House in the Old Bailey, and the

Library Committee will report on the subject
at iie.xt week's meeting of the Court of

Common Council.

" Lawyers' litigation " may seem to some a

strange phrase, but it will be quite clear to

those who know. We do not mean the many
cases in which the fighting attitude of a
client is more or less encouraged for profes-
sional purposes, as these are not so common
as once they were, and often the vicious spite
of the client himself, or herself, is most to

blame in the matter. But there is a class of

legal business wherein oases are taken
upwards on appeal from Court to Court, at

the cost of tiie parties concerned, though, all

the time, those advising must, or should,

know that there is little, if any, chance of

changing the first decision, whatever may
be the reliance still placed upon luck and the

law's uncertainty. A most remarkable
example of this sort of thing lately occurred
in a claim under the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act, which, beginning in the County-
court, ended in the House of Lords, leaving
both sides as they were, with nothing proved
and no precedent made except that some
hundreds of pounds had been spent upon
fighting for the sole benefit of the lawyers
engaged. The only question was whether a

workman, injured in an accident, who had
been medically examined at the time,

received compensation for six months, went
back to work, had an illness, and then, two
and a half years later, claimed on the old
injury, was bound to submit to examination
again. The County-court judge said he
must; and in \iew of the malingering known
to be about, and the facts, this seems only
fair. The Court of Appeal had no doubt of

it, and now the House of Lords confirmed the
County-eourt. These cases are fought out of
the funds of insurance companies on one
side and trade unions on the other. But one
wonders why those members of these
concerns who really pay do not sometimes
inquire into the great waste of their money
brought about by this sort of lawyers'
litigation ?

We commend the action of Dean of Guild
Irvine, of Dunfermline, to the consideration

of all affected by the growing disposition of

town-planning committees to interfere in

matters quite outside their province,
generally with the result that building opera-
tions are quite unnecessarily and pre-

judicially delayed. Plans were presented on
Tuesday week at Dunfermline Dean of Guild
Court for the erection at East-road of a

garage and offices for the Autocar Bus
Company. It having been suggested by Mr.
John L. Jack, town clerk, that the plans,

which were in respect of buildings to be
erected within the town-planning area,

should be remitted to the town-planning
committee of the town council, in accordance
with custom, Dean of Guild Irvine said he
was very much averse from doing anything of

the kind. They had, he said, been put about
for two or three years in connection with the

town-planning scheme, and they now seemed
to be further away than ever they were from
the completion of the scheme. Plans could
not be thrown aside time after time because
of the non-completion of the scheme. The
plans before the Court should, in his opinion,

be passed forthwith. Asked by the town
clerk if his position was that whatever the

town-planning scheme might be worth, he
recognised no obligation to the town-
planuiiig committee, the Dean of Guild
replied that of course it would alter matters
if the scheme were resuscitated. The town
clerk remarked that the town-planning
scheme was not dead yet. The Dean of

Guild said that might be so; but it was the

case that the town-planning scheme had kept
back the erection of between one hundred
and two hundred tenement houses, of which
there was a great scarcity in Dunfermline.

People would not come forward with plans

to be continually told that the buildings

might uot be iu accordance with the town-
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planning scheme, and that they would be

erected at the owners' risk. After further

discussion the Court granted warrant as

craved.

From Atherstone, as from scores and

scores of other places, comes the same

discreditable complaint, " No houses to

be had!" In his annual report to

the district council last week Dr.

Herring, the medical officer of health,

observed, this year, lie was sorry to say.

there was little to report with regard to the

housing of the working classes. The activity

and enthusiasm of 1912 had disappeared, and

although the council had secured a plot of

five acres of land on which to erect work-

men's dwellings, there was at present no

prospect of any houses being forthcoming in

the near future. The need for additional

housing accommodation was as urgent as

ever, private enterprise having failed to meet

the demand. Plans were in preparation for

a number of cottages of a somewliat similar

type to those erected two or three years ago;

but this work, like all other public under-

takings involving the borrowing of money,

would probably be postponed until the

country was more settled and the money

market easier. Closing orders were made in

respect of fifteen old houses during the past

year. Seeing that any new dwellings would

not be available for some time, it would be

necessary for the authorities to be more

vigilant as to the maintenance and cleanli-

ness of tlie existing houses. The law, he

thought, was certainly too lenient on tins

point. A defaulting landlord was liable to

various penalties for allowing his premises to

become dilapidated or unwholesome, but the

tenant who was content to dwell in dirty

surroundings, very often of his own creating,

could not be so easily dealt with, unless there

should happen to be infectious disease in the

house. With that opinion most fair-minded

men will agree. The " scabby sheep who

infects the flock, and poisons all the rest,"

should certainly be drastically dealt with.

less expansion in the industry, and there is

little doubt that its growth in the near future

will be enormous, as it is only recently that

any endeavour has been made to acquaint the

Canadian public with the advantages of hard

wall-plasters.

o»

STATUES, BtEMORIALS, &c.

STANNINGTON.—A memorial to the late

Viscount Ridley a842-1904 — Home Secretary

189d 1900) in Stanuington Parish Church was
unveiled and dedicated on Sunday. The monu-
ment, which is the gift of the present Lord
Ridley to the church, was designed and
executed by Mr. W. Reynolds-Stephens, R.B.S.,

and consists of a recumbent effigy upon a tomb-
like pedestal, cruciform on plan. The effigy,

which is in copper-bronze, shows the late Lord
Ridley in his peer's robes, with the three bands
of ermine and gold lace of a viscount upon its

right side. The coat worn is that of a Secretary

of State. The feet rest against a cushion which
is embroidered with the family shield of arms.

In the caps of the supporting columns the

family crest—the bull—instead of one of the

existing architectural caps, is employed. The
cross- shaped, tomb like pedestal consists of

various marbles — black, dove, and green.

Behind the tomb, and forming part of the

memorial, is a marble-and-metal organ-screen.

The Ridley coat-of-arms forms an enrichment

in the centre of the marble wall, whilst on

each side of the organ-pipes is a youthful angel.

1.

We have received from the Canadian

Government Offices, 17, Victoria-street,

S.W., two interesting volumes, one dealing

with gypsum in Canada, and the other with

the Dominion's building and ornamental

stones, both issued by the Department of

Minos. The second, which is the third

instalment of its series, is devoted to the

stones and slates of the Province of Quebec,

and is by Mr. Wm. A. Parks, B.A., I'li.D.

Few readers, probably, have any idea of the

wealth of the province in stones. It produces

limestone of good structural quality in large

amount, it is rich in deposits of granite of

various kiiids, its production of high-grade

marbles is rapidly increasing, and it owns

the only important slate quarries in the

Dominion. Excellent illustrations of many
of the stones are given, their various loca-

tions described, and the fullest details with

respect to their strength and quality set out.

The first-mentioned volume, which is by Mr.

L. H. Cole, embraces the gypsum industry,

one of the most important in Canada. It

deals with the properties of the material, the

theory of its origin, gives full descriptions of

its different occurrences in the Dominion,

and discusses the technology and uses of the

"mineral. At present most of the gypsum is

shipped in a crude state to the United States,

where it is calcined, and in great part re

shipped to Canada as a finished product.

There is evidcutly a future of almost limit-

Mr. W. J. Burgess, of Combemartin, has been

appointed highway surveyor to the Launceston

Rural District Council in succession to the late

Mr. R. Olver.

Mr. Farquharson Minto, who for forty years

has been road surveyor for the Arbroath district

of the Forfarshire County Council, has just died

at Arbroath.

The corporation of Ileywood, Lanes, have

received the sanction of the Local Government
Board to the borrowing of i£6,440 for the exten-

sion of their electricity undertaking.

Mr. C. J. A. Beynon. surveyor to the rural

district council of Cheltenham, has been

appointed survevor of the district roads by the

.\bingdon Rural District Council at a salary of

£130 per annum, rising to £150.

As one of the results of the changes in staff

which came into operation on the Great Eastern

Railway system on Monday, Mr. H. Wilmer,

formerly designated as " engineer," is now to be

known as "chief civil engineer."

At Clacton-on-Sea, on Tuesday, Mr. P. M.

Crosthwaite, an inspector under the Local

Government Board, held an inquiry as to an

application from the urban district council for

sanction to borrow £10,450 for works of sea-

defence and electricity.

The Wandsworth Borough Council have pro-

vided Balham with a public swimming-bath at

a cost of over £12,000. An informal opening

took place on Saturday afternoon. The
swimming-pond measures 100ft. by 30ft.; it has

a maximum depth of 7ft. The architects were

Messrs. Cooke and Twist, of Birmingham, whose

design was selected in competition.

Mr. E. T. Hannam, of Lancaster, assistant

engineer of the Lancaster .ind Carlisle section

of°the London and North-Western Railway, a

well-known local cricketer and golfer, who was

shot through the groin on March 23 while

serving with the 5th King's Own Territorial

Force at the front, is making good progress in

a hospital at Manchester.

The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs has

been informed by his Majesty's Minister at

Stockholm that, according to an official an

uouncement published in that capital on

March 23. wood cargoes from Sweden will in

future be granted war-risk insurance, whatever

their destination. This arrangement affects all

wood goods which were not considered contra-

band by Germany prior to the issue of the

German order of November 23 last.

The iwenty-eightli annual Chicago Archi-

tectural Exhibition was opened in the Galleries

of the Art Institute of Chicago on Thursday
last, the Sth inst.. and is being participated in

by the Chicago Architectural Club, the Illinois

Society of Architects, the Illinois Chapter of

tlie American Institute of Architects, and the

Art Institute of Chicago. Preceding exhibitions

have been given solely by the Chicago Archi-

tectural Club. Tlie exhibition, which closes on
the 28th inst., is illustrative of architecture and
the allied arts.

L.EQAX. INTELLIGENCE.
ARCHITECT v. LICENSED VICTUALLER

—An architect's claim against a licensed

victualler for professional services in the pre-

paration of plans for houses was heard by Judge

Allen at the Mansfield County-court on Monday.
The plaintiff—Ernest Wm. Bostock. architect,

of Huthwaite. who appeared in uniform, and
was represented liv Mr. E. Williams, made a

claim of £27 14s. 7d. from Geo. Robert Bailey,

formerly landlord of the Portland Arms,
Huthwaite. and now of the Masons' Arms,

Sutton. The claim was made up as follows:

October, 1911. preparation of plans for building

three pairs of houses at Beech-avenue, Huth-

waite, £3, building not proceeded with; Feb-

ruary, 1912, part fee for surveying land opposite

the Portland Arms, a guinea; preparation of

key plan, 5s. 6d. ; June 26, preparation of plans

for villas in Station-road, Huthwaite, £1 10s.

In 1912 defendant desired to find a site for

erecting a picture-house, and plaintiff went with

him to Mansfield Woodhouse and Mansfield. He
prepared an estimate for such a place amount-

ing to £1,200; but defendant eventually fixed

up'on a site at Huthwaite. Plaintiff got out

plans and specifications; but as the building was

not erected, he charged 2J per cent., the amount
of the account being £19 17s. 6d. Defendant

changed his mind about the picture-house, and

built a club on the site. Plaintiff then prepared

drawings of some houses proposed to be erected

on the land at the rear of the club, and for this

he charged £2. When he sent in his claim he

received a counterclaim from defendant for

£36 19s. 7d.: but he had never received an

account, and was not aware that he was

indebted to the defendant.—Mr. R. A. Young
(for the defendant): It appears that he was

speculative and you were enterprising? Yes.—
Did you sometimes, in your anxiety to be enter-

prising, propound schemes and prepare drawings

for speculative projects without his instructions?

No.—Do you suggest tliat Mr. Bailey should,

for the sheer delight of paying you for plans,

instruct you to prepare plans when he was not

20ing to build? It is not my business, if a

client asks for plans to be prepared, to ask

him if he is going to build.—With regard to

the counterclaim, plaintiff denied ilefcndaul's

charges for motoring him to a number of places

in the district. The only time he went in the

motor was at defendant's invitation. He also

denied that there were accounts against him

for wines, spirits, stout, gin, and beer. What
he had had he paid for. As for £4 for hire

of a marquee, Bailey, who was once vice-

president of the tennis club, lent the tent occar

sionallv to the club. That was the only time

plaintiff had anything to do with tlie marquee.

Bailey, in evidence, denied that he had ever

given the plaintiff instructions to prepare any

plans. Plaintiff knew he had some laud, and

he used to come to him with plans and say,

"These houses would look nice on the site." In

fact, plaintiff was always on his doorstep with

plans: it was his enterprise. He never contem-

plated building a picture-palace, as he bad not

the monev to do it with, and did not instruct

the plaintiff to draw plans or prepare estimates.

Plaintiff was anxious to draw up plans for bis

brother to build from. As for the account he

had rendered, he had sent him details and had

applied personally for payment. He took

Bostock on many business motor trips, and in

July and August, 1913. he supplied him with

wines and spirits. Plaintiff had the tent fdt

his personal use, and he sold some fencing to

him for £3 10s. — After a long hearing, his

Honour dismissed both rlaims-

At Blackburn, on Tuesday. Mr. Edward
Leonard held an inquiry on behalf of (.he Local

Government Board as to an application froml

the corporation for sanction to borrow £9,000

for the erection of public halls.

The London County Council is proposing to

arrange for a conference of road authorities

with a view to definite action being taken to

mitigate the nuisance caused by the vibration of

heavy motor-cars and road locomotives.

Dr. Michael H. Taylor, the Kingston coroner,

concluded at Surbiton on Friday evening an

inquest concerning the death of Fredeiick Gale,

builder, of Fleece-road. Long Ditton. who was

killed whilst cycling at Old Maiden on March 4.

According to the evidence given, a .motor-ca't

driven by Harry James Swindley, of Putney,

ran down Gale, who was left dying in the roadj

way. Mr. Comyns Carr, wlio attended the

inquest on behalf of Swindley, said that since

the accident the last-named had been certified

to be insane, and was now confined in a private

lunatic asylum at Tooting Bee. The jury

returned a verdict of "Manslaughter" against

Swindley.
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Tlie three \auaiit Assouiatesliips in the
Royal Academy, caused by the promotion to
full membership of Messrs. Reginald Blom-
Keld, Henry Scott Take, and G. A. Storey,
will be filled at a mcetmj; to be held on
Friday in next week, the J3rd inst. Hitherto
absentees have been unable to vote, e\en
m the initial 'scratching," but in future a
duly certified list of candidates is to be sent
a fortnight before the election to all

Academicians and Associates, with instruc-
tions to place a mark against the names of
the three considered most worthy of election,
or, if there be more than one vacancy,
against the names of six. This list, so
marked, must be signed and returned before
a specified date—in the present case by
Monday next. Election will be completed, in
the blackboard and final ballot stages, as in
the past. In future, elections of Associates
will only take place on one of the Members'
Varnishing Days, which immediately precede
the opening of the summer exhibition. A
good attendance at elections will thus be
insured. Mmong those nominated for the
election next week are three Fellows of the
Royal Institute of British Architects—Mr.
Walter Cave. Mr. E. Guy Dawber, and Sir
Robert Lorimer—and widespread interest
will be felt in the result.

It is officially announced that during the
months of January, February, and March
the Road Board indicated additional ad-
vances to highway authorities amounting in
the aggregate to £80,143 ,of which £71,449
was by way of grant, and £8,964 by way of
loan. The advances made and indicated up
till March 31, 1915. less indications
cancelled, amount to £6.034,447. Of this
total, £4,580,034 is by way of grant, and
£1,454,413 by way of loan. The formal grants
completed with the approval of the Treasury
during the last quarter, amounting to
£190,852, were applied as follows :~Road-
crust improvements, £132,365; roadwiden-
ing and improvement of curves and corners,
£30,720; road diversions, £2,412; recon-
struction and improvement of bridges,
£1,450; and new road and bridges, £23,907.

The sixth report of the Royal Commission
on Ancient Monuments in Scotland, em-
bracing the revised edition of the Berwick-
shire inventory, which is now being finally
adjusted, will be presented before the close
of the year. The printing of the Dumfries-
shire inventory will now be proceeded with,
and it is expected that the volume for that
county will be ready for issue in 1915.
During the summer of 1914 the survey of the
archjeological remains in the Hebrides was
taken up and a great part of the survey of
this part of the country was overtaken. This
survey will be resumed and continued during
the summer of 1915. In consequence of the
unfortunate illness of the principal archi-
tect, the work of the architectural section of
the survey was somewhat retarded this year,
but the survey of the architectural remains
in East Lothian was completed, the survey
of Midlothian begun, and a good deal of
w-ork overtaken in Berwickshire in connec-
tion with the new and illustrated edition of
the inventory for that county. During the
-umnier to come the architectural survey of
Midlothian will be continued, and probably
completed.

-V new edition of the British Standard
Specification for Portland Cement, issued by
the Engineering Standards Committee, just
published, contains some important modi-
fications. Increased fineness of grinding of
cement has been legislated for. and the
mmimuni tensile strength at seven days of
both neat cement and cement and sand has
been raised. The clauses dealing with the
preparation of the briquettes have been
amplified, the procedure being described in
greater detail than has previously been the
case. In the case of both neat cement
briquettes and cement and sand briquettes,
raniming or hammering is expressly pro-
hibited. The growth of tensile strength at
twenty-eight days, both for neat cement and

cement and sand, is now given in the form
of a formula, in place of the fixed per-
centages which have been specified hitherto.
While not making any material alterations
in the figures previously laid down for the
growth of the tensile strength at twenty-
eight days over that at seven days, the
formula gives a progressive increase instead
of the somewhat irregular steps of the
method previously adopted, and for use in
the test-house, lends itself to the construc-
tion of a curve from which the breaking
strength at tw-enty-eight days, correspond-
ing to any ascertained bre'aking strength
at seven days can readily be read
o£f. With the view of making easier the de-
termination of what constitutes a visible im-
pression in the test for final setting time, the
Vicat needle for this test is provided with a
fixed metal circular cutting edge set half a
millimetre back from the point, as this
length is sufficient to clear the scum which
sometimes forms on the surface of the pat.
The cement is considered to be finally set
when the needle makes an impression on the
pat and the attachment fails to do so. The
attachment is illustrated on the plate
showing the Vicat needle. All the plates
have been entirely redrawn, and two new
plates have been added to the specification,
one dealing with a standard spatula for use in
making up the cement and sand briquettes,
and the other showing an improved
form of specific-gravity bottle, which the
committee have approved as suitable for use,
though they do not stipulate for its employ-
ment to the exclusion of any other pattern.
Instructions for obtaining the specific gravity
of cement are given on the plate.

The Scarborough Corporation have
adopted a comprehensive scheme of town
planning and housing. The areas affected
are in the Central and the East Wards, the
oldest and most congested districts in the
old town, and the scheme embraces the con-
struction of a new thoroughfare from the
Newborough-street end of North-street (near
the site of the Old Bar) to a point on the
Sandside near the entrance to the Marine-
drive and Promenade, the length of the new
street to be, approximately, one mile. The
scheme will be carried out in sections, the
work thus being spread over a number of
years.

In the Ci\il Service Estimates reference is

made to the Royal Coinniissidii on Housing
in Scotland, which was appointed by Royal
warrant, dated October 30, 1912. to inquire
into the housing of the industrial population
of Scotland, rural and urban (with special
reference in the rural districts to the housing
of miners and agricultural labourers), and to
report what legislative or administrative
action is, in their opinion, desirable to
remedy existing defects. It commenced work
in February, 1913, but owing to the interrup-
tion of its work by the war, it is impossible
to estimate when it will present its report.
Altogether, 111 formal sittings of the Com-
mission have been held, and 413 witnesses
examined. These sittings have been held in

Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dundee, and other
parts of Scotland. The Commissioners have
made visits of inspection to various parts of
Scotland, including the large industrial and
mining centres, and also representative agri
cultural districts, and the Highlands and
Islands. In addition the Commissioners
have visited various centres in England, and
investigated housing and town-planning
schemes there.

A useful textbook (V'ol 1., Introductory) of
" Electrical Engineering," by T. C. Baillie,
M.A.. D.Sc., A.M.I.E.E. (Cambridge Uni-
versity Press. Fetter-lane. E.C.. 5s.), will be
appreciated by elementary students in

technical institutions. In view of the in-

creasing use which is being made of potentio-
meter methods, a somewhat fuller treatment
of the potentiometer is given than is usual,
the author having found its use at an early
stage a valuable means of correcting the
tendency of students to be content with
rough experimental results.

"Every Woman's Flower Garden: How tu

Make and Keep it Beautiful" (Herbert

Jenkins, 12, Aruiidid-placc, Haymarkct,S.W.
;

price. 5s. net) is by Miss Mary Hampden!
who has been for many years writing and
answering questions in the ladies' and the
gardening pa.pers, and so has earned a wide
practical experience as to what women who
go in for gardening witut and need to know.
These t|neries from all quarters give the best
training upon any subject of which we are
aware. Here we have what is emphatically
a good, sound piece of work, which begins
at the beginning and teaches both men and
women how they should set about starting
a garden of their own and how they should
keep it up so as to make it a thing of growth
and beauty and delight. There are numerous
plans and designs which can be adopted,
or adapted, and the work is really enlightened
by its five plates in colour. We can commend
the book as the outcome of knowledge and
taste, and as well worth the money.

"The Heating and Ventilation of
Buildings," by Rolla C. Carpenter, C.E.
(London: Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 11,
Henrietta-street, W.C, 15s.), is a sixth
edition of an .American book of which we
have before spoken well deservedly. The
principal portion of the practical part of the
volume is devoted to construction of gravity-
heating systems, using steam and hot water;
but systems of heating with hot air, with or
without blower, with exhaust steam, and
with electricity, are considered, and
practical directions for constrnction are
given. British architects and builders will
find a good deal of information of service to
them, and with which some, at any rate, are
unfamiliar.

MKETINaS FOB THE ENSUING 'WEEK.
Friday (To-Div).—Town Plauniug InBtitiite. " Ee-

plamiing and Redevelopment in Exist-
ing Centres," by W. T. Lancastiire,
M.I.C.E., and H. V. Lancliester,
F.R.I.B.A., y3, Victoria-street, S.W.
8 p.m.

SiiuBDAY (To-MOHBow). — St. Paul's Ecclesiological
Society. Visit to St. Bartholomew the
Great. Smitlifield, conducted by E. A.
Webb, F.S.A. 2.30 p.m.

MoNBAY.—Royal Institute of British Archittcts. "The
Design and Construction of Buildings
for Industrial Purposes," by Segar
Owen, F.R.I.B.A. s p.m.

Wednesday.—Royal Society of Arts. " The State and
the Fisherman," by Moreton Prewan.
8 p.m.

Thuhsday.—Roads Improvement Association. Annual
Meeting at Institution of Civil En-
gineers, Great George-street, S.W.
i p.m.

Saturday (Aphid 31).—Institution of Municipal Bu-
fineers. Visit of the Southern and
oath-Eastern Districts to the New

London County Hal!, Belvedere-road
S.E.

-*•-

At a special meeting of the MaJelcy District
Council on Friday, Mr. A. O. Callear was
appointed surveyor and water engineer for the
Madeley district at a salary of ^180 a year.

The corporation of Southampton at their
meeting on Wednesday appointed Mr. \V. T.
Robson, manager of the South Shields tram-
ways, to the managership of the Southampton
system, at a salary of £400 a year.

At the last meeting of the Somerset County
Council the Mental Deficiency Act committee
reported that the board ot guardians of Long
-Ashton had offered to sell to the county council,

at a cost of £3,000, the school at their work-
house and five acres of land for providing
accommodation for mental defectives. The
committee was authorised to engage Mr. lline.

architect, London, to prepare detailed plans and
estimates of the necessary alteratioiis and addi-
tions to the buildings.

The new buildings at the Worcester Garden
Suburb were declared open on Friday by Karl
Grey. The extension comprises fourteen
bungalows, at rents varying from 3s. 9d. to
5s. 6d. per week. They form three sides of the
Earl Grey Square. Several pairs of houses and
eight bungalows were erected under the scheme
of the Worcester Tenants. Ltd. The demand
for the bungalow type of dwelling caused the
committee to consider the advisability of

further building. Plans were prepared before
the outbreak of war. and it was decided to

proceed with the work, which lias been carried

out at a cost of £2,000. The architect is Mr.
Rowe, of Worcester.
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LATEST PRICES
N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
:isual sources of information are in many
cases failing us.

TIMBER.

. irr

Per standard.
to £r,7Yellow Pine Deals, 1st qnality

2Dd 43
White Deals : First 22

Secondn 20
U.S. Yellow Planka, Deals, and
Battens 10 10

Per cubic foot
Oak; Austrian Wainscot fO 10 6 to i'O 12
Teak: Burmese, per load, 50ft. 28 „ 3t
Teak : Java, per load, 50ft. 24 „ 27

., 14 10

IRON.
Per ton. Per ton.'

Rolled Steel Joists, English £0 5 to £0 7 H

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates i) 10 n „ 10
Steel Girder Plates 9 5 „ 9 17 6
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0., 8 10
Do.. Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Sonare 22 „

Do.. Welsh 5 15 ,, 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Best Snedshill 9 0,. 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 208. per ton extra.
Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding. &a. , £8 1.5s. to £0.

Ditto galvanised, £14 to £1510a. Per ton.

Galvanieed Corru' ated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 30. No. 23 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gange £13 ...£13 10

Bestditto 13 10 ... 14

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £S 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 17 6 ,. 8 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0.. 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0., 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 15 0,, BOO
Cut Floor Brads 10 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron. 24 gauge 16 0.. —
Galvanised Wire Strand. 7 ply.
14B.W.G 14 5 0,. —

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
OtoS ? 10 11 13 B.W.G.
£10 10s. £10 15b. £11 Os. £11 5s. £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £6 15 to £7 2 6
4in. to6in 6 10 .. 6 12 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 17 6 .. 7 2 6
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra.

turned and bored joints 5s. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall 803. Od. to 127s. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 879. Od. ,. 979. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2^ per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 72* p.c.
Water-Tubes 66j
Steam-Tubes 65
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 60
Galvanised Water-Tubes 56j
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 50

OTHER METALS.

Lead Water Pipe, Town •£26
Country '27

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town •27

.. .. ., Country '-M
Lead Pipe. Tinned inside. Town '^s

.. ., ., ,, Country *t;i

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town *31

,, ., .. .. Country *32
Composition Gas-Pipe. Town ... *2U

.. .. Country '30

Lead Soil-pipe (npto4^in.) Town '2'.!

Country '30

Per ton. Per ton.
Oto

,

,

,

.

,

,

,

,

,

rOver 4iin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead. Common Brands 17 17
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods '.»2

Copper. British Cake and Ingot 7'.l 10
Tin. English Ingots 173 10
Do.. Bars 174 10
Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town) 10 2
Sheet Lead, Town '25 10

,, ., Country •2ii lo
Genuire White Lead 34 o
Refined Red Lead 32
Sheet Zinc 73
Old Lead, against account 20
Tin perowt. lu
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 13

93
.SO

176
176
20

10 U
10
10
10

* For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

SLATES.

Blue Portmadoo 20
, IB
. 20
20

First quality 20
20

Blue Bangor..

lilnreka
groeu ..

ODfading
20

,

Permanent Green ...

18
16

18
16

m.
10 .

. 8.,

.10..

. 12 ..

, 10.,

,12..
, 8.,

,10..
,13..
,10.,
, 8.,

.10.,

. 10.,

£ s.

. 12 12

. 6 12
, 13 2
, 13 17
, 13
.13 15

• ,^ S

. 15 17
, 18 7
, 13 5
. 10 5
, 11 13
. g 13

, 6 13

d. per 1,000 of
6 1.200 at r. stn.
6

6 .,

6

6

6

6

6

6

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hara Stocks,.. £1 15
Second Hard Stocks 1 11
Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Plettons 1 14
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 13
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Fac'ug ... 5

Best Blue Iressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 4

23in. Best Red Ac
crington Plastic [ 4
Facing Bricks

per 1.000 alongside, in
[river.

delivered
at riy, stn.

(Net. delivered in
full truck loads
in London.

3'ls" Aoorington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3'/e" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 3 3 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1113
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/8 in
thickest part 2

3Va" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 3 6
SVa" ditto ditlio through and through 2
SVs" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 2J" and i" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" x 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9"xi course 3

Accrington Camber Arches ;

—

3 course deep, 44" soffit, per foot opening..
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

44"
44"
44"

9"

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto ditto ditto
9" ditto ditto ditto 4 B

Net free on rail, or free on boat at worprs.

QLAZED BRICKS.
HARD OliAZES (PER 1.000).

White. Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff. Cream. Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours,

6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

17 7 6 11 17 6

21 7 6 15 17 6

20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

26 7 6 18 17 6

26 17 6 19 17 6

34 77 6 17 7 6

Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 17
Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6
Quoins, Bullnose, and 44in. Flats

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6
Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6
Double Headers

—

14 17 6 13 7 6
One Bide and two ends, square^

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6
Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6
Spluys and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 7 6 31 17 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—

5d, each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose. Round Ends. Bullnose Stops—
5d, each 4d, each 6d, each 6d, each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles-
Id. each 3d. each Sd. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BBICES.

stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d, each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers

—

,5d, each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and
Headers
„ ., Quoins and Bullnose

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks'! Not
of single radius £6 per 1.000 over above exceed-
liat for their respective kinds and colours ) ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 44in.
Is. 3d. each ; by3iin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

" These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations. a. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0,.
Thames Ballast 6 0,,

Sd. each

1/2 each

5d. each
Per 1.000
£23 17 6

27 17 6

Best Portland Cement 36
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21

8. d. Per ton.
to 41 delivered

C per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s, d. s. d. Per yard,
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 37s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0
Darley Dale, ditto ... .,

Red Corsehill, ditto ,,

CloseburnRedFreestone.ditto .,

Ancaster. ditto ,,

Greenahill, ditto ,.

Beer, ditto ,,

Chilmark, ditto (in truck- at
Nine Elms) ,.

Hard York, ditto
Do, do, 6in. sawn both sides.
landings, random sizes per foot sup.

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ..

•All F.O.B. London,

3 4

3 3
2 3

(1 3
1 10
1 10
1 6

1 lOi
a

3 8

d. . Dlvrd. at
per 1000 ry,8n.

7 per doz.
per 1000

6

per doz.

Bath Stone, delivered on road £ s. d.
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 17*

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot .. 1 9|
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station .. Oil
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station .. 1 7J

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 30ft. average:—
Dalivered on road waggons

J
Brown White

at Paddington Depot.! Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or I Per foot cube,
Pimlico Wharf ) ... £0 3 3 ... £0 2 i

TILES.

Plain red roofing tiles
Hip and Valley tiles

Broseley tiles

Ornamental tiles

Hip and Valley tiles

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards)

Ornamental ditto
Hip tiles
Valley tiles

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's)...

Ornamental ditto
Hip tiles

Valley tiles

"Rosemary " brand plain tiles,,.

Ornamental tiles
Hip tiles

Valley tiles

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles

Hand-made sand-faced
Hip tiles

Valley tiles

Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced
Pressed
Ornamental ditto
Hip tiles

Valley tiles

57 6 per 1000
60
4 per doz.
3

46 per 1000
48 6
3 104 per doz.
3 44 ,.

48 per lOOO
50
4 per doz.
3 8

43 6 per 1000
45
4 per doz.
3 6

45 per 1009
42 6
47 6
4 per doz.
3 6

OILS.

Rapeseed.English pale.per tun £28 15

„ 26 15
29
39 10
21
46
42 10
42 10

Ditto., brown
Cottonseed, refined
Olive, Spanish
Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin „
Ditto, Ceylon ,.

Ditto, Mauritius
Palm, Lagos
Ditto. Nut Kernel
Oleine
Sperm
Lubricating, U.S per gal.
Petroleum, refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Ditto, Archangel
Linseed Oil per gal.

Baltic Oil
Turpentine ,,

Putty (Genuine Linseed
Oil per cwt.
Pure Linseed Oil
" Stority " Brand,. ,,

to £29

19
3

3
3

10

9

5
37 5

30
40
21 10

46 10
43
43

33 5
35 10
19 5
31

8

1 10
1

GLASS (IN ORATES).
English Sheet Glass ; 15oz.
Fourths 5^d.
Thirds 6d.
Fluted Sheet 5i.

Hartley's English Rolled
Plate 34d.

White.
Figured Boiled and Beponssine,.. 5d.

31oz.
6d. ,

6.W. ,

6d. ,

iin.

36oz.
64d. .

7d. .

'/i6in.

Sid. .

8)d.

"
iin.

.,. 4ld.

Tinted.
, 6id.

VABNISHES, &c. Per g&lloD

Pine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak 010
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 18

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-dryiog Oak. for seats of

churches 11

Fine Elastic Carriage 12

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 10

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Fine French Oil I 1

Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18

White Copal Enamel 1 *

Extra Pale Paper 13

Best Japan Gold Size W
Best Black Japan 1b

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9

Brunswick Black 8

Berlin Black }6

Knotting \°

French and Brush Polish w

Nollingliiim Corporation is to be iiskeil al n

next iiitcting to sanction the riiising of XiOfii'

to carry out a rehousing scheme.

Tlio foiinilation-s(one of a parish li:ill in c"i

UL-clioii with .St. Clement's ami St. Mar.v:

pari.slits lias Ix-en formally laid at Sandwa.!

Tlu- cost will be i;i,500.

Tho tlcath is announced from Briglitoii <j

Mr. William Basil Stefanoni, architect and siii,

vovov. of Finsljurv-circus, who had practised i,

the City for the last forty years. For some tin'.

Mr. StVfanoni was assistant surveyor to n

Drapers' Company and surveyor (o the pari>

of AUhallows. Lombard - street. He was i

rcoucst as a witness m " light-and-air case

He had been a Licentiate of the R.l.B.A. sim

19U.
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THE PANAMA - PACIFIC INTER.
NATIONAL EXPOSITION, SAN FRAN-
CISCO, CALIFORNIA.

By Mr. William B. Faville (Messrs. Bliss

and Faville, Architects to the Exposi-

tion).
[with illustrations.]

The Panama-Pacific International Ex-

position of San Francisco, California, has

been built to commemorate the construc-

tion of the canal across the Isthmus of

I Panama, which joins North and South

I
America. The canal (acknowledged to be

ione
of the greatest engineering achieve-

ments of modern times') inspired the cit.y

of San Francisco and the State of Cali-

fornia to erect a suitable setting for the

Exposition and to create an architectural

. expression worthy of commemorating this

important event. Built without Govern-
ment assistance by a city only lately risen

: from the ashes of her great devastation of

I

the year 1906, it stands as an expression
1 of the venturesome spirit and untiring

I

energy of which she is possessed. It

I

is hoped that the Exposition will

ijexert a powerful educational influence

I
upon the people of America through tho

I I
architectural expression given to the main

i
group of buildings. The aim has been to

create a composition of sufficient merit to

'warrant study and criticism with the in-

'tention that its influence upon art and
I architectural development may be great,
land awake interest architecturally.

I
The Exposition lies in an ainpliitheatro

I Iformed in the hollow of the hills in the
morthern portion of the city, having the
[sparkling bay of San Francisco at its feet,

[while to the south the houses of the city
jrise tier upon tier, and to tho west the
'forests of the Presidio come down to meet
the site. Six hundred and thirty-live
meres are within the enclosure of the Ex-
iposition, with sub-divisions as follows:—
The main group of twelve exhibit palaces,
with their gardens and courts; the foreign

. .nations and States of America ; the live
l>tock department, with its stadium and
."ace track, and the amuseniint concessions.
Ihe arrangement of the main group of
palaces is closely co-related, more so than
n other previous Expositions, and one can
i^ass direct from building to building.
'..ight of the twelve main palaces are bound
ogether by the great wall of the Exposi-
ion, which in reality forms the outer walls
f these buildings. It is 6.5ft. in height,
nd is designed in sympathy with the early
|iission walls of California. Tho coni-
|ijsition might be referred to as one vast
uilding sub-divided into eight palaces,
itnprising the followine :—Varied Indus-
les. Manufactures, Liberal Arts, Educa-

tion, Food Products, Agriculture, Trans-
portation, and Mines.
The arrangement of the plan suggests an

Oriental bazaar or walled city, so closely

related that the intervening divisions be-

come courts connected by streets or avenues
of circulation, and these courts have be-

come the pivotal jioints where tho archi-

tects, sculptors, and painters have endea-
voured to fulfil and bring to reality their

dreams of the possible. This arrangenient
also forms three important courts ; that in

the centre is the Court of the Universe,
and has been designed by Messrs. McKim,
Mead, and White ; to the left of the central
court is the Court of Seasons, designed by
Mr. Henry Bacon; and to the right of the
central court is the Court of Abundance,
designed by Mr. L. C. Mullgardt ; while
in the south, facing the entrance,' are the
two elongated semicircle courts designed
by Mr. George Kelham. Flanking the main
group of eight buildings on the left is the
Fine Arts Palace, designed by Mr. Bernard
R. Maybecq, and on the right, enclosing
the composition on that side is the
Machinery Palace, designed by Messrs.
Ward and Blohme. Flanking the ajiproach
to the Exposition on the left and at the end
of the South Garden is tlie Horticulture
Palace, designed by Messrs. Bakewell and
Brown, and on the right, flanking the
gai-den. is the Festival Hall, designed by
Mr. Robert D. Farquhar. Dominating the
whole composition is the Tower of .Jewels,

forming the gateway to the Walled City,

being 430tt. high and designed by IMessrs.

Carrere and Hastings.
In the apportioning of tin; work of the

exposition to the several architects, the
treatment of the great wall was assigned
to the writer, he having suggested the idea,

and to the firm of Messrs. Bliss and Faville
was entrusted the development of the eight
buildings enclosed within its boundaries,
including the interiors, outer v,alls, domes,
and walls forming (he passage-ways con-
necting the various courts. Mr. Carl
Bitter was chosen as Chief of the Depart-
ment of Sculpture, with ;\rr. Stirling
Calder as acting head. IM. .Jules Ouerin
was appointed Chief of the Colour Defiart-
ment. Mr. .John McJ^aren was selected as
Chief of Landscape and Gardening. ^Ir.

W. D. A. Ryan. Chief of Illumination, and
Mr. Paul Denivelle. Chief of Archileclural
Modelling and AVall Texture.
These gentlen'.en were selected fur the

heads of their departments when the jdan
of the Exposition was still undeveloped
and assembled with the architects at their
second conference. It is to tlieir hearty co-

operation that this unity of the Arts has
proved so successful. An endeavour was
made to restrain tho amount ..f Sculpture
used and confine it to architectural enrich-

ment. This has resulted in a decided ad-
vance m Art quality over that of previous
Expositions in America. An abundant use
of colour has been employed, and its in-
fluence is apparent everywhere. The mass
of colour employed is extremely good, and
I think could not be better: as the green
u.sed on the eight domes, the yellowy-red oi
the roofs, the red behind the colonnades,
(he blue of the vaults of the colonnades,
and rose used in the Pink Court, etc.

The colour ajiplied on the travertine
texture is enhanced by the texture of the
wall. Ihe interstices are left in the warm,
creamy tan of tlie original travertine, while
the colour is applied only to the flat

surfaces. The bottom of the pools of water
and fountains are coloured. There are
miles of flags, acres of flowers all of which
have been arranged to harmonise. The use
of colour on detail is not so successful. To
this background of colour has been added
the mural paintings by Messrs. Wm. de
Leftwich Dodge, Frank Dumond, Childe
Hassam. Charles Halloway, Robert Reid.
Frank Brangwyn, A.R.A., and Edward
Simmons. While these decorations add
finish to the composition, they give the im-
pression that a happier placing could have
been chosen for many of them, except those
by Mr. Brangwyn, which are beautifully
placed, and eminently effective.

A new method of ilumination has been
used, which makes the buildings most
interesting at night. The walls are flooded

with light from behind concealed or

screened sources, and the grounds are free

from any direct glare of light unpleasant
to the eye. The buildings glow in a re-

flected light, and the Tower of .Jewels is

thrown into prominence by powerful lights,

with over 100,000 points of light twinkling
like stars.

It has been possible in the fine climate of

San Francisco to luxuriate in planting,

and trees up to the height of 40ft. have
been In-ought by the train-load, and thus
a charm nf age has been possible. A living

hedge has also been created encircling the

Exposition. It is 2.jft. in height, made upon
a skeleton framework by piling one above
the other boxes of Mesenibryanthemuni
vines. This hedge not only adds dignity tn

the ai)|noach. but acts as a screen to the
city from within the grounds.

The City of Francisco is proud of her
achievement, the nation is happy at the

excellence of the results, and when the

world shall have passed within (he gates it

is hoped that she will realise that the

Exposition as created is an expression of

our civilisation, that it reflects the tastes

of our people, their earnestness, and their

ideals, for it is abundant with our pulse
of living and form of thouaht.
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INDIVIDUALIIY*
In many respects this book is a sugges-

tive one. With its general application it

is hai'dly our province to deal, and we in-

cline to question the opening proposition,

which must be accepted ere the reader ran
fully benefit by the encouragement Mr.
Voysey offers his fellow-men. "Let us
assume," he says, "that there is a benefi-

cent and omnipotent controlling power,
that is perfectly good and perfectly loving

;

and that our existence here is for the pur-
pose of growing individual characters."
Intellectual culture and the scientific mind
will help us little, says Mr. Voysey, ti:> de-

velop individuality
; it is only by appealing

to the "moral sentiments" tliat we can
justly estimate any man's worth. The
great foe of individualism is "Collectiv-
ism," of which "conformity is the very
essence, as one can still see in the inflii-

fnce of Rome on our conduct in every-day
affairs." There are large bndies of men
banded togetlier, it seems, not for the im-
provement of character or the encourage-
ment of individuality, but for the coercion
of the multitude into preconceived modes
and manners. It is "inconceivable," but
nevertheless true, that "many of our lead-
ing architects at the present time should
lie reviving these sam]iles of ancient sin,
and at the same time believe them to be
evil." The "sample of ancient sin" l\Ir.

Voysey especially reprobates is tlio English
Renaissance style.

A cry is now raised for a certain stvle of archi-
tecture, which happens to be at the moment
what is called "the English ncnaissaiice," a style
whicli was first introduced into this country at
one of the most morally corrupt periods of the
nation's liistory. The wealthy had travelled and
.seen (he beauties of foreign countries, and im-
pressions received by them in their moral dark-
ness were all of a materialistic nature. While
appreciating the modes of foreign work, they
were forgetful of the conditions of climate and
national character, and expressions of emotion
were not what they looked for. and love of truth
was neglected. There were cultured architects of
exquisite taste, hke Sir Cliristopher Wren, who
showed his fine sense of proportion in the
foreign tongue. He, no doubt, was quite un-
conscious that the accentuation of jointing of
stonework, known as rustication, was originally
a deliberate attempt to deceive, it being adopted
to make walls look more solid than thev really
were—a direct and immoral effort on the part of
the cri-inators. who were quite prolific in that
form cf falsehood, and, possibly like their
imitators of to-day. were quite unconscious they
were doing anytl'.ing wrong.

The Tudor times and style find favour
with Jlr. Voysey. "Moral sentiments were
then as fnshionalile ;is motor-cars are
now "

:
—

When Pugin designed the Houses of I'arlia-
ment. to meet the conditions of plan dictated by
Sir Charles liarry, he used liis memory, which
was well storeil with the best examples of Tudor
iirchitectiirc. No living architect of his lime
could compare with him for intimate knowledge
of that style. You may search the Houses of
I'arliameiit from top to bottom, and you will
not find one superficial yard that is copied from
any pre-existing building. He adopted the
forms most suited to the materials and require-
ments, and was governed by no pre-existing
examples, but faithfully met. "to the best of his
knowledge and ability, all those requirements
and conditions which were presented to his
mind, classifying them and anointing them with
his devout spirit, allowing his moral sentiments
to play like dancing light on every detail
Augustus Welby Pugin was indeed a truly
devout individualist — and none the less a
Catholic, a fact which debarred him from enter-
ing into the competition for the Houses of
Parliament, which the Government of that day
decided must be built in the Gothic manner.
And so it was that Sir Charles liarry, knowin;;
nothing about Gothic, and caring less, employed
Pugin for the work. In this way the Govern-
ment imposed the Gothic principle, but not any
particular Gothic style. We liave travelled some
way on the road of tolerance since ihose days,

• Individaality. By Chirt.ks Frascis Anskslev
VoTsET. London : Cliflpman anrl Il.all, Ltd. y.s. (id.

net.

and h:i\c widened the possibilities of individual

development ; but, in spite of all advance, are we
not much more coUectivist and tyrannical?

Much more materialistic than spiritual? This
example we have cited would seem somewhat to

refute our arguments against the imposition of

any style. On examination, however, it will be
seen that the mode adopted by Pugin was one
born and bred in England alone, thoroughly
germane to the climate, and national in

character, and not so very far removed in time
from Pngin's own period. Hence the conditions

of material and labour fitted exactly the mode
of his design. He cannot be said to have been
dominated by the style he ultimately displayed,

for it was a natural growth out of novel con-

ditions. In contrast to this, we have only to

look at St. Paul's Cathedral to see the effect of a

foreign example dominating and violating all

conditions of climate, national character and
material, the form being so iinsuited to the

material that added strength had to be given to

the stones by hidden ironwork.

AVe are not sure that the last slap at

Wren in the preceding paragrapli is quite

deserved, but a "revolution" we are told

is coming. We have only to search dili-

gently for indications of "moral senti-

ment " in all material things, and then

Love of truth would lead us to a more candid
avowal of practical construction and check us
from disguising it. or the materials of which it

is made. Sham arches and columns that carry

nothing but disgrace would be drummed out of

existence. Stone shells would no longer hide the
iron embryo of architecture. Broken pediments
and symmetrical fapades would cease to satisfy

us Architecture learnt on the drawing-board
and measured off by the yard would be dele-

gated to the world of Academys and col-

lectivism. We should grow to love the natural
qualities of materials. Oak, because it is a
native tree, would be used in its natural
colour; no attempt would be made to make it

appear old or like other woods. Wallpapers and
floorcloth would not be made to imitate tiles

or marble. Nothing fashioned to look better

than is would be tolerated. Hidden parts of

houses would not be made shabby in order to

lavish more on the exposed places. The pursuit

of truth will drive us to preserve our credit and
not have one quality for the back and another
for the front, as it was once expressed, "Queen
Anne in front and Mary Anne behind."

That this may speedily come to pass we
heartily Jiray ; and that Mr. Voysey's de-

nunciations of present-day architects and
"the English Renaissance style" may
bring it about, but we are by no means sure

of it. ^
PHILIP WEBB, ARCHITECT.

The name of Philip AVebb, who died last

Saturday, will always be associated with the

best workers for art of the Victorian period.

Lik? his contomporary Mr. Norman Shaw, ho
was boru in 1831 ; William Morris wa.s tliree

years his junior; E. Welby Pugin was born
also in 1834 ; Mr. Eden Nesfield, Shaw's early
partner, was born in 1835, when E. W.
Godwin also was born. Philip Webb was the
son of a solicitor at Oxford, and his father,

who died in 1848, articled him to an architect

in Reading, at the age of Ij, in 1846.

Leaving his master at tlie end of four or
five years. Webb entered the office of George
Edmund Street, then in practice at Oxford,
and he remained as Street's chief assistant
till 1858. It was on the 21st of January,
185G, that Morris signed articles with Street,

and began work in the office of the latter

in Beaumont-street, Oxford. It was in a

hou?e oppo.site St. John's College that Webb.
Street's senior clerk, lived, then a few years
older than Morris. Between the two arose
a close and life-long friendship. When Webb
left Street's office in 1858. liis place was
taken by Norman Slir.w. In .'Vugust, 1857.

Webb. Morris, and Faulkner took a trip

together in Northern P^rance, rowing^down the
Seine from Paris, a voyage of some adven-
ture, for an Oxford boat had been sent over
from Bossom's to Paris, where it arrived
with a hole in its bottom, and the start from
Qnai (In Louvre, amid the satire of the
Parisians as the three Englishmen embarked
with three carpet bags and halt a dozen
bottl's of wine for their luggage was con-

siderable. During the trip there Morris and

Webb discussed the building of a new house

for the former, and on their return there

was much travelling about in search of a

!-He. In 1850. after his marriage, Morris

broke up his Red Lion-square establishment,

and went to live with his wife at 41, Great

Ormond-street, iu furnished rooms, whil'

their house was building for them by Webi'.

who had just left Street to set up on his own
account. The "Red House," as it was called,

was built in the little village of Upton, close

to Bexley Heath. It was an L-shaped build-

ing on plan, of two stories, with a high-

pitched roof of red tile, plain externally, but

solid, and of fine proportion. A projecting

oriel on the western side overlooked the

bowling-green, and this room, the decoration

of which was to be the work of years, Morn =

declared he meant to make the most beautiful

room in England. Nearly everything had to

be designed and made, and Webb, who w,t5

not only an architect, but equally ready to

design tables and chairs and lamps, helped.

Tliefirst notion of the firm of Morris and Co.

sprang up between the friends, and their

associates, Madox Brown, Burue-Jones,
and Rossetti, Faulkner joining them to keep i

the accounts. Their first commissions were

for the decoration of two new churches by ,

Bodley, one St. Martin's, Scarborough, and

the other St. Michael's, Brighton. Tlif

chancel roof of the latter was painted bv

Webb, Morris, and Faulkner with their own
hands, and the glass was made from designs

by Madox Brown and Burne-Jones. In 18t)5

Morris had tired of the "Red House," and

took himself and the firm to Queen's-square,

Bloomsbury. The membership ct the firm

had changed somewhat by then, but Webb
was still designing furniture. Iu 1875 the

dissolution of the firm was effected, and the

business came under Morris' sole mannge
ment and proprietorship; but Burlle-Jone^

and Webb still continnecl to design for it.

and the friendship of the three lasted till

the end of Morris's life, on October 3, ISO?

when they were with him almost daily duriuL'

his last illness at Kelmscott House, after hi-

returii from Norway.
One of Philip 'W'ebb's early buildings niny

be seen on the north side of Lincoln's Inn

Fields—a red-brick block of olhces— and his

largest work iu London is the mansion pul

up ill Palace Green, Kensington-, for tln^

late Earl of Carlisle in 1868. Webb built

one church; it is at Brampton, in Cumber
land, and he finished the uncoiiiplcted tower,i

which he designed in 1905, after his retiro|

uient. It is said that between 18G0 and lOflU;

he carried out no less than fifty to sixt}

houses in various parts of the home counties,

and made many extensive additions to oin

houses. One of the latter was a big enlarge

ment of T''orfhaniptou Court, near Tcwkes
bury, in 1891. Among his most notable ne«

mansions, and perhaps the chief of all hi^

undertakings, was "Clouds," near Salishurj

for the Hon. Percy Wyndham. This wn

finished in 1886. and rebuilt after the fire ii

1890. "Ronnton Grange." at Northallerton

iu Yorkshire, was erected under his super

vision, in 1875, for Sir Lothian Bell. Anion;

other work iu town, Mr. Val Prinsep's housi

and studio at Kensington may be nieiilioiieil

It stands at Holland Park," next to Ton
Leighton's house, and will be found fiiH^

illustrated iu our issue of October 20, 18811

It is notable as the first artist's house ot.it

kind built in the Metropolis, its date bein:

1865. and illustrates a type which broiigli

others fame subsequently, accounted by snim

the pioneers of a movement for which Web'

did so mncli and so well.

Philip Webb was always retiring in f'is'

position, and he would never willingly allnvi

liis designs to be illustrated. The workin;

drawingsof Viil I'rinsep's house were lent a:

by the owner, who was the most genial a"'

capable of painters. '

Philip Webb's work included iiiain

decorative schemes of various kinds, and htj

like James Whistler and E. W. Godwin, wn.

for a while influenced keenly by Jnpiine=;

ornamentation. lie designed mncli cast-iro

work in the way of grates with hobs, an

such-like things, wallpapers and tiles, as w;c

as tapestries. For these objects his workin

drawings were always painstaking O"
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:aitifully executed, the ornament being
lineated sometimes direct from Nature.

He was in no sense imitative of, or limited

by, any period or style. On tlie whole, he
probably regarded a good deal of tlie work
of the time with impatient contempt, and
he was not averse to saying what he felt.

He was a joint founder of the Society for

the Protection of .\neient Buildings. He
I'ttired from practice in 1900, and settled

ilown at tlie little village of AVorth, in

Sussex, where he occupied a cottage, "Tlie
Ca.xtons," on Mr. William Blunt's property.
He died peacefully in his home on April 17,

and the funeral took place at Golder's Green
on Tuesday. He had no connection at any
time with the Royal Institute of British
Architects, or any other professional society.

«i»

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

A meeting of the Royal Institute of British
Architects was held on Monday evening, the
President, Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A., m
the chair. Mr. E. Guy> Dawber, Hon.
Secretary, announced, with regret, the
decease of Mr. Samuel Flint Clarkson,
retired Fellow, who until a few years ago
took a prominent part in the activities of the
Institute, serving for seven years on the
Board of Examiners, and also on the
Practice Studying Committee. He had also
filled the offices of Hon. Secretary and
President of the Architectural Association.
Mr. Dawber added that he also deeply
regretted to announce the death of a young
Associate member of the Council, Mr.
Samuel Douglas Topley. Although only
thirty-one years of age, Mr. Topley had
already made a name for himself by the
prominent part he had taken in the discus-
sion of questions which had agitated the pro-
fession in recent years, notably that of
Registration. A clear thinker, an able
speaker and debater, punctilious in courtesy,
and yet firm in his convictions, the Council
held luni in liigli esteem, and deeply
deplored his loss. He moved that a vote of
condolence be forwarded to the relatives, a
motion adopted in silence. Mr. Dawber said
he had further to announce the deaths of
Ernest Day, of Worcester, Fellow ; William
Henry Duffield, Fellow; and WilUnm Basil
Stefanoni, Licentiate.

THE DESIGN .iXD CONSTKUCTION OF
BCILDIXG.S FUR IXDlSTIilAL PURPOSli.S.
A paper on this subject was read by Mr.

Segar Owen, Fellow, of Warrington. He
observed that the various buildings compris-
ing the usual factory undertakings may be
roughly stated as follows :—Office and ad-
ministrative department, raw goods stores,
general factory buildings, warehouses for
hmshed goods, power plant buildings, in-
cluding boiler-house, attendant and by-
product buildings. The architect's aim in
the planning of such a factorv must be the
arrangement of these buildings, and the de-
partments comprised in each, in such order
as to insure the passage of tlie raw materials
tarough the successive shops until the goods
reach their final state, and are stored m the
warehouse, for cUstribution to the customer.
ihis passage of the articles under manu-
taeture must, if possible, be arranged with-
out re-entering or recrossing departments
tnrough which, in course of manufacture,
tney have previously passed. The Ad-
ministrative Department must not be con-
fused with the general office, but is a de-
partmental section concerned in the manage-
ment of the factory itself, and generally in-
cudes the following :-Ti,ne and wage-office.
Cloakrooms, bathrooms and latrines, clothes-
arying room, rest-room, surgery, manager's
and clerks' offices. This block must be
placed ni sucli a situation as to allow of the
lapid distribution of the workpeople to the
f^e^eral departments. Such position should
oe so arranged that the workpeople can reacn

n»«»
"""^ P^''"=»lar work by galleries or

passages, w-ithout traversing tiie floors of a

wh?J° "u','='' "'^J" "« "ot engaged, and

crollJl'^'^u'-
''"^'"g^ ^''°"1'> "Ot ha^e to be

grossed by the employees. In factories made
P ot a large number of isolated buildings, or

ill single factories covering a considerable
area of ground, it is desirable to divide and
duplicate the administrative department. In
plan, it should include an assembly vestibule,
out of which opens the wage and time
checking room. Opening from the vestibule
are the cloakrooms, with lockers for each
individual employee. Where tlie hands
number some hundreds, an attendant's oflice

should be in full command of the cloakroom,
and other offices opening from same. Each
line of lockers in the cloakroom should be set
out in such a way that the men and girls
passing into the works will not block up any
gangways. The latrine buildings should have
the walls of white-glazed bricks, and parti-
tions carried some inches from the ground,
and to a height of 6ft. or 6ft. 6iii.

; plain, un-
inoulded doors; tiled Hoors laid with proper
falls to gulley, so that the buildings can be
thoroughly cleansed with a hosepipe. Open-
ing from the cloakroom should be the bath-
rooms; these formed usually as shower-
baths, with simple arrangement for hot and
cold-water supply, the shower enclosed in a
small partition off which is a small dressing-
space. In cases where the process of manu-
facture requires it, the usual cast-iron bath
is arranged for. Again adjoining the cloak-
room should be a drying-room, with glazeJ-
brick walls and concrete floor and ceiling, tlie

latter ha\ing slung rods, with a number of
hooks on which wet garments are hung as
soon as the employees have entered the
works. The room should have a steam
battery and fan to circulate hot air through
the clothes for the purpose of drying them.
The manager's office and the clerks' office

should, where possible, be placed in such a
position as to overlook the factory. There
are still two departments required to com-
plete this block, namely : the first-aid

surgery and the rest-room. The surgery is a
small room with tiled walls, tiled floor,

having small operating-table, couch, medi-
cine-chest, antiseptic ointments, bandages,
plain splints, with small sink, hot and cold
water, electric radiator, and electric kettle.

In large works this surgery would be
attached both to the male and female side of

the administrative block. Rest-rooms are
required only where girl labour is employed,
and should be as unlike any part of the
factory building as possible. We must now
decide which of the several forms of present
day constrnction will best suit our require-
ments. The following are offered to us for
choice:—Brick structure wholly, with wood
or cement Hoors, and with wooden or steel

roofs ; steel and brick composite buildings,
with wooden or slung concrete floors, steel or
wooden roofs; steel structure; reinforced
concrete structure. Some twenty to thirty

years ago the forms of composite buildings
varied very considerably, and were designed
in both iron and steel in peculiar forms lor

each undertaking. Gradually out of this

somewhat chaotic state the designs became
more uniform ; joists, girders, and roof

principals were catalogued, and almost all

forms of major items in the buildings were
carried out in a generally-recognised design.

Girder connections, seatings, and brackets
have been further standardised, and perhaps
we are now too well supplied by manu-
facturers and constructional engineers with

catalogues of these details, which, whilst

forming a constant and convenient reference,

are inclined to cheek research and enterprise

in the way of new forms. The result has been
to reduce cost and expedite the work. The
composite building is the one most uni-

versally in use for all classes of factories,

both of heavy and light construction, and is

capable of dealing satisfactorily with the

greatest of all former troubles, namely, large

spans and heavy loads. Another and a

newer form of construction is demanding
serious consideration at our hands— i.e., re-

inforced concrete. One hesitates to accept
this form ot construction for the average
factory, on account of the many changes that

are constantly being made, especially as

regards machinery. These changes invariably

lead to the cutting of floors, rearrangement
of loads and points of support, and during
these changes the cutting of a main member
might possibly mean a partial collapse. The

ideal factory for reinforced concrete is one
made up of units of space and loads as
regards floor area and machinery, each floor
being set out without much possibility of
change. The exterior design of a reinforced-
concrete factory building should be of a block
type, straight piers, beams, and lintels, with
tlie cornices and strings on a simple, bold
line. In the construction of the modern
factory we consider the walls only as a means
of enclosing a covered space to protect it

from the weather, and possibly to give some
support to more or less important floors and
details of plant. In buildings of no great
height and of no great storage weight, the
walls, as piers between the windosvs, still

perform the office of weight-carriers; but as
lloor-loads have increased, ' and spans and
openings widened, the concentration of the
load on to the brickwork between the
windows has been too great to be safely
carried by this material, without a consider-
able increase in the size of these piers, and
consequent loss in floor space and window
area. This concentration of load on to the
piers brought about the substitution of the
steel stanchion as the weight-carrier, and at
a later date tlie building up of a skeleton
steel structure of outer and inner stanchions,
floor-girders and joists, with steel window
lintels and sills. These skeleton structures
are afterwards clothed with a skin o[ brick-
work or concrete between the main uprights.
The construction and finish of factory floors

demand care and experience. We have
constantly brought to our notice different
forms of floor-construction — fire-resisting

blocks, patent joists, etc., but most architects
prefer to use the ordinary steel joist and
concrete-filled floor, and, in special cases,

girders with concrete filling, boxed out and
strengthened with mesh metal. Tlie weights
ot the loads to be carried must be carefully
caleuhitcd, so that there will be no straining
of the structure, and the surfaces of the floors

must be prepared to take the finishing neces-
sary for the special class of factory dealt with
at the moment. 'I'liese finishings may be
roughly taken as follows;—Engine and
power-stations, hard tile ; boiler-houses, blue
brick ; chemical factories, blue acid-proof
brick, with acid-proof asphalt; factories,

granolithic paving, asphalt and wood blocks.
For a large type of engineering works,
creosoted blocks of redwood, 12in. by 7in. by
yin. thick, laid on a 6in. bed.of concrete and
Bin. to 9iii. bed of ballast, the blocks after-

wards grouted in cement, provides an excel-

lent floor. A more expensive floor for the
same class of building is formed with the

usual street-paving wood-blocks, 9in. by Gin.

by 4in. thick. I'or a factory where more
delicate manufacture is carrieil on there is

nothing at the present time that approaches
maple wood block. 'I'rucking and hard wear
come alike to this excellent timber. These
blocks must be laid when the shops and the

floating are thoroughly dry, as it is a timber
that will absorb any amount ot moisture, and
will then expand to such an extent as to lift

itself from the concrete-floor floating some
3ft. to 4ft.—that is. if held tight at the walls.

The life of such a floor seems to be endless,

and notliing seems to disturb it or cause the

grain to rise and give the surface an appear-
ance of roughness. Instead of inaple-wood
block, boards of the same timber, laid and
nailed to fillets embedded in the concrete,

form an excellent floor. Concrete floating,

granolithic paving, and tiling, all have their

various uses in one or other part ot the

factory; but whatever be the material used,

it should be of the best quality, and laid in

a workmanlike manner. The roof of a

factory is a most interesting detail. The
different types of roof principals have
become practically standardised. When
called upon to erect a factory in a

district with wliicli I am not familiar,

I generally apply to the nearest ob-

servatory for the records ot winds and
gales, also for particulars ot rainfall. Such
information is most readily given, and one
has then the satisfaction of calculating all

details on a sound local basis. The roof of

the average two or more storied building is

usually a single span of the ordinary type of

principal suitable to the width, with probably
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a certain proportion of skylight area, and in

some cases peculiar details as regards louvre

ventilation. The lighting of large oiiestory

areas presents more details of interest. The
nortli and east light is the steadiest for

factory buildings; and the usual type of roof

is that known as the Weaver root, in which
the northerly side is wholly glazed, and the

southerly side slated or covered in some other

fonn. The angle of the north pitch is a

matter requiring careful adjustment, and is

governed by the situation of the works, either

at home or abroad. In England, and in dull

climates, and on the western slope of a

valley, the angle with the horizontal must
be reduced to about 60deg. The slated side

will be at a pitch of about one-third the span.

This angle of 60deg. may require to be

varied in factories where an unusual amount
of ventilation is required. As a rule, this

ventilation is provided in the form of open
louvres framed in the ridge of each roof, and
running the whole length from parapet to

parapet. These louvres project some lift, to

5ft. abo\e the ridge. If, then, the pitch of

the glazed side is too upright, the outlook

from the Hoor, or working level iii the shop,

and farthest from the skylight, is into this

line of louvres, wit/h the result that the shop

is unnecessarily darkened. In such a case

the pitch of the glazed side of the roof should

be reduced, and its exact angle fixed by a

trial by diagram. If the shop is one requir-

ing not only ventilation, but a very consider-

able amount of light, the slope of the louvre

roofs should also be glazed. The craving

amongst manufacturers for large Hoor-spaees

with as few supports as possible brings us to

the problem of with what cross-spacing can
one economically carry these roofs. Thirty
feet to 33ft. seems to rae the economical limit

;

beyond that, special and costly girdering is

necessary. All gutters for this class of roof

must be adequate, say 18in. to 2iii. wide,

strong cast-iron, with rebated joints, and
fitted with proper boxed cistern outlets.

I'here is no necessity to have these gutters

with tapering cast, as they will clear them-
selves of water to outlets 50ft. to 60ft. apart,

and in case of replacement there is ihen no
likelihood of delay and inconvenience, due to

the necessity of casting a special taper. If

the length between outlets is greater than
(iOft., the depth and width of the gutter

must necessarily be increased. If stanchions

are used as the foof support, downspouts will

be carried in the hollow of the stanchions.

The question next arises as to the most suit-

able forms of roof-covering. Special houses,

such as boiler-houses, acid-chambers, or

chemical buildings, would require special

treatment; but for factory roofs generally it

is desirable that they should be boarded, tlie

covering after being either slate or patent
roofing, according to position, suitability, and
cost. The most successful roof-framing ami
co\ering for such as the English climate is

one framed with purlins some 3ft. 9in. to

tft. 6in. centres, covered with dressed boards
lin. to IJin. thick, tongued and grooved, and
laid directly from purlin to purlin, covered
with felt, and with vertical and horizontal
battens, and afterwards slated. Certain
difficulties are experienced with light steel

principals, where they are required as

supports for special stationary loads,

travelling loads, shafting-gears, and con-

veyers. For stationary loads, there is no
difficulty in so bracing up the members of

the principals as to take up the load required
without fear of strain or collapse. This also

applies to provision for travelling loads. But
for shafting-fittings, they have not the ad-

vantage that the old wooden roof had in

carrying lines of shafting without any risk

or vibration. With the steel roof, the solid

tie-beam of the wooden roof is replaced by a

flat steel member, offering little or no possi-

bility of attachment, and in itself being
unable to carry any load. It therefore

becomes desirable in most works to carry tfie

lines of shafting on the main lateral girders

of the roof; but any shafting required in tfic

centre of the bay must be provided for. either

by constructing the tie member of the

principal as a joist or channel section equal

to the load, or carrying it on n specially con

struetcd framework of girders framed' and

bolted to columns erected for the purpose,
and in that ease standing clear altogether of

the principals. Many e.xcellent forms of

patent roof-glazing are now turned out by
English nianufacturers. Most of the

patentees lia\e carefully considered, and can
now with equal facility glaze their bars into

timber, steel, or concrete connections, and
provide, an excellent form of weatherproof
glazing, even with a pitch as low as one in

thirty. Rapidity of execution, easy renewals
of broken sheets, renewals of special parts,

are not the only ad\'antages. By special

arrangement of the bars, one can be certain

that condensation will not drop from tlie roof

on to the floor beneath. AVliere possible, the

sheets of glass should not be of greater

length than 9ft.. though if required they will

be provided up to lift. No one nowadays
undertakes the erection of a factory where
\aluable nniehines arc installed, and the pro
duct oF the factory is of considerable value,

without installing a system of fire protection

sprinklers. As a rule, these tanks are filled

from the town water-mains; but in districts

where the head of water is not sufficient to

rise to the tank, a set of pumps is installed,

which become operative as soon as any of

file spriidilers are open by the action of a

fire. Probably under no condition cnn ,nn

outbreak of fire be more readily controlled tir

localised than in a one story building. On
the roofs covering these areas there must he
no unnecessary obstacle that will impede the
assembling of hoses and reels. Gable ends
should be hipped against the outer parapet
walls, and if the lengths of roof are consirler

able, a break at one or other of the dividing
walls would be an advantage in dealing with
a fire. Department divisional walls should
be carried up, as required by the London
Building Act. 3ft. 6iii. or 4ft. above the ad-

joining ridge or line of gutter; and, finally,

no important works building should ha\e
overhanging rafters at the eaies. The
principles which govern the factory stair-

case are those which apply to all public
buildings— namely, suitability and directness
of access. No circumstances must be allowed
to cramp or confine them into ontof theway
corners. Of a width convenient for the

numbers using them—and if this means a

greater w-idtli along the step than from 7fl.

to 8ft.. the flight must be divided by suitable

plain round handrails with strong iron

standards, also with plain handrails fixed on
the wall side. No flight should be of a

greater number than twelve steps, and these
not greater than 6in. rise, or less than llin.

on tread. All landings must be full half, and
the outlet, or doorways, at the top or bottom
must open into as large a collecting area as

possible. The doors must open out from the
staircase ; and the flights should be well-

lighted and ventilated from the sides away
from the factory. The materials used for

the steps should be either stone or concrete;
in some cases, slabs of timber, of not less

than Sin. thick, may be used. Iron fire-

escape staircases are quite familiar to us all.

With these, it is desirable that the risers of

each step, so often omitted altogether, should
be solid or perforated. Factory windows in

the external walls vary very considerably

;

but the most usual form is the large steel and
wrouglit-iron standsheet window, which is

etjually suitable for brick, steel-framed, oi

concrete structures. With the decrease in

the size of the brickwork pier, these windows
have been increased very considerably in

width, and I have used them to the extra-

ordinary size of 2Ift. high by 14ft. wide;
tiiese particular windows requiring a frame-
work of steel behind them, to support them
against wind-pressure. The shops which are
found in large bridge-building undertakings
consist of a centra! bay of lOOft. span, and
some .'iOft. to GOft. in height. The supporting
stanchions carrying this roof are also

arranged to carry travelling cranes, which
run from one end of the building to another.
In tlie case of particularly heavy cranes, the
gantry girders sit directly on the head of

ihe slauchion, which at that point reduces
in size, and is carried up to receive the roof.

Adjoining this main erectingshop, usually on
each side, opening out under Ihe gantry
girders, arc buildings of one. or even two.

stories in height, of smaller spans, and these

act as fitting-shops, in which are carried out
the lesser parts of the manufactured article

which is assembled in the central bay. As a
rule, these side spaces are occupied by
drilling, screwing, and finishing-maehiues,

and are constructed wholly in steel, the upper
story being lighted from the roof and the

lower frcnn windows at the side. In some
cases, lighter travelling-cranes arc fixed in

these outer shops, and this handling of goods
by crane and lesser weights by runways is a

considerable factor in the equipment of

works of this character. The liuking-up of

one line of travelling cranes to another is

fre(incntly required, and is formed by an
arrangemenl of fixed conueeting girder,

uliich thus allows of an assembled portion of

any m;ichinery to he carried to any portion of

the side or central bay. 'I'licse structures are

not filled in with brickwork, but are wholly

glazed on steel frames from pier-stanchion to

pierstanehion. In a many-storied factory the

(|nestioi)S of importance, as regards construe

ti(ui, are those of support and floor-girders.

.\s regards supports, these in a, composite
building will be either cast-iron or steel, and
there is much to be said for both. Cast iron,

HI case of lire, has properties for resisting the

action of lire that steel does not possess, and,

on the other hand, steel stanchions will give

a rigidity to a building and occupy less space
in projiortion to the load carried. Cast-iron

coluniMS are now designed with box-heads
providing seatings and connections for the

floor girders and joists in the cap of the

column carrying the floor, the column of the

upper floor sitting on the top of the box-

head, on a inaehiue-dressed face. Stanchions
are built up and are practically continuous
through the floors, with the girder-seating

connections riveted to the side. As regards

the warehouse for finished goods, the floor-

level of this building must be arranged so as

to be suitable for loading the goods on to

motors or railway-waggons. As a general

guide, 4ft. above the railway metals is usual;

and on the loading side the roof of the ware-

house, or a lean-to roof, is carried over the

first or second line of railway metals, to

protect the gooils when being loaded. In

cases of extremely heavy loads, the goods are

loaded by cranes running from the warehouse
over the»sidiiigs, or the trucks enter the

works itself and are loa<led by the crane used

inside the shop. The power reipiired in the

ordinary factory —either steam or gas, or

electric—has in no case in my experience

approached a greater total than 10,00(IH.I'.,

and that an aggregate of many engines

generating the power up and down the works.

The walls should have glazed brickwork or

tiU'd dado to a height of Oft. or Tft. Above
this level the brickwork should be bulT, or

other coloured, sound, hard brick, carried up

to the line of the eaves. All angles should

be rounded, both at the junction of the walls

and floor and on the piers. All floors should

be finished with hard tiles. The roof either

steel or timber; in the latter, all members
dressed and varnished. The roof boarded,

felted, battened, and slated; with a large

proportion glazed; a line of pivotliung

ventilators, all double rebated, and opened

by screwed gear. For factory work between

,')5ft. to 85ft. is the usual width of the engine-

house. It is desirable that the span should

be in one, to cover each set of engines, and

the height of the roof such as to allow for

gantry wall girders carrying a running crane.

Cranes are useful not only in assembling the

engine when first erected, but also in case of

repairs to the different parts. Some very

considerable changes have taken place in the

requirements of the engine house during the

past eight or ten years. Most of us will have

laid engine-beds of solid stone and of solid

concrete, possibly with small adjoining

cellars or houses formed for the condenser;

but, at any rate, the bed upon which the

engine was"built was itself solid throughout.

Gradually, more and more of the space

around the engine-bed has been required by

the engineer, for some pipes or fittings in

eonucetion with the machinery, until at

the present time the whole space around the

bed is formed as an open void covered at

the level of the engine-bed. Following upon
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tliis, tlie engine-house floor is usually on tiie

fil'st-floor level, and the space nrounil the

engine-beds, at the ground Hoor level, is left

as a well-lighted chamber, for the engineer
to fix the condensers and other parts. The
concrete in the beds themselves is pierced
through and through for connections, and is

massed where the loads and the shocks are

greatest, and in parts reinforced with steel

liars, to avoid the risk of fracture. The
rliannels thus gained are of immense ad-

vantage in buikling up the engine and making
attachments. The architect is looked to to

produce solid work capable of great strains

and shocks; this can only be accomplished
by constant inspection of the materials and
workmanship. The cement must be well up
to standard tests, and having some tradition

as to manufacture and durability, the
aggregate clean and not too large, and of a

gritty nature that will bind well with the
cement. In the boiler-house all brickwork
of walls, beds, and tines must be grouted
fully and thoroughly. For roofs, steel

principals are best, preferably witli steel-

angled purlins, covered with slates copper-
wired to the latter. Open steel-louvred.

ventilators the whole length of the shed, and
the roof glazed in a proper proportion, to

give light over the boilers and to the stokers.
it would appear from experience that, for
factories requiring a steady head of steam,
the Lancashire type of boiler seems the
oftener to be installed. If so, as a rule it

falls to the lot of the architect to carry out
the boiler-seatings—usually special seating-
bricks, which, whilst giving ample support to

the boiler, cover as little as possible of the
boiler-plates, thus giving the gases full play
oil the heating-surfaces. Should the boiler
be filled with super-heaters, the boiler-house
will require to be of greater span, and the
back flues will require rearrangements,
Economisers nowadays form part of thi:

boiler plant, and are placed in buildings of
the same character as the boiler-house, pro-
vision being made for ready access to the
cleaning spaces, and ample ventilation above
the sets of tubes. In most factories it is

desirable to consider the ventilation and
heating as one plant. Small shops, no
doubt, can be adequately ventilated by means
of cross-windows and some form of
extractor; but in the large areas of one-
story buildings, it becomes necessary to pro-
vide some mechanical means of propulsion
that will, by the delivery of an adequate
supply of fresh air in summer, and fresh
heated air in winter, remove the whole of the
foul air from the factory. Such apparatus
consists of a fresh-air inlet-tower, a heating-
battery, and fan, with steel duets running
through the roofs, delivering fresh air to
every point in the faotory. The heating-
batteries are supplied with steam at a low
pressure of 1111b. to 151b. per inch, and the
fresh-air duct is fitted with a valve that will
enable the air in the shop to be recirculated.
Even the means of opening windows and
skylights should not be omitted, for fresh
air distributed by these fans is not like the
direct current from without. In this short
paper I cannot pretend to have opened out
to you to-night any new theories, or laid
down any definite a.xioms for future factorv
design

; but I have tried to put before yoii

matters connected therewith that I find
occurring daily in work under my control,
based upon e.xperience gained under my
father, the late William Owen, and in work-
ing out, under Sir William Le\er, problems
lu factory construction under conditions
that should insure to the employees
health, comfort, and the best possible social
conditions.

Sir William Lever, Bart., proposed a vote
of thanks to the lecturer in a breezy and
anecdotal speech, observing that he" com-
menced the building of factories at Port
Sunlight, with the late Mr. William Owen,
the lecturer's father, as architect, and had
since gone on with his son, developing the
plans with the aid of the experience gained
and as fresh requirements demanded. He
should like to see some cheapening of
factory buildings. Every form of plant,
power, machinery, equipment was steadily
being reduced in'cost as time went on; but

the outlay per cubic foot of building opera-

tions had as steadily advanced. He held

that under the pressure of building by laws
manufacturers were compelled to construct

their works with unreasonable solidity and
substantiality for the purpose, having regard
to the fact that in all industrial enterprises

circumstances were likely to arise under
which the entire premises would have to be
scrapped. Local authorities should regard
all factories and engineering works as liable

to be discarded and replaced as were over-

coats. Factory buildings were far too

permanent, and therefore too costly, for tlie

purpose, and all this useless expenditure had
e\entiially to be borne by the public. Having
referred in high terms to Mr. Segar Owen's
work as an architect. Sir William diverged
to the details of factory planning, remarking
that he could not speak too well of the
advantages to employees of the provision of

ambulance, rest, and bathrooms. Anything
which tended to maintain the health and
vitality of employees increased their industry,

and incidentally their economic value to the
manufacturer. It was his aim to raise the

social condition and moral tone of the factory
girl to that of the shop girl. Reverting to

constructional matters, he wouUl urge upon
local authorities that only the external walls
of factories on the boundaries of the site

should be permanent, and these should be
of as solid a character as possible ; the

internal \^alls should be easily torn down
and reconstructed to allow of the changes
constantly progressing in every trade, for

there was no finality in the various depart-
ments of a manufacturing business, and
shrinkages and expansions of the several

branches should be anticipated. He con-

sidered that the price for building factories

ought to be reducible more nearly to a fixed

standard; at present it varied from 3d. to

8d. per cubic foot in various localities. He
believed that it would pay architects to

specialise in designing certain classes of

buildings as they did at present in the styles

and orders. London, after all, was the
principal manufacturing centre in England,
and in the world, and w-as not surpassed, as

some supposed, by the Midlands and South
Lancashire. The Loudon Building Acts
imposed such needless restrictions, especially

on the internal areas, that manufacturers
and owners of large businesses, such as

printers, were being driven beyond the

borders of the county in every direction, as

under these Acts economical production was
impracticable.
Mr. Matt Garbntt seconded the vote of

thanks. He held that the architect who did

not specialise would entertain broader views,

would be more ready to adapt himself to

circumstances, and would produce better

designs. The severity of the restrictions

under the London Building Acts was
evidenced by the numerous factories that

were being removed to just without the

boundaries of the County of London.
Mr. William Dunn referred to the injurious

effect on factory construction of the London
Building Acts. The most effective span for

a saw-back or Weaver roof was from :28ft. to

.30ft.

Mr. Max Clarke found the chief difficulty

under the Building Acts was the restriction

of the area to 250.000 cubic feet. If the

London County Council granted a special

concession on this point they insisted upon
absolute adherence in every detail to the

plans submitted and approved, and hence no
modifications which suggested themselves to

the building owner or his architect while the

plans were being worked out could be
adopted. He thought Mr. Owen gave too

great a width for factory staircases ; they

should never be so wide as 7ft.. and to

construct treads and risers of hardwood
would be unduly expensive. To place an

engine on the first floor often meant a risk

of nuisance to neighbouring premises by
vibration. Flat roofs for factories were more
economical and more satisfactory than slate

roofs. What was, he asked, the standard
height for present-day factory chimneys?

In putting the vote of thanks, the President

remarked that he had often thought that the

profession lost a great architect when Sir

William Lever became a manufacturer.
When talking with Sir William at Port
Sunlight one day, Sir William said he wished
that he had been an architect; he at once
offered to change places with him, and
although Sir William did not jump at the
proposal, doubtless because he had doubts
of the speaker's business capabilities, he
would assure him that the offer was still

open.
In replying to the vote of thanks, Mr.

Owen said the restriction in the London
Building Acts of area to 250,000 cubic feet

was ridiculous and impracticable. So long as

an engine was firmly set on its bed beyond
the possibility of rocking, it must be
immaterial whether it was in a basement or
on the ground or upper Hoor. Granite was
the best paving material for a factory, and
for very small areas a very hard vitreous tile.

The average height of the factory chimneys
now being built was about 200ft. He believed
that factory walls were built under existing

legislation much more substantially than
there was any need. He had yet to

experience the intense wind pressure which
walls, roofs, and chimneys were theoretically
constructed to withstand.

ARCHITECTS' BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.
The sixty-fifth annual general meeting of

the subscribers and donors to the Architects'
Benevolent Society was held in the Rooms
of the Royal Institute of British Architects,
Conduit - street, Hanover - square, W., on
Tuesday afternoon. The President of the
Institute, Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A.,
occupied the chair.

The annual report of the council of the
society was read by the hon. secretary, Mr.
Percivall Currey, as follows : The council
regret that they have to record a falling-off

in the amount of subscriptions, as compared
with last year, of £27 18s. It is to be feared
that this diminution may be increasingly
affected by the war during the coming year
unless those who are in a position to do so
assist the society by either augmenting their
subscriptions or assisting .the council to

obtain new subscribers. The sum of

£1.150 153. has been distributed in grants
and pensions—an increase of £1-11 as com-
pared with the previous year. The capital
account, on the other hand, has been in-

creased. The society in this connection is

greatly indebted to the generosity of Mr.
Henry L. Florence, vice-president, who last

June presented a donation to the funded
property of the society of £1,000 City of
London Corporation .'ij per cent, bonds,
1914, fully-paid scrip. For many years Mr.
Florence has manifested hi.s interest in the
society, both by active work as a member
of the council and by contributions. The
capital was further increased by a donation
of £550 made by Mr. George Neat, acting
under the discretion given to him by the will

of the late Mr. Frederick Ingle, of 24,

Queen Anne's-gate. S.W., and Chesterworth,
Lincolnshire. A further instalment of £500
was received from the executors of the late

Mr. William Cilover, making the total

amount received to date from tin's source
£1,200. The society is also indebted to the
Chelsea Arts Club for a donation of £50,
and to the following donors; Mr. Balfour
Abercrombie, £10 10s.; Mr. C. Stanley
Peach. £10 10s.; Mr. Reginald St. A'.

Ronmien. £10 lOs. ; Mr. Bcnjaniin Inglelow,
£10 lOs. ; Mr. W. H. Scrymgonr, £10; Mr.
Frank Lishnian, £0 13s. 6d. ; and to various
donors of smaller sums. In the autumn the
council were informed by the executors of

the late Mrs. Arthur Gates that she had left

the society a legacy of £1,000. .'is this

amount was not, however, received before

the end of the year, it is not included in the

year's accounts. Shortly after the declara-

tion of war, the Architects' War Committee,
representative of the architectural profession

as a whole, was formed, and issued a special

appeal for contributions for the relief of

niombers of the profession or their

dependents who are in distress caused by

the War. In November this committee
handed over to the society the sum of

£591 IDs. 6d., with the request that the sum
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should be administered in the relief of such

cases, but that assistance need not neces-

sarily be given only in the form of charitable

doles. Tne couucil have opened a separate

account at the bank for this aiid any sub-

-sequent amounts that may be receiveU from

the Architects' War Committee, and are dis-

tribuliug grants among applicants, as well

as contributing to the funds of the Pro-

fessioaal Einploymeut Committee and the

Loudon Society. The following, being the

five senior members, retire by rotation from

the council; Mr. E. Ardeu Minty, Mr. Win.

Woodward, Mr. Arthur Ashbridge, Mr.

Sydney F. Bartleet, and Mr. E. Guy
Uavvber. To fill the vacancies caused by

these retirements, the council nominate

Mr. W. Campbell Jones, Mr. Walter L.

Spiers, Mr. Percy B. Tubbs, Mr. W. Henry
White, and Mr.- Edward Greeuop. 'i'he

council again uominate Mr. Henry L.

i'Torence and Mr. Reginald St. A. Koumieu
as vice-presidents. The council earnestly

hope that they may be assisted by the active

co-operation of members of the architectural

profession in obtaining fresh contributions,

as there are iudicatious that assistance will

become a matter of greater urgency iu the

crisis through which the country is passing

at the present time, and that the resources

of the society will be heavily taxed.

In moving the adoption of the report, the

President expressed the satisfaction he felt

that the society had at last reached the goal

at which the council aimed of a total capital

of £20,000. He would suggest that, in view

of the great needs which would result from

the war, an effort be made to raise this to

£30,000. It was to him a matter of great

regret that so many architects were suffering

from lack of work, and it was evident that

this unemployment in the profession would

be further increased by the veto placed by

the Local Government Board upon the

execution of works by local authorities. If

all well to-do members of the profession

would follow the generous example set by

Mr. H. L. Florence, much privation by
architects would be prevented, and he would
remind intending donors who were hesitating

that he gave twice who gave quickly. In

view of the veto exercised by the Govern-
ment on municipal works, it might, some
thought, be necessary to make an appeal for

outside help ; but he deprecated such a step

being taken unless the case was urgent. Sub-

scribers could assist the society best by

advocating its claims among their friends.

Assistance by way of employment was being

given to architects in temporary difficulties

throughout the United Kingdom by the Pro-

fessional Employment Committee and the

London Society, and he would appeal to his

colleagues for additional subscriptions and
donations, not only iu Loudon, but through-
out the country.
Mr. Howard Chatfeild Clarke, president of

the Surveyors' Institute, seconded the adop-
tion of the report, which was carried

unanimously.
The following were elected as the council

for 1915-1-^, on the motion of Mr. E. Guy
Dawber, seconded by Mr. Alfred Saxon
Snell:—President: the President R.I.B.A.
{Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A.) Vice-presi-

dents: Mr. H. L. Florence and Mr. Reginald
St. Aubyn Roumieu. Ordinary members;
Messrs. Henry Lovegrove. C. R. Baker King,
W. U. Caroe, H. Chatfeild Clarke. Horace
Porter, Walter L. Spiers, W. Henry White,
Win. Grellier, Andrew T. Taylor, Basil
-Chauipneys, Stanley Peach, W. Campbell
.Jones, Percy Tubbs, Edward Greenop, and
tlie I'resident of the Society of Architects
(Mr. E. C. P. Monson).
Mr. H. L. Florence (who was received with

cheers) moved, and Mr. Henry Lovegrove
seconded, a vote of thanks to Mr. W. Hilton
Nash on his re-election an lion, treasurer.
In acknowledging the motion, which was
agreed to, Mr. lliltini Nash n-niarked on the
excellent attendance of the council during
the past year—an evident proof that interest

in the society was keen. In some earlier

years they had great difficulty in insuring a

quorum at the meetings, but in 1914 the
average attendance of conncil was fifteen.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Percivnll Currey,

and his re-election as hon. secretary, was

unanimously passed, on the proposition of

Mr. H. Chatfeild Clarke, seconded by Mr.

Sidney F. Bartleet. In responding, Mr.

Currey said they were greatly indebted to

Mr. Rudolph Dircks, the assistant secretary,

on whom most of the onus of the work fell.

Mr. Dircks, at the call of the President, who
cordially endorsed Mr. Currey's remarks, also

responded.
The retiring auditors, Mr. Edward Greenop

and Mr. W. Henry White, were heartily

thanked for their services during the past

year, on the motion of Messrs. R. St. A.

Roumieu and Percy B. Tubbs. Mr. Greenop

replied for Mr. White and himself, and on

the proposition of Messrs. Hilton Nash and

Lovegrove Mr. Herbert Shepherd and Mr.

Osborn C. Hills were elected as auditors for

the ensuing twelvemonths.

In proposing a vote of thanks to the

President, Mr. George Scamell observed that

when he first was a member of the council

forty years ago, the capital of the society was

but £3,000 ; he was thankful to have lived to

see it rise to £20,000. The motion was sup-

ported by Messrs. Currey and Shepherd, and

was duly acknowledged from the chair.

At the termination of the meeting

additioual donations were received from the

President, and Messrs. H. Chatfeild Clarke,

Pereivall Currey, Albert E. Kingwell, C. H.

Lohr, Henry Lovegrove, and W. Hilton

Nash.
-««*-

BRICKS WITHOUT CLAY.

Making bricks without clay is what is now
proposed, and a plant is being built in

Illinois. According to the Ita'dwaij Aye

Gazelle, the process consists in oheniically

combining any coarse material containing

silica with a binder of finely-divided particles

of silica, alumina, potassium, or sodium iu

suitable proportions to insure a binder with

a low fusing point, as compared with the

coarse body material.

The bricks are moulded under high

pressure, preferably in a dry state, and are

fired in a manner similar to that used in

making ordinary brick, but the time required

is not nearly as long. Bricks made by this

process have been tested and have shown

very satisfactory absorption qualities, and

have withstood a temperature of 2,900deg.

Falir. without cracking or showing damage.

They have undergone crushing tests of

20,0001b. per square inch without failure.

The samples examined show a texture capable

of taking a high polish, and the grain is so

fine that clean-cut carving is possible ; but

these qualities evidently depend on the

character of the material out of which the

bricks are made.
It is proposed to use the tailings from coal

mines at the new Illinois plant, and it is

stated that, on account of the wide variety

of materials that can be used in the new
process, including many waste products,

these bricks can be profitably made in

localities where' ordinary brick cannot be

produced on account of the absence of

suitable clay. ^
A parochial hall erected in the grounds of

St. Paul's Church, Havelock-street, Newcaslle-

on-Tyne, was opened on Saturday. It has cost

i;2,ri5.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned

the following loans to authorities in Ireland for

housing purposes: Dalkley Urban District

Council, £10,500; Dundalk, £10,300; Manor-
hamiUon, £3,060; and Arklow, £1,400.

The Southampton Education Committee have
decided to reconstruct the Eastern District

Council School, the front of which now faces

Albert-road. The new school is to be of three

stories instead of one, with a roof playground
for the boys. It is now being erected on the

site of the playground of the old school, and
it will have its front in Anderson's-roaJ. The
old school IS to be pulled down, and a portion of

the area it occupies will be converted into a

playground. The contract for erecting the new
school has been given to Messrs. H. Stevens and
Co., of Northam, and the foundation was laid

on Tuesday week. The plans were prepared in

the odice of Mr. J. A. Ci-owlhcr, the borough
engineer.

OBITUARY.
We regret to announce the death, at the

advanced age of ninety-two years, of Mr.

George Holme, formerly in practice in

Liverpool as an architect, which occurred on

Saturday night at his residence. Phis Trevor,

Llandudno. Among the important buildings

in Liverpool which Mr. Holme designed and

erected in conjunction with his nephew, the

late Mr. Frank Holme, are the Conservative

Club ill Dale-street and the County Sessions

House in Islington. For many years he held

the office of bridgemaster and surveyor to

the West Derby Hundred. He lived at Moor
Hall, Aughton, until his retirement, about

twelve years ago, when he went to reside

at Llandudno. A man of retiring dis-

position, Mr. Holme did not take any part

in political or other local affairs; but he was

very well informed and greatly interested in

archiBological matters, and had an excellent

memory until a few days before his death.

He remembered seeing, as a child, tlie first

railway train leave Eclge Hill Stiition, and

also remembered driving to Edge Hill to

cateli the mail to Loudon.

The death took place on Monday, at his

home, 26, Baker-street, Nottingham, of Mr.

.John W. J. Barnes, F.S.I., senior partner in

the firm of Barnes, Booth, and Richardson,

surveyors, of King-street, Nottingham. The
late Mr. Barnes, who was about sixty-six

years of age, was a native of Surrey, being

first employed by a firm of London quantity

surveyors.
' He was quantity surveyor to

several London railways, and a prominent

Freemason. For twenty years he acted as

quantity surveyor to the Nottingliam Cor-

poration, and was employed on most of the

big buildings of the city, including the

Guildhall, the workhouse," the old Great

Northern railway-station, and the present

Midland station. He laid out the Cohvick

Park racecourse, and has been engaged on

the new stand at Birmingham erected in

place of the one burnt down by suffragists.

A member of the Council of the Surveyors'

Institution, he was well known as an

arbitrator in several local building - trade-

disputes, and worked with the late Mi'-

.4rthur Marshall, F. R.I.B.A., on a large

number of workhouse schemes, including the

one at Wolverhampton.

Mr. Henry Montagu Mathews, C.I.E..

M.I.C.E., died at his residence, Clayton.

Surbiton Hill Park, on W^ednesday in last

week, at the age of eighty-three. He was

appointed to the Indian Public Works

Department in 1868, and served nearly thirtv

years in Burma. He was selected to examine

,'and report on the lighthouses of the coast

in 1878, and soon afterwards became

engineer- in - chief and manager of tlie

Rangoon and Irawadi -Valley State Railwii\.

The extension of the railway from Toungeu

to Mandalay was his principal work there.

He also acted as officiating chief engineer in

the province and chairman of the Rangoon

Port Trust. His son. Mr. H. M. S. Mathews,

C.S.I., is Commissioner of Laud Records in

Burma.

Dr. Gabriel Gustafson, the distinguislieil

Scandinavian archaeologist, died in Chris

tiania on Saturday night. Born at Gotland.

Sweden, in 1853, he went to Norway in 188ii.

and became Keeper of the Antiquarian

Section of the Museum at Bergen. Dr.

Gustafson was appointed in 1900 Professor

of Arelueology at the University of Chns

,

tiania, where he completely reorganised tlie-

archajological and prehistoric museum ami

oondncted numerous excavations. He inacli

some important discoveries illustrating tin

civilisation of the Viking age. He desiguc'

the special Viking Section in the Christianu;

Museum. t

^4^ -^

i

An application for permission to V^ff^"'
town-planning scheme for an area of 800 acre

in the Beulah Hill district of Croydon was tli

subject of a Local Government Board inquir

on Tuesday. There was no opposition, esceij

in the form of an intimation from m
Ecclesciastical Commissioners that they dm »'

wish 150 acres belonging to them to be mc'i'f

as they had already decided that its deveuj

mcut should be ou town-planning lines.-
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THE PANAMA-PACIFIC INTER-
NATIONAL EXPOSITION, SAN
FANCISCO.
We are eiiribled to give a selection of

beautiful photographs of this undertaking,

the large one of which represents the portal

to the Palace of Varied Industries. Messrs.

Bliss and Faville, who kindly sent us these

views, are the architects of that great build-

ing. The picture above on the right-hand
corner of our plate shows a detail of the

main entrance to the Palace of Machinery.
Of this Messrs. Ward and Blohnie are the

architects. The Palace of Education was
designed by Messrs. Bliss and Faville, and
the south doorway to that structure figures

on the left top corner of our illustration.

The lower picture, yet to be mentioned, is a

view of an entrance to the Palace of Educa-
tion forming part of the Court of Palms, of

which Mr. George W. Kelhani is the

architect, as mentioned in the descriptive

article by Mr. Faville, which we give else

where on our first page.

MESSRS. WM. GOSSAGE AND SONS',
LTD.. NEW OFFICES, WIDNES,
LANCS.
We illustrate the plan and two interior

views of the additions to the office buildings
just carried out at Widnes for Messrs. Wm.
Gossage and Sons, Ltd. The new wing
consists of a large central general office

Rathbone-street and Mount-view, and to

block out the view of the surrounding
property with backs facing three sides of

the site. The masimuui amount of light and
air is secured by large open spaces, while tlic

recreation-ground is centralised, thus afford-

ing supervision from the living-rooms, the

self-contained cottages also facing this play-

place for the same reason. The keeper's
house is set in a central position hard by
the recreation-ground, for obvious reasons.
The arcliitects lay stress upon the advantage
of enclosing the scheme within iti own
boundaries—except Mount View^—providing
private roads in preference to public streets

for access. They wdden Mount View to secure
frontages for a tenement block on either side.

The small triangular plot of ground at the
junction of Rathbone-street and Wellington-
street is laid out for planting, as well as the
spaces flanking the recreation-ground. Two
shops, not inolnded in this scheme, are sug-

gested to be built at tlie angle formed by
Upper Duke-street and Rathbone-street, as

that parcel of land is not needed for the
present purpose. The accommodation is

apportioned in the following manner:-^
42 three-room tenements, providing for 25'J

persons; 42 two-room tenements gives
accommodation for 1C8 individuals; and 10

self-contained dwellings for 80 more, making
a total of 500. How this has been' accom-
plished the plans will show. The sculleries

MESSRS. GOSSAGE AND SONS' NEW OFFICES, WIDNES. LANCS.
Messrs. Charles W. Harris and Laurence Hob.son, AA.R.I.B.A., Architects.

lighted from the roof. Around this room are
grouped the various private offices of the
directors and heads of departments, typists,

strong-rooms, etc. The offices from the first

floor are reached from a gallery which runs
round the general office, as seen in the photo-
graph. It is accessible from the central stair-

case placed between the new and old blocks
of the buildings. The walls of the general
office and the gallery are panelled in oak.
The board - room, situated in the original
building, has been formed by uniting several
old rooms. The wiills, panelling, and fireplace
are carried out in figured walnut, the design
being Jacobean in character. The work has
been carried out from the designs and under
the superintendence of Messrs. Charles W.
Harris and Laurence Hobson, .\.\.R.I.B..\.,
of Liverpool. We sliall at an early date
publish views of the staircase, hall, and a

detail picture of the direetors'-room fireplace,

which is a capital piece of work well adapted
for its purpose.

LIVERPOOL HOUSING SCHE.ME.
RATHBONE-STREET AREA.

SELECTED DESIGN.
'I he scheme, of which we give plans and a

general perspective view, shows that Messrs.
Biram and Fletcher, of St. Helens, tlie

selected architects, planned their tenements
on the balcony system in three-story blocks
of four teniements on each floor, with one
central staircase to each block. They laid
out the different buildings on the site so as
to provide the whole of the frontages to

are fitted with washing-boiler, bath, with
hinged safety cover, and wash-up siid<. The
private yard has wrought-iron railing

enclosure, and w.c. opening thence, the dust-

hopper being set as far away as possible, witli

removal hopper at bottom of shute. This is

carried up to above the top story for ventila-

tion. The food-loekers all ventilate into the

open air, with inlets and outlets to promote
passage of air. The coal-cupboards are near
entrances, for convenience of delivery. The
construction is fire-resisting, and living-room

and bedroom floors are covered with lin.

white Riga t. and g. boards nailed to

ereosoted dove-tailed beams in concrete and
coved with skirting to walls. Granolithic

IJin. thi;;k finished sciilery floorings. Walls
all plastered with coved or bull-nosed

angles; red deal for joiner's work, and
no dust-collecting mouldings. Windows solid-

framed and fitted with opening casements
arranged to be cleaned from inside where
balconies and yards do not provide ready
access. These particulars of the three-story

blocks generally apply to the other dwellings.

The materials of the existing buildings on the

site to be reused so far as suitable, the bricks

either broken up for concrete in the usual

way or the sound bricks being utilised for

internal wallings. Slates to be put on roofs

of back premises. The new bricks to come
from St. Helens works, grey generally, and red

wire-cut bricks for dressing and base. Hard
blue stone sills, thresholds, and steps. Nou-
slip treads to concrete steps, and walls to

staircases faced in salt-glazed bricks to dado

height and above cream-glazed facings.

Granolithic floatiugs with channels to

balconies. Entrances to staircases, grey
vitreous terracotta. The roofs covered with
Vellenhelli blue slates, and cottages and
keeper's house with brindled Coalbrookdale
tiles with water rib. The water supply and
drainage has been well thought out as a
prime part of the plan. The external treat-

ment is suitable, and, though unpretentious,
is pleasing, with picturesque variation conse-
quent upon the grouping adopted.

NEW PREMISES IN REGENT-STREET.
The rebuilding of Nos. 288, 290, 292,

Regent-street, and 16, Great Castle-street, is

about to be carried out as shown by the
accompanying elevations. The building is to

bo faced with Portland stone, and the roof
covered with Westmoreland green slates.

The illustration shows the whole block
between Great Castle-street and Margaret-
street, to the design of which the portions
to be subsequently built will have to conform.
The architect is Mr. C. T. Armstrong.
A.R.I.B.A., of 32, Charing-cross, Whitehall,
S.W.

N A T I O N A L COMPETITION PRIZE-
MEDAL FIGURE WORK.

The selection of figure subjects which we
have made for the accompanying plate
includes studies chosen by the e.Naminers for
the distinction of medal awards in the last

National Competition, every one here repre-
sented having been submitted in a different
class, and so is typical of a diversity such
as always lends an interest to illustrations.

Tliey represent shaded drawing and oil-

painting from the nude, as well as the
application of the figure to modelling in relief

as also in decorative painting ; while both
the subjects of the last-nameil classes are
intend«)0 for framed panels. Otherwise they
are quite unalike. This diversity permits of no
comparison, and very little, consequently, is

necessary by way of description, as each study
tells its own tale. The drawings of full-

length figures from life pleased the judges,
Messrs. George Henry. A.R.A.. .John Byam
Shaw, A.R.W.S., and S. J. Solomon, R.A.,
so much that they considered the general
standard of work displayed considerable
improvement. Mr. Frank D. Wray, of
Wandsworth L.C.C. Clapham School of Art,
was accorded a silver medal for a shaded
drawing of a well-posed girl in the
nude, and herewith reproduced. Miss
Edit!) S. Bessell, of the same school,

took a bronze medal for her oil-

painting of a man playing upon a reed or
flute, and she is to be congratulated for this

seated study without draperies. Mr. J.

Seymour Lucas, R..4., in conjunction with
Mr. George Henry and Mr. S. J. Solomon,
report in general terms that the average in

this last class of work continues to be low in

merit, and so much was this the case last

tiine that neither gold nor silver medals could
be'awarded. A similar lack of approval charac-
terises the report of the examiners chosen to

judge modelling of the human figure ; indeed,

Messrs. W. R. Colton, A.R.A., Frederick
W. Pomcroy, A.R.A., an<l Francis Derwent
Wood. ."V.R.A., go so far in their report as

to say that the modelling in the round from
life was possibly a little lower than in the

previous competition. The relief work,
nevertheless, in their judgment ranked fairly

high, some really excellent work of a useful

kind being executed. We reviewed the
exhibitioii at the time and singled out several

works for special comment. The "Jeanne
d'Arc" (I412I431), so gracefully modelled
by Mr. George E. Bradbury, of Lambeth
School of Art, was among these, and the

decorative panel of " Isabella," by Miss
Frances E. Mathew, of Ipswich School of

kri, likewise here illustrated, is well worthy
of representation in the "Official Report" of

the examiners just lately published by the

Board of Education (3s.). with a great many
similar typical reproductions like those which

wo have' today borrowed, ns we have done
on several previou.s occasions, with the

purpose of directing attention to the work
done for the application of art to everyday

requirements.
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CRAGHEAD.—Mr. John G. Burrell,

. Licentiate R.I.B.A., of Durham, has

prepared plans for the extensive altera-

tions to the Craghead and Holmside

Co-operative Society's stores at Crag-

head, in the county of Durham, and the

contractor is Mr. T. "Soulsby, of Pelton. The
work consists in the erection of departments

for drapery, milinery, boot and shoe, hard-

ware, and 'a large store in the basement, as

w^ell as a butchering department, together

with ofBces. The site is now occupied by

old houses already being pulled down. A
portion of the adjoining ground has been

acquired upon which to erect two new
managers' houses to replace those which are

being removed. The building will be two

stories high, and the assembly-room and
committee-room are placed on the first floor,

approached by a fireproof staircase, and a

secondary, or escape, stair is arranged on

the N.E. side of the hall. Isolating fireproof

doors are provided to each department, and

the whole of the shop-fittings will be of an

up-to-date character, supplied by the Co-

operative Wholesale Society. Loading docks

are arranged for the different departments.

The interior of all the shops will be cleaded

and varnished throughout and the main
piers of the shop fronts will be faced with

green glazed bricks. The front elevations

will be in stone, to harmonise with the exist-

ing grocery department. The building is to

be heated throughout on the low-pressure hot-

water system.

COWDENBEATH. — The new school

which is to be erected at Barclay street,

Cowdenbeath, by Beath School Board, at an
appro.ximate cost of £10.000, is to be of one
story, designed on the corridor system. It

will consist of fifteen classrooms, giving

accommodation for 750 pupils, with a drill-

hall, entirely separate, measuring 50ft. by
26ft. Provision is being made for medical
inspection and ablution-rooms. The build-

ings are to, be of brick and lime, witli stone
dressings, and will be of a plain but sub-
stantial character. The architect is Mr. G.
Charles Campbell, Methil.

A French process for electrolismg timber is

described by the " Contract Record " as speedy
and economical. With leatl-plate electrodes on
each side, the timber is placed in a solution
containing 10 per cent, of iDorax. 5 per cent, of
resin, and a little soda. Application of the
current expels the sap and fills the wood-cells
with the borax and resin.

At a meeting of Dundee School Board held
on Friday a communication was read from the
Education Department asking if the Board had
reconsidered the proposal to extend the Harris
Academy, at a cost of i;2O,flO0, in tlie light of
the circular issued by the Thecal Government
Board suggesting the economising of capital
and labour. It was unanimously agreed to delay
proceeding with the proposed "extension of tlie

Harris and the erection of a new school at Bell
field-street until after the war.

The prizes woji during the session by the
pupils of the Edinburgh painters' and decorators'
class, which is held in tlie Art College, were
presented on Friday night by Mr. P. M.
.Stewart, secretary of the committee. Mr.
Morley Fletcher, who presided, expressed appre-
ciation of the work that was being done by the
class, wliich. he said, was of a high standard.
Twenty members of the class— which had now
been in existence for twenty-three years—had
enlisted. The director's prize, which is the prin-
cipal one, was won hy William Campbell.

A work of restoration has been elfccted in
connection with the chapel over the crypt on
the south side of the ('hurcli of St" Mary
Magdalene, Oxford, and in the ancient crypt
itself. It is the intention to give tlie public
an opportunity of inspecting tlie crypt, whicli
dates from 1194, and contains a stone coflin with
a cross on the cover, bclieve<l to be a relic of

monastic times, and found liidden under the
gravel. The windows have also been opened
out. In the chapel above, four figures have
been placed on the biitti'csses. The work of

repair was designed and begun by the late Mr.
H. Wilkinson Moore, F.R.I.B.A., of Oxford, as

bon. architect.

COMPETITIONS.
HYDE.—New Council schools are to be

erected in Greenfield - street, Hyde. The

following is a list of the architects who sent

in competition designs, with the awards

made by the Borough Education Committee

of Hyde, in accordance with the report of

the assessor, Mr. Percy Worthingtou, M.A.,

F.R.I.B.A. : (I) Mr. F. Quentery Farmer,

Stalybridge and Coventry, £50; (2) Mr.

Chas. Adshead, Manchester, £30 ; (3) Messrs.

Halliday, Peterson, and Agate, Manchester,

£20 ; the other competitors being Messrs.

J. H. Fletcher and H. A. Sisley, Hyde;
Messrs. Woodhouse and Dean, Manchester;

Mr. Joseph Holt, Manchester; Mr. Wm.
Allan Dew, Hyde ; Mr. J. Horner Har-

greaves, Manchester ; Messrs. Sankey and

Cubbon, Manchester. The drawings were

on view to the public at the Hyde Town
Hall on Monday. The architect's estimated

cost of the building placed first is £20,892.

In accordance with the Conditions, the first

premiated architect is to be appointed for

the work, and to be paid in accordance with

the schedule of charges of the Royal Institute

of British Architects. Ten architects were

invited to compete; but Messrs. Bradshaw,

Gass, and Hope, of Bolton, asked leave to

withdraw shortly before the date fixed, as

their office staff had been much reduced

owing to the war. A very good proviso

appeared in the Conditions to tlie effect tliat

the committee desired to avoid lianipering

competing architects as little as possible by

directions as to the planning and designing

of the buildings, and asked for directness

and simplicity of plan, good grouping and

massing, without undue elaboration of detail,

and economy of maintenance and working.

Future extensions, without spoiling the

present building, had to be allowed for. No
perspective was required. The elementary

school is for 750 children, and a separate

building for a special standard school for 400

pupils. All to be of one story, except two
bedroom.s and bathroom in the housewifery

department, which may be on the first floor.

The drawings were drawn to the scale of

16ft. to the inch. No sum was mentioned in

the Conditions as to the cost of the build-

ings. There are four playgrounds—two to

each school. Cross-ventilation was required

by no mechanical system to be provided. The
Board of Education requirements as to

assembly-halls, etc., to be complied with.

MIDDLESBROUGH.—Mr. James Forbes.
Licentiate R.I.B.A., of 43. Albert - road,

Middlesbrough, has been placed first for the

William Fallows Council school at Middles-
brough. Messrs. Kitehing and Lee won the
second position, and Mr. A. Forrester, also

of the same town, was placed third. The
buildings will cost just upon £20.000. Mr.
J. W. Simpson, F.R.I.B.A., acted as assessor.

WHITEHAVEN HOUSING SCHEME
COMPETITION. — The Council of the
Society of Architects have received a letter

from the town clerk of Wliitehaven. dated
March .30, to tlie effect that the housing com-
mittee have decided to appoint a duly-
qualified architect to act with the borough
surveyor in adjudicating upon the designs
sent in. and that they have also decided to

extend the time to which designs will be
received to May 10 next. Further, the
housing committee intend to appoint the suc-

cessful designer as the architect, unless tliere

is some objection to this course. Under these
ciroumstances, the Council of the Society
have withdrawn their intimation to members
I'elating to the negotiations betwcnn the
Society and the promoters.

. ^t*'—^

The Essex County Council have resolved to

reconstruct the ro.ad between the Ilford and
Romford urban boundaries at an estimated cost

of £17,000.

The new secondary school in Exeter-road,
Newton Abbot, was opened on Tuesday. It has
cost £12,000, and accommodates 208 pupils. On
cither side of the assembly-hall are the boys'

and girls' entrances, the principal's and senior

mistress's rooms, and the boys' and girls' cloak-

rooms. The classrooms are arranged along the
length of the building, approached from a

corridor, and at the rear are the various

I
laboratories.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

BRISTOL SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
—The sixty-fifth annual meeting of the Bristol

Society of Architects was held on Monday
in last week, at Messrs. Fortt's, Royal

Promenade, Clifton. The election of council

and officers for the session 1915-16 resulted in

the following members being elected :—Pre-

sident. Mr. Graham C. Awdry ; vice-presi-

dents, Messrs. 6. H. Oatley and W. S.

Skinner; council, Messrs. C. F. W. Dening,

Mowbray A. Green, G. C. Lawrence, J.

Foster "Wood. B. Wakefield, and R. C.

James ; associate members of council, Messrs.

E. G. Rodway and H. W. S. Wills; hon.

secretary. Mr. A. B. Botterill. The annual

report stated that, in spite of the European

crisis, an excellent attendance at the meetings

and a continued interest on the part of

members in the proceedings of the society

had been maintained. The council also

noted with great gratification that at least

34 architects, formerly residing within the

province of the Bristol Society of Architects,

nine of whom are members of the society, are

serving with H.M. forces. The society no\\'

numbered 35 Fellows, 23 Associates, and 13

Students, a total of 71. Mr. Wilfred L.

Haile, the winner of the first prize in the

recent students' measured drawings competi-

tion, was presented with a book prize to the

value of £3 3s.. and bis drawings, which con-

sisted of a reconstruction of the 18th-century

reredos at Christ Church (City), a com-

position design of the Commercial-rooms,

Corn-street, and of Park Hill House, were

on view. On the proposition of Mr. G. H.

Oatley, seconded by Mr. W. S. Skinner, a

hearty vote of thanks was passed to the Pre-

sident, Mr. Graham C. Awdry, for the work

he had accomplished for the society during

the past year of office, and a similar vote was

accorded to the retiring hon. secretary, Mr.

C. F. W. Dening, for his three years' service.

SHEFFIELD.—At the annual meeting of

the Sheffield Society of Architects and

Surveyors, on April 15, held at the

University, under the chairmanship of Mr.

A. F. Watson, the annual report, submitted

bv the secretary (Mr. James R. Wigfull).

stated that the" total membership of the

society was 109, compared with 114 last year.

The war had made a strong appeal to the

patriotism of architects and surveyors, and

no fewer than 41 principals or assistants from

Sheffield and Rotherham offices were now

serving with the colours. It was a very high

percentage. Precautions had been taken to

deal with any emergencies that might arise

out of the 'war. either in regard to the

interests of the profession or of individuals.

The building trades generally had been very

seriously affected. The shortage of labour,

especially that of labourers, which was one

of the greatest difficulties during the early

days of the war. was not now so apparent.

This was due in a large measure to the

greatly reduced amount of work in progress.

The a"ccouuts showed a balance in hand of

over £61. Officers for the ensuing year were

elected as follows :—President, Mr. A. F.

Watson; vice-president, Mr. C. B. Flockton ;

treasurer. Mr. R.W. Fowler; hon. secretary,

Mr James R. Wigfull ; committee. Messrs.

W G Buck, F. E. P. Edwards. J. R. Hall.

H. I. Potter, H. L. Paterson. C. S. Sandford,

C. F. Innocent. J. Lancashire, and F. H.

Wrench. Appreciation was expressed of the

manner in which Councillor Arthur Neal had

conducted the negotiations witli the pro_

fpssion in respect of troubles arising nut of

the recent revision of bv-laws. The expert

attention he had given to the subject was, the

president said, very much appreciated by Hie

architects concerned.

The death is announced of Mr. John Alcorn,

the late borough surveyor of Oban.

At the annual convention of the Royal Burghs

of Scotland, held in tlic City Chambers, Edin-

burgh, it was unanimously resolved, after some

discussion, to remit to the annual committee to

take steps at the earliest opportunity to obtain

an Act consolidating the whole enactment^ and

provisions relating to the Housing of

Working Classes in Scotland.

the
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(IntTtntt Calamo.

Tlie fourth discussion of the Meyer timber

contract in the House of Commons was not

pressed to a division yesterday week, after

all. As on previous occasions, the subject

was introduced by Mr. W. Young, Liberal

Member for East Perthshire, who declared

that the Office of Works, like the roof of

Westminster Hall, was suffering from a

species of dry-rot ; that the officials of the

Department had been stubborn, stupid, and
pigheaded ; and he called for a thorough
cleajising of this modern Augean stable. Mr.
Handel Booth, who renewed the criticisms

made in his letter to Lord Emmott, caused
some laughter by suggesting that the House
ought to have some guidance in the matter
from the Opposition Leader. Sir John
Simon, the Attorney-General, who was put

up to reply, made a skilful but not very con-

vincing defence, its sum and substance being
that the arrangement was the best possible

at the time. Mr. Bonar Law, who hinted
that when the war is over he would have a

good deal to say about contracts, declared

that the terms of the bargain made with Mr.
Meyer would never have been approved by
any business man, and that there should have
been some limitation of the profits. He also

expressed the strong opinion that a man who
was obtaining commission on such a gigantic

scale should not have been allowed to trade
for himself. Sir Henry Dalziel declared
that the Office of Works had been out-

jnanoeuvred at every poinl^ and that if Lord
Emmott, the First Commissioner, had any
decency, he would resign. After four hours'
debate Mr. Young withdrew his motion, so
that Members were spared the painful ordeal
of going to a division.

Our local authorities have now all sorts of

statutory powers in regard to raising, or
lowering, the levels of existing streets. In

carrying out changes of this kind they do
not always trouble to work amicably with
the frontagers—i.e., the owners of the houses
fronting a road whose level is being altered.

^
The workmen employed by them, either
directly or through a contractor, have to see
the job through, and so this is often done
rather roughly. When an accident happens
to some passer-by on the highway, it is easy
enough to launch a nice little litigation over
the point as to who is to pay. Small people
are naturally timid of suing a local authority,
who nowadays is so frequently glorified as a

mayor and corporation, and is protected with
the barbed-wire fencing of notices of action,
etc. Thus they are left to claim damages out
of the owner of the premises fronting the
cause of the accident. But, as a recent
decision once more shows, these frontagers
are not legally liable for the neglect of the
road authority, over whose peculiar ways
they, of course, have no control. A local

- council lately raised the level of a pavement,
and, in so doing, they came upon the coal-
shoot of a house fronting the road, which
was fixed at the former level. Instead of
arranging with the owner to alter this, and
having to leave the shoot available, they just
left out a flagstone in the paving, and so
made a fine trap for passengers. The
inevitable accident happened, and the person
injured sued the frontager; but the High
Court, confirming the County-court, held that
he was in no sense liable "for this nuisance
upon the highway opposite his house, and
which he had no power to remedy. Thus the

action failed ; but the local authority should

be made responsible for this negligence

causing injury, if the complainant has any

means or nerves left with which to make

another shot for justice.

The expressions of sympathy with

architects and surveyors who have lost their

incomes through the war, at the conference

of local authorities at the Westminster Palace

Hotel on Tuesday, were sympathetic ; but we

fear little is likely to come of any employ-

ment of such "under competent control, on

civic survey work, getting together statistics,

and gathering information which could be

placed on exhibition in graphic form for the

purpose of aiding the local authorities in

realising the problems they had to face." The

truth is, that just now town-planning is

rather delaying than expediting building, as

several times lately pointed out in these

pages—in Birmingham, and at Dunfermline,

for instance. The heavy cost of road-

making, apparently inseparable from most

scliernes, and the pedantic ideas of some

authorities with regard to the utilisation of

sit€s, are other obstacles. Professor Adshead

quite rightly pointed out on Tuesday, that

if there was anything more fatal to develop-

ment, it was the stereotyping and standardis-

ing of buildings. While land could not be

sterilised wholesale, he contended that if the

authority exercised persuasion and showed

a willingness to pay, the result would be

good. He also very properly insisted on

regarding the landowner as a business man of

the Xorth-country type. We endorse the

last very wholesome reminder entirely. The
trouble at present is that authorities are

hindering building development by land-

owners, and ignoring their professional

advisers by ignoring their co-operation in the

preparation of schemes. Hence delays and

mistakes, which add to cost, discourage the

builder, and keep architects, surveyors, and

builders idle.

In last Wednesday's issue of the "Illus-

trated Official Journal of Patents," a case of

some interest to heating and ventilating

engineers, tried in January and February

hist in the Scottish Court of Session before

Lord Hunter, is fully reported. The com-

plainers were the New Vacuum Heating Co.,

Ltd., of 13, New-street, Leicester; and the

respondents Messrs. Steel and Wilson, 4,

Washington-street, Glasgow. The com-

plainers were the proprietors of a patent for

steam heating systems of the class where a

partial vacuum is maintained in the return

pipe. In previous systems of that type an

automatic thermostatic valve had been

placed at the outlet of the radiator wliicli

opened when air (which was comparatively

cool) collected therein, so that the air was
sucked out. The patentees transferred the

thermostatic valve to the inlet pipe, leaving

communication free between the radiator

and the return pipe, which was proved to

secure a useful result. Their fifth claim was

as follows :
—

" In a steam heating apparatus

combining an automatic inlet-iahe with an

adjustable regulating valve for regulating

the quantity of steam supplied to the heater

substantially as hereinbefore described."

The respondents installed on certain premises

a steam heating system, in which on the inlet

to each radiator there were a tlierinostatic

\alve and a hand-control valve in combina-

tion. Each radiator was provided with a

baud-operated air-cock for the occasional

discharge of air. There was no valve at the

outlet to the return pipe. This pipe was

provided with a ram-pump for the discharge

of the water of condensation. The system was

designed to operate at a steam-pressure at

the inlet of four or five pounds above atmo-

spheric, but on some occasions the pressure

at the inlet, while the system was working,

had fallen to about two pounds, and that in

the return pipe to slightly below atmospheric

pressure. There was no evidence whether or

not the pump could act as an air-pump. The
judge held that there was subject-matter in

placing the valve on the inlet instead of tlie

outlet-pipe, as a new and useful result was
thus attained; that though there would have

been no subject-matter in placing on a pipe

both a thermostatic and a regulating valve,

the fifth claim was to be read as au

appendant claim, and as such was good; but

that, though the pressure in the respondents'

apparatus might occasionally fall below

atmospheric, the complaiiiers had failed to

prove that it had worked as a continuous

vacuum system or infringed their patent.

Interdict was refused.

There is, as we have more than once said

lately, one thing the war has stopped for the

time being, and that is speculative building

of houses of from £30 to £45 rentals, a type

of residence which till Mr. Lloyd George
gave us our first knock-down blow, went up
in thousands in every suburb of London and
in many country places, and which were
usually sold before they were dry. The
design and finish of houses of this class are

in most cases such a great advance on those

of twenty or thirty years ago, that they are

not to be compared with them. There are

the porcelain enamelled baths in place of the

old so-called enamelled ones that were only

japanned, and took the first opportunity of

showing the substructure of iron, that in its

turn oxidised or msted at the earliest period

possible. Formerly they were encased and
cradled in wood. It is much more sanitary

to have a bath on its legs, but they do not

often put a zinc or lead tray under the con-

nections with outlet pipe; this ought to be
done. The deep butler's sink in white

porcelain or fireclay is a great improvement,
and in many cases glazed tiled dadoes are

put both in bathroom and scullery, and a tile

door in the latter. 'The w.c. pan and trap

in one piece, is perhaps not so great an
advantage as it seems, for some of the very

best are seldom clear of paper, and the

seats, unless very large, are hardly as safe-

looking as the old ones, that mostly extended
across the w.c. The water waste-preventing

cisterns are certainly noisy nuisances. Of
course, unenclosed, the seating is more
sanitary, and there is certainly a saving on
the whole cost as compared with that of a

good valve w.c. with under-seat waste-valve

and with zinc or lead tray and overflow-pipe;

and, in the upper floors, a lead D trap.

The finish of the ceiling in geometrical

patterns of plaster mouldings seems to be

an expensive matter; but there is a large

saving in eliminating the two or three enrich-

ments that were once used, and t!ie larger

cornices and centre flowers. Dadoes are

formed in passage or hall and the dining-

room, with moulding filled in with one or

other of the raised-paper coverings, and

painted, and friezes are formed by picture-

mouldings. The stoves are in many cases

much more expensive than they used to be.
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Some are in one piece of fireclay or vitrified

cartlienware, witli open fronts. Tlie cliiniiiey-

pieees are often of good modern designs; but

tliey are less costly tlian the marble or

enamelled slate ones used not so long ago,

nnless tlie builders pnt. as some do,

ornamental overmantels of silvered plate-

glass panels with bevelled edges. I''ront

doors are in some cases of very liandsome

designs, and are to be bought ready made;

and the overdoors that are pnt to the doors of

the best rooms can also be bonght ready

nnide, and are not expensive.

The cost of materials is not llio only

obstacle in the way of the speculative bnikler

just now ; there is the great trouble of

getting them. The large purchases of timber

by the Governnient have depleted a market

which was not very full when the war com-

menced, while the mines of llie North Sea

and the lively submarine stop the merchants

from filling up the gaps in their stocks.

Buildings will for some time suffer from the

great want of timber dry enough to use, for

the speculating builder does not keep a large

stock drying, either in his yard or on the

works, or in the docks. Lead is too dear to

use much of it, and zinc follows suit, so

cement fillets supplant it ne.xt walls, etc.,

while the pipes used will bo of lighter weights

and burst at the earliest attempt of the cold

to reach, say, 25deg.— i.e., 7deg. of frost.

There certainly ought to be a law to prevent

the use of lead pipe of less thickness than

that known as "stout"; then, if lead pipes

are kept inside—or at least i!ft. under the

surface of the ground—a burst pipe v-.onld

seldom be heard of. Besides the increased

cost comes the question of finding the money

to build with, for the speculating builder

nearly always has to get someone to finance

him when the freeholder does not find the

money. Building, consequently, is very much

limited by the foregoing causes. There will be

a dearth of new houses for a time, and some

of the older houses will get an innings, for

every hour someone is growing up, and

growing into the want of a house. But the

rebound presently is certain, and the boom
will be the biggest on record—unless, of

course, Mr. Lloyd George stops it by

penalising the builder again !

Correspondence.—^-i

—

WHY MANY ARCHITECTS HAVE NO
WORK.

To llic Editor of the BUILDING Ni;ws.

Sir,—Reference is made in newspapers of

this morning's issue to the serious lack of

work for architects in various parts of the

country, which is chiefly due to public works
having been suddenly stopped by the Local
Government Board. There is, however, a

good deal of factory work in progress, and I

fear manufacturers and engineers are taking
advantage of this time of emergency to rusii

up buildings from very inadequate plans. If

these are sufficient for carrying out the work,
and no more is required by local authorities

in the districts where such buildings are

erected, possibly there is nothing to be said.

I happen to know, however, that engineers'
plans are supposed in many cases to be
sufficient for all purposes

;
great urgency is

argued, and architects, who are accustomed
to preparing plans as required by the local

by-laws, with block plans drawn to proper
scale showing the drainage, and so forth,

remain unemployed. Some manufacturers
are reasonable, and gladly furnish what is

desired ; but in other eases there is con-

siderable difficulty in getting the usual and
proper plans submitted. In most instances

the. necessary plans could be prepared in so

short a time that no delay would arise

through employing the right men to do this

class of work.
It is a mo.st disastrous time for architects,

and I think professional bodies, and all who
have power and infiuenee, should point out
to engineering firms the additional hardship
to a i^rofession which has been very seriously

affected by the war. Engineers are now
sufficiently busy in all branches, without
making plans other than their usual working
drawings for constructional steelwork.—

I

am, etc.,

Thoma.s p. Tickner, P.R.I.B.A.

(Surveyor to Coventry Rural District

Council).

Coventry, April 21, 1915.

According to Renter's, the iVIanitoba

Government has appointed Chief Justice

Mathers, Sir Hugh John Macdouald, and

Justice Daniel Macdonald to form a Royal

Commission to investigate the charges that

have been made to the Lieutenant-Governor

by the Opposition in connection with the con-

tracts for the new Parliament Buildings at

Wiunipeg. It is alleged that a sum of

£160,000 was charged over the contract

price.
^»»

Mr. C. J. Jenkiu, the surveyor to the
Finchley Urban District Council, has been
granted leave of absence for six months to

enable him to act as sanitary engineer to the
Serbian Relief Fund.

A company of Engineers (Fortress) is to be
formed for the Nuneaton. Atherstone, and Bed-
worth district, and the project is being taken
up with great enthusiasm. With the consent of
the town council, the War Office has approved
the name of Mr. F. C. Cook, borough engineer,
as commanding officer.

"While recognising the patriotic motives
which have influenced Mr, E. B. B. Newion
(the borough surveyor) in provisionally accept-
ing nomination for a commission in the Royal
Engineers (T.)," the Paddingtjn Borough
Council's works committee state that they are
unable to release him at the present time"

QUICK-DRYING CONCRETE USED BY
THE GERMANS.

Sir,—Probably your correspondeni, ' Bello

Flagrante," will be iiiterested in the

following :

—

Two years or so ago I was approached by
a German professor, who asked me to

investigate and place on the market his

powder, which accelerated the setting of

Portland cement. I made several experi-

ments with this powder, and also with a

powder which I invented myself. I found
that my powder did exactly the same work as

the German powder.
To test the powders, I built a 44in. brick

wall in cement with open joints. I then

placed a hosepipe behind the wall and the

water was turned on. so that it ran through
the wall and spouted out of the other side.

I then rendered with a 2 and 1 mixture of

cemeEit and sand, also with a 1 and 1 mixture
of cement and sand, and then with neat

cement. In all' these mixtures the two
powders were placed. I found that each
mixture set so quickly that the water was
stopped from running. 'When I finished

rendering it was running down on the hose-

pipe side of the wall, but none was coming
through the renderings.

I therefore did not pay the German for his

patent rights, but I have not marketed my
own invention, because I consider there is

very little need for a quick-dryi[ig cement.

It won't pay sufficient return for the energy

required to sell it.— I am, etc.,

J. H. Kr.RNER Greenwood.
King's Lynn. ^
A Local Government Board inquiry has been

held at C"lacton-on-Sea respecting the council's

application for sanction to a loan of £9,000
for tlie extension of the west sea-wall and
jiromenade, the old timber wall having been
damaged by recent storms.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
THE RECONSTRUCTION OP REGENT-

STREET QUADRANT.—Replying on Wednes-
day to Mr. Hinds, Sir H. Verney said : The
Crown Surveyor is preparing amended designs

for the completion of the rebuilding of the

Quadrant, Regent-street. Tlie views of the

Crown tenants are well-known, and considera-

tion is being given to all reasonable trading re-

quirements.
THE TEMPORARY LAND VALUATION

STAFF. -In a written reply to Mr. Chancellor,

Mr. Lloyd George states that during the year

ending .March 31, 1916, upwards of 1,700 dis-

charges from the temporary Land Valuation

Staff fall to be made, and adds: There is, of

course (and can be), no restriction upon the

liberty of any member of the temporary stall'

to anticipate the date when his services will no

longer be needed by the Board of Inland

Revenue, and to enlist, if he so desires, in his

Majesty's Forces; and the Board would not in

such circumstances require in individual cases

the full month's notice. The nuniljer of gentle-

men formerly in the Valuation Office who have

left the service of the Board by joining without

permission his Majesty's Forces is 171, of whom
all except one were at the time employed on a

monthly basis; these gentlemen fall outside the

scope of the Treasury Regulations, which apply

only in cases where permission has been given.

The Board, however, under the authority of the

Treasury Regulations, have on their books the

salariesof the memljers of the Valuation Office

who have joined his Majesty's forces with the

concurrence of the Board, which carries with it

tlie prospect of re-engagement.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
EST-\TE AGENTS' CLAIM FOR COM-

MISSION.—Wallrock and Co. v. St. George's

Hospital.—Mr. Justice Darling, sitting without

a jury, disposed of this action on Friday. It

was brought by Messrs. Samuel Wallrock and

Co. ai'ainst the authorities of St. George's

Hospital to recover £15,000 commission for

introducing Mr. Mallaby Deeley, M.P., as a pro-

spective purchaser of the buildings and site for

£525,000. Alternatively, plaintiffs claimed upon

^ quantum meruit, and a sum was agreed upon

between the parties if the plaintiffs were entitled

in law to succeed. The negotiations fell through

owing to the inability of Mr. Mallaby Deeley to

come" to an agreement with the Duke of West-

minster as to his rights over the estate. During

the hearing the claim for commission was with-

drawn. His Lordship found that there was no

default on the part of the defendants which pre-

vented the sale being completed, and entered

judgment in favour of the defendants, with

costs.
«>»»

The new Ararat Baptist Chapel at Whit-

church. Salop, has been formally opened. Mr.

W. Beddoe Kees, of Cardiff, was the architect,

and Messrs. E. Turner and Sons, Cardiff, were

the contractors. The cost was £3,000.

A public hall has been opened at Ardrahaii.

It is built of squared masonry, with a roof of

Carrick slates. The chief room is 63ft. by 31ft,,

and has seats for three hundred persons, and a

stage. -Mr. Wm. Scott was the arcliitect, tiiid

the contract was carried out by Mr. Wm.
Emerson, of Dominick-street, Galway.

Two new buildings will be erected shortly in

the Hopkins group at Homewood, Maryland.

One is the phvsical laboratory designed by

Messrs. Wyatt and Nolting, architects, Keyser

Building. Baltimore, and the chemical labora-

tory designed by Messrs. Carrere and Hastings,

225, 5th-avenue, New York. Each of these

buildings will cost approximately 200,000dol.

The chairman of the Lancashire Asyhmis

Board formally opened on Wednesday week the

new asylum which has been erected at Whalley,

in the Ribble valley, at a cost of about

£600,000. The asylniii has been taken over,

while still incomplete, by the War Office for use

as a militarv hospital, and it is in the occupa-

tion of the Royal Army Medical Corps. There

is accommodation for 2.000 patient*. The

hospital is at present known as the Duke of

Lancaster's Royal Military Hospital.

The Bill designed to create a State Building

Commission, and to employ a State architect

at a salary of 6,000dol. a year, was defeated

in the Washington State Senate on a motion

to indefinitely postpone. It w,is argued that not

only would it cost more to put the nieiisuro

into effect and operate under its provisions

than it would to continue with private archi-

tects as, at present, but that the position of

State architect would become a purely political

job.
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The C'uuiicil of the Society of Architects,

>iii response to an appeal for financial assist-

ance from the comniittee of the Architects'
Volunteer Training Corps, which now forms
the 4th Battalion of the Central London
Regiment (Volunteers), is sending the com-
mittee a donation of twenty - five guineas
towards the preliminary expenses fund.
Major E. C. P. Monson (T.D.), President
of the Society, has been gazetted Sub-
Commandant of the corps, and will be glad
to hear from any members of the Society
who are not eligible for H.ll. Forces, and
have not already joined any other Volunteer

I
corps, with a view to their joining the
Architects' Corps. Major Monson served for

, twiMity-two years as an officer in the Terri-
I torial Force, retiring some eighteen months
ago from the City of London Regiment,
Uoval Fusiliers, with the rank of major,

' which he had previously held for eight years.

I
Major Monson has been honoured with the

! Territorial decoration, and has the Volunteer
'Long Ser\ice Medal anil King Edward's

I

Coronation Medal.

'. Notwithstanding the recent Treasury
Mniute and the circulars issued by the Local

I Government Board and the Board of Educa-
;
tion, the London County Council is to be
'allowed to proceed with its buildijig of new
schools under what is Unown as the 40 and
48 scheme. This scheme represented a

I bargain between the Board of Education and
the local education authority in London,
whereby, over a period of fifteen years, the
classes in the schools were to be steadily

icduced in size until no class in an upper
,.school would have moie than forty pupils,

and no class in an infants' school more than
forty-eight. The Education Committee has
been anxious to proceed with the scheme,
iunder which a million pounds lias already
been spent, but the check on municipal
jborrowing seemed likely to put a stop to it.

!The Committee recently consented to a rigid

'paring down of the estimates on maintenance
.account, and the rate was reduced by a
penny in the £. Owing, however, to the
iproliibition of the Treasury, the work of

Iprospeetiiig and putting in band new scliools

mas stopped. Representations were maile to

Ithe Board of Educatio)i, with the result that
jthe work is to go on.

I The new by-laws made by the London
County Council for the regulation of lamps,
|lrade signs, or other structures overhanging
ihe public way (otherwise than in the City
pf London) have been allowed by the Board
Df Trade, and will come into operation on
Saturday in next week. May 1. It is provided
jhat no lamp, or structure supporting or
[-arrying the same, shall be fixed or retained
«o as to overhang the public way in such
inanner that any part of such lamp or
Itructure respectively shall be at a less height
ban 8ft. clear above the surface of the
lootway, or be nearer to the carriageway
ban 2ft. 6in. from the outer edge of the
ierb, or project more than 3ft. from the
•yall or shop front of the premises, or the
mpport to which it is attached. \or shall
Jiere be fitted or retained any lamp which,
bcluding framework and ornaments, exceeds
[ft. in any part when measured in any direc-
ion horizontally, or which, including framc-
ork and ornaments, exceeds Oft. in height,
r which weighs more than 'J4lb. \o o\cr-
'anging sign may be at a less height than
ft. clear above the surface of the roadway,
|earer than 2ft. Gin. to the carriageway, or
(Toject more than 4ft., and if any sign extend
Jong the face of a wall or shop front for
lOre than 2rt. it mav not project more than
It.

. I J

Kxperiinenls at the Forest Service
boratory of the Department of Agriculture
ive determined that the strength of a piece
wood may be seriously impaired by slight

impression failures due" to rough handling.
Topping a beam across a skid may cause
compression failure at the point at which
le beam strikes the skid, and it
111 be at this point that the beam

gives way when it breaks under a
strain too severe for the weakened fibres to

withstand. Hitherto unaccountable break-
age in hickory waggon-spokes, and other pre-
sumably strong materials, are now attributed
to compression failures caused by wind
storms in the period of growth or by hard
usage in hnnbering and manufacturing
processes. These compression failures show
themselves in the form of little diagonal
streaks or wrinkles across the grain, and are
always a sure sign of weakness.

Among the several problems to be met with
in the recent construction of the concrelc
reservoirs in San Francisco. Cal., was that
of bonding asphalt to concrete. Mr. B. N.
Abbott mentions that, after making unsuc-
cessful attempts to apply the asphalt
directly to the concrete in various ways, the
expedient of first painting the surface with
coal-tar was trie<l. and it was found that
when applied in this way. under right con
ditions, the asphalt would adhere so firndy
that after it bad cooled it could not be
broken away without bringing pieces of
concrete with it. Mr. Abbott states that, in

order to secure this result, the concrete
surface was first scrubbed clean with a bristle
brush, and over this a thin coating of hot
coal-tar was "painted." The coal-tar should
be heated in small quantities, brought just
to the boiling-point, and then applied
immediately. Heating the coal-tar in large
c|iiantities. which neeessitflted some delay
before it could all be used, did not give such
good results; and the gangs were therefore
not allowed to heat more at a time than they
could apply quickly as soon as it began to
boil. The asphalt was spread over the tarred
surface in the usual manner.

The new issue (January to July, 1915)
uf the "Key to the London Telephone
Directory" is a little late; but that is not
the fault of the publishers, Messrs. Stone
and C'oh|nlioun. 92, Victoria-street, S.W. It
affords the only means of ascertaining the
name and address of a subscriber on the
'phone when only the number and exchange
are known, and we often find it most useful.

The small cost—two shilling.s—saves pounds'
worth of time, and the labour of compilation
of the 131 pages must have been prodigious.
Stone screenings as fine aggregates for

concrete are not favoured by the New York
State Highway Department. As a result of

some field tests of concrete, in which all the
fine aggregate was stone screenings, it was
decided that the only allowable use of such
screenings should be in conjunction with a

much larger perceiUage of sand. It was
found that a proper proportion of screenings
from a hard stone will improve a fine-

grained sand ; but the high cost of proper
inspection and mixing makes the use of such
a mixture prohibitive, except where a good
sand is very expensive. Laboratory tests of

screenings as aggregate showed up much
better than the above field tests.

"Valuations," by Samuel Skrimshire,
F.S.I. (London: E. and F. N. Spon, Ltd.,

10s. 6d.). is a solid manual of some 450 pages,
of valuations as applied to the sale and
purchase of property, assessments to duties

under the Finance .Acts, the enfranchisement
of copyhold estate, assessments for rating,

compensation, or compulsory purchase, and
valuations for advances for mortgages. A
number of examples and tlie solutions are

givL'ii in the appendices.

Japan is pushing railway construction in

Chosen to some purpose, and, according to

the annual report for 1912 by the Railway
Bureau, the fine results are mostly due to the

decrease in passenger and goods fares. The
average working mileage was 802.9 miles in

passenger traffic, and in goods traffic 797.3

miles, showing increases of nearly 60 per
cent, in each. The aggregate passenger and
traffic mileages were 165,034,551 and
100,282,500 miles respectively, showing con-

siderable increases under each bead. The
receipts were, yen 3,545,225 from
passengers, and yen 2,281,743 from freight,

showing a total increase of yen 904,414.

Station hotels have been opened at various

points, and the equipment of tlie line

througliout is high-class, and is constantly
being improved. The report, which includes
a capital map of the province, is a full and
very coniplete one.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSTJINa WISBK.
SilUKDAY (To-MOHKow).—Institution of Municipal En-

gineers. Visit uf the .Southern autl
South-Eastern Districts to the New
London County Hall, Belvedere -road,
S.K,

_ Edinburgh Architectural A880ciation.
Visit to David's Tuwer, Kdinburgh
L'astle. 2.;jO p.m.

Mo.NDAV.—Surveyors' Institution. Adjourned Dis-
cussion. " The Report uf the Land
Inquiry Committee on Houein<?." 8 p.m.

TuESD.iv,—Biiilders' Clerks' Benevolent Institution
37th Annual Dinner, King's Hall,
Holboru Restaurant. <» for*i.30 p.m.

llluminatini,' Kngineerinff Society.
Discussion on " Visibility : Its Practical
Aspects," opened by 0. C. Paterson and
B. P. Dudding. Royal Society of Arts
Hall. 8 p.m.
Architectural Association of Ii-elaud.

Annual Meeting. Valedictory Address
by the ['resident, H. AUberry,
A.R.I.B.A., 15, South Prederick-laiie,
Dubliu. 8 p.m.

WEUNLsaAv.—Royal Society of Ai-ts. " Utilisation uf
Solar Energy," by A. S. E. Ackermann,
B.Sc. 8 p.m.

'rjunsnA\. — .limior Art Workers' Guild and
Architectural Association. Combined
Meeting. Papers on *' The Independ-
ence of Architect and Craftsman," by
H. if. Fletcher and Edward Spencer.
*>, Queen-stiuare, Bioomsbury. 8 p.m.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.
" The Bombay Hydro-Electric Scheme,"
by A. Dickinson. 8 p.m.
Camera Club. " Amiens Cathedral,"

by Ernest Marriage. 8.30 p.m.

SATCHDiv {M.IV 1).—St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society.
Visit to Chelsea Old Church, Crosby
Hall, and Chelsea Hospital, under
guidance of W. G. Nightingale.
2.30 p.m.

The North Wales counties asylum at Denbigh
IS being enlarged at a cost of j-(,980.

A general strike in the building trade began
in Christiauia and throughout Norway on
Monday morning.

The Post Oftice authorities have decided to
build a new letter-sorting office at Mount
Pleasant, C'lerkenwell, at an estimated cost of
i: 300, 000.

Mr. J. Surfleet has been appointed highway
surveyor for their northern district by the rural
district council of Caistor-iu-Lindsey, in suc-
cession to Mr. J. Preston, resigned.

The death occurred on Friday, at Hexham,
of Mr. James Patterson, of Sunderland, the
author of several works on antiquarian sub-
jects, and also of a popular history of Sunder-
land. He took an active part in the formation
of the .Sunderland Antiquarian Society.

The Board of Trade reports that in the trades
compulsorily insured against unemployment

—

viz., building, works of construction, engineer-
ing, shipbuilding, and vehicle-making—the per-
centage of unemployment at April 9 was 1.40, as
compared witli 1.66 a month ago, and 3.51 a
year ago. The rate of unemployment in these
trades is thus less than half the rate of a year
ago.

A block of twelve homes built in connection
with the Durham County Aged Mineworkers'
Homes Association, at Ebcbester, was opened
on Saturday. The cottages occupy a command-
ing site abutting the main road and oveidooking
the picturesque Derwent valley. The homes
comprise two rooms apiece, with scullery,

pantry, self-contained yard, and small gardens
both back and front. The contractor was Mr.
R. Southern, of Dipton, and the architect was
Mr. G. J. Heron, engineer for the Consett Iron
Co., Ltd.. of Pont House, Leadgate.

At the meeting yesterday (Thursday) after-

noon of the City of London Corporation an
agreement was arrived at between that btxly

and the governors of the PeaboJy Donation
Fund for selling to the latter trustees 30,000

square feet of lanil on the south side of Sumner-
street, Soulhwark, for the erection thereon
(from plans by Mr. Victor Wiliams, architect) of

working-class dwellings to acconnnodate the
persons to be displaced under the Corporation

of London Bridges Act of 1911. At the same
meeting a bequest by the late Mr. F. C. Pawie
to the Guildhall Gallery of the late Frank Hill's

painting, "The Lord gave, and the Lord hath
taken away," was accepted with special thanks.

It has l>een hung in the upper room of the

Guildhall Art Gallery.
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LATEST PRICES.
N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
usual sources of information are in many
cases failing us.

TIMBER.
Per standard.

to £57Yellow Fine Deals, Ist quality... £.55

2Qd 43
White Deals : First 22

Seoonda 20
U.S. Yellow Planks, Deals, and
Battens 10 10

Per cubic foot.
Oak: Austrian Wainscot £0 10 6 to £0 13
Teak ; Burmese, per load, 50tt. 28 „ 34
Teak : Java, per load. 50ft 24 „ 27

14 10

I BON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled Steel Joists, English £9 5 to £9 7 6
Wronght-Iron Girder Plates 9 10 „ 10
Steel Girder Plates 9 5 u „ 9 17 6
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Dowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 22 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 ., 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Best Bnedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s.. Tees 20s. per ton extra.
Builders' Hoop Iron, tor bonding, &c., £8 ISs. to £9.

Ditto galvanised. £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corru' ated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24
6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Bestdltto 13 10 ... 14

Per ton. Per ton.
Oast-Iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 6 0,, 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 S „ 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 15 „ 6

Cut Floor Brads 10 15 ,. —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14B.W.G 14 6 „ —

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
Oto8 S' 10 11 12 B.W.G
£10 lOs. £10 15s. £11 OS. £11 Ss. £11 ISs. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £6 15 to £7 2 6
4in. to6in 6 10 „ 6 12 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 17 6 „ 7 2 6
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra.

turned and bored joints 6s. per ton extra.]

Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, liillieshall 80s. Od. to 1278. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 87s. Od. „ 97s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount oft
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 72* p.c,
Water-Tubes 661
Steam-Tubes 65
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 60
Galvanised Water-Tubes 56j
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 60

OTHER METALS.
Per ton. Per t

Lead Water Pipe, Town '£25)5 Oto —
Country '26 15 ,, —

Dead Barrel Pipe, Town "26 I

,, ,, ,, Country '-n 15
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town '-27 15

Country *l'« 15
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town
,, ,. .. ,, Country

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town ...

,, ,, Country
Lead Soil-pipe (upto4iin.) Town

'30 S
'31 5
'•2t< 15
'29 1.3

;S 13

,

,

,

.

,

Country '29 15 ,

rOver 4hin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6 ,

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 ,

Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 91 0,
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 82 ,

Tin. English Ingots 17-2
,

Do., Bars 173 0,
Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town) JO '2 6

,

Sheet Lead, Town '25 5 0,
„ Country '26 5 ,

Qenuire White Lead 34 ,

Refined Red Lead 3-2 0,
Sheet Zinc 75 ,

Old Lead, against account I'J 15 0,
Tin percwt. n lu ,

Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 13

£18 12 t'

91
.M3

171
176
21

10

a 6

• For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

SLATES.

Blue Portmadoo

Blue Bangor..
20 ,

First quality 20 ,

20
,

16 ,

Eureka unfading
. 20

,

, 20
,

, 18
,

. 16
,

20
,

, 18
,

. 16

in. in.

. 20 X 10 .

. 16 ,, 8 .

. 20 „10.
,12.
,10.
.12.

£ s. d. per 1,000 of
. 12 12 6 1,200 at r.stn.

6 12 6
13 2 6
13 17 (1

13 U
13 16 U
7 5 U

green
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BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hara Stocks... £1 15
Second Hard Stocks 1 11
Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 114
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18

Red Wire Cuts 114
Best Fareham Bed 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Rnabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue I ressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BuUnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 4

2|in. Best Red Ac-]
crington Plastic r 4 10
Facing Bricks )

per 1,000 alongside, in
[river.

delivered
at rly. stn.

(Net, delivered in
full truck loads
in London.

3'/8" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3'/8" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1113
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/e in
thickest part - 2

3'ls" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2 6
3'/8" ditto ditto through and through 3
a'/s" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and i" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6

Ditto ditto 9"xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep, 4i" soSat, per foot opening... 13

ditto 4| ditto ditto ditto
ditto ih" ditto ditto ditto
ditto 4|" ditto ditto ditto
ditto 9^ ditto ditto ditto
ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto
ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto
ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto

18
2 1

2 6
2 1

2 11
3 6
4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at wornrs.

aLAZEC BRICKS.
HABD QLA2Ea (PEB 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers-
£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

Headers—
11 17 6 10

21 7 6 16 17 6

20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

26 7 6 18 17 6

26 17 6 19 17 6

24 77 6 17 7 6

7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17
Quoins, BuUnose, and 4§in. Flats

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6
Double Stretchers-

17 17 6 16 7 6
Double Headers—

14 17 6 13 7 6

One side and two ends, square-
18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6

Two sides and one end, square-
18 17 6 18 7 6 23 17 6

Splays and Squints—
IT 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—
6d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double BuUnose, Round Ends, Bullnoee Stops

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 6d. each
Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 6d. each 5d. each 4d, each

MOULDED BBICES.

Stretchers and Headers—
Bd. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles

—

Hi each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sili BuUnose, Stretchers, and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers ._.. _ £22 17 6

„ ,, Quoins and BuUnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks') Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over ^bove exceed-
listfortheirrespectivekindBandcolours |- ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks^ any kind or colour, by 4iin.

la. 2d. each j by 2iin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations. B. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, deUvered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 „

s. d. Per ton,
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton deUvered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

8. d. 8. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in Backs 27s. Od. per ton at
raUway station.

STONE.*
Red Mansfield , in blocks per foot cube £0
Darley Dale, ditto
Red CorsehUl, ditto
Closeburn Red Freestone,ditto
Ancaster, ditto
Greenshill, ditto
Beer, ditto
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms)

Hard York, ditto
Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes .. 13

• All F.O.B. London.

2 4
2 3
2 2
3

(1 1 10
1 10
1 6

1 104
2

Bath Stone, delivered on road £ s. d.
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7i

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 9i
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,, Oil
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, 1 7i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—
Ddlivered on road waggons \ Brown White

at Paddington Depot, ( Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or

(
Per foot cube.

PimUco Wharf ' ... £0 2 3 ...£0 2 4i

TILES.
s. d. Dlvrd.at

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 ry.sn.
Hip and "Valley tiles 3 7 per doz. „
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000
Ornamental tiles 52 6 ,, ,,

Hip and "VaUey tiles 4 per doz. ,,

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000

Ornamental ditto 60 „ „
Hip tiles 4 per doz. „
Valley tiles 3 „

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46 per 1000

Ornamental ditto 48 6 „ ,,

Hip tiles 3 10^ per doz. ,,

^_ Valley tUes 3 44 „
"Rosemary "brand plain tiles... 48 per 1000 ,,

Ornamental tiles 60 ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz. „
Valley tiles 3 8,. „

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000

Hand-made sand-faced 45 „ ,,

Hip tUes 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 6
Bartshill " brand plain tUes,

sand-faced 45 per 1009 „
Pressed 42 6
Ornamental ditto 47 6 ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz. ,,

Valley tUes 3 6 „

OILS.
Rapeseed.EngUsb pale,per tun £28 15 to £29 5

Ditto, brown 26 15
Cottonseed, refined , 29
Olive, Spanish 39 10
Seal, pale , 21
Cocoanut, Cochin 46
Ditto, Ceylon 42 10
Ditto, Mauritius , 42 10
Palm, Lagos „ 32 5
Ditto, Nut Kernel 35
Oleine , 17 5
Sperm 30
Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7

Petroleum, refined ,

Tar, Stockiiolm per barrel 1 6
Ditto, Archangel , 19
Linseed Oil „ per gal. 3
Baltic OU 3
Turpentine 3
Putty (Genuine Linseed

OU percwt. 10

Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority" Brand.. „ 9

27 5

30
40
31 10
46 10
43
43
33 5

36 10
19 5

31
8

1 10
1

GLASS (IN CRATES)
EngUsh Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21pz. 26oz
Fourths 5d.

Thirds 6d.

Fluted Sheet 5d.

Hartley's EngUsh Boiled

5*d.

6.id.

6d.

iin.

6id.
7d. ,

32oz.

. 7id.

, 8Jd.

Plate Sid.
'/i6in. iin.

3id. ... Hi-

White. Tinted.

Figured Boiled and Repoussine... 5d. ... 6id.

VARNISHES, &c. Per gaUon

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak 10 6

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13 6

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of

churches "
^i

'

Fiuo Elastic Carriage 12 V

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 10

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Fine French Oil 1 1
^

EggsheU Flatting Varnish "^ '°
n

White Copal Enamel 1 ^ J

Extra Fale Paper 9 Js
"

Best Japan Gold Size II)

Best Black Japan " „ „
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9 u

Brunswick Black S ,2 n
Berlin Black g }» S
Knotting }" '

French and Brush PoUsh 10 >>

***• —
The city council of Bangor, North Wales,

liave. after discussio :, adopted a scheme for tlic

weclion of twenty-four houses in Sackville-road,

subject to a grant from the Goverument oi

10 per cent, towards the cost.

Oiiicial sanction has now been given by the;

Local Government Board to the towu-planiiui|-',

scheme dealing with the whole of the i"'-

Jevcloped areas in Wallasev. All capital outlav'

will be postponed until afltr tlic conclusion ulj

peace. i

The new Cincmhati Hospital, consisting oft

twenty-four buildings, representing an invest

nient of 4,000, OOOdol., aud designed by Messr.-

Samuel Hannaford and Sous, architects, o'

Cincinnati. w.as formally opened on SatuttWy

February 20. The institution is designed on ID'

cottage syat«ia.
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TRADE NOTES.
Boyle's latest patent. " Air pump ' ventilators

have been applied to Portsmouth Workhouse.

On the flat roofs for the factories of a large
glass-manufacturer at Rotherham the architect
specified a waterproofed concrete as a finishing
coat. We understand that the work is very
satisfactory. The makers of the waterproofing
powder Pudlo, which was used for this work,
state that some very important contracts are
being roofed with waterproofed concrete.

<i»

Mr. J Ryan, Pembroke, Co, Dublin, has been
appointed county surveyor by the Queen's
County Council.

The death is announced of Mr. Robert
Kelland, highway surveyor to the South Molton
Rural District Council.

Kinghorn Town Council have appointed Mr
Arthur G. Webster, of Kirkcaldy, as sanitary
inspector and burgh surveyor.

At a vestry meeting held at St. Paul's. South
ampton, on Wednesday, plans by Mr. Geoffrey
Webb, of London, for proposed alterations to
the chancel of the parish church were submitted
and approved.

At Bolton, on Wednesday. Mr. H. Shelford
Bidwell held a ],ocal Government Board inquiry
into an application by the corporation for sanc-
tion to borrow £45,032 for purposes of the
electricity undertaking.

Professor Havard Thomas's bronze statue
"Thyrsis." wliich was acquired for the
Johannesburg Art Gallery, has been lent to the
Tate Gallery, and will be exhibited in Gallery
No. XVI. at MiUbank for several months.

The death occurred at Harrogate on Tuesday
of Mr. William Pearson. J. P.. head of the firm
of W. Pearson and Co.. timber importers, of
Hartlepool, and four times mayor of that
borough. The deccase<l was born at Newton
Bewley in 1847.

Mr. Edwin H. Back disd on Sunday while on
a visit to a daughter at Chelsea. Deceased,
who had been in ill-health for a long time, was
formerly the borough surveyor of Dartmouth,
and was for some time a member of the cor-
poration of that town.

The B;-lgian Government has lent to the
Manchester City Art Gallery Meunier's bronze
group representing a woman standing over the
dead body of a miner, and known as "I^
Grisou." or "Fire-damp." It was hung in the
long gallery yesterday (Thursday).

Considerable damage was done on Wednes-
day to the library of the Newcastle-oii-Tyne
Society of Antiquaries by a fire. The flames
were discovered by the warden in the museum
library in the Old Castle, where the antiquaries
have their headquarters. Many valuable books
were destroyed.

The urban district council of Hendon have
received from the Local Government Board
sanction to borrow £27,750 for mainroad works
froni Bell-lane to Edgware-road. Plans ami
estimates have been prepared and forwarded to
the Local Government Board for the Fincliley-
road widening scheme, estimated to cost £4,Ol'9,
and for private street-improvements amounting
to £19,042.

The Gloucestershire County Council, at thoi;
meeting on Monday, authorised the committee
of visitors to tlie asylum at Gloucester to pro-
ceed with the preparation of a scheme for pro-
viding a new epileptic block for the accommod.-i-
tion of sixty male patients and tiie necessary
staff at an estimated cost of £10,000. It is not
expected that building operations will commence
before the summer of next year.

The Hamilton School Board opened on Fiidav
a new section for the teaching of art and
domestic science in connection with W'oodside
School, Hamilton. The building, which has cost
£1,800, consists of an art-room', and rooms for
instruction in cookerv. laundrv. and houseliold
management, all plannerl by Mi. Gavin Pater
son, architect, Hamilton.

Mr. John Tweedy, of River View, Runhead,
Kylon, liuilder and contractor, died oii Tuesday,
after a lingering illness, at the age of 73 years.
A native of Gosforth, Mr. Tweedy removed to
Medomsley, where he acted as clerk of the
works under the Consett Iron Comnany. Forty
years .ago he went to Ryton, and" co'mmenced
business as a builder and contractor, which
rapidly developed. Mr. Tweedy was a member
? ij J'-^''""

Council for about ten years, and
Held cITice until three years ago. He leaves a
widow and family of seven <on,=i and three
daughters.

FOB
Olivers'

Seasoned

-\rPLV TO—
'WM.

Hardwoods,
OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

TENDERS.
'.• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by

giving the addreBses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of tVie accepted tender ; it adds to the value of tli'e

information. .

Abkrd.vbe.—For the following, for the Aberdare
Urban District Council — viz. : (Section A) con-
struction, supply, and erection of motor-generators
or converters ; (B)conetruction, supply, erection, and
connecting up of one liigh-tension switchboard and
low-tension panels, and the supply of one high-
tension feeder pillar :—

Bruce. Peebles, i Co. (accepted) £3,230

Annan,—For hospital extension, for the Annan
District Committee. Accepted tenders ;—

Mason :
—

^rildowie, O., .\nnan £481
.loiner :

—
Irvine, J. S., Annan i:64 3 3

Plumbers :
—

Drummond. P., &Son,DumfrieB -220 11 -2

Plasterer :

—

Thomson, W., Annan 85 16
Slater :—

BicbardsoD, J 51 1 B

Bethnal Green. N.E. - For in=-talling a low-
pressure bot-water heating apnaratus at the Cran-
brook-road school, for the London County Council *—

Brightside Foundry & F^ngineer-
ing Co.. Ltd.. 28. Victoria-Bt. ... i-l.O.W n

Christie. J, C. .ildgate i,018 U u
Cannon and Hetford, Peckham. 968 U
Cannon. W. G.. and Sons. Ltd..
London-road 92(j o

Yetton & Brockett, Ltd., Munton-
road p.25

May, J. & F.. 33. 'Whetstone Park 89i
Palowkar and Sons, i^ueen-st.* 818

Architect's estimate. i'920.
* Recommended for acceptance.

BBADFOKD.—F'or supply of the following materials,
for the corporation. Accepted tenders :—

Steel Tires (-200) ;—
Brown, J,, and Co.. Ltd £137

Iron Castings:

—

Summerscill. H.
Wiring the east ward branch library :—

Collin=oneiSro3. ... 126
Cable extensions at Technical College :

—
Bmith and Croft SO

BCKY. Lancs.—For the conversion of the carriase-
shed at Bury (E.L.) into ft carriage-repair shop, for
the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway :

—
Tate and Gordon. Ltd.. Manchester (acc8pte3).

Cannock —t^or completing certain contracts, for
the urban district council. Accepted tenders :

—
Kerbing and channelling :—

.\tkins. A.. Hammerwich £925 11
Sewerage works :

—
Thorp, W., Birmincham 168 16

Private street works :
—

Thorp. W., Birmingham 75 5 6

Cheltenham.—For supnly of new fittings at the
municipal offices, for the Corporation :

—
Billings. A. C, and Sons. Ltd. .,. .i'177

(Accepted.)

Dewsbuhy.—F'or supply of a mile of cable, for the
electricity and tramways committee :—

Mackintosh Cable Co. (accepted) £161

Elgin.—For new building=i at the corner of High-
street and Lossie Wynd, for Mr. R. Aitkin. Mr. .T.

Wittet. Elgin, architect. Accented tenders :
—

Masons :—Davidson and Hay.
Carpenters :—Mackie and McKenzie.

Slaters :—Bain. G.. and Son.
Plumber :—Clarke. J. H.

Plasterers :— Brodie. .1., and Sod.
Painters :—Kintrae. J., and Son.

(All of Elgin.)

Galway.—For the erection of a dispensary and
medical officer's residence, for the board of
guardians. Mr. H. Macdonald. St. F^raDcie-strect,
Galway, arcbitect:—

Richardson and O'Connor, Mog-
cullen* £850 n

Simon. .T., and Fahey, P 799 8 .8

* Recommended for acceptance.

Hammerwkh. — For the execution of sewerage
works at Watling-street, Hammerwich, for the
Lichfield Rural District Council ;—

Child and Withers (accepted) ... £-2.121

Harrington.—For erection of retort-houso and
installation of retort-benches, for the urban district
council. .Accepted tenders :

—
Benches:

—

Standard Furnace Setting Co.,
Halifax £300

Retort-bouee :
—

Little and Sous. Harrington ... 2tj5

Heuburn.-For laying a sewer from Dunhope-
street to South Back Hedgelej'-road, for the urban
district council :—

Henderson. Gosforth (accepted) £782 10

HoLRORN. W.C.—For painting the baths and wash-
houses, for the Holborn Borough Council :

—

NorrisnndSon £-2.37

I Kecommended for acceptance.)

HoLBEAcH —F'or erection of a inir of cottages on
Greenfield Farm, near Saracen's Head, Boston-road.
Holbeach. for Mr. W. Waite. Mr. F. B. Ward.
M.S.A., 8. South Brink. Wisbech. Holbeach. and 19,
Sheep Market. Spalding, architect :—

Darby, . I. W.. Boston £170
Emery and Co., Binuingham ... l.sl 6 8
Bateman. J. Ei., and Son, Lines. 1.50

Parsons, J., and Son. Lines.' ... 395
'Accepted.

_
HvTHE.—For erection of a smallpox hospital at

Scenewood, for the town council ;
—

Harrison, .J., Camherwell ... £536
(Accepted.)

iNcE. — For the construction of sewerfl, drains,
manholes, and workman's cottage, for the urban
district council. Mr. A. T. Swain, engineer and
surveyor:—

Bentley. J., Bradford £13..550
Bickorstaff, W. J.. Wigan ... 13.072
Buckley. H. E., Bradford 13.000
Smith Bros.. Burnley 12.731
Binns. F\ E.. Goole 12.611
.lowitt. W.. Prescot 11,071
Bentley and Jubb. Wigan , , 10.661
ClegB Bros., Burnley 10.575
Cowburn and Sons. Hindley ... ]0,.5.55

Houghton. J. and H.. Wigan ... 10.461
Webster & Winstanloy. Wigan* in.28:l I)

Horrocks. .1., Westhoushton ... 10,161 '

.Vccepted.

Keiguley. — I'or supply of furniture, to the
institute, for the education committee. Tenders
recommended for acceptance :—
Benches and work in the Jlanual Training Depart-

ment :
—

Greenhow and Murgatroyd ... £60 3 5
Platform in the new assembly hall :^

Greenhow and Murgatroyd ... 10 5
Wood Block Flooring :—

Yeates, T. K.. and Co.. Leels ... 102 18
Hand Lift:

-

Middleton, R., Leeds 50

KiHDFORD. — F'or improvements to the Kirlford
Plaistow Council School, tor the West Susses
Education Committee :—

Ockenden and Son. Crawley ... £696
(Accepted in place of A. Crane, withdrawn).

Leverington.—For the erection of a warehouse at
Horseshoe Mills, Leverington, Wisbech, for Messrs.
Smedley and Co. Mr. F. Burdett Ward, M.S.A.. 8,
South Brink. Wisbocb. arcbitect :

—
.lohnson. H. H.. & Son. Wisbech £765
Shanks. R., Cambs 760
Nelson and Register, Wisbech ... 711 18
Wilkinson and Co., Wisbech ... 70O
Rands, H., and Son. Wisbech*... 675

'Accepted.

London, E.—For supply of laundry machinery, for
the Bethnal Green Guardians :

—
Lane (accepted) £1.56 10

Manchester.—For repairing and part resheeting
a gasholder for the gas commiitee :—

Walker. C. and W.. Ltd , Donnington. Salop
(Accepttd).

Manchester.—For supply of six superheaters at
Stuart-street Station, for the electricity committee :

Heenan and Froude, Ltd.. Worcester (accepted).

MoNiFiETH. — For an extension of the eastern
outfall sewer, for the town council :

—
Anderson. A., Monifleth £161 4 10

(Accepted,)

Oystermoi:tu,—For the erection of anew nave and
chancel at All Saints Church. Mr. L. W. Barnard.
31. Promenade, Cheltenham, architect :—

Walters, E., and Son £11,7)2 il

Cowlin, W., and Sons 13,518
Morris, .J. G 10.670 (I

Lloyd Bros 10.176
Bloxham, W. J 10.297
Pittard, H.. and Son 10,069
Weaver. .1. and F 10.0.59

Bennett Bros 9,633 U
Franklyn, Ltd 9.2.50

Collins and Godfrey 8.976
Thompson. J., and Co., Peter-
borough (accepted) 8.889

Long. J., and Sons 8.888

Reading.—For the construction of convenience
for women in St. Mary's Butts, lor the corporation ;

Tucker. G, H. (aoceiited) 1 138 10

Reading.—F'or supply of sludge-pressing p^ant. for
the town council :—

Manlove, Alliott. and Co.. Ltd. £2.893
(Accepted.)

Ruyjiney.—For improvements from Panywain to
Carno-street, for the town council:—

^^'illiams. W., and Sons. New
Tredegar (accepte.l) £1.5.-i

Rotherham. -For supply of two water-tube hoik rs,

for the corporation :
—

British Niclauase Co £8.100
(Recommended for acceptance.)

Rotherham.-For supply of steel and rolled frteel

joists, for the corporation, .\ccepted tenders :
—

Rolled Steel .loists :
—

AlIottBros. and Leieli £311
Reinforced steel, per ton :—

Whitehead Iron & Steel Co.. Ltd. 8 10

RoTUERHAir.- For supply of a concrete mixer, for
the corporation :

—

Ransome verMehr Machinery
Co.. Ltd. (accepted) £'216 10

SnF.rriELD.—For diverting a govt in connection
with the widening of Exchange-street, for the
corporation :

—

Wellerman Bros, (accepted) ... £1,660

(Continufd f>n i^oije SJV.)
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
>»

May i3—County Offices, Dnndalk iProf. William A. Scott.
A.R.I B A Assessor. Irish Architects only! C. McAlester. County Sec. Court House. Dundalk.

Jane 7—Manicioal Buildinse. Stepney (Mr. Henry T. Hare.

^, J X
„^-?,y- A.- Assessor) G. W. Clare. Town Clerk. 15. Great .ilie-st. Whitechapel. Eho date—Small Hospital. Galemire E. B. Croasdell. Clerk. Cnion Hall. Whitehaven.

do. —Designs for Cottages. Bromboroogh Estate. Architects
in Practice only. Cost not more than £1.030 per group
of Five, and i'l.lOO per group of seven. (Mr. Geoflry
Lucas. F.R.I.B.A., .issessor) Nine premiams of -2^ p.c. per eronp Lever Brothers, ttd.. Port Sunlight, Cheshire.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
April 1*1—Hoase, S. Winnow. Lostwitbiel J. T. Strout F. C. Jur>*anfi Sons. Arcbts., St. Austell. Cornwall.

2i—Houses (25', Lowca Workington Iron & Steel Co.. Ltd. C. W. Eaglesfield. Archt.. Gordon-street. Workineton.
24—Dispensary. Corskeagb. Fxencb Park. Co. Boscommon Castlerea Guardians P. A. Flanagan. Clerk. Boardroom. Workhouse. Castlerei.
24—Old Q lay. Repairs and Renewals, Campbeltown Town Coahcil J. Fallarton. Master of Works. Cimpt)elt5wn-
34—Premises. Ystradgynlais E. E. Evans D. Morgan, Archt.. Brynheulog. Gwaun-cae-Gurwen.
Jj—Steiding, Meikle Ardo. Metblick C. G. Smith, Fictor, Haddo House, Aberdeen,
36—Steading. Aucbencrieve C. G. Smith, Factor. Haddo House, Aberdeen.
36—Labourers' Single Cottages (59), Batbdram Rural District Council The Clerk's Office, Ratbdrum. Ireland.
26—Steading. Ciirnorrie C. G. Smith, Factor. Haddo Hou=e. Aberdeen.
26—Premises, Alterations to, Priestgate, Dirlington Co-op. <&: Indus. Soc, Ltd The Secr«tary Priestaate. Darlington.
26—Steading, Merdrum C. G. Smith, Factor. Radio House, Aberdeen.
25—Barn. Belnagoak C. G. Smith. Factor. Haddo House. Aberdeen.
26—Double Byre. Flobbets. Tarves C. G. Smith. Factor. Haddo Hou^e, Aberdeen.
2-i—Council School. AUanson-street, St. Helens Education Committee Biraniani Fletcher, Archts.. George-st . St Helens. Linc3.
36—Stable. Sauchenhillock C. G. Smith, Factor. Haddo House, Aberdeen.
36—Steading. Cottown of Gifiht. F*vie C. G. Smith. Factor. Haddo House. Aberdean.
35—Cottages in Pairs (10*. Ratbdrum Rural District Council The Clerk's Office, Ratbdrum, Ireland.
36—Part of Steading. Catraig, New Deer C. G. Smitb. Factor. Hiddo Hiu3e. Aberdeen.
27—Storage Sheds, Savile Mills. Savile Town, Dewsbury C. H. Marriott. Son. & Shaw. Churcb-st, Chmbrs., Dawsbury,
27—Premiees, Alterations to. Dundalk Urban District Council M. Comerford. Town Clerk. Dundalk.

,

27—Wesleyan Chapel. Easington Colliery J. W. Hays. Archt., Wingate. Ci. Durham.
28—Cottage Homes, Repairs to. Lanchester Guardians G. Thos. Wilson. Archt-. Durbam-rd.. Blackbill. Co. Durbam.
36—Premises. Oakdale Village, near Blackwood Tredegar Indus. A: Prov.Boc.Lta. A. F. Webb, M.S.A . Tredegar Chambers, Blackwood, Mon.
28—Two Tenements, Gallowgate and Moore-st.. Glasgow... Corporation J. Lindsay, Town Clerk, Glasgow.
29—Sanatorium & Children's Home, Southfield, Mearns ... Glasgow Cornoration J. Lindsay. Town Clerk. Glasgow.
30—Houses (34), Cowlereley. Milnsbridge Lintbwaite U.D.C J. Ainley. Arcbt., Chapal-street. Slaitbwaite.

May 3—Residenc**. Kelham, Newark -. Shepnard and Lockton, Archts., Bargate, Newark.
6—Offices. Wheel Shop, and Sbeda. Dairycoates. Hull Nortb-Eastern Railway A. Pollard. Company's Architect. York.
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OUS ILLUSTRATIONS.
Houses for the Staff of H.H. the Maharajah Holkar of

Indore, Shirpur Palace, India. Messrs. Sir Ernest
George, .\.R.A., and A. B. Yeates, FF.R.I.B.A.,
Architects. Views and plans.

Martin's Bank, Lombard-street, E.C. Elevation ami
plan. Mr. Ernest Newton, A.K.A., P.R.I.B.A ,

Architect.

St. Faith's Church, Edmonton, Canada. View and
plans. Sir Thomas G. Jackson, Bait., B.A.,
.\rchitect.

Eastbury Manor House, Barking, Essex. Measnral
drawings, elevations, section, and plan. By Mr.
Herbert V. C. Curtis, Arctiitect.

.\Ri'HITECTURE AT IHE KOYAL
ACADEMY.

Church woi'k, inciuding, of course, the
designs for other places of religious service,

niaj- be said on the whole to constitute the
most interesting feature in contemporary
unilertakings shown this year at Burling-
ton Hmise. In War-time perhaps this

may have lieen unexpected ; anyhow, the
examples exhibited are all works in pro-
gress, including, as they do, three Colonial
cathedrals, while ono of the most con-
spicuous buildings of the class is Sir John
J. Burnet's Second Church of Christ
Scientist, Palace Gardens-terrace, Ken-
sington.

The hanging has been very effect i.vely

arranged, and some uncommonly large
drawings have had to be accommodated,
thougli they mainly illustrate unrequited,
we will not say unsuccessful, albeit rejected,

designs, for the new ofliccs of the Board
of Trade, Whitehall, and for the Houses
of Parliament, Ottawa. Of the former
building, of course. Mr. E. Vincent
Harris's selected design, modestly repre-
sented by the smallish outline perspective
of the river front which we illustrated at

the time of the comjietition, finds a central
place on the line. There is really no more
interesting piece of architecture in the
gallery. AVe quite anticipated finding the
big and in many ways remarkable iier-

spcctive of Mr. Edwin Cooper's proposal
for this addition to the public buildings of

T.ondv.n. and can but express suiin'ise at the
absence of the tempera study of Messrs.
-Vdan'.s and Holden's exceedingly capable
design for these C)ffices of the Board
of Trade, which we understand tlie Hang-
ing Committee rejected. Messrs. Robert
.\tkinson and G. L. Alexander sliow their

eii.irnious frame of beautifully-tlelineated
half-inch details of their design, as well as
the perspective drawing. Messrs. Percy
Thomas. E. Prestwich. and Ivor Jones send
likewise their view, hung on the line, and
Messrs. Chas. Gascoigne and George Notfs
design, so capably drawn. Jiangs hard by
over the last-named. Of the Canadian
Houses of Parliament. Messrs. Clvde Young
and H. S. East (1597) show a bird's eye.

adroitly composed and illustrating a well-

considered scheme, seen looking towards
the river. Mr. Vincent Harris considered
the prospect from the river far preferable,
with his long line of severe Classic build-
ings surmounting the promonotories and
rocky shore, and we must say his big
picture has special attractions, even if we
are left to wonder why the campanile was
made to look so very like a factory
chimney.

Sir k'inn Weill). R.A.. and Mr. E. L.

Lutyens, A.R.A.. do not exhibit this ye.ar.

and Mr. Reginald Blcmfield has not sent
any drawing, being content to be repre-
sente'l by large and well-executed models
of a gateway and synie large and com-
inod!;';us farm-buildings now being built
at Long Sutton. Hants, on a jilan

sujiplied by Mr. C. S. Orwin, who.
presumably, is an expert in this class
of premises. The interest of this design
is enhanced by the knowleifge that
its arrangement is entirely up to date, and
Mr. Blomfield has imparted an admirably
appropriate architectural character quite
equal to anything which we have seen from
his hand as regards suitability. These
st.ibles and farmsteail building are for the
Lord Wandsworth Trust, and the institu-

tion itself is being carried out from the de-
signs of Mr. E. Guy Dawber, the Hon.
Sec. of the R.I.B.A. A prospect of this

large pile of buildings is on view in the
same gallery (1534), and we have nothing
but praise for the merit of the work, which
is not altogether so well illustrated or
hung as it deserves. 'J'he drawing is a very
long one, and suffers from having assumed
a wavy contour in tlie frame, which, when
seen from above, as it is here, distorts the

effect of the water-colour, which already is

restless enough, with the buildings set out
to so small a scale. Mr. Guy Dawber won
the Lord Wandsworth institution in a
limited competition, for which the lato

President of the Institute acted as assessor.

Both architects are now in this way busy
on an unusually interesting and unique
institution, about which very few particu-

lars are at present available; but wc shall

illusti'ate the work at an early date.

Sir Thomas G. Jackson, Bart., U.A., has
two of his own drawings this year in this

Gallery. We reproduce one of them to-

d.iv, and so need say no more about the

subject, which is the Church of St. F.iith

at Edmonton, Canada (1G.53). The jdans

which accompany the view fully explain its

arrangements, and the descriptive note

under the heading oi Our Illustrations

supplies the other information. Sir Thomas
Jackson's second contribution is an auto-

graph pen-and-ink study of tlio proposed

completion of the Jliiseiiin of Archrcology

and Ethnology for the University of Cam-
bridge, as seen from the quadr-'ingle. An
octagonal turret for a staircase and topped

by an ogee lead-covered roof, is eminently

characteristic of its architect's traditional

style, and oval windows with cartouche

enrichments round, serve to enrich the top

stage of this tower. The Botany depart-

ment of the buildings is set at right angles

with the new enlargements scon in this

sketch (loCC). which evinces marks of the

veteran hand. Sir Ernest George, A. It. A.,

shows no diminution of skill in his water-

colour of the graceful Court of the Shirpur

Palace at Indore (1.3.52), which is in
striking contrast to the violent drawings
exhibited in this same gallery, with strong,
ultramarine-blue skies and other chic

expedients. Sir Ernest George, with a more
modest reserve, is satisfieci with cpiieter

and reflectetl lighting, being content with
sober tints, which, however, lack nothing
in richness in this double-arc.ided court,
with the fountain in the midst and a
minaret-like turret in the corner, setting its

stone-domed roof against the pale blue sky.

The same scale of colour occurs in Sir
Ernest George's sketch (1029) in the Water-
colour Room X. of the Cathedral and
Broletto. Brescia, and the contrast to the
cruder type of draughtsmansliip, to which
we have already alluded, makes this ex-

ception all the more welcome. Among our
plates to-day we have reproduced the
second drawing shown by Messrs. Ernest
George and Y'eates (1.562) (though the
catalogue only names Sir Ernest George as
the architect). iUustrating the houses for

the staff of H.H. the Maharajah Holkar of

Indore. The sepia set of sketches has not
the charm of colour peculiar to the other
drawing from the same palace.

The President of the Institute. Mr.
Ernest Newton. A.R.A.. is content on this

occasion with two drawings. One is large,

and the other perhaps too small. The
latter (1.55.5) is the Lombard-street eleva-

tion of Martin's Bank, which we include
among our inset plates, giving a plan as
well, and a brief descriptive note. The
lead architraves and fillings between the
series of windows, one over the other, in

this pleasing facade give a personal touch
for niceness of detail, which we have
always associated with the buildings of Mr.
Newton, remembering similar work of his

done in this way at Bromley in Kent, or in

that neighbourhood, if our memory serves

us. The second, or bigger, e.vliibit is a set

of working sections, elevations, and plans

for the Convent Chapel added to the group
of buildings which Xorman Shaw carried

out for the Sisters of Bethany at Bourne-
mouth, and commenced over forty years

ago. Needless to say that this addition

(1GG7) will be a great acquisition, and that

it will be in strict harmony with the insti-

tution to which it is to be attached. We
shall illustrate these drawings very soon.

Mr. J. J. Joass sends a graceful little

water-colour of the new refreshment build-

ing, or restaurant, with which his partner,

the late John Belcher. R.A.. was con-

nected, and which is now being erected in

the Zoological Gardens (1574). in two
colours of bricks and corrugated-tiled roofs,

with wide eaves, very suitable for the
purpose. Attached is ,1 brick-built

erection, presumably for al fresco teas and
suchlike entertainments. Another work
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associated witli tlie name uf Mr. TjL-lchei-

in a more personal way is the sclienie

shown by an exquisite water-colour and
highly-finished picture (1012), hung in the
central place of honour on the long side

of the gallery, illustrating the painted
decor-ation of the Council Chamber of the

Institute of Chartered Accountants in the
City, by Mr. George Murray, of Girdlers-

road, W. To the right and left, within
spacious architectural settings, and framed
thus in a decorative way, are Flamboyant
historic scenes so foreshortened (necessary

by the perspective) as to give the un-

initiated but a suggestive idea of their

precise subjects. The apse beyond is

in .scale of colour, and in the pen-
dentives of the domed gallery above
the Council Chamber ceiling, are seated

female figures in monochrome, done
possibly in relief. The coved cornice of the
dome above is coloured vei-y harmoniously
indeed ; the masterly dexterity of the draw-
ing is admirably sustained, and the way in

which the seating and furniture of the

chamber is subordinated for the purpose of

this study certainly suggests thought
; and

besides, the effect is true because, when
examining the pictorial decorations, the eye
could not take in the chairs and the tables,

as the camera must : hence the value of a

drawing, and the trick of it, too, if yn\i will.

There is far too much trickincss in the
coloured draughtsmanship to be seen in tlie

Architectural Ciallery, now so fashionable,
though monstrously misleading. The limit

is reached when bright cobalt cast shadows
are put in on white stone colonnades, seen
in high light, or when emerald-green gets

touched in, as wo see it liere in the reveals
of window-jambs built in daik brown brick
in London, of all places in the world ; but
then the same laxity in the use of the
colour brush occurs, whether the building
is in India, Africa, or on the murky I.iffey

River, in Dublin, or in the respectable, if

dull, purlieus of Bloomsbury. The same
recipe makes up tlie pi'escription for treat-

ment, and this does not suit all archi-
tecture. House. "Arcadia," Jdliannesburg
(1530), by Mr. Herbert Baker, looks quite
ideal, and its surroundings betit the name,
i'i'S])lendent in white and colour too, so

that one is carried away into rajiturous
delight with ideals beyond the iiossibility

of every-day limitations. The architecture
is ambitious, and rightly so, accom-
modating the Chinese white and the reds
and vivid blues, all of a piece ; but (icrhaps
on a dull day tire best of palaces suffer,

like other more mundane conceptions. The
same capable architect shows the Sontli
African Medical Research Institute at
Johannesburg (1543), whicli has a court-
yard in front handled in a severe manner,
after the Late Classic of our Horse Guards
in Whitehall, one of the licst buildings of
its day in the Metropolis. Of cour.se, this
bigger and bolder African Institute is very
different, with its connecting colonnade
between the two front wings, and lending
to an inner court behind the cross-build-
ing, which lias an ornate circular turret
rising over a pediment done in a rcs(Mvcd
way, and keeping in scale, which is greatly
perturbed liy the overwhelming sky
flashings of brilliant blue introduced
by the colourist in an attractive way,
lather theatrical, and not helpful to
good arcliitecture. Hanging between
these pictures and above Mr. Guy
Dawber's view of the Lord Wandsworth
Institution is the Scientist ( hurch,
Kensington (1535). all drawn bv tlie s.-ime
artist. Sir John J. Burnet, R.SA., is the
ai'chitect of this group of meeting-places,
including a hall and series oi classrooms,
cleverly planned with a handsome arcailed
cloister along the street front.-iqo in Palace
Gardens-terrace. To the rear of the

church rises a campanile behind the flat

saucer dome, which would not really bo
seen from the street, and so does not figure

in the perspective. The sections, eleva-

tions, and |dan are very interesting, and
explain how the architect has worked out
his very original and unusual building. We
shall reproduce these very fully at an early
date, when we may be able to supply
further information about one of the chief

works of the year shown at the Royal
Academy.
The School of Architecture. Liverpool

(1560) occupies the middle position on the
wall at the east end of the gallery. The
building has a fine rich cornice and a wide
base of plain brickwork. A series of

])anels bear the names of leading architects,

commencing with McKim and ending with
Girrain. Elmes alone serves to represent
the 19th century in England, no Gothicist
being so much as named or worthy. The
outlook of such a school must be narrow,
judged by this choice, though Le Due is

included. Mr. C. H. Reilly is the archi-

tect of the school. There are 30 less draw-
ings ill this galleiy than were shown last

year.
«*»

THE IMPROVEMENT OF TOWNS
AND CITIES.*

The first edition of this work was
published twelve years ago, and was a
creditable witness to the intelligence and
wide observation devoted to its subject by
an American writer who had evidently
studied his theme with a conscientious and
discreet enthusiasm not always to be found
even among some of the most eager of our
own town-planners to-day. It has been
revised and brought up to date, and reviews
the whole broad field of modern effort on
both sides of the Atlantic. i>icking out the
salient points of the best yet accomplished.

Mr. Robinson deals successively with the
sites of plans of the City, the suppression
and repression of beauty therein, the
a'sthetic phase of social and philanthropic
effort, architectural development, and
obligations, educational and civic aesthetics,

and the work of oflTicials. He has travelled
far and wide to find his material, and not
much woi'thy of observation has escaped
his notice. His remarks on tho work of

officials are quite as applicable in the case
of some of our own town-|ilanning schemes,
as elsewhere, which miss their mark and
harass i)roperty-owncrs needlessly, because
amateur Town Councillors jirefer to drive
their own hobbies to seeking the aid of

architects, while as yet the projects are in

course of inception. In P.aris. as Mr.
Robinson remarks, the artistic adviser has
more than merely critical power. Ho is

associated with the Working Committee,
and is in constant touch from the beginning
with all that goes forward, and with his

help the officials are sustained during swift

and rational progress to beauty. Thus is

built uji a firm foundation of belief in the
holiness of beauty, regarding which Mr.
Robinson's concluding words are well

worth (] noting :
—

booking out upon llio wort I, lot il note that
if sunrise and sunset, if sninnicr sky and winlor
riii^iit. if lieadinjj heaven and tipreaehing cartli,

have bcanty. Nature giving constant exampl.-
of its coupling with utility, \vg may accept
beauty of cnvii'onment as part of the Divine
nlan, and fear to sliut it out from tlic crowded
life of citie:^. Fur can we say there is no
holiness cf licanty, that it lias no cssentialncss
to Creation's scheme, when we find it sliaping
the field flower, the fern in densest forest, or tlie

sjiray-c'ip of a wave in trackless seasp Consitler
tiow tiic grn.>?es bnni in lirokon beauty at our
foct in virgin country, how tiie sky lavi^^lics its

woattli of glory before careless ryes, how the
great trees sway and call, put forth tender
loaves at spring or flaunt an autumn splendour;

•The Improvement of Towns and Cities. By Cioiiu.KS
Ml i.ionii lioiiiN.soN. Finirth crtiUon. London and
New Yoik : G. 1'. Pntnoni's Sous. (Is. net.

liow tlie birds translate rapture into music; and
the constant, changeless stars soothe weary
hours with measureless majesty. When God does
this for a lonely child, shall we relax our vigil-

ance to bring beauty to the homes of huddled
thousands? Dare we say that a city must be
ugly ? Something very like religious fervour
can be put into the zeal for city beauty,
sustaining it tlirougli long patience and slow
work.

DUSTLESS CONCRETE FLOORS.*
By V. M. Bruner.

All floors are dusty that wear at all, and
ill cities all floors are dusty, whether they
wear or do not wear ; but in this latter case
all of the dust comes from sources other than
the floor itself. The dusty floor that con-

fronts and concerns the concrete worker is

one ill which the fine sand or other aggregate
ravels out or rolls out of its bedding under
moderate rubbing, scratching, or rolling

of wheels. This produces, incidentally, both
tlie objectionable dust and grit. Such con-

tinuous failures have naturally created a

demand for correctives to be applied after

the failure has occurred, or for hardeners to

be added to the original composition to assist

eemeiitiiig potency of the Portland cement
sufficiently to .avoid the failure. One
corrective of a floor that is faulty is the sub-

sequent painting witli ordinary paint, or with
paint that has more or less varnish in it.

These paints serve in part as a wearing cover,

and in part as an agglutinating agent between
the grains of snnd. They also prevent water
from reacliing the interior of llie top coat

thereafter, wliieh otherwise might penetrate

and aid in the hardening process in the

course of time. Another corrective of a floor

that is denominated "dusty" has found
advocates. In this process the floor is rubbed
or ground with a piece of grindstone
fastened to a handle, and assisted by some
loose sand scattered over the surface of the

floor. This work is so performed that the

soft cement between the grains of sand on the

upper surface of the floor is rubbed out

without disturbing the grains of sand in their

bedding. When almost the wliole of the

upper liahes of these grains of sand is

exposed the rubbing is discontinued and the

spaces around the grains of sand are filled

witli neat cement, which is ground in witli

the same rubbing instrniiient. This proeess

may form a strong hlling around the grains of

sand, as also a very thin covering over the

top of the grains of sand. This is good as

far as it goes, and will enable a job to pass

inspection tliat would not pass before. It

adds, however, no strength to the weakened
cement immediately below tlie middle of the

grains of sand. On this account the trouble

may return after the floor has had some
service. Instead of remedying the faults of

a finishod floor, efforts have also been made
to increase the cementing potency by adding

so-called hardeners to tlie Portland cements.

The active ingredients of most of these

hardeners are, chiefly, fine pulverised iron

and sahanmoiiiae, which are supposed to

make between the grains of sand the old and

well-known rust-joint, in conjunction with

the Portland cement. The work done by us

with tliese hardeners, under the instructions

of tlieir official speeilicatioiis, and under the

advice of their snperinleiideiits, lias failed to

justify the claims nUKh^ for the hardeners.

Tests made for ns by the Robert W. Hunt
Company, with and without hardeners, did

not show any advantage for them. Under
unusual conditions, as said before, good work
lias sometimes been done by the ordinary

routine work, hence one may surmise that

these hardeners have L'iven satisfaction and
have been credited with benePits due to other

causes than their own inherent value.

According to my observations and experi-

ments, I came to tlie conclusion that cenicut

top-coating on reinforced concrete remains

weak and delicient in strength because of the

excess of water that is required to make the

mortar plastic enough to be properly spread

and struck off with a straightedge. This

excess of water has no chance of escape

downward, and rises toward tho surface,

• ie!il}cr presented at ttic last Annual Convention of

the AmericHU Concrete Institute.
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where it remains until tlie sutliiig process

of the cement has well advanced. When a

certain portion of the water has become
bound in this way. in the setting process, the

mortar stiffens up ajul becomes ready for the

usual process of finishing and sniootliing.

Sometimes the setting goes forward too

rapidly, so that the finisliing cannot be

carried out without sprinkling some water
over the top to enable the workmen to

work out; a smooth finish. It follows

that the floor is finally finished only after

n period of four hours to twelve hours

after the completion was first made
into n plastic mortar. Not only is the

strength of such a floor injured by the e.xcess

of water bound and entangled in the pores of

the mass, but also by the disturbance of the

crystallisation process. The only feasible

way to overcome the difficulties, then, seems
to be to withdraw the excess of water
that was necessary for the spreading and the
redding of this plastic mass to the desired

level or grade of the finished floor. To bring

this about, therefore, t lay on the plastic

floor surface, when brought to its proper
level, a webljing of some kind, and place over
this some dry material which quickly witli-

draws the excess of water by the capillary

attraction of the dry materials. This may
take up 20 per cent, to .30 per cent, of the

water originally used in producing plasticity

of the mortar. Jt will not take up more
than this, however much dry- material is

applied, and the amount of water left in the

mass corresponds quite well with the amount
that a professional cement-tester considers
necessary in making proper test pieces. My
surprise in my first experiincnt, in regard to

the condition of the top-coating after the
cloth was lifted off with its load of damp
material, was great. It had become so hard
or stiff, in 20 minutes after the dry material
had been placed over it, that one could walk
over the surface without even making a heel-

mark. Ill fact, the coating was so dry and
stiff that it required a powerful elTort to

float it with a wooden float to an even finish

that could be smoothed off with a trowel.
This effort, however, forced the grains of
sand so much closer together that in this way
some moisture was forced upward from
within the more compressed mass, so that the
floor could be properly smoothed off. The
time between the spreading of the mortar and
the smoothing of the floor need not be more
than thirty minutes. Without the u.?e of this

drying process, we have, as said before, found
that it would require the expiration of from
four hours to twelve hours before the work
could be successfully brought to this stage
What I claim for this process is: first, a
harder and denser top coat ; second, a wear-
ing coat that is equal to the best work on
sidewalks; and. third, the elimination of
overtime work by an extra expenditure for
labour of only 1-10 cent to 1-5 cent per square
foot in laying a floor, and this extra expense
is more than offset by the usual cost of over-
time work. I do not claim to improve the
cement, but I simply get out of it all the
strength there is in it. If any hardener can
be found that will increase the wear resisting
quality of Portland cement concrete, this
process of mine will still be a profitable one,
inasmuch as it increases tho density of the
resulting cement topping, and the work pro-
ceeds without delay and without need of over-
time work. The process is even more
desirable where the wearing coat is placed
on the reinforced concrete soon after this has
been poured. In this case there is still less
chance to get rid of the excess of wator down-
ward, for the foundation itself in this cafe is

saturated clear through the mass with the
water used in making the concrete itself
liquid. It is perhaps also well to point out
•hat the top coat placed over reinforced
f'licrete should not be made too heavy.
J here is considerable difference in the
xpansion and the contraction of the two

materials under standard specifications. A
medium thickness of top coat will, therefore,
more readily adjust itself to the reinforced
concrete beneath. A lieavv top coat, on the
other hand, may assert it'self sufficiently to
bring about a powerful shearing strain
between the two, so that they will separate

at the expense of the weaker mass. Specifica-

tions should not call for more than Jin.
thickness, nor allow a niaxinuiin of more than
I in. .\ top coal of .Uii. thickness on side-

walks subject to the heaviest trallio will

last more than twenty-five years. The top
coat should not be made to correct irregu-

larities of the surface on which it is placed.
Those who lay the so-called sanitary or
magnesian cement floors will not undertake
to, lay a greater thickness than ^in. to Jin.

thickness, because this material expands still

more than any Portland cement concrete.
Because Portland cenient topping demon-
strates this fact less clearly, it is generally
applied in thicknesses up to IJin. to 2in.

The reinforced concrete contractor can, if he
will, obtain a levelness that will require no
extravagant thickness of topping. He can
also construct this floor so that there will

b'^ no laitance on it. This laitaiice is a soft,

chalk-like mass that has not sufficeiiit

strength to hold to the topping, or even to

hold to the concrete bencatli. itself.

MECHANICAL PLANT FOPv HANDLING
CONCRETE.*

By W. P. ANDliKSON.t

There are two classes of equipment which

can be used in a mechanical plant for handling

concrete. One class—that which is standard,

and which can be used on nearly every job

—

consists of mixers, hoists, charging and
placing barrows, and similar equipment. For
this class of equipment the contractor need

never hesitate to buy the best in the market,

as it can be used over and over again, and is

always a good asset. The second class covers

that which can only be used in special cases,

such as unloading devices, industrial track

and cars, cableways, and other special

machinery. The contractor should be very

careful before investing in the latter form of

equipment, as in many cases, unless the

character of work which he is doing is such

that this special equipment can be used on

succeeding jobs, its cost will more than make
up for the saving in labour gained by its

use. This is particularly the ease in reference

to large elevated hoppers for lioUling the

concrete aggregate, as the salvage from these

hoppers at the end of the job is small com-

pared to their total cost, and unless the job

is a very large one the saving in labour does

not eqiial the expense of installing the

hoppers and the necessary extra equipment

needed when they are used.

METHOD GliXER.VLLY FOLLOWED.

Acommon method of handling concrete on

a building is as follows :—The material comes

to the building either by waggon or on cars.

The cement is stored in a shed built for that

purpose, and the sand and stone are unloaded

directly on the ground as near to the mixer

as possible. It the building has a cellar

below the level on which the material is

stored, the mixer is placed in this cellar, and

a charging hopper is placed above the mixer

with a platform around its top, on or slightly

below the level of the ground, where the

material is stored. The aggregate will be

taken from the storage pile by buggies to the

charging hopper, and after the concrete is

mixed it will be hoisted and dumped into a

distributing hopper, above the floor being

concreted, from which point it will be taken

by buggies or chutes to the place where it

is to be used. Conditions arise at times when

certain modifications of this .scheme can be

used to advantage. There is a tendency

sometimes, however, to put in too much
equipment, and the contractor will find that

the saving in labour does not equal the cost

of special equipment. The contractor must

also take into consideration that in putting

in elaborate equipment he is put to this

expense at the start of the job, while the

labour cost which it replaced is distributed

over the entire length of the job, and

therefore it requires more money to carry

on a job with elaborate equipment. .

• Paper presented at the Eleventh Anuunl Conventioa

of the American Concrete Institute.

t President Ferro-Concrete Construction Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

C.MtS TO JlIXEIt.S DIItlX'T.

Where material is delivered to the site of

a building by rail and the mixing plant can be
conveniently located near the switch, it will

often be finind a great advantage on a job to

handle the aggregate directly from the cars to

the mixers without storage. Where this is

done it is well to store some of the aggregate
for emergencies. A convenient arrangement
of the plant for this purpose is to build bins

along the nnloailing switch. These bins need
consist of only one partition about 2ft. away
from the edge of the car, with the top of the

partition brought up to the height of the floor

of a freight car. A division partition in the

opposite direction should run out about 10ft.,

to separate the fine and the coarse aggregate.

.4 platform about 6ft. wide should be built

at the top of the bin, the planks on the

platform not being nailed, so that when
desired to unload directly into the bins it

can be done by moving the planks over to

the edge of the platform. The' platform
should run, preferably, with a downward
grade, to the mixing plant. When this

arrangement is followed it is difficult to avoid
having some demurrage on cars; but it saves

rehandling of material, and in a number of

cases this saving is greater than the extra

charge incurred for demurrage. On a very

large job it may pay to build two overhead
charging-hoppcrs, one for sand and one for

stone, and have these so located thai the

material can be dumped by gravity directly

into the mixing-hopper. 'The mixing-hopper
can bo so constructed that it will have
sufficient sand for a charge when it is filled

to a certain height. Then the stone can be
added to another height, and after the cement
is added the charge will be ready for the

mixer, dnto which it will be dumped by
gravity. Where this arrangjiuent is used, a

derrick may be placed in such a manner that

material can be unloaded directly from
ears to the storage-hoppers by clam-shell or

similar equipment, which can also be used for

unloading into a storage-pile on the ground,
as it would be inadvisable to build the

storage-hoppers sufficiently large to provide

for all the material re(|uired. As a general

thing, liowei.er, it wcnihl be possible to locate

the unloading derrick in such a position that

material could bo taken direct from the cars

to the storage-hopper, from the ears to the

storage-pile, or from the storage-pile to the

storage-hopper. In either of the above plans

the object is to handle as much material a.s

possible directly from cars to storage-hopper

or mixer without a double handling. In

unloading material from cars where the above

arrangement is not practicable, it is some-

times found advantageous to have a hopper
which can be fastened to the side of a car, so

that material can be shovelled from the car

directly into the hopper. The advantage of

this is that no time is lost in shovelling from
the car, and also that more trips can be made
in hauling material from the car, as there

is no long wait during loading. In our work
we have found that where a level run can be

used, a two-wheel buggy, holding 4eii.ft., is

the most convenient form of equipment for

getting the aggregate from the storage piles

to the mixing plant. Where wheeling is bad,

an end-dumping 3 cubic foot wheelbarrow-

can be used to better advantage. These bar-

rows are used as a gauge for measuring

material. In some cases, however, where
material comes in by rail and the switch is

over 200ft. from the" mixing plant, it will be

found advantageous to transport the aggre-

gate from the switch to the mixer by indus-

trial tracks and small side-dumping cars.

Where conditions are such that the mixer

cannot be placed low enough to have the cars

dumped directly into the hopper above the

miser, without elevation, ears can be brought

up an incline to the desired point and thus

dumped directly into the charging hopper.

Where this is done, the cars can be hauled

up this track by th? same engine which oper-

ates the mixer, and the rest of the track can

be graded so that the cars operate by gravity.

On one job in the writer's experience, where

double tracks were run into the building

after it was completed, it was found practi-

cal to place the mixer at the end of these

tracks. As soon as the concrete had been
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finished to tlie poijit wliore tlie tracUs uero
to go, tlie latter were put in place and cars

were backed up within 10ft. of the mixer. A
small Gin. I-beam track was placed abovo the

centre line of each car. Tliis track ran to a

point above the charging hopper, which
emptied directly into the mixer. A scraper,

similar to an ordinary dirt scraper, was used
for conveying the material from the car to

the charging hopper. A steel cable was
attached to this scraper and passed over an
Sin. sheave, attached to an overhead traveller

which ran on the I-beam track, and was at-

tached to an extra drum on the hoisting

engine. The traveller was about ]8in. long,

and e.'stendcd about 4ft. below the track. On
this lower portion was a catch to hold the

scraper when the traveller was in motion.
A lever released this catch, allowing the

scraper to drop and at the same time lock

the traveller to prevent it from sliding back
towards the mixer. The locking device was
not sufficient to prevent this from sliding

entirely, and a rope was used to hold the

traveller in position while loading the

scraper. The I-bcam tracks were long

enough to unload two cars on each track

without switching, and as we were able to

have cars switched morning and noon we
could unload eight cars of aggregate per day.

On this job there was practically jio room for

storage of aggregate and it was handled
directly from car to mixer. The I-beam
tracks were inclined, so that the empty
scrapers returned to the car by gravity.

LOCATION OF MIXING PLANT.

The location of the mixing plant on any
job is determined by two factors: first,

depending on the ease of getting the materials

of which the concrete is composed delivered

near the plant; second, ilie position of the

plant relative to distributing the concrete to

all parts of the work with as little labour as

possible. A mechanical mixer is most com-
monly used for reinforced concrete work.
We find what is known as a 4-bag mixer the
most convenient size for general work.
It is ofteij necessary to place some of the

concrete footings before the mixing plant can
lie permanently located for the building con-

struction. In a number of cases it will be
found as cheap to do this preliminary con-
crete work by hand as in any otiier manner.
I'herefore, when the mixer is fiiialiv set up
It is generally in a periiuinent position for

mixing the concrete for the job in question.
In nearly all cases it will pay to arrange the
mixing plant so that the cement and aggre-
gate can he dumped into a charging hopper,
which allows a complete charge to be dumped
into the mixer at one time. This saves time,
as while the mixer is mixing one f.-harge

another charge can be prepared. In laying
out this plant it is much the best to have
this charging hopper stationary and above
the mixer, so that the charge can go directly
into the mixer without being elevated. It

"will often be found cheaper in the end to

dig a hole in which to place a mixer rather
than to use any elevating inachiiiery ; how-
ever, in some cases, where the work is not
extensive enough to warrant this expense,
some form of hopper can be used into wliicli

the material can be dumped, lifted and
dumped into the mixer. Mixers are sold with
attachments of this kind which can bo used
when desired. Another satisfactory arrange
ment of plant, where the mixer cannot he
charged by gravity without elevating the
aggregate, is to have a bucket lioist adjacent
and similar to the concrete hoist. The
charge is dumped dry into this bucket,
elevated and dumped into a stationarv
charging hopper, and from there goes bv
gravity to the mixer. This method has the
advantage of having two charges readv
ahead of the mixer. The same engineer ana
engine on the regular hoist can bo used here.
The hoist we have adopted for our work on
ordinary buildings is a bucket hoist with a
frame tower, with lumber cut to standard
sizes, so that it can lie used on any job.
The concrete dumps directly from the mixe;
into the bucket and is lifted and dumped into
the distributing liopper. This hopper is

raised to the desired height on the tower bv
a block and fall. We usually take concrete

from this hopper either by t\\o-\vlieel Iniggies

containing about Gcu.ft., or by concrete
chutes. The runaways for these buggies are

formed by 2 by lii planks raised on small
trestles about 1ft. high, which keep the run-

away above the steel reinforcement. The
hopper is kept at sufficient height so that

the buggies can get underneath the chute at

its lower end. Where the building covers a

good deal of ground, it is often tound con-

venient to chute the concrete from the main
hoist to various portions of the work, and iii

some cases to re-elevate and re-chute. The
angles of the chutes depend somewhat on the

character of the concrete and of the aggre-

gate of which it is composed. We have
found that a convenient slope is Ift. vertical

to 4ft. horizontal. Where wire ropes are

used to suspend the cable, the ropes should
be drawn as taut as possible, so that the in-

clination of the slope of the chutes will not
vary when the concrete starts to flow

through them. A convenient way of drawing
this rope taut is to stretch the rope as

tightly as convenient, and then attach

another rope to it and pull down on the
other rope. Another convenient method of

handling chutes is to have a boom attached
to the concrete hoist. We have found a con-

venient arrangement for this is to have
chutes about 34ft. long, one end of the chute
being attached to the bottom of the hopper
at the top of the hoist, with gate to allow
concrete to run into the chute as desired.

The other end of the chute is held by a

line attached to the boom above that end of

the chute, the boom being a split-booni so

designed as to allow the chute to pass
through it. Another chute of the same
length can be attached to the lower end of

the first chute, and concrete from the first

chute dumped into the second, the lower end
of the second chute being hold abovo the

Moor on which concrete work is being done
by a light A-frame made of wood. 'I'lic boom
should extend 10 or 12ft. beyond the point
where the first chute is att:ichcd. and a block
and fall run from the end of the boom to a

point on the second chute fift. or Oft. from
its lower end. Then, when it is desired to

move the second chute, this end can be
raised by the block and fall and swung to a

new position. It will be found that this will

hardly answer for the purpose of holding the
chute when concreting, so that the A-frame
under the lower end will be necessary, and
the block and fall is only used for the pur-
pose of changing the position of the chute.
A small chute 10 or 12ft. long, moved by
haiul, can distribute the concrete from the
end of the second chute. Of course, in

chuting in this manner, the distance the con-
crete can be taken is limited, but we have
found it a very satisfactory method where the
distances are not too great. Very often it is

found advisable to chute the concrete to cer-

tain points on a job and wdicol from these
points to the position where the concrete is

used. Another method of handling concrete
on buildings is the use of large derricks and
bottom-dumping buckets. We tried this
method on several jobs, using two 80ft. boom
derricks, which were placed on wooden
towers adjacent to the buildings, the towers
being high enough to allow tlie boom to
clear the roof, so that the derricks were not
moved after being placed until the job was
completed. The buckets were large enough
to receive one charge direct from the mixer,
and the concrete was dumped, in most cases,
directly on the forms where used ; otherwise,
where the derrick would not reach, the con-
crete was dumped into a hopper and from
there wheeled to place. These booms could
also be used for hoisting form work, steel,

and other building material. The disadvan-
tage of this form of plant is that its use is

limited, because it requires room for placing
and operating the derrick, which is not
always available; also, in congested districts,

it is often impossible to guy tlic derrick, Tlie
cost of placing and removing the derrick is

so great that it can only be used economic-
ally on large jobs. Therefore, as the first

cost of this form of equipment is rather
great, and its use is restricted, it is not re-

commended for general use.

THE STABILITY OF QUAY WALLS OX
EARTH FOUNDATIONS.*

In spite of the large amount of experience

which lias been gained in the construction

of quay walls, it is still one of the most diffi-

cult problems in engineering to design a wall

on an earth foundation with eoufidenee that

it will be stable when completed. A ware-

house or a bridge can now be designed not

only with the assurance that it will bear its

load, but also with a knowledge of its factor

of safety sufficiently accurate to satisfy the

designer that material has not been wasted.

But the same can certainly not bo said of

a retaining wall on a soft bottom—at all

events, not of a wall, say, 40ft. to 80ft. high,

such as is commonly needed to sustain the

quays of a modern dock. Even if the designer

of such a wall is assured that it will stand, he

cannot with any confidence tell you what
factor of safety it possesses. The cause of

his uncertainty is, of course, the difficulty of

ascertaining the actual lateral pressure im-

posed by an earth backing, and the actual

resistance offered by an earth foundation.

His difficulties are thus different from those

of the engineer who has to design large

masonry dams. The latter structures are

invariably placed on a foundation of solid

rock, and the designer's chief care is that the

stresses in the masonry of which the dam is

composed shall not exceed a safe limit. The
dock engineer, on the other hand, has to be

anxious that his wall shall not move as a

whole on the comparatively soft material on

which such structures have in general to

be placed. The object of this paper is to

consider the uncertainties and difficulties

which the designer of a quay wall has to face,

and, if possible, to ascertain how far calcula-

tions can assist him, and how far he must

trust to judgment based on experience. It is

also intended to urge upon this institute the

importance of collecting information upon

this subject, in the hopes that by degrees

these difficulties and uncertainties may be

cleared away. A retaining wall may fail as

a whole ii'i two ways: (1) By sliding

forward on its base, and (2) by over-

turning. It may be said at once

that as regards quay walls, at least,

the former mode of failure (by sliding for-

ward) is by far the more common. The

conditions of stability in a "gravity" wall

may be summarised thus. The forces tend-

ing to thrust the wall outwards (generally

the lateral pressure of the earth backing)

must be at least equalled by the forces tend-

ing to restrain it or thrust it inwards. The

latter forces are generally the pressure of the

water under it. in front of it, the resistance

of the earth in front of its toe, and the

horizontal resistance to shear (or the friction)

at the base of the wall. If these horizontal

forces balance, the wall cannot slide forward.

The resultant of the outward forces, however,

is almost always at a higher level than the

resultant of the' inward forces. Thus a couple

is formed tending to overturn the wall about

its toe. This couple induces a counter-couple

tending to keep it upright. The forces form-

ing this counter-couple consist, on the one

hand, of the weight of the wall acting

vertically dowmwards, together with the

weight of anv earth or water which may

lie above the base of the wall, and, on the

other hand, the upward resistance of the

earth under that base. If the upward resist-

ance of the earth beneath the wall is capable

of forming with the downward weights a

couple at least equal to the overturning

couple, the wall cannot overturn. In order

that the earth beneath the wall shall be

capable of forming this righting couple, two

things are necessary. It is obvious that the

centre of the earth's resistance must be

forward of the centre of gravity of the wall

and of other loads on the base, and generally

it is forward also of the mid-point of the base

of the wall. Consequently the intensity of
j

upward resistance is generally greatest at the
,

toe and least at the heel. To preserve

stability the resistance at the toe must not

be greater than the maximum which the earth

•-Abstract of a uaper by Mr. F. E, W'f.stivoiiiii

Shkilds, M.Inst.C.E., read at the last meeting oftbe

Concrete Institute.
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is capable of offering, and that at the heel

must not be less than the pressure induced by

the tendency of the earth to rise at this point.

Calculations for the stability of quay walls

cannot in our present state be always relied

upon, and failures on the one hand, and
wast« of material on the other, are liable to

occur e\en to the most careful and
experienced designer. 'I'lns, however, is not

saying that such calculations should be

entirely ignored. Oti the contrary, they are

most useful in suggesting means for increas-

ing in the most economical manner the

stability of designs which are known or

suspected to be weak. The author then dealt

with some devices which have been used for

increasing the stability of quay walls

—

namely, (1) Admission of water into dock; (2)

sinking foundations deeper; (3) building

buttress walls in front on main wall; (4)

making wall wider; (5) removing a portion of

the backing
; (6) improving backing

; (7)

sloping base of wall
; (8) driving piles under

base; (9) anchor ties; (ItJ) lengthening toe.

fn conclusion, it may be said that, owing to

the difficulty and expense of making experi-

ments on large walls, it is the more important
that caTefnl records should be kept and
published of both successes and failures in

this class of structure. Such records should
include not only dimensions of the wall, and
careful notes as to the nature of the materials
employed, but also the calculations for

stability, with the formulje used, the assump-
tions made for the values of constants in

those formulae, and the reasons for such
assumptions. It is, of course, unlikely that
it will ever be possible to design large quay
walls purely from rules and without some
measure of judgment ; but if a body of

information, as suggested above, could be
collected and analysed, it would help and
clear away some of the "uncertainties which
now beset that interesting though trouble-
some problem—viz., the most economical
design of high quay walls on earth founda-
tions.

CORROSION OF IRON AND STEEL
WATER MAINS.

A paper on this subject was read by Mr.
W. J. E. Binnie at a meeting of the Institu-
tion of Sanitary Engineers at Caxton Hall.
Westminster, on April 14.

The author saia internal corrosion and
incrustation of tlie pipes caused a material
reduction in their carrying capacity,
especially with the soft moorland water of
the northern counties. This had to be
allowed for by de.»igning the pipes of such
diameter that they shall still bo able to pass
the required quantity of water, even after
incrustation has taken place. Although
incrustation could be removed by mechanical
means, the protective coating could not be
restored, and once scraped, the pipe
deteriorated rapidly, required frequent
rescraping, and presented fresh surface for
attack, with ultimate reduction in the
strength of the pipe. The economic bearing
of corrosion was even more important in the
ease of steel than of iron. as. owing to the
smaller thickness of the pipes, the loss by
corrosion represented a much larger per-
centage loss of strength.

It has long been known that, for the
Corrosion of iron, water and oxygen are re-
quired, and, according to the older chemical
theory, the presence of ati acid is also neces-
sary. This is usnallv found in the carbon
dioxide present in the air and water.
-According to this theory, this carbon dioxide
Icombmes with the iron to form soluble
lerrous carbonate or ferrous hvdrogen car-
Ibonate. The o.xygen of the dissolved air
lien converts the soluble iron salt into ferric
i.ulroxide, which is deposited as rust and
iberates carbon dioxide, which is free again
0 attack the iron ; and so the process is
epeated until protection may be found by
"e depositon of rust on the iron. It appearedrem later experimeiits that acid was not
lecessary if dissolved oxygen were present in
ne water, and an electrolytic theory was
lut forward. According to" this, the "water
ontains free positively charged hydrogen

i

ions. The hydrogen ions tend to combine
with the dissolved oxygen, but cannot do so
until they obtain a negative charge. This
they obtain from the iron which is changed
into the ionic state, combining with the
hydroxy 1 ions to form ferric hydroxide or
rust. According to some experimental
evidence, however, corrosion does not take
place when all traces of CO- are remo\ed,
even if dissolved oxygen be present. The
matter is a controversial one, but the author
daclared that the balance of opinion was in

favour of the electrolytic theory. A biological

theory has also been put forward, attributing
corrosion to the action of organisms; but, as

corrosion takes place under conditions that

inhibit life, this explanation is improbable;
although it is possible that the acid secretions
of organisms in the water may accelerate

corrosion in some cases.

Internal corrosion of water mains is accom-
panied by the deposition of incrustations of a

limpet-like form, the upstream face of the

limpet being steeper than the downstream
face. They rarely form to a greater height
than IJin. in lai-ge mains. They are hard with-
out and soft within, and are composed of

concentric layers of ferric oxide, the outer
layers being sometimes black magnetic
oxide. The iron below the limpets is

invariably pitted by corrosion. Whether the
electrolytic or the acid theory be correct, the

presence of dissolved oxygen in the water is

essential before corrosion takes place. The
question naturally presents itself whether
comparative immunity from attacks could be
brought about by the partial removal of the
dissolved oxygen from the water. In the case

of a 3y0-mile 30in. main between Jlundaring
and Kalgoorlie, Western Australia, such a

course was suggested on the occurrence of

severe corrosion, but was not put into

practice. The idea was to remove the air by
spraying in a vacuum.
As might be expected, the corrosion

increases with the rapidity of flow of the
water; but there appears to be a critical

velocity abo\e which the corrosion ceases to

rise, and even diminishes again. Sewage con-

tamination appears to use up the free oxygen,
and, provided there is no deleterious acid

present, such water does not corrode the

pipes to any great extent. Grease also acts

as a protective. Hard waters, such as

London water, are only slightly corrosive.

The addition of alkaline solutions greatly

diminishes corrosion. External corrosion of

pipes is much increased by the presence of

sea-water, and contact with ashes and cinders

has a deleterious effect, probably due to

galvanic action. It is generally agreed that

cast iron resists corrosion better than steel,

and that this is largely due to the siliceous

foundry skin affording a certain measure of

protection.

Experiments show that, speaking generally,

the harder the st«el the less liable it is to

corrode. Hard steel, however, caiinnt be

used for welded pipes. Small percentages of

chromium and copper are of value in

reducing corrosion ; but it is important to

specify a low manganese content, as man-
ganese generally , indicates the presence of

manganese sulphide, which increases the

liability to corrosion. Nickel is a valuable

adjunct in reducing corrosion, hut is only

really effective in large quantities, which

renders the steel unsuitable for pipes. I'ro

vided that phosphorus is limited to 1 per

cent., its presence is rather beneficial than

otherwise. Silicon has a marked preventive

action ; if there be 20 per cent, present, the

product is practically incorrodible, whilst 3

per cent, has a marked beneficial effect. Un-
fortunately, such high percentages render

the inetaJ'nnsnitable for pipes, owing to its

excessive hardness and brittleness. The
presence of sulphur is always objectionnble,

as it not only tends to set up galvanic action,

but forms sulphuric acid in additiou. Steel

which has been subjected to stress is more
liable to corrode than unstressed metal. It

is, therefore, important to remove the

internal stress by annealing.

In the early days of electric traction con-

siderable damage was brought about by

stray currents; but recent Board of Trade

regulations afford quite sufficient protection

to water-mains, provided they be kept nt

least 2ft. clear of the rails, and that the

ground be not impregnated with salt water,

in which case it is well to surround the pipes

with lime concrete as an additional protec-

tion beyond the usual coating mixtures.

Abroad, it is well to give the rails a wide
berth, unless the regulations afford protec-

tion equivalent to that given by Uie Board
of Trade.
For ordinary cases, it has been found that

a coating of Dr. Angus Smith's solution is

a fairly efficient protection against corrosion.

The mixture used nowadays consists essen-

tially of coal-tar and pitch-oil in the pro-

portion of 2 to I by bulk, and the pipes are

dipped in this at nearly boiling temperature
after all rust aud scale have been removed.
There is a possibility that pinhole penetra-
tions caused by air bubbles will impair the
coating, and a second dipping is advisable.

In the ease of an important pipe line at

Birkenhead an entire recoating of the inside

of the pipes with Siderosthen, an oil-tar

mixtAU'e, is specified. For outside protection
a wrapping of hessian saturated witli bitumen
is usual. The wrapping on the joints and
ou places where the hessian has been
damaged in transit has to be doue in the
field.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At its meeting on Tuesday the London

County Council was recommended by the
Local Government Committee to extend for

another five years the agreement between the
Council and the London Survey Committee
for co-operation in carrying on the survey for
the memorials of Greater London. Three
volumes have been published, and a fourth
is nearing completion. The Council bears
the cost of the volumes and takes ihe
proceeds of the sales.

The Public Control Committee reported
with regard to the proposal to remove Coveut
Garden Market to a site adjacent to railways,
so that the streets should be relieved of the
inconvenience of market carts, and time
saved in the handling of goods. The com-
mittee have agreed that the present is not an
opportune time for dealing with the various
considerations involved. The matter will

receive attention when circumstances are
more favourable.

It was stated that two large vases of green
malachite recently bequeathed to the
Council have been placed in Committee-room
No. -3 at the County Hall, and a brass plate
has been placed upon one of the pedestals
recording the fact that the vases were pre-
sented to Sir John Framptoii by the Czar
Alexander II. in 1861, and were left to the
Council by Sir John's nephew. Mr. Henry
Lorenzo Jephson, who was a member of the
Council from March, 1901, until his death
on January 31, 1914. Among recent loans to

the Geffrye Museum, at Shoredith. the most
important are an old oak staircase from the
palace at Llandaff. lent by the Bishop of

Llandaff ; and a collection of pictures and a
selection of old English porcelain, lent by the
Hon. C. T. Fisher.

The Housing Committee reported that on
the first part of section C, White Hart-laiie
estate, Tottenham, 79 cottages, with accom-
modation for C19 persons, have been com-
pleted. Inclusive rents have been fixed for

the new cottages as follows:— Fi\e rooms,
bathroom, and scullery, 12s. to 13s. 6d. a

week; four rooms, bathroom, and scullery,

10s. (id. and lis. a week; three rooms and
scullery, with bath. 8s. 6d. to 9s. 6d. a week.

The Education Committee reported that
the Council on April 22, 1913. approved in

principle an open competition for obtaining
designs for the erection of two public
elementary schools, one of which is to be
erected in Billingsgate-street, Greenwich.
Mr. J. W. Simpson, F.R.I.B.A., was
appointed assessor. The Council on
February 17, 1914, approved certain condi-

tions under which the competition should be
held, and sanctioned expenditure of .€1.000

for preliminary expenses in respect of both
schools. Thirteen designs were submitted
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for erecting the school in Billingsgate-street,

and tlie assessor's award was reported to the

Council on October 20, 1914. The award

was made to design No. 50, of which tlie

authors were JVIessrs. Wright and Chapman,

38, Grainger-street West, Newcastle-on-

Tjue. The plans submitted by the successful

architects have been approved by tlie Board

of Education, who, however, draw attention

to three points in connection therewith— viz.,

(a) the method of calculating the playground

allowance for the junior mixed and infants'

departments; (b) the desirability ot (i.\

reducing the width of the corridors from 9ft.

to 7ft., and (11.) inserting cupboards in the

partition walls under the windows of the

classrooms. The comnuttee stated that they

had referred the question raised by (a) to

their Elementary Education Sub-Conimittee

to deal with. As regards (b) (i.) they had

been in communication with Messrs. \\ right

and Chapman as to reducing the width of the

corridors, and, in view of all the circum-

stances, the Committee have decided to adhere

to the plans as submitted. With reference to

the Board's tliird suggestion, the Committee

propose, with the concurrence of the

successful architects, to adopt the suggebtion,

and also to provide bailt-in cupboards in the

halls, in the recesses of the corridor walls,

instead ot supplying portable cupboards. The

school is in the building programme for com-

pletion by March, 1916, and the Committee

have arranged with Messrs. Wright and

Chapman to submit monthly reports of the

progress of the work.

The Building Act Committee have

appointed a sub-committee, consisting of

three members in addition to ex-olBcio

members, to consider and report upon all

questions relating to means of escape arising

under the London Building Acts (Amend-

ment) Act, 1905, and the Factory and Work-

shop Acts, 1901-1907. On the recommenda-

tion of the committee, it was decided not

to proceed further with the proposal to call

a conference of Metropolitan local authorities

to discuss joint action in town planning.

The Building Act Committee reported that

they had before them a proposal submitted liy

one of the principal architects to H.M. Com-

missioners of Works for laying out an estate

in Woolwich, and for the erection thereon

of a large number of houses for the accom-

modation of workmen employed at Woolwich

Arsenal. The work is being executed under

the powers conferred upon the Commissioners

by the Housing Act, 1914. The Committee

had made several suggestions for alterations

in the scheme, and understood that the sug-

gestions will be adopted. They were, how-

ever, informed that the Commissioners hold

the opinion that the London Building Acts

do not apply to schemes carried out by the

Commissioners in London under the Housing

Act, 1914. "In view of the special eircnni-

stances which made the execution of the

scheme a matter of extreme urgency, we have

refrained from raising the question of the

extent to which the London Building Acts

apply to tliis particular scheme ; but we have

caused a letter to be sent to the Com-
missioners' informing them that the Council

cannot accept the view that the Building Acts

do not apply to such schemes, and that the

action taken in this particular instance must

not be construed as in any way prejudicing

the Council with regard to the point should

it hereafter be thought fit to raise it in rela-

tion to any similar scheme which may be put

forward in future."

The same committee reported that the dis

trict surveyorships for Greenwich and Wool-

wich, which became vacant on the 8th inst. by

the retirement of Mr. Alfred Conder, had been

divided into two districts, the dividing line

being the borough boundary. In the mean-

time, until the appointment of the two new
district surveyors, Mr. Conder will hold

interim office over the original area.

The Home Secretary has allowed, as from

March 25 last, the by-laws made by the

Council on November 3. 1914. under section

2 (1) of the Advertisements Regulation Act,

1907, for the regulation and cnitrol of hoard-

ings and similar structures used for the

purpose of advertisements when they exceed

12ft. in hei^'lit. The by-laws apply to tin-

whole of the county, excluding ihe City of

London, and will be administered by the

borough councils.

Under the Mall improvement scheme, the

Council has, it was announced, now settled

with the Phoenix Assurance Company for the

payment of £70,000 for the freehold interest

with possession of No. 57, Charing Cross, and

No. 15, Spring Gardens.

BUILDERS' CLERKS' BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

The thirty-seventh annual dinner of the

Builders' Clerks' Benevolent Institution was

held in the King's Hall, Holborn Restaurant,

on Tuesday evening. About three hundred

members and guests were present. The chair

was occupied by Mr. F. Higgs (of Messrs. F.

and H. V. Higgs, Loughborough Junction),

supported by Mr. Edwin Brooks (treasurer)

and Messrs. B. C. Aldous, J. B. Attfield,

S. C. Baker, Dudley Bartlett, C. E. Blom-

field, A. C. Ellis, N. W. Gorringe, O. J.

Healing. H. F. Higgs, E. J. Hill, C. H.

Mabev, D. Middlemiss, Octavius Newling,

G. H. Parker, Alan Paull, J. P., F.S.I.

,

Alexander Ritchie, J. P., E. H. Selby, E. J.

Strange, Godfrey Sykes, C. Harrison

Townsend, F.R.I.B.A., E. A. Ullman, A. G.

White, T. L. Wilson, John Austin (secre-

tary), etc.

The usual loyal toasts were given from the

chair, with a difference, the third one taking

the form of "His Britannic Majesty's Forces

and Allies," and being drunk first in silence,

in memory of the fallen brave, and then with

cheers for the gallant men who are still

defending our hearths and homes. The toast

of the evening, "Success and continued pro-

sperity to the Builders' Clerks' Benevolent

Institution," was given by the President,

who remarked that the institution, which was
founded in 1866, now some forty years ago,

was established for the benofit of the

builders' clerks of the Metropolitan area.

They were a worthy, industrious, and
courteous body of men, who rendered the

builder great assistance in his work. When
the Legislature, in its wisdom, now a good

many years ago, established a scheme for

compensating those who met with accidents,

it looked carefully after the workman, but

left the clerk out in the cold. Yet the clerk

was expected to keep up a greater appear-

ance of respectability than the working man,
while the exigencies of business did not

permit the master builder to pay him a

princely salary: a wage of £4 to £5 placed

the clerk at the top of his class, and the

average was nearer, he feared, 30s. a week,

which with present prices did not allow liim

to save much towards retirement or to pro-

vide for his family at his death. The institu-

tion had a respectable membership, but hardly

what might be termed a respectable income.

Pious founders of the past had given or

bequeathed sums which had been invested

and now brought in about £172 a year, and
subscribers aided with another £170 a year

;

about £725 per annum was paid out in

pensions to clerks and their widows, admini-

stration cost the modest sum of £100 a year,

so that about £480 had to be raised by that

evening's dinner. Their scale of pension was

a modest one—only £2 a month—and yet the

committee had not been able to see their way
to augment the amount or to increase the

number of pensioners. The President closed

with a stirring appeal to all to double their

customary subscription or the donation they

had proposed to give. Mr. W. F. Wallis

gave, in humorous terms, the health of "The
Architects and Surveyors," which was felici-

tously acknowledged by Mr. C. Harrison

Townsend and Mr. Alan Paull. "The
Builders and Builders' Merchants" was pro-

posed by Mr. Godfrey Sykes, lion, solicitor to

the institution. The toast was responded to

by Mr. E. J. Strange, the newly-elected

President of the Institute of Builders, who
pleaded strongly the claims of the institute

on all those for whom he replied, and, in an

amusing and anecdotal speech by Mr.

Alexander Ritchie. The closing toast was " The
health of the President," given by Mr. C. H.
Parker, immediate past - president, and
received with musical honours. The Presi-

dent, in his reply, announced that he had

received £244 in response to his appeal,

which, on receipt of another £10, he should

be glad to make up to the amount obtained

last year—namely, £304.^
MUSEUMS OF ART AND THEIR

HISTORIC VALUE.

Mr. W. W. Watts, F.S.A., of the Victoria

and Albert Museum, South Kensington, gave

a lecture on Txiesday evening, at the

Museum Lecture Theatre, Clifton, Bristol,

on " The Historic Value of a Museum of Art."

Mr. Watts said he found that many people

visited museums in a casual, aimless way, and

the objects amongst which they wandered had

no living interest for them. Some years ago,

anything artistic which came down to them

from centuries gone by. were designated by

the unhappy word curio, and it seemed that

some people, in going to a museum, thought

they were going to see " curiosities."

The reason why those people did not

appreciate museums was that their imagina-

tion required stimulating, and that they

lacked a greater spirit of inquiry. Behind

the objects seen lay an endless wealth of

historical interest and information. The

objects reflected the spirit ot the age which

produced them, and were silent witnesses of

the influences of their own day. Therefore,

in visiting a museum ot art, they should try

to read what lay behind the productions they

saw. Every change ot form had somethhig to

tell them of some corresponding change in the

history of the country at that particular

time.
, , , . ,

First, Mr. Watts reminded his hearers

of the' witness which tlie objects in the

museums bore to the artistic history of this

countrv, and to our English ability and skill;

and secondly, he asked them to think ot the

witness the objects bore to the life, manners

and customs ot the times which produced

them. It was a common charge against us

in this country that we are an inartistic race,

and we possess so much modesty that we had

come to believe we are an inartistic people ;

but we had produced a long list of splendid

craftsmen for tho last thousand years, and

our designers were considered the best ni

the world.
,

With the aid of lantern slides, examples ot

Koldsmiths' work, embroidery, ironwork.

Furniture, stained glass, and bookbinding

produced in this country from very early

times were shown, Mr. Vi^itts referring in a

fascinating manner to historical events and

customs associated with the making or use

of the various objects. Incidentally he alluded

to some fine examples of ironwork to bv

found in Bristol churches, and congratulated

the Bristol Museum upon possessing examples

of ironwork and oak panelling which would

form the nucleus ot an interesting section oi

the exhibits.
. — *»*

The Local Government Board have sanctioned

a loan of £12,500 to the corporation "f l^arro*-

in-Furness for the extension of their electncit)

works.

At Calcutta a large block of l^"si"«V^r^f '''I

has just been erected at the corner
of

d'^*
^J^"^

Olive Ghat streets from plans by Mr. \ nicent

Esch, ot that city.

It was reported to the Maidstone Rur»l

District Council at their last mf^ting that Bo^

Bridge which is being reconstructed, w"' ";

comple'ted m June. Ur. Halls is the engineer

and the Enderby Contracting Co. are tne

builders.

Mr H A. Bayfield has been appointed by tw

Dominfon GovLnment of Canada princ^P

assistant engineer at Fort Nelson, the te «nmK

of the Hudson Bay Railway^ Mr. B^yfi^'^
,^^,

formerly superintendent of Government dredger

in British Columbia.

The Local Government Board 1>^;^.
fi;';

authority for the preparation o nm« f^''
,,

town-planning schemes under the "9"/'°=
„,,

Town Planning Act, IMf The schemes »r

authorised to be prepared by the corporal o"
>

of Newport (Mon.), Southend-on-Se.-v \\ aUasey

and York; the urban f'5'"<^t
councils

Beckenham, Hendon, Heston and Isle«o»

and Ruislip-Northwood; and the rural distnc

ot Honiton.
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The Counicil of the Royal Institute of

British Architects have received a report

from the Official Architecture Comuiittee,

which was appointed in 1912, to consider and

report upon th« whole subject of ofEcial

architecture. In the opinion of the Council

the report is of such a controversial nature

that the present is not a suitable time for its

discussion, and the Council liave accordingly

decided to defer its consideration for six

months. A similar decision has been arrived

at in connection with other controversial

matters which are being dealt with by the

council. This is beyond doubt a wise course.

The present is no time for the ventilation of

grievances. The ob\ious duty of the moment
is so manifest, and the call thereto has been

so well responded to by architects, official

and unofficial, that it would be almost an

impertinence to discuss their differences in

their absence.

The demands of the trades connected with

the building trades of London matured
yesterday week at a conference of tlieir repre-

sentatives w-ith the London Master Builders'

As-soeiation, when a request for an advance
of 2d. per hour for all trades was put
forward. After discussion, the London
Master Builders 'Association Council decided
that they could not agree to any further

increase in the rate of wages, but were
willing to recommend" the extending of the

ordinary working hours, such extension not
to exceed two hours per day first five days
of the week until September 30. In a state-

ment since issued, the London Master
Builders' Association say :

" Under this pro-

posal the employer would only benefit to the
extent of being able to make a little more
progress. It would not bring him any profit
(if he paid any overtime rates it v\ould only
increase his loss) ; the workmen would draw
increased wages each week, which would, to

a great extent, meet the extra cost of food,
etc., and consequently the only contribution
of the workman towards the national crisis

would be that be should work from five to
ten hours extra per week at full pay. This
did not appear to demand any great sacrifice,

and would to a great extent solve the problem
of the increased cost of living." Tins offer
was refused. Unwisely, we think. There are
many of us working many more hours than
that just now with diminished incomes, and
many more who would only be glad of the
chance to do so. As a temporary expedient
to meet the exigencies of a situation for
which neither men nor masters are
responsible it deserved a more patriotic
response.

Some wholesome truths were spoken by the
managing director of Richardsons, Westgarth,
and Co. on Tuesday, which more of us might
«'ell digest. Mr. Morison said that when
the company was formed the normai profit
on marine engine-building was 15 per cent.
Immediately before the war it had fallen to
a per cent. Profits gradually decreased from
1900, because of the competition of engine
builders on the \orth-east Coast, where the

,

capacity for building engines considerably
I exceeded the capacity for building ships. If

there was a body of commercial lunatics in
this kingdom, it was those associated with
marine engineering. The money thrown
away through mad competition was reaJly
astounding. Not more so, we fear, than in

some of our other industries, with wliicli we

and our readers are more immediately con-

cerned. It is poor " captainship of industry
"

that will do " business as usual " at n loss,

simply to cut other peoples throats, in the

hope of snatching^ contracts, or monopolising

work. We suppose it will last, in marine

engineering, in building, in journalism, and
other callings, till the public grows wise

enough to understand that it is almost

invariably defrauded by false pretences of

cheapness wliich arc incompatible with

honesty and good work, and as such deserve

the reprobation of all decent peopJe.

A Winnipeg telegram says that the Royal
Commission appointed to investigate the

charges made by the Opposition in connec-

tion with the contracts for the new buildings

of the Manitoba Parliament, at Winnipeg,
has decided to call and pay the expenses of

Mr. F. W. Simon, F.R.I.B.A., of Liverpool

and East Grinstead, whose plans were
selected by the assessor, Mr. Leonard Stokes,

in the Empire Competition, and were

adopted, but were afterwards modified,

necessitating a greatly increased cost. Mr.
Simon's designs were, it will be remembered,
fully illustrated in our issue of September 22,

1912, when, we published a critical review of

the four premiated schemes.

A leaflet has reached us issued by " The
Industrial Reserve," of 227, Strand, W.C.,
organised to recruit the services of all,

irrespective of station or calling, who arc

able either to help directly in the manufac-

ture of munitions of war, or to take the places

temporarily of enlisted workmen. The
unskilled workers wanted are men able to

do ordinary labourer's work of various kinds,

such as mixing concrete, wheeling barrows,

driving carts, packing munitions, and the

like. Or semi-skilled mechanics possessing

some special mechanical skill or aptitude

—

e.g., model makers, men who have beeji

through the shops in earlier years, and the

best types of skilful amateurs. Skilled

workers of every kind, or efficient substitutes

temporarily for enlisted men in almost every

trade or calling, are es)3ecially needed. The
"Industrial Reservists" will work side by

side, and for the same wages as the regular

workmen ; but it will be a condition of their

enlistment that they are to be withdrawn as

soon as the war is over. Physical ability,

moral strength to carry on, and loyalty to

the Reserve, are the three indispensable

qualifications, and some of our own readers

who can guarantee these, and who at present

are unwillingly idle, should be able to

respond, and thus do good service to the

State, and tide over the bad time not a few

are experiencing.

The German cement industry is feeling the

effects of the war severely. Dividends have

been entirely passed by some concerns,

including the Lottingen Portland Cement

Works of Strassburg, which last year distri-

buted 9 per cent., and which now state that

the works are idle, and that it is doubtful

when it will be possible to resume operations

soon, even on a small scale. The Syndicate's

allotments for the first two months of this

year fell to J per cent., recovered to about

25 per cent, for March, and are expected to

be larger for April. The price was recently

advanced, but old contracts are so much in

arrear, owing to postponed building opera-

lions, that deliveries will continue for some

time at the old comparatively low price,

which was based on big deliveries and much
cheaper raw material. It is said that

demands have been made by some works for

a dissolution of the Syndicate, on the ground

that the deliveries have fallen to much below ../'

the contract minimum basis, which was fixed " '

at 50 per cent, of the output. 'The demands
have been resisted by other works on the plea

of force majeure, and a decision has been

postponed.

Kaemon Takasluma, the man who opened

Vokohama to foreign trade, started modern
industry in Japan, planned the first railway,

established the first large foreign hotel,

organised the first gasworks, opened the first

private school, introduced the modern sewer-

age system, and did a great many other

notable things for the good of his country,

must have been a person of remarkable

character and ability. He died last year.

His method as a contractor is naively

described by the Japan Magazine. In co-

operation with au American architect, Taka-

shiina undertook many buildings. He told

the architect that as the latter had skill but

not capital, he would supply the capital and

they would work together, and they did.

"In the presence of otliers you must always

praise me and I will praise you," said they

to each other; and the plan worked like a

charm. When the mob burned tlie British

Legation in Kanazawa, Takashiuia and his

a^"cliitect friend got the contract for its le-

erection. The American architect drew a

plan tor it, which the British Minister

accepted, and then the architect recom-

mended 'Takashima as the best man to tuild

it. He gave the architect a thousand ryo

,for his trouble, including the plan, and

between them they made a good thing out of

the transaction. 'This contract proved -iLgie-it

advertisement tor the firm, and after that

most foreigners let their contracts to Taka-

shima. His credit was now unlimited, so

that he was in a position to undertake i;iiy

contract, however extensive.

The action of the Manchester City Sur-

veyor in giving a week's notice to leave to

an employee described as a temporary

member of his staff, is to form the subject

of an inquiry at a special meeting of the

Town Hall Committee to be held next week.

The City Surveyor states that in consequence

of the Corporation improvement and town-

planning schemes having been stopped by the

Treasury, there is no work for some of the

outdoor employees of the department, and

that they will have to be discharged. It is

understood that the allegation of the

employee who has been given notice, and

who, it is said, has appealed to the Town Hall

Committee, is that he received notice to leave

because he would not join the Army. 'There

are reports that another employee of the

department has also appealed to the Town
Hall Committee and otlier authorities on

similar grounds. 'The committee on Wednes-

day considered the appeal or appeals and

the general action of the City Surveyor in

recruiting from his department, with the

consent of the Lord Mayor, and decided to

adjourn the matter until next week. The
City Surveyor has taken up a decided

attitude on the subject, and on Wednesday
said that if the men who had been discharged

were reinstated the Corporation would ha\e

to get a new City Surveyor. It was not true,

he added, that men had been discharged for

not enlisting; hut when he made a selection

among them for retention he favoured those

who were physically unfit for military service.
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REVOLVING SHUTTERS, SU01>-
• FRONTS, AND GATES.

Tlie old-established firm of Messrs. S. W.
FraDcis and Co., Ltd., 6i to 70, Gray's Iiiii-

road, W.C;, is so well known to tlie yreat

majority of our readers as the pionet^s and
leadiiig makers of their specialities, that we
need do little more than remind such that

a_ new edition of the Hrm's illustrated cata-

logue is issued embracing the fullest tletails

oF'rolling shutters in steel or woo<l, metal
shop-fronts and name-plates, in brass,

bronze, metal, or niekel silver, spring roller-

blinds for inside or outside use, collapsible

steel gates, wrought-iron grilles, plate-glass

fascias, etc.

Architects and builders—and there still

seem to be a few of both who are not aware
of, or who ignore, the advantages secured by

a proper choice of the various positions in

which revolving shutters and spring sun-

blinds can.be fixed— will find a series of most
useful illustrations on page 4; while the

views of various well-known shops where thej

may be seen in use will enable any to

appreciate the addition which good adjust-

ment, with adequate provision for working,
affords .to a go.od elevation, sometimes marred
by neglect or ignorance of possibilities.

Much the same may be said with regard to

coUapsible and extending gates, all of which
Messrs. Francis and Co. will make faithfully

to the architect's designs, which will as

certainly be facilitated by the examples illus-

trated. Projecting swing-signs are another
speciality of the firm, while for fascias, stall-

plates,' and sash-bars its reputation is unsur-

passed, and is maintained by the promptest
utilisation of new ideas worth adoption, as

the very numerous illustrations bear witness,

and the long and always increasing list of

buildings at Jiome and abroad where its

specialities have been used.*
Premises thirteen stories in height are about

to be erected at the corner of Seventeenth and
Walnut streets, Philadelphia, from plans by
Mr. Frederick W. Webber, architect, of

Morris Building, in that city. The estimated
outlay is 750,000dol.

Acting on the request of the Road Board, the
Somerset County Council have decided not to
carry out any resurfacing improvements at

present, with the exception of the Bath and
Bristol main road in the Keynsham rural

district, which it is proposed to strengthen and
surface with tarmac at a total cost of ^^2,191.

Of this Sinn i-747 will be repaid by the Road
Board.

An improvement of Langholm Parish Church
is at present in progress. The church is in the
Early English style, was built by the Duke of

Buccleuch in 1845 for the parishioners, and
seats over a tiiousand. Its seats, of straight-
backed character, had become old-fashioned,
and the congregation are having them re-

modelled after designs and specifications by Mr.
P. Macgregor Chalmers, architect, Glasgow.
The wood of the old seats is being utilised, as

it is in excellent preservation.

At a special meeting, on Friday, of the cor-

poration of Kidderminster, a letter was received
from the Local Government Board approving
thQ scheme of Messrs. Willeocks and Kaikes,
engineers, for the sewering of the added areas,
and for additions to the works at the sewage-
farm, adding that under ordinary circumstances
tile Board would have sanctioned the necessary
loan of i;31,0U0, but they did not propose to
issue sanction for the loan at present. They
suggested certain detailed alterations in the
scheme. The letter was referred to a joint
committee.

In his annual, address, on Friday, to the
members of the urban district council of Llan-
dudno, the chairman said that several important
public improvements had been necessarily and
wisely deferred till the end of the war; but
during his year of office the council had pur-
chased land for a golf-links, and the first nine
holes of the cou-r.=e had been completed.
Qiieen'sroad. one of the routes out of the town,
had been widened. Sixteen additional work-
men's dwellings were in progress, wTiii-li would
increase the investment of- the council in such
property to .-tlS.OOO. The new road from Llan-
dudno to Colwyn Bay -was being carried out, to
the advantage of both towns, and a further
portion of the improvement scliomo in tlie
Happy Valley had been completed.

UBITUARY.
The death took place on Wednesday week

at West Haddon, Staffs, of Mr. Charles

Mauton, architect, formerly of Chapel Ash,

Wolverhampton. The deceased, who was i14

years of age, carried on practice in the town

from 1848 until a few years ago, when be

retired and removed to West Haddon. For

a long period he was an active member of the

Freemasons' Lodge of Honour, No. 526.

Mr. Henry Montagu Whitehead, Student,

R.I.B.A., and second lieutenant 4th Battalion

East Surrey Regiment, was, we regret to

learn, killed in action on April 14. Mr.

Whitehead, who was 24 years of age, was
the second son of Mr. Henry H. Whitehead,
of Boston-road, Brentford. Having passed

tlu-ough the four-years' course of the A. A.

School of Arcliitecture, he was exempted
from the Intermediate Examination and was
admitted Student R.I.B.A. in December,
1913. He was a pupil, and afterwards

assistant, with Mr. W. A. Forsyth,

F. R.I.B.A., and was subsetjuently in the

office of Mr. W. H. Harrison, F. R.I.B.A.

The death is announced as having taken

place on the 24th inst., at Flowton, Turra-
niurra, Australia, of Mr. Frederick Ecclestoii

Du Faur, President of the National Art
Gallery of New South Wales. He was born

in London in 1832, and educated at Harrow.
He did much in Australia to foster a national

regard for art, and was an early member of

the Council of the New South Wales
Academy of Arts, whicl^- originated the

Nationail Art Gallery in 1874, when Mr. Du
Faur was appointed one of the trustees. He
had been president of the Gallery since 1892.

M. Charles-Rene de Paul de Saint-

Marceaux, the well-known French sculptor,

died suddenly in Paris on Saturday, following

an attack of sejitie influenza. The deceased,
w''o was in his seventieth year, was a native

of Rheims. In 1872 he submitted to the

.Salon a bronze statue of the Abbe Miroy,
who was shot by the Prussians at Rheims
during the Franco-German War. This was
rejected on political grounds, and was later

erected over the abbe's grave. Other well-

known works are the statues in Paris of

Alphonse Daudet and Alexandre Uumas the

younger. His well-placed "Genie gardent le

secret de la Tombe " is in the Pans Luxem-
bourg. Arlequin " has had numberless
admirers since it was exhibited in 1880. The
original plaster model was given by M. de
Saint-Marceaux to the museum of his native

town. Other well-known works by him are

a bronze bust of " Gabriel d'Annuiizio," the

"Image de nos Destinies," and his big monu-
ment, "L'Union Rostate Universelle,"

executed at Berne.
••

A Bill the purpose of which is the preservation
of a uniform skyline in Albany has been intro-

duced in the New York State Legislature. By
its provisions the heights of buildings in certain
districts of the city are limited to 80ft.

Our Boys' Hall, Manor-street, Belfast, has
been reopened after additions carried out from
plans by Mr. R. B. Henry, hon. architect, at

a cost of about i:l,306, the contractor being
Mr. William Dowding, CromweU-road, Belfast.

From lists published by the Royal Institute
of British Architects it appears that the total

number of the men connected with that body
who have up to the present time joined the
military and naval forces for the period of the
war is ; 37 Fellows, 242 Associates, 100 Licen-
tiates, 1 Hon. Associate, and 133 students.

Out of thirty-two applicants, Mr. Richard
Robertson, Kinghorn, has been appointed burgh
surveyor at Tranent, at a salary of i!104, in

place of Mr. William Dunbar, appointed
assistant surveyor at Kilmarnock. Mr. Robert-
son has also been appointed park-keeper at

Tranent, in place of Mr. Richard Scott, resigned.

In order to free the Bagthorpe workliouse
infirmary for use as a military hospital,

Nottinghanv City Council have agreed to receive
the tuberculous patients from the infirmary into
their Bagthorpe isolation hospital. The Ldcal
Government Board liave provisionally approved
of plans for additional open-air wards at the
hospital with accommodation for fifty patients,

1 and have intimated tlieir readiness to entertain
an application for a loan. The cost of the
permanent buildings is estimated at iE4,50O.

IBuiltiing llntelUgnta.—» »

*

ACTON.—Last Saturday the Bishop of

London consecrated the new church of St.

Peter, Acton Green, W. The building is

very plain indeed outside, with a flatly luofed

chapel on the north side, next Southfleld-

road, the nave and choir being of one

height and without any structural division or

arch inside. Ferroconcrete has been freely

used, and the scheme is based in an elemen-

tary way upon the idea of a Romanesque
basilica carried out in stock brickwork, with

two rows of columns enclosing iron

stanchions concreted and cemented into a

circular form of shafts surmounted by

cushion caps painted after the manner of

Byzantine mosaic enricdiments. These piers

support a range of small red brick semi-

circular arches in 4i rings inserted on very

big and deep abaci. The church is described

in the published particulars as being reminis-

cent of the great Theodosian basilica of St.

Paul without the Walls. Everyone in this

new church eaii obtain a free view of the

altar and pulpit ; the former is under a

baldachin, with a pediment in white and gilt,

with very Late Rococo or Baroque enrich-

ments attached and sparingly used. The
effect is very Roman in treatment, and the

same may be said of the Classic altarpiece in

the Lady-chapel, which has a hidden ceiling

yellow light above, giving a dramatic result

familiar in the old Roman Catholic Church

in Moorfields pulled down a few years ago.

There is a narthex, with a gallery over, at the

west end for the choir and organ. Spacious-

ness is the chief characteristic of the build-

ing, which is suited to the neighbourhood,

consisting as it does of small houses and flats

tenanted by working people. The apse has

a domed ceiling coloured blue, with gilded

stars, and carefully planned black-and-

white marble paving to the sanctuary

adds greatly to the dignity of the church.

The altarpiece was formerly in the chapel of

Montague House, and its Renaissance style

befits the set of massive gilt candlesticks

standing close together upon the retable,

behind wdiieh there is a passagew^ay for

access when lighting these tapers. The oak

stalls and sedilia came from the demolished

Grosvenor Chapel, South Audley-street, and

tliey much help to furnish the chancel very

suitably. The font and pulpit at one time

were in All Saints Church, Gordon-square,

the sale of which building helped to supply

the funds for erecting this new church at

Acton, the ample site of which is certainly

worthy of comment, considering that £8,000

only was available for everything. The west

end has a mosaic tympanum over the central

doorway, adding dignity to an otherwise plain

facade." The side aisles are used only as

passageways. To provide the marble paving

deal had to be employed for the woodwork

and doors, the ceilings also being boarded,

and the structure is utilitarian. The contrast

between the surrounding houses and the

church is an advantage, for the severity of the

latter adds some amount of dignity externally,

while inside it is rather impressive. Mr.

William A. Pite, F. R.I.B.A., is Uie architect

chosen in competition.

ROCHDALE.—Two spinning-mills have

just been built end to end on the Castletou

estate, Rochdale, for the Tyre Yarns, Ltd.,

and Fabric Weavers, Ltd. Mr. Sidney Stott

was the architect, and Messrs. R. and T.

Hawarth, of Royds-street, Rochdale, the

builders. Unlike most works of the

class, they are of one story throughout,

except in the general offices block.

The area covered is 26,000 square feet.

Each mill is in four sections, and each section

is complete in itself and can be run

separately. The total capacity when com-

pleted wiU be about 44,000 ring spindles and

about 250 looms. The roofs are covered with

asbestos-cement slates, and the flooring and

walling is of joinfless Sano material, law

in two thicknesses. The cai-pentry and

joinery contract has been executed by Messrs.

Thomas Williamson and Son. of Walpoie-

street, R^ichdale. and the electrical work b\

Mr. G. L. Adams, A.I.E.E., of the same

town.
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CDiir Illustrations.

Lombard Strett

JP .

MARTIX'S BAXK, LOMBARD STREET, E.C.

Mr. Erne.st Newton, A.R.A., P. R. I.E. A., Architect.

j

HOUSES FOR THE STAFF OF H.H. THE
I

MAHARA.JAH HOLKAR OF INDORE,

I

SHIRPUR PALACE, INDIA.

I We reproduce the drawing now in the

Royal Academy of residences designed by

, Messrs^Sir Ernest George and Yeates for yie

aides-de-camp and others of the staff of H.H.
the Maharajah Hollvar, in connection with the

Shirpnr Palace at Indore, by those architects.

The walls are generally of brick or rubble,

with plastered face, the arcades and other

portions l)eing of stone. The floors are of

paving upon brick arches between joists.

The low-pitched roofs, with wide-spreading

eaves are of tiles similar to those of Italy or

Spain. Plans of the three buildings repre-

sented are included in our illustration as

given in the original drawing to explain the

arrangements adopted.

MARTIN'S BANK, LOMBARD STREET.
We give the elevation of this new bank

froiu the original drawing now on view at the

Royal Academy Exhibition, together with a

copy of the ground-plan. The upper floors

are planned as offices and the top floor will

be used as a restaurant. A side separate

entrance, with lifts both for passengers and
service, is arranged, and a porter's box will

serve for the janitor in charge. The
maximum of light is insured with the

addition of a top light in the ceiling of the

great banking hall. 'The directors' room is

placed at the rear. Mr. Ernest Newton,
A.R.A., P.R.I.B.A., is the architect.

CHURCH OF ST. FAITH, EDMONTON,
CANADA,

'This new church is to replace temporary
buildings erected for the mission there.

These drawings of the design, by Sir Thomas
G. .Jackson. Bt.. R.A., are in the Royal
Academy Exhibition this year. The building
consists of a church to seat l.OOO. with a

lower story containing a large hall, class-

rooms, and vestries, and a chapel accessible
from outside independently of the church,
with which, however, it cdmnnuiicates by a

,giiiiijriiii|iii

cet+Ao.

LONCiTNL ^ iSECTION
EASTBURY MANOR HOUSE, BARKING. ESSEX.r- Measured and Drawn by Mr. llnuMiT V, C. ClRTl.s. Architect,
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EA5TBVFy MANOK^HOV^E..
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FIRv^T FLOOR PLAN

I TTo -.r ( E

CXOVND PLAN
Measujffl ami Drawn liy Mr, Hubert V. C. Cttrtis, Architect.

staircase. The walls are intended to be of

cement-concrete, with dressings of red brick,

of the plainest kind, skilled labour being not
easily attainable in the district, and the only
wrought stonework, besides the plain dress-

ings of the interior piers, is in the east

window, and the windows of the small chapel.
The roofs would be of timber covered with
shingles. A tower at the west end stands
detached from the main block, except for
a passage of communication with the base-
ment, as shown by the accompanying plans.

EASTBURY MANOR HOUSE, BARKING,
ESSEX.

This well-known and very fine example of

Early Renaissance architecture is said to

have been built during the reign of Queen
Elizabeth, and its stately mass is seen stand-
ing some distance back from the Old Tilbury-
road, about one mile east of Barking. The
-southern facade faces the Thames, and the
towers command an extensive view over the
marshes. The house was planned and con-
structed apparently in 10ft. to lift. bays.

each comprising a window, with the inter-

mediate breasts of walling supporting the

huge binders, together with the roof-

prineipals immediately over. Externally, the
structure now presents a sadly dilapidated
appearance, and much of the charming
brickwork is in a state of decay. At one time
it was interlaced with a diagonal pattern in

grey headers ; but this work is hardly visible

through the condition into which the

premises have been allowed to fall. The
present tower contains the original winding
staircase, with its steps hewn in the solid

from the tree, and so ingeniously are they
cut, that a continuous soffit is shown beneath
converging to a central post, which extends
to the top of the tower; a handrail cleverly

cut in the brickwork can be seen in the
remains of the other tower. At one time the
gables had pinnacles at the base and apex;
but these have now disappeared. It is unfor-
tunate that so little of the original interior

fittings remain ; in places the oak floorings

have entirely vanished, whilst in others parti-

tions and ceilings were removed bodily.

Some of the walls appear to have been
painted in fresco. There is a fireplace of

interest in the east wing; but the only
panelling is in the room south of the kitchen,
and is of an unpretentious character. To the
east of the house a portion of the garden is

enclosed with a brick wall, having a gateway
exactly opposite to the garden entrance, and
has curious little peep-holes on each side.

These drawings were prepared for the Even-
ing Travelling Studentship, 1911, of the
Architectural Association, and have been
placed at our disposal by the courtesy of Mr.
Herbert V. C. Curtis, who made a monograph
of the building. At an early date we propose
to reproduce some of his excellent sheets of

details of the mansion.

The Darenth Valley Drainage Board, at their
quarterly meeting on Monday, increased the
salary of Mr S. \V. Gibson, their purveyor, hy
«10 a year.

An item of 135,000dol. has been replaced in

the estimates by the Toronto Board of Educa-
tion for the administration building which is to

be erected on College-street, Toronto.

The foundation-stones of the new halls erected

in Parker - street, Whiteinch, N,B,, by the

Salvation .\rmr were laid on Saturday after-

noon. The halls are being built at a cost of

£2,700, and accommodation will be provided for

310 adults and 350 children.

The Bideford Rural District Council has com-
pleted the erection of ten cottages under a

housing scheme. There were many applicants
for the houses; but the highest rent that could

be obtained was 3s. 6<1, per week inclusive—

a

return which is not self-supporting.

At Hamilton, Ontario, the local architects

and engineers have formed a club, with the idea

of erecting quarters in the near future. The
following have been elected to office in the new
club: Mr. E. P. Colman. president: Mr, W.
Stewart, first vice president ; Mr. J. J. McKay,
second vice-president; Mr. E, F, Kelly,

secretary-treasurer; and Mr. Lawrence Munro.
director.

Thp Local Government Board have intimated

their approval of the scheme for sewering the

new areas in the extended borough of Kidfler-

niinster, and for the tiew work on tlie sewage-

farm, which has been the siibject of much
discussion at Kidderminster. Stourport, and

Bewilley. The approval is subject to certain

minor amendments. Tiie amount of money
npcoscfirv to carrv out the scheme is at>oiit

£31,000. and the Local Government Board inti-

mate that sanction for the loan cannot be given

at present, owing to the war.

In the United States, competition for con-

tracts is exceedingly keen this season The

eagerness of the larger contractors for work was

well illustrated at the letting of the Pennsyl-

vania concrete viaduct over the Susquehanna
TJiver at H.irrisbnrg, Pa, The estimated cost

of this bridge exceeded the highest of thirty-

eight bids bv more than lOO.OOOdol., and the

lowest by nearly 5O0,000dol. There were fifty-

four sets of plans out for biddin?. The prin-

cipal item of the contract was 56.000 cubic varns

of concrete, for which the low bid of -1 73dol.

per cubic ,vard was received. The lowest ten

bids on this item were below 6dol per cubic

vard. and all but one bid were below lOdol. per

cubic vard.
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COMPKTITIONS.
BRADFORD.—The competition for tlie

central area street re-planning scheme in the

city of Bradford is to be assessed by Mr.
Reginald Blomfield, R.A., who has this week
been engaged at Bradford in judging and
considering the 54 sets of plans sent in by
architects in accordance with the advertised
conditions issued by the Corporation.

ISTRANA, ALWAR STATE.—Mr. G. K.
Trilokekar, of the firm of Narasimham and
Trilokekar, architects, Bombay, is the winner
in the competition for a country residence at

Itrana, for the Maharaja Saheb of .\lwar, to

be designed in the Hindu style, and to cost

Rs. 4 laklis. Mr. Trilokekar has not only
won the premium of Rs 1.500, but has been
commissioned to supervise the construction
of the building to completion.

ROSYTH.—On the recommendation of Mr.
J. A. Carfrae. architect. Edinburgh. Dun-
fermline School Board selected on Friday
plans prepared by Mr. R. H. Motion,
architect, Dunfermline, for n school to be
erected at Rosyth, for which the Board have
feued ground from the Admiralty two and a

half acres in extent. A premium of £20 was
awarded to Mr. James T. Scobie. architect,
Dunfermline, whose plans were adjudicated
next in order of merit. Mr. Scobie also
shared a second premium of £15 with Mr.
David Beveridge, architect, Dunfermline.
Calculated upon normal costs of building
materials, the school is estimated to cost
about £16,000, and will provide accommoda-
tion for 1,000 pupils. The Board at a recent
meeting adopted a resolution deciding to
postpone the construction of buildings as far
as possible. It may be found expedient, how-
ever, to waive that resolution so far as Rosyth
is concerned.

SOUTHEXD-ON-SEA.—This tuberculosis
hospital competition has been settled, and
Mr. F. Whitmore, consulting architect to tlie

Essex County Council. the Borough
Engineer, and "the Medical Officer, reported
as follows:—We beg to report that 17 sets of
designs were submitted in the above competi-
tion. In the first instance, each of us
independently examined the designs, and
later we met upon several occasions in con-
sultation. In arriving at a decision as to the
merits of the respective designs, we have
borne in mind the question of future exten-
sions and have had regard, in the main, to
the following considerations—viz. : (1)
Position of the several blocks of buildings on
the site, with a view to the latter being used
to the best advantage. (2) The nature of the
accommodation provided in the ward
pavilions for patients. (3) The general
arrangements with a view to the efficient and
economical working of the institution. Each
of us independently came to the conclusion
that designs Nos. 16 and 7 were the best
submitted, and, after careful consideration
and consultation, we arrived unanimously at
the conclusion that design \o. 16 should be
awarded the first premium, and tliat design
No. 7 should be awarded the second premium.
We are of opinion that design No. 6 should
be awarded the third premium. Design No.
16 is a very carefully prepared and well
thought out scheme. The buildings are
grouped at the extreme northern portion of
the site. The administration block lies

between the two ward pavilions, all facing
south. The dining-hall and kitchen block
lies behind and is connected with the
administration block and pavilions by two
covered ways. The laundry and disinfecting
block is in the rear. The future extension
shows, south of the pavilion to be erected
forthwith, a panlion with further accom-
modation for adults and special provision for
children. In design No. 7 the buildings are
placed approximately halfway down the site,
with the administration block on the west
side facing west, and the ward pavilions on
the south side, with kitchen block at the
rear, and connected by covered ways. In
future extensions, an additional ward pavilion
is proposed north of the kitchen block. We
recommend that all the designs be placed on
public view, and that a copy of this report
be sent to each of the competitors when their

names are known. Designs Xn. 10 and No.
7 are. in our opinion, the designs which
require the least modification to secure the
type of institution most suitable for local
conditions. Having regard to the position
on the site and the grouping of the buildings,
we are of opinion that design No. 16 is the
more suitable for adoption, although certain
modifications in detail will be necessary. We
therefore recommend that tlie author be
appointed architect, subject to such con-
dition as the committee may consider
desirable. At a later meeting the committee
again considered the joint reports made by
the assessors, and it was resolved to recom-
mend that the committee be authorised to
appoint the author of design No. 10 architect
for the erection of the proposed building,
subject to such conditions as they may con-
sider desirable. The envelope containing the
name of the designer of No. 10 was then
opened by Councillor Nerney. who announced
that the successful archit-ect was Mr. Percy
Brockbank, of County Chambers, Soutliend'.
The winners of the second and third pre-
miums were Mr. H. Lord, Deansgate,
Manchester, and Mr. J. J. Green, Liverpool.
This competition was barred by the R.I.B.A.,
and neither of the premiated architects'
names is in the Institute Kalendar for this
year.

^*^-

Tlie National Road Exhibition, which has
been organised liy the County Councils Associa-
tion, will be formally opened on June 25 by
Mr. Herbert Samuel^ President of the Local
Government Board.

The National School.': in Fishamble-street.
Dublin, are being rebuilt from plans by Mr. J.
P. Fuller, architect. Great Brunswick-street, in
that city. They will he two stories in height,
and built of stock bricks, with sleited ro'ofs.
Messrs. Farmer Brothers, of Nottingham-street,
are tlie builders.

The Mayoress of Ealiiicj on Saturday opened
the children's ward of the Ealing King Edward
Memorial Hospital, which has been erected by
public subscription in memory of the late Mr.
Charles Jones, who was for fifty years engineer
and surveyor to the local authority, and at the
time of his death mayor - designate of the
borough.

At a speci.il meeting of Irvine Town Council,
Mr. Joseph Weekes, burgh surveyor and
sanitary inspector, Newport, Fife, was appointed
iriaster of works for Irvine. There were seventy-
six applicants, and thp final vote lav between
Mr. r.ogan Weir, of Hamilton, and Mr Weekes.
The latter received the appointment by the
chairman's casting vote.

A letter has been received by Bilston Urban
District Council from the Local Government
Board suggesting that the question of raising
a loan of £13,733 for improving the Holyhead
road shonld be postponed, as the Board were
unable to comply with the request to sanction
the loan It has been decided to reply that
the contracts for the work have been entered
into, and large quantities of the material
required had been delivered.

.\t the annual meeting of the heritors of
Dunfermline, on Friday, it was decided to
make provision for the estimates for continuing
with the restoration of the stonework of the
Abbey Church. It was reported that experi-
ments had recently been made, in presence of
the burgh engineer, in regard to the fire-

extinguishing apparatus While the experi-
ments had proved satisfactory, it was agreed,
as a further safeguard, that an additional
hydrant be placed near the door of the north
transept, and to remove a case containing
various fire-extinguishing appliances from the
inside to the outside of the abbey.

At Loughborough, Mr. Raymond Uuwin,
F.R.I B A . held a Local Government Board
inquiry on the 21st inst. into an application hy
the corporation for authority to prepare a
scheme of town planning for some 600 acres of
land lying between Mansfield-road and Notting-
ham-road. The town clerk, Mr. W. J. Board,
explained that the land was undeveloped save
for a hosiery factory and a few cottages, which
would not interfere with the scheme. It was
proposed to have a main arterial road, 80ft.
wide, running along the Day Brook, and a 60ft.
road along the bridle-path to the south of the
prison. Land would be reserved for a recrea-
tion-ground or grounds and other public pur-
poses, and Edward's-lane, part of Hucknall-
road, and part of Nottingham-road would he
widened.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

ARCHITECTS' VISIT TO DAVID'S
TOWER, EDINBURGH CASTLE.—An
interesting visit was paid on Saturday
afternoon by members of the Edinburgh
Architectural Association and their friends
to the Castle, where, under the leadership of

Mr. J. Wilson Paterson, A.R.I.B.A..
architect in charge of ancient monuments,
Scotland, some of the famous features were
pointed out. The company of ladies and
gentlemen, numbering about a hundred,
assembled in Queen Mary's Room, where Mr.
Paterson, who was introduced by Mr. T.
Forbes Maclennan, A.R.I.B.A.. president of

the society, explained a number of old plans
of the Castle. The company afterwards
inspected the plans, which date from 1710 to

1822, and which are of particular interest in

view of the fact that they record the changes
during that period, while they show various
schemes for the better protection of the
Castle, some of which, however, were never
carried out. Mr. Paterson gave an interest-^

ing summary of the various historical events
associated with the Castle. Plans of a pro-

posed new chapel school, incorporating
Queen Margaret's Chapel, were also on view.
These were designed in the Norman stj-le

by Mr. R. W. Billings, at one time architect
to H.M. Office of Works. Drawings of recent
discoveries were inspected, and thereafter
the party paid a visit to the cellar which led

to the discovery of David's Tower, and also

to the tower itself, in whicli interest in

the afternoon's excursion centred. In small
parties the company was taken down to the
foot of the tower, where the results of recent
excavations were seen. The dungeon below
Queen Mary's apartments, the Argyle Dun-
geon, Casemates, Devil's Elbow, Banqueting
Hall, and service stair adjoining, vaults
where French prisoners were confined, and
Queen Margaret's Chapel figured in the after

noon's programme.

EDINBURGH ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.—The annual general meet
ing of the Edinburgh .Architectural Associa-
tion was held on T^ednesday evening last in

the rooms of the association at 117, George-
street, Edinburgh. Mr. T. Forbes Mac-
lennan. A.R.I.B.A.. the president, in the
chair. The reports of the committee of

management, the council, librarian, convener
of the publication committee, and the war
committee were submitt-ed and approved.
The following ofGce-bearers were re-elected

:

President: T. Forbes Maclennan. A.R.I.B.A.
Past president, A. Lome Campbell.
F.R.I.B..\. Vice-presidents: .Tohn Wilson,
F.R.I.B..V., andT. Aikman Swan, A.R.I.B.A.
Hon. secretary: James Kerr, F.F.S., 122,

George-street. Hon. treasurer : W. G.
Walker. C.A. Hon. librarian: James A.
Arnott. The President, in the course of his

address, gave a brief review of the session's

work. He referred to several matters which
had been engaging the attention of the
council, and which, he said, were typical of

the difficulties of the independent architect,

whose province was being invaded by the

universal provider and the alarming growth
of officialdom. If architects cheapened
themselves—and apparently the practice wa.s

not confined to those who were struggling at

the bottom of the ladder—how could they
expect to receive adequate remuneration for

sketch plans which they were asked to

prepare, and which were oft-en the product
of many years' training and hard-won skill

and experience? The Royal Institute of

British Architects had recently called the

attention of the Council to the failure of

municipalities generally to take advantage
of architectural advice at the initial stages

of town-planning schemes. Mr. Maclennan
remarked that a striking example was the

laying out of the site of the old slaughter-

houses in Edinburgh. Was it possible that,

after all the conferences on town-planning
and the deputations, the costly blunders of

the past were to be repeated? A discussion

followed.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
—The council of tTie Institution of

Civil Engineers have made the follow-
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ing awards for papers read aud dis-

cussed during the session 1914-15 :

—

Telford Gold Medal to Mr. A. L. Bell

(Rosyth), Telford Premiums to Mr. C. W.
Anderson {("i iikradliarpur, India), Sir

Thomas Mason (Glasgow), Dr. H. F. Parsliall

(London), and Mr. H. E. Yerbury (Sheffield).

and the Crampton Prize to Mr. F. D. Kvans
(Kuala Lumpur, F.JI.S.) The awards for

papers to be published in the "Proceedings"
without discussion will be announced later.

NOTTINGHAM AND DERBY ARCHI-
TECTURAL SOCIETr.—The fifty-second

annual meeting was held on Tuesday, April

20. The cliair was taken by the President,
Mr. Harry Gill. M.S. A. The council reported
that they had to record the resigna-

tion of Mr. Herbert Walker, a past president,

and the loss by death of Mr. Arthur
Marshall, also a past president, and Mr. H.
Whittaker. an Assoeiate. The total member-
ship was now 12.5. an increase of five over
last year. The privilege of honorary member-
ship, until peace is declared, has been
granted to Mr. Van Reybrouck, a

Belgian architect, at present a refugee

in Nottingham. The council have been
in communication from time to time
with the master builders, plumbers, and
heating engineers. Six meetings have been
held during the past session, including a

lecture on town planning by Mr. Raymond
Unwin, F.R.I.B.A. This meeting was
arranged as a popular lecture at the

University College, and the surveyors and
members of the Town Councils of Notting-

ham, Lincoln. Derby, and other local

authorities attended. The council are proud
to state that 24 members are at present on
active service serving their king and country.

In addi[ion to a tovvn-plain)ing committee,
an architects' war emergency committee has
been appointed. Tlie financial position of

the society is very satisfactory, the year's

working showing a substantial balance in

hand. Owing to the majority of the junior

members being with the colours, no meetings
of the Designing Club have been held. The
prize-winners are:—For measured drawings:
First prize, Mr. D. E. Knight (now a sapper
in the Royal Engineers) ; second prize, Mr.
K. V. Weston (O.T.C.) For Vice-President's
sketching prize: Mr. K. V. Weston (O.T.C.)

The following officers were elected :—Presi-

dent: Mr. Harry Gill, M.S. A. Vice-presi-

dent: Mr. H. G. Watkins. A. R.I. B. A.
Council : Messrs. P. H. Currey, R. Evans,
W. R. Gleave, A. E. Heazell, f . H. Thorpe.
E. R. Sutton, H. P. Gill, C. E. Howitt, R.
Spencer. Hon. seci'etary and treasurer: Mr.
F. M. Royle. Hon. librarian: Mr. R.
Spencer. Designing Club hon. secretary

:

Mr. J. WooIIatt. Auditors: Messrs. F. W.
Gregory and R. Spencer. A vote of thank«
was accorded the retiring officers. The
meeting also discussed suggestions for the

better laying of streets and buildings.

ROADS IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIA
TION.—The annual meeting of this associa-

tion was held on Thnrsday at the Institution

of Civil Engineers, Great George-street.

S.W., the cliair being occupied by the Hon.
Arthur Stanley. M.P. The annual report

stated: "Although its activities will be some-
what restricted during tlie war, everythiuiz

necessary is being done to maintain the

organisation and machinery of the associa-

tion in an efficient state. Tliis is very

essential when it is borne in mind that owint'

to the abnormal circumstances now being
experienced—the unnsnally unfavourable
weather, military activities, shortage of

labour, etc.—the roads generally are

deteriorating. It is eonsefinently necessary
that the association should carefully watcli

the prevailing economic conditions and seek
and urge remedies at the right time. Unless
tl)is is done the community at large will be
saddled with greatly increased charges, con
sequent upon this deferment of road repairs,

in addition to bearing the burden of unsatis
factory road surfaces." Mr. Robert Todd,
chairman of the oonncil of. the association,
moved the adoption of the report, which
was seconded by Mr. Joynson-3icks, M.P..
who observed that at present they could not

expect to embark on any of the large schemes
for which many of them had hoped, but they

could go on pressing for the gradnal widening

ami improvement of their roads.

CHIPS.
The annual meeting of the Hampshire Field

Clnb and Archaeological Society was held at the

Cocmtv Council Chamber, Winchester, yeitei-

day (Thursday) afternoon.

At the annual vestry meeting of St. Saviour's

Church. Great Moor, Stockport, a resolution was
passed in favour of building a new church. The
work is to be taken in hand as soon as possible.

Mr. J. F. Wardle, surveyor, sanitary in-

spector, and waterworks engineer to the

Wirksworth Urban District Council, has been
appointed surveyor to the Bolsover Urban
District Council.

To the church at Harold's Cross, Dubhn, a

belfry has just been added from designs by

Mr. Vivian Smythe. In it hangs a bell weighing

over half a ton, the gift of Mr. A. W. Spence,

principal of the firm of Messrs. William Spence
and Son. bellfonnders, Cork-street, Dubhn.

The death is announced, at Blackpool, of Mr.

.John Edward Stafford, borough e?igineer at

Burnley from 1882 to 1888. On leaving the

service of the corporation Mr. Stafford went into

private practice as consulting engitieer. He
designed the Victoria Pier at Fleetwood, and
carried ont extensive works for the Great
Western Railway Company and other aiilhori

ties.

We are glad to learn that Mr, P. Cart de
Lafontaine, son of the junior Sheriff for the

City of London, late editor of the "Archi-

tectural Association Journal," and captain in

the 4th London Regiment, Lahore Division

Indian Expeditionary Force, who went all

through the battle of Nenve Chapelle, escaped

with nothing worse than a bullet through his

puttees.

Subscribed for by members of both Houses of

Parliament, a medallion portrait in white
marble of the late Right Hon. Alfred Lvttelton
0857—1913) is to be placed in St. Margaret's.

Westminster, to commemorate the life and
work of that statesman. The inscription has
been written by the Ma'^ter of Trinity College.

Cambridge. The medallion has been executed
by Sir W. Goscombe John.

At the close of business at the last meeting
of the rural district council of Uttoxeter the
chairman formally presented their surveyor and
sanitary inspector. Mr. W. Walker, with a clock

on the occasion of his marriage, and in doing
so referred to the excellent way in which he
had recently carried out the building of liigh-

way bridges at Newborongh and at Kingstone,
in the district.

The Bishop of Taunton, at St, Paul's Churcli,

Weston-super-Mare, on Sunday, dedicated an
alabaster pulpit which has been presented to

ttiat church as a memorial to the late Mr.
Farnham Bndgett. The body of the structure
is of coloured stone, while the figures in t}ie

panels are white. The centre panel symbolises
the Sermon on the Mount, while the other
niches are occupied by figures of St. Paul, St.

\ndrew. St. Peter, and St. Stephen ; while on
*he wall flanking the pulpit-steps stands the

figure of an angel bearing an inscribed roll.

Adjoining their carriage - woi-ks at High
Meads. Stratford, E., the Great Eastern Rail-

way Company have built a new paint-shop
immediately to the north of the running-sheds.
Two bays of the shop are completed and in use;
but ultimately the shop and stores will com-
prise four bays, each 42ft. wide, covering an
area of 74,000sq.ft. At the same spot an engine
repair-shop is also in hand, which will consist

of three bays, each 50ft. wide and 480ft. long.

The centre bay will be used as serving-shops
and stores, whilst the side bays will be equipped
with pits and benches, and will he served by
overhead travelling-cranes.

The pulling down of the old rectory-honse
ailioining the Church of St. Michael, Cornhill.

E.C., and the erection of new suites of offices

on the site, being now completed, the laying

out of the churchyard has been commenced.
Part of the area will be turfed, and the
remainder, except for the pathways, adorned
with flowers and shrubs. A number of tomb-
stones formerly in St. Michael's Church and in

that of St. Peter-le-Poor will be arranged
around the churchyard. Subject to a faculty
being obtained, the gateway near the Hong
Kong and Shanghai Bank will be closed, and a
new entrance made near the Jamaica Wine
House,

int^rtommxinttatinn.

QUESTIONS.
[13U0.]—COPPER SIGN.—I have a large copper

sign with embossed lettering to clean and restore. It

has been badly neglected for years, and has the appear-
ance of either a thin coat of paint or varnish over it, as

well as aa incrustation of dirt. Will some reader kindly
give me a Buggestion how to clean and restore, and
oblige ?—Shinio.

[l:3Ul.]—DnST-PROOPFIREPEOOFROOP.—Ihave
a fireproof roof to construct, probably asbestos elates on

I steel angle laths. Can any reader recommend a sound
I and economical method of rendering same reasonably

dust-proof ? "The roof will be about 30^ pitch, with steel

trusses about 8,9 centres ; span 27ft.—Bran.

•WATER SUPPLY AND SANITART
MATTERS.

LONDONDERRY.—A report on a scheme for

new water supply has been prepared by Mr. M.

A. Robinson, MTnst.C.E., city surveyor. Mr.

Robinson recommends the adoption of a scheme
for bringing water from Banagh'er Glen, the

present reservoirs being utilised. The glen lies

on the south-eastern side of the road from
Feeny to Dungiven, 2i miles distant from
Feeny, and SJ miles from Dungiven, and is the

junction of the Glendra, Altnaheglish, and

Finglen rivers, which here unite to form the

Owenrigh, a tributary of the River Roe. On
the 6.000 acres proposed to be utilised at the

outset, only 100 acres are under cultivation;

5,826 acres are mountain upland. Professor

Leebody reports most favourably regarding the

quality of the water, and Mr. J. R. Kilroe,

late of the Geological Survey staff, describes the

geological conditions as most satisfactory. The

city surveyor's estimate of the cost is £209,000,

including 'filtration and the provision of an

aqueduct across the Foyle.

-«**'

At the recent meeting of the committee of

management of the County Clare lunatic

asylum, amended plans in connection with the

auxiliary at Tulla were approved of. The

original estimate was £15,385; this has been

increased by 33 per cent.

At the recent organisation meeting of the

Ohio State Architects' Association the following

officers were elected: President, Mr, George U.

Anderson, of Cincinnati; vice-president, Mr, C,

W. Bellows, Columbus; Mr. Herbert M. Briggs.

secretary and treasurer.

The foundation-stone of a Sunday school in

connection with the new Baptist church at

Twickenham has been formally laid. Mr. J. M.
K. McKilliam is the architect, and Messrs.

Eldridge and Sons, of St. Margarets, are the

builders. The cost is estimated at £L800,

The Bishop of London dedicated on Sunday
the new chancel, nave, aisle, and ornaments of

Hendon Parish Church. The exterior is built

of brickwork, plastered within and without with

Weidon-stone dressings, Mr, Temple Moore is

ihe architect for the extensions, which were

illustrated in our issue of June 26, 1914.

The Carnegie Trustees have abandoned their

scheme for the erection of experimental

cottages in Damside - street. Dunfermline, as

although the town council had sanctioned

a schedule of the Burgh Police of Scotland

Act in regard to the height of the rooms, which

would be 8ft. Bin. instead of the stipulated

9ft. 6in., the Dean of Guild and the burgh

engineer insisted upon doubling the sanitarv

accommodation to be provided, which would

involve an outlay at which remunerative rentals

could not he obtained. In pronouncing his

decision, Dean of Guild Irvine said that the

town council was aware that there were houses

in Dimfermline in which there was not sufficient

sanitarv accommodation, but because matters

had been bad in the past, that was no reason

why they should be perpetuated.

Mr. W. O. E. Meade-King, M,Inst.C.E., has

held an inquiry at Axbridge in respect of an

application made to the Local Government
Board by the Axbridge Rural District Council

to borrow a further sum of £1.000 in connection

with the almost completed scheme of improving

the East Brent to Weston-super-Mare road. It

was mentioned that of the originally estimated

cost of £7.800 the Road Board had made a

grant of £2.000 and the county council had

granted £500, the arrangement being that the

remainder of the expense should be borne by

the Axbridge Rural and the Weston-super-Mare

Urban District Councils. Evidence in support

of the application was given by. amongst others.

Mr. E. .1. Stead (county surveyor of Somerset)

and Mr, J. K. Dunster (surveyor, Axbridge

Rural District Council).
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PARLIABEENTAEY NOTES.
ABERDEEN CORPORATIOX WATER.—By

their Provisional Order, which came before the
Commissioners for Private Legislation afTecting
Scotland, on Tuesday, the corporation of Aber°
deen seek authority to construct new water-
works and to take an additional supply of water
from the River Dee. It is set out that the
existing waterworks have become inadequate
to provide a water supply sufficient to meet the
growing demands of the city. Power to borrow
money for the purpose of "the works projiosed
and for the general purposes of the water
undertaking is sought. The purchase of lands
and the execution of works and general
purposes referred to are estimated to cost
£450,000. The Cjuantity of water proposed to
be taken from the River Dee is not to exceed
three million gallons in any one day, in addition
to the eight million gallons authorised to be
taken by previous Acts.

GLASGOW CORPORATION: ADDITIONAL
POWERS.—Two Provisional Orders promoted

~J
by the corporation of Glasgow were considered

I

by the Commissioners for Private Legislation
Procedure (Scotland) at their sittin" in Edin-
burgh on Tuesday, Mr. Ainsworth, MP., pre-
siding. One relates to the proposed purchase
by the corporation from the Dennistoun Brown
Trustees of an estate at Balloch, near Loch
Lomond, to bo used as a filter-bed, the a-'reed-
on price being i;30,000. The corporation also
Keek authority to erect a bridge over Adelphi-
street to connect their Dalmarnock gasworks
which are situated on both sides of that street'
The purposes of the other Order have reference
to the supply of water. Bv the Glasgow Cor-
poration Waterworks Act, 1855, the corporation
were authorised to purchase and acquire the
falasgow waterworks and the Gorbals "ravita-
tion waterworks, and to introduce an additional
supply of water from Loch Katrine. The cor-
poration purchased the undertakings, and thev
are now vested in the corporation. Further
powers were conferred upon the corporation by
.the Glasgow Water Acts, 1855 to 1912, including
the right to take water from Loch Arklet The
(corporation now ask to be empowere<l to obtain
,an additional supply of water from the River
lurk, the Finglas Water and waters flovin"-
imo the same, in the county of Perth, and to
.construct and maintain the waterworks Esti-
mates have been prepared by the corporation
'and amount to .^327,000

r.13

(But (BBa fabk.

<i»

\i the last meeting of the Worcester City
ncil It was stated that the corporation had

..lit ±110.000 on sewerage, and vet the sewa-e
was still going into the river.

The borough surveyor of Chesterfield, Mr
Vincent Smith, has received instructions from
the corporation to prepare a housing scheme
the liouses to be let at from 5s. to 5s 6d ner
|week

.

^

i A,^"??',*?"^'"""'®"* Board inquiry was held
|it liradfield on Wednesday, before Mr. R II
iBicknell, with reference to an application for
sanction to borrow i:900 for purposes of water
.supply.

I

At a general assembly of Academicians and
iUsociates, Mr. Edgar Bundy (painter of
;|ostume subjects of the reign of Queen Anne).

R w^D,'-,^-
H"t«-e" (sculptor), and Mr.

.^lyn W. Philpot (portrait painter) were elected
[Associates of the Royal Academy.

) *V, T""^"?""^
Howarth. the president of the

{ochdale Master Builders' Association, has sent
the Rochdale Education Committee a cheque

,or ±0 OS to provide prizes for students
iittending building-trade courses in the tech-
;ucal school during the session 1914-15. We trust
|iat although the times are hard, the example
^ill be widely followed.

.The annual general meeting of the Auc-
loneers and Estate Agents' Institute will be(em at 34. Russell-square, Loudon, W C onjhursday the 13,h inst., at 3 p.m. The council
'ave decided to abandon the annual dinner this
ear on account of the war. The council are
articularly desirous of obtaining a complete
St of those members of the Institute who areow serving with his Majesty's Forces.
At a special meeting of the Weston-super-
are Urban District Council held on Tuesday

.cident
'7,"'^''^'^ ">*' 'I'e costs of, and

Til
to, the carrying through Parliament

•onnni'^
^Weston-super-Mare Urban District'ouncil Act, 1914, amounted to £5,870, in-reased by taxation charges in the House of

lords to £5 948. The Act provides for , he

(ZT.°JL ,
^ "''"' ^^'*'' '"PP'y^ t'-e provision

t new cemetery accommodation, the laving out

ratlve°7frf
'*''''• "'"' ™"f<-''* '"^'"y' admini-ratue facilities.

A course in architectural and landscape
drawing xvill be provided at the Summer
School 111 connection with the Cainndeii
Scliool of Arts and Crafts, to be held from
.A.ugust 9 to September 3. Tlie general
director is Mr. C. R. Ashbee, F.R 1 B 4
and the instructor Mr. F. L. Griggs The
classes will be chiefly for the study of tech-
luque and composition. They will be held
twice a week in August, and students will be
at liberty to clioose tlieir own subjects, work-
ing either together or individually, and will
have the opportunity of meeting the
instructor one evening a week for his criticism
of their work done apart from the classes,
ihere is also a course in wood and stone
carving, with modeUing and figure structure
I articulars may be had from the secretary,
Mr. W. T. Hart, Campdeii.

At a meeting of the Executive Council of
the County Councils Association, held onW ednesday evening at Caxtou House, West
nunster, resolutions were passed protesting
against the requirement of the Treasury that
the Road Board should make it a condition
ot a grant towards the improvement of
certain reads that they should be satisfied as
to the adequate maintenance of other roads
towards which they had made no grant and
expressing the opinion that the Road Board
grant for 19I5-l(j towards the scheme pre-
viously sanctioned by the Road Board for
the use of improved materials upon the more
important main roads in the county of
Gloucester ought not to be largely reduced
in order to relieve the Parliamentary Votes
tor war purposes, at the cost of the Road
Improvement Fund, from the cliar"e of
remaking roads destroyed by military trafBc.

What should be insisted upon as theminimum number of bedrooms for cottages
in rural distncts? At the last meeting of Uie
plans committee of Foleshill Rural District
Council, the Rev. W. D. Rudgard referred
to the practice of passing plans for houses
which provided for only two bedrooms. He
stated that the Stratford-on-Avon Town
Counci had much more power than the
toleshill committee in respect of by-laws andnew buildings. At Stratford, when consider-
ing plans for houses, they insisted upon there
being three bedrooms. They also had powers
as to the rooms being a certain size. The
surveyor said tliere was nothing m the
Foleshill Rural Council's by-laws to prevent
the erection of houses with only two bed-
rooms. The Rev. W. D. Rudgard thought it
would be a good thing if the Foleshill Council
could insist upon there being not less than
three bedrooms in every new house. The
.Surveyor

:
We should never get any by-laws

insisting upon three bedrooms, because inmany instances two are sufficient. Hundreds
ot houses with only two bedrooms have been
put up in Coventry.

Something unique among religious edifices
IS now-though not for long-to be witnessed
in the rural district of Hassall. near Sand-
bach. This IS a church, built by the owner
ot Hassall Hall three parts of a century ago
which has never been opened for worship'
For nearly 80 years it has remained in an
uncompleted state, and now. after that length
of time has gone by without anyone comTu"
forward to carry on the work which was conv
meneed in earnest by the philanthropic
squire, It IS about to be demolished in order
that the material may be used for a farm
building. The church of recent years has
become a well-known landmark, and many
hundreds of people in the course of a year
have visited the spot. It is of the type of
Early English in vogue in William the
fourth s reign, ot five bays under one roof
and having an octagonal tower and spire at
the west end. The red bricks with which it
IS built are of excellent quality, all havin<T
been hand-made. The walls and roof are
still intact, and are in excellent condition
No windows were ever put in. There is a
belfry designed to hold about two or three
bells, and there are also fifteen large vaults
beneath the church.

A good deal ot trouble to decorators,
remarks The Decorator, would be avoided if
they would take the precaution of testing the
permanency of the colours of wallpapers
before recommending them. Certain colours
are very susceptible to Uie inHuence of light
and fade rapidly. When this is the case, the
decorator naturally gets the blame, although.,
as a matter of fact, he has nothing whatever
to do with the defect. The test is a very
simple one. Cut off two pieces of the paper,
pin one on a wall so that it reaches the strong
sunlight, and place the other in a book or
lock It up Hi a drawer. At the end of a
couple of weeks, compare the two, and if
there is any fading, the fact ^vill at once
become apparent. If the fading is consider-
able, the decorator would do well to exclude
the particular pattern from his book, or, ..t

least, mark it "not recommended for per-
manence."

Architects, engineers, quantity surveyors,
and other computers will find an '• Improved
Four-figure Logarithm Table," by George C
McLaren, F.F.A.Scot. (Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, Fetter-lane, E.C. Is. 6d.l,
very useful. Undoubtedly more people would
use logarithms for multiplication or division
if so much mystery was not made about them
by some mathematicians. Anyone with an
elementary knowledge of decimals can use
them, and Mr. McLaren's table will assist
such. But more advanced computers will
also welcome it, and we think admit that it
IS more convenient than the four-figure
logarithm card, for it is certainly easier, °and
more accurate, to refer to one out of nine
thumb-indexed folios and find the complete
logarithm, than, when using the card or
single-folio arrangement, to make the neces-
sary mental adjustment required for the
lourth figure.

• <>» _

MEETINGS FOE THE ENSTTINQ WEEK.
Sill BUAv (To-MoBEow). — St. Paul's Ecclesiological

Society. Visit to Clielsea Old Church,
Crosby Hall, and Chelsea Hospital, under
guidance of Vf. G. Nightingale.
3.30 p.m.

MoHBAY.—Royal Institute ot British Architects. Thirty-
tirst Annual Meeting. 8 p.m.

Tuesday.—Royal Society of Arts. "The Empire's
Resoorces in Paper-making Materials,"
by S. Charles Phillips. 4.30 p.m.

Wednesday.—Royal Archa?ological Society, "Some
New Light on Roman Roads in Sussex "
by A. Adrian Allcroft, M.A., Society of
Antiquaries' Rooms. -I p.m.
Royal Society ot Arts. " The Measure-

ment of the EUiciency of Domestic
Fires," by Dr. A. Vernon Harcourt,
F.R.S. 8 p.m.

Thlksdav.—Royal Society ot Arts. " Constantiu
Meunier et les Sculpteurs Beiges de son
Temps," by M. I'aul Lambotte. 4.30 p.m.

Sati'kdav (.Miv 8).—Association of Managers of Sewage
Diii])osal Works. Visit to the Sonthend-
on-Sea Sewage Disposal Works and
Refuse Destructor. 1.50 p.m.

The Norfolk County Council propose to carry
out an extensive scheme of road development
provided a grant of £9,000 is obtained from the
Koad Board. It is proposed to spend £2,844 in
converting to bituminous or similar surfaces
certain existing granite roads, and £12,695 in
converting gravel to granite surfaces, tar-
painted.

An interesting archteological discovery has
been made in the course of excavations now
proceeding near the Market - square, Devon
Remnants of an old wall were unearthed at a
considerable depth below the present level, and
a well-preserved carved head was found, which
an expert engaged on restoration work at the
Roman Pharos at Dover has pronounced to be
undoubtedly Roman. Tiles of Roman make
were also discovered near by.

Colonel A. J. Hepper, D.S.O., late of the
Royal Engineers, has died in London, at the
age of seventy-five. He was educated at Kin^-'s
College, London, and joined the Royal Engineers
in December, 1859. In 1885-6 he "was in com-
mand of the Royal Engineers with the Nile
Frontier Field Force, and received the medal,
the bronze star, the Third Class of the Medjidie,
and the Distinguished Service Order. From
1890 till 1892 he was assistant commandant at
the School of Military Engineering, Chatham.
-After his retirement from the Army, in 1896,
Colonel Hepper was for ten years engineering
inspector to the Local Government Board.
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WAGES MOVEMENTS.

BIRMINGHAM. -The demand of certain
operatives in the Birmingham Imilding trade for
a minimum wage of 8d. per hour has been
referred for settlement to the Board of Trade.
The men had intended to come out on strike
next week ; but it has now been decided not
to hand in the notices. The men concerned in

the trouble are the members of the four unions
containing building-trade employees, and thej-

include gasworkers, navvies, bxiilders' labourers,
and general labourers. They receive wages
varying from 7d. to 9d. an hour; but they fear
that after the war, if there should be a slump
m the building trade, these existing rates of

payment may be reduced. The men have been
m negotiation with the members of the
Building Trades Employers' Association and the
contracting firms for a working agreement
which shall include the rules of work and a
minimum wage of 8d. an hour. The members
of the Building Trades Employers' Association
have offered an agreement guaranteeing 7id.
an hour; but this proposal does not include
the large contractors. I'he men. have declined,
at a meeting, to accept this proposal; but,
instead of striking immediately, they have
written to the officials of the Employers" Asso-
ciation, who have been conducting negotiations,
offering to accept the arbitration of Sir George
Askwith. An acknowledgment of the request
for arbitration has been received from the
Board of Trade, and the further progress of
the dispute will be reported to the meeting of
the union lodges to-morrow (Saturday).

The fine tower of the parish church of Totnes
IS about to be restored.

The South Bend, Indiana, Architectural Club
has just conferred its annual award of a bronze
tablet to the owner of the best-designed house
iluring the preceding year. Mr. Ernest VV.
Young, of that city, was the architect.

The London County Council issued on Monday
the first instalment of "The Council's KoU of
Honour." This contains short biographies of
four servants of the Council who have lost their
lives in the war, one of the men .so dealt willi
in this little volume being Mr. M. S. Biyce,
assistant in the Architects' Department.

The death is announced of Mr. James Duncan,
senior, of Messrs. James Duncan and Son,
builders. Grove-street, Edinburgh, winch took
place at his residence, 5, Greenbauk-terrace, on
Wednesday week. Mr. Duncan had for the last
forty years carried on business as joiner and
house carpenter, and e.\ecuted many important
contracts, public and private, as well as a large
number of speculative properties.

The stained-glass window erected in I he west
end of St. Nicholas Church, Leeds, Kent, by
Colonel and Mrs. Ale.vander Grubb to the
memory of their two sons was dedicated on
Saturday by the Bishop of Croydon. The
window is the work of Messrs. Heaton, Butler,
and Bayue, of London, and depicts the Saviour,
clothed in white, holding a starry crown over
the head of a kneeling warrior, with an angel
descending to his side.

At Bude, on Monday, the Bishop of Truro
dedicated a new baptistery on the south side
of St. Michael's Church, and also consecrated
an e.Ktension to the churchyard. The baptistery
measures 19ft. by 12ft., and is built of local
Elvan stone, and opens by two arches into the
church. The carving is the work of Mr. Hash-
leigh Pinwill, of Plymouth. The builders were
Messrs. K. Heard and Son, of Bude, aud the
building has been carried out to the design of
the arcliitects, Messrs. Sedding and Stallybrass,
of t^ueen Anne-terrace, Plymouth.

The Graham memorial pulpit erected in
Aysgarth Church was dedicated on Wednesday
week by the Bishop of Richmond. The pulpit
is of carved oak, octagonal in shape, and of
15th-century Gothic design, in keeping with the
ancient abbot's stall and the rood-screen from
Jervaulx Abbey. It stands upon a moulded
base of Burrstone, and contains four panels
with groined roofs and ogee-shaped crocketed
canopies. Between the panels are carved
pinnacles with an upright band of carving
between them. There is a carved desk above
the central panel, and alongside the pulpit
steps, which are of Heworth stone, is an oak
handrail. Three of the panels arc filled with
carvings representing Scriptural subjects, and
the fourth contains an inscription. The archi-
tects are Messrs. Hicks and Charlewood, New-
castle-on-Tyne.

LATEST PRICES.
N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
usual sources of information are in many
oases failing us.

TIMBEB.
Per standard.

£.55 OtoX57

22

45
21

6
34
37

Yellow Pine Deals, let qaality.
2Qd 43

White Deals : First 22

„ Seconds 20
U.S. Yellow Planks, Deals, and
Battens 10 10 „ 14 10

Per cable foot.

Oak: Aoatrian Wainscot £0 10 6 to £0 12
Teak : Burmese, per load, 501t. 28
Teak : Java, per load, 501t 24

IBON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled Steel Joists, English £9 5 to £0 7 6
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 10 „ 10
Steel Girder Plates 9 5 0,, 9 17 6

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 S „ 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 32 „

Do.. Welsh 5 15 ., 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

Sonth Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Best Snedshill 9 0., 9 10

Angles 10s.. Tees 20s. per ton extra.
Bnilders' Hoop Iron, for bonding. &o.. £8 1.5s. to £9.

Ditto galvanised. £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Oorru' ited Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 29 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Bestditto 13 10 ... 14

Per ton. Per ton.
Oast-Iron Columns £6 17 6 to £S 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8 10
RoUed-lron Fencing Wire 8 6 0., 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0., 7 10

, Galvanised 8 15 ., 9 5
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 15 „ 6
Cut Floor Brads 10 15 ,. —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 „ —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14B.W.G 14 5 „ —

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G
£10 IDs. £10 15s. £11 OS. £11 5s. £11 15s. per ton.'

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 15 to £7 2 6
4in. to6in 6 10 ,. 6 13 6
7iii. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 17 6 „ 7 2 6

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra.
turned and bored joints 5s. per ton extra.]

Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall 80s. Od. to 127s. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 87s. Od. „ 97s. Od.

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2h per cent.)

—

Gas-Tubes 72* p.c
Water-Tubes 661 „
Steam-Tubes 65 ,,

Galvanised Gae-Tubes 60 „
Galvanised 'Water-Tubes 56i ,,

Galvanised Steam-Tubes SO ,,

OTHEB METALS.
Per ton. Per ton.

Lead Water Pipe, Town •£26 10 Oto —
Country '27 10 ..

—
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '27 10 .,

—
., „ ., Country '28 10 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town '28 10 0,, —
Country 'id 10 „ —

Lead Pipe. Tinned inside and
outside Town *31 „ —
„ Country '32 0,, —

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... *29 10 0,, —
Country '30 10 „ —

Lead Soil-pipe (upto4*in.) Town •29 10 0,, —
Country '30 10 ,

[Over 4iin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6 ,

Lead Shot, In 281b. bags 24 15 0,
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 98 ,

Copper. British Cake aud Ingot 86 10
,

Tin. English Ingots 168 ,

Do.. Bars 169 0,
Pig Lead, in lowt. Pigs (Town) M 3 6 ,

Sheet Lead, Town ^26 0,
„ „ Country '27 0,

Genuire White Lead 34 ,

Refined Bed Lead 32 ,

Sheet Zinc 75 ,

Old Lead, against account 20 10 ,

Tin perowt. 9 10 ,

Out nails (per owt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 14 ,

'For 5 cwt. lota and upwards.

£18 12 6

98
87

169
172
21

10
10

2 6

SLATES.

Blue Portmadoo

Blue Bangor..
16

,

20
20

X 10 .,

8..

10..
12
10

£ s.

,12 12
, 6 12
13 3
13 17
13First quality 20

20 „12... 13 15
16 „ 8... 7 5

Eureka unfading
green

Fermanent Green

.

20
20
18
16
20
18

,

16
,

10,
13,
10
8,

,.10,

.15 17

. 18 7

. 13 5

.10 5

.11 12
10 ... 9 13
8 ... 6 13

d. per 1.000 of
6 1.200 at r. stn.
6
6

6

6 ,.

6

6
6
6 ., ..

BBIOES.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 IS per 1.000 alongside, h
[riveri

1

delivwedj
at rly. stn

Second Hard Stocks 1 U
Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Facings 3 S

Flettons 114
Pressed Wire Outs... 1 18
Red Wire Outs 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 13
Best Red Pressed
Buabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue i ressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4
Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 4

3iin. Best Red Ac-]
crington Plastic M 10
Facing Bricks J

3'/8" Accrington Best Bed Plastic Facing per 1.0(

Bricks £2 10

3V8" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 3 3
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11

|

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17
Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/a in
thickest part 3

3'/8" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2 6

S'/s" ditto ditto through and through 3
3'/8" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; a" and i" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7

|

Accrington Air Bricks, 9"x3coursedeep:eacb '

Ditto ditto 9"xl course 0^

(Net, delivered i

full truck load
in London.

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep, ii" soffit, per foot opening..
4 ditto 4;" ditto ditto ditto ..

6 ditto 4i" ditto ditto ditto
6 ditto 4i" ditto ditto ditto
3 ditto £r ditto ditto ditto
4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto
5 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto

Net free on rail, or free on boat at worics.

OLAZED BBIOKS.
HABD OLAZES (PEB l.OCO).

White. Ivory, and Best.
1

Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Seoonj
Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Oolour

Stretchers

—

£13 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17
]

Quoins. Bullnose. and 4iin. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 15 17

1

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 34 7 6 17 17

Double Headers

—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17

Two sides and one end. square

—

IB 17 6 18 7 6 23 17 6 36 17 6 19 17

Splays and Squints

—

IT 7 6 15 7 6 31 17 6 34 77 6 17 7

1

Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Header^
6d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 6d. ea

Double Bullnose. Bound Ends, Bullnose Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 6d. ea

Bounded Internal Angles—
4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 6d. each 4d. ea

MOULDED BBICEB.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 6d. ea

Internal and External Angles—
1/3 each 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/3 each 1/3 ea,

Sill Bullnose. Stretchers, and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each Sd. ea

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.0

Headers _.. _ - £32 17

„ ,, Quoins and Bullnose 37 17

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks'
of single radius £6 per 1.000 over above
list for their respective kinds and colours

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour.
Is. 3d. each

Not
exoeel
ing9i'
by4ji
byaii

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Doni'

Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

• These prices are carriage paid in full truck loi i

6 per yard, delivsi

6. d. Pet t,

Oto 41 deliwl

to London Stations. s. d.

Thames Sand .» 7

Pit Sand 7
Thames Ballast 6

Best Portland Cement 36 ,_ _

Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 per ton delivere

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. s. d. PeryB.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delive

Stourbridge Fureclay in sacks 27s. Od. per tost

railway station.

STONE.*
Bed Mansfield, in blocks per loot cube
Darley Dale, ditto .,

Bed Corsehlll, ditto ,,

Closeburn Bed Freestone.ditto ,,

Ancaster, ditto „
Greensbill, ditto „
Beer, ditto .,

Cbilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) „

Hard York, ditto
Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per toot sup.

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes

'All F.O.B. London,
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Bath Stone, delivered on road £ b.

waggons, Faddington Depot per foot onbe 1

1Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at SeatOQ Station

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 30ft. average :—

1 1

1 71

Brown White
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Per foot cnbe.
£0 2 3 ... £0 a 4i

D3llvered on road waggons
]

at Paddlngton Depot, (

Nine Elms Depot, or (

Pimlioo Wharf /

TILES.
B. d. DIvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 43 per 1000 ry.sn.
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 per doz.
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 „
Ornamental tiles 53 6 ,, ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 per doz. ,,

Baabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000

Ornamental ditto 60 ,,

Hip tiles i per doz.
Valley tiles 3 ,,

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles : Plain tiles (Peake'a)... 46 per 1000

Ornamental ditto 48 B „ ,,

Hip tiles 3 10* per doz. .,

Valley tiles 3 4$ „ „
"Rosemary" brand plain tUes... 48 per 1000
Ornamental tiles 60 ., .,

Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 8,, ,,

Staffordshire (Hanley) Beds or
brindled tUes 42 6 per 1000

Hand-made sand-faced 45 „ .,

Hip tiles 4 per doz. ,,

Valley tiles 3 6 „ ,,

Hartshill " brand plaiii tiles.
sand-faced 45 per 1009 ,,

Pressed 42 6 ,, ,,

Ornamental ditto 47 6
Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles „. 3 6 „

OILS.
Bapeseed.English pale,per tan £28 15
Ditto, brown 26 15
Cottonseed, refined 29
Olive, Spanish ,, 39 10
Seal, pale 21
Cocoanut, Cochin , 46
Ditto, Ceylon 42 10
Ditto, Maoritins - 43 10
Palm, Lagos

, 33 5
Ditto, Nat Kernel , 35
Oleine 17 5
Sperm „ 30
Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7
Petroleam, refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 1 6
Ditto, Archangel 19
Linseed Oil _ per gal. 3
Baltic Oil 3
Turpentine 3
Putty (Genaine Linseed

Oil percwt. 10
Pore Linseed Oil
' Stority " Brand.. „

to £29
,. 37

10
10

10
5

8
6

10

GLASS (IN ORATES).
iEnglish Sheet Glass : 15oz. 31oz. 26oz.
Fourths 4-;d. ... SW. ... 6id. ,

Thirds 54d. ... Bid. ... 7d. .

Fluted Sheet 5d. ... Bd. ... —
Hartley's English Boiled Jin. '/isin.
Plate 3id. ... 3Sd. .

White.
IFigared Boiled and Bepoassine... jd.

32oz.
... 7id.
... 8id.

iin.
... 4id.

Tinted.
Bid.

VABNISHES, &c. Per gallon.
Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10 6
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
auperflne Hard-drying Oak, for seats ol
churches 14

Fino Elastic Carriage 12
3uperflne Pale Elastic Carriage 16
FmePale llaple 10
Finest Pale Durable Copal ." '. 18
Extra Fine French Oil 1 1
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18
White Copal Enamel 1 4 n
Extra Pale Paper '.ZZ'""ZZ^'. 12
best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan ",'Z\ 16
Jak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black "\

8
Berlin Black 16
f°o"i?g :::.:..::::::::::.::: o iS o
t rench and Brush PoUsh 10 6

<t»
I Messrs. Baker and Lutyens, the Imperial
Dellii architects, who have been in Delhi
-ecently advancing drawing and designs of the
yamus buildings, left for England by the last

I The partnership heretofore subsisting betweeu
•f'- a. Sedding and R. F. Wheatly, architects, at
•Jueeu Anne -terrace, Plymouth, and Wade-
avI °!', l''°°;

"°*^'='' ""6 style uf Sedding and
Wheatly, has been dissolved.

[Representing the Denver Sluice Commis-

Cf^'o S'"°"!"='''
(engineer, opposed the

.nnnL^'l.,
P'-°"s'0''al Order at a public

inquiry at tly last week, and he estimated the
ost ot the proposed work at fl, 250,000. The
ntf.!

been prepared by the Board of Agn-
ulturc and Fisheries.

TRADE NOTES.
Boyle's latest patent " .iir-pump " ventilator

has been applied to St. Barnabas' Chtirrh.
Beckenham, Kent.

Messrs. Grover and Co., Ltd., have now com-
pleted the removal of their works to new and
larger premises at Stratford, and all communi-
cations should be addressed to the Britannia
Engineering Works, Carpenters-road, Stratford,
E. The telegraphic address is "Adopted, Strat,
London.'' Telephones. Stratford 984 (two lines^
and Stratford 985.

CHIPS.
Mr. P. Darroch, surveyor and samtarv

inspector to the urban district council of New-
port, Salop, has been appointed district inspector
for Kintyre.

Owing to the resigiiatiuu uf Mr. Arthur B
Hudson, F.S.I.. who became a member of the
City Corporation in 1885, a Common Council
vacancy has arisen in Castle Baynard Ward.
The partnership between H. J. Woodward

and J. Mills, builders and contractors, at Cox-
street West. Balsall Heath, Birmiugham, under
the style of Woodward and Mills, has been
dissolved.

An eight-stoned hotel is about to be built al
Saginaw, Michigan, at an estimated outlay of
700,000dol., from plans by Messrs. Graham.
Burnham. and Co., architects, SO. Maiden-lane.
New York.

Mr. Samuel Catley Parmenter, Braintree,
formerly surveyor to the urban district council
of that town, who died on Februarv 3, aged
eighty, left net personalty £21,486. and a toss
amount of i;33,319.

After a protracted discussion, the urban
council of Enniskillen have adopted the report
of the housing committee recommending the
erection of thirty-two working-class houses at
an estimated cost of £8,000.

The Local Government Board have given
authority to the corporation of C'olne to prepare
a town-planning scheme under the Housing and
Town-Planning Act. 1909, in respect of an area
of about 876 acres in the borough.

OeiLVIE&CO.
Telephont; DALSTON l3es.

Many years connected with
the- late firm of W. H.
LASCET.I.ES ,1- CO-, of

MlIdmayAvenne. ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
UTERITiONS & DECORATIONS. ^'V&^^^'

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
.AJPLY To-

wn. OLI-TER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bnnhill Row, London, E.O

TENDERS.
*•* Correspondents would in all cases oblige by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the
information.

Babnstaple.—For the erection of a union work-
house and cottage homes, for the guardians. Mr.
G. Mills, 23, Castle-street, Barnstaple, architect :

—

Dear, W., Gaydou-struet, Barnstaple (accepted^

BoGNon.—For building the " White Horse." for
Messrs. Henty and Sons, Ltd., Chichester. Messrs.
Whitehead. Bognor and Chichester, architects ;—

Booker, E., and Son £2.580
Seymour, H. W 2,i513

Briggs, H. W. (accepted) 2.170
Start, T. 1,95.5 u

(All of Bognor.)

Cardiff.—For the supply of wood block Hooring.
for the education committee. Mr. J. J. Jackson,
Director ot Education, Town Hall, Cardiff,
architect ;— per yd. super.

Ward, B., and Co., Kingsway, Carditl 6s. Od.
(Accepted.)

Chipping Cajipden.—For enlarging churchyard,
for the vicar and churchwardens. Mr. W. L.
Lissaman, Islay House, Broadway, Worcester,
architects; —

Matthews and Mallis. Btratford-
on-Avon i'199 2 8

Emery and Co., Birmingham ... 153 19
Espley and Co., Ltd., Evesham... 109 17 I)

Steward and Co., Broadway ... 104 10 U
Keitley and James. Campdon ... 06 9 3

Central Finsbury, N. — For rubuildinH the
boundary wall betvveen No. ij, Penton-plaoe and a
new elementary school in Vernon-snuare, for the
London County Council :

—
Fatman and Fotheringham ... ,1130

(Accented.)

Clafuam. S.W.—For the provision ol additional
lavatory accommodation for employees at Claphaiu
car-shed, for the London County Council ;—

Wall, C, Ltd., Chelsea fl.50 (i u
Bowyer. J. and C, Ltd.. Upper
Norwood 120

Marsland, J,, & Sons, Walworth 113 U
Roberts, A., and Co.. Ltd., Ken-
sington (accepted) 103 u u

(Architect's estimate. £127.)

Clehkenwell, N. — For the reconstruction of
portions of the electric goods lift at the Ray-street
stores premises, for the London County Conncil :—

Waygood-Otis, Ltd., Southwark .£195 U
Eastern Lift Co., Ltd., South-
wark, S.E 1S8

Ditto, alternative tenders . il70 and 196 U
Penrose, A. W., and Co., Ltd.,
Farringdon-road, E.C 172

Spagnoletti. Ltd.. Goldhawk-
road, W 148 U

Ditto, alternative '140
• Accepted. (Chief engineer's estimate, i'105.)

HoLiiOB.N'.-For paving and other works in con-
nection with the Southampton-row improvement
between Bloomsbury-placo and Vornon-place, tor
the London County Council :—

Bloomflold. E. T., Tottenham ...

Mowlem, J., and Co., Ltd.. West-
minster

Anderson, G. J., Poplar
Ford. J., Willesden Junction ..

Farrow, H., Bri.\ton (accepted).

t6,37« G 9

6,270 1

15,245 8
K,233 14
5,983 9

(.U-chiteot's estimate, i'6,16t 38.)

Isle ok Dous.—For the enlargement of the Isle of
Dogs pumping station, for t'ne London County
Council :—

Roberts. A., and Co., Ltd., Ken-
sington £30,699 14 2

Moss. S. B.. Southend-on-Sea ... 19.232 5 5
(Execution of the works deferred ; neither tender

accepted.)

Lo.NDON.—For the supply of rolled steel bar for
magnetic brake shoes, for the London County
Council :— A. B.

500 tons 120 tone 500 tons 130 tons
for 25A for 26a for 25a for 26a

magnets. magnets. magnets. magnets.
Goodwin and Co. Sheffield-

£U 10 .. MU 10 ... £14 10 .. i'H 10 U
Bessemer. H.. and Ltd.. Bolton—

9 7 6.. 9 7 6 ... 9 7 11 .. 9 7 li

Earl of Dudley's Hound Oaks Works, Ltd . Brierley
Hill—

8 17 6 . 9 10 ... 8 17 6 .. 9 10
Frodingham Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., Scu nthorpe—

8 16 3 ... 8 16 3 ... 8 11 3 ... 8 11 3
Lilleshall Co., Ltd., Priors Lee Hall. Shifnal*—

8 10 ... 8 10 ... 8 10 ... 8 10
* Accepted.

A.—Delivered at central car repair depot or any
other store within 130 miles of Leicester. Price per
ton. B.—Delivered in truck to siding at depot. Price
per ton.

LoNr)ON.—Accepted tenders for followin'g works,
for the Education Committee of the London County
Council ;—

Lewisham--AdamBrill-road. new school :
—

Smith. J., and Sons, Ltd ,il7.979 U
Marylebone, W.—Barrett-street, adaptation as trade
school :

—
Bowyer, J. C. Ltd 815 U

Islington, S.—Sebbon-street, beating ;—
Yetton and Brockets, Ltd. ... 787 U

St. Pancras, S.—Exmouth-stroet, electric lighting:—
Cash, H J., and Co., Ltd 319 U

Wandsworth — Wandsworth Technical Institute,
painting new building :—
TriRfisandCo 155

Wandsworth—Hitherfield-road, new school :—
LoleandCo 5,660

Hackney, S.—County secondary school, heating :
—

Pearson, R. H. and J., Ltd. ... 1.133

St. Pancras, W.—Haverstock Hill, heating:-
Pearson, R. H. and J., Ltd. ... 889

Sussex-Portslade industrial school, heating :—
Smith, J., and Son 65

Laying wood block flooring at council schools:—
per sq. yd.

Zeta Wood Flooring Co 6 2
Hampatead—Netberwood-etreet, heating :

—

Yetton and Brockets. Ltd. ... 335
Haggerston— Scawfellstreet, electric lighiiog;—

Johnson, O'Sullivan, and Co. ... 313 13
Whitecbapel—Old Montague-street, ventilating fans:

Matthews and Yates, Ltd. ... 90
Mai-ylebone. W.—Barrett-street trade school for

girls, hot-water supply :—
Yetton and Brockets, Ltd. ... 89

Hoxton—Shoreditcb Technical Institute, equipment

:

De RitSer, W. H., and Co , Ltd.... 70 10
Hackney, S.—Bomerton residential, extending
lavatories :

—
Brand, Pettit and Co 597

Hackney, S.—Homerton residential, iron staircase ;

Hayward Bros. & Eckstein, Ltd. 65 10

St. Pancras, W.—Exmouth-street. painting new
school :

—

McCormick and Sons, Ltd. ... 787 U
Deptford—Clyde-street, remodelling and painting :—

Bowyer, J. and C. Ltd l.OOU
St. Pancras. W.—Princess-road, remodelliog and
painting :—
Roberts, C. P., and Co., Ltd. ... W*
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LoNiiox.—For tl!u supply of 20,245 yards of trolley

wire, for the London County Council :—
British Insulated and Helsby Price a ton.

Cables. Ltd.. PreBcot' £68 5
Bolton. T..& Sons, Ltd.. Bishops-

sate. E.C (58 5
Watlington A- Co.. Ltd., Milton-
street. E.C tiS U

Smith, F., and Co. (incorporated
in the London Electric Wire
Co. and Smiths, Ltd.. Salfordt* GT, 19 H

Fernand Espir. East Indian-
avenue, E.C.+ 66 10

Edward le Bas & Co.. Billiter-st. 62 10
* Accepted. The two lowest tenders were for goods

manufactured abroad, and in view of transport
difficulties, they were passed over.

+ Less 2' per cent, discount.

London.—For supplying 3.C00 driving and 2,000

trailing wheel tires for the Council's tramcars. or.

alternatively, 6,000 driving and 4.000 trailing wheel
tires :— Price per tire.

A. B. C. D.
Patent Shaft and Axletree Co,, Ltd.. Birmingham—

.fl IH ....fllf) ...^l ly ...i'l 15

Vickers, Ltd.. Sheffield—
2 ... 1 10 ... 2 ... 1 10

Steel. I'eech. and To/.er, Ltd.—
1 18 7 ... 1 11 11 ... — ... —

Brown Bailey's Steel Works, Ltd.—
1 17 6 ... 1 10 ... 1 17 6 ... 1 10

Cammell, Laird, and Co. Ltd.—
1 13 ... I 11 ... - ... -

Bessemer. H., and Co., Ltd , Bolton—
1 10 6 ... 1 5 ... 1 10 6 ... 15

Brown J., and Co., Ltd. (acceptied)-
1 6 6 ... 1 6 6 ... 1 6 ... 1 6

Baldwin Locomotive Works (Standard Steel Works
Co.t. Victoria-street, S.W.*-

A. and B. C. and D.
£12,133 17 8 .£24,267 15 4

* Plus cost of freightage from New York.
A.—3.000 driving wheel tires. B,—2 000 trailing

wheel tires. C—6.000 driving wheel tires. D.— 4,000

trailing wheel tires.

LoNi»oN.~For the supply of rails for the con-
struction, reconstruction, and maintenance of the
Council's tramways :—

(i.) Track rails and fastenings.
Bolckow. Vaaghau, and Co.,

Ltd.. Philpotlane. E.C i'29,.-.75 10

Scott. W., Ltd., Leecis (accepted 28,340

(Chief engineer's estimate, £36,580).

(ii.) Conductor rails.

Frodiugham Iron and Steel Co.,

Ltd., Scunthorpe (accepted) . . 17,150

(Chief engineer's estimate, £15,650.)

London.—For the supply of 100,000 creosoted deal
paving blocks. 3in. by 9in. by 5in.. for the London
County Council :—

GriffiLhs. W.. and Co., Ltd. Price a 1.0(X)

Bishopsgate, E.C i'll 17 6

Howard, W. W., Bros., and Co..
Trinity-square, E C 11 12 6

Millar's Timber & Trading Co.,
Ltd , E.C 11 12 3

The Improved Wood Pavement
Co..Ltd.,(.)ueenVictoria-st.E.C. 11 12

Burt, Boulton &. Haywood, Ltd.,
Cannon-street. E.C 1110

Gabriel, T., & Sons. iV Burtons,
Lambeth 11 7 9

Lee. J. B.. it Sons, Ltd., Grace-
church-street, E.C 11 7 6

.\cme Flooring and leaving Co.
(1904), Ltd., Victoria Park' ... 11 4 Q

* Accepted.

PECKHAJf, S.E.—For the provision of wrought-iron
fencing in Peckham Rye-park, for the London County
Council :

—
Hill and Smith, Ltd. (accepted) i*81 18 6

I

RiSH\YORTH.—For the erection of eight arbisan
dwellings at Rishwortih. for Messrs. J. W. Wheel-
wright and Son, Ltd. Messrs. Richard Horsfall and
Son., 22i, Commercial-street, Halifax, architects.
Quantities by the architects. Accepted tenders:-

Excavators and masons ;—
Helliwell and Shaw .£1,060

Carnenter and joiner :
—

Whiteley, H..Richworth 410
Plumber and glazier:—

Stafford. J 173 15

I

Plasterers and slaters :
-

Whiteley and Berry 170
! (Rest of Sowerby Bridge.)

RusKiNGTON.~For the supply of granite during one
vear, for the urban district council :—
Groby Granite Co (accep'ed), X and X\ qualities at

12s. 6d. per ton, and XXX at 9s. 6i. per ton.

Shi;ifield. —For supply of electrical plant, lor thfl

corp. ration. Tenders recommended for acceptance :

One three-phaee extra-high-tension oil switch, and
four sets of metering gear :

—
i

Reyrolle. A., and Co , Ltd. ... £236

Spares reciuired for the electric-light and power
plant at the Ewden Valley waterworks, and for
caljles. lamps, and fittings :—
General Electric Co 81

SoUTHWATiK.—For the erection of dwellings on the
tirst section of the Tabard street area, for the
London County Council :

—

Longley. J , and Co., Crawley,
Sussex £31.864

Holliday and (ireenwood. Ltd.,
Battersea 31.2.53

Greenwood, .1., Ltd.. London
Bridge ... 30.870 j

Brand, Pettis & Co , Tottenham 30,307 ,

HoUoway Brothers (London),
I

Ltd.. Lambeth 29.695
i

Holland, Hannen, and Cubitts.
Ltd., Bloomshury 29.475

Wall, C. Ltd.. Chelsea 28.923
A'-hby and Horner, Ltd., Aldgate 28.700
Garrett, J., andSon,BalbamHill 28,645
Thorne. F. and T., Isle of Dogs... 28.443
Monk. A., Lower Edmonton ... 27,645
Lawrence. W., & Son, Finsbury-
circus 27,572

Wallis, G. E., and Sons. Ltd.,
Haymarket... 27,334

Fairhead, A., and Son. Enfield... 26,835
1 Godson. G., & Sons. Kilburn-lane 26.796

j
Rowley Bro^.. Wood Greeu* ... 26,423
* Accepted. (Architect's estimate, £27,995.)

SouTHWAJtK, S E.—For the erection of a temporary
workshops building at the chief station of the fire

brigade, for the London County Council :
—

Monk, A.. Lower Edmonton, N. £1,325
Godson. G., and Son, Kilburn-

lane. W 1,285

Wall. C .Ltd., Upcerne-rd.. S.W. 1.200 (i ()

McManus. J.. Hammercuiith-
road. W 1,190

Mather. J. C. Northampton-
street, W. (accepted) 1.100

I

(.Architect's estimate. £1,450.)

SoUTHWARK. S.E. — For supplying a motor in-
iStructional tender, for the Fire Brigade Committee
of the London County Council :—

Dennis Bros.. 1913. Ltd £486

I

(Accepted.)

SouTHWAiiK.-For the supply of a motor lorry for
use by the fire brigade, for the London County,
Council :—

The McCurd Lorry Manufac-
turing Co.. Ltd.. Store-st.. W.C. £300

The Daimler Company, Ltd..
Pall Mall. S.W 191 15

Albion Motor Car Co.. Ltd.,
I

Upper Rathbone-place. W. ... 770 0-
I Levland Motors (19141. Ltd., Kew-
I

Kent-road, S.E ... 765 -

' ClavtoniV-Co.(Huddersfield).Ltd. 765
Stevens. W. A.. Ltd., Victoria-

street. S.W. (accepted) 761
! London Motor Exchange, Baker-

street. W 675
Beleize Motors, Ltd.. Manchester 675
DennisBros.(1913i.Ltd..Guildford 650

Owing to the demands being made upon them by
the military authorities, tbe two lowest tendurers
were unable to specify the dates by which they would
be in a position to effect delivery, and the tire

brigade committee were advised that the lorry
offered by the third lowest tenderers would nob be

' suitable for the purposes of the bi'igade.

Wandswohth, S.E. —For the execution of road-
,
work in connection with the construction of the

: London Council's tramways in I''.ast Hill. Wauds-
i

worth, from the present terminus to Fairfield st. :
—

Stark, A., & Sons,Jitd.. Glasgow £6.700
Manders, W., and Co., Leyton ... .5,903

Dick, Kerr, it Co., Ltd.. Cancoa-
street, EC 5,867 U

Griffiths, W.. and Co., Ltd..
Bishopsgate. E.C 5,692

Coles, A. N.. Plymouth 5.591

Mowlem, J., and Co.. Ltd..
Westminster (accepted* ... 5,415

Wimney, G.. and Co., Hammer-
smith 5.198

Chief engineer's estimate, £5,400.

j

Wf.m.—For alterations and additions to National
schools, for the managers. Mr. U. Matthews, Parr's

I

Bank Chambers, Nantwich, architect. Quantities

I

by Mr. R. Matthews :
—

Manley, S.. Aston. Nantwich ... £1.899
' Powell. R., Frees, Whitechurch,

Salop 1.842

Jervis T.. Wem. Salop 1.820

Dorse, H.. Cradley Heath. Staffs 1.499

Tommy, F. and E.. Station-road,
Wem. Salop (accepted) Ii386 10

^i»
NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. CVII. are now ready, and should

be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post 12s. 9d.).

as only a limited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. XXXIX.. XLI., XLVL, XLIX.,
LIIL, LXI.. LXIL, LXIV., LXV.. LXVI., LXVII ,

LXVIII., LXIX., LXXI., LXXII., LXXIII .

LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVII., LXXIX.,
LXXX., LXXXI.. LXXXII.. LXXXIIL, LXXXIV.,
LXXXV., LXXXVI.. LXXXVII., LXXXVIII.,
LXXXIX., XC. XCI.. XCII., XCIII., XCIV..
XCV.. XCVI.. XCVII.. XCVIII.. XCIX.. C. CI..

CII., cm., CIV., CV., CVI., aud CVII. may btill be

obtained at the same price; all the other bound
volumes are out of print. Most of the back

numbers of former volumes are. however, to be

had singly. Subscribers requiring any back number-
to complete volume just ended should order at

once, as many of therp soon run out of print.

Iland.some Cloth Cases for binding the Building , .,

News, price 2s.. post free 2s. 4d.. can be obtained
j
*

trorn any Newsagent, or from the Publisher, f

Effingham House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand. W.C. '

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

May 29—County Offices. Dundalk (Prof. William A. Scott,
A.R.I.B.A., Assessor. Irish .\rchitects only) C. McAlester, County Sec, Court House. Dundalk.

June 7—Municipal Buildings, Stepney (Mr. Henry T. Hare.
F.R.I.Ii.A,. Assessor) G. W. Clare. Town Clerk. 15. Great Alie-st. Whitechapel, E.

Nov. 1—Port Extension, Christiania £555, £333, and £lfifi The Harbour Board. Akersgaten 55, Christiania.
No date—Designs for Cottages. Bromborough Estate. Architects

in Practice only. Cost not more than £1.000 per group
of Five, and .fl,400 per group of seven, (Mr. Geoffry
Lucas, F.R.I.B.A., Assessor) Ninepremiumsof '24p.c. pergroup Lever Brothers, Ltd., Port Sunlight, Cheshire.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

April 30—Houses I'iJ), Cowlersley, Milasbridge
., 30—Two Shops and Eight CoUaRes. Trawdeu

May 1—Engineer's Workshop at I'auQpimj Stitioa, Pontefract
3—Residence. Ivelbau), Newark

I* 3—Police Station and Constables' Houses. Earby, Skiptan
.» 3—Labourer's Cottage, Gordon House Farm. CockQeld ...

,, 3—Residence, liradford X- Wakotiold-road. Tingloy
„ 3—Chiidroi.'s Hospital, Sunderland !

4—Central Library .V 'I'broe liranuh Libraries, Sunderland
.. 4—Clearing Site Twentyman's-court, Carlisle
„ 5—OflSoe- Premises, Alterations to. Hell-street, Dundee
,, - H-Offlces, Wheel shop, and She<l3, Dairycoates, Hull
,,.. d^Constitutional Club, T\vyn-y-lfald. rooKam
.. 6—Post Ollico. lirook-Ptreet, Suttou-in-Asblield
.. 6—Primitive Methodist Cliapol, !\lalkin'a Hank. Sandbach
.. 7—Filter liouse. Extension of, Iluddcrpiield

8- Reslatini^ Roof ot Workshop at Careheds, Kirkcaldy ...

., 8—House, I'ilton-street, I'ilton
I. 10—Professionals' House tV: Club Conveniences, Kormanton

BUILDINGS.
Linthwaite U.D.C
Co-operative Society, Lt3,.

West Riding Standing Joint Com.

A. Cowling ..." —
Corporation
Corporation
Combination Parish Couneil
Ncrtb-Eastero Railway
Constitutional Club Co., Ltd,
Urban District Council

Corporation

Pilton United Charities Trustees
Golf Club «

J. .\inley. Archt., Ohapsl-street, Slaitbwaite.
The Manager, Co-operative Soc, Ltd.. Trawden, Lanes.

J. E. Pickard. Boro' Sur., Municipal Offices, Pontefract.

Sheppard and Lockton, Archts., Bargute, Newark.
P. O Platts. Wen Riling Archt.. County Hall. Wakeneld.

W. H. Ralston. Streatlam Castle, Darlington.
T. A. Buttery. L R.I.B.A,, <Jueen-street, Morley.
T. Robiusoo. Sec, Sunderland.
Tbe Borough Engineer, Town Hall. Sunderland. ,

H. C. Marks. U-l.C B.. City Eng., 36. Fisher-street, Cariisio.

T. M. Cappon, F.R.I.B.A.. :!'2, Hank-street, Dundee.
A. Pollard. Company's Architect, York.
D. J. Thomas, M.S. A., Archt., Blackwood, Mon. .

Walter Burn, A.M. ICE., Sur., Forest-st., Sutton-in-Aslinoiu.

Alfred Price and Sons, Archts., Sandbach.
Tbe Waterworks Engineer, Town Hall, Hudderstiela.

W. L. Maoindoe. Town Clerk. Kirkcaldy.
J. C. Southcombe, Archt.. Bridge Bldgs.. Barnstaple.

A. Hartley, Archt.. County Chambers, Castleford.
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Seeund Church of Christ Scientist, Palace Gardens-

terrace, Kensingtun, W. View, plan, elevation,
and sectiouft. Sir John J. Burnet, LL.D., R.S.A.,
F.R.I. B.A., Architect.

The Lord Wandswurth Institution, Long Sutton,
Hampshire. View and plan. Mr. E. Guy Dawber,
F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

The Lifford Memorial llall, Broadway, Worcestershire.
Mr. Andrew N. Prentice, F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

New Higber Elementary or Special Students' Schools,
Hyde, Lanes. Selected Design : Plans, elevations,
section, and detail. Mr. H. Quentery Faimer,
Architect.

THE ROYAL ACADEMY.
THE PICTUBES AND SCULPTUKE.

Genevally, the Royal Academy is by no
means a bad show this year. The total

number of works hung is 1,926, as against

2,245 in 1914—a decrease of 319. Of the

total 765 are paintings in oils, which is

about 100 fewer than last year; 614 water-

colours and miniatures, 147 etchings,

drawings, and engravings ; 190 archi-

tectural drawings, and 210 pieces of

sculpture. The general arrangement of the

rooms is much tlie same as usual. In the

first two galleries the lino has been kept
low ; but in the others that seems to have
been found impracticable. I'ortraiture

and landscape predominate, and certaiidy

hard times do not seem to have hurt the

portrait-painters much, for these seem
more than ever, not a few. naturally, being
of men in naval and military uniform.
In a way, the War-pictures are, of course,

the feature of this year's exhibition ; but,

with a few exceptions, they are ilisappoint-

ing. Not more so, perhaps, than most
pictures of modern war, which is compara-
tively barren as regards the great dramatic
moments which thrill the painter and
enthral the beholder. Th(jse familiar with
the German galleries during the years

following the struggle of 1870 must have
noticed the same absence of effective

appeal to the emotions. Nor as historical

records are the majority of war-pictnres of

much value. The artist has seldom had
the opportunity as eye-witness of realising

the scenes he depicts, and the horrors of

wholesale slaughter ai'e, fortunately, im-
possible of effective reproduction. They
are best emphasised by the great alle-

gorical painter, and he is scarce in these

days.

Ot his art, Jlr. George Clausen is

certainly the best pressnt-day exponent in

his "RenaissaJice " (143), in many respects

the most striking work in this year's

exhibition. He has seized the idea which
we are all alive to, and that is the rebirth
of France. It will be said by some, doubt-
less, that the old man in black clothes, who
mourns between the two halt-nude figures

amid the ruins, is too suggestive of a
model, and that the contrast between the
group of which ho forms the centre, and
the nude figure of Hope lising from the
yellow and mauve crocuses, is too crude;
but the main purpose of the picture cannot
be missed, and none «ho know and love
France will fail to realise that Frenclinien
to-day have shed the lasf shreds of the
sloughing of the Third Empire, and the
earlier days of the Republic, and are
united in their patriotic asfiirations for
true progress.

Probably the next picture wliicli will

attract the notice of the mass of visitors is

Mr. H. A. Olivier's " Where Belgium
greeted Britain " (360), depicting the
meeting of King George with King Albert
on December 4. 1914. It is more
authentic than interesting, perhaps, but
liardly of sufhcient importance, or so

rendered as to be of nuicli value to those
to come as a souvenir of the great struggle.

Mr. ,Tohn Lavery's "Wounded

—

London Hospital, 1915 " (181) appeals
more to the feelings— not, jiei'haps,

altogether successfully. The nurse and the
young Gordon Highlander, in the fore-
ground, are out of scale with the rest, and
rather suggest that they are there to show
liow it is done. Otherwise, the picure is

well-composed, and infinitely better done
than might be supposed possible.

Of tlie other War-pictures, one of the best
is Mr. W. L. Wyllie's pilot's-eve view.
"The Figliting-Line to the Sea "(352). If

the aeroplane is more visible than the
fighting-line, that, doubtless, was no fault
ot the artist; but the demands ot modern
war on the painter will more and more
make such direct appeals to the imagina-
tion ot the ordinary beholder common, we
expect. Mr. T. Mostyn's "Flight" (435)
is effective, but hardly impressive as a
record ot the miseries of which it is

typical. He is much more at liome in

such really beautiful scenes as his "The
Garden ot Peace" (670). Mr. Richard
Jack's "Homeless" (4G2) is, perhaps,
truer to its subject, but a little stagy.

Mr. John Cliarlton's "Retreat from the
Marne " (-593) has more of the real thing
in it for those fond of "combat," but seems
rather a record of what ought to have
happened, but did not. His "French
Artillery Crossing the Flooded Aisne"
(556) is better.

' Mr. W. B. Wollen's
"Landrecies, August 25" (664) is good
street-fighting, but somewhat strained in

its violenc?. "Comrades" (369), by Mr.
.James P. Beadle, is very theatrical. The
British soldier who is keeping the bullets

off his dead French comrade may pardon-
ably be anxious to save the spickand span
new uniform ot tlie latter, which rather

suggests the firoperty-room than the

liattlefield. More to the life, perhaiis, is

his "Charge ot the 2nd Batt. Rifle Brigade
at Bergendal, South Africa" (639). Mr.
W. P. Adam's interior, "War" (480) is

ono of the best-rendered bits of real war.

The i-oom wrecked by a shell is vividly

indicative of actual havoc- "The
Strongest " (973), by Mr. Fortunio
Matania, may please the vulgar; but, to

our thinking, the stolid German soldier at

whom the Belgian or French boy is

putting out his tongue scores by his in-

difference to the youngster's, insult.

Com-nionplace. perhaps, but appealing to

more of us who have watched the men
drilling, is "War-Time: The Courtyard of

Burlington House in 1914" (448)." Well-
arranged, anyhow, is Jan V. Chelminski's
"Russian Cavalry Reconnoitring in the
Carpathians. 1914" (645). The snow scene

is natural, and horses and men are well-

drawn. "Tipperary" (552), by Mr. J. C.

Dollman, is in lighter vein, but hardly so

successful a reminiscence as some might
have thought easy.

Memories of past struggles are recalled

by Mr. Frank O. Salisbury's largo decora-

tive panel, showing "Queen Philippa
Pleading tor the Lives of the Burghers ot

Calais" (706), who, possibly, were in bad
condition enough after the siege, but
hardly so manifestly, we fancy, as repre-

sented. Mr. A. D. McCormicic's "Nelson
at the Battle of Copenhagen Sealing his

Letter to the Crown Prince of Denmark"
(95) ably depicts an "indiscretion" the

rciictition of which most of us would
welcome if events should render it neces-

sary. Mr. E. Matthew Hale has a good
picture ot "The Duke of Wellington
Reviewing some Riflemen " (191). Miss
Marjory AVatherston gives a spirited rejire-

sentation of " The Defence of the

Barrier at Inkerman by the Royal
Scots Fusiliers" (544); and Mr.
Briton Riviere takes us back to

classic times with his "Night Outpost of

Xenophon's Greeks on the JIarch of the

Ten Thousand " (428), a skilful retreat, as

all have agreed, but possibly easier of

arrangement than in these days of long-

rango guns and poisonous gases.

The naval pictures will attract many.
IMr. W, L. Wyllie's "Bringing in the

AVounded Lion " (469) is good. Was it

passed by the Censor, we w^onder, or his

"Portsmouth in AVar-time : Jline-Sweepers

Putting out to Sea" (746)? Still nioro

effective is his " Masters of the Seas " (533).

Mr. Norman AA'ilkinson shows "Battle-

Cruisers, Invincible and Inflexible, En-
gaging the Enemy : Falkland Islands

Action" (551), and" The Sinking ot the

Blucher. January 24, 1915." Air. Percy F.

Spence's "H.IM. Australian Fleet .\rriving

at Sydney Roads" (599) was presented to

the King, and is lent by His Majesty. Air.

Charles Di.xon is represented by "Spit-

head : July 25, 1914" (1183), in which (ho

great review just before war broke ruit is

shown, as well as bv "Off Tilbury" (1242)

and "In Line Ah=ad" (126.5). Mr.

Bernard Griliblo has two good things, "The
Loyal Men ot the Bounty " (606) and "Tug
Sending Shipwrecked Sailors Ashore"

(732).

I'ortraits, as we have said, abound. 'Iho

President, Sir E. .1. Poyntor, has throe,

"Miss Doris and Aliss Brenda Peterson"

(98), "The late Bruce Harvey Stephens,
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Esq." (189), "Miss Doiis Petersen" (421).
Sir Edward also shows "Orpheus with his

Lilt- " (386), "The Walls of Old England "

(937), and "A Boathouse on Coiiio Lake"
(912). Jlr. John LL Sargent lias two, "F.
il. .Jenkinson, Esq., M.A., the I;ihiariaii

to the LTnivcrsity of Cambridge" (50), and
a characteristically self-assertive jiortrait

of "Earl Curzon" (391). Of his three
small Tyrcilcaii landscapes, wo like

"Master and l'Li))ils" (28) best, though the
"Mountain Orave.yard " (Gl) is the more
sensational. Mr. William Orpeu is fortu-
nate in his subjects—in the "Marchioness
of Headfort" (1G7), who so lately left the
musical comedy stage, especially. Mr.
Lavery's "Queen Mary" (385) loyally does
tlio fullest justice to the charm of the First
Lady in the I-and. Mr. Walter AV. Ouless
has three, "The lit. Hev. the Lord Bisliop
of Worcester" (3), "Colonel H. B.
Hamilton" (1G2), and "The Hon. C. N.
Lawrence " (374). Mr. H. LL La Thangue
sends two, "Jolm Maddocks, Esq., J. P."

(U), and "Mrs. Jlarion L. Illingworth

"

(3G5). Mr. George Clausen, one, "Mrs.
John Heaton" (575). Mr. A. S. Cope,
four, "Donald Maclennau, Esq." (97),

"Colonel Blyth" (1G3), "The lit. Pcv. G.
F. Browne, D.D." (397), and "The Earl of

Ancaster" (548). Mr. F. C. Cooper, three,

"Lieut. Dion C. Calthrop " (357), "Alder-
man W. H. Churton" (587), and "Mrs.
Noel Buxton" (840). ]Mr. Frank Dickseo,
three, "Mrs. Preltyman Newman" (32),

"Ethel. Daughter of Sidney Dicksee, Esq."
(447), and "Mrs. James Simpson" (502).
Sir Luke Fildes, three, "Winifred Eller-
man " (27), "James Anderson, Esq." (439),
"Francis R. Gregson, the King's Body-
Guard for Scotland, Royal Scottish
Archers" (491). Mr. Arthur Hacker, five,

"Miss Elaina Barraii " (40), "Ladv Benn "

n.58). "Cvnthia De La Motto" (377), "Mrs.
Butt" (513), and "Wenda, Daughter of

Harry Whitworth, Esq." (G30), Of the
three shown by Mr. Reginald Eves, the
best is "Sir Archibald Geikie " (GO). There
is a good one of "Mr. Reginald Blomfield,"
by his brother R.A., Jlr. J. S. Shannon,
who sends three more, "Mrs. LTsher "

(48),
"Mrs. Phipps" (85). and "Mrs. Knott"
(402). The Hon. John Collier lias two.
"0. V. Boys, Esq., F.R.S." (460). and
"Miss Gladys Cooper, in 'My I,;uly's
Dress'" (G27). INFr. John S. Hel'ier
Lander sends nup of "Field-Marshal Sir
John French " (487).

One wonders somelinios hnw snme of the
large groups of portraits find a place, cnii-

sideriiig the huge space they occupy. " \
Discussion on llie Piltdown Skull" (093),
liy Ml-. Bertram Priestman, is interesting,
with its group of portraits, including Sir
E. Ray liankester, and seven other dis-
tinguished scientists; but the substantial-
looking Scotsmen of the "Arbroath Whist
<'lub" (.588), by Mr. George Harc<uirt,
hardly so much so. More will prol);ibly
take care not to miss liis portrait of "The
late Sir Hubert von Herkonier" (481).
The subject-pictures of any interest are

few this year. Mr. Seymour T,ucas's
"Flight of the Five Members" (583) is as
good as most of its class; but Strode, the
jnincipal figui-e, monopolises the "busi-
ness" as obtrusively as a third-rate "star"
on tour. "Faust first sees IMarguerite"
(15), by Mr. F. Cadogan Cooper, possibly
as ho conceives the incident, but l.liero is

little about her, to our thinking, to have
attracted her lover.

Among tho best of th<» rest are: Mr.
D.-ivid Murray's "Shadow and Shower"
(14), his "Graves of the Clansmen" (05),
"London Bridge" (381). a didight fully-

glorified rendering, "A Day in October:
Venice" (.500), and "Tho Old Trossachs
Road, Aberfoyle" (783). "Tho Church"
(0). liy the new R..\.. Mr. .\rnesoy Brown.

is good, and so are his "Wide Marshes"
(88) and "The Rain-cloud" (182). Others
that will find favour are: Sir E. A. Water-
low's "C>n the Wengercn Alps" (44); "A
Gleaniy Day in Ross-shire" (353), by the
late li. W.B. Davis; "The Ochils" (356),
by Mr. D. Y. Cameron; "Noonday,
Equihen" (376), by Mr. H. Hughes-
Stanton; "Ought I to Go?" (417), by Mr.
Slanhopo A. Forbes; "Tiio School and
Church of St. Rocco, Venice" (44G), liy Mr.
Henry Woods; "A Memory" (440), by Mr.
J.'imes Saiit; "Memories" (453), by l\Ir.

Hor.ice Taylor; "Spring Morning" (455),
by Mr. George Henry; "Danae" (485), by
Mr. W. Strang; "The Beach" (621), by
Miss Emily Court; "In the Luxembourg
Gardens" (074). by Mr. Will Ashton ; "A
Corner of My Garden " (G75), by Mr. B.
Eastlake Leader ; and "A July Day " (723),
bv Mr. Gerald Moira. Of Sir W. B.
Richmond's six subjects, "The Tree of

Kuowledse" will attract many; but we
prefer "Euphrosyne" (128).

There are not a few good etchings.
Among the best are, "The Belfry of

Bruges" (234), by Mr. Axel Haig; "St.
Wultram, Abbeville" (237), by Mr. Percy
J. Westwood; and "The Town-Hall,
Louvain " (272), by Mr. William Monk.

THE .SCULPTURE.

The average of the sculpture is not high
this year. There is, indeed, only one work
tliat grips one, and that is "Premier
Matin" (190G), by the Belgian sculptor,
i\I. Egide Rombeaux. The wholly-nude
figure of Eve, in marble, is splendidly con-
ceived and vigorously executed. Its equal
has been rare at any exhibition these many
years, and we trust it will not leave
England.
Among works of contemporary ]iublic

interest, the [irincipal is the model of the
gilt-bronze medallion lately erected on the
Thames Emb.ankment to "Richard Norman
Shaw, R. A. "(1793), by Mr. Hamo Thorny-
croft. Others are the "Model of Memorial
to Capt. Scott" (1809), to be placed in St.

Paul's Cathedral, by Mr. S. Nicholson
Babb ; Mr. John Tweed's sketch for the
portrait-statue to be erected in Whiteliall
ot "The lato F. M. Sir George White,
V.C." (1812): Sir W. Gosombe Jcdm's
" Model of a Memorial to the late Rt. Hon.
Alfred Lyttelton " (1847), which is to bo
placed in St. IMargaret's Church, West-
minster; Sir George Frampton's memorial
bronze of "Sir W. S. Gilbert" (1863),
destined for the Embankment; and the
original model for tho figure ot "Euterpo"
(1S79), by I\Ir. Charles Pibworth, carved in

Portland stono on the exterior of the
Orchestral Association in Archer-street, W.
Tho busts, as usual, are numerous.

Among the few of any general interest are
thoso of "A. H. Gilkes, Esq." (1758), late
Master of Dulwich College, in bronze, by
Mr. Frederick J. AVilcoxon ;

" H. S.

Murray, Esq." (1772), in marble, by Mr.
F. W. Doyle Jones; "Maj.-Gen. Sir
Coleridge Grove" (1785), by Mr. F. W.
Pomeroy ; "The late Rt. Hon. Joseph
Chamberlain " (17S8), to bo placed in the'

Guildhall, in marble, bv Mr. F. Derwcnt
Wood; "F.M. Earl Roberts" (1791), in

bronze, by Mr. W. Robert Colton ; "Sir E.

Ray Lanicester" (1822), by Mr. James A.
Stevenson; "Sir Hercules Read" (1845),
liy Mr. Henry Pegram ; "His Eininenco
Cardinal Newman" (1848). by Mr. A.
Broad bent; a bronze head of "F.M. Earl
Roberts" (1853). liy Mr. Hamo Thorny-
croft; "F. D. Bowles, Esq." (18.59), one of

tlie firmest pillars of the Pearl Insurance
Com))any, and his colleague, "George
Shrubsall, Esq." (1808), both in marble,
and by Sir George Franijiton ; and one of

"Sir Cowasjee Jehangir. Bt." (1861), in
m.irlile, by Sir Thomas Brock.

Among miscellaneous exhibits of more or
less merit may be mentioned "Happy
Reflections " (1761), a bronze statuette, by
Mr. Percy G. Benthani ; "A Cajitive"

(1771), a statuette, by Mr. F. W. Pomeroy
;

"The Whisper of I,ove " (1789), a group,
by Mr. Vernon Toft ; "Elizabeth " (1830), a
portrait statuette in silver, by Mr. Alfred

Turner; a bronze group of "Mermaids"
(1884), by Mr. Henry Poole; and a group
ot "Faun and Panthers" (1920), a bronze
grou|i, by Mr. Creswell H. Desmond.

ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.—II.

We have already illustrated in our issue

ot Jan. 15 last, tlie drawing ot the Royal
Exchange, Manchester, which the archi-

tects, Messrs. Bradshaw, Gass, and Hope
are showing at the Royal Academy this

year (1527). We commented then on the

pxcellence ot their plan, for which Mr. J.

S. Gibson, as assessor, awarded them the

first place in the competition held some
jittle time ago. The portions of the

jriginal Exchaiige necessarily incorporated

in the new work obviously hampered the

architectural design of the premises con-

siderably. Ihe drawing next to this (1528)

shows another building already published
in our pages—viz., the Hospital for Skin
Diseases, Blackfriars, by Mr. Wni. A.

Pite, and we remember remarking upon the

adroitness of its plan, set as it is on a
small, awkward, corner site. The exterior

is unpretentious, as it should be, and the

same may be said of No. 10, Salisbury-
square, E.C. (1631), by Messrs. Castle and
Warren, alio in red brick. Mr. W.
Warman knows the North of France very-

well, and the ambitious "Memorial to a
Great War," for whicli he has made a
grandiose design, impresses one -with the

idea of size. The building (1533) is neither

stern nor severe, but is redundant in the
treatment modelled after the French fancy

for finish and detail. Close by this big

drawing are two or three smaller ones,

likewise in colour, such as IMr. Paul
Waterhouse's Prudential Offices, Ijoicester

;

Christ Hospital (Jilices, by Mr. Arthur
Blomfield, and a Branch Library, erected

by the Borough of Woolwich, Mr. Maurice
B. Adams being the architect (1536). Grace
and taste invariably distinguish work by
Mr. Walter H. Brie'rley, F.S.A., and so we
expect to find a pleasant reserve about the

S.W. front ot the Hall at Sledmere, Yorks
(1541), as rebuilt after the fire. We shall

rcjiroiluce this water-cohuir view shortly,

and intend to give an illustration also of

the Country House (1549) whicli Messrs.

Ambrose Poynter'and Geo. H. AVenyon are

about to erect in America with garden-
terraces. It is marked by some con-

sequence of style in brick and stone. The
house which Messrs. Tubbs, IMesser, and
Poulter are carrying out at Weybridge,
"Crow Clump" (1501). we shall also re-

produce, as well as (1503) the Dalziel High
School. Motherwell. N.B., here shown by
a jiencil perspective bearing the name of

the architect. Mr. Samuel B. Russell. l\Ir.

Muirhead Bone's perspective (1508).

marked by all his special maryierisms, is

hung too low for close inspection; but it

sympathetically dejiicts the Bristol Royal
Infirmary, designed by IMpssrs. II. Percy
Adams anrl Charles Holden. a work of

some magnifude. and of no small import-
ance, very bcddly and simply treated in an
original way. The East Sussex Hospital,
by Messrs. .1. Saxon Snell and Stanley M.
Spoiu', is seen in a good birdseye. which we
shall give. Close by is a view- of the

Municipal Offices and Town Hall. Middle-
ton (1573). also won in competition,
by Mr. Alick G. Horsnell. whose
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chawing we liave already illustrated,
the des'gn disijlajing a well-balanced
fayade, nicely detailed in a moderate
manner, wil limit iirelension. ]\Ir. M.
4dams-Act(in is an adept in [>iirc water-
colour brilliancy aided by dexterity. His
"Uestoration of a Tudor Hall" (1576) is

hung toj high for intimate examination;
but No. 1616, "A Modem Interior
Executed in Old Material," hung on the
line, illustrates this artist's facility of ex-
pression in clear, pure tintings, even if an
air of unreality pervades this interior, with
its merging reflections in what jiresumably
must be a highly-pclished floor. The ingle-
nook below a big timber beam and the dog-
grate recess intimate some risks as to the
chance of smoke lacking control. The
ceiling girders tend to ignore the limita-
tions of lineal perspective. The joy of
transparency in a colour scheme such as
this overcomes carping criticism of con-
ventionality, so easy to phrase in regard to
the domain of the concrete or common-
jilace. Another very dexterous piece of
draughtsmanship on the same wall, carried
forward in pastel or crayon, may be men-
tioned in this connection, though quite
different to the brush study just referred
to. The subject is a cornjietitive design for
St. Paul's Bridge, by Mr, 'W. S. George
(1620) mainly interesting on account of
this drawing, ^^hich, for artistic feeling,
is first rate, and in that way the e.xhibit
ranks among the best in the gallery, though
the design itself is indifferently conceived.
The new farmsltad and cottage, Ewell

Manor, Kent, by Messrs. Geoffry Lucas
and Arthur I,odge (1.578), stand on a
triangular site seeniingly, and adapt
themselves to a picturescpie contrivance
pleasingly worked out. The next exhibit
bears the title, "The General Post Office,
St. Martin's-le-Grand," by Mr. Henry T.
Hees

; but it is simply, we believe, a
speculative design, and therefore the
title is misleading, so perhaps we may
rightly presume that this drawing
(l.j~9) must rather be reckoned as an out-
sider's alternative proposal. Ghesliunt
<'ollege, Cambridge, by Mr. Morley
Horder, we have already illustrated
fr.iin this same little bird's-eye (1.580),
which does not quite do the quaint build-
ings justice. The Band I'avilion, Folke-
Stcme, likewise the result of a competition,
is by Jlessrs. Palmer Jones and T. F. '\V.

Grant, the architects, who send a nocturne
showing the building from the Lees, with
the Casino set off by lights "before the
moon is up.'' The building seems well
adapted to its purpose, without the usual
trimmings peculiar to kiosks, so cheap-
looking and common. The "Daily
Chronicle " Editor's lloom, Salisbury-
square, is interesting as the sanctum of the
well-known chief of one of the most up-to-
late dailies in London. The fayade of the
new building to be erected for this paper
in Fleet-street is not yet settled. Messrs.
O. Reginald I'arrow and S. R. Turner are
the exhibitors of this interior (1582).
"The Millhouse," Fittleworth, Sussex,
shows what can be done with knowledge in
connection with one of these jolly old wind
landmarks, and Mr. L. Rome Guthrie is

well aware of the possibilities in this
direction (15S4). Following the catalogue,
we note five hcuseS of moderate size in
Greenaway -gardens, Hampstead, modestly
exhibited in nne fram= by Mr. Cyril A".

Farey, being black-and-white prints which
we intend to publish in our Academy
series iluring the season. The Work-
shops for the Blind at Bolton
we have already illustrated, by the
courtesy of the architects, Messrs.
Bradshaw, Gass, and Hope (1590). whose
water-colour hangs hard by an excellently
free pen-and-ink perspective of a big

country house in Yorkshire, called "Whin-
burn," now building under the direction of

Messrs. John U'. Simpson and Maxwell
Ayrton, near Keighley, in a sturdy and
thoroughly Englisli style, reminding us in

a minor way of Iladdon, owing perhaps
mainly to the big squarish tower and
pretty gables interspersed with parapets.
"The De'il's Neuk," in Scotland, standing
on a rocky eminence (1009), is in keeping
with its weather-exposed situation, and is

intended to be seen from below, so towers
up with a picturesque diversity which in
no way interferes with its unity of con-
ception, for which Mr. Andrew Prentice,
who, by the way, makes his own drawings,
is resjionsible. His other two buildings in
the gallery are of a different type, one
being a big brick mansion designed for a
well-wooded park-like property in Sussex,
and the third drawing represents the
Lifford Memorial Hall at Broadway,
Worcester, where the old style of good
domestic architecture remains in vogue,
almost indigenous round about the Cots-
wolds. " Rochampton Court" is a capital
and capable house, by Mr. F. S. Chester-
ton, nicely drawn in pencil (1593), and we
note with pleasure the new Library and
Schools at Shrewsbury, by Jlessrs. Forsyth
and Maule (1622), which we shall illustrate
later.

The Metropolitan Water Board Offices in

Finsbury are represented by a coloured
model in this e.xhibition and a perspective
of the same facade overlooking the main
road towards the centre of London. Both
illustrate the frontispiece of the premises
now being erected by the architect, Mr. H.
,\usten Hall, whose design we published
with the other competition schemes last

J ear, when he was appointed for this im-
portant work (IGIO), which will add much
to the architectural interest of the district.

"Tlie Hall and Corridors," of "Tirley
Garth," Cheshire (1613) are typical of Mr.
C. E. Mallow's good taste and sincere

draughtsmanship. A stone-faced house in
',)ueen \nne-street. Cavendish-square, by-

Mr. W. Henry White (1621), is shown by a
well-drawn washed elevation, which we
propose to illustrate in the near future.

Mr. Alan Brace indicates the buttercups
'midst the grass of the field in front of his

homely house a; Hamiuer in Hampshire,
built in an old-English red-brick style,

which looks comfortable enough (1637)
in this unassuming water-colour sketch,

wherein the item mentioned induced a
further inspection of the subject itself. The
Pusey House, Oxford, is scarcely a domestic
undertaking, beloiiging as it properly does

to the L'niversity ; but we may mention it

here before proceeding to note the Eccle-

siastical exhibits which, as we already

remarked, form so important a feature of

the Architectural Gallery this year at

Burling'on House. Mr. Temple Moore, in

the front oE Pusey House, has recognised

the most befitting and entirely English
style which, while faithful to the spirit of

the past, expresses the needs of the present

in a centre of historic culture and contem-
porary learning, and is carried forward on
University traditions. Quiet and un-

assuming, this street elevation looks at

home, and will wear well in spite of

changing fashions and restless desire for

novelties, which soon tire and then look so

trumpery. Not so the solid sturdiness and
good proportions displayed by Mr.
Richard J. Allison in the Classic detail of

his portals of the New Government build-

ings at Cardiff, here so well shown (1.596).

The large interior perspective drawn by
Professor .\dshead (1613). of ,St. Anselm's
Church, Kennington. calls for some
comment, for the view certainly furnishes

an exalted notion of the scale of this up-to-

date building, uncompromisingly exotic in

treatment, though dnubtless well ad.iiited

in ]dan for public worship and "advanced "

ritual. The baldachin over the altar and
tester above the pulpit serve (o incroasa
the sense of size below the blue haziness of

the vaulted roof left thus intentionally un-
defined with that end. We can scarcely

admire the voluted caps, which seem
decidedly out of iierspective, though pre-

cedents doubtless could be looked up to

warrant the curiously uncommon detail

adopted. Mr. Schultz Weir's chaiiel for

Lord Bute, in the K. C. Cathedral at West-
minster (1644), is certainly a remarkable
and very costly piece of marble decoration,

worked out with knowledge and scrupulous
care, and taking a very long time to

execute and complete, de))ending more on
continued supervision than elaboration of

architectural detail drawings. These two
sectional drafts of St. Andrew's Chapel
here exhibited are, therefore, rather to

that extent ineffective and disappointing.
The new church which Mr. Temple IMoore
is erecting .at Gillingham, Kent (164S), th(

proposed church of St. Michael and St
George, He?wall, by Mr. R. T. Beckett, o!

Chester, and St. Gabriel's Church, Ply-

mouth, by Jlr. William D. Caroe are all

workmanlike and well shown, being suit-

:djle, though so very different, in their

individual belongings. Few ecclesiastical

exhibits are better in their proportions than
the handsome private chapel which Mr.
C-ecil G. Hare built in the park at Elm-
hurst, near Lichfield (1697). We illustrat«0

this exterior drawing last year. The samf
scholarly aichitect is well represented by

two effective water-colours of the new
cathedral at San Francisco, U.S.A. (1657

and 1664). The building was originally

designed in conjunction with his partner,

the "late George F. Bodley, R.A. Sub-

sequently the scheme, however, was modi-

fied considerably as now shown, and
although we fully illustrated Mr. Hare's

geometrical drawings at the time, no views

have hitherto been exhibited. We hope to

])ublish these later on. The interior is

spacious and consistently worked out with

dignity and grace, thoroughly dis-

tinguished by the balance of mass. Modern
and finely jiroportioned, the church is

without a clerestory, but has a richly-

traceried triforium, a great feature being

made of the vast central octagon. The
lighting is managed entirely by big

windows in the aisles, and from the tall,

crowning feature ovei- the crossing. The
western towers, so sturdy and plain, are

made intentionally subsidiary to this domi-

nating octagon. The view from the west

exhibits the success of the composition,

which claims distinction, and obtains a

central position on the line in this gallery.

Set between these two pictures is another,

also by Mr. Gascoyne, of an exceptionally

attractive, though much less important,

building—viz., a Roman Catholic church,

by Mr.'O. Gilbert Scott (1660), at North-
fleet, Kent, standing on an eminence over-

looking the Thames. The architect, in

no sense an imitator of traditional-

Meditevalism, has frankly used reinforced

concrete, introducing lintels to some of the

side windows in the aisles and in the

clerestory ; but the distinguishing

character of the scheme is due to the

bohlly-ronceived "western" tower, with its

tail belfry window, and the gathering in on

the summit of the composition from the

square outline on plan to an octagon, by

way of a parapet kept in scale with the

rest. No plan is shown, but we know an
organ gallery occurs in the tower, and that

vestries are placed at the "eastern"
extremity .of the sanctuary with chapels,

on what one usually speaks of as th?

"N. and S." As a matter of fact, the

building does not orientate, the entrance
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end facing nc."il_v liuc liortli. 'Jliis pciliaps

was not realised by the artist when
the shadow- casting nf the persjiective was
done. We shall reproduce it in an early

issue. Khartoinu Calhcdial, with the

tiiwer added, is coiil.ributed by Mr. llobert

SchuUz Weir, ilie architect (IGGl).

M:-. Ci. H. Fclloucs I'lynne shows liis

Ceylon cathedral at Cohnnbo (1C99 and
1703) by two rich water-colours, giving an
excellent iilea of its inii)orlance and
elaboration, which, in a clear atmosphere,
will be very telling, graced as it is with
almost Orii'ntal suilabilily in big |iro-

jiortions. The exterior. Flamboyant in

many bands of rcjiealing stone and led

brick, i.'^ thereby increased in sense of

scale, with towers emphasising the mollier

church of ihis far-reaching diocese. Inside

Homanesque vaultings cover the nave with
bhiegrninings, relieved by stars in gold, and
there is a red hanging rood at the entrance
to the choir. The plan of this church is

evidently very complete; but the drawing
of it is hung at too high an altitude to be
properly seen. The blue of the sky in the
exterior view is much too intense, and illus-

trates some remarks on this subject given
in our first review of the exhibition printed
last w-eek. Sir. Leonard Stokes is ro|ire-

j'Cnted by two views of the Konian
Cathnlir. Cathedral at Georgetown,
Demerara (1700 and 1709), built or
intended to be built, we believe, in con-
crete, and, in a way, it is handled with
that idea, a fine tower and spire being used
to impart becoming dignity to its spacious
and well-designed shapeliness. The
absence of masonry jointings, so essential

to Medixval vitality of the poise and
balance of live construction, so charac-
-•eristic of genuine old work in vault and
buttress, must detract from the essentials

or naturalness of true Gothic lines, while-

the quality of texture can never belong to

a cement-rendered concrete erection, which
in this way imposes limitations seriously
hostile to the poetry of ecclesiastical con-
ceptions aiming heavenward as an ideal.

Mr. W. A. Pile sends a drawing (lG9."i) of

the Church of the Good Shepherd, Ealing,
and we are much interested in the not very
attractive view of the design for alterations
to the interior of Holy Trinity Church,
Lambeth (1701), by Sir Charles Niclndson.
Jiart., who proposes to introduce tind)er

framings to cut up the ungainly body of

this building. The effect is incongruiuis
enough ; but something seemingly had to

be done, and so an open-shaped screen,

with wood and iron uprights, liUe bars,

are seen with a rood over it, and big,

coloured statues are set against some of the
main posts, which have nothing in common
with a class of building never lit for a plaec
of worshi|i, and [loor at best as an aiiili-

torium. The little Koman Catholic church
and cottage-like presbytery at Southwcjld,
by Messrs. Benedict, C.S.'S.S,, and Bcart
Foss (170o), is unpretentious, williotit

attempting to compete with the fine parish
fhurch of that town. Mr. Charles Spooner
is represented by a tame interior of St.

Gabriel's Church, Aldersbrook, IMaiior
Park, E. (1(373), and we noted a nice treat-
ment, not stroncly-drawn, however, in the
pencil view by Mr. Gerald Horsley, of All
Saints Church, Hanley (1G90), "with its

outdoor pulpit at the West end. The
tower, having a timber lantern at top, is

not yet built. ]\Ics5rs. Everard, Son, and
Pick are jiroposing to erect a curious but
seemingly capable Hiurch at Leicester
(IGGG), with curved lines to roolings and
domes, and interesting detail. Nearby is

Mr. Temple Afoore's C'atlietlral at Nairobi
0074). which we shall illustrate .-i lillle

later on. and we may refer to a drawing, too
high u|) to study, of the English Church,
Cap d' Antilles, Ijy ^Ir. Frank L. Pearson

(1G57). It is square in form, anil after the
character of an early foreign chapel, no
doubt well adapted to its purpose.

In conclusion, we have yet to nieution
two railwav-stations oii the Chili and
Bolivia llaihvay (1542), by Mr. Arnold
Mitchell, in relincd Classic, here shown by
elevations without any plans. Another
station is that now being erected on the
Thames Enibankmenr at the T'emide for

the Underciound Pistrict Kailway Com-
pany, by Mr. H. AV. Ford (1599). The
excellent water-colour alluded to is well
hung, and we shall publish it with plans
and sections at an early date. '1 lie selected
design for Denbigh Town lh\]\ and
Markets (lfil7) is a clever example of its

kind, nicely - drawn and picturesquely-
handled. We have arranged to issue a re-

production of this work in our Academy
Series during the season. Messrs. John
Brooke and Elcock are the architects. Mr.
Wontner Smith occupies the centre of the
callery with a large model of his design
for the St. Paul's Bridge done to quarter-
inch scale; but we do not admire it.

*«*^

THE R.I.B.A. ANNUAL RErOUT.
Tlic ciglity-first annual report of the

Council of the Royal Institute of
British Architects, presented at the
meeting of nicinbers held on Monday
evening. stated fliat during the pa.st

twelve mouths the losses by death have been
11 Fellows, 3 retired Fellows, 15 Associates,
I'l Licentiates, 4 Hon. Associates, and 1 Hon.
Corresponding Member. Tlie following
statement shows the present subscribing
niembersliip of the Royal Institute, compared
with corresponding periods of IDll, 1912,
1913. and 1914:—
Year. Fellows. Associates.

Associates.
Tot^l.

1911 R63 I,.5n9 .... 55 2,426
1913 859 ...... 1,.5HI 56 2,496
1913 847 l,ii:((l ... 51 .... 2.531
1914 S.i3 1.695 rM 2.603
1915 857 1,713 54 3,634

During tile ofRcial year since the hist annual
meeting 29 Fellows have been elected, 07
Associates, and 3 Hon. Associates. There
arc 2,017 Licentiates on the roll. Since the
pnblieation of tlie last annual report 15
Licentiates have passed the exannnatiou
qualifying for election to the Fellowship,
and 12 of these lia\e been duly elected as
Fellows.

The l'rogressi\o Examinations were held in

June and November-December, 1914, with
the subjoined results:

—

I*relimiiiary e.-^aruina-

tions
lutermediate e.xamina-
tions

Fiu.ll aud special e,\-

aminatious

Ki
«• •a

cs P- a
a SI

S
a

K X
-» PI H 0.

227 73 154 Ill

163 48 115 66

133 - 133 62

43

49

71

The Aslipitel prize was awarded to Mr.
George Erie Francis. The statutory
examination qn."lifying for eandidalnre as

district surveyor in London, and for candida-
ture as building surveyor under local

authorities, was held in October, 1914.
There were five candidates, of whom two
passed. The second studentship at the
British School at Rome awarded under the
Henry Jarvis Bequest was awarded to Mr.
Ernest Cormier, who is now in residence at

Home, and the Henry Jar\is Scholarship at

the Arehitectur'al Association was awarded
to Mr. A. B. Hamilton. 'I'lie competitiou for

the scholarships and studentships at the

British School at Rome will not be held this

year, on account of the war. During the course
of the year the President has appointed the
following architects to act as arbitrators in

eonneetion wilh hnihling tlispules:—W. H.
Alkin Berrv. G. C. Awdrv. AV. H. Bidlake.
Max. Clarke. H. O. Cre'.sswell. A. W. S.

Cross, II. W. Cniiitt. F. B. Dniikerlev. Matt.

Garbntt, J. Alfred Gotch, Edward Grconop,
George Hubbard. J. W. Little. J. Douglass
llatlieus. .\lan E. Munby, D. Barclay Niven,
C. Stanley Peach, H. A, Satchell. A.- Saxon
Snell, Herbert Shepherd, John Slater, Alfred
Stoiier, W. Henry White, and Win. Wood-
ward. The following have been the Presi-
dent's appointments to assessorships during
the year;—T. Edwin Cooper, Paul Water-
house (twice), Wm. Milburn. G. Hastwell
Grayson. Edwin T. Hall. E. Vincent Harris.
V. ilorley Horder. S. Perkins I'lck. H. V.
Lanchester. Glendinning Moxham, f*rof. S.

D .Adshead (twice), I.eonard Stokes, .1.

Alfreil Gotch. John W. Simpson. A. N.
Paterson. T. Geoffry Lucas, and Reginald
Blomlield. R.A.

Since the issue of the last animal report
the Council have made the following grants:
—Architectural Association, £350; Archi-
tectural Association (from the Anderson-
Webb Fund). £250; Architects' War Com-
mittee Special Relief Fund. £250; Exhibition
of Architecture. Paris, 1914, £281; Library
Fund, .£200; Prince of Wales's Fund, £105;
.'\rehitects' Volunteer Training Corps, £50;
.Architectural Association Sketch Book, £25;
Royal Architectural Museum, £21 ; and
British School at Rome, £21.

In consequence of the outbreak of the war.
it was decided that the consideration of all

matters of policy of a controversial nature
should be deferred. The question of a new
Charter ,",nd of the formation of a Register
of Architects has therefore remained in

abeyance. More than 1.200 members of the
areliiteclnral profession are now embodied iu

various branches of the forces, and it has
been decided to remit the subscriptions of all

Members and Licentiates of the Institute

who are serving their country in this way.
'I'lie prize competitions for the year have
been postponed for twelve mouths, and
arrangements have been made to avoid the
penalising of candidates for the examinations
who have joined the Colours. A grant of

100 guineas has been made to the National
Relief Finid, and the Architects' X'olnnteer
Training Corps, which was formed by the

Architectural Association, has received
financial and other assistance. A rcijister of

Belgian architects who have come to England
as war refugees lias been compiled, and some
of the privilof^es of Institute memberslii|i

have been granted to them during the period
of the war. In conjunction with other artistic

and learned societies, the Royal Institute

submitted a protest to the American Govern-
ment aj^ainst the destruction of Itnildings and
monuments by the Germans in Belginin and
France. The finaneinl difficulties of the

Architectural Association, arising from the

patriotic action of so many of its members
and students, have been sympathetically con-

sidered by the Council, who have shown their

appreciation of the value of the educational

work of the Association by making a special

grant of £250. in addition to the usual annual
grant of £100. and by making a further grant

of ,£250 from the balance of the Anderson-
Webb Fund. The question of the desirability

of drawing up special "war clauses" for use

in connection with the R.I.B.A. form of con-

tract was very carefully considered liy the

Council, who had the benefit of the advice of

the practice committee, aud it was finally

decided that no official action in this direction

was advisable. The course of events in the

building trade since tlie early weeks of the

war appears to indicate that this decision was

a wise one. A few days after the beginning

of the war the President summoned a meet-

ing to consider what action should be taken

ill view of the crisis, and as a result of this

meeting a eomniittee, known as the archi-

tects' war commiltee, was formed, which had

the advantage of the services of members of

the Architects' Benevolent Society, the

Architectural Association, and the Society of

Architects, and of architects not connected

with any of the architectural societies. With
the aid of two subordinate committees,

known as the selection committee and the

professional employment conimitlce, a great

deal of valuable work has been done.

.'\ssislancc has boon offered and given to the

War Office and other Government Depart-

ments, a bubstaiitiul contribution to (he
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National Relief Kiind lias Ijeeii raised by

ibsci'iptions from inenibcrs of the profes-

iii. ami a war relief fiiiul for arcliiteets lias

M eii instituted, wbiuh lias already -been

iiistniinciital in relieving distress arising

Ironi uneniploynient in the profession. The
iterests of the profession have been safe-

lardi'd by the assiduous personal efforts of

the I'resident. who has been in eonstant com-
innnication with various departments of the

(lovernnient since tlie outbreak of the war.

The seheme for tlie establishment of a

Legal Defence Union for Arehiteets, which
was referred to in the last annual report, was
submitted to the members at a special

general meeting; but in the absence of a

i)Uorum no progress could be made with the

consideration of. the seheme drafted by the

Boanl of I'rofcssional Defence.

The Council have taken action in connec-

tion with all the complaints as to the

professional conduct of nieinbers that have
been laid before llieni. Several members
have been dealt with under the provisions of

liy-laws '2i and 25 for taking part in eom-

lietitions which, had been vetoed by the

Council. It has been decided to publish an

adverlisenicnt in selected news[)apcrs from

rime to time warning the public against pru-

tcssional advertising by architects.

The discussion of the revised schedule of

barges ha.s been completed, and the new
-rale will bo brought into operation by the

Louiicil in due course.

The committee on official architecture has

cunipleted its consideration of the matters

referred to it, and has presented its final

report to the Council. This report is of

such a controversial nature that the present

is not a suitable time for its discussion, and

the Council have accordingly decided to

defer its consideration for six months.

On the recommendation of a committee
mentioned in the last animal report a number
of changes have been made in the organisa-

tion and the boundaries of several of the

societies.

The usual financial statement appended to

the report indicates that, in spite of the

universe effects of the war, the tinances of

tlic Royal Institute arc in a satisfactory

Mate. The remission of the subscriptions of

those members who are serving with the

I'orces and the reduction in the examination
1 -es paid by students arc the principal

causes wliieh have led the Finance and

House Committee to anticipate a small

deficit on the year 1915. Wlien normal con-

ditions again exist, it is to be expected tliat

there will be a substantial surplus of income

over expenditure. The liquidation of the

Architectural Union Company has now been

completed, and llie company's lease has been

transferred to the Royal Institute.

illli no.VRD Of .iRCHITECTUR.^L EDVCATIO\.

The following committees have met and
reported from time to time to this Board
on the matters referred to them— viz.,

testimonies of study, examinations, exemp-
tions, preliminary examination, joint com-
iiiittec of Board and examiners. During the

vcar iti'J designs have been received and
Ijndicated on, and of these 329 have been
ipproved, being a decrease of 55 and 44

respectively on the previous year, this result

being doubtless due to the war. These
ksigns have been publicly exhibited in the

galleries of the Royal Institute for three
l.iys after each adjudication, and a large
iiiiniber of visitors have availed themselves
"I the opportunity of viewing them. The
lonneil. on the recommendation of the
Hoard, have reserved the galleries for the
future for the bi-monthly examination and
exhibition of these design>. The Board have
conducted tlic Royal Institute Examinations.
and the results as reported to the Conmil
have been published. Each candidate for the
filial examination is now required to dopo>it
with the moderator at the end of the first

'lay of the examination in design a tracing
liowing the general lines of his design. An.
additional three hours on the third day of
the exaniiiiatioii have been allotted to "this
subject. With the approval of the Council,
the preliminary examination will be discon-
tinued after June, with the exception of the

subjects of freehand drawing and geometrical
drawing or perspective; but every candidate '

for registration as probationer must satisfy

the Board that he has attained a sufficient

standard of general education. In cou-
neetion therewith the Board have had under
consideration a proposal from H.M. Board
of Education with reference to a seheme for
improving the existing arrangements for the
examinations in secondary schools in Eng-
land. .\ftcr consideration of the scheme,
the Board have reconimendcd the Council to

accept a pass in the first examination which
the Board of Education propose to institute
as satisfactory evidence of the candidates
having attained a sufficient standard of

general education. With reference to the
intermediate and final examinations, the
Board acknowledge the ungrudging labour
which for many years past has been given by
the honorary (Examiners to these examina-
tions; but it was felt that with the large
number of different examiners for the same
subjects it was difficult to maintain a uniform
standard for all the candidates, and, after
lengthy and careful consideration, the Board
prepared a scheme for modifying the
examinations, reducing the number of

examiners, and recognising their work by
payment from the Institute funds. It was
found that in all the kindred professional
societies which hold examinations the fees

paid by the candidates were considerably
higher than those in operation at the
Institute, and the Board believe that by
raising these fees a fund would be formed
from which adequate remuneration could be
paid to the examiners without trenching
largely on the general funds of the Institute.

The alterations recommended are that: as

to the preliminary examination the fee

should remain as at present; for the inter-

mediate the fee should be £6 6s., instead

of .C3 3s. as at present ; the final fee £6 (is.,

instead of £4 4s. ; and the special £10 10s.,

instead of £6 6s. In the two latter cases the

examination fees are to cover the entrance
fee paid by Associates. The niodifieations

suggested in the examinations are as follow:

INTLKMKDIATK KX.IMISATIO.V.

Subject A.—Two papers on the PriDcipal .Styles aQd
General Hietor.y of Architecture, and tbe purpo.se of
Archit€ctai"al Features iu relation to the Buildings in
wliich they occur.

Sub.ject'B.—Two papers ou (1) Simple Applied Con-
struction in Elementary Desiffu and tbe Properties and
Cses of Ordinary Ituildiuj^ ^latcrials. (2) Theoretical,
includinfr Stresses and Strains.

Sub,iert 0.—A pajier dealinj^ with one of the following
subjects :

—

1. Historical Architecture—showing:; knowledge of
one of tbe following periods, to be selected by the
candidate:

—

la\ Greek and Roman; \h) Byzantine and
Roraane.'<'[iie: {rt French and PJnprli.'^h Gothic; id)

It^iUan, French, an<l FJuirlish Renaisesince^

2. Mathematics and Mechanics.—Alf^ebra, up to and
includinij the binomial theorem. Tlie use of the slide-

rule. Plane tvif^onometry, iucludinrr tbe solution of
triangles. Descriptive geometrv, including the mensura-
tion of simple plane and solid tigures. Simple conic
sections treated geometricall,y. General statics and
dynamics, including graphic statics,

3. Design—Dealing with simple subjeeta.

Subject A to be divided between two examiners, who
shall also take tbe jiaiiers in Subject CI.

Subject B to be divided between two examiners, who
shall also take Subject C-.

F1N.M. KX.IMISATIO.V.

Subject A.—Design for a Building of moderate
dimensions, or a portion of a more important editico, to

be made from particulars given. The drawings to com-
prise phins, elevation, and section, to a scale of Jin to

the foot, some details to a large scale, with a dketeh
perspective. The subject will be communicated in

general terms to tbe student some days before the
examination.
Subject B.—Two pa[iers <m Construction, including

Iron and Steel Con8tni<;tion, I-'erro-Concrete Shoring and
Unflerpinuing.
Subject C.—Hygiene, including l>raiuage. Ventilation,

Ueating, Lightiiig, and Water Supply.
Subject D.—Tbe Properties and t.Tsca of Building

Materials.
Subject K.—The Ordinary I'ractice of Architecture,

incbuiing Specilicjitions and tbe Law of Ouitracts.
Subject B !ind Subject D to be divided between tbe

two examiners who set the papei-s in Subjects BI, li2,

and C'l of tbe Intermediate Kxamination.
Subject C and Subject 10 t*i bo divided between two

examiners. All the foregoing examiner..* to be jiaid.

With reference to the design (intermediate

and final) and thesis, it was suggested that

at present these examiners should remain
unpaid. The whole of these m,odifieatioiis,

which were subsequently approved by the

Council, would have eome into operation
this year had it not been for the outbreak of

the war, and it is hoped that the new seheme
will be in full working order next year. The
Board have granted certain specific privileges

to candidates who have joined the Colours.

On the recommendation of the examiners,
the time for the written and graphic portions
of the statutory examination has been
extended from one to two days.

The Ulster Society of Architects

have asked the Board to in.spcct

the School of Architecture at the

Municipal Technical Institute. Belfast, with
a view to its being placed on the list of

recognised schools. Mr. Paul Waterhouse,
as the representative of the Board, visited

the school. After consideration of Mr.
Waterhousc's report, the Board— while not
at present placing the school on the list of

those whose course is recognised as exempt-
ing from the intermediate examination—have
recoinincnded the Council to insert par-

ticulars of the school amongst the educational
facilities in Ireland mentioned in the

Kalendar. The certificate of the two full

years' course at the Robert Gordon Teehuieal
College, .Aberdeen, supplemented by three
years' work in the evening classes, is now-

accepted by the Board as exempting from
the intermediate examination. Mr. II. V.
Lanchester, who visited this school at the

re(|iiest of the Board, and reported favour-
ably on the course of study there, has been
appointed the external examiner to the

school. Candidates other than British sub-

jects who are desirous of possessing e\idenee
of their having obtained the status, though
not the rank, of an Associate of the Royal
Institute will for the future be admitted to

the final examination, and in the event of

their passing will be furnished with a

certificate to that effect. The Board, at the
request of H.M. Board of Education, have
conducted the examination of candidates for

the National Scholarships in Architecture.
These candidates are required to pass the
intermediate examination, but are exempt
from submitting the testimonies of study
required from Institute candidates. H.M.
Board of Education have consulted the Board
with reference to the awarding of National .\rt

Scholarships, and have been informed that

if the scholarships are to be held at a final

school they should be awarded before candi-

dates have passed the final examination ; but
that if sneli scholarships are in the nature
of travelling studentships they should be
awarded after the candidates have passed

the final examination.

THE ART STANDING COMMITTI!!;.

Many matters have engaged the attention

of this committee during the session. A
proposal to convert the old Grammar School
of Edward the Sixth at Shrewsbury (now
a library) into municipal offices was dealt

with at some length. Happily the seheme
has now been abandoned. The proposal to

demolish the interesting building in Great
Queen-street, W.C., known as " Boswell's
House," has been the subject of great

concern to the committee, who have very

carefully considered the matter. Various
ways of presenting the ease against demoli-

tion to the freeholder— both alone and in

conjunction with other societies— have been
fully discussed. It was found impossible,

however, to save the building, which has now
been pulled down, but it is hoped that

arrangements may be made by which some
portion of the fa(;ade may be re-ereeted in

one of tlie galleries of the Victoria and
.Albert Museum. This museum, desiring to

add to its collection of measured drawings

of old work (especially h^rench, German,
Spanish, and Scandinavian). in\oked the

assistance of the Institute with this end in

view. The scheme now on foot to do away
with the present picturesque wooden bridge

spanning the Thames at Goring, and to

replace it by one of ferro concrete, has

evoked no little dismay. Steps are being

taken to influence opinion against the change,

or at least to insure that if possible the

design of the new bridge shall be in harmony
with its surroundings. The question of hold-

ing exhibitions in the Institute galleries is

one which has received attention at the

hands of this committee, who drew up and
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presented a report to tlie Council tliereon,

in view of arranging for an exhibition of rare
prints and drawings in the near future. It

was felt, however, that the present time is

not entirely opportune, and the scheme is

therefore set aside for the moment; but it

is hoped to bring it forward again when
circumstances permit. A subcommittee has
been appointed to consider the incidence of

certain sections of the Loudon Building Act
upon design. Several meetings have been
held by this sub-committee, but the result of

its deliberations is not yet available. The
question, though difficult and intricate, is one
which is felt to be important and worthy of

consideration.

THE LITERATURE STANDING COMMITTRK.
The schemes which this committee has

had under consideration for some time, with
regard to providing furniture for the better
preservation of the Institute's collection of
drawings, have been again considered by the
committee, and further reports with
estimates of cost having been submitted to

the Council were approved. The work is

now in hand and the new fittings will shortly
be placed in tlie library. A further addition
to the library furniture will be a more con-
venient and larger type of table for the use
of readers. The committee have been in

communication with the science committee,
in order that the collection of scientific books
in the reference and loan libraries may be
extended and kept up to date. The librarian
has been allowed to make a further choice
of books from the library of the late Mrs.
Arthur Gates, through the courtesy of Miss
M. Rose (her niece), who has also presented
a collection of casts of intaglios. Through the
kind offices of Mr. Arthur Keen, a collection
of original drawings by A. W. Pugin was
presented by Mr. J. Williams. 'The question
of the continuance of the subscriptions for
German periodicals having been considered,
the committee decided that the subscriptions
should be discontinued during the period of
the war. Many valuable books have been
purchased during the year. The committee
have under consideration the advisability of
compiling an index of Belgian and French
architectural works which have been
destroyed during the war in France and
Belgium. It is proposed to confine the index
to works which already form part, or may
he added to, the Institute collection. The
librarian reports to the committee that
during the year 200 volumes have been added
to the library of the Royal Institute, exclusive
of periodicals, reports, and transactions of
societies, and parts of works issued in serial
form. Seventy-nine volumes and 15
pamphlets were presented, and 121 volumes
were purchased, of which 42 were added to
the loan library. The attendance of readers
in the reference library numbered 4,632, and
the number of books issued on loan was
2,372.

THE PRACTICE STANDING COMMITTEE.
The sub-committee dealing with the

revision of conditions of contract were by
their own desire relieved of their task, and
on the suggestion of the committee, the
Council, towards the end of last session,
appointed a -special committee to deal with
the subject and to sit continuously until their
labours are completed. This committee are
still at work. The question of a form of
subcontract, and the position of the sub-
contractor generally, have been referred to
the special committee, and it is understood
thiit a report on these matters has been made
to the Council. The suggested revision of
the Institute "Handbook on Dilapidations,"
originally published under the tegis of the
committee in 1903, and now out of print,
has been submitted in draft by Messrs..
Sydney Perks and Edward Greenop, and is

being considered by the committee. The
practice committee appointed the profes-
sional conduct sub-committee, to which all

questions relating to professional conduct
have been referred. By this sub-committee a
large amount of useful work has been done
under the chairmanship of Mr. George
Hubbard, with Mr. Edwin Gunn as lion,

secretary. At the invitation of the Council,
the committee made suggestions which have

been adopted for bringing more prominently
before the Members and Licentiates of the
Institute the various rules laid down by the
Institute on the subject of professional con-
duct, to w-hich a note as to auctioneering
and estate agency has been added. The com-
mittee are now considering, at the request of

the Council, the compilation of a more
explicit and amplified code of rules on the
whole subject. The frequency with which
the President is appealed to for the appoint-
ment of arbitrators under the R.I.B.A.
contract appeared to render it desirable that
stereotyped forms of application and appoint-
ment should be employed. The committee
has prepared such forms, and they have been
adopted for the use of the President. In
view of the increasing number of cases in

which arbitration proceedings prove abortive
after the appointment of an arbitrator by
the President, and of the consequent loss

occasioned to arbitrators, it has been found
advisable to prepare some suggestions for

their use. These suggestions, approved by
the Institute's solicitors, are being issued as

an Institute paper. The committee, at the
request of the Council, considered the best
means of dealing with the difficulties in build-
ing operations arising out of the war crisis.

They appointed a sub-committee, which
interviewed representatives of the builders
and obtained their views, and devoted a con-
siderable amount of time and trouble to the
drafting of special clauses for insertion in the
conditions of contract, and to the prepara-
tion of a very careful report on the subject.

The committee's recommendations, however,
were not adopted by the Council. The ques-
tin of the desirability of charging by
percentage for additional copies of plans,
etc., supplied to builders was referred by the
South Australian Institute of Architects to

the Council for its opinion, and" by the
Council to the committee, who reported that
they did not consider such a basis of charging
could be recommended. The Concrete
Institute having submitted to the Council a

draft form for the standardisation of the
measurement of reinforced concrete, this

was referred to the committee, and after

careful consideration by a sub-committee,
was approved, with the rider that reinforced
concrete should be shown on the architect's

drawings, and the quantities for it taken off

in the usual way. A suggestion that the

Institute should take part in a conference
on the subject with the Concrete Institute

was also approved. A large number of

inquiries from members bearing upon points
of professional practice and kindred matters
have been received and dealt with. Of these,

nearly one-half were concerned with
difficulties arising out of the existing condi-
tions of contract and the schedule of charges,
and it may fairly be anticipated that a large
number of the difficulties which arise in the
use of both these documents will be removed
when their respective revisions have been
adopted. In regard to questions as to pro-

fessional charges, the growing number of

cases which have been submitted to the com-
mittee from all parts of the country asking
for advice as to the reasonableness of pro-

fessional charges, and often accompanied by
a considerable mass of documents and
drawings, involving the expenditure of a

large amount of time and labour for even
their cursory perusal and examination, has
compelled the committee to decline in future

to give opinions on such matters, especially

when submitted ex par/c, and likely to lead
to legal proceedings, unless some matter of

principle is involved.

THE SCIENCE STANDING COJIMITTEE.

The committee have appointed a small sub-
committee to make a further inspection and
report on the present condition of the samples
of stone undergoing the weathering test at

the Geological Museum, London. "The com-
mittee regret that till the London County
Council decide that revision of their existent
drainage by-laws be undertaken, no oppor-
tunity will arise to make use of the sugges-
tions for essential amendment and simplifica-
tion therein which were the outcome of the
labours of the subcommittee, who gave much
time and careful consideration to this subject.

On the recommendation of the committee,
the Institute Council wrote to the Metro-
politan Water Board on the subject of a new
requirement which the Board were seeking
to enforce in regard to the arrangement of
lavatory basin overflows. In the opinion of
the committee this requirement, and the per-
missive alternatives, w-ere open to grave
objection on more grounds than one, and
hope w-as expressed that, for the reasons
stated in the Council's letter, the require-
ment would be withdrawn. No reply beyond
a formal acknowledgment having come to
hand, the committee requested the Council
to press for a reply. The Council have at
length approved the report and draft timber
specification submitted by the committee last
session, and have requested the committee to
take steps for the further necessary discus-
sion of the subject with representatives of
the Institute of Builders and the Timber
Trades' Federation. The committee have
appointed a subcommittee for this purpose.
No information has reached the committee
as to the result of the Council's memorial
to His Majesty's Treasury in regard to a
grant for the investigation of problems con-
nected with timber. At the present time it

is, of course, hopeless to expect any favour-
able reply from the Treasury. The committee
considered the draft of the'L.C.C. (General
Powers) Bill, 1915, of which Part III.

(Drainage of Premises) and Part IV. (Build-
ings on Low-Lying Land) were concerned
with building. With the assistance of a
sub-committee, a report on these parts of the
Bill was drawn up and submitted to the
Council, with a recommendation that the
Institute should petition Parliament against
the Bill. This recommendation was accepted,
and, at the request of the Council, the com-
mittee instructed the Institute solicitors and
approved the petition, which was duly
lodged. The committee are glad to learn
that, as a result of strong opposition, Parts
III. and IV. of the Bill have been withdrawn.
The committee have decided to collect data
as to cases of underground water met with
during excavations and building operations
in and near London. Information from
architects has been invited, and the com-
mittee hope to be able to record such
information in a manner intended to be of

future service to architects for proposed
building operations in the area. The Council
ha\e accepted a recommendation from the

committee that the Institute leaflets on dry-

rot in timber should be supplemented. The
committee have been, and still are, engaged
in collecting information and preparing a

report as to the additional matter to be

included in the leaflets. The important work
of the sub-committee considering the con-

struction of belfries and effect of vibration

on buildings has continued; but it has been
found necessary to confine the sub-commit-
tee's attention for the present to the

construction of belfries. During the year

the sub-committee have met on eleven

occasions and have examined several belfries

during actual bell-ringing; bell-foundries

have also been visited, and the observations of

founders obtained. The sub-committee- deal-

ing with defective roofing-tiles are arranging
for two whole-day visits to representative

tile-making districts to be made by them-
selves and the committee during the month
of May, and are preparing two or three short

papers on roofing-tiles and their defects to

be read next session. Amongst other matters

which have come within the scope of the

committee's work are jointless flooring,

manufacture of chloride of magnesium ; wall

finishings in hospitals; fire prevention; air

pollution, and construction for localities

subject to earthquakes.

REPORT OF THE .AUDITOR.S FOR 1914.

In regard to the income and expenditure '

account, it is satisfactory to note that,

although during 1914 large and unexpected
calls have been made upon the funds, the

surplus amounts to £2,722 9s. 5d., in com-

parison vTith £1,302 Is. 3d. in 1913. The total

expenditure for 1913 was £11,567 13s. 3d.,

whilst that for the year 1314 has been

£11,391 12s. 4d., a reduction of about £176.

In 1914 savings have been effected on fuel,
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salaries; general printing, stationery, stamps,

and petty expenses; general meetings,
medals, and prizes, and the cost of producing
and issuing tlie Journal and Kalendar. A
\ery satisfactory reduction of the bank over-

draft has been effected. In 1913 the amount
was £4,8J6 7s. Id., and in 1914 £2.707
Is. lOd., a diminution of about £2,1.39. The
various grants made by the R.I.B.A. in the

year 1913 amounted to £534, whilst those in

1914 were more than doubled— viz., £1,148.

This great increase is principally due to the

special grants made to the War Committee
Fund and the Prince of Wales's Fund.

severest fire test and certified that the door
affords "full protection (Class B)," which is

the highest classification. The test was a

four-hours' firing in a brick furnace, i]i one
wall of whicli the door was fixed. Tlie tem-
perature aimed at was 2,000deg. F. ; actually

it reached 2.040deg. F., and the face of the
door against the fire became white hot. Yet
tlie outside temperature, 14in. away, never
exceeded 125deg. F., and a piece of news-
paper only 12in. from the door was not
scorched. It will be remembered that alu-

minium, brass, copper, and silver melt
below 2,0fl0deg. F., and cast-iron melts at
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.CHUBBS STELOCRETE SLIDING DOOR.

Doubtless owing to the war, the receipts for

examination fees have greatly decreased

—

viz.. from £1,633 16s. in 1913, to £1,169 14s.

in 1914. This decrease is largely due to the
fact that many men who under normal condi-
tions would have entered for the examina-
tions are now either at the front or in

training.

^*»^

A NEW FIRE-RESISTING DOOR.
JMessrs. Chubb and Son's Lock and Safe

Co.. Ltd., have introduced an entirely new
kind of fire-resisting door, designed <'n

scientific principles for production by
modern constructional methods. There is a
minimum of steel, wliich conducts heat, and
a maximum of non-conducting concrete
filling. The steel casing filfils several objects:
—It forms a hard skin capable of being
nicely painted or otherwise finished. It

encloses compactly the concrete, which
cannot break away even if its surface
become friable under excessive heat. It

protects the concrete from the force of water
from the fire-hose. It provides small aper-
tures at each indentation through which
escape gases or .steam generated by fire and
water. It is a correctly disposed tension
member for both surfaces to resist the ten-
dency to distortion, common to nearly all

materials under the stresses of heat followed
by rapid cooling.
The concrete filling contains a selected

calcined aggregate of little weight.
It is well proportioned, and it sets
very hard. The door has a uniform thick-
ness of two inches, in tliis being greatly
superior to other doors with panels tliree-
quarters of an inch or less in thickness,
which offer least, resistance to the passage of
heat where the heat may be greatest. To
check the spread of heat there must be thick-
ness in the resisting slab. To reduce
thickness is to reduce efficiency. Tliu door
is a stancliion of great strength ; it is also a
beam of great strength. Much of its strength
IS due to the fact that the plates are anchored
at every indentation to the rods reinforcing
the concrete.

The British Fire Prevention Committee
has subjected one of these doors to their

2,200deg. F. At the end of the four-hours'
firing a stream of water, at a pressure of

901b. per square inch, was directed for five

minutes point blank against the face of the
door which had been in the fire. Neither
fire nor water passed through tlie door.

«*
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

At Tuesday's meeting of the London County
Council it was agreed that tenders be invited

from selected firms for the reconstruction of

the bridge carrying St. John's Hill. Clapham
Junction, over the London, Brighton, and
South Coast and London and South-Western
Railways.
The Improvements Committee reported

that the London School of Economics in

Clare Market is about to be extended by the

erection of a permanent wing on adjoining
land, having an area of 8,340sq.ft. The
amount to be debited to the Education Com-
mittee had been agreed upon at £25,600. It

was agreed to sell the freehold of the plot of

land in Mare-street, Hackney, adjoining the

police station, to Mr. M. Miljer, for £1,050.

The site has an area of 4,600sq.ft. and a

frontage of 132ft. 6in. to Mare-street.

On the recommendation of the Local
Grant Committee, the offer of the United
Grand Lodge of. England to present to tlie

Council portions of the fa(,'ade of No. 55 and
5G. Great Queen-street, Kingsway, and to

contribute towards the cost of taking down
and removing them was accepted with tlianks.

The staircase will be exhibited in the Geffrye

Museum, and the selected portions of the

facade will be re-erected in Geffrye's garden.

The Highways Committee reported with

regret that Mr. J. Shepherd, electrical assist-

ant in the tramways department, has

resigned. Mr. Shepherd was appointed to his

present position on November I, 1910, having
previously held the position of assistant

electrical engineer. It was intimated that

Mr. Shepherd has purchased the business of

a consulting engineer, which he desires to

take over on July 1, 1915.

• <»»

Mr. Edward Charles Jolin Elling, arcliitect,

of 9, Queen "Victoria-street, E.G., and Stroud
Green, N., died on the 27th ult., aged 53.

OBITUARY.
We regret to announce the death of Mr.

Edgar George Cnsson Down, A. R.I.B.A., of

Castle Chambers, High-street, and Romilly
Crescent, Cardiff, a past-president, and
previously hon. secretary, of the South
Wales and Monmouthshire Architects'

Society. He had erected many business pre-

mises in Cardiff and its vicinity, and had
been successful in several competitions,

including that for the schools in the suburb
of Ely, and that for the Presbyterian Church
in Cathedral-road, Llandaff. He joined the

Royal Institute of British Architects as an
Associate in 1896.

Mr. W. T. Grewcock, A. R.I.B.A., of St.

Martin's Chambers, New-street, Leicester,

died at Bournemouth on Thursday in last

veek, aged 47. He was a member of the

council of the Leicester and Leicestershire

Society of .Architects, and had for some
years served as the hon. secretary and trea-

surer of that society. He had carried out
many business premises and domestic build-

ings in Leicester and its vicinity, and also

rebuilt the workhouse and erected a

sanatorium at Hinckley. His Associateship
of the R.I.B.A. dated from 1896.

The first member of the staff of the Bir-

mingham Corporation to give his life for

his country is Captain Fountain O. C. Nash,
of the 5th Battalion (Territorial) of the
Northumberland Fusiliers, who wlien in

Birmingham was the chief town-planning
assistant in the city surveyor's department.
Mr. Nash was the son of an artist and the

grandson of James Nash, the author of the

"Famous Homes of England." He was
originally the assistant surveyor to the
borough engineer at Newcastle-on-Tyne, and
in November, 1913, he was appointed chief

town-planning assistant in the department
of the Birmingham City Surveyor. He was
a smart and able official, and made a good
impression in the town-planning department,
where his ability as a surveyor and areliitjaot

was speedily recognised by the town-planning
coininittee, and all who were associated with
the development of the schemes of town-
planning. Wlien the war broke out he was
called up to his regiment, for he had been
actively identified with the 5th Battalion
(Territorials) of the Northumberland
Fusiliers for some few years, and he went
with his battalion on active service as a

captain. Captain Nash, who lived at 88,

Church-road, Moseley, and was 34 years of

age, leaves a widow and two children.

Mr. Thomas Booth Farrington, civil

engineer, died at his residence, Plas Madoc,
Llandudno, on Sunday, aged 61. A native

of Chorley, Mr. Farrington was articled to

Messrs. Maxwell and Tuke, the well known
Manchester architects. Among the under-

takings with which he was connected for that

firm was the Winter Gardens, Southport, at

the construction of which he was one of the

resident engineers. Afterwards he was sent

by the firm to lay out the new seaside resort

of St. Annes-on-tlie Sea. Having planned
the streets and promenade and designed a

sewerage system for St. Annes, and seen the

resort well started on its career of develop-

ment, Mr. Farrington received the appoint-

ment of architect and engineer to the

PwUycrochan Estate Company, Colwyn Bay,
on whose behalf he designed and laid out

that Welsh coast resort. As in the former
case, he arrived at Colwyn Bay when very

few houses had been built, and when there

was a toll-gate across the main road above

the road to the new station. .After some
years at Colwyn Bay, Mr. Farrington was
appointed borough engineer and surveyor to

the Conway Corporation, an office which iie

held for twenty years. He had planned a

waterworks system for Colwyn Bay, and. the

rapid growth" of both towns making a larger

supply essential, he was engaged by the Con-

way and Colwyn Bay Joint Water Supply

Board to aat as water engineer. Cowlyd

Lake was acquired and mains were laid to

all parts of the district. Several problems

of a novel kind had to be mastered by the

engineer, including the carrying of the pipes

across the Conway estuary, which was
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aoeomplisliecl by means of a specially-

designed suspension bridge between Tel-

ford's and Robert Stephenson's structures at

Conway, Mr. Farringtoii remained tbe

Cowlyd Board's eugineer up to his death.

His ability and knowledge of water engineer-

ing led to an increasing demand for his

services, but unfortunately his liealth ga\e

way some fifteen years ago. He was in great

request as an arbitrator, among the arbitra-

tions in respect of whicli ho was engaged
being that relating to Rivington Waterworks,
in which he represented Sir W. H. Lever.

He carried out water and sewerage schemes

for many local authorities, and ojie of the

works which he designed and executed was
a huge dam across a valley at Caerwys. which

formed a fishing-lake for Earl Denbigh. Ho
leaves a widow-, three daughters, a)id two

sons.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

THE .4RCHITECTURAL ASSOCIA
.TION OF IRELAND.—The annual general

meeting of the Architectural Association of

Ireland was held on April 27, at 10, South

Frederick-lane. The retiring president, Mr.

H. Allberry, in bis valedictory address, dealt

with the effects of the war upon the progress

of the association. He alluded with pride to

the number of members who had joined the

Colours, and remarked that, in spite of ail

difficulties, the association had enjoyed a

successful season and preserved its stability.

In their eighteenth annual report, the com-

mittee expressed regret that the progress of

the past few years had not been fully main-

tained. In common with other professional

societies, the Architectural Association had

found its activities curtailed in various

directions by the effects of the war. The
total number of members was now 110. In

the absence of many of the younger members
on active service, the committee ultimately

decided to abandon the class section of the

programme. The committee regretted that

several spaces in the museum of building

nuiterials were still vacant. The lion,

librarian reported that the number of books

borrowed was 19J per cent,, and new books

were greatly in demand. The lending library

had been completely revised, and books of

an obsolete character transferred to the

reference library, partly replaced by

modern books. As a result of frequent inter-

change of views between the officials of the

Irish and English Architectural Associa-

tions, a mutually satisfactory arrangement

was reached, under which mendjers of each

receive certain direct advantages from the

other society, including a common employ-

ment register. The following members had
felt it their duty, and had been able, to join

the Colours;—Messrs. A. W. Reid, F. Shep-

herd, C. H. Mitchell, A. Brady, C. D. B.

Ward, W. MacLaren, P. L. Dickinson, H.
S. F. Clay, D. M. Turner. Cyril Keefe. and

J. E. Burke. The latter had been mentioned
in despatches. The prizes were awarded as

follows :—Institute prize, and also Downes
bronze medal, Louis F. Giron ; special prize,

Thos. Walsh ; President's prize, A. E,

Jones; Vice-president's prize, W. A. Dixon.
On the walls of the meeting room were dis-

played the drawings submitted for the prize

competition by students. The work was of

excellent quality, surpassing in merit,

indeed, that seen on previous similar occa-

sions. The officials elected for the ensuing
year are:—President: H. G. Leask. Vice-

president: Hubert J. Lundy. Hon. secre-

taries: L. F. Giron and W. A. Dixon. Hon.
librarian: T. L. Cullimore. Hon. treasurer:

G. F. Beckett. Committee: II. Allberry, J.

Gcoghegan, F. Hayes, W. A. Scott, T. F.

Strahan, A. E. Jones, B. V. Callaghan, and
G. G. Lynes.

THE COUNTESS OF RICHMOND'S
TOMB, HENRY VII. 's CHAPEL. -At the
last meeting of the Society of Antiquaries,
Dr. Philip Norman presiding, the Master of
St. .John's College, Cambridge, read a paper
on the original contract for the tomb of the
Lady Margaret Beaufort at Westminster
Abbey. It was until recently a tradition

rather than an established fact, he said, that

the tomb was the work of Pietro Torregiano
;

but the contract and other documents of St.

John's placed the question beyond doubt.

He was inclined to think that the tomb,
which was to cost £400, was designed by
more than one mind— Prior Bolton, 'f St.

Bartholomew's, may have had something to

do with it—and was handed over to Torre-
giano to carry ont. The documents which
the Master exhibited included the contract

with Torregiano, the college book of

accounts, showing the pajment of £4 10s. to

Cornelius Symondson for " makyug a grate
of Irone at Westmr. over my lady the King's
mother and vijth " ; and the contract for the
" grate " between Nicholas Metcalf, the

Master of St. John's, William Longford, the

vice-master, and Cornelius Symondson,
smith, of the parish of St. Clement Danes.

THE LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL
S O C I E T Y (INCORPORATED).—The
annual report for the year 1914-1915 was
approved and adopted at the annual general
meeting. Monday, April 26, 1915. The pre-

sent membership of the society consists of

64 '•'ellows and 48 Associates, a total of 112-

There are also 'S Hon. Fellows, 9 Hon.
Associates, and 8 Students. At the present
time not less than eighteen members, three

of wiiom are also members of the council,

are known to be serving in His Majesty's
Army. The attention of the council having
been drawn to a recommendation of the
Liverpool Education Authority to appoint
an architect from a distant part of the connty
to be architect for a local school building,

the council approached the Education Com-
mittee with regard thereto. The Education
Committee replied that they could not see
their way to comply with the suggestion
made so far as the particular appointment
was concerned, but in regard to other
appointments they would give consideration
to the representations that had been made.
The council, through their town-planning
committee, have kept in touch with the

procedure of several local authorities, who
have sought powers under the Town-
planning Act. At the request of the associa-

tion, the council received a deputation of

the Liverpool Master Builders' Association,
for the purpose of giving further considera-
tion to the difficulties in connection with
"day sheets." The council definitely declined
to approve of the proposals submitted by
the association. The master plumbers having
agreed among themselves to charge a uniform
rate for certain items of work, it has been
arranged between the association and the

local manufacturers of plumbers' fittings,

that the latter, when submitting quotations
to architects, shall include, and shall state

on their tenders that they include, a sum of

10 per cent, on the price of the goods as

fixers' charges. The council took grave
exception to the character of a circular letter

issued by the association.

MANCHESTER SOCIETY OF ARCHI-
TECTS.—The annual meeting of this society

was held on Wednesday in last week, the
28th ult. The fifty-first annual report of the
council showed that the aggregate member-
ship is 271— viz., 118 Fellows, 111 Associates,

and 42 Students—as against a membership
of 272 at the date of the last report, a

decrease of one. The resig.iati jns of two
Fellows, two A,ssociates, and two Students
have been accepted, and five members were
struck off the roll of membership for non-
payment . of subscriptions. The council
deeply regrets to record the death last year
of Mr. John Brooke, a past-president of the
society. The exact demarcation of the

boundaries of the provinces allotted by the
R.I,B,A. to the Allied Societies has been
finally agreed upon. On 9th July last a

(tepntation from the council of the Manches-
ter Society of Architects met a sub-committee
of the Manchester Education Committee, and
the President submitted for their considera-
tion the claims of architects in private
practice in this city for some share in the
work of designing new schools, in place of

having the whole of this work done by an
official staff. The deputation urged that the

duties of an official architect should be

almost entirely of an advisory and consulta-
tive nature, and that he should not be
entrusted with the charge of public works of
importance. After considering the subject,
the Manchester Education Committee passed
a resolution stating that they were unable to
recommend any departure from the policy
already adopted by the Education Committee
in regard to the designing of schools. At a
subsequent meeting of the city council ihs
question of official architecture was debated,
and it was decided to appoint a committee
to inquire into the whole question. So far
as is known, 38 members of the society have
in one capacity or another joined His
Majesty's Forces, of whom five were Fellows
(Messrs. Q. M. Bluhm, A. E. Corbett, C.
Harold Heathcote, Claude Paterson, and
Gerald Sanville), 22 were Associates, and
U were Students. The outbreak of war
decided the council to forego the holding of
the annual dinner last year, and also to post-
pone the celebration of the society's jubilee,
which was attained on April 8 last. The
council has, at the request of the R.I.B.A.,
formed a local architects' war committee
which is acting in conjunction with the
priLicipal one in London. At a special meet-
ing of members, held on January 3, the
question of the old infirmary site in

Piccadilly, which has been vacant for over
eight years, was reconsidered, and the follow-

ing resolution, which has been communicated
to the Manchester Corporation, was passed:—"That this meeting of the Manchester
Society of Architects views with regret the
continued delay in dealing with the infirmary

site, and is of the opinion that immediate
steps should be taken to utilise it by erect-

ing thereon a monumental building." The
report luiviug been adopted, the following
were elected as the officers and council
for the. ensuing year;—President: F. B.

Dunkerley, F,R,I.B.A. Vice-presidents; J.

B. Gass,'F.R.I.B.A., and A. W. Hennings,
A.R.l.B.A. Hon. secretary: Isaac Taylor,

F.R.I.B.A. Assistant lion, secretary: J.. T.

Hallidav. A.R.l.B.A. Members of council:

Messrs." John Elv, H. Q. Farmer, W. C.

Hardisty. Edwarcl Hewitt, Hugh Healey, P.

D. Lodge, A. J. Murgatroyd, Paul Ogden,
J. H. Sellers, J. H. Woodhouse, P. S.

Worthington. and W. C. Young.

QUANTITY SURVEYING INTRO-
DUCED INTO OHIO.—Following a cam-
paign by civil engineers of St. Louis through
their organisation, the city assembly passed

an ordinance authorising the mayor, with

the approval of the council, to appoint

quantity surveyors. The number is not

limited. The appointees must be skilled in

building construction or estimating. They

must give bonds in 10,000dol. Patrons of

quantity surveyors, who sustain loss by

reason of their negligence, incompetence, or

misconduct, can sue on the bond any time

in five years. The appointments hold for

four years. The charges authorised aiv

the fees agreed upon between surveyor and

clients, until a list of fees can be prepareil

by the Engineers' Club, St, Louis Chapter ol

the American Institute of Architects, and tliv

Building Industries Association. Tliv

results of the St. Louis law w'ill bi'

awaited with lively interest throughout tliv

Middle States by the users of the old com-

petitive system of bidding for contracts. Tliv

success of the departure at St. Louis woulil

mean the appearance of a new class oil

experts in the building field of the city:

Supplementing the ordinance of St, Louis, oi]

reinforcing it," a State law is being prepareel

requiring a detailed quantity list with every

architectural and engineering plan.

A Local Government Board inquiry was lieli,

al Farnham, Surrey, yesterday (Thursday) b,

Mr, A, W. Brigbtm'orc" touching an applicatioi,

from tbe council for leave to borrow £15,2-li

for works of sewage-disposal.

Wlicn the consideration of the Lonilo.

County Council Tramways Bill was resumed o

Wednesday before a House of Commons Coa

mittee, it was announced that, in view of tli

opposition lo (he extension of the trannva

along Farringdon road to Cbarterhouse-strce

I the County Council withdrew that proposal.
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COMPETITIONS.
MADRAS.—His E.xceUency the Govenmr

of Madras is giving a prize for the best

design and plan for a liouse in connection

with town-planning, and a conmiittee,

appointed by the Madras Municipality, has

been appointed to frame conditions for the

competition.
^4*^

CHIPS.

The Middlesbrough Corporation's Bill for

constructing a new bridge of 296ft. span over

the River Wear has been passed by a ConiniiUee

of the House of Lords.

The Loughborough Town Council decided on

Monday to apply to the Local Government
Board for power to borrow i;i.250 for the exten-

sion of tlie water-mains to the Knightsthorpe-

road district.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held

on Tuesday at Newport, Mon., by Mr. P. M.
Crosthwaite. into an application by the corpora-

tion for sanction to borrow di;i4,820 for works
of sewage-disposal.

The death is announced, at the age of sixty-

seven, of Mr. Edward Hetherington, of York,

a leading member of the Master Builders' Asso-

ciation of that city, and the largest employer of

building labour in York.

The death is announced, at Nailstone. of Mr.

William Thorpe. Mr. Thorpe was appointed
surveyor to the old Market Bosworth Highway
Authority as long ago as 1863, and continued in

office up to a few years ago.

On Sunday, in the chapel of Peterhouse, Cam-
bridge, a memorial tablet was unveiled and
dedicated to the memory of Sir Richard
Solomon, sometime High Commissioner for the

Union of South Africa, who died in November,
1913,

An isolation hospital at Bennetts End, Hemel
Hempstead, built by the Joint Hospital Board,
was formally opened on .Wednesday. Messrs.

John Saxon Snell and Stanley M. Spoor, of

London, were the architects, and Messrs. C.

Miskin and Sons, Ltd., of St. Albans, were the

contractors.

The President and Council of the Royal
Academy have selected the following works for

purchase imder the terms of the Chan trey

bequest :—' A Secret," oil-painting, Fred Apple
vard ; "A Vision of the Sea," oil-painting, Mark
Fisher. A.R.A.; "The Bather." statue, marble.

Albert Toft.

In the House of Lords, on Tuesday, the Grent
Central Railway Bill, London, Chatham, and
Dover Railwav Bill, Metropolitan District Rail-

way Bill, and Doncaster Corporation Bill were
read a second time. The Sutton District Water
Bill and Liverpool Corporation Bill were read
a third time and passed.

Mr. John Stewart, of Balshagray House.
Crow-road. Partick, Glasgow, timber merchant.
of the Western Saw 'Mills. Firhill Basin.
Glasgow, who died intestate on December 3 last,

left personal estate in the LTnited Kingdom
vahied at .<;i8.142. and administration of his

estate has been granted to Mr. John Stewart.
jun.. of Newark. Laurel Bank. Partick. Glasgow.

I

timber merchant, and two other sons.

At Friday's meeting of the Metropolitan

I
Water Board, gratuities equal in amount to

three months' wages were made to the
dependents of three of the Board's employees
who had lost their lives while on active service-

It was reported Vy the Works and Stores Com
mittec that the Board were at present assisting
the Admiralty in the construction of waterworks
at various naval establishments, and the War
Department in the provision of munitions.

Presiding on Thursday at the annual meeting
af the Hampshire Field Club ,nnd .\rcha?ologic:iI
Society at Winchester, Sir William Portal, who
was re-elected president, said that about ten
lavs previously there had been a very serious
all of Tudor brickwork outwards from the
teep at Basing House, and the bricks were
ying aliout in great masses. It woidd be well
hat those bricks should be replaced to prevent
ither portions of the brickwork of the keep
rom falling.

The Princess Royal opened on Tuesday the
ew building of the Hospital for Consumption
t Margaret-street, Cavendish-sqiiare. erected
rom designs bv Mr. F. M. Ebood. F.R T.B..A..
f Wimpole-street, W. Mr. Bovton. MP., said
he late Duke of Portland had granted the
ospitala now lease in 1863 at the low rental of
•20. When the lease fell in. a similarly favonr-
ble arrangement for 999 years had been made,
nd the new building erected at a cost of
9.000.

(But minatrations.

SECOND CHURCH OF CHRIST
SCIENTIST, PALACE GARDENS
TERRACE, KENSINGTON.
The approved design for the above build-

ing is herewith illustrated by two double-page
plates, the original drawings being in the
present R.A. Exhibition. We alluded to

them in our review of the Architectural
Gallery last week. The design embodies the

requirements of the committee, to secure a

church capable of seating 1.000 people, a

maximum number of whom shall have a clear

view of the platform ; a hall to accommodate
about -100, with classrooms for the children,

adjoining, and a house to contain the church-

Dawber's perspective, reprotlnced in one of

our double-page plates, serves to indicate the

extent of the institution buildings, in the

centre of which the great hall is situate, with
houses proposed to be built on either hand
of the great quadrangle for the accommoda-
tion of resident students.

THE LTFFORD MEMORIAL HALL,
BROADWAY.

Tins little building, now in course of

erection at Broadway, Worcestershire, was
the result of a limited competition amongst
a few architects who had previously executed
work in the neighbourhood, Sir Aston Webb
having kindly consented to act as honorary
assessor. The contract has been intrusted to

Messrs. Espley and Co., Limited, of

Evesham, and the amount of their tender was

THE LIFFORD MEMORIAL HALL, BROADWAY. WORCESTERSHIRE.
Mr. A. N. Prentice, F.R.I.B.A.. Architect.

room and other offices, with the heating plant

and caretaker's premises, the remaining
space to be treated as garden railed off from
the street, but open to view. The natural

rise of the seating in the church, wliich,

obviating any "gallery" effect, secures ample
space beneath for vestibule purposes, one of

the requirements of the committee. This dis-

position also secures quiet to the main body
01 the church, and dictates the lighting

obtained from the large three-light windows
high up on three sides of the church, the

remaining side being devoted to the platform

and organ, with lavatories for males and

females, and rooms for readers, ushers, and
organist on either side. The structure of the

walls will be of Fletton bricks, faced

externally and internally with Crowborough
or other similar greyish dressings, where
indicated, externally; the dome, pendentives.

and side vaults of the church, and the ground
vaulting of the loggia, being of ferro-concrete,

finished externally with asphalle. The church

will be very simply treated internally, and

any carving will be executed in the concrete

or brick facing, the necessary richness of

effect being gained by the seating and its

upholstery, and the marble-work of the

platform. The new church will take the

place of the present one on the site, and
oontinuous use will be secured by erecting

the new hall, classrooms, and church house

first. The architect is Sir .lolin .1. Burnet.

R.S.A.

IHE LORD WANDSWORTH INSTITU-
TION. LONG SUTTON. HANTS.

Last week, in our review of the Royal

.\cadeiny Architectural Gallery, we alluded

to this' building, of which Mr. E. Guy
Dawber, F.R. LB. A., is the architect, and

may further say that the institution is being

erected for tlie education of agricultural

students under the will of the late Lord

Wandsworth. Nothing like this scheme has

hitherto been carried out in this country on

such a scale. The farm buildings and stables

being put up in conjunction with the institu-

tion ^from the plans of Mr. Reginald Bloni

field. R.A.. are represented by the large

model now on view at the Royal Academy.

The key plan which accompanies Mr. Guy

.CI ,880. The cost is being defrayed by local

subscriptions, and the building is intended to

be used as a village-hall for Broadway, in

memory of the late Lord Lififord, who was an
old resident, and took such an active interest

in preserving the local character of this

typical old Cotswold village. One of the
principal conditions of the competition was,
that ample stage accommodation should be
provided for theatrical performances, and
convenient dressing-rooms, and a store for

scenery placed over. There is also a large

chair-store situated in a cellar under the
stage. The whole is being carried out from
the design of Mr. A. N. I'rentice. F.R. LB. A.

Rejirofluctions of the plan and perspective

view of the buildiugare given in this issue.

The original perspective view is now on
exhibition at the Royal Academy, drawn by
the architect.

NEW HIGHER ELEMENTARY OR
SPECIAL STUDENTS' SCHOOL,
HYDE, LANCS.

SELECTIJD DESIGN.

This forms really two distinct schools, a

higher elementary or special standards school

for 400 scholars, and an elementary school

with accommodation for 400 seniors and 350

juniors. The site is in the centre of the

town, adjoining the Town Hall. The lay-out

of the plan was governed to a great extent

by the fact that the rear portion of the site

is surrounded by buildings with rights of

light over the site. The conditions of the

competition asked that all entrances should

he from the side streets. The special

standards school will contain, in addition to

the classrooms and hall, two science rooms,

art-room, woodwork-room, metal work-room,
cookery-rooiu, laundry and demonstration

cottage for teaching housewifery. The walls

will be llin. cavity, the facings being of

Ravcnshead rustic bricks, with stone dress-

ings. The assembly-hall will be roofed with

thick grey Burlington slates, laid in diminish-

ing courses, all other roofs being flat ones of

reinforced concrete. The estimated cost of

the buildings is about £21,000. the architect

being Mr. H. C^ucutery Farmer, of Staly-

bridge and Coventry.
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CnrrentB Calamo.—•"•-—
With the exception of the proposed addi-

tional drink duties there is no new taxation

in the eleven hundred and thirty-two million

Budget as yd. The truth, of course, is that

tlie real Budget is postponed till later in the

year, when possibly some more tangible basis

of needs and expenditure can be arrived at.

It goes without saying that there is no

fulfilment of the promises made to relieve

builders of the exceptional and unfair

Inirdens they labour under. The first to

feel the lash, they will probably be the last to

get relief, and their only consolation is that

they are contribnting in a higher degree than

any others to tlie nation's needs. The people

wlio are making huge war profits will still

pile them np. and the rumoured extension (f

the income-tax to the wage-earners has not

matured. Possibly Mr. Lloyd George knew
tliat would be impracticable. It was stated

in one daily paper a week or two ago that

in the North the return of wages which every

employer is ordered to make is unknown,
simply because the authorities know that the

workmen, some of whom, we are told, are

making five pounds a week and upwards,
would never pay. Whether this is so or not

we cannot say ; but of one thing we feel

certain, and that is, that if the war lasts

indefinitely, as it seems likely to do, very

different bases of taxation will have to he

found under which the great majority of the

taxpayers may coiltribnte more fairly than

they are compelled to do at present.

So far the union officials have not coun-

tenanced the strike on Monday of the

2.000 scaffolders at the Government's new

colony for the workers of the Arsenal at

Well Hall, Woolwich. These men "downed

tools" without a moment's notice, demanding

an extra penny an hour on the very good

wages they are getting. There is some

difference of opinion as to whether the

Government or the contractors are attacked.

To save the delay of preparing estimates

when the housing scheme was decided upon,

the Government made arrangements with the

contractors (Messrs. Mowlem and Co. and

Messrs. Leslie and Co.) whereby they carry

out the work, and submit to the Government

periodically accounts of wages and all other

expenditure on the work. The Government

then pays to the contractors these amounts,

plus a percentage as to the contractors'

profits. Thus the contractors could hardly

be expected to concede the extra Id. per hour

demanded without an agreement with the

Government. On the other hand, the view

of the Government officials is that the men
are employed by the contractors, and, there

fore, should apply direct to them. Till this

point was decided, and remembering that the

urgency of the work is for the benefit of

other workers .and certainly the strike was a

piece of wanton and unpatriotic precipitancy.

The men have since returned to work pend-

ing arbitration.

We sincerely hope Mr. Lloyd George's

atten>pts to check drunkenness may succeed ;

but we are not sanguine. We have no fault

to find with the increased beer and spirit

duties; they will not hurt decent people who,
like ourselves, have followed the King's
example, and are abstaining "during the

war." It is no great hardship, and habit

may very likely insure the permanence of

the pledge in many eases. But whether the
average male or female sot of any class will

be deterred from soaking himself or herself

into degrading and disgusting helplessness,

while high wages go into the publican's till

for still further diluted and dearer potations,

remains to be seen. We hope more from the

promised control of the liquor dens. Good
liquor, which, in moderation, in our opinion,
harms no one. is to be obtained at few of

them, and the appointments and associations
of nearly all are incentives to excess, and
repulsive to the moderate drinker, who
honestly wants to refresh and not fuddle him-
self. That any compensation should be paid
for closing such is simply robbery of the
general taxpayer. We shall be sorry if the
in.porlation of the light and wholesome
French wines is diminished. The gradual
extension of Mr. Gladstone's wise policy
would by this time have made them still

cheaper, and contributed more and more to
their substitution for the malted liquors
which stupefy before they slake thirst, and
for the vile spirits which ruin health and
de.stroy moral control. Long ere this, we
fancy, if a decent glass of claret could have
been obtainable with the light lunch which
hundreds of thousands take daily at the
A. B.C. and similar restaurants, manv more
would have deserted the out-of-date piiblican

for the decent accommodation and prompt
service which be or his backers have long
ceased to adord. because the mere tipplers

at the bars paid better—or he thought so.

After long consideration, the Science

Standing Committee of the R.I.B.A. have

submitted to the Council of that body their

\iews as to what a specificatfon should be

so far as fir timber is concerned. This is

receiving the careful consideration of the

Institute of Builders, to whom a copy has

been sent. It is in some ways an improve-

ment upon the out-of-date specification com-

monly used by architects. But the suggestion

that the contractor should "give to the

architect a guarantee as to the time and

manner of the seasoning of timber and deals

for carpenter's and joiner's work, and be

entirely responsible for any defects in tlie

building resulting from, or arising out of. any

want of proper seasoning, or from dry-rot,

which may develop in the building within n

period of six years from the time of comple-

tion," seems a drastic one. As regards dry-

rot especially.

facade and the staircase to the London

County Council, the Museum Committee

recommend acceptance of the gift. It is

proposed to re-erect the fa9ade in GeEfrye's

Garden, and to exhibit the staircase in the

Geffrye Museum, Hoxton.

Boswell's house in Great Queen-street is

now in process of demolition to make room

for the extension of the FrecTnasons' Hall.

The effort made to preserve the build-

ings, which had some interest both as

regards their literarj- and their architectural

associations, was found impracticable. The

premises, which were known as Bristol

House, and afterwards as Boswell House,

originally formed the western portion of a

large mansion built in 16.'57. The designer is

believed to have been John Webb, a pupil

of Inigo .loues, and among those who resided

in the mansion before or after its division

were John and George Digby, the first and

second Earls of Bristol, politicians of the

Stuart period; Thomas Fairfax, third Baron

Fairfax. Commander-in-Chief from lG4.'i to

ltif)() ; William Cavendish, third Earl of

Devonshire ; Robert Spencer, second Earl of

Sunderland. Lord President of the Council

in the reign of James IL ; Henry Howaril,

seventh Duke of Norfolk; and James

Boswell. An offer having been made by

Grand Lodge to present portions of the

The secretary of the Lisbon Chamber of

Commerce. 36, Exchange-street East, Liver-

pool, writes us inviting the attention of

readers interested to an accompanying note

upon Anglo-Portuguese trade relations, with

special reference to the recent treaty between

Great Britain and Portugal in respect of

commerce and navigation, and to the list of

manufactured goods in which a profitable

and expanding trade might be done. The

commodities for which a demand exists in

Portugal will be found marked off in the

list, and the secretary would be glad to

receive, for the information of principals in

Lisbon, wholesale catalosnes of goods for

export, with a memorandum of trade terms

in the event of business being done. The

list includes copper goods, eorrugated-iron

sheeting, electric goods, locomotives, steel

goods, paints, varnishes, school slates, etc.,

among those our readers can supply.

In their report, issued last Wednesday

night, the departmental committee appointed

to investigate the danger to house-painters

attending the use of paints containing lead,

recommend that the importation, sale, or

use of any paint material which contains

more than 5 per cent, of its drv weight of a

soluble lead compound should be prohibited

by law. There would necessarily be exemp-

tions for certain special classes of colours,

such as those used bv artists. To iiive

adequate time for paint-grinders and others

to secure supplies of non-poisonous materials,

and to facilitate the introduction of modifica-

tions in paintina methods, it is suggested

that the proposed restriction should not take

effect for three years from the date of the

report. Mr. W. G. Sutherland, secretary of

the National Association of Master Painters

and Decorators, dissents from the finding of

his colleagues, and recommends that an

attempt should be made to deal with the evil

of lead-poisoning by regulations. He asserts

that prohibition would involve the crippling

of a large industry, the destruction of almost

the whole of the plant engaged in its opera-

tions, and the turning adrift of a large body

of workmen.

The Manchester City Surveyor's alleged

dismissal of two members of his staff beoanse

they would not enlist, which, as we stated

on this page last week, was referred for

inquiry to a committee, came before llie

council on Wednesday, when, in reply to a

question by Mr. Whiteley. who suggested

that the matter bad been taken out of that

committee's hands, the Town Clerk read llie

committee's minute, which stated that it had

referred the matter to its chairman and

deputy chairman for conference with the

surveyor and report thereon. Councillor

Ross Clyne thereon moved that the minutes

be referred back. He had no faith in the

members of the sub-committee, because they

had expressed themselves in favour of the

City Surveyor. Mr. Derwent Simpson, the

clu-.irman of the town-hall committee, and

Sir Charles Behrens. the deputy chairman,

objected to the assertion of Mr. Clyne that

they had declared themselves in favour of

the City Surveyor. Mr. Ross Clyne said
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that ill his opinion the whole trouble had

:i risen from the unfortuMHte policy of keep

iiig information from the Press. The whole

position had been made worse than it need

have been by "this horrible policy of bottling

np." Sir Charles Behrens: "There has been

Hd bottling np." Alderman Abbott said it

would satisfy him if the Town Clerk could

assure the council that the men whose cases

wvre under consideration would remain in

the employ of the coqwration until it was

decided by the committee or the council to

reduce the staff. The Town Clerk: "What
has been done amounts to a suspension of

these men. If the town-hall committee

contirni the act of the City Surveyor, then

their dismissal will date back to tlie first day

of suspension. If the town-hall committee

do not confirm it the men will remain in

your employ." Mr. R. J. Davies supported

the amendment, on the ground that the City

Surveyor's action amounted to economic con-

scription. The amendment wa.s defeated, so

that the matter remains before the special

sub-committee.
•^

int^rrommuntcatton.

J{£rLlES.

[13140.]—COPPER SIGN.—Probably the rjuickest and
safeet way is to well rub the sign with turpentine or

benzine. A mixture of potash and lime is effective, but

Blower in action.—Kappa.

[13110.]—COPPER SIGN.—First a strong application

of soft-soap, then after 24 hours wash off with a strong

solution of hot soda-water, and complete with petrol

rag, should give "Shinio" satisfaction. — James
Bromley.

"^13141.]—DUST-PROOF fIREPROOP ROOF.—It is

not clear from rjaery what is required. If protection is

desired against ingress of dust from the outside, then

I imagine querist will more readily devise means
according to his circnmstauoes than his informants. If

the accumulation of dust on, or the detachment of

particles from, the asbestos slates is feared, I should

advise goiug over the inside with boiled oil or varnish.

—U. C. T.

'l;)Ul.]--DUST-PROOP FIREPROOP ROOF.

—

" iiran " should lind either of the following give

satisfaction :—-Waterproof sheeting, secured with copper
nails on fillets to under side of roof ; or bed the edges of

asbestos slates (to a l.^in. lap), with mastic composed of

one part red-lead, one part well-washed, dried, sharp-

gritted pit-sand in boiled linseed-oil. The IJin. margin
nndereach slate to have one coat of linseed oil previous

to bedding and nailing.—James Bromley, Rothwell

Estate Office, Miller Arcade, Preston, Lance.

[We award the Guinea to Mr. James Bromley.]

IBuilbiug UnteUignta.

^>»

A fire occurred at the Congregational Church,

Week-street. Maidstone, on Tuesday, and in a

very short time the whole building, which is

the largest Xonconformist place of worship in

tlie town, was gutted.

The death occurred on Tuesday, at High-
dere. Durleigh - road, Bridgwater, of Mr.
William Alexander Collins, A.M.I.C.E., surveyor
to ihe Bridgwater Rural District Council. Mr.
Collins, who was forty-four years of age, was
taken ill on the previous Wednesday. He was
a native of Newbury. Mr. Collins was instru-

mental in establishing the Somerset Surveyors'
Association, of which body he had been presi-

dent and hon. secretary.

The Palace of Justice at Santa Barbara.
Madrid, which was destroyed by fire on
Tuesday, was constructed in 1758, at a cost of

£840,000, by Ferdinand VI. and his consort.
Barbara of Braganza. who intended it for a
convent. It was a huge structure, built in

imitation of the retreat of Madame de Main-
tenon at S(. Cyr. The church, which contains
valuable jewels and relics, and where King
Ferdinand and his wife are buried, has been
saved by the exertions of the fire brigade.

k fire occurred on Wednesday afternoon on
the premises of Messrs. F. McNeill and Co.,
Ltd., 18 to 22, Lamb's-pa.ssage, Chisw ell street,
B.C., the well-known makers of the "Lion
Brand" roofing-felt and McNeill's slag-wool. It
was discovered in the basement, and efforts to
check its spreading were made by the staff of
the firm with two private hydrants. On the
arrival of the brigade three additional hydrants
were employed, and the firemen soon subdued
the fire. There will be no delay or interruption
ni the business operations of the firm.

DUNFERMLINE.— For the last two years

the Dunfermline Palace ruins, of which the

Carnegie Trustees, by arrangement with

H.M. Office of Works, have the custody, have
been closed to the public, in order that

measures might be taken for their preserva-

tion. The old walls have undergone thorough
treatment, and are now adequately protected

against decay. At the same time, oppor-

tunity has been taken to make excavations
in order to lay bare the lowest portions cf

the structure. The result is of great import-

ance ill elucidating the ancient structure

and subsequent changes in the building.

Where the ruins abut on Monastery-street,

south of the I'ends, a piece of wall of no

archseological value has been removed, and
a railing and gate will be substituted.

.Although the work is not completed, it is

sufficiently far advanced to permit of the

ruins being now opened to the public.

ROCHDALE.—The new pavilion at the

infirmary in course of erection from plans by

Mr. Hugh Healey, A.R.I.B.A., of Drake-
street, Rochdale, and Chapel-walks. Man-
chester, which were selected in competition

ill .January. 1912. is approaching completion.

The extension contains 48 beds in large

wards, and eight beds in special wards,

together with ward kitchens, bathrooms,
linen and patients' clothes stores. At the

south end of the pavilion are two balconies

for convalescent patients. A corridor con-

nects the new pavilion with the Holden
pavilion, and on the north side of this have

been placed the casualty and electrical

departments, together with a waiting-room

and dressing-rooms. Adjoining the casualty

department is a small ward for a noisy case.

On the first floor over the casualty and
electrical departments, have been placed the

operating departments, comprising X-rays,

anfesthetie and recovery-rooms, and north-

lighted operating theatre with sterilising-

room attached. There is also a doctor's-

rooni, with separate entrance. A new
service stair and electric-lift—placed between
the King Edward and the Holden wings

—

will provide central comnuuiicatiori between
basement, ground, and first floors. The
ophthalmic and out-patients' departments

—

on the basement and adjoining Whitehall-

street—are being altered and extended by

the provision of a waiting-hall to seat 150

persons, with consulting and dressing-rooms

attached. Provision of more bedrooms for

nurses, and of a new nurses' sitting-room has

been made by extending the administrative

block, adjoining the Infirmary Drive. A new
kitchen department, with servants' quarters

over, has been built in the north-west corner

fronting Industry-road. There is also in pro-

gress a rearrangement of the medical officer's

quarters and of the general offices, and a

new committee-room is being provided. In

the lower corner of the site adjoining White-
hall-street is a new mortuary, boiler-bouse,

and laundry. The whole of the heating for

the infirmary will be carried on and hot

water supplied from the boiler-house, circu-

lating mains being carried throughout the

building. A covered way and subway con-

nects the laundry with the servants' quarters.

With these extensions the accommodation of

the infirmary will now he about 81 beds.

When funds allow, it is intended to extend

the Holden wing and out-patients' depart-

ment. The main contractors for the building

are Drvland and Preston, Limited, of Little-

borough ; the original amount of their tender

being £2.5,736.

WINCHESTER.—The trustees of the

ancient Hospital of St. Cross, Winchester,
have just carried out an interesting restora-

tion. On the ea.st side of the quadrangle is

the ambulatory, above which is a long gallery

or range of apartments, traditionally said

to have been the infirmary, and called the

Nunnes Chambers, from the three hospital

nuns appointed by Cardinal Beaufort to

attend the sick. "This part of the building,

the substance of which is earlier work, was
rebuilt by Robert Shirborn, Master, iu the

reign of Henry VII., but in all probability

the buildings over the ambulatory were con-

structed by Henry Compton, Master, in the

reign of Charles II.. whose name appears
beneath an oriel window. The front of this

building was covered with roughca.st, but

under the direction of Sir Thomas G.

.Jack.son, R.A., the whole of this has been
removed, disclosing delightful tiiidierand-

pla.ster work, such as Clieshire. Warwick-
shire, and Worcestershire arc noted for. The
timbers have been carefully restored.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

atVINE AND DISTRICT WATER SCHEJUE.
—The inquiry under the Private Legislation

Procedure (Scotland) Act into the Provisional

Order promoted by the Irvine and District Water
Board for powers to construct a new reservoir

on the Drum Burn, in the parishes of Dairy and
West Kilbride, was resumed in the Justiciary

Buildings. Glasgow, on Friday and Saturday.

The chairman was Mr. J. S. Ainsworlh, M.P.,

and the other Commissioners were Lord Ashton
of Hyde and Mr. Wilkio, MP. Mr. William
A. Tail, civil engineer, of Messrs. Leslie and
Reid. the engineers of the scheme, gave evidence

in support of the application, and eventually the

order was approved and the clauses were
adjusted.

WOOD PAVING IN ABINGDONSTREET.—
Mr. Booth inquired whether the contract for the

wood pavement in front of the Houses of Parlia-

ment was placed with a condition that the work
should be completed during the Easter recess;

and whether competitive tenders were with-

drawn because, in the opinion of the firms con-

cerned, it was impossible to finish the work in

the specified time. Mr. Beck replied that

tenders were invited from five firms, of whom
four sent in an offer. The lowest was accepted.

There was no condition that the work should be

completed during the Easter recess, and there-

fore the point raised in the latter part of the

question did not arise.

Among the applicants to be admitted to the

Freedom of the City of London whose claims

came before the Court of Common Council

yesterday (Thursday) was Mr. Oswald Archer,

architect and surveyor, of Westwood, Essex-

road, Leyton.

Tlio squabble between the Liverpool Health
Committee and the Parish Assessment Com-
mittee as to whether the city sewers should be
assessed for rating purposes at i^2,658 net or

some other figure has been revived. Both
parties have agreed to arbitration, but are now
quarrelling about the qualifications of the

arbitrator.

The South Staffordshire Waterworks Com-
pany's Bill and the Wolverhampton Corporation
Water Bill, the preambles of which were both
proved last week before a Select Committee of

the House of Lords presided over by the Duke
of Wellington, again came before the Committee
on Monday and Tuesday for the adjustment of

clauses, and were finally approved.

We regret to hear that, owing to failing

health. Mr. W^ Stubbs. A.M.I.C.E., borough
engineer of Blackburn, has resigned, after

holding office for nineteen years. The salary

attached to the position is i£700 a year. The
general purposes committee of the corporation

have placed on record their high appreciation

of Mr. Stiibbs's work, and he has been invited

to supervise until its completion the Parsonage
reservoir scheme which he has organised.

The Rochdale Corporation Health committee
held a meeting on Friday night to consider the
revised plans and estiinates for the sanatorium
for consumptives which it is proposed to erect

on a portion of the Springfield estate at

Marland. which was recently purchased by the

town council for £12,500. The amended plans

and eslimates, which had been prepared by Mr.

S. S. Piatt, the borough surveyor, were unani-

mously approved. The cost of the sanatorium
will be about £13,980.

Tlie members of the Norlh-Eastcrn and Eastern

districts of the Institution of Municipal Engineers
spent a pleasant time at Newark on Saturday,
when various interesting buildings — ancient,

restored, and modern — were inspected, ex-

planatory statements being given by two of the

local members. Mr. H. W. Lockton and Mr.

P. A. Watford (surveyor to the Claypole Rural
District Council). The members were received

at the town-hall by the mayor, and at the close

of the itinerary tea was served at the Saracen's

Head Inn. Mr.' W. Matthews Jones, of Chester,

the president, occupying the chair.
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LBGAT. INTELLIGENCE.

WAYFORD TENANTS, LTD. — Mr^ Alfred

Wood, f .C.A., 14, Viciona-street, Westminster,

Lomlou, S.W., the Receiver in this matter, has

issued the following letter to loan stockholders,

dated April 26, 19lo: I am now in a position to

report on the position of the Wayford Tenants,

Ltd., which went into voluntary liquidation on

October 30 last, in order to avoid a petition of

one of the creditors for compulsory winding-up

by the Court. In order to explain the matter
fully, it might be well for me also to recapitu-

late some of the facts already known to you.

(a) The assets consist practically solely of an

estate of 98 acres at Wayford, Slalham, Norfolk,

let out in small holdings to fourteen tenants,

with five sets of farm - buildings and eight

dwelling-houses thereon, two of the houses not

being complete. There is, in addition, a gravel-

pit, also machinery for making concrete blocks,

of which the property on the estate has been

built. The income consists of rents and from
inconsiderable sales of gravel, to obtain which
labour has to be employed. There were mort-

gage charges of i;i,b(KI and ^teOO respectively,

and a loan bond issue of i;4,033 secured under
a trust deed. The bonds rank in preference to

unsecured creditors of i;2,619, including loan

stock of i;i,269. The paid-up share capital was
i;i,119, and the uncalled share capital (tenants

onlyj amounted to iil,633. The estate as per

the" last published balance-sheet of the society,

dated December 31, 1913, with additions to date

of liquidation, stood at i;8,245. When 1 was
appointed liquidator, it was necessary for me
to prevent two actions being taken by secured

creditors under the terms of tlieir security—one

by the first mortgagees, and the other by the

trustees for the bondholders. After consider-

able negotiations, the trustees for the bond-

holders decided not to take action under their

deed, and entered only formally into possession

by appointing me Receiver for the bondholders.

To avoid any action on the part of the first

mortgagees, the trustees for the bondholders

joined with me in an undertaking for the repay-

ment to them of principal and interest. This
gave me the opportunity to prepare a statement
of accounts to the date of liquidation, to ascer-

tain the financial position, and to arrange for a

valuation of the property. It had already

become obvious that a forced sale under the

circumstances of the war would be disastrous,

and the hardship would chiefly fall upon the

tenants, who would be ruined by the calling

up of share capital. The valuation was under-

taken by Mr. Jonathan Howlett, a local valuer

of repute, who joined with him Mr. Thomas W.
Warren, F.A.L, of Messrs. AVarren and Brown,
of Yarmouth. When the valuation figures were
embodied in the accounts referred to, a

deficiency of ^6,507 7s. 5d. was disclosed. The
correctness of this valuation is proved when the

existing rents (which could not adequately be

increased) are compared with the capital value

as per the valuation. The deficiency is chiefly

accounted for by the fact that the society was
a pioneer experiment in developing a co-

operative small-holdings residential colony, the

society building its own houses of concrete

manufactured from gravel from its own gravel-

pit. In my opinion, the main source of loss was
the difficulty in raising capital, thus causing

undue capitalisation of interest and the general
expenses of developing the estate. The result,

therefore, is that the paid-up share capital and
loan stock is lost, and no sum is available to

the unsecured creditors; for, according to the

figures of the valuation, there is only suflicient

value in the assets, after repayment of the

mortgages, to meet less than a quarter of the
loan bonds. .1 therefore negotiated with the

bondholders to take over the estate on the lines

of a proposal made to the meeting of tenants
at which the resolution for voluntary liquidation

was passed (a copy of which you have already
received), and obtained their consent to proceed
on these lines. In order to carry it through
it was necessary to make arrangements for a
new mortgage to replace the old first and
second mortgages, to provide the necessary
working capital, and to offer the composition to

trade creditors referred to below. This mort-
gage was eventually obtained from the London.
City, and Midland Bank, Sir Thomas B.
Bowring, the leading bondholder, joining in the'

document in a personal covenant for the repay-
ment of principal and interest. At a meeting
of the bondholders held on March 23 last, the
necessary legal formalities under the trust deed
were gone through, and it was agreed that,
instead of a forced sale taking place, or action
taken for foreclosure, they should form a public
utility company (interest being limited to 5 per
cent, in shares) to take over the estate, and
take up their claims of 4s. in the £1 in shares
instead of a dividend in cash. It was also
decided to agree to mj offering to the trade

creditors, but not to loan stockholders, a com-
position of 2s. 6d. in the ^£1, and as this sum
is a further sacrifice of bonds, the remedy of
loan stockholders, if they do not approve, is to
demand that I shall sell the estate or force a
compulsory liquidation. In such an event the
only result w-ould be the ruin of the tenants
by the calling up of the share capital to redeem
the bondholders' losses so far as such called-up
sums will permit. There would still be no
return to the loan stockholders, nor could any
dividend to the trade creditors then be paid.
1 am therefore to ask your formal consent to

discharge your loan stock by signing and return-
ing to me the attached. If I receive these
consents, the trade creditors can be approached.
If the latter accept the composition, I am then
in a position to sell the estate to the company
in iirocess of formation at the valuation figures.

Wayford Tenants, Ltd., in Liquidation.
Statement of atfau-s, tJct. 3u, 1914. (Date of resolution

for voluntary winding up.)
Liabilities

:

First mortgage and interest £1,303 17 7

Second mortgage and interest 610
Loan bonds and interest secnred under

trust deed 4,152 9 1

Loan stock and interest 1,269 13 10
Bank overdraft 395 2
(Jther unsecured liabilities 1,-193 7 8
Shares 1,119 11 6

£10,3*4 1 8

Assets :

Estates as per valuation £3,608 10
Sundry debtors 228 4 :i

Deficiency 6,507 7 5

£10,344 1 8

(Signed) Alfred Wood.
Receiver for the Bondholders and Liquidator.

ASSESSMENT OF PUMPING-STATION.—
Metropolitan Water Board v. Chertsey Union.
—At Friday's meeting of the Metropolitan
Water Board, the Parliamentary and Law- Com-
mittee reported that the Board's appeal against
the decision of the Divisional Court on the
special case stated by the Surrey Court of

Quarter Sessions was heard on three days in

March, before the Court of Appeal, comprising
Lords Justices Buckley and Pickford and Mr.
Justice Bankes, and that judgment was
delivered upholding thedecision of the Divisional
Court and dismissing the Board's appeal, with
costs. The main question raised in the appeal
was as to the right of the Chertsey Union Assess-
ment Committee to include in the valuation of

the Walton pumping-station and intake an addi-
tional amount for special adaptability of the
land for the purposes of an intake. This
question was decided in favour of the Board
by the Court of Quarter Sessions, who found
that the facts in the present case were clearly

distinguishable from those in the case of the
New River Company v. Hertford Union (1902,

2 K.B.) The Divisional Court, however, were
unanimously of opinion that as the Court of

Quarter Sessions had not taken into account any-

added value in arriving at the figures of the
assessment, they had failed to apply the correct

principle as laid down in the Hertford case,

and they allowed the appeal of the Assessment
Committee, with costs. The Court of Appeal
now upheld the decision of the Divisional Court.
The present proceedings were instituted on the

advice of Mr. Balfour Browne, K.C., with the
object in view of testing the decision of the
Court of Appeal in the Hertford case, and in

view of the fact that Mr. Balfour Browne, from
w-hom the committee had obtained a further
opinion, still held the view that this case was
wrongly decided, and that the decision ought to

be reversed by the House of Lords, the com-
mittee had given instructions for an appeal to

the House of Lords to be entered. The report

was approved.
**^

WATER SirPPL,T AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

SEWERS DAMAGED BY TRADE WASTES.
—A discussion took place on Monday at a

meeting of the Upper Stour Valley Main
Sewerage Board regarding the alleged liability

of Hales Owen Rural Council for damage to a

sewer at Belle Yale. Hales Owen. The board
alleged that the damage was caused by tipping

over the lainl. The rural council denied liability.

It was decided to appoint a sub-committee to

confer with the Hales Owen Council upon the

matter. It was reported that manufacturers'

waste fluid was having a damaging effect upon
the sewers in certain districts, and the engineer

was directe<l to make inquiries.

<» :

Mr. John .-Vlfred Johnson, architect, of Wigan,
has died at the age of sixty-six. He carried out

many important buildings in South Lancashire,

and was a well-known Freemason, being Past-

Master of Lodge Antiquity, Wigan.

(But #ffia Wahk.

Mr. Giles Gilbert Scott, F.R.I. B. A., the

architect of Liverpool Cathedral, conducted
a large party of Liverpool and Manchester
architects over the edifice on Tuesday even-

ing. Ill addition to members of the Liver-

pool society, there were also present about
a dozen members of the Manchester Society

of Architects. The Liverpool representa-

tives included Mr. E. P. Hinde (president)

and Messrs. Egerton L. Bower and E. H.
Hoiieyburne (hon. secretaries), and the

Manchester contingent was headed by Mr.
F. B. Dunkerley (president). The inspection

proved of special interest to the visitors. The
choir and chapter-house (the latter erected

by the Freemasons of Lancashire) are now
almost structurally complete. A beginning

has been made with the two transepts and

the central space between the choir and tlie

nave, the columns having already reached a

height of 50ft. It is hoped to have the two

transepts and the central space finished in

two years, and if that be accomplished, that

portion, together with the choir, will then

be opened. At the close a cordial voto of

thanks was passed to Mr. Scott, on the

motion of Mr. Hinde, seconded by Mr.

Dunkerley, both of whom congratulated him

upon the' magnificence of the designs and

the manner in which they are being carried

out. Mr. Scott, in replying, said in carrying

out the original designs he was more and

more aiming at securing the effects of repose

and grandeur, and with that in view he was

going in more and more for horizontals

rather than verticals in the building scheme.

In the absence, on active service, of Dr.

G. D. Bengough, M.A., honorary investigator

to the corrosion committee, now a captain in

the Royal Garrison Artillery, the council of

the Institute of Metals have appointed Mr.

W. E. Gibbs, M.Sc, as acting honorary

investigator to the committee. Mr. Gibbs,

prior to the outbreak of the war, vVas acting

as Dr. Bengough's assistant in connection

with the work for the corrosion committee.

He is now engaged on a series of important

investigations, the results of which will be

embodied in the third report to the corrosion

committee, which it is hoped will be pre-

sented at the forthcoming autumn meeting of

the Institute of Metals.

Mr. William Oxtoby, a member of the

Institute of Civil Engineers, and the engineer

for the borough of Camberwell, was amongst

the recipients of Grand Chapter honours on

^Yednesday, when he was given the rank of

.\ssistant Grand Standard Bearer in the

R.A. In the Grand Lodge of England the

previous Wednesday he was made Assistant

Grand Superintendent of Works. On both

occasions his great popularity as a distin-

guished Freemason was proved by the

respective hearty plaudits of his brethren

in the craft and his companions in the R..\.

Ex-Companion Oxtoby is the present M.E.Z.

of the Eccleston Chapter No. 1,624. He was

one of the founders of the T-square Lodge

No. 3,269, and its first S.D., occupying the

W.M.'s chair in IDll. He was also a founder

of the Borough of Camberwell Lodge No.

3,303. As a Provincial Freemason he was

invested Provincial Grand Sword Bearer of

N. and E. 'i'orks in 1012.

The Board of Agriculture for Scotland,

with the approval of the Secretary for Scot-

land and H.M. Treasury, have appointed

Dr. A. W. Borthwick, Lecturer on Forestry

at the University of Edinburgh, to be their

Advisory Officer for Forestry. Dr. Borth-

wick. who succeeds the late Dr. John Nisbet,

was educated at the College and University

of St. .-Vndrews. At the conclusion, in 1891,

of his undergraduate career, be decided to

devote hiiuself to forestry, and went to

Munich to study under the late Professor

Hartig and his colleagues. There ne

remained three years, and passed through the

course of training which is provided for those

entering the German State Forest Service.

On his return to Edinburgh he was appointed

in 1899 Assistant to the Professor of Botany

and Lecturer on Plant Physiology m the
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University of Edinburgh, and held tlie latter

post until his appointment in 1908 as Lec-
turer on Forest Botany. In 1905 the directors

of the East of Scotland College of Agricul-

ture appointed him a Lecturer on Forestry
in the College. Since 1900 he has been
Lecturer on Forestry and Forest Botany in

the Royal Botanic Garden, and in 1905 he
was appointed Interim Lecturer on Forestry
in the University of Edinburgh. Dr. Borth-
wick has been awarded a gold medal by the

Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society for a

collection of normal and pathological

specimens of trees, and also a gold medal by
the Royal English Arboricultural Society for

an essay on the life-history of the Scots pine.

On the invitation of the Royal Scottish

Arboricultural Society he acted as guide to a

number of its members through the forests

of Bavaria in 1909. Dr. Borthwick has a

wide knowledge of his subject, and has made
numerous contributions to the literature of

scientific forestry. He is a past-president of

the Botanical Society of Edinburgh.

In discussing the Bill now pending before

the Michigan Legislature requiring the

registration of architects practising in that

State, a prominent Detroit architect is quoted
as stating:—"It can be maintained without
fear of successful contradiction that not one
of the professions, trades, or callings now
under State supervision touches the public

welfare in more numerous and vital points,

nor is there one upon which the safety of the

life and property, health, and happiness of

the public depends than upon the architec-

tural profession. If, then, the State has
deemed it w-ise to establish a certain standard
of education and fitness in professions and
occupations not so important as the practice

of architecture, it should establish, by a

registration law, a similar requirement for

the practice of architects."

Writing in the American Architect on
"How to get Good Results with Paint," Mr.
G. W. Thompson summarises his conclusions
by observing that the insuring of good paint-
ing work may be accomplished by: (1)

Having all under coats harder than the
following outer coats. {2) Allowing ample
time between coats for the maturing of all

surface inequalities and defects. (3) Having
all paint as nearly as may be an integral part
of the surface painted. (4) Good workman-
ship—and the having of all inider coats well
brushed in. (5) Using good and suitable
materials, and avoiding false notions of

economy, both in labour and materials. (G)

Proper inspection of materials and workman-
ship.

" Surveying and Building Construction for
Agricultural Students, Land Agents, and
Farmers," by A. H. Hands and A. F. Hood
Daniel (London: Longmans, Green, and Co.,
10s. 6d. net), will doubtless be found of use
to students studying to pass the examinations
of the Surveyors' Institution, and similar
bodies. It may aJso help land agents and
farmers, who are not surveyors or builders,
or mean to be. for whom, as the authors say
ill their preface, "the great value of the
many books upon these separate subjects,"
Init, so it is added, "for the most part too
long and too advanced for any but those who
intend to make one of these subjects their
profession."

It is reported from Washington, D.G., that
efforts will be made in the next Congress, 1 y
Texas senators, to have the force in the
office of the Supervising Architect of the
Treasury Department at Washington largely
increased, so that work on public buildings
for which appropriations have been made
may be expedited. It is stated that ihe
existmg accumulation will afford constant
employment for the present force for
approximately five years, and it thus appears
useless to look forward to securing the most
necessary of structures until after 1920,
unless steps are taken to relieve the situa-
tion in which the Supervising ArcRitect is
placed since the repeal of the Tarsney Act.

Advantages accruing from the use of
liydrated lime in concrete are discussed in
the recent annual report of H. L. Bowlby,
State Highway Engineer of Oregon. In that

State the practice is to add to each batch a

quantity of liydrated lime amounting to from
5 to 10 per cent, of the weight of the cement.
The value of the lime, the report says, lies

to a small extent in the fineness of the
particles serving as a filler, and in tlie main
in its lubricating properties. It is noticeable

that concrete containing liydrated lime slips

and flows into place mucli easier, and forms
a denser mix with less tamping, than that

which does not contain lime. When lime

is added, a less amount of water gives a

greater plasticity, and therefore less danger
of separation of the aggregates. Moreover,
the lime tends to hold moisture in the con-

crete until the setting has passed that stage

where loss of its water due to absorption
from the ground below can affect it.

^*^
MEETINGS FOB THE ENSTJINa WEEK.
Friday (To-day).—Geologists' Aesociation. " Radio-

Activity and the Measuremeut of

Geological Times," by Arthur Holmes,
B.Sc., University College, Uower-street,
W.C. 8 p.m.

Satibday (To-morrow).—Association of Managers of

Sewage Disposal Works. Visit to the
Southend-on-Sea Sewage Disposal Works
and Refuse Destructor. 1.50 p.m.

Institution of ilunicipal and County
Engineers. Meeting at the Town Hall,

Scarborough. 10 a.m.

Monday.—SuiTeyors' Institution. Summary of the
Session's Papers on " The Acquisition
of Land, Tenure, Rating, and Housing,"
by William Allen, Barrister-at-Law.

8 p.m.

ToRbDAY.—Society of Engineers. " Some Future De-
velopments in Heating and Ventila-

tion," by A. H. Barker. 7.30 p.m.
Auctioneers' and Estate Agents' In-

stitute. Presidential Address by John
T. WooUey, 3-1, Russell-square, W.C.
7A5 p.m.

Wednbsday.—Royal Society of Arts. " Recent Progress
in Pyrometry," by Charles R. Darling,
F.I.C. 8 p.m.

Thursday.—Royal Society of Arts. "Indian Trade
and the War," by Sir Charles H.
Armstrong. -1.30 p.m.
Society of Architects. Adjourned

Discussion of " Proposed Model General
Conditions of Contract." (Members
Only.) 28, Bedford-square, W.C.
7.30 p.m.
Town Planning Institute. Annual

Meeting, 02, Victoria-street, S.W. 8 p.m.

Friday (May 14).—Royal Institution. "The Archives
of Westminster Abbey," by the Rev.
Canon E. H. Pearce, M.A., Treasurer.

9 p.m.
«»» •

A block of Sunday-school buildings added to

the Baptist chapel in Walsworth-road, Hitchin,

at a cost of i;2,100, were formally opened last

week.

At the meeting on Tuesday of the Coventry
City Council the salary of the electrical

engineer, Mr. Tough, was increased from i!650

to i^TOO per annum.

The parish church of Holy Trinity, Broad-
slairs, which has been enlarged and partially

reconstructed, will be rededicated by the Bishop
of Dover on the 22nd inst.

At the meeting of the Warringt-on Town
Council held on Tuesday night it was stated
that the total cost of the construction of the
new ferro - concrete bridge over the Mersey
amounted to £19,962 19s. lOd.

Dame Margaret Lindsay Huggins, widow of
Sir William Huggius, O.M.. of More's Gardens,
Chelsea, who died on March 24, bequeathed
£1,000 for the erection of a memorial to her
husband in St. Paul's Cathedral.

New offices for the Prudential Assurance
Company are being built at Leicester from plans
by Mr. Paul Waterhouse, F.R.I.B.A., of Staple
Buildings, Holborn. The contractors are Messrs.
W. Corah and Son, of Loughborough.

Rifleman Harold T. Gore (Queen Victoria
Rifles) died at the base hospital, Boulogne, on
the 26th ult., from wounds received at Ypres.
He held the appointment of surveyor with the
Royal Insurance C-ompany, Lombard-street. He
was one of the earliest to volunteer for the
front, and had been out since November 4.

At Tuesday's meeting of the Atherstone
District Council the surveyor submitted plans
and estimates of a scheme for the erection of 61
working-class dwellings on land which has been
acquired for the purpose on the Colesbillroad.
It w,is decided to submit the whole scheme to
the Local Government Board for their approval,
and permission was given by the council, in the
first instance, for the building of twelve houses.

LATEST PRICES.
N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
usual sources of information are in many
cases failing us.

TIUBEB.
Per standard.

YellowPineDeals, 1st quality... £.55 OtofSV
., and „ ... 43 „ 45

White Deals : First 22 „ 24
Seconds 20 ,. 22

U.S. Yellow Planks, Deals, and
Battens 10 10 .. 14 10

Per cubic foot.
Oak: Anstrian Wainscot _ £0 10 6 to j£0 12 fi

Teak: Burmese, per load, 50(t. 28 „ 34
Teak : Java, per load, 5Gft 24 „ 27

I BON.
Far ton. Per too.

Rolled Steel Joists, EngUsb £9 5 to £9 7 6
Wronght-Iron Girder Plates n 10 „ 10
Steel Girder Plates 9 5 0,, 9 17 6
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Boand, or
Square 22 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 ., 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Best Bnedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles lOs., Tees 208. per ton extra.
Bnilders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £8 ISs. to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £14 to £1S10b. per ton.

Galvanised Corrn- ited Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6(t. to Sft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Bestditto 13 10 ... 14

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Colnmns £6 17 6 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchione 6 17 6 „ 8 10
BoUed-Iron Fencing Wire 8 6 0,, 8 10
EoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 IS „ 9 5
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 15 „ 6
Cut Floor Brads 10 15 „ —
Corrngated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14B.W.G 14 5 „ —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

0to8 P 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10108. £10 15s. £1108. £1158. £11 158. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 15 to £7 2 6
4in.to6in 6 10 „ 6 12 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 17 6 „ 7 2 6
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra.

turned and bored joints Ss. per ton extra.]

Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast. Lillieshall 80a. Od. to 137s. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 87e. Od. „ 978. Od.

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings-Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (pine 2i per cent.)—
Gas-Tnbes 724 p.c
Water-Tubes 66l ,.,

Steam-Tubes 65 „
Galvanised Gas-Tabes 60 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 56i ,,

Galvanised Steam-Tabes 60 „

OTHEB METALS.
Per ton. Per ton.

Lead Water Pipe, Town '£25 10 to —
Country "26 10 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '26 10 .. —
Country 'il 10 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town ''27 10 0„ —
„ Country *2a 10 „ —

Lead Pipe. Tinned inside and
outside Town '30 „ —

Country '31 0., —
Composition GaB-Pipe, Town... '28 10 0„ —

Country "20 10 ., —
Lead Soil-pipe (upto4jin.) Town ''28 10 0,, —

Country 'i'J 10 „ —
rOver 4iin. £1 per ton extra.

1

Lead. Common Brands 17 17 6 ,, £18 12 6

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24)5 0„ —
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 100 „ 101

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 80 „ '.MOO
Tin, English Ingots 1(11 „ 165
Do., Bars 165 „ IW
Pig Lead, in lowt. Pigs (Town) -20 2 6 „ 21 2 6
Bheet Lead, Town '25 0.. —

„ „ Country '26 „ —
Gennire White Lead 34 „ —
Refined Red Lead 3-2 0,, —
Sheet Zinc 75 ,, —
Old Lead, against.account I'.i 10 ,, —
Tin per cwt. 'J „ —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 11 ., —

* For 5 cwt. lota and upwards.

SLATES.

Blue Portmadoo

Blue Bangor..

First quality

m. in.

. 20 X 10 ,

. 16 „ 8.

£ 8. d. per 1,000 ot
12 12 6 1.300 at r. BtD.

6

E a r e li a unfading
green „

Permanent Green

.

20
,

20
,

20
,

16
,

20
,

, 20
,

18
,

16
,

20
,

18
,

16

6 12
13 2 6

12 ... 13 17 6

10 ... 13
12 ... 13 15
8... 7 6

15 17
18 7

13 5
10 6
11 12

, 10 ... 9 12

, 8 ... 6 12
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BBIOKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hara Htocke.. £1 iri per I.CXIO alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11 ,, „ [river.
Mild Stocks 19 0,,
Picked Stocks for delivered
Facings 2 5 ,, at rly. stn.

Plettons 1 II
Pressed Wire Cats... 1 18
Red Wire Cats IH
Best Fareham Bed 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Raabon Fac'ng ... 5 „ „ ,,

Best Bine f ressed
StaCfordshire 3 15

Ditto Ballnose 4 0,,
Best Stonrbridge
Firebricks 4

2|in. Best Red Ac-|
crington Plastic

f
4 10 6

ITacing Bricks )

37s" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3'/8" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 3 2 (i

Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks Ill 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3Ve in
thickest part

SVe" Chimney Bricks fit for ontside work ...

3'/8" ditto ditto through and through 2
SVe" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ; li" and -V' radins Ballnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 H

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 coarse deep, each (i

" (Ne

"I \

Net, delivered in
full track loads
in London.

H

Ditto ditto 9" XI coarse.

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 coarse deep, i^" soffit, per foot opening..
4 ditto
."J ditto
H ditto
3 ditto
4 ditto
."i ditto
6 ditto

ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto

44" ditto ditto ditto
ff' ditto ditto ditto
9" ditto ditto ditto
9" ditto ditto ditto

ditto ditto ditto

3

13
1 S
2 1

2 li

2 1

2 II

3 B
4 G

Net free on rail, or free on boat at wor^^s.

GLAZED BBIOKS,
HABD OLAZES (PER 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Baff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.

6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Stretchers-
£12 7 6 £10 17

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7
Quoins, BuUnose, and 44in. Flats—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17
Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ends, square—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 B IS 17 6
Two sides and one end, square^

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints—

IT 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. sach 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Ballnose, Round Ends, BuUnoee Stops-
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Roanded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each Sd. each Sd. each 4d. each

MOULDED BBI0E8.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each Sd. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles—
1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each

Sill BuUnose. Stretchers, and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each Bd. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and
Headers .„._ _

.. ,, Quoins and BuUnose

Bd. each

1/2 each

5d. each
Per 1,000
£22 17 B
27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks^ Not
of single radius £B per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours f irg 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kinder colour, by 4Mn.
Is. 2d. each ; by 22in.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

• These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations. s. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 „

8. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. s. d. Per yard,
Qroy Stone Lime 13 B to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

STONE.*
Red Mans&eld, in blocks per foot cube £0
Darley Dale, ditto
Red Corsehill, ditto ,,

Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto „
Ancaster, ditto „
Qreenshill, ditto „
Beer, ditto ,,

Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) ,,

Hard York, ditto
Do. do. Bin. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup.

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ,,

* All F.O.B. London,

:o 2 4

2 3
(1 3 2

2 n
1 10

(1 1 10
1 B

1 lOi
2

2 6

13

Bath Stone, delivered on road £
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elma Depot ,,

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Beaton Station ,,

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,,

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 30ft. average
Dilivered on road waggons \ Brown White
at Paddington Depot, ( Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or

(
Per foot cube.

Pimlico Wharf ' ... £0 3 3 ... £0 2 4J

TILES.

Plain red roofing tiles

Hip and Valley tiles

Broseley tiles

Ornamental tiles

Hip and Valley tiles

Raabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards)

Ornamental ditto
Hip tiles

Valley tiles

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's)...

Ornamental ditto
Hip tiles

^^
Valley tiles

" RoBeinary " brand plain tiles...

Ornamental tiles

Hip tiles

Valley tiles

Stallordshire (Hanley) Beds or
brindled tiles

Hand-made sand-faced
Hip tiles

Valley tiles

Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced
Pressed
Ornamental ditto
Hip tiles

Valley tiles

s. d.
1 74
1 94

1 1

1 7J

s. d. Dlvrd. at
43 per 1000 ry.sn.
3 7 per doz. ,,

60 per 1000
53 B

4 per doz. ,,

57 6 per 1000
60
4 per doz. ,,

3

46 per 1000
48 6
3 lOA per doz. ,,

3 4i „
48 per 10(M „
50
4 per doz. „
3 8

42 B per 1000
45
4 per doz. ,,

3 B „

per 1009
6
B
per doz.

6

OILS.
Bapeseed,English pale,per tun £28 15 to
Ditto, brown 36 15 „
Cottonseed, refined , 29 „
Olive, Spanish 39 10 „
Seal, pale „ 21 „
Cocoanut, Cochin '.. „ 46 „
Ditto, Ceylon 43 10 „
Ditto, Mauritius 42 10 „
Palm, Lagos „.. ,, 33 5 „
Ditto, Nut Kernel 35 ,,

Oleine 17 5 „
Sperm 30 „
Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7 fl ,,

I'etrolenm, refined B^ ,,

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,,
Ditto, Archangel 19 6 „
Linseed Oil per gal. 3 llj .,

Baltic Oil 3 3,,
Turpentine 3 2,,
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil.... percwt. 10 ,,

Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority " Brand.. „ 0,,

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz, 31oz. 26oz.

Fourths 44d. ... 6jd. ... Sjd.

Thirds 5d. ... r,\d,. ... aid.
Fluted Sheet 5d. ... Bd. ... —

Hartley's English Boiled iia.

£29 5
27 5
30
40
21 10
46 10
43
43
33 5

35 10
19 5
31

8
6

1 10
1

32oz.
BSd.
7jd.

Plate 3jd.
'/idn.
3,'d. .

iin.

4.M.

White. Tinted.
Figured Boiled and Bepoussine... Sd. ... Bid.

VABNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish .£0 8

Pale Copal Oak 10 B

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 B

Fine Exti-a Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of

churches 14 B

Find Elastic Carriage 13 U

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 10

Finest Pale Durable Copal ,
18

Extra Fine French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14 9

Extra Pale Paper 12

Best Japan Gold Size 10

Best Black Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8

Berlin Black 16

Knotting 10

French and Brush Polish 10 B

Mr. \V. 11. Bowun. counly surveyor of West
Sussex, lias been ulecled l.iy the surveyors of

Kent, .Surrey, an J .Sussex, coniprising 148

nieinbcrs, as their representative on the council

of the Institution of the Municipal and County
lingineers.

Tlie Jcath occurred on Tluirsilay in last week,
at his residence in Carnoustie, of Mr. James
Wright, for many years partner of the firm of

Messrs. Duncan, Galloway, and Co., owners of

the quarries at Carmyllie and Duntrurio.

Mr. J. C. Haller, the present acting surveyor,
lias liecn appointed county surveyor of Notting-
liaiiisliire at a salary of £500 per annnm. Tlie

county council liave agreed to a reorganisation
of the counly surveyor's and architect's depart-
ments and a separation of the duties.

TRADE NOTES.
Under the direction of Mr. Henry Browne,

A.M.I.C.E.I.. architect. Birr, the Boyle system
of ventilation (natural), cniliraeing Boyle't

latest patent "Air-pump" ventilators and air*

inlets, has been applied to the Masonic Lodge;
IJirr, Ireland;

The Metropolitan Water Board Bill lias pissed
through Ihe Coinniillee of the House of

(_'oninioiis, antl was reported, with aincndnieiits,

on Thursday in last week.

At the meeting of the London Education Com-
mittee on Wednesday it was rejiortcl that the
Board of Education had directed thai the
scheme for the reduction of tlie size of classes

sliould lie jirocecded with, as the Government
had decided not to ask the County Council to

postpone the work. Discussion on (he letters

whicli. if acted upon, will imolve nuineroii

alterations and enlargements to school-liuil ]

ings -was postponed until Wednesday next.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

£77

13 •t

31 9 6

UO

35

Hardwoods,
.\ppi.v To-

wn. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunliill Row, London, E.C.

TEOTJERS.
•** Correspondents would in all cases oblige by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the

information.
Aberdeen —For new steading, Maclde'a Steps,

and alterations on steariing, Northside, lor the town
council. Accepted teof'ers:—

Steading. Mackie's Steps.
Masons :

—
Moir. D., and Son

Carpenter :—
Hunter, J

Slaters :
—

Archibald and Leslie
Northside.
Masons :—

Moir. D., and Son
Carpenter :

—

Coutts, J

.^hehdeen. — For construction of new lavatories at

Cnion-Terracc, for the corporation :—
Scott, J, and Sons (acceptedi ... £SI1

15atsw'.\t]:h.—For the conversion of the Bays-

water fire sub-station into a full station tor the

London County Council :

—

Hiags and Hill, Ltd., South
Lambeth-road. S.W fB.900

Roberts, L. H. and R , Lower
Clapton-road, N.F, 6.377 II

Smith, W., and Son. Harleyford-
road. S K B,171

King, W., and Son, Vauxhall
BridKc-road, S.W B.0K7

Monk, A., Edmonton 6.010

t;oxhea.d, F. J., Leyton 5,997 U Q
Bowyer. J. and C , Ltd., Cppor
Norwood 5.093

Wallis, G. E., and Sons, Ltd.,
Pauton-street, S.W 5.il75 11

Trisga & Co., Clar ham Common j.KiO

Maddison, W. .1., Cannina Town .^..WO

Holloway. H. L., Deptford ... r,.i'.ri U 11

Godson, G., and Sons, Kilburn-
lane. W 5 315

Godson, G., and Sons, Kilburn-
lane, W. (alternative*) 5,229

l.Architect's estimate comparable with the

tenders. £5,600.)
. .

" Accepted. Altornative, excluding the paintini;

wcrk other than priming.

BbadfobI).—For the laying and jointing of pil»

at the Hebden Sanatorium, near Grassington. lor

the health committee :

—

Emery and Co., Aston, Bir-

mingham (accepted) £31B 15 3

Beii^htos.— For supply, delivery, and erection at

the Southwick power station of a surface condensei-.

for the town council ;

—

Ricliardsons, Westgarth.audCo. tl.'.li')

(Reeomnieuded lor acceptance.)

Cardiev.— For the completion of the roads on tliu

first portion of the Rhubina Garden Villaco. ncir

Cardift. for tlie \\ elsh Town-Planning and Housing;

Trust, Ltd. :—
MacKay and Davies, Carditf ... £l.l3-'>

Hayes, F., liiverpool H99 4

Davies, E. P.,Dowlais »a '.I

Lewis Bros , Dinas Powis, near
Cardiff 1'ii 13

West, J. O., Treoda, Whit-
church, Glam. (accepted) ... 719 10

Cahshalton.—For the construction of convcnionco

in the park, for the urban district council :—

Baker, W., Wallingtou £4">3 u

(Recommended for acceptance.)

Chelmseobd.—For inahing-up Braemar-avenue.

for the town council :—
^ n t\

Davey and Armitage, Southend £B53 u u

(.\ccepted.)

1 11

, II

1
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THE SCAFFOLDING OF ORNAMENT.

Some are apt to think of the brilliant

and original-minded designer as a being

who rises superior to mere rule and rota.

Really the most truly original are the most

obedient to law. That which differentiates

the artist, or picture-maker, from the

designer, is orderly method. In decorative

design, order alone is beauty ; or, whence
the grace of the plain dentil course? It

is only necessary to put down a certain

number of lines and points, geometrically

related, to observe how simple are the

elements of decoration, given law and
order. Scorning this yoke, we fail

;

accepting it with due humility, we may
from the most primitive objects evolve the

ornamental. One wild rose, idealised and

conventionalised, and a pair of dividers,

may provide sufficient material and
machinery to bring into being a scheme of

decoration. Lacking the mathematical
and orderly, a whole summer day's wealth

of wo<xlland and hedgerow will not assist

us to achieve the decorative. Cram our

brains as we may with forms of natural

beauty, it is all vanity, unless by earnest

stud.v, and tlie help of the principles of

balance and symmetry, we can convert the

natural into the decorative; for Nature

does not directly suggest it. We must
search for beauty. And when we have
evolved a decorative unit, we have yet to

provide a scaffolding, or framework,
whereby the object conventionalised is dis-

tributed over and subordinated to the

object to be decorated. We may cover

surfaces with every conceivable object of

beauty, and. wanting a serious geometrical

basis, attain nothing decorative whatever.

A scaffolding, possibly unobtrusive, but

existent all the same, seems as necessary in

producing ornamental device as in build-

ing.

There are few more beautiful sights than
dew-points, sunlit, on leaves and vegeta-
tion; but gorgeous though the effect may
be, it no more suggests decoration than the
starry host itself. On certain autumn
mornings, the mists condense on sjiidcr-

thrcads, and lines of glittering gems hang
from twig to twig in true, mathematical
curves. The effect is here highly decorative.
If we seek to contrast the two conditions

—

the dew in wild and rugged asymmetry and
the beads of condensed mist u)ioii the
spider-threads—we may find the genesis of
the decorative in the geometrical basis, the
catenary curve that connects, correlates,
and brings under law and order the
glistening water-dro))S. The spider wove
the scaffolding

; but its form was decreed
by natural law.

If we too curiously seek to inquiio into.

the real meaning and import nf tliis

fundamental proposition respecting order
and the ornamental and decorative, we
may fail to find a satisfactory answer; but
it may be at least worthy of observation
that, in a scale of 10ft., each foot is part
of the whole, logically so, and also to the
eye ; and that, in this way, perchance,
when we divide and sub-divide and put
ornamental device in set position, mathe-
matically, each such part, division, and
object is obviously related to the whole,
and so the decorative objects become at

one with, and are immediately correlated

to, the object decorated. Be this as it

may, it would appear a basic principle

that the decorative object is subservient
to the object decorated. If we do not
succeed in this, wo may paint pictures;

but certainly we do not decorate.

To be a true decorator, it is insufficient

to bs sensitive to natural beauty. We may
be entranced with the rose-in-June, and
revel in the lovely mantle of blossom now-

over the countryside ; but in no w ise, there-

fore, may we be the more competent to

design a rose-emljroidered mat. We may
wholly want the peculiar faculty of making
an ornament of tlie rose or its thorny stem,

and quite fail to appreciate the significance

of the rigid geometrical base, or scaffold-

ing, necessary to transfer the natural into

the decorative. In this latter, no doubt,

resides the chief efficiency oi ornamental
device, architectural or otherwise, and the

main distinction between good and bad
ornamentation. For motif is always with

us, if we have eyes that see, and resolutely

search tor underlying causes; and at the

worst we may crib someone else's con-

ception of unit-form of ornament; but to

arange all under a new phase of some law,

that shall make one of the decorating and

decorated, is an art requiring much study

and some aptitude. Hence we suggest the

present need not only for investigating the

causes of beauty, but of those laws that

guide us in transforming the wild loveli-

ness of nature into chaste and sober orna-

ment.
Souiiil, natural motif and knowledge to

combine and arrange in true decorative

spirit, and the art of subliming, so to say,

from the natural to tlie ornamental, seem

the first essentials in decorative art. Above

all, perhaps, sound motive and genuine

prototype. AVe become, many of us. after

some years, facile in producing, with i)en

and pencil, curved, floriated form, and too

often deceive ourselves, misled by our own

easy-soing methods. To create novel and

ideasing ornament, we must have recourse

to natural prototype. This is the hard

wav; but the truly decorative method— the

onlv' one that can .'reshen our interest in

architectural enrichments. There is more

iif c'raceful vr'.;e(ritioii in cieatJnn tlian

mere acanthus. Genuine, natural proto-

type, and a spirit of law and order, without
which we vainly essay to be decorative, are
two primary requirements in architectural

enrichment. If we remain content to fill

in spandrels and the like with aimless
right-and-left-hand curving, we may save
ourselves trouble, but please no one, least

of all ourselves.

We have, then, in ornamenting, to seek

out first causes of the beautiful, not
merely to draw a beautiful object. And we
have to bring our wild rose or honeysuckle
under a yoke ; and that yoke or scaffolding,

obvious or understood, and appearing
perhaps as a mere reflex, must at times,

like scaffolding, be finally cleared away. In
the geometrical basis is the true birth of

ornament, decoration, and enrichment.
Mathematical severity does not destroy

natural loveliness ; it seeks to extract the
essential spirit. All the grace of its natural
prototype exists in the Grecian honey-
suckle. For years the Chinese enshrined

the vital characteristics of hawthorn
blossom in blue-and-white porcelain.

Uncertain, indefinite character ami
absence of law in assembling the orna-

mental, seem the defects of the time, as

evidenced in the average decorative design

of our several arts and crafts. A genuine
love for, and study of, naturally beautiful

objects, and the art of extracting the

elements of beauty tor decorative purpose,

is the remedy. It is always a relief to turn

from our everlasting rococo scroll to the

motive of the .lapanese. For a few pence

now W'O can jiurchase metal-ware imbued
through and through with evident love of

natural beauty, and genuine, natural,

mastered prototype. It is a relief indeed

from the standard curvilinear nondescript

of 'Uir cheap silver-ware, and the

vermiform appendages meandering over

shoddy furniture and what-not?
The" architect cannot too assiduously

study and cultivate the spirit of true orna-

mentation, seeking novelty from intelligent

lOiservation and adroit conventional-

ising o? natural beauty. No study is

more refining; none more useful to

those so often expected to advise in all arts

and crafts down to final carpeting and

upholstering. Where, for the reward of

energy and enterprise, there exists a world

i;i novel beauty awaiting idealising ami

conventionalising or reconvontionalising in

a new spirit, it seems fully to keep on

dipping into one's own mind, bringing out.

i'.gnin and again, the same idea, founded

on n(]thinc. and meaning less. New study

of rorm« suited to decoration and enrich-

ment will gi\e new lite and vigour to our

architecture. On these lines, decoration,

ornament, and enrichment become of

living interest, being neither on the one
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hand the continued rehash of old worn-

out themes, nor, on tlie other, the casting-

up of the identical idea we have had,

perhaps. " man and boy " for a score of

years. If we allot one-half the grace and
beauty of ornamental device to the device

itself, one-half, certainly, must be allo-

cated to the geometrical basis, or scaffold-

ing. Hence, before ever deciding on the

actual form, motive, or prototype for

ornament, we might do well to give study

to the geometrical framework necessary to

the decorative. If we primarily locate mere

dots or circles, such are sufficient, plus

order, to give the true decorative spirit.

It simplifies design, because we can always,

later, substitute mere graceful and interest-

ing objects. If we commence ornamenting
and decorating by concentrating attention

upon the decorative object, we may miss

true decoration, which, as we have seen,

needs to be conceived with an underlying

spirit of mathematics, symmetry, and

order. We frequently do find failure by

reason of too natural treatment. This

sems the danger in decoration: to view the

work merely with the eye of an artist.

Safety resides in clinging tenaciously to

square, dividers, and compass, as the

practical exponents of law, order, and
symmetry, until, at least, such time as our

whole theme commences to emerge from
primordial indefiniteness, and we can

."fford tn relax a little the leading-strings of

the severe and mathematical.

THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY
OF SCULPTORS. PAINTERS, AND
GRAVERS.
The eighteenth exhibition of the Inter-

national Society of Sculptors, Painters,

and Gravers, at the Grosvenor Gallery, is

of fairly general interest, if few works of

the first rank aro to be seen.

Mr. William Strang's two exhibits are

attractive — " The Captive " (29) and
" Dreams " (34). The former is an excel-

lent bit of flesh - painting. Mr. John
Lavery's head and shoulders of a "Girl in

Armour " (102) is also good. Mr. AValter

Bayes has well emphasised Britain's

fulfilment of her pledge, "The British

Fleet will guarantee the security of the
North-West Coasts of France : August,
1914 " (35). Mr. Howard Somerville scores

with "Zulu with a Black Eye" (41) and
"Tlie Little Dancer" (04). "A Sussex
Stone Quarry," by Mr. Oliver Hall, is i-e-

markably well rendered, and his " Les
Angles'' (51) hardly less so. We like Mr.
Reginald G. Brundrit's "Rosamund" (46),

and "La Maison du Roi " (49), by Mr.
Alfred Withers, and "A Fortress" (50), by
Mr. Sydney Lee. Tlie latter has also two
other works of more than average merit,
"House with Turret" (203) and "Village
Street" (270). Sir Charles Holroyd's "A
Dead Christ " (67) is in every way a fitting

portrayal. ]\Ir. Nelson Dawson's "Fishing-
boats coming into Scarborough Harbour in

a North-Easterly Gale" (75) well presents
the ordinary risks of our brave fisherfolk,

intensified just now by German ruthlcss-
ness. " The Judgment of Paris " (83) is no
mean attem|)t to embody the theme wtiich

has inspired so many artists. "Tlie Smile
of Pan" (84), by Mr. W. G. Lambert, is in

curious contrast with the smirk on the faco
of the lady who, possildy. has provoked it.

Miss Bridget Guinness has a good portrait
<it "Lady Mainwaring " (87), and Miss
Flora r.,ii)n. one of " Tlie Countess id'

Carrick and Cliildren " (05); "The
IMother" (99). by Mr. E, A. Walton, with
her children playing round a peasant
woman at the cnttage-door, is one of the
best of his always interesting cxliibits.

-\noth<'r nf a kindred sort is Mi.ss Ann

Fearon AValker's "Mother and Son" (112).

Of Mr. Theo Van Rysselberghe's eight con-

tributions we prefer his "The IModel's

Rest " (124) and "L'heure du Bain " (142).

A spirited series of lithographs (204 215),

by Mr. G. Spencer Pryse, all drawn on

stone at the front, within the zone of the

War, are much more real "War pictures"

than some at the Academy. No. 209, illus-

trating a British Cavalry bivouac during
the Battle of the Aisne, and the ret rent of

the Seventh Division and Third Cavalry

on Ypres, are good. Mr. Alfred Delaunois
sends two pleasing charcoal sketches of
" Le Beguinage : Les Ames Solitaires"

(190 and 193). Mr. S. J. Laniorna Birch
has two of his favourite Cornish scenes,

"IMay in Cornwall" (03) and "The Zone"
(186).

Among others worth notice are l\Tr. A.
D. Peppercorn's three landscnjies (2, 3, and
100); ;\Ir. D. Y. Cameron's "Dunstaff-
nage" (44); Mr. Charles Rickett's "The
Descent from the Cross" (31); "Souvenir"
(79), by i\Iiss Ethel Wright ; and a water-
colour of the "City Merchants' Hall, Edin-
burgh " (170).

There is not much to say about the
sculpture. Of his six subjects, Mr,
^Marnix D'llaveloose takes most space with

a vigorous bronze statue of a "Danseuse"
(54). Ten are contributed by Mr. Rik
Wouters, of which " Vierge Folle" (117) is

perhaps the best. Mr. Georee Minne has
two creditable plaster pieces. "Debardeur"
(151) and a "Portrait of a Man" (152);
Mr. Victor Rousseau two, "Alice" (232)

and a "Head of a Young Man " (253) ; and
Mr. Harold Parker one of " Sappho " (330),

also in plaster.
••

TWENTY-ONE GAIXERY EXHIBITION
OF DRAWINGS AND ETCHINGS.

The odd title of this Exhibition should

deter no one from a visit to the charming
little works now on view in the sequestered

quietness of Y'ork-buildings, Adelphi. The
asemblage is small and restfully remote
from the stress of passing events, with

which Mr. F. L. Grigg's pictorial con-

ceptions and aims have little in common,
discarding, as he does, all chic results or

modernity of handling. Mr. Grigg, known
to every reader by his architectural draw-
ings and book or magazine illustrations,

needs no introduction of ours ; but his

essays as an etcher will be new to many,
while his appearance in the field of

pictorial landscape is to be welcomed,
and, according to the words of Mr. Wm.
Ward, who adds a note about the Ex-

hibition in the catalogue, using a phrase

of Emerson, speaks of the etchings as

"an original relation to the Universe."

They show, at any rate, a jierson-

ality of treatment, and in the smallest

specimens there is breadth and bigness

of scale. Besides this, we see in some
an infinite care for detail, with almost

a Meissonier-like finish. This quality is

observable in the foreground of the " Priory

Farm," of which a water-colour drawing of

fine character is also shown. The ancient

monastic hall, with its Gothic pointed

door, reminiscent of old Cleeve, is seen to

the left, with a massive timber-shed in the

middle to the right. "The Cresset," "The
Ford," and "The Pool" belong to a pro-

jected series of imaginary scenes. The
first consists of an Edwardian bridge, witli

a gatehouse at its end, presumably lending

to an ancient town. Planks and the fore-

shore, made to look busy in front of the

si-^nie, restrict the breadth of the waterway,
which is free of craft or any intimatiim nf

rciutemporary life. "The Ford " is a canal-

side, piled up with picturesque gables,

after' llio nic.dil nf Brus;rs or Amiens, with

buildings skirting the stone-built-up foot-

way, which passes at places below the
arched ways of the houses in rare
quaintness. "The Pool," with its sturdy
bridge, is of the same lineage, but
beyond a big, rambling church of several

periods is shown, rather suggesting by the

draughtsmanship that it may have been de-

pleted by the harsh hand of the restorer,

who, however, left the tower, rising above
the roots, unharmed.
Minsden Episcopi carries us away into

Somerset, with its ancient thatched gables

and florid Tudor oriel. The lofty church
tower at Ashwell overhangs the roadway, in

silhouette, as seen from the north, while
Maur's Farm is a combination of an old

tower, corn-stacks, and a ruin, once pro-
balily famous. The dry-point called "Step-
ping-stones," with big trees to the front or

middle picture at the edge of the stream
and cliffs suggested in the distance, has
fine quality, and Barnack Church, with its

familiar tower and spire, sturdily stands
against the dawn of a summer's day.

Among the drawings is a pen-and-ink
gem called Chilton Church, squat and
sprawding, but English in every part,

drawn most feelingly. The most ambitious
subject is a pencil study of the Rood Tower,
Lincoln, being near another of the same
kind, showing the towers of the church
of SS. Mary and Cyriac. Swaffham Prior,

Cambridgeshire. The little Norman churcli

of Stanley Pontlarge is the subject of a

very small etching, said to recall the poetic

work of Samuel Palmer, done in a leisurely

manner, such as distinguishes Mr. Grigg's

other studies. The dry-point of "The
Coppice" is full of ci>lour and aerial effect

in iU pensive rusticity, done seemingly for

the love of doing artistic work well. The ]

stars on the frames indicate that the artist
j

has received much practical appreciation.

«»

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

Tlie followiug is the list of members
noniiuated tor election to the Council of the

R.I.B.A. for 1915-1916:—
President: Ernest Newton, A.R.A., Presi-

dent.

Vice-Presidents (four names only to be

returned) : Sir John J. Burnet, R.S.A. ;

Alfred Wm. Stephens Cross, M. A. Cantab.,
Vice-President; Jolni Alfred Gotch, F.S.-'V..,

Vice-President; George Hubbard, F.S.A.,

Vice-President; Henry Vaughan Lanchester,

Vice-President; Pan] Waterhouse, M.A.
Honorary Secretary: Edward Guy Dawber.

Hon. Secretary. Past Vice-President.

Members of Council (eighteen names only

to be returned) :Professor Stanley Davenport
.4dshead, Henry Victor Ashley, Walter Cave,

Max Clarke. Arthur J. Davis, Henry Philip

Burke Downing. Matt. Garbutt, Wm. Curtis

Green, Henry Thomas Hare (Past Vice-

President), Emanuel Vincent Harris, Gerald
Calleott Horslcy, Arthur Rutherford Jem-
mett, John James Joass. Arthur Keen,
David Barclav Niven, Alexander Nisbet

Paterson, M.A.Glas., A.R.S.A., Svdney
Perks. F.S.A.. Samuel Perkins Pick (Past

Vice-President). Andrew Noble Prentice,

Harry Redfern, Albert Edward Richardson,
Edwin Alfred Rickards, William Gilbee

Scott, Herbert Dnnc-an Scarles Wood, Ernest
Richard Eckett Sutton, Herbert Winkler
Wills, Percy Scott Worthington, M,A,Oxou.

Associate Members of Council (six names
only to be returned) : John Anderson,
Horace Cubitt. William Robert Davidge,
.\.lI.Inst.C.E.. Georsio Leonard Elkington,

fjconard Rome Guthrie, John Ernest New-
berry, Herbert Slicpherd, Leo Sylvester

Siilli\an. Pliilip Edward Webb, Herbert
.-Vrtlinr Welch.
Past Presidents (two names only tn be re-

turned): ReRinnld Blomfield, R.A., 'I'lioinas

Edward Collcutt.

Representative? of Allied Societies:

Graham Clifford Awdry (Bristol Society of
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Arcliitects), Robert Burns Dick (Nortlieni

ArL-liitectiiral Association), Fraiilc Brook-
liouse Diiiikerloy (iNIaiiclicstcr Society of

Arcliitectsl, Cliaries Kenipsou (Leicester and
Leicestershire Society of Arcliitccts), Adam
Francis Watson (SliefTield Society of Arclii-

teets), John WatsoJi (Glasgow Instilnte of

Arcliiteets).

Representative of tlie Arcliitectnral Asso-

ciation ; Herbert Ansten Hall.

NOMINATIONS FOB THE STANDING
COllMITTEKS.

Art Comniitlee.- Fellows (ten names only

to be retnrned) : Arthnr J. Davis, Edward
Guy Dawber, Henry Philip BiirUe Downing,
William Adam Forsyth, John Alfred Gotcli,

F.S.A., James Mitchell White ILalley,

Gerald Callcott Jlorsley, Arthur Keen,
Henry V'aughan Lanehester, Harry Redfcrn,
Hiilsey Ricardo. Giles Gilbert Scott, Harry
Sirr, Henry Heathcote Statliam, Raymond
Unwin, Edward Prioleau Warreji, F.S.A.
Associates (six names only to be returned)

:

Robert Atkinson, Hubert Springford East,

L'.'onard Rome Gmhrie, Walter John Xash
Millard, Basil Oliver, Alfred Wyatt I'ap

worth, Philip Edward Webb,
Literature Committee.—Fellows (ten names

only to be returned) : Arthur I'homas Bolton,

F.S..\., David Theodore Fyfc, William
Curtis Green, Andrew Noble Prentice,

George Halford Fellowes Prynne, Edwin
.\lfrcd Riekards, Albert Edward Richardson,
Charles Sydney Spooner, Arthur Stratton,

F.S.A., Charles Harrison Townsend, I'anl

AVaterhouse, M.A.O.xon, Herbert Hardy
Wigglesworth. Associates (si.\ names only to

be returned) : Thomas Simons Attlee, Martin
Shaw Brings, William James Davics, John
Stevens Lee, Herbert Passmoro, Stanley
Churchill Ramsey, Charles Edward Sayer,

AValter Lewis Spiers, William Henry Ward,
M. A, Cantab.

Practice Committee.—Fellows (ten names
only to be returned): William Henry Atkin-
Berry, Max Clarke. Herbert Osborn Cress-

well, Alfred William Stephens Cross,

M.A.Cantab, Matt. Garbutt, Francis Thomas
Wilberforce Goldsmith, Ernest John
Gosling, Edward Greenop. George Hnljbard,

F.S.A.. John Hudson, Frederick William
Marks. Henry Percival Monckton, Alan
Edward Munbv, M, A. Cantab,, David Barclay
Niven, Sydney Perks, F.S.A., Herbert
Duncan Searles-Wood, Alfred Saxon Snell,

William Henr_v White. Associates (six names
only to be returned): Horace William
Cubitt, Percival Maurice Eraser, Edwin
Gunn, Henry Albert Saul, .John Douglas
Scott, Herbert Shepherd, James William
Stonhold.
Science Committee.—Fellows (ten names

only to be returned): Harry Percy .^dams,
Robert Stephen Ayling, Horace Clieston,

.•\llan Ovenden Collard, Alfred Conder,
William Edward Vernon Cronipton, Bernard
Dicksee, Frederic Richard Farrow, Ernest
Flint. Osborn Cluse Hills, Charles Stanley
Peach, Professor Ravenscroft Elsey Smitli.

.\ssoeiates (six names only to be returned)

:

Robert John Angel, l\l'.Inst.C.E., Henry
William Burrows. F.G.S., William Robert
Davidge, Assoc. M. Inst. C.E., George Leonard
Flkington. Norman Odell Searle. Digby
Lewis Solom in, B.Se.Lond.. Charles Edward
Varndell, Ernest William Malpas Wonnaeott.

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At Tuesday's meeting of the London County

Council the Finance Committee stated that
they hope to be able to report next session as

to the action to be taken so as to comply
with the spirit of the suggestions made by the
Government in the matter of restriction of

capital expenditure. The Council will have
to consider the question in detail, as affecting
— 1. Expenditure incurred— (a) In carrying
out existing contracts and in the discharge of
liabilities already entered into; and (b) in the
completion of works partly carried out— e.g..
I13W- County Hall, new lunatic as_\lums,
street improvements, and new sessions house,
J.^ New expenditure on the following— (a)

Works in fulfilment of statutory obligations

—

e.g., under Acts relating to mental deficiency.

main drainage, elementary education, public
health. (b) Small works which would
ordinarily be undertaken for the improve-
ment of obligatory services— e.g., minor
works at asylums, fire-brigade appliances,
drainage improvements, (e) Works in com-
pletion of scheines approved before the war,
but not yet subject of contracts— e.g.,

housing of the working classes, tramways,
and works in connection with other optional
services. 3. Expenditure of an optional
character— (a) .\11 purchases of property for

street improvements, parks, or other services

to which the Council is not already definitely

committed, even although specially favour-
able opportunities present themselves for

effecting such purchases, (b) .\11 new enter-
prises or proposals. The course at first

followed, soon after the outbreak of the war,
was to press on with works in order to pre-

vent distress from unemployment, and the

Council gave contractors financial facilities

by making more frequent payments than
those stipulated by the contracts; but it is,

the comptroller points out, obviously not
good financial policy to press on with work
when prices of labour and materials are both
higher, and now that there is a shortage of

labour in certain directions and unemploy-
ment is extremely low, there seems no reason

for doing so, apart from the reasons which
presumably are behind the policy now laid

down by the Treasury. Moreo\er, as the

Local Government Board point out, a time
of distress and unemployment may arise

when the war is over, and it will then be

an advantage if local authorities are ready to

put out schemes of work and press them
forward.
The department most particularly con-

cerned with the inception of new works is

that of the architect. With regard to the
possibility of carrying out works at this

juncture, Mr. Riley informed the committee
that there appears no difficulty in obtaining
tenders at a price somewhat higher than that

prior to the war; but there is difficulty in the

actual execution of the work, owing to the

shortage in transport, certain kinds of

labour, and the supply of such building

materials as stone, steel, timber, etc., which
depend on transport and haulage.
The programme of work now in the incep-

tion stage in the architect's department
covers fire-brigade stations, tramway build-

ings, schools and institutes, and w'orking-

class dwellings. Summarised, they fall into

the following categories:— 1. In the case of

each of three works, the Education Com-
mittee have decided to accept a tender, and
the Council have approved their action ; but
in none of these cases has the contract been
signed by the successful tenderer or sealed

by the Council. Total estimated cost,

£20,704. 2. In three other cases tenders

have been received but have not yet beeji

reported to the Council. Total estimated

cost, £2G,880. 3. In 13 other cases the bills

of quantities are either prepared or just upo)i

the point of completion, and therefore ready

for contract. These works amount to

£209,985. In 12 other cases the working-

drawings and specifications are nearly com-
pleted, but they have not yet been put in the

iiands of the quantity surveyors. These
amount to £99,250. These constitute a total

of 25 works, estimated at £-309,2.35, 4. There
still remain 102 works in the programme in

various stages of preparation, and for which
the drawings are now in hand, amounting in

all to £977,228. There are, moreover, 137

works actually in contractors' bands
involving an undischarged liability of

£757,000, of whieh £544,000 ought to fall

within the coming financial year. This is

entirelv apart from the liability on the New
County Hall, which is £.380,590 'for 1915 IG.

The maintenance of the Council's buildings

and the repairs, etc., work incidental thereto,

apart from certain painting already deleted

from the programme, cannot, the architect

assumes, be economically postponed, but the

requisitioning officers are to put forward only

such repairs as are urgently needed.

It was reported that the Committee of

Lloyd have not only presented to the Council

a marble statue of the Right Hon. William

Huskis.=on, lint have now undertaken to

provide a marble pedestal and to bear the

cost of its removal to and re-erection on
a site in Pimlieo Gardens, Grosvenor-road.
The assent of H.M. Office of Works having
been obtained to the site the work of re-

erection is now in progress.

It was reported that the building of the

Furzedown Training College and hostels at

Wandsworth, for which Iilessrs. F. and T.

Thorne are the contractors, is almost com-
pleted, and that Messrs. W. Lawrence and
Son have carried out the contract for erect-

ing the trade school for girls nt Hammer-
smith.

Tlie Highways Committee reported that

five tenders had been received for the re-

construction for electrical haulage of the

horso-tramways in Grange road, Soutlnvark
Park-road, Raymouth-road, and Rotherhitho
New-road, They proposed to accept the

lowest tender for the work. They had com-
municated with H,M. Treasury, wlio had
intimated that it does not appear to them
that the reconstruction of these tramways
is of sufficient urgency in the national

interests to justify its being undertaken in

existing eireumstances. The committee had
felt obliged by considerations of public safety

to discontinue the present horse-car service,

and no such cars have been run since May 1.

V^ery considerable annual expenditure would
be necessary to keep the roads in a proper
state of repair in order to render them safe

for ordinai-y vehicular traffic. They were
now considering the desirability of the

Council again bringing before the Treasury
the great public need of electrifying these

tramways with the least possible delay.

A letter lias also been received from the

Treasury to the effect that the proposed
expenditure of £79,270 upon the reconstruc-

tion of the Burdett-road and Cirove-road

tramways should not be incurred in existing

circumstances, and asking whether it is not

possible to postpone, for six months or a

year, the expenditure of £88,000 on turbo-

generators for the tramways generating

station.

The General Purposes Committee reported

that the National Union of Gasworkcrs and
General Labourers sought to have trans-

ferred to the Board of Trade for arbitration,

under the Treasury memorandum, a claim

for a 20 per cent, increase in wages made
by the men employed at certain of the

Council's sewage pumping stations. They
recommended the Council to express the

opinion that circumstances did not require

fhat it should relinquish to any other tribunal

the duty of fixing the wages to be paid out

of the rates to Council employees. The
men's application did not appear to be for

a temporary grant to meet special circum-

stances occasioned by the war, but for a per-

manent increase of wages. Mr. R. C.

Norman intimated that the Main Drainage
Committee was at present considering the

(|Uestinn of the men's wages. After a long

discussion of several amendments, which

were successively rejected, the recommenda-
tion was approved.

THE VALUE OF OBSERVATION IN
AVAR.

A specially convened meeting of members
of the architectural and engineering pro-

fessions was held in the East Gallery of the

Royal Institute of British Architects' house,

9, Conduit-street, W., on Friday, to discuss

the proposals in eonnection with the 4th

Battalion "Architects" of the Central

London Regiment Volunteers. Lieut.

-

Colonel A. Vf. Warden presided, and
explained that he was glad to have the

opportunity of addressing men whose expert

and technical knowledge might be of the

utmost value to the country if utilised for its

defence. The Royal Engineers required

skilled men, and could accept men who had
been practically trained as "draughtsmen"
and "surveyors." Again, experience with

the theodolite would be of considerable

advantage with the artillery, and the sanitary

companies required men with experience in

questions of sanitation. The 4th Battalion
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City of London Volunteer Reserve was
primarily for architects, and professional men
who were over age or who had been rejected

for some trivial defect would be trained for

tlie emergency when every available man
would be wanted for the front. The Chair-

man invited questions, and for nearly three-

quarters of an hour these were poured in

in quick succession, and were as promptly
answered.

At the close, the Chairman introduced Mr.
Frederick G. Cooke, U.S.A., A.M.I.C.E.,
of Eastbourne, who delivered the following

lecture on

"THE VALUE OF OBSERVATION IN WAK."

Since gamekeepers and poachers make
the best soldiers, you architects who
are sportsmen ought to make absolutely

ideal scouts and trained observers. Your
knowledge of buildings and enclosures

should avail much in street fighting and
locating snipers. Y'ou are all too good to

be massed in one battalion : you should
leaven many regiments. No doubt many of

you arc thinking, "This man isn't a soldier.

What does he know about the value of

observation in war? " Well, I am an old

Volunteer, and was trained as a civil

engineer. I have sapped tunnels deep in the

earth, burnt tons of powder, formed scores

of miles of trenches, surveyed thousands of

acres of land. I have been a devoted wild-

fowler for forty years. I have shot, fislied,

and sketched all over Europe, from the

Tweed to Moscow. I have stalked big and
little game in great forests and lonely
marshes, at all times of the day and night.

So I claim, by profession and hobbies, to be
somewhat of a trained observer. Forgive
tlie personal note : it is only to prove my
credentials. I have never read a single book
on scouting. What I am about to say is tlie

outcome of my own experience and reading,
and here and there a hint from the many
officers who have read my lecture. But you
must not expect too much. "There is

nothing new under tlie sun." Goliath the
Philistine boasted of his shining armour
thousands of years ago. So did the German
Emperor the other day ; his armour is stained
and dented just now, so was Goliath's when
David had done with him. You may be
astonished to hear that the greatest of all

observers and scouts was David, the son of

Jesse. I think now of that glorious statue
in Florence by Michael Angelo. David tlie

shepherd boy, it was, who came into tlic

trench before the Israelite camp, and heard
of Goliath's insolent challenge, and accepted
it. One keen, observant glance sufficed to
show that there was only one vital spot in

the giant's huge frame (liis forehead), only to
be reached by a tiny missile, such as a pebble
from the brook. David refused Saul's tempt-
ing offer of shining armour. Unencumbered,
clad just as he came "from the sheepfold
and from following the sheep," David rushed
forward, and before Goliath could lower his
helmet, used his .sling, and the deed was
done. The finest example of instant observa-
tion and initiative in military history. There
is a moral in this, which I will even boldly
point. Uniforms don't make trained soldiers,
neither does shining armour confer
invincibility. Now I will prove that David
was a marvellous scout. Not once only, but
twice, did lie pierce at night through the
serried ranks of the armed guard which sur-
rounded King Saul (his deadly enemy) in his
quarters. He reached the King's bedside,
and, to prove that he could have slain him
as he slept, he cut off a portion of the King's
robe. Again he ventured, and tliis time took
away Saul's spear to prove his second visit,

and then how ruthlessly he poured scorn and
contempt on Abner, "the Captain of the
King's Guard, in that he had failed to
protect his Royal master. David was a
mighty hunter, a fine sporlsiiKiii. tlic keenest
of scouts, a great soldier, a still greater King.
It was because he was all these tliat he wrote
and sang as uo man ever did before or
since. Now surely it is fitting that in this
hall, of all others, David should be ncelaimed
as the man who (tlirougli Solomon his son)
inspired the building of the Temple nt
Jerusalem, harbinger of the sacred Gothic

fanes, perfect architecture, precious beyond
rubies, whicli in France and Belgium now
lie destroyed and desecrated by German
hands. There is more true and noble culture

in one bruised, broken sculptured fragment
of Rheims Cathedral than in all the borrowed
Gotliic architecture in the whole of Germany
and Austria. It is up to you, of all men,
to search out, to slay, and to wreak condign
vengeance on some at least of the authors of

this unparalleled crime. In the name of all

that is lovely and uplifting in humanity and
art, strike w'ithoiit pity or mercy. It is to aid

this end, however feebly, that I am here
to-night. At 58 I may not fight directly, so

with infinite labour I have prepared this

lecture, animated by the encouragement and
example of one I loved, who was 52 years of

age; unable to enlist in England, he fought
and died under the French flag for France
and for the Empire, and he was of your pro-

fession and mine. Y'ou soldiers are soon to

enjoy the very finest sport in the world—man-
hunting. Y'ou are about to fight men armed,
equipped, and disciplined like yourselves,

both on equal terms so far, and they are just

as ready to shoot you as you are them. It

is not enough, therefore, for a soldier to be
simpi}' a good shot, he should be as wary as

a hawk, and as watchful. His first great
duty is to emulate the hawk—that is, to slay

and not be slain. How can he best accom-
plish this? Surely only by becoming a trained
scout and brilliant observer. Doubtless some
of you are tliinking, "This man isn't a

soldier—what does he know about it? " Well,
as a civil engineer, I am almost a soldier.

Further, I liave long been a student
of military history. Of books on military
scouting 1 know nothing. What I am about
to say is almost entirely the result of my
own experiences and reading, ranging over
40 years of my life. Let me begin by telling

you how a trained observer once saved 300
men. During the Napoleonic Wars a French
soldier, being badly wounded, was con-
valescing in a small town on the banks of a
wide river, near Leipzig. He got to know
of" a shallow ford in tlie river and carefully

noted its position. Many months after he
had rejoined the French forces, his regiment
fought a desperate rear-guard action in this

very locality. The only available bridge was
blown up, and so death or surrender stared
the remnant of his regiment in the face; he
remembered the ford, told his captain, led
some 300 men to the. place, and they all

escaped. This will show you what one
observant man can do. During the Soudan
war a sporting British officer noticed that
sand grouse came to drink every evening at

a certain place, olways at the same time, and
from the same direction. One night they
failed to come. He wondered why, thought
it out, doubled his pickets, extended some
especially in the direction the birds usually
came from, and the result was that a rush
of Dervishers was detected and foiled.

Another instance of what one observant man
can do. There is a little child's book entitled
"Eyes and No Eyes"; it is a very pregnant
phrase, and sums up the wliole situation
beautifully. The best soldier is the one sees
everything around him and remembers what
he sees, one who is not simply a shooting
machine; he must have initiative—that is,

be instantly ready for correct action in r.U

circumstances by day or night. He must be
always making mental notes of his surround-
ings far and near, and never forgetting them.
Many of you are town-bred, unaccustomed
to country life, yet because your powers of
observation in other matters are acute, you
may quickly become trained observers and
clever scouts, if you will only apply those
powers to your physical surroundings at home
now, with patient and enduring energy.
From my own observation in Germany, I

believe the average German is no sportsman
;

he is a well drilled nuiehinc. That is wliy the
British soldier beats him hollow. As a race
we. on the other hand, are essentially fond
of field sports, therefore more or less full of

observation and initiative, and it is these two
great powers which I seek to foster. It is

easy enough; you have only to begin and
stick to it like grim death. First of all, keep
your eyes skinned; notice everything every-

where, largely so that you may know your
surroundings by night. On the march, for

instance, now in England get the lie of the

land ; notice all special features, houses,

churches, towers, farm buildings, rivers,

streams, ponds, hills, valleys, gates, detached
trees, woods, stacks, telegraph poles, and all

features which will enable you to know that

road again, especially by night, for mucli

fighting is done in the dark. Now begin in

your leisure, by going into a field, a small one
to begin with, look at it hard, and notice

everything just for five minutes, and drill

into your brain its main features, the nearest

road, the gates, the fences, the gaps, the

ditches, the crops, the humps in it; imagine
there is a sharpshooter there—where is he

hiding? or where could you hide? Note the

depth of tlie ditches, and all special features,

then turn your back on it and remember all

you saw, and presently look again, and see

what you have forgotten, and go over it all

again. Always think you are in active

service. Imagine that that field may contain

a machine-gun, trenches, "dug-outs," even a
hidden battery; it will quicken your
interest. Now go into a much larger field,

and do the same thing all over again ; look

at it well, as though you loved it, then walk
it over and think if you could find your way
about it at niglit without losing your way,
just as a wildfowler does. Then begin to

extend your range till you include quite a

large district, and repeat the same process.

Notice if the subsoil is chalk, clay, rock, or
sand. Examine rabbit burrows and edges of

ditches for this purposes. The grass will

tell you, chalk grass is very short, clay grass

is rank and coarse, and sand grass niedium.
Practice will soon make you expert. Small
hills in clay districts are sometimes rock,

sand, or chalk. It is of great importance to

observe accurately, because of trench or " dug-
out" digging. The difference between a wet
or a dry site for trenches is naturally a very
serious matter. Spend one night iii a wet
"dug-out" and then you will know. If there
are ditches, streams, or rivers, note the depth
of the water, as far as you can, the width of

the water, and the nature of the bottom, if

mud or otherwise. Smooth water indicates

depth, running water shallows. This great
war may be said to be a war of rivers—the
Marne, the Aisne, and the Vistula, for

instance. The nature and positions of all

bridges should be remembered, also locks

and lock-gates, and, of course, all fords. The
flooding of part of Belgium (an act which
defeated the German plan) could only have
been done so skilfully by men who knew the

country intimateh'—here again a wise initia-

tive, probably on the part of one or two local

men ; it had an enormous effect on the cam-
paign, for but for that the Germans might
have been at Calais to-day. Wherever there
is a ditch, stream, or river, note its narrowest
points most easy for crossing. A lly-fisher-

maii always docs this instinctively; he will

tell by the run of water when there is a bank
near the surface, by means of which he can
wade across. The weeds on and under the

surface, or their ab.sence, will give him a

clue as to the depth of water and the natnie
of the bed of the river. To him a river or
stream is like an open book, and .so ought
it to be to an architect. Note if the water is

its normal colour; if running unduly muddy,
this points to operations above, possibly
bridge-building or damming. Always lonk
for the highest flood level. Bushes on the
bank will show this clearly; the information
may bo of great value. A sudden flood of

unexpected height may break down tem-
porary bridges or render trciiehes useless.

The French suffered very heavy losses on one
occasion on the Aisne, owing to the destruc-
tion of their temporary bridges by a great
flood

;
possibly this was due to want of

accurate information. A wildfowler, when in

search of sport, never walks heedlessly along
the top of a river bank or on very high
ground, not even at dusk. He stalks care-

fully every length, keeping studiously out

of sight, always selects a bend as a good
place to see from ; never does anything in

a hurry, approaches the bank at right angles

by a series of loop walks at intervals of one

hundred yards, so. as far as possible, to dis-
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turb only a short lengtli of water j then very

uautiously looks over the bank, first selecting

a place where there is a bnsh, long grass, or

reeds to screen his face, listens and ponders

as to the meaning of every sonnd, and if he

is a true wildfowler always has one eye on

the horizon, and always looks where he can

hide. If he wants to rest, he doesn't sit

where he can be seen a mile off, on top of a

gate, for instance. This diagram shows the

bed of a river. Now, just to prove that I

know something about rivers, I find that I

have during the past thirty years had twenty

years' fly-fishing (always wading), so

averaging two miles a day ; that represents

wading at least 240 miles in twenty different

going to ; he locates them with extreme care.

He notes everything, just as a soldier "wild-

fowler" sliould when there are Germans
about. A wildfowler seldom loses his way,

even in a strange country. It is very serious

when a soldier in active service gels lost.

Let me illustrate this. In the Peninsular

War Lord Wellington, on one occasion,

manoeuvred Marshal Soult's Army into a

very perilous position, in an hour or so it

would have been destroyed ; most unfor-

tunately, at the critical moment, two drunken

British soldiers, who had lost their way,

were captured. They were hurriedly

examined by Soult himself, who saw his

the daytime, much less in the dark ; a man
always wanders in a rough circle at night.

The direction of the wind may help him to

find his way ; with a knowledge of the stars, a

compass, if he has one, an observant Dian

seldom gets lost. Every soldier should

practise night walking in the open country

at home. Only those who are constantly out

for hours in the open country at night

acquire "night eyes"; for tlie want of them
I once fell over a slumbering bullock in the

dark. I thought there was an earthquake.

Possibly the bullock thought it had got night-

mare. Never smoke in the dark; every time

you light a match you lose your "night eyes"

rivers, all over Europe, from the Itchen to

the Arno. I must have forded rivers by day,

and sometimes by night, hundreds of times.

I once (I won't tell you why) crossed a river

in Scotland and fished in it" all night, a river

I had never seen before. Trout, I may observe,

sometimes rise very well at night. I have

caught many big ones in the dark, fly-fishing,

Now I will tell you the proper way to attempt

to cross an apparently shallow river, a

flooded trench, or any wide water. Look at

this 5ft. landing-net handle, it has saved me
many a perilous swim. You xise it in dis-

coloured water, or in the dark, as a blind

man uses a stick. You feel your way, and so

can look around all the time with confi-

dence, rifle in hand—a tremendous advantage.

A river-bed is always varying. Never trust a

river. Never ford a. strange one without a

5ft. stick. You may have to do it at night,

what then? Cut one as you go along, and
carefully sharpen the end. " Ridiculously

obvious," you may say. Y'es, but you may be

obviously ridiculous when you urgently need
what you haven't got, when perhaps the lives

of your comrades are in your hands. Now,
having safely crossed your river, you
would be as mad as a hatter if you
didn't mark on the bank exactly where
you reached it, so that you can find that

place again, even in the dark ; a line of

twigs or stones on the turf, pointing to the

exact spot, is a good plan. (See arrows on
diagram.) Further, you will carefully hide

up that stick w'here you can find it. Remem-
ber that a river has moods. In the morning
it may be clear, in the afternoon in flood,

owing to rain possibly twenty miles away.
A rise of even 6in. may make it impassable ;

you may stagger through 2ft. of roaring
torrent, but 2ft. 6in. may be deadly,

especially without a stick, as I know full

well, if the bottom is rough. Further, the

water will be muddy instead of clear, and you
can't tell the depth. If you are upset with a

rifle and 100 rounds on you, wliat chance
have you of swimming? A dead soldier, or

one without a ride, isn't much good. If you
step into a foot or two of mud, don't get
flustered and plunge about; keep steady, and
lift one foot after the other, very slowly,
treading backwards; don't twist your feet,

lift them exactly as you put them down. Put
a key into a lock and turn it, then you can't
then withdraw it; think of a key in a lock
when you sink into thick mud. At a pinch
fix your bayonet and use your rifle and
bayonet as a stick; better a wet rifle than a
dangerous ducking. I hope that I have said
enough to prove that river-fording is a very
awkward business sometimes. Many a soldier
has flung away his life by blundering heed-
lessly into unknown water; it is equivalent
to playing blind man's buff on the edge of a
cliff. An expert wildfowler is of necessity a
trained scout ; his object is to see, without
being seen, wildfowl flying or at rest. He
would spot an aeroplane the moment it hove
in sight, just as he spots wild duck on the
horizon miles away. He takes no risks ; he
will wait prone on the ground ever so long,
patiently, till he can see where the birds are

Fig. 2.

danger, and just slipped away in time.

Drunkenness, and ignorance of their

position, on the part of two British soldiers,

deprived Wellington of a great victory. Next
time you see a soldier recovering from
drunkenness tell him that story; it may keep
him sober for life. A soldier who is a hard
drinker can never be a first-rate scout.

Drunkenness is degrading enongli in peace.

It is a crime in war, a deadly sin against king

and country. Practise going out to a fixed

point (say, farm-buildings or a hill half a

mile away) by following along hedgerows,
fences, banks, or rough ground, so that

no one can see you ; imagine that a
keen aeroplane scout is searching for you.

Alap out your course with thoughtful pre-

cision, watching and noting everything ns yon

go along, both in front and behind. Re-

member that bullocks and cows will infallibly

follow a crawling man, and even surround
him, as I know only too well, when stalking

wildfowl. This cuts both ways, so always

watch the behaviour of cattle; even note

which way they are looking, if they are

quietly feeding or restless. It is the little

things that count when you are scouting.

Extra care in passing a gap or a hedge may
mean a lot, so may failure or otherwise to

take advantage of a slight roughness in the

ground when passing over open spaces. Here
extreme caution and preliminary study is

necessary, go slow, and in going look for

signs of men's tracks, especially in muddy
places, along ditches, in gateways, and
through gaps in hedges, across plank bridges

near farm buildings ; in short, everywhere,
and, to reiterate, look back frequently; doing

this prevents your being successfully

followed. Further, it helps you very

materially to know your way back, especially

in the dark. Note all newly-made gaps and
disturbances in hedges, rushes, thick vegeta-

tion, or crops; these may give you a clue

to the existence of a sniper's haunt. Farm
buildings, barns, sheds, cowhouses, hay,

straw, and wood stacks, and the like should

be watched very cautiously, even for a pro-

longed period sometimes, before being

approached, and should be circuited where
possible with a view to discovering fresh

tracks leading to and fro, or a telephone

wire leading to a German observation post.

As far as possible avoid approaching within

view of window or door openings, especially

in lofts or suspicious holes in walls and
roofs. Watch carefully the behaviour of all

livestock or wild birds, the absence of the

latter in the case of a large range of farm
buildings points to the presence of human
beings. Listen intently, when near such

places, especially notice if the cattle or live-

stock are restlessly moving about; if

strangers are there, they will cause farm
stock to be uneasy, and you will hear them
shuffling about. In short, when scouting

buildings, stacks, etc., act as though you
knew for certain there is a sniper there

with a telescope sight and a pair of glasses

ready to fire at you. Practise this at home
by night as well as by day. No one can
walk perfectly straight across a big field in

for a minute or two, and you are signalling

your position foolishly; further, in the dark
you cannot taste tobacco smoke, and don't

deserve to, either. There is much forest and
woodland on the Continent in which fighting

and scouting is inevitable. Never enter a

wood of any size without first making a keen
survey of its exterior outline ; note if there

is any high ground or a tall clump of trees

in the wood, which you could recognise from
the inside. You may want to get out in a

hurry; think of this before you go in. Once
you are in, go slow, very slow, and note, and
perhaps mark, trees on the side you may
want to return by ; a gash with a knife will

do. There are often streams, ditches, and
dry gullies in woods, in which places the

vegetation is generally thickest. In recon-

noitring, as far as possible, follow these up
very carefully; you will be less easily seen.

If there are wide paths or rides in a wood,
never go straight along them: that would be
tempting Providence. Skirt these open

spaces, be careful how you cross them even
;

slip across like a shadow, perhaps on your

stomach. Wild birds and animals instinct-

ively act with great caution on open spaces

in woods ; take example. If you are sus-

picious of some feature or screen, don't go
straight up to it, as though you were going

to put a letter in a pillar-box. Go round,

take time, and look at that place sideways,

from above or below; take nothing for

granted. Never neglect a first impression

that is a sort of instinct. In professional

work I never neglect a first impression. In

dealing with persons, the same applies. Note
the behaviour of labourers in the fields;

watch closely, you may detect a spy. Take
notice of all footmarks of men and horses;

observe which way they point. Obtain a

German's boot as soon as you can on arrival

at the front, and get the shape of the sole

and heel in your head; then you can detect

a German footprint. Don't display your
own tracks heedlessly. Look out for empty
German cartridge-cases: that may help you
to spot a sniper's hiding-place, perhaps in

the branches of a tree above. Leave no sign

of your own presence, not even a cigarette

end. Bury your empty cartridges. Practise

squirming along the ground at full length

like a crocodile; it's very dirty and un-

pleasant sometimes. (I have done a mile or
^

two in my time, when stalking, but it is im-

perative in places.) Keep your rifle in front,

always muzzle first, ready to shoot in an
instant, and take care not to get snow or

mud into the muzzle ; that is sometimes
fatal. If you fire, load again instantly

;

don't get up like an idiot (I have done it

when shooting game; I am the idiot) with

an empty rifle. Don't fix your bayonet when
scouting; the steel will show far too plainly.

Take every precaution to keep the breach of

your rifle clean. Wrap it round with some
dark cloth, if necessary; an old stocking

does very well. If when scouting alone you

hit a German, or think you have, and he

stumbles or falls, keep a bead on him; he

may be shamming. Take no risks; you

wouldn't if you were tiger-shooting. Wild
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beasts sham death; why not a German? He
may have a revolver handy, though, of

course, a scout's first duty is to observe, and
therefore only to kill in self-defence, when
there is no alternative, and even then with

cold steel, if possible. Remember tliat very

frequently the north side of a tree-trunk has

rougher bark than the south; also it is

usually greener. If it is dark, and you are

uncertain wliieh way to go, feel witli your
hands round a tree trunk; near the ground
it will be greasier and rougher on the north

side than on the south, and so you will know
the North point. The prevailing wind is

south-west; it bunches small trees and shrubs
towards the north-east. This will give you
a rough idea of the points of the compass.
You can hear sounds more clearly if you put

your ear near the ground. Be careful not to

set long grass on fire by heedlessly throwing
down matches. Don't smoke when you are

on business bent connected with Germans.
A list of soldiers was printed the other day
stating why each had earned the new mili-

tary distinction. In many cases it was for

"Bravery and marked ability"; in some in-

stances for " Skill in reconnoitring."

Bravery is good, but cool, calculating skill

in thought, observation, and scouting is

equally necessary in a soldier who desires

a medal and promotion. Think of the awful
havoc which may result from one cunningly
hidden and worked machine gun. What a

glorious moment to the scout who spots a

hostile one. It is done frequently ;
your

chance will come. A few twigs or thistles,

or tufts of herbage, will suffice to screen a

recumbent man with a machine gun. Sus-

pect all little humpy screens in woods, hedges,

fields, potato-patches, ploughed fields, or

anywhere. Very soon you will instinctively

know whether such a screen is natural or
artificial. Look closely for footmarks or

trails in long grass leading towards suspicious

points; make a careful circuit for this pur-

pose. Remember that in searching for one
thing you sometimes get information about
another ; laborious searching by a trained

observer is sure to score sooner or later. In

moving about, study to go quietly. A wild-

fowler sometimes covers his boots with old

sacking or cloth to deaden sound, which has
the extreme quiet of a Red Indian's moccasin

;

poachers to the same, so do gamekeepers.
That is why gamekeepers and poachers make
splendid soldiers; they have already found
tliat out in the trenches. If there are any
gamekeepers or poachers present, please

hold up your hands. Don't hesitate
;
yon

will probably be promoted to be scouts.

Never move forward without a close study
of your front and sides. Practise tree-climb-
ing, also remaining stiff a.s a recumbent
statue for an hour at a time. A scout often
finds out more when hidden up than in

roving. When roving, look behind occasion-
ally ; always act as though there was a Ger-
man after you. Every regimental library

should have all Fenimore Cooper's Indian
story-books, and every soldier should read
them ; also " The Amateur Poacher," by
Richard Jefferies. I, of course, have never
read this, though I must admit to experi-
encing " a certain liveliness " with game-
keepers and river-keepers in Scotland,
mainly owing to a very curious defect in my
vision which prevents my seeing notice-
boards. Don't blunder noisily along a wood
like a driven bullock. I have seen a great
iuU elk amble along a Russian forest ; he
was in a hurry, too, yet he went away
silently more like a shadow. He knew the
value of silence, and certainly he had never
lost his way since he w-as a calf. I won't point
the moral. Sound travels with horrible ease
in a wood. Go slowly and with extreme care,
from tree to tree or from bush to bush

;

watch and listen for all you are worth. If
the trees are big and thick with leaves, look
up as well as in front and around. Few wild
beasts ever look up, but a man should. Now
here a knowledge of birds and animals may
help. You will seldom find birds, rabbits",

or hares in the inner depths of a big wood
;

the outskirts are sometimes full of them.
You might find a hidden bLttery, though.
Before entering a wood, notice if the birds

are leaving it hurriedly, or trying to settle

and not doing so, which means that there are

men about. If birds freely enter a wood or

a hedge, and stay there, you may be sure

there is no man near. Personally, I

wouldn't dream of scouting with a service

cap on, unless I had previously sat or
stamped on it sideways. 1 would almost as

soon have a full moon on my head. If there

is a man, or a body of men, in a wood, all

the birds and animals know it. They will

be uneasy, and show it. Hide your-

self cleverly (taking care to cover your legs

so that neither man, beast, nor birds can see

them) ; it is the legs of a man which reveal his

presence most. Then note the behaviour of

the birds and animals by eye and ear. A
rabbit may come along obviously uneasy; he
will stop and listen with ears upright, and
then dart off away from danger. A pheasant
may come along also uneasy ; he has spotted

a man, or a body of men, somewhere, just

as surely as he will presently spot you. They
know, and they will indicate to another near
you (if there is one) that you are there, which
may, or ma\' not be, awkward. Small birds

behave in the same way ; they are not so

plentiful in France as in England, but still

they are there. My brother, alas ! now in a

soldier's grave, when in the trenches in

France on Christmas morning near Peronne,

had breakfast with a robin, some chaffinches,

and bullfinches. He loved birds; they found

him out even in the firing line. He often

heard plover and partridges calling at night.

There are, of course, birds in the open fields

as well as in hedgerows and woods ; sea-

gulls, herons, rooks, magpies, jackdaws,

hawks, wood-pigeons, partridges, starling,

plover, and all sorts of birds, as in England.
Watch these, and they will tell you some-

thing useful. When you are lying up on
duty, note the behaviour of the birds flying

past. Rooks, crows, jackdaws, and wood-
pigeons take long flights. They know their

districts perfectly; so ought you. Hinden-
berg scored heavily because he knew every

inch of the Masurian Lake country. If you

see them flying low and easily, you can be

sure there is no disturbing element about;
but if you see a crow, for instance, suddenly

swerve and dart upwards, you may be sure

that he has seen a man, or a body of men
possibly inside a wood, behind hedges, in a

trench, or in a farmyard, or hiding in roofs.

Don't think for a moment that you can hide

your body in a hedge, ditch, or gully, or

behind a bush, so that birds won't see you;
you can't do it. Watch all long-flight birds

keenly
; you will learn something. Let the

habit grow on you
;
you ought to know liy

instinct the difference in the flight of a tame
pigeon and a wild one. I can tell for certain

hundreds of yards away, and the knowledge
might be nseful one day. A carrier pigeon
carries messages, you know. It is extremely
important to listen to the fliglit and cries of

birds at night. If you hear the swish of

wings in the dark, say from a covey of- par-

tridges or wood-pigeons crashing out of a

thicket, then you know there is a disturbing

element about. It you hear partridges call-

ing at night in a field, you may be pretty

sure there is no one there ; that may he

nseful. Small birds—thrushes, blackbirds,

larks, and birds generally, make a noise

when disturbed at night; so do hens, lame
ducks, and geese

;
you may hear them some

distance off. Why are they disturbed? Find
out. AH this may sound like "Tommy rot"
to some of you ; but wait till you are in the

trenches, or on a scouting expedition, and
in a lull in the dead of tlie night you hear
strange sounds: it's your business to know
what causes the noise and to gather what's

afoot. You won't know if you don't learn

now, that's certain. A trained observer is

seldom mystified, so work hard and become
one now. In conclusion, I want to paint a

picture. Imagine yourself at the front (m
sentry duty in the trenches one morning at

dawn. You, being a trained observer, had
got in your brain the previous niglit every
detail of the ground in front and around.
Well, the moment the light came, you, of

course, looked all about you, and in a

moment you spotted something in the near

distance that wasn't there the previous day.

You at once reported what you saw, an
officer hurried up with his field-glasses, and
after careful examination he declared,

"Private Brown, that's splendid; you liave

done it, by Jove ; it's a German battery."

Soon that place you, on your own initiative,

pointed out. was shelled to pieces, and that

same day you were Corporal Brown, only

because you proved yourself a trained ob-

server by careful practice at home. Far too

many British officers have been killed by

German snipers. If you have, as you must
have, affection for your own officers, who
have done, and are doing, so much for you,

then now is the time to become trained ob-

servers and brilliant scouts, so that when
you get to the front, you may bear the hostile

marksmen down, and take a long, long toll

of German officers and avenge ours who have
fallen. I had this in my mind all through
in writing my lecture.

The lecture, wliich was heard with tense

and silent attention throughout, received at

the close long and hearty cheers. The
Chairman expressed the indebtedness all felt

to Mr. Cooke for giving so practical and
helpful, so instructive and amusing an

address. He was sure any architect or

engineer who had carefully listened to it

would make a better, more intelligent, and

more efficient soldier.

The salary of Mr. A. J. Marshall, borough
surveyor of Mertliyr Tydfil, has been increased

by £50 per annum.

Mr. F. C. Hartigan has been appointed by
the Limerick County Council deputy surveyor
for the county for a period of six months.

The Middlesbrough Corporation have received

the sanction of the Local Government Board to

a loan of £4,600 for the improvement of

Auckland-road.

Mr. Richard Evans WiUoughby Berrington. of

Lifford, Penu - road. Wolverhampton, civil

engineer, a well - known authority on water

supplies, and a former mayor of the borough,
who died on January 24, left £20,796.

The county council of West Sussex have

decided that the Norfolk Suspension Bridge,

which carries the main road from Brighton to

Worthing over the River Adur at Shoreham,
shall be rebuilt at au estimated cost of £17,000.

The Irish Glass Bottle Makers' Society are

about to build themselves a clubhouse in

Irishtown-road. Ringsend, Dublin, from plans

by Mr. A. V. O'Rourke, of College Green. The
assembly-hall will be 60ft. by 25ft. The builder

is Mr. John Dillon, Drumcondra Park, Dublin.

An artificial stone patented by Elwowl
Gossett, Los Angeles. Cal., consists of the

following ingredients in substantially the pro-

portions given; Rock-salt 161b.. iron-rust 61b..

volcanic ash 101b., silica sand 201b., ground

asbestos 41b.. powdered rock 101b., green

vitriol lllj.

Scarborough Corporation have instructed their

borough engineer, Mr. H. W. Smith, to proceed

with the erection of the buildings in connection

with the South Cliff improvements to such an

extent only as may be necessary to protect the

work already done, and to save loss or addi-

tional expenditure when the work of completion

is resumed.

At a meeting of Foleshill Rural District

Council, the surveyor, reporting on the Foleshill

liousing scheme, said the first batch of houses

would be ready for habitation at the beginninj;

of July; but lie thought the completion of the

scheme would be delayed, as it was dilEcult to

get material, owing to the war. The Bcdworth

scheme was progressing satisfactorily.

Mr. P. M. Crosthwaite has held a Local

CJovernment Board inquiry at Newport. Men.,

as to an application from the corporation for

sanction to borrow £14.820 for drainage-works

in the Corporation-ro.id district, and .£765 for

the purpose of raising the eastern bank of th(

River Usk from 30ft. to 32ft. fronting certain

works. The deputy town clerk. Mr. Treharnc

Morgan, stated that the new drain had become

necessary because the Wannesmann Tube Co

had taken an area of land upon which to bund

works where something like three thousand men

would be employed. The oflices had been con

structed, and though the works were not now

being built, the corporation had been informed

by the engineer to the company that some

portion of the works would be completed this

year.
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W3 congratulate those who had tlie

opportunity on Friday night of listen-

ing to the timely and pertinent lecture

at the R.I.B.A. by Mr. Frederick G.

Cooke. M.S.A.. A.M.I.C.E.. on " Tlie

Value of Observation in War," wliidi

we give elsewhere. We are sure it will be

read with interest by the many architects

who have responded to the country's call.

and wlio, as Mr. Cooke told them, are too

good to be massed in one battalion, and

should leaven many regiments. Undoubtedly

the architect's special knowledge- especially

it he is a sportsman as well, will avail much

in this war. and the more so if the lecturer's

cautionary hints are well digested. That it

may be their good fortune to avenge those

who have fallen beneath the treacherous

and murderous methods of warfare on land

and .sea in favour with Germany, and the

barbarous destruction and desecration of

the precious masterpieces of architecture in

France and Belgium, only less dear to

English architects than to their French and

Belgian brethren, all will eagerly hope, and

it is up to every one of us who, like Mr.

Cooke, are too old to fight, to assist those

who are giving their lives for the freedom

of Europe and the triumph of righteousness,

to aid to the last penny of their means, and

by any hints they can give from their own
experience.

Our local authorities certainly seem to be

favoured with very zealous legal advisers.

When it comes to a decision in court, their

advice is frequently found to be wrong. But

as the costs of fighting, and losing, a point

of law that never had anything in it. are

borne by the rates, and are covered up in

accounts tliat nobody sees, or would under-

stand if they did, all goes well, and a brisk

legal business is maintained. We noted a

case in our issue of April 2.1 (Horriadge

V. Makinson), in which a local authority

tried to throw the claim for com-

pensation to a passenger, for an accident

that occurred through the defective state of

the pavement, upon the frontager before

whose house it occurred. The High Court

held that, as the road had been taken over,

and was repairable by the local authority,

he was in noway liable. But it now seems,

from a further report of this decision, that

the local authority also tried to make a

binding precedent in that ease for general

and future use (doubtless under legal advice),

and wholly failed. The Private Street

Works Act. 18!y. allows of alterations in the

levels of the road. When about to do such
work the authority draws up plans, and
solemnly gives- notice of these to the

frontagers, with an invitation to inspect

them, as is also done in regard to the making
and paving of new streets. It was now
Ktually argued that the frontager in this

case was legally bound to inspect their

previous plans, and. not having done so, he
must be taken to have accepted them, and so

"as himself responsible. But the High Court
firmly held that the law imposed no duty
whatever upon frontagers to make such an
inspection, and so this pretty point fell to

pieces. Still, it shows the lengths to which
our authorities will go in the way of useless
litigation, out of the ratepayers' money.

M'M'ntocn works in sculpture by M. Augustc
Rodin, presented in November last to the

British nation, and ultimately to find a home
at the Victoria and Albert Museum. They
include his " Prodigal Son," an attenuated
youth with head and hands upraised; "The
Fallen Angel," two winged female figures,

the one prostrate, the other raising her siuk-

iTig head and about to kiss her. There are

also a replica of the much-discussed "Age of

Bronze," the .--eated figure of "Cybele."
"The Muse of Meditation," and seven

portrait busts in bronze. The total number
of works shown at the Royal Scottish Exhibi-

tion is 724, as compared with 682 in 1014.

Of these .3.34 are oil paintings, 145 water-

colours, 62 pieces of sculpture, 66 architec-

tural drawings, and 117 works in black and
white. There are increases of five oil-paint-

ings, four architectural drawings, 28 works in

black and white, and 29 water-colours, and
a decrease of 24 works of sculpture in the

galleries.

We liave so often echoed the cry of the

homeless, that there remains little to say.

e.^cept that we are aghast sometimes at the

ignorance or indifference of the mass of the

people of all classes to the grim outlook

before us as a nation if something is not

done soon to grapple with the evil which
more dangerously threatens us than any
other—even the worst possible contingencies

of the present war. In town and country

to-day the wholesome traditional English love

of the home is disappearing, simply because

for hundreds of thousands comfort therein

is unobtainable. The habit of spending as

little leisure therein is growing, as witness

the huge crowds which throng nightly to the

picture-palaces and public-houses, mainly

because overcrowding has made rest and
home recreation impossible. The ominous
growth in the shortage of houses since 1906

is the ugliest symptom of social demoralisa-

tion of the time. The Land Union Journal

summarises some of the facts we have so

often adduced, and we earnestly wish they

could have wider circulation, and that

politicians and preachers and journalists

who have the ear of the multitude would
recognise the urgent necessity of drivini;

them home in season and out of season. For
fifty years we have been tinkering legisla-

tively and philanthropically with the matter,

and still things grow worse—never .so fast

and fatally as during the past ten years.

The iUf'i-ago nuinlirr ImiiII between 1900 and

UmU was 118,615. Between 1906 and 1912

the average fell to 83,8.'i.'{. In 1912 13 only

56.000 were built. Before the War there was

a house-famine in many parts of the country.

Since the war broke out still fewer houses

have been built. The returns received by

the Board of Trade from urban districts

whose aggregate population exceeds 12

millions, show that for the three months

•July to September, 1914, the estimated cost

of dwelling-houses for which plans were

passed decreased by 12 per cent., October to

December by 31.9 per cent., and January to

March by 63.9 per cent. The total decrease

in expenditure in the selected areas amounted
in the nine months to no less than a million

and a half. This is probably tj-pical of what is

going on all over the country.

.\ feature of interest in the annual e.xhibi

tion of the Royal Scottish Academy, opened
at Edinburgh on Saturday, is a display of

Land Union Journal's statement that very

nearly one-tenth of the population are still

living in a state of overcrowdiiig which

permits but a single room for more than

two persons, in which they have to live. feed,

sleep, and possibly to die. In many towns,

one-third of the population are living in tins

unhealthy and degrading condition. It is

scarcely surprising that in some districts one-

fourth of the children born fail to reach their

first birthday. From 1900 to 1906. an

average of one house of under .£20 atniunl

value was built each year for every 280

persons. From 1906 to 1912 the number built

fell by one-third, an average of only one

house being built for every 422 persons.

From 1912 to the date of the outbreak of

the War, there was no improvement upon

this figure. Having regard to the normal

increase of population and the adequate

replacement of decayed and dilapidated

houses, it is necessary for at least 125,000

houses of this class to be built each year.

It is perfectly true that there is at jyresint

little unemloyment among the rank and file

of the building trade workers. Among
895,000 workpeople insured against unem-

ployment under the \ational Insurance Act,

the percentage of unemployment at the end

of March was only 2.2 per cent., a decrease

of 2.4 per cent, on the rate of a year ago ;

that is to say, those normally engaged in

building and construction have either enlisted

or have been absorbed in Government or

other special work. Over 12 per cent, are

known to have joined the forces, and all

the while, as paragraph after paragraph week
by week in our columns proves, the shortage

of houses grows. We hoped that the Town-
planning Act of 1909 would have done some-

thing to mend matters. So far, it has been

more hostile than helpful. We have shown
how the Birmingham schemes—deemed
"models" by the Local Government Board,

have stopped building and sent up rents. It

has been said, by a leading surveyor of con-

siderable experience, that from the day ou

which a local authority makes an application

to the Local Government Board to prepare

a town-planning scheme for any area of land,

the development of such area is sterilised for

an indefinite number of years. In North

Loiulon, development has been absolutely

stopped by the Act.

Everybody really conversant with the

matter knows that in the past private enter-

prise alone has in any degree met the demand
for houses. In the Local Government Board

Memorandum of 1913, it was calculated that,

out) of the 5.5218,108 dwelling-houses ni

England and Wales shown in the report of

the Commissioners of Inland Revenue for

1912 as exempt from inhabited-house duty

for ihe year 1910-1911, not more than 15,000

had been erected by local authorities under

Part III. of the Housing of the Working

Classes Act, 1890. Mr. Burns expressed his

opinion that private enterprise has always

been, and, so far as could be foreseen, would

continue to be, the main source of the pro-

vision of houses for the working classes. 'The

Urban Report of the Land Eiiquiry Com-
mittee gives 99 per cent, as the proportion of

working-class houses supplied by private

enterprise. To-day the private investor and

the speculative builder look askance at house

property. The Land Union Journal says the

problem is "How are we to persuade the

wage-earner to pay such a rent as will induce

the small capitalist to buy house-property as

an investment?" We arc not sure that the

problem is thus fully stated ; but we entirely

agree that a sufficiency of bouses canuot be
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built until houses again become a desirable

investment for the individual. The whole

course of legislation during the past ten years

has been hostile to the private investor, and

till he and the builder are relieved of the

burdens laid upon them there will be no

sufficiency of houses. Could we but manage
to interest iVIr. John Redmond in their

behalf ! He seems the only man able to bring

Mr. Lloyd George to his knees

!

According to a recent report presented by

Francis M. Barton, secretary of the Board of

Examiners of Architects of Illinois, the

working of the architects' licensing law in

that State has involved the readjustment of

certain ideas as to the relation of other pro-

fessions-allied to the practice of architecture.

The report sets forth that the legality of the

board's interpretation of the Act constituting

the department has been fully sustained by

the Supreme Court. Continuing, the report

states: "This board has found its greatest

work to be the elimination from the architec-

tural field of various architectuj-al firms,

which operate under an alias, such as archi-

tectural engineers, civil engineers, industrial

engineers, designers, builders, etc. Most of

these violations are assisted by a licensed

architect, who is either financially interested,

a partner, or who secures a salary. This

board lias eliminated at least twenty such
illegal combinations in the last few months,
and expects to eliminate all others from the

architectural field in the near future. These
combinations are to a great extent the result

of lack of enforcement of the law or improper
interpretations of the meaning of the wording
of the Act. Attention is called to the fact

that all structural engineering on building is

part of the architect's work and cannot be
performed by others, except under the direc-

tion of a licensed architect; and that the

architect is responsible for all engineering
data shown on his sealed plans, whether per-

formed by him or not."

We are glad to see that the special com-
mittee recently appointed by the Manchester
City Council, at the instance of Councillor
H. Ross Clyne, to "inquire exhaustively into

the present methods adopted in connection
with civic architectural matters, with a view-

to their possible improvement in efficiency

and economy," met on Wednesday in the
Town Hall, Alderman Box (chairman) pre-
siding. The further purpose of the com-
mittee is to advise the Council with regard to

the advantage of inviting firms of architects
in private practice to design buildings,

thereby enabling the city architect to devote
himself more particularly to advisory and
supervisory work in connection with the
plans that come before the corporation. The
committee decided to invite the Manchester
Society of Architects to send a deputation on
June IG and lay the society's views on the
subject before the committee. All the
departments of the corporation which have
to do with building operations are to be
asked to lay their views on tlie su))ject before
the committee.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned
the borrown^ of .£24,000 by the corporation ofDubm for the erection of working-class houseson the Ormond Market area.

A new technical school in York - road

Lcl^u.^ f

budding was designed by the county

Uactors
^^'^''^^''^ '^"'i Sons were the con-

OOMPETITIONS.
BRADFORD.—The Corporation some time

ago invited competitive designs for the re-

planning of the centre of the city in connec-
tion with the new Midland Railway main-
line scheme, and the assessor, Mr. Reginald
Blomfield. R.A., gave his award on Wednes-
day, as follows:—First premium of £500,
Messrs. Gibson, Skipwith, and Gordon, 5,

Old Bond-street, W. ; second premium of

£300, Messrs. Patrick Aberci>oinbie and
Lionel B. Budden, University School of

Architecture, Liverpool; third premium of

£200, Mr. Reginald Dann, of Crawley,
Sussex, and Mr. John H. Horniman,
Robertson-street, Hastings.

A new council school at Walton-on-Thames
was opened last week. The architects are

Messrs. Jarvis and Richards, of London.

The corporation of Weymouth have decided
to build 100 self-contained workmen's houses at

Pye Hill and sixteen tenement dwellings in

Granville-road.

The Treasury has agreed to loans of £15,000
to Stepney and £35,000 to Woolwich Borough
Councils for extension of the municipal elec-

tricity concerns, in order to meet the require-

ments of war contractors for additional power,

A Primitive Methodist church is about to be
built at the junction of Owston and Skellow
roads, Carcroft, at an estimated outlay of

£1,700. The architects are Messrs. A. F. Scott

and Sons, of Norwich, and the builders Messrs.

Ballance and Blyth, of Mansfield,

Tho Stockton Town Council have agreed to

give an honorarium of £50 to Mr. G, C,

Mitchell, the assistant borough engineer, for

the special services rendered during the illness

of the late surveyor, Mr. M. H. Sykes, and
during the vacancy in the office.

Mr. George Home, sanitary inspector. Paisley,

has been appointed sanitary inspector of the
county of Sutherland. He was sanitary in-

spector for two years at Port-Glasgow, and six

years at Paisley, and he has also acted as clerk

of works in various parts of Scotland.

Mr. Clipston Sturgis, President of the
.\merican Institute of Architects, in a recent
letter to Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A., the
President, R.I.B..\., writes; "Our hearts are

with you in the splendid struggle England is

making, and the example she is putting before

the world of that fine courage which is the out-

come of a conviction of the right."

Mr, Karl Theodore Francis Bitter, who was
chief of the Department of Sculpture of the
Panama-Pacific Exposition, was struck by an
automobile while crossing over Broadway, New
York, in front of the Metropolitan Opera House,
on the evening of April 9, and died shortly
afterwards. Mr, Bitter was a native of Austria,
and was born in Vienna in 1867, He emigrated
to the United States in 1889, Mr, Bitter exerted
an artistic influence on not only the present
exposition in San Francisco, but also on tliose

held in Chicago, St. Louis, and Buffalo.

The new post-office at Moseley, Birmingham,
was opened on Monday for public use. Erected
at a cost of about £8,600, it is situated in

Alcester-road, some two hundred yards from
the old post-office. It is built of brick, with
stone facings, and occupies a frontage of 140ft.,

with a depth of 75ft. On the ground floor is a
public office, a sorting-office, and retiring- and
cloak-rooms. The apparatus - room and other
offices exist on the first floor, and above, on 'the
top floor, is a switch-room in which the tele-

phonists will work, together with a dining-room
and rest-room for the girls.

At the last meeting of the Glasgow and
District Association of Burns Clubs, Mr. Charles
R. Cowie, convener of the building committee,
reported regarding the repairs on Burns's house
at Manchline, which were now in a forward con-
dition. The committee's recommendations as to
the Burns room being furnished as nearly as
it would be in Burns's time, and that the
adjacent room be set apart as a museum of
relics or Burns souvenirs, were approved. The
other part of the top story will be the residence
of some old couple who will be in charge of
the Burns room and show it to visitors. Mr.
Cowie also intimated the gift of a very fine bust
medallion of the poet, Mr. MacWhummel,
architect, reported that the building was in a
much better condition, particularly as regards
the woodwork, than he would have anticipated,

I

proving that their forebears did good work and
,
put m goo<l material. The whole repairs would

I he hoped, be finished by the end of this month.

OBnr HUnstrations.

NEW GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS,
CATHAYS PARK, CARDIFF.

This distinguished and strong drawing, now
at the Royal Academy, illustrates the central

feature of the Welsh Insurance Commission
and Labour Exchange now in course of

erection at Cathays Park, Cardiff. The archi-

tect's geometrical drawings, with a general
perspective, will be fotmd in our issue for

November 20 last autumn, when some
particulars of the work were given. The
construction generally is fire-resisting, and
Portland stone is being employed for the

facings of the fagades. The three semi-

circular arched windows light the board-
room through lunettes in a barrel ceil-

ing. The principal front is in King
Edward VII. Avenue, and immediately
adjacent are several of the leading

public buildings of Cardiff, midst which
this block of Government offices successfully

holds its own by its breadth of treatment and
lack of pretension. Mr. Richard J. Allison,

A.R.I.B.A,, of H.M. Office of Works, is the

architect.

NEW OFFICES FOR THE PRU-
DENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY,
LEICESTER.
This illustration of the Prudential Offices

in Leicester is from a drawing made by Mr.
C. A. Farey from Mr. Paul Waterhouse's

PRUDENTIAL BUILDINGS, LEICESTEB.

Mr. P.\rL Watekhol-se, M.A., Architect,

original design for this building, which

differs somewhat from that whicli is now

actually being carried out. The character

of the design, with a large Greek Doric

Order, is retained. The buildings occupy a
i

site with offices both in Hotel-street and Grey
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Friars. The Prudential olTices are on the

Hotel-street front. The former frontage is

entirely in Stanton Woodhouse stone, which
in the ease of the Grey Friars elevation is

relieved by red brickwork. The general con-

tractors are Messrs. \V. Corah and Son, of

Loughborough, and Mr. J. Mansell is acting

as clerk of works. The drawing reproduced
is at present in the Royal Academy exhibition.

NEW CATHOLIC CHURCH, NORTH-
FLEET, KENT.

This church, which stands on a command-
ing site overlooking the Thames, consists of

nave, with aisles; chancel, with side cliapels;

and western tower, in the lower part of

which is placed the organ-gallery ; while the

vestry accommodation is situated at the
" east " end of the building. The church is built

of Crowborough bricks, the roof being covered
with dull red pantiles. A noticeable feature

in the design is the frank use of reinfprced
concrete lintels, both over windows and
doors, and also over some of the openings of

wider span, which are. accordingly, square-
headed, instead of being of arolied form. The
interior of the church is plastered, except as

regards piers, responds, and quoins, etc.,

which are of Crowborough bricks. The
contract amount, including t!ie tower, is

£6.436. The builder is Mr. J. B. Linpham,
of Xorthfleet. We give plans of the build-

ing, with the view taken from the north-
west, showing the entrance front and tower.
This drawing is now at the Roval Academy
Exhibition. Mr. G. Gilbert Scott,

F.R.I.B.A.. is the architect.

TEMPLE STATION.
The reconstruction of Temple Station, oi\

the Victoria Embankment, is now well in

hand, and it is hoped that the public will

have the use of the new booking-hall within
the next two or three months. Tlie principal
features introduced at Charing Cross Station
will be repeated here as far as possible.* In

• Illustrations of the Charing Cross Station appeared
n the BtiiLDisG Kews for October 3, 1013.

addition to the station proper, the building

will contain a spacious restaurant and a large

suite of offices and premises which will be

occupied by the Partington Advertising Co..

Ltd. We give a plan, elevations, and sections

from the working plans as now being carried

out. The whole of the elevations will he

of Portland stone. The original of the

perspective view is now at the Royal

Academv. The architect for the building is

Mr. H.W. Ford, of 11, Old Queen-street,

Westminster, S.W.

•.* In our description last week of the new
Higher Elementary Schools at Hyde, the

name of the architect should have been given

as Mr. F. Quentery Farmer, not H. Quentery

Farmer, and the scliools are in Cheshire, not

Lancashire.

^*^

The Local Government Board have sanctioned

a loan to the Birmingham Tame and Rea
Drainage Board of £47.466 for the construction

of intercepting-sewers.

Mr. Kenneth S. Broad, of Orchard - street.

Portman-square, Second Lieutenant 2nd Lein.ster

Regiment, was reported woiinded in the casualty

list^s of the Expeditionary Force in France under

date April 24.

PROFESSIONAL. ANT> TRADE
SOCIETIES.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF THE ARCHI-
TECTS OF IRELAND.—An ordinary

meeting of the Council of tlie above body

was held at the Institute rooms on Monday,
May 10. The President. Mr. R. Caulfeild

Orpeii. B.A., F.R.I. A. I., occupied the chair,

and there were also present : Messrs. R. M.
Butler, J. H. Webb, F. Hayes, A. E.

Murrav, H. .\llberry, C. A. Owen, W. Kaye-
Parry," P. L. Dickinson, G. P. Shefidan,

A. G. C. Mdlar, G. L. O'Connor, and F. G.

Hicks, hon. secretary. The reply from His

Excellency the Lord Lieutenant to the

address presented by the Council on the 26th

nit. was read. The announcement of His

Excellency consenting to become a vice-

patron of the Institute was received with

applause. The report of the professional

practice committee affecting building con-

tracts arising out of the War was dealt with.

The following members were recently raised

to the rank of Fellowship ; Messrs. Frederick

Hayes, George F. Beckett, W. Sampson
Jervois. Mr." H. .1. Lnndy was elected a

Member, and Professor Wm. H. Goodyear,

of New York, elected an Hon. and Corre-

sponding Member.

AHer considerable discussion, the Montreal

Board of Control have awarded the contract for y^ ^y. W. Lackie, city electrical engineer

building a civic library to the John Quinlan Qlassow, has been elected president of the

Companv. the lowest tenderers. Tlie price is
|

jnstiuition of Engineers and .Shipbuilders

445.000dol. Queenstown blue limestone is to be
^
Scotland

used, the ten columns being of Stanslcad

granite, for which 16.000dol. extra will be paid.

Mefantic granite will also he employed in

certain parts of the buihling. Only Montreal

workmen are to be employed.

The new Government factory at Langley, near

Birmingham, which was commenced in February,

is now" approaching completion, and arrange-

ments have been made for the commenrcment

of work in the production of war munitions.

The biiilflin2s have been erected in record time,

this heins due to the fact that over 93 per cent,

of the workmen consented to the working of

overtime. The new works will find employment

for between 500 and 600 hands.

To the Guildhall Museum has been presented

a fine flint axe-head characteristic of the

Neolithic or Later Stone Age. It was found in

the Thames, opposite Bellamy's Wharf.

The parish buildings in Charlotte - street,

Wallscnd. are about to be enlarged at a cost

of f 1.700. from plans by Mr. C. S. Errington,

.A.R.I.B A., Graingcr-street West, Ncwcastle-on-

Tyne.

By consent of the county authorities, the

castle at Lincoln (with the exception of the

modern additions) has been added to the "list

of monuments the preservation of which is of

national importance."
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OBITUARY.

Mr Alfred Samuel Goodridge, A.R.I.B.A.,

of Lyneombe Hil, Bath, the -father" of tiie

Roval Institute of British Architects, died

on "the 17th ult., at the age of eighty-seven.

In a letter to the Institute "Jourual," Mr.

Mowbray A. Green says: "Our late Asso-

ciate's father, Henry Edmund Goodridge.

who came of an old Devonshire family

settled in Bath since the 18th century, was

one of the pioneers of the xNeo-Grcc manner

in the West, and executed a new Ionic facade

to Argvle Chapel. Bath, in 1821 ;
Lansdown

Tower"in 1825; the Cleveland Bridge and

approaches in 1827; and Montebello, Bath-

wick Hill, in 1828, a house which remains to

this day as a fine example of its period. In

1829 he erected the stone staircases and

terraces at Prior Park for Bishop Baines. He
built the entrance to the Lansdown

Cemetery, and the Corridor, Bath, in 1845;

and Fiesole, Bathwick Hill, in 181G.

Amongst other works of his were Combe

Down Church, the Beckford Library at

Hamilton Palace. Ecclescraig, the seat of Mr.

Forsythe Grant, and Downside College

Chapel. He also competed for the Houses

of Parliament in 18.36. Alfred Samuel Good-

ridge was the architect of Percy Chapel,

Bath, in conjunction with his father; and

amongst, his other buildings were the

Harding Almshouses, Movies Court, Hants;

the fouTitain in Laura-place, Bath; Ravens-

croft, Bathwick Hill; Trowbridge Town

Hall ; Hishfield, Trowbridge, the residence

of the late Sir Roger Browne ; Lady Browne's

Almshouses, Trowbridge, and the Browne

Mausoleum in Trowbridge Cemetery. He
also remodelled Lloyds Bank, Milsom-street.

Bath. During his "practice tlie reconstruc-

tion of the drainage of a large number of

houses was carried out under his super-

vision." He had been an Associate of the

Institute since 1852.

Mr. William Henry SpauU, J. P.,

F.R.I.B.A., of The Gables, Upper Brook-

street. Oswestry, an alderman and ex-mayor

of that town, was knocked down by a trap

at Shrewsbury on Saturday, and died in

Salop Infirmary the same afternoon, without

regaining consciousness. Alderman SpauU,

wlio was seventy-five years old, was diocesan

surveyor for the diocese of St. Asaph. In

Masoiirv he was provincial grand secretary

for Shropshire, director of ceremonies of the

Grand Lodge of England, and celebrated his

Masonic jubilee only last week. He had

carried out much work in Salop, and had

been a Fellow of the Royal Institute of

British Architects since 1890.

judgment and taste were greatly appreciated

by collectors and will be much missed. Mr.

Van Straaten, who was in his forty-ninth

year leaves a widow and several children.

A letter from Mr. E. Guy Dawber, Hon.

Secretary R.I.B.A., referring to Mr. Nan

Straaten, appears in another column.

Mr. Albert Edward Lowes, A.R.I B, A.,

A.S.C., attached to the 6th Northumberland

Fusiliers, is reported to have been killed in

action on April 26. Mr. Lowes, who was

twenty-seven years of age. served his articles

with Mr. Hoitord. of Xewcastle-upon Tyne.

and was afterwards with Messrs. Marshall

and Tweedie, of that city, and later with

Messrs. Bradshaw, Gass, and Hope, of

Bolton. He was a draughtsman of excep-

tional ability, a^id was awarded the Glover

Travelling Studentship in 1912.

Mr. Wilfred Hoyle, A. R.I. B. A., of Graves-

end, who was invalided home suffering from

shock and pneumonia, after four months in

the trenches with the British Army in

France, has died in Netley Hospital. Jlr.

Hoyle beyaii his architectural training at

King's College, Division of Architecture, and

was afterwards an improver with Messrs.

Stratton and Lucas. From 1906-10 he was in

the office of Mr. GeolTry Lucas, the latter

part of the time as chief assistant. Later,

until he joined the Army, he was with Mr.

C. E. 'Mallows. Mr. Hoyle had three

brothers also fighting at the front, and one

of these has lost his life in action.

Among those lost on the Lusitania on

Friday last was Mr. Martin Van Straaten, .f

6.'?, "Avenue-road, Regent's Park, the

principal of a firm of enamelledtile

merchants, at 28. Little Britain. E.G., and

also a highly qualified connoisseur in

tapestries, furniture, and many kinds of

curios; in these and other forms of art his

The death is announced of Mr. James Rutli

Dixon, borough engineer and surveyor ot

Woolwich.

Mr Joseph Arthur Reeve, architect, died at

his residence. Yarrow Bank. Kingswear, Devon,

on Monday, aged sixty-four years.

Mr John Levick, of Livingstone House,

Livingstone-road, Birchfields, Birmingham, rail-

way contractor, who died on April /, lett

£57,149.

Mr Wm. Clark, burgh surveyor of Tayport,

has been appointed burgh surveyor of Newport-

on-Tay in place ot .Mr. Weeks, who has been

appointed burgh surveyor of Irvine.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held

by Mr. Courtenav Clifton at Cannock yesterday

(Thursday) into an application from the urban

district council for sanction to borrow the sum

of £10,675 for the provision of workmen s

dwellings.

Mr John B. Fallowfield, the surveyor to the

Church Urban District Council, has resigned in

order to take up a position as engineer under

the Grown Agents for the Colonies, and will

proceed to the Gold Coast in June to take up

his new duties.

Sir Richard Temple. Bart., of The Xash,

Kempsev, has offered to return to Pershore

Abbey the original Norman font discarded by

the churchwardens in 1835 in favour of the

present one. and a vestry meeting has sanctioned

the application for a faculty for the removal

of the font from Sir E. Temple's residence.

Amon^ the missing Canadians is Lieut. H.

E Lloyd Owen, of the 8th Rifle Brigade, a son

of the late Mr. Henry Owen, of Portmadoc and

Menai Bridge. Lieut. Owen served his articles

with his uncle, Mr. Joseph Owen, Menai Bridge,

architect and surveyor. He then went to

Canada, where he obtained an important

appointment. On the outbreak of war he

joined the Canadians, arriving with the first con-

tingent in October last.

The new St. John Bridge, the largest two-

bin"e single-span arch in the world, was the

subject of an address delivered last week at

St John, New Brunswick, by Mr. A. K.

Spren^er, the Government engineer-in-charge.

The Ipan of the bridge is 565ft. between

hinges The structure will be provided with

two" sidewalks, each 7ft. wide, and a roadway

36ft wide. Mr. Sprenger spoke of the con-

structional difficulties encountered in the gorge,

where a swift current, deep water, and steep

slopes called for careful design and execution.

The Wimbledon Town Council has received a

notice from the Treasury that they are unable

to approve the proposed borrowing by the cor-

poration, under existing circumstances, of

£70 000 from the Ecclesiastical Commissioners

of England for the purchase of Wimbledon 1 ark

estate" as an open space, and also that they are

not prepared to sanction the borrowing of tlic

money necessary to purchase a number of pro-

perties in Queen's-road. adjoining the town

clerk's office, to be used as a site for new

municipal offices.

The town council of Southampton have

formally approved the plans and designs for a

water-tower to be erected on the common. The

buildin" will be 100ft. in height, and around the

cupola will he a balcony, approached by a stair-

case It was inquired whether, as at the water-

tower at Hereford and in other towns, arrange-

ments had been made for enabling the public

to ascend the tower to enjoy the beautiful view

of the forest and Solent; but the committee

had decided to restrict the opportunity to their

own members. The estimated cost of the tower

was reported to be £14,000.

The Gloucestershire Architectural Association

has received from Mrs. Oscar Clark, of

Gloucester, a large collection of architectural

lantern-slides from negatives taken by her

husband, the late Dr. Oscar Clark, a well-known

medical man long in practice in Gloucester, ami
|

an entliiisiastic amateur photographer Me

serve<l as president of the Gloucester Photo-

graphical Society. The ^''"les hav^e been

classified by Mr. Walter B. \\ ood. A.R.IRA.,

vicepreside'nt of the association, as ilbistrations

of (1) English Church Work. |2) English

I
Domestic Work. (3i Continental Cathedrals and

' Churches, and" (41 Continental Street Scenes.

IBuilbing UntelUgence.—•--•

—

PORT OF LONDON AUTHORITY. ^-This

body is constructing at the West India Docks

two" sheds of galvanised iron with concrete

floors, each oOlft. long and 120ft. wide. 'Ihe

work, estimated to cost £35.000, was put in

hand in January last, and will be completed

very shortly. It will form part of a per-

manent pro'gramme ot improvements already

resolved upon. The Authority are also cou-

structiu" a floor in No. 1 warehouse tor the

accommodation of 2.500 tons ot goods, at a

cost ot £1,650. At Millwall Dock the adapta-

tion is in progress of the southern half of

the grain depot and siding by the construc-

tion ot corrugated iron sides fitted with

doors, three brick division-walls, concrete

floor, and alteration to the railway lines Ihe

area to be covered is 111.400sq.ft., and the

cost of the work is estimated at £13.700. At

Tilbury Dock two sheds are being con-

structed with an area of 86.400sq.ft., and

platforms 8.400sq.ft. in extent, at a cost of

£33 550. Thirty-eight acres ot riverside land

at Tilbury have been purchased for the

purpose of future extensions of the Tilbury

dock system. In connection with the dock-

extensi"on works at Tilbury, which have been

in progress for some time, electric accunui^

lators will be installed, at a cost ot £d,500

tor the service of the twelve electric cranes

on the new river jetty for the discharge of

car^o By a recent important addition to its

electrical "pumping-plant, the level of H'e im-

pounded water at the Victoria and Albert

Docks has been raised by 2ft. 6in. One result

of this deeper water has been that the bridge

over the Connaught-road cutting has to be

swuii" more frequently than formerly. 'With

a view ot avoiding inconvenience to their

customers and the industrial community at

Silvertown, the Port Authority has decided,

at a cost of £4,000, to provide a footbridge

over the cutting. This footbridge wil enable

the public to cross the docks at all times,

except when sea-going vessels are passing

through the cutting. The scheme also pro-

vides for another footbridge over the adjoin-

ing railway-lines, so as to avoid detention at

the level-crossing there.

ROCHDALE.—The town council at their

monthly meeting adopted plans for a pro-

posed t'nberculosis sanatorium on the Spring-

field estate, providing
^'^'^'^"''"ff]?"^"

fifty-six beds, at an estimated cost of £13.9S0,

subject to submission to the Local Govern-

ment Board. The corporation recently ac-

quired the Springfield etate at Marland, com-

prising an- area of land 100 acres )"
"'f"';

at the price of £12,500. upon which estate

there are several buildings, including the

mansion known as Springfield House For

the purposes of the sanatorium a P<'|;'"0"
°

the Lstate-comprising the house ;^"dji bel

of land surrounding it, about f;^.tee"J^""

in extent-has been set apart. It ,s in ended

to utilise the house as an
"'''""'f

^'';'

f
.block, providing quarters there for the rcsi^

dent doctor, the matron, nurses, and the

service maids. It is proposed to erect two

pew pavilions at the back o the "lansion o

hi"h land. The nearest pavilion will be about

2 Oft in length, and will P-'-'ide tliirty^two

beds for nursing cases, nurses' dut,^ roon ,

lavivtories, etc.. complete, and will be abo t

1.38ft. from the back ot the mansion, or aci-

Loistrative block. At a f"'""'^'^
,'^>X,

'

inoft. away, but in a ™°^^<'^V"' •̂^'Ti'°"i
so that the two pavilions shall not be l.ehn d

each other, will be the pavilion for con

valescent cases, about 210ft. in le"gt'; ^^'^^

I comprising accommodation tor t«e,itV°nr

beds, with the nurses duty
'".'J"";;

l^;"'";,''

etc. Both th.se pavilions will be set "cmn

the south, and will be provided with pro

jeeting verandahs m the front.

The Metropolitan Water Board Bill and

Southend Water Bill were read a third lime

the House of Commons on Tuesday

.

The death is announced of Mr. George Roper

Norrish. tor many
y^^^^^^l'^^^^X South-

St. Saviour's District Board of \\oiKs, .-

nark.
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PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY'S OFFICES, LEICESTER.
Mr. Paul Waterhouse, M.A., F.R.I.B.A., Architect.
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NEW GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS, CATHAYS PARK, CARDIFF I
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INCIPAL ENTRANCE.—Mr. Richard J.
Allison, A.R.I.B.A., Architect.
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Unfair treatment of architects
i.v competitions.

'/'o Ihe Editor of llic Buil.uINO Nkvvs.

Sir,— It seems to be the increasing prac-
tice of municipal and other authorities to
retain the designs of the unsuccessful
architects unnecessarily—presumably with
tlie object of gleaning hints and haviiig the
run of tlie drawings of and picking the brains
of the unfortunates who not only have to
work for the mere chance of being successful,
but have also to pay for the privilege of com-
peting. An instance in point is that of the
competition for the Rathborne dwellings in

Liverpool for the Housing and Improvement
department.
We received circulars on April 8 asking

if we had any objection to our designs being
e.xhibited for a fortnight. It is now (at time
of writing) ilay 11, and they and deposit
have not been returned. The answer returned
on May 1. when writing the authorities, is

they will be returned ''in course of ne.\t few
days." It will be wi.sdom on the part of com-
peting architects to refuse the exhibition of
their designs. This is not the only instance
tliat I can quote.— I am, etc.,

H D. Pritchett. Licentiate R.I.B.A.
Darlington.

THE LATE MR. MARTIN VAN
STRAATEN.

Sir,— 1 am sure I shall be expressing the
feelings of very many architects in deploring
the death of Mr. Martin Van Straaten, who
perished in the Lusitania last week.
Mr. Van Straaten for years past was known

to snob numbers that all will regret bis sad
and untimely end.
His kindly interest and never-failing

courtesy, the artistic knowledge he displayed,
and the endless trouble he took to develop
any new suggestions, and his general helpful-
ness will long be remembered by all who had
business dealings wdth him, and' I should not
like this opportunity to pass without placing
on record the regard and esteem in which he
was held.

The deepest sympathy will be extended to
his family in their sad loss.—I am, etc.,

E. Guy Dawber.
22. Buckingham-street, Adelphi, W.C.

CIGARETTES WANTED FOR ARCHI-
TECTS ON ACTIVE SERVICE.

Sir,—About 1,000 cigarettes are now
r. ((uired each week by the active service
committee of the .A. A., for despatch to arclii-

' toots and other frieiids now fighting in France
.Tiid the Dardanelles.
One friend of the Association has for

Mxeral months past been sending us 100
oi-arettes weekly for this purpose.
Will nine others do the same? The brands
ipreciated most are "Player's Navy Cut"
id "Woodbines," and should be sent
IJressed to the Hon. Secretary of the Active
rvice Committee, 18, Tufton-street, West-
mster, S.W.—I am, etc.,

Maurice E. Weed, President.
The Architectural Association,

18. Tufton-street, Westminster, S.V\'
May 10, 1915.

•I
I

-Messrs. Darling and Pearson, the well-known
I ronto architects, have been retained by the
< anadian Pacific Railway to prepare plans for
the new station at North Toronto. The build-
ing will cost some SOO.OCOdol. The head of the
firm is Mr. Frank Darling', the Institute's Royal
Gold Medallist for the present year.

n
'*?''• <^- E-,Paynter, 17, Kingsmead-road South,

Uxton, Birkenhead, a well-known Liverpool
oent eman, is among the victims of the
i-usitania ma.5sacre, his body having been
jrecovered. He was a member of the firm of
|Messrs. Alfred Dobell and Co.. timber mer-
cnants. He was elected a member of the DockS '" '" """ '"''=''*'^'* °f tlie timber

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
TIPTON .SE\VER.\GE-\VORKS.—Mr. Pollock.

Official Referee, after a hearing which occupied
six days, gave judgment on Tuesday in the
action in which Mr. Arthur John Powdrill, as

assignee of a contract entered into between
Messrs. Thompson and Farley and tlie Tipton
Urban District Council, sought to recover from
tiiat council ^350 alleged to be due in respect
of the balance of contract price for carrying
out the Tipton sewerage-works, which it was
alleged liad been wrongfully deducted on
account of charges paid by the district council
to the Birmingham Canal Navigation Company
for drawing off the water of the canal during
the process of carrying the sewer-pipes across
the waterway. The Official Referee, in his
judgement, observetl that the main question
related to the alleged defective work of the
contractors, which it was said was responsible
for the second drawing off of the water from
the canal, the charge for which formed the
subject of the action. He found that the con-
tractors had no notice of the agreement between
the council and the canal company under which
the money had been paid, nor did they receive
any notice that it was about to be paid. As
to the question of leakage, which caused the
second withdrawal of the water, and whose
fault it was. that did not amount to such
damage as was provided for by the terms of
the specification. It appeared clear that it was
impossible, as the work was being carried on,
to prevent water escaping under the pipes and
percolating through the bed of the canal. The
contractors were, in his opinion, entitled to the
£206 on the original claim and £225 on the
amended claim. Judgment would therefore be
for the plaintiff for £431, with costs, A stay
was granted in view of an appeal.

Mr. A. D. Greatorex, borough surveyor of West
Bromwich, has been gazetted a lieutenant in the
Territorial Foi-ce Reserve, and appointed to No. 1
Supernumerary Company 2, 6 South Staffordshire
Regiment.

A Sinclair Memorial-hall is to be added to the
Presbyterian church buildings, Duncairn, Belfast.
Messrs. Young and Mackenzie, of Belfast, are the
architects, and Messrs. McLaughlin and Harvey
the builders.

Mr. George GledhiD, the surveyor to the late
Balby-with-Hexthorpe Urban District Council,
has been appointed surveyor and sanitary in-
spector to the newly-constituted urban district of
Adwick-le-Street, at a salary of £180 per annum.

Mr. R. Chart, for many years surveyor to the
late Croydon Rural District Council, has been
appointed to a similar office under the newly
constituted Coulsdon and Purley Urban District
Council, which is formed out of the most populous
portion of the old area.

A new Presbyterian chapel for Oxford Uni-
versity students, which will be known as St.
Columba was opened on Saturday. The building,
which is situate in Alfred-street, High-street, is
in the Tudor-Gothic style. The cost has been
about £10,000, and 2,M sittings are provided.

As a consequence of recent changes in the de-
partments of the Manchester Corporation, Mr.
Arnold Pickup, B.Sc, Tech., assistant chemist at
the Davyhulme Laboratory of the Rivers Com-
mittee, has been placed in charge of the analytical
work at the Withington Sewage works of the
Manchester Corporation,

A pulpit from the demolished church of St.
Mary, Rotterdam, has been presented to Lincoln
Cathedral by Mr. A. C. Benson as a memento of
his father, the Archbishop of Canterbury, and is
being erected on the south side of the nave. The
church was built in the reign of our Queen Anne
for the use of English residents in that port.

The museum of the Sanitary Institute in
Princessstreet, Bombay, was opened by Lord
Williugdou on March 30. The plans and
estimates were prepared by Mr, Dunn, of
Bombay, and the contract has been carried out by
Mr. Rajoo Babaji, under the supervision of Mr.
Mackison, Executive Officer, Bombay Munici-
pality. The ground floor is occupied by the
Anti-Tuberculosis League, and on the first floor
area library, sanitary museum, and lecture-haU.

At the last meeting of the city council of New-
castle-on-Tyne, the town clerk reported that the
Local Government Board had sanctioned the
borrowing of t,'26,78I and tl,801 for the provision
of workmen's dwellings in the St. Lawrence and
Walker-road districts. After a long debate it was
decided by 31 votes to 18 to adopt the recommenda-
tion of the housing committee for the immediate
development of part of the Walker estate by
providing 688 dwellings at a capital cost of
t'U7,781 16s. 8d., on which was shown an annual
surplus of £408 3s. lOd.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

^
EALING, \V.—A memorial to the late Mr.

Charles Jones, who for fifty years was engineer
and surveyor to the local authority of Ealing,
has just l)een completed and erected at the foot
of the main staircase of the Ealing Town Hall.
The central feature is a deeply-sunk circular
panel containing a full-face bust of the late
borough surveyor, executed in semi-relief.
Beneath the bust is the Ealing coat of arms,
with its motto, " Respice, Prospice." to which the
designer has appended the word "Circumspice."
On each side of the coat of arms is the in-

scription, "Fifty years surveyor and engineer to
the Ealing Local Authority, from May '25, 1863,
until his decease, August 24, 1913. Lamented,
regretted." Raised panels at the sides of the
bust bear the inscription, "Charles Jones,
M,rnst,C.E., 18.30-1913.' The memorial is orna-
mented willi festoons, and surrounded by a
moulding based on the egg-and-dart ornament.
Tlie work, which is executed in bronze, has been
carried out by Mr. Frank Bowcher, of Bedford
Park. A children's ward has been added to the
Ealing King Edward Memorial Hospital as a
further memorial to the late borough surveyor.^
The Orpheum Theatre, belonging to Harvard

College, Boston, Mass., is about to be recon-
structed at an outlay of 250,000dols.

Mr. Oscar Wenderoth, who for a number of
years has been the supervising architect of the
United States Treasury Department at Washing-
ton, D.C., has resigned.

The urban district council of Oakengates have
received a letter from the Local Government
Board, sanctioning a loan of £1,04.5 for the
purchase of land at Wainbridge in connection
with the sewage-disposal scheme.

The Middlesex County Council have agreed
to fix the rate of remuneration to any quantity
surveyors employed at IJ per cent, on contracts
of £2,000 or under, IJ per cent, between £2,000
and £5,000, and 1 per cent, beyond ,£5,000.

The Earl of Derby, wlio is Lord of the Manor of
Ormskirk, has appointed Mr. Robert Anderson,
of Cirencester, as land agent of his Lancashire
and other estates, in succession to the late Mr.
J. J. Hornby, who died suddenly three weeks ago.

The town council of Barrow-in-Furness have
appointed Mr. Fred Chadderton as manager of
the gag and water ttndertakings at a commencing
salary of £350 per annum. Mr. Chadderton has
been assistant manager at Barrow for seven years.

Mr. E. L. Horwood, chiet architect of the De-
partment of Public Works, Ottawa, has completed
his design for the new National Observatory for
the Dominion, at Little Saanich Mountain,
Victoria, B.C., and sealed tenders for carrying
out the work are due on the 18th inst. at the
Office of Works, Ottawa.

The Housing Committee of the Dublin Corpora-
tion have approved the plans in connection with
the Ormond Market housing scheme as amended
in accordance with the reciuirements of the Local
Government Board. The estimated cost of the
scheme is .£24,000. It is proposed to erect at
present 49 three-room cottages and 56 two-room
flats, or 105 dwellings in all,

Mr, Charles Sims, R,W,S,, A,R.A,, has
presented to the Wounded Allies Relief Com-
mittee the gold medal for oil painting awarded to
him by the .Carnegie Art Institute at the
International Exhibition, Pittsburg, U.S.A.
(1912). Mr. Sims originally intended that the
medal, of which the actual gold is worth some
£50, should be melted down. It is hoped, how-
ever, that it may be bought as it stands. Applica-
tions to see it should be addressed to .Miss
Lambert, Wounded Allies Relief Committee,
Sardinia House, Kingsway, W.C.

Mr. H. M. Hobart and Mr, C, E. Skinner, who
were sent to London as delegates from the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers to
confer with the Standards Committee of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers of Great
Britain in February, completed their work on
March 25, and made their formal report to the
Standards Committee of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers on Saturday. They
reported that their mission was successful and
that substantial agreement between the standards
of the two countries has been reached.

On Saturday, Dr. Rawstorne, the Suffragan
Bishop of Whalley, dedicated the new chancel
and chapel which have been built as additions
to St. Andrew's Church, Dcarnley. The archi-
tect is Mr. F, P, Oakley, who' designed the
original part of the church, and the style is

in keeping with the nave, being Early English
in its main features. On the north side of the
chancel has been added a lady-chapel, which
will be used for small services. Many special
gifts have been presented.
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On Saturday afternoon, May 8. tbe Post

Office Engineering Volunteer Training Corps

and tlie National Guard Engineers' Unit took

part in a joint parade near Lancaster Gate,

Hyde Park, afterwards luarctiing to tlie

Powder Magazine, Kensington Gardens.

Arrived at tliis point, the Post Office

Engineers, under their commandant. Captain

Gunton. commenced the installation of field

telegraph and telephone systems between the

Marble Arch and the Round Pond ;
while the

National Guard Engineers, under the com-

mand of Mr. W. Noble Twelvetrees, Acting-

Adjutant, made a survey for the construction

of a trestle bridge to be erected for use by

the Post Office Corps, and subsequently acted

as an attacking party, whose object was to

pursue and capture one of the field telegraph

companies operating in Hyde Park. The

bridge mentioned is now in course of con-

struction by the Engineers' Unit, at the head-

quarters of the London Brigade R.G.A.,

Offord-road, Barnsbury, where drills and

engineering practice take place on Tuesday,

Wednesday, and Thursday evenings.

The London County Council is prepared to

award for the session 1915-10 a limited

number of free places at the Imperial College

of Science and Technology, South Kensing-

ton, S.W. The free places will be awarded

on consideration of the past records of the

candidates, the recommendations of their

teachers, the course of study which they

int-end to follow, and generally upon their

fitness for advanced study in science us

applied to industry. Candidates will not be

required to undergo a written examination.

It is possible that the free places may be

extended to two or more years. Parents (or

guardians) of candidates must be resident

within the administrative County of London,

except in the case of self-supporting candi-

dates over 21 years of age on July 31, 191.5,

who must themselves be resident within the

county. Candidates must be day students at

an approved institution, and must have been

in regular attendance at an appropriate

course' of study for at least two sessions.

Candidates will be required to show that

they are qualified to enter on the fourth year

of the course of study selected. The fourth

year of a course at the Imperial College is

in the nature of a post graduate course.

Application-forms (T. 2'2B8) may be obtained

from the Education Officer, L.C.C. Educa-

tion Offices, Victoria Embankment. W.C,
and must be returned not later than Satur-

day. May 22, I9I5.

Mr. Reginald Blonifield, R..\., in a letter

to the daily Press, defends the administration

of the Chantrey Bequest by the President and

Council of the Academy, and thinks that body
is likely to be far better equipped to select

pictures for purchase from trust funds than

the Trustees of the Tate Gallery, to whom
it is proposed to transfer the powers. While
he admits that the trustees are gentlemen of

unblemished reputation and eminent social

position, they are only amateurs in art.

With the single exception of Sir Edward
Poynter, they do not include one artist

of assured and admitted reputation; but they

do include directors of galleries, amateurs,
and dealers, and certain gentlemen whose
writings are well known for their dislike of

the Royal Academy and persistent abuse of

(•\crythiu;4 it does." To this Sir Martin
Conwav rejoins; "'No one would dream of

appointing a committee of cooks to pro-

nounce on the quality of a dinner. The proof

of a pudding is in the eating. It is the same
with works of art: they arc made by artists

to give pleasure to other people. It is for

the people appealed to to say whether they

are pleased, not for artists to say whether
they ought to be."

The British Industries Fair at the Agricul-

tural Hall. Islington, which is open unlil the

2Ist inst.. should be useful in bringing manu-
facturers into closer contact, in addition to

furthering the principal object in view—the
capture of German trade. About 400 firms,

connected principally with the stationery.

glass, cutlery, and china trades, have most

creditable exhibits, among which we noticed

Messrs. Doulton and Co.. Ltd., Carter and

Co.. Ltd.. Chance Bros, and Co., Ltd., and

the Leeds Fireclay Co., Ltd. Admission is

by invitation of the Board of Trade only.

In consequence of the investigations of the

Royal Commission appointed to inquire into

the charges made by the Opposition in con-

nection with the contracts for the new

buildings at Wiijiiii5eg of the Manitoba

Parliament, the Rohlin Government resigned

on Wednesday, and Mr. Cr-nvtord Norris, the

Leader of tlie Opposition, has been called

upon to form a Government. The retiring

Government will resign a sufficient number

of seats to give the new Government a

majority in the House till a General Election

can be held.

Rents for cottage houses are to be raised

in Liverpool. This was the unanimous vote

of the Liverpool Property Owners' Associa-

tion at their meeting a few days ago. The

extent of the advance was left to individual

members, and the time contingent upon a

week or a month's notice, as the case may be.

There is a house-famine in Liverpool owing

to the cessation of building operations,

which will pave the way to a successful issue,

from the owners" standpoint. Their case is

based on increased cost of maintaining the

fabric and the higher rates demanded,

towards which the tenant, it is contended,

should subscribe his share. Property owners

assert that, compared with five years ago,

there is an additional expenditure in rates

and maintenance of over £2 10s. per annum,

and that the profits on property have almost

reached the vanishing point. But what of

the tenauts?

The annual report of the Board of Agricul-

ture states that on December 31, 1914, the

total quantity of land let as allotments by

local authorities in England and Wales was

33.523 acres, of which 8,556 acres were the

property of the Councils, and 24,967 acres

were leased. This land is let to 130,526

individual tenants and 52 associations.

During 1914 applications were received for

allotments from 12,731 individuals and two

associations, and the total quantity applied

for was 3,101 acres. Allotment authorities

are empowered by the Act to erect dwelling-

houses for occupation with any allotment of

one acre or more, and 32 applications for

houses were received during the year, but at

present no houses have been actually erected.

.About 832 acres were acquired for allotments

during the vear 1914, as compared with 1,395

acres in 1913. The quantity purchased was

194 acres, and the price paid £17,050; while

the quantity leased was 644 acres at rents

amounting to £1,365. Thirty-three acres of

the land purchased by allotment authorities

were formerly held on lease by these authori-

ties. The reduction is attributed to the War.

The average price of land purchased in 1914

was £88 an acre, and the average rent of land

leased .£2 2s. 4d. an acre.

The annual Proceedings of the Bristol

Society of .4rchitects is got up in a tasteful

manner and has as a frontispiece a reproduc-

tion of tlie portrait bv Sir Thomas Lawrence,

of the first president, J. Seandrett Harford.

D.C.L.. F.R.S.. Sheriff of Cardiganshire in

1824, who died on April 16. 1866, aged 81.

The Proceedings of the sister organisation,

the Devon and E.xeter Architectural Society,

also to hand, gives a portrait of the president

for the ensuing session, Mr. Charles Chever-

ton. M.S..\.. of Dcvonport. Each publica-

tion contains tlie annual report, presidential

address of last session, and a list of Members
and .Associates.

of all kinds of buildings in every country

under the sun, illustrations of which are

given. Only the highest grade of wool felt

is used in the manufacture of " Rok " roofing.

This is saturated with an elastic water-

proofing compound, which does not dry out

or evaporate in any climate, as it contains

no oils or volatile matter. The coating on

the surface is a permanent one, composed of

a natural bitumen of very high melting-point.

There is nothing of an organic nature in

either the saturating or coating compound.

Rok" is acid and alkali proof. White ants

won't attack it. Rain-water from roofs

covered with it can be used for domestic

purposes, and being an excellent non-

conductor, it insures an oven temperature,

and is therefore an ideal roofing for hot

climates.

Various steps are being taken by the Legis-

lature of British Columbia to develop further

the important timber industry of the Pro-

vince. One of the items in the recent Esti-

mates is £10.000 set down by Mr. W. R. Ross,

the Minister of Lands, for the development

of the export trade by advertising in Europe

the principal qualities and uses of the

timbers of the province. There are four chief

varieties of timber in British Columbia-
Douglas fir, cedar, spruce, and hemlock—

besides others of less importance, but yet of

considerable value. It is pointed out that

it will not be sufficient to find a market for

the higher grades of timber alone ;
they must

also look for a market for the lower grades.

One of the chief difficulties in the export

trade under present conditions is the disposal

of the class of timber not called for by the

existing trade.

Six types of reinforced-conerete fence-

posts have been tested under the direction of

the committee on signs, fences, and crossings

of the American Railway Engineering

Association. All posts were made of 1;2:4

concrete, using broken stone or gravel aggre

gate not more than ^in. in size, and were

about one year old when tested. Two round,

one square, one half-round, one T-shaped,

one triangular section were used, all 7ft.

Ion", all of tapering outline except the last

The reinforcement consisted of various si-^es

of steel wire or rods, and the lateral dimeii

sions varied from 5in. to 6Jin. at the base

to 3in. to 4^in. at the top. Impact, cross

bending, and cantJlever bending tests were

made. The best results in all cases -were

given bv the round tapering post 55iii. in

diameter at the base and 4in. in diameter at

the top. reinforced with six No. 8 wires. The

other smaller circular post reinforced with

wires also gave very good results. The tests

indicated that this form of post, with several

reinforcing wires, or the T-form with three

lin. rods, was the strongest and iiio>t

reliable.
-••-

Some very necessary and useful hints on

the use of roof coverings will be found in

'Booklet N," just issued by Messrs. D.

.Anderson and Son. Ltd., of the Lagan Felt

Works, Belfast, illustrating and describing

the use of their excellent "Rok Roofing,"

which many of our readers have found most

satisfactory, and which is one of the results

of the experience of a firm that was supplying

roofing-felt to the War Office during the

Crimean War, and has since covered roofs

The Liverpool Corporation have received tli

sanction of the Local Government Board lo a

loan of £24,500 for a smallpox hospital.

The newly-constituted urban district council

of Beddingt'on and Wallington have decided to

offer the surveyor a salary of £300 a year, and

the sanitary inspector £160 a year.

Mr. H. W. Brown. IVI.lnst.C.E.. county sur-

veyor of West Sussex, has been elected by tnc|

surveyors of Kent, Surrey, and Sussex, com-l

prisin'" 148 members, as their representative onl

the council of the Institution of the Municipal

and County Engineers. I

The corporation of Stoke - on - Trent have

received a grant of £1,020 from the Koad Boar' I

towards the cost of improvinj Federal lon-roaili

at an estimated cost of £3.852, and £2.6>-i

towards Scotia -road. Wedgwood - street, anilj

Waterloo-road improvements, the cost of which

is estimated at £10.100.
j

An examination for qualifying 5*"''"yJ,"j
specters under the provisions of the Public^

Health (f.ondoiii Act. 1891. wa^ concluded on^

Monday at the Examination Hall, Blocmsbiiry,

The examiners were Dr. W. .J. Howarth, Medical]

Officer of Health for the City of London
;

Ur

Charles Porter. JLirvlebone . Dr. 0. Hall, I'.v

mouth; and Mr. R. Stephen Ayling. F.H I B-.^

Candidates were present from several piovuiciai

towns, as well as the London district, and '<

per cent, succeeded in passing the full examina

tion.
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MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
Friday (To-day).—Royal lustitution. "The Archives

of Westmiaeter Abbey," by tbo Rev.
Canon E. H. Pearce, M.A.," Treasurer.
11 p.m.

Satl'bday (To-mohrow).—Geologists' Absociation. Kx-
cuTBion to Leighton Buzzard. From
BuBton, 12.30 p.m.

Monday.—Royal Institute of British Architects. " The
Evolution of the Architectural Com-
petition," by H. V. Lanchester,
F.R.I. B.A. S p.m.

WtDNXsDAY.—Institute of Sanitary Engineers. Visit to
Mortlake. Assemble at the t.'ouncil

House, High-street, Moitlake. 3.30p.m.

;-^vii-BDAY (JIay 33).—Geologists' Association. Plx-

ciu'Sion to St. Leonards. Train from
C'annon-street, 9.38 a.m.

«»
The Local Goverument Board have sanctioned

loans to the city council of Leeds of £158,356
for the electricity undertaking aud i!40,000 for

the gas undertaking.

Mr. J. B. Fayers has resigned his position as
building surveyor under the Watford Urban
District Council, as he has obtained another
post under the urban district council of
Halstead.

The death is announced as having occurred
suddenly, from pleurisy, at Grassthorpe. Notts,
of Mr. John William Fair, architect, of London,
Bexhill, and Henley-on-Thames. Mr. Fair was
in his forty-fourth year.

There is to be a special general meeting of
the Kent Archaeological Society at the Castle,
Tonbridge. on Wednesday next, when an
account will be given of the excavations which
were carried out there by the Tonbridge Urban
District Council some three years ago.

Mr. Hubert. Assistant Inspector-General of
Forests for India, has accepted the post of Con-
servator of Forests in the Federated Malay
States and the Straits Settlements for three
years. Mr. Troupe, agriculturist from the Dehra
Forest Research Institute, succeeding him.

The Bishop of Bristol dedicated on Saturday
the parish hall, which has been erected on a
site at the rear of St. Aidan's Church, over-
looking the Avon River at Bristol. The hall has
been constructed, at a cost of £5,100, from
plans by Mr. C. Rowley, of Bristol. The builders
were Messrs. Ridd and Sons, of the same city.

The Metropolitan Public Gardens Association
are continuing their opposition to a portion of
the London County Council's General Powers
Bill, which would enable the Council to let on
building leases the frontages of parks and open
spaces acquired for public use, and to enclose
and make charges for the use of parts set aside
for games of various kinds.

Mr. Archimedes Russell, an architect, of
ti\ lacuse. New York State, died on April 3.

Mr- Russell was born at Andover, Mass., in
1840, studied architecture in Boston, and began
pr.i.tice in Syracuse in 1862. He designed many

lie buildings in Central New York. Wheii
Levi P. Morton was Governor, Mr. Russell

I- appointed architect to the State Commission
uliirh completed the Capitol at Albany.

.\t a meeting of the town improvement com
mutee of Newcastle-on-Tyne Corporation the
resignation was accepted "of Mr. H. Lightfoot.
u draughtsman in the city engineer's deparl-
iiiriit. Mr. Lightfoot has been appointed
engineer assistant to the Port of London
.\iiihority. It was decided to send a letter to
Mr Lightfoot expressing appreciation of his

wees to the corporation and congratulating
1 on his new appointment.

Al the last meeting of the Darlford Urban
I

District Council a letter was read from the
Local Government Board with reference to the
proposed housing scheme for Dartford, stating

I
that they were satisfied as to the need for the

I provision of working-class houses in the town.
jbut the proposed site did not appear satis-
I factory, as it was low-lying and liable to flood
lag. ,ind would be costly to build upon. They

I asked the council to give the matter further
I consideration. The letter was referred to
jcommittee.

;
At the meeting on Monday of the rural

jdisirict council of Clutton a letter was received
Ifrom the Local Government Board with refer-
;ence to the proposals of the council for a
scheme of water supply for the parishes of
ILhelwood. Chew Magna. Chew Stoke, Norton
iMalreward, Publow, and Stanton Drew, at an
estimated cost of over £10,000, stating that the
looard would consider an application for their
iSanction, but at the present moment they could
not promise to authorise a loan. The council
resolved that the whole question of water supply
be adjourned.

LATEST PBICES.
N.B.— All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
usual soiireos of information are in many
cases failing us.

TIMBER.
Owing to stoppage of supplies, all prices

liave advanced an a\crage of 15 per cent.

I BON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled Steel Joists, English £0 12 fi to £9 17 B

Wronght-Iron Girder Plates n 15 „ 10
Steel Girder Plates 15 „ 9 17 «
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., liowmoor. Flat, Bound, or
Square 22 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 6 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Best Snedflhlll 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s,, Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c,, £8 15b. to £9.

Ditto galyanised, £14 to £15108. per ton

Galvanised Corru' ited Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 23 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Bestditto 13 10 ... 14

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wure 8 5 0., 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

, Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5
Cast-Iron Sash Weights 6 0,, 650
Out Floor Brads 10 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,,

—
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14B.W.G 14 5 „ —

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
OtoS S' 10 11 13 B.W.G
£10 IDs. £10 15b. £11 Oa. £11 58. £11 158. per ton.'

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 15 to £7 2 6
4in, to6in 6 10 „ 6 12 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 17 6 „ 7 2 6

[Coated with composition, 5b. Od. per ton extra.
turned and bored joints &s. per ton extra.]

Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, LillieBball 80b. Od. to 127b. 6d
Hot Blast, ditto 878. Od. „ 97s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings-Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 67| p.c.

Water-Tubes 631
Steam-Tubes 60
Galvanised GaB-Tubes 55
Galvanised Water-Tubes 51i
Galvanised Steam-Tubea 45

OTHEB METALS.
Per ton. Per ton.

Lead Water Pipe, Town '£25 10 to —
Country '26 10 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe. Town •26 10 „ —
Country '27 10 ,. —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 'i? 10 0„ —
,, ., Country '28 10 ,, —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town '30 U „ —

Country '31 0,, —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... '28 10 ,. —

Country '29 10 „ —
Lead Soil-pipe (upto4jin.) Town '28 10 0,, —

Country '29 10 „ —
rOver 4jin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6 „ £18 13 6
Lead Shot, in 281b. bagB 24 15 0„ —
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 100 ,. 101
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 87 „ 88
Tin. English Ingots 164 „ 163
Do.. Bars 165 ,, 167
Pig Lead, in lowt. Pigs (Town) 20 2 6,, 21 2 6

Sheet Lead, Town '25 0,. —
Country '26 „ —

Genuine White Lead 34 „ —
Refined Red Lead 31 ., —
Sheet Zinc 7.9 met)
Old Lead, against account 10 10 0,. —
Tin perowt. 9 0,. —
Cut nails (per cwt. baeis, ordi-
nary brand) 11 „ —

* For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

SLATES.

Blue Fortmadoo

Blue Bangor..

m.
, 20
16
20
20

First Quality 20
20
16

Eureka unfading
green 30

20
18
16

Permanent Green ... 20
18
16

in.

1 10.
8.

,10.
,12.
.10.
.13.

. 10 ..

,13...

,10...

8..,

£ 8.

. 13 13
. 6 13
.13 3
.13 17
.13
.13 15
. 7 5

.15 17

. 18 7
13 5
10 5

d. per 1,000 of
6 1,200 at r. Btn.
6

, 10 ... U 12
, 10 ... g 13
, 8 ... 6 13

BBIOKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11 „ „ [river.
Mild Stocks 19 0..
Picked Stocks tor delivered
Facings 2 5 ,, atrly. Btn.

FlettouB 1 14
Pressed Wire Cute... 1 18
Red Wure Cuts 1 14
Best Farebam Bed 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue I reBsed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BuUnose 4 0., „ ,,

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 4 0,. „

2iin. Best Bed Ac-

1

( Net, delivered in
crington Plastic [ 4 10 6 ,, ] full truck loads
Facing Bricks I ( in London.

3'/8" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks ~ £2 10

3'/9" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 3 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1113
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/e in
thickest part 2

3V8" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2 6
3'/8" ditto ditto through and through 2
3W Beaded, Ovoloand Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons : ii" and i" radius Bullnoses : Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9"x3 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9" xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :-
3 course deep, 4i" soffit, per foot opening... 13
4 ditto 4'
S ditto 4:'

6
3

ditto
ditto ^

4 ditto 9"

5 ditto 9"

6 ditto 9"

ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto

ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto

1 8
2 1

2 6
2 1

2 11
3 6
4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at wornrB.

OLAZED BBIOKS.
HAKD OLi^ES (PEB 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers-
£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7

Headers—
11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 IT

Quoins, BuUnose, and 4iin. Flats-
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 15 17

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 30 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, sduare-
19 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

IB 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints-

IT 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Bound Ends, BuUnose Stops—

Sd. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 6d. each
Bounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each Sd. each 4d. each

UOUUJED BBIOES.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles

—

1/3 each 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers _ „ £22 17 6

„ ,, Quoins and Bullnose 37 17 6

Compaas bricks, circular and arch bricks \ Not
of single radius £6 per 1.000 over above

[

exceed-
liBt for their respective kinds and colours r ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4Mn.
Is. 2d. each ) by 2iin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full trnok loads
to London Stations. a. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand TO,,
Thames Ballast 6 „

s. d. Per ton,
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. s. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27a, Od. per ton at
railway station.

STONE.*
Red Mansfield . in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto .. 3 3
Red Corsehill. ditto ., 3 2

Closebnrn Bed Freestone.ditto ,, 2

Ancaster, ditto 1 10

Greenshill, ditto .. 1 10

Beer, ditto „ 16
Cbilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) .. 1 101

Hard York, ditto „ 2

Do. do. 6in, sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizea .. 13

* All F.O.B. London.
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Bath Stone, delivered on road £ a. d.

waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7i

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 94

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station „ Oil
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ., 1 7i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—
Dalivered on road waggons) Brown White

at Paddington Depot, ( Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or (

Per foot cube.
Pimlico Wharf ' ... fO 2 3 ... £0 2 ii

TILES.
s.

Plain red roofing tiles 43

Hip and Valley tiles 3

Broseley tiles 50

Ornamental tiles 52

Hip and Valley tiles 4

Bnabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 57

Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Selected " Perfeota " roofing

tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46

Ornamental ditto 48

Hip tiles 3
Valley tUes 3

"Rosemary "brand plain tiles... 48

Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Staffordshire (Hanley) Beds or

brindled tiles 42

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3
Hartshill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 45

Pressed 42

Ornamental ditto 47

Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

OILS.
Rapeseed.Englisb pale.per tan £28 15

d. Dlvrd. at
per lOOC ry.sn.

7 per doz. ,,

per 1000 ,,

6
per doz. ,,

6 per 1000 „

per doz. ,,

..

per 1000
6
104 per doz. ,,

4 .,

per 1000

per doz. „

6 per 1000

per doz.
6

per 1009
6
6
per doz.

6

Ditto, brown
Cottonseed, refined
Olive, Spanish ,,

Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin
Ditto, Ceylon
Ditto, Manritins
Palm, Lagos ,

Ditto, Not Kernel
Oleine ,,

Sperm
Lnbrioating, U.S per gal.

Petrolenm, refined ,

Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Ditto, Archangel ,

Linseed Oil per gal.

Baltic Oil
Turpentine ,

Putty (Genuine Linseed
Oil per cwt.
Pure Linseed Oil
" Stority " Brand.. „

26 15
29
39 10
21
46
42 10
42 10

to Je29 5
„ 27 5

19
3
3
3

10

9

30
40
21 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5
31

8
6

1 10
10

GLASS (IN ORATES).
21oz.
5id.
r,U.
lid.

English Sheet Qlass : 15oz.
FoarthB 4*d.

Thirds 5d.
Fluted Sheet 5d.

Hartley's English Boiled iin.

Plate 3Jd.

White,
Figured Boiled and Beponsslne... Sd.

26oz.
53d.
6jd.

"/lein.

33d.

32oz.
63d.

, 7itd.

iin.
... 44d.

Tinted.
6jd.

VABNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Find Elastic Carriage 12
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 10
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Fine French Oil 1 1

Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18
White Copal Enamel 1 4
Extra Pale Paper 12
Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
BerUn Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brash Polish 10

At a general meeting of members of the Royal
Sjociety of Painters in Water-Colours on Wednes-
day, Mr. D. Y. Cameron, A.R.A., was elected a
member of the society.

Mr. A. G. Drury, an inspector under the
Local Government Board, held an inquiry at
Urampton, Cumberland, on Tuesday, with
regard to an application from the rural district
council for sanction to borrow f3,600 for works
of water supply.

Mr. S. A. Parnwell, the newly-appointed
assistant to the general manager of the Great
Eastern llailway, was articled as a surveyor to
Mr. Daniel Watney, of the firm of Daniel
VVatney and Sons, 33, Poultry, E.G. For some
time Mr. Parnwell has acted as land agent to
the company, and this position he retains.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions

of our correspondents. All communications should

be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are

many claimants upon the space allotted to

correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary

matttr. books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the Editor of the Bdildinq News, EfDngham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C., and not to

members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable

for, unsought contributions.

*4* Drawings of selected competition designs, im-

portant public and private buildings, details of old

and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. 01
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits,
on mtitually advantageous terms, which may be
ascertained on application.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time executed, except under special circum-
stances.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. CVII. are now ready, and should

be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post 12s. 9d.),

as only a limited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI., XLIX.,
LIII.. LXl., LXII., LXIV., LXV., LXVI., LXVII.,
LXVIII., LXIX., LXXI., LXXII., LXXIII.,
LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVII., LXXIX.,
LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXII., LXXXIII., LXXXIV.,
LXXXV., LXXXVI.. LXXXVII., LXXXVIII.,
LXXXIX., XC, XCI., XCII., XCIII., XCIV.,
XCV.. XCVI., XCVII., XCVIII., XCIX., C, CI..

CII., cm., CIV., CV., CVI., and CVII. may still be
obtained at the same price; all the other bound
volumes are out of print. Most of the back
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be
had singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers
to complete volume just ended should order at

once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the BtilLDINQ

News, price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained
from any Newsagent, or from the Publisher.
Efllngliani House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C.

SITOATIONS VACANT AND PARTNERSHIPS.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations
Vacant " and " Partnerships " is One Shilling for
Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every eight
words after. All Situation Advertisements must be
prepaid.

SITDATIONS WANTED.

Advertisements not exceeding Thirty Words,
inclusive of name and address, are inserted under
the beading "Situations Wanted," free of charge.

Kates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can b© obtained on
application to the Publisher.

*,.* Replies to advertisements can be received at

the OfTice, EITingham House, 1. Arundel-street,
Strand. W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded
under cover to advertiser, an extra charge of Six-

pence is made. (See Notice at head of "Situations.'')

Advertisements for the current week must reach
the ofllce not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-
page advertisements and alterations or stop orders
for serial advertisements must reach the office by
Tuesday morning to secure attention.

Received.—W. C. Co., Ltd.—L. W.—G. and C, Ltd.—
M. E. Co.—J. D. and Son.—C. D. D. and Co., Ltd.—
B. O. Co., Ltd.—H. and S., Ltd.—V. de T. A. Co., Ltd.
—D. and Co., Ltd.—K. G. and Co.—W. and C, Ltd.—
R. I. 0. and Co., Ltd.—W. 0. and Son.—J. A. K. Co.—
A. A.—A. and E.—B. T. U., Ltd.—T. G. S. and Co.—
V. I), and Sou.—B. Bros.—C. N. and Co.—A. E. S.—
R. 13. and Sou.—D. and Co.—P. Yr. O. Q. Co., Ltd.—
W. and Co.

W. D.—Yes.
Pl RLKY.—Thanks, no.

A. H. S.—We could use a good measoi'ed drawing.

Sauk.—The matter is purely a question of account, and
we cannot undertake to e.vprese an opinion whether
the items are reasonable or not. If you ^o to law, the
Judge will, in all probability, order a refereuce.

The council of the South Wales Garden Cities

and Town-Plauning .\ssocialion are at present
engaged in conducting an exhaustive investiga-

tion into tlie trend of building costs during and
after tlie War. The report* on the subject will

be published ere long, and will l)o of general
interest.

Rifleman Andrew Warner, 1st Battalion
Quern Victoria Rifles (9lh London Regiment),
who died oil April 28 from wounds received
during tile storming of Hill 60, was a member
of the Worshipful Company of Founders, and
director of John Warner and Sons, bell-

founders. His age was twenty-seven.

OBILVIE&CO.

Telephone DALSTON 13&S.

Many years connected witli

Ihe Inte firm of W. H
LASCELLES & CU., of

fiunhill Row.

Mildmay Avenue. ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS. ^'Vik^'

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

APPLY TO—
Hardwoods,

OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

£770

654 10
.571 u
510 (1

462
297 4

TENDERS.
•«• Correepondents would in all cases oblige by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the
information.
ALDEEaHOT.—For painting-work at tbe isolation

bospital. for tbe Aldersbot Urban District Council
Atkins and Son (accepted) ... £78 11

Aldershot.—For supply of electric-ligbt plant, for

tbe urban district council :
—

Parsons (accepted) £4.793

Blairhall.—For drainage work at Blairball, for

tbe Dunfermline District Committee :—
Flaherty. F.. Falkirk (accepted) ,£3.072

Brentford.—For 280 cubic yards of ,iin. Guernsey
granite cbippings. for the Brentford Urban District

Council. Mr. J. W. Croxford. surveyor:

—

Mowlem, J., and Co., I-itd.. Grosvenor Wharf, S.W.,
17s. unloaded on wbarf. log. 9d. in barge along-
side (accepted).

Croydon.—For the supply of screens and hoppei
dredgers for tbe new works on tbe farm at South
Norwood, for the Croydon Town Council

:

S. S. Stott. and Co. ( with
manganese steel chains)

Ham. Baker, and Co., Ltd, (with
manganese steel chains)

Ham. Baker, and Co.. Ltd.
Ames Crosta, Ltd
Waller, G,, and Son (accepted) ...

Adams Hydraulics, Ltd

Dkwsburt.—For tbe erection of storage sbeds. for'

George Ellis. Messrs. Marriott. Son, and Shaw,'
Church - street Chambers. Dewsbury, architect?.

Accepted tenders :
—
Masons' work :

—
Ellis, P., Dewsbury.

Carpenters' and joiners' work;—
Armitage, S.. and Sons, Dewsbury.

IrOQ and steel work :

—

NewBome. Askham aud Co.. Batley.
Patent Glaziers' Work;—

Standard Patent Glazing Co., Ltd., Dewsbury.
Slaters' work :

—

Thompson, W. R.. and Co., Ltd.. Dewsbury. '

Plumber and gasfitters" work :—
Mitchell, F. and T., Dewsbury.

Painters' work :
—

Ramsdeo. N., Dewsbury.

DuNDALK.—For (at pointing the external woodao'i
ironwork of tbe workhouse and recolouring ibt

interior of the fever hospital ; (b) piinting tbt

chimney shafts, plastering the uDper female infirm

ward, and sheeting the female infirm wards and tbi

dining room, for the guardians ;
—

Contract A.
Coyle. F
Rice. P. (accepted)

Contract B
O'Callagban, E
Duffry, B
BennetD, M. (accepted)

(All of Dundalk.)

GilfachGoch, Glam.—For tbe erection of a nev

school for 4B8 scholars at Heudreforgan, for tbi

Glamorgan County Council. Mr. D. Pugh-Jones
F.S.I., t^ardiff, county architect :

—
Beames and Makin, Violet-row,
Cardiff ^4.921 1 8

GiLFACH GocH. Glam.—For the erection of a new

school for 350 boys at Evanstown. for tbe Glamorgai

County Council. Mr. D. Pugb-Jones. F.S I .
Cardill

county architect :—
Beames and Makin, Violet-row.
Cardiff (accepted) i;.5.0til

Grkknwiih.- For tbe supply and laying of cablej'

required in connection with an additional temporal'}

supply of power up to 3,-500 k.w. to be obtained iron

tbe London Electric Supply Corporation, 'or I'"

London County Council:—
Callender's Cable and Con-
struction Co., Ltd.. Hamilton ^ '

House. E.C i:f5.833 3 6

Siemens Bros., and Co . Ltd., . ,

Woolwich H.198 17 b

Glover, W. T,. and Co., L'd..
Manchester 6.743 18 !

Johnson and Pbillipa, Ltd.,
Charlton 6,636 3 4 >

Henley's. W. T,. Telegraph
^ , ,

Works. Ltd..Blomfield-st.,EC. 6.407 13 4
|

British Insulated and Helsby
|

Cables. Ltd.. Prescot 6.293 U
|

Western Electric Co. .Ltd. .North
i

Woolwich (accepted) 6.214 U

Estimate of the chief officer of tramwa-yB.ib.in. ,

£181

169

10

120

117
90
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Fireproof Constructional Work in New Methods of
Reinforcement.

FIREPROOF STRUCTURAL WORK IN
NEW JNIETHOD.S OF REINFOROE-
WENT.
It is .1 woniler, willi the advance made in

reinforced fiieproof consti-uction, that little

or no attention has been given to lii-e-

proofing roofs entirely. Even when struc-
tures are otherwise fireproof throughout,
it is not always desirable to cover them
with a flat of steel and concrete construc-
tion. Therefore, many otherwise up-to-
date buildings in various fireproof
materials are still finislicd with the cus-
tom;n-y form of wood roof. These may
possibly bo carried - on steel principals.

The
and
still

A
fire

on

with steel angles for the purlins,
latter. wi;h wooden rafters, fillets,

boarding-civer, are, more often,
the chief form of construction,
good many buildings which catch
do so in the u|iper portions or
the top sfoi-y entirely. The lack of

recognition of this is hardly due to a dearth
of materials or lack of adaptability. There
is a comparatively ino.\pensive yet valuable
material available — viz., galvanised
corrugated ii-on. There are many strong
points in favour of the adoption of this
material, the most noteworthy being its

non-corrosive qualities. A material which
is used complete in continuous sheets, such

.,
" a.ij>..i.\tr

U clips, as illustrated in detail on the same
figure. The latter are best used together,
both types, turned inside and outside
all?rnately. The reason for this should be

ti.^itd7 «^ t^J

Fig. 1.

as corrugated iron, is also far sounder con-
structionally, and in many respects less
costly. Abireover, as used for floor-work, it
naturally foims its own permanent centre-
»"g and reinforcement at the same time.
Inis IS illusti-ated in Fig. 1. In consists
of the ordinary steel L principals—
••"bout 8ft. or 10ft. apart, with flat
I'ar — or small L or T purlins, to
carry the galvanised corrugated iron.
this can be secured to the bars with
two or three strands of stout galvanised
iron, about every foot or eighteen inches,
twisted tight, and turned up and down re-
spectively, when it forms a good key for the
top dressing of concrete as well. It is pre-
lerably secured in a firmer manner by

quite apparent to ihe constructionist, form-

ing a more secure coupling in event of any
vibrational effects. The steel ri<lging-

piece, with the angles to same, is shown
in detail on Fig. 2. Also, a method of laying

the concrete, to obtain equally-spaced drips

of the same dejith, after the manner of

tiling, etc. Half, three-quarter, or inch

drips might lie given as preferred, for con-

crete Isin. to 23in. thick in the deepest

part. The spacing drip-gauge might be
constructed either in one or two pieces, as

sliown. Feathering is involved to obtain

the correct angle for the concrete, which,

of course, differentiates from that of the

roof itself. The top course is first care-

fully laid, and then covered with a plain

board; the spacing-gauge is then shifUd

down a course, when the space left is fiWcri

with concrete and quickly modelled up
with the sliding modelling-board. The
latter is manipulated by being drawn
backwards and forwards with handles

placed at each end. Tliis modelling length,

or template, would in all probability prove

more efficacious if made in thin mefMl.

This could easily be bent to the L angle
required for the purpose. The laying of the
concrete might sometimes be managed in a
somewliat more rough-and-ready manner
with a single board, as shown in Fig. 2, if
necessary. This method, however, would
not really prove so quick in execution or so
accurate, as that shown in Fig. 1. Under
ordinai-y circumstances, on a low-pitched
roof, Hie conci^ete would doubtless stand
all right with the key formed by stout
galvanisi-.l-wire ends, and that afforded to
some extent by the corrugations. In very
exposed situations, or when a roof assumes
a steeper angle Ihan SOdeg., it should
then have attached a few long and narrow
lcngth.s of expanded metal ; this can be
done by either of the methods previously
illustrated. The lengths should be
arranged, breaking joint, as shown on
Fig. 3. Such a roof would have a very
good appearance, and when formed with
the deeper drips would produce the same
effect as stone, or the heavy slate slab
roofs of picturesque appearance. It could
also be vertically lined, in furtherance of
this effect, by slight inipressi.m from a
V-edged board at regular or irregular
intervals. The latter is really required to
bleak what would otherwise prove mono-
tonous lines, when presented in long, un-
broken lengths. An excellent concrete
could be formed for this purpose by fine-
screened, grey, red, green, or '

other
coloured granite chippings used as the

Fig. 3.

ballast. A certain proportion of ground
brick might also be incorporates! with the
red variety, thus giving a little more colour,
v.hich would liave niiicli the appearance of
tilework. It could also bo tinted some of
the rarer tones of AVest morel and slates,
etc., in the s<ime manner as used for
elevation jilasterwork. Properly manipu-
lated, such a concrete roof might be made
quite as effective as some of the best in
those materials. The inside of such a roof,
either whitewashed or painted white, with
the remainder of the ironwork, would
have quite a neat appearance for manv
purposes. If preferred, expanded metal
can be attached to the inside and plastered,
or a flat ceiling slung on to the bottom tics
in the same material. In the latter case,
a better key can bo formed for the plaster
by cross interlacing with ^in. hoop-iron.
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through medium-mesh expanded metal.
This is more clearly shown in Fig. 4. The
ends of t'le hoop-iron are lapped out-
wards, thus affording a further slight key
for the plaster. The same system can be
readily adapted for curved, vaulted, or
semicircular work inside, as illustrated hy

looped 6ia<3o *=ftao>p liba,

.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5, such as might be adopted for halls,

chapels, etc. In this case, the ceiling is

slung on to the various spandrel-plates,

which form the semicircular gi-ound ; these

are also designed to form the chief support
to the roof, instead of the customary type
of principal.

The inside lining of corrugated iron

might be dispensed with, and the expanded
metal slung directly on instead, if pre-

ferred. The latter could be readily worked
round the curve in strips, and finished

with the metal lathing for plastering. The
toji of expanded metal—or corrugated iron

—in ceiling work might further be covered

with felt where desirable, forming both a
sound and atmospheric insulator. The felt

for such purposes might be chemically
treated to i-ender it fireproof.

There is no i-adical reason for assuming
that such a roof would suffer any undue
deterioration. Anytiling of this nature
would merely be on a par with that which
occurs in the ordinary slate, tile, or slab

roof after more or less lengthy periods. At
the same time, any slight repairs of such a
character could be more easily, and, there-

fore, more cheaply, effected than the latter

types of roofing. The probability is that it

S'tiPicircCjlcrr'

Fir.. 5.

Would last far longer !han these without
such attention proving necessary. One of

the chief reasons for slate and tile giving
way is due to wind-pressure, springing, and
breaking, by giadually lifting under the
edges. With the new type illustrated, these
reasons are non-existent. As with all new
inventions, some extended use is first

necessary to ascertain the exact weathering
capacity.

The application of galvanised iron to

floors is shown by Fig. C. It is best intro-

duced as shown by No. 1 on this slieet,

with a strip of expanded metal secured to

the top by either of the fixing methods pre-

viously illustrated and described. The
lengths of expanded metal in this position

form a much better tie with the concrete,

strengthening the whole considerably. It

would be pussible to use galvanised iron in

this manner from bearings of ISin. up to

3ft.—or even 4ft.—possibly even more
where light floors can be provided, in
consequence of light loads only being
allowed for. No 2 on this figure illustrates

the method quite clearly. The ends of the
galvanised iron should be well turned up
into the concrete, about Sin. or 9in., as

shown. The latter system, with the metal
fluting left exposed, would be quite suit-

able for a great deal of work. Flat ceilings
can also be slung on in the customary
manner, as shown by the lower section,

»n6E.r'Jois»f'

fixpacdcd JT2£faI .t-iiTb ftcafe cjtll Tortatd tip.

dxpa:^a£.d nztfal 9-6 Trifonstr-^

Fig. 6.

where preferable. The latter would be
formed of expanded metal and hoop-iron
lathing, as previously described. With this
method, the expanded metal sliould be well
turned up into the concrete, and the gal-
vanised iron ends well doubled up to form a
stouter end-bearing, as shown by Fif. 7.

This figure also indicates another method
of further reinforcement by means of
double she.^ling, with quadrupled ends,
well turned up. This would form a most
excellent method for further strengthening
a floor. It would prove of great value when
it is desirable to keep floors down very
shallow, as it also admits of lengthening
the bearings considerably where merely
average light or medium loads have to be
allowed for. This method of forming a
floor, with hollows between the ceiling and
galvanised iron, also possesses the quality
of being largely soundproof. It is

rather a pity that expanded metal is not
supplied in galvanised iron for ceiling
work, and galvanised steel for other posi-
tions, where greater strength is a
desideratum. i\Ietal lathing, in the same
material, would alsn be preferable for
ceiling work. The latter could be easily
supplied with roughed perforations, etc.".

when it would meet a long-felt want. The
chief drawback in dealing with luetalwurk
lor plastering purposes is its lack of proper
key. which makes the working more diffi-

cult for the plasterer, thus taking longer.

Possibly we may have something of the

character indicated introduced before long.

Floors of the type illustrated would carry a

considerable weight on the metal alone,

before the concrete is added. A sei'ies of

Fig. 8.

tests in this directiou, and also with the
comjilete floor, when finished in concrete,

would prove both valuable and interesting.

This could be easily arranged by many
finns with the necessary convenience and
materials at their disposal.

STAIRS.

Tliis is also another use to which the

same material could be satisfactorily

adapted : that, too, in a really good and
very economical manner. Fig. 8 shows it so

apidied. The surface-coating of concrete

is here shown, of equal thickness for treads

and risers. For the latter, though, this is

not really essential : they might very well

be about' half the thickness of the treads,

thus lightening the whole considerably.

The risers arc preferably covered with ?

J
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strip of expanded met:il on the ircm face, to

form a good key, further strengthening the
whole. A top strip might also be
added to the treads with advantage, where
it is desirable to tie ilie whole together very

thoroughly. For work of this description,

the thickness of the concrete need not
necessarily exceed more than 2in. or 2iin.

at the outside for the treads, whilst risers

-I [n!C'^f(kac6Si.

prfcril

fm 10.

Fig. 10.

about Uin. would pi eve quite sufficient in

good compo. for most positions. Con-
structed with a good proportion of cement,
thoroughly clean, well-washed, sharji sand,
and a little line-sifted granite chiiipings as
ballast, quite a stiviiiL; and durable stair-

case might be formed in very light

Ecantlings Icjr this class of work. The same
system also admits of finishing with tiles,

mosaic, or marble slips, of lin. or 2in. in

thickness, placed on a thin trowelled bed of

good material. The "constructive steel

skeleton section is illustrated by Fig. 9.

The strings, in many instances, would
doubtless be best formed by an angle L, as

shown, the Hanged spandrel pieces forming
the bearings for steps being either bolted
or riveted on. The bottom flange of the
step-spandrels, of course, follows the angle
of the staircase, and would be the same
width as the U string. The upper flange

—

bent over straight to carry the galvanised
iron—might be about double the width of

the lower one with advantage. The
galvanised iron is best slightly hammered
out at the ends, and turned over once or
twice, thus giving a stronger bearing. It

might be either bolted through and secured
with nuts, or riveted on. It would also be
•further secured by the balusters dropping

Fig. 11.

jhrough same, and the flange of spandrel-
•neces. The middle i'ui. balusters fit into
liain socket-pieces, bidted or riveted to the
pandrel-ends. The balusters themselves
ould either be secured right tlimugh with

pin and nut, or simply with the
ustomary stout metal screw so often used
)r metal-work of many descriptions. In
11 priihability the former method would
rove no more expensive in quantities; it

>rtainly forms the strongest and most
itisfactoi-y one for secure fixing. The en-
irged detail. Fig. 10, shows the con-
ruction of strings, spandrels, and steps.

it should prove necessary to further
inforce the treads, when the" staircase is

cfly to be subjected to heavy or ex-

ceptionally heavy tralTic, this can reailily

be done by introducing one or two bars
underneath the galvanised iron, resting on
the flanges. Such bars would of course be
preferable in galvaniserl steel. The under-
side of the stairs can be covered with ex-

panded metal and metal lathing for

plastering, as shown, to follow the line of

the steps. If preferred, a straight soffit,

following the angle of the staircase in the
customary mani)er, could easily be
arranged. Another method of forming the
strings, which would really prove the

strongest and most satisfactory from a

purely constructional point of view, would
be to cut same entirely out of the sheet-

metal. This might vary from 3-16in. to

|in. in thickness or so, according to the

lengths of spans and the average weights
to be allowed for traffic, from the nature of

the genera! structure, etc. Such solid

strings could be bent round at right angles

at the ends, and so arranged as to flange

directly on to the steel trimmers of the

landings at the top and bottom, being

secured (o these with bolts or rivets. Or
they could be housed int" U-shaped pieces,

flanged to the trimmers, and secured in a

similar manner. With the latter type of

string it would 1)6 quite possible to execute
wreathed work, with jiroperly-arranged

steel trimming joists well tailed into the
walls at the various landings and turns.

There would be no difficulty in bending a
very long length of steel to the correct

IDC

SicTiiDn

Fig. 12.

angles for this purpose. The only really
weak point with concrete steps is their
liability to chip on the angle or nosing.
This difficulty can be overcome by adopting
either of the methods illustrated on Fig.
11. No.l on this sheet shows the customary
corrugated or channelled metal nosing.
This can be provided with splayed anchor-
tail pieces, about Gin. long, and 6in. apart,
thus forming a good joint in the concrete.

The better methnd of fhis t>pe is lo lii.svit

a hardwood fireproofed strip, as shown by
Nu. 2 on the same figure, 'llus is jirqvided

with a splayed anchor piece at the bottom.
The latter method admits of covering with
thin, channelled, roughed, or corrugated

brass, lead, or, better still, rubber, for

giving the best grip on the edge. Either
of these m.Tlerials can be fixed with small

screws, and narrow plates for the rubber,

about -';in. long, between the channels or

corrugations. Those have the advantage of

being easily renewed from time to time as

necessary. No. 3 illustrates a method of

finishing the' risers with a thin metal plate

about l-]6in. in thickness. This merely re-

quires a very thin coat of concrete or

plaster at the back. There is really no

reason why the concrete and plaster should

not be dispensed with entirely in the latter

position, if preferred, when it could be con-

structed as shown by Fig. 12. The wood
strip, with its metal or rubber covering,

as illustrated in the preceding figure,

could, of course, be substituted as a nosing-

piece, if preferred, instead of the special

steel one shown. Such risers could either

be stamped in plain panelling or some

ornamental relief as suggested by the

elevational sketch. This method would

have a jiretty gmiil appearance on the
inside face, as well as the outer one.

Risers could also be formed of open grill

panels, set in a metal frame. These
would often prove an additional con-
venience for ventilation and lighting
purposes, in many positions. Prismatic
lights, in metal frames, could also

Fig. 13.

be fixed for the latter purpose. The
staircase illustrated is provided with Jin.

central balusters and Ain. intermediate
ones on the front of each step ; the cross-
work between and the longitudinal bars
being also in -Jin. work. A lin. by Jin.

iron top core is shown for letting into the
oak hamlrail, to which the latter is secured
by countersunk screws between the
balusters. A detail of the handrail is

shown on Fig. 13; it is, of course, prefer-

able in fireproof wood.
The same method is also admirably

adapted for general structural work, and
walling in particular. This is applicable
for a great many types of buildings, such as
factories, warehouses, workshops, laun-
dries, etc., or even bungalows. Also small

^-1 lifco

Oddflop ChCr.

Fig. 14.

and medium-class residential work. A very

ust-ful form is that sh.iwn by Fig. 14, either

for single- or two-story structures, where

there is no particularly heavy load on the

upper floor. It is simply constructed

with U angles at the corners. For the sake

of illustration, these are shown oin. by oin.
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The bottom plates are formed with 4^in.

angles on a 5in. bottom plate, which takes

the corner angles and also the inter-

mediates as stanchions. The latter would
also be oin. by 5in., where they might pmve
necessary. Cross-braces, in flat bar-work,

about 3in. by iin., might also be intniduced

where necessary, of the constructive tyjie

illustrated by Fig. 16. This skeleton frame-

work is then covered inside and out with

i Icairr,

Fig. 15.

sheets of galvanised corrugated iron and
strips of expanded metal. The latter might
be placed 2in. or Sin. apart, after the style

illustrated previously in Fig. 3. The outer

coating of tine cement concrete need only

be about IJin. to 2in. thick, in the thickest

part, between the corrugations. "Whilst

the inner coating and plaster need only be
just sufficient to well cover the expanded
metal, about Jin. to Iin. The inside, if

left hollow, would form a fairly gocid non-
conductor, both as regards atmospheric
changes and sound. It would be prefer-

able, however, lightly packed with fine

sawdust, chemically treated, to render
same fireproof. Walling of this descrip-

tion, well bolted or riveted together,

would prove practically as strong, if not
stronger, than the average 9in. brick wall.

Its thickness, at the same time, would only

n^rirSsc

Fig. 16.

average from 7:|^in. to Sin. Packed with
sawdust, as shown, it would form a far
better atmospheric insulator than cither
brick or solid concrete. Fig. 15 illustrates
a good method of coupling {or a light upper
floor, by means of a couple of intertwined,
reversed L's between the angles and
stanchions. Light-backed L's are used for
the floor bearings, as shown by the cross
section on the same figure. In some in-

stances it might prove necessary to further
carry the floors on a central R.S.J.
trimmer, when a similar section would be
required in the wall, as a stanchi(jn. A

centre-plate between the backed floor L's
would also prove necessary for rather wide
bearings. These, however, with the thick-

nesses iif the metal, are points only det«r-

minalile by the actual sizes and nature of

various structures with the consequent
weights to be allnwed for. Such would, of

course, differentiate considerably, accord-

ing to the type of building. The same
system of constniction is thoroughly prac-

ticable throughout, and quit© applicable

for far larger buildings of several stories.

In such cases as the latter, they
would require carrying on steel H
stanchions, floor-joists, etc., generally, in

the customary type of built-up steelwork.

The main methods of construction and
finishing, however, would remain the same
as those described and illustrated. With-
out doubt, they would prove of the gi'eatest

value for building purposes in general.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OK BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

Tlie fortnightly ordinary mecliiig ot tlie

Royal Institute of Britisli Arcliilects was
held at 9. Conduit-street, W., on Monday
evening, the chair being opcupied by the
President, Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A.
The Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. Guy Dawbcr,

said tlie sad news had already been niaile

known of the deatli of a young Associate of

tlic Institute, Mr. Albert Edward Lowes,
wlio was serving in the Army Service Corps
attached to the Cth Northumberland
Fusiliers, and was killed while carrying out
his duties in the action near Saint-Julicn on
.\pril 2G. It was witli deep regret th.it he
had to announce that another yoiuig Asso-
ciate, Captain George Edward Hunter, also

of the Gth Northumberland Fusiliers, lost his

life in tlie same action, together with his

younger brother, Captain Howard Tomalin
Hunter. These young officers, whose lives

had so cruelly been cut short, were the only
sons of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hunter, of

Wentworth, Gosfortli. A brother officer,

writing of the Associate member, said:
" He led his men with great courage and' a
total disregard for himself. He was right in

front of the enemy's position, and was killed

by a shell fircil at short range." The sod
news had also just arrived of the death of

William Leonard Boghurst Leech, who was
only elected an Associate so recently as last

December. Mr. Lcecli, a member of the 1st

Battalion, Quceu Victoria's Rifles, was
wounded in the fight for Hill GO, was in-

valided home, and died at the Emergency
Hospital, Westeliffc-on-Sea. last Friday. He
would move that the regrets of the Institute
for the loss of these brave young men who
had given their lives for the country, be
cutered on the niinutrs. and that a message
of sympathy and condolence bo conveyed to

their relatives.

The members present signified .Tsscnl by
silently rising to their feet.

Mr. Guy Dnwber added that ho li.nd also
to announce the decease of I\Ir. Willi.'im

Henry Spaull, of Oswestry, Fellow, who
lost his life in a street accident, at the age of
seventy-five; of William Thomas Greweoek,
of Leicester, Associate; Daniel Powell,
Lord-street, Liverpool, Licentiate; and ,Tohu
Joseph Seanor, Cross-street, Manchester,
Licentiate.

THE EVOMITION OK THE AnCIIITlCCTnit At,

COMrETITION.
A paper on this subject, illustrated by a

few lantern-slides, shown at the close of the
address, was read by Mr. H. Vaughan Lan-
chester, Vice-President. The author ex-
pressed decided views as to the beneficial
infinence of the competition' system on
design, and proceeded to sketch the historical
development of the method, closing with
some remarks on the special advantages and
difficulties the competitive mode presents.
He had been unable to find any definite
record of an architectural competition in
ancient Greece or Rome, but the principle
was so familiar to those peoples, that he

should be greatly surprised if none such took

place. Medieval competitions arose under
rather favourable circumstances, as the

members of the Guild were iiatm-ally

accepted as qualified to adjudicate. In the

ease ot Siena Cathedral, a council of monks,

with masters of the Guild, met on July 17,

I3r)7, to choose between two designs of

columns and a chapel made by Francesco

Talenti and Orcagna, when each candidate

elected two masters as arbiters. Francesco

Talenti chose Ambrogio Lcnzi, a Lombard,
and Frate Filippo Rinicro, of S. Crocc.

Andrea Orcagna chose Niccolo di Beltramo,

also a Lombard, and Francesco di Neri.

These could not decide, and Picro di

Migliore, the goldsmith, was taken as

umpire, the parties binding themselves to

abide by his decision. Giovanni di Lapo
Gliino and Francesco Talenti were ordered

to make new designs. At length, on July 28,

Orcagna's plan was chosen. When we came
to the competition, in 1418, for the dome of

the Cathedral at Florence, we found that

Brunellcsco, who ultimately proved to bo the

ablest architect, was outside the hrotlicr-

liood. Any artist whatever who had made a

model of the projected cupola was to produce

it, the model accepted to have a prize of

200 gold florins. After several postpone-

ments a number of models were sent in, the

competitors being Magister Giovanni di

Ambrogio, Manno di Benincasa, Mattco di

Leonardo, Vito da Pisa, Lorenzo Ghiberti;

Piero d'Antonio, nicknamed Fannnlla (do

nothing), Piero di Santa Maria in Moiito,

'masters in wood. There were several models

by members of the civic company of stone-

cutters, and last, not least, a model in hrick

and mortar without scaffolding, made by

Brunellesco, Donatello, and Nanni di Banco.

This last won the prize, but the Arte del :

Maestri had not, evidently, faith ennngh in I

one outside their ranks to commence at once '

with the building. The story <ir Bruncllcsco's

restiveness at his old rival, Ghiberti, being

associated with him in carrying out a design

peculiarly his own, and how he tried to

throw scorn on hiiu by locking up his plans

and feigning illness, thus leaving Ghiberti tn

work in the dark, was too well-known to need

repetition. Bninellesco's strike for inde-

pendence appears to have given the death-

blow to the great Masonic Guild, which

dropped out as a body controlling cnitipcti-
,

tions, and for a long period such decisions i

as were made came ostensibly from the lay-

men interested, or, in modern terms, the pro-

moters. Though numerous designs were

prepared for St. Peter's, at Rome, and though

some of these w'ere still under consideration
j

when another was demanded, the circmn-

stances hardly justified us in regarding tlicni

as competitive. We came nearer to the idea

of a competition in the case of the I,oiivre,
^

where, at one stage, a selection could have,

been made from a number of designs.

,

Among the submitted schemes were Francois;

Mansart, Jean Marot, and Pierre Cottart. i

Another competitor was Claude Perraull,

.

who bad made a study of arehiteotnre.

:

"Mansart might have been selected, but liisj

refusal to make a final choice among tlie.i

alternatives he had submitted at Colbcrt'sJ

request led to his rejection. The criticisms

on the remainder proved inconclusive, ami,'

intrigues in favour of this or that competitor

were rife. Colbert sent the drawings toi

Poussin, to obtain the opinion of the Roiuaa,

Academy. They thus came under the eye or

Bernini, who condemned them all. 'I hej

Cavaliere Giovanni Lorenzo Bernini (1,W8-

1(180), then at the zenith of his fame, was.",

says Mr. W. H. Ward, "the chief exponent-

of the Barocco school, and was consideredj

the first architectural authority in the worUl.j

It was decided to invite him to Paris, to give

his advice on the spot. Received in Frttuef'

with almost Royal honours, he soon produrecij

.1 new scheme, which he attributed to divine!

inspiration (I6fi,5). The foundation-stone wa?

laid by the King with great pomp, but tin,

design was not really approved bv anyone n

France, and it soon became evident that i

would not be carried out. Bernini returner

homo the same year in high dudgeon, ha

royallv paid, leaving the field clear for thi

Frenchmen. The King was induced to bcliev!
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that he preferred a fresh design prepared by

Claude Perrault ; and this, with minor
alterations, was carried out (1667-80), thougli

the work remained under the charge of Le
Van. and, later, of d'Orljay. Such, brieHy,

was the course of e\eLits which led to the

erection of the world-famed Colonnade of

the Louvre." The 18th century saw a better-

organised competitive proposal—namely, that

for a monument to Louis XV. In June,
' 1748, M. de l\irnehani, then his Majesty's
! tUrector of building, invited the architects of

the Academy to prepare schemes for the site

j
of such a monument in the quarter of Paris

I

that appeared to the competitor tlie most

I

suitable. Not oidy the Royal architects, but
also several other artists, seized the oppor-

tunity to show their zeal and their talent,

j
The King, having selected an open area

I
between the Tuilcries and» the Chanips-

1 Elysees, a fresh competition was initiated.

Several of the designs had special ad-

vantages, and M. Gabriel was directed to

combine these, in order to include them all

in the executed work. Thus was determined
[the design of the Place de Louis XV., now
'the Place de la Concorde. In the 18th
[century the number of architects in the

'.British Isles w-as not a large one, and com-
ipetitions were usually limited to a few. The
ifourtli decade of the 19th century witnessed
jthree important competitions. The first was
Ithat for the Houses of Parliamejit. Ninety-

I

seven designs were submitted to four Com-
missioners, who on February 29, 1836,
ananimously selected that by Charles Barry
hs the best. For St. George's Hall. Liver-
')ool, there were eighty-si.x competitors,
'imong whom H. L. Elmes was successful,
Lubsequently winning the Assize Courts com-
betition in 1841. The two buildings were
[iombined, and carried out during the suc-
eeding ten years. The third was that for
he Royal Exchange. Robert Smirke, Joseph
iwilt, and Pliilip Hardwick being the
ssessors. The first premium was awarded
William Grellier, the second to A. de

Miateauneuf and Arthur Mee, and the third
3 Sydney Smirke. Designs by T. L. Donald
on, Richardson, and David Mocatta were
ommended, but were considered to exceed
le stipulated cost of £150,000. None of
lese designs was, however, carried out. On
eptmber 30, 1856, the Commissioners of
ter Majesty's Works and Public Buildings
ivited three designs from architects of all

)untries—the first to comprise a scheme for
le concentration of the principal Govern-
ent offices on a site lying between White-
ill and the New Palace at Westminster ; the
her two, designs for buildings which it

US determined to erect forthwith as parts
such scheme. One of these was to be a

ireign Office, the other a War Office. The
dges awarded the prizes, the premiums,
irteen in all, were paid, but none of the
emiated designs (which remained tlie

operty of the Office of Works) were
ecuted. The obvious defect in the incep-
<n of this group of competitions was the
nultnneous issue of programmes for a
neral scheme, ajid for two buildings that
'Uld form part of this. We can hardly be
^rprised that it ended in a muddle, and" left

impression adverse to the competition
tern. In 1864 a competition was held for
iseum Buildings on the site now occupied
the Natural History Museum. Captain

iwke gained the first premium. Professor
irr the second, and Mr. Cuthbert Brodick
t third. Complaints were made as to the
fflting of the conditions, which divided the
s^ into two equal halves, and left it very
Vue as to how far the western half could
» used for the accommodation scheduled.

i ^filfP^''"'""
f'^r "le Law Courts, in 1866

•'{ "'"^ WIS conducted by a Commission
Pi whose concurrence seven eminent

ijiieii were appointed as judges, two archi-
lls, John Shaw and George Pownall, being

«rV^.u'
^''''''''- ^5 ""'S'lt te imagined.

" Jgli the designs submitted were onlv ten

"T" a"'
"'^"''' ^"^' '"'° •> f'espei-nte

A report on lunetv-ninc various
ts of detail, based on the views of heads
"<'V^ltmenU and other authorities,

*ert that every competitor scored some-

where. This might m itself be regarded as

a sufficient proof of the futility of this method
of analysis; but if a further one were needed,
an inspection of the mass of reports and in-

vestigations resulting would more than
sufiice. There was never a more con-
scientious and painstaking jury; but the
value of their work was neutralised by an
almost complete ignorance of the technique
of design. The ultimate results were so in-

conclusive and confused that everyone con-
cerned must have been relieved when the
great beauties of detail in G. E. Street's

design were made clear, and a justification

was found for awarding him the work. The
competition for the Paris Opera llcnise took
place in 18G0, under the auspices of a jury.

Five prizes were awarded: First, Jinain;
second, Crepinet and Botrel ; third,

Garnaud ; fourth. Due; and fifth, Garnier.
No design was considered quite satisfactory,

and a second competition between the
premiated competitors was advised. As the
result of this, JI. Garnier was, in 1861, com-
missioned to carry out the building. In 188'-!

an open competition for the construction of

the Sorbonne was held, with a, jury of

eighteen numbers. M. H. P. Nenot won this

competition with a brilliant design. The
competition for the two palaces of the 1900
E.Khibition at Paris took place in 1890. The
jury numbered no fewer than forty seven
members. Five premiums were awarded in

each case. Owing to the amount of work
to be done in a short time, the Grand Palais

was entrusted to the architects placed first,

second, and third, with M. Girault, who was
placed fourth, as architect-in-chief. M.
Girault also secured first place, and carried

out the Petit Palais. One of the earliest

undertakings of the Royal Institute of

British Architects was the appointment, in

.January. 18.39, of a committee to consider
public competitions. It reported favourably
on the system, but suggested that it lent

itself to collusion. "" Many instances have
been amply proved to your committee." It

struck the right note in asserting that what-
ever the conditions, they ought to be clear

and explicit, and all definite instructions

ought to be strictly adhered to. "The forma-
tion of the programme, upon which com-
petitors are required to frame their designs,

becomes, therefore, the first essential point

for consideration, and a deficiency on this

point is, perhaps, the most general evil in

the present system." In a pamphlet written

in 1861 the fate M. Cesar Daly dealt with

competitions for public monuments, the

latter term, of course, including all im-

portant public buildings. He took the view

that conipetitioii is vital to architectural

progress, and regarded the nomination of the

jury (whom, he suggested, should number
thirteen) as the greatest technical difficulty

in a competition, on account of the demand
that all schools of thought should be repre-

sented, and the difficulty that these had in

fincFing a common ground on which a logical

decision might be based. In 1908 the

R.I.B..A. appointed a Special Committee on

the Jury System of Assessing Competitions,

which issued, on November 10 of that year, a

report now well known, making seven recom-

mendations, including that of a jury of three

for competitions exceeding £100,000 in esti-

mated outlay, an assessor and two architects

on those for works to cost between £30.000

and £100.000, and an assessor for all other

competitions. The scale of assessors' fees

was mooted, and the Competitions Com-
mittee took the pain.s to prepare a list of

assessors for the assistance of the President,

such list to he revised from time to time

at least annually. A minority report in the

following terms was appended, which de-

clared that the present dissatisfaction is due

less to the existing methods of assessing than

to the lack of any defined and recognised

standard as to the qualities that should dis-

tinguish a fine building, and that in default

of such a standard, no system of assessing

would do more than mitigate the evil. They
further suggested that the office of assessor

should be regarded as one of distinction

rather than of profit, and that architects

should be prepared to assess in an honorary

u:i[uieil\ . it eircunislances demanded it. Mr.
Lanchester remarked that these sketch out-

lines of the history of architectural com-
petitions rendered it clear that knowledge
had usually been very much in advance of

])ractice. Twi> reasons might be adduced for

this. The first was the lack of a systematic

training in the profession as to wliat the

e-ssentials of architecture were; and,
secondly, the necessity for compromise in

dealing with promoters, who often only
partially understood the real purposes of a

eoinpelition, and, even when they did. were
technically inexperienced in the methods best

suited to achieve these. When recommenda-
tion« were put lucidly to promoters from a
clear, logical standpoint, he believed that,

in most cases, they would accept advice so

supported. The responsibility for seeing that

they receive this rested with the architects,

and more important competitions ha\e fallen

short of the standard they might have
reached by architects' own default than by
reason of any intentional malpractice on
the part of promoters. The lecturer held

that from the very outset the professional

men who adjudicated in a competition should
advise the promoters. 'The idea that every-

thing must be in shape before the assessor or

assessors were appointed was. he conteiuletl.

utterly wrong, and had been responsible

for the comparative failure of many a com-
petition. On the architect's side, this re-

sponsibilty had not received much more
definite recognition than with the promoters.

Assessors had often failed to realise that they
ought to give the same meticulous considera-

tion to the various aspects of the proposition

as they would in the ease of a building they

were invited to carry out themselves. It

was their duty to see that the interests of

the promoters suffered in no way through the

successful competitor not having been in

personal touch with them from the beginning,

and assessors could best realise this require-

ment by regarding themselves as representing

the unknown competitor who would ulti-

mately take up and continue their work.
Continuity from start to finish, such as was
found in non-competitive work, was the great

need in competition practice. At present,

there was a tendency to cut it up into three

distinct stages, greatly to the detriment of

the result—the first stage before the appoint-

ment of the assessor, or jury, the second
during their appointment, and the third after

the selection of the design. To put com-
petftive practice on a sound basis, the

breaks between these stages should be

bridged over, and he ventured to suggest a

procedure by means of which this might be
achieved. Let them assume that some public

body was promoting a competition, and had
appointed a building committee. After some
preliminary discussion, they would ask for

I he appointment of an architectural adviser,

and depute two well-qualified members to

confer with him. These three would draw
up the programme. Before issuing this,

two other independent architects would be

added to form a jury of five, and on the

programme having been agreed by them, it

would be issued to competitors. The usual

stages of questions, replies, and receipts of

designs having been passed through under
the supervision of this jury, its members
would jointly make their award, dealing

very fully with all the considerations nece's-

sary to inform the successful competitor as

to any fresh aspect that had occurred to

them during the adjudication. Their award
might be in two parts, one for publication,

and the other more of a confidential com-
munication to the selected architect, in order

to make him conversant with prolilems and
difficulties that may affect the further de-

velopment of his design. 'Turning now to

the assessors, he would point out that a good
architect was not necessarily n pood
assessor. The less-imaginative man with a

better training in technique might be

superior as a judge to the greater artist, who
was. perhaps, unable to analyse the opera-

tions of his own mind. The same intuition

that enabled an architect devoid of the

analytical faculty to produce a brilliant

design might empower him to select the
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ablest one submitted in a eonipetition. Tljat

was not the weak spot in his equipment as

au assessor. Tliis would be discovered in

the earlier stages, such as discussions witli

the promoters and the preparation of the

programme. To place tiie issues properly

before a clear-headed business or profes-

sional man whose experience was outside the

technique of art demanded a faculty of

logical exposition, and au experience of tlie

difficulties involved, which were not essential

concomitants of imaginative force. The
"legal and logical mind" was useless with-

out artistic ability ; but artistic ability was
equally useless in tliis case if its methods
were intuitive. In order that vital fiuctua

tions in our art should receive due apprecia-

tion, it was desirable that the adjudication

of competitive designs should not be entirely

in the hands of the older and more experi-

enced men, whose sympathies were liable to

incline towards the earlier as against the

newer methods. At the same time, experi-

ence and mature judgment were invaluable.

so that one of the chief recommendations of

the jury system was the facility it afforded for

securing both the experience of the elder

and the fresher point of view of the younger
men. Finally, they came to the competitor
who, when he had decided to compete, sat

down to master the programme, or condi-

tions. From the competitor's point of view,

the best programme was one that stated

clearly what was wantedj but made no
attempt to indicate how these wants were to

be provided for. As a rule, the allocation of

the relative positions for the accommodation
asked for was a mistake, tending to hamper
freedom in the conception of the design. If

special requirements had to be met, it was
better that these should be thoronghly
explained than an attempt made to anticipate

the competitor's work by specifying some
definite arrangement. Having mastered the

programme to the best of his ability, the

competitor then turned his mind to its solu-

tion. In order to do tliis, he nuist have
formed a conception as to what was the
dominating factor of the problem. Then he
proceeded to the demands next in order of

importance, and the attempt must be made
to reconcile these with that placed first.

Somewhere about this stage the competitor
would have had to form an idea of the
general massing of his building, and of the
subdivision of this into various sections. The
main object to keep in view at tlie earlier

stages of a competitive design was the reten-
tion of everything in as plastic a form as

possible, so that all possible alternatives
might be considered and compared before
too much time was taken up with the detail
of any one of them. It was most annoying,
after having spent much time and skill in

working out the detail of a scheme, to be
forced to the conclusion that it was wrong in

principle; for as competitions ouglit to be
decided on their general merits as a solution
of a definite problem, the competitor could
not feel any hope of success with one, liow-
ever brilliant in detail, that failed in its

main conception. Only very rarely was the
double competition of advantage to those
competing. Almost the sole value of the
double competition was to place before the
promoters and their advisers a series of
definite solutions from which they could
realise how they had failed to grasp and
express all that they had in mind. They
were then able to supplement the programme
and secure a design more closely approxi-
mating to their requirements.
Mr. A. W. S. Cross, Vice President, pro-

posed a vote of thanks to the lecturer,
remarking that he had successfully accom-
plished a very difficult task in presenting in
an interesting historical sketch, a record of
the principal architectural competitions of
the past. He believed that the ancient
Greeks, who were so prone to contests in
rhetoric, literature, and drama, must have
bad competitions in architecture, especially
as one of the best-known monuments in
Athens that had survived to our own days
was one erected in honour of the success of
Lysicrates in training a premiated choir.
Herodotus told us that after the naval

battle of yalamis every general was given

two votes, to be awarded to the man who
most worthily distinguished himself. It was
afterwards ascertained that every general

had given the first vote to himself; but from
those placed second, it was easy to see who
had the popular acclamation. It had been
suggested that competitors would be the best

assessors of the designs submitted, as they
would best realise tlie problems to be solved,

and if that were adopted, each architect

should, as at Salamis, be given two votes.

For the Duomo at Florence, it seemed to him
that no elaborate architectural designs were
prepared, but that each competitor tried to

explain how he would construct a dome on
the foundations already laid ; and Brunel-
lesco submitted models of his scheme, and
harangued the jury from day to day at such
length, and so unintelligeutly, that, in self-

defence, they refused him admittance. As
to the Louvre competition, it seamed that

Colbert induced the King to reject the design
of Bernini (which Wren, then a rising archi-

tect, greatly admired) in favour of the one
by Perrault.

Mr. J. S. Gibson seconded the vote of

thanks, observing that Mr. Lanchester's
paper was both scholarly and practical.

Competitions had a fatal fascination for the
young architect. The Institute might under-
take a valuable work in controlling competi-
tions, and by insuring that the conditions
were satisfactory.

Mr. A. E. Richai-dsoii, Mr. A. J. Davis,
and Mr. E. A. Rickards also supported the
motion.
Mr. S. D. Adshead feared there was a

danger, in appointing a jury to assess

designs, that its members should carry out
the work in a mechanical way, simply
judging minor details in the working out of
a scheme, and not considering the broad
result. On the whole, the single assessor,
with his individual instincts and tastes, gave
the best decision as a competitor.
Mr. H. H. Statham, on the other hand,

would rather trust the combined judgment of
two or three men acting in collaboration
than the opinion of a single assessor, how-
ever able, impartial, and honest he might be.
Sometimes a very eminent artist, of expert
knowledge on one phase of building, was
selected as assessor in a competition dealing
with a subject to which he had given no
thought, and as to which his views possessed
no authority. He advocated the appoint-
ment of a small, but competent, jury, who
would compare notes, and correct each
other's failings.

Mr. W. J. 'Wills said one great advantage
of the competition system had been to
compel architects to study planning with
the closest attention.

The President, in submitting the vote of
thanks, which was carried by acclamation,
said the conclusion to be drawn from Mr.
Lanchester's remarks was that in competi-
tions the scheme which was manifestly head
and shoulders the best submitted was
generally successful, and that a young archi-
tect had only to produce a design mani-
festly superior to all other.s, and the labour of
the assessor would be unnecessary, as its pre-
eminence would be self-proclaimed.

THE REMODELLING OF CENTRAL
BRADFORD.

We announced last week the result of this
competition for the replanning of streets in

the central area of the city lying between
Forster-square and Peel-place, "and bounded
by Market-street, Leeds-road, and Hall Ings,
and comprising between ten and eleven acres.
Fifty-four sets of designs w'ei-e submitted,
and although six Bradford architects and
three from Leeds were among the com-
petitors, all the prizes go out of Yorksliire.
The awards made by Mr. Reginald Blom-

field, the assessor, were ;— 1 (£500), Messrs.
Gibson, Skipwith, and Gordon, 5, Old Bond-
street, London (design No. 25) ; 2 (£300),
Messrs. Patrick Abererombie and Lionel B.
Budden. Liberty Buildings, Liverpool (No.
14); .'l (£200), Mr. Reginald Dann, Hunting

Grove, Crawley, Sussex, and Mr. John H.
Horniman, 23, Robinson-street, Hastings
(No. 36). The principal feature of the first

scheme, according to the Yorkshire
Observer, is a new street sixty feet wide,

running from Peel-place to the Midland
Railway station. Peel-place is considerably
enlarged, and converted into a fine circus,

forming the converging point of the projected

new street of Hall Ings, and of a continua-

tion of Bank-street, which is to follow a line

which, roughly speaking, will cross the site

of the George Hotel. On the northerly side

of the circus the architects propose to place

a fine semicircular sweep of buildings carried

continuously from each extent of the circus

and broken only by archways to give access

to the new street, Bank-street, and Hall lug'

The line of Brook-street is to be altered su

that it may be connected with Peel Place by

means of an arcade. The line of Charles-

street is also altered so that it leaves Market
street, crosses the new central street, and
turns into Forster-square. Between Leeds-

road and the Midland station there will be

four railway bridges, one over Leeds-road,

one over Hall Ings, one crossing the exteu-

sion of Charles-street, and one passing over

Forster-square.

The second scheme is very similar to the

first in its main features. Peel-place is

enlarged and made the radiating point of

the replanned streets. The architects state*

their leading idea to be " the connection ot

the railway stations by a wide shopping

street," and project a long central avenue

almost identical with the proposed new street

of the first scheme. Charles-street is to be

treated in a similar manner to that of tlie

first scheme. A new feature is a suggested

road running coextensively with the new
Midland Railway line. The site which will

lie between the Bank-street continuation,

Market-street, and Leeds-road is suggested

as suitable for a new exchange, for whicli

the architects offer tentative designs.

Mr. Dann and Mr. Horniman also propose

a wide central street between the two railway

stations, and they suggest a new exchange

on the same site as that selected by the

authors of tlie second scheme. They propose

to carry Cbarles-street across the central

thoroughfare, but to turn it parallel to tliej

railway and carry it into Leeds-road. They
suggest certain modifications of the line ol

Brook-street and connect it with Peel-plac£

by means of a continuation of the Swan

Arcade through the block of buildings whicH

will divide Brook-street and Peel-plaee

They also propose to retain the Bradfoix,

District Bank buildings.
[

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
'

The London County Council, at their meet

ing on Tuesday, received a report from thr

General Purposes Committee, stating that ii

response to public advertisement invititiii

applications for the position of valuer of tli

Council at a salary of £1,500 a year, risiu;

to £1,800 by instalments of £100 every tw^

years, members of the staff not being pre

eluded from making application for th'

position, 20 applications were received. /

special sub-committee made a preliminan

selection of five candidates, who were seej^
by them, and they submitted to the coirf |f
niittee the names of four candidates, wW
attended before them. The sub-comniitte

unanimously recommended the selection i

Mr. F. W.'llunt, the chief assistant value'

of the Council, for the appointment, an

the committee now endorsed this selei

tion and recommended the promotion of M|

Hunt to the position. To complv with stani,

ing order No. 9i thev submitted three nana

as follows :—Mr. F. "W. Hunt, Mr. C. W. h

Mason, and Mr. A. AA'alker: Mr. Fran;

William Hunt being recommended for pi']

motion to the office. I

Mr. T. Barclay Cockerton. the distri*

valuer, called attention to the fact that e:

penditure amounting to £107 is iiieltided

the accounts of the Education Committee

respect of the cost of legal proceedings r

lating to a summons issued by the Couao
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of the Metropolitan Borough of Stepney
against a firm of contractors employed to

erect school buildings on a site at Vallance-

roacl, Whiteeluipsjl. The summons was insti-

tuted under the Metropolis iiaiiagenicut

Act, 1855, for erecting without the license

of the borough council a hoarding enclosing

the site.' The magistrate decided against the

builders, and a case was stated for the

opinion of the High Court, where the de-

cision of the magistrate was upheld. The
question in dispute was whether the London
County Council, as tlie education authority,

was exempt from the license of the borough
council by reason of the operation of the

Educatiou Acts. It had been represented

to the district auditor that the only satis-

factory way to obtain a judicial decision on
this point was for the Council to defend the

builders in this case, but he had serious

doubts whether it possessed the legal right

to do this. Having regard, houe\er, to all

the circumstauces, Mr. Cockerton had de-

cided, with considerable hesitation, to allow
the amount of the costs as a charge in the

I

accounts.

! The Improvements Committee reported

I
that the Ecclesiastical Commissioners are

' arranging for the development of their

j
Ixmdoii Bishoprick Estates to the west of

j
Wood-lane, Hammersmith. The scheme pro-

j
vides for the construction of a number of

! roads, one of the principal of which would

ii

be about a mile in length, and would cross
the estate from east to west between Wood-
lane and Old Oak-road at the county

I boundary. The estate is situated on the
i route of the proposed 'Western-avenue,"
the construction of which has been often

I

urged by the London Traffic Branch of the

I

Board of Trade in its annual reports, and

I

which would be a continuation of the line of
eommuuication constituted by the Maryle-
bone, Euston, Pentonville, and City roads,
and on the portion of the new road west of
'Wood-laue. A width of 30ft. was originally
proposed, but as a result of negotiation the
Commissioners are prepared to proMde a
width of 100ft., the new road to be con
sidered part of an arterial road runjiing west-
ward out of London. The Commissioners
are prepared to surrender, free of cost, land
which will provide the full width for nearly
the entire length of the road, and to bear
the cost of works equivalent to those required
jfor a 50ft. road, on the understanding that
itlie Council will accept responsibility for ex-
pense necessitated by the extra width of
road. It is proposed that in the first instance
only half of the full width of the road should
be made up for traffic, the remainder being
reserved until the full width is required for
irterial traffic. On the road being made up
II the first instance, the reserved area would
i)e laid out, probably in grass. The cost
'ailing on the Council in respect of the
aying-out of the road in the first instance is
JStimated at £11.400; but ultimately, on the
uU width of the road being required for the
leoommodation of arterial traffic, the
estimated further cost to the Council would
)e £21,500. Xo expenditure would be under
aken during the continuance of the War.
The Establish.-nent Committee reported
•?j°" the signing of the contract for the

luilding of section D of the new County Hrll
'ayments amounting to £5.860 would become
layable to Mr. Ralph Knott, the selected
^hitect, and Mr. W. E. Riley, the Council's
Ifficial areliitect. as commission in respect
jf services already rendered. The designs
ere completed on .Vovember 1 of last year.
'It owing to the War the work will nit be
ommeuced for some time. They propose,
icrefore, that an advance of 75 per cent.—
'z.. £4,397^of the amount of £5,860 be
lade to Mr. Knott and Mr. Rilev, in the
roportions of nine-tenths and "one-tenth
ispectively.

The same committee reported that they hadw under consideration the question o"f the
all rearrangements to be made in the chief
igineer s department in connection with
leancies which now exist consequent on the
tirenient of Mr. .J. E. Worth, an assistant
'gineer (mam drainage) and the death of
' J. R. Gnmshaw, an assistant district

engineer (main drainage),
mended ;

—

They

(a) That Mr. J. P. Harris (£450 a year), aa assistaut
dibLrict euj^intjer ^mau^ drainage) in tue cuiet euRiiieer's
depanment, be proujoted to be u principal UBsisuint at
the salary of i:^tK>o a year, ib) Tliat ilr. W. T. Uodgeou
( i yju a year), a senior assistant ia ttie chief eugmeer's
department, be ]>romoted to be a principal uBbibUint at
ttie commencing calary of l;4:;o a j'ear, ribiug by one
annual increment of i:'lo to i;*ou a year, (c) Tnitt tne
salary (tJou a year) of Mr. S. B. Bandiford, a senior
assistant in the chief engineer's department, be increased
to i:375 a year, and that a year later he be promoted to
be a principal assistant at the commencing salary of
tlou a year, n&mg by annual incremenie of LZo to tfou
a year, (d) That Mr. M. U. Lloyd i tjuu a yean and ilr.

b». (-'. tiranam (tijuo a year), assistants in the nrst class
in the chief engineer s depaitinent, be promoted to be
senior assistants, each at the commensing salary of JL'y^io

a year, rismg by one annual increment of tlio to t'-iou a
year, le) That Mr. H. f. Crush {L'ZW a year) an
assistant in the second class in the chief eiigmeer'b
department, be promoted to the lirst class at toe com-
mencing salary of l.:iju a year, tf) That, subject to their
passing the usual medical esaminatiou, Mr. Thornton
iirowu rimith (£4 ius. a week) and Mr. Edward Bellasis
Maitland (1:2 a week) be appointed in section Ib) of the
hrst class and in section la) of the second class m tue
chief engineer s department at the commencing salaries
of f^io and i;15u a year respectively.

The Education Committee reported that

the reorganisation of evening institutes in

London had led them to reconsider the

scheme under which scholarships and exhibi-

tions 111 art, science, :'.nd tecluiology are

awarded. Under the existing scheme 60 art

scholarships, HO art exhibitions, 15 science

scholarships, and 180 science exliibitions are

offered annually. The scholarships are in

each case of the value of not more than
£50 per annum, in addition to free education

and an allowance for books and materials,

while the exhibitions are of the value of £3
per annum, with tuition fees. The scholar-

ships are tenable in day courses at recognised
institutions, and the exhibitions are tenable

in evening classes. The object of the scholar-

ships and exhibitions is to enable a deserving

scliolar to proceed to a place of further

education and to pursue his studies there

with some degree of support. The award u
designed to cover the necessary travelling

expenses and the cost of books and materials

and meals. The greater number of scholar-

ships awarded in the past have been tenable

in connection with the engineering trades.

For students in these trades there are other

scholarships and exhibitions—e.g., the Whit-
worth, available for those who reach a

certain standard of attainment—whereas in

other trades this is not the case. Conse-
quently, the difficulties in taking up scholar-

ships are, under the present system, much
less in engineering than in other trades. The
committee are of opinion that the awards
should in future be more evenly distributed

among the different tra'des. Under the

existing scheme exhibitions are awarded "on

the result of examinations held by the

Council, or by the City and Guilds Institute,

or both, or on the merits of works submitted

combined with successes in those examina-
tions. This system has made it difficult to

compare the work of the students in different

trades; nor would any single examination, in

the opinion of the committee, serve this

purpose. They accordingly suggest that in

the case of exhibitions, instead of making the

awards as hitherto, on the basis of competi-

tion between individual students, the exhibi-

tions should be allocated among the various

institutions, and that the selection should be

made by interview, in which the responsible

masters of the evening institutes concerned
shall take part. They propose that exhibi-

tions shall be of three kinds:— (1) Exluliitions

to enable pupils from trade, domestic

economy, and central schools, who have com-

pleted the courses at these schools, to take

up eyening studies at polytechnics, technical

institutes, or schools of art. (2) Exhibitions

for students who have already completed two
sessions in evening institutes to enable them
to proceed to higher institutes, polytechnics,

technical schools, or schools of art, a certain

number of exhibitions to be allocated to each

institute or group of institutes in proportion

to the number of qualified students, and
awarded on a minimum number of hours'

attendance by the individual student during

tlie session. (3) The majority of exhibitions

under the existing scheme are awarded to

students of higher institutes ; they propose.

therefore, that a third set of exliibitions shall

be offered to students of such institutes and
to other entrants who are not eligibU to

compete for the exhibitions provided under

(1.) and (ii.) These stndciits fall into two
categories— (i.) those already in attendance at

higher institutes; (ii.) entrants to higher

institutes. In the case of scholarships, the

committee propose that these shall be
awarded as a definite means of enabling
students who are engaged in trades or

occupations, and have also attended evening
classes for at least two years, to give up their

day work and pursue their studies at day
courses in university colleges, higher

technical schools, or other centres. The
grant should be raised in the case of these

scholarships to £80 per annum, and the

selection should be made by interview. The
opportunities which are offered to students
who have gone through the regular courses in

secondary schools of securing college scholar-

ships and exhibitions are not open to those

who have gone tlirough a workshop course of

training. The proposed scheme will afford

definite facilities for obtaining the highest
technical education to students who are com-
pelled by the necessities of home circum-
stances to leave school at 14 years of age.

A boy who leaves the elementary school at

14 years of age will be able to proceed,
without fee, to a junior technical institute,

where he will be instructed in a course based
upon his occupation ; after two years' suc-

cessful attendance he may proceed with an
exhibition to a polytechnic, and pursue his

duties in eveiung classes without any charge
to himself. After three years' study at 19

years of age, it will be possible for him to

compete for a technology or an art scholar-

ship which will carry him to the Imperial
College, or to a similar higher day technical

course. A student educated in a trade,

domestic economy, or central school will be
able to obtain, if qualified, a technology
exhibition, and proceed direct to a poly-

technic, technical institute, or school of art

about the age of 16, where he (or she) may
remain for three or four years, and at the
age of 19 compete for a technology scholar-

ship. A student in a higher institute will be
encouraged to continue his studies at a

higher institute to the point at which lie

can compete for a scholarship which will

enable him to take up full-time technical
study in the day time. In these ways com-
plete ladders will be provided for elemen-
tary, central, domestic economy, and trade
school pupils and for evening students. The
committee are of opinion that the new
scheme should be announced in the Council's
scholarships handbook for 1915-16; the first

awards under the new scheme would be made
during 1915-16. and would thus become
operative at the commencement of the session

1916-17. Under the existing scheme the
maximum yearly expenditure approved by
the Council is as follows:—60 full-time art

scholarships, £50 each, £3,000; 110 evening
art exhibitions. £3 each, £330; 15 full-time

science scholar.-.hips, £50 each, £750; 180
evening science exhibitions, £3 each, £540;
books and apparatus and modelling and
casting fees, £330; in all £4,950. Under the

proposed new conditions the expenditure
would be as follows:—25 technology scholar-

ships, £80 each. £2,000; 23 art and artistic

crafts scholarships, £80 each, £1.840; 100

exhibitions, Cla.ss A. £3 each, £300; 140

exhibitions. Class B. £3 each, £420; 120

exhibitions. Class C, £3 each, £360; in all

£•4,920.

The Stepney Borough Council were given

sanction to borrow sums totalling £1,003 for

the pnrclia.se of properties for street im-

provements.
«»

TEMPERATURE CHANGES IN MASS
CONCRETE.

By Cn.\Rr.Es H. Paut,, M.Am.Soc.C.E.. and
"a. B. Mayhew, Assoc.M.Am.Soc.C.E.'*

If free to move, all structural materials
nndprgo changes in length due to changes
in temperature, and, if not free to move, a

• Synopsis of a paper presented at a meetinf^ of the
American Society of Civil Engineers on May 5.
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stress ill the material is produced equal to

tliat required to produce tlie deforniatiou in

lengtli. In order to determine tlie extent of

tliis change in length, or the corresponding

stress in tlie material, it becomes necessary to

know the range in temperature to which the

material is to be subjected. In large masses
of masonry, the changes in temperature at

varying distances from the exposed faces are

not known, and, largely due to this fact, the

changes in length of large masses of

masonry, together w'ith the actual internal

distribution of temperature stresses, are

among the most ijidefinite factors in the

design of such structures. The purpose of

this paper is to place before the society the

results, thus far obtained, of experijncnts

being made to determine the changes of tem-
perature in the concrete of the Arrowrock
Dam, together with a description of tlie

apparatus used. Although some of these

experiments have been in progress for more
than a year, the greater part of the results is

.still alTecled by the high temperature pro-

duceil by chomical action while the cement is

setting, and. therefore, tliis paper will be

largely descriptive, and should be considered
in the light of a preliminary paper. Among
the conclusions already reached are the
following :

—

(1) Large bodies of concrete deposited
rapidly during a summer season develop a

temperature of from 90deg. to 95dcg. within
a period of about 30 days, and maintain
nearly that temperature for several months.

(2) In the case of concrete 1ft. from an
exposed face, there is a daily variation in tem-
perature of about 2deg. when the daily

variation in the temperature of the air is

about 50deg.

(3) In the case of concrete 2ft. from an
exposed face, there is a daily variation of

less than Ideg. when the daily variation in

the temperature of the air is about 50deg.

(4) In the case of concrete 3.5ft. from an
exposed face, no daily variation in tempera-
ture is apparent when the daily variation in

the temperature of the air is about 50dog.

(.5) The seasoned variation in the tempera-
ture of concrete 3.5ft. from an exposed face
is about 32deg. when the seasonal variation

in the mean daily temperature of tlie air

is about 75deg.

(6) The experiments have not yet been
carried far enough to show the seasonal
variation at other distances from exposed
faces, but it is probable that they become
very much less as the distance from the face
increases.

Mr. .T. Adams, sanitary inspector at Shrews-
bui^-, has been appointed highway surveyor,
sanitary inspector, and waterworks manaf^er to
the urban district council of Newport, Selop, at
a combiued salary of i'115.

At Crompton, on Tuesday, a Local Government
Board inquiry was held by Mr. AV. 0. E. Meade-
King as to an application from the urban district
council for sanction to borrow i;2,-}90 for sewage-
disposal purposes.

Mr. Walter (Jowans, civil engineer, of Lorne-
street, Leith, was run over by a motor car and
killed in Easter-road on Tuesday week. He was
the eldest son of the late Sir .lames Gowaus, ex-
Dean of (Juild of Edinburgh. Mr. Walter Gowans
was for a considerable number of years employed
as a civil engineer with Messrs. .John Best and
Sons, contractors, Edinburgh. He was engaged
in connection with the Talla Reservoir and other
large public works.

At the City Court of Common Council yesterday
(Thursday) atternonn, an agreement was ordered
to be sealed relating to the height of proposed new
buildings in connection with the rebuilding of
No. 3, King William-street, No. 2, King William-
street, and Nos. 33 and 35, St. Swithin's-Iane, for
the I'bcenix Assurance Co., and the Caledonian
Insurance Co. With reference to the Leadenhall-
street widening now in progress, the Improve-
ments Committee submitted for adoption an
arrangement for acquiring the freehold interest
of the Worshipful Company of Tilers and Brick-
layers in the premises Nos. 51, 53, 54, and 55
Leadenhall-street, for the sum of £16,600, the
amount of the Company's claim being L'21,930.
They further submitted tor adoption an arrange-
ment tor the sale of the freehold of the surplus land
of No. 67 and part of No. 68, Leadenhall-street,
having an area of 638ft. super., to the Worshipful
Company of Vintners for the sum of £3,922.

OBITUARY.
We sincerely regret to announce the death,

in his sleep, of heart-failure, after a week's

indisposition, of Mr. W. G. Sutherland, on

the 10th inst., at the age of 65, at Ellerslie,

.\shton-on-Mersey. He was buried at Brook-
lands Cemetery on Thursday, at 2.30 p.m.

Mr. Sutherland was one of the oldest con-

tributors to this journal in past years, and it

was at our .suggestion that he started the

Jijiinial iif Decorative Art in 1881, which
has ever since been the official organ of the

National Association of Master Hou«e
I'ainters and Decorators of England and
Wales, and the Association of Master
Painters in Scotland. Mr. W. G. Suther-

land was born in Birmingham in 1850, and
went to Manchester with his father, Mr. W.
Sutherland, in 1865. He was associated with

his father in a decorating business up to

1873, when Mr. Sutherland, senior, retired,

and Mr. W. G. Sutherland carried on the

business. In 1881 Mr. Sutherland published

the first number of the Journal of JJemralirr

Art. and has edited each number since then

with conspicuous ability. Mr. Sutherland

has been the secretary of the National

Association since its birth. He was also a

member of the comnuttce for the Royal

.Jubilee Exhibition, held in Manchester in

1887. Mr. Sutherland was a member of the

Institute of British Decorators, and in

.January, 1902, he was given the Freedom
and Livery of the Painters Stainers

Company in recognition of his services to

the trade. He was also an honorary member
of the Dutch Association, and of the Depart-

ment Committee appointed four years ago to

inquire into the dangers of the use of white-

lead in the painting of buildings, and wrote

a minority report, to which we referred on

p. oW of our issue of May 7.

Major Andrew- Roddick, Essex Yeomanry,
who was reported on Tuesday to have been

killed in action in France, had for eleven

years past been a Fellow of the Surveyors'

institute, and senior partner in the firm of

Messrs. Roddick, Colvin, and Clark, 4.

.•Vdelphi - terrace. Strand, W.C. Major
Roddick, who had been many years in the

Yeomanry, served with Paget's Horse in the

South African War, for which he had the

Queen's medal with three clasps. He resided

at Upshire Hall, Waltham Abbey.

The city council of Liverpool will not be

allowed by the Local Government Board borrowing
powers for the £11,500 required for the provision

of working men's dwellings unless it can be
shown that they are necessary for reasons of

public health.

The Newark Education Committee met for the

first time last week in the restored Tudor Hall of

the Old Magnus Buildings, where future mei't-

ings of the authority will be held. Care has been
taken to make the premises approximate to their

original condition.

It was reported to the Metropolitan Water
Board at their miit-ting on Friday, that the laying

of a 12in. cast-iron main from Green-street Crreen

to Southtleet and a branch 12in. main to South
Darenth, as far as the Farningham-road, had been
completed at a total cost of £9,.590.

The new workhouse infirmary at St. Austell,

which has been erected at a cost of £1,000, was
opened on Friday. The new building is for the

accommodiition of women, for whom there is

acoommodation for twenty in the main ward, and
tor imbeciles, for twelve of whom there is accom-
modation on the ground Hoor. The architect is

Mr. B. C. Andrews, of St. Austell, and the

builder Mr. J. Paynter.

The appointment of a fourth assistant to the

consulting architect to the Government of

Bombay has recently been sanctioned, and Mr.
Duckett, A.K I.B.A., has been appointed to the

post. Mr. Duckett, who is 30 years of age,

received his early architectural training from Mr.
Jas. H. Maugan, Guildhall-street, Preston, and was
for six years employed as leading assistant to

Messrs. J. Oldrid Scott and Son, 2, Dean's Yard,
S.W. Shortly before he was appointed to his

present post, he was in the oHIces of Messrs.

Lancbester and Rickards, Bedford-square, and
afterwards in that of Mr. Courtenay M. Crickmer,
Ijinoolu's Inn Fields. Mr. Duckett has been
engaged on an agreement for three years,

extensible to five, and on a salary of Rs. 450 a

month.

COMPETITIONS.
DARWEN.—The competitive plans from

local architects for the Lightbown Homes
have been submitted by the trustees to Mr.

G. H. Willoughby, F.R.I.B.A., of National

Buildings, Parsonage, Manchester, who lias

adjudged the plans sent in under the iioni de

plume of "Falcon" to be the best, and the

trustees liave adopted bis award. The
selected plans have been drawn by Mr.

George Gilbert Sames, of 2, Knott-strect.

Darweii, who will now prepare working

drawings for erection of the buildings. The
homes, which are to be built at the corner of

Owlett Hall-road and Earnsdale-road, will he

built of stone. There will be eight houses,

built in such a manner as to obtain the

maximum of light. The living-room will

extend from front to back, and there will

be windows at the front and back. There

are also two bedrooms and a scullery, with

all conveniences. A garden with grass plots

will extend in front of the houses, and in the

centre will be a sundial and seats, whilst at

the rear there will be accommodation for

gardening. All the houses will be on the

same level, thus dispensing with steps of any

kind.
•»*»•

PROFESSIONAL. AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

AUCTIONEERS' AND ESTATE
AGENTS' INSTITUTE.—The annual meet-

ing of this Institute was held on Thursday in

last week. Mr. J. T. Woolley, of Salisbury,

the president, in moving the adoption of the

report, said that they as a profession were

realising more and more the consequences of

the great disturbances of the normal condi-

tions of their business due to the War.

Before the outbreak of the War the condition

of the estate market was very promising.

Business was broadening in nearly every

direction. Even building-land, which had

suffered most as a result of the financial

legislation from 1910 onwards, was beginiiiiij;

to find a ready sale. The first half of the

year was very encouraging. But during July

the public evinced little or no desire to

embark in fresh ventures, investors concen-

trating their attention rather upon the

realisation of securities than upon the spend-

ing of more money. Auctioneers allayed

any tendency to panic on the part of clients

by at once counselling a policy of holding on

to property and of refraining from forcing

sales. This policy they had been advising

since the beginning of the War ; consequently

the turnover, alike in the auction-room and

by private treaty, bad fallen below anv

previously-recorded level. But their clients

had reason to thank them for the advice

tendered, and every day now brought nearer

the time when work could be again resumed

at somewhere about the normal range of

prices. Real estate had not suffered any

greater depreciation than other high-class

investments. The membership of the Institute

was approaching 3,200. Nearly 400 of their

members were serving in His Majesty*

Forces—over 12 per cent, of their tot.nl

membership. Mr. H. H. Montgomery (Be -

fast) seconded, and tlie report was adopted.

The following were elected members of the :

council:—Mr. E. C. Foster (Messrs. Foster).,

Pall Mall ; Sir Howard Frank (Knight,

Frank, and Rutley), Hanover-sqnare; Mr.

.John Marks (Marks and Barley), Higij:

Holborii ; Mr. R. T. Taylor (.Jones, Lang, and

Co.), King-street, Cheapside; Mr. \y. «;

Wells (Chesterton and Sons), Kensiiigtoin

High-street; Mr. G. L. Battersby (Battersbvi

and Co.), Dublin; Mr. F. G. Bond (Robert

Bond and Sons). Ipswich; Mr. W. II. Bnul

well (.1. II. Bradwell and Sons), Nottiiighain ,,

Mr. Peter Davies, Liverpool; Mr. Of!"'-
Kilburn (Saxillr and Kilburn), Wakefield;,

Mr. W. W. Sanderson (B. Sanderson ui'i;

Son). Nowcastlc-upon-Tyne ; Mr. W. J-|

Sherlock (.Jos. Sherlock and Sons), Man-,

Chester ; and Mr. E. Whittindale, Coventry

Tlie corporations of Walsall and West Brom

wich propose to erect a joint Si>''!'lf"""V„ .(

site at Great Barr at an estimated outlay

i'iO.OOO.
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liOEHAMPTON COURT, S.VV.

This house is built of grey stocks, with
red-brick dressings and a red-brick cornice.
The roofs are tiled. In seheniing tlie lay-

out of the plan, care was taken to place the
principal rooms towards the south
niipect, and so secure the prospect of
Richmond Park, which lies in this direction.
The ground-plan is attached to the view
whieli is now being e.\hibited in the Royal
Academy. The first floor contains eleven
bedrooms, three bathrooms, and the usual
domestic conveniences. There are seven
bedrooms on the second floor, with bath-
rooms, two boxrooms, and linen-stores. The
chief rooms are panelled. Mr. F. S.
Chesterton, of Cheapside, E.G., is the
architect.

\EW TOWN-HALL AND MARKET
BUILDINGS, DENBIGH.

Tlie design shown in our illustration, the
view being reproduced from tlie original now
ill the Royal Academy Exhibition, is being
carried out. The buililing is the result of an
open competition held in HllO, when Mr.
Elcock's design was placed first. Originally

Messrs. IMortnn, Browne, Ltd., of Chester,
and Mr. Appleton is the clerk of works. The
architects arc Messrs. Brooke and Elcoek,
Royal Exehaiige Buildings, 18. Exchange-
street. Manchester. The spring door is licing
installed Ijy .Messrs. Erancis Morton, Junior,
and C'onipany. of III), Cannon-street,
London, E.C. It is their patent "Valtor"
.system of steel springs and girders. The
total area oecupied by the dancing-floor is

52rt. long by 37ft. w'idc, and the floor is

carried upon eight rows of T-sectiou girders,
each row being divided into l.'i lengllis
coupled on to their patent spring fitments.
Eacli spring fitment rests upon a small hard-
wood block let into reinforced-eoncrete floor
below. In this case, there being no locking
gear, the spring.s are made of medium
resilience, so that when the floor is used for
purposes other than dancing there will not be
an uncomfortable amount of vibration.

ST. MICHAEL'S CHURCH, LOUGHOR,
NEAR SWANSEA,

Tliis ehnrch. which we illustrate from tlni

drawing now at the Roynl Academy
designed to fulfil the needs of a growing
industrial village a few miles from Swansea.
It is intended to be erected in local stone,
and to maintain, as far as possible, the

re(|uired by the corporation consisted of
a council chamber, with tlie usual municipal
offices, of limited dimensions, and a burgli
courtroom, together with Icltable subjects in
the form of |)reinises for the local estate
office, the parish council, shops, and three
and four-roomed houses. A tower was also
suggested, but the sum allowed under the con-
ditions (CT.nnO) was already ipiite insufTicient
for the provision of the required aecom-
iiiodation without such a desirable adjunct.
The position of the court-room was fixed
by its relation to the police buildings (o be
erected alongside. The council chandler, as
giving the only oppordinily for architectural
development and emphasis in elevation,
appeared to call for the most prominent
situation on the angle of the building. From
this, with the necessity of some feature to
mark the centre of the front as ultimately to
be extended, the arrangement of the plan "and
the design generally, including the stvle
adopted. seemed to develop naturally.
The design was placed first in a limited

^
competition by the assessor. Sir .lohn .1.

^ I

Burnet, and, having been accepted by the
town council, is now being developed on
larger lines to meet additional reiiniremenls
with a view to an early c(Uiuneiiecment of the
building. iMr. Alexander N. I'aterson. M.A.,
A.R.S.A.. F.R.I. B.A., of 2(10. St. Vincent-
street. Glasgow, is the architect.

MICHAEL'S CHURCH, LOUGHOR, NEAR SWANSEA.
Mr. W, 1), Cauoe, M,A,, Architect.

the scheme included a magistrates' court,
corporation offices, and a council chamber,

a small assembly-hall. Plans werewith

prepared on these lines, but were eventually
rescinded by the council, owing to the
opposition of the ratepayers, and the design
shown was approved and is now in hand.
'I'he liuildiugs are being carried out in a
local limestone with red sandstone dressings,
and an attempt has been made to erect a
building such as will continue the traditions
of the town, which include a very fine castle
and otiier features reminiseent of the
stirring episodes in the history of Denbigh.
The plan is of a very simple eharaefer, and
iiieludes on the ground-floor a largo market-
hall, with space for a small fire-engine
station, eouncil officials' offices, and the
necessary staircases. On the first floor a hall
has been arranged to accommodate \J>00
people, and in the eonstrnetion of this
portion of the building reinforced concrete
has been largely used, with the result that
v very considerable saving has been effected
in the price of the building. A spring floor
is to be fixed in the hall, so that it nmy be
used for dancing, and a platform has been
provided so as to accommodate the large
elioirs whieh are a feature of Welsh social
life. A large gallery is carried on canti-
levers, and supporting columns are done
awny with as far as possible. Altogether, the
building seems to be of a particularly satis-
fnctory character, and we are glad to" note n
departure from tlic usual municipal design,
and the evident endeavour of the architects
to eonlinue the local traditions, and to get
away from the usual " c<nnpetition design."
Ihe cost of tlie Imildiug goes to show that
the planning has been most economical, as
"'" "''"'f outlay is not to exceed the sum of
i,,l,Onn. The bnihiing contractors are

Welsh characteristics of early church-build-
ing, in whieh the local materials are so aptly
used. Mr. William D. Caroe, M.A., F.S.A.,
F.R.I.B.A., of Westminster, is the architect.

NAIROBI CATHEDRAL, EAST
AFRICAN PROTECTORATE.

'J'lie future Cathedral at Nairobi, which we
illustrate this week, is to be built in a grey
local stone, using Italian tiles for covering
the roofs. It is not a large building for a

cathedral, and even so, will probably lie built

ill sections. It is proposed to erect the nave
and nave aisles as the first portion. The plan
includes a plan and nave aisles, with an open
narthex at the west end, a fine, lofty cros.sing,

and transepts surmounted by towers. The
tall choir and sanctuary have aisles on each
side. 'I'he chapel is arranged alongside of

the north choir aisle, and the vestries are in

the corresponding position on the south side.

The design is the work of Mr. Temple
Moore, F.R.I.B.A.. and Messrs. Tate. Smith,
and Henderson, of London and Nairobi, have
been appointed as local architects to carry
out the work under his directions. Tlic

drawing reproduced is now at the Royal
Academy.

MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS, GOfRflCK.
.si:i,i;f ti:d dksion.

We illustrate this chosen scheme by plans,

elevations, and .section. The site is at the

corner of a "place," for the most part open
on one side to the Firth of Clyde, and n

somewliat narrow street leading out of it

southwards. The short front faces the

former, while along the latter an extended
but very shallow block has been acquired,
ratlier more than one half of which is to he

utilised at present. The aecnminodatiou

.\s a matter of urgency, the .sanction of the
Trcasiil-y is being asked by the city council of
York to the const rnci ion of a new sower at
Yearsley Bridge nt an estimated cost of £6,000.

Ciitmi - road. Lancaster, is about to be
widened at a cost of £5,013. The Road Board
and I lie I.ancasliire County Council will grant
.C4.30,T towards the outlay, the remainder of
whicli will be borne by the corporation.

In view of a letter from the .=5cotch K<liication
Denartmcnt wilb reference to the or'.;aiiis:ition
of labour, the biiililing cnmniiltee of IC.linburgh
.'icliool lioaril have agreed that tenders for the
predion of the Belleviie workshops be not
invited for tlie present.

The Local CJovernnient Board have given
authority to the corporation of Soiithendon-Sea
to prepare a town planning scheme under the
Housing and Town - Planning Act. 1909, in
respect of an area of about 62 acres forming
part of the Chalkwell ICstato within the county
borough.

The official returns from the United States
show a diminution in the total building opera-
tions in eighty-four principal cities, as compared
with the corresponding montli last year, of
approximately 7 per cent. The following cities
showed an increase of building operations:—
.Albany, Atlanta. Baltimore. Briilgeport, Cin-
cinnati. Cleveland, Indianapolis, Louisville,
Minneapolis, New York. Philadelphia, St, Paul,
•Syracuse, and Washington, DC.

CJoncrete • road construction in the United
States, according to the "Bulletin on Concrete
Itoiids," has increased from 364,000 square yards
laid in 1909 to 19,200.000 square yanls" laid
during the season of 1914. This area" laid down
in 1914 is nearly double that laid in tni.'i, and
over ten times the yardage laid in I9II. The
yanlage for 1914. which includes city streets as
well as country roads, paved with concrete
would be equivalent, if laid in one stretch, to
a roadway 12ft. wide and 2,700 miles long.

'I'he Plymouth Corporation have decided to
enter into negotiations fin- the purchase of the
nnderlakings of the Devonport anil District
Tramway Company and of the Plymouth,
Stonehniise. and Devonport Tramway Company,
instead of waiting till Ihe leases fall iii,

in 1919 and 1922 respectively. The corpora-
tion will lake immediate possession of Ihe plant,
etc., and in the event of differences iis to the
prices to be paid, these will be settled by arbi-
tration.

The formal opening of the Iveagh Play Centre
in St. Patrick's Park, Dublin, creeled through
the munificence of Lord Iveagh. look place
recently, 'I'he bnililings now completed are the
final part of tlie 1903 scheme, which resulted in
the clearing away of one of Ihe worst shun areas
in Ihe city, and Ihe sulistilnlion therefor of
dwellings at a moilerate rent, with large play-
grounds for the children. The buildings just
ojiened cost over .£40.000. and have been erected
from designs liy Messrs. McDonnell ami Keid,
selected in competition. The contractors were
Messrs. McLanghlon ami fl-.irvey. Ltd.
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Cttrrente Calamo.
bounds of possibility that atf^'iiipts may be

made to start inoeiidiary fires, and makes the

In tbese days of wanton strikes, ii sixpenny

liooklet by Mr. George Edson Toogood

(London: A. Brown and Sons, Ltd., 5,

Farringdon-avenne, E.C. 6d.) is worth

reading. Unlike some writers, tbe author

does not rave out at the workmen, or

denounce tlie employers as "bloated

capitalists." He points out that the bitter

industrial unrest which has wasted millions,

and engendered a class hatred as evil as that

which Germans cherish for us, is but too

likely to be intensified when the War is over,

and he makes suggestions with a view to

mend matters which are worth consideration.

A higher standard of trade-union labour, the

grading of labour, with chances for every

man of promotion to higher wages, the

total elimination of black-leg competition,

complete recognition of the unions by

employers, and proper control of their

members by their own rules—these are

some of his propositions for the establish-

ment of a real partnership in the industries

of the nation. In a concluding chapter he

pleads for help from our public elementary

schools, which certainly is not given to-day.

Surely an industrial nation should have a

system of public education best suited for an

industrial country, with the preparation of

manual-workers' children to become efficient

workers themselves as its main object!

Surely no boy of any social class should

leave school without a knowledge of the

rudiments of industrial economics and some

appreciation of the services rendered to the

nation by mental labour, manual labour, and

working capital respectively.

Meanwhile, at once, by a sliort Act of

Parliament, strikes in any trade, without due

notice, should be made punishable by im-

prisonment with hard labour, during the

War. and by a very stiff period thereof for

the promoters. It is useless to try to dismiss

the suspicion that some of the instigators of

such are the. instruments of German
intrigue. The London tramwaymen's strike

this week is a quite possible instance; one

evil result being the delay caused to the

employees at Woolwich Arsenal, to say

nothing of the shameful inconvenience to the

workers of London generally, aggravated as

it has been by the bad weather. We do not

offer any opinion offhand as to the reason-

ableness of the men's claims. If they are ten

times as reasonable as the men insist, the

strike, all the same, was a flagrant breach

of a]i agreement between the London County
Council and its employees. It was, besides,

a discreditable and unpatriotic attempt to

take advantage of a .shortage of labour due to

the fact that many of the men's own col-

leagues have joined the Army. The motor-

'bus service, which might have provided an

alternative public service, has been greatly

reduced owing to War Office demands for

men and material. Thus, the tramwaymer.
wore able to hold to ransom the millions of

workers, most of the latter far less well

jiaid than themselves, and whose daily bread
depends oji their reaching their work. This,

at the moment, is a crime against the public
weal, and should be punished as such with
rigour, and any rowdy protests should be
promptly suppressed in the shortest and
-sharpest fashion.

following suggestions :—The various fire

brigades cannot be expected succes-sfully to

deal with any large number of outbreaks, and

their attention would in any ease be primarily

devoted to fires affecting Government offices,

workshops engaged on Government work,

military stores, docks, and hospitals, and the

like, rather than to private property or

semi-public property, however valuable. It

therefore behoves all owners and occupiers

of such premises to do their best to organise

for self-help. Innumerable establishments,

sueh as factories, warehouses, stores, modern

office blocks, flats, hotels, and large private

houses, as also the semi-public establish-

ments like schools, baths, theatres, music-

halls, and assembly-rooms, are equipped with

internal hydrant services and first-aid

fire appliances. These should be promptly

examined and the staffs (both male and

femal) frequently practised in handling the

gear. The smaller establishmejits, such as

shops, offices, and ordinary domestic build-

ings, should have an ample supply of buckets

(kept ready filled with water), and where

f\uids permit, one or more small hand-

pumps. Occupants should know how to use

these appliances efficiently. Every effort

should be made by the public to assist the

fire brigades in their onerous duties; but

they should not omit on any account im-

mediately to notify any outbreak that comes

to their notice by telephone or otherwise—
the method of calling assistance to be posted

up in a conspicuous position. Certainly the

public would be well advised to have these

matters attended to at once, and should

remember that fires caused hy incendiary

bombs, if promptly tackled with water in

fair bulk, force, and continuity, need not

spread, and are not quite the terrifying

problem to deal with that the enemy would

make them. Those who desire additional

useful hints on the fire question arising from

possible air raids should apply for the

British Fire Prevention Committee's

' Warnings." which are provided gratuitously

upon written application to the Registrar,

at 8, Waterloo-place, Pall Mall, London,

S.W. (enclosing large-size stamped and

addressed envelope). These "Warniiigs"

give useful information as to the necessary

precautions and how to act when the

emergency arises. Where special technical

advice is desired, application should be made

in writing, which will either be dealt with

direct free, or, where it is a matter affecting

looal authorities, forwarded in the proper

direction for attention.

send on this appeal to their friends? In this

way the appeal will be scattered far and

wide over the earth, and the strength of the

voices may be so great that the muttering

guns will have to recogni.se them. No copy-

right has been taken out. Anyone may

reprint at will, and copies will be sent to any

names and addresses given. Copies will be

addressed, stamped, and posted for an

inclusive payment per copy of 4 English

pence, 50 French centimes, or 10 American

cents. The appeal cannot be sent to Ger-

many or Austria; but if copies happen to

reach those countries, it may be found that

there are still citizens there who—leaving

aside recrimination—will join their voices in

this attempt to save the world's historic

buildings. The appeal is published by

Messrs. Hooker, Westerham, Kent, England.

It is a pamphlet of thirty-four pages, and

snccintly sets out, item by item, the various

acts of destruction chronologically tabulated,

together with the protests made by the

world's artists, architects, and learned

societies—among the latter the R.I.B.A.,

which, we regret to say, later on declined to

dissociate itself from the dishonoured

German members of its body—a blot on its

own reputation which is felt keenly, as

witness a letter from one Fellow which

appears elsewhere this week. And no

wonder! From every British Order of

Knighthood enemy aliens are to be expelled,

but "the R.I.B.A. still shelters them as

brethren !

The British Fire Prevention Committee
nnninds the public that it is well within the

Mr. Oscar Fleming has compiled and pub-

lished an appeal to all who value the noble

buildings in Flanders and France which the

German barbarians have desecrated and

destroyed, to take pen in hand at once and

write to the Governments of their countries,

asking them to accord their prompt assent

and subsequent support to any proposal that

mav be made to them for the appointment of

an International Commission instructed to

study the question of the preservation of

historic buildings during the War, and be

empowered to take any action in pursuance

of that end that appears to them in the cir-

cumstances to be advisable. He also asks all

such to buy copies of this appeal—which are

supplied at the bare cost of production—and

have them sent to their friends, so that they

may also express their will and in their turn

Mr Anthonv R. Barker, of 491, Oxford-

street, W., is publishing "The First Belgian

Portfolio," limited to one hundred copies, of

six original lithographs of Belgium drawn

direct on the stone by the artist. The price

is five guineas, and the entire proceeds are

being handed to King Albert for the

immediate relief of distress in Belgium.

From the reduced specimen lithograph of

Namur sent us, we should say the series was

well worth the money, and that collectors

will be glad of the opportunity to subscribe.

For some years the Senetelder Club, the

headquarters of fine work in this countrj|^

has been endeavouring to induce English

artists and English buyers to encourage the

production of good English lithographs by

English artists in preference to the German

things forced on the market by German

traders, and Mr. Anthony Barker's enter-

prise is a wholesome and timely contribution

to the end in view. We have said many times

that it is a disgrace to our education.al

authorities, who have flooded our schools

with German lithographs of British scenes

and historic episodes simply because of their

cheapness ; and only less so to British manu-

facturers who have given preference m the

production of their posters and catalogues

to the German bandits, whose rapacity has

been as marked in art and commerce as their

fiendishly barbarous murders of non-

combatants, and outrages on women and

children are in warfare.

One of the most lamentable features of the

damage done to the Cathedral of Rheims by

the Huns was the destruction of the beau ifu

coloured glass. It has been supposed that

the secret of the composition of the glass in

the cathedral had died with those who pro-

duced the glass. M.any artists have striven

to reproduce replicas, but failed to gel tie

same effect of colour. At a meeting o. he

French Academy of Sciences, M. le Chateliu

has been reading a paper written b) M.
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Cliesiieaii, vice-director of the School of

Mines, ill which hopes are held out that it

will be possible to replace the glass at

Uheims. Some fragments obtained from the

ruins were exposed by M. Cliesneau to a

rigorous chemical analysis, and he thinks

that he has discovered the ingredients used

and their exact proportions. Let us hope

that he has succeeded.

•• •

—-•-

—

ACTON.—Sir Arthur Blomfield and Sons
arc the architects of tlie new churcli of St.

Thomas, Acton-vale, W., the first section of

wliioh, comprising about half of tlie fabric,

was consecrated by the Bishop of London on
Saturday last. The design comprises a nave,
transepts, a side morning chapel, good
vestries, and an apsidal-ended chancel with
a lofty sanctus bell turret on the apex of its

roof. Traceried windows of simple character
are adopted. The walling is faced with red
Crowborougli bricks, of varied shades of

colour, and stone dressings are used. The
nave will be more lofty than the choir, and
at the west end a timber-built bell-fleche,

with a spire ro6f, is to be placed in the naie
ridge, close to the main gable. The western
porches are planned diagonally with the
building. The style is Gothic. Messrs. J.

Dorey and Co., of Brentford, are the
builders. The total cost is estimated at

about £10,000.

HENDOX.—Ilendon Parish Church has
long been inadequate for the increasing
population, and, consequently, the building
lias been largely extended, and has just been
opened. The ancient part of the church has
been restored, and on its south side have
jbeea built a new nave and chancel, and a
men- south aisle. The new chancel extends
further eastward than the old chancel, wlijch
will now become the chapel. Against the
south wall of the new aisle is a low building,
containing the vestries. The south porch is

t the west end of the south wall, and is

carried up to the full heiglit of the main
building, to form an organ-chamber opening
into the west end of tlie new south aisle.
Behind the west wall of the old south aisle
are the remains of a 1.3th-century lancet
window, and remains of an early window.
About 2ft. of the ancient south-aisle wall
.projects into the new nave, marking the
^jriginal position. The upper doorway to a
former rood-loft was found on the south side
pf tlie old chancel arch. Close to it the re-
jnoval of the gallery disclosed parts of a
loth-century window, which has been built
into the side of the new porch. What
f-emained of the original roof-timbers of the
;ild south aisle have been incorporated in the
oof of the vestry building. In the west wall
>f the new aisle, and in the south wall of
he organ-chamber, two of the 18th centurv
fvmdows out of the old south wall and
raiisept are rebuilt. Tliev serve as records
>f a stage in the history of the church. The
emoval of the gallery in the north aisle un-
overed the ancient oak roof intact, with
ome fine carved bosses. The new work is
n the style of the 15th century. A great
eature is the arcade, in whit* Beer .stone, as
ised for all the internal stonework. The
ange of large windows in the south wall of
he aisle afford ample light, and the deep
reading gives mass and strength to this
ide of the church. There is no chancel arch.
"It a handsome open roof, in English oak.
stands right through from end to end. The
isle also has an open oak roof, but it is
at H-ith carved bos.ses in the middle of the
le-beams^ The architect, Mr. Temple
Xoore. F.R.I. B.A.. we understand, is not
esponsible for the design of the new benches
r choir-stalls. We illustrated the interior of
«ie building in the Biilding \ew.s for
/""« 24. 1914. before the work was
ommeneed.

'Vn^Tw?;V^/,?°L°*'E"' THE GREAT,
JiiiHl-IELD.—On June 7 next the Bishop

of London will dedicate the choir-vestry
which Sir Aston Webb, R.A., has erected on
the ruined walls of the Norman South Chapel
of this great church. Us site has been long
hidden by the Elizabethan houses known as

t) to 9, Cloth Fair. These old buildings had
become so unsanitary that a short while since
they had to be pulled down, when some
interesting roinaiiis of 12th- and 1.3th-ceiitury

work were discovered, buried away as they
must have been for over tlirec hundred years.
I'art of the conventual choir erected about
lltiO A. v., and which joined a bay of the
nave, has thus been found. Various
inodifieatioiis of a century later are also in

evidence, such as the insertion of a large
window of the Lancet period. Sir Aston
Webb has preserved this by getting support
for the old inasoiiry with iron bars, the stone-
work having been much reduced and
perished. The work such as was found is,

however, now properly preserved and kept
intact; but the modifications made by the
mediaeval builders render the details of the
building very varied. The aim kept in view
1ms been to retain as much of these old por-
tions of the structure as possible. The choir-
vestry, erected at the cost of Mr. G. Duck-
worth .\tkiii. is, of course, new, but its

character well befits its position, and the
additions harmonise with the ancient fabric
ill so far as any fresh building of the sort
can do. The excavations have settled
hitherto undetermined questions as to
Rahere's ancient chapel, built in 112.3, having
been one of three radiating chapels of his
choir, and comprised of two apsidal sides
very like the lay-out of the lateral chapels
to Norwich Cathedral, or similar to others
such as the chapels of the choir at West-
minster Abbey.
SITTINGBOURXE.—The new Consump-

tives' Sanatorium that has been erected at
Keycol Hill, near Sittingbourne, was publicly
opened on Thursdav afternoon in last week
by Mr. T. Payne, J. P., C.C, Chairman of
the Sittingbourne and Milton Joint Hospital
Board. The sanatorium has a frontage of
3o0ft., with accommodation for 40 patients,
20 of each sex. There are six acres of land
for recreation purposes. The Hospital Board
have the right to place ten patients in the
sanatorium, and the remainder will be county
patients. The institution is part of the
county council scheme for tlie provision of
sanatoria. The cost has been about .£4,000.

The architect was Mr. W. L. Grant, Sitting-
bourne.

TRINITY - LANE, CANNON - STREET,
E.G.—Having acquired the freehold of three
adjoining properties, the- Painter-Stainers'
Company has commenced in Little Trinity-
lane building operations which, without im-
pairing the ancient portions of the Hall, will
afford additional accommodation, and im-
prove the front of the building. The archi-
tect is Mr. H. D. Searles-Wood, F.R.I.B.A.,
of the Wool Exohange. The three acquired
houses, which lie between the Hall and the
iMetropolitan District Railway, are being de-
molished, together with the beadle's house at
the rear. In the elevation a distinction will
be made between the Hall proper and the
new buildings that are to take the place of
the demolished properties. The former will

be stucco, and the latter built with Crow-
borough bricks, though there will be a
coinmon treatment of the lower portions in

Portland stone. By the clearing away of a
corridor and two offices, it will be practic-
able to enlarge the court room on the ground
floor. The old stained glass will be
utilised afresh. On the first floor the livery
hall, dating from the 17tli century, will be
enlarged by an additional bay. to construct
which the minstrels' gallery will be set back,
and other readjustments made. The paint<?<l

chamber, on tlie same floor, is not to bo
touched, save for the addition of a little

space to it. The new northward block will,
to a large extent, be let as offices, and oppor-
tunity will be taken for rearranging the
accommodation for the company's staff.

<»»
The death is announced, at Llandysilio, of

Mr. George Snook, formerly borough surveyor
of Welshpool.

doxxtsjfantitna,
- — -» *

—

I'OLU ILS AND PARTV t^UESTIUNS AT
THE R.l.B.A.

'/'u llie EJilui of the liuii.uiNO Ni;ws.

Silt,— 1 regret to learn that there arc still

politics and party questions disturbing our
Institute, even at this time, when we should
avoid all internal dissensions.

I hear that a manifesto has been issued
with the object of influencing votes in the
cause of a party or clicpie.

It is to be hoped that all members will do
their duty as voters. The composition of
the Council is important in the interests of

architecture, and those who criticise the
Institute's action, or inaction, have only
themselves to blame if they have shirked
their duty in electing the Council.

All members should make a point of sup-
porting candidates on their merits, realising
that men of standing and ability are the
safest guardians of our art and its interests.

—I am, etc., EKNiisr Giiouau.
18, Maddox-street, W., May 18.

EXPELLED FRO.M THE ORDER."
Sir,—What ought to have been done six

months ago surely can no longer wait. The
days for sitting on the fence are over. By
the casting vote of the President of the
Institute the endeavour initiated by Mr. Max
Clarke failed. The members present, when
the question came up, were equally divided.
The resolution, in all conscience, was mild
enough, the intention being to call upon
German and Austrian architects elected on
the list of Honorary Corresponding Members
of the R.l.B.A. to retire. I, for one,
deplored the egregious remarks of the usual
sentimental sort expressed on that occasion
by those in favour of the status quo ; but if

there existed then any excuse for the burking
of what appeared to me a distinct duty, none
can weigh with Britishers now. Mr. Ernest
Newton, actuated by the best intentions in
the world, I dare say, was influenced by a
misplaced spirit of charity when he ex-
pressed a laudable faith in the ultimate
beneficence of Germany, speaking, as he did,
of his hope in the regeneration of that land
of "Kultur." Such aspirations remain still

academical, and the world has learned how-
superficial all this sort of thing actually must
b?. The King, at last, representing the
universal convictions of the nation, has now
ordered the striking-off of enemy Knights of
the Garter by way of a practical protest
against the brutalities carried out on land
and sea by those who stick at nothing in their
endeavour to ruin our Empire. Faith, hope,
and charity, all so supremely excellent, imply
duties not only to those at" home, but to all
humanity at large, particularly for the
emancipation of the weak and suffering

;

hence our part in this war.
Mr. William Woodward voiced this view

when, in support of Mr. Max Clarke's
resolution, he alluded to the ruthless tenets
of the cultured propagandists among the
professional and professorial classes in
Germany anterior to the outbreak of
hostilities ; but his remarks met with no
response from those who. shortsightedly,
decided to let the subjc<-t drop.
The result po.ssibly of the exclusion of

I

these few architects from our ranks may be
reckoned infinitesimal in the face of" the

' gigantic proportions of the enormities done
throughout Europe ; hut at least we all must
do oiir little bit in the .struggle, even if the.sc
architects are .w iiifonscquontial in their own
land. In my humble opinion the Institute
made a great mistsike in shirking an obvious
duty. Let the inevitable stop be now- taken
without parley, and expel the individuals in

question.—I am. etc..

;

May 14. 1915. F.R.I.B.A.

Second Lieutenant James Hemingway, 1st
Battalion .Seaforth Highlanders, reported killed
on May 9. was the eledest son of Mr. Charles
Robert Hemingway, J. P., Scawthorp House,
Doncaster, railway contractor.
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LEGAL INTKLLIGENCE.
DEFECTIVE PROPERTY AT PLYMOUTH.

—At Plymouth, on Friday, Cornelius Laskey
Duke, of Sun Buildings, Plymouth, was sum-
moned for u breach of the Public Health Act,

1875, and Section 75 of the Towns Improvement
Clauses Act, 1847. Mr. Heard, appearing for

the corporation, said that certain tenements be-

longing to defendant at the rear of 38 and 40,

Ashford-road. were in such a condition that

notice was served upon him to remove the
building. Mr. J. Paton, borough surveyor, said

he inspected the premises on February 12, and
came to the conclusion that they were in a

ruinous state, and dangerous to neighbouring
occupiers. Photographs illustrating the build-

ings were submitted, and the surveyor described
their condition and the repairs efiect-ed, which
he said were insufficient, 'ihe building ought to

be pulled down. Mr C. L. Croft, for the
defence, said it was proposed to make other

alterations which witness could not accept as

effective remedies. Mr. E. Carder, assistant

building surveyor, said the building had 9in.

walls, and was falling away seven inciies from
the adjoining house. Rebuilding the piers and
altering the foundations was simply playing
with it. Notices were served on Mr. Duke.
Cross-examined; Even steel-girders would not
rectify it. The building was gone too far.—Mr.
Croft said his client did not build the premises,
and he thought the error of judgment was on the
part of the authorities in passing the plans. Mr.
Ouke said the work he proposed to do would
render the building absolutely safe.—Mr. H.
Prigg, civil engineer, thought this would render
It thoroughly secure, and the work was com-
paratively simple.—The chairman said the facts
were not in dispute, although the remedy was.
The Bench had no option but to make such order
to put the premises in repair as would satisfy

the surveyor. The order would be to take down
within a month. — Mr. Croft gave notice of

appeal.

ASSOCIATED PORTLAND CEMENT MANU-
FACTURERS (1900), LTD., V. \V. CORY
AND SON, LTD.— ihis case, in which Mr.
Justice Rowlatt gave judgment in the King's
Bench Division on Friday, involved a question of

considerable importance to shipowners who still

hold pre-War contracts. The action was brought
by the Associated Portland Cement Manu-
facturers (1900), Ltd., against W. Cory and Son,
Ltd., shipowners, to recover damages for alleged
breach of contract, in respect of the carriage of

cement from the Thames to Rosyth, on the Firth
of Forth. Defendants pleaded ''the restraint of

princes and rulers" and the Defence of the
Realm Act. Mr. Leslie Scott, K.C., and BIr.

O'Hagan (instructed by Messrs. Leonard and
Pilditch) appeared for plaintiffs; and Sir

Edward Carson, K.C., and Mr. R. A. Wright
(instructed by Deakin and Co.), for defendants.
Mr. Leslie Scott, opening the case, said the point
raised was whether a contract for the carriage of

goods by sea extending over a number of years
was to be held to be dissolved by reason of the
present War conditions. By a contract made in

1910 the defendants undertook until December,
1916, to provide the plaintiffs with tonnage for
the carriage of cement from the Thames and
Medway, delivering to Messrs. Easton, Gibbs,
and Sons, the contractors to the Admiralty, at
Rosyth, for use on the new naval base works, at
2s. 2d. per ton. .-\fter the outbreak of war, the
defendants raised the question whether they
were not relieved from their obligation under
the contract, and in the result the plaintiffs had
to pay the defendants 7s. a ton for the carriage
of a cargo of 604 tons. The plaintiffs now
claimed to recover the excess freight— viz., the
difference between the contract rate and the
rate charged. The defendants relied mainly on
the fact that a number of their steamers were
requisitioned by the Admiralty, that one was
detained through the War at Petrograd, and
that various restrictions had been imposed by
the Ailmiralty on navigation.— Sir E. Carson, for
the defendants, said this was not a case in which
the defendants" were desirous of taking ad-
vantage of increased freights for the purpose of
making money. They would have been willing
to carry out the contract without making a
penny if they had been able to do so. After the
commencement of hostilities the Government
took away practically one-half of the defendants'
tonnage, anJ consequently they were protected
by the provision relating to "the restraint of
princes and rulers." In addition, the Govern
ment had made regulations affecting the
shipping of the country, and the Defence of the
Realm Act, No. 2. 191.?, provided in Section 1 (2)

that where the fulfilment of a contract was
interfered with by the necessity of complying
with any requirement, regulation, or restriction.

that necessity was a good defence to any action

in respect of the non-fulfilment of the contract
so far as it was due to that interference. Mr.
•J. G. Hamilton Greig, managing director

of the defendants, stated that when the war
broke out the defendants had a sufficient

number of vessels to enable them to carry out
their commitments. Under the Government
proclamation the Admiralty requisitioned a
number of the defendants' ships, but they still

retained eleven. It was not possible now for the

defendants to have a vessel ready to take cement
to Rosyth on receiving ten days' notice. At the
end of last year the defendants secured some of

the interned vessels, for which they were
charged 13s. 3d. per ton. Subsequently the

freights fell to 7s. 6d. per ton.—Mr. Justice

Rowlatt, in delivering judgment, said the ques-

tion raised was whether the defendants were
entitled to claim that the contract as a whole
was suspended owing to the new conditions

brought about by the War. As to the clause of

the contract relieving the defendants of their

obligation in the event of "restraint of princes

and rulers," he would point out that while the

defendants had been hampered by the outbreak
of war the Government had not done anything
to stop all the voyages by the defendants' ships.

The requisitioning of a number of ships, or the

making it awtward for the ships to perform the
voyages, did not entitle the defendants to say

that they had been prevented from performing
their contract by the "restraint of princes and
rulers." The Defence of the Realm Act afforded

no justification for the course the defendants
had taken, as it was impossible for them to

contend that the restrictions imposed by the

Government prevented them from fulfilling the

whole of their contract. Under these circum-

stances, he gave judgment for the plaintiffs,

with costs. Judgment entered accordingly.

ANCIENT LIGHTS IN ALBEMARLE-
STREET, W. — Murray v. Agnew. — In the

King's Bench Division, on Friday, before Mr.
Justice Astbury, this case, which promised to

be of some interest, was settled on terms. A
well-known publisher sought an injunction to

restrain an equally widely-famed firm of art

dealers from rebuilding Nos. 3 and 4, Albemarle-
street to a greater height than the premises

on the same site now demolished, so as to

darken Nos. 48, 50, and 50.\. The Hon. Frank
Russell, K.C., and Mr. Dighton Pollock appeared
for the plaintiffs; Mr. Micklem, K.C., Mr. Cave,

K.C., and Mr. Austen Cartmell for the

defendants. The windows of the plaintiffs'

premises had remained unaltered for the last

twenty years, and opposite, on the site of Nos. 3

and 4, owned by the defendants, there stood a

building for the last twenty years. The average
width of Albemarle-street is 47ft. 6in. The pro-

fessional witnesses called included Mr. A. B.

Yeates, Mr. Howard Chatfeild Clarke, P.S.I.,

and Sir Alexander R. Stenning. After a con-

sultation, Mr. Russell intimated that the

defendants had given an undertaking that, with

the exception of the chimney-stacks and dormer
windows, they would not carry their building

to a greater height than 56ft. 6in.— i.e., beyond
the altitude from which a line drawn to the

sill of the ground-floor window of the plaintiffs'

premises would produce an angle of 42^deg.

with their front wall. Defendants would also

pay an agreed sum for plaintiffs' costs. His
Lordship said it was a satisfactory settlement.

He made an order embodying the undertaking
and terms agreed to.

THE RATING OF FORESHORE.—Justices

Channell, Scrutton, and Bailhache, sitting as a

Divisional Court, recently held, on a case stated

under the Quarter Sessions Act, 1849, that the

Associated Newspapers, Ltd., and other occupiers

of land reclaimed from the Thames at White-
friars were liable to be assessed for the con-

solidated rate, but not for the police. From
that decision the City Corporation appealed with
regard to the police rate, and the occupiers with
regard to the consolidated rate. The appeal
and cross-appeal came before Lords Justices
Swinfen Eaxly. PhiUimore, aiul Bankes, sitting

as the Court of Appeal, on Wednesday week,
when, after hearing the arguments of Sir Robert
Finlay, K.C., Mr. Macmorran, K.C., and Mr.
Konstam for the Associated Newspapers, Ltd.,

and Mr. George Cave, K.C., Mr. Ryde. K.C.,
and Mr. Boydell Houghton for the City of

London Corporation, the Court dismissed the
occupiers' appeal and allowed the cross-appeal

of the Corporation, following in this instance

the decision in the Sion College case. A con-

ference between the Corporation and the
London County Council took place at the Guild-
hall on the following day to consider the posi-

tion created by the decision that the properties
in this district are not liable t-o pay poor-rate.

The London County Council is anxious to

promote legislation to make the property liable.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
REGENT-STREET QUADRANT. — Sir H

Verney (Secretary to the Board of Agriculture),

replying in the House of Commons on Tuesday
to Mr. A. W. Soames, said Mr. Norman Shaw's

design for Regent-street Quadrant was found to

be not well suited to traders' requirements, and

had to be abandoned. Other designs had since

been considered, the latest one by Mr. John
Murray, the architect who had designed the

offices now occupied by the Commissioners of

Woods. Mr. Murray's design was believed to be

in accordance with the recommendations of the

Committee which reported on the subject, except

that the roof was slightly lower.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

CONWAY.

—

X' 'he annual meeting of tbt

Conway and Colwyn Bay Water Supply Board

lield on Friday, a letter "of deep condolence wa=

ordered to be" sent to Mrs. Farrington and the

family on the death of the board's engineer, Mr
T. B. Farrington. of Llandudno. A resolution

was then unanimously passed appointing Mr. C

F. Farrington, son of the late engineer, and

junior partner in the firm, as the board's

engineer, on the same terms as those of tbt

appointment of his late father. In thanking tbt

board for the appointment, Mr. Farrington sub-

mitted a report on the proposed new bridge to
|

carry the 15in. main over the Conway at!

Dolgarrog, which is necessary to replace the

pipes laid in the bed of the river.

. •^*^-

The resignation is announced of Mr. J. B

Payers, building surveyor to the Watford Urban

District Council.

Owing to the Local Government Board nc
being able to promise the authorisation of a loan

of £10,000 for the purpose, the Chitton Rurnl

Council have decided to postpone their schenn-

for supplying water to six parishes in their area

The Local Government Board has sanctione<l

an increase in the salary of Dr. S. Davies.

medical officer of health for the Metropolitan

boroush of Woolwich, from £600 to £650 a year

from 'December 2, 1914, and to £700 a year

from October 1, 1915.

News was received at Shrewsbury on Friday

of the death of Lieutenant John Turner Clougl

Hazledine, of the Royal Fusiliers. Lieutenant

Hazledine, who joined the Territorial Force at

the beginning of the War. was a land agent and

surveyor, and was unmarried.

The new Agricultural Hall which has heei

erected by the Maidstone Corporation in the

Lock Meadow was opened on Wednesday week!

The new building, which has cost nearly £4,000

is 180ft. long and 70ft. wide, and has a total

area of nearly one-third of an acre. It wa

designed bv the borough surveyor, Mr. T. F;

Buifting, and built by Mr. W. T. Burrows, oi

Hedley-street, Maidstone.
j

A verdict of "Death from natural causes',

was returned at an inquest at Hampton-on,

Thames on Saturday on the body of Mt|

Edward Mann, seventv-six, an artist, who ha'

exhibited at intervals since 1867 at theRovr:

Academv, and who died in his sleep on Wedne^:

day nigiit. Mr. Mann was an old-age pensions

and in receipt of an annuity of £15 per annui

from the Artists' Benevolent Institution, n

had had a University education, but had, wit

increasing years, fallen into poverty. i

The Fitzwilliam Museum Syndicate of Can,

bridge University have issued a report dealin,

with the proposed extension of the niuseiin

which the Marlay bequest has made possiWi'

The building will form the northern side of'

future quadrangle. It is suggested that It

Marlay wing be built of brick, with phnHI

cornice, and other dressings of Portland slon'

The svndicate recommend that a g^"^^^'

approval be given to the plans prepared t,

Messrs. Smith and Brewer, of Quecn-squai^

Bloomsbury.

At the meeting on Mondav of the town counc,

of Shrewsbury a letter was received frO;

Messrs. Alley and MacLellan, engineers, ',

Glasgow, who are building large W""** .'

Rhrewsburv for Government contracts, statu

that thev are unable to obtain sufficient hous;

in the borough for the skilled hands tliey pr,

posed to bring with them from Glasgow, ai,

that, unless thev were able to find the requin,

number of houses, important Government iio

would he hampered. The mayor express^ i

hope that new houses would be erectea

private enterprise, in addition to seventy wiii

the council contemplated erecting under in'

second housing scheme.
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A nieetiii!; was held at the Great Eastern
Hotel, Liveqjool-street, E.C.. on Wednes-
day afternoon, under the presidency of Lord
Aberconway, at which it was decided to form
an association to promote, in the interest of

industrial art, co-operation between designer,

manufacturer, and distributor, with offices at

6, Queen-square, Bloomsbury. In a letter

expressing inability to be present, Sir H.
Llewellyn Smith urged that the promoters
of the movement should endeavour to estab-

lish the association on a broad and catholic

basis. The present condition of industrial

design and handicraft, and the best means of

improving it by Stat* action, was under the

joint consideration of the Board of Trade
and the Board of Education when the War
broke out, and, but for the interruption, a

scheme would now be in operation. The
formation of the association would be a

valuable preparation for anj-thing that might
be attempted on a national basis hereafter.
The Chairman remarked that Sir Llewellyn
Smith's letter showed that the movement
was one that the Government felt to be of

such importance that they were prepared to

lend help towards a national scheme. A
' resolution proposed by Mr. J. Marshall,

j

declaring the desirability of establishing an
i association of manufacturers, designers, and
!
distributors and others interested in stimu-

j
lating a national spirit of co-operation, which
was becoming more and more a vital

' necessity for our industrial life, and. that it

should be called " The Design and Industries

I

Association," was carried with practical
: unanimity. Sir Cecil Smith tendered the

I

association, on behalf of the Education

I

Department, a welcome and a hearty wish
for its success. A provisional committee was
nominated.

Mr. Robert A. Pott, of Manchester, writes
that at an interview last week with the
officials at the lieadquarters in London of the
National Insurance Commission he was
definitely informed that although the time-
limit for valuation has almost expired, there
is to be no valuation this year. One of the
main reasons is that it is not possible owing
to the great number of members who have
joined the Army. The date of the first

valuation is not fixed, nor will it be for some
time. Section 36 of the National Insurance
.4et fully em(>owers the Commissioners to fix

the date. It states that Uie valuation shall
be made " at the expiration of every three
years, dating from the commencement of this
Act, or at such other times as the Insurance
Commissioners appoint." This section seems
to have been generally overlooked.

Hurstmonceux Castle, built in the reign of
Henry VI., one of the most famous ruins ni
;the South of England, is now in process of
jrestoration and rebuilding. Lieutenant-
IColonel Claude Lowther, the presejit owner
•of the castle, is adding a chapel and a win-,'

»o the banquetiiig-hall— 66ft. by 33ft. The
Veiling of the hall is to be an exact replica
Pf the roof of Crosby Hall, one of the finest
pxamples of Tudor architecture in England.
Colonel Lowther recently bought the whole
pf the old wall at Robertson's Hill, Hastings,
Which is believed at one time to have formed
part of Hastings Castle. These remains are
\o be used in the rebuilding of the banquet-
(ng-hall, and will shortly be removed from
flastings for that purpose.

A South-Eastern Sectional Conference on
i^rterial Roads in Greater London was held
'n 'Wednesday at the Local Government
Joard Offices, Whitehall, Mr. G. H. Hume,
^hajrman of the Highways Section, London
ounty Cormcil, presiding. Resolutions
assed by the subcommittee were submitted
"a considered, which emphasised the
rgency of at once fixing the lines of the
pproved routes, a great deal of open land
eing now available. This is in danger of
eing built on and the routes blocked. The
reposed new roads in this section are from
|la Kent-road to Catford, a by-pass at
romley to avoid the congested High-street
nd to join the road to New Cross, and

another by-pass at Elthani. tlii' Iin estigation

Committee being agreed as to the route from
Maidstone-road to a point south of Elthani
Station. It is proposed that the South
Circular-road should join the Well Hall road
north of Well Hall Station, passing to

Elthani Green and across Horn I'ark to the
eastern end of St. Mildred's-road. The com-
mittee attached great importance to the
early construction of this portion of the road.
The recommendations of the subcommittee
were generally appro\ed. The Conference,
after some discussion, adopted a resolution

tliat powers should be given to county
councils after consultation with the local

authority concerned to prescribe building
lines to existing roads, subject to an appeal
to the Local Government Board.
Mr. Fanindra Xath Bose. a native of

Bengal, who entered the Roval Institution

School of Art. Edinburgh, as a student in

1905, and has .since been a distingnislied

student of the Edinburgh College of Art,

sailed for India on Saturday last. Mr. Bose,
who gained the diploma in 1911, and was
awarded a travelling .scholarship of £100,
proved himself, in view of the director of the

college, an exceptionally brilliant student of

sculpture, and his work was highly cotn-

iiiended by Sir George Franipton. Ti.A . and
Sir W. Goscombe John, R.A. He has now,
on the recommendation of Sir Goscombe
and Mr. Spielmann, been appointed sculptor
to the Gaekwar of Baroda. Under a signed
agreement Mr. Bose is to receive an annual
salary of £250 and a studio and workshops
at Baroda. He is to execute for the
Gaekwar a series of bronze figures of national

historical personages of Baroda, for each of

which he is to be paid £2T0, and at the same
time he is to be free to undertake other coin-

missions. He is also to act as advisor to the
Gaekwar for the technical schools in Baroda,
where it is intended to develop bronze-
casting.

The report of the Sun Insurance Office

was submitted at the annual general meeting
on June 2. and is of the usual solidly satis

factory character. The balance brought
forward from last year was £500.923 7s. lid.,

and tliere was paid for dividends in respect

of 1913 £158,200, leaving a credit balance of

£342,723 7s. lid. This, by the operations
of the year, has been increased to

£585,112 I2s. Id. There has been carried to

pension fund £10.000, to a AVar contingency
fund £10,000. to an investment suspense
fund £75.000, and to writing down sundry
investments £75,000, making £170,000, and
leaving at credit, as appears in the balance-
sheet, £415,112 12s. 4d An interim divi-

dend of seven shillings per share, less

Income-tax, was paid in .January last,

absorbing £78.400, and the directors ha\e
now declared a further dividend of seven
shillings per share, less Income tax, payable
on July 2. wliich will absorb a fnrtlier sum
of £76,650, makint; £155.050. and leaving un-
appropriated £260,062 12s. 4d. The total

funds of the office will then stand at

£3,324,985 9s.

The Mont d'Or Tunnel and the Frasne-
Vallorbe Railway, of which it forms a part,

were opened to traffic on Saturday, and the

first international train between Paris and
Switzerland passed through. The Frasne
Vallorbe Line, which is double track and
rather over 15 miles in length, branchos off at

Frasne station from the old Dijon-Pontarlier
route, running almost direct from nortli-

west to south-east, and greatly shortens the

journey between Dijon and Liiu.saniM',

and hence that between Paris and Rome.
Besides the- Mont d'Or Tunnel, which is

nearly 3| miles long, and almost all in French
territory, there are four other shorter tunnels
in the line, which has been difficult to con-

struct, not only because of the water-bursts

in the Mont d'Or Tunnel, but also because
it runs through peaty, boggy land near
Frasne. Vallorbe station has been rebuilt

by the Swiss Federal Railways Co.. at a

cost of £300,000. The entire outlay on the

new link has exceeded £1.500.000.
«i»

A new isolation block at the infirmary, Bury.
Lanes, has been formally opened.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING VTEEK.
S.KicBDAY (To-siOBEOw).— Geologists' Absociatioo. Kx-

carsion to St. Leouards. Train from
Carmon-street, 9.28 a.m.

Fridiv (MiY 2«).—Institution of llimicipal and County
EngineerB. Meeting; at the Council
Otlicee, Nantwich. " Municipal Works
in Nantwich," by J. Brooke, Engineer.
11.30 a.m.
Royal Institution. " Engineering

Problems of Mesopotamia and the
Euphrates Valley," by Sir John
Jackson, C.V.O., M.P. p.m.

Satl-rday (May 29).—Inbtitutiou of Municipal En-
gineers. Meeting of the Eastern, North-
Eastern, and South-Eastern Dictricts at
Dunstable. 1.30 p.m.

AsBociation of Managers of Sewage
Disposal Works. Visit to the Corpora-
tion Sewage Works, Durneford-road,
Wimbledon. 3 p.m.

Mr. .Josiah .Southron, of St. Valerie, Avenue-
road, Leamington, retired auctioneer and house
agent, who died on March 13. aged seventy-
three, left estate valued at £59,727 gross.

Messrs. Nobel's works at Irving have extended
so much, owing to the War, that they contem-
plate the erection of 750 houses for their em-
ployees, 247 of which will be commenced as soon
as the necessary labour can be got.

Mr. William Wilson, factor for Sir John
Wilson. Bart., of Airdrie. has been appointed
factor for the Douglas estates of the Earl of
Home, K.T. Trained in the Linlithgovy county
clerk's office. Mr. Wilson was for many years
in charge of the estate factoring department
of Messrs. Dundas and Wilson, W.S., Edin-
burgh.

As an agreed measure, the Housing iRosyth
Dockyard) Bill passed first, second, and third
readings in the House of Lords on Wednesday
afternoon, and later in the day received the
Royal Assent. The measure gives to the Local
Government Board for the Eosyth area more
ample powers than any comprised in the
Housing and Town-Planning Act.

Messrs. Patman and Fotheringham, Ltd.,
100 and 102. Theobald's - road, Bloomsbury.
and also of Park -street, Islington, have
secured the following contracts: New ware-
house. York-road, Wandsworth. ,S.W., for the
Vacuum Uil Co.. Ltd.: new premises. Drury-
lane. W.C. for Messrs. Watkins and Simpsoii,
Ltd.; and the London Jewish Hospital, Stepney
Green, Stepney, E. (first portion).

Intimation has been received by the Faculty
of Surveyors of Scotland from the Secretary to
the Treasury that in future the passing of the
examinations of the Faculty of Surveyors of
Scotland shall he regarded equally with the
passing of the examinations of the .Surveyors'
institution as afi'ording prima-facie evidence of
suitability for appointment to permanent posi-
tions under the Government.

The town council of .Stamford recently
accepted the tender of a Mr. Brown at £3.975
for building workmen's dwellings. Considerable
delay took place, and Mr. Brown intimated that
he could not now undertake the work except
at an addition of j£300 to the contract. The
next lowest tender was for £4,075. At the last
meeting of the town council the fac.ts were re-

ported, and it was decided to readvertise the
contract.

The Wotton - under - Edge Parish Council
having applied to the Local Government Board
for consent to borrow £1.300 for the provision
of a burial-ground, a public inquiry w-as held
at the town hall on Monday evening by Mr. R.
H. Bicknell, M.Inst.C.E., an inspector of the
Board. Mr. A. V. Liwson, the architect who
had prepared the plans for laying out the
grounds and for the buihlings, was in attend-
ance.

Tht! Wigaii Council have adopted, and will

carry out after the War. a housing schenio which
will embrace the consi ruction of a small garden
city, with bowling-green, children's playgrounds,
and foliage plots. Thirty-four liouses will be
commenced as soon as possible out of one
hundred suggested by the Local Government
Board. Other sites will be secured as the
scheme develops, as there is a great shortage of

workmen's dwellings in Wigan.

A new branch library, the twenty - fourth

established in Manchester, was opened on Satur-

day on a central site in Didsburv. The building,

which has been designed by the city architect
(Mr. H. Price), is in Fifteenth Century Gothic
style, with traceried windows, and there are dis-

tributed over the building emblems of Science,

Knowledge, Literature, Music, and the Arts and
Crafts in stone. The cost, £6,000 has been borne
by Mr. Andrew Carnegie. The library opens
with about s,000 books.
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LATEST PRICES.

N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our

usual sources of information are in many
cases failing us.

TIMBER.
Owing to stoppage of supplies, all prices

have advanced an average of 15 per cent.

IRON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled Steel Joists, English £0 12 H to £0 17

Wronght-Iron Girder Plates 15

Steel Girder Plates 1.5

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 22

Do., Welsh 5 15
Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8
BestSnedshiU 9

10
9 17 B

8 10

5 17

S 15
9 10

Angles lOs., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

bnilders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &o., £8 1.5s. to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15108. per ton

Galvanised Corrn' ited Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ...£13 10

Bestditto.. 13 10 ... 14

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-Iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10

Cast-iron Stanchions 6 17

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

8 10

8 10
7 10
9 5

6 5
Galvanised 8 15

CasVIron Sash Weights 6

Cut Floor Brads 10 15

Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 0,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14B.W.G 14 5 „ —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

0to8 P 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 10s. £10 15s. £1103. £1158. £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 15 to £7 2 6
4in. to6in 6 10 „ 6 12 6

Tin. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 17 6 „ 7 2 6

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra.
turned and bored joints 5s. per ton extra.]

Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast. Lillieshall SOs. Od. to 1279. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 87s. Od. „ 97s. Od.

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 67* P.O.

Water-Tubes 633
Steam-Tubes 60
Galvanised Gas-Tabes 55
Galvanised Water-Tubes 51i
Galvanised Steam-Tabes 45

OTHER METALS.
Per ton. Per ton .

Lead Water Pipe, Town '£25 10 Oto —
„ „ „ Country '26 10 ,,

—
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '26 10 „ —

Country '27 10 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town '27 10 0„ —

„ Country 'in 10 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town *30 „ —

Country "31 0,, —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town ... *28 10 ,.

—
Country '29 10 ,, —

Lead Soil-pipe (upto4jin.) Town '28 10 0,, —
Country '29 10 ,,

—
[Over 4^in. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6 „ £18 12 6
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 „ —
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 100 „ 101
Copper, British Calse and Ingot Sf „ HJ
Tin. English Ingots IBti „ 1117

Do., Bars 167 0„ 16'.)

Pig Lead, in lowt. Pigs (Town) 20 2 6 „ 21 2 6
Sheet Lead, Town '25 0„ —

Country '26 „ —
Gennire White Lead 34 „ —
Refined Red Lead 31 „ —
Sheet Zinc 7.5 (net)
Old Lead, against account 19 0,. —
Tin percwt. 9 0., —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 11 ,, —

* For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

SLATES,
m. m.

Blue Portmadoo ... 20 x lo
16 ,, 8.

Blue Bangor 20 „ 10 .

20 .,12,
First Quality 20 „ 10 .

20 „12.
16 „ 8.

Eureka unfading
green 20 ,, 10 .

., 20 „ 12 .

, 18 „10.
16 ., 8 .

Permanent Green ... 20 ,. 10 .

18 .,10.
. 16 „ 8.

£ s. d. per 1.000 of
.12 12 6 1.200 at r. stn.
. 6 12 6
• 13 2 6
. 13 17 6
. 13
.13 15
.750
. 15 17 6
.18 7 6
. 13 5
. 10 5
. 11 12 6
. 9 12 6
. 6 12 6

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15
Second Hard Stocks 1 11
Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks lor
Facings 2 5

Flettons 114
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18

Red Wire Cuts 114
Best Fareham Bed 3 12
Best Bed Pressed
Buabon Fac'ng ... 5

Best Blue E ressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BuUnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 4

2|in. Best Bed Ac-)
crington Plastic

f
4 10

Facing Bricks )

per 1.000 alongside, in

„ [river.

delivered
at rly. stn.

(Net, delivered in
full truck loads
in London.

3'/8" Accrington Best Bed Plastic Facing per 1.000
Bricks £2 10

3'/8" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 3
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/8 in
thickest part 2

S'/s" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2

SVe" ditto ditto through and through 2
3'/8" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs: Octa-
gons ; 2J" and V' radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" x 2 course deep, each

6

3
6

Ditto ditto 9"xi course.

Accrington Camber Arches :

—

3 course deep, 4*" soffit, per foot opening..
4 ditto it" ditto ditto ditto ..

5 ditto 4h" ditto ditto ditto
6 ditto iT ditto ditto ditto
3 ditto 9^ ditto ditto ditto ..

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ..

5 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ..

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto

13
18
a I

2 6
2 1

2 11

3 6
4 6

Net free on rail, or tree on boat at wornrs.

QLAZED BRICKS,
HARD GLAZES (PER 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.

£13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Stretchers-
£12 7 6 £10 17

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7
Quoins, BuUnose, and 4^in. Flats-

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers

—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

One Bide and two ends, square

—

IB 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints

—

IT 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers

—

5d each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double BuUnose, Round Ends, BuUnose Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Bounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill BuUnose, Stretchers, and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers _ £22 17 6

,, ,, Quoins and BuUnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks] Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
listfortheirrespectivekindsandcolours r ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kinder colour, by 4|in.
Is. 2d. each / by 2iin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1.0(X) extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations. s. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, deUvered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 „

s. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton deUvered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. 8. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
raUway station.

STONE.*
Bed Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto ,. 2 3

Red CorsehiU. ditto ,. 3 2
Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto ,, 2

Ancaster, ditto ,, 1 10
GreenshUl, ditto „ 1 10
Beer, ditto ., 16
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) „ 1105

Hard York, ditto „ 2
Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes .. 13

•All F.O.B. London.

Bath Stone. deUvered on road £ s. d.

waggons. Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7J
Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 19!
Beer Stone, delivered on raU
at Seaton Station ,, Oil

Ditto, deUvered at Nine Elms
Station „ 1 7i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average:—
Delivered on road waggons

J
Brown White

at Paddington Depot. ( Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or

(
Per foot cube.

Pimlioo Wharf ' ... £0 2 3 ... £0 2 4j

TILES.
B. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tUea 42 per 1000 ry.so.
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 per doz. ,.

Broseley tiles 50 per 1000
Ornamental tUes 52 6 ,, „
Hip and Valley tiles 4 per doz. ..

Buabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000

Ornamental ditto 60 ,, „
Hip tiles 4 per doz. „
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tUes : Plain tUes (Peake's)... 46 per 1000 „

Ornamental ditto 48 6 „ ,,

Hip tiles 3 10* per doz. „
VaUey tiles 3 4* „

"Rosemary "brand plain tiles... 48 per lOOO „
Ornamental tUes 50 ,,

HiptUes 4 per doz.
VaUey tiles 3 8,.

Staffordshire (Hanley) Heda or
brindled tiles 43 6 per 1000 .

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,. „
Hip tiles 4 per doz. ,.

Valley tiles „ 3 6 „
Hartshill " brand plain tUes,

sand-faced 45 per 1009 ,,

Pressed 42 6 ,, ,,

Ornamental ditto 47 6 ,.

Hip tiles 4 per doz. „
Valley tUes 3 6 „

OILS.
Bapeseed.English pale,per tun £28 15 to £39 5

Ditto, brown 26 15 „ 27 5

Cottonseed, refined 29 .. 30

Ohve, Spanish 39 10 „ 40
Seal, pale 31 „ 2110
Cocoanut, Cochin 46 „ 46 10

Ditto, Ceylon 42 10 „ 43

Ditto. Mauritius 42 10 .. 43

Palm, Lagos 32 5 „ 33 5

Ditto, Nut Kernel 35 „ 35 10

Oleine 17 5 „ 19 5

Sperm 30 „ 31

Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7 0,, 080
Petroleum, refined 6i „ 6

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,. 1 10

Ditto. Archangel 19 6 .. 10
Linseed Oil « per gal. 2 10 ., —
Baltic Oil 3 2,, —
Turpentine „ 3 u „ —
Putty (Genuine Linseed

OU percwt. 10 „ —
Pure Linseed Oil
" Stority " Brand.. „ 9 0,, —

GLASS (IN ORATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 36oz. 33oz.

Fourths 4id. ... 5d. ... 5id. ... 6S.1.
,

Thirds 4;d. ... 5.Jd. ... 6*d. ... 7Jd.
j

Fluted Sheet 5d. ... 6d. ... — ... — i

Hartley's BngUsh BoUed iin. 'hdn. iin.
j

Plate 3ji. ... 33d. ... 4id. i

White. Tinted. '

Figured Boiled and Beponssine... 5d. ... 6id.
,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions ,

of our correspondents. All communications should

be drawn up as briefly as possible, as ttiere are

many claimants upon the space allotted to

correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and

all communications respecting illustrations or literary

matter, books tor review, etc., should be addressed

to the Editor of the Building News, Efflngham

House, 1. Arundel-street. Strand, W.C, and not to

members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other

communications are sent at contributors' risks, and

the Editor will not undertalie to pay for, or be liable
|

for. unsought contributions. .'

•,* Drawings of selected competition designs, li"'

portant public and private buildings, details of old

and new worli. and good sketches are always welcome,

and for such no charge is made for insertion. 01
;

more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels.

houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than »«

can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits,

on mutually advantageous terms, which may he

ascertained on application.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,

architects are asked kindly to state how long t"'

building has been erected. It does neither them nor

us much good to illustrate buildings which have Been

some time executed, except under special circuni- -

stances.

f

Reckivbu.—W. and J. F.—T. auil R. B., UU-
Y. E. P. Co.-J. G. K. andSon.—A. D. B-andW--
D. J. S. aud Co.—L. B. of C—D. 0. C.-H. »nd»;-

J. T. and Co., Ltd.—E. A. and Co.—B. P. C. Co., uu.

—T. W.—Q. M. C.

A. S. M.—Yes.
(J. S.—Thanks, no.

W. II. M.—Yes. if brief.

Mitre.—Too long, aud too purely eccleeiological.
^

DisviTj-.—The case you quote has. in our opinion, no
j

bearing on your owu.
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CHANGE OF DAY OF PUBLICATION.

On and after Wednesday, June 9, the
Building News will be published every
week on Wednesday morning, at the usual
hour, instead of on Friday.
At the moment the reason for the change

is urgent. Owing to the interruption in
traffic, we receive every week complaints
from readers who cannot get their paper
on Fridays owing to delay in transit.

But when quiet times come again we
shall, in all probability, continue to

publish on Wednesday. Tliere are many
reasi.ms in favour of the change, not the
least being the growing disposition to

regard the Saturday as a dies non as far
as business is concerned.
In any case, no one will suffer dis-

advantage if our readers and advertisers
will make a note that all matter for pub-
licaticm, and advertisements, must reach
us for the current issue in future by 3 p.m.
on Tuesdays instead of Thursdays.

CHINESE ART AT THE BURLINGTON
FINE ARTS CLUB.

Much water has passed under the bridge
since the exhibition of Chinese Art in
general at the Burlington Fine Arts Club
in 1878. Probably in no other section of

the world of art has the attitude of its

leaders so changed. In some measure it was
not without reason that many then, while
frankly admitting the perfection of the
craftsmanship, were inclined to view wath
more curiosity than admiration the
"bizarre and exotic eccentricities" of the
Far East. The truth is that what passed
in Western Europe for Chinese Art thirty
or forty years ago was the. product of a
period of stereotyped formalism which had
practically killed out the art life of the
nation. It is quite different to-day. In
great measure the change is due to Sir
Aurel Stein, whose travels opened all our
eyes to the beauty of early Chinese art,
and we are glad to learn that a con-
siderable portion of his collection is to
remain in England. Other causes, doubt-
less, have contributed. The vast political
changes have released some of the contents
of the native collections ; the burrowing of
railway enterprises and similar under-
takings has unearthed from numerous
cemeteries many objects which have been
eagerly competed for by European and
•American collectors ; and although the Ex-
hibition is less rich in the earlier types
than might be wished, it is sufficiently so
to convince all visitors of the noveltv and
beauty of the earlv art of China in endless
novel forms of Chinese art, and to elicit
admiration, less perfervid, but perhaps
more genuine, tRan the hvsteria which thev

have induced in some of our French and
American friends.

Till recently the ancient bronzes and
jades, and the less ancient though fairly

old paintings, have practically engrossed the
attention of Chinese antiquarians and
collectors. The bronzes, indeed, have fully

merited all the attention they liave received.

The origin of the art is lost in the dim
mists of antiquity. The Hsia dynasty, the
first really historic house of China, was
founded in 2205 b.c. by Ta Yii (Yu the
Great), who, it is said, had the tribute
metal from his nine imperial provinces
cast into nine bronze "ting," or three-

footed cauldrons. For nearly two thou-
sand years these nine " ting " were pre-
served as palladia of the kingdom, disap-

pearing only in 333 B.C., it is said, during
the troublous times leading up to the fall

of the third dynasty, the Chou. In 219
B.C. Shih Hang, first ruler of the succeed-
ing Ch'in dynasty, made an attempt to fish

them up out of the waters of the Ssu
River, into which they had been thrown.
One was actually hauled up into view, when
a dragon is said to have appeared, and,
biting through the rope by which the
cauldron was suspended, caused it to fall

back again
; after which all further at-

tempts at the recovery of it or its fellows

were superstitiously given up. Despite
tradition as to the very early origin of the

art of bronze-casting, no concrete examples
exist to support it. Of the bronzes actually

extant no single piece has ever been
attributed to a period earlier tlian the
Shang dynasty (1766 to 1123 B.C.) Even
undoubted Shang bronzes are excessively

rare, the majority of the surviving ancient

e-xamples dating from the succeeding
dynasties of Cliou, Ch"in, and Han.
A feature of the more ancient bronzes

which renders them in Chinese eyes highly
attractive subjects for collection and
archteological study is the value of the in-

scriptions which a large proportion of

known pieces bear—generally cast in with

the original formation of the object, but
sometimes engraved with burin or chisel as

one of the processes of finishiiig-oft the raw-

casting. Inscriptions in raised characters

(done, of course, in the casting process)

date, it would appear, from the Han
dynasty only. An ancient Chinese bronze

newly rescued from its centuries-long

burial in the earth, is frequently found to

be more or less thickly coated with a some-

what friable incrustation of a general

greyish-green colour. This patina is pro-

duced, and solely produced, by the ijatural

chemical action of the soil of China,
charged, as it often is. with nitre and
chloride of ammonium, upon the surface of

the alloy. Tlie rougher .tnd softer outer

portion of tliis may be removed liy

abrasives, such as fine wire bruslies or
emery powder. This outer surface removed,
the true, hard inner patina is reached,
which, being lightly waxed and polished,
reveals unsuspected beauties of colour,
often with patches of a rich, dark blue, a
deep red, or malachite green, on a general
brownish -green or greenish-brown ground.
This hard inner patina fortunately repre-
sents only a chemical change in tlie surface
of the alloy, and, therefore, does not
obscure or destroy the fine low-relief diaper
which frequently forms the background of
the chief ornament. The original surface
actually exists intact, merely lying
perdu, even in those cases where the
taste of the possessor has allowed the inner
patina to remain encrusted here and there
in thick patches of malachite (which is a
protoxide of copper).

The qualities distinguishing the best
work of the pre-Han period, roughly before
200 P..C.. are breadth of design and a
general impression of monumental dignity
and stateliness. Furthermore, the elements
of the relief design should be essentially
logical and intelligible, perfectly formed,
and cast to the last detail. If the main
portions of the ornament are raised above a
general groundwork of fine fret or of strap-
work diaper founded on conventionalised
animal forms, the higher relief should not
be too higli (that is a sure sign of Han or
later work), nor should the low relief be so
emphasised as partially to throw the othe.

into the shade. The oldest Chinese bronzes,
and indeed the most ancient of all products
of Chinese art known to us from actual
examples, are the vessels and implements
used for religious sacrifices in tlie ritual

worship of ancestors. And there is little

question that the most ancient of all

the types of sacrificial bronzes is the
"ting." a bowl-shapetl vessel supported on
three legs, and having two upright loop-

handles on or near the rim. The body is.

however, sometimes of rectangular form, in

wliich case it has four legs. The circular
"ting" may have a cover, with either a
flattened knob or else three small loops or
figures of sacrificial animals ("san-hsi
ting"), permitting it to stand securely

when reversed and serving as a dish. Two
somewhat divergent types of the circular
" ting " are seen in Nos. F 6 and 7. The
covered "ting" with three loops is repre-

sented bv No. G 28. and the " san-hsiting
"

by No. H 12. an archaistic miniature of the

later epoch. No. F 8 shows an interesting

version of the circular type, the body being

trilobate below and merging into the legs.

The incense or perfume burners of later

times were very commonly modelled on the

lines of the ancient "ting," as will be seen

in No. O 7, and especially in several of the

olijects in j.Kle ainl oilier li.nrd stones
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exhibited here. Next in importance to the

"ting," which was used for boiled grain,

are the sacrificial wine-jars denominated
"tsun." Their shapes are very diverse, and
Nos. F 3, 2.0, 29, G 1, 10, 14, 24, and H 21,

would all be given this name in Chinese
catalogues. Several of the shapes, it will

be seen, take fanciful animal or bird forms,

and become wine-pourers or ewers rather

than mere jars. Much resembling the more
vase-like tyjie of "tsun" are the "lei" and
the "hu," under which names Nos. F 22,

H G, 7, 19, J 3, 5, and No. 3 above Case A,
might be variously grouped as far as their

shape is concerned. The term "
i
" denotes

a well-defined type of sacrificial bowl, with
rounded body supported on a low, spread-

ing ring-foot, and having an expanded lip

and two bold lateral loop-handles of

dragon-head form. No. F 4, an archaistic

Sung piece, with the characteristic inlay of

gold and silver, illustrates the shape of

this class of vessel. Another well-known
type of sacx'ificial wine-vessel, represented

by what is perhaps the finest and most
striking bronze in the whole Exhibition
(No. G3) is the "yu," a, jar, generally of

oval section, of which the essential features

are the knobbed cover and the arching
swing-handle. The "chio," a small, helmet-
shaped cup on three curved spikes for legs,

was used fur wanning wine before pouring
it in libation. The type is well represented
by No. H. 1, which unfortunately lacks one
of the two knobs by which the cup could
be lifted, when hot, by means of a forked

rod passed under them. It is regretted that

no example of the "ku," of whatever date
in bronze, has been secured for display.

This class of wine-vessel, often called by
the English name of "beaker," is, in effect,

the most graceful of all the ancient types,

with its flaring trumpet mouth, short
slender body, and bold, spreading foot.

The beautiful agate vase, No. E 17, will

give a good impression of the shape of the
"ku," which may, however, be of square
section. The bronze No. G 10 would at first

sight appear to belong to this group; but
its greater proportional diameter marks it

out as one of the many types of "tsun"
above referred to. Ihe "tui," a bowl for
sacrificial cereals, is like a larger version
of the " i " already described, but generally
has an incurved lip and a cover sur-

mounted by a cupped knob, which would
act as a foot when reversed. The ring-foot,
moreover, is raised on three low supports,
generally shaped as dragon-heads ; or else

the object is cast in one with a massive
rectangular pedestal, as in the case of

No. G 32. Another vessel for holding boiled
cereals in religious services was the "fu," a
sort of oblong trough with sloping sides,

two dragon - head loop - handles, and a
spreading foot with the centre of each side
cut away. The example of No. G 22 has a
cover which is almost identical with the
body, and could, when reversed, be used
for the same purpose. The very graceful
covered bowl on tall foot, No. G 11, used for

sacrificial meat and grain, is called "tou."
The "p'u" is a similar vessel, but has an
openwork toot and cover of graceful design
(No. H 10). An important group, denomi-
nated "hsien," is illustrated in No. J 6, a.

boiler, or rather steamer, for cooking
greens and cereals for sacrificial purposes.
The swelling portions of the three legs form
a common hollow to hold water, and are
separated from the body of the vessel by a
pierced grid (wanting in tlie present case)
to admit the steam. The " li " is a vessel of

similar use but lighter make, with the
upper part reduced to a minimum, A sort
of kettle-shaped vessel used for spiced
beverages is termed "hun." One type of

this resembles a "li" with cover, spout,
and lateral loop-handles; another is of

srpint, cirnib-ir form, wilh ihe andiing loop-

handle, the knob or knobs on the flat cover,

the spout and the three feet all of dragon,
"jihoenix," or other animal form. Nos.

G 27 and If 8, altliough of comparatively

late date, are both to be classed as "huo,"
in so far as their shape is concerned.

No. G 5 represents, in very plain form, the

"i" or ewer for ceremonial washing of the

hands. The cover, here jirovided with a

single animal head, more often has one at

each end, and the horns or ears of these act

as feet when the cover is reversed to form a

basin. The foregoing descriptions compre-
hend the chief types of vessels used in the

pre-Buddhistic worship of ancestors. Other
important groups of objects anciently cast

in bronze include bells for religious and
military purposes (two military " hu-shun "

or " tiger-gongs " are showni on the central

pedestal), large war-drums (of which a fine

specimen is shown), and various military

weapons and heads of agricultural imple-

ments (see examples in Cases F, G), small

objects such as spear-butts, weights for

grave-clothes, and water-droppers for the

writer's talde, and hand-mirrors (see espe-

vially Nos. M 1 to 9, ami those in Cases F
and G). The mirrors, which are commonly
circular, but sometimes square or with

lobed edge, are always provided with a

pierced knob in the centre of the relief

design which decorates the back. A short

tasselled cord or silk band passed through

this knob provided the handle necessary to

hold the mirror before the face. None of

the mirrors, it would seem, goes back

further than the Han dynasty, and copies

and sui-moulages of the Han types are

numerous in later periods. The only types

which can be dated with confidence on the

evidence of style are originals of the T'ang

and Sung dynasties (e.g., Nos. M 1 and 3).

A fairly good impression of the T'ang style

may be gatliered by examining the group

of small objects in Case M, Nos, 10 to 41.

In No. G 9 a delightful little wine-cup in

silver of this period is shown, in shape

bearing a striking resemblance to the

pottery cups of the time, of which an

example has been introduced for com-

parison.

The art of enamelling seems to have been

practised by the Chinese as early as the

T'ang dynasty. The majority of the

Chinese enamels exhibited are in the

cloisonne technique, but a few pieces

decorated liy the champleve process, are

shown, such as Nos, A 23 and 25, The
essential difference between the two pro-

cesses is that in chamjileve work the

cloisons to hold the enamel are provided

by the cutting away of solid metal, while in

cloisonne they are produced by the

addition of metal strips soldered edgewise

to the copjier body of the object, which
may thus be ma<le of comparatively thin

sheet-metal. The operations of filling in

and firing the vitreous pastes, polishing

the whole enamel surface, and finally

gilding the undecorated portions, are prac-

tically identical iii both processes. The
difference lietween Ming and modern
enamels is well illustrated in the pair of

snuff-bottles, Nos. K 121 and 122.

The word Jade is derived, through the

Fi'onch, from the Spanish "piedra de

liijada," which means "stone of the loins,"

because by rubbing the loins with this

stone a cure was supposed to be effected.

I,iko its Chinese equivalent, "yii," it is a

general term employed to denote a variety

of beautiful minerals, the chief types being
jadeile and nejihrite. Early tcjmb jades

have lung been sought for and prized by
Chinese collectors. In this country there

are scarcely any of the earliest types. It is

tlu-refcu'e a. matter of congratulation that

sevei'al undoubted examples of very early

date have been secured for the Rxhibition.

Nos. A 59, 60, L 18, 24, 31, 32. Later

tomb jades are also shown, and it is evident,

from the type of decoration on some and
the fine finish of others, that the custom of

burying jade emblems existed in quite late

periods. The Chinese possess and fully

appreciate the great beauties of other stones

besides jade. During the last dynasty were

made many ornaments and objects of lapis-

lazuli, turquoise, and a wonderful variety

of quartz crystals and agates, all of which
are hard stones, also of various serpentines,

steatite, and amber, which are softer

materials. Ch'ien-lung was fond of these

stones. He possessed a set of the Eighteen

Lo-han. each seated in a rocky cave, and
each made of a different mineral. These

were scattered, unfortunately, in 1861, but

some of them have since been traced. In

this exhibition is shown a rocky cave of

turquoise. No. C 37, .which certainly be-

longs to that period, and is probably the

turquoise specimen of this set.

Chinese sculpture is still but little

known. M. E. Chavannes has recorded for

us the achievements in this art of the

Northern Wei and early T'ang dynasties,

from the fifth to the seventh centuries of

our era. Most of that still existing is

found in the great Cave Temples of Lung-

men in Ho-nan. The depredations of

dealers' agents have seriously marred the

beauty of these treasure-houses, though it

is to such that the Exhibition owes so

masterly a work as the head of a Lo-han,

No. A 29. This comes probably from the

cave Pin Yang, and was carved in the year

A.n. 641 under the orders of Tai, King of

Wei, a member of the Imperial family of

T'ang. Other sculptures in the Exhibition

of approximately the same date are the

trinity on the Mantelpiece (extreme right),

which is dated August 9, a.d, 519, in the

Wei dynasty, the Kuan - yin (ibid.,

extreme left), the attitude of which,

together with the heavy earrings and treat-

ment of the hair and drapery, betrays a

strong Indian influence, and a beautiful

little trinity (ibid., between centre and

right), in the best style of this period. The

most impressive piece of stone sculpture in

the Exhibition is undoubtedly the standing

figure of Kuan-yin, of some size (ibid.,

centre). This is of the Northern AVei or

Sui dynasty, and bears a striking I'e-

semblance to a famous stele in the

Goloubew Collection dated a.d, 543, and to

another in the Freer Collection which is

also dated in the sixth century. In bronze

are Nos, A 37, A, n, c. a Reliquary and two

Guardian Kings, which, together with

D, E, and F, ai-e believed to be jiart of a

famous altar, formerly in the collection of

the late Viceroy Tuan Fang, dated in the

thirteenth year of the great Sui dynasty,

A.Ti. 593 ; in any case they are surely of this

period. Of the same period is a bas-relief

(right of Case A), in hard-baked clay, of a

Buddha with four attendants. The Ex-

hibition includes a fragment of the very

best T'ang workmanship. No. A 33, which

bears all the marks of the highest achieve-

ment, and invites comparison with any but

possibly the greatest works of Greek

sculpture. The marliLe lion. No. A 31, the

bronze lion. No. G 2, and the little bronze

of a fighting tiger and bear. No, M 27, bear

striking witness to the skill and taste of

the T'ang sculptors, to which the spirited

treatment of some of the bronzs mirrors of

this date also bears eloquent testimony.

The beautiful silver cup. No, A 5-5, is, apart

from its technical interest and rarity, of

peculi.-ir value, Tlie inscriptions on it de-

clare it to have been made in a.d, 1345—

that is to say, towards the very end of thf?

brief Yiian ' dvnastv. and in its style it

reflects the spirit of Sung with singular

radiance. Mr. R. L. Holispn declares that

it is jirobalily unique-- in Europe, at a".V
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late. It IS. iit any lale, uut; ui llie iiiust

;iini)urtaiit ubjects in the Exliibition. Oi
Ming sculi)tuie there is no lack, in
every coneeivable material. The most
admirable [liere is jirobably a small
iseate<l figure of an old priest. No. A 63, of

Igold-lacquered wood. Equally fine in its

{severity is a seated emperor in ivory. No.
|A 5. Of lacquered bronze, Nos. A 43 to 45
are good examples, while the peculiarly
(Chinese material, bamboo root, is well
irepresented by Li Po in his cups. No. A 11.

I The few examples of Chinese painting
.exhibited merely hint at an immense
Uubject. Painting has always been the
isupreme type of art in China, and has been
jnractised since the early centuries of our
'n-a by countless masters. In this Ex-
iiibition (above Case CJ) a rubbing from an
iincised stone, a jiortrait of Confusius, is a
j-ecord of a ijicture ascribed sumetimes to
jKu K'ai-chiii, sometimes to Wu Tao-Tzu,
i.vho, according to all tradition, was the
isreatest of all Chinese painters. Wu
ll'ao-tzu belongs to the T'ang dynasty. Of
;he painting of this period, apart from the
jBuddhist iiictures found by Sir Aurel Stein
lit Tun-huang, scarcely anything remains,
jhough enough to show what force and
;randeur the art of T'ang had reached. No
1 7 is a free copy from a T'ang picture,
juade many centuries later, but preserving
jhe character of T'ang design and spacing"
.-andscape, developecl so early in Chinese
jrt and considered by the Chinese as
|uperior to figure-painting, was fairly
jiatured in tlie eighth century, but reached
fs full development in the Sung dynasty,
hos. 3 and 4 are example.* of Sung style in
s tenderer mood, though it seems likely
liat they were actually painted at a later
eriod. No. 14 belongs to the end of the
ung period, when traditions were harden-
ig. The succe?ding Yuan period may
laim Ko. 13, a fine specimen of the ex-
•essive Chinese In-ushwork and energetic
osign, animated by humour and character.
\vo famous masters of this period were
hao M6ng-fu and Ch'ien Shun-chij. To
16 former, who was renowned for his
orses, is attributed a roll of hunting
cenes, No. N 1 ; to the latter, the richly-
loured pair of paintings of birds and
iiwers, Nos. 2 and 3.

AVith the Ming -jjeriod genre subjects
id a more ornato colouring came into
creasing vogue. No. 10 may bo a
[agment of a picture of the school of Eii
'I'i, a famous master of the fifteenth
ntury

; but the most popular phase of
!ing painting is that represented by
ang Yin and Ch'iu Ying, both famous for
eir portraits of fair ladies. Nos. Ifi 21
id 22 are landscapes by T'ang Ying : they
ustrate his gift in a very attractive
anner. No. 8 is another good example of
ing genre. No. 6, with its large design.
ows that under the Ch'ing dynasty
inese painters had not lost touch with
eir great traditions. In revolt from
ademic formalism, we find individual
lists breaking free with a delighted
travagance of asertion. In such work as

1 we feel this personal noto very
ongl.V. At the same time, pictures
i^pirecl by daily life, and especially the
upations and amusements of women and
Idren (Nos. 7 and 20), were in great
gue, and are often nf seductive charm;
d in the painting of flowers, passionately
ed from time immemorial, the Chinese
ve never ceased to show their reverential
ling for beauty, their sensitive skill,
ir genius for colour, their finely-spaced
igli.

The fabrics in the exhibition give a com-
phensive idea of the range of the textile

of China in its later tlevelopments. The
ger part of the stuffs in the exhibition

of the eighteenth century. Perhaps

llie most reuKukaljle are lliuse woven by a
tapestry process (known as "k'o-ssu")
similar to that employed in taiicstry-

making in the West, but on a far more
minute stale The l>eautiful "inlaid " effect

of these panels, and the fine contrast of the
coloured silks with the gold thread often

lavishly used, will be appreciated in many
examples shown. The rugs and mats are

hand-knitted in wool or silk, and in one
instance (centre of mantelpiece in gallery)

gold thread is introduced with the silk.

"Pillar-carpets," of which two are shown
in the hall, are peculiar to China, and the

parts of t'entral Asia under C'liinese in-

fluence. They were made for use in temples,

and many have been brought in recent

years from Tibet. Inscriptions in Chinese,

Manchurian, or Tibetan characters some-

times occur on them, and figures of Tibetan

priests are found. The imagery and

symbolism of Chinese .\rt are amply in-

dulged in by the weaver, and are exempli-

fied on the robes and other woven and em-

broidered fabrics in the exhibition, which

is in all respects a most interesting one,

and can, as usual, be enjoyed at leisure

amid the delightful quietness, and facili-

tated by the careful arrangetnent

characteristic of those responsible for the

unique opportunities of study the Burling-

ton Fine Arts Club from time to time

affords.
'***

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING
CLUB.

A SMALL SOCIAL CLUB FOR AIRMEN.

The chief purposes of Competitiou

Conditions are to inform competitors

as to what the promoters consider they

reipiire, and rules help to keep the

contest within certain defined lines.

Differences of interpretation are bound to

assert themselves, and no ea.suistry can get

over that. The upshot of it all aiuounts to

this— viz., that a plan may provide in the

aggregate what is asked for, grasping also in

a distinctive way tho purposes of the in-

tended work without being actually free from

technical shortcomings. Such a, design is not

likely to be disqualified by trifles of a

secondary order.
•• Thistle " exhibits discrepancies of this

sort, but for all that we reckon him to be

decidedly first; •September Morn" comes

second, and "Tonnelier" scores as third,

while ' Villain " stands fourth. All of these

schemes differ essentially and architecturally ;

they are unequal, and perhaps one or two are

indifferent. All display a varied idea of

planning. Tlio novelty of the subject appears

to have discouraged members from trying

their hand in tliis contest; consequently few

have responded, which is a pity, for sucli a

job as this might quite likely be wanted,

while actually tliere is nothing very special

about the requirements, such as needed

personal knowledge about flying-machines.

.\irinen, no doubt, differ from club habitues

as regards their avocation ; but otherwise

their own club requirements are very much

the same as those of other people moving in

fairly affluent society.

'thistle's" design in some degree is rather

ponderous in appearance; indeed, there is

nothing exactly airy about it. In n sense, it

looks overweighted by the \ery tall roof,

Xevertheless, it is the best scheme bcfcirc

us. insuring as it does a sufliciently palatial

eharacter by making tin- premises worthy of

I club to be used by well to-do members «lio

value unpretentiousness more than fussy

fancy iu their buildings, which ought not to

resemble boat-houses or look like cricket

pavilions. The lay-out of "Thistle's" plan

accords with its purpose, and the symmetry

of its outline is of prime consequence con-

iidering the eminenci! of the situation on the

top of an elevated site. Keeping this fact in

mind, the author did well not to skimp the

measure of his hipped roofing. Mostly seen

from below, the cfl'ect of its contour neces-

sarily woulcl be foreshortened and a less bold

rocil' might appear iio,uflicient and mean. The
Kreneh ehatciiu.x on high ground generally

were distinguished by their architects with

tall roofs, and Old-English domestic work
also depended on its roofing lines for charm
of effect. Castles had ramparts and flat roofs,

where they served as strongholds against

onslaughts" on roek-cnt sites or precipitate

positions fit for defence. This digression is

only made because otherwise .some might

fancy, by approving of "Thistle's" roof, we
had overlooked the old preference in arcld-

tecture for towers on hills, and spires in the

lowlands. This little club is of an entirely

different type, and is incomparable with

either of the types of buildings mentioned.

Churches and " castles belong to another

order, and so do country mansions and such

like. The designs before us are to be judged

on their own individual merits, and in doing

that the proportions incidental to the situa-

tion intended have to be taken into account.

This unimportant club on its downlike

prominence ought to look new, and even

novel, by being up to date and modern.

Being seen on all sides and viewed from

lower levels, its designer to be successful

had to realise its relation to the locality, and,

judging from his design, "Thistle" deserves

much credit accordingly. The breadth of his

frontispiece on both the main elevations is

justified by the same reason. Less ordinary

than the usual sort of dormers, it looks novel,

and the contrivance gives more cubic space

to the first-floor apartments inside. These

otherwise would have been reduced to the

value of cock-lofts. On the other hand, this

central treatment is architecturally dis-

tinctive by being akin to the attic of a fai;ade

without emulating such a feature in its

Classical sense. The result consequently is

somewhat out of the ordinary, for there are

suggestions of brains being at the back of

this notion. Critics of the regulation school

might disparage the combination as being

what they call " queer " ; but with that

opinion vve are out of accord. Little diffi-

culty need occur because of the internal

guttering, as shown on the section between

the main roof and these auxiliary ones. All

that the plumber need do is to give a good

fall and make the flashings high enough for

snow and storm water, and, above all, to

provide that the gutters are left unobstructed

at either end. keeping the outgo wide and
free. The dimensions on one or two of the

rooms are less than Ave specified, and
"Thistle" has left out the lockers in the

dressing-room and the wall-benches in the

billiard-room. In this apartment the

passageway through from the corridor to the

external French casement opening on to the

terrace cuts the apartment up rather too

much. This criticism is emphasised by the

different treatment suggested for the ceiling

of the room immediately over this part. In

reality the "passageway" would not be so

evident, and might not be often used in that

wav. The increase of sizes to some of the

rooms to make tlicMU comply Uterally with

the schedule would not actually change the

character of this plan. The corridor between
the front rooms and the rear premises seems

as if it might not be sufficiently lit. The
sanitary provisions given are well isolated,

and the setting out of the club is

unassumingly appropriate, as well as archi-

tecturally fit. By various expedients others

ha\e endeavoured to get windows on three

sides of the chief apartments, in order to

insure a more ample oversight of flying craft.

"Thistle" has attempted little that way, and
by keeping the heads of his windows so low

down he curtails their capacity, which he
deemed sulllcicul. We Inne not, therefore,

been given as much as we might have
expected from so emancipated a styleinan,

whose shortcomings in this particular score

are faults to be regretted. The omission of

rain-water pipes may be a common oversight,

and in this ease their absence is not so

momentous as might be the ease; but, for

all that, down-tubes have to be used, and
should be shown, particularly when internal

gutters occur like those next the main
slopes to the tall roofing of this clubhou.se.

The eaves are curiously depicted, and at the

same time the veru'' of the tiling comes flush
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with the parapet, below the top of wliich

there appears to be a projecting troiigli-

gutter; consequently- we presume "Thistle"
intends to bring the lead as an apron from
under the tiles down the wall and round this

guttering. The water would overflow above
the position of the French casement-doors in

the front elevation, seeing that the outgo is

cluttered up with the blocking feature rising

above the cornice at these points just where
ample allowance for the water to get away is

most necessary. The hip tiles tilt out accord-

ing to the side elevation, but in the principal

facades are drawn differently. "Thistle"
would do well another time if he noted what
the rules say about the size of paper sheets

to be used ; also he will see that a washed tint

is contrary to the regulations. He did not

use a brush, it is true, but got the effect of a

wash by iiibbing lead pencil over these

drawings.
" September Moru," the second competitor,

gives us a more ordinary sort of building,

providing much too spacious a iirst-floor.

The lay-out of the ground-plan is less satis-

factory than the first scheme. The central

hall relies on a restricted area for light, this

little open space being depended on to light

the lavatory block, which is close up to the

hall window. We are aware that the height
of its wall is moderated in its obstruction.

The plan seems ci-amped and too casual. The
entry to the ladies'-room is darker than
desirable. The luncheon-room is minus a

lift, and the scullery has no external door on
to a flat as given by the premier scheme.
There is no coalplace. The exterior treat-

ment favours a cricket-pavilion, and perhaps
this effect is due to the verandah, which
would, however, facilitate rushing out to see

a passing aircraft. The lavatory tacked on
to the ladies'-room precludes a window to the
west. The dressing-room has the advantage
that way, but the wide eaves curtail the
outlook. The roofing is cut up needlessly,

and the chimneys do not balance. Two
lieckooms lack fireplaces, and the grate in

the steward's parlour is poked up awkwardly
in the corner. It might have been set on the
splay.

"Tonnelier" sacrifices the economical con-
trivance of plan by adopting four angle set-

wings extending on the diagonal. To accom-
plish this extravagance two wasteful ante-

rooms are introduced, gi\ing a sort of "den "

to the billiard-room, and a very awkward
approach to the ladies'-room. The luncheon-
room is made an oddly-shaped place, dodged
about like a riverside second-rate restaurant
catering for trippers. It is scarcely a model
arrangement to make the ladies pass the
windows of the steward's office every time
they go to their lavatory, running the
gauntlet also by side of the waiters'
rendezvous for working the servery, and the
ladies' going and coming is also in full view
of the approach to the men's private
quarters. The first-floor in this scheme is

overdone with spaciousness, the bathroom
provided for the steward being large enough
for a prince. 'J'hc elevations are well managed
and quiet, depending upon their grouping
and avoiding specious ornament, which is

praiseworthy. Somehow or other, the
premises look as if their author had been
commissioTied to design a cottage hospital
with small wards extended diagonally to
insure sunshine and the circulation of air.

We are not clear how the flues from the card-
room and ladies'-room reach their where-
abouts, as .shown in the roof, though we
acknowledge a measure of faith in so careful
a man as " Tonn-ilier," whose elevations are
precise to a fault and his draughtsmanship
looks reliable. Tlie plan, however, is not a
good one, ln'caUM' to rea<-h the smaller rooms
nu'Mibcrs musl go Ihroiigh the chief apart-
nii-nls. 'i'he ladies, for in.stan<e, niu>l w^nd
their way from their (h'partmcnt tluongh the
luneheon-room every time they want to go
out or come in. and must pass close by the
front door before turning round about to
proceed to their retiring-room. There is
too much eirenmloeation by far. The per-
spective view is too diminutive to be
effective.

"Villain" adopts an irregular elongated

shape for his building, and where the
frontage starts off at a tangent a circular
hall is introduced to mask this divergence.
The luncheon-room and billiard-room run up
into the roof. The former apartment has a
hooded fireplace, as in old Gothic halls, while
here and there in the open timbered roof
dormers diversify the framings. A flat

ceiling occurs w-ith exposed beams carried
across level with the second tie-timber of the
truss. The club kitchen is tucked up in the
roof between this assembly-hall and the
billiard-room ; but the service place is below
on the ground-floor, far removed from the
steward's quarters, which come over the card-
room, ladies'-room, and lavatories for both
sexes set out in a wing jutting out north-
wards, where there is a house-yard. The
building assumes the form of a long, rambling
sort of bungalow, with a terrace parallel to
the main frontage and returned at both ends.
The effect is rather high-shouldered besides
somewhat ingenious and unconventional or
odd. Every part, however, is well lighted,
but we confess a doubt as to anyone easily
recognising the purpose of the building
judging from its exterior appearance. To
justify claim to success every building should
naturally bespeak its purpose, even though at
times this may require a niceness of judge-
ment, seeing that the precise difference
between one institution and another may
resolve itself into a question of detail. We
do not, of coujrse, insist upon any such
straining principle; but the point is

sufficiently illustrated by the three published
designs for this club. There is a niceness of
discrimination about "Thistle's" scheme
which expresses its raison d'etre in a way
scarcely approached by the others, and tliev

are the best of the remainder. It is hoped
that this additional remark about " Thistle's "

work may put him on his mettle another
time.

"Sea Wolf" is unequal. A palatini
entrance surmounted by a segmental pedi-
ment, which, if interesting in itself, over-
weights his design, moreover that has little in
common with such central feature. It belongs
to another category, ami the chord struck is

out of harmony with such a setting. The
chimneys fail to give support to this
dominating portal, because they do not
balance as they might have done, and the
uniformity of the remainder of the premises
merely suggest an incongriiity of thought.
The windows and flanking pavilions cor-
respond, but being handled in a style foreign
to the bon mot so ponderously expressed are
disappointine, and the plan lias a casual air
about it. The landing on the first-floor is

wasteful and the corridor leading to the chief
apartments below is dismal. "Sea Wolf"
has taken pains and shirked nothing. We
recognise fully liis endeavour and hope he
will try again with better results, meanwhile
taking our remarks in good part.
"Haughtnn Lea" fsehemes a plan with

distinct architectural merit, which we are
glad to note, but darkness is dominant where
light ought to be abundant in the midst of a
club busy with the contiregation of members
on special occasions. The passage above the
main corridor has to rely on roof skylights.
The entrance-hall, with the opulence of
of columns to give it distinction, would be
very dark. The service-lobby is a- benighted
place, and through this busy quarter the
club users must pass to and from their dress-
ing-rooms, while the waiters will have no
place to set down their dishes, glass, or
roasted meats. This lack of reasonable pro-
\isioii would prove fatal to the working of
institutional administration. Outside

,
the

design exhibits a restless building very over-
featured with too n any vertical " lines.
Sobricly and homeliness iiislead should dis
tiiignish it and suggest a feedling of
<IoiMcsticity. and b<'yoiid that also a recogni-
tion of the social aims expected in such a
club.

" North Point " sends no view, but we
realise the topheavy look of liis main
gables, Dutch-like in character. To the front
of his building he puts conveniences and
house-yard, with a big circular hatchway to
the coal-place. To the south-east, which

includes the chief rooms of the club, there
are two minor porches, the "dining-room"
projecting its whole length beyond the cross-

corridor connecting the billiard-room and
drawing-room in the low wings of the build-

ing. There are too many projections about
the lay-out and the lounge entrance vestibule

is a dismal and uncomfortable shut-off sort of

place, neither a hall nor a parlour, with

the telephone-boxes poked up in one corner.

"Tom Tit" overweights his scheme with

glazed roofs to the rear premises utilised hy
billiard-room, dressing-room, and baths. The
remainder of the building might be an
ordinary house of a commonplace type. Tiio

plan is not adapted to club purposes, the

middle hall being quite dark, and the club

kitchen right away from the location of tlio

luneheon-rooni and steward's-hall. Tho
service-door is in a narrow passage loading

to the billiard-room, dressing-rooin, and
baths.

The following is a copy of the iiistruclioiis

issued for the members to follow;—A siiinll

social club for airmen and their friends. The
premises are intended to be erected by the

members on a plot of private land adjaceut

to aviation trial-grounds situate within a few

miles of a big town. No garage will be needed

in connection with this club, because the

Aviadrome Company has amply provided for

the housing of motors close at hand. The
club will occupy an elevated level site amply
suirieient for the purposes of the biiildins

and its double forecourt terraces, whence
aircraft displays can be viewed from a point

of much advantage above the level of all build

iiigs and tops of trees round about. TIk

aspect for the main front is S.E. ; hut Hi-

lay-out of the apartments is inteiulcd 1"

insure as good a prospect as possible frniii^

the chief rooms, and especially front tliej

general assembly or luncheon-room, 40ft. lijj

25ft., and from the ladies' drawing-rooiii,

Lluft. by 18ft., or of that area. There must

be a good entrance-hall, about 18ft. hy ]2ft.J

and a lobby to the front entrance, with sin.illj

card-room and pair of telephone private c.illi

places, with glazed fronts, near the eiitraiici

door. A billiard-room (for one full-sizct

table), having raised single row of wall seal;

on three sides. Provide a set of four bntli

rooms, and a general dressing-room, aboii

25ft. by 12ft., or of that area, with lockers ii

each end or on one side, three w.e.'s, and :

men's lavatory en suite. Ladies to have oim

bathroom, good lavatory or retiring-room;

and w.c. adjacent, well isolated by ventilalci

lobby. L'pstairs a club kitchen and ollico-

steward's living-room, and three double

bed bedrooms, the accommodation bcin^

for a married couple with child or two, aii'

two servants. The service entrance door aii

small house-yard to bo on the north side ('

building. Staircase will be private; hi,

ladies' retiring department may he on n-,

upper level if thought desirable. The iip|'(

terrace to be Gin. lower than club-floor levc,

and second terrace 4ft. lower than upper on

both terraces, 20ft. wide, will extend rour

three sides of the club, with steps coi

\eniently placed for access in three phicd

No verandah round club desirable. A bloi;

plan to small scale will suffice to show tl,

terraces. General drawings, drawn to sc.t

of 8ft. to the inch, to be confined to the chi

building, which will be built of brick, wi

wood window-frames and metal cascniciij

glazed with plate-glass. Roofs covered wi|

tiles, and Ttot treated as a flat for belvedoi,

A picturesque design on simple lines suitalj

for a club will gain preference. No tower,

wanted. Show at least three elevations, o

section to eighth of an inch scale, and t'

plans to scale 16ft. to inch. A view from t,

S.E. is required. Drawings (with coup|

attached on back) due at Bril.niNO M:j

otlHce not later than Wc<liicsday ill Ea>(

week, April 7, 1915. I

i

Mr. Alfred Cliampney Bothams lias b(

appointed architect and surveyor to the Sj

bury and District Joint isolation Hosf

Committee.
Jlr. Arthur Taylor has been .appointed by

Irish Local Government Boanl arbitrator too

with the claims made in connection with

Dublin Carporation Spilalfiebl? hoii;ing si'he •
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THE REGENT PALACE HOTEL.

The Regent Palace Hotel, which

opened to the public on Wednesday, is a

triumph alike for architect, builder, and

decorator. But for the building strike of last

year, this magnificent structure would liave

been ready for occupation last November.

X\l difficulties having at length been over-

come, the work went on apace, with tlie result

that the Regent Palace Hotel is one of the

Messrs. J. .Jeffreys and Co., and the lift

engineers were Messrs. Waygood-Otis, Ltd.
The five passenger lifts are fitted with signals
which enable passengers on any floor to call

a lift by pushing a button. The first of the
lifts whicli reaches the floor stops for the
passenger. The hotel has in all 32 lifts.

The whole of the asphalte, from that used in

connection with the air-ducts and damp-
courses to the temporary and permanent
roofs, has been supplied by the Seyssel and

THE REGENT PALACE HOTEL, PICCADILLY CIRCUS.

nost luxurious and comfortable establish-
iients to be found. The magnificence of the
•eception-hall, tl.e rotunda court, tlie winter
;arden and palm courts, and tlie Louis Seize-
oom must be seen to be believed. The hotel
s designed to accommodate 1.500 guests,
md there are 1.028 bedrooms, in every one
if which there is an independent supply of
lot and cold water and an electric heater for
se when required; the staff numbers over
00. And all this luxury and comfort are
btainable at fixed charges, and "No Tips"
i the inflexible rule throughout the hotel.
iO the guest knows exactlv the extent of his
labilities.

The hotel was illustrated in our issue of
'etober 2, 1911. The architects are Mr.
[enry Tanner and Mr. F. J. Wills, and
le late Mr. W. .1. Ansell. The contractors
ere Messrs. .J. Mowlem and Co., Ltd.. of
rosvenor WhSrf. Westminster, and Mr.
earchfield was the clerk of works. The
urmantofts Marmo facing materials were
ipplied by the Leeds Fireclay Co.. Ltd.
essrs. George Jackson and 'Sons. Ltd.,
ere responsible for the decorations. Mr.
rthirr H. Barker, of 40. Queen Anne's Gate,
id charge of the .system of central -venlila-
3n and electrical warming installed by

Metallic Lava Asphalte Co., in all about

16,000 yards. Messrs. Strode and Co. carried

out the wrought-iron balconies, balcony
railing, area railing with special emergency
gates. They also supplied the special

crystal fittings for the dining-room. The
total length of railing is 500 yards. The
whole of the lockiiig arrangements have been
supplied by Messrs. Hobbs, Hart, and Co.,

Ltd., and include the most up-to-date system

of master keys and sub-masters for each floor

and corridor. The paint and varnish

throughout tlie building are the celebrated

"Britannia" materials manufactured and
supplied by Messrs. Robt. Ingham Clark and

Co., Ltd. «» —

—

—

THE KENT COUNTY COUNCIL AND
THEIR ARCHITECT.

At the quarterly meeting of the Kent
County Council held at Maidstone on Wed-
nesday in last week the report of the special

committee appointed to consider the terms

of the County Architect's appointment and

the duties assisiued to him'was submitted. It

stated that the appointment was made in

April. 1904. when Mr. Ruck (who was then

vacating the oiTice of county surveyor, which

ho had held since the " year 1880) was

appointed county architect at an inclusive

salary of £600, he bearing all clerical, office,

and travelling expenses necessary to enable

him to carry out his duties. These duties

were that he was to act as architect and per-

form all the work of architect in connection
with the county bridges and all county build-

ings, except the county lunatic asylums and
the council's schools and other educational
buildings. The salary was to be in lieu of all

conimission, and was to cover the prepara-
tion of plans and estimates for new build-

ings, and for the improvement, extension,

alteration and repair of existing buildings,

and the supervision of the execution of all

work. The appointment was not a whole-
time one, Mr. Ruck being in terms permitted
to take any other work, whether of a public

or private character, which would not inter-

fere with the discharge of liis duties as

county architect. In August, 1907, the work
of erecting new county bridges was trans-

ferred from the county architect's depart-
ment to that of the county surveyor. This
change was made without altering the
salaries of either the county architect or the

county surveyor. The coiiiniittee were of

opinion that so far as the county bridges
were concerned the present arrangement was
inconvenient, and the committee recom-
mended that Mr. Ruck be relieved of this

part of his duties, and that all work in con-

nection with the repair of county bridges be
assigned to the county surveyor.

The committee were also of opinion that

the council should order that Mr. Ruck be
repaid actual travelling expenses, the scale

of such expenses to be prescribed by the

committees under which Mr. Ruck served,
and recommended that Mr. Ruck be paid as

from Octolier 1 next an inclusive salary of

£400 per annum. A memorandum prepared
by the county architeet, which was appended
to the report of the committee, gave par-
ticulars of the county buildings and bridges
under Mr. Ruck's supervision, and showed
the cost of the works carried out in each
year since 1904, the total being £62.849 17s.

3d. Mr. Ruck added that his net official

income had not exceeded £450 per annum,
and his yearly income from private works
had not averaged more than £65.

.•\ldermaii Marshaiu, in proposing the
adoption of the report, said he had come to

the conclusion that the committee's recom-
mendation might be just, but it w-as

decidedly not a liberal one. Mr. McAlpine,
in seconding, said he, too, tliought they were
not treating Mr. Ruck quite fairly. An
aniendiiient moved by Mr. Shea, that Mr.
Ruck be paid a salary of £500 a year, plus
travelling expenses, was rejected, as were
other amendments, and the committee's
report was eventually adopted.

THE VALUE OF THE HIGH-PRESSURE
STEAM TEST OF PORTLAND
CEMENT.*

By R. J. Wki and H. A. Davi.s.

The use of high-pressure steam as a means
of determining the soundness and cementing
quality of Portland cement was advocated
as early as 1880 by both Michaclis and
Erdmenger. It has been recommended and
used by otliers from time to time until

recently, whe'ii a form of this test was
advocated and introduced into specifications

for the purchase of Portland cement as the
Force autoclave test. Many brands of

.Vmeriean cement would not regularly meet
the rc(|iiirements of this test, and its recent
introduction led to a controversy between
cement manufacturers and consumers. The
manufacturers of Portland cement contended
that this test was an abnormal one, and the

behaviour of a cement when so exposed was
no criterion of its ultimate behaviour as

normally used in concrete. Furthermore, it

was sugyested that this test be introduced
into the United Stales Government specifica-

tion for Portland cement, and it was forthese
reasons that an investigation of the value of

the high-pressure steam test was taken. 'Miis

investigation included a study of the physical

• Abetract of Technolo^fic Paper No. 47. (Com-
muaicated by the U.S. Biu-eau of Staudards.)
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properties of cements that were sound after

exposure in high-pressure steam and cements
that failed to meet the requirements of this

test. Tests were made of tlie tensile and com-
pressive strengtJi in mortars, compressive
strength in concretes, and the linear change
of neat cement prisms stored in air, in water,
and treated in high-pressure steam. The
qualitative high-pressure steam test consisted
of subjecting a pat of neat cement, after

storing for the first twenty-four hours in a

damp closet, to steam at a pressure of 300
pound per square inch for one hour, in a

steam-tight boiler, the total time in the boiler

being three hours. A cement was said to

have passed this test if the pat was hard and
sound when examined after this treatment.
Tlie quantitative high-pressure steam test

consisted of moulding six neat cement
briquettes, storing them twenty-four hours in

a damp closet, then treating three of them
in steam at 300 pounds pressure for one hour
in a steam-tight boiler, the total time in the
boiler being three hours. The six briquettes
were then broken in a cement-testing
machine, and a cement was said to pass the
high-pressure steam test if the treated
briquettes showed higher tensile strength
than the untreated. Eighteen two-barrel
samples of cement, composed of seven
different brands, were obtained for testing in

concrete. The cement of some of these
samples passed the high-pressure steam test,

and the cement of other samples did not.

The concretes prepared from these cements
have been normally exposed to the atmo-
sphere for two years or more and tested for
compressive strength from time to time.
Sufficient specimens were prepared to con-
tinue the tests for ten years.

The following is a brief summary of the
results of this investigation ;—The general
soundness tests show that some cements
mixed neat which are sound according to the
standard atmospheric steam test, but
unsound in high-pressure steam, exhibit signs
of unsoundness when stored under normal
conditions in dry air. This unsoundness may
require nine months or more to develop iii

neat cement specimens. The strength tests
of mortars and concretes fail to show any
difference in the cementing quality of
cements that pass the high-pressure steam
test and those that fail to meet the require-
ments of this test. There is but small
difference, if any, in the linear change of
prisms made of cement that passes the high-
pressure steam test and prisms made of
cement that fails to meet the requirements of
this test, whether stored in air or water.
Seventy per cent, of a total number of fifty

one brands of Portland cement tested passed
the high-pressure steam test. Cements
normally unsound in the atmospheric or high-
pressure steam tests will generally be found
to be more sound than the original cement
it tlie coarser particles are removed. While
fineness is not essential to soundness, it

appears usually to be the coarse particles of
a normally unsound cement that cause the
expansive action resulting in crackiiig, and
disintegration of the hardened cement in the
accelerated tests of soundness. A cement
originally unsound in the high-pressure steam
test will usually be found sound if exposed
to this test after ageing from two to six
months.
The following conclusions are drawn from

the results obtained :

—

1. The high-pressure steam test should be
made on all cements that are to be incor-
porated in cement mortar or concrete
products that are to be cured in steam at
pressures above atmospheric.

.

2. The high-pressure steam test may be of
value as forecasting the behaviour of neat
cement or a very rich mortar when exposed
under normal conditions in dry air; but it

does not forecast the behaviour of cements in
concrete as normally exposed.

3. Cement passing the high-pressure steam
test is not superior in cementing quality, as
determined from the compressive strength of
concretes, to cement that fails in this test.

4. Cement passing the hdgh-pressure steam
test does not make more permanent or
durable concrete than cement which meets

the requirements of the standard specifica-

tions but fails in this test.

5. Cement failing to pass the standard
atmospheric steam test, but meeting the
other requirements of the standard specifica-

tions, shows in some instances a normal
strength an concrete.

6. For practical work under normal condi-

tions of construction, the results of this

investigation fail to show that the high-

pressure steam test is of value as a means of

determining the ultimate soundness of

concrete.
«**. •

PREVENTION OF DRY-ROT IN MILL
BUILDINGS.

Preventive measures recommended in the

case of dry-rot in rail! buildings are discussed

by Mr. F. J. Hoxie, engineer and special

inspector for the American Associated
Factory Mutual Fire Insurance Companies,
in an informative booklet entitled "Dry-rot
in Timber," from which the following extract

is taken :

—

VENTILATION AND PAINTING.

Ventilation is generally the first preventive

measure suggested. Dry wood which is placed

in an atmosphere well below the moisture

requirements of a given fungus is undoubtedly
incapable of infection with that fungus ; but

ventilation does not necessarily cause drying,

as the wood will come into equilibrium with

the moisture in the air and will become drier

or wetter in proportion to the relative

humidity of the air with which it is

ventilated. Therefore, timber ventilated

with moist air may have its rate of rotting

accelerated rather than retarded. As an

example, a thoroughly waterproof covering

for a column which had been completely

dried would be more useful than a hole

through the centre for ventilation if this

column were used in a moist paper-mill. A
heavy coat of paint may accelerate or retard

the rate of rotting, depending upon .whether

it prevents the wood from absorbing or

giving up moisture. The condition most
commonly met in which paint causes rotting

is when it is applied to green timber saturated

with wa'ter. With sound timbers which are

to be placed in a moist atmosphere, a paint

will doubtless prove beneficial in proportion

to its waterproofing power. " Cold-water
paint," or " fireproofing " paint, containing

hygroscopic materials, would be expected to

accelerate the process of dry-rot, becau.se it

attracts moisture from the air and increases

the moisture in the wood.

LIFE OF FUNGI.

Dry-rot fungi grow by two methods of re

production. The common reproductive spore

grows over the surface of the plant, but under
unfavourable conditions, such as insufficient

moisture, the plant separates into small

sections, which can sprout and grow again

when conditions are favourable, and can
remain from two to four years in the resting

state. Dry-rot is chiefly spread by direct

contact; but possibly living spores carried in

the air can take root when they find a favour-

able resting-place. Fungi are frequently

carried in lumber and spread to other
susceptible material by placing it in large

piles with scant ventilation. As a result of

this, beams are often found more deeply
infected in the middle than at the ends.

PREVENTION UY HEATING AND DRYING.

Often an infected building can be sterilised

by skilful use of its own heating system.
Dry-rot fungus is particularly sensitive to

heat, a temperature of lOSdeg. Fahr. for

three hours or 115deg. for one hour being
sufficient to kill it. It is also killed by
complete dryness, but ordinary air-drying
does ]]ot destroy it. A badly infected mill was
treated four times over the week-end by using
its own steam-heating plant and raising the

temperature to 115deg. Fahr. ; but later il

was found that the disease had already pro-

gressed so far that the beams had to be
replaced. To test the effectiveness of the
treatment, specimens were taken from forty

badly-rotted beams, and only four showed
living fungi ; while, on the other hand, beams
removed from the mill before it was heat-

treated showed a vigorous growth of fungus
on cultivation, and also the formation of

normal fruiting plants when left lying in the

yard. While these experiments are not abso-

lutely conclusive, they are very encouraging,
and indicate that the small cost of putting
steam on the heat-coils is well worth trying,

it there be any suspicion of dry-rot in a new
building. Heating will probably prove more
efficient in the tew scattered superficial

inspections of a mill just completed than it

did in this mill, where the growth had been
in active progress for two years or more and
had deeply penetrated the susceptible

material.

Holes in columns and double beams.

Sometimes holes are bored in columns aud
beams for the object of preventing dry-rot;

but the common custom of boring green or

wet columns just before they are put in place

in a building and using moist lumber for

double beams leaves ideal places for the

growth of fungus, as the air in the openings

may be nearly saturated with moisture. The
holes in the columns have the additional

objection of forming a convenient passage-

way for the fungus to pass rapidly from floor

to floor before the building has dried out.

In slow-burning timber construction it. has

been customary in many ca-ses where an

unusually stiff floor is required to use 2in. bj'

4in. or Sia. by 6in. planks spiked together

on edge for forming the floor. This so-

called laminated construction is very

treacherous so far as rotting is concerned,

particularly if the planks of the lower floors

before the walls of the upper stories are

complete, thus leaving them exposed to the

weather until the roof is put on. Sometimes

the floors become thoroughly water-soaked by

means of the numerous cracks between the

planks on edge, and by the top flooring. This

moisture encourages rot. In storehouses fori

which this form of floor is frequently used,!

the conditions are worse than in the manufac-l

turing rooms, because the storehouses iire'

seldom artificially warmed in winter, thereby

giving less opportunity for drying. Several

such eases have been reported within a fe«

months.

At Chapel - en - le - Frith last week, Mr
W. 0. E. Meade-King, an inspector under ths

Local Government Board, held an inquiry as tt

an application from the rural district council fo:

sanction to borrow £3,950 for purposes of w&teij

supply.
I

Lichfield City Council have decided to defer fol

the present the scheme for the erection of 2i

houses, though a resolution was passed authorisioi

an application to the Local Government BoarJ

for consent to the appropriation of land to b'l

used as a site for the nouses in Greenups-row.

The Moss Hagg Wood estate, near Selby.

belonging to the West Biding County Council, i

to be the subject of an interesting experiment i

atforestation. Some 22 acres of it have bee

replanted with great success, and the count

councU at its meeting held at Wakefield decide

to replant a further area of 44 acres.

Mr. James Chuter, of Bush Lodge, Epson

retired surveyor, known as " The Father

Epsom," who had served for 40 years on tl

Epsom Board of Guardians, and had seen tt

Derby run 70 times, died on March 3 last, 8g(,

92 years, leaving property of the value '.

£11,024 18s. 9d. gross. '

The corporation of Great Plymouth h'

approved the following amounts of compensatij

to borough surveyors for loss incurred by tl

abolition of offices. Mr. J. Patou, Plymout

±310 per annum, Mr. .1. F. Burns, Devoupoi

±•310 Is. 5d., and Mr. C. H. Trounce, Ea

Stonehouse, £34 16s. 8d. The payments to .v

Paton, who has accepted oiiice under t

enlarged corporation, will not begin till he vacat

office.

The Metropolitan Water Board in Peceinb

last agreed to an estimated expenditure

£16,500 in the execution of works for the beti

circulation of water in the Staines reservoi

Tenders have recently been invited for t

construction of siphon-chambers, conduits, a

contingent works forming part of the scnfir

but only three tenders were received, ana i

lowest 'considerably exceeds the expendiu

authorised in respect of the whole of "'?"?''

Under the circumstances it has been decidett
;

to accept a tender until prices become mil

normal.

i

':
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., (But Silnstrations.

'I
COUNTEY HOUSE FOE U.S.A.

i This house Is designed in accordance with
( the requirements of a Xorth American client,
' and is destined for a site on a hillside sloping

to S. and W., and having a fine outlook, in

i
one of the Xew England States. The arrange-

' ment of the principal floor—of which an out-
' line plan i.s given in the corner of the per-

, spective view reproduced herewith—is the
out<:ome of the embodiment of these ideas.

I This floor comprises an ample staircase-hall

directly within the front door, which faces

I
N'., and is sheltered by a pedimented portico,

two stories high. The way through is

I

directly under the stairs, beyond which is a
' wide corridor in the middle of the house, of

the same length as the great hall, which is

nearly 80ft. from end to end, and is two
stories in height. This hall opens on to a
jwide portico reaching as high as the hall,

laud shading it from the southern sun; while
lit also shades an ample terrace, in the centre
jof which a fountain is placed on the central
N. to S. axial line of the house. This is the
portico shown in the perspective view. At
one end of the hall -is the dining-room,
balanced by the drawing-room at the opposite
end; these rooms have wide sliding-doors,

|which come in the middle of the ends of the
hall, and give another axial view E. to W.
right through the house, and continued to

I

the W. by a terraced path. The drawing-
room forms part of a group on the E. side
of the house, comprising besides the drawing-
room itself, the library, 56ft. long, and a
,sqaare salon, connecting them. On both E.
'and W. sides of the house are placed,
Centrally, pedimented porticoes, matching
that on the X:. and flanked by secondary
porticoes rising only to ' tlie level of the
[principal bedroom floor. On the W. side
jlliis portico protects the dining-room from
flie afternoon sun, in summer, and in winter
iwould be enclosed by glass. On the same
pide as the dining-room are the serving-room
pnd pantry, as well as the study of the master
pf the house, which has a separate outside
Upproach from the kitchen-yard, occurring at
i lower level. The basement, which, owing
to the lie of the land, is really above ground
in the S. and W. sides, comprises, besides
;he usual offices. a billiard-room, a
lymnasiuni, and a swimming-bath. There is

ilso an attic-floor. The house is to be of red
jriek—of course, of the current American
iimensions. Sin. by lin. by 2iii., which is the
•ame as the old English "bricks— with stone
Sressings, on a steel frame, with fire-resisting
oors; the roof will probably be of hand
fhaved fine shingles laid over "concrete slabs.

fhe fittings of the house will combine what-
ever is best in American and English ideas of
Convenience and comfort. The stvle is based
^u American-Colonial, modified by the Eng-
lish Classic, on which the former was
jounded. The drawing reproduced is at
present in the Roval Academv Exhibition.
Messrs. Poynter and Wenyon," of 9, South
^olton-street, W., are the architects.

DALZIEL HIGH SCHOOL,
ilOTHERWELL.

This building, now in course of erection, is
mued school to accommodate about 600

iOTS and girls. The walls are faced with
rey Auchenheath stone, and the roofs
overed with small grey slates. The windows
!? u ' '^'"^ ^*^*^' casements, all parts of
Khich are made to open. The classrooms are
mshed with tile dadoes and cement waUs
Jnd wood-block floors. The entrance-hall has a
.larble floor, and the remaining corridors,
faircases, etc., are in granolithic. The only
f)mer}- in the school will be the doors,
,anelUng to assembly-hall, and fittings. The
cnlpture panel, 9ft. bv 6ft., over the principal
Ptrance is being carved from a model pre-
jared by \[r. A. H. Hodge, now on exhibition
f the Boyal Academv, like the draw-
P8.?«fe given. The erection of the
ork IS being sup^rvised bv Mr. J. Dempster.
le ijoard s permanent master of works. The
rclutect is Mr. S. B. Eussell. F.R.I.B.A.,
•. liray s Inn-square, London, W.C.

FI135T T=T n^^

GROUND FLOOR
DALZIEL HIGH SCHOOL, MOTHERWELL.

Mr. S. B. Kisstli, F.R.I.B.A., Architect.
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GROUND rtOOC PLAN

A MANSION PROPOSED TO BE ERECTED IN SUSSEX. Mr. A. N. !'rhntic'e, F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

PROPOSED MANSION, SUSSEX.
Tlie site of this proposed mansion faces dne

South, and is at present occupied by a large

house of the Mid-Victorian period. It is

intended to pull down the present buidings
and to erect a more convenient bouse to suit

the requirements and tastes of the owner,
who desires simplicity of architectural detail

and form, combined with ample accommoda-
tion and lu.\ury so far as the number of

rooms is concerned. The unusual, yet
pleasing, form which the plan takes, was
evolved from previous sketch-plans, with
wings placed at an angle in order to obtain
the full benefit of the morning, midday, and
afternoon suns. The ground-floor, containing
the principal reception-rooms, kitchen offices,

etc., is designed to be on the same level as the
forecourt, and is raised above the garden
front by means of terraced arcades, intended
to be constructed of local stone. Underneath
the Eastern terrace a large swiniming-balh is

to be placed, and the corresponding portion
of the terrace to tlie West is to contaiji a
grotto and plant-house. There is also a base-
ment under the kitchen wing on the level of
the kitchen court, providing further accom-
modation for servants, such as sitting and
sewing-room, and menscrvants' bedrooms.
The first-floor is intended for suites of rooms
for guests, containing bedrooms, dressing-
rooms, and bothrooms ; while the second floor
is to be solely occupied by the owner and
his family. The maidservants will partly be
acconimo'dated in the Eastern wi)ig of the
first- and second-floor plan. The Western
wing of the second-floor forms in itself a sort
of "bijon Hat," with sitting-rooms, kitchen,
cook's bedroom, etc., intended for the
owner's use should the rest of the mansion
not be occupied. The further development
of the interesting schenie has been postponed
owing to the war. and the whole of the project
is at present in abeyance. The drawing given
among our plates to-day is now in the Royal

Academy Exhibition. Mr. Andrew N.
Prentice. F.R.I.B.A., of Hastings House,
Norfolk-street, Strand, is the architect.

A SMALL SOCIAL CLUB FOR AIRMEN.
These designs, submitted in connection

with the Building News Designing Club,
will be found described in ovir referee's
report on another page.

•**^-

Jeremiah O'Bourke, architect, died at his home
in Newark, New Jersey, on April 22, at the
advanced age of 82 years. Mr. O'Rourke had
practised his profession in Newark for more 50
years.

On the motion of Mr. E. Guy Dawber, Hon.
Secretary E.I.B.A., the Council of the Royal
Institute of British Architects unanimously
agreed that a tablet or board be fixed in a con-
spicuous positii-in in the premises 9, Conduit-
street, W., containing the names of all architects
who are serving with His Majesty's Forces during
the War.
Mr. Courtney Clifton, M.Inst.C.E., on behalf

of the Local Government Board, held an inquiry
at the Council Offices, Cannock, on Thursday
week, into an application of the urban district

council for sanction to a loan of .i'10,G75 for the
purpose of providing working men's dwellings.

j

Mr. B. Blanchard (surveyor) said there were
, 6,015 houses in the district, of which 4,830 were
I

rented at i'lG per annum orundei'. The population

j

per house in 1901 worked out at 5.33, in 1911 at

I 5.23, and at the present time it was estimated at
I 5.15 With regard to the proposed scheme, 16 houses
would be let at a weekly rental of 6s., and 28 at a
rental of 7s., and it was estimated that the
deficiency to be met out of general district rate
would be £38 17s. 4d. Two sites had been
selected, one in Belt road at Hightown, and the
oth°r in Beech Tree-lane, Cannock. On the
former site 24 houses would be erected, and 20 on
the latter. Evidence in support of the scheme
was also piveu by Dr. W. H. Clendinnen
(medical officer of' health) and .Mr. J. Turton
(sanitary inspector), who gave details of over-
crowding in the district, and expressed the
opinion that there would be no difficulty in
letting the houses at the rents proposed.

PROFESSIONAL, AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

FACULTY OF SURVEYORS OF SCOT
LAND.—Intimation has been received froaj

the Secretary to the Treasury that in future)

passing examinations of the Faculty oil

Surveyors of Scotland shall be regarden

equally with the passing of the examinatioii>'

of the Surveyors' Institution as affordiiii

prinia-facie evidence of suitability for ap

pointnient to permanent positions under tin

Government.

LEEDS AND WEST YORKSHIRD
ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY. -Tli.

annual general meeting of this society wa

held on Monday night at the Leeds Institute

Mr. G. F. Bowman presiding. The anini:i

report mentioned that 50 per cent, of tin

Associate members of the society wen

serving w-ith the Colours. Mr. G. F. Bow
man was elected president for the eiisuini

year; Messrs. J. F. Walsb. L.R.I.B.A., am

C. B. Howdill. A.R.I.B.A.. vice-presidents

Mr. R. Fielding Farrar. A.R.I.B.A., hon

treasurer; and Mr. W. Whitelie.Tl!

A.R.I.B.A., hon. secretary.
|

«»
Mr. Robert Parry, retired builder, died o:

Sunday at his residence, Mere Villa, Monk-streel

Everton. The deceased, who was in his seventy

seventh year, was a well-known figure inEvertou

He was a native of Halkyn, Flintshire ;
but »

the early age of fourteen he went to Liverpoc

and obtained employment in the building tradt;

in which be was very successful.

The pavilion aud gardens just constructed «

Trent Bridge, Nottingham, were opened on WDil

Monday. The auditorium seats 1,000 people, aii'

gives access, on the south side, to a covere

promenade, which will accommodate snotuf

500. . From the raised tea balcony, wbich scaij

100 people on the north side, one can view bot|

the river and the stage. Below this balcony [Si

verandah, open to gardens. The stage is * ;

wide, 2.5ft. deep, and iSft. high, while tr,

proscenium is 30ft. wide and 16ft. high.
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dnrttntt Calamo.

We wisli all success to tlie National

Government, and confusion to all factious

people who may seek to hinder its work.

We venture to hope that Mr. McKenna may
find himself able to render justice to

builders, and that Mr. Harcourt at the Ofllce

of Works may make no more timber con-

tracts of the sort there is no need to say

more about. We trust that the record of

the new Cabinet may induce the nation to

demand presently that the precedent set shall

be followed, and that we may see an end of

party government, which has degenerated of

late years into government by faction and the

caucus. Why, indeed, should not the King
call to his councils the best men of all

opinions, and end the mere window-dressing
wliich has done duty for public policy for

years past? It would release us from the

mischief-making of cliques, end the evil

influence of a decadent, often corrupt, and
not infrequently venal, party Press, restore

the independence of the ordinary Wembei'
of Parliament, who to-day is a mere pawn
in the hands of the wire-pullers, and form a

safe base on which to build the Imperial
Council which the Britains beyond the seas

will assuredly demand shall embrace the

whole Empire. Let us all see to it that the

ureat lesson the War has taught us is not
thrown away, and that unity of purpose by
honest men of all opinions shall be the main-
spring of the political machine hereafter.

"Unfit for human habitation" is a phrase
that often occurs in our statutes. Yet it is

one of many meanings as applied to houses.

Where a building is defective in itself, as

regards drainage or state of repair there is

no difficulty. But an important principle

just laid down by the House of Lords ("Hall
V. Manchester Coi-poration") throws a new
light upon the whole subject, and opens up
large questions as to condemning old

premises, and thus of rebuilding them on
modern lines. Under an Act of 18G7 the cor-

poration had closed three houses belonging
to the appellant. These had been built about
1860, in compliance with the then regula-

tions, and not since structurally altered.

They had been occupied for over 50 years
for business and residence, and no harm had
come to the occupiers, nor was there any
increased sickness or death-rate. They were
now in fair repair and had good drainage.

The only ground of their condemnation was
that they were unfit for human habitation by
reason of their original grouping—i.e., their

closeness and contact not leaving enough
open space for proper and modern ventila-

tion. The Court of First Instance had
decided against the order of the corpora
tion

; but this was reversed by the Court of

Appeal, whose judgment is now finally con-

firmed by the House of Lords. This ruling

decided that a house may be "unfit for

human habitation " not only owing to defects
in its building, but by its being so situated
that it has not a sufficient access of air.

In other words, old houses are now liable

to condemnation because they were not built

ill accordance with modern hygienic ideas,

which were not known at the time of their
erection. This opens vistas of much rebuild-
ing—which should encourage our architects
and contractors.

mature men, mostly over the age of forty,

and teach them a new trade." The furniture

trade, being hard hit by the war, was suffer-

ing from a glut of workers. The leather

trade was experiencing an unprecedented
scarcity of hands, owing to the denuind for

leather stitchers for military accoutrement
work for the British, French, and Russian
Governments. Some of the residents at Toyn-
bee Hall hit on the idea of deliberately trans-

ferring men from one trade to the other.

The Prince of Wales's Fund produced the

money needed to equip the school and main-
tain the scholars, and the school was opened
on December 7. The experiment was
justified. Out of 139 scholars enrolled up to

January 15, only two men were sent away
from the school because of their inability to

learn a new trade, and fifteen left because
they had got work at their old trade. Every
man who has had a full month's training at

the school has found work, while some of the

men have got good regular work after a

fortnight. The average wages earned by the

men who have found work are between 30s.

and •3.5s. Some are earning £2 a week, and
a few as much as £3. More could certainly

be-^ done on the.se lines. The passive sur-

render of ' most Englishmen to idleness

because there is no work to be had " in his

trade "—often a calling which hardly deserves

the name—is as cowardly as it is calamitous.

Our lamented late old friend, Mr. W. G.

Sutherland, the secretary of the National

Association of Master House Painters and

Decorators, was to have opened a discussion

on the report of the Departmental Committee
on White-lead, at the rooms of the Society

of Arts, Adelphi, London, W.C., on Tuesday,

June 1, at 8 o'clock. The meeting will be

held under the auspices of the Incorporated

Institute of British Decorators, the Society

of Arts Rooms being used for this occasion,

owing to the fact that the Painters' Stainers'

Hall is being redecorated, and also in order

to accommodate a larger audience. .411

interested in the subject of white-lead are

invited to attend this meeting. It will be

perfectly evident in reading the report on

white-lead that dry ru,bbing down should be

abolished. This, at least, is the opinion on

which all the members of the committee agree.

It may be pointed out, remarks the Decorator,

that painters would find itto their advantage

to at once do away with dry-rubbing down.

Of course, on old work pumice-stone and

water are usually employed, but on other

work the danger can be very materially

lessened by dampening the glass-paper with

turpentine. This is a practice which is fre-

quently carried on in America. It is found

that the turpentine cuts the paint quicker

than if used dry.

The British licview records an experiment
recently made, at Toynbee Hall " to take

Cabinet changes are not without their

minor disagreeables to Ministers, and their

wives. A correspondent of the Manchester

Guardian says:
—"Before the consulship of

Gladstone a silver inkstand was the heirloom

which came down to the children of past

Cabinet Ministers ; but that custom no longer

holds. In one sense the upheaval is much
smaller than usual, because the majority of

those with official residences are staying in,

so that there will not be very much furniture-

moving. This is as well, because the house

moving part has been known to disturb the

equanimity of the great ones, and led to a

quite undignified little wrangle between Glad-

-stone and Disraeli as to the valuation of the

official furniture and robes at No. 11,

Downing-street. It is said, too, that the

wives of the outgoing Ministers feel the de-

parture from official residences. "I hope 1

am not avaricious," one is reported to have
said, " but I must say when one was hanging
pictures it was very pleasant to have the

Board of Works carpenter and a bag of the

largest nails for notliing."

Bank Holiday visitors to Hampton Court
Palace were able to see the first fruits of the

scheme for cleaning and restoring the

magnificent tapestries in the great hall and
in the withdrawing-rooni. So far the work
has been confined to one of the 17th-century

set representing scenes from the lives of the

Apostles, which constitute a feature of the

withdrawing-room. Sixteen women workers
from Paris have been engaged on this piece

for two years, and some indication of the

nature of the task is conveyed by the state-

ment that one and a half inches is counted as

a good day's work. The result seems satis-

factory in every respect, and the renovated
tapestry stands out in striking contrast to

its companions and to tho.se in the great hall

illustrating the Life of Abraham, which in

turn will receive attention.

A War Exhibition has been organised to

assist the funds of the Belgian Red Cross
Anglo-Belgian Committee, whose patroness

is H.M. the Queen of the Belgians. A
striking feature is a magnificent 13,700sq.ft.

mural panoramic representation of Belgium.
This portrays, amongst other scenes, the

beauties of Brussels, Antwerp and its mag-
nificent port, Bruges (the Venice of the

North) with its many bridges, Ghent,
Ostend and the Coast, Liege, Namur, and
tiie Valley of the Meuse, including the ill-

fated Dinant, Louvain, Malines. Ypres, and
Vise, the first towu to fall temporarily under
the iron heel of the barbaric Hun. The
exhibition comprises seven sections, each of

which is of importance and interest, the

whole forming a comprehensive War Exhibi-

tion. It will include: Trophies of War;
Armament and Ammunition in the Making ;

Red Cross Work, Hospital and Nursing;
Science and Industry as Applied to War;
Food and Hygiene ; Equipment ; and a

Maritime and Aei-ial Section. The Prince's

Skating Club, Knightsbridge, S.W., has been
selected as the place in which to hold this

exhibition. Offers of interesting war trophies

as loan exhibits, or assistance of every kind

towards making the exhibition a great

success, will be welcomed by the Hon.
Organising Secretary, War Exhibition,

London Chamber of Commerce. 97. Cannon-
street. London, E.C.

The first sod for the building of a new parish
hall and temporary church of St. Barnabas at
Temple Hall, Golder's Green, has been cut.
The estimated cost is £2,200. The architect is

Mr. J. S. Alder, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, and
the contractors are Messrs. Mattock Brothers,
Wood Green.

The death is announced, at Ferndene, Kirrie-
muir, of Mr. Donald Ross, road surveyor. On
the transference ot Mr. James Moncur, road
surveyor, to be county .surveyor of Staffordshire,
Mr. Ross was appointed road surveyor of the
Forfar district highways in 1890, and has resided
in Kirriemuir ever since.

The Local Government Board has sanctioned
the sewerage scheme for the added areas -of
Kidderminster, but declines, under existing cir-

cumstances, to authorise the loan of i£31-,000

required for the execution of the works. The
town council has decided to represent that
certain portions of the scheme are of extreme
urgency from the public health point of view.
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OBITUARY.
Mr. Robert Fellowes Chisholm, F.M.U.,

F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A.. late consulting architect

to the Government of Madras, died on

Sunday at "Woodend." Queen's - crescent,

Southend, where he had resided for several

vears past. He was a Fellow of the

"(Juiversity of Madras, for whom he had
designed a group of buildings. For some
years after his retirement from his appoint-

ment in India. Mr. Chisholm practised his

profession in London, and carried out a

Church of Christ Scientist in Sloane-square.

and prepared a design for an Indian Museum
proposed to be erected in Belvedere-road,

Southwark. He joined the Royal Institute of

British Architects in 1871, and was trans-

ferred to the retired class three years ago.

He read several papers before the Institute,

and frequently took part in discussions on

questions of Oriental architecture.

Mr. J. Arthur Reeve, of 10, Queen Anne's-

gate, Westminster, an ecclesiastical archi-

tect, has died at his residence, Yarrow
Bank, Kingswear, Devon. Born in 1850, Mr.

Reeve received his training under the late

William Burges, A.R.A., and from the first

gave promise of unusual artistic ability. St.

Mark's Church, Salisbury, is now approach-

ing completion from his plans, and is to be

dedicated in the coming autumn. He had
been a member of the London Architectural

Association since 1868, and in earlier years

contributed to the A. A. Slceich Booh.

Widespread sympathy will be felt for Mr.

Edward C. P. Monson, J.P., F.R.I. B.A.,

President of the Society of Architects, and
with Mrs. Monson, on the death of their fifth

and youngest son. Second Lieutenant Cyril

Archibald Monson, 2iid Wiltshire Regiment,
who was killed in France on the 17th inst.

Mr. 0. A. Monson, who was 28 years of age,

was an Associate of the Institute of Chartered

Accountants, and joined the Territorial

Force in February, 1909. He went to France

at the beginning of November last with his

regiment, the London Rifle Brigade, and
served continuously with the 1st Battalion

until he was given a commission in the 2nd
Wiltshires. Upon joining his new regiment

he volunteered for the post of officer-in-

charge of the regimental bomb-throwers, and
it was while leading them that he met his

death.

Lieutenant Christopher Rene Harrison,

L.R.I.B.A., died on Whit-Suuday at the

Military Hospital No. 7, Boulogne-sur-iler,

of abdominal wounds sustained in a night

attack near Fe.stubert on the previous

Monday. He was the youngest son of Mr.
Frederic Harrison, and was commissioned in

the 3rd Leicestershire Regiment, Special

Reserve, in September. Going to l''rance,

he did duty with the Regular 2nd Battalion.

An architect by profession, a fine sportsman
and soldier, he did well in his regiment. His
father was with him at the last, and attended

the military funeral. The late officer's

brother is Mr. Austin Harrison, editor of the

English lieriew. Mr. C. R. Harrison, wlio

was born on April 27, 1877, was educated at

Clifton College, and took his B.A. degree at

Merton College, Oxford. Having been for

many years in the office of Sir Thomas G.
Jackson, R.A., he followed his profession of

architect, both in Sicilian-avenue, Blooms-
bury, and in the Argentine. He had been a

Licentiate of the Royal Institute of British

Architects since 1911. Returning home on
the eve of the war, he obtained a commission
in the Leicester Regiment, being gazetted on
.August 15 last, and later promoted to lieu-

tenant. He crossed to France twice with
details, and had been at the front since

February.

Mr. Robert J. StirUng, M.A., B.E.,
F. R.I. A. I., died at Ids residence in Pem-
broke-road, Dublin, last week, after a long
illness. He was architect and surveyor to
Trinity College, for w^hoin he carried out the
reconstruction of the New-square at the
college and business premises in Lincoln-
place. Another of his recent works was the
reconstruction of tlie Queen's Theatre.
Dublin.

Imliing Intelligena.—*»*

BAMBER BRIDGE. — Last week the

Bishop of Manchester dedicated the new nave

and west end of St. Aidan's Church, Bamber
Bridge, near Preston. The new portion

consists of nave and side-aisles and west end,

baptistery, and porch, and provides addi-

tional accommodation for 264 worshippers,

making the total 686. The west end faces the

main road between Preston and Chorley, and
has a largo five-light tracery window, and
three similar three-light windows in each

side of nave, wliicli is wide and lofty, the

side - piers and arches all of red Rainhill

stone. The style is Decorated Gotliic, and
the architect is Mr. Frank R. Freeman,
Bolton, whose drawing of the church is hung
in the Royal Academy this year. The con-

tractors were Messrs. E. Lewis and Son, of

Blackburn; and Mr. A. C. M. Lillie, of

Bamber Bridge, is the clerk of works.

BRISTOL.—The new headquarters of the

Bristol Branch of the Royal Colonial

Institute was formally opened by Earl Grey
on Wednesday week. It has been built at

the sole cost of Mr. T. J. Lennard from
plans by Mr. Norman G. Bridgman.
A.R.I.B.A., of the firm of Messrs. Bridgman
and Bridgman. of Bristol. Torquay, and
Paignton, and was illustrated in our issue of

August 8, 1913, by plans and perspective.

The site is ne.xt the Victoria Rooms, in

Whiteladies-road. The principal fa(;ades

are of Bath stone, and emblems of the
,

Empire have been introduced as ornaments,
while Australia, Canada, India, and Africa

are carved on hemispheres borne by figures of

Atlas, surmounting panel pilasters at the

principal angles. The Royal Coat of Arms
occupies a prominent position. The entrance-

lobby, lighted by a domed lantern, and the

stair-hall, are divided by swing-doors, and
are paved with black and white marble. The
reception-room on the ground-floor has a

floor area of 800 square feet, and a semi-

circular bay window, fitted with leaded

glass, in which is introduced a stained-glass

reproduction of the City Arms. An oak
mantel-piece and overmantel surmount the

marble fireplace. The dado of this and the

main rooms above is of panelled oak, and the

floor of hardwood parquet. The first-floor

accommodation includes a salon, 36ft. by
22ft., with a semicircular bay window at one
end, and a raised platform at the other. The
third principal apartment is on the floor

above. Here is a library, with 350 volumes,

as a nucleus sent from London. Casement
windows lead to the balcony over the bay
windows. In addition to the open-well grand
staircase of teak, there is a fireproof stair

case, with connections at each floor with the

principal staircase landings.

EDINBURGH.—Last Saturday the first of

the Western spires of St. Mary's Cathedral,
recently completed, was dedicated. The cost

of the two spires, which amounts to about

£12,000, is being met by voluntary subscrip-

tions. When both are finished they will rise

to a height of 209ft. from the street, the

central spire being nearly 80ft. higher. The
completed spire corresponds, of course, with

the rest of the cathedral, which is in Early
Pointed, the style adopted by Sir G. Gilbert

Scott, the architect, as uniting the architec-

ture of Scotland with that of the North of

England. It stands on the southern flank

of the west gable. Four carved figures stand
in niches on the sides of the square tower,

just below the point where the octagonal
spire springs from between four corner
pinnacles. These figures represent St.

Andrew the Apostle, St. Columba, St.

Kentigern, and St. Margai'et of Scotland.
The work of erection has been carried out
under the supervision of Mr. C. M. Oldrid
Scott, London, grandson of Sir G. Gilbert
Scott, ill accordance with the latter's original

design. The contractors are Messrs. E. C.

Morgan and Son, Glasgow; and Mr. E. C.
Morgan, as a hale and hearty octogenarian, is

now himself carrying to its completion the
erection of the building for which at its first

inception lie acted as clerk of works during
the vears 1872 to 1879.

SOUTHAMPTON.—A new Gaiety Picture

Theatre has been built at Southampton in

the High-street. Messrs. Jurd and Sanders
are the architects. The site has been
ingeniously dealt with, but its odd shape

curving along the frontage of Albion-place

hampered the lay-out, and the exigencies of

a shop in the main front of the premises

could not have facilitated the entrance treat-

ment. The vestibule and entrance-hall, so

far as space would allow, are well set out,

and a large gallery from side to side extends

above. The proscenium end of the theatre

tapers off on botli sides, so as to fit the site

and give a balance to the interior, the exit

staircase being to the rear most conveniently

devised. The style of the High-street eleva-

tion is Moorish, with two flanking turrets.

The lounge on the upper floor is oak-

panelled to a height of 8ft., and in the wall

space above between the piers a series of

tapestry-like hunting scenes occur on back-

grounds of deep green foliage with figures in

reddish tints, the proscenium front and piers

being fiiiislied in browns, the object being to

set off the display of cinema pictures to

advantage and secure a warm effect to the

building. The curtain is worked from the

orchestra by special machinery. The theatre

seats 850 persons. The builder is Mr. John
Nicol, of Southampton.

The partnership heretofore subsisting between
K. H. Fayue and R. W. Yates, architects and
surveyors, at John-street, Bedford-row, under

the style of Harding Payne and Yates, has been
dissolved.

Mr. Courtenay Clifton, an inspector under the

Local Government Board, held an inquiry at

Newbury on Wednesday into an application

from the town council for a loan of i;i,800 for

the provision of workmen's dwellings.

At a special meeting of the town council of

Nevvark-on-Trent, forty applications for the

post of borough surveyor were considered. The
comicil's choice fell upon Mr. J. E. Wilkes,

A.M.I.C.E., who holds the jKist of deputy
borough engineer of Northampton.

William Langley Morrison, architect, died at

his home in Boston, Mass., on April 19, in his

fifty-second year. Mr. Morrison first entered

the office of Andrews, Jaques, and Rantoul.

Subsequently he was connected with Morrison

and McEwen, and at the time of his death was

of the firm of Little and Brown.

The Local Government Board having refused

to sanction a loan by the Selby Urban District

Coimcil for building houses for the working
classes, the council have appointed a deputation
consisting of the chairman and the clerk to

wait on the Local Government Board and point

out the great need for the houses.

Mr. William Benger, the artist, whose death,

in his seventy - fifth year, at the Grange,

Fittlewell, is announced, exhibited four pictures

at the Royal Academy—the first in 1890, entitled

"Evening .\mong the Hills," and the second in

1900, "Early .\utumn near Bettws-y-Coed."
Two other landscapes were hung at Burlington

House in 1907 and 1913 respectively.

Lieutenant Edgar J. A. Carr, 5th Battalion

Royal Lancaster Regiment (T.F.), who died on

May 18 of wounds received near Ypres on May 6,

aged forty-one, received his commission last

November,' and had been out at the front only

about three weeks. He leaves a widow and two

children. Mr. Carr was the managing director

of the firm of Dilwortb and Carr, heating

apparatus manufacturers, of Preston.

The current issue of the R.I. B.A. Journal

states that the tolal number of members of the

Royal Institute who have joined H.M. Forces

for the period of the War is 41 Fellows, 269

Associates, 115 Licentiates, 2 Hon. Associates,

and 145 Students. There being approximately

only 1.694 Associates on the roll, as compared

with 2,045 Licentiates, the much larger relative

proportion of Associates who have enlisted is

remarkable.

Subject to certain legacies, the bulk of the

estate of Sir Hugh Lane, who went down with

the Lusitania, mainly consisting of pictures of

considerable value, is bequeathed to pubbc

galleries in Dublin and London. About twenty

years ago Sir Hugh Lane started as a picture

dealer, under the tuition of the late Mr. Martin

Colnaghi, one of the shrewdest judges of

pictures in London, in a court off St. Janiess-

^l^eet. For many years past his business

had been entirely conducted from his private

residence in Oheyne-walk, Cheleea.
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THE R.I.B.A. AND BELGIAN HISTORIC
BUILDINGS,

'Jo the Editor of (he BuiLDiNO Nkws.

Sir,—At the present time, when public

attention is so nuieh directeti to the destruc-

tion of historic buildings in Belgium, I wish
to bring before your readers the fact that

a committee has been appointed by the

Council of the Royal Institut-e of British

Architects to form a collection of records of

these. The Council is of opinion that this

collection must include all buildings of

historic interest in Belgium, in view of the

uncertain course of future events.

I now appeal to all those who possess

photographs, measured drawings, sketches,

old prints, plans of towns, illustrated guide-

books to iuflividual towns, to present tliese to

the R.LB.A., where they will be embodied
in a branch of the library, with a special

catalogue for reference. The collection when
completed will be accessible at the same
hours and under the same conditions as the

rest of the librarj". It is hardly necessary to

add that Belgian architects will be particu-

larly welcome to the use of the collection.

The Council is especially anxious to obtain

gifts of photographs taken by visitors to the

smaller towns of Belgium, such as, by way of

example, Nieuport and Furnes, where there

are often churches and houses of great archi-

tectural interest which are not illustrated in

standard books on the architecture of

Belgium.
The Council feels that such a collection

brought together in one institution would be
of permanent value to all interested in the

art in Belgium.
All gifts should be addressed to Mr.

ilartin Briggs, A. R.I.B.A.. hoii. secretary of

the Belgian Architectural Records Sub-
Committee, at the Royal Institute of British

Architects, 9, Conduit-street, W., by whom
they will be acknowledged.— I am, etc..

Ernest Newton,
President R.I.B.A.

Royal Institute of British Architects.

9, Conduit-street, Hanover-scjuare, W.,
May 27, 1915.

I trust, with the writer of the letter, that

steps will be immediately taken at the Insti-

tute, not only to ask these Germans and
Austrians to retire, but that they shall be
absolutely and definitely expelled from the

roll of our membership.— I am, etc.,

Wm. Wood\v.\rd.

ly, Southampton-street, Strand, W.C.
May 25, 191.5.

(But (Bfkt fabU.

"EXPELLED FROM THE ORDER.'
Sir,—I was glad to read the letter in

your last week's Building News, signed
"F. R.I.B.A.," referring to the fact that the
easting vote of the President of the R.I.B.A.
defeated Mr. Max Clarke's motion demand-
ing the retirement of the German and
Austrian architects, Hon. Corresponding
Members of the Institute.

I ejuite agree with the writer of the letter
that tlie President was actuated by the best
intentions in the world when he gave his
easting vote, and that was in January last.

In my review upon the R.I.B.A. Annual
Report I expressed the wish that the roll

of the members of the Institute should be
reduced by fifteen, being the Germans and
Austrians above referred to.

For terseness and truth. I do not think the
following extract from an article in the Xew
York Tribune of the early part of this month
could be bettered. It runs as follow s :

—

""
.4 WILD BE.\ST IS LOOSE IN THE WORLD.

"Many millions will regret that no
American soldiers are in those lines doing
America's part in the battle to defend
civilisation ; for let no one mistake the fact

—

'a wild beast is loose in the world' — a
creature combining tlie ferocity of the animal
with the lust of the degenerate human
being."

As I said at the Institute when Mr. Max
Clarke brought forward his motion. I do not
know that any of the Hon. Corresponding
Members above referred to are personally
engaged in the War against u.s, and, on the
contrary, I do not know that they are not;
but what I do know is that they are members
of the same barbaric race which has dis-

graced, and is still further disgracing, the
Very name of human beings.

ANCIENT LIGHTS IN ALBEMARLE
STREET, W.

Sir,—In your report last week on this

case, under the above-named heading, you
refer to the settlement whicli was arrived

at between the parties—that the defendants
were not to carry up their building "beyond
the altitude from which a line drawn to the

sill of the ground floor window of the

plaintiffs' premises would produce an angle

of 42Jdeg. with their front wall."

As I was concerned in the case, perhaps
you will allow ine to say the 42Jdeg. is a

misprint for 47Jdeg.—I am, etc.,

Wm. Woodward.
13, Southampton-street, Strand, W.C,

May 25, 1915.

Four new bridges will shortly be constructed
across the Thames—one at Goring and Streatley,

one at Windsor (the Albert Bridge), and two at
Reading.

Amesburj .\bbey, Wiltshire, is to come uuder
the hammer of Messrs. Knight, Frank, and
Rutley in September. The abbey stands on the

site of the former monastic house, and the 6,40U

acres of the estate to be sold includes Stone-

henge.

Second Lieutenant Richard M. B. Gamble, of

the 7th Battalion ^T.F.) of the King's Liverpool

Regiment, who has fallen in action in France,

was the son of Mr. Sidney G. Gamble, F.S.I.,

.\.M.1.C.E.. who has been since 1892 second

officer of the London Fire Brigade.

The death took place, at his residence, on
Thursday week, of Mr. Edward Leach Grindrod.

of 416, 'iVhitwoith-road. Rochdale. A nat-ive of

Rochdale, he was sixty-three years of age, and
for between twenty and thirty years had carried

on business as a joiner and builder in the

district.

Mr. William Morgan Cobbett, of Moulton
Hall, Middleton Tyas, near Darlington, formerly

of Carlton, Aldbrough, Yorks, land agent, who
died on February '22, aged fifty-three, left estate

valued at i;42,004 gross, with net personalty

£40,467. He was a grandson of William
Cobbett, M.P. for Oldham.

The Commissioners of Richmond Bridge,

having been assured by experts of the safety

of the existing structure, have contracted for

the entire covering of the bridge at its

approaches with granite setting at a cost of

-tS.OOO. The work, continuing night and day. is

to be accomplished in six weeks after the

delivery of the granite.

The new Domestic Science School recently

erected at Staple Hill, Bristol, was opened on
Tuesday. The new school lies to the west of the

Coiuicil school, and on an adjacent site. It is

faced by a large school-garden, on which will be

grown by the scholars the vegetables to be used

in the cookery school. The new building com-

prises a kitchen fitted on modern lines, a pantry,

an ironing-room, a sitting-room, and a fitted

bedroom. The builder is Mr. Wilmott, of Cock
road.

The Thames Conservators are proceeding with

the erection of a gauge-weir at Hampton, on the

site of the existing river-weir, on the Middlesex

side of Kent's Ait. It will consist of a gauging-

sill from 59ft. overall and four deep sill sluices,

with gaugeway and the necessary lifting

tackle, together with a gauge-house containing

float, well, and recording instruments. The cost

of the work will be about £6,000. one-half of

which will be defrayed by the Metropolitan
Water Board.

Lieutenant Noel Waugh Hadwen. .\.R IB A .

of the 3rd Battalion Duke of Wellingtons
Regiment, was recently invalided home, as he

was suffering from the nefarious gas-poisoning

adopted by the Germans. We are glad to hear
that Lieutenant Hadwen, a partner with Mr. E.

Guy Dawber, Buckingham-street. Adelphi, W.C,
is now making good recovery. He has been a

member of the Architectural Association since

1904. and joined the Royal Institute as an
.Associate half a dozen vears later.

Ihc Council of the Royal Institute of

British Architects, in the exercise of the

powers conferred on them by Clause 2 of the

Supplemental Charier. 1909, has elected to

the Fellowship of the Royal Institute Mr.
Frank Darling, of the firm of Messrs. Darling
and Pearson, Imperial Bank Building,

Toronto. Mr. Darling, it will be remem-
bered, is the Royal Ciold Medallist elect for

the current year, and it is expected that he
will be present in person at the presentation

on June 21.

The report of the Advisory Board of the

Corporation of Manchester on the subject of

air-pollution possesses interest as a record
of the initial steps taken on municipally-

organised lines to deal with the problem of

smoke-abatement. The work of the board is

entirely directed to research and to spread-

ing information as regards smoke-abatement
methods. The investigations now in hand
are as yet incomplete ; but it is already clear

that valuable results are being obtained. In

this report, which it is hoped will be the

first of a series of annual reports, it is only
possible to give particulars of the methods
and aims of the work which is being under-
taken. The present intention of the board
is to endeavour to bring home to the public
the seriousness of the damage done by
smoke; to spread reliable information as to

the best existing methods of smoke-abate-
ment; and to discover, if possible, by
research, new and improved ways of dealing

with the problem. Methods, it is stated, are

already known which, if more widely adopted,
would greatly improve the state of the atmo-
sphere without inflicting hardships on manu-
facturers or others. The board is convinced
that the public do not yet realise either the

economic cost of the smoke evil nor—what is

more important—the effect it has on health

and happiness through the mental depression
which results from living in an atmosphere
of gloom. Other industrial centres will

keenly follow the results of Manchester's
investigations.

o»

A receiving order lias been made in the case
of Edward Oliver, of Meifod, Mont., builder and
contractor.

New shelters, cliff-paths, and terraces on the
Bournemouth sea-front were declared opened on
Wednesday by the mayoress.

The late Mr. Hubert James Austin i73), The
Knoll, Lancaster, architect, of Messrs. Austin
and Paley. left personalty amounting to £38,997.

The Llanelly Rural District Council have
spent £118,759 on pipes and labour in connection
with the Llwynyfan water scheme, and have a
balance of £49,619 with which to complete the
scheme.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held
last Friday into the application of the Man-
chester Corporation for sanction to borrow
.£543,000 for an electricity-generating station at

Barton-on-Irwell.

Mr. George S. Barry, of Dundee, has been
appointed road surveyor to the Deer District
Committee of the Aberdeenshire County Council
in succession to Mr. Calvert, who has received
another appointment.

Mr. Thomas Edward Williams, of Crosland
Moor, has been appointed sanitary and housing
inspector for the joint councils of Skelman-
I Itorpe. Sliepley. Shelley, Clayton West, and
Denby and Gumberworth.

Of the eight candidates selected to appear
before the council. Mr. Carter, of the Heston
and Isleworlh Urban District Council, has been
appointed surveyor to the newly-created Bed-
dington and Wallington Urban District Council.

.\t Wo|lon-nndnr-K<lgc, last week. Mr. R.
H. Bicknell. an inspector of the Local Govern-
ment Board, held an inquiry as to an application
from the parish council for leave to borrow
£1.300 for the provision of a burial-ground.

.\n agreement has lieeu signed between the
New South Wales tJovernment and Messrs.
Norton, Griffiths, and Co. for the construction
of public works to the value of £10,000,000
within five years. The works embrace ten rail-

ways, two water - conservation schemes, and
harbour works, and the enlargement of the
main canal of the Murrumbidjie irrigation area.
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSTHNG WEEK.
Friday (To-day).—Institution of Municipal and County

Engineers. Meetin^f at the Council
Offices, Nantwich. "Municipal Works
in Nantwich," by J. Brooke, Engineer.
11.30 a.m.

Royal Institution. " Engineering
Problems of Mesopotamia aud the
Euphrates Valley," by Sir John
Jackson, C.V.O., M.P. U p.m.

Satl'Kua.y (To-mobrow). — St. Paul's Kcclesiological

Society. Visit to Petersham Church,
Surrey, under guidance of the Rev.
C. S. Nicholl, M.A. S p.m.

InBtitutioii of Municipal Engineers.
Meeting of the Eastern, North-Eastern,
and South-Eastern Districts at Dun-
stable. 1.30 p.m.

Association of Managers of Sewage
Disposal Works. Visit to the Corpora-
tion Sewage Work", Durnsford-road,
Wimbledon. 3 p.m.

Monday.—Siuveyors' Institution. Annual Meeting.
5 p.m.

Tuesday.—Discussion on the Report of the Depart-
nieutal Committee on White Lead.

.
- - Society of Arts Rooms. 8 p.m.

FriijaV and Saturday (Jise -i and 5).—Institute of

Municiiial and County Engineers.
Scottish District Meeting at County
Buildings, Ayr.

Satuhdai" (JiNJE 6).—Institution of Municipal and
County Engineers. Eastern District

Meeting at the Town Hall, Southall.
" Fourteen Years' Municipal Work in a
Loudon Suburb," by Reginald Brown;
and " Fitting-up and Working of a
Sewage Works Laboratory," by J'. H.
Etlmondson. '2 p.m.

Association of ilanagers of Sewage
Disposal Works. Visit to the Man-
chester Sewage Disposal Works at

Davyhulme, Urmston. 3 p.m.

TRADE NOTES.
The surveyor for the Farcett Schools reports

that he used waterproofed cement concrete on
flats over corridors in these schools, and speaks
highly of the result. He is now about to build

a large concrete reservoir, which will be also

treated with the cement-waterproofing powder
-Pudlo.

<»
The Governors of the National Gallery of

Ireland have appointed Mr. W. G. Strickland to

be Director in succession to the late Sir Hugh
Lane. Mr. Strickland is the author of a com-
prehensive work entitled "A Dictionary of Irish

Artists," published within the last few years.

A Local Government Board inquiry has beeu
held at Ayr into the application of the corpora-
tion for authority to prepare a town-planning
scheme for an area of the burgh lying to the
east of the railway, between the Cattle Market
and Belmont Grossing.

Nellore, in Madras, is fortunate in having
two new public buildings, which the Hon.
Sivaswamy Aiyar opened on April 9 and 10 re-

spectively in turn. The one is a town-hall, which
cost Rs. 60,000, and is the gift of Mr. R. Lakshmi
Narasa Reddy, a public-spirited citizen. The
other is a new municipal office, which has been
built out of public funds.

Widespread sympathy will be felt with Mr.
T. H. Mawson, of Lancaster and Conduit-strecl.
W., the well - known landscape - gardener and
town-planning expert, whose son, Mr. J. R.
Mawson, serving in the Liverpool Pals' Battalion
of the King's Own Royal Lancashire Regiment,
was killed in action near Ypres on April 23.

He was in "his twenty-first year.

With the approval of the Secretary of State
for India, the services of Mr. J. F. Mannings,
A. R.I.B.A., of Dorunda, Ranchi, consulting
architect to the Local Government of Bihar and
Orissa, are being retained for a further period
of five years from January last on an increased
salary of Rs. 1,500, rising by annual increments
of Rs.50 to Rs. 1.750 a month. Mr. Munnings
went out to India so recently as 1910 as con-
sulting architect to the late Government of
Eastern Bengal and Assam.

Experiences in connection with electrolytic
action on 1.500 reitiforced-concrete poles on the
Ut;ica-Syracuse lines of the New York State
railways during the last five years are related
in the "Electric Railway Journal." Of these
poles only three developed defects, which, upon
investigation, proved to be directly traceable
to leakage of the 600-volt trolley-current through
the reinforcing - rods to earth. The evident
remedy .for this is to insulate the pole coni-
pJelely by. placing in the spans the ppop^r strain
insulators. 'In every case ample warning of the
failure' was -given by the gradual cracking of the
concrete. long before the pole was liable to fail
altogether, -

LATEST PRICES.

I
N.B.— All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
usual sources of information are in many
eases failing us.

TIMBER.
Owing to stoppage of supplies, all prices

have advanced an average of 15 per cent.

I BON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Kolled Steel Joists, English £9 11 (1 to £9 17 a
Wroaght-Iron Girder Plates 9 15 „ 10
Steel Girder Plates 9 15 „ 9 17 (i

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or

I Square 92 „
Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

Sooth Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding. £12 5s. to £1-2. 15s.

Ditto galvanised, £10 to £19 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrn' ited Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 30. No. 22 to 21

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Bestditto 13 10 14

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £3 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8 10

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

, Galvanised 8 15 ,, 9 5
Cast-Iron Sash Weights 6 0,, 650
Cut Floor Brads 10 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14B.W.Q 14 5 „ —

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0to8 n 10 11 12 B.W.G
£10 10s. £10 ISs. £11 OS. £11 5s. £11 15s. per ton

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £6 15 to £7 2 6
4in. to 6in 6 10 „ 6 12 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 17 6 „ 7 2 6

[Coated with composition, 58. Od. per ton extra.
turned and hored joints 58. per ton extra.]

Iron

—

Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall 80s. Od. to 127s. 6d
Hot Blast, ditto 878. Od. „ 97s. Od

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2^ per cent.}

—

Gas-Tabes 67J p.c.
Water-Tubes 63|
Steam-Tubes 60
Galvanised Gas-Tabes 55
Galvanised Water-Tubes 51i
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45

OTHER METALS.
I Per tou. Per ton
Lead Water Pipe, Town '£25 5 to —
„ „ „ Country '26 5 0,, —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '26 5 „ —
Country *27 SO,, —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside, Town *27 5 0,, —
,, „ Country '-M 5 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town '-29 15 „ —

; „ „ „ „ Country *3U 15 „ —
: Composition Gas-Pipe, Town ... *2S 5 0,. —

Country '23 5 „ —
Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4^in.) Town '^H 5 0,, —

Country '29 5 0,, —
I rOver 4iin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6 ,, £18 12 6

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0„ —
Copper Sheets, sheathing* rods 100 (J „ 101
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 86 „ 87
Tin. English Ingots 161 0„ 165
Do., Bars 165 ,, 166
Pig Lead, in lowt. Pigs (Town) 20 15 6 ,, 21 2 6
Sheet Lead, Town •2115 0„ —

Country *25 15 „ —
Genuire White Lead 34 ,,

—
Refined Red Lead 31 „ —
Sheet Zinc K3 (net)
Old Lead, against account 19 5 0., —
Tin percwt. 9 0,, —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 11 ,,

—
!

* For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

SLATES.
in. in. £ s. d. per 1,000 of

Blue Portmadoo ... 2(1 x lo ... 12 13 6 1.200 at r. stn.
16 „ 8 ... 6 13 6 ., „

Blue Bangor 20 „ 10 ... 13 2 6 „
20 .,12 ... 13 17 6

Firstqaality 20 „ 10 ... 13 „
20 .. 12 ... 13 15
16 „ 8... 7 S

Sareka nnfading
green .........:...,.... 20 „ 10 ... 15 17 6

„ „ ......... 20 „ 13... IS 7 6

, --„ 18 „ 10... 13 5 a
„ ,. 16 „ 8... 10 5 „

Permanent Green ... BO „ 10 ... 11 12 6
IB „ 10... 9 12 6 „

.16... a.- 6 la 6 „

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in

Second Hard Stocks 1 11 ,, „ [river.

Mild Stocks 19 0,,
Picked Stocks for delivered
Facings 2 5 „ atrly. stn,

Plettons 1 14 „ „ „
Pressed Wire Oats... 1 18

Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Bed Pressed
Ruahon Fac'ng ... 5 „ ,, „

Best Blue I ressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BuUnose 4 0,,
Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 4 0,,

2|in. Best Bed Ac-] ( Net, delivered in

orington Plastic
f
4 10 6 ,A full truck loado

Facing Bricks ) (. in London.

3'la" Aocrington Best Bed Plastic Facing per 1,000

Bricks £2 10

3V9" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 3 3 6

Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/8 in
thickest part •... 3

3'la" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 3 6
3'/8" ditto ditto through and through 3
3'/8" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and i" radius Bnllnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Aocrington Air Bricks, 9" « 2 course deep, each 6

Ditto ditto g"xl coarse 3

Aocrington Camber Arches :—

3 course deep, 4i" soffit, per foot opening... 1 :\

4 ditto ii" ditto ditto ditto ... 1 S

5 ditto ii" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

6 ditto 4i" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 «

3 ditto 9^ ditto ditto ditto ... 3 1

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 11

5 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 li

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BRICKS.
HARD aiiAZEB (PEB 1,000).

White. Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Oolonrs.

Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 11

Headers—
11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 fi

Quoins, Bullnose, and 4iin. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 15 17 i.

Doable Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square

—

19 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 36 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 23 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6

Splays and Squints-
II 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers-
5d, each 4d. each 63. each 6d. each 5d. eacb

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops-
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. eacb

Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 6d. each 5d. each 4d. eacb

MOULDED BBICEB.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. eacb

Internal and External Angles—
Hi each 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/3 e»ou

Sill Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 6d. eacb

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000

Headers - £^ " ''

„ „ Quoins and Bullnose 27 17 I)

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks] Not

of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-

listlortheirrespectivekiodsand colours?- ing Sin-

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by4Jin.

Is. 2d. each I bySiin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Donblc

Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

• These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

bo London Stations. s. d. , „ j
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, deliverea

Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 „

B. d. Per ton,

Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered

Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 per ton deUverea

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

B. d. s. d. Per yard,

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 278. Od. per ton »i

railway station,

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 8 4

Darley Dale, ditto .. "j.
Red Corsehill, ditto .. °

; q
Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto ,,

n I 10
Ancaster, ditto •• n i in
Oreenshill, ditto .. ^

J '"

Beer, ditto .. " '

Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) - >•

HardTork, ditto
Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides, n a 8 I

landings random sizes per foot sup. u » " i

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
o 1 3

sides, random sizes ••
"

* All F.O.B. London.

iioi:

a 0;
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Messrs. Barclay's Bank at Luton, Bedfnrilsbire. View

antl plans. Mr. .\rtbiir Blorafleld, M.A,, P.R.I.B.A.,
Architect.

Strand, W.C.

Sledmcre, Yorkshire, the residence of ni>loncl Sir Mark
bykos, liart., M.I>. South-ivO-St front ot the Hall
as now rebinlt. View ami plan of the Mansion.
Mr. Walter If. Uricrloy, RS.A., F.R.I. li A .

Architect.

Now Cottages and Dairy Farm, Ewell >ranor, near
Maidstone. \ iew and plans. Mcssr.^. GenlVi-y
Lucas and Arthur Lodge, Architect.s.

Tlie Pusey House, Oxford. Elevation ot St. Giles'
Street Front. Mr. Temple Moore, F.R.I B A
Architect.

Eastbury Manor House, Barkiug, Essex. DetaiLs ot
the Great Stack in Courtyard. Measured and drawn
by Mr. Hubert V. 0. Cnrtis, Architect.

CHANGE OF DAY OF PUBLICATION.

On and after Wednt-sthiy luxl, .Tune 9, (he
Building News will lie publifhed every
week on TVrdncsdai/ muraing, at the usual
hour, instead of on Friday.

.\t the moment the reason for the chan;.;e
is urgent. Owing to the interruption m
traffie, we receive every week complaints
from readers who cannot get their paper
on Fridays owing to delay in transit.
But when quiet times come again we

shall, in all probability, continue to
jiublish on Wednesday. There are many
rjasons in favour of the change, not the
least being the glowing disposition to
regard the Saturday as a rfi're iioii as far
as business i.s concerned.

In any case, no one will ?ufTer dis-
advantage if our readers and advertisers
will make a note that all matter for pub-
lication, and advertisements, must reach
us for the current issue in future by 3 p.m.
on Tuesdays instead of Thursdays.

MAP-BEADING AND ROUGH
MEASUREMENTS.

By St.«lev C. Bailey, A.M.I.C.E., F.G.S.

The reading of maps, and methods of

ttiking rough bearings, distances, and
heights from them are very useful, especially
to travellers and tourists; the following in-
formation may therefore be of some service
to such, and also to many who have
temporarily taken up military duties.
The English Ordnance maps are pub-

lished to the following scales—viz., liu. to

1 mile = 5,230ft. to liu., or a natural scale

of 0,280 X 12' = 1 . (•;„ to 1 j^jjie

C3,y60

.SSOft. to liu., and HSO

The scales of these maps are very con-
venient for English measurements, because
the inch is divided into eighths, and so also
is the mile into 8 furlongs, each furlong

therefore 5,280 = 060ft., or
8

10 chains.

the chain being equal to 66ft. or 22 yards
(the length of a cricket pitch), therefore
there are 80 chains to 1 mile, and every ,',in.

on the lin. to 1 mile maps represents 1 fur-

long, or 660ft., and ^iin. = 1 kilometre. In
the 6iu. to 1 mile maps there are 48 eighths

~ - •, or i, in. per furlong ;
of an inch,

and in

there are 3.168in.

1 mile maps,

to 1 furlong.

and

6

1

10,060

•208.33ft. to lin

,500

10.:J6ft. to 1 mile

approximately

1

ooi)

to lin. for town plans,

also the

1

12

20.344iu. to 1 mile

or a natural scale of

for parish plans, also

00
or

1-.

41.06ft.

There are

maps—viz.,

1,000,000
miles, or 10.78 miles

following general

r 1.013iu. to 16

to lin., approxi-

mately ';„-= 1 niile; —^ - which divided
633,600

02,80Oft. or 10 miles to lin.
;

per inch.

by 12

126,720-
='""'

Ik to 1 furlong and-
1

or ,'3," per furlong.

253,440

to 1 mile, or

= i per mile

the 20.344 inches to

25.344

8
and 3.16Sin. 8 = 25.344 eighths of an
inch divided into 660ft. = 26.04ft. to ,\iu.,

and 6' x
j} = 3.70in. to 1 kilometre ap-

proximately. When calculating areas from
'naps it should be borne in mind that all

maps show the country from a bird's-eye
point of view, and all measurements are
made on a horizontal basis, so that the true
areas of lands can only be found from a mai)
if the ground is fairly level ; for instance,
if a held on sloping ground is 1.000ft. by
1,050ft. as shown on the map, and there
is a rise of 100ft. on the l.OOOtt. siile,

the area according to the map will

be = l,000,0()Os(i.ft., or 24.1 acres, an acre
being equal to 43,060sq.ft. ; but the
actual area will be = 1,000ft. x ],OU6.6
= l,096,600s(i.ft. = 25.17 acres; the length
of the sloping side (c) being calculated by

the formula c ~ Va' + U'. in which h = the

vertical height, and a = the length of the

slojiing side as measured on the map, or

the horizontal length (Fig. 1). Ijaiid areas

are usually measured with a steel chain

66ft. long, and containing 100 links, and 10

square chains, say, 10 chains 1 chain
= 1 acre, or 69.07yd3. by 69.07yds., or,

roughly, 70yds., by 70yds. = 1 acre ; so

that a tield which measures 10.42 chains
X 5.61 chains = 08.40 square chains = 0.845

acres in area. When ground is surveyed

for the purpose of making maiis the chain

is held horizontally, but when measuring

areas it is laid on the ground, but the

areas given on Ordnance maps arc taken

There are 10 millimetres (mm.) in a
centimetre (cm.), 10 centimetres in a
decimetre (dm.), and 10 decimetres in a
metri', and the standard for land measure-
ment is the kilometre = 1,000 metres

= 3,281ft. = 1093.633yds. = l£?Mi3
1760

= 0.6214 mile, or about S of a mile or
tive furlongs

; ii of a mile = 1,760 : j
= 1,100yds., while 1 kilometre = 1093.63yds.,
therefore, g of a mile will be 6.37yds. in
excess of a kilometre.

The Continental maps are usually base 1

on natural scales of even decimal figures.

for instance to reduce this settle
100,000

to English measurements, iiroceed as

follows
:- WO,000 ^ g^y3yj^_

5.280

100,000
"

12

= O.Ooin. to 1 mill

to liu., and

0.03
8.333

= 0.04 eighths or, say, i" per mile ap-
proximately. Or conversely, in a map to a

scale of ;;'per mile,*" = ^9per

liu. =

12' =

1,056

1

101,376
To convert a scale of

(80 X 12) = ^

900

ceed as follows— viz.

to lin. horeforc

1.056ft.
5

8 = 8,448ft., and 8,448

natural scale.

soft, to liu. or

to a metric scale, pro-

80

3.'28

100 metres

= 24.39 metres

_ 100

24.89
= 4.1 inches, which should bo divided into
10 equal parts, representing 10 metres each.

In Continental measurements, since 100
centimetres = 1 metre, then for a natural

1

100,000

would be = A^f'^OO

scale of the scale of the map

1,000 metres or one
100

kilometre = 1 centimetre or
more accurately 0.393'. Similarly

1
scale of there will be

for a

10.0(10

2,500
scale mailshorizontally, and in the

1 SI]. ill. = 1 acre.

In France and other Contiueutal coun-

tries tire standard of measure is the metre
= 3.28ft. = 1.093yds. = 39.37 inches, a

metre is therefore approximately l'/|„yds,

in length, the excess in 100 metres

iV'n. yds. per metre being = 0.7yd3.

for are

1,000,000

metres to one centimetre, which, divided
by 1,000, gives 10 kilometres to 1 centi-

metre.

The heights of the ground abive mean
se.T, level or Ordnance Datum on the
English maps is shown in feet and decimals
of a foot, the datum for (ireat Britain

being 0.65ft. below the general mean level

of the sea at Livei-pool ; while that for

Ireland is low-water spi-ingtide level in

Dublin Ba.\ . On the Continent the heights
given in metres and decimals of a

m( tro.
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Ou the liu. and 6iii. to 1 mile British

maps, contour lines are shown. These lines

each lepiesent a definite level, and are at

intervals of 100ft. apart vertically. All

levels or heights are referred to Bench
Marks, which are shown on the 6in. maps,

thus B.M. 220.5 ^. They are usually a

few feet above the ground-level, and consist

of a horizontal line with an arrow below
pointing upwards, cut in the walls of build-

ings, &c., which are not liable to settle

nnich ; the centre of the horizontal line is

the exact height above Ordnance Datum,
and is corrected for the curvature of the
Earth. Spot levels are also shown on the
maps, these are levels taken at intervals
along roads, &c. Rivers usually follow the
lowest contour lines in valleys, the lines
often running nearly parallel with a rivei'

for miles.

Suppose a contour line is 200ft. above the
sea, and another is 300ft., or a rise of lOOft.
in a distance of 1,050ft. between the two
lines as scaled on the map, then the

average slope of the ground will be ^'^^"

100
= 1 in 10.5ft., and the length^of the slope
will be = (• = y/a- ^ V = VlOQ- + 1,050''

= 1096.6ft., where a, 6, and c are the lengths
of the sides of the triangle (see Fig. 2), (n)

being the distance asmeasured ou the map.
and conversely a = Vc^ - 6" and h = Vc' - a.
Should the contour of the ground be as
shown in Fig. 3, then in order to find the
actual length of the surface-line P, Q. li, S,
the lengths of each of the sloping lines (c)

shown in the shaded triangles, must be cal-
culated by the formula already given, and
added together.

To find the average slope of a field, fasten
two laths, one, say, 3ft. and the other, say,
Hft. long, at right angles to one another to
form a square, hold or fix the 3ft. length
vertically by sighting with a building or
other vertical object, the 8ft. lath being
uppermost, and horizontal ; if the end of
this does not reach the slope, extend it with
another rod until it does, then measure the

length of the horizontal lath, and if this

is loft, the average slope will be —
o

= 1 in 3.3oft.

It will be found very convenient to (colour

contoured maps with a dark shade of brown
on the highest contours of the same level,

working down with lighter shades for the
lower contour levels, or distinct colours may
be used for each of the various contour
heights.

To reduce gi'aphically a metric scale of

kilometres to the English equivalents in

miles and furlongs, suppose the scale of the

map is one centimetre to a kilometre, line

A B, Fig. 4 set off any inclined line AC;
from end A, and mark off on this line to

any convenient scale five equal divisions

rejiresenting furlongs, five of which are

approximately equal to a kilometre. Join '

the points C B, and draw the lines from
the divisions parallel with C B to cut the
metric scale. Take three of the divisions

on the metric scale, and lay them off to

B, D. Then A D will equal ' 1 mile to the
scale of the map. The areas of land on the •

Continent are measured in ares, decares,

and hectai'es ; one are = lOOsq. metres
= 0.0247 acres, one decare = l^OOOsq.

metres = 0.2471 acres, and one hectare
= 10,000sq. metres = 2.471 acres. Sup])ose
the area of a piece of land is l,250sq.

metres, then _:^r^
100

12.5 ares, or
1,250

1.25 decares, or

1,000

0.125 hec-J^250
10,000

tares, so that by merely shifting the
decimal place, the required standard areas
are obtained.

Areas of lands, if the boundaries are
fairly straight, are best measured by
dividing them up into triangles, the area of

each triangle being equal to t} the length of

the base, multiplied by the vertical height.

Should the boundaries be irregular, the
planimeter can be used, or a straight line

can be drawn along the boundary with the
help of a celluloid rule, so as to equalise the
areas on cither side of the line ; or the

whole area may be divided up by parallel

lines drawn equal distances apart, the mean
lengths being taken between the lines,

added together, and then multiplied by the

width between the lines, as shown in

Fig. 5.

When using maps in the field, if one has

not a compass to obtain the direction, this

can be found from the position of the suu
or moon, for the following reason—viz., in

the sjjring or at the Vernal Equinox
(March 21) the sun appears to rise due
East, and sets due West ; this is al.so the

case at the Autumnal Eijuinox ou Sept. 22.

At the Summer Solstice (June 21) the suu

appears to rise in the North-east, and sets

in the North-west, and at the Winter
Solstice on Dec. 21 it rises in the South-east

and S3ts in the South-west. The suu,

moon, and stars in the Northern Hemisphero
appear to take a southerly course across

the sky, so that if the observer stands witli

his back to the suu at midday he will face

the North, the East will be on his right-

hand, and the West on his left ; this is

made clear by the diagram. Fig. 6.

The moon does not follow precisely the

same apparent path as the sun, and in the

Northern Hemisphere in winter, when the

sun's course is low, the moon's patli is

high, the plane of its course being about

5deg. from the plane of the Ecliptic, or the

apparent path of the sun ; but her relative

j)Ositiou in regard to the sun may be con-

siderably moi-e than 5deg. ; the opjiosite is

the case in the summer, for then, when the

sun is high, the full moon's course is a low

one—in other words, during the winter the

full Moon ai)pears to take very appro-Ki-

inatelythc sun's summer course, and in the

summer his winter course.

In the Southern Hemisphere the opjiosite

is the case, the heavenly bodies ai)pearinfi

to move from East to West in a Northerly

diiection.

Should the sun not be visible, the ap-

jiroximate orientation may be established

by noticing trees, the bark being often

smoother and devoid of green "moss" on
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the South or sunny siile than it is on tlie

Northern side, while flowers are generally

turned towards the South, the stems bend-

ing in that direction. Ordnance maps and
charts are plotted to the true North and
South, or geographical Poles of the earth ;

but the compass-needle, of course, points to

the magnetic poles, which are some distance

away from the true Poles, the magnetic
meridian is therefore at an angle with tlie

true meridian ; this angle is known as the
variation or declination of the compass, and
varies with the latitude and longitude of

the place of observation. For the position

of Greenwich the needle this year [loints

about 14' 1.5' west of the true North ; the
variation decreases from 8 to 9 minutes
annually, but this also changes with the
latitude of tlie place, and there is also a
slight diurnal variation of from 7 to 12

minutes in the winter and .summer re-

respectively.

To find the approximate variation of the
compass at any particular place, suspend a
weighted string from the branch of a tree,

or fix a thin stick upright in the ground.
Then at 12 o'clock or noon, face the sun,

and hold the compass with the South
point on the card against the string, so

that the shadow of the string falls across

the compass card from South to North,
then the angle of the needle from the North
point on the card will bo the declination :

in the Pacific Ocean the variation is an
Easterly one. The pacing of distances is

an approximate and useful method of

measuring. Of course, the length of a pace
varies with the individual and the ehaiucter
of the ground, but the average is about
i 6

".

In the British Army the pace is 3()in.,

with a cadence of 116 per minute; in the
French and Austrian Armies it is 29^,' with
a cadence of 115 to loO per minute, and in

the German Army it is 31 {
', with 112 steps

))er minute.

Distances may also be aiiproximated by
watching the flash from cannon or of

lightning, and counting the time in seconds
until the rejiort or thunder is heard.
Then if the number of seconds counted be
divided by 4.71 or, say, '5, the result will be
the distance in miles, and if divided l)y

2.92 or, say, 3, the distance will be in

kilometres. The reason for this is due to

the following facts—viz., the velocity of

light is about 186,000 miles per second, so

that it I'eaches the observer practicalh'

simultaneously with its flash ; but sound
travels in the air at 1090.2ft. per sec. at
32° F., 1020.7ft. per sec. at 60° F., and
1142.5ft. per sec. at 80° F., the increase or
decrease in the speed being at the rate of

1.09ft. for every 1° F. difl'erence in tempera-
tni-e. As tlie average temjierature in the
latitude of London is about 60° F. a speed
of 1,120ft. is assumed, or 373.3yds, or 341.4
metres per second.

Distances at sea may be computed from

the following formula—viz., D = 1.42 v'H,

where D = the distance of the horizon in

statute miles, and H = the height of the
eyes of the observer above sea - level.

A man standing on the seashore will see the
horizon at a distance of 3.16 miles ; if 50ft.

above it, his range of view will be 10 miles

;

at 100ft., it will be 14.2 miles; and at
200ft. the horizon will be 20 miles distant

;

and these distances, multiplied by 8 and
divided by 5, will give the lengths in

kilometres.

In order to find appro.ximately the width
of a river, stand on one bank with head
erect, and hold the edge of the open palm
of one hand, with fingers closed, tightly

against the forehead, then bend tlie palm
down until the farthest edge from the eyes
coincides with the op])osite bank of tlie

river ; next, turn round at right angles,

still keeping the jialm steady against the
forehead, and note where tlie outside edge
api)ears to cut across a stone, shrub, or
other mark, along the river bank on tlie

same side as the observer ; the distanc<^

between the observe!' and the object sighted
will then represent the approximate width
of the rivei'.

Another method is as follows—viz., fix

ui>on a stone or tree, &c., on the opposite
bank of the river at B, Fig. 7, set up a rod
at A, and another at D, both in line with
the stone, or other object, at B ; next set off

right angles at A and D, and at C and E
set up rods in line with B ; then the width

of the river A B = ACj^^AD
DE - AC

When setting oft' a right angle, it should
be recollected that the sides of a right-angle
triangle may bear the fixed relationship of

o, 4, and 5, to one another, or multiples of

these figures : so assuming a right angle is

required to be set off from A on line A B
(Fig. 8), place the ring of the tape over a peg
at B, say, 6ft. from A, and fasten the tape
also to peg B, at 24ft. on tlie tape, turn the
tape round peg A at 6ft. on the tape, and
pull the tape taut at 14ft. on it to C.

B, A, C will then be a right angle, the
figures 3, 4, and 5 having been multiplied

by 2.

Another method is to set off equal dist-

ances of, say, 10ft. on either side of point

A, Fig. 9, such as .\ B and A C, place the

ring of the tape over peg B, and fasten it at

50ft. on the tajie to peg C, then pull it taut

at 25ft. on the tape to D ; the angles

DAB and D A C will then be right angles.

To calculate the heights of olijects by the

shadows cast ; say the shadow of a tree or

other object measures 50ft. in length (L),

fix a stick, say, 3ft. IS) liigh, upright in the

ground, and measure the length of its

shadow, say this is 6ft. = /. Then the

height of the tree

—

H 100ft.
L X / ^ 50^x_6'

S 3'

The height of a cliff can be calculated by
dropping (not throwing) a stone from the

top, and noting the time in seconds that

elapses until the sound of the stone striking

the ground is heard, then the height of the

cliff in feet will approximately be equal to

H = N' < 16.1, in which N is the number
of seconds. The calculated lieight by this

formula varies slightly according to the lati-

tude and elevation of the place of observa-

tion.

To find the height of a distant object

B C (Fig. 10). when the horizontal distance

A B to it is known, and also the angle D,

made with the eye of the observer at A, a

table of natural tangents is required ; then

B = tan. a A B. For instance, suppose

the horizontal distance of the base of the

object from the eyes of the^ observer is

1,260ft., and the angle t is 6°, the natural

tangeutof whicliis = 0.105, then the lieight

B C = 0.105 X 1260 = 132.3ft.

To the Ipswich and East Suffnlk Hospital on

the Anglesea-road, Ipswich, there has been

added a temporary new annexe for the wounded
—an L-shaped ward. 97ft. in length and 74ft.

across, giving a total floor-space of about 3.000

square feet, which affords accommodation for

forty-seven beds. It is of timber construction,

with roof of corrugated iron. The builder was

Mr. C. A. Green, of Ipswich ; the laundry

machinery is by Messrs. Summerscales, Ltd.;

and the electric plant is provided and installed

hv Messrs. Mann, Egerton, and Co.

"A RIPE EXAMPLE OF
ARCHITECTURAL INEFFICIEN'CV."

In an article deahng with architectural
inefficiency on January 20 last, the Canadian
CiiHtract liecMril ehissifiod the Canadian
membors of the profession in three types, of

uliicli efficiency was represented by the figure

of 17 per cent. The article gave rise to con-
siderable discussion. We discussed it in our
issue of February 5 last. Mr. R. M. Fripp,
F.S.A., of Vancouver (President of the
Architectural Institute of British Columbia)
also took up the cudgels on behalf of the
profession. In the way of a specifio instance
of an " uiifortunat<3 experience," our Canadian
contemporary now gives one in.stanee, and
one only, of ".a man who engaged a leading
architectural firm to prepare plans for a

hotel building, costing, complete in all

departments, not more than 500.000dol.
(Before it was actually completed and ready
for occupation it cost l,250,000dol. ! !) The
owner had confidence in the standing of the
firm, and at the outset he followed their
recommendations implicitly—with the result

that construction work was started before the
complete plans and specifications were
delivered and before bids were secured
on the whole installation. Tlie result was
that lie was at the mercy of these gentlemen,
as the subsequent installation necessarily had
to conform to the shell of the building.

When the plans were submitted they were
incomplete in every way. The most common
details of hotel-planning were omitted, and
one of many blunders consisted of duplicating
plumbing and water-supply pipes for adjoin-
ing tiers of bathrooms. After endless trouble
and worry the building had to be redesigned
and reconstructed, resulting in extras of some
lOO.OOOdol. In this case the owner attributed

his ' unfortunate experience ' not so much to

the wilful indifference of the architects as to

their ignorance of the requirements of a

modem hotel and their inability or unwilling-

ness to learn them. Apparently the members
of the firm were uninformed on some of the
most elementary requirements of design and
construction. As a result of his experience
the hotel man is of the opinion that the

average architect is wholly unfit to be
entrusted with the details of a large building
project:—'He is bound by precedent to sucli

an extent that he lacks receptivity; he is not
in sympathy with new ideas or new designs

;

and he looks with hostility on any suggestion

that may be a departure from the beaten
path to wliicli he has been accustomed.'"
There would appear, the Contract llecnrd

thinks, "to be much trutli in the contention
that the average architect who has been in

business for a number of years and has got
on fairly well in the way of accumulating
money acquires an exaggerated idea of his

ability and importance." This is true, it i3

added, in Canada. "The architectural pro-

fession in that country may be said to bo in

its infancy: it has yet to niiike its history.

.'Vllioit, some of the leading members of the

profession are harder to see than a Cabinet
Minister. Their time is reserved exclusively

for clients. Within the sacred precincts of

their office never has the foot of a supply
traveller or other such inferior specimen of

humanity yet trod. Tliey imagine all sorts of

liiglily exaggerated things about their pro-

fessional status, and they attribute to them-
selves a combination of excellent qualities,

while possessing none of them. As for what
they know, they are informed in every branch
of building and contracting! Expert advice

with them is quite superfluous. They claim

to be able to design and erect any sort of a

building, regardless of its technical character,

and they will actually undertake it without

seeking advice from specialists. Instances

where this has been done and car;ied to a

ludicrous extent are numerous. Too often

the architect is lacking in the most ele-

mentary knowledge, and it is only after the

building operations are complete and ex-

pensive mistakes have been made that the

owner or builder starts thinking about

arcliitectural inefficiency. ' Unfortunate

experiences' with architects! How many
times have we not heard of ridiculous

mistakes in estimating the cost of new build-
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lu-s' Thp architect is assunipil to Uuow

somelliing of prices, and tlic iiltinnitc cost of

biiilcliiig coiistnictioii ; luit wo are m ayrfc-

meiit with the gentleman whose experience

we have cited above, that 'one may take tlie

average man of affairs and secure from him

a more accurate estimate of costs^tliaii one

can get from the average architect.'
"

-Much more," we are told, -miglit be saul

about 'unfortunate experiences'; but the

other phases of the subject will provide food

for later discussion, perhaps."

When it does we hope one case, which is

unsupported bv anything more tangible than

a vague general statement, will not be offereil

as a'text'^tor mere general denunciation of liic

members of a profession which counts among

its members men of at least as high standing

and business ability as any "average man ot

affairs." Meanwhile, the methods of the

Canadian architect who started work before

submitting plans or getting tenders were, to

say the least, so peculiar that we incline to

regard the whole story as apocryphal.

—»*4

St. John's new schools in Irwell-slreet, Und-

cliffe, have been formally opened. Mr. H.

Lord of Manchester, was the architect, and

Messrs. W. Rigby, Ltd., of Radcliffe, were the

contractors.

A new branch of the Bank of Liverpool in

Albert-road, Middlesbrough, has been formally

opened. Mr. J. M. Bottomley. of that town,

w,a6 the architect, and Mr. \V. A. King was the

contractor.

The St. Louis Architectural Club has elected

the following officers for the ensuing year :-

President, Mr. Norman I.Bailey; vice-president,

Mr. E. E. Christopher; secretary, Mr. H. P.

Gilbert; treasurer, Mr. S. G. Stout.

The foundation-stone of the new Methodist

church at Findochty, N.B., has been formally

laid. The cost will' be £1,100. The architect

is Mr. Win. Hendry, burgh surveyor for Buckie,

and the builders .Vre Messrs. A. Milne iind Son,

>jf Buckie.

In connection with the erection of new lialls

adjoining the Wesleyan church in Nicolson-

square, Edinburgh, a memorial-stone was laid

on Saturday. The estimated cost of the new
building, which is to consist of a large and a

small hall and a number of classrooms, is

£6,500. The architects are Messrs. Cousin,

Orraiston, and Taylor, of Edinburgh.

At Ballymena new premises to be used as a

post-office and customs and excise offices have

just been opened. They have been erected from

plans by Mr. E. Twiist, the builder being Mr.

John Graham, of Dromore. Georgian in style,

they are three stories in height, the ground flour

being faced with Castlewellan granite, ami llie

floors above with Lagan Vale bricks, the

dressings b;ing of Portland stone.

On the farm of Keir, Belhelvie, Aberdeen-

shire, an ancient grave has been discovered, con-

taining a perfect hum.an skeleton and three

urns. One of the nrns was practically whole,

but the other two were broken. The grave,

which was about 4ft. long by 2Jft. in width and

depth, was formed ot stout undressed flag

stones. The find was examined by Dr. Alexander

Low. Aberdeen University ; but nothing was
found in the urns. The remains will be

exhibited at the University.

The aqueduct conducting the waters of the

Owens River at Los Angeles is said to be the

largest in the world. It is designed to deliver

a minimum of 238,000,000 gallons of water daily

into the San Fernando reservoir, twenty-five

miles north-west of the city. No pumping
plant is required, as the source of supply is

sever.al hundred feet above the city. The water

will furnish 70,000H.P. for electric-lighting and
other purposes. The total cost of the water-

works will be 25,000,000dol., and the installa-

tion of the power plant will be approximately

5.000,000dol. more.

The Middlesbrough Corporation sanitary com-

mittee have received a letter from the Local

(iovernment Board announcing the result of

their inquiry res;ariling housing in the town.

The letter stated that the Board had come to

ihe conclusion that more houses were needed,

and that the town council should have taken

action to provide the necessary accommodation.
The Board were prepartd to sanction the build

ing of 100 lioiises at rents from .'is. to 7s. per

week. It was decided to reply to the effect that

the corporation recognised the shortage of

houses, and were preparing plans which h;-.d

h-jjn hung up through the War.

OBITUARY.

Sir Arthur Herbert Church, K.C.V.O.,

F.S.A.. until four years ago Professor of

ciiemistry at the Royal Academy, died on

Monday, 'at Shelslev, Kew Gardens, on the

day before his 81st "birthday. The youngest

son of a solicitor in Bedford-row, he was

educated at the Roval College of Chemistry,

and from 1873 to I87U was Professor of

Chemistry at the Royal Agricultural College,

Cirencester. In the latter year he was

appointed to a similar post at the Royal

.\cademy. a post from which he retired in

1911, and has since been recognised as the

highest authority on the chemistry ot pig-

ments. His lectures at Burlington House to

the students were replete with fresh informa-

tion. Among his discoveries were those of

turacin, an animal pigment containing

7 per cent, of metallic copper; of churchite,

a cerium phosphate ; and of other previously

unknown minerals. He was long engaged

in efforts made for the pivservatioii ot the

frescoes in the Houses of Parliament.

The death of Mr. George Reavcll occurred

at his home, Aydou Gardens, Alnwick, on

Saturday morniiig, at an advanced age. Me.

Reavcll "went to Alnwick in 1870 as clerk of

works under the late Duke of Northumber-

land, from the Earl of Hardwicke's estate at

Wiinpole Park, and was in the service of the

Duke for upwards of thirty-one years, retiring

into private life on the death of his grace in

1899. During his service in the estates office

at Alnwick Castle, many extensive works ot

renovation and improvement were carried out

under Mr. Reavell's superintendence at the

ancestral home of the Percies. The building

ot the new Fosse Tower, the rebuilding of the

Ravine Tower, and the construction of the

subways, and the like in connection with the

fixing 'of the steam apparatus in Alnwick

Castle remain enduring memorials of his .skill

and ability. He also designed and superin-

tended the building of several village school.s,

largo additions to the National and Duke's

Schools at Alnwick, the new Norman Church

at Lucker, the groined roof and extensive

repairs at St. Paul's Church, Alnwick, and

the rearrangement of the chancel seats and

oak screens in Alnwick Parish Churcli.

of Architects, who volunteered for the

Commonwealth Expeditionary Forces, and

recently died in Melbourne, was a native of

Reptoii', Burton-on-Treiit, England. After

serving his articles to an architect in Burton-

ou-Trent, he assisted his brother, Mr. W.

L. Dolman, Licentiate R.I.B.A., of Winder-

mere, with whom he remained for six years.

In VJVi Mr. Dolman went to Australia; and

after assisting Mr. ¥. Kenneth Milne, of

Adelaide, for some little time, he became an

officer of the architectural staff in the

Queensland Public Works Department. He

was one of the first to respond to his

country's call, joining the Field Ambulance

of the Australian Light Horse. On leaving

the Works Department, he was presented hy

his colleagues with a wristlet watch as a

token of their regard, and of appreciation

of his patriotic action. Mr. Dolman con-

tracted pneumonia at the Eroadmeadows

camp, Melbourne, which resulted in his

death at the early age of 29 years.

We deeply regret to learn, just as we are

>^oiiu' to press, of the death of Mr. Charles

Edward Mallows, F.R.I. B.A.. and member

of the Council. The deceased architect was

found dead in his bed at his residence at

Bedford. We have illustrated many of his

works in past numbers, and have now ready

for publication two of his latest—viz., the

Hall and Ground Floor cf a mansion at

I'irley, Garth, Cheshire, which is hung iii

this year's Royal Academy Exhibition, and a

Lodge and Post Office at Checkendon. Oxoii,

which we shall give shortly. We shall give

further particulars next week.

Lieutenant Laurence Kingston Adams,

M.A., A.R.I.B.A., whose death m action is

reported from France, was the second sou of

Mr. and Mrs. William Adams, of WyndcliiTe,

Birkdale. Southport, and became lieutenant

ill the 7th King's (Liverpool Regiment) in

lin^^. He was educated at EUeray Park

School, Wallasey; at Shrew-sbury School,

and at Liverpool University, wheie l.e tcok

his degree with first-class honours in archi-

tecture, after spending some time in making

measured drawings at Oxford, Paris, and

Rouen, and was elected last year an

Associate of the Royal Institute of British

Architects. His age was 28. His brothcr-iii-

law, a captain in the .same regiment, reports

that he fell, shot throug.h the heart, on

gaining the parapet of the German trench

at the head of bis platoon, o:i the night of

May 1GI7.

Lieutenant C. H. Hudson,

who was killed in France

ivas 25 years of age, and

at Maidenhead and Leeds

Second
Islington

May IG,

educated

of

on
,vas

^ _. „. „ He
joined the Artists' Rifles five years ago and

went out to France with the 1st Battalion

in October. He passed through the School

of Instruction at Bailleul and was given a

commission in the 1st King's (Liverpool Regi-

ment), being gazetted on March 1 last. His

commanding officer, writing of him, said :
—

•He was hit when most gallantly leading his

men across the open space between the two

lines of trenches under a very heavy

machine-gun fire from the right Hunk. He
was tlie first man of his platoon nvcr <.ur

paraiiet. and not a single man hesitated to

follow him. He was one of our most pro-

mising officers and his death is a great loss

to the regiment." He was lately in the

Architectural Department of the Office of

Works.

The late Mr. Lewis John Dolman, of Bris-

bane, Associate of the Queensland Institute

The Judiciary Committee ot the Flonda State

Senate has reported favourably upon a Bill

creating a State Board of Architecture.

The Bridgwater Rural District Council have

decided to offer for the appointment ot high-

way, plans, and general surveyor at a t:.lary of

£250 a year, rising to £325, with a gmit of

£50 for 'travelling expenses.

The Dean of Guild Court at Hamilton N.B.,

have approved of plans Presented by Messrs

Archibald Bciird and Son, Ltd.. Clyde bteel

Works, Hamilton, showing exteneions to the

works of engineering and foundry departments

estimated to cost about £10,000.

The Government of India have sanctioned a

detailed survey being carried out by .he Baroda

Darbar for a hue of railway on the metre

..au.'e between Bewusana. the terminus ot their

kad.-Bhovani line, and Bechraji. the terminus

of the Chanasma-Bechraji Railway, a distance

of nineteen miles.

At the Skelmersdale Urban "ift'ict Councfl

meetiu" it was unanimously resolved that tlie

rndrmake application to the I-cal C.overn-

ment Board for sanction to borrow ±2,1^00 toi

extension and improvements to the couuc.l s ga3^

works. It was stated that the 'A^^ou.e" v<.

built in 1877, and was now in a very had con

dition.

The Bishop of Lincoln has reopeiud Wabinng^

borough and Heighington parish fl'""''; "" '^»

completion of a scheme of restornl.cm wh^Uias

occupied two years and has cost £2.000 Dun=

the removal of the ^°°':
J"""-" ,lZl^^i

features were brought to ''sht. mcluding pa.

ot the original pavement, and these have bee

preserved. The reredos has been reconstruct

and beautified by carving """J ,P=""''"",- .j''

west window has been filled with stained glass

the -itt of the rectors family. New hea ins

apparatus and acetylenc-.ncandescent l.g^.t.ng

arrangements have been carr.ed <>"' j'"^ '',

wood- and stone-work has been strc.igll.encU

and renewed.

At the Norwich Consistory Court '^^^
^^^^;-

Captain Sir Samuel Hoare appeared m suppor

of an application for leave to e.-ect a .nemor 1

at Sidestrand to the late Sir ^a'":"''
"°''t

It was proposed that the memorial should co.«

prise a rood and an alteratio,. in "' "l^
=

•hoir-stalls. A year or two ago the ate ba.o.e

put some Jacobean panelling into "'^
'^'^'^J

and intended to have the <'^f'<}S.'^'^'^'^Z
removed, and erect new cho.r-stalls in hanno"^

with the Jacobean panelling. It «->^ '

°;„f°,-
posed to carry out Sir Samuels «'ish a, part o,

the memorial. The woodwork would he done

bv one of the most eelebrated carvers of tl«

d'av a Belgian refugee now in England m co"

iuilct.on w.th Mr. Ba.tlett, of \\>;t'3;„\l,

The Chancellor of the d.oce'C expre:?ed appro\..

of the designs.
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It is nowadays a commonplace of conversa-

tion that many, if not most, things will be

changed by the War. Xotliing will be ijnite

the same again, either in the life of the

nation or in the methods of business. The
great building iTidustry, for example, mnst

find itself in a new position. There will be

land enough awaiting development, but little

capital available for that purpose ; while for

some years incomes and earnings are likely

to be lower. The economical pressure should

teach us, as a people, that lesson of organisa-

tion so thoroughly learnt and laid to heart

by Germany. There capital is found for

commerce, industry, and agriculture by
means of contribution, both national and
municipal. Here we are still muddling
along upon the basis of individual enterprise,

and so wasting energy. The absurd and
needless costliness of all legal work in regard

to conveyancing and financing of builders

i;ouId, and should, be cut down considerably.

County and urban councils might be made to

find money for building dwellings for prac-

tical builders to build with. Architects will

have to learn that the cost of building is the

prime point to work upon ; then comes the

interior planning of a hou.se; and, thirdly.

Us elevation and appearance as the last, and
not the first, objective. Why cannot our
existing building societies be made to wake
up, and become once more societies for

building houses in accdrdance with their

original intention? When this War is over—
probably still some years hence—there will

be something like a clean slate for future
use. There must then be great opportunities
for organising capital and labour, and com-
bining the work of architects and builders,
with municipal and co-operative aid— but in

all things without lawyers—to produce good
and cheap dwellings for every class of the
people, if ne are ready for such openings.

On page 603 last week, in our assessor's
report on the B.N.D.C. Airmen's Club
Designs, attention was directed to one of the
chief purposes of a'l Competition Conditions
—viz., " to inform competitors as to what tlie

promoters consider they require." Much of
the trouble arising in competitions is

assuredly due to the fact that clients are
mostly uncertain as to what they really do
want. The more absolute the various clauses
in the conditions are made the more unfor-
tunate is the result as a rule, and this seems
inevitable, because those who make such
lard-and-fast rules almost invariably consider
that they can slill exercise the right of varv-
ng their interpretation, or ignoring sonic
ipecial provisions altogether to suit their
)wn purposes. The majority of people
ictually do not know what they want till

hey see the way in which architects have
forked out the building project for their
pproval. The ordinary fairly well-informed
irivate client, who, of course, is supposed to
;now his own mind, differs verv little from
he ordinary member of a building committee
n this respect. After having restricted his
rchitect to all sorts of pecuUar provisions,
uch a client discovers, on seeing the pre-
^minary plans, either that the accommoda-
lon IS inadequate or that certain initial
otions, over which he may have cogitated
)r a long while, do not tumble together quite
> nicely as he had expected. Or he finds he
ad forgotten some essential of even greater
>nsequence. Possibly he named a figure as

his utmost limit of cost, thus handicapping
his architect at the start by crippling the

plan needlessly, whereas, as a matter of fact,

money, after all, was not the real concern.
Or the building owner, once having started

his job, launches out, possibly at the instance

of friends, or in pursuance of his own ideas,

and increases his premises, and so incurs

much extra expense, a good deal of which
might have been avoided by more fore-

thought, and tlien the architect is blamed
for the enhanced cost, though really not
responsible for it.

Government buildings, in spite of all the

red tape and the highly-paid guardians of

the public purse, are often flagrant instances.

At the present time notwitlistanding the

exhaustive demands on the taxpayer, in one
case near Loudon cottages for housing have
been put up on model plans at relatively high
prices, which, when nearly finished, were
found to be so small that in order to get even

a nominal rent the front walls had to be
pulled out so as to add projecting bay
windows, at heavy additional cost. Criticism

seems futile. In another contemporary case,

after months, nay years, of discussion by

various Government Departments, and when
the one in question, which had to be housed

in new offices, had fully stated what its needs
were, no less than three or four sets of

working drawings and specifications had to

be prepared and then discarded before Uie

official mind could be made up. At last the

job was carried out and nearly finished, when
the same responsible chief suddenly dis-

covered that the rooms in hjs building ought

to have accommodated fifteen clerks instead

of five. Consequently the dividing partitions

will have to be cut out so as to transmogrify

the interior. Outrageous as it may appear

to be, this not a solitary case of the kind by

any means.

Competition committees suffer from the

same state of uncertainty, unless the pro-

posed building happens to be of a specialised

kind, and even with these—such as schools

—

the fads of certain members are often the

cause of much trouble and expense. The
point we want to emphasise is the casual

character of all promoters of building or

town improvement schemes who at the same
time seek to bind the assessor and com-

petitors, and yet leave themselves free. The
trouble, of course is increased when cliief

officials with ideas are at all risks bent upon

having their own way; or when they discover

later that what they thought would best

suit their present requirements happens to

have been improved upon by some com-

petitor, who, notwithstanding, in other

respects may have submitted a very faulty

scheme. The weight of their official influence,

in spite of the conditions, is then, of course,

exercised, and far better plans are ignored.

The fairest method in all cases is to give all

the essential information which competitors

need, and then allow the competitors as much
latitude as possible ; while, as regards cost,

the estimate should be based on an exact

price per foot cube all round. Even then

there will be difference of opinion as to

whether the figure specified will pay for the

class of finish shown on the drawings for the

intended work; but of that a competent

assessor will be the best judge.

The thirty-third annual exhibition of the

Royal Cambrian Academy was opened on

Friday in the historic mansion, Plas llawr, '

Conway, which forms the headquarters of tlie

.\cademy. There are only '280 works in oil

and water-colour tliis year, as against 305

in 1914, but the quality is well maintained.

The place of honour in the Victorian Uoom
is given to a canvas by the President, Mr.

Cuthbert W. Grundy, R.I., U.W.A. The
subject is "Rest"—a young girl reclining

fast asleep against a sandhill ; from her

hand a book has fallen. Other works of note

are, "In a Church at Bruges," by F.

Spenlove-Spenlove ;
" The Shrimper," by

Reginald Smith ;
" The Prison, Kasha,

Tangier," by B. A. Pugh ; and " The Top
Dog," by Alfred W. Strutt, a hound stand-

ing over a slain fox. M. Huson's " Entrance

to Borrowdale," seen under a rain-cloud

;

" Conway Castle from Deganwy," by Maud
SiUmon ; Robert Walter's '" Ludlow Castle "

;

Warren Williams' " Snowdon from Llyn

Llydaw, ' and W. S. Parkyn's " Kynance
Cove " are among the most attractive land-

scapes.

In order to ascertain from time to time if

there is any movement of buildings, elevated

columns, or other structures along the route

as the result of subway work, permanent
bench-marks are established on such struc-

tures (writes P. M. Entenmauu, of the Xew
York Public Service Commission). A good

practice is to set all the marks at some even-

numbered elevation, so that when checking

the elevation of the points it is unnecessary to

have the original record in the field, as any

other than an even - numbered elevation

indicates movement. A record of the eleva-

tions is kept on Sin. by llin. sheets, wliich

give the plan of the building, a description

of the bench-mark, etc. Whenever levels are

taken on a building a record is made on the

sheet and the differences are noted. There
is a general sheet for each building. A sheet

of similar form is used for elevated-railway

columns. In addition to fixing the elevation

of some permanent mark on buildings and
elevated-railway columns, these structures

are plumbed so that the movements due to

construction can be detected. An auxiliary

base-line is run close to the buildings, and
sights are taken with a transit to points on

the top and bottom of the structure. In the

case of buildings, marks are cut on the

wall as near the roof and as near the side-

walk as possible, and sometimes at inter-

mediate points, and a record made of the

reading from these points to the auxiliary

base-line. Movement of the building as a

whole, as well as any change in inclination,

can then be detected. In the case of elevated-

railway columns, marks are cut at the top

and bottom, and readings are taken to the

auxiliary base-line, and also to a line at right

angles to this line at each column, so that

movement in any direction can be observed.

These records are kept on Sin. by llin.

sheets similar to the ones for settlement

levels. Prior to beginning construction

work, an examination is made of eaqh build-

ijig which might be affected by the work. A
report is made of the condition of each room
of the building, describing all the defects in

the walls, ceilings, and all ordinary condi-

tions which might later be attributed to sub-

way work, and in addition a similar record is

made of the condition of the exterior, the

cellar, and the roof.

An .4merican official in China writes: The
ugliness of the American West is a symptom
of disease of the soul. It impUes that the

end has been lost sight of in the means. In
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China the opposite is the case. The end is

clear, though the means be inadequate. Con-

sider what the Chinese have done to Tai

Shan, and what the West will shortly do

once the stream of Western tourists begins to

flow strongly. Where the Chinese have con-

structed a winding stairway of stone,

beautiful from all points of view, Europeans

or Americans will run up a funicular railway,

a staring scar that will never heal. Where
the Chinese have built a series of temples,

each so designed and placed to be a new
beauty in the landscape, they will run up

restaurants and hotels like so many scabs on

the face of Nature. I say with confidence

that they will, because they have done it

wherever there is a chance of a paying invest-

ment. Well, the Chinese need, I agree, our

science, our organisation, our medicine. But

it is affectation to think that they may have

to pay too high a price for it, and to suggest

that in acquiring our material advantages

they may lose what we have gone near to

lose, that fine and sensitive culture which is

one of the forms of spiritual Life? The West
talks of civilising China. Would that China

could civilise the West

!

It is to be hoped that the death of Lord
Jersey will cause no ohange at Osterley

Park, his late lordship's Middlesex seat,

which, like Caen Wood in the North, and
Holland Park in the West, has still preserved

its rural character. Some thousands of our

present and past readers who have taken

their practical examination tests there for

the examinations of the Surveyors' Institu-

tion will retain pleasant remembrances of the

place, which has many other traditions of

hospitality. The famous library, which
boasted no fewer than ten Caxtons, was dis-

posed of by Lord Jersey by auction in 1885,

when, if our memory serves us, it realised

over £13,000.

All congratulations to the greatest living

novelist, Mr. Thomas Hardy, who on Wed-
nesday last celebrated the seventy-fifth

anniversary of his birth, and who, we are

glad to learn, is in good health and spirits.

It is just fifty-nine years since he was
articled as an architect. He worked with

Sir Arthur Blomfield from 1862 to 1867,

was a prizeman of the R.I.B.A. in 1863, and
of the Architectural Association the same
year. His first novel, " A Short Story," was
published in 1865, and the long list since

has included many that have lifted his name
to a niche in English literature that will

beyond all doubt outlast the fame of most of

his contemporaries. Architecture still ranks
among his " recreations."

^*^

At Branston, Mr. A. W. Brightmore held on
Tuesday a Local Government Board inquiry into
an application by the rural district council tor
sanction to borrow i;3,800 for works of sewerage
and sewage-disposal.

The Secretary of State for India lias
appointed Mr. C. C. T. Eastgatc to be Electrical
Inspector to the Government of the Punjab,
Lahore, at a salary of Rs.80O a month, on an
agreement of three years, in the first instance.
Mr. Eastgate was formerly employed in the
firm of Messrs. Octavins Steel and Co., of
Calcutta.

The Roman Catholic Archbishop of Tuam laid
the other day the foundation-stone of the new
parish church of St. Patrick for the town of
Newport, Co. Mayo, towards the building of
which the late Mr. Martin Carey left a bequest
of over i;iO,000. The church, which will be
Irish Romanesque in style, will provide sittings
for 1,150 persons. The architect is Mr. R. M.
Butler, of Dublin.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

ENGINEERING PROBLEMS IN
MESOPOTAMIA.—Sir John Jackson, head
of the firm of civil engineers which com-
pleted the Hindia barrage across the

Euphrates some eighteen months ago, lec-

tured at the Royal Institution on " Engineer-
ing Problems of Mesopotamia and the

Euphrates Valley " on Friday night. He
pointed out that one of the first problems
to be dealt with would be the removal of

the great sand bar at the entrance to the

Shat-el-Arab, which obstructs the naviga-
tion of vessels even of moderate size. Re-
ferring to the construction by the Germans
of the Ottoman Bagdad Railway to link the

Anatolian Railway at Konia with Bagdad
and the Persian Gulf, the lecturer observed
that once we had peace and the Germans
out of control of Turkey, this railway should
be completed across the Taurus Mountains
on to Bagdad, and thence to Basra at any
rate, it not further on to Koweit. With the

railway completed and a direct line of only
some 50 miles in length from Bagdad,
through Damascus, to Beyrut, huge trade
would be opened for the whole of this

Mesopotamia district and through Basra to

the Persian Gulf and the East. There could
be little doubt that any money expended on
irrigation works would be amply repaid, as

in the case of tlie great works of the Nile

Valley and the Chenat Valley of India.

EXCAVATIONS AT RICKMANS-
WORTH.—Mr. Reginald A. Smith and Mr.
Henry Dewey described to the Society of

Antiquaries at their last meeting the

excavations made at Rickmansworth in 1914

on behalf of the British Museum. Sir Arthur
Evans occupied the chair. The frequent
occurrence of palsoliths at that place had
suggested the examination of two pits in that

neighbourhood. Four days' work at Mill End
yielded nothing of interest, but five days at

Long Valley Wood, Croxley Green, on the

200ft. contour, sufficed to verify the existence

of palaeolithic Hints just above the chalk

shelf under about 20ft. of gravel. The site

is at the surface about 60ft. above the River
Gade, near its junction with the Colne, and
lies Oil the edge of a plateau covered with
plateau gravel, evidently later than the St.

Acheiil period. The excavators were
doubtful whether this was a gravel capping
of the Chilterns, or whether it had been laid

down by a predecessor of the River Colne.

There were difficulties in the way of either

interpretation.

NEW SOUTH WALES INSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTS. — The exhibition of the

Institute of Architects of N.S.W. will be held

in October, 1915, at the town-hall, Sydney,
and will take the form of an Ideal Home
Exhibition. A feature of the exhibition will

be a competition of a model cottage, open
to the architectural profession only through-
out the Commonwealth. The model to re-

present a cottage valued at not more than
£2,000, and to be constructed of any
material, coloured, etc., to represent the

actual building. All models, which will be

exhibited, must not exceed an area of 18sq.ft.,

part of which will represent the lay-out

of the grounds. The prize for the best model
will be £25. The adjudication for this com-
petition will be carried out strictly under the

rules and regulations for competitive designs

drawn up by the Institute of Architects of

N.S.W. There will also be an exhibition of

work. Any architect or draughtsman may
submit exhibits. No work can be accepted
which has hitherto been hung at any exhibi-

tion in Sydney. An entrance-fee of 10s. 6cl.

for "model oottages " exhibited, and 2s. 6d.

for plans and specificatiojis, will be charged.
All fees to be paid to the Secretary of the

Institute on or before October 21, 1915. The
exhibits will include designs for public build-

ings, business premises, and warehouses

;

domestic work, ecclesiastical work, drawings,
showing details of construction ; architec-
tural sketches, and students' work. All
communications should be addressed to the
Organising Secretaries, Institute of Archi-
tects of N.S.W., 0, Elizabeth-street, Sydney.

POSTPONEMENT OF R.I.B.A. PRIZES
AND STUDENTSHIPS, 1916.—On the

recommendation of the Board of Architec-

tural Education, the Council have decided

that, owing to the existing conditions, the

competitions for the prizes and studentships

postponed from last year shall be further

postponed until next year, with tlie excep-

tion of the Ashpitel Prize.

ROYAL VICTORIAN INSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTS.—At the annual meeting of

this Institute, held in Melbourne, the fol-

lowing officers were unanimously elected:—

President, Mr. H. W. Tompkins; vice-

presidents, Messrs. E. A. Bates and W. A.

M. Blackett; hon. treasurer, Mr. W. M.

Campbell; hon. secretary, Mr. John Little;

hon. assistant secretary, Mr. W. M. Camp-

bell; council, Messrs. W. S. P. Godfrey,

Anketell Henderson, Percy Oakden, James

S. Watts, and Sydney H. Wilson; Associate

Member, Mr. Alec. S. Eggleston.

SOUTH AFRICAN BRANCH OF THE
SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.—On account

of the activities of the society's branch at

Johannesburg being restricted during the

War, and there being less need of funds for

general purposes, it has been decided to vote

the money usually expended on social

functions and visits to works for the relief of

distress. The branch has voted a contribu-

tion of £25 to the Governor-General's funds

for the relief of distress caused by the War,

and has also sent a sura of ten guineas to the

funds of the Professional Employment Com-

mittee of the Architects' War Committee.

The council of the branch also report that

the South African School of Mines and

Technology has accepted the offer of the

South African Branch of the Society of

Architects to give prizes of a total value of

ten guineas to members of the architectural

classes at the school in the subjects of archi-

tectural history and studio class work.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.-
For the first time in the history of the

institution tlie council have to report a

reduction in the number of members, the

total in May, 1915, being 5,385, compared

with 5,482 twelve months ago, due to a

diminution of 107 in the number of profes-

sional Associates, and 35 in the number of

Students. Doubtless the War has had some

effect in contributing to this result ; but it

was anticipated in the council report of last

year, when it was pointed out that the excep-

tional increase in numbers which had taken

place during the previous two years was

caused by the desire of intending professional

Associates to enter prior to the closing of

the doors to those who had not passed the

final as well as the intermediate examination.

The supply has now been shut off, and will

not again become normal until a considerable

accumulation of men who have passed the

intermediate exists, from which tlie final

examination and the balloting list may be

recruited. The receipts for the year 1914

reflect the reduction in the membership, and

a similar result is noticeable in connection

with the entrance fees received on capital

account, the amount under this head being

£170 in respect of 54 elected candidates in

1914, compared with £1,560 for 495 in the

previous year. There is also a heavy and

natural decrease in the receipts on the

examination account due to so many of those

who would in normal times have presented

themselves as candidates having joined the

national forces. The total received under

tills head was £2,051, compared with £4,034

in 1913. The report was adopted at the

annual meeting of the Institution held on

Monday afternoon, when Mr. Howard Chat-

feild Clarke, the retiring President, occupied

the chair. Mr. John Henry Hanson,

principal, since 1880, of the firm of Messrs.

Abliey and Hanson, of Huddersfield, and

borough surveyor of Barnsley from 1878 until

1880, was elected President for the ensuing

year.

The new fire-station for Upper Renfrew at

Damley has been opened. Mr. Robert EwW.
senior, was the architect, and the cost was

£5,500.
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SLEDMERE, YORKSHIRE, THE RESIDENCE OF COL. SIR MARK HYKES,
Mr. W. H. Brierley, F.S.A., Architect.

BART., M.P

'ur illustrations.

SLEDMERE, YORKSHIRE.
The old hall was built between the years

1783 and 1791, for Sir Christopher Sykes,
Bart., from designs by J. Rose, an assistant
of the Brothers Adam, to replace a smaller
house, probably of the Queen Anne period.
This 18th-century house was destroyed by fire

in May, 1812, only the principal walls being
left standing. The building is now being
restored for Colonel Sir Mark Sykes, Bart.,
M.P., and new servants' and kitchen wings
liave been added at the north end of the
building to replace the old kitchen offices,
wliich were inadequate and out of date. The
central portion of the south-west wall of the
hall, sliown by the illustration, owing to
damage by fire, was in an insecure state, and
had to be rebuilt, and a decorative feature of
pilasters with a pediment has been added
to relieve the severity of the old design. The
whole of the finishings in the main building
will, as far as possible, be reproductions of
the old ones thus destroyed by the fire.
Records of these survive in Rose's original
drawings for the work, which have for-
tunately been preserved. The designs of the
jlecorativu plaster ceilings, of which the old
building contained some fine examples, have
been reconstructed from the old drawings,
photographs, and fragments of ornament

whicli were collected after the fire and care-

fully preserved. This work is now being

carried out, under the direct supervision of

the architect, by Messrs. Martyn and Co., of

Cheltenham. The architect is Mr. Walter H.
Brierley, F.S.A., of York, and the con-

tractors for the works now being executed

are Messrs. Walker and Slater, of Derby.

The double-page plate here given was photo-

graphed from the original water-colour at

present on view at the Royal Academy
Exhibition.

NEW COTTAGES AND DAIRY FARM,
EWELL MANOR, NEAR MAIDSTONE.
These c-ottages and pleasure dairy-farm for

12 cows were designed for Mr. V. Biscoe

Tritton, of Ewell Manor, near Maidstone.

The work was about to be erected when the

War broke out, and its execution has in con-

sequence been postponed. There is provision

for two workmen's cottages, a foreman's

cottage, a working dairy, cow-house for 12

cows, bull-house, piggery, stable, etc. The
site was in a meadow sloping to the X.E.,

and the arrangement of the buildings was
dictated not only by the desirable aspects for

the various departments and ease in working
;

but by the slope of the ground and the site

selected for the farmstead. The materials

intended are to be unpicked red bricks, and
old plain tiles from some old hoppers' t^heds

pulled down on the site, for the cottages and
central barn, while pantiling is proposed for

the farm buildings The architects are

Messrs. Geoffry Lucas and Arthur Lodge, of

13, Gray's Inn-s(|uare, W.C., and the draw-
ing, by Mr. Lodge, is hung in the present
Royal Academy Exhibition.

MESSRS. BARCLAY'S BANK AT
LUTON.

The drawing here reproduced is at present
well hung at the Royal Academy Exhibition,

and it illustrates a new bank for Messrs.

Barclay to be erected on the same site as

their present premises, but including also the

adjoining shop. The materials will be 2 inch

multicoloured bricks and Portland stone for

the cornice and entrance doors, the roofs

being covered «ith antique red tiles. The
ground-floor and basement will be used for

banking purposes, accommodation for a

resident clerk or manager being provided on

the first floor. Access is to be arranged from
this level down to the garden at the back of

the premises. Mr. .4rthur Blomfield, SI. A.,

F.R.I.B..\., is the architect.

ST. GILES' STREET FRONT OF THE
PUSEY HOUSE. OXFORD.

This elevation is now on view at the Royal
.Academy Exhibition. A plan of the building,

as then proposed, will be found in the Build-
ing New.s for August 2. 1912, with a general

perspective and sketch of the north-east

corner of the quad, from originals shown at

the Royal .Academy. In our issue for May 20,
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1913, !i double-page was devoted to tlie

interior of the cliapel, likewise liiing at the
Aeadoniy. The frontage in St. Giles'-sti-eet

is 154ft. long, and the north side skirts Alfred-
street. Messrs. Benfield and Loxley, of

Oxford, the contractors, carried out this
work. Mr. Temple Moore, F.U.I.B.A., of

Hanipstead and Bedford-row, is the architect.
Further buildiugs are in course of erection,
and when completed will form a quadrangle,
on the north side of which is the chapel, and
on the west the library, museum, and lecture-
rooms. The east .side along St. Giles'-street

contains the conimon-roonis, dining-rooms,

and sacristies. The chapel was completed
last year and the library was finished

recently. The northern end of tlie fai;ade

here shown is nearing completion, and the

other half will follow on,

EASTBURY MAXOR HOUSE, BARKING,
ESSEX: THE GREAT STACK I\
COURTYARD.
Plans of this well-known liislorie house

were given with the general elevations and
longitudinal section which appeared in our

issue for April 30 last, accompanied by some

particulars of tlie building. It is said to have

been erected in the days of Queen Elizabeth,

and stands about a niile to the East of Bark-

ing, some distance back from the Old Tilbury-

road. To-day we have reproduced two sheets

of mea'^nred details arranged on a double-

page illustration in further representation ot

the main facade, and also showing "the great

stack" next the octagonal staircase turret

adjoining the parlour wing. Mr. Hubert v.

C. Curtis is the author of these carefuuj

depicted Geometrical Studies.
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Messrs. BARCLAY'S BANK AT LUTON, BEDFORDSHIRE.
Mr. Arthur Blomfield, M.A , PR. LB. A., Architect.
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t'HURCH-BUJLDING GRANTS.—At the
animal meeting of the Incorporated Chnrch-
Bnilding Society the following grants in aid
were voted ; Building new churches at

Gillinghani, St. Augustine, Kent, £175, and
Scotswood, St. JIargaret, near Newcastle-on-
Tyne, £8U ; and towards enlarging or other-
wij^e improving the accommodation in the
churches at Hultoft. St. Margaret, Lines,

£35; Lambeth, Holy Trinity, Surrey, £50;
and Lanheris, St. I'adarn, Carnarvonshire,
£85. Grants were also made from a special
fund towards building mission churclies at

Coventry, St, Margaret, £20; Temple For-
tune, St. Barnabas, Hendon, Middlesex,
£40. The following grants were also paid
for works completed : Haggerston, St. Augus-
tine, Middlese.x, £20; Sudden, St. Aidan,
Rochdale, £175; Harlton, St. Mary-fhe-
Virgin, Cambridge, £10; Longfleet, St. Mary,
Dorset, £80; and Squirrel's Heath, All
Saints, Romford, £35. In addition to this
the sum of £70 was paid towards the repairs
of ten churches from trust funds held by the
society.

CORK.—The Roman Catholic. Bishop of
Cork laid the other day the foundation-stone
of the new collegiate church of St. Finbarr,
which is an adjunct of the Honan Hostel.
This church is the gift of the late Miss
Isabella Honan. The style of the building is

the Hiberno-Romanesque architecture which
prevailed in the 12th century; the fabric will

exhibit many points of resemblance with the
earlier stone-roof churches of the Irish, as
in its simple division into nave, chancel, and
sacristy, and in other respects. The nave
measures 72ft. in length, by 28ft. in width;.
and the chancel, 26ift. in length, by 18ft. in

widtli. The over-all length of the building is

106tt., and the interior height from floor to
barrel-vaulted ceiling about 33ft. The height
to the top of the cross on gables is 55ft., and
the height to eaves, externally, 28ft. The
building is being erected from the designs
and under the superintendence of the archi-
tect, Mr. .James F. McMuUen, K.C.S.G.,
M.R.I.A.I., Cork.

EDINBURGH.—The old premises of the
Young MeTi's Christian Association in South
St. Andrew-street have been demolished,
and on the site is to be erected a seven-story
building, including basement, from plans
prepared by Mr. G. Washington Browne,
R.S.A., of Randolph-cliff, Edinburgli. The
building has a narrow frontage, and will be
treated in Classical fashion. The provision
will include a hostel, a gymnasium, and a
billiard-room, special features that have not
hitherto found a place in the work and
interests of the association. The basement
floor, which will have a separate entrance

,
from Meuse-lane, will provide a drill and
recreation hall, a reading-room, and a handi-

I

crafts-room. The ground floor will be
occupied by a reception-hall, 53ft. by 35ft.,
iind lounge. The pillared hall will have an
alcove which will be utilised as a reading-
room. To the left of the main entrance will
he the .secretary's room, and to the right the
main staircase leading to the upper floors,
«hieh will also be connected by an autoniatic
levator for the use of the members. The

lust floor up consists mainly of a hall, 52ft.
Ijy 36ft., for meetings, lectures, and concerts,
which will have sitting accommodation for
150 people. There will be a platform at one
ud and a gallery at the other. En suite with

tlie lecture-hall will be the platform-room,
tlie board-room, the cloakrooms, and re-
tiring-rooms, while on the gallery floor level

.
«dl be a smaller hall. The main hall will
extend through two floors of the front build-
ing. On the second floor the front of the
building will be devoted to the libraries, and
'lie back portion to a billiard-room, with
three tables. A feature of tlie third floor will
be the gymnasium, 53ft. by 29ft., and con-
nected with it will be dresing-rooms, baths,
in instructor's-room, and a physical examina-
tion-room. The top two stories will be used
for the purposes of the hostel aecommoda-
tion. The construction throughout will be

lireproof, and will lia\c u special heating and
ventilating system, and the premises will be
fittetl with electric liglit. On the frontage
to St. Andrew-street the two lower floors will

be treated as a rusticated basement to support
the upper part of the building, which is to

be divided into three main bays between
fluted Ionic columns, and the whole will be
crowned by main cornice and superimposed
balustrade. From the street to the top of
the stonework the height of the building will

be G8ft., and above this, and rising to an
additional height of 18ft., will be the tim-
bered and slated treatment of the two upper
stories. A drawing of the building finds a
place on the walls of the present Royal
Scottish Academy Exliibition in the Archi-
tectural room.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned
a large loan to the Woolwich Borough Council
for electricity purposes.

The proposal of the borough council of
Battersea to extend a supply of electricity to
the Nine Kims district, at an estimated cost of
£15,750, is not opposed by the Treasury.

Major T. Hunter, V.D., borough engineer of
Leigh, Lanes, has rejoined his old battalion, the
5th Manchester Territorials, and has been
appointed to command the administrative centre
of the regiment. The corporation have granted
Major Hunter leave of absence.

At the meeting of the Evesham Joint Hospital
Board held on Monday evening last the clerk
said he had received the sanction of the
Local Government Board to a loan of £1,000
for extensions and alterations to the administra-
tive block. He had made arrangements to
borrow the money at 4 per cent. It was decided
to proceed with the work at once.

News of the death of Mr. Mark Howarth, a
well-known Sunderland builder and contractor,
has reached the Wearside town. Mr. Howarth,
who was in his sixty-seventh year, had spent
the last three years in retirement at Croft Spa.
He was a native of Sunderland, and many
buildings, both for manufacturing and resi-

dential purposes, were erected by him.

News has been received in Warrington of the
death of Lieutenant Althorp Ridgway, youngest
son of Mr. T. J. Ridgway, Registrar of
Warrington County-court, residing at Lymni,
Cheshire. Lieutenant Ridgway, who was only
twenty-five, was an officer in the Australian con-
tingent, and was wounded in the recent land
fighting in the Dardanelles. He was a Govern-
ment Engineer for Lighthouses, and previously
held an appointment under the Mersey Docks
and Harbour Board at Liverpool.

The death took place on Monday, at the
advanced age of ninety-one, of Mr. George
Evans, of Severn Bank, • Shrewsbury, a past
mayor of the borough, and for a considerable
period an alderman. Mr. George Evans was for
many years in business at Shrewsbury as the
leading sanitary engineer, and during his
membership of the town council he was chair-
man of the sanitary committee. He retired
from business some years ago, and for the past
ten years or so he had taken little or no part
in public life.

Our contemporary "Indian Engineering"
states that "Mr. R. Jackson has been brought
out from home and appointed as Assistant
Architect, Madras. Mr. Jackson has been
engaged on a three-years' agreement, to begin
with, on a salary of Ks.450 a month. Mr.
Jackson received his earlier training as an archi-
tect under Messrs. A. B. and W. .Scott Deakin,
FF.R.I.B.A., Shrewsbury. He was then em-
ployed for some time with Messrs. Buckland
and Farmer. Birmingham, and with Mr. W. T.
Parker. 97, Jermyn-street, London. Immediately
prior to his present appointment Mr. Jackson
was with Mr. Henry Taimer, F.R.I.B.A., 12,

Regent-street."

.\ conference has been held at the council
chamber. Corporation Buildings, Dunfermline,
between the town-planning committee of the
town council and representatives of the
.\dmiralty, the Local Government Board for
Scotland, and the Scottish National Housing
Company, Ltd., for the purpose of discussing
the question of the provision of dwelling-house
accoininodation at Ro.syth. The conference,
wliich lasted slightly over two hours, was
private, and at the close it was stated that
an arrangement satisfactory from the point of
view of Dunfermline Town Council had been
arrived at, and that an early beginning would
be made with the provision of dwelling-house
accommodation for the Rosyth workers.

COMPETITIONS.
BROMBOROUGH I'ORT.— In the cottage

competition, at Broni borough I'ort estate, for
Messrs. Lever Brothers, Ltd., the assessor,
Mr. GeoB'ry Lucas, has made liis aw'ards,
and the winners are as follows :—Five
cottages : Messrs. Gustave Agat« and Ilalli-

day and Paterson, Manchester ; Messrs.
Cleland and Hayward, Wolverhampton ; Mr.
W. B^ullertoii, Woodford; Mr. Frank H.
Bromliead, Knebworth, Seven cottages:
Messrs. Cleland and Hayward, Wolverhamp-
ton ; Messrs. Gustave Agate and Halliday
and Paterson, Manchester ; Mr. E. G.
Theakston, London. Three cottages and
shops : Messrs. Morter and Dobie, Liverpool.
Seven cottages and shop: Mr. E. G. Theak-
ston, London. Five cottages and shop: no
award. The drawings will be on view at the
Auditorium, Port Sunlight, between the
hours of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. on Tuesday and
Wednesday, June 8 and 9.

CLEVELAND, OHIO. — The Public
Library Board of Cleveland are about to
build a library on a site near the U.S. Post
Office and the Custom House, tit an
estimated cost of 2,000,OOOdol. They
decided to invite two architects practising in
Cleveland and five in other parts of the
United States to send in competitive designs

;

but as a result of a protest raised by the
local chapter of the American Institute of
Architects and the Cleveland Builders'
Exchange they have agreed to invite three
instead of two local architects. The eight
selected architects will be chosen on the
basis of their architectural records, and will
each be paid an honorarium of I,OOOdol.

LUTON, BEDS.—The date for sending in
designs in the limited competition for the
new secondary school to be erected by the
Bedford County Council at Luton has been
again postponed owing to the War. As
local urban couucil authorities and educa-
tional boards are not allowed to borrovp
money for public buildings of this kind, much
needed work is at a standstill.

The repairs to All Saints' Church, Scar-
borough, rendered necessary by the German
bombardment have cost £900. The church was
reopened on Friday evening, the Bishop of Hull
being the prea:her.

Mr. William Lovell Mason, of Ambleside, Lake
Windermere, architect and land agent, was pro-
ceeding into Ambleside on his motor-cycle on
Friday afternoon, when he carae into collision
with a provision float. His neck was dislocated
by the fall, and he was killed instantly. Mr.
Mason was fifty years of age. His two sons are
lieutenants in the Army.

So many men from the mining town of Shire-
brook, Derbyshire, have joined the Army— the
number is put at about 1,500—that the Black-
well Rural Council consider that it is not neces-
sary to proocd with their scheme of providing
100 dwelings for the working-classes there, and
for which the sanction of the Local Government
Board had been obtained.

Lieutenant Maurice Day, of the 2nd Berk-
shires, late of the Artists' Rifles Corps, is posted
"Missing, believed killed," in the action before
Ypres. Lieutenant Day was one of the three
sons of the Rev. B. W. Day, rector of St.
Peter's, Sandwich, all of whom have volunteered
for active service. He had been a member of
the .\rchitectural Association since 1910.

Mr. F. S. Habell, who has during the past
four and a half years acted as manager for
the contractors, Messrs. W. Hill and Co., on the
new harbour works at Whitby, has just left to
take up an important appointment with
Messrs. Topham, Jones, and Railton, who are
shortly to carry out the large dock extensions at
Tilbury for the Port of London Authority.

At the meeting of the Northamptonshire
Education Committee on Saturday a report was
presented showing that Mr. Adam F. Watson,
F.R.I.B.A., of Sheffield, the consulting architect,
had written offering to agree to a suspension
of his salary until the end of the war. as, owing
to the fact that the Local Government Board
was preventing local bodies from bori'owing
money, his services were not likely to be
required. The committee accepted the offer,

and an expression of thanks was added. Mr.
Watson is the president of the Sheffield Society
of" Architects and Surveyors, and a member of
the Royal Institute Council.
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NAIROBI CATHEDRAL.
To tlic Editor of the Buii.DiNO News.

Sir,—1 am sorry to say I made a mistake
in the particulars I gave you of the above
scheme in the name of the supervising archi-

tects. It was Messrs. H. 0. Ellis and
Partners, of London and Nairobi, whom the

committee eventually appointed as local

architects to carry out the work, and not
Messrs. Tate, Smith, and Henderson. I

would be greatly obliged if you would kindly
correct this.—1 am, etc.,

Temple Moore.
44, Bedford-row, London, W.C.,

May 27, 1915.

SAXON CRYPT, REPTON, DERBY-
SHIRE.

Sir,—Having made just lately a motor trip

of some ninety miles (there and back) to see
this crypt, 1 entertain little doubt about
the interest attached to such a charming
example. In its way it is, in fact, unique.
Many other architects, therefore, perhaps,
would like to know more about it. Refer-
ences to this crypt occur in all the chief
authorities' volumes on English Medijeval
architecture ; but althougli the work is

described more or less fully, varied repeats
occur of what has already been said else-

where, whereas no illustrations have been
given, so far as I know, in cither of the best
architectural textbooks. Though small, it

has a very delightful plan, with four detached
spiral-faeed stone monolithic shafts of un-
common height for Saxon masojiry. I have
not found any good drawing of this crypt,
but am told an interior view appears in

Lyson's "Derbyshire." Such treatises, how-
ever, are not available to the majority of
your readers. Besides, architects do not
really value popular pictorial sketches. I

have obtained a photograph of the crypt in
question ; but this underground chapel is

much too small to allo\v of the camera taking
in the four columns and responds together,
and cannot show the suggested cruciform
shape of the building. I have failed to ascer-
tain the name of the guilty individual who
was responsible for the clenudijig of the
chancel of Repton Church by making such a
clean sweep of all its Saxon remains, which
for centuries gave it such distinction as a
most valuable evidence of the history of St.
Wystan's sanctuary. The horrid StaEford-
sliire tiling put down by this person, whoever
he was, furnishes only another example of his
incapacity, lack of artistic sense, and the
depths of which Victorian vandalism was
capable. Certainly, whoever he happened to
be, his damage was completed once ami for
ever.

Dr. Bigsby, an authority who has been
quoted, left it on record that many fine
specimens of wood-carving at various times
were also carted away from Repton Church,
while, to use his particular word, several
monuments of importance were "with-
drawn." Fuller refers to tlie sacrilegious
and mercenary Thackcr (possibly Gilbert
Thacker, who died 156.3), who, being pos-
sessed of Repingdon (Rapendum) Abbey,
called together carpenters and masons "to
pluck down in one day a most beautiful
clinrch belonging thereunto," saying "he
would destroy tlie nest for fear the birds
.should bnild therein again." His violent
conduct, it seems, was due to the report that
Mary Tudor intended to set up the Abbeys
again.

The crypt at Repton is described as being
a portion of the conventual church demolished
by the Danes a.d. 874. It is certainly more
Roman tlian Nnrnuin in character. My
purpose in writing is to inquire if any reader
of the Blui.DlNO New.s can lend you a suit-
able measured drawing with view to its illus-
tration, giving a plan to scale and sections.
Perhaps Mr. J. R. Naylor, of Derby—who
has, I believe, done worjt at Repton School-
may know of such u set of details?—I am,

'
A.SINUS AD LVRAM.

WATER SUPPLY AJID SANITARY
MATTERS.

GRAVESEND.—At the last meeting of the
Gravesend Town Council it was resolved that,

irrespective of the actual tenders offered or
accepted ultimately, the fee of Messrs. North-
croft, Neighbour, and Nicholson, quantity sur-

veyors, in regard to the proposed sewerage
scheme for the portion of the borough north of
the South-Eastern Railway, be agreed at seven-

eighths per cent, on the sum of £52,000, this

being the approximate cost of the quantities. A
letter, it was stated, had been received from the
Local Government Board to the effect that,

while they were unable to sanction a loan at
present, there was no reason why the council
should not decide on a scheme, and put them-
selves in a position, by applying for sanction
to the necessary loan, to proceed with the works
as soon as the Board were able to give their
sanction. The town clerk was directed to reply.

Labour Exchange offices which have been
erected in Dock-street, Dundee, at a cost of
£11.000, were formally opened on Friday by
Lord Provost Don.

Mr. Edward Thomas Ivens, late of the India
Public Works Department, died on Thursday
in last week at his residence, 4, Corston-road,
Ealing, in his seventy-first year.

An eight-story court-house is to be erected on
Leonard, Lafayette, Duane, and Baxter sareets
by the City of New York, at an estimated cost
of lO.OOO.OOOdol. Mr. G. Lowell, of 225, Fifth-
avenue, New York, is the architect.

The Dumbartonshire County Council have
made the following changes in the rond sur-
veyor's department: Mr. Archibald Wilson,
county road surveyor since 1868, lo be advising
surveyor and consulting engineer; Mr. James
Andrew, assistant to Mr. Wilson, to be county
road surveyor; and Mr. Peter Miller to be
assistant road surveyor.

Mr. J. Chambers, .Tames-street, Boston, Lines,
head stonemason for Messrs. Sherwin. con-
tractors, has met with a serious accident while
engaged in the restoration work of St. Mary's
Church, nidleake. He was on a ladder repairing
a corbel in the roof of the north aisle, when the
ladder broke, precipitating him on to the pews
beneath. Both his legs were broken ; but he is

making satisfactory progress in a local hospital

Archaeological investigations are being made
in the crypt of the Church of St. Mary-le-Bow.
Pieces of Roman brick and roofing-tile and four
small pieces of Samian red pottery of the first

century a.d. have been found, together with
some Roman wooden boarding and piles used
for campsheeting a stream, probably in the
second century. The vestry have resolved to

present the boards and piles to the Guildhall
Museum.

At Rochdale, a disused warehouse on an
isolated site facing Yorkshire-street and three
other thoroughfares has been reconstructed as a
picture-palace, the Ceylon. The auditorium
measures internally 79ft. by 33ft., and the floor
is of the saucer-type, sloping down from the
entrance doors towards the stage, where it rises
again. A balcony at the rear, seated for 130, is

carried on steel cohimns, and there are nearly
700 seats in the area. Messrs. Butterworth and
Duncan, of Baillie-street, are the architects. Mr.
Timothy Ashworth, of Norden, has had charge
of the general contract.

Various works of art have recently been pre-
sented to the Corporation for the .\rt Gallery at
the Guildhall. Mrs. Edmund Gosse gave a
paintin? by Lady .\hr.a-Tadema entitled "The
Sonnet"; 5Ir. T. L. Devitt presented "Wild
Cherry Trees in the South Tyrol," by Mr. Adrian
Stokes, A.R A., and "Tlie Net Mender," by Mrs.
Adrian Stoke.'. Miss E. P. McGliee was the
donoi- of two water-colour jiaintings, "Showery
Weather," by Mr. David Murray, R.A., and
"Lincoln," by Mr. Albert Goodwin, R.WS.
Other donors of paintings were Mr. R. W. Allars

and Mr. T. Gordon Stowers.

St. Stephen's Club, facing the Clock Tower
and Boadicea Statue at the west end of the
Victoria Embankment, is lieing restored after
the disastrous fire which occurred at the begin-
ning of the vear An additional story has been
added, providing nineteen beds for members and
fresh kitchen and staff accommodation. The
French Renaissance design adopted by the
original architect, the late Mr. .Tohn Whichcord,
has Ix-en adhered to, and red tiles have been
utilised for Ihe roof. The internal improve-
ments include a new electrical system and
steam-heating plant and tile enlargement of the
dining-room. Mr. James Carmichael, of Wands-
worth, is the contractor.

O^ttr O^ffice fable.

An important exhibition of Whistler's

works is now open at the galleries of Messrs.

Colnaghi and Obachs, 144-146, New Bond-
street. The display consists of pictures in

oil. pastels, and drawings, and should prove
of exceptional interest, as it is the first

exhibition to be opened since the "Memorial"
of 1905. Thanks to the generosity of the

collector, the proceeds are to be given to the

Professional Classes War Relief Council.

Admission Is. Open daily from 10 till 6,

Saturdays 10 till 1 p.m.

The making of Portland cement is being

commenced in India. The plant is the pro-

perty of the Katni Cement and Industrial

Co., Ltd., and is expected to turn out from

30,000 to .35,000 tons of cement per year.

This will be manufactured by the wet process

in rotary kilns driven by electric power. In

addition to the cement-works, the same com-

pany has erected works for the manufacture

of roofing, ridge, and ceiling tiles, glazed wall

and flooring tiles, firebricks, glazed drainage

pipes, glazed earthenware troughs for carry-

ing electric cables, acid-proof jars, and a

number of hospital necessities.

Mr. Milford, Oxford University Press, is

about to add to his " Church Art in England "

series, of which Mr. Francis Bond is general

editor, a volume dealing with pulpits,

lecterns, and organs in English churches.

The author is the Rev. J. Charles Cox,

LL.D,, whose books on the churches of

various countries are so well known, and

there are no fewer than J 55 illustrations.

A fifth edition of "Pocket Notes and
Remembrancer" for sanitary inspectors and

all engaged in public-health work, by J. T.

Cowderoy, M.S. I. A. (London; Sanitary Pub-

lishing Co. 2s.), will be welcomed by all

who have found the past editions so useful.

Any health official or member of a sanitary

committee who may not know the w'ork is

advised to get it at once. It is indispensable,

and will be found thoroughly brought up to

date.

Mr. Thomas Groom Barker, of 60, Gilda,

Brook-road, Eccles, and of Messrs. Barker,

Ellis, and Jones, architects, 20. Cooper^

street, Manchester, died on March 6, aged 85

years, leaving property of the gross value ol

£14,912, with net personalty £10,634. The|

testator leaves the whole of his property inl

trust to pay the income thereof to his sisterl

for life. On her decease £1,200 is to be paid

to his nieces, £600 to the Manchester^

Infirmary, £400 to St. Mary's Hospital, Man-|

Chester.
" £400 to the Victoria University,

£150 to the Royal School for the Deaf and

Dumb, Old Trafford, £150 to the Manchester:

Grammar School. Old Millgate, £150 to;

Chetham Hospital, £50 to Dr. Barnafdo's;

Homes, £50 to the Wood-street Mission,;

Manchester, £50 to the National Lifeboat!

Institution, and one-half of the residue to tlic.

Institute of Architects, for general purposes,'

and one-half to the Victoria University

towards the endowment fund of the Chair of

Architecture, I

The Sanitas Company, Ltd., wliich hasi

from its start enjoyed the direction of the,

well-known chemist, Mr, C. T. Kingzett,;

F.I.C., F.CS,, has had a prosperous year,;

and at the annual meeting last week. Mr,|

Kingzett, who presided, stated that the

company's sales had exceeded those of anv

previous year, although the percentage nf|

profits had fallen. In spite, however, of tlici

unsettling circumstances caused by the 'nar,]

they had done extremely well, and the direc-.

tors were able to maintain the dividend thev

had been in the habit of paying for man^i

years, and to show an increased net prom.,

Mrs. Samson, who supported the motion for

the adoption of the report, said she was ghul^

t.liat the directors had not "taken fright

like some other companies, and stopped

advertising when the War began. She urge"

the board to press forward as far as the}

possibly could with the company's domestic

trade, and expressed her opinion that the

present was the time to advertise very ex-

tensively in that directiou.

\
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WAGES MOVEMENTS.
STEEL PRICES ADVANCED.—The English

and Scottish Steelmakers' Associations, at a

joint conference held in London on Friday,

decided to advance the oflBcial niinimum export
price of plates by 10s. per ton. Owing to the
pressure of orders, the old minimum had already
become to a large extent inoperative. Quota-
tions varying from ^10 to £10 6s. per ton are
now anticipated. Steel plates for home delivery
are not now under association control. The
quotation is round £10, less 6 per cent, per
ton, and is very firm.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
Friday axd Saturday (To-day and To-mobhow).—In-

stitute of Municipal and County
Engineers. Scottish Dietrict Meeting- at
County Buildiape, Ayr.

Satubdav (To-mobbow).— Kdinburgh Architectural
Association. Visit to G-og'ar House,
Corstorpbine. Leave Waverley Bridge
by the Uphill Motor Omnibus Z.oO p.m.

Institution of Municipal and County
Engineers. Eastern District Meeting
at the Town Hall, Southall. " Fourteen
Years' Municipal Work in a London
Suburb," by Reginald Brown ; and
" Fitting-up and Working of a
Sewage Works Laboratory," by J. H.
Edmondeon. 2 p.m.
Association of Managers of Sewage

Disposal Works. Visit to the Man-
chester Sewage Disposal Works at
Da\-yhulme, Urmston. 3 p.m.

Monday.—Royal Institute of British Aj-chitects. Reports
of Scrutineers on the Elections of
Councils and Standing Committees ;

Elections of Fellows and Associates
(Business Meeting). 8 p.m.

Fbidav (Jvse 11).—Royal Sanitai"y Institute. Pro-
vincial Sessional Meeting at Bristol.

Discussion on "The Co-ordination of
Military and -Civil Sanitary Services in
War Time," to be opened by Dr. D. S.

Davies, Medical Officer of Health,
Bristol. 11 a.m.

Mr. Valentine D. Doyle, of Athlone, has been
elected county surveyor to the county council of
Longford.

Mr. R. C. Bryan, assistant surveyor at Louth,
Lines, has been appointed surveyor and sanitary
inspector to the Wirksworth Urban District
Council.

Mr. Fred Howarth, deputy borough engineer
of Bacup, has been appointed surveyor to the
urban district council of Church, near Accring-
ton, in succession to Mr. J. B. Fallowfield,
resigned.

The Lincoln County Council have decided to
proceed with the enlargement of the county
lunatic asylum at Bracebridge. near Lincoln, on
the basis of an expenditure not exceeding
cEl.OOO per month. Mr. F. Parker, of Boston,
is the architect, and the estimated cost of the
work is £AO,OOQ.

A branch free library in Essex-road, Ealing,
to serve the south-eastern district of that
parish, is in course of erection. Mr. Mervyn
Macartney, F.R.I.B.A.. is the architect, and the
contract has been let to Messrs. Patman and
Fotheringham, of Theobald's-road, Bloomsbury,
and Park-street, Islington.

At Conway, Mr. W. O. E. Meade-King, an
inspector under the Local Government Board,
held an inquiry yesterday (Thursday) into an

,

application by the Conway and Colwyn Bay
Joint Water Board for sanction to borrow

' £6,000 for constntcting a bridge and for water-
' mains in accordance with plans by their
engineer, Mr. Farrington.

One of the most important discussions at the
recent annual meeting of the American Concrete

,

Institute Convention was on Floors—How to
I
Prevent Dusting. It appears to be fairly settled

,

that fine material must be absent from the
top course. Fairly coarse hard stone or sand

• (none of it passing a 30-mesh screen) is recom-
• mended, and hard stone has the preference over
sand.

At the meeting of the Citv Council at the
!
Guildhall, E.C., yesterday (Thursday) afternoon,
an agreement was signed between the Corpora-
tion and the Peabody Trustees for the sale of
130,000 square feet of land on the south side of
jSumner-street, Southwark, at 7s. per square
foot, for the erection thereon by the trustees
,of working-class dwellings to ' accommodate
ipersons displaced by the Corporation under the
provisions of the Corporation of I^ondon
'.Bridges) Act, 1911.

TO CORKESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspODdents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claiuiants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the Editor of the Building News, Efflogbam
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C., and not to
membera of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be hable
for, unsought contributions.

*,* Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
portant public and private buildings, details of old

and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits,
on mutually advantageous terms, which may be
ascertained on application.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time executed, except under special circum-
stances.

Telephone: Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams: " Timeserver, Estrand, London."

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. CVII. are now ready, and should

be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post 12s. 9d.),

as only a limited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLL, XLVI.. XLIX.,
LIU.. LXL. LXII., LXIV.. LXV.. LXVI., LXVII.,
LXVIIL, LXIX.. LXXI., LXXIL. LXXIII.,
LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVL. LXXVII., LXXIX.,
LXXX.. LXXXL, LXXXII., LXXXIIL, LXXXIV.,
LXXXV., LXXXVL, LXXXVII.. LXXX VIII..
LXXXIX.. XC. XCL. XCII.. XCIII., XCIV.,
XCV.. XCVL. XCVIL, XCVIIL, XCIX.. C, CI.,
OIL, cm., CIV., CV., CVI., and CVII. may still be
obtained at the same price; all the other bound
volumes are out of print. Most of the back
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be
had singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers
to complete volume just ended should order at
once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the BuiLDiNO
News, price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained
from any Newsagent, or from the Publisher,
Effingham House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of
the United Kingdom ; for the United States,
£1 6s. Od. (or 6doIs. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium,
£1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od. To any
of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. od.

*** The special rate to Canada is £1 3s. lOd.
= 5doIs. 80c. for 13 months, and lis. lld. = 2dols. 90c.

six months. Our Direct Subscription Agents for
Canada are Messrs. Sells, Ltd., 302, Shaughnessy
Buildings, McGill-street, Montreal, who will receive
Subscriptions, £1 3s. lOd. per annum, on our account.

*,*Our Direct Subscription Agents for Australia
are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Co., Printers and
Publishers, 19, York Chambers, 105, Liverpool-street,
Sydney, New South Wales; for Japan. Messrs. Z. P.
Maruya and Co.. Ltd.. 11-16, Nionbashi Tori
Sancbome, Tokyo; who will receive Subscriptions at
£1 6s. per annum on our account. Copies of the
paper will be sent by us direct to the subscribers'
addresses.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.

The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-
ments, Public Companies, and all official advertise-
ments is Is. per Une of Eight words, the first line

counting as two, the miuimum charge being 5s. for

four Unes.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-
cellaneous and Trade Advertir,ements (except Situa-
tion Advertisements) is 6d. per Hne of Eight Words
(the tirst line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 50 words. Special terms for series

of more than si.Y insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

SITDATIONS VACANT AND PARTNERSHIPS.

The charge for advertisements for *' Situations
Vacant" and '* Partnerships " is One Shilling for

Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every eight
words after. All Situation Advertisements must be
prepaid.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

Advertisements not exceeding Thirty Words,
inclusive of name and address, are inserted under
the heading "Situations Want-ed," free of charge.

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on
application to the Publisher.

•*• Replies to advertisements can be received at
the Office. Effingham House, 1, Arundel-street.
Strand, W.C.. free of charge. If to be forwarded
under cover to advertiser, an extra charge of Six-

pence is made. (See Notice at head of "Situations.")

Advertisements for thu current week must rcjich

the ollice not later than 3 p.m. on Tuesday. Pront-
pape advertisements and alterations or stop orders for

serial advertisements must reaeh the ottice by the
previous Saturday morning to secure attention.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable
to Tub Strand Newspaper Company, Limited, and
crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

Received.—F. J. B.—K. P. A. and Son.—A.. Ltd.—
F. McN. and Co., Ltd.—S. U. Co., Ltd.—C. of S.—
W. A. B. and Co.—W. G. and Sous.—W. H. W.—
F. W.—M. and Co., Ltd.

Aram.—Yes.

T. B. S.—Tbankfl, no.

R. J. McD.—Yes, if brief.

F. F. T.—We cannot undertake to check items. 2. No.

D. S.—Practically the change of date in our day of
publication will make no difference, except that the
bulk of the news will be fresher, and the majority of

readers will be advantaged by getting it on Wednesday
^-especially in the provinces.

Matabele. — Perfectly possible, given aptitude and
perseverance. We have just been talking to an old
employee much older than yourself who has done it.

It would be necessary to m,aBter one of tlie trades
first—say carpentry, and desirable to attend ooe of
the many good trade schools in England. One of the
best is the Brixton School of Building, which is under
the London County Council.

ENyuiBEH,—In the absence of any definite arrangement
being made as to an agreed extension of time con-
sequent upon further work being ordered, by the
building owner through his architect, to be carried

out on a contract, when the builder receives his in-

structions to do such extenbion work or extras the
architect is bound to allow the contractor a reasonable
extension of time accordingly. The penalty named
in the contract for non-completion cannot be enforced
unless a specific arrangement is made with the builder

in writing to the ettect that the additional or extra
works in (juestion shall not vitiate the completion
clause. It would, of course, be fairly presumed that

the agreed price thus settled on for the cost of such an
increase of work was then and there reckoned by the
contractor sufficient to justify his taking an additional

risk incurred by him of not being able to finish the job

by the specified time.

a>»
TRADE NOTES.

The part of the balcony railing at the Regent
Palace Hotel carrying the name of the hotel was
made by Messrs. H. W. Cashmore and Co.

Underground heating-chambers are severely
tested by such wet weather as we have had
during the past winter, so that a material which
will assure their watertightness is very desirable.

In this connection, the heating-chamber of the
Birkdale Liberal Club at Southport was recently
lined with Pudloed cement, and we understand
the result is eatisfactorv.

Mr. T. H. Scott, M.I.C.E., burgh ecgiueer and
surveyor of Inverness, has been appointed en-

gineer and surveyor of Port of Spain, Trinidad.
He has been burgh surveyor of Inverness for

about ten years.

The newly-formed urban district council for

Bedding ton and Walling ton have appointed
Mr. S. F. R. Carter, of Isleworth, as surveyor,

at a salary of £300 per annum. There were 240

applications for the position.

At the annual election of officers of the United
States National Academy of Design, Mr. John
Alden Weir was elected to the presidency, and
Mr. Howard Russell Butler, of Princeton, vice-

president, vice Mr. Herbert Adams. Mr. Harry
W. Watrous was re-elected as corresponding
secretary-, and Mr. Charles C. Curran as recording
secretary, and Mr. Francis C. Jones, treasurer.

^Ir. Weir, the newly-elected president, was born
in West Point, N.Y., in 1852.

An Ohio State Association Chapter of the
American Institute of Architects has just been
provided witli headfiuarters at Columbus. Mr.
George M. Anderson, of Cincinnati, has been
elected president, Mr. C.W. Bellows, of Columbus,
vice president, and Mr. Herbert B. liriggs, of

Cleveland, secretary and treasurer. At the
inaugural dinner and meeting the association

vott'd a recommendation to the general assembly
for the enactment of a state building code which
will give Ohio cities the largest possible measure
of home rule in the regulation of building con-

struction.

The urban district council of Selby who built 42

workmen's dwellings two years ago in FlH>dey-

road are building 38 more in streets off that

thoroughfare, and 39 dwellings of a larger type in

Armoury-road. The rental will be 7s. and 7s. 6d.

per week. In accordance with the provisions of

the Housing and Town Planning Act, 212 houses

have been inspected during the past year, mainly
in the yards and courts in Ousegate and the

shipyard district. Sixty-one of these were found

to have sanitary defects, chiefly dampness,
defective spouting, or bad conditions of the yards,

and in nearly all cases the houses have been put

into good repair.
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LATEST PRICES.

N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our

usual sources of information arc in many

cases failing us.

TIMBER.
Owing to stoppage of supplies, all prices

liavc advanced considerably.

IKON.
Per ton

Rolled Steel Joists, English f9 12

Wrongbt-Iron Girder Plates 15

Steel Girder Plates 9 15

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or

Square 22

Do., Welsh 5 15

Boiler Plates, Iron—
South Staffs 8
BestSnedshill 9

Angles 10s., Tees 203. per ton extra.

Bnilders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, £12 .5s. to £1-2 15s.

Ditto galvanised, £W to fiyiOs. per ton.

Gtelvanised Corru' ited Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 23 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inolasive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ...£13 10

Blstfitto 13 10 ... 14

Per ton. Per ton.

BKIOES.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1.000 alongside, in

,, [river.

n.
li to

„
(1 ..

„

Per ton.
£'.) 17 6
10
9 17 S

8 10

„
„ 5 17

„
„

8 15
9 10

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 19 .. •,.„
Picked Stocks for delivered

Facings 2 5 „ at rly. stn.

Flettons 1 14

Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18

Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 13

Best Red Pressed
Rnabon Fac'ng ... 5 „ ..

Best Blue I ressed
Staffordshire 3 15 ,

Ditto BuUnose 4 0,,
Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 4

2|in. Best Bed Ac-i
crington Plastic M 10 6

Facing Bricks 1

3'h" Accrington Beet Red Plastic Facing per 1,000

Bricks £2 10 "

a'/s" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2

Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/8 in

thickest part 2
3'/8" Chimney Bricks flt for outside work ... 2 6
3'/8" ditto ditto through and through 2

3'/b" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and i" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 ti

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" "2 coarse deep, each 6

Ditto ditto 9"xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches ;—

3 course deep, 44" soffit, per foot opening..

Bath Stone, delivered on road £ s. d.

waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7J

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,, 19}
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station „ Oil
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,. 1 7J

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average;—

( Net, delivered in
, -I full truck loads

i in London.

D 3livered on road waggons
\

at Paddington Depot,
Nine Elms Depot, or
Pimlico Wharf

Brown White
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Per foot cube.
£0 3 3 ... £0 2 4i

TILES.

43
d. DIvrd. at

per 1000 ry.sn.
7 per doz. ,,

per 1000 ,,

6
per doz. ,.

6 to £3 10Cast-Iron Columns £6 17

Caat-Iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ B lu

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10

Boiled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5

Cast-Iron Sash Weights 6 0,, 65
Cut Floor Brads 10 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,,

—
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14B.W.G 11 5 „ —

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0to8 S' 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 10s. £10 15b. £11 Os. £11 5s. £11 15s. per ton

Cast-iron Socket Pipes— _ ^ •

3in. diameter £6 15 to £7 2 b

4in. to6in 6 10 „ 6 12 6

7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 17 6 „ 7 2 6

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra.

turned and bored joints 5b. per ton extra.]

Iron— Per to°-

Cold Blast, Lillieshall 80s. Od. to 127s. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 87s. Od. „ 97s. Od.

Wronght-Iron Tubes and FittingB—Discount off

Standard Lists f .o.b. (plus 2^ per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 67* p.o.

Water-Tubes w „.

Steam-Tubes 60 „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 ,,

Galvanised Water-Tubes 61t .,

Qalvanised Steam-Tubes 45 ,.

OTHER METALS.
Per ton. Per ton-

Lead Water Pipe, Town '£26 10 to —
Country '27 10 ,,

—
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '27 10 „ —

Country •i'i 10 ,.
—

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside, Town 'is 10 0,, —
Country "29 10 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned Inside and
outside Town '31 „ —

Country '32 0,. —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... *2li 10 0„ —

Country '30 10 ,,
—

Lead Boil-pipe (apto4*in.) Town '29 10 0,, —
„ „ „ „ Country '30 10 „ —

4 ditto 4V
5 ditto

*f'
fi ditto

^3 ditto
4 ditto 9"

5 ditto 9"

6 ditto 9"

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works

QLAZED BRICKS.
HAKD GLARES (PER 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours

Plain red roofing tiles

Hip and Valley tiles 3

Broseley tiles 50

Ornamental tiles 52

Hip and Valley tiles 4

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 57

Ornamental ditto 60

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles ; Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46

Ornamental ditto 48

Hip tiles 3 104 per doz,

Valley tiles 3 44

"Rosemary" brand plain tiles... 48

Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3

Staffordshire (Hanley) Beds or
brindled tiles 42

Hand-made sand-faced 45

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Hartshiir ' brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 45

Pressed 42

Ornamental ditto 47

Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

6 per 1000

per doz.

per 1000
6

per 1000

per doz.

6 per 1000

per doz.
6

perl009
6
6
per doz.

6

Second
Colours.

6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Stretchers—
£12 7 6 £10 17

Headers—
11 17 6 10 7

Quoins, BuUnose, and 44in. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 (i

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end. square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 n 6 36 17 6 19 17 6

Splays and Squints—
IT 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—
6d Bach 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double BuUnose, Bound Ends, BuUnose Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

rOver 44in. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17

Lead Shot, in 28lb. bags 24 15
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 100
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 88
Tin. English Ingots 164

Do., Bars 165
Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town) 20 15
Sheet Lead, Town '26

Country '27

Genuire White Lead 34
Refined Red Lead 31
Sheet Zinc 83
Old Lead, against account 20 10
Tin per cwt. 9
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 14

101

89
165
166
21

6

6

„
,,

„
(net)
„

,

£18 12 6

MOULDED BRICKS.

OILS.
Rapeseed,EngUshpale,per tun £38 15 to £29 5

Ditto, brown 26 15 „ 27 5

Cottonseed, refined , 29 „ 30

Olive, Spanish 39 10 „ 40

Seal, pale 21 „ 21 10

Cocoanut, Cochin 46 „ 46 10

Ditto, Ceylon 42 10 „ 43

Ditto, Mauritius 42 10 „ 43

Palm, Lagos , 33 5 „ 33 5

Ditto, Nut Kernel 35 „ 35 10

Oleine 17 5 „ 19 5

Sperm 30 „ 31

Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7 0,, 8

Petroleum, refined 6i „
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 1 10

Ditto, Archangel 19 6 „ 10
Linseed OU _ per gal. 2 11 ,,

—
Baltic Oil 3 3,, —
Turpentine 3 1,, —
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil.... per cwt. 9 0,, —
Pure Linseed Oil
" Stority " Brand.. „ 9 0,, —

GLASS (IN ORATES).

8d. each 8d. each

1/2 each

5d. each
Per 1,000
£22 17 6

27 17 6

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles—
1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each

Sill Bullnoee, Stretchers, and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and
Headers .«... - -

„ ,, Quoins and BuUnose

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks') Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-

list for their respective kinds and colours r ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kinder colour, by 4*in.

is. 2d. each / by 2im.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

' These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

* For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

SLATES.

Blue Portmadoo
lU. in.

20 X 10
16 ., 8 .

Blue Bangor -20 „ 10 .

20 „ 12.
First anaUty 20„10.

20 „ 12.
16 „ 8..

Eureka anfading
green 20 „ 10 ..,

20 „13..
18 „ 10 ..

16 „ 8..
Fermaaent Green ... 20 „ 10 ..

18 .,10..
» 16 , 8 ..

£ s.

. 12 12

. 6 13

. 13 2

. 13 17

. 13

. 13 15

. 7 5

16 17
18 7
13 5
10 5
11 12
9 12
6 13

d. per 1,000 of
6 1.200 at r. stn.
6
6

6

6
6

to London Stations. s. d.

Thames Sand 7

Pit Sand 7

Thames Ballast 6

Best Portland Cement 36

Ground Blue Lias Lime 21

6 per yard, delivered

8. d. Per ton,

to 41 delivered
C per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. 8. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 deUvered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 278. Od. per ton at

raUway station.

STONE.*

English Sheet Glass ; 15oz.

Fourths 4id.

Thirds 4jd.

Fluted Sheet 5d.

Hartley's EngUsh Rolled

21oz.
5jd.
5ld.
6d.

Jin.

Plate 3id.

26oz.
Sid. ,

6.!d. .

'/lein.

3M. .

Figured Boiled and Bepoussine... (

VARNISHES, &0

White,
d.

32oz,
. 6jd.
, 7id.

iin.

... 4id.

Tinted.
, 6jd.

Per gallon

Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4

2 3
2 2
2
1 10
1 10

Darley Dale, ditto .... ,,

Red Coraehill, ditto i,

Closeburn Red Free8tone,ditto „
Ancaster, ditto ••

Greenshill, ditto ,.

Beer, ditto .. i o

Cbilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) .. 110)

Hard York, ditto .. 2

Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ,. 13

• All F.O.B. London.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak JO
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak U
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of

churches 14

Find Elastic Carriage " "
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage lb

Pine Pale Maple 10

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Fine French Oil 1 J
Eggshell Flatting Varnish IS

White Copal Enamel 1 *

Extra Pale Paper 13

Best Japan Gold Size " \"

Best Black Japan 1b

Oak and Mahogany Stain
JJ

^

Brunswick Black s

Berlin Black i''

Knotting 10

French and Brush PoUsh " I''

The sanatorium at Little Heath, Belvedere,

is about to be extended at a cost of £2,850. llic

plans were prepared by Mr. H. Hind, surveyor

to the urban district council of Entli, and tlie

contract has been taken by Mr. E. N. Marrable,

of Pretoria-road, Leytonstone.

Mr. Francis Frederick Fox. for many years

head of a firm of oil and colour merchants in

Little George-street, Frooni Bridge, Bristol, died

on Mondav, in his eighty-third year. From ISbo

till 1871 and from 1877 till 1901 he was an aliler-

nian of the city council, and rendered nnporlant

services in relation to dock matters. He also

served for many yeai-6 as president of the

Bristol and Gloucestershire Archseological

Society, and had written and lectured on the

guilds of Bristol and on rood-screens.
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CHANGE OF DAY OF PUBLICATION.

From to-day The Building Xews will

be published every week on Wednesday
morning at the usual hour, instead of on
Friday.

At the moment the reason for the
change is urgent. Owing to the inter-

ruption in traffic, we receive every week
complaints from readers who cannot get

their paper on Fridays, owing to delay in

transit.

But when quiet times come again we
shall, in all probability, continue to pub-
lish on Wednesday. There are many
reasons in favour of the change, not the
least being the growing disposition to re-

gard the Saturday as a dies non as far
as business is concerned.
In any case, no one will suSer dis-

advantage if our readers and advertisers
will make a note that all matter for pub-
lication and advertisements must reach
us for the current issue in future by 3
p.m. on Tuesdays, instead of Thursdays.
Many readei-s, in response to our an-

nouncement of the change during the
last two weeks, have written congratulat-
ing us and expressing their conviction

that it will enhance the usefulness of our
efforts during the last sixty years to pro-

mote the general welfare of the important
industries we rejiresent, and that it will

facilitate the appreciated co-operation of

the many friends who have rendered us
such constant and invaluable help.

PLANNING TO MODULE.
Planning to definite module is con-

structionally sound and economical. In
a sense, we always thus plan, since the
module cf the practical designer is not
half a column's diameter, but the stan-
dard unit of measurement. So long as
we draw our plans to a " scale of

feet to an inch," we, in a way and to

a degree, design to module. Our ideas
here, however, have reference rather to
the consistent adoption of unit distance,
as between window or pier centres. In
steel-frame constoruction, esipecially, con-
siderable economies are effected by
adopting, se far as possible, a set distance
between stancheon centres. The work of

the designer and his calculations are
facilitated but the economies secured are
chiefly on the score of labour in prepara-
tion and erection of the structure. By
maintaining a regular distance from
stancheon to stancheon, and so increasing
the number of beams and supports that
can be cut to uniform length and holed
to template, work in the engineering
shops is very considerably lessened. The
practice facilitates the " adoption <il a

standard joist or steel section for stan-

cheons, strengthened solely by means of

'

added plates and riveting to meet the
increasing loads in lower stories. Con-
nections and boltholes to similar detail,

being required in quantities, " jigs " can
be employed in machining, considerably
expediting and lessening the cost of work
prior to delivery on the building. Erec-
tion and bolting up in situ are

accelerated. All this means time and
money saved. Just as standardisation
reduces cost of machinery manufacture,
the introduction, so far as practical re-

quirements of plan allow, of a system
of uniform distances between points of

support helps to keep down the cost of I

steel framings. Obviously, to a greater
or less extent the arguments hold good
for all modes of building construction.

In addition to economy in construction
there are architectural reasons why we
do well to cut our designs to a self-

imposed standard or module, or to a
standard imposed by practical require-

ments of plan. We by this means go at

once a long way towards ensuring true
architectural effect, which, being at root

founded on order, is plainly so where
unit part repeats. The more the architect

brings his architectural inspirations under
rigid rule, the more he honours this root-

cause of the architectural as distinct from
haphazard, disorderly, and nondescript
building. In architecture, again, there
are two very obvious rules of design—
one demanding, for vertical division,

irregularity and contrast, the other, for

horizontal spacing, requiring regularity
and monotone. Now, since all things
seem mainly appreciable by contrast, the
true opposition to regular division would
appear to be the irregular. When we say
that such-and-such is regularly divided,

we ipso facto institute comparison with
irregularity. Hence we should be able to

enhance the value of irregular division by
regular monotony ; and it may be that,

besides contrasting literally with hori-

zontal lines the vertical lines of a build-

ing, being, as we see, of necessity equal-
spaced, tor order's sake, are a foil to the
varied dimension in horizontal strata.

We may perhaps compare this to cases

where, as an exception, vertical features

are the subject of regular division, and
in opposition to the main irregular
stratification. It is conceivable that an
imposing pier or piers, regularly rusti-

cated every foot, say, acts as foil to the
varied and contrasted dimension and pro-
portioning of features such as cornices,

"stTJngconrses, caps, and bases. If this idea

meets with the approval of the reader,
we might suggest, further, that the great
monotonous uprising of vertical spaces.

equi-intervalled, the result of strict

module planning, exalts the effect of con-
trasted and irregular distances of hori-

zontal lines, which varied stratification,

gracefully accomplished, seems possibly a
part solution of the mystery of architec-

tural " proportion."

There are other advantages attendant
upon the adoption of special and con-
sistent module in planning. Mental
labour is lightened by early decision on
some principle of plan division. The prac-
tice is advantageous to the architect, with
his multifarious duties. Given a base
from which the module sets out, such as

a building line or other fixed point and
direction, the immediate decision upon a
ruling dimension between void or support
centres affords the mind, searching for a
key or solution to a plan problem, an
anchorage. Whatever else eventuates, the
planner has decided on a module ;' and,
so far, his mind is freer from harking
hack and forth in search of master and
secondary keys. Something, at any rate,

is decided, say a 10, 15, or 20-foot module.
The relief is somewhat of the nature of
that we experience in planning alterations
and additions ; for in this case existing
walls and features to be retained form a
definite basis for mental operation—we are
perforce tied to certain ways, gene"i'ally

obvious. Potential variables are reduced
in number.

Where a plan has a definite axis, as in
cruciform churches, this may generate the
module. Axial planning is, in a sense,
always easy, or, at any rate, not trouble-
some, because we have that datum which
the planner so earnestly seeks. All his
endeavours are from solid foundation, so
to say, and from the cross he builds up
in a plane, as surely and easily as the
bee constructs, in three dimensions, from
its artificial " foundation " cells. The
centre of the crossing is linked to every
part of the plan, so that much of the
mental striving for full expression of
nebulous idea, the inevitable accompani-
ment of complicated plan evolution, is

absent. That which we all feel to want
in first commencing to thrash out a dif-

ficult plan is datum, base of action, and
definite point of departure for our endea-
vours and for our sustained effort to give
concrete expression to dormant and half-

emergent theme. In altering old build-
ings we work with ease and certainty
from some necessarily (hard-and-fast fixed

points, much as at the completion of the
solution of a puzzle of which we have
mastered the key. The competing archi-

tect well knows what we mean—the per-

plexity as to which of certain obvious
alternatives will be likely to recommend
itself to the judges ; and such may esteem
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himself fortunate, where the site and some
one large feature or apartment leaves it,

that there is, for the main setting out

of the plan, but one practical arrange-

ment. All these troubles and perplexities

are, in practical business, considerably

lessened by definite module planning.

In steel construction the module for

pier and void must necessarily depend on

the nature of the building, and is limited

to a great extent by the economics and

limitations of such construction. Even
where the plan must perforce be of great

irregularity, we may often do well to

base it upon a module—we may be well

advised in laying it down, if merely as

a mental conception. In buildings of the

warehouse and factory class the module
system is easy and natural ; and in many
commercial buildings, as offices, hotels,

and residences, orderly spacing of centres

for steel supports is a convenient proce-

dure. "We need not—cannot, evidently

—

always keep in step with the controlling

dimension. Having laid down, or holding

mentally, a skeleton module plan, we

may eliminate points here and there for

large apartments and for necessarily

irregular and angular breaks into the

fundamental and rectangular for which

we all naturally strive in building ;
but

the main idea of adopting a set span or

dimension is to return as quickly as

possible to this, after any irregularity has

been met and satisfied by suitable read-

justment of points of support.

In planning, then, to definite module
we decide on such module for bay or open-

ing, of such size as may suit practical

requirements and mode of construction,

and so far as possible adhei'e to this

throughout. In this way we not merely
lessen the cost of construction, but, look-

ing back into the past, we are only fol-

lowing in the footsteps of the designers

of the world's great and famous buildings.

Equally in the cathedral or the power-
house, the consistent module makes for

effect, allowing here some measure of the

sesthetic in an orderly array of upended
steel joists. In endeavouring to gain a

standard distance between stancheons and
to maintain, in unbroken series, voids

and supports, we are in no way acting

differently from the planners of great

cathedrals. If, in such, a crossing was
desired, bays were eliminated, and more
powerful arches spanned the increased

void ; and so, where practical exigencies

demand large apartments, we must
obliterate some of our module points,

sti-engthening other pillars and increasing

the section of girders. To be most in

accord with the principle we need to make
the larger apartment a factor of the unit

dimension.
It is an- error to suppose that it is

infra dig. to put oneself under rigid

module in planning. In truth, it is a

safeguard and a guarantee of ultimate
dignity of effect. The grandeur of archi-

tecture is foreshadowed in the pricking-
off, with set divide'rs, of aliquot parts of

a whole dimension. We all greatly admire
the majestic colonnade ; but, after all, it

is but the presentation to the eye of the

most primitive ol mathematical series

—

li, 1,, Ij, etc. ; and the same may be said

of Gothic arcading, or any repetition of

similar span arches. The amount of

dignity in architecture seems to be
directly as the plane of order. Monotone
in horizontal division gives us " breadth,"

as something opposed to petty change and
patchiness. " Scale," again, in architec-

ture, is concerned with the distance

adopted between supports. Scale seems
little more than a function of module.
Lacking something in the nature of

datum, or point d'appui. such as we find

in altering old buildings, the module
system of design will be found advan-
tageous, more especially in the orderly

evolution of complicated building plans.

THE KOYAL SOCIETY OF
PORTRAIT PAINTERS.

This exliibition at the'Grafton Galleries

is not a large one—there are 161 exhibits,

and not a few have been seen before, but

most are of present topical interest, and
there are not many which will be passed

without notice.

In the Octagonal Gallery Mr. Hugh de

T. Glazebrook has a creditable portrait

study of the King (5). Mr. H. Harris

Brown shows a portrait of General the

Hon. Sir Neville Lyttelton, G.C.B. (6).

There is an excellent portrait of Earl
Kitchener, K.G., by the Hon. John Collier

(8), and one of General Sir Horace Smith-

Dorrien, G.C.B., by Mr. Arnold Mount-
fort (9). Many of our own readers will be

interested in a youthful portrait of Sir

Robert Lorimer, a drawing by Mr. J. H.
Lorimer, R.S.A. (13), who also shows a

small sketch portrait (12), "Lady im
Thurn Sea-ving." Mr. Hugh G. Riviere's

portrait of Sir David Beatty (14), and that

of Lord Fisher (18), by the late Sir Hubert

von Herkomer, are both to be removed on

Friday to the Guildhall Art Gallei-y. The

late Mr. C. W. Furse's portrait of Earl

Roberts (15) is a welcome addition to the

list of the many naval and military heroes

to be seen, among which, in the same room,

u-e General Ivor Philipps, D.S.O. (26),

bv Mr. Ellis Roberts; Brigadier-General

li. C. Bovle (50), bv Mr. Ellis Roberts;

;'.nd Sir John French, G.C.B. (45), by Mr.

E. L. van Someren. Mr. J. S. Sargent's

Millicent, Duchess of Sutherland " (29)

will please all who have not before had the

diance to see it ; and tliat of Prince George

of Serbia (47), bv the Princess Mary Eris-

toff, will be new'to all. Mr. J. J. Shan-

non's picture of H.R.H. Princess Mary
(57) is to be sold for the benefit of the

Queen's Work for Women Fund. Mr. John

Lavery's portrait of Mr. Winston Churchill

(58) will not be seen after Friday, when

it also goes to the Guildhall Gallery.

The principal subjects of interest in the

Centre Gallerv are Lieut. -General Sir Wil-

liam Robertson, K.C.V.O. (71), by Mr.

John St. Helier Lander; Earl Grey (72),

bv Mr. Fiddes Watt, A.R.S.A. ;
Sir George

Havter Chubb, Bart. (76), by Mr. Arthur

T. Nowell ; Sir John Furley. C.B. (81), by

Mr. Hugh de T. Glazebrook; Sir Henry
McMahon, our High Commissioner in

Egypt (85), by the Hon. John Collier; and

mVs. Flora Annie Steel (95), the inimitable

novelist whose Indian stories are familiar

to all (95), by Mr. Arthur Bentley Connor.

The last-named artist has in the Long

Gallery a remarkably good portrait of the

Rev. Canon Connor.' The Hon. John Col-

lier has one of Mr. A. L. Francis, the

headmaster of Blundell's School (99).

In the North Gallery, on the end wall, is

an interesting series of sketches by Mr.

Herbert A. Olivier for his "Where Belgium

Greeted Britain " (133-142). including the

King, King Albert, the Prince of Wales,

General Joffre, and others. Mr. Arnold

Mountfort has a portrait of Lady Sinith-

Dorrien (123) ; Mr. R. G. Eves one of the

Marchioness of Bristol (143) ;
Mr. J. S.

Sargent a cravon drawing of Lady Ran-

dolph Churchill (150) ; and Mr. H. Harris

Brown a portrait of 'Viscountess Curzon

(155).

All the subjects are well hung, and the

exhibition well deserves success.

The nhiircfli at Ballyscxllion. Oonnty .\ntrim.

is aljoiit to bo rccraift.niote<l from plans by Mr.
J. V. Bn-nnan. of Bank Cliaimbcrs, Belfast.

THE ENGLISH COUNTRYSIDE.*
This is an enjoyable volume, and those

who love the jjleasant scenery of England
and the harmonious blendings of the coun-

try and natural surroundings with the

handiwork of man—be it church, manor
house, cottage, biTn, or bridge—owe much
to the insight, feeling, and charm with

whiolr Mr. Pulbixfok treats 'his tJieme.

It is true, as he remarks, that not tJie

least among the attractions of our land is

the absence for the most part of harsh or

violent contrasts. Each of tHie common
features of rural England, however simple

its beginnings and development, has its

proper place and funotion in relation to

the rest. This special aspect of the

English countryside has been kept in view

throughout the work, which, commencing
with an able introduotoa-y chapter on the

sjjirit and dharacter of the country dn

general, treat-s successively of the Coast,

of Creeks and Streams, the Ford, the

Bridge, and the Mill. Chapters on the

Fiekl, the Shepheixl, and on ways of travel

in footpath and by-road are followed by

otliers on the different effects of man's

settlement in communities— Village

Greens, Towers, Inns, and Cottage In-

teriors ; the volume concluding with special

essays on Nature in the threefold asiiects

of Spring, Autumn, and Winter.

Avoiding labstrusenejs or learned dis-

quisitions, Mr. Pulbrook conjures up, as

far as may be, the true atmosphere of the

country, and leads the average reader to

see what wonders or pleasures are to be

encountered in a day's walk in any part

of England where he may chance to find

liimself. He has explored the heart of

the country so intimately that one could

not wish for a better or more sympathetic

guide to its varying aspects and features.

The illustrations have been selected

wifch care from many sources, some being

the products of the author's own camera.

They are drawn from many different pai-ts

of England, and thus aptly illustrate, for

instance, the quiet charms of the home
counties, the Chiltern Hills, tilie creeks

and crosses of Cornwall, the coasts and

combes of Devonsliire, the old towns and

villages of the Cotswolds, the by-roads of

Hanvpshire, and many another varied

asjject of the country. Altogether, in the

126 examples given there is presented a

jjicture which, though in miniature,

gatliei-s up many of the charming features

that re\-cal themselves at every turn

throughout the English countryside.

And just now the book is doubly wel-

come, it is well that we of the present

generation—shallow and superficial as

many of us are—should l)egin to remember
all that England meant, how her customs

date back to the building of our race ;
her

monuments recall a ceaseless fight against

tyranny at home or abroad, and her old

hamlets and quiet towns show the ordered

settlement and gradual evolution of a

prosperous countryside. How all com-

bined serve to emphasise the age-long

destiny of Britain and her influence on

the world.
LTnder the influence of recent develop-

ments we find the present and the past

joining hands in a manner impossible be-

fore the war. Tiny harbours which sent

forth the cockle-shell warships of old now
resound with the exhaust of motor-boat

patrols ; stalwart soldiers from overseas

Dominions spend their leave visiting the

homes of their forbears ; and the coast

searchlights recall the alarm beacons of

old, while ancient earthworks stand close

to the latest type of field fortifications

that experience can suggest.

It is the past which has made England

• " Th* Enalish Countryside." By Ernest C. Pul-

lirotik. London: B. T. Batsford. Limited, "s. fid.
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of to-day, and tlie present is but its con-

tinuation. Prehistoric trackway, ancient

village, sleepy town, the farmhouse in the

hollow, the sheepfold on the hill—^all have
rendered their share in the making of

England and the building up of that race

whose sons are emulating on the battle-

field the deeds of their forefathers set

forth in quaint inscription on the walls of

many a village cliurch or in the moulder-
ing records of ancient boroughs.

Mr. Pulbrook is to be congratulated on
his most opportune contribution to the

needed literature of the moment. Rich
man or poor man, home-born or from the

Britains beyond the seas, " duke's son or

cook's son," the inan whose birthright in-

cludes all the beauty and the time-

hallowed associations therewith he de-

scribes, will thank him for new inspira-

tion and gather fresh strength and reso-

lution therefrom to gird him for to-day's

grim conflict with the powers of barbarism
that would destroy it all I

•^ <

THE ELECTIONS AT THE ROYAL
INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

\ business meeting of the Royal Institute

ot British Architects wa-s held on Monday
evening at 9, Conduit Street, W., Mr. H.
Vaughan La.nchester, vice-president, in the

chair.

Election of Officers .ind Council.

The following were reported by the scruti-

neers to be the results of the election of

officers and council and members of com-
mittees for the session 1915-16 :

—

President :—Ernest Newton, A.R.A.
Vice-Presidents :—Sir John Burnet. R.S.A. ;

,T. Alfred Gotch, F.S.A. ; H. V. Lanchester
;

and Paul Waterhouse. (Not elected :—Alfred
\V. S. Cross, George Hubbard, and Edwin
Landseer Lutyens, A.R.A.)
Hon. Secretary :—E. Guy Dawber.
Past Presidents :—Reginald Blomfield

R.A.. and Thomas E. Collcutt.

Members of Council:—^S. D. Adshead.
Walter Cave, H. P. Burke Downing. W.
Curtis Green, Henry T. Hare, E. Vincent
Harris, GeraJd Horsley, J. J. Joass. Arthur
Keen. D. Barclay Niven, Alexander N.
Paterson. A.R.S.A., Andrew N. Prentice
Harry Redfern. A. E. Richardson, E. •*

Rickards. W Gillbee Scott, H. D. Sea.rles

Wood, and Percy S. Worthington. (Not
fleeted:—H. V. Ashley. Max Clarke, A. J.

Davis, Matt Garbutt. A. E. Jennett. Svdnev
Perks, S. Perkins Pick. A.R.A.. E. R. E.
Sutton, and Herbert Winkler Wills.)

Associate Members of Council :—Horace
Cubitt, W. R. Davidge. L. Rome Guthrie.
Herb'irt Shepherd. I*hilip E. Webb, and
Herbert A. Welch. (Not elected :—John
.\nderson, Ci. Leonard Elkington, J. Ernest
Newberry, and Leo. S Sullivan.)

Representative of the Architectural Asso-
ciation :^H. Austen Hall.

Representatives of Allied Societies :—Gra-
ham C. Awdry, Bristol Society of Architects :

R. Burns Dick. Northern Architectural Asso-
ciation

; F. B. Dunkerley. Manchester Society
of Architects ; Charles Kempson, Leics. and
Leice.stershire Society of Architects : Adam F.
Watson. Sheffield Society of Architects ; and
John Watson, Glasgow" Institute of Archi-
tects.

Hon. Auditors :—R. Stephen Ayling,
Fellow, and A. W. Sheppard, Associate."

Me.meees of St.4NDIXG CoMsnTTEES.

Art Committee—Fellows :—E. Guv Dawber.
W. A. Forsyth, J. Alfred Gotch, "Gerald C.
Horsley, Arthur Keen, H. V. Lanchester.
Halsev Ricardo, G. Gill>ert Scott. H. Heaith-
cote Stathajn. and Edward P. Warren. Asso-
ciates :—Robert Atkinson, H. S. East. L
Rome Guthrie, Basil Oliver, A. Wvatt Paip-
worth, Philip E. Webb.

Literature Committee—^FeJlows :—A. T.
Bolton, D. Theodore Fyfe, Andrew N. Prentice,
G. H. Fellowes Pr>-nne. A. E. Richardson.
E. A. Rickards, C. S. Spooner. Arthur Strat-
ton. C. Harrison Townsend, and Paul Water-
house. Aissociates :—M. S. Briggs, W. J.
Davies. Herbert Passmore, Stanley C. Ram-

sey, Waller L. .Spiers, and W. Henry Ward.
Practice Committee—Fellows :—VV. H.

Atkin-Berrv, Ma.x Clarke, H. 0. CresweU
A. W. S." Cross, Matt CJarbutt, Edward
Cireenop, George Hubbaid, D. Barclay Niven,
H. D. Searles-Wood, and A. .Saxon Snell.

Associates:—H. W. Cubitt, Percival M.
Fraser, Edwin Gunn, Henry A. Saul, J.

Douglas Scott, Herbert Shepherd,
Science Committee—Fellows :—Bernard

Dicksee, W. E. Vernon Crompton, F. R. Far-
row, C. Stanley Peach, H. Percy Adams,
Professor R. E. Smith, R. Stephen Ayhng,
.\lfred Conder, A. D. Collard, and Horace
Cheston. Associates :—W. R. Davidge, G.

Leonard Elkington, R. J. Angel, E. W. il.

Wonnacott, Digby L. Solomon, and H. W.
Burrows.

Elections of Fellows and Associates.

The following candidates were elected

membership imder By-law 10 :—As Fellows

(17) :—Robert Atkinson (Tite Prizeman,

1905) ; 199, Piccadilly, W. ; Woodmansteame
Corner, CaJ'slialton. Chai'les Lovett Gill

(Ashpitel Prizeman, 1904); 41, Russell

Square. W.C. ; 18, Demiing Road, Hanip-

stead, N.W., Charles William Harris; 14,

Hari-iimgton Street, Liverpool ; 96, Durning
Road, Liyerpool. Laurence Hobson (Arthur

Gates Prizeman, 1897): 14, Haa-rington

Street, Liverjxiol ; 13, Torrington Road,

Liscard. David Bateman Hutton ; 212, Bath
Street. Glasgow ; 21, Derby Crescent, KeJvin-

.side. Glasgow. James John Sydney Naylor

;

19. Hanover Square, W. ; 220, Gloucester

Terrace, Hyde Park, W. ; WiUiam Campbell
Oman ; Arohit/eot and Engimeer Surveyor,

Muaiicipality, Singapore ; Europe Hotel,

Singapore. Frank Peck ; 27, Old Queen
.Street, W^estminster, S.W. ; Abbotsmead,
Kingston Hill, Surrey. Horatio Porter,

M.A. ; 16, Russell Sq"uare, W.C. Henry
Albert Said : 10, Gray's Inn Squai'e, W.C.

;

LaiU'el Cottage. Thames Dittoai. And the

folio .ving seven Licentiates, who have passed

the examination qualifying for candidature
as FeUows :—John Alexander Allan (Godwin
Bursar, 1909, Inst, iledallist. Essays, 1910) :

25, Union Terrace, Aberdeen ; The Grange.
Cults, Aberdeenshire. Harold Bailv ; 4,

The Broadway. Crouch End, N. ; 198," Park
Road, Crouch End, N. William Edward
Carless; 49. Beaver Hall Hill, Montreal.
Canada; 42, Souvenir Avenue, Montreal.

Canada. .Samuel Nathaniel Cooke, 117. Col-

more Row. Birmingham ; The Holt, Tennal
Road, Harbome, Birminghan]. John Stuart.

County Hall. Wakefield, Yorks : Balgownie.
Sandal, Wakefield. .lames Alfred Swan,
56, Newhall Street, Birmingham ; Lanfine,

Lightwoods Hill, Warley, Birmingham.
Thomas Lumsden Taylor, 212, Bath Street,

Glasgow; 57, Kersland Street, Hillhead.

Glasgow. As Associates (20) :—Leslie

Patrick Abercrombie. M.A., Liverpool.

Liberty Buildings, School Lane. Liverpool ;

18. Village Road, (Jxton. Birkenhead.
Thomas Henrv Barrow, 100. Shenlev Road,
Camberv,e]l. S.E. Hahib Basta, A.M.Inst.
C.E.. A.M.I.Mech.E.. 11. Grav's Inn Place.

W.C. ; Strand Palace Hotel, W.C.
Naserwanji Mancherji Merwanji Bhownag-
eree. 1, Gordon Place, Gordon Square, W.C.
Edwin Forbes Bothwell. care of Messrs.

Palmer and Turner, architects. Hong Kong,
China. David Arthur Carmichael. Nether-
ton. Cireenock. William Robert Davison,
Lnnghirst Brocks. Morpeth. George Eric

Fnncis (A.shpitel prizeman, 1914). County
Hall. Spring Gardens. S.W. ; 115. Newlands
Park. Sydenham. S.E Thomas George. 1.

Okus Road. S-.vindon. Wilts. Blakeley

Kinder Gril)bon. 16. Piirk Place, Leeds:
Windsor Terrace. Garforth. near Leeds
Trevellvn Philip Jenkins, 276. Oxford Street.

Sw.in.spa : Heathfield Villa. Heathfield,

Pv.i'Tisea. Henry Normar .lepson. Borough
Engineer's Office. Kingston-on-Thames: 13.

Chatham Road. King.«ton-on-Thames. Eger-
ton Ahvvn Lawer Martyn. Brynhvfryd.
Albany Road. Redruth. Edward Mere-
dith. Tvllwvd. Newbridge-on-Wve. Albert
Henrv ' Ow'en. H.M. Oflice 'of Works.
12. Queen Anne's Gate. S.W. : 71. Marl-
borough Road, Upper Hollowav. N. Stanley
(iporge So].)er. 11. New Court. Lincoln's Inn.
WC; 50, Woodville Road. Golder's Green.
N.W. .James Osborf, Thompson (distinction

in thesis). Citv Architect's Department, Town
Hall, Sheffield ; 26, Briar Road, Nether Edge.
Sheffield. John Algernon Edmund Toone,
Home Affairs Department, 151, Collin.s Street

Melbourne ; care of 35, Davis Street, Elstern-
wick, Melbourne, Australia. Harris Stephens
Triseott, 19, Charing Cross Road, W. ; 2, Iver-

son Road, Brondesbury, N.W. Charles Tay-
lor Whiteley. P.A.S.I., care of Mr. Rhodes
Calvert, 4, Forster Square, Bradford ; 10,

Hall Royd, Shipley, Yorks.

>-«•*>-«
FROMREMOVING STAINS

STONEWORK.
In the first place, it cannot be insisted

upon too strongly that no stone now accepted
a£ a standard in the market contains wi^thin

itself the elements of staining or discoloura-

tion. It may change its colour somewhat in

weathering, but this will be in the way of a
mellowing of tone, and will give no unsightly

blotches. This is proved by the natural ex-

posure of the rock in the quarry. Where
there is stainmg in the walls of a budding, it

can safely be set down to faults in the set-

ting, or to some cause extraneous to the stone

itself.

The most prolific source of trouble, says a

writer in " .Stone," is, of course, the cement
that is used in setting the stone. Ordinary
Portland cement will badly stain almost any
stone. Various so-called " non-staining
cements" are widely heralded, but it is the

universal experience of stonemen that little

dependence can be placed on these. In

the old days, before cement was so widely
used, architects rarely had to complain of

staining. There are thou.sands of buildings

that have stood for half a century or more
that show only the kindly mellowing of time,

save for the effect of smoke and dufit inci-

dental to city life.

ATchit«c.ts will specify very particularly

that stone be set in cement mortar and think
that they guard against all trouble if they
require the back and sides of the stone to be
coated with waterproof paint. Undoubtedl,v
a good paint is much protection, but the diffi-

culty is to coat the beds and joints of each
stone clear to the face. A narrow strip left

unpa<inted will permit the carrying of the di.";-

colorating moisture from the cement to the
face of the stone by capillarity.

All of this trouble could be avoided if the

architeote would only insist that the stone be
set entirely in lime mortar, made in tlie fol-

lowing proportions : one part lime and three

parts sand. The lime to be thoroughly slaked

and the sand well tempered ; all mortar to lie

in the pile at least twenty- four hours before
using ; all sand to be clean, coarse, and free

from loam. If the most delicate stone is set

in mortar as above, and the back of the^one
plastered with the same mortar, it positively

wiU not stain. There is another way in which
stone may be sta.ined—by the drippings from
concrete floors or roofs. In such cases the

discoloring moisture runs down the face of

the stone, and no painting of the back or

beds can afford any protection. The utmost
care in superintending the construction is the

oidy lifeguard from this disfigurement.

Cement stains cannot be eradicated by any
wash or otlier treatment. Fortunately, they

are apt to bleach out in time under the influ-

ence of the sun and the weather. The archi-

tect and the owjier alike are naturally greatly

exercised when cement stains appear, and try

to seek some immediate remedy. The only

thing to do is to have patience and wait for

the natural bleaching, which may take weeks

or even months. The stone setter, anxious to

leave a building in spick and span condition,

may suggest that it be waslied down with

muriatic acid. This should never be per
mitAed. The acid may take out some of the

stains for the moment, but it bums the sur-

face and eventually will discolour even those

portions that escaped the original stain.ing.

There was a time when scrubbing with

wire brushes was permitted, but this has

generally been discarded, since its bad effects

have been recognised. It is impossible to use

wire brushes without leaving a coating of

iron on the surface of the stone, and this is

bound to leave a worse stain than it corrects-
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The sand blast is sometimes employed, but
generally for old buildings that have become
discoloured from smoke and soot. This
method should alwaj-s be discouraged. The
sand strikes the stone with a tremendous im-

pact. It destroys the "skin" which forms
on the surface of the stone by deposition of

mineral ingredients on the evaporation of the

interstitial water. It also stuns the graijis

or crystals of the stone and tends to hasten
the weathering.

Tlie very best treatment of stone to remove
smoke, soot, dirt, moi^tar, etc., is a simple
washing. A recipe that is recommended by
stonemen of tlie widest experience is as fol-

lows : prepare a wash of soft water and about
one and a-half bars of common laundry soap.

Boil until the soap has been thoroughly dis-

solved. Add a fine, clean, gritty sand (white

preferred) and mi.x to about the consistency

of putty. While mixing add about five

tablesixjonfuls of ammonia to a bucket of

water. With this preparation scrub the sur-

face with a stiff scrubbing brush, wash down
w>ith a stream of water from a hose, and then
go over it again with a scrubbing brush.
While any building may need a cleaning, a

great deal of the staining could be avoided if

more care were taken. While speaking of the

evil effects from cement and the dripping of

dirty water, there are other things to be
guarded against. The rust from improperly
protected iron or steel and the verdigris from
copper or bronze sheathing have disfigured

many a fine structure. The writer knows of

one very costly building where the oil-

satui'atcd exhaust steam from hoisting en-

gines was discharged directly against the

facade. What wonder if this is permanently
stained ? Doubtless the architect is specu-

lating as to the cause of tlie discoloration,

and is inclined to blame the stone.

••—«-
A SUNLIGHT CODE FOR TENEMENTS.
A new tenement law has been adopted by

the Council of the city of Cleveland, the
result of four years' study by the Chamber
of Commerce and the Building Commission,
which, it is believed by a writer in the
Ohio Architect, will serve as an inspiration
and a model for ithe code writers of other
American cities in solving this difficult

problem.
The new Cleveland code has come into ex-

istence after four years of consideration by
the 'Committee on Household Conditions of

the Cleveland Chamber of Commerce, in con-
sultation with City Building Commissioner
Virgil D. Allen,

This committee was composed of men like

Mr, Paul Feiss, who is head of a model
garment making establisbment, to whose
efficiency Miss Ida Tarbell has publicly
referred; Mr. Virgil Marani, former Building
Inspector of Cleveland, and Mr. Edgar A.
Hahn, a lawyer, who gave valuable assist-
ance in framing the original draft. Miss
Mildred Chadsey, chief of the Bureau of
Sanitation of the city, also rendered consider-
able aid in formulating the ordinance.

After the committee from the Chamber
of Commerce had spent several years in the
study of a housing code, dealing with tene-
ments only, Biuldiaig Commissioner Alien was
called into the consultation and gave the
matter a great amount of srt.udy and investiga-
tion. It was then prepared for council and
introduced in the name of the Mayor. The
ordinance -was introduced and referred to a
special council committee of five, which held
a number of public meetings and liiitened
to protests and arguments pro and con. on
the subject for many weeks.
Then Commissioner Allen was called into

executive assistance by the council, and after
going over all of the "objections filed by the
public, the ordinance was referred again to
him for revision and final preparation. A
very large part of tlie c<-)de as originally pre-
pired by the Cleveland Chamlier remained
unchanged, but to Commissioner Allen is due
the credit of dLscovering and writing into
the ordinance the sunlight feature.

In discussing the matter with the Ohio
Archilerf, Engineer and Builder, Commis-
sioner Allen Said :

" The code as now passed differs from the

proposed draught in three essential poimts :

" First, we omitted practically all reference
to stairways and stairway regulations, since
we are attempting to write a complete stair-
way ordinance covering all grades of build-
ings for this city. It was therefore deemed
unwise to incorporate any provisions on that
subject in this code in view of the changes
to follow in the near future.

" Second came the question of defining the
terras of 'courts' and 'yards,' which we
found have been used so indiscriminately in
the building and housing codes which we con-

courts has been drawn, and I believe it should
be adopted by all code writers hereafter,
since it makes the definiticxn perfectly clear.

" Third, having thus arrived at a definition,
the nexit point was to determine the proper
size of courts and yards in relation to tene-
ment structures. It occurred to me, in en-
deavouring to arrive at a solution to this
some\vhat vexed problem, that there were
three important points to consider, viz., light,
ventilation, and fire protection. It is obvious
that if there are no openings in a waU you
have no fire hazard from the outside.

I..
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.suited. So far as many of the codes now
in e.xistence are concerned, they are so worded
that a court is a court when it is not a
yard, and a yard is a yard when it is not a
court, there being no clear line of demarca-
tion between the two kinds of open spaces.
"To get a proper definition, for the Cleve-

land code, of these two terms, we decided that
the word " yard " should apply to any open
space in conjunction with a tenement house
which starts from the ground or grade level
and extends clear ajid unobstructed to the

Skefch sho^vjng certain proi/zsions

of the netv Cleve/and te.nenienf code
tv'f/i regard to spacing of houses

Aor-t 1915 ^o 5cal&

DEPTH tEAB YAED
INTEaiOB LOT

sky. A court, on the oth«r hand, is defined as
an open space starting either from a point
below the grade, as in cases when it is used
to give light and ventilation to a basement,
or at the top of a first or other story of a
building, \yhen intended to give light to the
upper stories only, and extending clear and
unobstructed to the sky.

" You will see from this that the definition
of an open space does not depend upon its
relation to the building, but is determined
by the place from which it starts at the
bottom. So far as I know, this is the first
time that this distinction between vards and

The question of fire therefore be-
came incidental to that of light and
ventilation, and as I regarded it,

granted that if the proper light and ventila-
tion were provided, the fire risk would be
reasonably and fairly taken oare of.

" Then came the question of determining
the size of courts and yards. I was soon
convinced that light was tlie determining
factor, and very naturally I looked to the
source of our light, the sun, as a guide. I
found that in the latitude of Cleveland the
sun is Yldeg. above the horizon at noon
on June 21—the longest day of tlie year—and
it seemed to me that the sun's rays should
reach the bottom of any court or yard at the
far side of such opening at least one minute
out of the entire year, that being the least
direct sunlight such open space could have.
Any width less would naturally give only a
refracted light to a court or yard. I there-
fore used this as the minimum.

" The old rules had always been to provide
courts and yards first according to the num-
ber of stories in height of Ihe building, and
second by the length or depth of the lot. It
was obvious to my mind, however, that it is

the height of the wall which casts the shadow
and not the number of the sub-divisions back
of the wall. Therefore, it seemed immaterial
whether a wall, which ia 100ft, high, is

divided into one or twenty stories, it caste ex-
actly the same sliadow along its outside, I
therefore decided to make the width of the
courts a function of the height of the wall

;

that function to be the tangent of the angle
between the sun's rays and the vertical or
19deg, This tangent "is .34-f.
" It was afterwards determined to slightly

modify this rule to make this function exactly
one-third of the height of the wall, which is
.«o small a variation from the true angle as to
be negligible. The Itngth of a court we
arbitrarily placed at one and one-half times
its width, which works out to be one-half of
the height of the wall.

" Where a passage-way is provided at the
side of a huilding froiii the front of the
building to the yard in the rear, we made
that one-half the width of the court or yard
as above determined. This was done on
the ground that while we lost the sunlight,
we had the free circulation of air through
this space, it being open both at the front
and rear, whereas the other type of courts
may be entirely surrounded by walls and the
circulation of air therein is consequently much
poorer. This made the width of the yards
at the sides of a building one-sixth the height
of the adjoining wall.

" This covers all courts and vards sur-
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rounded, or partially surrounded, by walls of
a building.

" For rear yards, on interior lots, the
direct rays of tJie sun are allowed to shine
into the yard for at least two moiiUis of the
year, which made the deptli 50 per cent, of
the JieigJit of the nearest adjacent wall, with
a minimum of 10ft.

" For corner lots, the depth of the yard
is made .40 of the height of the wall, wit.h
a minimum of 8ft.

" These rules, we believe, are the simplest
yet written and give every advantage to the
designer who is careful in the arrangement ot
his building both vertically and horizontally
on his lot.

" The theory will apply to all cities, irre-
spective of tJieir latitude, since if they are
farther north where they will get more sun-
light, their courts and yards will be wider,
and if farther south where tJiey will get more
sunlight, the courts and yards will be corre-
spondingly smaller.

" In these rules all reference to the size ot
lots and number of stories in a building has
been eliminated, and an irreducible minimum
has been established for courts and yards,
which is that w^Jiere the width is one-third
of the height of the wall, the minimum is six
feet, which is about equivalent to that re-
quired, for a two-story building, where a
width of one-sixth of the height of the wall is
required, the minimum is 4ft., and isassmaJl
a passageway as would be useful for firemen
when passing from front to rear with fire ex-
tinguishing apparatus. The minimum width
of rear yards on intenfor lots is 10ft., and
approximately the same yard required for a
two-story wall the same dimensions for yards
on corner lots is 8ft.

" You will see by this that we were striv-
ing to have a housing code rather than a
construction code. 'Our real idea was socio-
logical rather than architectural. Do not
think, however, that I am enamoured of tene-
ments—rather I would prefer to see Cleve-
land a city df residences. There is only one
way to solve the housing question properh-,
and that is by solving the economic question
underlying it, and see to it that the land of
our cities is used and not abused. We must
solve the land question fir.';!, and the way to do
that is to fine the owner for letting his land
stand^ idle—in other words, adopt the Single

The code, which Ibecame effective June
1. will, it is ibeOieved. prevent the
existence in Cleveland of congested districts,
which are the bane of so many municipalities.
Particular interest centres, "however, in the
adoption of the sun's angle as an absolute
factor in determining size of the "courts"
and " yards" for tenements.
The accompanying sketches will illustrate

Mr. Allen's daylight theory for tenement
courts and yards.

OBITUARY.
We regret to hear of the death of

Second-Lieutenant Thomas A, D. Deane.
Koyal .Maniif Light Infantry, son of Su'
Thomas .M. Deane, A,R.H,A., of Molesworth
Street, Dublin. Lieutenant Deane was
recently killed in action in the Daixlanelles.
A letter of symi>atliy in his bereavement has

M \\ ahhamstow on Jlondav Mr. F, H
lulloch, an inspector under rhe Local Govern-
ment Board, held an inqiiirv into an ap-
plicat.ion from the urban district council for
sanction to borrow £4,300 for the purchase
oi land on which to build a depot.
Mr. W, 0. E. Meade-King, an inspector

irom the Local Government Board, held an
inquiry at Cirencester on Thursday last into
an application from the urban di.'Jtrict coun-

k
sanction to borrow £1,200 for the pur-

ctiaee of land for -street improvements.
.-Vt the last meeting of the corporation of

«ootie the Finance Committee recommended
the postponement till after the War of inter-
nal alterations to the town hall, for the better
accommodation of the borough treasurer the
estimated cost being £450. An amendment
directing the work to be carried out forth-
wjth \vas, however, carried by nineteen votes
to twelve.

Kidderminster Town Council have in-
structed the town clerk to apply to the Local

^rri?J,'"?''"'
Board for sanction to borrow

tS.OOO for the sewering of the added areasm the extended borough. The work will form
part of a large scheme of sewerage and sew-
age disposal, which has been approved by
the Local Government Board, and the esti-
mated cost of which is £31,000, but the

fir*"*^-'^
wo'"k will not be carried out till after

the \\ ar. The work now proposed to bo put
in hand is urgent.

been received by Sir Tliomas Deane from tl._
King and (jueen.

As we briefly annomiced in our last issue,
.^Ir. Charles Edward Mallows, F.R.I,B,A.,
of 28, Conduit Street, Hanover Square, an<l
Bedford, was found dead in his batli at
tlie residence he had built from his own pUiis
at Biddenham, near Bedford, on the moiiiiiig
of Thursday in last week. By his sudden
decease from heart failure, a genial man, an
accomplished draughtsman, and a clever
planner has jwssed away. Mr. Mallows was
in his fifty-second year, and was the second
son of George Henry .AIa41ows, of Bedford,
He was articled in 1879 to Mr, F. T. Mercer,
of Bedford, and on the expiration of his
]nipilage became a student at the Royal
Academy Schools, Avhere he gained a silver
medal. He was afterwards successively an
assistant in the offices of Mr. H. H. Bridg-
man, Messrs. Salomaiis and Wernham, and
Messrs. Wallace and Flockton. His golden
opportunity for intimate knowledge of
medieval architecture and the perfecting of
his draughtsmanship came in 1886, when he
was engaged by the proprietors of the
Century Magazine to visit any localities in
England containing picturesque' buildings and
sketch and describe them. This carte-blanche
commission was renewed in the summers of

1887, 1888, and 1889, with the happiest re-

sults to readers, proprietors, and artist. In
1889, the year in which he commenced in-

dependent practice in London, Mr. Mallows
won tlie Pugin Studentship with a brilliant set
of drawings. The following year he joined
the Royal Institute of British Architects as a
Fellow, and was elected upon the Council of

that bodv in 1904, and again in 1906, 1907.
1908, and 1909, At the council-table his
strong opinions carried the more weight from
the pleasant and conciliatoa'y manner in

which his views were expressed. For some
years he was in partnership w-ith Mr.
Grocock, at Gray's Inn and in Bedford.
Amongst the appointments he held was that
of diocesan surveyor for Ely. In collaboratiom
with Mr. A. W. S. C'ro.ss he submitted com-
petitive designs for the municipal buildings
at Glasgow, the Bij-mingham Art Gallery
(1907), and the Wesleyan Centenary Hall",

Wesitniinster (1909),' and conjointly with
.Messrs. Russell and Cooper he competed for
the Town Hall Extension and Law Courts,
Hull, He won the liret premium for the
new municipal buildings at Coventi^, was
a competitor for t.he Pitfield Street Library
and Baths. Shoreditch. and for the Acton
Miuiicipal Buildings, and was called in by
tlie corporation of Bournemouth to prepare
a .scheme for municipal buildings. The first
design, a vea-y effective proposal, was re-
garded as too costly; but in association with
Mr. F. W. Lacey. tlie borough engineer, Mr.
Mallows submitted a smaller scheme, which
has been carried out. In Cranfield Church.
Beds, he put up a delightful rood-.icreen.
based on some scanty remains of Late Tudor
and Early Renaissance character ; it was
illustrated in onr issue of July 5. 1901.
Otlier buildings carried oult by him were a
village hall and institute at Neittlebed (illus-

trated by us September 13. 1891), Iodic
and post-office, Checkendon ; Dalham Hall.
Suffolk

; additions to Canons Park. Tirleieh
Court. Cheshire: Craig-y-Parc. Pentrych.
near Cairdiff (illustrated Septemhcr, "

19,
1913) ;

pergola and gardens at Courtlands
fin conjuncti<.n with ^[^. T. H. lifawson) :

-mother peroDla and gardens feiven by us.
Seotember 27. 1912) ; a charming house at
Pnlborough. Sussex, for Canon and Mrs.
Nairne ; Joyce Grove, near Mettlebed :

houses at Bedford, Crowcombe. Sunninc-
dale

; and a cIock-4^>wer and campanile. St.
Michael's College. Tenhnry. His drawings
•ind sketches were to bp seen nearly everv
vear in the Architectural Room at the Royal
Academy, and among those reprnducetl ir

our pages were the church of St. Salvi and
a Renaissance Courtyard at Albi (February
1, 1895), eight pencilled intericn-s of Glou-
cester Catlledral, Tewkesbury Abbey (.August
16, 1895) ; tile south transept interior, aiul
entrance to Vicars' Close, Wells Cathedral
(August 10, 1894); the Vicai-s' Close from
Catlledral roof. Wells (July 19, 1889); en.
trance dooi'way, WelJs Chajiter-House, ex-
terior and interior; Cleeve Abbey refectory
and south side of Minehead Church (Apr.l,
1891); interior of choir and entrance to
Chapter-House, Wells (Augu.st 17, 1894] ;

Evercreech church tower (August 10, 1894)

;

the main fa9a(.le of the Palazzo Pandofini,
Floi-ence (March 9, 1888) ; and the interior
of Chartres Cathedral (February 7, 1896).
One of his early drawings was made for Sir
Aston Webb, and showed tlie new iporcih to
the church of St. Bartliolomew the Great,
West Smithfield. In conjunction with Mr.
T. H. .Mawson, Mr. JIallows devised many
garden and other schemes, one of which, for
the restoration of the moat, lodge, and gate-
house at Hampton Count Palace, was hung
at Burlington House in 1910. He took a
deep interest in the improvement of London,
and prepared an attractive design for the
treatment of the riverside on the south of
the Thames, which was shown at tho
Academy three years ago, Mr. JIallows mar-
rie<l in 1899 Sybil Lucy, secfind daughter
of Mr. and Jlrs. h! L Peacock, of
Biddenhanv, who, with a soni and daughter,
survives him. A view of the house and
aarden he planned for Mr. and .Mrs.
Peacock was published bv us on August 2.
1901. Of late years Mr. jlallows' health had
not been good, and he had a serious break-
down two or three years ago, from which
he seemed to have fully recovered.

Mr. Thomas Surnian, Bristol Road. Edg-
baston, retired builder, whose death took
lilace on February 12, left property sworn at
£15,068, with net personalty £14,'918.

_Mr, H, C. Crothall, an architect to the
County Council of Middlesex, has received
instructions from the county council to pre-
pare plans for the proposed now asylum at
Heston,

Mr. G. H. Webb, assistant to Mr. Uren,
the surveyor to tho Aldershot Urban Dis-
trict Council, having almost completed the
supervision of the scheme of sewerage recon-
struction, has obtained leave to join the
colours.

The Stratford-on-Avon Rural District Coun-
cil have granted Mr. J. Brock, their sanitary
surveyor, an honorarium of £40 for the extra
services rendered in connection with various
sewerage undertakings, and also reimbursed
him the costs to which he has been put in
obtaining clerical assistance and the provision
of office accommodation.

The recreation hut which has been provided
at tho 4th Northern General Hospital on the
Wragby Road at Lincoln by means of pri-
vate subscriptions was opened by Earl
Brownlow, the Lord-Lieutenant of the
County, on Tuesday afternoon. The hut,
which has been erected at a cost of over £'700,

is for the use of convalescent patients. It was
designed by .Mr. H. G. Gamble, A.R.I.B.A.,
of Lincoln, and Messrs, Halkes Brothers were
the builders.

A small loan collection of water-colours has
just been hung at the Whitworth Institute
Art Gallery, Manchester. Those fine picturfs
-nearly all of them landscapes or of archi-
tectural subjects—are hy Mr. Herbert J.
Finn. The most effective are those in which
the lights are wiped or brushed out of the
tlarker tones. They include illustrations of
" Edinburgh from Calton Hill." " Cannon
Street Station," " Pall Mall East," • Plv-
inouth Sound," and " Oxford from the
Sheldonian Roof."

The correspondent of the Commercial Intel-

ligence Branch of the Board of Trade in

Hong Kong (.Mr. E. A. M. Williams) reports
that an opening exists in that colony for the
supply of asbestos of really good quality for
shipbuilding and roofing purposes. L^nited
Kingdom manufacturers and exporters of
jsbestos materials may obtain tho names of
two firms in Hong Kong who might be will-

ing to take up agencies on their behalf, on
application to the Commercial Intelligence
Branch of the Board of Trade, 73, Basinghall
Street, London, E.G.
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AND COUNTY
CONFERENCE AT

MUNICIPAL
ENGINEERS
AYR.

The annual conference of the Institution of

Municipal and County Engineers was held on
Friday and Saturday in the County Build-

ings, Ayu". At the opening meeting, held on
Friday morning in the County Hall, there was
a lajige attendance. Mr. J. S. Pickering,

M.Inst.C.E., Cheltenham, president, occu-

pied the chair.

TOWN PLANNING DET.ULS.

Mr. John Bryce, M.Inst.C.E., Office of

Public Works, Glasgow, read a paper on
" Suggested Town Planning Details for

Scottish Conditions," and dealt with the kind

of houses, their precincts, and open spaces.

He pointed out that, taking the Glasgow
building reguJatiions as a basis, the approxi-

niate number of dwellings of two rooms it was
possible to -erect was, in two-story buildings,

43 ; three-story buildings, 65 ; four-story

buildings 84. Mr. Bryce was of opinion that

the proportion should be, for two-story

tenements 26 per acre, for three-story tene-

ments 33 per acre, and for four-story houses

37 per acre. The building line should be

70ft. apart, except in the case of public build-

ings ; width of carriage way, including foot-

ways, 40ft., anything above 40ft. to be pro-

vided by authority. Streets exceeding bUft.

in width should have the land in excess of

60ft. calculated in computing area of open

spaces. He was of opinion that no single-

apartment houses shoidd be built, and tnat

two-apartment houses should be discour-

aged.

ECONOMIES IN HOUSE CONSTRUCTION.

Mr. WiUiam A. Macartney, A.M.Inst

C.E., Johnstone, submitted a paper on

"Possible Economies in Scottish House
Construction." When international and
industrial conditions were restored to

their normal again, one of the most

pressing problems which local authori-

ties would require (to face would be

that of housing. In the official repoit of the

Local Government Board, 1913, it had been

stated that repeated instances of house-

famine and consequent overcrowding, due to

the development of tJie coal industry in

C'entral Scotland, liad come under the notice

of the Board. The introduction or revival of

raal industry in any part brought in its train

Krge numbers of miners, who had to be

housed. The result was that existing houses

were crowded to their utmost capacity, and

houses that had become derelict had been

pressed into service wherever possible. The
colliery companies maintained that they had

iio duty to provide those houses. Private

enterprise showed little signs of meeting the

situation, owimg to the increase in costs and

the .small rent paid by the miner. There re-

mained the alternative of the local authority

providing the necessary houses. It was,

then, an indisputable fact that private enter-

prise, so long depended on, had within recent

years failed. Authorities generally were now
waiting a lead on modern limes and on a com-
prehensive scale, and surely that would not

lie much longer delayed. Municipalities

vere being asked to take up housing because

private enterprise had failed to keep pace

v.ith local demands. It was suggested that

local authorities should take up a more ad-

vanced position and drop this apology for its

housing schemes. It had been said that

private entei-jjrise was better able to build

liouses than a public authority, and this idea

had l)een dinned into their heads for so long

that it was accepted without hesitation or

qualifica.tion. It might be held to be true

that private enterprise must also be better

able to build waterworks, gasworks, tram-

ways, washhouses, and a score of other re-

cognised factors in modern communal life. In

this climate a substantial and healthy

shelter of .some kind was one of the neces-

siries of life, and it was putting the cart

before the horse to provide water, gas,

sewers, and roads, and put the onus on others

to provide the house. In the past property

had been looked on as a sort of gilt-edged

security. Now, for various reasons, property

was mit so favoured by moneylenders. Ix>cal

authorities could borrow money more cheaply

that a private individual, and for housing

schemes the Government offei-ed local autTlori-

ties money on veiy reasonable terms. Muni-
cipal lioasing consisted of two distinct

sections—viz., rehousing and new housing.

It was easy to shut up houses that had be-

come uninhabitable ; but uidess provision

was made for the people dispossessed,

they would possibly move into other
dwellings in the same district, perhaps
already inhabited, and cause more over-

crowding and worse conditions than those

they had left. The city of Li\-6rpool

furiiished good concrete examples of i-ehous-

ing the poorer classes. Up to the end of 1913
Liverpool had spent £1,135,000 on demolition

and housing, the net charge to the ratepayers

on the whole outlay, since 1854, liaving beoi
£37,000 per annum. A good example of new
housing was to be seen in the Middle Ward
of Lanarkshire, where 150 houses of the self-

contained order were being erected for miners
by the District Committee. Each house of

the dominant type was equipped with a bath-

room, scullery, pantry, coal store, and living-

room downsitairs, and two or three bedrooms
ii)5stairs. While the rents would be within

the reach of tlie workers, the scheme would
be self-supporting. The opinion of the

author of the ,i>aper was that, while schemes
of rehousing might cost nvore than would be

recovered from the tenants by way of rent,

there was no reason why, with careful con-

sideration of ways and means, new housing
should not be on an economic basis, and this

without increasing the rent. Such a result

required tliat local authorities, and par-

ticularly their surveyors, be prepared to

study the subject of buiilding construction

with minds free from bias which tradition

and custom engendered. Coming to the

type of house to be put up, the author said it

was the fasliion to decry the tenement

dwelling, and to say that working men
wanted cottages. The -mass of the people

needed to be" educated up to the cottage type

of house. The tenement was not wholly evil,

and when well planned and constructed had
a number of advantages over all other types.

He submitted as suggestions for more
economical construction of municipal houses

(1) that it was necessary to proceed with

municipal housing schemes in many districts

to-day
; (2) that to do so successfully some

modifications of existing building practice

and regulations were called for ; (3) that even

though these modifications render the build-

ing less substantial than had been tie case

heretofore, so long as the life of the building

exceeded the pen'iod allowed for repayment
of the loan, tliat should be considered suffi-

cient. Unless in exceptional cia-oumstances

the best terms would be obtained from the

Public Works Loan Commissioners, and their

general conditions that the cost of the build-

ing must be repaid in 60 years and tlie cost

of the land in 80 years, could not be taken

exception to.

Discussion took place on both papers con-

jointly.

CLEANING OF WATER M.UNS.

Mr. James M'Fadzean, B.Sc, M.Inst.C.E.,

Ayr, contributed a papei- on " Pressure

Scraping of Fifteen Miles of Water Mains."

Mr. R. Drummond, County Road Surveyor,

Renfrewshire, read a paper on the " Practice

of Road Work."
Mr. Allan Stevenson (vice-president).

County Rood Surveyor, Ayr, read a paper on

"Description of Experimental Stretches of

Road Laid in Ayr District, with Not*s on

Meteorological Station in Connection There-

with." The paper dealt wiith nine methods

of treating roads with tar-macadam or allied

pr()oess and one with rocmac. The experi-

ments were still in progi'ess, and incomplete

50 far as the results were concerned.

HE.WY MOTOR TRAFFIC.

\t one o'clock there was a reception by tlie

.\yr County Road Board and the Town
Council of Ayr, and luuctlieon was provide*!

by the County Council in the Lesser County
Hall.

Mr. W. D. Russell, of .^Laulside, Convener
of the County, pi'esided, and welcomed the

eugineen's to Ayr. Dealing with the question

of heavy motor traffic, Mr. Russell said he

lio|ied and trusted that means might be found
vvherebv tlio^e wlio used the heavy motors

would he compelled to contribute justly and
fairly and adequately to the cost of maintain-
ing those roads which they did so anuch to

destroy. He also thought they would agree

that they did not get the grants towards the

expenditure on I'oads wliiich they should get

from the Road Board in London. When
these grants were given they were so fenced
round with conditions and stipulations that

really, in some oases, it was almost considered

unnecessary to ask for theim. It had always
been understood that the proceeds of the

petrol tax were to be devoted to the main-
tenance and upkeep of their roads. If the

Road Board really treated them as honest

men, and gave them the money to spend as

they thought best to improve the roads, the

results iwould be much better and they would
work much more smoothly.

Mr. J. S. Pickering, the president,

returned thanks.

Late in the afternoon, on the invitation of

the Provo.st, Magistrates and Town Council

of Ayr, a number of the delegates visited

some" of the municipal works in the town.

while others went sightseeing to the Burns
Monunienit and Cottage.

In the evening the annual dinner was held

in the Station Hotel.

On Saturday experimental stretches of road

and meteorological stations in Ayr district

were visited, and in the afternoon a cireular

tour was made by motor char-a-banc to Loch
Doon and Ness Glen.

)—•••-<

PKOFESSIONAL AND TBADE
SOCIETIES.

ULSTER SOCIETV OF ARCHITECTS.
—The May general meeting of this society

was held on the 31st ult., at 9, Howard Street.

Belfast. The chair was occupied by the Pre-

sident, Mr. N. Fitzsimons, F.R.I.B.A.

Among other matters under discussion was
the old grievance from which architects in

private practice have suffered so long, and
regarding which so many representations have
hadto be made in the past—the practice of

County and District surveyors and their assis-

tants engaging in private practice while in

receipt of public salaries in competition with

qualified architects. A number of instances

were brought forward and discussed bv
Messrs. R. M. Young, J. P. McGrath, R. E.

Buchanan, T. Johnson. On the motion of Mr.

W J. Gilliland, seconded by Mr. H. Seaver,

B.E., the following resolution was passed

unanimously: "That the attention of all the

public boards in Ulster be called to the prac-

tice prevalent of public officials, in receipt of

salaries payable out of the rates, engaging in

competition for private practice with quali-

fied architects, more especially at the present

time when there is so little work of a private

nature for architects whose living depends on
their practice. That a resolution passed on

this matter by the Society on December 18,

1905. be reprinted and a copy sent to each

of the public boards in leister."

It W.TS reported to the Foleshill Rur.Tl District

Council on Friday that forty houses were in

ooiirsc of erection at Bodworth and Folesliill,

that five streets wO'i-e being laid out, that four

public-houses were being rebuilt, and that

twenty-seven workmen's dwellings were being
built by the council.

Second Lieirtciiant T. E. Turner, of London,
a Student of the Society of Arcliitocts since 1912,

and a Member of the Beaux' Arts .'\telicr, has

been killed in tlie figlit at Aubers Ridge. Mr-
Turner jujiied the 13tli (Resovvc) Baltalion of

tlic London R<'giment on the outbreak of the

war as a second lieutenant, and in a letter to

the secretary of the Society of ."Architects ex-

pressed tJlie hope that he would rejoin " when
this unlliappy business is over."

The Dublin Port and Docks Board discussed

nt their last meeting a joint report of the har-

bour master and the engineer, rceom mending
the construction of a spur jetty 300 feet long and

80 feet wide, at an estimated cost of j615.000.

A committee of the whole Board advised th-c

postponement of the consideration of the

matter for twelve mont.hs. To this move an

amendmont was that the report of the engineer

and liai-boiir master be lulopted. the work to

be begun at tlie conclusion of the war, but the

ainendmenit was rejected by twelve votes against,

nine.
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€ntvtntc Calamo.

Very late in the day the R.I.B.A. has taken

second thought and e-xpelled all German and

Austrian members from its ranks. We took

it for granted that this would have been done

at the meeting on January 4 last ; and were

never moi'e surprised than when by the bare

casting vote by the chairman, Mr. Ma.x

Clarke's resolution was shelved. That it

should have taken nearly si.x months' e.\-

perience of the murderous atrocities perpe-

trat^ed by Germans to convince the R.I.B.A.

that their fellow-countrymen are no longer

fit to associate with any decent men of any

nation or calling is to be deplored, but now
that the right thing has been done, let all

concerned see to it tliat never again are the

ignominiously e.vpelled members re^admitted.

or any others of their race permitted to enter

our ranks.

Most people, we think—certainly those who
have seen the German caricatures of some of

them in their comic prints—will agree with

Sir Leo Chiozza Money that it is a pity that

more discretion is not available at the official

recruiting office as regards the preparation

and issue of some of the recruiting placards.

Such specimens as "Is Your Best Boy in

Khaki? " '" Enter now for the Great Inter-

national Final," " Don't Lag, but Follow the

Flag," etc., seem hardly the sort of appeals

which should be made to, and are likely to

be responded to, by the men we want at the

front. This is a pity, because there are not

a few which ai'e in every way crediitable, both

as regaixls the sentiment embodied and the

artistic ability with which it is rendered. In

every n^an there is something of the best

which responds to noble words, and is stirred

up to translate them into noble acts, and

there is no lack of those capable of advising

the politicians in the right selection of such.

This is i-urely one of the many instances of

the truth of Mr. Spenser Wilkinson's caustic

but true reniark that what is most wanted
just now by those who are governing us is

knowledge—the particular sort of knowledge
which they do not possess, because they have
never paid its price. The price of knowledge
of any given subject—and there is no know-
ledge except of given subjects—is the devo-

tion of the best years of a man's life thereto.

Our misfortune so far -seems to have been the

lack of recognition of this, and the consequent

too frequent inability oi our rulers to organise

knowledge.

It is all very well to insure against the

damage done by bombs, but the most liberal

policy will not prevent injury or save life.

What are wanted today, and what we all have
to recognise will be wanted more and more in

future wars, are bomb-proof roofs to build-

ings of all descriptions. The one material

that, so far, affords any security is McNeill's

slag wool, as made by ilessrs. F. McNeill
and Co., Ltd., the well-known Government
contractors, of Bunhill Row. B.C., who have
supplied it in very large quantities to the

authorities. The vermin- and sound-proof

qualities of this material are, of course,

famiiliar to most of our readers, and its ready
and successful application as a bomh-resister
will therefore in veiy many ca.ses render addi-

tional cost unnecessary. All interested in the

preservation of property from this new dangtr,
with which, we fear, we must make up our
minds to familiarise ourselves for the future,

will do well to obtain particulars of Messrs.

F. McNeill and Co. of the mode of application

of their slag wool and secure protection from
the attacks, against which no place in the

three kingdoms can be considered immune
while the war lasts, or when any subsequent
war breaks out.

The pollution of the air of manufacturing
towns is one of the most serious problems of

the time, and the report of the Air Pollution

Advisory Board of the city of Manchester will

interest those seeking to mitigate the evil.

The domestic grate, of course, is the prin-

cipal offender and the modem factory

with mechanical stokers is comparatively in-

nocent. In many cases, however, the im-

purities are not due to indifferent stoking,

and for these the electrostatic method of pre-

cipitation which has proved so successful in

America is worth trial. The polluted air

passes between electrodes maintained at dif-

ference of potential of 100,000 volts, and ihe

particles of carbon, arsenic, potash, or

chlorine are carried by the discharge to one

of the electrodes. About five kilowatts are

necessary to deal with about 30,000cu.ft. of

air per minute, so that the cost is slight. In

many cases the value of the material recovered

in a year is said to have exceeded the cost

of installation and working of the apparatus.

At the recent district meeting of the In

stitution of Municipal and County Engineerf

at Northwich, some interesting particulars

were given by Mr. .1. Brooke, the engineer to

the Town Council, of an unusual feature

in the borough's building by-laws, which is

well noticed by all concerned in districts

similarly troubled. The council by-laws

allow the erection of composite buildings,

which are easily lifted or adjusted in case

of subsidence. The composition is timber

framing, filled in with brickwork. The walls

of the rooms are in many cases lined with

tongued and grooved m.atchbf)ardiiig. nailec

to the timber diagonally ; this has been found

wonderfully to strengthen the building, and
thus more effectually resist the effects of sub

sidence. The modern method of assisting the

timber structure is to lay tlie wooded sills in

steel channels, securing the corners with

plates.

For a long time the Chief Trade Instructor

of the Canadian Dominion Penitentiary at

Edmonton, Alberta, was sorely perplexed be

cause of the way in which certain portions of

the cement floors in the institution were wear-

ing away. Restless convicts who were given

to pacing to and fro in their cells wore deep

depressions in the cement. In the corridors,

too, the floors showed very noticeable wear
after they had been used only a few months.

Every time the floors were swept, large quan-

tities of sand were gathered up, and the dust

in cells and corridors was very obno.xious.

The Chief Trade Instructor had superintended

the mixing of the concrete and the laying

of the floors ; and he knew that the fault lay

not in the quality of the cement. Try as he

would, he could not account for its apparent

softness. One day, not long ago, the Chief

paased through the corridor of the main cell

block when the convict cleaners were scrub-

bing the floors. He noticed that they used a

very strong solution of creosote for cleansing

and disinfecting, pouring the solution on very

liberally and sweeping it ahead of them with

their brooms. .Suddenly it occurred to him
that perhaps it was this creo.sote that was
playing such havuc with his perfectly good

floors. He resolved to experiment, and made
two plates, of the same proportion of sand

and cement as was used for the floors. One
of these he treated with creosote diluted in

water, administering the mixture several

times during the day with a brush. The
other plate was left untouched. The following

day he took up the two plates, and with his

knife was able to scrape off large quantities

of sand and cement from the suiface of the

plate that had been subjected to the creosote.

In fact, it was so soft that one could make

holes in it with a sharp stick. The other

plate was, of course, hard and in perfect con-

dition. Needless, to .say, the use of creosote

as a cleanser and disinfectant for the cement

floors and walls was abandoned immediately.

The Hampshire House Trust, an arts and

handicrafts fellowship in Hammersmith, is

holding an intei-esting exhibition of work

done in its workshops by Belgians and

English-trained men and apprentices. Some

good work is shown in the women's depart-

ment of embroidered lingerie. Some well-

designed and attractive cottage furniture is

shown by English workmen. But the most

interesting things in the exhibition are the

Belgian reproductions of old seventeenth-

century furniture, copies of cabinets and

chairs and tables that have perished in the

old dwellings and hall.5 of Ypres. Louvain,

and Nieuport. These, which are to go back

to liberated Belgium, are made to the desig;i

and under the supervision of two young Bel-

gian architects, who have for years dealt with

the work of old Flemish master craftsmen.

Less artistic but quite as valuable is the work

the Trust shortly hopes to undeitake of build-

ing huts for rejiatriated Belgians. These are

to be made after the design of Mr. Rowntree,

approved by the Dutch authorities who are

housing the Belgian refugees.

An attractive summer meeting programme

has been drawn up by tlie Institution' of

Municipal and County Engineers for the

gathering in London on .Jun<? 24-26. The

new president is -Mr. H. T. Wakelam,

M.Inst.C.E., the County Engineer of Middle-

sex, who will be formally installed at the

Institution of Civil Engineers on Thursday,

June 24, when eight papers will be discussed.

Two \-isits will be paid : one to the new under-

gi-ouud tube—the first State railway in this

country—from the General Post Office to

Paddington ; the second to Southwark

Bridge, which is now undergoing reconstruc-

tion. The work comprises the removal of olJ

Southwark Bridge and the erection on the

same site of a new bridge with improved

gradients. The old bridge consisted of three

cast-iron aaxhes, the largest span being 240ft.

The bridge was designed by Ronnie, and was

opened to public traffic in 1819. The Cor-

poration of London decided upon its removal

on account, of the steepness of its gradients—
1 in 18 on the City side—and because its piers

were out of alignment with the other bridges

in the vicinity. The new ibridige will consist

of five steel ai-ches, and the worst gradient, is

about 1 in 33. At the present stage the old

bridge has been entirely removed, and the

foundations for- the new piers are in hand.

Each of the new piers will be of stone, and

will be founded on caisson.s sunk into the

bed of the river. Each of the arches will be

constructed with seven ribs, and upon these

tlie steel flooring supporting the roadway and

footpaths will be laid. The width between

parapets will be 55ft., the roadway being

35ft. in width and the footpath 10ft. The

old bridge was 42ft. 6ins. wide.
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O^ur ilUnstrations.

NEW PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS,
OTTAWA.

This drawing of Mr. E. Vincent Harris's

design is now on view in the Royal Academy
Exhibition. The anthor considered the build-

ings to be placed on this site, v.-ith its com-

manding position overlooking the River

Ottawa, should be simple m composition and

biiJ in scale. The finest prospect is from the

river showing the Courts Building in the

centre, jutting out on the natural promontory,

flanked on either side by the Departmental

Buildings. On the river side a wide terrace

walk formed a feature in this plan, skirting

the buildings with a loggia shelter set out

axiallv on the Courts BuUding, it being

thought this would be an interesting feature

on the edge of the cliff, from v.Oiich fine views

of the surrounding country could be obtained,

and that it would add scale to the main struc-

ture The block plan helps to explain this

lav out. The main face line of the existing

Parliament Buildings fronting on Wellington

Street was taken as the building line of the

new blocks. Bv this means a greatly in-

creased width was obtained for Wellington

Street, which provided a fine setting for the

buildings.

The entrances and staircases were so

arranged that the varving levels of the site

would not interfere with the simple lay out

of the plan. Tlie 'buildings were to be faced

with Canadian stone, and the terrace walls

were suggested to be built of rough rock-

faced masonry obtained from the cliff side so

as to marry into the landscape.

PRUDENTIAL ASSURANCE COM-
PANY'S OFFICES, STOCKTON-ON-
TEES.

We give a plan and view of this block of

buildings, now in course of erection on a site

near the parish church at Stockton-on-Tees.

The facade is purposely kept in harmony

with the height of the" adjoining premises

and in accord with the colouring of the

adjacent buildings. The stonework is

relieved iby red facings, red brick being much
used in the town. The existence of some pro-

jecting windows in the previous building on

the site allowed of the construction in

advance of the frontage line of a large seg-

mental bow, the curve of which dominates

the ijlanning of the office. The upper por-

tion of the premises contains offices intended

to be let. The principal contractors are

Messrs. R. T. Smith and Son of Darlington,

with Messrs. J. and J. Airey as sub-con-

tractors for the mason work. The architect

is Mr. Paul Waterhouse, and the building is

being -superintended under hinr by Messrs.

Kitching and Lee, of Middlesbrough and
Darlington.

CONVENT OF THE SISTERS OF
BETHANY AT BOURNEMOUTH :

THE NEW CHAPEL.
We give a double-page inset plate repro

ducing the elevations, sections, ana plan of the

new chapel which completes the group of con-

ventual buildings commenced by ilr. Norman
Shaw, R.A.. in 1873. The illustration gives

a good general idea of the scheme, and the

originals are now on view at the Royal

Academy Exhibition. Brick and stone are

used as "in the rest of the buildings. A hand-

some feature is made of the rood loft singing-

I'allery. Cloisters are attached to the chapel,

connecting it with the adjacent premises.

Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A., P.R.I.B.A.,

is the architect.

CROW CLUMP. WEYBRIDGE.
This perspective of the south front of this

house and garage, now building for Mr. T. P.

Latham, is at present on view at the Exhibi-

tion of the Royal Academy. Messrs. Tubbs,

Messer, and Poulter are the architects, and

Mr. W. G. Tarrant, of Byfieet, is the builder.

Plans of the building and a prospect of the

house from the entrance side will be found

in the Building News for July 10, last year,

when the contract was commenced. The
woodwork is in English oak, left its natural

colour, and the roofs are covered with sand-

faced, hand-made, rough and dark-coloured

tiles. The interior is fitted up with hard

woods, and for the reception rooms either in

mahogany or oak. The drawing reproduced

was made by Mr. B. A. Poulter. The gar-

dens and grounds have been laid out by the

architects. The work will be completed in

about a month's time. The roofing tiles were

made by ilessrs. 'Warner, of Twyford. The
ornamental plaster work was done by Mr. G. P.

Bankart, and the mosaic by Messrs. Rust
and Co.

SELECTED DESIGN : LIGHTBOWN
COTTAGE HOMES. OWLETT HALL
ROAD, D.ARW^N.

The architects whose design has been

chosen for this housing scheme are Messrs.

Sames and Green, of Darwen. The £10,000

left in 1910 by Alderman Timothy Lightbown
will be spent in carrying out the buildings

which will bear his name. The site for the

Cottage Homes is on the southerly side of

Owlett Hall Road, and the best use has been

made of the aspeot in arranging the grouping

of the buildings. The homes are well set back

from the road, with a common garden in

front. Facing the centre of the buildings \yill

be placed a sundial, with inscription setting

out the donor's name. There will be eight

homes, each of which will be self contained,

and the accommodation consists of a living

room, two bedrooms, scullery, store, and

lavatories. The plan is well arranged and

adapted for convenience of working, due

caution being taken against draughts, while

everything is under cover. The elevations,

with" a view to the character of the buildings,

are not elaborate. The walls will be of stone,

with brick lining on the inside. The roofs

will be covered with Westmorland ,green

slate, and the windows will be glazed with

leaded lights, and have metal casements to

open.

THE HEMEL HEJIPSTE.VD ISOLATION
HOSPITAL.

This bird's-eye view gives a general idea of

the distribution of the various buildings

which have lately been finished and opened

for use. Near the entrance is the Adminis-

trative Block, accommodating the matron, five

nur.?es. and two domestic servants ; a small

room is also provided for the nonresident

medical officer. It may be mentioned that no

sitting or bedroom faces north unless addi-

tionally lighted from a sunny aspect ; on the

other hand, kitchen and sanitary offices, etc.,

face north, and thus secure a cool aspect.

The matron's sitting and bedrooms command
both the entrance roadway and the appro,-ich

to the pavilions, thus securing effective

control. The medical officer's room, although

forming part of the building, is entirely cut

off from other occupants and has its own

separate entrance and sanitary accommoda-

tion. Room is allowed on the site for a pos-

sible extension of this block in .a westerly

direction for additional sleeping accommoda-

tion of four beds a.nd the requisite proportional

enlargement to the kitchen and other offices on

the ground floor. The Laundry Block is

placed with its axis running north and south.

to take advantage of the natural contours of

the ground and avoid undue excavation, the

mortuary being effectively screened from the

patients, and the ambulance shed facing the

entrance. Laundry machinery for hand

power has been installed to comprise a com-

plete unit, including a full-size steam dis-

infector. The Scarlet Fever, Diphtheria, and

Observation Blocks have been placed with

their axis running north and south, and will

thus receive all but the hot noonday sun.

The accommodation provides for twenty-two

beds, with duty room and sanitary accommo-

dation in each "block. These blocks allow ex-

tension of four beds to eacJi block by simply

lengthening the buildings. The separate

dressing rooms adjoining the bath rooms in

the two larger blocks provides a somewhat
unusual method of discharge, and is intended

to take the place of the usual discharge block,

which it was not thought necessary in such a

small hospital. Generally speaking, it is not

claimed that this hospital does more than

conform to the stereotyped design which has

become almost universal. It is, however, in

matters of general finish and other minor

details that the designers hope to have

evolved something superior to that which has

obtained elsewhere, and it has been their

endeavour to introduce some of the refine-

ments of larger hospital design into a building

of very economical construction. Particular

mention in this direction may be made of the

sanitary fittings generally, "the specially de-

signed "door furniture, and the patent lead-

covered glazing over the laundry affording

continuous roof ventilation. The clerk of

works was Mr. A. L. Cranstone, and the

general foreman Mr. B. J. Biggs, and the

building has been carried out by Messrs. C.

Miskin and Sons, Limited, of St. Albans,

under the superintendence of the architects,

Messrs. John Saxon Snell and Stanley M.
Spoor, of London, quantities being by Mr.

A. R. Evans. The sub-contractors were as

follows :—Laundry machinery, Messrs. Brad-

ford and Co., "of London. Disinfecting

apparatus, Messrs. Manlove, Alliott and Co.,

of London and Nottingham. Sanitary appa-

ratus, Messrs. A. Emanuel and Sons, of

London. Door and window furniture, Messrs,

Yannedis and Co., of London. Stoves and

ranges, etc.. The City Iron Co., London.

Patent glazing, British Challenge Glazing

Co., London. Entrance gates and fencing,

Messrs. Rowland Bros., of Bletchley. Corn-

plete gas plant installed by Messrs. Cox in

duplicate is provided for the purpose of sup-

plying petrol air gas for the lighting of the

various buildings.

Mr. P. M. Gannon, of Navan, has been

appointed assistant county surveyor for the

Nav.m district oj. Wcstnieath at a salary of

£100 per annum.

The Local Government Board have given

their sanction to the city council of York
to the borrowing of £30,681 for tramways

and £5,530 for motor omnibuses.

The Hackney Borough C-ouncil have ap-

proved a scheme for a considerable widen-

ing on the eastern side of Kingsland Road,

between Dalston Lane and Forest Road. The

land will be given by the governors of St.

Bartholomew's Hospital, with the consent of

the Charity Commissioners,

At the last meeting of the Camborne

Urban district Council a letter was received

from the Local Government Board stating,

in reference to the carrying out of the

sewerage scheme, for which a loan was sanc-

tioned on August 14, 1912, that they did not

feel that they could properly sanction the

raising of moneys for those works at the pre-

sent time.

The Rev. J. W. Aytoun appeals for the

small sum of £20 for the repair of the wood-

work in Little Gidding Church, famous for

its as.sociation with Nicholas Ferrar. He

writes: "The imperative need at the present

moment is the restoration of the oaken wood-

work, which lines practically the
This

nd
in

roofing of the whole interior. _

such a state of decay (particularly the chan-

cel) from want of attention and the ravages

of the

of

wood weevil that something must be

done at once. The population of the^ p_arisn

consists of thirty-six persons,

these being Dissenters."

quite half
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BOURNE, LIXCOLXSHIRE. — The
formal opening of the new block of buildings
foiining the isolation hospital for the Bourne
Rural District took place on Wednesday last.

The hospital is situated on a site of four acres

in the South Road, Bourne, about a mile from
the town. The buildings have been erected

from plans prepared by the council's surveyor,

ilr. Thos. Lake. The cost, exclusive of the
furnishing, but including the site, has ex-

ceeded £5,000, the building being erected by
Messrs. Thornhill Bros., of Lincoln. The
block consists of a lodge keeper's house
standing by the entrance gate. The house
for the matron and nurses stands in the centre

of the grounds, and provides accommodation
for all the staff, together with a store for all

the hospital requisites. Behind the admini-
strative block are the feyer wards. The main
building for this pui-pose contains two large

wards (male and female), each containing six

beds, including two for children. Each ward is

warmed, and has the usual sanitary arrange-

ments and bath. To the north of the main fever

wards is another block of buildings contain-

ing four observation wards. At the extreme
east of the site is a further block of buildings
which include a mortuary, an ambulance shed,
a laundrv", a disinfector, and a gas plant.

The water supply is from an artesian bore
sunk on the site, this work being done bv ilr.

J. E. Xoble, of Thurlby.

BUCKNALL, STAFFS. —The formal
opening of the new wards and administrative
block at the Bucknall Infectious Diseases
Hospital took place on Thursday. The new
wards have been rendered necessary in con-
sequence of the Stanfield Fever Hospital, at

Burslem, having been taken over by the Stoke-
on-Trent Insurance ^Committee as a tuber-
culosis sanatorium. The new pavilion is the
first one of two stories that the I.ocal Govern-
ment Boai'd have sanctioned at Bucknall, a
relaxation of rule which has resulted in a
considerable saving per bed in the cost of

erection. On the ground floor are the nurses'
duty-room and a ward containing 20 beds, on
the basis of 2,000 cubic feet per bed, bath-
rooms for adults and children, lavatories, etc.

The floors and dados are carried out in

terrazzo. The first floor ward is similar to

the one on the ground floor, and provides 20
patients' beds ; it is reached by an electric

lift. At the end of each ward is an emer-
gency exit for use in case of fire, escape stair-

cases being provided. The new waj-ds will

necessitate the increase of the staff from 64 to

72, so that an additional administrative
block was necessary. This is a building of

three stories. On the giound floor is the pro-
bationers' sitting room. On the first and
second floors are bedrooms, bathrooms, etc.

The builders are Messrs. J. Moss and Son. of
Milton, and the plumbing has been under-
taken by Mr. H. Fradley, of Hanley. The
work has been designed and superintended
by Mr. Elijah Jones, M.S.A., of Hanley.

»-<•••>-«

_
Works of sewerage are in progress in the

village of iliddleham for the I^eyburn Rural
District Council. Mr. Rodwell is the engineer,
and Mr. C. E. Schofield the general contractor.

Mr. Joseph A. Geoghegan. M.R.I.A.I.. has
been appointed assistant architect to the South
Dublin Rural District Council, to assist the
council's surveyor in the preparation of plans
for labourers' cottages.

The late Mr. .Jamos Beckett, of Rivor.'ide.
Herbert Road. Sandymount. of the firm of
Jam^ Beckett. Ltd.. building contractors,
DubKn. who died on March 19 last, left personal
estate valued at £21.576.

The amount of polish which can be given to
the surface of concrete depends, the Cement
^orld remarks, upon the density of the mix-
ture and the nature of the aggregate used.
After the surface has been smoothed down on
a rubbing bed. or by the use of rotary rubbing
stones, as applied in torrazzo floor work, the
procedure is somewhat similar to that used
in polishing granite or marble. The aggregate
exposed on the surface bv the rubbing process
takes the polish, the appeara-nce of the surface
being dependent upon the percentage of aggre-
gate exposed.

CorrrsponiJfna,
—I * I

—

"EXPELLED FROM THE ORDER."
To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir.—Numbers of your readers at home
and abroad will be interested to learn that my
appeal, which you published under the above
heading in The Building News for May 21.

has met with the only right or possible

response, and I am glad to teU you that
(acting upon my suggestion) the Council of

the Royal Institute of British Architects
resolved on Monday last to expel from the
roll of membership all the German and Aus-
trian architects hitherto known as Honorarv-
Corresponding Member's.

I have reason to know that my action met
with warm support, and I will ask you to

give the result thus ai-rived at in this form
of context to my previous letter, so that

the record may get indexed for future refer-

ence.

These parties are not the only enemy re-

presentatives in England who ought to be
expelled. A personal friend of mine watched
on Primrose Hill all through the night of

the Zeppelin raid last week, and he saw
flashlights thrown from skylights here and
there, doubtless to mark the route to be taken
by the invaders, besides the beacon fires set

going.—I am, etc.,

F.R.I.B.A.
June 8, 1915.

SOLICITORS' AND SURVEYORS'
CHARGES TO BUILDERS.

Sib,—I notice a paragraph in " Currente
Calamo " about solicitors' charges and the

speculative builder. You might well have
added the charges of surveyors in relation to

mortgages, which, together with solicitors'

fees, make a total of about 7^ per cent.

So that a builder wishing for a mortgage of,

say, £1.500 pays at least £85 for fees, plus

stamp duty, and I have known a case where
a builder paid a surveyor a commission for

introduction to a solicitor, who in turn
charged 2^ per cent, as procuration fee, in

addition to usual charges.

It does not always end at that, as, should
the mortgagee decide, after about twelve
montlis, to change his investment, that ex-

pense has to be paid again, and the builder
would be exceedingly fortunate should he
succeed in obtaining the amount of the

original mortgage. Is it any wonder specula-

tive builders go to the wall in such numbers?
A VicTrM.

>~mmm~(
a.'WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
jFTTie :diattzrs.
GLENDEVON WATER WORKS.—It has

been reported to a meeting of Dunfermline
District Committee that a settlement has been
arrived at with the agents of Lord Camperdown
for the purchase of the land at Glendevon for

the erection of a reservoir and other work.^.

The purchase money, which amounts to £10.515
15s. 6d.. was fixed by valuation by Mr. John
il. Aitken, Norwood, Lockerbie, and Mr.
James Inglis Davidson, Saughton Mains. Cor-
storphine. the valuators respectively appointed
by the District Committee and Lord Camper-
down. It was stated by Mr. \Vm. Burt, clerk

to the committee, that the pric« worked out
at £82 lOs. per acre, which, he said, while not

a low price, was not anvthing like the highest
price charged under such circumstances.

>-•••>-«

Mr. P. M. Crosthwaite held a Local
Government Board inotiiry at Sheerness vester-

day (Tuesday) with reference to an application

from the Urban District Council for sanction

to borrow £5.000 for the enlargement of the

refuse destructor.

At Friday's meetine of the Newbiegin L'rban
District Council the Finance Committee recom-
mended that, as the Public Works Loan Board
could not lend money under the Acquisition

of Workmen's Dwellings Act. application be
made elsewhere. The clerk stated that a firm

in Gloucester was prepared to lend £492 at

ii per cent, for thirtv years. The agents'

costs for negotiating the loan would be nine
guineas, which was four guineas higher than
under the Public Works Loan Board, and

i per cent, higher interest It was agreed to

accept the terms.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
LITIGATION OVER THREE POUND

CLAIM.—At Walsall County Court, on June
2. a jury of eight business men was empanelled
and sat all morning hearing an action brought
by Messrs. Oakley and Wigley, builders, Stou.
nail, against Joseph Hinton, property owner.
High Heath, Pelsall, the claim being for £3
for preparing plans and specifications. Judge
Smith explained that he had heard the case
whilst sitting alone, but as there was a direct

conflict of evidence he preferred that a jury
should say which of the litigants they believed,

as they could do so without giving any reasons,

whereas he (the judge) could not deliver a

verdict without stating in some detail the con-

clusions at which he arrived, and which in-

fluenced him in his decision. The jury, after

retiring for about two hours, intimated that
they were unable to agree, and they were
accordingly discharged.

A YORK ARBITRATION. -In the Assize

Courts at York Castle on Wednesday and
Thursday Mr. E. J. Pollock, referee, heard an
arbitration. The claim is one for £600
damages alleged to have been caused by
the subsidence of the " Pack Horse

"

Hotel, Micklegate, the property of Messrs.
Ind, Coope. and Co., Ltd., as a result of ex-

tensive building operations carried out iby the
York Equitable Industrial Society. It was
claimed by the plaintiffs that support had been
withdrawn from the "Pack Horse" Hotel,

and that there had been a sulwidence.

—

Messrs. Ind, Coope, and Co.. Limited, were
represented by Mr. J. Goodland ; while the

York Equitable Industrial Society was repre-

sented by Mr. Tindall Atkinson, K.C., and
Mr. Pafey Scott. — Mr. Goodman opened
the case for the plaintiffs. He stated

that his clients were proprietors of tho
" Pack Hor.se " Hotel in Micklegate. Y'ork.

The buildings were ancient. In 1911 the

defendants pulled down the buildings on
the west side of the plaintiffs' buildings,

and. after excavating on the site, erected

during the years 1911 and 1912 new build-

ings of great and unusual weight. By reason

of this withdrawal of support the foundations

of the plaintiffs' buildings subsided, the walls

cracked, the woodwork and plasterwork were
damaged, and the buildings were otherwise
njured. The subsidence commenced early in

the year 1913 and continued until about

March, 1914. The defendants knew, or ought
to have known, of the boggy and open nature
of the subsoil. The defendants built thc-ir

medical appliances department right up
against the kitchen and clubroom of the

plaintiffs' inn. and thereby destroyed the

plaintiffs' right of eavesdrop. 'The estimated

cost of repairs and work required to rein-

state the buildings was £200, the loss by the

permanent depreciation in value was £330,

the fees for inspection and rei>orts were £70.

a total of £600. which they now claimed. He
called as witnesses Mr. Frank Smedley,
plaintiffs' York azent. Mr. Harold Riley,

son of the landlord. Alderman E. Walker,
an auctioneer and valuer who has practised

in York for over thirty years. Councillor

George Sharp, who had been in business in

the same city for forty years. Under cross-

examination by Mr. 'findal Atkinson, K.C.,

Mr. Sharp produced his report to the plain-

tiff company dated .-Vugust 11. 1913.—Mr. Good-
land objected to the production of the reix>rt on
the ground that it was a privileged document.
—The Official Receiver ruled that it was not

privileged against production if called for.

—

The report stated that th." cost of repairing

the buildings would be £185. and that his

estimate was £116 15s., with 5 guineas extra

for making the report. Witness agreed that

'he £185 was subject to a deduction of £40
in respect of the chimney foundations. The
estimate of £116, he said, would also have to

" reduced by £40 similarly, which would
bring the amount to £76. but to that would
have to be added 15 per cent, for alteration

in the prices of m.iterials and labour since

the time of the estimate. That would make
it £80.—Mr. Atkinson urged that the de-

fendants, of course, wen' not liable for any in-

crease in the cost of materials or labour on re-

pairs which ought to have been done long ago.

—>Ir. Edward Holmes, surveyor, of Sheffield

and Doncaster. was also called on plaintiffs'

behalf, and estimated the permanent damage
at £350.—The defendants called Mr. Henry
Beck, architect and surveyor, of Doncaster,

who was engaged in 1898 by the defendants
fnr the original block of buildings. In June,

1910. he received instructions to prepare plans

for the extension. These were passed by the

York Corporation, and showed the nature
and character of the foundation. Witness
got out specifications of the repairs neces-
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sary to put the buikling in perfect order, and
Mr. Colman, a well-kncAvn ibuilder, of York,
estimated in accordance with specification to

repair the cracks in series A for £35 14s., and
those in series B for £120. Structurally, "with

the repairs, the building would be just as

good. If the licence was removed the build-

ing would be worth, at the outside, £1,000,
and structural alterations would have to be
made to make it any use. — Mr. Henry
Colman, ibuilder, York, said he was quite
willing to carry out the repairs to the
jV cracks now at his estimate of £35 odfl.

His estimate for the B cracks was £128 odd.
—Mr. Frank GraJiam Fairbank. civil en-
gineer, of York, in his evidence frankly ad-
mitted that the new building was partly
responsible for the A cracks. When a wail
was in that state very little would start a
movement.—Alderman W. H. Birch, builder
and contractor, said he was employed by his

late father to do the w^ork in connection with
building of the new Co-operative Society
bloclt. The west wall of the plaintiffs' pre-
mises was in bad condition; the bricks were
very old, and the foundations were supported
on dry rubble. It would have been very
undesirable to have underpinned the plain-
tiffs' foundations. The rubble would not have
stood it.—Mr. Tindal Atkinsop. for the defence,
.submitted that there was no negligence on the
part of the defendant society, and there was
no evidence to show that they did anything
Ihey were not abso'utely" right in doing.

—

Mr.
_
Goodland argued" that his clients'

building had the right of support from the
cottage which occupied the ground before the
new building was erected and from the land,
and on account of tlie deprivation of that
support the buildings were damaged. —
The Official Referee, in giving his award,
said it was perfectly clear the plaintiffs were
not entitled to support from the cottage an-
terior to the new building. There was a
certain right to support in respect of the
.soil, in so far as that soil supported the soil
on which the " Pack Horse"" Hotel was
built, and the question was whether that
right had been interfered with in any way
by the defendant company. There w'as no
g\round whatever for the stiggestion that
there was any negligence on the part of the
defendant company in the way in which
they built their premises on "the ground.
There was a small amount of subsidence
which caused the cracks called series A. It
seemed to him that the defendant company
were liable for those, and to the extent of
those he must hold them liable. It had been
claimed that there was permanent damage
in respect of the selling value of the pre-
nuses; but if objection was taken to tliem
It would be taken to the most serious cracks
which were those for which the defendant
company were not liable. He had come to
the conclusion that the £50 paid into Court
by t'He defendant companv would amply
satisfy any claim that could be properiv
made against the defendant company in re"-
spect of the erection of their building, and
tJierefore he gave judgment for the defend-
ants, with costs after the date of the pav-
ment of the £50 into Court. Up to the time
of the payment of the £50 tJio costs would
have to be borne by the defendants The
referee further ordered that the £50 should
be retained in Court pending taxation of
costs.

The Massachusot.t,s Legislature has pa«ed a
measure for the addition of a west wing to the

•SMO'OOO
"^ ""' Boston, the co;t not to exceed

Alterations a-nd additions are shortlv to bemade to Knockmore Church, near "Balliim

S°'5„ffT c?' ^I'^n^'ui"'- "• ^y'""« '^^ Son
of buftolk Street!, Dublin.

An addition to the be.iuty spots on the out-
skirts of York. tJhe new Glen Garden and Recre-
ation Ground at Heworth. was opened by the
Lrf)rd Mayor of the city on Wednesday.

of Broadway and 95th Street, New York atan e«timatod coet of £200,000. The architects
are Messrs Tracy and Startworthv, 244 FifthAvenue, New York.

fn;™'"?T"'t"-,j? ^"™ ^'"' Pa-'sxge of a uni-form state building law is now being carriedon 111 Mas.sa^h^etts. A special committee of
iho Boston Chamber of Commerce has ap-
pointed a sub^'ommittec with Mr C H
JJIaekall. a Boston architect, acting a.s chah'-man, the purpose of this com.mitt,>e being togather data- and direct the chamber's attitude
toward a bill no^v pending in the legislature. I

(Dur O^to fabk>

The County Councils' Association has

nrjanised a national road conference and ex-

hibition to be held from June 25 to July 1 at

the Horticultural Hall Westminster. The
exhibition is being strongly supported, and
will be opened by the President of the Local

Government Board. Mr. Walter Long.

.\mong the various subjects relative to the

construction and upkeep of roads, prominence
will be given to the re-making of the roads in

Belgium and Northern France at the con-

clusion of the war. The Belgian Jlinister.

.M. Paul Hymans, will pa-eside over this sec-

tion, and many prominent Belgians will take

part in the discussion.

Three officials of the West LancasJiire

Rural District Council—Messrs. John Wig-
nail and H. Harr (surveyors) and Jlr. J.

Holland (road foreman), all of Ormskirk

—

have had an unpleasant experience. They
were engaged in surveying land with plans

in their possession at Altcar, near Formby.
which is within the Council area, when the
suspicions of a military guard close by were
aroused, and they were placed under arrest.

Explanations w^ere useless, and for nearly

seven hours the officials were detained in

the guardroom until identified by a police

inspector who formerly lived at Ormskirk.

At the fortnightly meeting of the Kirby
Jloorside Rural District Council, held on
Wednesday list, the chairman, Mr. Simpson,
asked Mr. C. Wilson (a member of the Council)
to explain to the Council his action in build-

ing a house at Ness without having first sent

plans to the Council for their approval under
the Housing bye-laws now in operation.—Mr.
Wilson stated that he was unaware of the
existence of any such hye-laws. He had not
built a new house, but simply rebuilt the old

one on three sides, as it had fallen down. A
sanitary drain had been put in, also a gully
trap, etc., and a York architect who had seen
the place said a first rate improvement had
been made. He thought the inspector must
have had some ill-feeling towards him, or he
would never have reported the n.'alter.—Mr.
.1. Wood (another member) bore out Mr. Wil-
son's statement as to thj building being an
old one restored. He considered it a great
improvement.—The Chairman said that, after

what they had heard from Mr. Wilson, and
also Mr. Wood, he thought the Council might
allow the matter to pass. Still, they must
support their inspector in the carrying out of

his duty.—The Clerk said 'Mr. Wilson was un-
doubtedly in error, and it was the duty of

the inspector to report the case. If they
allowed one case to slide, then the public
w'ould soon take an advantage of them.—The
Inspector (Mr. W. D. Rickaby) said he had
no per.sonal freling in the matter at all, liut

had simply done his duty He inspected
the work, and found that it did not com-
ply with the requirements of the Council's
building bye-laws. The majority of the mem-
bers strongly upheld the inspector's action,
and said it was his duty to report all such
cases. The matter then dropped.

Mr. A. B. M'Donald, city engineer, of
Glasgow, retired last week, after forty-five
years' service with the municipality. On the
death of Mr. John Carrick, in 1890," the offices

of city engineer and master of works, both of
which Mr. Carrick had held, were separated,
and in October of that year Mr. M'Donald
was appointed city engineer. On Monday
afternoon in last week iXIr. M'Donald was the
recipient of a presentation in the form of two
silver rose-bowls from the staff of the oflSce
of public works. Mr. Thomas Nisbet. master
of works, who presided, observed that Mr.
.M'Donald had given faithful service to the
corporation. His duties had been extremely
onerous. Glasgow had nearly doubled in
area, population, and valuatio"n since Mr.
.M'Donald became connected with the depart-
ment, and everything for which Mr..
.M'Donald was responsible had been efficiently
done. Mr. M'Donald. in acknowledging the
gifts, said that during his tenure of office the
department had carried out verv important
iiid often very difficult public work, the cost
of which to the citizens of Glasgow had
amounted to £4,219.000.

The Board of Inland Revenue anticipate

that the valuation of the whole of the

United Kingdom as provided for under the
Finance (1909-101 Act of 1910 will be com-
pleted by the end of this month. This will

be so notwithstanding that the work has
been much retarded by the calling to the

colours of a large proportion of the Inland
Revenue staff. Although this gr&at work is on
the eve of compleitiom, there are. as was to be
aniicipated. innumerable matters in dispute,

such as appeals against provisional valua-

tions, and these will remain in suspense
until the war is over. Some of them depend
on interpretations of clauses to be given in

the Law Courts, and others are to have the

consideration of Parliament

The Royal Conuiiissionea-s who have been
for the last three years taking evidence as to

the state, condition, and housing of the Public
Records of England visited Hereford on
Wednesday. At the town-hall they were
.shown the various chartei-s, proclamations
and other manuscripts and they remarked
that the arrangements for the custody of the

records were the best they had seen in this

part, of the counti-y. The city documents at

the itown-hall are kept in a strong-roam.

The important chaa-ters are preserved in air-

tight glass cases in cabinets. Many of the

n\ore interesting and more important docu-

ments have been bound in vokmies. One
volume of inventories of the Mayors of Here-
ford goes back to 1475. The oldest document
in the possession of the city is a charter of

the reign of Richard I., dated October 9,

1189. 'The Commissioners stated that a

general report of theii' various inspections

would be issued when the work of the Com-
mission had been completed, but probably
not until the end of the war. Subsequently
the Commissioners went to the Cathedral,

where they inspected the ArcWdiaconal
records of Hereford and Ludlow, and
various records of the Bishops of Hereford.

They also spent a few minutes in the

Cathedral Library. iSIany of the Cathedral

records have been published by the Cantilupe

Society. The Commissioners visited the

Probate Coiu-t, Castle Street, where they in-

spected the strong-room, which contains 80,000

ancient wills and consistorial records, besides

several thousand modern wills.

Following the lead of the Merchant Com-
pany of Glasgow, the Grand Antiquity Society

of Glasgow, at their annual meeting, held on

Friday in the vestry of Glasgow Cathedral,

discussed the proposal to remove and rebuild

the Tolbooth Steeple at Glasgow Cross.

Mr. Norrie was in the chair during the earlier

proceedings, afterwards giving place to Mr.

Archibald Spiers, who was elected his

successor for the ensuing year. Dr. William
Gemmell raised the question. He said that

the steeple was one of the most ancient land-

marks that remained in Glasgow, and one of

the few that had escaped the tide of destruc-

tion. His contention, and the contention of

every archaeologist and antiquarian in Scot-

land, was that if they moved the steeple by
one single inch they severed for ever its

literary and historical associations. It had

been urged that -t was only " a rickle o|

stanes. ' but. as had been done in the case of

the .\uld Brig of Ayr and the brig at Stir-

ling, he did not know of any reason why they

could not underpin and strengthen it. The
proposal to remove it had received support

at the Glasgow Town Ccuncil because a large

proportion of the members had no sentimental

or historical connection with the city, and to

them Old Glasgow made no appeal. They
were swayed by utilitarian motives. He
moved that the society viewed with apprehen-

sion and deep regret the proposal to remove
the Tolbooth Steeple, and respectfully repre-

sented to the Town Council the importance of

maintaining it in its present site as a unique

monument of the historical and literary past

of Glasgow. Mr. Charles J. B Mabon
secondeil. and the motion was unonimously
agreed to. It was al.so decidetl that a depu-

tation should wait upon the Town Council in

support of the resolution.

A readable eighteen-penny book on " Tim-
ber, from the Forest to its uses in Commerce."
by William Bullock, is pulilished by Sir Isaac

Pitman and Son, Limited, 1, Amen Corner,
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E.C. It is rather for popular consumption
than for the architect or builder ; but there are

some facts in it which neither will find un
worthy of' note, esi^ecially about some of the

foreign woods, which the present scarcity will

bring more and more into our markets. There
are si.xteen illustrations.

A seventh edition of that useful household
and amateurs' manual, " How to Make and
How to Mend " (London ; George Allen
and Uawin, Ltd., 40, Museum Street, W.C.
2s. 6d.), is I'endered additionally welcome
by an appendix embodying a few pages on
drilling metals and other matters pertain-

ing to the province of the expert. The
volume will be found a valuable addition
to the refei'ence library of the office, the
workshop, and the home.

" Materials of Construction : Their Manu-
facturing Properties and Uses," by Adelbert
P. Mills, M.S. (London, Chapman and Hall,
Limited. 19s. net), is a solid American
volume of some 700 pages, the outgrowth of

lectures and notes used in the author's classes

at Cornell University, and covers the whole
field indicated by the title. The method of

treatment is based on the author's experience
as a teacher, with the result that the pro-

perties exhibited by a given material are, for

the most part, considered as dependent phe-
nomena closely related to certain more or less

variable factors connected with the process
of manufacture, natural occurrence, and con-
ditions of service or testing, and not as in-

dependent cjualities inherent in the material
itself. That is a line we often wish more
teachers and textbook writers kept in view,
and a rational one.

Following a previous census in September,
1913, the engineer's department of the Leeds
Corporation have now completed a second
census of unoccupied houses within the area.

An agitation for a further municipal housing
scheme has been in jjrogress since that time,
but twice the scheme has been rejected by
the City Council. The new census shows a
general decline of ava,ilable dwelling houses
all over the city. The census of 1913 showed
that there were available 2,304 houses at

rentals not exceeding 5s. weekly ; the new
census returns the figure at 1,230. At rentals
from 5s. Id. to 10s. there were returned in

1913 as empty 531, and the number is now
stated to be 285. The new census returns
113,200 houses, and the percentage of empties
has gone down to 1.7. In the interval the
Infirmary extension scheme has caused the
demolition of 141 houses, and the Belgian
families occupy over 100. By a clearing pro-
cess the number of houses in areas scheduled
as unhealthy has been reduced from 345 to

119. but dn spite of this the number of houses
described as uninhabitable has increased in

the interval from 175 to 253. The total num-
ber of houses, habitable and uninhabitable,
in the whole city returned as emptv has de-
creased from 4,235 in 1913 to 2.492 in 1915, a
reduction of 1.17 per cent., the new percentage
being returjied at 2.2.

>«» <

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING 'WrEEK.
Thi;rsd.\y.—Society of .\ntiquariis. Ordin.iry Muct-

ing. Burlington House. 3.30 p.m.

FRID.tY.—Royal Sanitary Institute. Provincial Ses-
sional Meeting at Bristol. Disi.-ussion

on " The Co-ordination of Military
anii Civil Sanitary Servitt-s in War
Time," to lie opwied by Dr. D. S.

Davies, Medical Otlicer of Health,
Brist^il. U a.m.

••-<-

TRADE NOTES.
Boyle's latest patent " Air-Punip '' ventilator

has been applied to th<> Calvinistic Methodist
Church. Garn.liffaith, Mon,

In view of the fact that several asphalte com-
panies—especially those which obtain their
supplies from Italy and Sicily—are finding
some ditficulty in obtaining material owing to
many of the employees at the mines having
been called up for military service: iand in
addition to th's difficulty the freight charges to
England ha\-ing been increased within the last
nine montlus by over 100 per cent., it will be
interesting to know that th." Anglo-Sicilian
Asphalte Company, Limited, of 250, Hallani
House, Westmir-ster, are in a position to quote
for deliveries of any magnitude from their
stocks of first-cla<s material in London,

A SURE REMEDY.
Doctor.—You must go away for a long

rest.

Overworked Builders' Merchant.—But, doc-
tor, I'm too busy to go away.

Doctor.—Well, then, you must stop adver-
tising

OGILVIE & CO.

Tek'phoni

Many vfftr

DALSTON 1388.

itl>I'onnected i

ihi' lau- tniii o( W, H.
L.V8CKLLES k CO.. of

Bunliill Row.

Mildmay Avenue, ISLINGTON, N

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS.
ESTIM.iTES

IKEE,

CHIPS.
Mr. David Judd, of Kingston Road, New

Maiden, Surrey, retired builder, died on
.January 21, leaving £48,273.

The foundation-stone of the new Western
Synagogue at Alfred Place, Bedford Square,
was laid on Monday by Mr. Soloman LHlman.

The Pumpcston Oil Company liave decided
to build forthwith forty-eight cottages for the
workmen at the oilworks, Uphall, near Living-
ston Station, N.B.

The Evesham Joint Hospital Board have
received the sanction of the Local Government
Board to a loan of £1,000 for extensions and
alterations to the administrative block. It has
been decided to proceed with the work at once.

A new United Methodist Church, to be known
as St. Paul's, was opened at Elland on Satur-
day. The cost of the building is about £4,300.
Some of the carving has been executed by a

Belgian refugee, who has returned to the
fighting line.

A revised scheme is being prepared for the
Markets Committee of the city council of Man-
chester for remodcJlling and enlarging the
corporation meat m:arket and abattoins in

Water Street, off Dear,egate. The cost is esti-

mated at £10,000.

The designs submitted under Subject XX. for

the R.I.B.A. Problems in Design will be on
view in the Gallery of the R.I.B.A. next Mon-
day. Tuesday, and Wednesday, the 14th, 15th,

and 16th inst. inclusive, between the hours of

10 a.m. and 8 p.m.

Mr. C. Orlando Law, M.S. A., who joined
the 3rd Hussars as a trooper on the outbreak
of war, was promoted to the rank of corporal
in November last, and has now been gazetted
to the Royal Engineers as second lieutenant.

The corner-stone of the new Registry Office

on Albert Street, Toronto, has been laid by
the mayor of the city. The architect is Mr.
C. S. Cobb. Messrs. (5akley and Sofi are the
cut stone contractors. The ccst of the building
is estimated at nearly 400.000 dollars. W^ork
was commenced last September.

The Church Council of All Saints', King's
Heath, are proceeding with the new mission
hall and Sunday school in the Hazelwell dis-

trict. A builder's tender has been accepted,
and the work will be commenoed shortly. The
cost, inclusive of fittings, will be £1,750. The
isite has boeJi given.

At the Manchester Cons'story Court on Fri-

<lay the Chancellor of the Diocese granted a

faculty to tlie rector and wardens of St.

Michael's Church, Ashton-under-Lyne, author-
ising the placing in the church of a mosaic
panel to the memory of Captain Walton Mellor,
Royal Irish Regiment. Captain Mellor was
killed at Mons on August 25 last.

Approval has been given to the application

"f the Irvine and District Water B<jard for

provisional orders enabling them to construct

;i new reservoir on Knookendon from the waters
of Drum Burn, and to secure temporarily
from the Campbell reservoir of the Paisley
Corporation a supply bv means of a conduit
laid from there to the Greenhead filters in the

parish of Stevenston.

The American production of creosote will be

increased about 25. per cent, by steps recently

taken by American manufacturers. In this

manner the shortage of imported oil brought
about by the War will be to some extent met.

There were 122 wood-preserving plants of all

kinds in the United States in 1915, as com-
pared with 15 in 1895, and 94 of these used
last year more than 79,000,000 gallons of creo-

sote oil, besides large quantities of zinc chloride

and other preservatives.

The Streets and Buildings Department of

.he Scarborough Corporation has about fifty

fewer employees than last year at this time,

ind notice was given on Saturday to another
twenty men. This is due to the suspension of

oublic works and to street repairs being de-

ferred. The sanitary staff is maintained at

full strengt-ii.

FOR

Olivers'

Seasoned
Hard^voods,

AI'PLY TO—
WM. OLIVER & SONS. Ltd..

120. Bunhill Row, London. E.C.

TENDERS.
".* Correspondents would in all cases oblige by

giving the addresses ol tije parlies tendering—at any
rale, ol the accepled tender; it adds to the value of the
mloiuialiou.

C.iNSOCK.—For the coustruution of conveniences in

Victoria Street, HednesJord; Cannock Koad, Chads-
moor ; and Hednestord lload, Caunock, for the Can-

nock Urban district Council. Mr. K. BUinchard, en-

gineer and surveyor :

—

Hackdey Bros., Wellin-gliorough .. .. £354
(Accepted.)

Coventry.—For construction of a lavatory block

and ofHce extension, tor Messrs. A. Herbert, Ltd.

Mr. .\. Herbert, A. R.I.B.A., Leicester and Coventry,

architect. Quantities by architect :—
Sanitary Block.

J. BenUev iind Co., Leicester .. .. £860
W. H. Joiies and Son« (accepted) .. 790

T. Hancox and Co 770

F. Elliott, Leicester 7(j4

Offices.

T. Hancox and Co 3,990

E. Harris 3,685

Hallam and Co 3,600

F. EUlotb 3,495

\V. H. Jones and Son" (accepted) .. 3,434

J. Bcutley and Co 3,336

• Time 12-14 weeks. Rest of Coventry.

Do.NCASTER.—For improvements to the footpath on

the Doneajiter and 'finsley main road at Warms-
wortli, for the Rural District Council :—

Birmingham Val de Travers Co. £251 7 8

(Accepted.)

Dover.—For supply of electrical vehicles, for the

Corporation :

—

Edison Accumulators, Ijtd £6,i60

(Accepted.)

DovERCOURT.—For rebuilding the Pha>nix Hotel,

Dovercourt. Messrs. Morgan and Buckingham, archi-

tects. Quantities by the architects:—
E. Saunders, Hill Crest, Dover-
court £3,687 9 7

(Accepted.)

Dundee.—F'or supply of pumps and cast-iron piping

respectively for the extensions at Carolina Port

pr>wer-house, for the Corporation :

—
W. H. Allen, Son, and C. and J. Wilson (London),

Ltd., respectively (accepted).

Dundalk.—For the annual supplies of timber, for

the Harbour Coiiiint-isioners :—
P. Jennings and Co. (accepted).

Durban.—For supply of the following, for the Town
Coumoil;—

. ™-

.\ccepted tenders:—10 single-phase motors, 1.

Barlow and Sons (Wcstinghouse make), £330 6s. Od.

;

transformers, T. Barlow and Sons and Vincent and

Co., three each, £55 to £56.

Eastbourne.—For alterations and additions to Rose-

neatb, Eastbourne, for new private hotel, for the

Rev. Sir Peile Thompson, Bart. Mr. S. G. Scales,

M.S. A., Eastbourne, architect. Quantities by the

architect :

—

Buildidg.

M. Hookham £11,967

A. \V. King and Son, (52 weeks) .. 11,875

Peerless-Dennis and Co. (37i) .. 11,684

J. Longley and Co. (50) .. .. 11,568

Miller and Selmes (30) .. .. 10,908

A. Ohilton (36) 10,430

Bodle and Addison (30) .. .. 10.380

M. Martin and Sons .. -. 10,345

Jones and Andrews (40) .. .. 10,180

G. iBainbridgt and Son, East-

bourne (35) (accepted) ,. .. 9,370

Boundary Walls and Drives.

J. Longley and Co 732

A. W. King and Son 705

Peerless-Dennis and Co 078 U

Jones and .\ndrew s 597 10

Bodle and Addison 570

A. Chilton .549

G. Bainbridge and Son» (accepted) 530

.Miller and Selmes 510

.M. Hookliam 601 12

M. Martin and Sons 365

EccLESHALL.—For Strengthening and widening Hil-

cote county bridge, on the Eccles.hall and Norton
Bridge road, for the Staffs County Council.—

T. Godwin £880
(Accepted.)

EPSOM.—For erection of a shelter in Rosebery Park
for the Urban District Council :—

H. and F. Roll £108 10

(Accepted.)
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t»LAi'THORN.—For erection of a farmhouse at (jlap-

thorn, near Oundle. for Mr. J. Parkinson. Mr. G. B.
Chilvers, Oundle, architect :

—

0. P. Drever and Son. Ltd., Ket-
tering £870

C. K. Pettit and Son, Thrapston 774
S. Tebbutt and Son, Polebrook.. 657 13
W. and C. Loakes, Thrapston.. 634
W. M. Freeman, Oundle (ac-
cepted) 600

GOSPORT.—For supply of a pair of ISin. stroke hori-
zontal cross high-pre&iure double-acting air compres-
sors, for the Closport and Alverstoke Urban District
Council. Mr. H. Frost, engineer :

—

Hughes and Lancaster, Ruabon .. £3,746
(Accepted.)

Granoetown.—For construction of overhead equip-
ment and feeder system (5 miles and 61 y.ards), for
the Grangetown, North Ormesby .and South Bank
R-aille^s Traction Co. :

—

Cloujsh, iSmith and Co., Ltd. (accepted), Regent
House, Kiagfiway, W.C.

HoRNSEY.—For a twelve months' supply of direct-
current ampere-hour meters, for the Town Council :

—
British Thomson-Houston Co. (accepted).

Hove.—For paving and other works in School-road
(between Marmion-road and Portland-road), for the
Town Council. Mr. H. H. Scott, surveyor :—

J. Parsons and Sons, 176, Church-road,
Hove £305

(.\ccepted.)

IiPORD.—For maiking up the following roads, for
the Urban District Council, Mr. H. Shaw, M.LC E ,

surveyor :

—

Accepted tenders :—Parsons and Parsons, Llford,
Holcombe-road, £596; Emerson-road, £1,097; Tillot-
6on-road, £462; Bethell-avenue, £609.

(Accepted.)

ISLEWORTH.—For cleonins, painting and distemper-
ing at the union infirmary, Isleworth, for the Guar-
dians of Brentiord Union-:—

J. S. Fenn, Woolwich, sections 2
and 3 £256 18 11

(Accept-ed.i

Islington.—For tJie supply and fixing of 382 yards
run of oak pale fencing, for the Borough Council :—

B. Horton and Son £128 2 7
(Accepted.)

JOHANNESRORG.—For .supply of five miles of trolley
wire, for the Municipal Council :—

Telegrapli Manufacturing Co., £99 15s. per
mile (accepted).

King's Lynn.—For supply of two superheaters, for
the Town Council :—

Superheater Units, Ltd., Swansea .. £260
(Accepted.)

KVLOE.-For erection of a teacher's dwelling-hou«e
at Kyloe, Fenwick, for the Northumberland Educa-
tion Committee :

—

P. Whitlie, 3, Ivy Place, Berwick-upon-
Tweed (accepted) £4g5 u g

LEYTON.—For painting and decorating at the
c-entral library. High Road, Leyton : the Levtonstone
Public Library, Granleigh Road, Leytonst'one; and
the Town Hall and Teahnic;.l Institute. High Road
and Adelaide Road, Leyton, for the Urban District
Council. Mr. E. H. lEssex, A.M.I.C.E., surveyor:—

Central Library.
F. J. Coxhead, Leytonstone .. £90
J. 'S, Fenn, Woolwicih . . . . 69 14 6
A. H. Inns, Camomile Street, E C
(accepted) 39 10

Leytonstone Library.
F. J. Coxhead 134

. ?; K^"" "3 18 n
A. a. Inns (accepted) .. .. 59 10

Town Hall.
F. J. Coxhead 1-^2 15
.7. S^ Fenn 59 9
A. H. Inns (accepted) .. .. 37 lo o

Levtos,—For the construction of a temporary fire
station on portion of the permanent hospital site
Church Road, Leyton. for the Urban District Council
Mr. E. H. E.ssex, A.M.I.CE., surveyor.—

F. J. Coxhead, Leytonstone . . . . £390
.1. Harrison and Co., Camberwell .. 340
L. Lown and Co., Holloway .. .. 325
Municipal Contracting and Eingineering

Co.. Leyton 280
F. W. Palmer and Co., Merton Abbey
Ironworks, S.W 296

E. A. Russell. Leytonstone .. .. 245
J. and J. Dean, Walthamstow (ac-
eepted) 230

LEYTON.—For erection of a temporary fire station
in Church-road, for the Urban District Council :—

J. and J. Dean £230
(Accepted.)

LIVERPOOL,—For the painting, etc, of the Picton
Hall, small lecture hall and basement of the Brown
Library, for the Corporation :—

Mooney and Sons, 77, Hanover-street,
Liverpool £243

(Reoommended for acceptance.)

iLANDiiDNo.—For Installation of a booster at the
ga«work.s. for the Gas Committee :—

G. Waller and Son £165
(Accepted.)

LONDON, N.—For supplying and fixing 328 yards of
oak pale fencing at the cemetery, for the Islington
Borough Council :

—
B. Horton and Son, Lewisham
Bridge. 8.E ... .. £128 2 7

(Recommended for acceptance.)

Mallow.—For erection of fourteen cottages, for

the Rural District Council :—
J. Walsh, Glashien Road, Cork, £153 each

(accepted).

MANSFIELD.—For construction of a sewer in Deb-
dale-road, for the Corporation :

—

Lane Bros £218 8 7

(Accepted.)

MIDDLETON, Lancs.—For work of filling in and
levelling required in the erection of workmen's houses
at Boars'haw, for the Town Council :—

T. A. Fitton (accepted) £137

Mildenhall.—For supply of 750 tons of granite, for

the Rural District Council :

—

British Basalt Co. (accepted).

Newark.—For erection of a house at Kelham. near

Newark. Messrs. 'Sheppard and Lockton, Bargate,
Newark, architects:—

Builders' Work.
W. and H. Hopes £1,164

S. and R. Horton 1,117

Parks and Son 1,015

G. OJrown and Son 960

Renshaw and Wright 951

W. Smith, Neivark (accepted) .. 910

Plumbers' Work.
G. Watts 240

Parks and Son 195

S. and R. Horton 186 12

Harvey Bros 175

S. Ironmonger 173

A. Snaith, Newark (accepted) .

.

169

NORWICH.—For erection of a new factory, St.

Peter-street, Norwich, for Messrs. Curl Bros., Ltd.

Messrs. Morgan and Buckingham, 1, Upper King-
street, Norwich, architects and surveyors. Quanti-

ties by the architects :

—

J. Hurn and Son £2,893
J. Youngs and Son 2,841

Scarles Bros 2,683

T. Gill and Son 2,397

W. J. Hammond 2.357

T. H. Yelf, Riverside-road (accepted) 2,275

(All of Norwich.)

Pontypridd.—For erection of a vestry at St.

Catherine's Church, Pontypridd. Messrs. A. 0. Evans,
Wdllianis and Evans, Pontypridd, architects :—

D. Davies and Sons. Cardiff .. £798
G. Harries, Abercynon 626 7 2

Williams and James, Coedpen-
maen, Pontypridd 620

A. W. Julian, Pontypridd.. .. 563

D. Jones, PwUgwaun, Pontypridd 642 12

.Tones Bros., Treharris .. .. 626

E. Jones and Sons, Pontypridd
(accejited) 518 17 6

Portsmouth.—For electric lighting at the girls'

Hostel, Milton-road, Portsmouth, for the Education
Committee. Mr. C. W. Bevls, F.R.I.B.A., Elm-grove
Chambers, Southsea, architect :

—

F'urneaux, Ridall and Co., 21,

Oshorne-road, Southsea.. .. £858 15

Kinigman and Co., 277, Shirley-

road, Southampton .. .. 822 7

Barnes (Southsea), Ltd., Palmer-
ston-road, Southsea . . . . 775

Foot and Milne, Princes Man-
sions, 66, Victoria-street, S.W. 734

W. N. Walters, 83, High-street
Gosport (accepted) .. .. 649

Salford.—For supply and erection of a wet air

filter in connection with the 6,000-k\v. turbo-alterna-
tor at the electricity station, for the Corporation:—

Heenan and Froude, Ltd., Worcester £327
(Recommended for acceptance.)

SALFORb.—For removal of the existing 24in. gas
main, and supply, delivery and fixing of a 22in.

welded steel gas main at the Windsor-street Bridge,
Salford. for the Corporation :

—

Clayton, Son and Co., Ltd., Leeds .. £235
(Recommended for acceptance.)

Salford.—For supplying and fixing an aKuated
sludge plant at the sewage works, for the Corpora-
tion :

—

Jones and .Vttwood, Stourbridge . . £970
(Accepted subject to 12 months' trial.)

Snodland.—For executing work at the outfall
works, for the Mailing Rural District Council :

—

Chas. Brattle £90
J. Wilford and Sons 55 10

T. Rogers (accepte<l) 50

Southend-on^Sea.—For the supply of an overhead
travelling crane, for the Leigh electricity sub-station,
for the Corporation :

—

Carrick and Sons, Edinburgh .. .. £301
(Aceepted.)

SniRMiNSTER Marshall.—For alterations and addi-
tions to house at Sturminster Marshall, for Captain
T. C. Birch. Mr. G. J. Langer, Walsford, Wimborne,
architect :

—

T. Stwkham £345
Jones and Son 298
W. J. Hubgood, Wimborne (accepted) 278

Teiosmoith.-For alterations and additions to the
Teignmouth Picture Theatre, for Mr. W. Tonkin.
Mr. F. E. Llovd Downes, Newton Abbot, architect:

—

Blunt Bros., Teignmouth . . . . £454 16

(Accepted.)

Tonbridge»—For erection of a fence at the county
school for girls, Tonbridge, for the Kent Education
Committee :

—

IE. Punnet and Sons, Tile House,
Works, Tonbridge £% 3 5

N. i*mith, 2, Brunswick Street,
Maid,stone* 78

(* Provisionally accepted.)

TwEEDMOUTH.—For sanitary improvements to the
vicarage. Mr. Plummer, Newcastle, diocesan archi-
tect :—

M. Gray and Sons, Berwick .. £195 11 11
(Accepted.)

UxBRiDGE,—For the erection of women's lavatory
on a site adjoining the Market House, Uxbridge, for

the Uxbridge Urban District Council. Mr. W. L.

Eves, F.S.I., 54, High-street, Uxbridge, surveyor :

—

Lovell and Son, Gerrard's Cross £215
W. S. Fry, Cowlev 190
H. and G. Pratt, Uxbridge . . 184 10

L. Aston, Uxbridge (accepted) .. 177

Watford.—For provision of a boiler plant and
chimney shaft in connection with the waterworks,
for the Urban District Council :

—

H. and T. Danks, Dudley .. .. £3,870
(Accepted.)

Watford.—For supply of east-iron pipes, for the
Urban District Council. Tenders recommended for
acceptance :

—

Coclir.™e and Co. .. .. £14,650 19 5
J. Oakes and Co 14,755 11

Watford.—For construction of a pipe-line, for the
Urban District Council :

—

H. Ashley, Mansfield .. .. £6,416 9 6
(Accepted.)

Whangarei (N.Z.).—For electric wiring and installa-
tion of meters, for the Borough Council :

—

National Electrical and Engineering
Co., Ltd. (accepted) £7,946

A. and T. Burt 8.114

Tumbull and Jones 8,287

Wolverhampton.—For conversion of a day indus-
trial school into a cooking kitchen, etc., for the
Town Council. Accepted tenders :

—

H. (jlough and Son, conversion . . . . £440
Bradford and Co., cooking apparatus 380

WOOLHAMPTON.—For repairing the bridge at Wool-
hampton, for the Berkshire County Council :

—

W. E. Theaker £125
(Accepted.)

York.—For alterations to premises in Spurriergate,
/or the Corporation :

—

F. Shepherd and Son £260
(Recommended for acceptance.)

>-«•»-<
The Bishop of London reopened on Monday

evening St. Peter's Church, Mile End, on the
completion of renovation and restoration.
Erected about eighty years ago by the Char-
rington family, the structure fell into a very
bad state of repair. The roofs have now been
renewed, the old galleries removed, a new
chancel built, a side chapel placed in position,
chairs substituted for the old straight-backed
pews, a new organ erected, and the flooring
replaced.

>—•••-<

TO CORRESPONDEMS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our corre^ajioiKlents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possi/ble, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

.

It is particularly requested that aiU drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary

matter, -books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the Editor of tlie Building News, Effingham
House, 1, Arundel -Street, Strand, W.C, and not to
members of the statt' by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otiherwise ea-used. All drawings and other
commujiications are .sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor "will not undert-ake to pay for, or be liable

for, unsought contributions.

Telephone: Gerrard 1281.
Telegrams :

" Timeserver, Estrand, London."

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. CVII. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post
12s. 9d.), as only a limited number are done up.

A few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI.,
XLVI., XLIX., LIII., LXI.. LXII., LXIV.. L.XV.,
LXVI., LXVII., I^XVIII., LXIX., LXXI.,
LXXII.. LXXIII., LXXIV., LX.XV., LXXVI.,
LXXVII., LX.XI.X., LX.XX., ILX.XXI., LXXXII.,
LXXXIII., LXXXIV., LXXXV., LXXXVI.,
LX.XXVII., LXXXVIII., LXXXIX., XC, XCI.,

XCII., XCIII., XCIV., XCV., XCVI.. XCVII.,
xcviii., xcix.. c, CI., cii., cm., civ., cv.,
CVI., and CVII. may still be obtained at the same
price ; all the other bound volumes are out of

print. Most of the back numbers of former
volumes are, however, to be had singly. Subscri-

-bers requiring any back numbers to complete
volume just ended .should order at once, as many
of them soon run, out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the BllILDISO

-News, price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained

from anv Newsagent, or from the Publisher,

Efflnghalri House, 1, .\rundel-street. Strand, W.C. .

RECEIVED,—0. and Co.—H. and G.—G. W.—W. and

S. O.—R. A. and Co.—G. R. and Son — K. and Son.

T, B. B. and Co., Ltd. -B. S. Co., Ltd.—B. J. and

B.—W. B. L.—W. L.— G. S. and Co., Ltd.— K. and

Co., Ltd.—W. 0., Ltd.

R. J. S.—No.

Latex.—Please send.

T. J. M.—Thanks. Will remember.

Final.—The charge seems high, but under present

circumstances we should incline to allow it.
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REINFORCED CONCRETE IN
PRACTICE.

There is no material used by the archi-
tect and builder which imperatively re-
quires more care, both as regards design
and construction, than reinforced con-
crete

;
and there is none which is so

certain to prove unsatisfactory if the best
materials and workmanship are not em-
ployed, or if the job is not carried out
in the strongest manner, irrespective of
cost. We have seen work ourselves exe-
cuted during the past ten years which has
already come to grief, and more which is
bound to, sooner or later, thanks to bad
design or careless supervision, either or
both of which were discreditable to all
concerned. Things are mending some-
what because architects and builders are
becoming more and more conversant with
the material and its method of use in-
stead of trusting blindly to " specialists,"
whose "systems," (however reliable theo-
retically, may or may not stand the ordeal
of time or the risks of the employment of
careless workmen who cannot, or will not,
understand the importance of precautions

|

which seem simple and unnecessary to the
ignorant, but which are a paramount
necessity. One heedless ganger, for in-
stance, will forget to see that a portion
of the work is fully protected from frost
till it is set, with the result that a member
of the structure is seriously weakened. The
excuse is offered, of course, "He didn't
know it was going to freeze," and it is,
after all, one not witliout specious force
wJiere a contractor neglects to have fitted
on the works in cold weather a maximum
and minimum thermometer, and to have
the readings recorded every day. In im-
portant works a hydrometer and a baro-
meter should also find place, and no fore-
man or clerk of works should be engaged
unconversant with their use.

It is a healthy sign that architects
themselves are beginning to contribute to
tihe technical literature of reinforced con-
crete construction. So far we have had
little of the practical kind that is needed.
V>e ourselves, and others, have illustrated
plentifully most of the big jobs done dur-
ing the past ten years, and there are more
'ir less useful volumes, some of them of
ihe usual textbook character. But all
this counts for little in comparison with
the results collected by the actual archi-
tect or engineer who is also capable of
collating his own practical experience and
presenting it to the intended reader in a
form likely to be comprehended. We
have read with pleasure one excellent
manual of this kind by Mr. A. Alban H.
Scott. Vice-President of the Society of
Architects, and published by Messrs.
Scott, Greenwood and Co., of'S, Broad-
way. Ludgate Hill, E.C., at 4s. It bears
throughout the welcome stamp of real

Strand, W.C.
A Town House in the West End of London, No. 8,

Que<-n Anne Street. Mr. W. Henry White,
F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

Women's Hospital, Dundee. View and plans. Mr.
James Findlay, Architect.

BCILDING NEWS De^^gning Club : A ChrUt Scientist
CTiurch. Designs placed flrst, second and
third, by •• Penwith," • Walbroke." and Sep.
tember Morn." Elevations, sections, and plans.

The Saxon Crypt, Repton, Derbyshire. Drawtae by
Mr. Harry Gill, M.S.A. View and plan.

practical experience, intelligently applied
and lucidly expounded, and we heartilv
recommend it to all concerned.
In his opening chapter Mr. Alban Scott

deals most satisfactorily with the pre-
cautions necessary on the part of the
architect, contractor, clerk of works, and
foreman on the job if disaster is to be
avoided. At tlie outset the best chance
ot that lies 111 the making sure that themen employed understand what they are
about. Not one in ten so engaged to-day
is ever likely to arrive at anythin'^
approaching comprehension of the nature
ol the usual stresses if he is left to gather
his knowledge from textbooks; but if his
superiors will take the trouble to give him
a simple explanation of the niatteT on the
ingenious lines and witili the very every-
day apparatus Mr. Scott suggests on pp. 2
and 3, the workman will follow it and
take interest, and we should soon get a
trained body of men whose services would
be well recognised, and for whom any con-
tractor would always have a preference.

In the preparation of drawings it is of
primary importance that tfliey should be
clear, then mistakes are almost impos-
sible, no matter how carelessly they are
read by the man in charge. Details drawn
to a large scale should always be supplied
slliowing accurately how the various bars
are to be arranged, worked in, and linked
together at all points where rods have to
pass one another. If points like these,
and others of equal- moment, are left to
be solved on the works, there will be
grave errors of omission and commission.
Mr. Scott instances one case, which we
are sure is not in the least exaggerated,
where in a building being erected by a
r<=a!ly experienced contractor his forem-in
had allowed the centering and steelwork
for beams spanning 25 ft. to be erected
2 ins. less in depth than was shown in the
drawings

; and this oc.-nned where the
slab was 6 ins. deep on one side and 4 ins.
on the other

!

As is well pointed out, but assuredly as
scores seem to utterly forget, it is not
merely the amount of steel and concrete
in a beam that guarantees safety. Equally
important is the actual arrangement of
the bars at the point of support, and not
less so the junction of beams. Junctions
are among the booby-traps of tJie bad de-
signer, and it is not unseldoni found need-
ful to ensure safety by the addition of
precaution rods, bejit to diagonals and
other forms, and the builder will find it

pay him to order from 1 to 2 per cent, of
extra rods as spares, in diameters ranging
over the bars in the general work, and of
any convenient length. He will find no
difficulty in selling any left on his hands.
Many other valuable general hints are

given by Mr. Scott. We remember a case

almost identical with one he describes, asan illustration of the great care required
w-here separate joint bare are used in lieu
of or in additi_on to overlapping the bare.
IJie cost of labour per cent, on the steel
IS, of course, less where joint bars are
used, but unless the utmost watclifulness
IS exercised, these may be accidentally
omitted. In the case mentioned it was
found after the completion of the work
that the joint bai-s to one of the
columns had been omitted, the column
standing free. It was then desired tomake some additions to the work, and the
colunin had to be removed. It was then
also discovered that owing to the concrete
to the lower columns having been left
quite smooth on the top, there was abso-
lutely no adhesion between tlie upper and
lower columns. We agree with Mr. Scott
that where proper and constant super-
vision cannot be guaranteed, it is perhaps
safer to design and carry out the work
without the bai-s overlapping. Certainly,
where joint bars are used they should be
placed m position before the concreting is
commenced. It is bad work—but it is not
unseldoni to be seen—where the joint bars
are pressed into tlie wet concrete, and
naturally get out of place, and serve no
useful purpose whatever.

The present scarcity and heavily in-
creased cost of timber emphasises the
importance of differences of opinion
among contractors as to the best ijolicy
with regard to the purcliase of centering
Some believe m buying good-class stuff and
using it over and over again, wliile others
prefer to purcha.se cheap timber, and
after using twice to sell it for firewood.
Each method has its advantages and dis-
advantages. If good stuff is used over
and over again more care is needed in the
method of nailing than is sometimes exer-
cised. If cheap timber is used, most
minute inspection is needful, especially
as regaixls tlie presence of di^ rot. In
either case vigilance must be exercised to
keep sawdust, chips, sliavings, etc., out of
the concrete. The whole chapter on
centering is one of the most useful in Mr.
Scott's book, and it should be got by heart,
for the method of constructing tJie center-
ing is not only, as he remarks, generally
the key to a paying or losing job for the
contractor, but almost as often the cause
of anxiety to the architect, and loss to the
building owner.

The chapters on the preparation of
steelwork, or the making of the concrete
itself, on striking of the centerings, cutting
away, ete., are all well handled. The
volume runs to 188 pages, and there are
over 130 illustrations, and two folding
plates. It is not overloaded with matter
which seldom comes within the practical
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necessities of the ardiitect or builder, and
they and the intelligent clerk of works or
foreman will find it the best book of its

class suited to their needs j'et published.

THE GUILDHALL NAYAL AND
MILITARY PICTURES EXHIBITION.
The sixteenth special exhibition which

the Corjjuration of London lias gathered
together at the Guildhall, and which was
opened to the public on Tuesday and will

remain so till the end of August, is in

many respects the most complete and in-

teresting of any. With the co-operation
of the I'rench Ministry of Fine Arts and
many other helpers it has assembled a
collection which recalls the lieroic deeds
of our soldiers and sailors in the past, and
of our Allies, and in the war which is now
engaging the forces of Europe so graphi-
cally, that no Englishman or visitor who has
the cliance should fail to see it before it

closes. There are 252 exhibits, many of

which few of us liave had tlie opportunity
of seeing before, and tliere is not one bad
or uninteresting picture on the walls. Far
and away it is the picture show of London
of the year, and it will and should add
a huge total to the nearly five million
people who have enjoyed the fifteen pre-

vious exliibitions and the Corporation's
permanent collection.

Of the portraits Lemuel Abbott's
famous picture of Nelson (3), that

" famous man,
The greatest sailor since the world began,"

which is lent from Greenwich Hospital,
naturally claims first mention ; and next
Francisco Goya's portrait of Wellington

(4), lent by the Duke of Leeds. Mr. Hugh
G. Riviere's portrait of Sir David Beatty

(8) has already been seen at the Grafton
Galleries lately ; and so have those of Lord
Fisher (18), by the late Sir Hubert von
Herkomer, and Mr. Winston Churchill

(20), by Mr. John Lavery. " The King of

the Belgians " (14), by Mr. Harold Speed,
was painted within the sound of the guns
by the artist. Mr. C. W. Furse's portrait
ot Lord Charles Beresford (23) is lent by
Aire. Furse. Mr. G. Fiddes Watt's por-
trait of Mr. Asquith (24) is that painted
for Balliol College, Oxford , and Mr.
Balfou.'s (28), by Mr. P. A. De Laszlo,
is from Trinity College, Cambridge. " The
Grand Duke Nicholas " (32), by BIr. John
Charlton, will receive the homage of all.

So slim and so soldierly that he barely
looks his six feet eight inches, the Grand
Duke is the perfect embodiment of the
wary tactician who never swerves from
his plan or purpose. Sir Edward Grey's
portrait (37) is that painted by Mr. Wil-
liam Logsdail, and exhibited at the Royal
Academy in 1912 The keenest interest
will be manifested in Mr. J. S. Sargent's
portrait of General Sir Ian Hamilton (38),
and in those of Sir John French (41),
by Mr. J. St. Helier Lander, and Earl
Kitchener (4)'. by the late Sir Hubert von
Herkomer. No less eagerly will that of
General Joffre (50), by Henri Jacquier,
be scanned.

But, naturally, it is the pictures ot
battles and incidents of warfare that the
ordinary visitor will most want to see.

Among those of recent date " The Chase
of the German Cruisers on January 24,
1915 " (10), by the Hon. Duff Tollemache,
excellently represents the " Lion " and
he " Tiger " driving the enemy vessels
into the sate shelter ot their minefields,
after the sinking ot the " Blucher."
" The Sinking ot the * Good Hope ' "

(11), by Mr. Percy F. S. Spence, recalls
the gallant attempt made to withstand
the superior force of von Spee's squadron
last November. " The Fleet of England
is Her All " (22), by A. J. W. Burgess,

is inspired by Lord Tennyson's well-known
warning to Ministers in 1885 :

' Her dauntless army scattered, and so small,
Her island myriads 'ed from alien lands

—

The Fleet ol England is her all-in-a'l;

Her fleet is in your hands.
And on her fleet her fate."

' Tile Invasion of the Huns " (30), by
(Jctave GuiUonnet, lent by the French
jumicipality of Laval, affords fit com-
parison with the hordes which have deso-

lated Belgium. " A Brave Man "
(34),

by Paul Emile Boutigny, lent by the Pre-
tecture of the Department of tlie Seine,

recalls one of doubtless many similar epi-

sodes ot the war of 1870. One villager,

single-handed, is keej^ing a whole body of

Germans at bay. Every shot tells, as he
picks off one after another. So far the
only one wounded is a woman, and one
registers the wish that she may be the
only prey of the barbarian invaders and
may be avenged by the death of all of

tht'iii at the hands of the intrepid solitary

champion of his country. One of the

most mournful of the French exhibits is

"The Execution of Marshal Ney " (128),

by J. L. Geronie. The body of the Mar-
shal lies prone in the dim grey morning
light of December 7, 1815, at the entrance
of the Grand Avenue de I'Observatoire,

where he was shot at the moment when
his wife was vainly pleading for his par-
don at the Tuileries. Meissonier's famons
" Le Guide " (133), first shown at the Paris
Salon in 1883, will be well remembered by
some ot our readers. It is a finely ren-

dered scene of 1797, when the French
army, after the Revolution, were acting

on the Rhine and the Moselle. The guide
is .a young Alsatian peasant who is direct-

ing a regiment of dragoons, two of whom
have him in their charge, ready instantly

to put him to death if treachery becomes
evident. Another famous picture is

"Napoleon at Arcole " (209), by Baron
Gros, of which a small version is to be
seen in the Wallace collection. From the
Loiivi-e is lent "A Grenadier of the
(^luards" (211), by N. T. Charlet, vigorous
and purposely humorously caricatural.

Of our own more or less familiar mili-

tary pictures, Maclise's "Meeting of

Wellington and Blucher after the Battle

of Waterloo" (114) is no doubt a faith-

ful but not very effective rendering of the

incident. Another is Lady Butler's
" Steady the Drums and Fifes " (221), re-

jn'esenting a scene during the battle of

Albuera on May 6, 1811, when at a criti-

cal moment the Fusiliers drove the French
under Soult from the field. It is hardly
one of the most successful of Lady But-
ler's works, but the dearly bought victory

is one of the proudest memories of the
Army and of the gallant regiment that
won it. Another of Lady Butler's is

"Balaclava" (229), lent by the city of

Manchester.

Of past naval episodes we have "Lord
Howe's Victory of the First of June,
1794 " (117), a terribly severe contest), but
a complete British victory ; Maclise's
"Death of Nelson" (118), a finished

study for the fresco on the Houses of

Parliament, lent by the city of Liver-
pool; "The Battle of Trafalgar" (119),
by W. L. Wyllie, R.A. ; "Drake in the

Straits of Magellan " (160), by Thomas
Somerscales ; "Britain's Watchdogs"
(175), by W. B. Wollen, R.I. ; "The
Burial of Drake" (226), lent by the Cor-
poration of Plymouth; "Nelson Receiv-
ing Admiral Jervis after the Battle of St.

Vincent" (236), by A. D, McCormick,
R.O.I. ; and "Britain's Glory" (55) and
"On the Road to Trafalgar" (116), bv
Bernard F. Gribble.

It is no disparagement of the artists to

say that the pictures of the pi'esent war,

either on sea or land, are not the most
interesting of those to be seen. Opportuni-
ties of observation have been few, and it

IS not now that the great struggle which
has no equal in the world's history can be

grasped in its extent and vastness. Of
those which will interest are " A Good Posi-

tion "
(35), by J. Berne Bellecouer, a

scene in the Provius district, Seine et

Marniv, on September 12, 1914 ; the gal-

lant resistance of '' L Battery of the Royal
Horse Artillery at Nery on Sej^tember 1,

1914" (40), by W. B. WWlen, R.I.
;

" The Charge of the Scots Greys at St.

Quentin " (43), during the famous retreat

from Mons on August 28, 1914, by Allan
Stewart; and that of the "Twelfth
Lancers" (45) the same day, by John
Charlton; and the "Charge of the 9th

Lancers" (59) on August 24, 1914, by
George Rankin, in which Captain Gren-
fell—who was killed on May 24—won his

Victoria Cross.

There is little sculpture shown. The
principal objects are " The King and
Queen" (1 and 2), by Alfred B. Drury,

R.A. ; Rodin's fine bronze group, "The
Defence, or the Call to Arms" (113); a

reduced vei'sion of Antonin Merci's
" Quand Memo" (113a), the title of

which is rather queerly translated in the

catalogue ; and a bronze statuette of

General Wolfe (165a), bv F. Dei-went

Wood, A.R.A.
?—•••-<

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING
CLUB.

A SM-iXL CHURCH OF CHRIST SCEENTIST.

Our award is as follows:
—" Penwith "

first, " Walbroke " second, and "September
Morn " third. The premier proposal is un-

doubtedly the best, notwithstanding the fact

that the" author has failed to work out his

plan sufficiently, and one of the points we
refer to is the omission of dotted lines to indi-

cate the exact size of the galleries over the

side passageways. The section has to be

depended on for information in this regard.

The tower being set forward gives a good
spaciious vestibule, but it would have been
preferable to give access from thence to the

gallery staircases instead of having to ap-

proach them from tlie cross aisle under the

back gallery. Besides this additional facility

of egress, light could have been insured from

the windows of the stairways right and left.

At present the vestibule is open to the objec-

tion of being none too light. The seating at

the rear of the auditorium scarcely agrees

with what we had intended, while the splayed

corners of the building curtail the seating

space. The incline of the floor in the body of

the church is obtained in this scheme by
lowering it below tne normal ground-floor

level, starting the fall at the entrance end, in

lieu ot having steps up, as suggested at that

point of ingress. Our idea was to raise the

level at the back of the building, though some
would agree that " Penwith's " method is to

be preferred because he avoids certain diffi-

culties inseparable from steps up and down,
and no doubt the approach at the entrance

end is simplified. The specified dual prayer

desks are not shown, and no suggestion is

made as to housing an organ, a detail which
we did not stipulate, wishing to leave some
detail open for the competitors to provide on
their own initiative. We are not told how
access is to be obtained to the tower, and it

is in this precise position, with a little in-

genuity of contrivance, an organ loft mi";ht

readily have heen introduced in front of a

lunette archway similar to those which occur

to the quasi-transepts where the windows are

set. It is not made clear how the author
intended the dome to be carried, and penden-
tives possibly were contemplated ; but the

angle splays might have originated a dif-

ferent treatment, so, perhaps, cantilevers

would be used to support the girder ring,

trussed up under the springing of the saucer

dome, employing flat soffits as a ceiling in

the spandrels above the canted comers where
the supports come. Usually "Penwith" is

not strong in constructional details, and some
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who view these contests from the outside in

superior disinterestedness may fancy such
oversights deserve condign exclusion. Nowa-
days, in scheming work in reinforced concrete
building, all sorts of expedients are possible.

They may be clever and good, or they may
be termed rotten construction, but it is not
always advisable to reject otfliand a plan of

this sort if it so happens that every inforniatiun

is not fully demon.strated. Too much must
not be expected from the hands of student-
ship. One of the undoubtedly successful
architects courted by everybody at the pre-

sent time as an artistic prodigy was described
by a Royal Academician, who was his master,
and so ought to know, as " one of the most
impractical souls alive." The screen to the
boundary frontage line in " Penwith's " de
sign IS open to the objection that it would fail

to exclude clambering boys and mischievous
persons from getting linto the forecourt,
and, for that matter, no gates are shown
to the portal. The top of this gateway is

not particularly pleasing in outline, and the
plan of the crowning feature of the cam-
panile, where the columns are recessed in a
segmental curve, presents a. doubtful look,
specially when regarded in relation to the
roofing drawn above, because that termina-
tion seems to be appropriate to a diffeirent
layout entirely. Tlie general lines, in so far
as the auditorium is concerned, is not alto-
gether dissimilar, though the competitors
could not have seen Sir .John Burnet's plan
when they worked out their schemes.

" Walbroke " presents us with a tower
rising immediately over the middle of the
crossway narthex or vestibule, where it is

carried by varied piers and wallings, differ-
ing, it may be, so far as they go, in a per
missible fashion, but not always desirable
manner; but dna.smuch as tliese legs or bear-
ings actually have no r,elation to what
happens above we shall have something
more to say on this matter. The plan.
however, speaking generally, is worked out
more fully than "Penwith's" scheme; in-

deed, "Walbroke" has spared no pains in

so far as his drawing is concerned. He is

less satisfactory in the management of the
galleries, because they are not subordinated
sufficiently to structui'al lines, and axe run
round the building with a continuous front,
as in a theatre. This, in some respects, may
be unexceptionable, but scarcely realises what
we intended by filling quasi-transepts
planned specially to accommodate galleries.

The section illustrates that the base of the
tower, already referred to as important, as
a fundamental provision is of small moment,
inasmuch a.s the rear face wall of the struc-
ture is carried by a long ctoss girder taken
right through tJie church, and supports in

turn smaller girders taking the side walls of
the tower. All this ingenuity is the result
of poor planning, and the wihole thing is bad
in structural design. The gallery plan gives
no warrant for a tower of any kind. The
enormous piers at. the four angles of the
premises are introduced to overcome the diffi-

culty, and the pair at the tower end of the
building doubtless might carry the girders
bearing up the tower; hut wind pressure has
to be ta.ken into account, to say nothing of
the exigencies of possibly unequal settle-

ments. In tower building nothing is of

greater consequence. Apart, however, from
all this, a tower can only be justified when it

grows naturally out of the continuance of
the plan. "Walbroke" is only trifling with
good building by introducing a tower merely
as a sham frontispiece in disregard to what
follows behind its external rear face. The
tower itself is not a very attractive example
of design, and the church is wanting in
architectural grace, lacking good proportion,
though tlie plan conforms fairly well with
our instructions.

" September ilorn." the third man, con-
centrates his efforts on the archiitectural

handling of the facade, in the middle of
which we are favoured by a sturdy tower, not
improved by the Ionic pilasters pieced in as
shown, and the side elevations are indif-
ferent. As in the last-named proposal, the
gallery front extends round three side,s of the
.Tuditorium. and all idea of a tramseptal lay-
out on the flanks is lost, the linterior being
bald to a degree. Tlie fenestration at the

sides is drawn .differently in the elevation
from wha.t occurs in ,f.he longitudinal section.

The end gallery is spoiled by a staircase
going up into tlie tower. Unlike the second
placed design, no objection can be stated
against the construction of the tower in this

plan in that regard, although it really en-
cumbers the layout in a crude fashion. The
steps at the ends of the aisles are aimlessly
wide, seeing that they only lead into the
retiring apartments. 'The splayed walls at

the sides of tlie platform with the curved ceil-

ing above favour the idea of an apse. By
this contrivance space is obtained to the rear

necessary to entirely suspend their student-
ship competitions and prize-givings. A
church for Christ Scientists, when the
details of their needs are known, cannot,
perhaps, be described as a specially difficult

subject ; but, at least, the problem is un-
common, with an air of novelty about it,

scarcely furnislung a popular sort of under-
taking for the novice; indeed, experienced
architects possibly would be more diffident

in approaching such a commission. It may
be simple as a place of assembly ; but the
actual requirements savour of uncertainty

to all outsiders not familiar with the pre-

BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB; DESIGN FOR \ CHURCH OF CHRIST

SCIENTIST.—By "SEPTEMBER JIOIfN " (Placed Third).

tor a couple of water-closets, which had to be
got in somehow. .Vrchitccturally, the result

is scarcely a succeiss from the auditorium, and
a segmental line on plan would have been

more dignified and less casual in effect. The
frontage screen is an ordinary solid wall with

an arched gaiteway leading to the main
entraarce. The author has marked liis draw-
cngs by care, showing that he has endea-
voured seriously to improve the occasion, and
thus did well.

No more ambitious subject has hitherto

engaged the abilities of the members of our
Designing Club, and the above-named tnree

designs illustrated to-day are in many ways
highly commendable, whatever their several

shortcomings may be. The dejjletion of our
mil of members by the War has to be re-

membered. The Jletropolitan architectural

so-ieties, for this precise reason, found it

cise style of services and other incidental

I
details about which information is not avail-

' able in building textbooks ; consequently

[
this data must be sought first-hand. Few
such buildings, comparatively speaking, of

I the kind have been erected in the United

j

Kingdom, and illustrations of them are far

from numerous in the professional journals,

; whence inspiration is not infrequently
' sought. Sparsitv of precedents very likely
' induced some members to refrain from

1 attempting the subject. We realised that

: such hesitation might happen, and so tried,

I when setting the conditions, to clear up un-

I

certain points. Perhaps the very amplifica-

tion of the particulars printed with due pre-

I

ciseness put off the less enterprising, or

possibly we may have failed to express the

I

requirements with felicity. Those who re-

sponded show how seriously they appreciate
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the club and value such wholesome chances

for competition exercise. Their plans demon-

strate that no designer could figure out this

scheme without acquiring e.xperienoe, gain-

ing confidence, and storing up knowledge.

The immediate outcome may fail to justily

itself as an unqualified achievement ; we

are too modest to anticipate so unlikely a

result as that, but, all the same, the good

attempt is a considerable gain to those who

engaged in the enterprise.

" Bournemouth Queen," whom we place

fourth, adopts an Italian type, not altogether

inappropriate, and schemed in brick, with

pantiled roof, distinguished by characteristic

wide oversailing eaves. Having adopted that

kind of treatment, it appears an initial mis-

take to interfere with the completed extent

of the big pediment of the attic or clerestory

of the building by bringing up the square

campanile right in front, cutting off the gable

badly, and obscuring this main feature of

the 'facade behind the tower rising at the

S.W. angle of the premises. The octagonal

stone-built turret surmounting the tower is

not quite happy in effect, having a stilted

look and an ungainly cupola roof above. The
flanking walls of the clerestory are marked

'by a range of five circidar windows set over

ail arcade of five bays, between the piers of

winch the gallery fronts are fixed. The
result of this arrangement is that the big

square piers obstruct the view of the ros-

trum from the people seated in the back

rows of the galleries. The sick and suffering

are mostly accommodated on the ground

floor, and at this level the spaces between

the piers are filled in with a solid wall

dividing off the side aisles where the cloaks

of the audience are housed. The piers at

the entrance end of the auditorium would
obstruct some of the rear seats. The retir-

ing rooms are made to project into these

side aisles, and their chimney flues go up

in two of the arcade piers.

" Pergradus " submits a domed mosque-
like building of an Oriental character, with

piers to carry the cupola, running down into

the hody of the auditorium. The scheme is

consistent, being all of a piece, well worked
out, and quite carefully delineated, if some-
what wanting in spirit, and lacking an

evidence of artistic enthusiasm. Perhaps,
however, we may say that in execution this

church would mark an improvement upon
buildings of the same category which we
happen to know, but it is uncertain whether
so Eastern a style is adapted to services

originating in a movement coming from the

West.

Christ Scientist buildings, hitherto varied

in style as they have been, do not rank as

exceptionally attractive or beautiful ; but sucli

churches wiU have to be provided in the
near future if the denomination goes on
flourishing. Any architect might be called

upon, therefore, to design such a building.

It is incumbent to be prepared, and pioneers
have to incur risks. The easier and less

exacting way is to jog-trot along well-

traversed roads directed by recognised pre-

cedents, but a real advance and reputation
is not likely to be made that way. The most
notable work done by some of the best-known
-architects was carried out during the earlier
stages of their professional careers, when
enthusiasm holds sway, and the critical

capacity, if more active, is not ripened bv
discrimination, which, however, cuts both
ways. We wish to stimulate this type of
initial energy and unspoilt incentive. In-
different men, on occasions when special
subjects are set. more readily incline to fall

out of the ranks, while clever fellows are
apt to be lethargic. Both kinds of slackers
forget that year by year less room remains
Tor the average half-qualified dra\ightsman.
"Everyone cannot hope to excel, and admoni-
tions not to neglect opportunities for per-
sonal advancement are taken as common-
places, reckoned as "old wife's tales."
-Tust now. of course, scarcely an office in the
kingdom has escaped from the loss of the
best of the staff, and many of our f'lnbmem-
hers have had higher obligations thrust upon
them. When the session started we had
some doubts as to the wisdom if continuing
the Designing Club during the duration of

European hostilities. Notwithstanding all

that has happened since then, the Club has

maintained the proverbially high standard

hitherto associated with it. Numerically

there has been naturally a falling off, but

the designs as a whole have been excellent.

Instead of relaxing, we selected this stiff

subject to test the foremost competitors, and

the outcome warrants the course adopted.

One of the most conspicuous exhibits in the

Royal Academy Arcliitectnral Gallery this

season happens to be the Church of Clirist

Scientist about to be erected in Kensington

from the designs of Sir John J. Burnet,

R.S.A., whose drawings were reproduced in

The Building News on Friday, May 7, the

day before these plans, which we have thus

reviewed, were due. At the time they

despatched their drawings none of our Club

members could have seen the design to which

we have thus referred, and, of course, all of

the plans were different to that, though the

subject was similar by the nature of things.

The following is a copy of the conditions

issued for the instaiuotion of the competitors :

—A small Church of Christ Scientist in a

country town. The site adjoins the main

CHURCH OF CHRIST SCIENTIST.
By " Septemuer Mokn" (Placed Third).

sti-eet facing south, the building-line to set

back 20ft., and the land is level. The plot

measures 80ft. wide and 115ft. deep.

Ecoiioraica.1 plamiing desirable. Five feet at

least open way must be kept on each flank of

the building, keeping !t free from adjacent
propeii'ties, tliiooigh windiows* can be sliown

easit and west. If any light is taken from
the north, the windows must come within

the area of the site, and not from the

boundary Uiie at back. The floor of the

auditoaium to be 2ft. 6in. higher at the

entrance end, and to slope down to the space

in front of the rostrum, wliich will be 4ft.

above the lowe.st level of the auditorium floor.

This ]ilatform will require two reading desks

of oiiiinary size, with a seat for the reader

facing the congregation; but no "altar" or

communion-tiable need be shown, and no
special choir seats on the rostrum, which is

to be recessed about 12ft. from the body of

the building. This is to be seated with

benches divided by two 4ft. gangways running
south to north, the seats ming with the floor.

The auditorium to measure about 60ft. long

by 50ft. -wide, exclusive of the rostinim

recess. East aud west of this platform s.how

a small reitiring-room, with a lavatory a^nd

w.c. for congregational use, and reached from
the side passages. A narthex or vestibule

at the south end, 12ft. deep, extending the

width of the building but including the .stair-

wavs or pjirt of same. On both sides of the

auditorium provide a passage or aisle, open-

ing out of the nartJhex, and not less than 6fit.

wide, and external to the meeting sipoce,

where the services are held ; but piers or

columns may be introduced in.stead of solid

walls to sVHUMirt the fronts of the side gal-

leries over these aisles, and projecting beyond
these supiports a little into auditorium, a

similar gallery coming over the narthex. In

this way the upper stage of the building will

be crucdfonii on plan, with quasi-transepts

and extensions north and south, though their

widtlis may vary, the east and west ones

being made alike. Stairs without winders

leading up to the galleries may be open.

In the aisles pro-vide stands for cloaks, these

stands being ordinary peg-fitted horses

running nort.h and south on Oine side of each

passage. The floors of galleries to be

stepped, the lowest level of their floor in

front to be 9ft. above the church floor under

same. Small vestry to be in half-basement for

minister below roistrum, and entrance for choir

and mini.ster to be provided from outside, also

small lavatory and w.c. A singers' vestry,

with sanitary accommodation for botli sexes,

likewise in basement. The chief light to the

cliiu-ch to come over the gallery levels. A
low saucer dome may cover the body of the

auditorium. A Classical or plain Italian

style of design is suggested. The paved

forecom-t must have a stonebuilt columned

screen, with a middle gateway along the

street frontage ; also a covered way, 10ft.

wide, as a short cloister, open at the sides

leading up to the front portal from the screen

gateway. An emergency door on either side

of the' building opening into the external

spaces on east and west of the building will

be needed, and at either end of the nai'thex

a door for the gallery people. The difference

of level of floor of "the auditorium at south

end from the nart.hex is to be reached by

st«ps i^ising into the church. Put steps in the

middle to reach the centre of the two rows of

back seats, wliich will extend along the south

wall beyoud Uie gangways, which may turn

cast and west before going into the narthex

or side passages. Material, brick and stone.

Dome biiUit of reinforced concrete. A plain

campanile tower may be introduced over the

main entrance. Scale for front elevation 6ft.

to the inch, and also for screen next the

streiet, which, if space allows; should be drawn

seiKirate from the general fajade. Side eleva-

tion and longitudinal section, showing cloistei,

8ft. to inch ^ and plans 16ft. to the inch. A
back elevation if room permits.

THE REGENT PALACE HOTEL.

The Regent Palace Hotel, Piccadilly Cir-

cus, which we illustrated and described on

page 608 in our issue of May 28, was the scene

of a pleasant function last Monday, when a

number of guests were invited to^ a

general inspection, embracing more especially

the engineering plant designed by and installed

under the direction of Mr. A. H. Barker,

B.A., B.Sc, Wh.Sc, consulting engineer and

professor of heating and ventilating engineer-

ing at the London University. The electri-

cal equipment, lighting and power, wiring,

etc.. was carried out by the company's own

staff, under the direction of the chief electri-

cal engineer. Mr. Cushion. The heating, ven-

tilating, and hot-water supply was executed

by Messrs. J. Jeffreys and Co., Limited. The

plant may be regarded as complete as that in

any similar building in the world. There are

in all some 300 miles of pipes in the building

and 15 miles of air ducts.

There are five electric passenger lifts, each

constructed to carry a load of 15 cwts. at a

speed of 300 ft. per minute, the height of

travel varying from 85 ft. to 122 ft. 3 ins.—

this lift travelling from the basement to the

roof. The cages are of handsome design and

fitted with Wavgood-Otis safety apparatus,

designed to arrest the descent of the cage in

case of failure of the suspension ropes. The

winding machines are of the firm's latest pat-

tern, with powerful motors coupled to ma-

chine-cut worm and wheel winding gear of

highest efficiency, and designed for smooth

running.
There is also an electric luggage lift carry-

ing a load of 15 cwts. at a speed of 500 ft.

per minute, and two electric goods lifts of the

same duty which travel from the basement

to the ninth floor. In all there are 32 lifts.

including service and restaurant lifts, ^\ay•

good-Otis, Limited, have also installed a most

complete hvdraulic vacuum cle.aning equip-

ment, which has the great hygienic advantage

of removing the dust from carpets, upholstery,

etc. , direct to the drain.
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(^nrvtntt Calamo.

The appeal t-o the House of Lords in the

London County Council and Clode's Trustees

case, which we report on another page, arose

out of the definition by the Superintending

Architect of Metropolitan Buildings of the

general line of buildings on the north side of

Euston Road between Hampstead Road and

.Osnaburgh Street, or a length of upwards of

1.100 feet. The line defined by the Superin-

tending Architect"? certificate was practically

a line 50 feet back from the pavement. Vari-

ous parties interested appealed again.st the

certificate ;
but it was confirmed by the Tri-

bunal of Appeal so far as it related to the

central portion of the line, being about three

fourths of the whole. An appeal to a Divi-

sional Court was entered by Clode's Trustees

against the confirmation by the Tribunal of

Appeal of the Superintending Architect's cer-

-tificate, but the appeal was dismissed. A
further appeal to the Court of Appeal was,

however, allowed, and an Order made which

determined that the general line of buildings

was in effect the inner edge of the pavement.

The appeal to the House of Lords now decided

reverses the decision of the Court of Appeal,

witli the effect that the general line of build-

ings is established at a distance of 50 feet from

the highway for a length of nearly 900 feet

in an important part of Euston Road. The

Royal Commission on Traffic in 1905 drew at^

tention to the fact that Euston and Maryle-

bone Roads are in places much contracted, and

that along this line there are many forecourt?

between the street and the line of houses. The

Royal Commission emphasised the great im-

portance of preventing any further building

upon these spaces, and the County Council

has continuously supported these recommenda-

tions by their efforts to ensure the mainten-

ance of a satisfactory width between the build-

ings on either side of the street, as contem-

plated by the Act of 1756. The present is

the second judgment secured by the Council

in the House of Lords in effect confirming the

Superintending Architect's certificate defining

the general line in Euston Road as being 50

feet back from the highway. A similar judg-

ment has also been obtained by the Council

in Pentonville Road. It is satisfactory to

note that these decisions would seem to re-

establish the principle of the Act of 1755 that

the general line of buildings in these thorough-

fares is situated at a distance of 50 feet from

the pavement. Their effect would appear to

be to maintain the frontage in this important

thorouglifare, and more nearly in accordance

with that which was laid down on its original

formation, and this is to a large extent exem-

plified in that part opposite King's Cross

Station, which has recently been re-developed.

The Council's endeavours .should do much to

attaining the result recommended by the

Royal Commission of converting Euston Road

into a continuous street of the first class, and

all who value public right and convenience

will congratulate it, and the Superintending

Architect, and thank the House of Lords for

its action.

for use as a hotel, in Princes Street, Edin-

burgh, failed to catch on, and was converted

by the owners into tenements. There was a

common front door, hall, staircase, and pas-

sages. But the rooms were let out in suites,

or singly, as offices and the hke, though solely

for business purposes. There was a caretaker

residing on the top floor, but this is allowable

and raised no question. One set of rooms was,

however, let to a tenant for use as a dwelling,

and upon this fact the Revenue made a claim

for Inhabited House Duty, reckoned on the

annual value of the wliole building, which was

assessed at £849, and so wanted £31 16s. 9d.

at the rate of 9d. The Court of Session de-

cided against the Commissioners, who now
appealed to the House of Lords. Under the

old original House Tax Act, 1808, still in

force, a house was a house however let and

sub-divided. But the Amending Act of 1878

provided for separate assessments where a

house, being one property, "shall be divided

into and let in different tenements." The sole

question here was whether this clause applied

in the present case. It was argued that tliere

was not sufficient structural separation, be-

cause the plan of the hotel was not substan-

tially altered. But the Law Lords held that

as these rooms, singly or in suites, were

separately let for business purposes, and the

one set as a dwelling house, they came within

the meaning of the Act of 1878, and so should

be separately assessed. The appeal was, there-

fore, dismissed, and the Revenue created a

further precedent against themselves.

Where a larg? old house or a structure built

for other purposes is converted into tenements,

and is let out in separate suites or single

rooms, one of the owner's difficulties is as to

the old Inhabited House Duty. A good ex-

ample of this occurred in the recent case of

Farmer v. Cotton's Trustees [Times, June 9),

where the House of Lords once more gave

a final judgment in favour of common sense

A big building, originally erected and intended

The coming trial of an action by Mr. Ellis

de Vesian against the Institution of Civil

Engineers should be noted- by all similar pro-

fessional bodies, our own included, and par-

ticularly by architects who are members of

the same. The Council of the Institution of

Civil Engineers has powers by its by-laws

and regulations to expel any member for pro-

feseiional misconduct as defined in Section IV.

of its by-laws ; but it is further stated therein

that "The Council .shall make such inquiry

as they deem adequate, and if tliey do not

find sufficient reason for expulsion, no entry

of -the inquiry shall be made on the minutes,

but if the Council by a majority of at least

eleven-twelfths of those present at a meeting

of the Council specially summoned for the

purpose, and at which at least sixteen mem-

bers of Council are present, do find good

reason for expulsion of the member on the

{jround that he has been guilty of disgraceful

conduct in any professional respect, they

shall cause such person's name to be erased

from the register, and thus expel him from

the Institution." Mr. Ellis de Vesian, who

is a civil engineer, as stated in the report in

the Times of the 10th instant, became a

member of tlie Institution in 1891, and was

then employed professionally by Mr.

Mouohel, the a.gent here for the Hennebique

svstem ; and in 1907 became a director of the

company into which the business was con-

verted. On June 27, 1914, he received a

letter from the Council of the Institution,

stating that they were considering certain

allegations of actions on the part of firms

offering to act professionally or in a consulta-

tive capacity in connection with engineering

work, such "as the issue of Press advertise-

ments containing offers to do so ;
proposing to

guarantee the execution of designs on certain

estimates; or receiving emoluments or re-

muneration from contractors, which were

at variance with the Institution's rules.

Further, the Council added that some of

these allegations affected the firm of L. G.

Mouchel and Partners.

Mr 5;ilis de Vesian promptly denied that

lie or the company had broken any rules of

the Institution; but, after a correspondence

lasting some months, the Council wrote him

on April 13 last, that at a special meeting

held on April 13, they had, after considera-

tion of the advertisement on p. 34 of the

August, 1914, issue of a journal called Ferro'

Concrete, found that he had not discharged:

the onus of showing that he did not know

or approve of tlie advertisement, and that he-

had therefore been guilty of a breach of the-

regulations in Section IV. of the by-laws;,

and that they (the Council), acting under

tlie powers conferred upon them by Sections

III. and IV. of the by-laws and regulations,

had ordered his name to be erased from the

register, and had declared him to be no

longer a member of the Institution. Mr.

Ellis de Vesian at once commenced an actioni

against the Institution ; and, on the 9tb

instant, he moved in the Chancery Division,

before Mr. Justice Neville, to obtain an in-

junction to restrain the Institution of Civil

Engineers from interfering with his rights

as a member, and from enforcing the resolu-

tion of the Council purporting to expel him,

to omit his name from the register, or to

announce that he had been expelled or had

ceased to become a member. Jlr. Justice

Neville, in delivering judgment, said :

—

" I cannot say what the trial of this action

may disclose, but, on the evidence now

before me, I -think there has not been an

infringement of natural justice, and my
judicial conscience is not shocked. It seems

to me that the plaintiff had an opportunity

of meeting the case alleged against him, and

was ably advised throughout, and he did

not seem very anxious to give more informa-

tion than he did. There was a difficult

question of the responsibility of the plaintiff

for the acts of his company. All I have now

to consider is whether there was an irregu-

larity in the judicial proceedings of the Coun-

cil, and I do not thiiLk there was. There will

be no order on the motion except that the

costs will be costs in the action."

The Quantity Surveyors' Association has

issued a booklet, which can be obtained of

the Secretary, Caxton House, Westminster,

S.W., for two slvillings, which has been com-

piled by a committee representative of the

Association and the Surveyors' Institution,

autborising a "Method of Measurements for

Plasterers' Work." Generally, it is laid down

that in measurement oi plastering the term

" rendering " shall mean one rough coat only.

A-3 regards internal work, tlie booklet deals

with internal angles, oeUings, ceiling beams,

cornices, expanded metal latihnig, counter

lathing, Scotch bracketing, dubbing, enrich-

ments, ceiling ribs, panelled soffits and beams,

cov^, quirks rounded angles, etc.. plastering

to walls, panelled walls and pilaster fronts,

narrow widths, skirtings, mouldings, metal

lathing for walls, short lengths, making

good, and slab partitions and ceiling slabs,

with specific directions to meet each case.

Externally the rules for internal work are

to apply in the same way, special directions

being given for rusticated work, and project-

ing quoins. As regards fibrous work,

detailed rules are given for models, methods

o: fixing, plaiii slab work, enriched ceilings,

cornices and coves, beam casings, arches,

domes, and groined soffits. In wall and floor

tiling the thickness of the cement floating

is to be described, and other specific instruc-

tions with regard thereto are appended. The

recommendations will certainly promote

accuracy and uniformity of custom.
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SAXON CRYPT, REPTON, DERBYSHIRE.
I enclose herewith a view of the imterior

and a sketch plan of this famous crypt, which
was asked for by yooir correspondent on
p. 554 in your issue of June 4. Repton
was the capital of the ancient kingdom of

Mei'cia, and is probably the most perfect

specimen of Saxon airchitectui'e e.xtant. A

groined roof and supporting pillars of the
crypt are also Saxon, but of later date, not
NoiTuan, as at one time supposed. This
work was nxost likely introduced in tlie tenth
century when the church of St. Wystan wa.s

first raised—^the builders desiring to interfere

as little as possible with the old sanctuary,
whicli had been the mausoleum of several

(But iUnstrations.

A CHRISTIAN SCIENTIST CHURCH.
Our description of these designs, with

further details, will be found in our referee's

report on p. 686.

J WOMEN'S HOSPITAL, DUNDEE.
This hospital for the treatment of women in

sickness has been erected on a fine site over-

looking the River Tay, and is the gift of Mrs.
F. B. Sharp, Hill of'Tarvit, Cupar, Fife. It

SAXON CRYPT, REPTON, DERBYSHIRE

noble raonasteiy was built here prior to

A.i). 650, and burial in its precinots was
eagerly sought—it was looked upon as the

Westminster of Mercja. Tlie good King
Ethelbald was buiiied here a.d. 755. It was
destroyed by the Danes a.d. 874. The
Saxons regained possession A.D. 960, and
buUt a church here and dedicated it to St.

Wystan. This Wystan was a Mercian prince

and heir to the throne. He was murdered
by his cousin on the Eve of Pentecost
A.D. 849, and buried in the monastery beside

his mother AlHeda, In tlie course of time
his grave became the soene of mii'acles, and
resulted in his canonisation. The ciypt is

probably a portion of this Church of St.

Wystan. erected during the reign of " Edgar
the PeaceaWe" (958-975). It is beneath the
chancel of the present edifice, approached
from the church by a " slype " on either side.

The chamber is almost dark (the photo was
taken by the aid of magnesium wire), and it

is not difficult to imagine the feelings of

mysterious awe that would be produced on
our forefathers as they descended from the
chiu'ch above, gazed lovingly for a moment
at the wonder-working relic in the small
recess in the west wall, and then up again
the other way to make room for otjiers to

foUow. The <5rj"pt is about 13ft. square,
columns 12^ins. diameter and 6ft. 4^ins.

high.

The effigy, a fragment of which is seen to the
left of the view, proved to be that of Sir
Robert Frances of Foremark (c. 1400). It
has now been restored to a position of honour
in the church, from which it was ejected in

1792. A note in the Transactions of the
Derby.shire Archfeological Society (1912), bv
Rev. J. Charles Co.x, LL.D.,F.S.A., reads
as follows :

—
" The crypi is now kept in a

clean and dry condition. On revisiting it I

saw no reason to alter the opinion foi-med
and expi'essed in 1886, when the church was
under restoration, in contradistinction to
opinions printed ten years earlier—namely,
thatthe outer walU, with their remarkable
cornice, pertain to the old lower cJiancel or
crypt of the celebrated Repton monasterv
deatroyeil by the Danes in 874, and probably
erected as it then stood in that same century. I
came to the conclusion, further, that" the

kings and sa-ints, and also to strengthen it

to bear the Late Saxon chancel of the church

above."
H.\REY Gill, M.S. A.

Nottingham.—

^

>-•••-<
The foundation stones of a new Wesleyan

church and Sunday school at Carcroft, near
Doncaster, have been formally laid. The cost

is estimated at £2,700.

A new United Methodist churcji at Elland,
Leeds, built at a cost of £4,300, has been
formally opened. The arcliitects were Messrs.
John Wills and Sons, of Derby and London.

is designed as a two-story building, the

ground floor being used for administration
purposes, and the first floor for the wards,
operating theatre, etc. The walls are of hol-

low brickwork, finished with cement rough-
cast, with base to the ground floor ; window
sills of pressed terracotta brick. The roofs
are covered with blue slates, and the floors

I

throughout are of polished rift-grained pitch-

pine. The heating is by low-pressure hot

I
water. Mr. James Findlay, of Albert Square,

I

Dundee, is the architect, whose plans we give,

!
with a view of the building from a photo-
graph.

. "WHINBURN," KEIGHLEY,
^ YORKSHIRE.
The extensive alterations and additions

now carried out to " Whinburn," Keighley,
were designed by Messrs. John W. Simpson,

WOWM hD5PllAL
ELLIOT ROAD
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" WHINBURN," KEIGHLEY, YORKSHIRE. Messrs. JOHN W: SIMPSON, F.R LB. A.., and MAXWELL AYRTON, A.R.I.B.A., Architects.

F.R.I.B.A., and MaxweU Ayrton, A.R.I.B.A.,
in consultation with Messrs. Moore and Crab-
tree, of Keighley, who assisted in superintend-
ing the erection of the work. The whole of

the external walling is of local stone, and the
great hall, as well as all internal window
arches and many of the fireplaces, are also
in the sa'.ne material. During the buildiing
operations the original sixteenth-century
panelling and fireplace from one of the rooms
of East Riddlesden Hall, near Keighley, were
fortunately secured from a London dealer and
re-used in the drawing-room at " Whinburn,"
the ceiling of which was copied from the old
ceiling of the room at Riddlesden, from
whence the panelling was taken. Another
very beautiful ceiling at Riddlesden was
also reproduced for the drawing-room.
The w-hole of the new joinery, including the
flooring, ceiling joists, and the open roof to
the hall, is of exceptionally fine old English
oak, entirely hand-worked, and was supplied
and carried out by Mr. C. Kerridge, jun., of
Sturton Street, Cambridge, who bought the
timber specially for this work from old build-
ings to be demoUshed. The general contrac-
tors were 'Messrs. Tom Moore and Son. of
Kedghley. Messrs. George Jackson and Sons
were responsible for the special plaster work.
The house is fitted with a system of vacuum-
cleaning by the British Vacuum Cleaning
Company, driven by power from the electric
light plant already installed before the
alterations. The drawing herewith repro-
duced is hung on the line at the Roval
Academy Exhibition this year, and we give
the principal plan, which adds interest to the
view.

A TOWN HOUSE IX THE WEST END
OF LONDON.

(No. 8, Queen Anne Street, W.)
This drawing, which is now in the Royal

Academy Exhibition, represents the flank ele-
vation of the house, which has another frontm Queen Anne Street, W. It was designed
by .Mr. W. Henry White, F.R.I.B.A., of No.

A
^ i'''«'"<l'«'i Place, Cavendish Square, W..

f,™,.*"*^ building was carried out bv Mr.
William Willett, of Sloane Square, S.W The
masonry is executed in Portland stone, and
the roofs are covered with Westmoreland
green slates. I

MAKING THE STEP-LADDER SAFE.
By James E. Coolet.

Majiy serious accidents are caused by step-

ladders. Not a few of these are of fatal

character, or result in a permanent disable-

ment to the injured. Wherever these are

employed, whether in homes, stores, or

factories, great caution is always necessary

in using them. Few, if any, step-ladders are

considered really safe, as it is well known
that a slight overbalance on either side of the

ladder will cause it to tip up and pitch the
occupant headlong to the ground.
The apprehension one feels when standing

on a step-ladder, particularly the top step, is

a matter of common knowledge to all, yet the
tendency to take risks on these is such that
the ladder in its present form should never
be used unless someone stands by and holds
it secure, or that some means be provided to
render the ladder safe at aU times when in
use.

That means for this are easily obtainable
may be seen in the attachment illustrated in
this article. It consists of two wood braces. A,

A, that are attached to the sides of the back-
support B of the ladder by means of hinges

C, and which are pulled out and held by a

cord or light chain D. It is easily seen that
no matter how overbalanced the weight on
the sides of the ladder may become, fiere is

little possibility of the ladder tipping up, as

the braces hold it in perfect security.

When the step-ladder is folded up the
braces can be closed down to the sides.

>-«•*—«
The corporation of Blackpool have come to

an arrangement with the War Office to convert
the Clifton Park grand stand and racecourse

into a convalescent home for wounded soldiers.

The water committee to the city council
of Sheffield have appointed Mr. John Durham
as chief cost clerk in connection with the
Ewden Valley Works, at a salary of £200 a year,
in place of Mr. O. H. Dowdeswell, resigned.

An appeal to purchase for the nation the
fine statue, " Le Premier Matin," by M. Egide
Rombaux. now being exhibited at the Royal
Academy, has met with a splendid response.
The money, £800, has been fully subscribed.

Seventeen million gallons of lake water a
day w-ill soon be available by conduit and pres-
sure pipe in the city of" Victoria, British
Columbia. A ribbon of steel and concrete
nearly forty miles long now connects Sooke
Lake with Victoria, and the Sooke water-
works are now practically finished.

Dr. T. A. Starkey, Professor of Hygiene
at McGill University, Montreal, has been ap-
pointed Major with the Canadian Overseas Con-
tingent. He will organise the sanitary section
of the Army Medical Corp«, the unit consist-
ing of twenty-seven officers, non-commissioned
officers, and men. Major Starkey wiU have
under his charge the sanitary arrangements
along the lines of communication with the
British forces as they advance.

Plymouth Sanitary Committee met the other
day to consider the appointment of four district
inspectors of nuisances, two of the vacancies
being due to the appointment of Mr. Norman
Ruse as chief

_
inspector, and of Mr. E. H.

Lamb as housing inspector, while the other
two arose out of the reorganisation of the staff

of the department. After interviewing the
candidates, the commitee decided to recommend
to the town council the appointment of Messrs.
Sydney R. Fedrick, Percy Hawthorne (Stone-
house). Herbert L. J. "Foster, and W. H.
Dawe (Plymouth).
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OBITUARY.
We regret to record the death of ilr. John

Macvicar Anderson, F.R.S.E., the senior

surviving past-President of the RoyaJ Insti-

tute of British Architects, which occurred

at 6, Stratton Street, Piccadilly, on Wed-

nesday last. Born on July 11, 1835, Mr.

iMacvicar Anderson (of whom we publiehed

a portrait in our issue of February 28, 1890)

was within about a month of completing

his eightieth year. He was the son of John

Anderson, a Glasgow merchant, grandson of

Dr. Anderson, and great-grandson of the

Rev William Anderson, minister of Gorbals

parish in that city from 1775 till 1792. He
v,'as educated at the Collegiate School and

the University of Glasgow, and afterwards

^pent one year in the office of Messrs. L'lark

and Bell, "architects of that city, and then

entered into association with his uncle, Wil-

liam Burn, of Edinburgh and Stratton

Street (1789-1870), who had a very large

practice in country mansions thi'oughout the

United Kingdom. Among his colleagues in

that office were Eden Nesfield and R. Nor-

man Shaw, R.A. In 1870 Mr. Anderson

commenced practice on his own account. His

first commission independently carried out wa.

Wyanstoiie Leys, Mid-Wales, and among

his earlier wOTks were Lockerley Hall,

Hants; ileaford. Staffs; Kimbolton Castle,

for the then Duke of Manchester; Cheswar-

dine, Salop; Sandhills and Hedgecroft, Sur-

rey; King's Beeches and Highwoods, Berks;

Branston Hall. Lincolnshire; the Wilder-

nesse. Sevenoaks, foi- the first Lord HiUing-

don;' Crookham and Iden Manoi-, Kent;

Althorp Park. Nortliants, for the late Earl

Spencer; Woodhatoh Lodge, Barrington,

Park, Wellingore Hall, Lower Powerscourt,

Co. Wicklow, for the late Viscount Powieirs-

court; Broxbournebury, Herts; Osberton

Hall; Hartham Park, Colsham, Wilts, for

the late Sir Ale.xander C. T. Dickson;

the remodelling of Addington Park ; Hatton

Grange, Salop: Whittleibury House; High

Ashurst, Dorking, and Sandon Hall, Staffs,

both seats of the iEarl of Harrowby ; Horsley

Towers, for Earl Lovelace; Cd'oxteth Hall,

for Uie Earl of Setton ; a lodge and

other adjuncts to Knowsley, for the Earl of

Derby ; Rougham Hall, neai- Bury St. Ed-

munds; Inverlochy Hall, near Fort WilUani,

for Lord Abinger; Bowhill, for the Duke
oi Buccleugh; Doonside. Ayrshire; 17,

Dover Street, W., foi- the late Marcjuis

of Anglesey; Orwell Park, near Ipswich,

for the late Col. Tomline, M.P. ;
Blank-

ney, for Mr. Cliapliu, M.P. ; St. Columba's

Church of Scotland, Pont Street, Chelsea;

and a very large number of alterations

and additions to country seats. About
five-and-twenty years ago he carried out

e.xtensive alterations to 9, Conduit Street,

for the Royal Institute of British Architects

—a somewhat arduous undertaking, with a

council of the leading architects in practice

as the building committee—and the Church

of St. Mary-lenStrand was restored hy him
.a little later. During later years Mr. Mac-
vicar Anderson's practice gradually drifted

into a commercial class of building. He en-

larged or rebuilt many clubhouses, including

the Naval and Military, Wyndham's, Carl-

ton, Junior Carlton, Union, and Brooks's,

and other works wei'e alterations to

the premises of Messrs. Chi'istie, Man-
son, and Woods, King Street, St. James's

Square. Among new premises were the

Deutsche Bank, George Yard, Lombard
Street ; Eagle Insm'ance Co.'s premises,

'J' hi-ead needle Street ; tlie Conuiiercial Union
Assurance Co.'s offices, Cornhill, E.C. ; the

Guardian Assurance Co., Lomb:u-d Street;

Mutual Life Assurance of New Yoi'k, Corn-

hill; alterations to Lloyd's Bank, Lombard
Street; the Union Discount Bank, Corn-

hill ; the British Linen Bank, the Commer-
cial Bank of Scotland, and the new build-

ings for the Bank of Scotland, Nicholas

Lane; Coutts's Bank. Charing Cross; Liver-

pool and London and Globe Insurance Co.,

1, Cwnhill ; and the Phoenix Assurance Co.,

King William Street. E.C. Among other

apfjointments he held that of hon. architect

to the Royal Scottish Hospital, Crane Court.

E.C. He joined the Royal Institute of British

Architects as an Associate in 1864, becom-

ing a Fellow four years later; he served as

honorary secretary from 1880 until 1889,

when he was elected a vice-president, and,

having occupied tliis position for three years,

became president, in succession to Mr.

Alfred Waterhouse, in 1891, and was re-

elected in 1892, 1893, and 1894. His services

to the Institute were marked by the pre-

sentation of his por-tradt painted for the

subscribers by the late C. VV. Furze, now

huno- in the Common Room at 9, Con-

duit Sti-e«t. He was one of the Trustees

and a liberal benefactor of the Architects

Benevolent Society. Mr. Macvicar Ajider-

son's award as arbitrator during the latter

part of his presidential term of office settled

the carpenters' strike, but was not received

with acclamation by the men. Although, on

principle, he always declined to compete,

he frequently acted as assessor in competi-

tions, among others, an those tor the

Bishopsgate Foundation Buildings, tne

Staffordshire County Offices, Stafford, 1892

school-planning for the London bchool

Board St. Pancras Municipal Buildings,

and Cripplegate Institute, 1893; Darling-

ton Mmiicipal Buildings and Hqrn-

sey Board Schools, 1894; the Theological

College, Cambridge, Enfield Board Schools,

Willesden Board Schools, and West Haim

Technical Institute and Library, 1895 ;
Hen-

don Board Schools, 1899; Walsall Municipal

Buildings, 1900; Presbytenan Church,

Finchley Road, Hampstead, 1901; Totten-

ham Municipal Buildings and HaiTogate

Town HaU, 1902; Sunderland Town tlall

and Acton Municipal Buildings, 1903. In

1864 Mr. Macvicar Anderson marraed Janet,

dau*tei- of John Crum, of Auldlioi^, N.B.

Mrs? Anderson survives, and also five chU-

dr-en, of whom ttlre eldest son, Mr. W. B.

Anderaon, is a pai-taier in the firm of Mesisra.

Cliristie, Manson, and W'oods, and the secoaid,

Mr Hem-y Lennox Anderson, L.R.I.B.A.,

has long been in pi-actice with the deceased

at 6. Stratton Street. The funeral service

was held ajt St. Columba's Church of Soot-

land, Pont Street, Chelsea, on Satui-day

moi-ning, and was munerously attended,

amon" those present being Sir Aston Wetob,

R.A., Sir Ernest George, A.R.A., and Mi-.

T E CoUcutt, past-presidents and gold

medallists of the Roval Institute of British

Architects, Mr. R. Shekleton Balfour, Mr.

Herbert Shepherd, arrd Mi'. Walter L. Spiers.

Mr. Charles Colson, C.B., M.I.C.E., late

Deputy Civil Engineer-in-Chief to the

Admiralty, died on the 8th inst. at Regency

Mansions, St. Leonards-on-Sea, aged 76 years.

He was born m May, 1839, and was the son

of the late Henry Colson, of Rmgwood,

Hants. He was the Senior Assistant Civil

Engineer at Portsmouth Dockyard from 1881

t) 1883, Superintendent Engineer of Malta

Dockyard Extension from 1883 to 1892, of

Devonport Dockyard from 1892 to 1894,

Assistant Director of the Civil Engmeermg

and Architectural Works, 1894-5, and

Deputy Civil Engineer-in-Chief Naval Loan

W^orks, 1895 to 1905, when he retired.

The death occurred on Thursday, at Wor-

cester, at the age of seventy, of Mr. Lewis

Sheppard, of Sansome Walk, formerly in

practice as an architect. At one time he

held the position of diocesan architect, re-

tiring from the position about ten years

aao. He carried out many and important

wTO'ks of church restoration during the

latter part of the episcopate of Dr. Philpott.

He was a member of the Worcester Dio-

cesan Architectural and Archaeological

Society.

The death took place on Wednesday, at

Havelock Road, Norwich, of Mr. James Edwm
Teasdel, who had carried on practice at Yar-

mouth for many years as an architect and

surveyor. He was sixty-nine, and had been

ill fo"r a considerable time. Mr. Teasdel,

who was the son of Mr. William Teasdel,

who was resident engineer to the Great Yar-

mouth Port and Haven Commissioners, was

concerned with Mr. James Duckham, a

London engineer, in the under-pinning of the

Yarmouth Town Hall soon after it was built,

a notable undertaking that was undoubtedly

the means of securinc its stibilitv. He h.nd

carried out considerable work for Messrs. E.

Lacon and Co., bis principal commission for

this firm being the Falcon store on the North

tjuay. He had also acted as architect for

Messrs. Steward and Patteson, another brew-

ing firm, and in his later years he made a

complete survey of all the rivers under the

jurisdiction of the commissioners. He had

also acted as engineer to Burgh Castle

Drainage Board, and had done much good

work in this direction. He lost his wife last

year, and leaves a son and two daughters.

Among those named in the latest list of the

R.I.B.A. Record of Hooom- is Thomas Edwin

Turnea-, Student R.I.B.A., Lieut.,
^

13th

County of . London (Kensington) Regamemt,

who was killed whjle leading his men in an

attack on the Aubers Ridge on May 9.

A'l-ed 25 years. Mr. Turner was the son of

JL-. C. W. Tm-ner, of Seiwyn Lodge, SoHhuM,

and was educated at Rugby. He served his

articles with Mr. Charles E. Bateman, of

Bu-mingham, and was aftea-wards on the offices

respectively of Mr. Ralph Knott, Messi's.

Scott and Fi-aser, and Mr. Ernest Newton,

\R A He was winner of the Bii-mingham

Architectural Studentship in 1910, and was

later awarded a Royal Academy Studentslup.

Anotiher name reoorded is that of Mr. John

Hawksmoi-e In-in, PTObationer R.I.B.A., of

the 4th Battalion Seaiorth Highlanders, who

was killed in action on May 9, a.ged 26 years.

Mr J H. Irvin, who was the son of Captain

T ' M Irvin, R.N. (retired), served his

articles with Mi'. Richard Crosland, of Harro-

..^a,te, was afterwards with Mr. Horace Uutatt,

A R I B.A., as improver-, and later with Mr.

Sylvester SuUivan, A.R.I.B.A., as assastant.

iHe joined the Seaforths on the outbreak of

war, and had been at the front since the

beginning of November. He met lus death

in the .stM'ming of the German trenches m
Flanders, all the officers of his batta,kon shar-

in.- his fate, and .only seven men surviving

of^his platoon. He leaves a young widow.

Lieutenant Isaac Althorp Ridgway, M.Sc,

A M I C E., of the 6th Battalion, Australian

Imperial Force, died at sea on May 12, from

wounds received in action in the Dardanelles

on Mav 8. The younger ison of Thomas

Joseph"and Emily Ridgway, of Wildersmoor,

Lymm, Cheshire, he was born at Wildersmoor

in" 1886, and educated at Pai-kgate, Brighton

College, and the Victoria University, Man-

chester He was awarded the University

Engineering Certifica.te, and graduated as

B Sc with Honours in Engineering m 1907.

In 1907 Mr Ridgway was articled to Mr.

Lvster, the chief engineer to the Mersey

Docks and Harbour Board. At the outbreak

of tllre war he was in the North-East of Aus-

tralia acting as assistant engineer of light-

houses for the Commonwealth of Australia.

He joined the Australian Imperial Force as

soon as possible, and went out to the Uar-

'^Mr.'rrank W. Galpin, of the Loaidon Rifle

Brigade, was killed in action on May lA,

af^ed 24 years.
'

' His was a character of great

cha,™ and beauty,'' writes Mr^ H«"7 ^^P^
Wise F R.I.B.A., m whose office Mr. Galpm

was assistant. He had pre^'^ousJy been with

Mr Bass, qua.ntity suiweyor, and a.n the Sur-

veying Department of the Office of "Vi oi'ks.

Mr Henry Leonard HoUoway, of Lewi^om

Hi-h' Road, Dcptford, and the Union "Works.

Church Street, builder and contractor, wno

died on March 18, left £33,545.

A workmen's institute is about to be built

at East Cramlinffton from plans by Messrs.

White and Stephenson, architects, of JNew-

castle-on-Tyne.

The Middlesex Education Committee have

accepted the plans of Uv J. G t-"^'^'
*f

J'

pnn-ineer and surveyor to the Heston and Isle-

wo°rth Urban District Council, for the ercctron

of a school to accommndate 840 scholars, ine

cost is estimated as £13,000.

The application of the Corporation of

Mansfield for powers to prepare a t^own-ptan-

ning scheme has been inquired into by an

in.!pector representing; the Local Government

Board, when details were given by the town

clerk (Mr. J. Harrup White) and the boroush

surveyor (Mr. T. P. CoUinge). Mr _W S.

Cockerham (clerk to the Skegby Rura D'stnct

Council) and Mr. J. E. Alcock (clerk to the

Mansfield Woodhouse Urban District Council!

stated that their respective councils -n-ere pre-

paring town-planning schemes.
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RUDMORE, HAXTS.—The committee of
the Winchester College Mission Church at
Radmore, Portsmouth, announce that they
have abiindoned the original design for "a

Gothic church, and have commissioned the
architects, -Messrs. J. D. and P. Coleridge, of
North Audley Street, Grosvenor Square, W.,
to design a basilica instead. JSlr. ^I. J^
Rendall, headmaster of the college, explained
that the original design was so grand and
attractive in itself that it was with the
utmost reluctance that the committee were
obliged to abandon it. It was purely a
question of finance due to the War. The
committee were prepared to increase the
original figure of £12.000 to £15,000, but
the lowest tender was £19,000. The maxi-
mum of £12,000 was fixed for the new
design, but this sum does not include the
furniture of the cliurcli and certain other
expenses. The style chosen is that jirevalent
in Northern Italy, with a wide and lofty
nave. The sum received up to the present
is about £12,700, and it is estimated that
-£2,500 or £3,000 more will be needed.
PATCHW-\Y.—The memorial stones of a

new Baptist chapel at Patchway, near Bris-
tol, were laid on Wednesday last". The build-
ing is being erected by -Messrs. Walters and
Sons, of Bristol, the architects being Messrs.
La Trobe and Weston, of Unity Street.
College Green. The premises will' comprise
a chapel to seat 150, with baptistei-y, vestries,
and provision for tea meetings. The vestries
are so arranged that the space occupied by
them can be thrown into the chapel when
it becomes necessary. The design is simple,
with low spreading roof and a porch in
'front, with traceried windows over. It is

being cai-ried out in warm-coloured stone,
with a plain tiled roof, surmounted by a
ventilating turret. - The windows will' be
glazed with leaded lights, the floors laid solid
on concrete, and the roof boarded in panels.
The estim,ated cost, including furnishing, will

be about £750.

A new Bethlehem Presbyterian chapel at
Brynmenln, built at a cost of £350, has been
formally opened. The architect was Mr. A.
H. Jenkins, of Blackmill. and the contractor
Mr. C. Barry, of Tondu.

Work in connection with the erection of
a new co-operative bakery at Brixton, S.W.,
'iov the R-oyal -Arsenal Co-operative Society is

about to be commenced. The site is at the
corner of Brixton Hill and Hayter Road.

A new church is about to be built in St.
Margaret's parish, Scotswood, at an esti-
mated cost; of £7,000. The architects are
.Messrs. Hicks and Charlewood, of Newcastle-
•on-Tyne, and the contractor is Mr. S. F.
Davidson, also of Newcastle.

A receiving order has been made in the case
of Alfred Grace, trading as H. and E. Lea
at Brewer Street, Golden Square, and at
Camden Works, Great Church Lane, Hammer-
smith, and also as Parkinson's at 5. Bury
Street, Bloorasbury, builders and contractors.

The Local Government Board have given
authority to the Rural District Council of
\Vrexhain to prepare a town-planning scheme
under the Housing and Town-Planning -Act,

1909, in respect of an area of about 1,635 acres,
situate in four townships in the Tural district.

At the last meeting of the Upper Stour
Valley Main Sewerage Board at Old Hill,
the engineer, Mr. W. Fiddian, reported that
a mining subsidence had occurred under a
portion of the Lodge Forgo syphon at New
Street, Cradley,_ resuhing in tlie fracture of
the oast-iron pipe. The damage had been
made good. Levels taken recently showed
a subsidence of the sewer in Toy's Green Road.
Cradley, up to eighteen inches at the end
nearest the river.

One more patch of old Liverpool is to yield
itself to the hand of " improvement." Chapel
Walks and Mercer's Court, with their old-
time names and their age-worn cottages, form
the site of a building scheme in the vicinity
of South Castle Street. Here M'Corquodale,
"the founder of what is now one of the largest
printing businesses in the world, commenced
work in a humble way with his printing press,
and his chair and desk are preserved as heir-
ilooms to ihe employees.

E.XPELLED FRO.M THE ORDER.
Sir,—Your correspondent "F.R.I.B.A."

appears to take it for granted that the
Council, in removing the names of alien

enemies from the "Kalendar," have acted
on his suggestion. -\s a matter of history,

the motion proposing this action was placed
on the agenda pajjer on May 17, and his letter

did not appear until the" 21st.—Faithfully
yours. I.\N M.\c-\lister,

Secretary R.I.B..\.
Royal Institute of British -\rcliitects,

June 14. 1915.

the

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
FORESTRY IN SCOTL-AND.—Durmg

discussion on the Scottish Estimates on Wed
nesday, Mr. McCuUum Scott criticised the
Scottish Board of -Agriculture for its neglect
of afforestation while it had an luiexpended
balance of £400,000 at its disposal. Replying,
Mr. McKinnon Wood, Secretary for Scotland,
scxid the Board had to reckon with a continuing
process, and were constantly laying themselves
open to liabilities. Every week the Board were
taking up new schemes, and their obligations
could not be finished up at the end of the
financial year. If they wanted to spend a large
sum, running into six figures, on forestry area,
he could not take the money away from small
holdings and other agricultural schemes. If

the Development Commission could find money
for forestry in England and Ireland, why
should they not ask for it for Scotland? He
convinced the Development Commission that
the money in the fund was needed for other
purposes, and that it was fair that if money
were given to England and Ireland for forestry,
it was fair that a capital sum should be given
to Scotland for a development area. On the
-Advisory CV>mmittee a proposal was brought
forward for the purchase of a freehold forest,
but the Development Commission said they did
not like that scheme, and they would rather
put forward another scheme, on which they
were prepared to spend £150,000. He had,
therefore, actually got the money, but it was
on a leasehold scheme, whiOh the -Advisory
Committee had advised him was unsatisfactory.
-As a matter of fact, the Exchequer was not
giving any money for small holdings in Eng-
land this year, whereas in Scotland they had
their balance with which to succeed with their
work. There was a sort of Parliamentary under-
standing that Scotland w-as to get this money
in the future. Ho thought he was betraying
no secret when he ventured to suggest tliat the
money should be lent back to the Treasury,
and that would leave the rights of Scotland
intact. There would be no difficulty about the
question of interest. In these circumstances he
would now propose to withdraw the vote. The
vote was withdrawn.

INCOilE-TA-X 0.\ SEWERS.—In the House
of Commons on Tuesday in last week the
Secretary to the Treasury was asked if the
Commissioners of Income-tax were charging all

municipalities in Scotland income-tax on the
valuation of their sewers, while the same tax
was not being exacted from many cities in
England ; if some cities were being asked to pay
the tax for three years, others for two years,
and others for only one year ; and if any of
the inequalities were found to exist, if the
Government would postpone the collection of
this tax until it could be .imposed upon all

cities alike. Mr. Montagu, the Financial Secre-
tary to the Treasury, stated that sewers which
were rateable were also chargeable to income-
tax, and that the practice throughout Great
Britain conformed to that principle. Replying
to a further question, he admitted that at the
moment the tax was charged only on sewers
in Scottish towns, the reason for this being
that the sewers were only rateable in Scotland.

»~o**—^^ •

There was unv'^iled on Craigie Hill, near
Kilmarnock, on Saturday afternoon, a unique
memorial to the Rev. Dr. Landsborough. which
has been erected by the Glenfield Ramblers'
Society. The memorial consists of a large
bronze chart, with a medallion portrait of Dr.
r,andsborough. and this is laid flat on a
round whinstone cairn with square base. The
chart indicates all the hills around the district,

with their heights, and the distances from the
site of the memorial. The medallion is the
work of Mr. John Currie, sculptor. Kil-
marnock, and the chart, which resembles the
well-known one on the Quay at Lucerne,
which is of the greatest utility and interest to
visitors, was designed bv Mr. Robert Currie,
mining engineer. Glasgow.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
INTIABITED HOUSE DUTY ON HOTEL

CONVERTED INTO OFFICES.—FARMER,
SURVEYOR OF TA-XES v. COTTON'S
TRUSTEES.—In the House of Lords, on the
8th in.st., a considered judgment w-as given
by Lortls Loi'oburn, Atkinson, Parker, Wad-
dington, and Sumner in an ajjpeal from a
decision of the First Division of the Court
of Session in Scotland on a case stated by
the Commissioners for the General Purposes
of the Income-ta.x Acts. Tho appeal was
brought by Jlr. Richard Farmer, a surveyor
of ta.xes, in a case stated for the trustees of
tho late William Cotton, as to whether the
Windsor Buildings, Prince's Street, Edinburgh,
were assessable to inhabited house duty. The
premises were originally built as a dwelling-
house, and for some years were used as a
hotel. The rooms were now let out separately
for business purposes. The premises had a
common front door, a common stair, and com-
mon corridors leading into suites of roomE,
and tho only person who slept in the builcl-

iug was a caretaker. The judges of the First
Division of the Court of Session held that the
premises were "divided into and let in
different tenements" in the sense of Section
13 (1) of the Customs and Inland Revenue
-Act, 1878, and that each separate tenement
had to be considered by itself for the purposes
of inhabited house duty. That section pro-
vides that " where any house, being one
property, shall be divided into and let in
different tenements, and any of such tenements
are occupied solely for the purposes of any
trade or business, or any profession or calling
by which the occupier seeks a livelihood or
profit," inhabited house duty is not to be im-
posed upon those tenements which are occupied
solely for the purposes of trade or biLsiness.
From that judgment this appeal was brought.
-As the decision would be equally an authority
ou this side of the Border, it became one of
very great importance. The duty was im-
posed under the 6th rule of Schedule B of
the House Tax Act, 1808, but the respondents
claimed that they were entitled to exemption
under Section 13

'(1) of the Act of 1878, quoted
above. The case was argued in March last.

The House of Lords, Lord Sumner dissenting,
now dismissed the appeal. Earl Loreburn
said that theC'ommissioners had decided that
the premises in question were not divided and
let in different tenements within the meaning
of the Customs and Inland Revenue Act of
1878, Section 13. And as their determination
was conclusive, unless it was erroneous in
point of law, there was no jurisdiction to
review it upon any issue of fact.

In his opinion, on the facts, the Com-
missioners had come to the only possible
conclusion, and he moved that the appeal
should be dismissed. Lords -Atkinson and
Parker concurred. Lord Sumner, .on the
contrary, held that the decision of the
Judges of the Court of Anpeal was
wrong, and that the appeal should be allowed.
Each of the rooms, or groups of rooms, in
the building in question was divided by a door
from other rooms and let to a different "tenant
and tised for some business purpose of its

own not common to the rest of the house.
When this house was a hotel, as it was till

recently, all the rooms were used for the
common purpose of the whole building. The
occupiers were paying guests. Now each
room was in its use isolated from the rest,

and the occupiers were tenants. No better
illustration could be given of what was meant
by being divided and let in different tene-
ments. On careful examination of the Scot-
tish and English authorities he came to the
conclusion that the rooms in these premises
were "separate tenements" within_ the
words of the Statute of ;878. By a majority
the appeal was dismissed, with costs.

CONTRACTOR AND CHURCH BUILD-
ING COM.MITTEE.—In the King's Bench
Division, on the 8th inst.. Mr. Justice -Atkin
delivered his reserved judgment in the action
by the trustee in bankruptcy of Mr. -A. J. Col-
borne, a builder and contractor of Swindon
and Bristol, against the Rev. J. W. Jones
and the Building Committee of the -Amman-
ford Church in South Wales, to recover the
balance due. some £2.560. in respect of the
erection of the church at -Ammanfoi^l "for the
defendants, alleging that the defendants,
through their architixTf. Mr. W. D. Jenkins,
had acted wrongfully in determining the con-
tract. The defendants set up a claim
for damages and said they were entitled to
determine the contract as they did owing to
delay and to finish the work through another
buildei'. Plaintiff, in reply, denied the right
of the defendants to determine the contract,
said there was no undue delay on his part,
and that if there was delay it was due to the
defendants or their architect. The hearing
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of the evidence in the case had occupied tlie

Court nine days. Mr. Morton, K.C., and Mr.
C. Smitli appeared for the plaintiff, and Mr.
Hawke, K.O., and Mr. Doug'hty represented
the defendants. His Lordship held that the
contract was wrongfully repudiated and deter-
mined, and that the builder was entitled to
recover on a " quantum meruit " a sum to be
ascertained later. Under the circumstances
he did not think that the counter-claim arose,
and there was be judgment for the pJaintifT
on the counter-claim. Further consideration
of tile case was adjourned till his Lordship
could give formal judgment for the amount
to bo determined. Mr. Hawke intimated that
there might be an aDueal.

LIABILITY FOR DAMAGE BY FALL-
ING MASON'RY.—At Dudley County Court,
on the 8th inst.. before Judge Ingham, Thomas
Benjamin Williams and Lizzie Bate, joint
owners of the Royal Exchange Inn, Black-
heath, and Thomas Benjamin Reynolds,
licensee of the public-house, sued Edwin Harry
Hickman, Station Road, Old Hill, for
damages, amounting to £4 12s. 6d., in respect
of injuries to the licensed premises. It was
stated that a gable of a house belonging to
the defendants and adjoining the public-house
fell on the roof of the latter premises, making
a hole and doing other damage. Defendant
contended that it was the duty of the tenant,
and not of the landlord, to see to repairs of
property, and stated that he was not aware
that the gable was dangerous. On the night
the accident occurred there was a storm in
the locality, and several other accidents were
duo to the gale. Judgment was given for
defendant with costs.

THE BUILDING LINE IN THE EUSTON
ROAD : THE L.C.C.'S APPEAL SUCCEED.S.
—In the House of Lords on Friday judgment
was given by Loi"<ls Lorcburn, Parker, Sumner,
Parmoor, and Wrenbury in the appeal "London
County Council r. Clode and Others." This
appeal w'as brought by the London County
Council from a decision of tlie Court of Appeal,
which reversed a decision of the Divisional
Court on a spec-ial case stated by the Tribunal
of Appeal constituted under the London
Building Act, 1£9*. The point for decision
was whether on the facts found by the Tribunal
of Appeal they were right in law in .holding
that a certificate of the sujx^rintending archi-
tect under the London Building Act, 1894.
dated September 23, 1909, correctly defined the
general line of buildings on the north side of
Euston Road between Hampstead Road and
Osnaburgh Street w-ith regard to premises be-
longing to the present respondents numbered
378-384 (even numbers only) in that road,
a frontage line of 1,040

"

ft. The Euston
Road was laid out in 1756 under an .Act

of King George II.. c. 88, which provided that
no buildines should be erected on new founda-
tions within 50 ft. of the highway. That Act
was repealed by the Metropolis Management
Act. 1862, section 75, which stated that no
building should be erected beyond the general
line of buildings if the distance from tlie highway
did not exceed 50 ft., and this measure, which
had been repealed, was substantially re-enacted
by the London Buildimr -A.ct of If 94. Long
before 1862 buildings had i>een erected on the
forecourts of the then existing buildings and
projected beyond the 50 ft. line. As to a cer-
tain section representing 380 yards of the
Euston

_
Road, the Metropolitan Board of

Works in 1876. at the recommendation of their
then superintending arcliitect. the late Mr.
Lewis Tulliamy. and with the view of estab-
lishing a new and regular line of buildings
11 ft. from the roadway and up to the inner
edge of the pan-cment. roughly coinciding with
existing projections, passed a resolution en-
abling all persons interested to "build uo to that
frontage without restriction as to height. Tliis

resolution had been extensively acted on. In
1909 Mr. William Leslie Clode proposed to re-

erect certain premises bringing them up to the
11 ft. line. The London County Council
objected, and their superintending architect.
Mr. W. E. Riley, certified that the general
line of buildings in the particular section was
the old 50 ft. line. Mr. Clode, with other
owners, raised the question of what was to be
regarded as the huilding line before the
Tribunal of Appeal, which bodv. following
"Fleming r. London County Council" and
"Scott r. Carritt." ultimately gave its decision
in favour of the L.C.C.'s contention, so that the
certificate of tlicir district surveyor was
affirmed. The .special case came on before a
DiTLsional Court. Justice Lu=h. as the junior
iudge. was of oninion that the appeal =hould
he allowed. Justice Ridlev. the senior jud?e.
took a view which eo^ncided with that of the
Tribnn.il of Appeal, holding that the siiper-
intending architect to the County Council, in

fixing the buildijig line for that side of the
street, was bound to disregard the buildings on
the foregrounds as being unlawfully there.
Accordingly, Mr. Justice Lu&li having with-
drawn his proof, the decision of the Tribunal
of Appeal was upheld. Mr. Clode then went
to the Court of Appeal, where he was success-
ful. Lords Justices Vaughan Williams, Ken-
nedy, and Swinfen-Eady unanimously agreeing
with the view taken by Mr. Justice Lusn, thus
allowing the appeal. The County Council took
the question to the House of Lords, whea-e the
present appeal was argued on fi/ve days in April
last, judgment heing reserved. In their
considered judgment their lordships now held
that the view taken by Mr. Justice Ridley,
affirming the opinion of the Trihunal of Appeal,
was right, and allowed the Council's appeal
with costs. In giving his decision Earl Lore-
burn observed tJiat the Tribunal of Appeal were
t.he sole judges of fact, and that their con-
clusions from the facts were binding upon a
Coujt of Law, provfded there were materials
upon which they could in reason come to those
conclusions, and provided there was no error
in law. It was unnecessary to consider such
of the intermediate buildings as were erected
by consent, because they were so few in number
that the general line of buildings at the inner
end of the pavement would not be affected by
their absence, and also the decision of the
House in " Fleming v. London County Council "

laid it down that consent huildings were
to be disregarded fo>r such a purpose. In
the first place an argument was advanced
by the respondents that in defining the general
buiUling line the Trihunal was in law wrong
in disregarding buildings which had heen un-
lawfully erected, at all events after they had
been allowed to stand for many years. This
contention would mean that if a sufficient
number of owners had defied the law and built
upon their forecourts right up to the street,
all other owners would be free to defy the
law and do the same, though if the earlier
buildings up to the street had heen erected
with consent of the proper authority, the other
owners would not be free to defy the law. The
mere statement of such a contention carried its

own refutntion. The Tribunal was therefore per-
fectly right in disregarding unlawful buildings.
In the second place it was argued that there
was no evidence hefore the Tribunal to sup-
port their finding that substantially all the
buildings abutting on the pavement were
erected on new ifoundations, new, that was.
since 1756. He could not accept that conten-
tion. Tlie Tribunal in cases of that kind saw
the houses, examined the buildings, and heard
evidence. They also examined various leases,
conveyances, and mortgages of the huildings.
and none of them showed anv old buildings up
to the pavement further back than 1851. In
his view tlierewas more than enough to sup-
port the decision of the Tribunal, who alone
had jurisdiction to determine questions of fact.
He believed they were quite right in their
dcci.=ion. He. too. disbelieved in these old
foundations, but his iview added nothing to
theirs. In his opinion the appeal should be
allowed and the order of the Tribunal restored
—The other lords gave concui-ring judsmcnts.
restoring the decision of Mr. Justice Ridlev.

TRADE NOTES.
The National Radiator Co., Ltd., are placing

on the market a new small size of "Ideal"
G. Series boiler, similar in design and con-
struction to the larger sizes of the same series.
It is very compact and low in height, and can
be supplied with front smokehood and lifting
and sliding doors, thus making it particularly
suitable for greenhouse work.
A free ticket for the National Road Con-

ference and Exhibition, to be held at the
Horticultural Hall, Westminster, S.W., will be
forwa.rded on application to Messrs. Rogers
Welch and Co.. 26, Page Street, Westminster.
S.W. (the manufacturers of " Prufit." theideal
cement waterproofer).

>—^>» <
Lady Mary Gerard laid the foundation-stone

of the new out-patients' department at the
Royal Albert Edward Infirmary. Wigan, on
Th-.irsday. The infirmary was opened bv the
late King Edward as far'back as 1873. and the
new buildiuTs are being erected as a memorial
tn his late Majestv. The cost will be £12.0C0.
of which £7.000 has been raised.

The death of Mr. R(<ginald .Alfred Newbery,
F.S.I. . took place on Wednesday, at -Amblecot,
.\mesbury. suddenly, as the result of an acci-
dent, at the aire of 35 years. Ho was the
elder son of William CJeorge N'ewbery, of Palis-
bury, and a nii'mber of the firm of Messrs.
Newberv and Harman, auctioneers and sur-
veyors, 25, High Street, Salisbury, and Ames-
bury.

(Bm ato fabli.

At the meeting of the London County
Council yesteixlay (Tuesday) afternoon the
Building Acts Committee submitted a report

and recommended that out of ten applicants

for the district surveyorship of Greenwich,
rendered vacant by the retirement of Mr. A.
Conder, that Mr. Albert Anthony Vicary,
who has been district surveyor for Streatham
West since 1907, be appointed.—The Parlia-

mentary Committee reported that the
Council's Tramways and Improvements Bill

has passed through all stages in the House oi

Commons. The proposal for a short extension
of the tramway in Farringdon Road from its

present terminus opposite Charles Street to

the City boundary at Charterhouse Street has
'been rejected, but the other two schemes have
been passed—viz. : Tramways Nos. 2 and 2a
—An extension of the existing tramways from
the terminus at Aldgate down Mansell Street,

and across Tower Bridge approach to Tower
Hill, terminating by a loop round Trinity
Square ; Tramways Nos. 4 to 4c—From 'Well
Street, Hackney, to Cassland Road. Pro-
visions are sanctioned for the reconstruction of

certain existing tramways.
The impending shortage of labour for the

ingathering of the hay crops and the harvest
is awakening anxiety in the minds of
farmers. At the last meeting of the Chert-
sey Rural District Council Jlr. J. R. Hol-
royd asked the surveyor if there was any
likelihood of his being able to spare any of
his men to assist in making the hay. The
surveyor replied that the tarring of the roads
had to be attended to, and that the men
who w-ere left were mostly old. It was sug-
gested that the council should do only abso-
lutely necessary work on the roads, and
although some members urged that the roads
would suffer yary much in the future, the
surveyor was instructed to ask the men if

they would like to go, it being left to his
discretion as to which and how many men
could be spared. The Rural District Council
of Droit'wich iby thirteen votes to nine re-

solved to suspend work upon the roads until
the end of Seiptemher, and to give the men
notice, so that they may be free to enter the
service of local farmers during harvesting
operations.

-At the last meeting of the York City
Council, Mr. Sharp, chairman of the Streets
and Buildings Committee, announced that
the sanction of the Local Government Board
had been obtained to the preparation of a
town-planning scheme in respect to three
areas. They had instructed the city engineer
(Mr. F. \V. Spurr) to take steps in connec-
tion with the competition for the premium
offered by the late Dr. Tempest Anderson,
and other premiums offered by the committee
for the best town planning scheme for the
three areas, with observations on the re-

maining areas in and around the city. The
report was adopted.

A meeting of landowners concerned in the

proposed new town-planning scheme for the

western area of Rochdale—which comprises
about 1,600 acres of land in Rochdale
borough, the Norden urban district, and the

Bury rural district—h.is been held at the

town hall, Rochdale, to confer with mem-
bers of the Rochdale Town Planning Com-
mittee regarding the principal roads which
it is suggested should be laid out in the

area. Accompanying the notice calling the

meeting was a map indicating the line which
the new roads should take. Generally speak-

ing, they follow the routes of existing roads,

which would be widened and put into repair.

Some of them are now in bad condition in

rainy weather. .Alderman Cuidiffe, ,T. P., the

chairman of the Corporation Town Planning

Committee, presided. Between thirty and

forty gentlemen were present, including re-

presentatives of considerable estates in-

volved. In addition to the question of the

main roads, as to which some divergence of

view was expressed, the proposed restriction

of the number of houses to be built—a maxi-

mum of twenty per acre is suggested—was

criticised. Owners and aeents will confer

with the town clerk and the borough sur-

veyor as to any objections they entertain to

the tentative layout of the roads, and the
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Town Planning Committee will then consider
them in a sympathetic spirit.

A public inquiry was conducted at Seatoii
Delaval on Thursday respecting an applica-
tion of the Seaton Delaval Urban Council
under Part 2 of the Housing and Town
Planning Act, 1909. Mr. \V. U. Soulsby, the
clerk to the .Seaton Uelaval Council, said it

was proposed to include 2,540 acres of the
total of 4,454 acres in the development of
the scheme. At Seaton Sluice and Old
Hartley the council anticipated a popular
seaside resort. At present there was old
property dn that district which might be in

the way. A railway to Seaton Sluice would
be opened in the near future. There were
also signs of development in the colliery

area. A new pit shaft was to be sunk at

New Hartley, sixty-si.x houses had been
erected, and plans had been ipassed for 130
houses. Mr. A. Dorin, the council's sur-

veyor, and Dr. A. S. Taylor, medical officer

of health, supported the application. In
opposition evidence w'as given by Mr. Potts,

architect for Lord Hastings* estate, by Mr.
B. E. Omsby, agent to the Seaton Delaval
Coal Company, and Mr. J. S. Tweddell,
manager of the Seaton Delaval Coal Com-
pany.

In the Council Chamber. Whitley Bay, Mr.
George L. Pepler, Local Government Board
inspector, held an inquiry on Frid.iy into an
application by th'e Whitley and Monkseaton
Urban District Council for authority to pre-

Jiare a town-planning scheme for the'still un-

developed area in the district and partly
within the urban district of Earsdon. Mr.
A. Whitehorn. who appeared in support of

the application, said the area of the land in-

cludetl in the town-planning scheme was 1,858
acres, and included 180 acres in the Eai'sdon
urban area. In the past landowners had
sought to develop their estates upon lines

purely to their own advantage, and without
any regard to the interests of the adjoining
estate in particular or the district in general.

The rigidity of the by-laws, which did not
allow the local authority any discretion, had
rendered them powerless to interfere. Mr.
A. J. Roussel (surveyor to the Whitley Urban
Council) gave details as to new arterial roads
embodied in the scheme. Mr. T. Bertram (on

behalf of the Earsdon Urban District Coun-
cil) asked that the 180 acres of land in that
council's area should be deleted from the
scheme. He would give an undertaking that
within six month.? his council would make an
application for authority to prepare a town-
planning scheme dealing with the area re-

ferred to. They approved of Whitley's scheme
on general grounds, and would work har-
moniously with them. No other opposition
was offered to the application.

The results of the geological reconnaissance
of the country between Cape Sorell and Point
Hibbs, on the west coast of Tasmania, are
given in Bulletin No. 18 of the Geological
Survey of that State. Asbestos occurs in this

area in a belt of serpentine rocks which out-

crop on the southern shore of ilacquarie
Harbour, at a locality known as Asbestos
Point, and a company has been formed to

investigate the extent of the asbestos-bearing
zone. Trenches cut across the deposit show
ramifying veins of chrysolite asbestos varying
in width from an inch down to a mere paper
like film. The asbestos fibre is of good
quality, and is stated to compare favourably
with Can.adian asbestos.

In the June issue of Mnti Major A. .J. N.
Tremearne describes a new variety of head-
mea.surer for use in antliropom'etry, and likely

to he suitable for sculptors. It is intended
to meet the prejudices of savages who do not
fear to submit to an instrument of this kind
so long as all the measurements can be taken
from one single position. The new model
has been improved under the advice of Pro-
fessors A. Keith and Karl Pearson. Those
who are interested in the subject can inspect
the model at the Museum of the Royal Col-
lege of Surgeons.

H.M. Consul at Milan (Mr. ,T. H. Tow.sey)

reports that a Brescia firm of builders desires

to secure the representation of L^nited

Kingdom manufa«.rturers of fittings for Aillas

and cottages, i.e.. lock.s, bolts, flooring, roof-

ing, etc. A booklet published by the firm

showing the scope of its work may be in-

spected by United Kingdom manufactui-exs at

the Commercial Intelligence Branch of the

Boar-d of Trade, 73, Basinghall Street,

London, E.C. Fuii.her communications re-

garding the inquiry should be addressed to

the British Consulate, Milan.

The Gaceta de Madrid notifies that

tendea's will be opened, at 11 a.m.

on June 30, in th« " Sala Consistorial,"

Castro Uixiiales, for the construction

of a hospital-asylum in that town, at an
estimated cost of 121,522 peseta.s (about

£4,850). The same issue of the Gaceta also

notifies tlia.t tenders wall be opened, at

11 a.m. on June 30, in the " Sala Con-
sistorial," Murcia, for the reconstruction of

the pi'ovisions market in that town, at an
estimated cost of 159,972 pesetas (about

£5,400). Although the foregoing contracts

will probably be a\yaj:ded to Spanish firms,

ne\ertheless the auTying out of the works
may involve the purchase of some material

outside Spain.

CHIPS.
Mr. Thomas Mc,\uliffe has been appointed

surveyor to the Listowel Urban District Council.

The urban district council of Mil-field, near
Leeds, have purchased a site in Nettleton Road
for the purposes of a housing scheme.

The Brighton and Hove Gas Bill, the Fal-

mouth Docks Bill, and the London County
Council (Tramways and Improvements) Bill

were read a third time in the House of Com-
mons on Thursday.

The town council of Godalming have de-

cided to ask the sanction of the Local Govern-
ment Board to a loan of £2,850 for water-

works extensions, tiiis being the first instalment
of a soheme which eventually may cost

£20,000.

The Asylum Committee of County Mayo
will consider at their next meeting plans, pre-

pared by Mr. Butler, architect, for providing
additional accommodation for 250 patiGnts.

The scheme will involve an expenditure of
£27,010.

Mr. Sidney IL Morgan, of Prestwich Park,
and surveyor to the Prestwich Urban District

Council, has received a commission as second
lieutenant in the East Lancashire Divisional
Royal Engineers, at present Stationed at Tun-
bridge Wells.

The Local Government Board, having given
its sanction to the erection of the Thingwall
Sanatorium being proceeded with on tiie

grounds of public health, the Birkenhead Town
Council has accepted a tender amounting to

£7,993 for the erection of the building.

The Rector of St. Chad's, Ladybarn, has
dedicated the new rectory which has been
built for the parish at a cost of £2,100, from
the design of Mr. W. Cecil Hardisty, archi-
tect, of Ma^nchester. The new rectory ^adjoins

the church in Mauldeth Road, which was
opened in 1907.

Two pieces of wooden water or drain-piping
were found on Friday on the Side, Newcastle-
on-Tyne, opposite the Black Gate, by workmen
who are engaged on a trench for the accom-
modation of new Post Office wires. The pipes

are about two feet in length, and are made out

of tree trunks, the water-flow being about three

inches in diameter.

Gunner A. I. Richardson, of the 5th Battery

Canadian Field Artillery, who has been killed in

action, graduated from McGill University. Mon-
treal, three years ago as an architect. He was on
the staiT of Messrs. Hogle and Davis, and of

Messrs. Brown and Vallance, and on the out-

break of war left Saskatoon and joined the

21st Westmount Battery in Montreal.

The city council of Truro have received

a letter from the Local Government Board stat-

ing that they were unable to sanction a loan

for £24,300 for the carrying out of the scheme
for sewerage and sewage disposal at the present

time, but the corporation should proceed with

the negotiations for a lease of the lands re-

quired for the purposes of the scheme.

. Mr. Percy Booth, Montreal, is the winner
of the George Crccford Browne scholarship

in architecture at McGill University, Montreal.

This is of the value of $500, one condition

being that the holder travels for the study
of his profession for not less than three months
and renorts the results of his study on his re-

turn. Mr. A. B. Darbyson, of Montreal, won
the scholarship last year, the present being

the second year of the competition.

The corporation of Greenock are inviting

tenders for building 150 dwellings in Roxburgh
Street.

The urban district council of Bispham have
received the sanction of the Local Government
Board to borrow £3,586 for electric lighting.

The Corporation of Doncastcr proipose to

effect an important street improvement at the

junction pf St. Sepulchre Gate and West Laith-

gato.

Mr. Charles Horobin, acting engineer, has

been appointed waterworks engineer to the

Linooki Corppration at a salary of £250 a
year.

The Local Government Board have sanc-

tioned the borrowing by the Ilkeston Town
Council of £7,351 for the completion of tha

sewerage scheme.

The urban district council of Watford are

seeking the sanction of tho Local Government
Board to the borrowing of £2,208 for private

street works.

The Bristol Tramways Bill and tlie West
Gloucestershire Water Bill, both of which lia\e

passed the Lords, were before the Committee
of the Oonamons on unopposed measures on
Friday. They were sent for third reading in

the Lower Chamber.
The " Diario Oficial " (Montevideo) pub-

lishes a law approving tho programme of works
jjiresented by the architect of the proposed new
Governnrent Palace at Montevideo. The total

estimated value of the work on this building is

6,273,000 pesos (about £1.365,700).

The death is announced of Mr. R. W. Smith
Saville, borough engineer of Darwen. after two
months' illness. He had held his appoint-
ment since 1896, in succession to Mr. W. Stubbs.
and had carried through the electrification of

the tramways and other important schemes.

The urban district council of Milford
Haven have instructed Messrs. Morgan, Davics
and Partners to survey the impounding reser-

voirs of the waterworks and report on the work
necessary to increase the storage capacity of
the same by about 8,000,000 gallons.

Convalescent wards are proposed to be built
at oaoli of the four hospitals—Morton, Martin
Moor, Dronfield and Langwith—under the
jurisdiction of the North Derbyshire Isolation
Hospitals Committee. The estimated outlay on
building and furnisliing the annexes is £16,750.

A consulting engineer will be aty()ointed by
the city of Montreal to assist Mr. P. Mercier,
assistanit chief engineer, while Major Janin is

on active service. The names of two local
engineers, Mr. M. J. Butler and Mr. P. W.
St. George, are being mentioned in oonncotion
with the appointment.

Mr. Alfred Drury's bust of Lie^it. -General
.Sir Robert Baden-Powell. Immediate Past
Master of *he Mercers' Company, now on view
at the Royal Academy, is destined for the Re-
ception Hall at Mercers' Hall. The commission
for the bust was given by the Court of the

Company.

At the last meeting of th? Torquay Water-
works Committee the engineer pointed out thiit

a sum of £200 had been included in the esti-

nrates for purposes of afforestation, and askod
for instructions as to proceeding with the work.
The committee resolved to proceed with the

re-planting of the trees at tlie proper season.

Tho death occurred suddenly from heart

failure on Friday of Mr. John Perks, chairman
of the Swadlincote Urban District Council.

Burton-on-Tront, at the age of sixty-eight

years. Death was due to a heart attack. Mr.
Perks wa-s consulting engineer to Messrs.

Knowles and Co., earthenware_ manufacturers,
with whom he had been associated for nearly

forty years.

The architects engaged on the repair work
on the boys' bath at " Cheetham's " Hosipital,

Manchester, experimented before watcrproof-

ijig it. They report fxith tho results of the

e.vporiments and of the work on the bath were
successful. Wo now understand they are

adopting the same waterpaoofer, " Pudlo,"
for work in conineetion with the Stockport
Infinnary.

The death occurred on Monday, the 7th inst.,

at the age of fifty-nine, of Mr. Alexander
Campbell, of the firm of John Laird and Sons,
timber measurers. Port Glasgow. Cathmay,
Donholm Street, Greenock. He had been asso-

ciated with Messrs. Laird and Sons for about
fort,y ,vears, and since tho death of Mr. John
Laird had been managing partner. He leaven

a widow and family of two sons and one
daughter. His second son. who was assisting

him in the measuring business, is second^ lieu-

tenant with the Imperial Services Battalion of

the 5th Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders,
which left Dunfermline about ten days ago for

abroad.
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TRADEPROFESSIONAL AND
SOCIi-TIEb.

EDINBURGH ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.^On Saturday se'iinight a

party of the Edinburgh Architectural Asso-

ciation visited Gogar House, Corstorphine,

by permission of Mr. J. E. B. Cowper, who
conducted them over the house and gardens.

The lands of Gogar were purchased in the

si.xteenth century from Logan of Restalrig

by Adam Cowper, one of the clerks of ses-

sion, and the house was built by his son

John, whose initials and those ot his wife

are carved on various places on the building.

During the eighteenth century the estate was

in the hands of the family of Myreton. The
house was built about 1625, and is an e-xcel-

lent e.xample of a Scottish manor house of

the time of King James VI. The entrance

front, with its octagonal staircase tower,

surmounted by an open balustrade, and its

quaint dormers, is particularly interesting.

The e.\terior has not been much altered since

the date of its erection. The ground floor is

vaulted, and the principal rooms are on the

first floor. The upper floors contain a num-

ber of spacious rooms, with the original

doors, fireplaces, and finishings characteristic

of seventeenth-century design and workman-
ship. The party was entertained to tea by

Mr. and Mrs. Cowper, after which Mr. T.

F. Maclennan, A. R.I. B.A., president, pro-

posed a vote of thanks to the host and

hostess

NOTTINGHAM AND DERBY ARCHI-
TECTURAL SOCIETY.—By the courtesy of

the Baths Committee, the City Architect, Mr.

Arthur Dale, invited the members on Thurs-

day, June 10, to inspect the Muskham Street

Baths. Mr. Dale first showed the plans and
explained that the main problem to be con-

sidered was to erect a building to be used

as a swimming bath for both sexes in the

summer, and to be easily converted into a

hall fur meetings or cinematograph exhibitions

in the winter. This necessitated careful plan-

ning ot entrances and exits, etc. Mr. Dale

conducted the party over the building, point-

ing out the movable floor framed on trestles

and the dressing-boxes which neatly fold back

on to the wall when the swimming bath is

to be used tor meetings. The heating and ven-

tilating system was described and shown, the

calorifiers and all pipes being in a well-lighted

subway around the bath, thus being easily in-

spected and repaired at any time. After-

wards, by permission of the officer command-
ing, Mr. Dale took the party to the Meadow
Schools, which his department have converted
into a temporary hospital for wounded sol-

diers, and although not yet occupied, the

buildings are now fitted up and are quite ready
to receive patients at a moment's notice.

Without unnecessarily interfering with the
buildings, doctors' and nurses' rooms, lava-

tories, and X-ray room, and special sanitary

apparatus have been fixed. The President,

Mr. Harry Gill, conveyed the thanks of those

present to Mr. Dale for taking them round,
and complimented him and his staff upon the

excellent planning and care shown upon all

they had seen. Mr. Shelton endorsed this,

and Mr. Dale suitably replied. The nienibers

were afterwards entertained to tea by Mr.
Dale at Trent Brfdge Cafe.

R.I.B.A. FUND. — THE EXAMINA-
TIONS.—The Board of Architectural Educa-
tion announce that the designs submitted by
the following students have been approved :

—

Subject XX. (a) Facade for an Important Firm
of Fine Art Publishers.—C. J. Brandon, J. C.
C. Bruce, R. W. Carev, G. R. Cottingham, N.
F. C. Day, R. A. Duncan, T. C. Evans, A. A.
Foote, S. C. Foulkes, B. George, R. D. Gra-
ham, G. Hemm, V. Hull, L. 1). H. Hutton,
F. Jackman, A. D. Kellock, D. R. Lyne, G.
Munguia, A. T. Owen. W. F. Pennington, T.
Ravson, F. Reixa, F. J. Stevens, F. Tranmer,
G."B. Tubbs, J. Wil.son, and F. P. JI. Wood-
house ; (b) Detached Swimming Bath for a

Bovs" Public School.—R. B. Hall, W. Holden,
S. Knight, V. Middleton, E. W. Roberts, A.
S. Tanner, and G. Viiiden.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK
Friday.—Institution of Water Et'Biiieers. Twentieth

Summer Meeting at Burlington House,

W. (11 "The Effect of SprinKS upon
Water-levels in the Chalk of Eabtern
Surrey," by Henry Dewey, F.G.S. (H.M.
Geological buvvey). (2) •'TheHych-o-
Geological Conditions of Newbald,
East Yorkshire," by Percy Giiflith,

M.Inst.C.E., P.G,S. 3 p.m.

MONDW.—Eoyal Institute of Briiish Architects

Presentation of the Itoyal Gold Medal
to Frank Darling, oIToronto. 8.30p.m.

vked t<j

under Ser-

->—^O^i—<-
An inquiry will be hold at Barrowford to-

day, Wednesday, by Mr. W. O. E. Meade
King, into an application by the Urban Dis-
trict Council for sanction to borrow £2,200 for

works of private street improvement.

TO ARMS.
Central London Regiment Volunteers.

ilth battalion " Architect?."

RBCEUITING.
Recruits are urgently needed for the Regulars,

Terntorialji, and Volunteer.'-. Intending ivcruits

sllouM ajyply to the Battalion Head.iuaiters, where

Miey will be advie^i as to the branch of the service

for 'which they are best suited.

Orders for the Week, by Lieut.-Col. A. w.

Warden :

—

267.—GENERAL PARADES.
Saturday, 19th inst., Boreham Wood. Parade at

the Cricket Ground, 3.20. A few men are

attend at ybove on Saturday mornin
geant Emerson. Bridge building.

ROUTE MARCH.
Sunday, 20th inst. Parade at Bromley South

.'Station <S.E. and C.R.) 11.20 a.m., lor route march

to Orpington, etc. Trains leaving St. Paul's, 10.20.

and Victoria, 10.35 a.m. Return to town about 6.15.

268.—DRILLS AND PARADES.
" A " Coy. Tuesdiy, Miniature Range, Gas Light

and Coke 'Co.'s premises, Monck Street, Westmin-
ster, 6 to 8.30 p.m.
School of Arms and Signalling. Millbank Schcol,

Erasmus Street, Westminster, 6 to 8 p.m.
Wednesday. Company parade. 5.15 to 7-15 ami

6.15 to 8.15, at Dean's Yard, Westminster If wet,

these parades will be held at iMillbank School.

Notice will be posted in vestibule at Headquarters.
Note.—There will be no Comii.iny parade on

Fnd'ay at Dei-n's Yard.
For Recruit Drills see below.
Thuraday. Signalling in Hyde Park, 6 to 8 p.m.

Jleet at Marble Arch. 6 p.m.
" B " Coy. Miniature Range and Company parade

as for " a'" Coy.
" D " Cov. Platoon and -Section Drill at Mercer'.'*

School, Ho'lborn, Tueiday and Thurtday, 6.45 p.m.

Company parade, Wednesday, at Dean's Yard.
RECRUITS.

A number of recruits are required to replace

those recently joined the Regular and Territorial

Armies, or w'ho have obtained Commissions.
RECRUIT DRILLS.

" A " Coy. Dean's Yard, 5.15 to 7.15, Wednesdays
and Fridays.

" B '' Coy. Dulwlch College. Mondays, 8 to 10.

Thursdays, "6 to 8.
" C " Coy. Reforming, with new Headquarters.

.Applicants should apply to the .Vdjutant'n Office.
" D " Cov. Mercer .j School. Tuesdays and

Thursdava, 6.45.

269.—SCHOOL OF ARMS.
Millbank School. Instruction will be given in

bayonL-t fighting, gymnastics, physical drill, boxing,
and single-sticks on Tuesday evenings, from 6 to

8 p.m.
CORRESPONDENCE.

Enrolment forms of new members and all corre-
spondence not referring to recruiting for the Army
or to financial mattery must be addressed to the
-Idjutant, 10, Conduit Street, London, W.
Correspondence regarding recruiting for the Army

and payment of subscriptions and accounts shonl^l

be addressed to the Paymaster at Battalion Head-
quarters.
Members applying for Comniissiona in the Regular

Army or Territorials are reminded that their jpajters

should b? sent in the first instance to the .Adju-
tant's Office, when they will be forwarded to the
proper quarter for signature. -Applications shou'd
be accompanied by a letter from Members' Platoon
Commander.
Battalion Headquarters, 18, Tufton Street, West-

minster. S.W.
By Order, L. R. GUTHRIE, Adjutant.

>-«e*—^^

A serious fire occurred on Sunday morning
from an unknown cause at Dunrobin Castle,
the Highland residence of the Duke of Suther-
land. It started in the top floors of the south
and west portions of the castle, and spread
rapidly to the east wing and the north tower
over the grand entrance; then it reached the
second and third floors, and eventually much
of the now part of the castle was gutted. Most
of the valuables, including a large collection

of pictures, were removed in safety, but c

number of pictures and antique furniture was
destroyed or irretrievably damaged. The en-

largement and completion sixty years ago of

the towers now partly destroyed alone cost

£243,000. The castle was first built in 1C97.

In February last the London County Council
caused a claim for £50 to be made against the

London Electric Railway Company, Limited,
in respect of the use of the subsoil beneath the

Shaftesbury Memorial Fountain, Piccadilly-

circus. Both parties agreed to the claim being
remitted to arbitration. The arbitrator lirs now
published his award, under which the .sum of

£40 is payable to the Council. Thf company
is liable for the Council's costs in the matter,

it wa-s reported yesterday (Tuesday) at the

Council's meeting.

LATEST PRICES.

N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our

usual sources of information are in many

cases failing us.

—I I

—

TIMBER.

Owing to stoppage of supplies all prices

have advanced considerably.

IRON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Boiled SteelJoists, English £9 U 6 to f 9 17 6
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates .... 9 15 0,, 10

Steel Gilder Plates 9 15 „ 9 17

Bar Iron, good Stalls 6 5 0,, 810
Do., Lcwmoor, Flat, Bound, or

Square 22 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 ,, 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

SouthStaffs 8 0,, 815
Best Snedshill 9 „ 9 10

Angles, lOs , Tees 20s, per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, lor bending, iI2 5s. to £12 16s.

Ditto galvanised, £19 to £19 ICs, per ton.

Galvanii'ed Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24.

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ..£13 10

Bestdilto 13 10 .. 14
Per ton. Per ton.

8 10
8 10
7 10
6 5

6 5

Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10

Cast-Iron Stanchions 6 17 6

Rolled-lrcn Fencing Wire 8 5

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

,,
• „ „ Galvanised 8 15

Cast-iron Sash Weights 6

Cut Floor Brads 10 15 ., —
Conugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,, —
Galvanised Wire Strai d, 7 ply,

14B,W.G 14 5 0,, —

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0to8 9 10 11 12 B.-W.G.

£10 10s. £10 I5s. £11 Cs. £11 5s. f 11 L-^s. pet ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes— „_ „ _

Jin.di meter £6 15 to £7 2 6

4in.to6in 6 10 „ 6 12 6
7 in. to 24 in. (all sizes) 6 17 6 „ 7 2 6

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra.

Turned and bored joints, .'^s. per ton extra.]

Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lillieshall 80s. Od. to 127s. 63.

Hot B ast, ditto 87s. Od. „ 97i, Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. tnlus 2* per cent.)-

Gas-Tubes 67* po.

Water-Tubes 663 <

Steam-Tubes 60 •>

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 ,,

Galvanised Water-Tubes 51} .,

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 ,»

OTHER METALS.
Per ton. Per ton.

Lead Water Pipe, Town *£31 to —
„ Country »32 0., —

Lead B..rrel Pipe, Town ".2 0„ —
„ ,, „ Country *33 0,, —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside, Town *J3 0., —
„ „ „ Country •34 „ —

Lead Pipe, tinned inside and
outside Town *35 10 0„ —

„ ,. Country *36 10 ,, —
Compii'ition Gas-Pipe, Town.. '•34 0., —

„ Country *35 0,, —
Lead Soil-pipe (up to IJin.) Town •34 0,, —

,, ,, ,, Country *35 0., —
[Overljin. £1 per ton extra.

1

Lead, Common Brands 17 17

Lead Shot, in 281b, bags 24 15

Copper sheets, sheathing & rods 102

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 90 10

Tin, English Ingots If 2

Do., Bais 163

Pig Lea'', in 1 wt. Pigs, Town .. 23

Sheet Lead, Town *30 10

„ ,. Country '31 10

Genuine White Lead 36

Refined Red Lead 31

Sheet Zinc 115

Old Lead, against account 25

Tin per cwt. 9 5

Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) 14 .. —

, f 8 12 &

103

91 10
163

164
24

For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

SLATES.

Blue Portmadoc 20 >

16 „
Blue Bangor 20 ,

„ ,
20 „

First quality 20 „

,
20 „

,
16 „

Eureka unfading
green 20 ,

20 ,

„ 18 ,

„ 16 ,

Permanent Green.. 20
,

,
18 ,

16 ,

in.

10 ,

R . . e 12

10 . . 13 2

12 . . 13 17

10 . . 13
1?, . . 13 15
8 . . 7 5

£ s. d. p"r 1,000 of

12 12 6 1,200 at r. stn.

6 „ „
6 ,. „
6 ,, „

., „
„ ,.

15 17

18 7

13 5

10 5

11 12
9 12

. 6 12
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brick;.
(All prices net.)

First Hani Stocks. ... £1 15 per l.OOD alongside, in
Second Hari.1 Stocks.

.

1 11

Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for

Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 14

Pressed Wire Cuts .. 118
Red Wire Cuts 1 14

[i-iver

delivered at
raily. station.

Best Ked Ac-

^

ngton Plastic L4 10
cing Bricks J

Best Fareham Red .. 3 12
Best R d Pressed
Ruabon Facing 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BiiUnose 4
Best Stourbridge Fire-

bricks 4
23in. Best Ked Ac-

crin
Facing

3|" Accringtou Best Red
Bricks £2 10

3J" ditto ^eco^d Best Plastic ditto
, 2 2

Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17

Sewer Arch Brick, not more than 3J in

thickest part 2

3J" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6

Zi" ditto ditto through and through 2

3J" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons; 2i" and k" radius BuUnoses; Stock
patterns T 3 7

Aocrington Air Biicks, 9" x 2 coarse deep, each
Ditto ditto 9" X 1 course

Accrington Camber Arches :—

3 course deep 4^" soffit, per foot opening.

I

Net, delivered in

6 ,, full ti'iick loads
I in Loudon.

Per
Plastic Facing 1,000- -

6
3
6

4 4*'

5 4 J

6 IS
3 9"

4 9"

5 9"

6 9"

Second
Colours.

17 7 6 11 17 6

21 7 6 15 17 6

20 17 6 2» 7 6

17 17 6 21 7 6

17 17

14 17

26 7 6 18 17 6

26 17 6 19 17 6

24 17 6 17 7 6

1 3
1 8
2 1

2 6
2 1

2 11

3 6
4 6

Net flee on rail, or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BRICKS.
HARD GLiZES (PER 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other

Best. Seconds. & Bronze, Colour
Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6
Headers—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6
Quoins, Bulhiose, and 45in. Fiats-

15 17 6 14 17 6 1^7 17 6
Double Stretchers—

17 17 6 16 7 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6

One side and two ends, square
18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6

Two sides and one end, square —
19 17 6 18 7 5 2i 17 6

Splays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers-

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops

—

5 '. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External .Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 e.rch
Sill Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed S.retchers and Per 1,000
Headers £22 17 6

,, „ Quoins and Bullnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks of i Not
single radius £5 per 1,000 over above list

j
exceed-

for their respective kinds and colours .... |- ing 9 in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4A in.

la. 2d. each j by 2| in.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

' These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads,
to London Stations. s. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered.
Pit Sand 7 „ „
Thames Ballast 6 „ „

s. d. B. d. Per ton,
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered.
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 per ton deliv-er «d.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. B. d. Per yard-
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered-
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at rail-

way station.

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4
Darley Dale, ditto „ 2 3
RedCorsehill,dilto „ 2 2
Closeburn Red Freestone, ditto „ 2
Ancabter, ditto ,, 1 10
Greenshill, ditto ,, 1 10
Beer, ditto „ 16
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
NineElms) „ 1 lOJ

Hard York, ditto ,, 2
Do. do. 6 in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Do. do. 3 in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes „ 13

All F.O.E- London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road £ s. d
waggons, Padjington Uep.'it.. per foot cube 1 7i

Ditto, ditto Nine Elms Uepnt ,, 1 94
Be r Sloup, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,, Oil
Diito, delivered at Nine Elms
Station

,, 1 7i
Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20 ft, average:—
Delivered on road waggiins i Krown \Vhite

at Paddington Dep-.t, [ WhitBd. Biise Bed.
Nine Elms Dep.'.t, or I Per foot cube.
I'imlico Wharf J . . £0 2 3 . . £0 2 4.i

TILES.
s.

Plain red roofing ti'es 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Brosuley tiles £0
Onianieiital tiles ... 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4
Uiiabon red, brown, or brindled

ditto (Edwards) 57
Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tdes 4

Valley tiles 3
Selected "Perfecta" roofing

tiles: Plain tiles (Peake's)- . 46
Ornamental ditto 48
Hip liles 3
Valley tiles 3

"Rosemary " brand plain tiles . 48
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 42

Hand-made sand-faced 45
H:p tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

" Hartshiir' brand plain tiks,
sand-faced 45
Pressed 42
Ornamental ditto 47
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

d. DIvrd.at
per 1,000 ry. sn.

7 per doz. ,,

per 1,000
6

per doz. ,,

b per 1 ,0C0

per doz. ,,

per 1,000 „
6
lO^per doz. ,,

per 1,000 „

per doz. ,,

6 per 1,003

per doz.
6

per 1,000
6
6
per doz,

6

OILS
Rapeseed, Englibh pale, per tun £28 15
Ditto, brown

,
26 15

Cottonseed, refined ,, 29
Olive, Spanish

,, 39 10
Seal pale ,, 21
Cocoanut, Cochin ,, 46
Ditto, Ceylon ,, 42 10
Ditto, Mauritius 42 10
Palm, Lagos ,, 32 5
Ditto, Nut Kernel ,, 35
Oleine

, 17 5
Sptrm ,, 30
Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7
Petroleum, refined.... ,,

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 1 6
Ditto, Archangel ,, 19
Linseed Oil per gal. 2
BalticOil 3
Turpentine ,, 3
Putty (Genuine Linseed
Oil) per cwt. 9

Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority " Brand ,, 9

to £29
„ 27
,,

,,

,,

>.

,,

,,

,,

„
„
,,

,,

63„
,,

6 ,,

10 ,,

2 .,

,.

„

„

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Gla^s : 15 oz.

Fourths 4}d.

Tliirds 43d.

Fluted Sheet 5d. .

Hartley's English Rolled i in.

Plate 3Jd

Figured Rolled and Repoussine .

.

21 oz.

5Jd.
51 d. ,

61. .

26 oz. 32 oz.
55d. . 63d.

6Jd. . 'lid.

tn in.

3|d.

White.
5d.

PeVARNISHES. Etc
E'ine Pale O.ik Varnish
Pale Copal Onk ;

Superfine Pa'e Elastic Oak
Pine Extra Hard Church Oak
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seata of

cliurches
Fine Elastic Carriage
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage
Fine Pale Maple
Finest Pale Durable Copal
Extra Pine French Oil

Eggshell Flatting Varnish
White Copal Enamel
Extra Pale Paper
Best .Japan Gold Size

Best Black Japan
Oak and Mahogany Stain
Brunswick Black
Berlin Black
Knotting
French and Brush Polish

} in.

4Jd.

Tinted.
ejd.

r gallon.

£0 8

10 6

12 6

10

14

12
16
10
18

1 1

18

1 4

12
10
16
9

8
16
10
10

»••—<-

The Corporation of Bristol have, after some
discussion and by a large majority, decided
to purchase 173 acres of land between Bed-
minster Down Road and the Great Western
Railway, at a cost of £5,790, as a site for

a cemetory in the Bedminster district. The
cost of laying out will be, it is estimated,

about £5,000.

At the meeting of the Rural District Council
for Lleyn Peninsula Council on Wednesday
last a petition was received from a number
of workmen asking the Council to build houses
for them, as they were about to be turned
out from their present dwellings, which had
been condemned by the Council. It was de-
fided to apply to the Local Government Board
foir sanction to the erection of temporary
buildings in the form of wooden bungalows
for workmen.

FOR

Olivers'

AI'l'LY TO—
WM.

Seasoned

Hard^voods,

OLIVER & SONS. Ltd..

120. Bunbill Row, London, E.C

TENDERS.
*** Correspondents would in all cases oblige by

(giving the a(ldre^^ie& ol tbe parties tendering—at at y
1 ate, of the accepted tender : it adds to the value of tht;

iiiionnation.

A.SHFORD (Kent).—For supply and delivery of l.ooo

ruhir. yards of 2-in. gauge broken granite, for the
A.shiord lirbau District Council. Mr. Wm. Terrill, 5,

Nurtli Street, Ashford, East Kent, surveyor;

—

IVnlee and St. Ives Stone Quarrie.s, Ltd.,
U5, Que^n Stjuitre, Bristol, las. 5d. per yard
v.a vvlui^tuoie. I7s. 3d. via Strood.

(Accepted.)

ASHFORD (Kent).—For supply and delivery of about
5U0 cubic yards of broken gravel or pit flints, for
the Urban District Council :

—

Burton Brick and Uravel Co., Asliford 3s. 3d.

(Accepted.)

Atherfield.—For bridge repairs, for Isle of Wight
R.D.C.—Mr. L. A. Cozens, Walma Villa, Castle Road,
Newport, surveyor):—

Kousell and Sun, V'entnor, L\V. .. £'595

(Accepted; lowest tender received.)

Ai'STRALiA.-For the supply of 2,500 tons of steel
railway, equivalent to lOU miles of railway, for the
Federal Cabinet of Australia:

—

Bolckow and V'aughan, Middlesbrough (accepted),
£7 i>er ton f.o.b. at port of shipment.

Australia.—For the manufacture, supply, and deli-

very of about 3.300 tons of 100-lb. steel raits and 232
tons of steel fishplates, for the Victorian Railway
Commissioners ;

—

Broken Hill Proprietary Steel Works, Limited,
Newcastle, N.S.W. (accepted), £9 2s. fid. per tou
for railii and £11 6s. per ton for fishplates.

Balltmena.—For supply and laying of about 4,800
yards of 7-in. cast-iron pipes from Quelle reservoir to
the filter beds, for the Ballymena Urban District

Council. Messrs. Swiney and Croasdaile, MM.I.C.E.,
Avenue Chambers, Belfast, engineers:—

Hirst, W., and Son, Ballymena.. £4,111
Martin and Co., Drumcondra,
Dublin 4,007 9

Grainger Bros., Holywood, Co.
Down 3,811 3

McXallv, H. C, and Co., Drum-
condra. Dublin 3,633 19 9

Ross, J., and Son, Brookhill
Avenue, Belfast (accepted) . . 3,096 14

Engineers' estimate, £3,288 4s.

Bethnal Green, N.E.—For installing heating appa-
ratus in connection with the remodelling of Wolverly
Street School, for the London County Council:

—

Brightside Foundry and Engineer-
ing Co., Ltd., 28, Victoria
-Street £825

Cannon and Hefford, Peckham .. 740
Christie, J. C, 3 and o, Mansell
.street. Aldsate 7.S8 15

Davtes, F., Leyton 725
Yetton and Brockett, Ltd.,

Munton Road C79
Palowkar and Sons, 90-91, Queen
Street 612

Cannon, W. G.. and Sons. Ltd.,

107, London Road 594

M;iy. J. and F.. 33, Whetstone
Park, Lincoln's Inn Fields
(accepted) 589 o

(Architect's estimate, £630.)

BoURNEMonTH.—For supply of a steam tractor, for

the Corporation:

—

Aveling and Porter. Ltd £450
(Accepted.)

BRADPORD.~For supply of glass flooring (switch-
board lights) at the Valley Road electricity works,
fur tin- Electricity Committee:—

H;ivward Bros, and Eckstein, Ltd.,
Lundon (accepted) £118

Bradford.—For supply of trucks and motors, for

the Tramways Committee. Accepted tenders:

—

Brown, Boveri and Co., Ltd., 200 tram-
car motors, each .. £110

M. and G. Truck Engineering Co.,
Ltd.. 100 tramcar trucks, each .. 87

Chesterfield.—For supply of the following elec-

tricity plant, for tbe Corporation. Accepted
tenders:

—

Baboox, Wilcox and Co., boiler £997
British" Westinghouse Co., 400-kw.
alternator, . etc 877 10

Clay Cross Co.. economiser .. 359
Babcock, Wilcox and Co., me-
chanical stoker 280

Babcock, Wilcox and Co.'s super-
heater 105

Darlington.-For the supply and laying of c;ist-

iron condenser water pipes, for the Darlington Cor-
poration :—

Cochrane and Co., Ltd., Middlesbrough.
(Accepted.)

Hdll.— For the electric lighting installation and
fittings for the new girls' secondary school, for the
Education Committee:—

Vaughan, T. W., and Co.. Ltd., London £1,009
(Accepted.)

[Continued on pafic xii.)
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Nov 1—Port Extension, Christiania £555, £333, and £166 The Harbour Board, Akersgat-en 55, Christiania.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.

June 16—South Wimbledon Club. Eepairs to, Wimbledon ....

„ 17—Branch Post Office, Keljuilding, Threadneedle St., E.C.

„ 18—Police Station, Kepairs to, Little Haven
„ 19—Four Labourers* Cottages, Castlebar

,, 21—Premises, Alterations to, Northdown-road, Cliftonville,

Margate
„ 21—Villa, Cullen

„ 21—Two Detached Hooises, Moorhouse-lan€, East Bierley

„ 23—Contra! Electricity W'orkfi, iiixcavatins and Under-
pinning

,, 23—Biikory, Paignton
„ 25—Repairs to Various Buildings, Kent
„ 25—County School, Repairs to, Faiirlawn, Ashford
,, 25—Council School, Repairs to, Rainham
,, 25—Special Subjects Building, Repairs to. Hythe
,. 25—School, Repairs to, Hawkiage
., 28—Post Offic-e and Telephone Exchange, Tonbridge
,. 29—Labour Exchange, Canning Town, E
,. 29—.Schools, K^^pairs to, .and Painting, Leyton
„ 30—Sanatorium, Highdown, High Style, Godalming ....

,, 30—Eastern Fever Hospital, Re^pairs to, Hoimtrton, ^.E. ..

,. 30—Hospital and Asylum, Castro Urdia!es ,

July 5—Coumcil School, Repairs to, and Improvcm'e'n'ts, Rams-
gate

,, 5—School of Art, Repairs to. Margate
,, 8—il^remises, AlteratioTis to, Wreham

No date—Pair of Small Villas, London Road, Kelvedon
do. —Temporary Hospital, Aldershot
do. —House, Walby
do. —St. James' Schools, Additions to, Thornes
do. —Wesleyan School, Extension of, Dinnington
do. —Two Houses, Norton, Doncaster

H.M. Works Commissioners
Pembrokeshire C.C
Rural Bisti'ict Council

Timothy White and Co., Ltd.

Councillor Harthill

Corporation
Co-operative Society, Ltd
Education Committee
Ivent Education Committee
Kent Education Committee
Kent Education Committee
Kent Education Committee
H.M. Works Commissioners
H.M. Works Commisiioners
Education Committee
Metropolitan Asylums Board ..

Metropolitan Asylums Board ..

Education Ccramittee
Education Committee
Corporation

Urban District Council
Mrs. Thompson

Pontefract Co-op. Ind. Soc., Ltd,

" Repairs," Russell Road, Wimbledon.
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate, S.W.
A. H. Thomas, A.R.LB.A.. County Surveyor, Haverfordwest.
The Clerk, R.D.C., Castlebar. Ireland.

Moodey and Cihrisfleld, Archts., Station Gates, Broadstairs.
. J. Christie, Architect, Banff.
A. T. Verity, Architect, Bradford-road, Birkenshaw, Bradford.

, John S. Brodie, Boro' Sur., Municipal Offices, Blackpool.
F. W. Vanstone, Archt., Palace Chambers, Pajgnton.
W. H. Robinson, M.S. A., Sessions House, Maidstone, Kent.

, W. H. Robinson, M.S. A., Architect, Sessions House, Maidstone^
. W. H. Robinson, M.S. A., Architect. Sessions House, Maid&tone.
W. H. Robinson, M.S. A., Architect, Sessions House, Maidstone^
W. H. Robinson, M.S. A., Architectj Sessions House, Maidstone^
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's liate, S.W.
H. Ashmead, H.M. Office cf Works, 12. Ou.ten Anne's Gate, S.W.
W. Jacques, A.R.I.B.A., Archt.. 2, Fen-ct., Fenchurch-st., E.C.
E. T. Hall. F.R.LB.A., Architect, 54, Bedford Square, W.C.
W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., M.l M.E.. Em,bankment. E.C.
Sala Consistorial, Castro Urdiales, Spain.

W. H. Robinson, M.S. A., Archt., Sessions House, Maidstone.
W. H. Robinson, M.S. A.. Archt.. Sessions House, Maidstone.
J. England. Borough Engineer, Willow-road, Wrexh^am.
J. W. Start, F.S.L, Archt., Colchester.
Fred C. Uren. Sur., Municipal Buildings, Aldershot.
Dixon and Mitchell, Land Agents, Devonshire Street, Walby.
W. Harold Watson, Archt., Barstow Square, Wakefield.
W. J. Morley and Son. 269, Swan Arcade. Bradford.
Garside and Pennington, Arnht.';., Pontefract.
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66OMNILAC
A SPECIALTY IN COPAL OAK VARNISH

" Omnilac " is a thoroughly reliable all-round varnish at a
moderate price, suitable for both inside or outside work. Being

well matured and full bodied, a satisfactory result can be ob-

tained with a single coat over a properly prepared groundwork.

Gallo

Full list of all the " BRITANNIA " Sfecialties on application to the manufacturtrs

:

RbBTTNCHAMCLARK&C?L^
TH.E LARGEST VARNISH INDUSTRY IN THE WORLD

Works :

West Ham Abbey

Stratford, E.

LONDON Caxt?;House
Westminster, S-W
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Church of St. Wulfran, Abbeville, Normandy, from

Strand, W.C.

an Etching in the Royal Academy Exhibition by
Mr. Percy I. Westwood, A.R.I.B.A.

The Hall and Corridors, Tirley Garth, Willingion,
Cheshire. The late Mr. C. E. Mallows, F.R.I.B.A.,
-Architect.

Lodge and Post Office and Lych Gate, Checkendon,
Oxon. View with plans and section of Post
Office. The late MT. C. E, Mallows, F.R.I.B.A.,
Architect.
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Mr. W. Henry White, F.R.I.B.A., Architect.
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Selected design. Plans, elevation and section.
Mr. T. Waddingham, Architect.

REFUSE DISPOSAL.
It cannot be said that the collection and

disposal of the refuse of our towns is at
all generally well carried out by the
authorities. The collection is mostly
faulty—generally because the contract
system is still largely adhered to, which
IS disadvantageous in many ways. But
even when carried out by municipal autho-
rities themselves much is mostly left to
be desired, too infrequent visits per house
per week being paid, and too often, to the
discomfort and peril of the inhabitants,
the old-fashioned dust-carts being used,
which lose a considerable percentage of

their contents eii route to their destina-
tion, to the annoyance of pedestrians.
That method is still in favour not a bow-
shct from this office in a narrow thorough-
fare, down which, about 5 p.m., especially
when the north-east wind is blowing, it is

impossible to walk without being half-
smothered, and which remains littered by
debris for hours after the cart has left.

That any but a covered vehicle should
still be allowed is as marvellous as our
placid content, the fruit of our preference
for " British Freedom " as comJDared with
"German organisation," which still

tolerates man and horse scavenging, while
in Berlin the roads are simultaneously
watered and cleansed by motor street-

cleaning machines.
The disposal of refuse is scarcely much

better performed. Some towns, such as
Dover, Newcastle, and Sunderland, still

barge all or part of their refuse out to sea,

a most objectionable method every way.
It is costly, the loading of the barges is an
intolerable nuisance, and there is always
the danger of much of the refuse being
washed ashore, to the damage of health
and the disgust of visitors. Conversion
into manure has its advantages in dis-

tricts where the farmers will take it,

which, as at Ross, in Herefordshire, they
will not, at half-a-crown a load, the result
being that occasionally the town has as

much as five hundred loads awaiting
removal. Dumping the refuse at a dis-

tance is costly and often impracticable.
Destruction by burning is probably the

safest and best plan, and would ere this

have become more general but for the facts

that the selection of a suitable site for the
destruction is often difficult and costly,

and that the expense of upkeep is heavy,
an 1 the choice of the most suitable type
of destructor is not always an easy one.

Added to which, some of the early
destructors were such nuisances that the
system got a bad name, which still clings

to it to some extent. The result is that

those whose duty it is to advise health

conimittees are often handicapped by the

difficulty of selecting a suitable destructor

and of convincing members of the fact
that all, at any rate, are not nuisances.
It may be added that the difficulty of

selection is enhanced by the fact that a
destructor which answers very well in one
neighbourhood will prove far less satisfac-

tory in another. The calorific value of the
refuse varies greatly. " The poorer the
district the richer the refuse "—especially

as regards cinders, while in others the
vegetable refuse—especially in summer
time—largely predominates.

All the considerations we have men-
tioned and others have been carefully

dealt with in a useful manual on "Re-
fuse Disposal," by Mr. Ernest R. Mat-
thews, Chadwick Professor of Engineer-
ing in the University of London, and
published at six shillings by Messrs.
Charles Griffin and Co., Limited, Exeter
Street, Strand, W.C, and we can re-

commend it to all interested, especially

to municipal engineers and local coun-
cillors. Methods of collection are dealt

with in the first chapter, unsatisfactory

methods of disposal in the second, and
the conversion of refuse into manure in

the third. Destruction by burning,
which Mr. Matthews naturally favours,

occupies six succeeding chapters, in

which the different types of destructors

are impartially described and discussed.

The rest of the volume deals with the

advisability of putting in installations

for villages, workshops, hospitals, etc.
;

the uses for the clinker ; and chimney
construction. The last chapter, which
is devoted to suction cleaning in large

buildings, is a very timely one. It often

surprises lis, when called upon to inspect

buildings like theatres, hospitals, hotels,

stores, banks, churches, schools, and
large residences to find that no provision

for preventing the accumulation of dust

has been made by the architect. In the

United States the suction system of re-

moval prevails to a far greater extent

than here. It is not costly, the ex-

piense of installation ranging from £150
in a large residence to about £400 in the

case of a large public building. The
comfort of being able to remove the all-

prevalent dust at frequent intervals

from carpets, upholstery, bedding, etc.,

and from the more or less smooth sur-

faces, such as walls, ceilings, and decora-

tions, without disturbance is most
marked, while the commercial gain to

merchants and others interested in large

stores is immense. Apart altogether,

also, from the comfort of their individual

clients, architects must know that the

time is not distant, now that town plan-

ning is coming, when every building will

be connected up to a suction main, which

will lead to the destructor, and that all

refuse—and that most dangerous refuse.

dust, with it—will be drawn by suction
to its destination.
Taking things as we have them to-day,

the initial cost of a destructor, both as
regards site and plant, is high. Accord-
ing to a useful table Mr. Matthews in-
serts, the initial cost of buildings and
plant varies from £2,159, as at Sowerby
Bridge, to £5,919, as at Yeovil. The
cost of burning, including wages, varies
from 9d. to 2s. 8d. per ton. In a modern
destructor of goo3 type it certainly should
not exceed Is. 2d. per ton. There are,
perhaps naturally, comparatively few
makers of destructors, the respective
merits of which must be estimated by
readers from the eight valuable detailed
drawings and ninety-one other illustra-
tions Mr. Matthews gives. Some of these
are complete plans of destructor works,
and will be of very great service to local
authorities and their officials concerned.

PULPITS, LECTERNS, AND ORGANS
IN ENGLISH CHURCHES.*

This is the ninth volume of the informa-
tive series on Church Art in England, all

edited, and with this exception written,
by Mr. Francis Bond. All are profusely
illustrated, chiefly from photographs, a

few sketches and measured drawings being
interspersed, and all are clearly printed
on stout paper, strongly bound and at-

tractively got up in the format charac-
teristic of the Oxford University Press.
The work before us is penned by the Rev.
Dr. J. Charles Cox, the author of many
books on ecclesiological subjects, and it

is marked by the painstaking accuracy and
the wide range of scholarship associated
with the author's name. The only mono-
graph on pulpits hitherto published has
been F. T. Dollman's "Examples of

Ancient Pulpits," issued in 1849, and
long since out of print.

In his preface the author seeks to cor-

rect several popular delusions. He points

out that the bounden duty of preaching
was insisted upon with constant iteration

by the medifeval Church, and was by no
means a special appanage of the Reforma-
tion period. Again, in England sermons
were almost always preached in the ver-

nacular, and not in Latin. With the
Reformation came about a remarkable
cessation or reduction of preaching.
Another common notion that mediaeval
pulpits were of exceptional occurrence,

the sermon being generally delivered from
the altar or chancel steps, is disproved
by the numerous instances in which

* " Pulpits. Lecterns, and Orpans in English
Churches ' By J. C harles Cox, LL D., F.S.A. Demy
8vo, cloth, 228 rapes, with 155 illustrations from
photographs and drfiwinps. 73. 6d. net. (London

:

Humphrey Milford, Oxford Univeisitv Press, Amen
Corner, E.G.)
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chuichwardens' accounts of pre-Reforma-

tiuii date are still extant, and the inven-

tories of church goods by the Commis-
sioners of Edward the Sixth's days bear

witness to the universality of pulpits. The
stone pulpits of pre-Keformation date yet

extant described in the volume before us

number upwards of sixty, and are chiefly

to be found in Somerset, Gloucester, and

Devon. Medieval pulpits of wood, chiefly

of tifteenth-century date, remain in about

one hundred parish churches, but this

number includes several cases in which

old panelling has been used in repair or

reconstruction. The post-Reformation

pulpits up to about 1700 are, with four

exceptions, all of oak, and are, as might

side or the other of the chancel screens,

but was occasionally attached to a pier

on either side of the nave, more often or

the north or gospel side, though not in

any marked degree. In a few instances

wall stairways, like those to refectory pul

pits, occur in parish churches. The a\jthoi-

deals county by county, in alphabetical

order, with mediseval stone and wooden
pulpits, and the oaken ones of between
the period of the Reformation to the days

of Queen Anne. Devonshire possesses no
fewer than ten Late Mediaeval stone pul-

pits, octagonal in plan with one exception

(that in St. Saviour's at Dartmouth), and
in many cases elaborately sculptured ; the

oldest of these is that at South Molton,

Fig 1.—stone pulpit, HARBERTON, DEVON.

be expected, far more numerous than the

mediieval examples. They abound in

Northants and Notts, but several northern
shire i are almost destitute of Late Tudor
or Stuart instances. " When complete,"
says Dr. Oox, " the pulpit, tester, and
pedestal in Late Elizabethan. Jacobean,
or Carolean compcsitions often form an
imposing ensemble ; but ignorant restorers

have not infrequently marred the whole
effect by the removal of the canopy or

sounding-board. Other parsons or would-
be ardiiterts deliberately mar tlie effect of

an old post-Refnrmalion pulpit by placing

it on a white stone base ; wliile in fully a

score of ca.ses beautiful and cunningly
carved pulpits 'have been rulhlessly

ejected frojtji the cluirch."
The position of the mediseval pulpit

varied greatly
;
generally it stood on one

c. 1450. In Somerset there are a score

old stone pulpits, of which the early one,

Shepton Mallet (c. 1460), is perhaps the

finest. There are also many instances of

great interest in Gloucestershire. The only

example in Staffordshire is the elaborated

and enriched one in the great collegiate

church of St. Peter at Wolverhampton,

) robably the most notable one in the

kingdom.
We reproduce by the publishers'

courtesy in Fig. 1 a photograph by Mr.

W. Percival AViseman of the richly sculp-

tured stone pulpit in the fine Perpendicular
church at Harlierton, near Totnes ;

the

stonework has been gilded and coloured,

but the tooling is coarse and has become
abi'aded. The niches are occupied by
apostles' figures. The pulpit was restored

in 1871.

There are at least one hundred pre-

Reformation pulpits of oak ; the largest

number are to be found in Norfolk, closely

followed by Devon. Halberton, with its

two tiers of recessed panels, is one of

the earliest (c. 1420) and finest. The
author points out that the so-called

Wycliffe pulpit at Lutterworth was con-

structed about 1450, whereas ' the

Reformer was rector of the parish nearly

a century earlier, from 1374 till his death
in 3384. The finest carved fifteenth-cen-

tury pulpit is that at Trull, near Taun-
ton ; it is ornamented with large

statuettes of St. John the Divine and the

Four Doctors of the Church. Suffolk pos-

sesses three old oak pulpits of some cele-

brity, besides many others of interest,

viz., the octagonal example at St.

Edmund's, Southwold ;
that at All Saints'.

Sudbury, which came to light in 1847 after

having been concealed for centuries by

deal boarding ; and the fine Late Per-

pendicular one at Hawstead.

The post-Reformation oak jjulpits are

very numerous, and of great interest and
variety. A fair number of the seven-

teenth-century examples retain the well-

carved testers or canopies, and those of

later date the great sounding-boards ;
but

man}' a foolish parson has demolished the

sounding-board to use it as a vestry

table, and in one instance it now does

duty in the rectory as the dining-table.

Complete examiiles of three-deckers are

to be seen at S'all, Minstead, Downham,
St. Leonards, Icklingham, and Ronald-
kirk. Nearly all churches built or rebuilt

between 1700 and 1830 had their pulpits

centrally placed, obscuring or hiding the

altar. Herefordshire has some good

examples of seventeenth-century pulpits.

That in All Saints' Church, Hereford, is

a two-storied Late Jacobean, 1621, and
is shown in Fig. 2, from a photograph by

Dr. G. Granville Buckley, one of two illus-

trations of this examinle in the book before

us. It is hexagonal in plan. The panels,

divided by Classical pilasters, are arcaded

below, but are squared with mouldings.
Below the cornice is a striii of strapwork,

and in the centre of each panel is a short

piece of vine trail. The handsome hexa-

gonal tester is not supported by any back-

piece or standard connected with the pul-

pit, but is simply attached to the wall.

In the churchwardens' accounts we read

:

" Item—payed the Asyners for their

Tymber and vorkmen their labour the

Pulpit—vii£." There are many good

jiulpits of the seventeenth century to be

seen in Hertfordshire churches and also

in those of Nottingliamshire, Salop,

Somerset, and Suffolk, but they are com-

paratively scarce in Norfolk, notwith-

standing its very numerous churches.

An interesting chapter is devoted to

hour-glasses, which came into use in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. A
good many hour-glasses were unfortu-

nately destroyed during the heedless

restoration of the earlier Victorian period,

but Dr. Cox shows that about a hundred

stands still survive, as well as at least a

dozen actual glasses. The author points

out that the sermons so regulated were

not necessarily of an hour's duration,

since some of those that have been printed

could not have occupied in delivery longer

than half an hour or twenty minutes, bu^

the sand-glass suggested a limit beyond

which no self-respecting preacher could

expect to retain the attention of his

hearers. The constructors of these glasses

were not always careful in their sand

measurements. An old hour-glass whicfi

used to be placed in an East Anglian pul-

pit was repeatedly tested, and always

chronicled forty-eight minutes.
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111 a chapter upon lecterns the autlinr

shows that, until the Reformation, this

feature retained its original and proper
jiosition in the clxoir. Throughnut the
Middle Ages the eagle, the symbol of St.

John the Divine, was the favourite em-
blem wherewith to crown the lectern used
for gospel reading purposes. There was a

revival of its use in the seventeenth
century, more especially after the
Restoration. The extant eagles are chiefly

of the fifteenth and early sixteenth cen-
turies; the earlier ones, except a few of

the fourteenth century, seem to have
perished. The largest and finest eagle in

England is that in St. Paul's Cathedral ;

it measures 8 ft. 6 in. in height, and has

a breadth across the wings of 3 ft. 3 in.

The maker was John Sutton ; he was paid

for it £241 15s. AVooden eagle lecterns

were more common in England in

Mediieval days than those of brass, but,

owing to the perishable character of the

material, there are only twenty old

examples, as compared with about fifty in

metal. A fine example of an oak eagle,

with truncated beak and stiffly outlined

w'ings. is the one at Astbury, Cheshire

(Fig. 3)—another reproduction of one of

Dr. Granville Bradley's photographs. Th?
use of a reading-desk at the east end of

the nave, introduced at the beginning of

Queen Elizabeth's reign, nearly died out

at the end of the nineteenth century, and

but few examples now exist. Sometimes
the reading-pew had double desks, so that

the minister could face either west or

south, but, as a rule, they were set with

their backs to the altar. There are still

some instances of the desks in churches

upon which rested chained books for the

use of private readers. The author shows

that the chaining of books in churclies was

usual long before the Reformation, and
points out that with the close of the

seventeenth century the custom of chain-

ing volumes came to an end.

The interesting subject of organs and

organ-cases is somewhat cursorily dealt

with by Dr. Cox ; if it were introduced at

all in this volume, it should have been

more fully treated. The author princi-

pally confines his attention to the early

use of organs in England, and proceeds to

refer to a few of the more remarkable of

the older cases. Fig. 4, from a drawin'J

by Jlr. Maurice B. Adams, shows the

beautiful organ-case in the fine parish

church of Framlingham, East Suffolk. The

case was built in 1674 by Thanar, of

Peterborough, for the chapel of Peinbrok

-

College, Cambridge, and stood in that

building until 1708, when the Master and

Fellows presented it to the church. The

organist's seat is screened off by .scroll-

work of exquisite Renaissance design.

The volume is carefully written and

revised, and there are but very few of the

aiiparently unavoidable printer's errors.

Two we note on the same page. 32, where

the architect F. T. Dollman (1812-99) is

spoken of as T. T. Dollman, and Chipping

Sodbury appears as Chipping Sudbury, a

misspelling repeated on page 218. The

excellent and complete indices of places

and subjects form useful appendices to

the volume, which will be prized by the

architectural student and be invaluable to

the ecclesiologist and antiquary.

The town clerk of Doncastcr has officially

aRnounced that the Corporation Bill I'as re-

ceived the Royal As.s»nt in Parliament. The
measure confer.'! imnortant powers upon tno

corporation. It provides for municipal build-

ines at a cost of £30.000. an isolation hospital

(£35.000).' street improvements (£50.000). and

tlie exteiision' of tlie ga.swork.s and mains at a

c^'st of £65.000. Roughly .speaking, an expen-

diture of £200,000 is provided for.

ROY.AL 1N,STITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

PRESENTATION OF THE ROYAL GOLD MEDAL.

The closini; meeting for the present session

of, the Royal Institute of British Architects

was held at 9. Conduit Street, W., on Mon-
day evening, when, for the first time since

its formation in 1848, the Royal Gold Medal
for the promotion of Architecture was con-

ferred upon a citizen of one of the great

DomiiiioiLs ill the person of Jlr. Frank
Darling, of Toronto. Unfortunately, the

occasion was shorn of much of its interest by
the fact that the war had rendered it imprac-
ticable for Mr. Darling to come to receive the

but other speakers showed a tendency to
break off to the painful topic of the hour.

Two Recently Deceased Widely Known
Architects.

Mr. E. Guy Dawber, hon. secretary, said

he much regretted to announce the death of
'.Mr. John .\lacvicar Anderson, past ]iresident,

j
who until the 1 1st few years had taken a

I

prominent part in the various activities of

I
the Institute. He moved a resolution ex-
pressing the grateful appreciation by members
of the services rendered by the esteemed past
president, Mr. Macvicar Anderson, and
directed that a message of sympathy and
condolence be conveyed to the widow and
family. The motion was passed by the
members silently rising in their places. The

FIG. 2.—L.4TE JACOBEAN OAK PULPIT, ALL SAINTS, HEREFORD.

high honour in person. The meeting room
was, however, well filled.

Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A., the President,
occunied the chair, and those present in-

cluded Sir Aston Webb, R.A.. Sir T. G.
Jackson. R.A., vSir Ernest George, A. A. A.,
Jfessrs. Reginald Blomfield. R.A., Basil
Champiieys, and T. E. Collcutt, Royal Gold
Medallists; Mr. H. Austen Hall, President
lif the Architectural Association ; the Hon.
Sir George H. Pe'rlev. High Commi.-'sioner for I

Canada ; the Hon. W. P. Schreiner. C.M.G.,
High Commissioner for South Africa: the I

Hon. W. T. Mackenzie. High Commissioner
for New Zealand, w-ith most of the members
of the Institute Council, and a large number t

of visitors, including many ladies. The
President's address was ler.^e and pointed.

hon. secretarj' said he had further to an-
nounce with re.ret the dece;vse of the dis-

tinguished Americiu architect. Dr. William
Robert Ware, who had been a corresponding
member of the Institute for thirty-five years.
Dr. Ware had won distinction not only .as

an architect but as a teacher of architecturfe.

He was the df'~i2ner of many imjiortant
buildings in the United States, and had held
the position of Professor of Architecture, first

I at the famous .Massachusetts Institute of
I Technology and afterwards at Colunibi.i
I University. A vote of sympathy with Pro-
fessor Wave's nearest relatives having, been
concurred in, Afr. Guy Dawber further meri-

t lioneJ the deaths of two licentiates, Messrs.
1 William Rol-ert 0.-b.„-n<. -nd Samuel Cooper
I.Stephens.
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The Royal Gold Medal and its Recipient.

In niaUuig the formal pri!seutatiun the
President observed that the Council of the
Royal Institute examined very carefully the
claims of the eminent men whose position

would seem to entitle them to this distinction,

and having made their selections they sub-

mitted the name they proposed to hia

Majesty for his approval. The first medal
was presented in 1848 to Mr. Charles Robert
Cockerell, and the recipient last year was
Monsieur .Jean Louis Pascal. On this list

will be found the names of distinguished men
of many countries, but there is one thing
that is new in connection with the presen-
tation to-night, and that is, that for the first

time in its history the Gold Medal is pre-

1
of work which has passed, through his

j hands :—Toronto.—General Hospital, Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Building, Royal Ontario
iMuseum, Buildings for Toronto University,
Bank of Nova Scotia Office, Dominion Bank
Office, Union Bank Office, Standard Bank
Office, many private houses. Winnipeg.

—

General Post Office, Grain E.xchange, Union
Bank, Nova Scotia Bank, Imperial Bank.
Montreal.—Sun Life Office. He has also built

an office for the Canadian Bank of Commerce
in almost every irajMrtant city in Canada.
Well, it is, I think, a peculiarly happy co-

incidence that we are here doing honour to

a great Canadian artist, one of the leaders

in the arts of peace, while his gallant fellow-

countrymen on the battlefields of Europe are

Fig, 3.—OAK EAGLE LE TERN, ASTBURY.
(FiO-H Dr. Co.v's " Pulpits, Lectern=, ai;d Organs.")

sented, by the unanimous vote of the Council
and members of the Royal Institute of British
Architects, and the approval of his Majesty,
to a Canadian architect. I hope that in

the future it may be presented to eminent
men of the other great overseas Dominions
and Commonwealth.s. Mr. Darling was born
in Ontario in 1850 and had his first intro-

duction to architecture in a Canadian office.

At the age of 20 he came to England and
worked under Mr. Street and Sir Arthur
Blomfield. He began his career as an archi-
tect in Canada in 1875. His works are
known to most of us only through the medium
of drawings and photographs ; some of us
have had the privilege of seeing the actual
buildings; I regret that I am not of the
number. On the walls are hung photographs
of many of Mr. Darling's works. The follow-
ing list will give you some idea o* the amount

showing their magnificent qualities in the

arts of war. We are only allowed glimpses
now and then of the noble deeds performed
by all the splendid troops of the Empire,
but it seemed as if the history of the gallant
stand of the Canadians on that memorable
day, not many weeks ago, could not be held
in the iron grip of the Censor, but had to

be told. Sir George Perley, in presenting
this Medal lo you as representing Mr. Frank
Darling, will you, when the time comes foi

handing it to him, express to him our ad-

miration for his work and our keen interest

in the great Dominion which counts him as

one of her distinguished sons ; and will you
also tell him that in honouring him with this

distinction we are also honoured by the addi-
tion of his name to our roll ?

Sir George Perley said he esteemed it a
great honour to receive so high a distinction

on behalf of his friend Frank Darling,
through whom a signal compliment was being
paid to the whole Dominion of Canada, of

whose Government the speaker was a

member. He regretted exceedingly Mr.
Darling was not able to be present to accept
this high honour in person, for he knew they
would all like him if they came in contact
with him and saw him. Mr. Darling had
sent that day to the President and Council
of the Institute the following cablegram,
which tlie President had asked him to read :

Gentlemen,—I was more than surprised when your
Secretary's letter arrived inlorming me that " the
Council of the R.I.B.A. had nominated me for the
Royal Gold Medal for 1915. The bestowal of such
a .signal honour, unlocked for and totally unex-
pected, leaves me at a loss to express adctiuately
my thanks and appreciation of the compliment paid
me, and, through me, to the profession of which 1

am a member and to the country of which I am
proud to be a citizen. I am a Canadian born and
bred, and an Imperialist from the bottom of my
heart. I welcome everything that tends to bring
more closely together the Mother Country and the
Great Dominions beyond the Seas, and can think of
nothing better calculated to help bring about in its

own way such desirable result than this gracious
action on the part of the Institute. That a body of
such eminence as the K.I.B.A. should have singled
out Canada as the first of the Overseas Dominions
to receive the Gold Medal will, I know, be valued
by the architects of this country as a very great
honour paid t.o a profession not hitherto overbur-
dened with publ.c recognition, though striving man-
fully to uphold often against very adverse condition.',

the standing and dignity of the profession. As to
myself, you value, I fear, too highly whatever I may
have done in this direction. As for my architec-
tural work, surrounded as you are by the master-
pieces of our art, I have to thank you very cordially
for the kind and lenient eyes with which you have
looked upon it. You do me, gentlemen, far too
much honour. I wish very much I could have seen
my way clear to have gone across and received the
medal in person. In not doing so I trust you will

acquit me of anj^ discourtesy, but as you all know
only too well things are not normal and the world
is out of gear, and I find it quite impossible to
manage it. Again I have to thank you for your
kindness in electing me a Fellow of the Institute, an
honour I deeply appreciate and highly value. To be
a member of your Institute is a distinction I have
long coveted.—Yours very faithfully, Frank Darling.

Proceeding, Sir George Perley remarked
that Mr. Darling had not been in robust
health for several years past, and liis inability

to cross the Atlantic was probably due in

large measure to that reason. The photo-
graphs on the walls would point something
of the character of Mr. Darling's executed
work, much of which he thought evinced
high merit, and some might be characterised
as more than brilliant ; but he might add that
Mr. Darling's name was known and honoured
throughout Canada as that of one who strove
worthily to uphold the honour of the pro-

fession. Probably they knew that the seat

of the Canadian Government, Ottawa, was
connected across the river with the manu-
facturing city of Hull. It had been the

speaker's wish for some years that the
amenities of the two cities should be main-
tained and improved. Two years since the

Government had appointed a small but in-

fluential commission to prepare a town plan,

to which future roads and buildings in the

cities should conform, and on the speaker's

nomination Mr. Darling was selected as the

member of that commission to represent

the profession in Canada. On his friend's

behalf, he esteemed it a great honour to

accept and forward the medal.

Mr. Reginald Blomfield, R.A., ex-Presi-

dent, proposed a vote of thanks to Sir George
Perley. The Hon. W. P. Schreiner, in

seconding the vote of thanks, said representa-

tives of all the dominions felt gratitude that

the claims to distinction of a Canadian archi-

tect had been recognised by the senior and
leading architectural body in the world—

a

gratitude which took the form of a lively

sense of favours to come, for now that a

precedent had been established he might

suggest that in other dominions, and notably

in South Africa, there were distinguished

architects in practice whom the Royal Insti-

tute would do well to recognise in the future.

The motion was carried by acclamation,

and in responding Sir George referred to the

open competition the Canadian Government
had instituted for additions to the Parliament

Buildings in Ottawa. He trusted that the

selected design would be worthy of the pic-

turesque site and of the existing edifice to

which it would form an adjunct.
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4th battalion ("ARCHITECTS")
CENTRAL LONDON REGIMENT

VOLUNTEERS.
During the last nine months all professions,

trades, and caJlings have identiiied themselves
with the work of our Army. Some 2,000
members of the architectural profession are

now serving with the colours, and others,

who for one reason or another are unable to

enlist, are serving their country at home in

.scarcely less useful ways.

Early la.st autumn, as the result of a con-

fi rence initiated by the Royal Institute of

British Architects, at which all Arclulectural
S icieties were represented, after consider-

ing the best manner in which the resources
I if the profession could be utilised, the work
of forming a war service bureau was dele-

,^'ated to the Architectural Association, and
to it was entrusted recruiting for the Army
and the training of ^'olunteers. To secure
united action in these important directions

the committee of the Volunteer Training
Corps then formed approached the Sur-
veyors' Institution, the Auctioneers' and
Estate Agents' Institute of the U.K., the
Ix)ndon Master Builders' Association, and
the Junior Art Workers' Guild, and a re-

cruiting agency (later recognised bv the War
Office) was started at 18, Tufton Street,

Westminster, S.W.
Between 750 and 800 men have passed

through this agency into the forces ; some 600
men have now been trained in the corps,

from which many men, unable at the begin-
ning of the war to enlist, have now joined
the Army with the advantage of commenc-
ing their career with a knowledge of drill

and military discipline.

The successful organisation of the corps
and its pi'oved usefulness more than jus-

tifies an increase of its numbers, to which
end a new company "is being recruited, the
headquarters of which will be at the CentraJ
Electric Supply Company's generating sta-

tion. Lodge Road, St. .John's Wood, N.W.
The headquarters of the corps are at the
Architectural Association, 18, Tufton Street,
Westminster, S.W., and local headquarters
have been established at Dulwich College,
the Mercers' School. Holborn (by kind per-
mission of the masters), and at the Archi
te<'tural Association Sports Ground, Boreham
Wood, Elstree. Further drill centres will be
arranged for new p'atoons in localities most
convenient to members.
Some idea of the thoi-oughncss and practi

cal nature of the training can be gathered
from the following summary of instruction
given :—School of arms, gymnastics, physical
drill and bayonet fighting, squad and com-
pany drill, musketry instruction (firing on
miniature range), signalling and field engi-
neering, and cyclists', scouts', and ambulance
work. Week-end and other camps are held
periodically, at which advanced practical
training in military work is given, "rhe field

engineering section reeently erected a bridge
72 ft. long in seven working hours. In
addition to company and e.xtended order
drill, the members are instructed in march
ing by compass, map reading, route march
ing day and night outposts, and long-distance
signalling.

At the Easter camp the corps were in
billets in Epping Forest, and at Whitsuntide
a most successful camp was held under
canvas in Ashdown Forest, where the whole
of the catering, cooking, and other camp
duties were carried out by the members.
The transport was most efficiently performed
by the battalion transport section. It is

proposed to hold another camp under canva.s
at the end of .July and beginning of August,
at which combined training with other bat-
talions of the Central London Regiment
(\olimt6ers) and many other corns will he
held to complete and improve the value of
the training and instruction already received.
At each camp the Post Oflnce Engineering
corps Volunteers, whose members form a
highly efficient signalling company of Engi-
neers, co-operated, and greatly added to the
interest of the training.
Every section of the corps by its keenness

and its efficiency reflects great credit on the
activity and unceasing efforts of its officers,

among.st whom the corps is to be congratu-

lated in the possession of its commandant,
Lieut. -Colonel Warden, of the Indian Army
(retired), and of its sub-commandants, C.
Stanley Peach and Major Monson, and its

Adjutant L. R. Guthrie, and many other
well-known men. The corps is urgently in
need of recruits to make up for the deple-
tion' of its ranks caused by men who have
passed through it to more extended spheres
of usefulness in the Regular and Territorial
Forces of the country, and to carry on and
extend the work of recruiting and training
men for these Forces. All members of the
architectural and surveying, auctioneers' and
estate agents' professions, and the building
and allied trades are eligible. Enrolment
forms may be had on apglication to the Adju-
tiiiit's Office, 10, Conduit Street, W., and
should be returned to the Adjutant on com-
pletion.

attainment of that period of total service unrder
tlie Council, be allowed to become contributors
(subject to age qualilioation as hereuibefore).

2. That special consideratjon on retirement be
given to the case of oftlcera of long service who
by reason of being above the age limit hereinbefore
referred to are compelled to retire without having

I been able to participate as contributors to the
I fimd.

! In the first instance, the committee added,
they had given consideration to the positiom

I

of the unestablished staff in the architect's

I

departmemt, which contains a far greater

number of persons concerned in the memoriai
than any other department. The report a<nd

recommendations were therefore drawn so

as to apply in the first instance only to the
unesta-blished staff of the architect's depart-

ment. They considered, however, that their

pi-oposals, if adopted, should he extended
from time to time, so as to cover officers ©m-

FIG. 4.—ORGAN CASE, ST. MICHAKL'S CHURCH, FR.\MLINGHAM.
(Prom Dr. Cox's " Pulpits, Lecterns, and Organs.")

THE "UNESTABLISHED STAFF" OF
THE ARCHITECT'S DEPARTMENT,

L.C.C.

At the meeiting last week of the London
Couinty Council, Hie General Purposes Coim-

mittee repoaied that they had given considea-a-

tioin to a petition from tile unestablished staff

of the Council, referring to their position

under the National Insurance Act, 1911, a^nd

thear admission to the Council's superaniiua-

ition and provident fund, and submitting sug-

gestions as follows :

—

1. (a) That unesta-blished otficers of three years'

.service, and whose age at the time of application
shall not exceed a Uniit to be determined by the
Council, shall be entitled to become contributors
to the superannuation and provident fund.

(b) That uncstab'ished officers who have not yet
served for the qualifying period shall, on the

ployed under similar conditions in other
depaai.ments. In the architect's department
there are on the unestablished staff some 360
persons who have been in the service for vary-

ing periods, some having been transferred

wlien the School Board for London was dis-

continued in 1904. Very few, however, have
been permitted to contribute to the super-

annuation and provident fund. The oom-
mittee did not deem the present a suitable

lime, howevei', to discuss or deal with the
admission to the benefits of the superannua-
tion and provident fund of the membea's
of the unestablished staff, many of whom are

(m war service and receiving civil pay under
the Council's war service regulations, amd
they proposed, therefore, to defer until after

the conclu.*ion of the war the question of the
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supei'aimuatioii of Uiuse at pieseiit on the
uiiestablished staff, and who have already had
considerable sei'vice. It is against the best
interests of tlie Counoil and of its employees
that men should be allowed to remain for

ilong periods in what may be described as

(more oi" less temporary employment. The
evil of continued tempcraiy employment of

individuals has been recognised by the Estab-
lishment Committee, who by rule have pre-

scribed that no person under tlieir direction
shall be temporarily employed for a longer
aggregate period than three years, and a
soheme has been devised whereby a modifica-
tion of this policy shall be applied to the un-
established staff.

In tile first place, however, it was desirable
that the term " unestablished staff " should
be clearly defined, and the General Purposes
Comnuttee proposed that the definition shall

mean and include persons who (i.) are em-
ployed on professional or technical work which
will continue for more than three years, but
for which provision is not made in the fixed

staff; and (ii.) either have technical or pro-

fessional training or qualifications or have
qualifications peculiar to the requirements of

a particular department. A dcfinition of the
temi having been framed, the Committee had
devised a system wherein provision was made
for the method of selection and conditions of

service of the class and for retention in what
may be regarded as continuous employment of

those in it who. within a fixed period, quali-

fied therefor. The scheme was embodied in

the standing orders submitted in the recom-
mendation (a) and would prevent a recurrence
in the future of the conditions now obtaining
with regard to the unestablished staff of the
architect's department.

If these proposals were adopted the em-
ployment of unestablished staff in the archi-

tect's department would, the Committee
believed, be put upon a sound basis. The
Committee would, after the conclusion of the
war, consider the position as regards member-
ship of the superannuation fund of the
members of the present staff with consider-
able service. They recommended :

—

(a) That the following be standing orders of the
Council :

—

(i.) '* Unestablished staff " means and includes
7)erson.s who (i.) are employed on professional or
technical work which will continue for more than
three years, but for which provision is not made i _

the fixed staff; and (ii.) either have technical or
profes.sional trajnins or qualification^ or have quali-
fication.= peculiar to the requirements of a par-
ticular department.

fii.) Tpoii the occurrence, on the fixed staff, of a
vacancy for a technJral or professional officer, the
Establishment Committee shall consider the par-
ticulars of stTvice Of members. of the unestablished
stafi' who have been continuously employed for ten^
years and posstss the necessary tcclinicaJ qualifica'
tions for such vacancy, and the Establishment Com-
mittee .ihall prescribe whit, if any. general condi-
tions shall be fulfilled in the ca.se of such appoint-
ments to the permanent staff.

(ill.) The method of selection and conditions of
service of persons to be ensa^xed upon the unestah-
lished staff and the manner in which their enRape-
ment may be terminated .shall be prescribed by
reciilations made mi the reLommendation of the
Establitiliment Committee.

(iv.) Persons entering; the unestablished staff on
or after October 1, ]!114, shall not be retained in
the service if within five years of entrv they have
not obtained the technxal qualifications prescribed
oy the Est.iblishment Committee.

(V.) Th-s standuK: order shall apply only to the
artiiiteet's department.

(b) That employees in departments other than
that of the architect who conceive that the terms
«f their employment caus? them to come within the
dettnition of "unestablished staff" be invited to
make, not later th.an December 31. ]D15, representa-
tions with a view to the application to them of the
propo.sals embodied in the forecoinR resolution (a).

This report and its recommendations were
agreed to in their entirety by the Council.

>—•e»>-<
At LonRdcet. near Poole, the Church of St.

Mary has been reopened after enlargement
at a cost of £6.000. The architect was Mr. H
Kcndell, and the contractors were Messrs.
1 ollard and Son, of Bridgwater.

Pli'is have been adopted by the Melbou- le
Harbour Commissioners for "the construction
on an area of 800 acres of four new docks at
nn aggregate cost of £5.740.570. The scheme
Ts based on the recommendations of the
Dominions Royal Commission, and will be
«iifficient to moot the expansion of traffic Hmi.
ing the next halfrentiiry. Xo. 1 dock, which
13 the first to be taken in hand, is estimated
to cost £1.326.920.

LUXDUX CUUXTV COUXCIL.
At the meeting of the London County

Council yesterday (Tuesday) afternoon, the

annual report was presented by the Housing
of the Working Classes Committee. The
financial results of the year show a net sur-

plus on all dwellings and estates in course

of development of £14,393. as compared with
£15,877 for 1913-14 and £7,298 for 1912-13.

The small decrease in the surplus as com-
pared with 1913-14 is due chiefly to tlie

increase in rates and to allowances to officers

and employees serving with H.M. Forces.
The decrease is to some extent counter-
balanced by improved lettings generally

during the year, the loss due to empty tene-

ments being £1.573 less than in the pre
vious year. The surplus originally esti-

mated for 1914-15 was £11,153, so that the
actual surplus shows a substantial improve-
ment upon that e.stimated. The total capi-

tal expenditure of the Council on its work-
ing-class dwellings and estiites amounted at

March 31. 1915. to £3,056,646 (Housing
.\ct, £2,313.108 : Improvements Actt,
£745.538). the expenditure in 1914-15 of

£54.733 being wholly under the Housing
.\ct. The net capital expenditure on
schemes for the clearance of insanitary areas
under Parts I and II. of the Housing -\ct

amounted, at March 31. 1915. to £2,664.579.
of which £101,417 was e.xpended in 1914-15.

almost whoUy in respect of the Tabard
Street scheme. The total loss of income due
to empties w-as £5,952, or 2.59 per cent, of a
total gross income of £230,036. This per-
centage compares with 3.23 and 5.20 for the
two previous years. Of this loss £2,497, or
41.95 per cent., occurred at Carrington House,
Deptford. The total financial result from
the commencement of the Council's dwell-
ings operations (1894) up to March 31, 1915,
is a surplus on dwellings of £63.378, and a
deficiency charged on the special county
rate, in respect of estates in course of de-
velopment, of £82.785. The net resultant
charge on the rates for the w-hole of the
operations has been £18.154. During the
year accommodation was provided on the
Old Oak 'estate. Hammersmith, and the
White Hart Lane estate, Tottenham, for 580
persons /in 76 cottages, comprising 25 of

four rooms and small additional bedroom. 24
of four rooms. 1 of three rooms and small
additional bedroom, and 26 of three rooms.
.Altogether accommodation for 57.942 per.sons
was provided by the Council up to March 31,
1915, the accommodation consisting of 1,874
cubicles in Bruce House, Carrington House,
and Parker Street House, 3,402 cottages and
cottage flats, and 6.420 tenements in block
dwellings.

The Education Committee recommended
the formation of an advisory council in con-
nection with the Central School of Arts and
Crafts. Southampton Row. They further
proposed the appointment of Dr. Frank H.
Newman, at present education adviser to the
North Riding County Council, as principal of
Battersea Polytechnic, in succession to the
late Dr. Sydney G. Rawson.

i'^mmm~-(
Mr. John Myers, architect, died on Tuesday

ill last week, at 24. Blomfield Court, Maid'a
Vale, X',W., aged (hirty-three years.

At Pembroke on the 15th inst., Mr. F. H.
Tulloch held a Local Government Board in-
quiry into an application by the town council
for sanction to borrow £4,000 for works of
sewerage.

The Mayor of Bootle formally opened the
chapel, which has been built at the Bootle
New Cemetery, Linacre Lane, on Wednesday,
'The building, which has seating accommoda-
tion for 100 persons, is in the Decorated Gothic
style._ and cost £2.500. It is of brick with stone
dressings, and has at the west end a square
tower capped by an octagonal belfry stage
with shingled spirelet. The architect was Mr.
\. Ernest Shennan.

The South Molton Rural District Council
have decided to advertise for a highway stir-

veyor for their eastern district, involving the
separate care of 41 miles of main and 211
miles of district roads. The new surveyor is

to give the whole of his time to the work, and
one will be given preference who is not of
military age, whilst the council will prefer
fine who rides his own motor-bicycle. The
s.-ilary offered to the candidate who is so for-
tunate as to be selected is £85 per annum !

(Inxxtntt dLalamn.

The Royal Institute of British Architects'

Gold Medal for Architecture, awarded this

year to Mr. Frank Darling, of Toronto, was

presented on Monday night. This is the

first time that the medal has gone to a

citizen of the Dominion. The medal was in-

stituted in 1848 by Queen Victoria, and con-

tinued by Edward VII. and the present King.

It is conferred annually on some distinguished

architect or man of science or letters, who
has designed or executed a building of high

merit, or produced a work tending to pro-

mote or facilitate the knowledge of architec-

ture, or the various branches of science con-

nected therewith. On two occasions it has

been given to American architects—Richard

Morris Hunt in 1893, and Charles Follen

M'Kim in 1903. Why not oftener to archi-

tects in the Britains beyond the seas, instead

of to foreigners, we have wondered. Mr.

Frank Darling was born in Ontario in 1850,

and is the son of a Toronto clergyman. After

four years in a Canadian architect's office,

he came to England at the age of. twenty,

and worked under Sir Arthur Blomfield. He
began practice in Toronto in 1875, and among
the important buildings he has designed are

the Toronto General Hospital, the Canadian

Pacific Railway budding, the Royal Ontario

Museum, the buildings for Toronto Uni-

versity, the Winnij^eg Creneral Post

Office, and Grain Exchange, the New
Club House, Toronto, Ulustra'ted by

us in our issue of October 24, 1913,

Insurance Office, Toronto, in that of

September 12, 1913, and the Canadian Bank
of Commerce, in that of December 12, 1913.

No other British architectural journal has

published any of Mr. Darling's works. The
war made it impossible for Mr. Darling to

come over to receive the medal, and it was
received for him by Sir George Perley, the

High Commissioner for Canada, Avho read the

cable message from Mr. Darling, which ap-

pears elsewhere in our report, appreciating

the honour conferred on him, and adding,
" I o.ni a Canadian born and bred, and I

welcome everything that tends to bring closer

together the Mother Country and the

Dominions beyond the Sea.
'

The slackness in work is marked in the

exhibition of architectural drawings at the

Royal Scottish Academy this year. One of

the drawings on loair is the Government
House, Delhi, by Mr. E. L. Lutyens, A,R.A.
Sir John Burnet shows "The Institute of

Chemistry," Russell Square—a simple

Classic building in good taste. The Glas-

gow Municipal building extension, also Classic

in design, is by Messrs. Watson and Sal-

mond. A "Proposed Civic Centre, Dundee,

from the South-West," is a piece of town

planning by Mr. James Thomson, showing

on an area by the river side a place, with a

large Classic domed building, suitable for art

gallery or town hall, in the centre. The
" Training College and Practising School,

Dundee." is by Mr. T. ilartin Cappon.

Messrs. John Burnet and Son send drawings

of a proposed restoration of Duart Castle,

Isle of Mull ; Mr. H. J. Blanc is represented

by drawings of the Ladies' College, Queen

Street, including the imposing Classic facade;

and the name of his son, Mr, F. E. B. Blanc,

appears in the catalogue with a sketch in

colour of additions to the North British

Rubber Company works. Mr. G. 'Washing-

ton Browne shows a section of his first pre-

miated design for the proposed new St. Paul's

Bridge, London—the staircase to the Em-
bankment, also the front of the new
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Y.M.C.A. buildings, Edinburgh; Sir Robert
Lorimer sends drawings of the new ohoir

stalls, organ case, and east-end screen re-

cently executed at Dunblane Cathedral, and
other designs of interest are exhibited by
Mr. James Miller, Messrs. Henry and Mac-
lennan, Mr. Alexander X. Pater.';on, Messrs.

H. E. Clifford and Lunan, Mr. James B.

Dunn, Messrs. Alexander Culien, Lochhead,
and Brown. There are some designs ol

churches by Mr. P. M'Gregor Chalmers.

Messrs. Stewart and Paterson, and Mr. A.

Marshall Mackenzie. Mr. William Kellv
shows a sketch of the Harlaw Memorial,
which recalls an old Pictish tower.

The University of Manchester, under the

advice of a Joint Architecture Committee, has

decided to issue an annual " Sketch Book "

contributed to by the more advanced stu

dents in the school, the intention being to

record historic buildings in the city where
architecture loses much by the narrowness of

its setting and fHie destruction of its detail

and texture by smoke, so that much of its

character can only be appreciated by careful

illustration. There are still many good nine-

teenth-century exanjples well worth measuring
up, and the risk of their demolition justifies

their careful representation in a permanent
form. The Old Town Hall at ^Manchester has
been more or less well illustrated of late,

having been nominated by the promoters of

students' medal competitions during the past
few years, but this building has not before

furnished the subject of so complete a mono-
graph on such a scale as that now issued as

the Krst folio of " The ilanchester School of

Architecture Sketch-Book," just published,

with its nineteen big plates (19 ins. by 13 ins.)

admirably reproduced and printed on fine

stout paper. The contributors are Jlessrs.

Gordon Hemm, G. B. Howcroft, and W. 0.

Jones. Mr. Percy Worthington, M.A., lent

the photographs to complete the choseii sub-

ject as it deserved. The " Old Town Hall "

was an exceptionally good example of what
was known as "The Greek Revival," iis de-

tail being remarkably refined both in design

and execution. It was commenced in 1819,

and i'^rancis Goodwin was its architect. It

cost £40,000, and, showing the enormous in-

crease in value of Manchester city sites, the
land on which this Town Hall stood was sold

for £161,750 in 1903. The building originally

was designed as Police OfKces and Town
Hall, ibut was subsequently altered and used
for municipal offices, and then it did service

as a reference library. Consequently, it 'was
altered more than once, and the internal de-

sign was much modified, so it lo.st its details

and enrichments, which were designed after

the Erechtheion at Athens. The widening of

the street about 1866 involved the removal
of the portico steps, also the podium wall and
pedestals. The essential portion of the fa(;ade

has, however, been preserved through the
efforts of the "Manchester Society of Archi-
tocts for erection in Heaton Park. The draw-
ings of it thus published are reliable and excel-

lent. The price of this folio is 10s. 6d. net,

and Messrs. Longmans, Green and Co. are the
publishers.

His first serious attempts at sculpture were
the heads of modern Croat patriots. At
eighteen he was apprenticed to a marble
worker at Split (Spalato), and later, with a

bursary from the Town Council, went to the

Academy of Arts at Vienna, where he made
rapid progress in technique. In his second
year of study (1902) he already exhibited in

the Sezession, r>nd since then almost annually
at that society's exhibitions. In 1907 he
went to Paris and exhibitetl in the Salon
d'Automne of that and the two following

years. His first collective exhibition was held

in 1910 at the Sezession of Vienna. He made
his first appearance before his own country-

men the same summ?r at Zagreb (Agram), the

Croatiaai capital, conjointly with the Croat
painter Racki. In 1911 the Zagreb exhibits,

with certain notable additions, were trans-

ferred to Rome, where they forme<l the chief

feature of the Serbian Pavilion in the Exhibi-

tion of International Art. The figures of

JIarko Kraljevic and other heroes of Serbian

legend, and the first architectural designs for

a kind of Southern Slav Pantheon, to be
erected on the battlefield of Kosovo, delighted

the artistic world. In 1912 the completed
wooden model for the Temple of Kosovo,
which has now come to London, was exhibited

for the first time at Belgrade, and was widely

acceipted as a true expression of Serbian

national tradition. There are now shown
almost seventy entries, including a series of

religious works vhich have not previously

been exhibited.

nece.ssary liints are offered with regard to

" safe-load " tables, which in some cases are

given to architects and engineers without a
statement of the actual stresses used and
_without an assurance that the tables allow for

the weight of the floor itself, with the proper
safetv, in addition to the " working load."

An interesting exhibition of work by Ivan
Mestrovic, the Southern Slav sculptor, is now
open in the west and central halls of the
Victoria and Albert JIuseum. Ivan Mestrovic
is the son of a Croat peasant family in Otavice.
a small A'illage in Northern Dalmatia, and
was born in 1883. He spent his childhood as

a shepherd boy, and even at this early stage
revealed his natural talent by carving rude
decorative figures in wood or stone as pre-

sents for the peasants of the neighbourhood.

British by name and thoroughly British by
nature, the system of the British Reinforced

Concrete Engineering Company. Limited, of

82. Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.. and
Trafford Park, Manchester, has many points

special to itself which should commend it to

architects and engineers, which are interest-

ingly explained in an informative and excel-

lently illustrated booklet just issued, which is

well worth careful perusal. The B.R.C.
Fabric is a steel wire mesh, of which the

longitudinal wires are spaced and immovably
fixed at regular distances apart by transverse

wires arranged at right angles to the longitu-

dinals, and weldetl to them at each point of

contact. The longitudinal wires are secured

to the transverse wires and held fixedly apart,

not bi/ clips, ties, or other means, liable to

weaken or relax, but by an electric welding,

an absolute connection which renders separate

movement of the fabric physically impossiule.

and is the only reinforcement which provides

a single unit of reinforcement throughout any
required length, and guarantees conformity

of reinforcement extending from end to end of

the structure, forming throughout its entire

length one continuous beam. The .strength of

the B.R.C. Fabric at the elastic limit is about

75,000 lbs. per square inch. Undoubtedly the

most efficient type of reinforcement is that

which offers the best resistance to all tensile

stresses in the most direct manner. This the

B.R.C. Fabric does: laid in the concrete alonii

direct lines where the tension :s greatest, each

wire takes up its full share of work, and the

danger always present when any irregu-

lar-shaped mesh is introduced and placed near

the bottom of the slab, of the develo^iment

of a tendency to clo-iie up and to shear the

concrete on the underside on deflection of the

slab is entirely avoided. The system is one

of the most simple and easy to install. It is

handy to use, and misplacement is impos-

sible. It is applicable to any size and style

of building or to any scheme of decora.tion,

and gives the utmost satisfaction to arcJiitects

and engineers who have u.sed it. Some of the

buildings where it has been installed are

illustrated in the booklet, and some very

One of those vexatious disputes between
the unions of different trades which has seri-

ously harassed the building trades in Birm-
ingham seems at last about to be settled.

The quarrel, which has been of long standing,

has been between the Domestic Engineers'

Society and the Plumbers' Society in regard

to demaa'cation of work. The plumbers
claime<l, among other things, to fix the fit-

tings of new buildings, including the installa-

tion of iron piping for hot-water supply, lava-

tories, and domestic supplies. The matter
was referred to the Engineering and Allied
Trades Societies' Federation, but the plumbers
practically demanded the whole of the work
in connection with the fitting up of new build-

ings, and they refused to allow tlieir men on
any work on which the domestic engineers-

might oe engaged. This has had a very serious

effect. Even at the moment work on the new-

Children's Hospital and the Clinical Hospital
is held up in consequence. A committee of

the federation have arrived at the following

deci.sion :
—"The Engnieering and Allied

Trades Societies' Federation, after having
heard arguments as to the demarcation of

work between the Domestic Engineers and
the Plumbers' Societies, place it on record
that the claims of the Plumbers' Society are
not borne out by facts, and their action in

refusing to work on jobs with the domestic
engineers is detrimental to the best interest)?

of trade unionism in the city; and, further,

this federation is of opinion that the offer

made to the Plumbers' Society by the
Domestic Engineers' Society as a basis for
working is fair and equitable." The offer

was :—(I) Hot-water service may be executed
by either plumbers or domestic engineers ;

(2) all heating in.>itallations shall be recognised
as fitters' work, and shall be executed by
fitters

; (3) all cold-water supplies in any
metal shall be recognised as plumbers' work,
and be executed by plumbers. The term-
fitters, it is stated, applies to domestic-
engineers.

We have used and noticed a good many
books on hand-lettering in our time; but most
of them left much to be desired. Jlr. William
J. Lineman, the author of "A Treatise on
Hand Lettering for Architects, Surveyora,
and Students of Mechanical Drawing," just
published by Messrs. Chapman and Hall,
Limited, at 7s. 6d. net, says, and we agree
with him, most of them are mere cheap exer-
cise-books for students, containing very in-

suflicient provision for the actual needs of

drawing offices. Mr. Lineman ministers to
those needs by affording means for real direct

practice in the kinds of lettering most re-

quired by architects, engineers, and sur-

veyors; and after the mastery of eacli form
of lettering its use is facilitated by the
writing of phrases and titles from actual

oflice drawings; while the architect and
decorator are similarly supplied with models
from actual friezes. We think he is right in

giving the pupil large lettering to do at first.

That is how we are taught writing at school

—those of us, that is, who are taught writirig

at all nowadays ! It encourages freedom
and certxinty. The chapter on the processes

of zincography is a useful one. We hope
some of our friends will read it and spare uji

some of the hieroglyphics we are expected to

reproduce.
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Cl^tir ililustratr0ns.

CHURCH OF ST. WULFRAN, ABBE-
VILLE. NORMANDY.

This effective etching herewith reproduced
among our inset plates to-day is now in the
Royal Academy Exhibition, and we are in-

debted for its loan to the artist, Mr. Percy
J. Westwood, A.R.I.B.A,, of 7, Adam Street,

Adelphi, W.C. Ruskin was not singular in

his great admiration of this famous and
noble church of St. Wulfran, which dates
froni 1488. The building, added to from time
to time down to the seventeenth century, has
really never been completed. Its west fa9ade,
shown by Mr. Westwood's appreciative pic-

ture, is its chief glory. The rich front is

distinguished by the well-known triple portals

adorned by statues of saints and gabled
above. This part of the composition is sur-

mounted by a horizontal cresting, skilfully

binding the elevation together and forming a
gallery at the level of the sill of the great
west window of the nave. This fortunate
feature is repeated at a higher stage by
furnishing a second gallery below the belfry
openings of the twin towers, and across the
middle gable, which is boldly enriched by
big statues of the Blessed Virgin ilary, St.

Wulfran, and St. Nicholas. The towers have
open parapets of Flamboyant traceries, and
the intervening stair turrets terminate with
conical roofs giving scale to the rest, and each
spirelet has a flag finial in metal. The
sculptures in the principal doorway below in-

clude some remarkable deviations from the
usual subjects of the hierarchy. The most
noticeable of these is the colossal lion, on the
right of the portal, draped with a Royal
Mantle sown with fleur-de-lis and bearing a

standard of the same arms. This subject was
presumably intended to illustrate in an em-
blematic way the Union of France and Eng-
land, realised when Louis XII. was married
at Abbeville to Mary of England. The doors
of this west front are covered with admir-
ably preserved figures relating to the life of
the Virgin. These were carved in 1550, when
a well-known merchant in Abbeville called

GUles Amourette, paid for their cost. The
flanks of the church are supported by big
wall piers and flying buttresses, and the walls
are surrounded by two galleries of openwork
character, having the florid richness distin-

guishing the whole building so far as the
Gothic parts were conceived. One gallery
extends below the springing of the roof, the
other runs above the vaulting of the side
chapels. The leaning Clocher de St. Firmin
stands at the corner of the north transept.
The narrow nave and side-aisles are con-
temporaneous, and the choir was added in
the seventeenth century, its vaulting being
still incomplete. The arms of Louis XII. and
.\nne of Bretagne figure among the bosses of
the roof of the church. There is a florid but
shallow triforium to the Flamboyant nave, to
which it greatly adds a richness of effect.

One of the treasures of this church is the
very beautiful stained gla.ss window illustrat-

ing the Tree of Jesse, in the chapel of Notre
Dame des Merciers, situate at the end of the
right aisle. The other chapels contain a
series of sculptures of the fifteenth and six-
teenth centuries. In the .services of St.

Wulfran's there are some curious local
customs, among these being the distribution
of benefaction cake carried in for blessing
before the high altar in big ba.skets. and
then distributed to the people present during
high Mass. The dominating scale of St.
Wulfran's, as compared with its immediate
surroundings, makes the building appear like
a cathedral in its proportions and importance.
It fnrnishe.s a prominent landmark for miles
around, and Abbeville, being on the line of
attack made by the Germans on their way
towards Paris, was subjected to much un-
w-elcome attention during one period of the
war. The sketch on which this etching is

baited was made by Jlr. Westwood on the
spot, before the war began. He has admir-
ably succeeded in reproducing much of the
charm of local colour familiar to all who
knew Abbeville and this admirable church in
normal times, and our illustration will be

valued as an artistic record of one of the
best known buildings in Normandy.

HALL AND CORRIDORS, " TIRLEY
GARTH," CHESHIRE.

We reproduce the three sketches at the
Royal Academy. They were taken from the
actual work, which was completed some short
time ago. The house is situated in the

parish of Willington, near Tarporley, in

Cheshire, and is of a somewhat unusual plan,

being built around a complete cloister enclos-

ing a " garth," hence the name. The ground-
floor corridor opens on to the south walk of

the cloisters, and the first floor corridor to

a balustraded walk on the cloister roofs,

which are barrel-vanlted. The hall, shown in

the largest sketch, is connected with both
con-idors, on the ground floor by a square-

domed hall at its east and west ends, and
on the first floor by doors opening from the

music gallery, which rune around three sides

of the hall, and is connected to the ground
floor by a separate small staircase arranged
in the thickness of the external south wall

of the hall. The late Mr. C. E. Mallows,
F.R.I.B.A., was the architect. The builder
was -Mr. William Wood, of Hartford,
Cheshire. A feature of the hall is a stone
fireplace, which has some very beautiful

figure work by Mr. Crossland McClure, of

Radnor Street Studios, Chelsea, S.W. These
pencil drawings were made by Mr. Mallows,
and are admirable examples of his excellent

draughtsmanship.

POST OFFICE LODGE AND LYCH
GATE, CHECKENDON, OXON.

This pair of country-side buildings, close

to the old jjarish church of Checkendon,
number among the last designs made by the

late ilr. C. £. Mallows before his recent

death. We give the plans and .section iii

the lodge, which is specially interesting,

inasmuch as it includes the village post office.

This pencil perspective sketch by the architect

shows the group, about which there is really

little to add. W'hen Mr. JIallows lent us

these drawings a short time ago he promised
to let us have a few particulars, but unfor-
tunately his sudden death prevented this.

The charm of his artistic facility with the
pencU as a sympathetic medium is admirably
expressed by the accompanying drawing and
the clever way he harmonised these new addi-

tions in the precincts of the ancient church
is at once evident. For compactness of plan
and picturesqueness of treatment it would
be hard to equal the contrivance of the lod£;e

as herewith illustr:ited. As an architect Mr.
Mallows will be much missed, and as an
exactly precise and adroit pictorial illustrator

of architecture he held a unique position.

Note the quality of the yew trees in this

sketch, introduced .so as to set back Checken-
don Church in the middle distance. The
character of its ecclesiastical architecture is

it the same time delicately suggested and
faithfully rendered in a manner few could
emulate.

III. -IV., PRINCES STREET, LONDON, W.
This stone-fronted place of business, giving

ample window space, has been built from
the designs of Mr. W. Henrv White,
F.R.I.B.A., of Cavendi.sh Place, "W. The
careful elevational drawing here reproduced
shows the work so clearly that the subject
needs little by way of description. The
exigencies of shop arrangement have been
fully accounted, and the separate entrance to

the offices on the upper floors is well accom-
modated. The iron-fronted balcony on the
fourth floor adds to the interest of the
fa(;ade.

SELF.CTRl) DESTOX FOR THE
CHILDREN'S RECEIVING HOME
AT THE GRIMSBY WORKHOUSE.

We give the elevations and plans of the
accepted design adopted by the Grimsb.y
Board of Guaixiians in the recent local com-
petition. Accommodation is provided for
fifteen boys and fifteen girls. No back en-
trances or back playgrounds are provided, a^

the rear of the building faces due east, and
because there is an open stream at the rear.

Tlie w.c.'s and lavatories are arranged along-
side the b.ack wall, in order to prevent the
children from playing near the waste and soi'

pi]ics. The foster-mother's sitting-room an/'

bedroom are arranged so as to secure the best
supervision over the children in the building
as well as in the playgrounds. The eleva-

tions are to be faced with stock bricks and
stone dressings. The interior walls have

Section.

glazed tile dadoes. The plans have
been approved by the Local Govern-
ment Board, with a few minor altera-

tions made by the board of guardians in

order to reduce the cost. The erection of

g HM

Side j^evarion.

the building is being delayed owing to the

undesirability of incurring capital expendi-

ture at the present time. This successful

design is by Mr. T. Waddingham, architect.

No. 89, Cleethorpe Road, Grimsby.

rhe town council of Dunbar are seeking to

borrow £1.800 to meet the cost of a new wall

which has been erected along the south side of

the Castle Park, under the supervision of their

burgh surveyor, Mr. A. Moody.

Mr. W. O. E. Meade King, an inspector under
the Local Government Board, held an inquiry

at Wrexham on Thursday into an application

by the urban district council for sanction to

borrow £6,056 for the erection of workmen's
liouses.

.\t Sprotborough. near Donca^ter, on Wednes-
day, Archdeacon Sand'ord opened the ancient

churcSh of St. Mary, after restoration and re-

arrangement. The church is one of the most

beautiful in Yorkshire. The renovation scheme

has entailed an expenditure of £2,000.

Mr Joshua Lambert, deputy engineer and

surveyor to the Tottenham Urban District

Council, lias been unan mously appointed acting

engineer and surveyor, and Mr. Walter Vincent,

the next assistant, acting surve,vor to the educa-

tion committee, during the absenoe of Major
W. H. Proscott, R,E,, on active service.
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BUSHBURY.—Plans have been approved
by Cannock Rural District Council for the

erection of new works at Bushbury. They
are for Messrs. Macfarlane and Robinson,
enamelled hollow-ware manufacturers, Staf-

ford Street, Wolverhampton, and of Glas-

gow. They have acquired about twenty
acres of land between the Stafford Road and
the London and Xorth-Western Railway, on

which it is proposed to erect new works and
houses for the workpeople. The contract has

been placed with Messrs. H. Gough and Son,

Wolverhampton.

DUBLIN.—The first section of the new
Carmelite Priory Buildings being erected

in Aungier Street, is nearing completion.

Reinforced concrete is employed for the

General construction, tlie walls having bar

.steei tension rods and the floors formed with

insertions of e.xpanded steel, rib and dia-

mond mesh, in the concrete. The principal

rooms are finished with . oak block flooring

and fibrous plaster ceilings, lavatories 'and

bathrooms having marble Terrazzo flooring.

The contractor for the whole of the

work is Mr. Patrick Shortall, of Temple
Street, Dublin, and his foreman in control

of the work is Mr. Price. The scheme is

being carried out from the designs of Mr. C.

PoweU, architect, and the workmanship is

supervised throughout by Mr. JL .J. Cullen,

C.E., who also prepared tlie bills of quanti-

ties.
>—•••-< •

PROFESSIONAL AND
SOCIETIES.

TRADE #ur O^ffire fabk.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
THE REPAIR OF HIGHWAYS.—In the

King's Bench Court on the 15th inst. judgment
was given by the Lord Chief Justice and
Justices Ridley and Avory in the appeal of

Wythes v. the ,\iayor and Lorporation ot Brom-
ley. It was an appeal by Mr. Wythes, of

Bromley, Kent, from a decision of the local

justicesi who had ordered him to pay a large

ium towards the repair of BlacUbourn and Bar-

field Roads at Bromley. Appellant claimed

that these were ancient highways and repair-

able by the inhabitants at large. The appeal

was dismissed with costs. Ihe Lord Chief

Justice said the appellant was the owner of

the Hickley Park Estate, a part of which

.abutted on the two roads in question, and he

Jiad been held liable by the justices to pay his

share of the cost of repairing the roads on

the ground that the obligation did not fall on

the inhabitants at large. The question was
whether there was evidence before the justices

upon which, as a matter of law, they could

<:onclude that these two roads were repairable

by the inhabitants at large. The appellant

«aid that by an order of 1869 those two roads

were substituted for other roads as highways,

and as the old roads were ropairableby the

public, the substituted ones came within the

same category. The mere fact that the cor-

poration had never repaired the roads was not

sufficient to prove 'that they could not be called

upon to do so. There was no doubt that the

respondents had watered the roads at the ap-

pellant's request, and that the agent of the

estate had stated that it was about time the

corporation took the roads over. Of course,

the opinion of the agent that the roads were

repairable by the appellant might not be of

any value, but it seemed to indicate that the

appellant was of opinion that he was liable.

Th% appellant was the person who .should know
whether he should do the repairs or not, and

if he accepted the burden without demur tor

manv Tears and did eot complain, then that

was "evidence from which the magistrates could

draw the inference that the repairs were not

liable to be done by the inhabitants at larse.

The Court, therefore, came to the conclusion

that the justices were right, and the .ippeal

failed. Justices Ridley and Avory concurred.

PLYMOUTH ARCHITECTS.—A commit-

tee meeting of the Plymouth District Branch
of the Devon and Exeter Architectural

Society was held at the Athenseuim, Ply-

mouth, on Wednesday. The death of Sergt.

Charles H. Phillips, of the Expeditionary

Force, and of Victoria-place, Stoke-by-Devon-

port, was reported, he being the first member
of the society to lose his life in the war.

_
A

letter of condolence from the President has

been forwarded to his relatives. With re-

gard to municipal building work in contem-

plation, the hope was expressed that the

council would engage the services of archi-

tects practising within the borough, particu-

larly as there existed a general dearth of

employment in the profession, although a

large number of the local members had
joined the forces.

AUSTIN FRIARS, E.C.—At the last

meeting of the British Archeeological Associa-

tion, the Rev. H. P. Ditchfield presiding, Mr.
W. A. Cater read a paper entitled " Further

Notes on the Austin Friary of London," in

continuation of his paper published in 1912,

and in correction of some of the views therein

expressed as to the conventual church and

the location of the domestic buildings. He
explained that he had been able to recon-

struct these from the descriptions in post-

Dissolution documents preserved at the

Record Office. It was now possible to re-

arrange the ordering of the Friary Church

and to locate the chapels mentioned in the

Harleian lists of burials. The evidence now
available proved that the windows to the

north aisle could not have been continued

beyond the fifth light, and that these were

only upper lights to the transept and two

westernmost bays of the choir, although the

contrary had been contended in view of the

method of construction of its prototype, the

Grey Friars Church. The buildings exem-

plified a feature which characterised Friars'

churches, namely, the narrow transept or

crossing which aligned with the choir and

nave. The lecturer appropriated fifteen bays

to the Austin Friars' house, giving a total

length of about 265 ft. and a breadth of

83 ft against 300 ft. and 89 ft. in the case

of the Grey Friars. The claustral buildings

which may be located are the chapter-house,

the refectory and kitchen, the large or

western dorm'itory, the little dormitory, and,

with considerable probability, the library.

\nnexed to the choir was a chapel called " le

bukes Chapell," which possibly derived its

name from the fact that the Duke of Buck-

ingham (who was executed on Tower Hill in

1521) had probably been interred there.

'WATER

->—^o«
COMPETITIONS.

WHITEHAVEN.—Mr. W. J. Swain,

architect, York, and Mr. E. E. Stiven, the

"borough surveyor, the adjudicators in con-

nection with the housing scheme competi-

tion, have made their awards, and the follow

inc are the successful competitors, viz. :—

First, Mr. J. S. Stout. 36. Lowther Street

Whitehaven ; second, Mr. H. Lord. 42. Deans^

gate, Manchester: third. Messrs. I'nwm anr'

Holland, 11, Library Street. Wigan.

SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

CROYDON WATER SUPPLY.-To im-

prove the water supply of the borough the

Crovdon Corporation have resolved to promote

a B'ill in Parliament for the construction of

two new wells and other works on sites a few

miles to the west of Croydon, also to supply

the chlorine process of purification to the

whole supply ot the borouch. The scheme,

which will not be completed in I^s\ than hve

years, is estimated to cost about £250.000.

NOTTINGHAM.—The water committee

report to the city council that they have ap-

plied themselves to the problem of the Uer-

went water and have d«-ided, instead of par-

ioint scheme of supply with the

and Derbv, to install

:_
• •

fil-

nd treatment of the water.

ticipatiiiQ

corporations of Leicestf .

an independent plant for the mechanical

tration

TRADE NOTES.

On and after the 24tli instant the offices of

the Na-tional Radiator Co., Limnted, wi I he

transferred to Hull, wliere all corrcspondencr

should be a-ddircc-rscd.

T'nder the direction of Mr, William William-

son architect, Kirkcaldy, Boyle's latest patent

"Air-Piimp" Ventilator has been applied to

Blairhall School, Dy-art.

Messrs. Marshall, Sons, and Co.. Limited

of Gainsboroui^h. are exhibiting a new typ'

of traction engine a.t the Royal Agricultiira

Soeietv's Show. Nottingham.

Some very interesting work was carried ouc

by the 4th" Battalion " Architects " Central

London Regiment Volunteers recently in the

way of long distance signalling, when m con-

junction with the Hampstead Volunteer

fraining Coi-j^ they maintained conrmum-

cation for three hours between Judge's 'Walk,

Hampstead, and Furze Hill, Boreham Wood,

a distance of just over seven miles, using

the Morse code with large flags. The Sig-

nalling JIanual states that in England com-

munications can usually be maintained for

a distance of five to seven miles in a clear

atmosphere. The Signalling Section ot these

Volunteer Corps have thus maintained their

signalling up to the maximum standard laid

down for Regular troops. As an application

of the arts of peace to the science of war,

the "Architects" constructed a six-span

bridge, 72 feet long, 8 feet wide, and 7 feet

high at the centre in between six and seven

working hours over a pond at their camp-

ing ground on the Architectural Association

.\thletic Ground, Boreham Wood, Elstree.

.\s this was the first bridge which they had
put up it may be regarded as a fairly success-

ful piece of work. The members are now
about to render assistance in the production

of munitions, and in connection with it a

permanent camp will be formed on the river-

side, at which this work will be added to the

other training. This useful corps is at

present forming an additional Company, and

the Commanding Officer hopes that the record

of work which they are able to do may in-

duce those members of the allied professions

and kindred trades of which the corps is

mainly composed to join in considerable num-
bers. Applications should be made to the

-Adjutant, 10, Conduit Street, W.
The Architectural Association has under-

taken to form a Red Cross Voluntary Aid
Detachment, with headquarters at 18,

Tufton Street, Westminster. At least fifty

men are required, and it is hoped that all

those connected with the architectural pro-

fession who are not eligible for the Army
and not otherwise serving the country at

the present time will send in theix names
to the secretary of the association, from
whom all further particulars may he ob-

tained. A subscription of 2s. 6d. is asked

from each member joining to defray the cost

of training equipment. The detachment
will 'be made use of by the Red Cross

Society immediately it is efficient. A short

course of training is necessary to ohtain the

Red Cross Society's certificate, and this

training course will be commenced at once.

It is, therefore, necessary that those who
desire to join should send in their names
without delay, and at the same time state

if they have had any experience in first-aid

work and if they hold any certificates. It

is not expected that mcimbers of the detach-

ment will give full time, tut whatever time

can 'be given to the work will be fully

utilised.

The London Education Committee decided

at the last meeting to reduce the capital

estimates passed in March last from
£600,000 to £480,000 for the year ending

March 31 next, and to reduce the sum allo-

cated for the six months ending September
30, 1916, from £414.810 to £57,675. The
sub-committee which recommended this

course reported that they had, in review-

ing the estimates, 'borne carefully in mind
the course suggested hy the Prime Minister

in the House of Commons on May 13, when
he said :

—" Running contracts could be

allowed to continue, subject to whatevej, can

he done in the way of slowing down, and
the new contracts should not be continued

or proceeded with." Mr. Warburg also ex-

plained that they had put £8,000 into the

estimates to enable the arcliitect to prepare

plans for one year's building work at the

end of the war. The revised estimates

were unanimously approved.

The octogenarian Dean of York has edited

the valuable work of the late John Browne
on the representations and arms on the glass

of the windows of York Minster, and the

book will be published in the autumn by Mr.

Richard Jackson, Leeds. Mr. Browne spent
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nearly the whole of the leisure hours of his
life in .studying and sketching the Minster,
of which he wrote a monumental history,
published in 1847. Immediately after the
completion of the history the author com-
menced to get together materials for a full
and complete description of the stained glass
windows both as to the subjects portrayed
and the heraldic bearings, etc. The work
was just completed before his death, and the
MS., with sketches, came into the possession
of the Dean and Chapter, who gave it an
honoured place in the Min.ster Library. It
is this material, hitherto not printed, that
has been edited by the Dean, who has written
a biography of the author. The book will

comprise about 300 pages of te.xt, fully de-
scribing the subjects and armorial bearings
in the windows (500 in number), together
with historical notices of the families to
whom they belong. There will be forty pages
of illustrations, in which upwards of 500
figures will be delineated, all printed in

heraldic colours from Mr. Browne's original

drawings.

M. Daliner, French Under-Secretary of
State for Fine Arts, accompanied by twelve
members of the Commission of Education and
Fine Arts, visited Rheims on Saturday to

e.xamine the measures taken for the protection
of the cathedral. M. Simyan, president of

the Fine Arts Commission, declared on his

return from Rheims that the damage done to

the cathedral during the rebombardments of

the last fortnight was enormous. " Besides
the tapestries, the State has collected all the
fragments of statues and windows broken by
the bombardments, and taken them to a place
of safety. Practically speaking, nothing is

left of the cathedral but the silhouette. The
Fine Arts Administration has prepared plans
for its restoration, and they will be executed
as far as events permit. It will be abso-

lutely impossible to restore the original

beauty of the cathedral, but everything prac-

ticable will be done."

An interesting departure in extension work
was initiated last session by the Governors
of the Glasgow School of Art, who have been
actively engaged in organising a lending
museum scheme. This scheme provides for

the collection at the School of Art of a care-

fully selected store of art objects, which may
be had on loan by art schools and classes

affiliated to the central institution. It is

thus pos.sible for schools that participate in

the scheme greatly to improve their art equip-
ment and to obtain for their students a flow

of fresh art examples of the best type. This
arrangement, which is likely to have valuable
results, has already met with a ready response
from the managers of the fifty-two schools
which are participating in the scheme. The
Governors of the Edinburgh School of Art
are considering means whereby a similar
organisation may be established which shall

serve the art centres in the eastern area.

A sharp discusion took place at the last

meeting of the Town Council of Edinburgh
on a recommiendation by the Lord Provost's
committee to authorise that all work for the
current financial year that could reasonably
wait be delayed ; that the services of the
city be re<luced to the lowest minimum re-

quired for tare safety ; that all workers that
could be dispensed with ibe dismissed, so
that they might devote their services to
national purposes ; and that the various com-
mittees and heads of departments 'be in-

structed to give immediate effect to this re
solution. The Town Clerk read a letter
from the Central Board of the Independent
ILaboiir party expressing their strenuous
op[Josition to the motion, believing it to be
a contemptible form of conscription. It was re-
ported that in the way of saving the Streets
and Buildings Committee had effected a re-
duction in the provisional estimates of
£10.674. Eventually the resolution was
unanimously accepted, with the deletion of
the important clau.se " that all workers that
can lie dispensed with 'be dismissed, so that
they may devote their services to nation.il
purposes." the word "effect" in the Last
line changed to "attention," and the addi-
tion that a report be obtained as to how
and to (What extent the reduction could be
effected.

Mr. Frank Ricketts, the sanitary inspector

to the Ross Rural District Council, in his

ainuial report to that authority, states that
every endeavour has been made daring the
year to improve the sanitary condition of

the district, ajid to bring the environments
of the working classes up to a higher
standard. Under the Housing and Town
Planning Act the inspections numibered 308.
bringing the total number of inspections up
to 911. These houses extended over an area
of 22,077 acres, with a population of 4,280.
In only a few cases had houses exceeding a

rent of £15 per annum been inspected. The
nuimber of houses which had ibeen put in a

habitable condition since the commencement
of the work was 210. There were now 293
houses scheduled for repairs, which would
mean a considerable amount of work. There
was a great scarcity erf labour in the country
districts, and those people who remained
would be required for work having a more
important 'bearing on matters connected with
the nation, more especially regarding food
supplies. Some difficulty in getting into
houses would be found owing to women
being engaged on work hitherto performed
by men.
At the meeting on Friday of the Provincial

Committee for the Training of Teachers, held
at Aberdeen, letters were received from three
of the contractors for the new Training Centre
buildings, requesting consideration on account
of the enhanced prices of materials caused
by the present war. It was agreed to reply
to the effect that, in the exceptional circum-
stances, the Provincial Committee were pre-
pared, when the contracts were completed to
their satisfaction, to make, subject to the ap-
proval of the Scottish Education Department,
an rx gratia payment to account of any un-
avoidable loss the contractors might be able
to satisfy the Committee that they had .sus-

tained in connection with any of the items
in the contract directly due to the war.
The campaign directed by the Hon. W. R.

Ross, Minister of Lands in British Columbia,
to educate the consumer in distant markets
concerning the qualities and adaptability of
Br:tish Columbia woods has been advanced
another step, the first consignment of the
permanent exhiibits to be stationed at im-
portant trade centres throughout the world
having been dispatched. Each exliibit is of a
comprehensive character, showing the prin-
cipal woods of the province in both the
natural and finished states, displaying the
various styles of maniifactured material for

wliich each species is adapted. Accompany-
ing the exhibit are photographs intended
to convey an idea of the extent of the great
lumbering industry, and showing the course
of the log from the forest to the mill and
loading wharf. In addition, information is

supplied hy means of printed cards concern-
ing the qualities and uses of the leading
woods of British Columbia—Douglas fir,

cedar, hemlock, and spruce. The eight sets
already dispatched will be on view at five

trade centres in the United Kingdom

—

namely, London, Birmingham, Manchester,
Bristol, and Glasgow ; also at Paris, Shan-
ghai, and Yokohama, in the care of the re-

spective Canadian Trade Commissioners.

> m»*
The Bournemouth Corporation has been

authorised by the Local Government Board to
borrow £1.341 for the wideninig and improve-
ment of St. Stephen's Road.

The corporation of Warrington hnvc adojited
the plane of the borough surveyor, Mr. A. M.
Ker. for the erection of a new small-pox
hospital, at an estimated cost of £1,500.

Plans submitted by the Welsh Town Plan-
ning Association for the erection of one hundred
cottages at Weston Ehyn, a populous mining
district, have been passed at a meeting of
Oswestry Rural District Council.

At Reigatc, on Monday, a Local Government
Board inquiry was held into an application by
the town council tor sanction to a loan of
£6,000 for tile erection of a police and fire
station in London Road, Redhill.

Mrs. Frank Smith, wife of tho first archi-
tectural assistant in the office of the borough
engineer and surveyor of Southend-on-Sea, died
on Tuesday in last week as the result of severe
injmies sustained during the Zeppelin raid on
the night of May 26.

CHIPS.
The Theatre Royal at Belfast is about to be

concerted into a pictiu'c palace from plans by
Mr. Bertie Crewe, of London.

The urban district council of Porthcawi have
received the sanction of the Local Government
Board to borrow £8,000 for a new water main.

Plans have been prepared by Messrs. Taylor
and VVallis for the ilalstead Rural District

Council for a supply of water to the village of

Castle Heding'ham. The estiimated outlay is.

£2,160.

A proposal by the College School of Archi-
tecture to exclude the subject of town planning
from the curriculum of the Royal Technical
College, Glasgow, has been vetoed by the
college governors.

At a meeting of the town council for New'port,.

Isle of Wight, on Wednesday, Mr. E. A. Slater,

A.M.Inst.CE., was appointed borough sur-

veyor. Mr. Slater is at present deputy borough
surveyor of Colchester.

An annexe to -North Kelvinside Higher
Grade School, Glasgow, built at a cost, exclu-
sive of site, of about £14,810, has been
formally opened. The architects were Messrs.
R. A. Bryden and Robertson, Bath Street,

Glasgow.

Alderman 'Wm. Henry iSpauU, ex^Mayor of
Osweistry, a prominent Freemason and archi-
tect, for many years surveyor for the diocese
of St. Asaph, who recently lost his life in a
carriage accident at the age of seventy-nine,

left £3,221.

The education committee for West Sussex
haive adopted plans for a new council school at

Horsham, estimated to cost £5,403; a similar

school at Crawley to cost £4,945, and a third

school at iNorthcliapel to cost £1,821 ; and to

effect alterations and additions to the school

at Elsted.

Tho rural district council of Downpatrick
haive considered an application on behalf of the'

contractors for labourers' cottages for an in-

crease in the contract price, and have decided
to grant £10 extra per cottage. Two hundred'
and thirteen cottages are being built under the
present scheme.

The director of the National Physical Labora-
tory states in his annual report that, at the-

suggestion of the principal architect in charge
of the Royal Palaces, and with the approval

of the Office of Works, it is proposed to com-
mence a systematic study of the cracks in the-

buildings of the Tower of London,

The members and chief officers of the Inver-

ness Town 'Council liave presented Mr. T. H.
Scott, the burgh surveyor, with a silver salver

and a silver cigar case, prior to his departure

to take up an important appointment at Port
of .Spain, Trinidad. Mrs. Scott has been
presented with a cairngorm brooch.

The Treasury have intimated to the Dublin
Corporation their sanction to a loan of £31,9S(I

for the erection of cottages on the Beresford
and Church .Street areas, but they arc not pre-

pared under present circumstances to sanction

any advance in connection with the loan of
£22.400 sought for buildings at urmond Market.

The question of reconstructing the welL
known Norfolk Suspension Bridge over tho
River Adur connecting Shoreham and Lancing
is under the consideration of the West Sussex
County Council. The estimated cost of recon-

struction is £17.000. The bridge was built for

a Duke of Norfolk in 1833 by Clarke, the

engineer of Hammersmith Suspension Bridge.

The annual excursion of the Architect/uraf

Association of Ireland has been fixed for

Monday and Tuestlay, July 5 and 6. A par-

ticukirl,y attractive programme has been
arranged at very moderate cost. On the first

day thi' members will visit by motor-cars
Sword"!, Lusk, Ralro.hery, Drogheda, Beaulieu,

New Grange, Flatten Hall, and Duleek, On
the second day the tour will include Leixlipr

Maynooth, Carton, Celbr'dffe. and Newcastle
Lyons. The entire cost of the excursion is 25s.

for the two days, including luncheons and
motors.

The Soutiiiern Section of tho Arterial Roads
Conference met at the Local Gotvernment Board
offices, Whitehall, on Friday, and passed recom-
mendations for the construction of by-pass roads
at .Sutton. Kpsom, and the south circular road.

A recommendation was also carried pointing
out the desirability of preparing estimates as

soon as possible so that the proba.ble cost of the

resncctive improvements might be available,

.ind that in the event of unemployment follow-

ing the war. or otherwise, information as toa
useful outlet for labour will be readily avail-

able.
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Tlu» urban ciistrict council uf I'orthcawl
has received the sanction of tlie Local Govern-
ment Board to borrowing £8,000 for providing
a new water main.

Tiio publi<! parks committee of Edinburgh
Town Council have agreed to recommend the
town council to grant a site Un' the Glad-
stone statue in East Princes Street Gardetis.

The partnersliip hitherto subsisting between
II. Goddard and .4. H. Youles, brickmakors,
at the Huston Brickfields, Hcston, Middlesex,
under the stylo of Herbert Goddard and Co.,

has been dissolved.

A new variety theatre with winter ga-rden
attached is to be built on the site of Meux's
Brewery at the corner of Oxford Street and
Tottenham Court Road. The brewery will

be removed to Nino Elms, S.E.

ilr. C J. Robinson, of Ilkeston, has been
appointed gas manager and engineer to the
Spalding Urban District Council, in the -place

of Mr. H. R.. Wimhurst, who has obtained an
aj3pointmont at Bury St. Edmund's.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between
W. Sanderson and W. Flower, carrying on
business as builders and contractors at Whito-
hill, Southampton, under the style of Sander-
son and Flower, has been dissolved.

New council schools at Burnham provided by
the Somerset education committ<?e haive been
opened. Messrs. Samson and Colthurst. of
Bridgwater, were the architects, an-d Mr. H.
\V. Pollard, of Bridgwater, was the contractor.

A new church is about to be built at the junc-
tion of Blackness-road and Seymour-.street,
Dundee, for the St. David's-in-the-West U.F.
congregation. The architect is Mr. W. J.
Walker Todd, of Messrs. Todd and Miller,
architects. Edinburgh.
The urban district council of Watford have

received .sanction from the Treasury to borrow
£26.000 for linking up the new pumping and
softening plant to the present water-supply
system. The. new reservoir will not be pro-
ceeded with at present.

At the town-hall, Bradford, a Local Govern-
ment Board inquiry has been held by Mr. A.
G. Drury regarding an application by the Cor-
poration for permission to borrow the sum of
£2,977 for the purpose of reconstructing cells

at the Sunbridge-road refuse destructor works.

Mr. Joshua Lambert, A.M. Inst. C.E.,
Mem.R.San.Inst., and F.Inst. San.E., deputy
engineer and surveyor to the Tottenham Urban
District Council, has been unanimously
appointed acting engineer and surveyor, and
Mr. Walter Vincent, the next assistant, as
acting surveyor to the education committee
dining the absence of Major W. H. Prescott,
R.E., M.Inst. C.E., on active service.

Mr. Thomas Adams, of the Conimission of
"Conservation, Ottawa, till recently on the staff

of the Local Government Board, I>ondon, lec-

tured recently in Winnijieg on the subject of
Town Planning. Mr. Adams's address was
aided by a map showing the character of a
town-planning scheme in Great Britain involv-
ing 5,900 acres. He congratulated Winnipeg
on the work which the Town Planning Commis-
sion had performed in the last four years. Ho
eaid that the city, with its wide thoroughfares,
offered a splendid field for such planning.

The Birmingham Reference Library has just
been enriched by some important gifts. From
Mrs. E. Bickerton W^illiams the committee
have received an interesting collection of docu-
ments relating to Aston Hall and its owners
in the eighteenth century and other matters
of interest in " Old Birmingham," with a num-
ber of old maps of the town and a collection
of books. Mr. Alfred J. Zimmerman has
presented a valuable series of MS. and printed
maps of Birmingham, some of them marked
to show the extent of the large estates, and
one which is evi'dence of a " town planning

"

schemo for the centre of the town as early
as 1789.

Mr. Jose.nh William Dufheld, of Palace Place
Mansions. Kensington Court, and the Palace
Worlcs. Kensington, builder, who died on
March 10, left estate valued at £14,318 gross,
with net personalty £2,619. He directed that
the silver jug and loving cup .presented to him
at the close of his term as clmrchwarden of
St. Mary Abbotts, Kensington, should be
offered to South Kensington Museum. He
bequeathed £500 to the vicar and church-
wardens of Si Mary Abbotts for the repair of
the outside fabric; £100 to Moses Reed, his
faithful workman : £100 to his yard foreman

:

£200 for the ten workmen who have been in
his employ the longest time; and to the
London Benevolent Society of Master Builders
any unpaid part of a promised sum of £105.

Ihe salary of Mr. II. Bannister Eames, sur-

veyor to the Bicester Rural District Council,
has been increased by £50 per annum.
The Watford Urban District Council have

obtained the sanction of the Local Government
Board to a loan of £26,000 for waterworks
extensions.

The authorities of Winchester College have
agreed to the revised scheme for improving the
corner of St. Cross and Beaufort Roads, at the
southern approach to the city of Winchester.

On the oc<'asion of his marriage Mr. P. A.
Benn, the city surveyor of Lichlfehl, has been
presented by the members and officials of the
Coiporation with a Sheraton drawing-room
timepiece.

Among the most interesting of the archaeo-
logical 'Works lately taken in hand at Delhi, is

the conservation o£ the ruins known as the
Kotila, or citadel of Firozeabad, the city built
in the early part of the fifteenth century by
the PatJian Firozeshah.

An eastern wing just added to the Technical
Ti'stitute at Keigliley was opened by Viscoimt
Bryce last week. It will be appropriated
largely to instruction in engineering—general
and technical—in which most of the adult males
of the town are engaged. - ' *-; "

The Oswestry Town Council and Oswestry
Rural District Council will oppos6' to the
utmost the Shiopsliire County Council's
seheine for the provision of a joint isolation
hospital for the local authorities comx^rised in
the north-west jjortion of Shropshire.

As a memorial to Miss Japp, a former Lady
Mayoress of Liverpool, three windows in one
of the transepts of Sefton Park Church, in
that cit.v, have been filled with stained glass,
representing Prudence, Love, and Humility!
The designs are by a pupil of the late Williani
Morris and Burne-Jones.
The Archbifchop of Canterbury will preach

the sermon to-morrow (Thunsday) evening on
the occasion' of the re-opening services at St.

Thomas's CJiurch, Lambeth. The Bishop of
Southwark will- CH>nisccrate the new chancel
and 'dedicate the baptistery, vestries, organ,
and church rooms.

Mr. Martin Van Straaten, of -63, Avenue
Road, Hampsted, N.W., of the firm of Messrs.
Martin Van Straaten and Co., ctiamelled tile

manufacturers, of Little Britain, E.C., who
went down in the Lusitania on May 7 last,

aged forty-nine, left estate of the gross valti.-

of £34,479; of which the net personalty has
been sworn at £32,760.

At the last meeting of the Surrey Comity
Council it was announced that Mr. T. W. Ahl-
winckle, F.R.I.B.A., of Denman Street. Loii-

tion Bridge, S. F,., had accepted the appoint-
ment of architect for the proposed tuberculosis
sanatorium at Sattenham, near Godalming,
and had been instructed to proceed with the
lircparation of plans.

The Right Rev. Dr. Paul, Moderator of the
General Assembly of the Church of Scotland,
has laid the foundation-stone of a new parish
church at Cults, near Aberdeen, to take the
place of the existing edifice, which was
originally built as a mission hall. The plans
have been prepared by Mr. A. Marshall
Mackenzie, .\.R.S.A., Aberdeen, and the
building will x^iovide seating accommodation
for 400. The cost is estimated at £4,500.

Mr. William Dalton Ironside, a prominent
Aberdeen civil engineer, has died at his resi-

dence, Rubislaw Den South, at the age of
forty-nine years. Ho was a partner in the firm
of Messrs. Walker and' Duncan, land sim-
\ eyors. Golden Square, Aberdeen, and carried
out several important contracts in the dis-

trict, among them at Abergeldie Castle.
Di:necht House, the residence of Lord and
Lady Cowdray. and other district mansions,
while he had charge of the erection of n steel

girder bridge over the Don at Monymusk.

The Governors of the Royal National Sana-
torium, Bournemouth, at their annual meeting,
held recently under the presidency of the
Earl of Eldon, decided to recommend for con-
sideration by the committee of management a
scheme for the establishment of a sanatorium
and home on a site eight miles from Bourne-
mouth. Here there could be erected simjtle

buildings to accommodate, gay, forty patients.
Sleeping accommodation could be provided in

two pavilions of twenty beds each, the adminis-
tration block being more substantial. To the
farm or colony could be drafted all patients

who. after selection, were considered suitable
for employment on various grades of work.
This scheme would have the advantage of

separating the advanced and more or less hope-
less cases from those who were only slightly

affected.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING "WEEK
FRID.W.—National Itoad CoiUcrencc at " the Koya!

Horticultural Hall, Wc-tmin.ster. To
cIom; oh the following Thursday,
July 1.

S.Ml'RD.iv.—St. I'aul's Ecclesiologica! Society. Joint

Day Visit with the Selborne Society

to tlio Cliurclies of Iciu-hton Buzzard,
Siiulhury, Stcwkley ana Wing, coil-

ducted by G. J. B. Fox. Train from
Euston Station (L. and N.W.R.), 9.10

a.m.
.Association of Managers of Sewage

Disposal Work.s. Visit to the Sewage
Uisiiosal Works of the Wcaldstoiie
Urban District Council. 3 p.m.

Ti'ESD.vy.—Society for the Promotion of Koman
Studies. " The Influence of Religion on
the Rise and Continuance of the
Roman Empire," by Viscount Uryce,
O.M., Society of Antiquaries' Rooms,
Burlington Hou.se, W. 4 p.m.

Wedsesd.w (June 3(1).—Royal Archaeological Insti-

tute. Burlington House. i.30 p.m.

TO arms:
Central London Regiment Volunteers.

- 4th Battalion " Architects."

KECKl'lTING.
Recruits are urgently needed for the Regulars,

Territorials, and Volunteers. Intending recruits

should ap]ply to the Battalion Headquarters, where
they will be adviseil as to tile branch of the service

for which they are best suited.

Orders for the week by Licut.-Col. A. W.
Warden :

—

274.—SPECIAL NOTE—GENERAL PARADE.
Saturday, 2Cth inst.—The parade at Hadley Wood

Station is cancelled. See Order No. 275 below re

General Meeting.

275.—GENERAL MEETING.
Thur.<iday, 24th inst., at 8 p.m., at the R.I.B.A.,

9, Conduit Street, London, W., to decide on Stand-
ing Camp by the River for week-ends for the pur-
poses communicated in circular-letter of to-day's date
to all members. The attendance of all members i»

urgently requested.

276.—DRILLS AND PARADES.
" A ' Co.—Tuesday, Miniature Range, Gas Light

and Coke Co.'s premises, Monck Street, Westminster,
5 to 8.30 p.m.
School of .\rms and Signalling, Millbank School,

Erasmus Street. Westminster, (> to s p.m.
Wednesday, Company Parades, 5.15 to 7.15 and

6.15 to 8.15, at Dean's Yard, Westminster. If wet
the.se parades will be held at Millbank School. Notice
will be posted in vestibule at Headquarters.
Note.—There will he no Company Parades on Fri-

days at Dean's Yaril until further notice. For Re-
cruit Drills see below.
Thursday. Signalling in Hyde Park, 6 to S p.m.

fleeting at Marble -\rch, 6 p.m.
' B " Coy. Miniature Range and Wednesday Coy.

Parades as for " A " Coy. See also Orders at Local
Headquarters.

" D " Coy. Platoon and Section Drill at M'ercers'

School. Holborn, Tuesdays juid Thursdays, 6.45 p.m.
Cov. Parade, Weilne.sdays. at Dean's Yard.

RECRI'ITS.
A number of recruits are required to replace those

recently joined the Regular anti Territorial Armies,
or who have obtained Commissions.

RECRUIT DRILLS.
" A " Coy. Dean's Y'ard, 5.15 to 7.15 and 6.15 to

S.15. Wednesdays and Fridays.
•• B " Coy. Dulwieh College, Mondays 8 to 10.

Thursdays 6 to 8 p.m.
" C " Coy. Reforming with new headquarters.
" D " Coy. Mercers' School, Tuesdays and Thurs-

days, 6.45 p.m.

277.—SCHOOL OF ARMS.
Millbank School. Instruction in bayonet fighting,

gymnastics, physical ilrill. Iioxing, and single sticks
on Tuesday evenings from 6 to 8 p.m.

•278.—COJIMITTEE JIEETING.
A meeting of the Civil and Military Committees

is called for 7.15 p.m., WcMlnesday, the 30th inst., at
Battalion Headquarters. X full attendance is re-

quested.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Enrolment forms of new members, and all corrcs-

l»ondence not referring to recruiting for the vVrmy
or to financial matters must be addressed to the
Adjutant, 111. Conduit Street. W.
Correspondence regarding recruiting for the Army

and itaymeut of subscriptions and accounts should
be addressed to the Paymaster at Battalion Head-
quarters.

Mendiers applying for Commissions in the Regular
.\rmy or Territorials are reminded that their papers
should be sent, in the first instance, to the .Adju-

tant's Office, when they will be forwarded to the
proper qaurter for signature. Applications should be
accompanied by a letter from Members' Platoon
Commander.
Battalion Headquarters, 18, Tufton Street, West-

minster. S.W.
By Order. L. R. GUTHRIE, Adjutant.

»-••»-<
We learn that the cement work i-n connec-

titm with the Bicester Rifle Range has been
treatixl with the powder Pudio to ensure same
being watt>rproof.

Major L. T. Burnett, 4th City of London
Regiment (Royal Fusiliers), has been gazetted a
temporary Lieut. -C!olonol. Major Burnett is

the son of Sir David Burnett. F.S.I., and attains
command of his battalion at the early age of
thirty.
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LATEST PRICES.

N.B.—All pi'ices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our

usual sources of information are in many
cases failing us.

TIMBER.
Owing to stoppage of supplies all prices

have advanced considerably.

IRON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Eolled SteelJoists, English £9 12 6 to £9 17 6
Wrought-Iron Girder Plaies 9 15 „ 10

Steel Girder Plates 9 15 „ 9 17 6
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 22 0„

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Starts 8 ,, 8 15 o
Best Snedshill 9 „ 9 10

Angles, 10s , Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, £12 5s. to £12 15s.

Ditto galvanised, £19 to £19 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24.

6ft. to 81t. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton
gauge £13 ..£13 10 C

Best ditto 13 10 .. 14
Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10

Cast-iron Stanchions 6 17 6 ,, 8 10

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 „ 7 10

„ „ „ Galvanised 8 15 „ 6 5

Cast-iron Sash Weights 6 „ 6 5

Cut Pioor Brads 10 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14B.W.G 14 5 „ —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
OtoS 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.

£10 10s. £10 15s. £11 Os. £11 5s. f 11 l.'^s. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes —
3 in. di. meter £6 15 to £7 2 6

4 in. to 6 in 6 10 „ 6 12 6

7 in. to 24 in. (all sizes) 6 17 6 „ 7 2 6

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra.

Turned and bored joints, Fs. per ton extra.]

Iron

—

Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lillieshall 80s. Od, to 127s. 6d.

Hot Bast, ditto 87s. Od, ,, 97s, Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2* per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes .' 67Jpc.
Water-Tubes 66J .,

Steam-Tubes 60 .,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 ,,

Galvanised Water-Tubes 5Ii .,

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 ,,

OTHER METALS.
Per tan. Per ton.

Lead Water Pipe, Town >£34 to —
„ „ „ Country *35 0,, —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town :5 0,, —
Country '36 0,, —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside, Town ',;6 0,, —
„ „ „ „ Country •37 „ —

Lead Pipe, tinned inside and
outside Town 38 10 0,, —
„ ,, „ „ Country '39 10 „ —

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town.. '37 0,, —
„ „ Country '38 „ —

Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4Jin.) Town '34 0,, —
,, ,, ,, ,, Country "35 0,, —

[Over 4iin. £1 per ton extra.]
Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6 ,, £.8 12 6
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 2115 0„ —
Copper sheets, sheathing & rods 102 ,, 103
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 90 10 ,, 91 10
Tin, English Ingots 162 „ 163
Do., Bars 163 „ 164
Pig Lea-i, in Icwt. Pigs, Town .. 23 „ 24
Sheet Lead, Town -33 10 0„ -

„ ,, Country »34 10 0„ —
Genuine White Lead 37 10 0,, —
Refined Red Lead 31 „ —
Sheet Zinc 115 0„ —
Old Lead, against account 23 ,, —
Tin percwt. 9 10 ,, —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) 14 „ —

For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

BRICK).
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks. ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in

Second Hard Stocks. .1110
Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for

Pacings 2 5

Flettons 1 14

Pressed Wire Cuts . . 1 18

Red Wire Cuts 1 14

3 12

[river.

delivered at
rally, station.

5

Best Fareham Red
Best R.d Pressed
Ruabon Pacing, .,

,

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge Fire-
bricks 4

2|in. Best Red Ac
crington Plastic \ 4 10
Facing Bricks

3 15

, Net, delivered in

,
J full truck loads

I in London
Per

34" Accrington Best Red Plastic Pacing 1,000

Bricks £2 10

3J" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2

Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 117
Sewer Arch Brick, not more than 3J in

thickest part 2

3|" Chimney Bricks lit for outside work 2 6

3|" ditto ditto through and through 2

3|" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons; 2J" and i" radius Bullnoses; Stock
patterns 3 7

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" x 2 course deep, each
Ditto ditto 9" X 1 course

Accrington Camber Arches :

—

SLATES.
in.

Blue Portmaloc 20 x 10
16 „ 8 ,

Blue Bangor 20 ,, 10 .

„ 20 „ 12 .

First quality 20 „ 10 ,

20 „ 12 .

„ , 16 ,, 8 .

Eureka unfading
green 20 ,, 10

„ 20 „ 12
18 „ 10
16 „ S

Permanent Green.. 20 „ 10
18 ., 10
16 ,. 8

£ s.

12 12
6 12
13 2
13 17
13
13 15
7 5

d. per 1,000 of

6 1,203 at r. stn.

6
6
6 „ „

15 17
18 7
13 5
10 5
11 12
9 12
6 12

3 course deep 4i" sofBt, per foot opening.
4 4i'

5 4j'

6 4*'

3 9"

4 9"

5 9"

6 9"

1 J

1 8
2 1

2 6
2 1

2 11

3 6
4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BRICKS.
HARD GLAZES (PER 1,000),

Second
Colours,

d.

%
Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons. Paddington Deput. . per foot cube

Ditto, ditto Nine Elms Depot ,,

Be.r Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,,

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, w i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20 ft, average:
Delivered on road waggons) Brown White

at Paddington Depiit, I Whit Bed, Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or

f
Per foot cube,

Pimlico Wharf J . , f 2 4* , , £0 2 6^

Oil
1 7i

TILES,

Plain red roofing tiles

Hip and Valley tiles

Broseley tiles

Ornamental tiles

Hip and Valley tiles

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards)

Ornamental ditto
Hip ties
Valley tiles

Selected "'Perfecta" roofing
tiles: Plain tiles (Peake's),

,

Ornamental ditto

Hip tiles

Valley tiles
" Rosemary " brand plain tiles .

Ornamental tiles

Hip tiles

Valley tiles

Startordshii* (Hanley) Red8 or
brindled tiles

Hand-made sand-faced
H p tiies

Valley tiles
" Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced
Pressed
Ornamental ditto
Hip tiles

Valley tiles

s. d. Dlvrd.at
42 per 1,000 ry. sn.
3 7 per doz. ,,

60 per 1,000
52 6 ,, „
4 per doz. ,,

57 b per 1,000 ,,

60 „ ,,

4 per doz. „
3 „ „

46 per 1,000 „
48 6 „ „
3 lOAper doz. ,,

3 4i ,, „
48 per 1,000 „
SO „ „
4 per doz. ,,

3 8

42 6 per 1,000 „
45
4 per doz. ,,

3 6 „ ,,

45 per 1,000

42 6
47 6
4 per doz, ,»

3 6

17 7 6 11 17 6

21 7 6 15 17 6

20 17 6 21 7 6 17 17 6

17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

25 7 6 18 17 6

26 17 *6 19 17 6

24 17 6 17 7 6

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other

Best. Seconds, & Bronze. Colours.
Stretchers

—

£i2 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6
Quoins, Bullnose, and 4Mn, Flats-

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6
Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6

Doub'e Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6

One side and two ends, square
18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6

Two sides and one end, square —
19 17 6 18 7 6 2! 17 6

Splays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers

5d, each 4d. each 6d, each 6d, each 5d, each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—

5 , each 4d, each 6d, each 6d, each 5d, each
Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS,

stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8(1. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers—

5d, each 4d. each 6d. each 6d, each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed S.retchers and Per 1,000

Headers £22 17 6

,, „ Quoins and Bullnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks of i Not
single radius £6 per 1,000 over above list exceed-
for their respective kinds and colours ....) ing 9 iii-

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4^ in.

Is. 2d. each J by 2S in.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads,

to London Stations. s, d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered.

Pit Sand 7 0,,
Thames Ballast 6 „ „

s. d. 6. d. Per ton.

Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered.

Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

8. d. s, d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered,

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacki 27s, Od. per ton at rail,

way station.

STONE.'

Red Mansfield, 111 blocks per foot cube £0 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto ,, 2 3
Red CorBehill,diito „ 2 2

Closeburn Red Freestone, ditto „ 2
Ancaster, ditto „ 1 10

Grecnshill, ditto „ 1 10

Beer, ditto ,, 16
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) „ 1 lOJ

Hard York, ditto „ 2
Do. do. 6 in. sawn both sides,

landings, random sizes per foot sup, 2 8
Do. do. 3 in. slab sawn two

sides, random sizes „ 13
All P.OR. London.

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun £28 15

Ditto, brown ,, 26 16

Cottonseed, refined
,

29
Olive, Spanish

,
39 10

Seal, pale 21

Cocoanut, Cochin 46
Ditto, Ceylon 42 10

Dilto, Mauritius ,, 42 10
Palm, Lagos „ 32 5

Ditto, Nut K,^rnel , 35

Oleine „ 17 5
Sperm ,, 30
Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7 0,,
Petroleum, refined.,,, ,, 6^,,

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,,
Ditto, Archangel „ 19 6,,
LinseedOil per gal. 2 7,,
BalticOil 2 10 „
Turpentine „ 3 4,,
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil) percwt. 9 0.,
Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority " Brand 9 0,,

to £29 5

5

10
10

5
10
5

27
30
40
21

46 ]

43
43
33
35 :

19
31

1

:

1

GLASS (IN CRATES)
English Sheet Glass : 16 oz. 21 oz.

Fourths 4Jd, ,, 5id. ,

Thirds 45d, ,, 6fd. ,

Fluted Sheet 5d. .. 6J. ,

Hartley's English Rolled i in,

Plate 3id,

Figured Rolled and Repoussine .

,

26 oz.

53d. ,

6M. .

17, in,

3|d.

White,
5d,

VARNISHES. Etc
B'ine Pale Oak Varnish
Pale Copal Oak
Superfine Pa'e Elastic Oak
Pine Extra Hard Church Oak
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats

churches
Pine Elastic Carriage
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage
Fine Pale Maple
Finest Pale Durable Copal
Extra Pine French Oil

Eggshell Flatting Varnish
White Copal Enamel
Extra Pale Paper
Best Japan Gold Size

Best Black Japan
Oak and Mahogany Stain
Brunswick Pliick

Berlin Black
Knotting
French and Brush Polish

32 oz.
. 63d.

.. 7|d.

iin.
., 4id.

Tinted,
, 6id.

er gallon,

£0 8
. 10 6
, 12 6
. 10

14
12
16
10
18

1 1

18
1 4

12
10
16

9
8

16
10
10

OGILVIE & CO.

Telephone D/\X.STON 186^.

Many years connected with

l\w late tirm of W. H.
lasceli.es (t CO., of

BunUil! Row.

Mildmay Avenue, ISLINGTON, M.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS.
ESTIM.ITES

FREE.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

APPLY TO

—

WM. OLIVER * SONS. Ltd..

120, Bunhill Row, l.oiidon, E.G.
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STEPNEY MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS
COMPETITION.

WITH ILLUSTRATION'S.

The luiiidred and seventy designs for

this group of buildings are on view this

week, till Fridaj- evening next, in the
Whitechapel Art Gallery, Aldgate East.
The drawings are displayed in both the
upper and lower big rooms, but no
attempt seems to have been made to

classify even roughly the unsuccessful
designs. Had the galleries been on one
level this lack of arrangement would not
have mattered so much. As it is, some of

the best schemes are shown downstairs in

out-of-the-way positions, hanging side by
side with the most indifferent proposals.

Having so much material to exhibit it

would have been better to have gathered
together the cream of the competition in
the same apartment, so as to facilitate a
lOomparison and expedite a more exact
Idea of their respective merits. We have
o doubt whatever as to the justice of the
ihoice of the selected design, but must
nfess to an impression that the relative

values of a few of the more capable plans
have possibly not received the attention

wliich they deserved. Anyhow, the result

can in no sense be termed a foregone con-

clusion, seeing that the contest has really

been a strenuous one, and many excellent

ichemes undoubtedly have been submitted,

iOnsequently the winning architects can
lardly claim to have achieved a walk-over,

[t is quite easy to understand that the

issessor found his task by no means a-n

asy one ; indeed, this competition is one
of those contests in regard to which not
many critics will readily endorse the

referee's allocation of the thi-ee premiums.
The authors of the chosen scheme obtain

.0 money prize, but are to receive the

X)mmission, carry out the job, and lie paid

on the remuneration schedule authorised

ly the R.I.B..\. Three premiums were
ered in addition.

The site is an exceptionally advanta-
lUS one, four-square, and facing on the

luth or main frontage Arbour Square,

lOmmereial Road East. The two Arbour
ireets, "East" and "West," extend

[ong the side flanks of the premises, and
open courtyard remains to the north at

le rear. The cost was to be reckoned on
uniform stipulated rate of one shilling

Ind sixpence per ft. cube, so that on this

;reed basis no room was left for uncer-

inty, as often happens, about the inten-

.on of the promoters in the matter of

t. Notwithstanding, the estimates

seem to varv more or less from something
like £70,000 to £90.000, according to the

compactness of the planning or otherwise

'introlling the lay-out adopted by various

architects. Their differing plans, on the

nther hand, do not invariably follow any
recognised uniformitv of scheme for the

locating of the several departments, some
competitors placing the borough engineer
on the topmost floor, while others put the

lady health visitors' rooms on the ground
floor level clo.se by the main entrance. The
same uncertainty prevails with most of

the other leading requirements, conse-

quently it is difficult to determine these

departmental relationships adopted in one
scheme as compared with another. The
architectural treatments are very diverse,

and pei-sonal taste asserts its preferences,

as it inevitably will do, though this differ-

ence is minimised tecause the majority of

the proposals under review are based in

some degree upon the popular style of the.

Latest Classical Renaissance. Not one
design possesses any outstanding origin-

ality for a municipal facade of import-

ance, although the average attained is

perhaps all round above the usual stan-

dard. As a rule, the drawings are work-

manlike and praiseworthy, while the

designs evince a sense of scale and bigness

in their handling of the problem. Cer-

tainly the Borough of Stepney has mucli

reason to be satisfied with the result of

their competition enterprise, having in-

sured an e.xcellent building.

Mr. Henry T. Hare, the assessor, has

made the following award, wliich has been

confirmed by the authorities. No. 117,

placed first, is by Messrs. Briggs. Wol-
stenholme and Thornely, of Liverp<iol.

No. 167, by Mr. W. Frazer Granger, of

Canterbury Road, Brixton, is given the

first premium of £100 ; Messrs. Ambrose
Poynter and G. H. Wenyon, of South

Moulton Street, W., second premium of

£75. and Messrs. T. Darbyshire and F. A.

Collard, of Tooting, the third premium of

£50. The Selected Design,

herewith illustrated, has a lower ground

floor adroitly managed to fully accommo-

date the borough treasurer's offices at the

rear, the section showing how this large

department is extended into the main or

ground floor. Above this the council

chamber is situated, and that fine apart-

ment terminates in a detached cruciform

building, allowing light to freely reach

the flanking areas below where they are

smallest. The position of both the trea-

surer and the council chamber in this

scheme is common to several of the com-

petition proposals, but none of them equals

the straightforward and direct planning

by which this excellent lay-out is managed,

the council chamber is reached froni the

grand staircase, set in the centre of the

premises and rising directly in front of

the main entrance." On the first floor two

cross corridors, on either hand of the

staircase, lead distinctively by way of ante

space approaches. There are two capital

secondary or official staircases in the

wings beyond the pair of square areas,

already spoken of, and these give ample
light to the adjacent rooms and imme-
diate surroundings. They eacli measure
37 ft. by 25 ft. on the ground floor, and
get mucli larger with cross light space
above. The first floor is set out efficiently

with the town clerk's private room sepa-
rated by an ante chamber from the
mayor's parlour at the extreme end of the
main front, along which six committee
rooms are placed, the largest of the series

facing the return towards Arbour Street
West. The tovni clerk's general office is

put at the back, and figures 40 ft. by 33 ft.

The council chamber is 57 ft. squai'e, and
has aisles round. Above that on the west
the public gallery faces the chair, the seat-

ing for members being quadrant in setting
out. Good sjjace near the exits is provided
for the Press. The members' robing room
and lavatories are close by, with through
ventilation into the courtyard on the rear
front. The public have a distinct entrance
from Arbour Street West to the gallery,

and use the subsidiary stairs on that flank.

The electric engineer's department is

behind the town clerk's part of the build-
ing. The drawing office has a free north
light. The sui-veyor occupies the ground
floor to the left, and the chief clerk's

department is to the right of the front
doorway. The sanitary inspectors, medical
officer of health, and lady health visitors'

rooms are on the second floor, where the

caretaker's quarters and the kitchen are
located. Architecturally a severe Doric
order gives the keynote to the facade, the

central part of which is recessed to allow

of a bold colonnade, which is repeated in

the end pavilions by introducing a pair

of columns to flank the windows recessed

there as a foil to the frontispiece. There
is a simple plain attic above a refined and
handsome cornice, with a Greek-like

entablature. Recumbent lions face the

entrance, which is spaced into three bays.

The intervening fenestration is plainly

handled, givinc reserve, in sympathy with

the stern simplicity of the more monumen-
tal middle part of the elevation. The
design in execution suggests a distinctive

success at the hands of Messrs. Briggs,

Wolstenholme, and Thornely.

The Secostd Placed Design,

by Mr. W. Frazer Granger, has a far less

direct lay-out, but the entrance occupies

the same central importance externally.

Inside the vestibule is placed under the

chief staircase, which rises bo(h to the

right and left, joining in a middle flight

above and leading to tlie council chamber
set at the rear in a similar position to

the first plan. Here, too, there is a pair

of areas for light, but they go up through

the top floor, and so are unduly tall. The
council chamber is 50 ft. square, and the

public gallery comes over its entrance
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side, facing the mayor's chair. On the

ground floor the electricity department
comes to the right, and the borough
treasurer is set on the left. The rear

elevation projects at the ends and the

front towards Arbour Square is broken

by protruding the middle main pai-t of its

fa9ade. The mayor's parlour is set at the

extreme west end, while the town clerk

occupies a similar sitiLation in tilie east

front on the first floor, where his offices

extend northwards. The committee rooms
are along the south overlooking Arbour
Square. The borough engineer is put on

the second floor front, and the windows of

his drawing-office have a west aspect,

•fcliough the north projection in wMch the

room is planned has its external wall occu-

pied by a fireplace. The medical officer's

chemical laboratory has a similar position

in the east corner, with the bacteriological

laboratory adjoining. The pulilic gallery

entrance is in the basement on the rear

courtyard side not so well supervised by
the police as if placed off the public

street. The front elevation is colonnaded
into seven bays, the middle one being

wider than the others to give emphasis to

the portal, and the Doric order is adopted,

give a bold effect, but the building, so

sturdy and stately, seems sadly in want of

a good plinth. The ample windows insni-e

needed light, though tlie effect is not
quite so happy in the relation of voids

to solids architecturally. This is a well-

drawn set stippled nicely to Frenchify the

get-up. The medical officer's department
stands on the right of the central portico,

and the electrical engineer comes to the
left on the ground floor. The treasurer's

and rates offices are put at the back 129 ft.

by 29 ft. 6 in., so there is plenty of room
spaciously lighted. The main stairs are

ul the centre of the building, and consist

of one flight on both hands of the lower
through-way corridor going north to the

rates department. The council chamber
is too long in its proportions, 79 ft. 6 in.

by 31 ft. 6 in. The committee rooms range
along the front. The mayor's parlour is

put on the west of these. We discover at

last the borough engineer is upstairs on
the second floor, and the town clerk's de
partment is on the same level, too. The
areas for light continue from top 'o

bottom of the same size, and do not en-
large as they proceed like they do in the
chosen plan. This proposal, however, ;s

JiHicr QnHind Moor aa> ^SdJcnMJit^JV/f/i
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flanked by pedimented pavilions with

panelled wall piers, rather French in

manner, and above all this occur enriched

blockings oai-ved witJi mural figure work
and scix)lls. The attic of the main block of

buildings is carried advisedly much
higher and behind a parapet resting on

the big entablature. Large stone-built

lamp piers occur along the site on the

curb line of the footway. The small side

doorways to this front add to the scale

of the composition, which has the distinct

merit of breadth, and the drawing is ex-

cellently outlined, but the carving is

hard-looking.

The Third Design.

Messrs. k. Poynter and Wenyon, who
are given the £75 premium, adopt the

Ionic order, using it in seven bays in the

middle of the Arbour Square front, and
they place iron balconies to the first floor

windows in the recessed interspaces of

their colonnade. A bold attic along the

main portion of the block rises hand-
somely in the midst with a hipped roof

'behind, but which in reality will not be

seen. The ]ilain, rusticated ends at the

E. and W. terminations of this fa?ade

architecturally contrived and capitally

arranged, both square-looking and comely,

with good secondary staircases ; but still

we doubt whether some other proposals

are not actually more suitable, and might
have been given the preference.

The £50 Premium Design,

which is the fourth in order of placing, is

the work of Messrs. T. Darbyshire and
CoUard. Their front elevation is more
broken up than the others, and has a big

stone looking turret in the central line of

tlie big, lead-covered, hipped roof extend-

ing along the whole fayade. The digres-

sions on plan ai^ not perhaps enough to

warrant so marked a distinction as

here given, because the projections

are vei-y slight as compared with this

elevational display. The treatment is in

masonry, and rising with an ornamental
attic above the side i>avilions enclosing tlie

front Ionic colonnade of four bays. Four
chimneys distinguish the skyline, and
the chimneys assume even more import-

ance in the balance of things along the

side elevations, which are simply repeats.

The plan has a staircase in the midst,

with an enormous office for rates business at

the back, reached by side-street doors on the
flanks, but the department is isolated from
the main front entrance. The council
chamber comes over the treasurer's public
office, and measures 76 ft. by 43 ft. 6 in.

The committee rooms extend along the
south front, and the town clerk's private
room is put near by the mayor's parlour
on the east. The corridors in the side
wings depend on borrowed light, but the
main cross corridor gets direct light from
the areas. The borough" engineer is set on
the ground floor, the health and electricity

departments to the rear, and tlie sub-
sidiary staircases are on the north front-
age. There is no second floor to this
scheme.

Hanging hard by the last set of premiated
plans are those sent in by Mr. Edwin T.
Cooper, whose facade in some respects
much resembles the chosen one. He has a
capital plan. The general office of the
borough treasurer comes on a lower ground
floor at the back, and very large accom-
modation is provided for the rates depart-
ment, the payroom being of 2,028 ft.

super., and the treasurer's i-eception space
2,193 ft. super., with ready-to-hand
entrances and counter spaces both from the
east and from the west. If the paying-in
people happen to go to the wrong street,

they must walk round the whole building
to reach their proper door. The town clerk

is next the entrance on the ground floor,

ready to be interviewed on the left. The
medical officer's department is to the

right. The electricity showrooms behind
are reached from either side of the main
staircase by short, well-lit corridors, and
similar direct lighting for all passages
distinguishes Mr. Cooper's workable
scheme through all its levels. Both the
lift and the porter are admirably placed
near the entrance. The council chamber
we do not like, as it is too long a room,
84 ft. by 34 ft., with a deep diaper-

coffered coved ceiling and top lighted, like

an art gallery, while the seating on
quadrant lines looks very out of accord

with such a shape ; therefore we do not

reckon it a success. The flanking com-
mittee rooms in the side streets are

divisible with folding iron screen, and the

council accommodation would occupy the

whole of the first floor. The engineer

takes the bulk of the second floor, but the

caretaker's rooms come on the east side.

The building is designed outside very much
on the lines of the Marylebone Town Hall
(" only better," we understand), with a

handsome Corinthian oixlered fa9.ade and
urns on the top of the balustered parapet.

The columns are fluted, and rise from the

upper stone step at the entrance.

Space precludes more than the briefest

allusion to some other designs, like No.

152, Mr. W. G. WUson's propi>sal. with

its overweighted upper part in the Greek-

like facade. The cost of this scheme he puts

down at £76,000. No. 69, b Messi-s. Ivor

Jones and Percy Thomas, of Cardiff, is in

the same style, with a pedimented centre

and a council chamber 79 ft. by 40 ft.

Messrs. Stevens and Gregson, of West-

minster, have a crowded-looking coun-

cil chamber 72 ft. by 36 ft., with

a lift and porter's office similar to Mr.

Cooper's. Mr. C. Wontner Smith, No.

138. is in a good old Georgian fashion,

with a clever plan. No. 133. by Messrs.

Mewes and Davis, also excellent as a

scheme, but commonplace in its elevation,

with details of a familiar type. Messrs.

Flockhart and Guthrie, No. 124, s«nd a

very picturesque proposal, with arcaded

mural treatments of pleasing detail and a

telling plan, with a mezzanine floor. Mr.

P. A. Robson, No. 114, has a well-massed

if somewhat ordinary centrepiece, and too
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ample a length of corridors, causing too

nuich perambulation. Messrs. Clifford

and Lunan, of Glasgow, in No. 95, show
a well-composed group, with perhaps an
over-broken skyline. No. 86, by Mr.
Clyde Young, is marked by a mansard
ri^of and a good French-like elevation,

based on a simple lay-out of plan arohi-

teoturally contrived. Jlr. James Miller,

A.R.S.A., has a very distinct design not
tr. be passed over so easily, but the spotty

effect of his detail drawing does the fafade
an injustice, and gives a restless look

quite foreign to it (No. 58). Messrs. Nicol
and Nicol, of Birmingham (No. 45),

]\Iessrs. Crouch, Butler, and Savage (No.

4), and Messrs. Buckland, Heywood, and
I armer, near neighbours to each other,

all submit creditable d-esigns. No. 42 is

by Mr. Frank Atkinson, with an unpre-
tentious set of drawings and big Ionic
ciilumns. The central window to a small
committee room on first floor se^ms far too

wide, even if it does form a counterpart to

the portal. Mr. C. T. Armstrong is not so

successful as usual. In No. 26 Messrs.

Lanchester and Eickards remind us of
their Rococo Town Hall at Deptford, only
with a bigger pediment added. We have
taken notes of many others, but must end
with the mention of some further names,
such as Messrs. Nicholson and Corlett,

J. Winkler Wills and Kaula, J. B. Ful-
ton, J. Brooke and Elcock, S. B. Russell,

Wm. Woodward and Sons, H. S. East,
and Bateman and Bateman, also Profes-
soi-s Bei-esford Pite and S. D. Adshead,
Messrs. J. S. Gibson, Skiiiworth and Gor-
don, Mr. C. T. Adshead, of Manchester
(with a refined front), Mr. T. A. Moodie,
and ^Messrs. Greeiiawflv and Newberry.

>—•••—<
THE REVIVAL OF MOSAIC AVORK

IN ENGLAND.
The last quarter of a century has seen

a distinct and important revival in this

country of the beautiful art of mosaic lay
ing. Practical illustrations of this exist

in St. Paul's Cathedral and in West-
minster Cathedral, to which I may, per-

haps, now refer. The Romans excelled in

this art, more perhaps in pavements than
in mural work, and remarkably fine

specimens are to be seen in the British

Museum. Carthage (in work of the third
century A.D.), Halicarnassos, and Wood-
chester present fine examples of the
jiroper treatment of mosaic in conven-
tional and naturalesque design, beautified
by colour and gold, the work embracing
figures, animals, birds, fishes, hunting
scenes, etc. The size of the tesserje varies

from one-eighth of an inch to one-quarter
of an inch on the surface, being reduced
for the smaller details and increased for

the broader effects.

The treatment of mosaic work in Greece,
in the Byzantine style, is well illustrated

in the careful and painstaking studies of

Jlr. Robert Weir Schultz and Mr. Howard
Bainsley in their work entitled

'

' The
Monastery of Saint Luke of Stiris in

Phocis, and the Dependent Monastery of

Saint Nicolas in the Fields, near Skipton.
in Boeotia." Fine conception, dignified

drawing, beauty and harmony of colour,

are all fully portrayed in this monastery,
which was built about the beginning of

the tenth century. Gold was freely used
in the cubes, and Messrs. Schultz and
Bainsley describe with interesting detail

the technique which was adopted in this

early work. The method of fixing the
mosaics was, they say, as follows :

— " Over
the structural brickwork of the surfaces
to be covered a coat of plaster was spread ,

this, like the first coat of plaster in ordi-

nary wall coverings, was roughened on
the face in order to make a second coat of

finer stuff adhere. On the surface of this

second coat, which was evidently of a very

slow-setting nature, the main lines of the

mosaic hgure or composition were
sketched on in tone witli a brush, and
tne mosaic cuDts were then pressed into

this from the face, forcing up the stuff

between the cubes in order tu act as a
key. 1 am inclined to think that, at any
rate in the case of the single figures, the
first cubes put in position were tlie double
or treble row of gold tesserae whicii en-
closed the subject ; we have found in many
cases that these do not correspond with
the lines of the figures as executed, odd
spaces between the lines and the final

outline of the figure having been filled

up with further gold cubes after the
mosaics of figure had been finished in

position. The backgrounds are univer-
sally formed of gold tesseriE, while the
figures and subjects are composed of cubes
ot many colours and gradations of tone.

The principal coloured cubes are cut out
of sheets of opaque coloured glass, while
the ligliter ones, such as the flesh tints,

etc., are of marble. The gold mosaics are
formed in the usual manner : a piece of

gold leaf having been laid on glass, a

thin transparent film was then spread
over the same, and the whole afterwards
annealed to a solid mass. The cubes do
not vary greatly in size, the average being
about three-eighths of an inch. They are,

however, slightly larger in the main out-
lines of the draperies, etc., and smaller
in the delicate gradations of the face and
hands. The main portion of the gold
background is laid fairly regularly in

horizontal lines, up to the rows enclosing
the subjects. The drawing of the figures

and of the subjects generally is usually
very stiff, and the whole tenor of the work
indicates that there was a fixed and estab-

lished tradition by which every subject
was set out according to a defined rule

and description, which was adhered to

even down to minute details."

The mosaics at St. Mark's, Venice, are

well known to most of us, and the tech-

nique there has probably the same
foundation as that at the monastery,
and although the authors of the book
on the monastery have not referred to

it, the probability is that the cube was
l^ressed into the plaster irregularly, not

exhibiting only the one fi'at surface which
characterises the earlier mosaic work in

St. Paul's. The result of this irregu-

larity is that more than one facet of a

cube is presented to the eye ; variety of

play and of light and shade ensues, and
produces that beautiful effect which dis-

tinguishes Sir William Richmond's work
in St. Paul's. A meander tlirough the

choir and through the choir aisles of St.

Paul's is sufficient to prove the excellence

of the recent work in mosaic as compared
with the earlier mosaic which is to be
seen in the spandrels of the arches under
the gallery of the cupola. Here we have
had drawing and ugly design ; the figures

of the saints are meaningless, and the

cutting of the angels' wings to the curved

line of the cupola is unfortunate. All

this, with the figures in the niches of the

cupola, should be cleared away, and
mosaic work of design and execution

similar to that by Sir William Richmond
substituted. This should be extended

to the whole of the cupola ; the windows
in the cupola should be treated with

stained glass similar in effect to that in

the windows of the apse and of the north

and south transepts, and we should then

possess a work of art which might fit-

tingly constitute a memorial of the peace

after the present war.

In considering the treatment of West-
minster Cathedral we are not confronted

with the difficulties which apply to St.

Paul's. Here we have a vast and im-

pressive interior of fine proportions, left

Ijy its architect in bare brickwork de-

signedly for future decoration. The choir,

the Lady clia[)el, the chapels on the north
and south sides, and the crypt chapel all

apjx'al for flesh to be laid on the skeleton,
and one must congratulate the pious
donors and the authorities who have con-
trolled the gifts for the headway already
made in the final completion of the wall
surfaces. It should be assumed that in
the work done the future of the general
effect in the whole of the catliedral has
been borne in mind, and it may not be
out of place to consider what this effect

is likely to be. A considerable part of
the surfaces has been covered with marble
of varied colours, and, beautiful as this

marble is, its vei-y variety is disturbing,
and, for a cathedral, unsatisfactory. It

is stated that there are in this cathedral
no less than thirty-three varieties of orna-
mental and decorative stones employed
in the different chapels and in the sanc-
tuary. A large proportion of these
thirty-three varieties consists of cold,

grey, streaky marble—unecclesiastical (if

I may use the term), and quite out of

harmony with much of the mosaic work
introduced. This is particularly observ-
able in the lower parts when the upper
parts are rich in colour, and it is to be
hoped that in the future work the richer
marbles will be employed below and the
lighter in colour above ; but. in all cases,

these cold, grey, streaky marbles should
be abandoned and study made of the
marbles in the Monastery of St. Luke of

Stiris. A striking example of the in-

congruity of the grey marble at West-
minster is seen in the large square pier

at the south-western end of the nave.

As to the mosaic work, which may be
taken as more or less of an experimental
character, we have a variety, but there

are two examples, so very different in

their treatment, that some criticism may
be devoted to them from that point of

view. In the crypt chapel the soffit of

the arch to the recess which contains the

recumbent figure of Cardinal Manning has

been laid with mosaic from the designs,

I believe, of a Russian artist. Distinctly

Byzantine in feeling, the technique is

crude, and the drawing—particularly in

the figure work—deficient in expression.

The other example is perhaps the most

important in the cathedral— that in the

"Chapel of St. Andrew and the Saints

of Scotland" in the south aisle. The

first impression gained is one of great

richness in tone, enhanced by the fine

effect created by the gold mosaic in the

vaulted ceiling. The walls produce a glow

and intensity of colour suited to the licht

of the chapel, but this is marred by the

unfortunate grey marble at the base of the

mosaic work. Richer marble or mosaic

work should be substituted for the grey

marble, so that harmony and balance may
be created with the work above. In

mosaic work due regard should always be

ha t to its dist.nnce from the eye. and in

some parts of the work in this chapel the

details appear to be rather too small, and

susgest greater breadth of treatment. The

white niarble in the soffits of the win-

dows should obviously be replaced by

mosaic, as the want of continuity in tone

is very marked. One very satisfactorv

leat\ire of the mosaic work in this chapel

is that it is beins laid in the sam» method

as that adopted by Sir William Richmond

in St. Paul's and by Enalish artists.

I venture to express the fervent hope

that the mosaic work in St. Paul's will

proceed in friendly rivalry with that at

Westminster, and that the revival of

mosaic decoration in England will not

rest at the point we have now reached.

Wm. Woopward, F.R.I.B.A.

Church Row, Hampstead.
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HYDRATED ORDINARYLI.ME AND
LIME.

Bv E. W. Lazell. Ph.D.*

Everj-one is familiar with the fact that

when quicklime is treated with water a violent

action takes place, the lumps of lime break

up, heat is generated, steam is given off and

after the action is completed, a paste or putty

remains—the ordinary lime putty used for

mortar. The fact that quicklime lias <hanged

its form from di-j- lumps to a wet paste and

that heat has been generated prove that a

chemical reaction has taken placj ; or that

ciuicklime has comlbined chemically with

water. It is a scientific fact that when any

chemical change or reaction occurs exact

amounts of the material are involved. In

the chemical change which takes place when

lime is quenched with water definite amounts

of lime and water are involved ; in slaking

lim.e an e.xact amount of lime unites with

an exact quantity of water, forming an exact

amount of hydrated lime and it differs from

the original" quicklime, and if water is

present to satisfy the calcium oxide (lime)

then a drv powder will rejiiain. This powder

is liydrated lime and it differs from the

ori.o-inal riuicldinie and from pulverized lime

in Hs behaviour towards water. When water

is added to hvdrated Mme no heat is gener-

ated nor does the material slake, thus indicat-

ing that water has no further chemical action

on the hydrate.

What is Hydrated Lime?—Hydrated lime

of commerce is the dry powder resulting from

the treatment of lime with sufficient \vater

to satisfy the chemical requirements of all

the calcium oxide.

Necessity for E.xact Proportions of Lime

and Water.—In the foregoing, emphasis has

been laid upon the fact that precise amounts

of lime and water react chemically. In other

words, 1 lb. of lime requires a certain definite

amount of water to form a perfect hydrate.

If too little water is used in quenching the

hme in the process of manufacture, the lime

will be burned in slaking, and free lime, or

lime which is not combined with water, will

be present in the hydiate, rendering the

material unsound. Plaster made from such

hvdrated lime will later pop and pit, due to

tiie gradual slaking of the free lime by the

moisture present in the atmosphere. Further,

mortar made from such unsound hydrate

generally works tough and non-plastic. The

free, uiicombined lime when present to any

considerable extent will dry out the mortar,

rapidly decreasing its strength and causing it

to crumble. Free lime in hydrated lime is

a dangerous ingredient and one wliich will

always give trouble.

If too much water is used in the prepara-

tion of hydrate the material will be damp and

wet, rendering it difficult to handle.

Obsolete Methods of Manufacture.—In the

past, three methods were used to produce

hydrated lime :

'

(1) Small pieces of lime were placed in a

basket and immersed in water for a few min-

utes, until slaking began, when they were

withdrawn and placed in a heap in order to

conserve the heat and prevent the escape of

the vapour ; the material swelled, cracked and

became reduced to a dry powder.

(2) Lumps of lime were placed in a heap

and wetted at intervals until the mass was

equally moistened throughout. The slaking

proceeded as in the first instance.

(3) Small pieces of lime were exposed to

the air for a number of months, and the lime

absorbed both water and carbon dioxide from

the atmosphere, falling to a dry powder. The
powder consisted of dry sub-carbonate of lime

containing about 10 per cent, to 11 per cent,

of water.

These three methods of dry-.slaking lime

were crude, and unless the greatest care was
exercised the resulting product contained

parti<;les of un.slaked lime. The hydrate pro-

duced by 'the.?e methods wa.s generally short

and possessed poor sand carrying capacity;

in fact, hydrated lime made by any of the

above methods was suitable for use in agri-

culture only, and such hydr,ate should not

bo confounded with hydrated lime manu-
factured bv modern methods.

• Chemi«al Engineer, Potrtland, Ore,

.\li:.kni -Mcth-ds ul .Manufacture.
—

'1 lie

nmdern method of manufacturing hydrate
depends upon the addition of a definite

amaunt of water to a predetermined amount
of lime. By no other method is it possible

to produce a hydrate which will contain

sufficient combined water to satisfy the

demands of the calcium oxide (lime) present.

It is of the utmost importance that all the

calcium oxide be in combination with water,

otherwise the hydrate will be unsound and
unsuitable for building uses. That all the

lime be satisfied with water will be insisted

upon in any specification which may I;e

drawn for hydrated lime to be used in the

building trade, and it is vital for each manu-
facturer to recognise that the formation of

hydrated lime involves a chemical change
requiring the presence of exact amounts of

lime and water. Since the process is chemi-
cal, it requires the same careful supervision

as any other chemical process—such as the

manufacture of Portland cement. The pro-

duction and use of hydrated lime have been
more retarded by the manufacture of only

partly hydrated lime than from all other

causes. Any method of manufacturing
hydrated lime continually to produce a

perfect product must be based upon weigh-
ing the lime iLsed and measuring the amount
of water added.

Advantages of Hydrated Lime.
From the -Standpoint of the Manufacturer

—One of the great difficulties in connection

with the manufacture of lime is the perish-

able quality of the product. Lump lime can-

not be stored for any length of time without

deterioration, thus making the operation of

the plant dependent upon the season and the

whims of the weather. Kilns must be fired

up, damped down, or put out, according to

the season of the year and the condition of

the weather. This unevenness of operation

results in a high unit ccst. Since hydrated

lime can be stored in bins in a manner similar

to cement, it is possible to make the opera-

tion of the plant more nearly continuous,

thereby introducing economies in the manu-
facture and reducing the cost. The manu-
facture of hydrate also means a more ex-

tended market, as hydrated lime can be used

for a number of purposes for which quick-

lime is not suitable.

Advantages to the Dealer.—Three principal

advantages to the dealer are the ease in hand-

ling, less deterioration of the product, and
the freedom from fire risk. These three facts

alone should convince the dealer that it is

more economical to handle hydrated lime.

LTses of Hydrated Lime.—In general it may
be stated that hydrated lime is suitable for

any use in the building trade to which lump
lime can be put, and it woiJd appear that

as soon as the material comes into general

use, its advantages will be found to far out-

weigh any disadvantages. The use o'

hydrated lime does away with the necessity

of slaking lime to a paste, thus saving the

space required for the slaking bed as well as

the labour of slaking. By the use of hydrate

it is possible to proportion the mortar so as

to have exact quantities present, since this

fcrnn of lime comes into the market in con-

venient packages of known weight. This

point is always appreciated by the architect

and engineer, as it is a well-known fact when
lump lime is used as much sand as possible is

added , with the result that the mortar is lean

.and possesses little strength. If hydrated

lime is correctly manufactured and the par-

ticles of core removed by some process of

separation, the resulting product w-iU possess

a higher grade of purity than the original

lime from which it is made. The product

will also be more uniform, and these two facts

appeal strongly to all users of lime.

Mortar Made from Hydrate is Stronger

than that Made frcmi Slaked Lime.—In .June,

1910. the -writer presented the results oib-

taincd from an extended series of tests on

mortars made from Ixith hydrated lime and

lump lime U> the American Society for Test-

ing Materials. One of the most important

conclusions drawn from these investigations

was that the mortar produced from hydrated

lime was stronger than that produced from

the corresponding lump lime slaked to a

paste. This conclusion v/as to be expected,

since it is possible to manufacture hydrated

lime by mtc'i.inical m.'Hus unJer good cli. ni-

1

cal control which is more thoroughly slakedj

than i*j is possible to slake lump lime on the

job. With lump lime the user is always I

dependent upon the thoroughness of slaking,

and it is well known that unless lime pasti

is run off and stored for some considerable

time there is no assurance of complete and
thorough slaking.

Practically all those who have investigated

ihs strength of lime mortars have recom-

mended tlie use of hydrated lime in place of I

lump lime. In Bulletin No. 30 of the U.S.

Bureau of Standards the following statement I

is made ;

—
" The projjortion of impurities in

hydrated lime is generally less than in the

lime from which it is made. In building

operations hydrated lime may be used for any
purpose in place of lump lime, with precisely

similar results. The consumer must pay the
|

freight on a large amount of water, but the

time and labour required for the slaking are I

eliminated and there is no danger of spoihng

it either by burning or incomplete slaking.

For all building purposes hydrated lime is to I

be preferred to lump lime. By its use the
|

time and labour involved in slaking may b;-

saved and the experience of the labourer is
'

eliminated as a factor in the problem."
If the use of hydrated lime in the build-

ing trade is to be increased, this can be

brought about only by the manufacturers of I

hydrate preparing and marketing only such

material as is sound and contains no free
1

lime. There is an increasing demand for

hydrate for use in concrete to render the
material more plastic and dense. Hydrated
lime can be advantageously used in all

cement plaster and stucco to make them work
smoothly and give a more pleasing colour. In

all these uses the .soundness of the hydrate
is the paramount requirement. No one
would think of using unsound cement—why,
then, should they expect to use unsound
hydrate ?

The market for hydrated lime is present,

and a concerted action on the part of the

lime manufacturers to exercise the care neces-

sary to*niake a thoroughly hydrated lime

will result in a more extended use of the

material. It is to he hoped that the manu-
facturers will direct their energies along this

line.

—

Concrete-Cement Age.
)-•••-<

THE DOillNION OBSERVATORY.
LITTLE SAANICH MOUNTAIN.
VICTORIA, B.C.

The building and dome to contain the

great 72-inch Canadian reflecting telescope,

which is to be located near Victoria, B.C.,

is to be built entirely of steel, cased inside

and out with sheet metal. There is to be a

continuous passage between these inside and
outside coverings to allow for the circulation

of air, the entrance being through openings

at the bottom of the building and the exit

through louvred openings at the top of the

dome. The purpose of this ventilating be-

tween the walls is to keep the middle of the

dome during the day at the shade tempera-
ture, thus preventing the heating of the in-

terior and the disturbance of the form and
aefinition of the mirror by great changes of

temperature. The purpose of constructing

the building and dome entirely of metal is

to allow the whole surrounding of the tele-

scope to rapidly attain the air temperature
after sundown. Otherwise, the definition of

the star images is seriously affected.

The building is 66 ft. in diameter and
nearly 75 ft. high, the centre of motion of

the telescope being about 40 ft. above the

ground. The dome is revolved by electric

motor, and the entire handling of the tele-

scope, whose moving parts weigh 40 tons,

is also performed by electricity ; seven motors

and numerous electric clutches being required

for this purpose. The shutter opening is

15 ft. wide, extending 6 ft. beyond the

zenith. An electrically operated observing

platform, to enable the upper end of the

telescope tube to be reached in any position,

moves up and down in the shutter opening.

Blinds or wind screens are also provided,

moving up from the bottom of the opening

and down from the top to prevent the

shaking of the telescope by the wind.
The accomjianying photograph is made

from a one-tenth size working model of the
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t scope and observatory . showing even to

smallest detail the form of the structural

.irk and mechani.sm. This model is

, ntirelv of metal, mostly aluminium, and was

made by the Warner and Swasey Co., Cleve-

land, the makers of the mounting fcjr the

telescope for the Panama Pacific Exhibition

at San Francisco, where it is now on view.

This photograph shows more clearly than any

photograph that could possibly be obtained

cf the actual building the correct relative

proportions and arrangements of the variou:

p.irt.s.

We n.re indebted to the courtesy of Mr.

E. L. Horwood, the Chief Architect of the

Public Works Office, Ottawa, for the photo-

graph and the above description.

FIRE PROTECTION OF ST. PAULS
CATHEDRAL.

All recognise that tlie etticient protection

of St. Pauls Cathedral against fire is a matter

of national im]iortance, and it may be re-

called that a complete scheme for adecjuateiy

safeguarding the edifice was carried out about
two years ago, the contractors being Messrs.

Merryweather and Sons, of Greenwich. So
elaborate were the precautions taken that by
means of a system of firemain and hydrants,

accompanied by special apparatus for forcing

water to a great height, it was found pos-

sible to throw a jet of water on any part

of the vast building from the ground to the

summit of the dome.
The hvdrants fitted at the main roof levels

ha\e hitherto been supplied with water from
rainwater collecting tanks on the stone gal-

lery. E.xperts have decided, however, that

these tanks, taking 'into consideration their

enormous weight when filled witli water, con-

stitute a danger to the fabric. The fiat

accordingly went forth that they should be
removed ; but this course rendered necessary

some alternative means of obtaining a supply
of water, under pressure, for the above-men-
tioned hydrants. Messrs. .Merryweather and
Sons were consulted, and recommended one
of their well known " Hatfield "' pumps as

best suited to meet the case. Their recom-
mendations were adopted, and the electrically

driven " Hatfield " pump shown in the illus-

tration has now been installed at the

THE DOMINION OBSERV.ATORY, LITTLE S.\-ANICH MOUNTAIN, B C— Mr. E. L. HORWOOD, Architect.
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Cathedral and fixed at the 60ft. level. It

will be observed that the set is very com-
pact, the pump and motor being mounted on
the same bedplate. The power is transmitted
from the motor to the pump through silent

chain gearing, and so smooth-running is this

and so quietly does the treble barrel "Hat-
field " perform its work that the installation

is practically noiseless in operation. The
pump takes its water from the Water Board's
supply and delivers into the ring main round

the drum of the dome under the colonnade,
hydrants being fitted on this main at various
points. Each of the hydrants is equipped
with hose and fittings, and a special feature
of the installation lies in the fact that the
pump starts automatically as soon as one of

the hydrants is opened, so that a fire can
be immediately attacked at the roof level

without its being necessary to go near the
pump. When the hydrant is closed the
electric current is automatically cut off and
the pump ceases to work.

WAYGOOD-OTIS, LTD.
EFrECT OF THE WAR.

The fifteenth ordinary geaieral meeting of

Waygood-Otis (Ltd.) was held on Monday
at the Cannon Street Hotel, Jlr. Henry C.
Walker (ohairman of directoa-s) presiding.
In moving the adoption of tlie report and

accounts, tile Chairaian said : Heretofore we
have been able to comsistently pay a dividend
on both preference and ordinary shares ; this
year, (however, for the first time we are not
able to reconnnend an ordinary dividend, but
I do not suppose that you, any more than
.your du-ectojs, are soiii^rised at the result
of the year's trading.
When we m«t last year the business was

still suffering from the considerable stoppage
in the buildimg trade owing to the strike
which had existed for some montlis, and we
-were anticipating that, following the ap-
proaching settlemejit of this, there wouJd be
a revival in the building industry wliioli
\vould result in further business foi- us. Tlie
circumstances were entirely changed by the
war. In the early days there wa« a general
anticipation that business would be very
seriously interfered with, and consequently
Vliero was a disposition on the paa-t of cvery-
"one to hold uji building contracts and other
work whicli was not absolutelv and im-
Tnedjately aiecessary. This inevitably wsulted
in a considerable check in the mimiber of
inrfniries for new work, and, witli ithe limited
smormt of work to be placed, the competi-
tion was more severe. The continuance of
the war has, of course, somewl-at mrxlified
the position, as greater confidence has existed
(luring later months in anticipation of a

successful conclusion, but, conciu'rently with
this, there has been a, ooaisiderable rise in

tlie cost of all matei-ials, and we have had
to grajit an increase of wages to all our
worlonen in consequence of the increased

cost of living. We encouraged those of oui'

staff and workmen who desired to serve in

his JIajesty's Forces by umdertaking to re-

instate them as far as possible at tjie con-

clusion of the wax, and also ito pay their

dependents a small allowance during the

war. This resulted in mo fewer than 300

of our men joining the Forces.

This has involved an expense during the

year of £1,991.

We liave endeavoured to carry on our

office work with as small a staff as possible,

but, of course, we have been obliged to take

on other men in tlie works, and, owing to

tliedr having less experience than those who
have left ns, this has aiaturally added to tlie

'xpense of manufacture, and, coming at a

time when we were organising some of our

deoartmeaits, it further inci-eased our diffi-

cult' es.

On the declaration of war we offered to

place our factories at the disposal of the

Government, and during the last few months
have been doing an increasing amount of

work, and will probably be doing much more
in the near future ; but this does not come
within the period of operations covered by the

present balance-sheet. We have secured sorne

important contracts, and I am sure you will

feel it a matter of congratulation that we
have been able to keep going in face of all

the difficulties we have had.

We have been readjusting our methods so

as to meet the new condition of things created

by the war, and in this connection I should

like to pay a tribute to our staff and work-

men for the loyal and unselfish manner in

which they have supported the efforts of the

directors dui-ing a very trying period.

The profit on trading, after deducting

general expenses, is £12,488. Goodwill and
patents stand at £121,835.

This item shows an increase on previous

years, being composed of the goodwill and
patents of the amalgamated companies, in-

cluding the escalator rights for Great Britain

and the colonies. Freehold and leasehold pro-

perty and plant, etc., amounts to £109,647;

stock and work in progress, £119,682 ; and
sundry debtors, £81,541. This item is about

£27,000 higher than previously—accounted

for partly by the rearrangement of the ac-

counts and partly by the debts which we
took over from the Otis Company ; but un-

fortunately, as another result of the war, it

may be necessary to make further provision

against bad and doubtful debts by reason of

certain accounts we have still outstanding on

the Continent. Investments stood at £20,734.

I feel under the circumstances that we have
all to be thankful that we have been able

to keep as busy as we have, and, so far as

the company is concerned, when peace con-

ditions are restored, we may hope for a re-

turn of better times. All our departments
under the new conditions are working har-

moniously together, and we may look forward
with confidence to the future. In the mean-
time your directors will spare no efforts to

take you successfully and completely over the

|iresent trials and troubles, difficult as they
are.

You will be interested to know that

economies and improvements have already
been effected, and that we are gradually
securing the advantages we anticipated as the
result of the amalgamation with the Otis

Company.
I trust, when I have the pleasure of meet-

ing you again, that the war will be a thing
of the past, giving us all an opportunity of

resuming our normal business 0]ierations.

Mr. C. H. J. Day seconded the adoption
of the report, which was carried.

i-^mmm^-t
Mr. George Stevenson is retiring from the

boroug^h suTveyorship of Wenlock, Salop, after
thirty-eig-hit j-ears' service. Over lOO candi-
dates have applied for the post.

The Scottish National Housingj Co., Ltd.,
have appointed M<'ssrs. Greig and Fiairbairn.

31, York Place, Ediniburgh, to act as airchitccts

for a first group of 150 houses at Ros.>"th to be
proceed>ed with immediiately.

THE USE OF LARGE STONE CHIPS
I

IN THE MAINTENANCE OF
BITUMINOUS ROADS.

The Maryland Highway Commission, of

which Henry G. Shirley is chief engineer,

after an experience with the maintenance of

bituminous roads extending over several

years, has (says our American contem-
porary Engineering and Contracting)

adopted the practice of using stone chips at

least 1 in. in size. The chips are spread over

the surface of the road, at seasons of the

year when the bitumen is soft, in an even
layer one stone thick, and rolled. The roll-

ing forces the stones into the surface of the

road until they are flush with the pavement.
When completed the surface has somewhat
the appearance of a mosaic. Hard blue lime-

stone is used, and has been found to be quite

satisfactory for this purpose.
The reason for the method of maintenance

adopted is obvious. It has been universally

found in practice that small stone chips are

either quickly ground to a powder by iron-

shod traffic or are in a large measure swept
from the road surface by automobile traffic.

The use of sand is now quite generally

avoided by maintenance engineers, on the
ground that it tends to build a mat or pad
that becomes unmanageable when thick, and
also greatly increases the danger of waves in

the pavement due to the pushing of the bitu-

minous surface occasioned by the continual

passage of automobiles, usually travelling in

a single direction on one side of the road.

While this method of surface maintenance
—or, more properly, surface improvement

—

is not new from an experimental standpoint

—similar work having been done by Major
Crosby, the former engineer for the commis-
sion—its application to road maintenance
work on a large scale, such as is in progress

in Maryland, is an innovation. From the

standpoint of the road user it possesses ad-

vantages. The exposed stones roughen the

surface and reduce the slipperiness of the

pavement. Slipperiness has always been a

fault of bituminous treated country roads,

especially since many of the horses that travel

them are not sharp shod. The danger of

automobiles skidding is also reduced. From
the standpoint of increasing the life of the

road the reduction in slipperiness permits the

use of a relatively higher crown, thereby
insuring thorough drainage of the surface and
increasing the durability of the road, the

practice of most road engineers being to use

as much crown as limiting conditions will

permit. In this connection it may be said

that experience has demonstrated in the city

of Washington that asphalt streets and roads

built with a high crown have usually a longer

life than those streets or roads on which less

crown is used
While the labour cost of applying large

stone chips in this manner is necessarily in-

creased somewhat, the road surface is im-

proved by the thorough ironing out it is given

by the roller. The greater availability of

the supply of larger stone is also a factor

worthy of consideration in many sections of

the country. It is frequently difficult to

secure an adequate supply of j-inch and
|-inch stone.

It is believed that the incorporation of

large stone chips into the surface of the road

is worthy of the consideration of engfneers

engaged in both maintenance and construc-

tion work. Wliile difficulties are encoun-

tered and careful workmanship is required,

the results obtained are of sufficient value

to warrant the additional cost.

^'^m»m~-(
A parish church is about to be built at Cults,

N.B.. from plans by Messrs. Marshall Macken-
zie and Son, of Uiiion Street, Aberdeen. The
estimated cost is £4,500, and 400 sittings will

bo provided.

Oswestry Town Council has decided to oppose

a scheme proposed bv the Salop County Council

for the erection, at a cost of £20,000, of an

isolation hospital to serve eight urban and

rural districts in north-west Shropshire.

The Southern California Chapter of the

American Institute of Architects has endorsed

pending legislation in that State
_
for the

appointment of city planning commissions in

all unchartered cities of California and creat-

ing the office of State Architect with purely

advisory powers.
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(£^uxxtntt Calamn.

A special exhibition in aid of the Artists'

(Jeiieral Benevolent Institution is open at the
Pio.val Society of Painters in Water Colours,
comprising 156 subjects. Among the more
noticeable exhibits are four good seascapes

(6, 7, 8. a;nd 9j by Mr. C. Napier Hemy,
K.A. Of the four sent by Mr. Albert Good-
win we like " Beachy Head "

(11) best. Mr.
K. Thorne-Waite has a fine view of " Wens-
leydale " (14), and three more. Two of the

four sent by Mr. Arthur Rackham are
Peter Pan pictures (19 and 20), illustrating

his adventures in Kensington Gardens. Mr.
Reginald Barrett contributes four excellent

architectural subjects, "The Bronze Candle-
stick, St. Mark's, Venice " (23), " The
Church of the Gesuati, Zattere, Venice "

(24),
' Entrance to the Fortress of Gwalior,

India " (26), and the " Courtyard of the

Alhambra " (27). Mr. George Clausen, K.A.,

sends " Riverside Wharves "
(28), and three

more. Mr. S. J. Lamorna Birch has four,

"June in Cornwall " (47) being, perhaps, the

most attractive. " Richmond, Yorks, from
the Terrace " (48), is the best of Mr. Robert
Little's four, but the three Italian scenes are

good. Sir Ernest Waterlow, R.A., sends a

fine view of "Bideford on the Torridge "

(89), and four others. Mr. Alfred Parsons,
R.A., the president, is best represented by
" The .Memorial Stone "

(96). Of Mr. Henry
S. Tuke's four we like best his " French
Barque Ashore at St. Mawes "

(128).

The June issue of the Architectural Associa-

tion Journal is a number of much interest. It

opens with a portrait and short biography of

the new President, Mr. H. Austen Hall, and
photogi-aphs of the plan and model at the Aca-
demy of liis maijnum opus (for the present),

the Central Offices for the Metropolitan Water
Board in Rosebery Avenue. We are pleased

to see that £1,052 5s. 6d. has been contri-

buted in response to the special appeal for

funds to meet the financial difficulties of the

Association occasioned by the war, and in

addition between forty and fifty members have
promised increased annual subscriptions for

the next two or three years. Though the

membership of the A.A. School has naturally

been seriously depleted, it is satisfactory to

learn that several first-year members have
joined, while the number of second-year

students remains stationaiy. The list of

prizes to be awarded at the end of the session

has been revised—and reduced. The list of

A.A. members serving in the forces now com-
prises 361 names. The roll of honour in the

current issue records the deaths of 2nd Lieu-

tenant G. C. C. Ferrier, Royal Fusiliers, and
Lance-Corporal H. D. Ainsworth, 5th Middle-
sex Regiment, and states that the following

members have been wounded :—Private W. F.

Edge, Hon. Artillery Company ; Lieutenant
H. W. Hadwen. 3rd Duke of Wtllington (gas

poisoning) ; Captain L. F. Jones, 12th Batta-

lion London Regiment (the Rangers) ; 2nd
Lieutenant T. A. Lodge, 24th London Regi-

ment (Queen's) ; Rifleman C. ilcLachlan, 12t.h

Battalion London Regiment (the Rangers)

;

2nd Lieutenant Hon. A. P. Methuen. 1st Scots

Guards ; Captain A. H. Moberley, 21st Lon-
don Regiment (1st Surrey Rifles) ; and 2nd
Lieutenant J. R. Truelove. 12tli London Re-

giment (the Rangers). The Editor of the

Journal states that Jlr. Alan Potter, "who
has been doing such noble work at the A.A-
since the war broke out in connection with
the War Service Bureau, has for family

reasons been compelled to resign from the

Hon. Secretaryshiip of the Bureau, after

ha\nng been responsible for sending about 700

men to the various branches of the Army. Mr.
i'erbury has now undertaken this work, and
members requiring advice or assistance in

connection with enlistment should communi-
cate direct with him. We understand that
over fifty men joined the Royal Engineers and
Sanitary Corps through the Bureau during last

month."

The forced realisation of much real estate

and personal property in every belligerent

country is certain, and it is not improbable
that many articles of virtu and objects of

art may not only have to be disposed of at

quite nominal prices, but that they may be
lost to their country of ownership. In
France special steps are being taken to ob-
viate this danger by the imposition of an ad
valorem duty upon the exports of such
articles. A Bill has been introduced into the
Chamber with the object of submitting for a
period of-five years all articles possessing any
artistic or historic interest to a tax on expor-
tation on the following scale, namely :—5 per
cent, on a valuation up to £200, 10 per cent,

between £200 and £800, and 15 per cent, on
articles valued at more than £800. In the
case of articles possessing a national interest,

it is proposed to empower the Government to

prohibit their e.xport for a period of five years,
and to "give the Government during that
period an option of pre-emption for account
of the State. The law is not to apply to the
works of living artists or of those who have
died within the last twenty-five years. A
similar measure here would be opportune.

An architect figures as the chief charac-
ter in the Russian dramatist Leonidas
Andreiev's play, " The Life of Man," which
has been produced at the Lyceum Theatre,
Edinburgh, for the first time outside Russia.
It is not a cheerful play. Briefly, the
dramatist endeavours to recount the life

of a man from cradle to grave in an
atmosphere highly charged with symbolism
and thickly populated with mysterious Hims
and Its. Before the man is born. Life speaks
his prologue. During the process a group of

old women mow and chatter and cynically

chronicle the travail of the mother. As the

child is born a candle is lit—in due course to

be snuffed—in the hand of Life. The Man's
life follows thereafter in four stages. In the
first he is li\-ing on love and dreams with a

charming wife, while he fails to "arrive"
as an architect. This love-making is de-

scribed as quite the best thing in the play,

for its beauty is heightened by the brave
challenge of Poverty and Destiny which
breathes through the young people's talk. In

the next stage the Man has "arrived." But
his success and the cringing suitors who chase

love from his home are rather sketchily

drawn. Andreiev is happier in showing the

return to poverty, through a change in the

popular taste in architecture. Henceforth he
piles up calamity with characteristic ardour.

The Man's only child dies, and he himself

becomes a dipsomaniac. The last stage shows
his end in a delirious death-bed.

Sia- Clhi-istopher Wren married twice, and
the following love-letter was written to Faith

Coghill, who became his first wife on Decem-
ber 7, 1559. The lady had dropped her watch

in the river or the sea, and had handed it to

Wren, who, in returning it repaired, expresses

himself as follows:
—"Madam,—The artificer

having never before mett with a drowned
Watch, like an ignorant physician has been

soe long about the cure that he hath made
me very unquiet that your commands should

be soe long deferred ; however, I have sent

the watch at last and envie the felicity of it,

that it should be soe neer your side, and soe
often enjoy your Eye, and be consulted by
you how your Time shall passe while you em-
ploy your hand in your excellent workes. But
have a care of it, for I put such a SpeU into
it that every Beating of the Ballance will tell

you 'tis the pulse of my Heart which labours;

as much to serve you and more Trewly thani

the watch ; for the watch I believe will some-
times lie, and sometimes perhaps be idle and
unwilling to goe, having received so much in-

jury by being drenched in that briny bath,
that I dispair it should ever be a Trew Ser-

\ant to you more. But as for me (unless you
drown me too in my Teares) you may be con-

fident I shall never cease to be, Your most
affectionate, humble servant, Chr. Wren."

We had occasion a few weeks ago to draw
attention to the application of slag wool for

rendering roofs fireproof and bomb-resisting.

Messrs. F. McNeill and Co., Ltd.. of BanhiU
Row, E.G., are specialising in this direction,

and their advertisement, which appears on
another page, is interesting, inasmuch as each
week's issue gives diflferent illustrations of

enemy aircraft, with which, bearing in mind
their now oft-repeated visits, it is as well to

make oneself familiar. In the set of adver-

tisements that we have before us at the time
of writing we notice three varieties of air-

ship—the Zeppelin, the Schulte-Lanz, and
the Parseval, whilst there are no less than
five types of aeroplane—the Stahltaube and
Rumplertaube monoplanes, and the Aviatik,

the D.W.F., and the Albatross, which are

biplanes.

A paper read last Friday on the effect of
springs upon water levels in East .Surrey by
Mr. Henry Dewey is a useful contribution to

the solution of an old problem. Mr. Dewey
has investigated an area of some thirty square

miles situated in North-East Surrey, between
Epsom and Croydon, most of it chalk, but
a narrow strip along the northern edge is

formed by the sands, loam and clays of the

tertiary beds, and some plateaus and isolated

hills on the east are capped with thick masses
of pebbles. The area is separated into two
districts by a deep narrow valley in which the

town of Croydon lias in great part been built.

These two contiguous areas differ markedly
from each other in the movements of their

subterranean waters. The rise and fall of the

underground water in the eastern district is

about four times as great as that in the

western district, and Jlr. Dewej" concludes

that the underground waters follow defined

channels rather than flow through the inter-

stices of the mass of chalk. What more con-

cerns water engineers is the fluctuation in the

water level in the district generally, and the

fact that the tendency is for the average level

to sink. l\Iany observers have endeavoured

to explain the shrinkage, and some have
ascribed it to the enormous pumping from
the chalk area round London. Mr. Whitaker,

the geologist, however, says that the effect of

pumping in the chalk is not so great as is

usually imagined, and that it is not reasonable

to expect always to maintain the level of the

underground water at a high figure. The
level may tend, over a number of years, to

sink, but nature will see to it that there is

alwajs sufficient.

We hast ?n to a]K>logise to our oontemjKiraxy

the Architect for a mis-statement on tliis page

last week. We said, and thougilit so, that we
alone bad publisihed iUuistrations of Mr. Dar-
ling's works. But ithe Architect also gave

some of tJiem in its isisue of Januarj' 6, 1911,
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including the Oaiiiadiaii Bank of Carameree,

w'hich ive did iiot give tiill Deoenllier 12,

1913.

In our notice last week on this page of

Professor Wilfrid J. Lineham's new book on
" Hand Lettering," his name was incorrectly

given as William .J. Lineman.

(Bnv Illustrations.

ST. NICHOLAS' CHURCH, TAPLOW.
The illustration shows tlie interior view

of this church looking easi, as re-built from

the designs of Mr. Geo. H. Fellowes Prynne,

THE EXGINEEIUNO LABORATORY,
OXFORD.

The eite for this building is the acute angle
where the Parks Road meets the Banbury
Road, and it is to some extent controlled

by a building line and adjoining buildings.

As the funds available did not admit of

buil-jng more t.han a part of what it was
considered would ultimately be required, it

was, from the nature of the site, more than
usually import.ant to coifsider the wlio'.e

scheme, and to provide in the buildings which
iiave now been built for the future exten-

sion. The plans illustrated sliow the parts
already built in black, and the proposed
future extension with shaded walls. The
ultimate scheme includes four large rooms,
each 52 ft. by 25 ft., with good-sized bays.
Two of these at the south end are devoted to

~--'cO-.V 6oCK5

NICHOLAS' CHURCH, T.\PLOW.

Fellowes Prynne, F.R.I.P,^., /rchitect.

F.R.I. B. A., of Westminster. The work of

rebuilding the church was undertaken by

Messi-s. Honour and Sons, of Tring, and in-

cluded the entire re-erection of the main

body of the church, the lengthening of the

chancel, and the retention of the old walls

of the original tower. Though the design is

retained, the tower has been so much im-

proved by casing with Kentisli ragetone and
freestone dressing that it is not recognisable

as being that of the old square structure.

The tower is capped wth a copp«r spire

rising to a height of 116 ft. The main western

entrance is under the tower, and a fjorch

with half-timbered construction has been

placed at the south-west end of the south

aisle.

The nave is divided into five bays, and is

67 ft. in length, by 24 ft. 6 in. in width, with
a height of about 40 ft. to the apex of the

roof, which is of openwork construction in

oak. The aisles on each side of the church
are 10 ft. wide, and a double southern tranr

sept forms, as it were, the nave of a side

cha;pe!. Vestries and an orj^an chamt-.r ar*
thrown out on the northern side.

The chancel exiension is at the eastern
end, and arches have been constructed on
both sides of it to al'ow of a view of the
altar being obtained from the nave and aisles.
The chancel is paved with nrirble fli:oring.

aiid the walls faced internally and externally
with Kentish ragstone. Between the nave
and the chancel a stone traceried screen rises
to the whole height of the arch. The build-
ing is lighted by electricitv, this work lieiiig

carried out by Messrs. E. P, Allam and Co.

,

of London, and it is heated by trie lon^-pres
sure svstem of hot water, the installation
being fitted by Messrs. C. P. Kinne'.l and
Co., of London.

electrical machinery and instruments, and are

connected by an underground channel with a

battery room in tlie basement. The other

two are allotted to a drawing office on the

first floor, and to thermodynamics on the

ground floor, the latter opening into a con
siderable boilerhouse and also connecting with

are seven rooms available for research, stores,

etc., the precise use of which will no doubt
be further considered when the t X.lding

comes to be completed.

A glass-covered area will probably be used
as a workshop and for motor bicycles. It

connects with a room intended for bicycles.

In the existing building the thermo-dynamics
room has had to accommodate the electrical

iin'chinery. and electrical instruments are

placed in the future class-room together with
a portion partitioned off the drawing office,

the bay of which also serves for the instru-

ment maker. The professor takes the room
marked assistant.

The cost of the portion of the building
which was completed last Christmas is about
£5,800. The building is of fed brick with
Clipsham stone dr<ssings, and a red-tiled
roof. Tlie building contractors are Messrs.
Wooldridge and Simpson, of Oxford. Con-
crete floors by the Seigwart Fireproof Floor
Company were used owing to tilie fact that
tilie beajiis are manufactured at the works,
and have only to be grouted together on
aniiival at site. Frnther points considered
were the fact that owing to the floor being
hollow throughout it is light and soundproof,
and forms a perfect insulation against heat
and cold. Heating engineers, Messrs. Wont-
ner, Smith, Gray and Co. Clerk of the works,
Jlr. Joseph Rees. The architect is Mr, Wra.
C. Marshall,- M.A., of Hindhead, Surrey.

SELECTED DESIGN : STEPNEY MUNICI-
PAL BUILDINGS.

Tihe description of this double-plate will be
found in our review of the competition,
which ajjpears on our first page this week.

TREWINNARD COTRT BOARDING
HOUSE : TRURU C ATHEDRAL
.SCHOOL.

This house, of which we give a vitw and
plan, has been recently built from the design,

and under the superintendence of Mr. Frank
L. Pearson, F.R.I.B.A., architect to the Dean
and Chapter, and is planned to accommo.iate
tliirty-eight boarders. The building oocu-

pies a fine position on high ground, with tlie

main front facing south-east, overlooking the

town, and aft'ording a splendid view of the

Cathedral. As will be seen from the plan,

the headmaster's section of the house is at

one end, sepaj'ate from the part occupied by
the boys For the latter, a large study
room' is provided, a library, and a dining

room near the kitchen, with the usual

offices on the ground floor and two large

TP^UP^O CATHEDfUt

II
T f r r

CHCBL

a t:LstinT.T--:o.ii ? ;ul livdrai.ilic room. Tliti-e

ground-Uoor rooms have an accessible space
under the floors used for various pipes and
connections. A lecture-room, class-room, and
library complete the part of t^e building
allotted to the ordinary educational course,

Besides the above and the rooms providecr

rlovniitnrics nn the fiist flu-.r. The latter ,ire

specially well lighted and ventilated, having

windows on both sides. There is a separate

sanitary block disconnected from the main

building. The elevations are of slone of

the siniple form of Renaissance architecture

w^hich is found in a number of Cornish houses

fur the professor, assistant and porter, there of the eighteenth century.
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A PLEA FOR SMALLER CITIES.
Concluding an able paper recently read

before the Engineers' Club of Philadelphia
on the fundamental elements of the make-up
of the modern city, Jlr. S. JI. Swaab, its

thirty-seventh president, said :

—

Why cities vie with each other in matters
of population or area with a view to securing
the biggest is inconceivable. From certain
points of view the financial problem involved
and certain sociological problems may be
easier of accomplishment, but many of the
topics alluded to in this paper only become
problems of serious concern when the popu-
lation becomes considerable and when the
area of the city is increased unduly.

For instance, in a city of, sav. 200,000
inhabitants there is not, nor can" there be,
a transit problem, as a place which is used
as the liabitat of a fifth of a million of persons
is scarcely big enough to require rapid
transit. With the increase in population
beyond a certain limit, however, an increase
in area is required, and as the population
moves away from the old residence section
to the suburbs, which is usual, .some means
of transit must be provided between the
business section and the new residence section,
and with each material addition to popula-
tion and consequent increase in size the
people move further away, eventually re-

quiring that high-speed lines be introduced.
Nor are the water and sewerage problems

and the housing problem and the water puri-
fication and sewage disposal problems
generally of serious concern until the muni-
cipality has attained a certain .size, as all

of these problems are more easily solved and
all of these facilities more easily provided for
a small community than for a correspondingly
large one. and, in the case of large cities,

additional problems come up from time to
time which were not a part of the original
scheme, and wliieh become e.Ntremely difficult

to correlate with the whole.
The dictum of the biologists can here be

reasonaljly applied (as the city has been com-
pared with the human organism) that an
organism is not necessarily higher in the
scale of being if it is simply larger or more
complex. The former can exist under much
more simple conditions, and may therefore
be compared in fitness with a more complex
organism which requires more complex con-
ditions under which to survive and thrive.
The small city witli its simple problems

can therefore well compare with the larger
city in which every one of its physical pro-
blems is more involved and more complex.

»-•••—«
Mr. Sidney H. Morgan, surveyor to the

Prestwirh L iban District Council", has been
gazetted second lieutenant in the East Lan-
cashire Royal Engineers.

The London County Coiuicil (Tramways and
Improvements) Bill, which has already "passed
through all stages in the House of Commons
was given a second reading in the House of
Lords on Thursday night.

The streets and plans committee of the cor-
poration of Middlesbrough have approved
generally the alternative scheme of the borough
engineer. Mr. S. E. Burgess, for laying out the
Saltwells estate, and have appointed a com-
mittee to confer with the landowners on the
subject.

Mr. .Jchn Robinson, surveyor to the Darling-
ton Rural District Council, who is retiring,
after nineteen years' service, in order to carry
on his own business, has been presented by the
councillors and official stall" M'ith a silver tea
service and silver-mounted tea-tray. From the
workmen Mr. Robinson has received the gift of
a gold albert and medallion.

Lord Devonport, the chairman of the Port of
London Authority, laitl on Wednesday the
foundation-stone of the Authority's new offices

in Trinity Square, the contract for which was
let to Messrs. John Mowlem and Co., Limited,
of Pimlico, some months ago. The ceremony
was an informal one, only the members and
principal officers of the Authority and the archi-

tect, Mr. Edwin Cooper, F.R.I. B.-'V., being
present. We illustrated Mi". Cooper's design
when selected in competition by the assessor.

Sir Aston Webb. R.A,. in our issues of July 12

and 19, 1912. The style is Late Renaissance,
and the leading feature is a square tower of

two stoiies set ov.cr the central main facade,

n-hich has a Corinthian colonnade on a rusti

<?ated base.

BRI.STOL.—The extensive accomini)dation
which the Southmead Infirmary has afforded
for wounded soldiers has been increased by
the building of extra sets of wards, which
have just come into use. These blocks of
buildings, though intended for temporary use
only—as long as the war lasts and our
wounded soldiers require nursing—are of a
fairly substantial character, having walls of
bricks. A one-ward block containing eighty
beds was erected in five weeks, and a block
with two wards, each with eighty beds, in
eight weeks. There has thus been provided in
a short space of time the additional accom-
modation of 240 beds. Mr. W. S. Skinner.
F.R.I. B.A.. Orchard Street, Bristol, the
:irchitect of the Infirmary, also prepared the
plans of the temporary "buildings, "and .Mr.
K. Chown. Bristol, was" the contractor.
XEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.—The Young

Women's Christian Association premises in
Saville Row are being remodelled and ex-
lended from plans by .Mr. Arthur B. Plum-
mer, F.R.I.B.A., of Newcastle. The extension
to the west will have ,an open stone porch,
with inner vestibule. From this there is a side

entrance to a new lounge 36 ft. by 20 ft., and
also to a corridor leading to the hall 56 ft.

by 29 ft. 6 in. in the rear. In connection
with this corridor there is to be a supner
loom 20 ft. bv 14 ft., and a dining room
2D ft. by 18 ft. A small kitchen 12 ft. by
9 ft. 5 in. will be provided with a serving
hatch. More important meals will be sup-

plied from the new kitchen 21 ft. 6 in. bv
15 ft., and a scullery 18 ft. by 12 ft., to be
built at the rear of tlie present restaurant.
Larders, stores, housemaid's pantry, and
lavatories, etc., and locker store, and gemle-
men's lavatory are to be provided on the
ground floor, also bathroom for the use of
non-resident members of the A.ssociation. In
addition to the present first-floor rooms, four
new rooms (for secretaries and clas.srooms)

are to be built. The tender of Jlr. Stanley
Miller, of Newcastle, being the lowest, has
been accepted for the works.

>-««*»^
WATER SUPPLY AND SANITAIfy

MATTERS.
LIME PURIFICATION OF WATER.—"The

report of the Director of Water Examination
on Research Work, presented to the Metropoli-
tan Water Board, states without hesitation
that river water, no matter how impure, may
b? brought into a condition of absolute safety
bacteriologioally and of great relative purity
chemically by means of lime added in the pro-
portion of less than 1 ib. to 500 gallons of raw
Thames water. The Water Examination
Committee were of the opinion that the prac-
ticability of the process on a large .scale is

deserving of further mvestigation. The com-
mittee reported that while there can be no
question that the world-wide war now raging
increases very appreciably the risks of epidemic
water-borne disease, the director has shown
that his methods can detect the presence of

cholera bibrios.

STALYBRIDGE.—Mr. A. G. Drury, an in-

spector under the L(x;al Government Board,

has held an inquii-y at iStalybridge into an

application by the Stalybridge and UukinfieUl

Join.t iSewerage Board for leave to borrow

£28,539 for sewerage and sewage disposal. It

was stated that since the inception of the

scheme in 1894 the total amount of loans sanc-

tioned was £99.892. The amount of the pre-

sent application, in the first place, was with re-

speor to an excessive expenditure on the 1903

sanction of £13.664—namely, £2,204. The
second item was expenditure on the 19U-'2
sanction, amounting to £12,018 and £791.

giving a total for these
_
two of £13,510. Ict^*^

£5.000 provisionally sanctioned in October of

last year, leaving a balance of £8,510. There
was also an ajiplication in respect of new and
additional works, amounting to £17.825. givirg

the +otal amount asked for—£28,539. Th's

money was necessary to meet the requirements

of the Mersey and Irwell Joint Committee by
completing works now in progress. At the l.~st

meeting of the board a resolution w,as passed

to the effect that, failii-.g any further .sanction

by the Local Government Board, the expendi-

ture on the exteiis:on.s should cease at the

earliest time possible Mr. C J. Lomax, engi-

neer, explained th= plans, and s.iid he wished
to impress upon the inspector that, whatever
else was granted, it was necessary that they

'should have money fcr the storm-water tanks

COMPETITIONS.
BRADFORD TOWN PLANNING.-The

premiated designs in the recent competition for

the replanning of streets in the central area.

of Bradford will be exhibited in the galleries

of tho Royal Institute of British Architects, 9,

Conduit Street, \V., comriiencing on Monday
next, .July 5, between the hours of 10 and 6.

Admission free.

STKI'NKY.—In this competition for tho new
municipal buildings at Stepney, w-hich wo
review elsewhere this week, the design selected

is bv Messrs. Briggs, Woistenholme and
Thoniely, FF.R I.B.A., of 612, Royal Liver
Buildings, Liverpool. The. £100 premium is

awardi'd to Mr. \V. Frazer Granger. Canterl>ury

Road, Brixton, S.W. ; tho £75 premium to

Messi-s. Ambrose Poynter and G. II. Wenyon,
South Molton Street, W. ; and tlie £50_ pre-

mium to Messrs. T. Darbyshiro and F. A.
CoUard, of Tooting. We illustrate the selected

design to-day, and shall give the first two
premiated design? next week.

OBITUARY.
The death has taken place of Mr. Robert

Phillips at 9. Belgrave Road, Gloucester, at

the age of 77 years. The deceased was for-

merly county surveyor of Gloucestershire,

was an associate member of the Institute of

Civil Engineers, a member of the Royal Sani-

tary Institute, a member of the Municipal

antl County Engineers' Association, and a past

president of the County Surveyors' Society.

Previous to his appointment by the

Gloucestershire Court of Quarter Session, he
had for many year.s been in charge of works
in London and the North of England for the

London School Board and H.M. Office of

Works. .Mr. Phillips held the appointment

of county surveyor for thirty-one years, and
upon his retirement, in June, 1907, the county

council retained his services as consulting sur-

veyor. Shortly after his appointment as

county surveyor he carried out very extensive

work to the Shire Hall and Asylum at Glou-

cester, and other county buildings. He
leaves one .son. Jlr. Rrdjert S. Phillips, archi-

tect to the County Education Committee, and
three daughters, one of whom is the wife of

Mr. W. J. Bache. the borough electrical

engineer of Cheltenham.

Lieutenant John Nixon Horsfield,

A.R.I.B.A., F.S.I.. of Arden, Portsmouth
Avenue, Thames Ditton, whose death from

wounds received in action at the Dardanelles

has been reiKJrted, was a son of the late Jlr.

•J. Ni.xon Horsfield, formerly purveyor to

the Hampton Wick Urban District Council.

He was educated at the City of London
School, and twice represented at Henley the

Kingston Rowing Club, of which he was a

life member. Jlr. Horsfield became a

student of the Royal Institute of British

Architects in 1903, and four years later

pa.'sed the examination for the Associate.ship.

He had been a fellow of the Survey(n-s' In-

stitution since Jlay, 1909. He was only
thirty-two years of age. and leaves a widow.
Mr. Edward Delano Lindsey, widely known

as an architect and a lecturer on fine and
applied arts, died on .\pril 50 of paralysis,

at his home, 175. Amity Street. Flushing,

Long Island, N.Y. He was born in New
Bedford, Mass.. graduated from Harvard
in 1855. and later studied in I'Ecole des Beaux
Arts, Paris. Jlr. Lindsey went to New Y'ork
in 1857 and was desi'rner nf the old French
Theatre and of the Drexel Building, said to

be the fir.st building constructed in New York
along fireproof lines. In the autumn of the
san-e vear he was anpointed to fill the chair of

applied arts, just then established at Prince-

ton University, a position which he held until

1880, when liis health failed. He later de-

signed the present Consolidated .Stock Ex-
change building in Broad Street, and during
he l-'st three years had devoted himself to

I

lecturing and to gathering materia! for a
book on the history of art.

.\t the last meeting of the City Court
of Common Council it was resolved to spend
£1.500 on works at the Mansion House. Only
£745 of tho cost is to fall in the present year.

The City Lands Committee received authority
to expend about £1.£00 on sanitarj- work and
the reconstruction of the drainage system at
Corporation Buildings. Farring.'on Road.
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T)iis notice has been sent this week to the

exhibitors at the Royal Academy of Arts :

—

The president and council, after careful con-

sideration, find that it will be impossible to

hold the soiree this year without infringing

the order of the Home Secretary, issued

through the Commissioner of Police, with re-

gard to lighted roof areas in London, and
as a strict observance of this regulation has
now become most urgent, they must forego
the pleasure of receiving the exhibitors this

summer as the guests of the Royal Academy.
The fourth ibiennial National Road E.\

hibition organised by the County Councils
Association, in the Royal Horticultural Hall,
Vincent Square, Westminster, was opened
by Mr. Walter Long, President of the Local
Grovernment Board, on Friday afternoon. The
exhibition, which closes to-morrow (Thurs-
day) comprised materials used in road
making, machinery, plant, and appliances foi

construction, and conferences are being held
in the lecture hall. Mr. Long said he had
observed with great satisfaction that there
were exhibits closely connected with labour-
saving operations. So far as traction and
the use of roads were concerned, everything
had entirely altered during the past twelve
years. Horse-drawn vehicles were now, he
was sorry to say, the exception. He appealed
to users of the roads to remember that even
as taxpayers they made an infinitesimal con-

tribution to tile cost of the roads compared
to the damage they did by the particular

vehicles they drove. We ought to con-

sider the whole question of motor traffic and
how it could :be adequately dealt with when
we were in quieter and happier times, to

investigate the question and its close rela-

tion to the roads of the country. All de-

velopments of road-making were for the time
being arrested.

At the National Road Conference on Mon-
day a paper upon " The Use of Tar, Pitch,
and Bitumen in the Construction and Main-
tenance of Roads" was submitted by Jlr.

Percy J. Sheldon. County Sun^eyor of Essex,
and Mr. Alfi^ed J. Lyddon, his deputy. A
scheme of main coujity road reconstruction of

140 miles, spread over a period of five years,
had ibeen, arranged between Essex and tihe

Road Board at an estimated cost of half a
million pounds. Started a yeao- agOj the
work has been retarded by the waa-. Mr.
G. H. Jack, County Surveyor of Hereford-
shire, thougiht a difficulty would arise in agri-

cultural districts, and he felt that such aj-eas

would have to receive special treatment from
the Government, as the local rates could not
meet the expense of the new roads. Mr.
H. T. Wakelam, County Sui-veyor for Middle-
sex, said that in road-malcing they wanted
something between ordinary macadam and
wood paving. Wood paving w-as the bes:t and
cheapest paving that could be laid down if

the traific wanted it. In liis county, although
the road mileage had increased fifteen miles
in the last eight years, tar-spraying had re-
sulted in a saving of over £16,000 a year.

The Corporation of Livej-pool having been
compelled to suspend their housing schemes,
a similar suspension of demolitions in certain
areas was urged u]x>n them on Friday after-
nofm, by the Property Owners and Rate-
IJayers' Association. Alderman J. G. Tag-
gart. who presided, pointed out that tlie pro-
posal was recommended by the association's
municiipal committee. The wrporation's
hand in building had been staved, and he
thought that that should carry with it as a
corollary that they should not put these
people out of their cellars and dwellings and
make the houses derelict and lay the spaces
bare. The city surveyor's demand that
leased property should he relinquished in the
same condition as it was received was the
mtbject of protest by the deputation. The
corporation estate, said the chaia-man, would
Itself be injured by this policy, because mo
one would take >ip a lease on these terms.
Formerly a man knew the extent of his obli-
gations, but now he would be compell-'d to
spend a large sum of money, which had
''en unknown up to the present.

Two Heating Studantships, tearable in the

Faculty of Engine.eriing of University College,

London, each of the value of £50 a year, to-

getJier witli £11 lis., beamg the amoumt of

College fees, may be awiarded in Judy by the

Institution of Heating and Venltalating En-
gineering. Candidates must produce evidence

that tbey have already pums^ied a oouise of

enginieering training and are familiar witJi

the work of an engdneeriing labora/toiry. The
reseiaroh students will be required to devote
their whole time to research work in oomniec-

tion with heating amd venltilllating engineering.

Full pairticulars can b© obtaiimed from the

Secretary of UniveTsiitJy Coli'ege, London, to

whom apjJicatdons must ibe made not later

than Wednesday, July 7, 1915.

H.M. Trade Commissioner for New Zealand
reports that, occordiing to the local Press, a

good deal of buildinig activity is noitaceable in

the citly of Auckland and its suibumbs. Sub-
stantial] houses are being ibuilt in several of

tlhe suiburbs, and in RemueTia especially archi-

tects have prepared plans for large dweUdngs.
both in brick and wood, wthiJe a muimiber of

oontiracits are now on hand. Hotels aire also

responsi'ble for a fair amount of building
activity. The largest work in hand is an
eight-story bimlding, which will be used as

an insurance office, and will cost over £60,000.
Good progress is being miade with a new
grammar school building at jMount Eden, the

contract pTioe of whidh is £33,000. The
construction of a large block of shops and
offices, five stories high, was recenltlry com-
menioed. Sever'al warehouses and other build-
ing schemes are being carried out in the
vicinity of the water front.

Mr. Pavoni, the Acting British Vice-Consul
at Poti, Transcaucasia, reports that the wal-
nut and boxwood ti-ade of Poti in 1914 was
insignificant ; large walnut trees in the well-

known walnut wood growing districts are now
scarce. The trees are far removed from Itlhf

coast. First-class walnut timber has advanced
in price to nearly double its value a year or

two ago. A few large boxwood forests,

situated along tihe Abhasian coast, are still

available for exploditation, but with the
decreasing demand the trade is gi'aduaUy
declining in impoi'tance.

A recent patent by Mr. T. G. Park, Fassio
Works, Argyle Place, Cromer Street, Gray's
Inn Road, London, and Mr. F. R. Hill, Pax-
ton House, Bath Road, Reading, relates to

processes for making artificial marble. In
one process, coloured cementitious fluid is

poured into a mass of cementitious material
without being mixed, and the combined mass
is then poured in a succession of streams on
to a polished surface and manipulated to

modify the distribution of the colour, the pro-

duct being backed with a thin layer of cement
and subjected to pressure. Two or more
coloured cementitious fluids may be separately

poure.l into the cementitious mass so as to

avoid intermingling of the colours. When
making pilasters, moulding, etc.. a smooth
flexible sheet, such as moistened paper, is

placed upon the polished surface to receive

the cement, and a woven fabric is applied to

the backing before it sets. The complete mass
is then removed from the polished surface,

and the flexible sheet from the moulded sur-

face ; the plastic mass is then transferred to

a mould by means of the woven fabric, and
a backing of cement is applied to the moulded
marble. The figured face may be polished
with spirit polish or putty powder (tin oxide).

When it is desired to apply the artificial

marble to walls, a canvas backing is employed.
The product may be secured in position by
means of a paste consisting of white lead,

gold size, and Parian cement.
" Build now and save money " is the

reiterated advice of the Royal Victorian
Institute of Architects to their Australian
fellow-citizens:—"Our trade is on a good
and sound basis, failures are few, and credit
is good, whilst the vast sums (viz.,

£81.246,890) to the credit of the depositors
in the Victorian State Savings Bank is evi-

dence of general prosperity. Since June 30
last the amount at the credit of depositors
has increased by £1,557,092. We are of
opinion, therefore, that now is the time to
build, and our own experience strengthens
us in th.nt view. It is not that materials,
as a whole, are cheaper than they were when
war broke out. Some of the essential mate-

rials are certainly dearer. Labour is plenti-

ful, and an employee knows full well just

now that he has to earn his day's wage or

he is quickly discharged. Labour trouoles,

it is suggested, would soon reappear if trade

becomes normal. Trade, however, will re-

quire a very great stimulus before it reaches

anything like normal conditions. In the mean-
time, we venture to prophesy that, at any
rate for the immediate future, labour troubles

—should they occur—will receive short shrift

at the bar of public opinion. Since the war
began we have seen men working on build-

ings with which we have been connected

—

and doubtless other architects can state

similar experiences—at a rate which a year

or so ago no workman would have dared to

work at. We know, further, that where
tenders were called for work before the war
commenced, and such work was subsequently
' hung up,' the contractors are now perfectly

willing to carry out the work at the figures

they then submitted. If fresh tenders were
called for the works we are now referring

to, building owners would stand a good

chance of saving. So we say, ' Build now
and save money.'

RBJIOVING STAINS FROM STONE.
WORK AND POLISHING CONCRETE.
To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—The very practical article on page

659 of your issiue of Jime 9 should be read

by leverv stonemason aiiid' builder.

The "first time I heard that Portland

cement affected stone was when I delivered

a lecture at Carpenters' Hall, London, a few

years ago. I have since noticed facade® of

many lai-ge buildings"lhat have been marred

by Portland cement. The only comment I have

to make to the author's good" suggestions that

lime mortar should be used to ^prevent sucli

stains is that lime mortar is liable to be

affi'oted by fnoslt following rain. Some im-

portant tests 'have been made by the Britisih

Ck)vernroent with PudJoied fime, and these

tests resulted in a considerable adrvantage

being given to tlie Pudloed Hme joints.

I have al-o had freezing and thanvimg tedts

made by M'easrs. Faija and Company, wihich

pro\-e conclusively the great advainltage of

Pudloed llime. I manufacture a special pro-

duct for tbis purpose wihich I call lime

Pudlo, w*ioh is used most extensirvely by
many well-known diocesa;n architects and 'the

Briti.'ih Government. I shall be glad to send

readers full partioutors aaid a booklet I have
written on the subject. This product can-

not be used for njixing with cement. I do

not advertise it because the mariket is so very

limited.

At thi6 foot of the first- column of page 681

of the same issue you make sonie remarks on
polishing terrazzo work. Your readers will

be interei?ted to know that it a little

" Cement-Pudlo " is added to the cement a
more lasting polish is obtained. Th's polish

will certainly stand mucb better in tlie atmx)-

^phere of citd-es. The ordiaia.ry polish is very
iinsucoessf'ul because it loses its finish so soon.

I should be glad to send: a small faniiple of

Pudlo to any readier of this •paner for him to

experiment with.—Yours faithfully,

J. H. Kerner-Greenwood.
King's Lynn.

Co-operative stores are being built in Upper
Parliament Street, Nottingham. The architect

is Mr. W. V. Betts, of Radford Road, Old
Basford.

At Nethenbarns, Galashiels, a Sanderson
Memorial hospital of twenty bods is in course

of erection. The architect is Mr. John Hall, of

Ladthorpe Vale, Galashiels.

New girls' schools are about to be built

at Ron ding for the Kondrick Trust at a cost

of £17.100. Messrs. Charles Smith and Son,

of Reading, are the architects.

The sewerage works at Kilkee hawe been
finally inspected and nppix>ved by Mr. P. C.

Cowan, <^hief engineering inspector for Ireland

of the Local Government Bo.ard. Mr. P. H.
McCarthy, B.E., of D\iblin, prepared tihe plans,

and the contractor was Mr. P. Dillon, of

Limerick.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
BUILDERS' APPEAL UI.S.MISSED,—Jus-

tices Ridk-y and tiliearuiaii, in tile King's
Bench Divisional Court, on lliursday, dis-

jnissed an appeal by Messrs. Henry Lovatt,
Limited, builders and contractors, Darlington
Street, \Volverlianiplon, who asked the Court
to set aside the award of an arbitrator in a

dispute between them and Colonel Herbert
Harrington Roberts. Mr. Compston, K.C., for

the appellants, explained that the dispute arose
in regard to the rebuilding of the Post Office

in Fleet Street, E.G., and it came before ilr.

Oswald K. Wylson, as arbitrator, last Decem-
ber. The arbitrator's award was for a sum
of £427 against the builders, and their sub-

mission was that he not only exceeded his

jurisdiction, but had decided the matter with-

out sufhcient inquiry. There appeared to have
been some delay in the completion of the work,
and the builders' case was that any delay was
caused by strikes and labour difficulties. There
was just an informal discussion {said counsel),

and the appellants had no idea this constituted

the hearing of the dispute. Without calling

on counsel for the respondent, their Lordships
dismissed the appeal with costs and i?on(irnied

the arbitrator's award.
HOUSE AGENTS AND TENANTS.—

LL\BILITY FOR RATES.—Judge Shaud, at

the Liverpool County Court on Monday, gave
a considered judgment in a case concerning
the right of a tenant to sue a house agent in

respect of rates which she had been forced to

pay by the rating authorities under -a. threat
of distress, slie having already paid the rates

to the agent with the rent. The plaintiff was
a, widow named Mrs. Margaret Ann Moore,
who as tenant of a house in Clifton Road.
Tuebrook. Liverpool, sought to recover from
Mr. William Caird, a Liverpool builder, and
Messrs. Blundell and Curphey, estate agent*.

of North John Street, Liverpool, £3 15s. 5d.,

which she was compelled by the authorities to

pay for certain rates and taxes, these being in-

cluded ill the weekly rent of 13s. 3d., which
she paid to the defendants Blundell and Cur
phey under an agreement made with them
when she took the house. His Honour found
tl^t the agreement for taking the house was
ma-de with Blundell and Curphey, plaintiff

then believing Blundell and Curphey to be
the owneJTS of the house, and the rent-book
had their name alone upon it. No written
agreement of the tenancy was produced at the
trial, and Mr. Blundell admitted that he never
signed one. Even had he signed the agree-
ment, said his Honour, in order to escape
personal liability, it would be necessary that
he should have stated that he. signed it as

agent. In his judgment, the defendants Blun-
dell and Curphey were personally liable to the
plaintiff for the taxes she was compelled to

pay, and there would be judgment for the
plaintiff for £3 15s. 3d. and ccsts against
Blundell and Curphey. and iudgment for Caird
without cos^c. Mr. Fisher (Harling. Fisher and
Co.). who appeared for the defendajits. asked
his Honour for leave to appeal, but this was
refused. Mr. E. H. Cooke appeared for the
plaintiff.

DIVIDING FENCE DISPUTE.—At the

Alfreton County Court, on Friday, John Hollo-
way, of Ripley, claimed from .the Ripley Co-
operative iSociety £15 lis. damages for the re-

moval of a fence, bricks, and soil from land
belonging to the plaintiff. Mr. W. W. Shep-
hard appeared for the plaintiff, and Dr. Tinsley
Lindley for the society. It aiipeared that the
parties 'had adjoining plots of land, and up to

a certain period neither of them was aware who
owned a boundary fence. Believing that they
owned tlie land, the society pulled up the
fence with the intention of erecting a wall. It

then transpired that HoUoway was the owner,
and. seeing that they were in the wrong, the
society erected a post and rail fence, and were
prepared to erect a quick-set fence, while a
deputation oft'ered to erect a further fence for
protection. The niaintiff, however, took up the
stand that they should erect a wall. This they
refused to do, and as the case could not be
adjusted thev ]iaid £6 10s. into court in full

settlement —The plaintiff contended that the
removal of the fence had depreciated his pro-
perty, while the defendant society said that
they had erected a far m.ore preferable fence.

—

His Honour said it was an unfortunate dispute,
and should have been settled out of court. The
fence was pulled down in complete ignorance
of each other's rights, but the plaintiff was not
entitled to anything more than the v.ilue of
the depreciation to his property. He was
&iti-:fied the defendant scciety had granted fhe
plainriff a better fence, and he found the
amount paid into court was aniple He ordered
£6 10s. to be n.iid out of court to the plaintiff,

but there would be no order as to costs.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
THE LAND VALUE DUTIES.—Mr.

Pollock, on Monday, asked the Chancellor of
the Exchequer to give the amount of *he re-

turn for 1914-15 of increment value duty, re-

version duty, and undeveloped land duty re-

spectively.—Mr. McKenna : The net receipt of
duty in "the year 1914-15 was as follows:—'In-

crement value duty, £48,316 : reversion duty,
£19,313 ; undeveloiied land duty (arrears for
previous years), £8,651.

^--ssvxt
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE

SOCIETIES.
THE QUANTITY SURVEYORS' ASSO-

CIATION, INCORPORATED.—Mr. Henry
Vale. F.S.I., of Wolverhampton, has been
elected President of this Association for the
ensuing year, and Messrs. F. VV. Harrison,
F.S.I., and Arthur G. Cross, F.S.I., Vice-Pre-
sidents.

EDINBURGH ARCHITECTS VISIT
MELVILLE CASTLE.—On Saturday week
a large company of members and friends
of the Edinburgh Architectural Asso-
ciation visited -Melville Castle. This
edifice, a castellated mansion with cir-

cular towers, designed by John Playfair, was
built about 1776. and superseded an older
mansion which wa? demolished. The pro-
prietor of the estate in the 12th century was
an Anglo-Norman baron named Maleville,
whose line ended in an heiress who married
Sir John Ross of Hawkhead in the time of
King Robert II. The estate was held by the
Ross family until 1705, when it was acquired
by Captain David Rannie, whose daughter
married Henry Dundas, created Viscount^Mel-
ville in 1802. The party was conducted
over the public rooms by Lord and Lady ilel-
ville, who pointed out and described the
many interesting tr.:iphies and artistic objects
which they contain, one being a shepherd's
plaid presented to the first Viscount by Sir
W'alter Scott. A striking feature of the
Castle is the finely proportioned staircase with
its painted ceiling.

NOTTINGIL\,M AND DERBY ARCHI-
TECTURAL SOCIETY.—The Architect to
the Derbyshire Education Committee. Mr. G.
H. Widdows, F.R.I.B.A., invited the mem-
bers on Thursday, June 24. to view the
Secondary Schools at Ilkeston. The party
numbered about thirty, and included two
Belgian architects at present in England.
Mr. Widdows conducted the party over the
buUding, pointing out the special points in
the planning in order to obUiin thorough ven-
tilation without draughts and efficient light-
ing in every part of the class rooms. The
plan and general arrangement of these schools
is well known, and a visitof cannot but be
impressed with the cheerful and orderly
appearance of the whole of the building.s.
Even the class rooms have their own indi-
viduality in the finish of the decoration on
the walls, and the fittings throughout have
been selected with a view to use and con-
venience. The headma.ster's room is in tele-

phonic communication with aU the cla.ss

rooms. The central hall in the quadrangle
is well designed, and constitutes an attrac-
tive centre-piece. The president of the
society, Mr. Harry Gill, thanked Mr. Wid-
dows for inviting them over and so wUlinclv
describing what they had seen and also for so
kindJy inviting them to take tea with him.
Mr. \Vatkins. vice-president, endorsed this,

and in his reply Mr. Widdows invited the
.society to visit some of his later schools,
which possessed unusual features. Several
of the members afterwards visited the parish
church, where, in the absence of Mr. Wid-
dows, Mr. Harrv GiU explained the interest-
ing architectural features.

ASSOCIATION OF MANAGERS OF
SEWAGE DISPOSAL WORKS.—The annual
summer conference of the Association of
Managers of Sewage Disposal Works will

be held at Leeds on Saturday in next
week. July 10. at 10.30 a-.m." Dr. H.
JIaclean Wilson, M.D.. B.Sc.. will deliver
his presidential address. Mr. Geo. A. Hart,
M.Inst.C.E.. will give an explanation of the
works included in the main drainage and sew-
aee disposal scheme, illustrated by cartoons.
Mr. John T. Thompson, 'M.Sc. will read a

paper. " S^vcn Y'ears' Experience with a
Larere Sludge Pressing Plant." A visit to the
Leeds sewage disposal works will follow.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING 'WEEK
WEDSESD.IV (To-d.i5 1.—Rovul .\u-llseological Institute.

"Was the .\nglo-Saxon an Artist?"
by Professor U. Baldwin Brown.
.Society of .\ntiquarits' Kooms, Bur-

lington House, W. 4.30 p.m.

Frid.iv.—Institution of (Municipal Knglneer.s Council

.Mcetinc, to he followed by Smoking
Concert. Mitre Hotel, Manchester.
7 p.m.

SJTiRD.iv.^Manchester Sleeting of Institution of

Municipal Engineers. Visit to the
.\shton-under-Lyne, Stalybridge, and
Dukinfield Waterworks. By train

from Exchange Station, Manchester.
1.55 p.m.

«0NUAT.—Royal Institute ol British Architects.

Special Jleeling to con.sider Amend-
ments to KeKuIations for Architec-

tural C<>mpetitions. 8 p.m.

> ^o^»—

<

TO arms:
Central London Itegiment Volunteers.

4th Battalion " .Architects."

RECKUITINC,.
Recruits are urgently needed for the Regulars,

Territorials, and Volunteers. Intending recruits

should apply to the Battalion Headquarters, where
they will be advised as to the branch of the service

for which they are best suited.

ORDERS FOR THE WEEK BY
Lieut.-Col. A. W. Warden.
2S4.—MrXITIOS WORK.

Members able to give assistance at week-ends
should send their names at once to the Adjutant's
Office.

SPECIAL PARADE.
\\l members volunteering for Munitions Work

will parade at Dean's Yard, Wednesday, but'.i irst..

at 6.30 p.m.. for division into shifts. Absentees
will be posted to shifts found most convenient.

GENERAL PARADE.
Saturday. July 3. Members not detailed for

Munition Work at Thames IMtton parade at Bore-
ham Wood. Elstree, at 3.20 p.m.

285.—DRILLS AND PARADES.
"

.*.
" Coy.—Tuesday, Miniature Range. Gas Light

and Coke Co.'s premises, Monck Street, West.Tunster,

5 to 8.30 p.m.
School of Arms and Signalling, Millbank School,

Erasmus Street. Westminster, 6 to 8 p.m.
Wednesday, Company Parades. 5.15 to 7. '.5 and

fi.l5 to 8.15, at Dean's Yard. Westminster. If wet,
these parades will be held at Millbank School.

Notice will be posted in vestibule at Headquarters.
Note.—Tliere will be no Company Parades on

Fridays at Dean's Yard until further notice. For
Recruit Drills see below.
Thursdays. Signalling in Hyde Park. 6 to 8 p.m.

Meeting .it Marble Arch. 6 p.m.
" B " Coy.—Miniature Range and Coy. Parade as

for " \ " Coy. See Orders at IjOcal Headquarters.
" D " Coy.—Platoon and Section Drill at Mercer's

School. Hoiborn. Tuesdays and Thursdays. 6.45 p.m.
Cov. Parades. Wednesday.s, at Dean's Yard.

RECRUIT DRILLS.
'* \ " Coy.—Dean's Yard. 5.15 to 7.15 and 6.15 to

8.15. Wednesdiiv? and lr:d:i>s.

"B" Coy.—Dulwich College, Mondays, 8 to 10;
Thursdays, 6 to 8 p.m.
" C " Coy.—Now being formed. Drill Ground and

.Miniature Range. Central Electric Supply Co.'s

Generating Station, Lodge Road, St. John's W'ood,
N.W.
" D " Coy.—Mercer's School, Tuesdays and

Thursdays, 6.45 p.m.

286.—SCHOOL OF ARMS.
Millbank School. Instruction in bayonet fighting,

gymnastics, physical drill, boxing, and single sticks,

oh Tuesdays from 6 to 8 p.m.

287.—TRANSPORT SECTION.
Names are required of a few members to be

specially trained in Transport Work. Applications
should be made to the .\djutant's Office.

288.—COMMITTEE MEETING.
A meeting of the Civil and Military Committees

is called for 7.15 p.m.. Wednesday. 30th inst., at
Battalion Headquarters. A full attendance is re-

quested.
Battalion Headquarters, 18, Tufton Street, West-

minster. S.W.
By Order. L. R. GUTHRIE, Adjutant.

>-••»-<
Privy C'ounoi'l'or Rathenau. general m.ajiager

of the Eer'in AUgcjneine Elektricitats
Gcsellsc.haft {A. E. G.), died on Monday in

last week at Berlin, aged seventy-six. Thirty
years ago Emil Rathenau foimdcd the Allge-
meine Elektricitats Gesellschaft with a capital

of £250.000; to-day the company's interests in

various parts of the world are valued at

£200.000.000. Of Jewish birth, he was entirely

self-made, and probably did more than any
other one man to build up Germany's industrial

power.

In tho R.I.Ii.A. Jounml is published the
thirteenth list of Members. Licentiates, and
Students who have enlisted for the war. the
total to date beang 41 Fell&ws. 292 Associates.

139 Licentiates. 2 Hon. Associates. aJid 171

Students. We are glad to hear that Lieut.

Kenneth Dalgliesh, A.R.I.B.A.. of 165, Fen-
church Street. E.G., w^ho maTaculously escaped
a mortal wound w^hile in charge of an advanced
post on the Messines Ridge, but was still so
badly injured that he had to have his arm am-
putated, is making such good recovery that
he has left tbe hospital at Boulogne, and was
;ib!? to visit tie Institute a few days ago.
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CHIPS.
Mr. N. McK. Barioii, assistant sanitary

engineer, is appointed sanitary engineer to the

Government of Bihar and Grissa.

A sanatorium is about to be built at Bally

maley for the Ennis Management Committee.
The architect is Mr. C. E. Allen, of Ennis.

The joint committee of the Mullingar Lunatic
Asylum harvo decided to expend £6,500 on a

sewage scheme, and £1,156 on water supply.

The town council of Ilkeston have received

the sanction of the Local CTOvernment. Board to

a loan of £7,354 for the completion of their

sewerage scheme.

The Beverley Town Council have appointed
Mr. C. S. Harrison, of the borough surveyor's
office, Bridlington, as assistant borough sur-

veyor of Beverley.

At an adjourned meeting of the city coxmcil
of Bath, held the other day. it was decided
to expend £6,860 upon the Pimip Rocm and
the New Royal Baths.

The Local Government Board has sanctioned
a loan of £2,787 to the urban district coimcil
of Paignton, for the extension and furnishing
of the isolation hospital.

Messrs. McLaughlin and Hulsken. architects,
Lima, Ohio, havo bee^n selected to prepare
jjlans for the new court-house to bo erected at
Portland, Ind., at a cost of $275,000.

Mr. John Christopher Whiteley, assistant
manager of the Chatham and District Light
Railways Co., has been a])pointed tramwuys
manager to the South .Shields Corporation.

Mr. T. Huddlestone, surveyor to the Grange
L'rban District Council, has had his salary in-
creased from £250 to £275 a year. Out of his
salary Mr. Huddleston has to pay a clerk £40
a year.

The Zion Hill Convent, Bhctrcck, County
Dublin, is being extensively enlarged f-om plans
by Mr. Charles B. Powell, architect, of Rath-
mines, Dublin. The contractor is Mr. M. J.
Greene, of Donnybrook.

Mr. A. W. Brightmnit has held n Loe.nl
Government Board inquiry at Rugby into the
application of the Rugby Rural Dist'rict Coun-
cil to borrow £1,000 for works of sewage dis-
posal near the village of Dunchurch.

The urban district council of Caerphilly are
about to build forty-four workmen's dwellings
at Penysheol, to be let at 7s. 2d. per week in-
clusive. Mr. Sidney Wilkins is the architect,
and the cost is estimated at £9,800.

Mr. Robert Lee, sewage works manager to
the Ramsbottom Urban District C'ou:icil, hae
been granted an honorarium of £50 for extra
services rendered in regard to various contracts
carried out in the past two or three years.

An inquiry was held nt Elle-smere Port the
other day before Mr. W. 0. E. Meade King
into an application to the Local Government
Board by the urban district council for sanc-
tiun to borrow £5,500 for the erection cf
council offices.

Additions and alterations have been carried
out at the Durham County Hospital. The
work, including a new hostel for nurses and
an operating theatre, has been designed and
supervised by Messrs. Nevvcombe and New-
conibe, architects, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

New buildings for tlie nursing staff at the
Royal Victoria Hospital, Dover, Jia.ve been
formally opeiunl. T^j w-ork was carried out
l>v Mr. R. W. Paramor from iplans prepared
by Mr. F. G. Havward, of Mes?irs. Worsfold
and Hayward. The co.st was £3.000.

A council school at Carlton, built for the
Notts Education Committee at a cost of
£6.697, has been formally opened. Mr. L.
Magg.s. ol Nottin.gham, the county architect.
pre]>ared the plans, and Mr. H. Greenwood,
of Mansfield, was tho builder.

.'\n important street improvement is being
effected by the corporation of Bristol in the
demolition of tlie remaining properties on the
island at the junction of Rupert Street and
Christmas Street, near the centre of the city.
The entire site occupied by the island will be
levelled, asphalted, and thrown into the
thoroughfares as an ojien space.

The Mavor of Brighton dedicated to public
use on Thursday a clock tower erected in
Queen's Park, under the bequest of the late
Mr. W. O. Godley, who left £1.000 for the
purpose. The tower is of Portland stone, and
has been built from a design bv Mr. Llewellvn
E. Williams. A.R.I.B.A., of Coleman Street.
E.C., selected in a competition in which sixty
plans were submitted, and illustrated in our
issue of Aiiril 10, 1914.

The Duchess of Somerset on Monday opened
the new buildings of the Wyndhani-.\sh!cy

Children's Mission of the Shaftesbury Society

and Ragged School Union in Regency Street,

iVcsiminster.

Great Marlborough Street Police Court, re-

built on the site of the old court, which dated
from 1820, was used on ilonday for the first

time. It has been built from plans by ^Ir. J.

Dixon Butler, F.R.I. B.A., architect to the
Metropolitan Police Force.

The Local Government Board have sane
tioned the appointment of Mr. J. H. Thonip
son as substitute for Mr. J. L. Peacocke, town
surveyor of Newtownards, who is now a lieu-

tenant with the 150th Field Company f-t

Antrim.

A ne-w church at Taur, near Newmarket^^ Co
Cork, was diedicated la.5t week. It is Early
English in style, and ie built of local limestone,

the external dimensions being 70 ft. by 31 ft.

The architect was Mr. Hynes, South Mall,

Cork, and the builder Mr. Coffey, of Midleton,
Co. Cork.

There has been placed in position on the
wall of the house at 67, High-street (CroBs),

Linlithgow, where Dr. David Waldie, a pioneer
in aneesthetic research, resided and had h's

laboratory, a bronze portrait medallion tablet

bearing an inscription. Tho sculptor was Mr.
H. R. Hope-Pinker, of Kensington.

-At their meeting to-morrow (Thursday) the

City of London Corporation will receive a re-

port from the Bridge House Estates Com-
mittee on an application of the London
County Council for permission to lay a third

tramway track on the south side of Blackfriars
Bridge, and recommending that the apidica-

cation be comidied with.

Mr. J. W. Canning, manager of the gasworks
at Newport, Mon., has been appointed by the

High Explosives Committee to organise and
direct the work of providing high explosives

material in Wales and Monmouthshire. He
will be assisted by a committee of five gas en-

gineers selected from the Wales and Mon-
mouthshire Institution of Gas Engineers.

The newly formed Mitcham Urban District

Council have made the fo'lowing appointments:—^Clerk. Major Stephen Chart, of Mitcharn

;

salary £250. rising to £300 a year. Assist-ant

clerk, Mr. Charles H. Pa^rslow, of Mitcham

;

salary £120, rising to £150 a year. Surveyor.
ilr. Burnett Bullock, of Mitc'ham ; salary £250,
rising to £300 a year. Sanitary inspector. Mr.
Charles G. Rabbetts, of Mitcham ; salary £200
a year.

The Bishop o7 Southwark dedicated at St.

Peter's Church. Brockle.v, on ilonday evening
three stained-glass wdndows, representing " St.

Peter iireaching at Pentecost," " St. Paul
preaching at Athens," and " St. Augustine
preaching before King Ethidbert," and a brass
over the pulpit as memorials to the late Rev.
t'. Henry Grundy, who was vicar of the parish
from 1887 to 1914, and who was killed in a
cye'.iiig accident.

The first stage of the revahiation of the City
by the Corporation as overseers is now com-
pleted. It shows a gross value of £7.122.119
and a rateable value of £5.960.368, beiiiir an
increase on the previous lists of £247,300 and
£199,663 respectively. This increase is mainly
due to the fact that, in addition to the large
amount of rebuilding, the Corporation have
now a much fiillei' knowledge of the circum-
stances and value of all classes of property in

the City.

On the site of No. 71, New Bond Street. W.,
is to be -erected an imposing new building of
five floors. The elevation will be carried out
up to first floor coirnicc in .Sicilian miirble.
with scuilptured flgui'cs surmounting the two
lula.sters. Above, the elevation will be of Port-
land stone moulded and enriched with carv-
ing, fin.'ishing with a domed roof and fin-al.

The architects are ilessrs. Palgrave and Co.,
y.ho are also concerned in the adjoining build-
ings now being erected, and the contractors
are Mctisrs. A. J. Staineis and Co., Linnited.
Great Titchfield Street. W.
The new Duchess of Connaught Canadian

Rod Cress HospitaJ- on JIajor Aster's estate
at Cliveden, near Taplow. will shortly be
opened for the reception of wo-uindc-d soldie^rs.

It will afl'ord accommodation for a thousand
patieiitts. It ha.s been erected according to
pliiiis prei>ared by Mr. Charles F. Skipper, of
Cambridge, under the direction of Colonel C.
A. Hodgetts. the Commissioner of the Cana-
dian Red Cross Society in Londonu The hos-
pital, which is a temporary structure, consists
of a series of one-story bui'xlings, so placed as
to receive the maximum amount of suni' jine.

LATEST PRICES.

N.B.—All prices must be regarded as-

merely appro.ximate for the present, as our

usual sources of information are in many-

cases failing us.

TIMBER.

Owing to stoppage of supplies all prices-

have advanced oonsiderablv.

IRON.
Per ton. Per ton-

Rolled SteelJoists, English £9 12 6 to i-9 17 6
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 9 15 „ 10 (>

Steel Girder Plates 9 15 „ 9 17 6
Kar Iron, good Statts 6 5 0,, 810
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Hound, or
Stiuaie 22 ., &

no., Welsh 5 15 ,, 5 17 0-

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

SjuthStaffs 8 0,, 815 o
Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles, lOs , Tees 205. per ion extra.

Bui dei-s' Hoop Iron, for bonding, £12 5s. to £12 15s.

Ditto galvanised, £19 to £19 ICs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24.-

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ..£13 10

Best ditto 13 10 .. 14

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10 0-

Cast-iron Stanchions 6 17 6 ,, 8 10 0-

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10

Uolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 ,, 7 10 0-

Galvanised 8 15 „ 6 5

Cast-iron Sash Weights 6 0,, 650
Cut Floor Brads 10 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,,

—
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14B.W.G 14 5 0., —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.

£10 10s. £10 15s. £11 Os. £11 5s. £11 l.'^s. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

3 in. di. meter £6 15 to £7 2 6
4in.to6in 6 10 „ 6 12 6-

7 in. to 24 in. (all sizesl 6 17 6 „ 7 2 6
[Coated with composition, 5s. Cd. per ton extra.

Turned and bored joinls, ."^s. per ton extra.]

Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lillieshall 80s. Od. to 127s. 6d.

Hot B ast, ditto 87s. Od. ,, 97s, Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. lulus 2* per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 67ipc.
Water-Tubes 66^ .,

Steam-Tubes 60 .,

Galvanised Gas.Tubes 55 ,,

Galvanised Water-Tubes 51i ,>

Galvanised S;eam-Tubes 45 ,»

OTHER METALS.
Per ton. Per ton.

Lead Water Pipe, Town *£;4 to —
„ Country 35 ,,

—
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town * 5 ,,

—
,, ,, ,,

Country.. .. <36 ,.
—

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town »J6 CO., —
„ ,, „ ,, Country »37 0,, —

Lead Pipe, tinned inside and
outside Town *38 10 0,. —

,, Country '39 10 ..
—

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town.. '37 0.. —
Country '38 0,. —

Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4Jiu.) Town •34 0,. —
,, ,, ,, ,, Country '35 0,, —

[Over4*in. £1 per ton extra.!

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6 ,, f 18 12 &
Lead Shot, in 281b. bugs 24 15 0,. —
Copper sheets, sheathing .t rods 102 u ,, 103 O
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 90 10 ., 91 10 O
Tin, English Ingots 162 .. 163

Do , Bars 163 ,, 164

Pig Lead, in 1. wt. Pigs. Town .. 23 ,, 2t 0*

Sheet Lead, Town '33 10 0„ —
,, Country »34 10 ,,

—
Genuine White Lead 37 10 0,. —
Refined Red Lead 31 .,

—
Sheet Zinc 115 0., —
Old Lead, against account 25 ..

—
Tin percwt. 9 10 .. —
Cut nails (percwt. basis, ordinary
brand) 14 ,,

—
* For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

SLATES
in. in. £ s. d. p=r 1,000 of

Blue Portmadoc. ... 20 x 10 .. 12 12 6 1,20J at r. stn,

„ „ 16 „ 8 .. 6 12 6 „ „
Blue'Bangor 20 „ 10 . . 13 2 6 ,, „

,
20 ,, 12 .. 13 17 6 ,, „

First quality 20 „ 10 .. 13

„ ,, 20 „ 12 .. 13 15 ,, „

;, „ 16 ,, 8 .. 7 5

Eureka unfading
green 20 ,. 10 .. 15 17 6

20 ,. 12 .. 18 7 6 „ ,
,

18 ,, 10 .. 13 5

„ 16 ,, S .. 10 5

Permanent Green.. 20 ,, 10 .. 11 12 6 ,. ,>

18 ., 10 .. 9 12 6

„ „ 16 „ 8 .. 6 12 6 „ 1.










